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Check Out the Web Resource!

You will notice a reference throughout this version of Orthopedic Clinical Examination
to a web resource. This resource is available to supplement your e-book.

The web resource has 24 interactive case studies, 50 video demonstrations of tests and
assessments, and hundreds of links to ICD-10 codes and PubMed abstracts. We are certain
you will enjoy this unique online learning experience.

Follow these steps to purchase access to the web resource:

1. Visit http://tinyurl.com/BuyOrthoClinicalExamWR.
2. Click the Add to Cart button and complete the purchase process.
3. After you have successfully completed your purchase, visit the book’s website at

www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination.
4. Click the first edition link next to the corresponding first edition book cover.
5. Click the Sign In link on the left or top of the page and enter the e-mail address and

password that you used during the purchase process. Once you sign in, your online
product will appear in the Ancillary Items box. Click on the title of the web resource
to access it.

6. Once purchased, a link to your product will permanently appear in the menu on the
left. All you need to do to access your web resource on subsequent visits is sign in to
www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination and follow the link!

Click the Need Help? button on the book’s website if you need assistance along the
way.
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Foreword

Most books sink like a pebble tossed casually into a pond. Some books have a longer
trajectory—a smooth, flat rock skipped a few times across a glassy lake. And then there are
books that function like a beacon on a massive coastal rock formation. They guide through
the ages—a constant throughout countless academic seasons and storms. Henry Gray’s
Anatomy (1858), William Campbell’s Textbook of Surgical Anatomy (1911), and Tinsley
Harrison’s Principles of Internal Medicine (1950) are three of those.

Dr. Michael Reiman clearly consulted the lighthouse builder’s guide when he conceived
of Orthopedic Clinical Examination. He embraced rule number one: Massive is good. The
book’s 29 chapters and more than 1100 pages mean the clinician will find the needed
examination for the body part or population in question. The hundreds of photos and 50
videos demonstrate the exams. Detailed and clear tables strip each examination naked; there
is no place to hide once Mike and his team has deconstructed, analyzed, and then
reconstructed the clinical orthopedic examination.

Orthopedic Clinical Examination will direct current and future generations of clinicians
away from the shallow rocks of eminence-based, single special tests that were not rigorously
validated. “Special tests are not so special” booms out from many pages. Replacing flawed
dogma, the book spotlights tests and test batteries proven in heterogeneous populations of
patients who attend for the care of physical therapists, athletic trainers, and primary care
doctors.

Because I knew Mike Reiman and his previously published works, I was expecting a
comprehensive, quality product about examination. The book I have in my hands is so
much more; it’s a new keystone for sports physiotherapy, sports medicine, and orthopedics.
Mike and his team’s ambitious vision emanated from the critical evaluation of previous
expert opinion or low-quality research. Profound congratulations for executing that vision.

I am confident that if I see out three or four more decades on earth, Orthopedic Clinical
Examination will still illuminate the otherwise hidden hazards confronting patients and
their clinicians. Orthopedic Clinical Examination signals the ideal journey that is accurate,
efficient, evidence-based practice.
Karim Khan, MD, PhD, MBA
Professor, The University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada
Editor-in-chief, British Journal of Sports Medicine (BJSM)
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Preface

Clinical orthopedic examination is a skill that improves with knowledge and practice.
This book provides readers with the knowledge and skills needed to approach the
examination process. Each chapter on examination of a specific body part is organized and
presented in the same manner. Approaching the examination from a broad to a focused
approach (so-called funnel approach) and performing specific components of the
examination in the same sequence ensures repetition and improved consistency in learning.
This book, therefore, is written for the physical therapy, athletic training, and medical
student, as well as for any clinician who wants a systematic approach to examination of the
orthopedic client. The clinician is encouraged, though, to also use positioning
systematically when performing their examination to avoid having the client move
excessively, especially if the client is highly irritable symptom wise. Once the clinician has
appropriately screened their client for serious pathology, they can use positioning
appropriately to assess range-of-motion and muscle performance, for example, in the same
position assuming it will not bias the rest of the examination process. The clinician should
be well versed in the funnel approach prior to this though.

Due to the complexity of the various types of clients with orthopedic-related
pathological presentations, clinicians must examine these clients in a systematic manner.
However, with both treatment-based classifications and pathological-based classifications
being used in health care fields, the clinician and student are often left wondering which
approach to examination is ideal. Additionally, each approach has notable limitations (e.g.,
not all rotator cuff tears have the same impairments, not all lumbar spines with
degenerative disc disease have pain, not all clients appropriately fit a treatment-based
classification). The author of this book believes that practicing clinicians should have a
good understanding of both approaches because each approach is used by different health
care providers. Thus, this book attempts to bridge the gap between treatment-based
classifications and pathological-based classifications with the funnel approach to
examination. It also presents material at the end of each chapter so that the reader can see
common impairments (treatment-based diagnosis) for common pathologies (pathology-
based diagnosis).

Currently no other examination book in musculoskeletal medicine has the depth and
breadth that this book provides. Many books provide information on anatomy, review of
systems, general concepts of the evaluation and examination process, and details of
examination for each body region. This book is unique because it covers, in detail,
evidence-based and evidence-informed practice diagnostic accuracy values not only for
special tests but also for subjective history, observation, diagnostic imaging, and
performance-based measures. Books exist that cover these details separately, but none
currently has all of this information in one all-inclusive source. In fact, most current books
appear to have an over-reliance on the diagnostic accuracy of special tests alone despite
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multiple studies demonstrating limited clinical utility of these tests. Most books do not
include diagnostic accuracy information and figures for diagnostic imaging and
performance-based measures. Most texts also do not include diagnostic accuracy
information on subjective and other objective findings (besides special tests). Perhaps one
of the most impressive components of this text is the dedicated chapter, and emphasis in
each chapter in parts III and IV, on triage and differential diagnosis. It is extremely
important that the student and practicing clinician have differential diagnostic skills, not
only for differential diagnosis of competing joint pain generators but for the ability to
screen and diagnose the potential existence of nonmusculoskeletal or serious pathology. No
other current text provides all of this information in an easy-to-read, structured format.

The benefits of this book include (1) the organized, systematic approach to body part
examination, (2) the details of diagnostic accuracy of not only special tests but also
subjective history, observation, diagnostic imaging, and performance-based measures, (3)
the quick guide for determining the strength of diagnostic accuracy findings for each of
these categories, allowing readers to determine the extent to which they should utilize such
findings, (4) its combination of pathology-based and treatment-based diagnoses, (5) the
web-based case studies, and (6) web-based videos.
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Organization

This book provides the reader with a general examination framework to utilize
regardless of the body part being examined. The first two parts of this book describe the
anatomy of the musculoskeletal system (part I) and the concepts and principles of the
examination process (part II). Understanding the content of the musculoskeletal and
nervous systems, as well as tissue behavior and healing, is vital for any student or clinician
working with clients who have musculoskeletal injuries or dysfunction. Part II details the
basic proposed components of the examination sequence. The chapters in parts III
(Examination of the Head and Spine) and IV (Examination of the Extremities) provide an
organized approach to problem solving, or an examination sequence, that clinicians can
apply when evaluating each body area. Screening tests will be used early in the examination
sequence, not only to determine the appropriateness of performing an orthopedic
examination but also to rule out other potential pain generators and thereby narrow the
focus of the examination. Finally, part V covers examination of special populations that
require considerations relative to their cohort.
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Web Resource

Perhaps the most unique feature of this text is the web resource, which has case study
reviews and interactive questions, videos, and abstract links. For more information on the
web resource, see Accessing and Using the Web Resource.
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Instructor Resources

Instructors have access to a full array of ancillary materials.

Image bank. The image bank contains all of the figures, tables, typeset figures, and
technique photos from the book, separated by chapter. These items can be added to
lecture slides, student handouts, and so on.
Instructor guide. The instructor guide provides instructors with a sample syllabus
and an introduction explaining how to use the instructor and student resources. In
addition, chapter-specific files contain chapter outlines and additional resources.
Test package. The test package has more than 400 multiple choice, true or false, fill-
in-the-blank, matching, and short answer questions to choose from, based on text
material. Instructors can use these questions to customize tests and quizzes.

These ancillaries are available at
www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination.
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Accessing and Using the Web Resource

A unique feature of this text is the web resource, which has case study reviews and
interactive questions, videos, and abstract links. The web resource is available at
www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination.
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Case Studies

The case studies are based on a logistical flow of what the clinician or student would do
next when presented with specific information. These studies present a specific case
scenario and a detailed example of what to ask and what options to weigh when making the
diagnosis. These cases have an interactive format that allows you to choose various options
in a sequenced examination. The goal of the case studies is to help you apply what you have
learned in the chapter and implement a systematic, evidence-based, efficient examination
sequence. Some of the case studies are supported by videos of the tests used to help make a
diagnosis of a specific condition. Within the text, you’ll see cross-references to the case
studies; here’s an example:

Case Studies

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination and complete these
case studies for chapter 15:

Case study 1 discusses a 26-year-old female with insidious onset of headaches.
Case study 2 discusses a 19-year-old male with a facial injury from being hit with a
baseball.
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Videos

The web resource has 50 videos of many of the special tests, muscle testing, and
performance-based measures discussed in the text. These videos are included directly in
your e-book, so you do not need to go to the web resource to access them. These videos
allow you to directly visualize the content of the material in the book. These videos are
valuable because they provide you with an example of the proper client set-up, positioning
of the client and clinician, and the proper performance of the described skill. The
determination of positive/negative findings is described for the special tests. Additionally,
these videos will serve as resources for you to view whenever you wish. Here are the tests
that are demonstrated in the videos:

Chapter 7 Orthopedic Screening and Nervous System Examination

ULNT 1: Median Nerve Bias
Slump Test
Straight Leg Raise (SLR) Test

Chapter 15 Face and Head

Pronator Drift Test
Forearm Rolling Test

Chapter 16 Temporomandibular Joint

Inferior (Caudal) Glide
Lateral Glide
Joint Sounds With Click

Chapter 17 Cervical Spine

Modified Sharp-Purser Test
C1-C2 Rotation: Flexion–Rotation Test (PPIVM)
Prone C0-C1 PAIVM
Prone C1-C2 PAIVM
Prone C2-C3 PAIVM
Spurling’s Test

Chapter 18 Thoracic Spine

Thoracic Spine Central PA Mobilization
Cervical Rotation Lateral Flexion Test
Adson’s Test
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Chapter 19 Lumbar Spine

Central Posterior to Anterior Glides
Centralization and Peripheralization
Extension–Rotation Test
Passive Lumbar Extension Test

Chapter 20 Sacroiliac Joint and Pelvic Girdle

Anteroposterior and Lateral Compression Test
Anterior Rotation Glide of Innominate
Posterior Shear Test (Thigh Thrust)

Chapter 21 Shoulder

Olecranon-Manubrium Percussion Test
Bony Apprehension Test
Glenohumeral Joint Posterior Glide
Lateral Jobe Test
External Rotation Lag Sign
Lift-Off Test
Biceps Load II
Passive Compression Test
Relocation Test

Chapter 22 Elbow and Forearm

Humeroulnar Joint Medial Glide
Proximal Radioulnar Joint Anterior (Volar) Glide of Radial Head
Moving Valgus Stress Test

Chapter 23 Wrist and Hand

Wrist Flexion and Median Nerve Compression

Chapter 24 Hip

Patellar-Pubic Percussion Test
Posterior Glide II
Hip Scour Test
Ligamentum Teres Test
Femoral Acetabular Impingement Test

Chapter 25 Knee
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Thessaly Test
Lachman’s Test
Pivot Shift Test

Chapter 26 Lower Leg, Ankle, and Foot

Talocrural Joint Posterior Glide
Thompson Test or Calf Squeeze Test
Forced Dorsiflexion Test
Dorsiflexion-Eversion Test

Chapter 27 Emergency Sport Examination

BESS Balance Tests
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Abstract Links

The web resource includes links to hundreds of ICD-10 codes and PubMed abstracts.
You can easily access referenced articles including any other aspects of the study you deem
worthy of further consideration. Within the text, you’ll see cross-references to the abstract
links; here’s an example:

Abstract Links

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination to access abstract
links on these issues:

Dix-Hallpike test
Finger tap test
Median nerve upper limb tension test
Pronator drift test
Rinne test
Spurling’s test
Weber test
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Part I
Review of Anatomy Systems

Part I of this text reviews the various anatomy systems. It details basic components of
the musculoskeletal system and their relation to musculoskeletal injury and examination. It
describes the anatomy of the skeletal system, including bone, ligament, tendon, and muscle
architecture, as well as joint classifications and various types of joints in the body. Chapter
1 describes differentiation of osteokinematic and arthrokinematic principles and how these
concepts relate to the examination of the orthopedic client. It also details soft-tissue
structure (e.g., muscle, tendon, nervous system) and function. This part of the text details
how injury affects each of these structures and provides guiding principles for the
examination of these structures.
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Chapter 1
Musculoskeletal System

Gilbert M. Willett, PT, PhD, OCS, CSCS
Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS

“In the developed world, musculoskeletal disorders represent the majority of
occupational ill-health and work-related illness.”1 With this quote in mind, the overall
objective of this chapter is to provide pertinent basic science information about the
musculoskeletal system to orthopedic physical therapists. The key elements reviewed in this
chapter on the musculoskeletal system are bones, joints, muscle, and related connective
tissues.
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Bones

Studying skeletal anatomy sometimes gives health professional students and clinicians
the wrong impression when it comes to bones. Learning about bones through the use of
preserved skeletal models has value, but it can also give the false impression that bone is a
rigid, dead structure. In reality, it is dynamic living tissue that serves many purposes and is
highly adaptable and capable of remodeling to meet changing needs. Bones provide
infrastructure for the human body. They protect essential organs, assist in movement by
providing attachment sites for muscles, and store minerals (primarily calcium and
phosphorus). They are highly active metabolically, a key factor in maintaining body
homeostasis. Bones serve as the second line of defense in preventing acidosis and can adsorb
toxins and heavy metals such as lead, minimizing their adverse effects on other tissues.2

Bones also store fat and produce blood cells in their marrow cavities.

Anatomy and Physiology

Bone is comprised of organic (~40% dry weight) and inorganic materials (~60% dry
weight) and a small amount of water.3 Organic materials include cells and matrix (~90%
Type I collagen, as well as proteoglycans, matrix proteins, and cytokines). A variety of cell
types can be found in bone, but the primary ones are the three “O” cells:4

Osteoblasts: These cells form new bone tissue for growth or healing. They produce
bone matrix, including the Type I collagen fibers that provide bone with significant
strength and flexibility. Osteoblasts develop from mesenchymal stem cells and
become osteocytes or line the periphery of bones when they stop forming new bone.
Osteocytes: These cells form a large component of mature bone. Osteocytes have
long, branching arms that connect them to neighboring osteocytes. This allows them
to exchange minerals and communicate with neighboring cells.
Osteoclasts: These large macrophage-type cells secrete acidic enzymes to break down
bone matrix and reabsorb existing bone, thus enabling remodeling of bone.

Inorganic bone components consist of hydroxyapatites (mineral salts), primarily
calcium phosphate. These calcium salts are present in the form of tiny crystals, which
contribute to bone hardness or rigidity.5

Bones have a solid outer shell (cortical, or compact, bone) and a honeycomb inside
(known as cancellous, spongy, or trabecular bone). The human skeleton is composed of
approximately 80% compact bone and 20% cancellous bone. Cortical bone has an outer
periosteal surface and inner endosteal surface. Periosteal surface activity is important for
appositional growth and fracture repair. All bone is made up of structural units known as
osteons. In cortical bone, an osteon consists of concentric layers (lamellae) of osteocytes and
matrix around small blood vessels (haversian canal; figure 1.1). The osteocytes within
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osteons are interconnected by small channels known as canaliculi. Cortical structure and
microstructure contribute to the mechanical competence of the entire bone. The crystalline
component of the structure provides compressive strength and brittleness, while collagen
fibrils provide tensile strength and toughness. Cortical bone develops microcracks when
stressed in order to dissipate energy during catastrophic loading events. Age-related
accumulation of microdamage weakens cortical bone tissue and possibly contributes to
increased susceptibility to fracture.6 Bone formation typically exceeds bone resorption on
the periosteal surface, so bones normally increase in diameter with aging.3
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Figure 1.1 Structure of an osteon, including osteocytes and canaliculi.

 

Cancellous bone (figure 1.2) is made up of a honeycomb network of thin plates
(trabeculae) and rods interspersed in the bone marrow compartment. It is found in the ends
of long bones near joints, in vertebral bodies, and in flat bones such as the ilium of the
pelvis. Cancellous bone is also composed of osteons, called packets.3 Cancellous bone has a
higher level of remodeling than cortical bone; however, both engage in the remodeling
process.
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Figure 1.2 Compact cortical bone and spongy cancellous (trabecular) bone.

 

Mature cortical bone and cancellous bone normally exhibit a lamellar pattern, in which
collagen fibrils are laid down in alternating orientations.3 The mechanism by which
osteoblasts lay down collagen fibrils in a lamellar pattern is unknown. Similar to plywood,
lamellar bone has great strength resultant from the alternating orientations of collagen
fibrils. This lamellar pattern is absent in woven (immature) bone. In immature bone, the
collagen fibrils are laid down in a disorganized manner that makes the bone weaker than
lamellar (mature) bone. Woven bone is normally produced during initial formation of
primary bone.3 It may also be seen in association with conditions that result in high bone
turnover, such as osteitis fibrosa cystica, Paget’s disease, or hyperparathyroidism.

Bone health depends on both nonmechanical and mechanical influences.
Nonmechanical factors are broad and encompass individual genetic determinants such as
gender, cellular metabolism, and hormone and cytokine production, as well as nutritional
components such as calcium and vitamin D. Mechanical factors include loads or stress that
influence osteoblast and osteoclast cell activity.7 Excessive mechanical stress or a prolonged
lack of loading can significantly change bone structure. This can result in a variety of
musculoskeletal concerns. For example, excessive loading of the lumbar facet joints due to
inappropriate postures (exaggerated lordosis) or movements over time can cause
hypertrophy of the bony articular processes of the vertebrae. This hypertrophy can create
stenosis of the intervertebral foramina and subsequent nerve root impingement.
Conversely, lack of loading causes weakening of the bones and increased susceptibility to
fracture. The occurrence of these types of fractures in the long bones of the lower limbs of
people who depend on wheelchairs for mobility have been well documented.8 Bones adapt
to the physical stresses placed on them through the coordinated action of osteoclasts and
osteoblasts.9 The principle of bone adaptation to stress is known as Wolff’s Law. It states
that a bone’s internal and external architecture change in response to the stresses (or lack
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thereof) placed on it.10

Biomechanical Properties

In order for bones to function normally, they must exhibit a number of mechanical
properties. Similar qualities can be found in other infrastructure materials such as wood and
steel. Bones have to be able to absorb stress, strain, and shear resultant from the functional
demands placed on them. These mechanical properties include anisotropy, viscoelasticity,
and loading modes as well as responses due to compression (load-bearing stress) and tension
(muscle strain) forces.

Anisotropy is the ability to respond differently to forces applied in different directions.
The orientation of mineral crystals (rather than the collagen matrix) appears to be the
primary determinant of bone anisotropy.11 These inorganic mineral crystals found in bone
also resist compressive forces well. Viscoelasticity is the ability of a material to exhibit both
viscous and elastic characteristics when undergoing deformation. Viscous materials (e.g.,
putty) resist shear flow and strain linearly with time when stress is applied. Elastic materials
(e.g., rubber) strain when stretched and quickly return to their original state once the stress
is removed. Viscoelastic materials exhibit elements of both of these properties and, as such,
exhibit time-dependent strain. This means that the stress depends on not only the strain
but also how rapidly the strain occurs. The clinical implications of this are related to bone
fracture patterns and subsequent collateral soft-tissue damage. A more rapidly applied load
will result in a greater amount of bone fragmentation. The relationships among bone
collagen, moisture levels, and mineral levels appear to be the primary influences on bone
viscoelasticity.12 The collagen in bone resists tensile forces well.

Physical therapy clinicians commonly see stress fracture injuries. This type of fracture is
a tiny crack that occurs in bones subjected to repetitive stresses (overuse) that eventually
accumulate to levels that overwhelm bone’s ability to tolerate loading. In these cases, bones
fatigue, progressively losing strength or stiffness due to lower level cyclic loading. This
fatigue eventually results in failure to tolerate loading. This can happen over time to healthy
bones subjected to prolonged stresses or more rapidly to bones weakened by abnormal
conditions such as osteoporosis. The accumulation of microdamage impairs the mechanical
properties of bone by reducing its elastic properties. Damage accumulates more rapidly in
areas of bone under tensile pressures (e.g., muscle insertions), but crack growth (i.e.,
fracture potential) is greater in areas of bone experiencing compressive forces.13
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Joints

While bones provide infrastructure for the human body, joints allow movement to
occur between bones. A joint, or articulation, occurs between two bones. It is comprised of
a variety of specialized tissues that enable safe and efficient movement. Joints can be
broadly classified into two categories, those with a joint cavity and those without. Because
of the clinical emphasis of this text, the primary focus will be on joints with a cavity, also
known as diarthrose or synovial joints. They are important components of the
musculoskeletal system that enable human body movement. Key anatomical structures,
classifications, and important clinical considerations of synovial joints will be addressed. See
the section Joint Classifications for a brief review of the other joints found in the human
body.

The three distinguishing features of a typical synovial joint are the joint cavity (as
previously mentioned), joint capsule, and articular cartilage covering of the bone contact
surfaces. In addition, many synovial joints possess unique anatomical specializations, such
as ligaments, that allow them to perform optimally. Subsequent sections review these
features in greater detail.

Capsule

The joint capsule is vital to the function of synovial joints. It seals the joint space,
provides passive stability by controlling or limiting movements, contributes to active
(muscular) stability through its proprioceptive nerve endings, and may even help form the
contact surfaces of the joint. Its outer layer is composed of a dense fibrous connective tissue
that attaches to the bones via specialized attachment zones and forms a sleeve around the
joint. Capsules vary in thickness based on the stresses they are subjected to. For example,
the hip joint capsule is thicker anteriorly than posteriorly due to the center of gravity
passing behind the joint, resulting in a tendency for hyperextension.14 In some cases, such
as the glenohumeral joint, the capsule is locally thickened to form capsular ligaments, and it
may also incorporate tendons. If the capsule is injured, it can lead to instability or laxity or
can limit movement due to constriction or adhesion to surrounding structures. It is also
adversely affected by conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis, crystal
deposition disorders, bony spur formation, and ankylosing spondylitis.14 In areas where the
capsule connects to bone near the joint, the capsule tissue can become fibrocartilaginous.
This change enables it to resist pressures.

The inner layer of the capsule is made up of synovial tissue. It typically consists of loose
or fatty areolar tissue on a membrane and a thin layer of tissue only a few cells thick. The
synovium produces a fluid with bactericidal properties that nourish and lubricate the
avascular cartilage surfaces.15 Synovial fluid is made up of proteinases, collagenases,
hyaluronic acid, and prostaglandins. The viscosity of the fluid changes based on the
movement occurring between the joint surfaces. During slow movements, the fluid is more
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viscous; during fast movements, the fluid becomes less viscous. This adaptation helps to
reduce surface friction. Excessive amounts of synovial fluid trapped within a joint
(sometimes resultant from joint trauma) may produce swelling, pain, and loss of function.

Cracking or popping of joints is a common occurrence that both clients and clinicians
experience. Studies have provided evidence that this phenomenon occurs due to the
formation of a cavity within the synovial fluid inside the joint capsule.16 Unsworth and
colleagues demonstrated that traction or stretching of the joint capsule produces a vacuum
phenomenon that draws dissolved gas (~80% CO2) out of the synovial fluid within the
joint to form a bubble, which immediately collapses.16 They theorized that the bubble
collapse resulted in an audible pop known as cavitation. Ultrasound and radiographic
imaging findings have demonstrated the formation of these bubbles.17 Interestingly
enough, this popping phenomenon has been observed with ultrasound imaging and heard
when manually applied traction, such as what would be applied by a clinician to a client,
was performed on the metacarpophalangeal joints of a lightly embalmed cadaver. A study
using real-time cine magnetic resonance imaging (cine MRI) provided evidence that the
sound produced during joint cracking can be attributed to a mechanism known as viscous
adhesion or tribonucleation.18 This occurs when two closely opposed surfaces are separated
by a thin film of viscous liquid. Tension between the surfaces resists separation when the
surfaces are distracted. When distraction forces overcome the tension adhesion forces, the
joint surfaces separate rapidly creating a negative pressure. This negative pressure,
combined with the speed with which the surfaces separate, can create a vapor cavity within
the synovial fluid. This research offers direct experimental evidence that joint cracking is
associated with cavity inception (tribonucleation) rather than collapse of a pre-existing
bubble (cavitation).18

Cartilage

Cartilage is a strong, flexible connective tissue that covers the end of each bone in a
synovial joint. The function of cartilage is to distribute loads, minimize peak stresses on the
subchondral bone, and provide a friction-reduced weight-bearing surface. It is remarkably
elastic, capable of deforming and regaining its original shape. Cartilage has a low level of
metabolic activity and lacks blood vessels, lymphatic vessels, and nerves. Essentially,
articular cartilage functions and stands alone. The simple homogeneous appearance of
cartilage hides its highly ordered complex structure. This structure appears to remain
unchanged unless affected by disease or injury.19 As with all connective tissues, cartilage is
made up of a combination of cells (chondrocytes), collagen fibers, and intercellular matrix
material. The collagen fiber components enable shape retention and tensile strength, while
the viscous, hydrated matrix absorbs compression forces.

Cartilage exists in three types—hyaline, elastic, and fibrocartilage—and the two most
commonly found in joints are hyaline and fibrocartilage. Hyaline cartilage, often called
articular cartilage, is the most common type of cartilage found in joints. It covers the ends
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of long bones where the surfaces articulate and forms the growth plate of long bones during
childhood. In order to help joints withstand the compression forces that occur within
them, the predominant element in hyaline cartilage is extracellular matrix material.
Fibrocartilage forms the intervertebral disks, and it can be found in other locations such as
the temporomandibular joint, knee (menisci), and pubic symphysis. Collagen fibers, which
help joints maintain shape and withstand tensile forces, are the predominant component of
fibrocartilage.

Cartilage is primarily made up of chondrocytes, or cartilage cells, (although fibrocytes
have been found on the articular surfaces of some joints such as the temporomandibular
joint, or TMJ) and extracellular matrix. Chondrocytes synthesize extracellular matrix
components and secrete enzymes that direct cartilage remodeling and regeneration.20 The
biochemical composition of the articular cartilage extracellular matrix determines the
biomechanical characteristics of the tissue, such as resilience and elasticity. It has been
shown to vary between joints and clients.21 The extracellular matrix of both hyaline and
fibrocartilage consists of water, collagen, proteoglycans, structural glycoproteins, and small
amounts of lipid and inorganic components. Water constitutes 60% to 80% of the total
weight of hyaline cartilage, slightly less for fibrocartilage.22

The organization or structure of hyaline cartilage can be divided into four zones (figure
1.3). The collagen organization and amount of proteoglycans in the extracellular matrix
vary between zones in order to provide different biomechanical properties. The superficial
zone contains the highest collagen content. The collagen fibril orientation is parallel to the
joint surface, which suggests that the primary purpose of this zone may be to resist shear
stresses. The amount of collagen decreases in each subsequent zone. The middle zone
contains random larger collagen fibers and chondrocytes. The deep zone is organized in a
compact vertical fashion and is low in water content and rich in proteoglycans. The
purpose of this zone is to resist compressive forces. The calcified cartilage zone is where the
cartilage transitions to subchondral bone tissue.
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Figure 1.3 Zones of hyaline (articular) cartilage.

 

Due to the organization of hyaline cartilage and the fact that it is avascular, healing is
limited. Chondrocytes may facilitate repair of minor injuries; however, larger lesion repair
is restricted because the typical cellular cascade (facilitated by vascular damage in other local
tissues) cannot occur. If the cartilage injury is deep enough to involve the vascularized
subchondral bone (osteochondral injury), then vascular hemorrhage due to bone damage
may enable some repair. This principle is utilized in surgical microfracture and drilling
techniques that treat hyaline cartilage defects of the knee joint.

As in the case of bone, articular cartilage has anisotropic qualities that allow it to
respond differently to forces applied in varying directions. Cartilage anisotropy occurs
under both tension and compression forces. Anisotropy during compression may be
essential for normal cartilage function.23 Varying collagen fiber alignment and the ratio of
collagen to proteoglycan in the extracellular matrix influence the stress tolerances in the
different zones of hyaline cartilage.

As a biomaterial, articular cartilage may be considered a porous composite organic solid
matrix swollen by water.24 When cartilage is subjected to a constant load, it exhibits an
elastic, rapid deformation response followed by additional slowly occurring deformation
over time as fluid flows out of the tissue and into the joint (known as creep). Cartilage
subjected to constant deformation over time responds with a high initial stress followed by
a slowly occurring, progressive decrease in stress. This response is known as stress
relaxation.25 Creep and stress relaxation are viscoelastic behaviors of cartilaginous tissues
that occur with compression and shearing forces. Flow of interstitial fluid and adaptation
responses of the collagen fibers and proteoglycans within the extracellular matrix appear to
be responsible for these phenomena. Interstitial fluid flow in and out of the cartilage tissue,
promoted by compression and distraction forces, enables the exchange of waste products
and nutrition within the cartilage.24 These dynamic loads can increase or inhibit (if the
loads are too frequent or excessive) the biosynthetic activities of the chondrocytes within
cartilage.26

Cartilage provides a force-bearing surface with low friction and wear. Because of its
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compliance, it helps distribute the joint surface loads. It is subject to tensile, compression,
and shearing forces during functional activities. Studies suggest that particular physical
activities alone do not necessarily predispose someone to experience wear and tear of the
cartilage (osteoarthrosis). Instead, the way in which the activity is performed, such as a high
rate of loading, may be a more important factor for determining whether damage will
develop or occur.27 Clinicians should consider this principle when prescribing training and
rehabilitation exercises for improving function while minimizing potential for cartilage
injury.

Ligaments

Ligaments are one of the key structures that help stabilize and guide joint movement.
They span joints, attach to the bones, and become taut or loose depending on joint
position and forces applied. They are a dense connective tissue that is made up of an
extracellular matrix of densely packed, crimped bundles of collagen fibers, proteoglycans,
elastin, water (~70% of the matrix), and a small numbers of cells (mostly fibrocytes). The
collagen fibrils within a ligament fiber contain varying amounts of different types of
collagen, elastin, and proteoglycans. Ligaments are often encased in a cellular membrane
(epiligament) that is extremely vascular, and contains sensory and proprioceptive nerves.
The ligament itself is less vascular, but it does have an organized blood supply and some
innervation.28 Cells in ligaments promote adaptive tissue changes in response to local and
systemic factors. Factors that stimulate ligament tissue changes in behavior and
responsiveness include loading variations (e.g., due to exercise or immobilization) and
changes in hormone level (e.g., menstruation, pregnancy).28

The biomechanical properties of ligaments depend on the properties and arrangement
of their contents (cells, fibers, matrix) as well as the proportions of those contents. For
example, the elastin that is present in small amounts (~5%) of all ligaments forms
interdigitated networks among collagen fibrils in order to allow recovery from deformation
that occurs with stress. Water and proteoglycans within ligament extracellular matrix
provide lubrication and spacing that enable gliding to occur at the collagen fiber matrix.29

Since ligaments are highly organized fibrous tissues, their mechanical properties are
directionally dependent (anisotropic). For example, the human medial collateral ligament
has mechanical properties that are 30 times higher for tolerating stress along its longitudinal
direction compared to its transverse direction.30 Ligaments also exhibit viscoelastic behavior
and stress or strain responses. During stress, ligaments initially uncrimp (low resistance) as
they elongate and then stretch (high resistance) until they reach a point of failure (rupture).
During normal activities, ligaments are believed to function at low resistance levels. They
also exhibit the viscoelastic qualities of creep and stress relaxation. Hysteresis (energy
dissipation) is an additional viscoelastic quality of ligaments. This occurs in response to
ligament loading and unloading. Work done during lengthening is greater than work
recovered during shortening. The energy that is lost produces heat.

One interesting clinical aspect to consider is the relationship of the viscoelastic
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properties between ligament and bone. If the loading rate on the bone–ligament complex of
a joint is slow, the bone is more likely to fail or break. As the loading rate increases, the
bone becomes stronger than the ligament, and the ligament is more likely to rupture first.
At slower loading rates, bony avulsion failures have the greatest probability of occurring. At
fast loading rates, ligament tears are to be expected.31

Joint Classifications

Joints without a cavity are known as synarthroses. These joints typically allow only
small amounts of movement to occur under normal conditions. They are named or
classified by how the bones are held together by fibrous or cartilaginous connective tissue.
Synarthrodial joints are classified as follows:

1. Fibrous synarthrosis: These joints consist of a tough, fibrous tissue connection
between bones. Three types of fibrous synarthroses exist:

1. Sutures. This is where two bones that are initially separated eventually join
together in an interdigitated fashion (suture), and are bound together by tough
fibrous tissue known as Sharpey’s fibers. Examples of these joints are found in
the skull (cranial sutures). Controversy exists regarding whether any movement
occurs between adult cranial bones.

2. Interosseous membrane. This is a fibrous membrane connection between bones.
One example is the interosseous membrane connection between the shafts of
the tibia and fibula bones of the leg. Small amounts of movement can occur at
these joints. Injuries of these joints (i.e., high ankle sprain) usually occur as a
result of extreme forces being placed on the joint. Thus, healing time and
rehabilitation needs are significantly increased.

3. Gomphosis. This is a conical peg-like structure fitting into a socket, surrounded
by fibrous-tissue articulation. Examples of these joints are tooth–mandibular or
tooth–maxillary articulations. A small amount of tooth movement is allowed
by these joints. This is how orthodontic braces can alter tooth alignment and
positioning.

2. Synchondroses (amphiarthrosis): These joints consist of a cartilage connection
between bones. The intervening cartilage can be hyaline or fibrocartilage, for
example, the first sternocostal joint. In this case, hyaline cartilage fills the space
between the two bony surfaces. The cartilage connection does allow a small amount
of movement to occur between the connected bones.

Joints with a cavity (diarthroses, or synovial joints) can be defined as simple or
complex. A simple joint is composed of two bones. A complex joint is composed of three or
more bones. In addition, these diarthroses (synovial joints) are named or classified by the
shapes of their articulating surfaces or the movement permitted by the shapes of the
articulating bone surfaces. The seven joint classifications and their movements are as
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follows (figure 1.4):

Hinge joint (ginglymus): This is a convex on concave articulation. One example is
the humeroulnar joint. Flexion and extension movements occur at these joints.
Ellipsoidal joint: This is a flattened convex ellipsoidal surface on concave
articulation. One example is the proximal radiocarpal joint. Flexion and extension
and abduction and adduction movements occur at these joints.
Saddle joint: In this convex and concave (saddle-shaped) on a convex and concave
articulation, the joint surfaces are oriented at right angles to one another, similar to a
rider sitting on a saddle. One example is the carpometacarpal joint. Flexion and
extension, abduction and adduction, and circumduction can all occur at these joints.
Condyloid joint: This is an oval-shaped condyle on concave articulation. One
example is the tibiofemoral joint. Flexion and extension, abduction and adduction,
and a small amount of rotation can occur at these joints.
Pivot joint (sellar): This is a rounded or conical surface on a concave or ring-shaped
surface articulation. One example is the proximal radioulnar joint. Spin around a
single axis occurs at these joints.
Gliding joint (plane): This is a basically flat surface on flat surface articulation. One
example is the intercarpal joints. Sliding movements occur at these joints.
Ball-and-socket joint (spheroid): This is a ball-shaped convex surface on cuplike
concave surface articulation. One example is the femoroacetabular joint of the hip.
Significant motion in all three planes—flexion and extension, abduction and
adduction, and rotation—can occur at these joints.
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Figure 1.4 Seven joint classifications and their movements.

 

Anatomical descriptions of joint movements are based on three imaginary planes that
intersect the body in anatomical position:

Sagittal: a vertical plane passing longitudinally through the body that divides it into
right and left sections.
Frontal: a vertical plane passing longitudinally through the body that divides it into
anterior and posterior sections.
Transverse: a horizontal plane passing through the body that divides it into superior
and inferior sections.

Three axes exist that are used to describe joint motions in the three planes (figure 1.5).
These are perpendicular to the plane in which the motion occurs.

Frontal: perpendicular to the sagittal plane, enables flexion and extension
movements.
Sagittal: perpendicular to the frontal plane, enables abduction and adduction
movements.
Vertical (longitudinal): perpendicular to the transverse plane, enables medial and
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lateral rotation movements.
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Figure 1.5 The cardinal planes and axes.

 

Joint Positions and Movements

Health care professionals who use manual therapy techniques such as joint mobilization
and manipulation often use terms such as loose packed and close packed to describe joint
positioning. Loose-packed positioning is typically defined in manual therapy texts as any
joint position other than close packed. With loose-packed positioning, the joint surfaces are
not maximally congruent and surrounding structures (i.e., ligaments, joint capsule) are not
maximally taut. Conversely, the term close packed is commonly defined as the joint position
in which there is maximum contact between the two joint surfaces, and the surrounding
structures are maximally taut. A joint that is in a close-packed position should allow
minimal translatory motion, thus placing a joint in this position for mobilization is not
recommended.

Clearly the definition of close-packed positioning is imperfect in some specific cases, for
example, the glenohumeral joint. The glenohumeral close-packed position is commonly
described as abduction and lateral (external) rotation. In this position, the anterior capsule
is more taut than the posterior capsule, and it is debatable whether the joint surfaces are
maximally congruent. However, in spite of the limitations of the definition of close-packed
positioning, the concept is useful for understanding and applying manual therapy
techniques. It is important to realize there are limitations and exceptions to the concept’s
definition.

Another joint position definition often used by health care professionals is resting
position. It is defined as the position of a joint in which the tissues encompassing the joint
are under the least amount of stress and in which the joint capsule has its greatest laxity. It
may also be termed the maximal loosely packed position.32 Clients often posture or place
their joints in this position when swelling is present within the joint in order to minimize
discomfort.

Movement at joints is defined in two ways, osteokinematic and arthrokinematic.
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Osteokinematic motions (also known as physiologic motions) are observable movements of
bones in the anatomical planes of motion (flexion and extension, abduction and adduction,
medial and lateral rotation). These movements are often quantified by health care
professionals using goniometric measurements in order to document client status in terms
of joint range of motion. Osteokinematic movements can be passive (performed by a
clinician who is moving the limb segment for the client) or active (clients use their own
muscles to perform the movement).

Arthrokinematic motions are not readily observable visually or quantifiable by
goniometric measurement. They are passive, accessory movements that occur between the
two articulating bones at a joint that enable full osteokinematic motion.33 When someone
performs an active osteokinematic movement, these accessory movements occur naturally.
They also can be passively assessed by a health care professional who is manually
manipulating a client’s joint. Grieve described passive assessment of arthrokinematic
mobility as any movement mechanically or manually applied to a joint with no voluntary
muscular activity by the client.34 The manual assessment of passive accessory movement
available at a joint performed by a clinician is commonly referred to as joint play assessment.
This assessment is a relatively subjective endeavor.

Arthrokinematic motions include roll, glide (slide), and spin of joint surfaces that occur
during physiologic (osteokinematic) movements. Roll is equivalent to a tire rolling on a
surface. Glide or slide would be comparable to the tire skidding on a surface. Spin is similar
to a figure skater performing a toe spin. In joints, spin involves rotation of one joint surface
around a stationary mechanical axis (e.g., radioulnar joint movement during pronation or
supination).

A key guideline of joint mobilization commonly used by clinicians is the concave–
convex rule. Most joints in the human body are composed of a more convex surface
articulating with a concave surface. Kaltenborn proposed that passive joint mobilization
techniques in which arthrokinematic glide motion is applied to restore joint mobility
should be based on the concave–convex rule.35 This rule basically states the following:

If a convex surface is moving on a concave surface, roll and glide occur in opposite
directions (figure 1.6a).
If a concave surface is moving on a fixed convex surface, roll and glide occur in the
same direction (figure 1.6b).
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Figure 1.6 (a) Convex-on-concave arthrokinematics and (b) concave-on-convex
arthrokinematics.

 

Clinicians who use manual therapy interventions apply this rule to determine which
direction they will glide a segment (based on which bone segment they are moving versus
stabilizing) to restore normal joint mobility. For example, if a clinician would like to restore
knee joint extension range of motion for a client who is lacking full extension, they could
choose to glide the tibia in an anterior direction while stabilizing the femur. Recent studies
have refuted this rule.36-39 Based on a review of these studies, Schomacher proposes that
the concave–convex rule is a didactic simplification of the lever law during rotatory
movements of the joint that does not always follow suit when analyzed in biomechanical
research. He states that when considering mobilization glide as an intervention, it is
important not to automatically apply the glide direction normally expected in healthy joints
to pathological ones without performing a comprehensive examination first.40 Restricted
gliding may have different causes. Examination findings and subsequent choice of direction
of glide for intervention must be determined as part of a thorough clinical reasoning
process. An example of this is provided by Johnson and colleagues, who found that
posterior glide mobilizations for clients with a diagnosis of glenohumeral joint adhesive
capsulitis (frozen shoulder) resulted in greater improvements in lateral rotation range of
motion than for those who received anterior glide mobilizations.39 This result is contrary to
the concave–convex rule. Clinicians should consider this information when determining
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which direction to perform manual glide interventions for restoring joint mobility. The
take-home message would be to evaluate thoroughly and choose glide direction based on
client response as opposed to blindly following the rule.
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Skeletal Muscle and Connective Tissues

Three classifications of muscles exist in the musculoskeletal system: skeletal (striated or
voluntary), smooth (nonstriated or involuntary), and cardiac. Skeletal muscles are named as
such because they primarily (but not exclusively) originate and insert on skeletal bones.
Approximately 40% of total body weight can be accounted for by skeletal muscle. Skeletal
muscles and their associated connective tissues are responsible for both moving and
stabilizing the bones and joints of the skeletal system. They also help distribute loads and
absorb shock.41 This section reviews foundational information concerning these tissues.
Skeletal muscles are unable to perform their functions without the nervous system. The
nervous system is addressed briefly in this section and in greater detail in chapter 2.

Muscular Anatomy and Physiology

A skeletal muscle (e.g., biceps brachii) can be considered an organ of the muscular
system. It is comprised of skeletal muscle tissue, connective tissue, nerve tissue, and vascular
tissue. Skeletal muscles have four common characteristics:42

Contractility: ability to develop tension in response to a chemical or electrical
stimulus. This enables movement of the structures (typically bones) to which the
muscles are attached.
Excitability: ability to contract or shorten in response to chemical or electrical
stimuli.
Elasticity: ability to stretch.
Extensibility: ability to return to normal resting length.

Grossly, the contractile unit of a muscle that produces movement and force includes
the muscle belly and the tendon that attaches the muscle belly to the bone. Contractile
muscle tissue has the ability to develop tension in response to chemical, electrical, or
mechanical stimuli. Passive tension is provided by noncontractile connective tissue that
supports the muscle fiber.43

Muscle tissue is comprised of individual, multinucleated cells known as myocytes or
myofibers. These cells are also termed muscle fibers in the literature. The fibers (cells) are
shaped like long, narrow cylinders and are surrounded by a plasma membrane (known as
sarcolemma) that encases the cell’s numerous nuclei and its cytoplasm (known as
sarcoplasm; figure 1.7). Myofibers are typically bundled together. These bundles of fibers
are called fasciculi.
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Figure 1.7 Composition of a muscle fiber.

 

Collagen-based connective tissue is a vital component of muscle infrastructure.
Sarcolemma is the cell membrane of the muscle fibers. Endomysium is the connective
tissue that surrounds the individual muscle fibers and insulates the individual cells from one
another. Perimysium ensheathes muscle fasciculi (bundles of myofibers) and epimysium
wraps around the entire gross structure of a muscle. Each subsequent layer of muscle
connective tissue is tougher and thicker than the previous one. In addition, the epimysium
is continuous with the muscle tendon (connective tissue that attaches muscles to their
origin and insertion points).41 The junction where muscle connective tissues merge with
the tendon is known as the myotendinous junction. This is an area where injuries such as
strains often occur.44 Tendons are addressed in detail later in this section. In summary,
skeletal muscles are essentially organized as bundles within bundles, progressing from
myofilaments to myofibrils to muscle cells (myocytes or muscle fibers) to fascicles to whole
skeletal muscle.

The three primary types of muscle fibers are Type I (slow-twitch), Type IIA (fast-twitch
fatigue resistant), and Type IIB (fast-twitch fatigable; table 1.1).45 Type I slow-twitch
muscle fibers generally have low activation thresholds, high aerobic capacity, and low
fatigability. Type IIB or fast-twitch muscle fibers on the other hand have high activation
thresholds, low aerobic capacity, and high fatigability. Training emphasis for developing
Type I muscle fibers should therefore be on high volume (repetition and sets) with low
intensity; for Type IIB muscle fiber training, low volume and high intensity. Postural
muscles are predominantly Type I muscle fibers because their energy requirements are low
but require sustainability. Therefore, program design for these muscle types should
emphasize high repetition and sets with minimal resistance. Depending on the muscle and
its strength, gravity can often serve as sufficient resistance.
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Every skeletal muscle is composed of a combination of the three types of fibers. It is
believed that the composition of fiber types is genetically determined. The average person
has approximately 50% Type I, 25% Type IIA, and 25% Type IIB fibers in the
gastrocnemius muscle.44 An elite distance runner can have a much higher proportion of
Type I fibers, while elite sprinters typically have a much higher proportion of Type IIB
fibers.45 As people age, a greater decrease in the number of Type II fibers generally occurs.

Stability or postural muscles generally have a higher percentage of Type I, or slow-
twitch, muscle fibers. Generally, these muscles have relatively small, slow motor units (small
cell bodies, small-diameter axons, and a small number of muscle fibers per motor unit) and
are almost continually active during postural activity. Dynamic or mobility muscles, on the
other hand, generally respond much faster to a stimulus but also fatigue more rapidly than
Type I fibers.

The internal component of a muscle fiber that makes contraction possible is the
myofibril. Myofibrils consist of myofilaments (thick and thin filaments) that encompass the
length of the cell and lie parallel to each other within the cell sarcoplasm. These filaments
are comprised mainly of the proteins actin and myosin. The microstructure of this system
appears as a repeating pattern of light and dark striations when viewed microscopically.
This is why skeletal muscle is referred to as striated. Key terms and definitions for
myofilament microstructure follow (figure 1.8).
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Figure 1.8 Muscle sarcomere.

 

A bands: dark areas that correspond to the areas where thick filaments are present.
I bands: light areas that contain only thin filaments.
Z line: protein disk within an I band that anchors the thin filaments and connects
adjacent myofibrils.
H zone: located in the middle of each A band; this lighter stripe appears
corresponding to the region between the thin filaments.
M line: protein fibers that connect neighboring thick filaments.
Sarcomere: the region of the myofibril between two Z lines.

The sarcomere is the basic functional (contractile) component of a myofiber. When
contraction occurs, the Z lines move closer together.

While the sarcomere is the basic contractile component of a myofiber, the motor unit is
the functional component (see figure 2.1 in chapter 2). Motor units are the nervous system
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connection to the muscle that enables voluntary contraction. Motor neurons (commonly
known as alpha motor neurons) are nerve cells that connect the central nervous system to the
muscle. Muscle fiber contraction occurs by means of excitation and activation of the
specific muscle fiber’s motor neurons. The nervous system recruits a motor unit by altering
the voltage potential across the membrane of the cell body of the alpha motor neuron. This
process involves a net summation of competing inhibitory and excitatory inputs.

Alpha motor neuron activation can come from multiple sources, first via recruitment
and then by a process of rate coding. Motor units are recruited by the nervous system when
the voltage potential across the membrane of the cell body of the alpha motor neuron is
altered. Ions flow across the cell membrane and produce an electrical signal, or action
potential. The action potential is disseminated down the axon of the alpha motor neuron to
the motor end plate at the neuromuscular junction, creating a muscle contraction once the
muscle fiber is activated. Increased muscle force is produced when additional muscle fibers
are activated.

Individual motor axons from a motor neuron branch out within muscles to synapse on
numerous muscle fibers. This wide area of distribution within the muscle ensures that a
contraction induced by a motor unit is evenly distributed. This arrangement also reduces
the likelihood that injury of one or several alpha motor neurons will significantly alter a
muscle’s action. An action potential generated by a motor neuron results in a contraction of
all of the muscle fibers with which it synapses. A single alpha motor neuron and its
associated muscle fibers are the smallest unit of force that can be activated to produce a
movement.46 When an action potential signal is sent from the nervous system, slow-twitch
motor units always produce tension first, regardless of whether the intent of the movement
is slow or fast.

The fusing of successive summated mechanical twitches in very close proximity of time
frame to each other is called tetanization. Tetanization represents the greatest force level
that is possible for a single muscle fiber.

Sliding Filament Theory

The complex interaction of the chemical, electrical, or mechanical stimuli to produce a
muscle contraction has been termed the sliding filament theory of muscle contraction.47

Cross bridging occurs between the myosin and actin myofilaments, with the actin sliding
on the myosin chain of myofilaments. This process determines the strength of the muscle
contraction.

An electrical stimulus initiates the muscle contraction from the associated motor
neurons, causing depolarization of the muscle fiber. Calcium is then released into the cell,
where it binds with a regulating protein, troponin. This combination of calcium and
troponin causes actin to bind with myosin, initiating the muscle contraction. The muscle
will relax once a cessation of the nerve’s stimulus causes a reduction in the level of calcium
in the muscle.48 New crossbridges are formed when the stimulation of the muscle fiber
occurs at a sufficient level. Crossbridges couple and decouple as myosin and actin interact
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so that tension can be maintained as the muscle shortens.
During all types of muscular contraction, the myosin and actin filaments remain

unchanged in length. During isotonic contractions, the interdigitation between the two sets
of filaments changes as the actin filaments slide on the myosin filaments, which results in a
change of muscle fiber length. The width of the A bands stays unchanged, while the width
of the I bands and H zone vary. As the muscle fibers shorten and the region of the
interdigitation increases, the width of the I bands and H zones decrease. In contrast, as the
length of the muscle increases and the interdigitation decreases, the width of the I bands
and H zones increase (see figure 1.8). The specific sequence of events in muscular
contraction is as follows:

1. Action potential is initiated and disseminated down the motor axon.
2. Acetylcholine is released from the axon terminal at the neuromuscular junction.
3. Acetylcholine binds to receptor sites on the motor end plate.
4. Potassium and sodium ions depolarize the muscle membrane.
5. Muscle action potential is disseminated over the membrane surface.
6. Depolarization of T-tubules releases calcium from the lateral sacs of the sarcoplasmic

reticulum.
7. Calcium binds to the troponin–tropomyosin complex in actin filaments, releasing the

inhibition of actin and myosin binding. The crossbridge between actin and myosin
heads is created.

8. Actin combines with myosin adenosine triphosphate (ATP).
9. The energy created produces movement of the crossbridge of myosin and actin.

10. Myosin and actin slide relative to each other.
11. The myosin and actin crossbridge activation continues until the concentration of

calcium remains high enough to inhibit the actin of the troponin–tropomyosin
system.

12. The crossbridge is broken when stimulation ceases. Calcium moves back into the
lateral sacs of the sarcoplasmic reticulum.

Therefore, the sliding filament theory is dependent on the various stimuli. The proper
performance of this mechanism of muscle contraction is highly dependent on a properly
functioning nervous system.

Muscle Force Production

The total force a muscle is capable of producing is a summation of both its active and
passive elements. Contractile elements provide the active force (sliding actin and myosin
myofilaments). Noncontractile elements (connective tissues) and the inherent elasticity of
the contractile elements contribute to the passive force. The connective tissues that
surround the myofilaments (endomysium and perimysium) as well as the myofilaments
themselves make up the parallel elastic component of muscles. The muscle tendon that
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attaches in series with the contractile element and transmits the active contractile force to
the bone makes up the series elastic component of muscles. These two elastic components
contribute a passive force (tension) in addition to the active contractile force of muscle via
energy stored by way of the elastic stretching that occurs in the tissues and the muscle’s
resultant capacity to return to normal length when the stretch is released (analogous to
stretch and release of a rubber band). Noncontractile tissue force production can occur with
either passive stretching or active muscle contraction.

Muscle fiber architecture also influences the muscle’s ability to produce contractile
force. The two most basic arrangements of muscle fibers are parallel and pennate (fibers
aligned at an angle relative to the muscle’s force-generating axis; figure 1.9). Rhomboid and
biceps brachii muscles are examples of parallel arrangements, and deltoid and rectus femoris
muscles are examples of pennate arrangements. Pennate fiber arrangements promote force
production while parallel fiber arrangements facilitate shortening. At a given level of fiber
tension, a pennate arrangement will result in less force generation compared to a parallel
fiber arrangement. However, the pennate arrangement enables more fibers to be packed
into a limited space than the parallel arrangement. Thus pennate muscles contain more
fibers per unit of muscle volume, which allows them to generate more force than the
parallel fiber alignment for muscles of the same size.49 The amount of force a muscle can
generate is also influenced by the velocity of muscle shortening, the length of the muscle at
the time it contracts, and the length of time since the muscle last received a stimulus to
contract.
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Figure 1.9 Types of fiber pennation.

 

A number of different types of muscle contractions exist, all with unique characteristics.
For advantages and disadvantages of these different types of contraction, as well as the
specific characteristics of each contraction type, see the sidebar. Muscle contractions that
result in movement are known as isotonic. The basic types of isotonic muscle contraction
are concentric, eccentric, and isokinetic. Isometric contractions are not isotonic.

Concentric: A muscle shortens under tension.
Eccentric: A muscle lengthens under tension.
Isokinetic: A muscle lengthens or shortens while a constant velocity is maintained
throughout the contraction.
Isometric: A muscle produces tension at a fixed length, but no movement occurs.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Different Types of Muscular Contractions

Note: Concentric and eccentric are components of isotonic and isokinetic contractions.
Isokinetic contractions are a unique form of isotonic (both can incorporate eccentric and
concentric contractions).

Isotonic
Advantages

Concentric and eccentric muscle action
Can improve muscular endurance
Multiplanar or functional training with free weights
Can use body weight for resistance
Can exercise through full ROM
Inexpensive and readily available with most types of resistive devices
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Can use manual resistance from rehabilitation specialist
Various components of the training program can be manipulated to maintain
workload (reps, sets, weight)

Disadvantages

Maximally loads muscle at its weakest point in the ROM, especially with elastic
tubing
Muscle only maximally challenged at one point in ROM with free weights and some
machines
Not safe when client has pain during movement
Potential increased risk of injury at increased speeds of movement
Difficult to perform at fast functional velocities
Does not provide reciprocal concentric exercise
Does not allow for rapid force development
Unable to spread workload evenly over the entire ROM

Isokinetic
Advantages

Concentric and eccentric strengthening of same muscle group reciprocally or
repeatedly
Reliable measures with equipment
Wide range of exercise velocities
Computer-based visual or auditory cues for feedback
Provides maximum resistance throughout ROM
Safe to perform high- and low-velocity training
Accommodation for painful arc of motion
Decreased joint compressive forces at high speed
Physiological overflow
Isolated muscle strengthening
External stabilization

Disadvantages

Cannot produce angular velocities of many physical activities
Large and expensive equipment
Requires assistance and time for set-up
Cannot use as a home program
Most units only provide open kinetic chain movement
Availability of equipment
Cannot duplicate reciprocal speeds of movement used during most daily and
functional activities
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Inconvenience of adjustment of equipment for various joints and ease of various set-
ups
Some artificial parameters until the limb actually moves at the velocity of the
dynamometer on the machine

Isometric
Advantages

Able to be used early in rehabilitation since there is no joint movement
Angle-specific joint strengthening
No special equipment needed
Helps decrease swelling
Short period of training time
20° strengthening overflow throughout ROM

Disadvantages

Strengthening limited to specific joint angles
No eccentric work
Blood pressure concerns with Valsalva maneuver
Less proprioceptive and kinesthetic training
No muscle endurance training

Reprinted from J. Loudon, R. Manske, and M. Reiman, 2013, Clinical mechanics and kinesiology (Champaign, IL:
Human Kinetics), 53-54.

 

Muscular strength is most commonly measured as the amount of torque a muscle
group can generate at a joint. The tension-generating capability of a muscle is related to its
cross-sectional area and training state. The amount of force developed in a maximal static
action is independent of the fiber type, but it is related to the fiber’s cross-sectional
diameter. Since Type I fibers tend to have smaller diameters than Type II fibers, a high
percentage of Type I fibers is believed to be associated with a smaller muscle diameter and
therefore lower force development capabilities.50 All else being equal, the force a muscle can
exert is related to its cross-sectional area rather than its volume.51 Muscular power is the
product of force and velocity. Maximum power occurs at approximately one-third of
maximum velocity and at approximately one-third of maximum concentric force. Muscular
endurance is the ability of the muscle to exert tension over a period of time. As body
temperature elevates, the speeds of nerve and muscle functions increase.

The relationship between muscle fiber length and the force that the fiber can produce
at that length is known as the muscle length–tension relationship. The distance through
which a muscle can lengthen and shorten is determined by the number of sarcomeres in the
series. Sarcomere number is not fixed; in adult muscle, this number can increase or
decrease.52 For single muscle fibers and isolated muscle preparations, the greatest force
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generation is achieved by an active contraction occurring when the fiber is at its normal
resting length (neither stretched nor contracted). If the fiber length is increased or
decreased beyond resting length, the maximum force it can produce with an active
contraction decreases (following the form of a bell-shaped curve known as the length–
tension curve; figure 1.10).
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Figure 1.10 Length–tension curve.

 

In a shortened muscle, the overlap of actin and myosin reduces the number of sites
available for crossbridge formation. Active insufficiency of a muscle occurs when a muscle is
incapable of shortening to the extent required to produce full range of motion at all joints
crossed simultaneously.53

In a lengthened muscle, the actin filaments are pulled away from the myosin heads so
that they cannot create as many crossbridges. Passive insufficiency of a muscle occurs when
a two-joint muscle cannot stretch to the extent required for full range of motion in the
opposite direction at all joints crossed.53

In normal situations (in vivo), the passive elements of a muscle also contribute to force
production. For example, a rapid stretch (eccentric contraction) of a muscle increases force
during ensuing concentric phase due to the stored energy from the stretch of the passive
elastic component. Within the human body, muscle force generation capability increases
when the muscle is slightly stretched. Parallel-fiber muscles produce maximum tensions
when stretched slightly more than resting length and pennate fiber muscles generate
maximum tensions at between 120% and 130% of resting length. This increase in force
production is a result of the contribution of the elastic components of muscle (primarily the
series elastic component). When a muscle is actively stretched, the series elastic component
creates an elastic recoil effect, and the stretch reflex simultaneously initiates the
development of tension in the muscle. Thus, a prestretch promotes an additional passive
force contribution to muscle shortening. An eccentric contraction followed immediately by
a concentric contraction is known as the stretch-shortening cycle. The stretch-shortening
cycle starts with an eccentric contraction (typically a small-amplitude stretch at a moderate
to fast velocity), and is immediately followed by a concentric contraction. This occurs in
muscles during many functional movements such as walking (eccentric stretch of the hip
flexor muscles at toe off followed by concentric contraction for swing phase). The benefit of
the stretch-shortening cycle is its ability to maximize the work done by the muscle.54 The
increase in muscle length that occurs during the eccentric component of a stretch-
shortening cycle is relatively small compared to that which occurs during the controlled
lowering of a load. This suggests that the eccentric contractions that occur as part of the
stretch-shortening cycle provide greater mechanical efficiency and better energy dissipation
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than can be achieved with concentric contractions alone.55 In addition, eccentric
contractions can dampen the mechanical effects of impact forces, but they also increase the
tissue damage associated with exercise. Evidence suggests that the neural commands
controlling eccentric contractions are unique and that this individuality substantially
increases the complexity of the strategies that the nervous system must use to control
movement.56

The force generated by a muscle is also a function of its velocity. This is known as the
force–velocity relationship. With concentric muscle contractions, there is an inverse
relationship between the concentric force exerted by a muscle and the velocity at which the
muscle is capable of shortening. Higher loads will slow the velocity of muscle shortening
during concentric contraction. Conversely, the velocity of shortening can be relatively fast
when concentric contraction occurs against low loads. The opposite is true with eccentric
contractions (figure 1.11).
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Figure 1.11 Force–velocity curve for eccentric and concentric isotonic contractions.

 

While concentric contractions provide the propulsive force necessary for such
movements as running and jumping, a combination of eccentric and concentric
contractions is needed for functional movement.

Muscular power is the product of force and velocity. Maximum power occurs at
approximately one-third of maximum velocity and at approximately one-third of maximum
concentric force. Muscular endurance is the ability of the muscle to exert tension over a
period of time. As body temperature elevates, the speeds of nerve and muscle functions
increase. Stronger muscles can produce greater magnitudes of isometric force on the force–
velocity curve.

Plyometric strength training activities incorporate the stretch-shortening cycle and are
commonly used to enhance athletic performance or functional performance (e.g., for
rehabilitation purposes). Eccentric strength training involves the use of resistance that is
greater than the person’s capacity to generate maximum isometric force. Eccentric and
plyometric training are associated with increased muscle soreness due to the potential for
heavy eccentric loading of muscles. With both concentric and eccentric strength training,
gains in strength over at least the first 12 weeks of training appear to be related to factors
such as improved neurological system adaptations of the trained muscle rather than to
changes in muscle-tissue characteristics such as an increase in cross-sectional area.57

The terms open and closed kinetic chain exercises are also frequently mentioned in
conjunction with rehabilitation programs based on muscle-strengthening exercises. Open
kinetic chain exercises are typically defined as non-weight-bearing, with movement
occurring at a single joint. With these exercises, the distal segment is allowed to move, and
the resistance is usually applied to the distal segment. The knee extension exercise,
performed while sitting (moving the knee with resistance applied to the tibia), is an
example of an open kinetic chain exercise. Closed kinetic chain exercises are typically
defined as load bearing through the shafts of the bones. Movement at multiple joints is
required to complete the movement, and the distal segment is usually fixed on a support
surface. The resistance may be applied either proximally or distally, or both. An example of
a closed kinetic chain exercise would be a squat. Closed kinetic chain exercises have gained
popularity over open chain as the exercise of choice for rehabilitation in recent decades.
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Two common assumptions have apparently led to this popularity. First, closed chain
exercises are believed to be safer than open chain exercises because they often place less
strain on joint tissues. For example, lower limb closed chain exercises for clients in
rehabilitation post anterior cruciate reconstruction place less strain on the ACL graft due to
load bearing through the knee joint and cocontraction of the hamstrings. Second, closed
chain exercises are believed to be more functional (or more closely reproduce functional
movements) than open chain exercises. Therefore, because closed chain exercises are
assumed to be safer and promote more normal function, they are often used in place of
open chain exercises for rehabilitation.58

Tendons

Tendons are comprised of mostly a water–protein matrix and dense regular connective
tissue structures (similar to ligaments) that connect muscle to bone. The primary role of a
tendon is to transmit muscle-generated force to a bone, which results in movement around
a joint. Tendons must also be flexible enough to accommodate movement around bone
surfaces and to curve under the retinacula that alter the direction of pull. Tendons that
function predominantly as force transmitters to bone are termed positional tendons. This
role requires them to be relatively stiff under loading. Some tendons are also more capable
of storing and releasing elastic strain energy based on the composition of their collagen
infrastructure (spring-like tendons). This increases efficiency of force production for
functions such as gait. One example is the Achilles tendon in the ankle.59 Tendon collagen
architecture is oriented along the lines of stress to optimize function.

While there are slight differences in material and molecular properties between spring-
like tendons and positional tendons, there are many similarities in their physiologic
composition. The cell type most commonly found in tendons is the tenocyte (fibroblast
cells). These spindle-shaped cells are arranged in parallel rows along the lines of stress or
muscle loading. They produce collagen and help promote healing after injury. The collagen
found in tendons is primarily Type I (makes up ~85% of dry weight of tendons), the most
abundant type of collagen in the human body. Tendons also contain some Type III
collagen (up to 5% dry weight of tendons). Type III collagen (also known as reticular
fibers) provides support and is fibrous in nature, meaning that it contains elastic qualities as
well as the typical qualities of collagen. The basic structural unit of collagen is
tropocollagen, a long, thin protein produced inside fibroblast cells. Tropocollagen is
secreted into the extracellular matrix as procollagen. In addition to collagen, proteoglycans
make up approximately 5% of dry weight of tendons. Several key proteoglycans include the
following:60

Decorin is the most common proteoglycan in tendon. It regulates collagen-fiber
diameter and forms cross-links that enable transfer of loading between collagen fibers.
Aggrecan holds water and resists compressive forces; therefore, it is commonly found
in areas of tendon compression.
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Tendons are organized as bundles of bundles, similar to muscle tissue. Their
organization is as follows: microfibrils, subfibrils, fibrils, fascicles, and the tendon unit.
Tropocollagen forms cross-links to create collagen fibers, which then combine to form
microfibrils. Microfibrils bind together to form microscopically visible units, the collagen
subfibrils. A group of collagen subfibrils forms a collagen fibril. A group of collagen fibrils
forms a fascicle, and bundles of fascicles make up the tendon. Tendon tissue that inserts
into bone undergoes transitions from tendon to fibrocartilage to mineralized fibrocartilage
(known as Sharpey’s fibers) and finally to bone tissue.61

A fine sheath of connective tissue called endotenon envelops each collagen fiber and
binds fibers together. A grouping of collagen fibers forms a primary fiber bundle and a
group of primary fiber bundles forms a secondary fiber bundle. A group of secondary fiber
bundles, in turn, forms a tertiary bundle, and the tertiary bundles make up the tendon. The
entire tendon is surrounded by a fine connective tissue sheath called epitenon. Tendons are
then surrounded by another connective tissue layer, either a paratenon (e.g., patellar,
Achilles tendons) or a synovial sheath (e.g., hand flexor tendons). Paratenon-covered
tendons are known for their rich vascular supply (enhances ability to heal), and they are
most likely to fail at either the musculotendinous junction or the tendon–bone junction.
The paratenon consists of two layers. The deeper layer of the paratenon that connects to
the underlying epitenon is known as the mesotenon. The mesotenon conveys vasculature to
the underlying muscle tissue. Sheathed tendons are less vascularized and may even contain
avascular areas that receive nutrition only by diffusion. This feature allows for smooth
gliding of these long tendons but puts them at risk for adhesion development during
healing after an injury such as a laceration.

In general, connective tissue is a vital component of nearly every organ. Connective
tissue not only functions as a mechanical support for other tissues but also serves as an
avenue for communication and transport between tissues. An often overlooked key
function of connective tissue is modulation of the healing process. The principal cells
involved in immunological defense and injury repair reside within connective tissues.62

Similar to other connective tissues described in this chapter (e.g., ligaments and joint
capsules), tendons exhibit the biomechanical properties of stress–strain, anisotropy, and
viscoelasticity. Their biomechanical properties result from extracellular matrix
characteristics. The key constituents of this matrix are collagen, proteoglycans, and water.
Similar to ligaments, tendons are highly organized fibrous tissues with mechanical
properties that are directionally dependent (anisotropic).63 Tendons generally contain more
collagen and less elastin than ligaments, which makes them better at transmitting the force
of muscle contraction to move bones, but somewhat less able to stretch and absorb forces.
Tendons typically carry higher stress loads during function than ligaments. Thus, tendon
collagen fibers are recruited more quickly than ligament collagen fibers would be when
placed under tension. This results in greater stiffness, which enables the bone to transmit
force more effectively. Therefore, tendons are less viscoelastic than ligaments. However,
they do exhibit viscoelastic behavior with nonlinear elasticity; thus, the rate of force loading
on a tendon does influence its mechanical properties. Normal stresses, such as exercise,
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increase tendon tolerance to loads through remodeling, while disuse or immobilization
results in reduction of load tolerance. This has implications for stress progression activities
applied during training or injury rehabilitation. Tendon strength (load tolerance) normally
increases from birth to maturity and begins to decrease after maturity.63 Tendons are
tolerant to tension forces, but buckle with compression forces. They also demonstrate creep
and stress relaxation curves similar to ligaments.
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Conclusion

Musculoskeletal problems are a growing source of disability, particularly with the
increasing population of aging adults. Knowledge of the basic science fundamentals of the
musculoskeletal system enables clinicians to build a conceptual model for their orthopedic
practice. Ideally, this information will enhance understanding of clinical problems at
multiple levels: pathophysiology at the cellular level, gross morphology, and clinical
presentation as assessed through history, physical examination, and laboratory findings.
Thus, clinicians should improve their ability to address the societal and economic burdens
presented by musculoskeletal disorders. Research in the normal biology of musculoskeletal
tissues, the diseases and injuries associated with these tissues, and the underlying
mechanisms of musculoskeletal tissue regeneration are likely continue to advance and
provide additional benefits in the future.
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Chapter 2
Nervous System and Pain

Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS
Adriaan Louw, PT, PhD, CSMT

The nervous system is vital to several systems in the body, especially the musculoskeletal
system. Therefore, in order to completely and sufficiently examine the musculoskeletal
client, the clinician must fully understand the nervous system and know how to examine it.
The primary divisions of the nervous system are the central nervous system (CNS) and the
peripheral nervous system (PNS). Pain and its neurophysiology is quite complex. This
chapter describes various types of pain, the structural divisions of the nervous system, the
general function of the nervous system, and the neurophysiology of pain.
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Structural Divisions of the Nervous System

The two structural divisions of the nervous system are organized into the central
nervous system (CNS) and the peripheral nervous system (PNS). The CNS consists of the
brain and spinal cord, while the PNS is made up of 43 pairs of nerves arising from the
CNS. Of these 43 pairs, the 12 pairs of cranial nerves arise from the base of the brain. The
other 31 pairs of spinal nerves originate from the spinal cord.

Central Nervous System

The spinal cord is normally 42 to 45 cm long in adults and has the brain stem and
medulla at its upper end. The conus medullaris is the distal end of the spinal cord. In
adults, the conus medullaris ends at the L1 or L2 level of the vertebral column.

Three membranes envelop the structures of the CNS: the dura mater, arachnoid, and
pia mater. The dura mater is the outermost and strongest of the membranes. The dura
forms the dural sac around the spinal cord. It is separated from the bones and ligaments of
the vertebral canal by an epidural space, which can become partly calcified or even ossified
with age.1 The pia mater is the deepest of the three layers. It is firmly attached to the outer
surface of the spinal cord and nerve roots. The pia mater conveys the blood vessels that
supply the spinal cord. It also contains the denticulate ligaments that anchor the spinal cord
to the dura mater.1

Injury to the CNS is characterized as an upper motor neuron (UMN) lesion. These
lesions are located in white columns of the spinal cord and cerebral hemispheres. UMN
lesions are characterized by spastic paralysis or paresis, little or no muscle atrophy,
hyperreflexive deep tendon reflexes (DTRs) in a nonsegmental distribution, and presence of
pathologic signs and reflexes (see the section in chapter 7, Examination of the Physical
Health of the Nervous System).

Lower motor neuron (LMN) lesions begin at the alpha motor neuron and include the
dorsal and ventral roots, spinal nerve, peripheral nerve, neuromuscular (NM) junction, and
muscle-fiber complex. Characteristics of this type of lesions include muscle atrophy and
hypotonus, diminished or absent DTR of areas served by a spinal nerve root or a peripheral
nerve, and absence of pathologic signs or reflexes.

The differing symptoms between UMN and LMN lesions are the result of injuries to
different parts of the nervous system. LMN impairment involves damage to a neurologic
structure distal to the anterior horn cell, whereas UMN involves damage to a neurologic
structure proximal to the anterior horn cell, namely, the spinal cord or CNS.

Peripheral Nervous System

The peripheral nervous system is composed of the 12 cranial nerves and the 31 spinal
nerves. The cranial nerve roots enter and exit the brain stem to provide sensory and motor
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innervation to the head and muscles of the face. The cranial nerves, their function, and
assessment are further discussed in chapter 7 in the section Examination of the Physical
Health of the Nervous System.

The spinal nerves are divided topographically into 8 cervical pairs (C1-C8), 12 thoracic
pairs (T1-T12), 5 lumbar pairs (L1-L5), 5 sacral pairs (S1-S5), and a coccygeal pair. The
posterior (dorsal) and anterior (ventral) roots of the spinal nerves are located within the
vertebral canal. The portion of the spinal nerve that occupies the intervertebral foramen,
and thus is no longer in the vertebral canal, is referred to as the peripheral nerve.

The peripheral nerves are commonly divided into common components: cervical
plexus, brachial plexus, lumbar plexus, and sacral plexus. Additionally, nerves in the
thoracic region are grouped into either posterior (dorsal) rami or anterior (ventral) rami.
For detail on the specific peripheral nerves and their examination, please refer to chapter 7.

Nerve fibers are generally categorized according to function: sensory, motor, or mixed
(motor and sensory). Sensory nerves carry afferents (nerves conveying impulses from the
periphery to the CNS) from a portion of the skin. They also carry efferents (nerves
conveying impulses from the CNS to the periphery). The area of sensory nerve distribution
is called a dermatome, and it generally follows the segmental distribution of the underlying
nerve distribution.1

Motor nerves carry efferents to muscles, and sensory nerves return sensation from
muscles, ligaments, and associated tissues. Nerves that innervate muscles also mediate the
sensation from the joint that those muscles act on. The law of parsimony, stating that the
nervous system activates the fewest muscles or muscle fibers possible to control a joint,
exists with muscle recruitment for motor function.

A mixed nerve is the combination of skin, sensory, and motor fibers to one trunk.
These nerves would therefore have the characteristics of each of these types of nerves.
Therefore, they would provide the functions of each of these nerve types.

As discussed previously, a dermatome is an area of skin supplied by a single nerve.
Dermatomes overlap, and pain dermatomes have less overlap than light-touch palpation
dermatomes. The degree of dermatome overlap and variability in their description warrants
greater investigation and understanding.2 A myotome is a particular muscle or muscle
group innervated by a single nerve root. A sclerotome is an area of bone or fascia supplied
by a single nerve root. Assessment of dermatomes and myotomes is also discussed in the
examination of the nervous system (chapter 7).

Irrespective of the nerve fiber type, three layers of tissue enclose the peripheral nerves.
From outermost to innermost layer, they include the epineurium, perineurium, and
endoneurium. The attachment of the epineurium with the surrounding connective tissue is
loose so that the nerve trunks are relatively mobile, except where they are tethered by
entering vessels or exiting nerve branches.3

The four functional parts of the neuron are as follows (figure 2.1):

Dendrites receive information from other nerve cells or the environment.
Axons conduct information to other nerve cells. Axons are often covered by myelin.
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Myelin is a lipid rich-membrane with a high electrical resistance. It serves to increase
the nerve conduction velocity of neural transmissions through the process of
salutatory conduction. Along the axon are segments that lack myelin called nodes of
Ranvier. The axon extends from the cell body to the muscle, where it divides into
either a few or multiple smaller branches.
The cell body contains the nucleus of the cell and performs integrative functions. It
is located in the anterior horn of the spinal cord.
The axon terminal is the transmission site for action potentials.
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Figure 2.1 The motor unit.

 

Communication among nerve cells occurs at the synapses. It is here that a chemical is
released in the form of a neurotransmitter.

Each muscle contains many motor units, each containing a single motoneuron and its
composite muscle fibers. The number of muscle fibers belonging to a motor unit (i.e., the
innervation ratio) and the number of motor units within a muscle vary. Activities of
relatively low-force contraction have a lower innervation ratio and vice versa.

Motor unit size is determined by the number of muscle fibers that it contains and the
size of the motor nerve axon. Fiber number varies from two or three to a few thousand.
Muscles performing fine motor control have small-size motor units. These motor units
typically have small cell bodies and small-diameter axons. Muscles that are used to produce
large forces and large movements typically have a predominance of large-size motor units,
large cell bodies, and large diameter axons.

Motor Unit Recruitment

The size principle of motor unit recruitment states that motor units with small cell
bodies and few motor fibers are recruited first by the nervous system and then, as force is
increased, larger motor units are recruited.4, 5 Small motor units produce less tension than
large motor units and require less energy expenditure, thereby conserving energy.
Recruitment strategy is not only based on energy efficiency but also on previous experience,
the anticipated magnitude of the required force, and type of muscle action.5, 6
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Autonomic Nervous System

The autonomic nervous system is the portion of the PNS responsible for innervation of
smooth muscle, cardiac muscle, and glands of the body. It primarily functions without our
conscious control. The two primary components of the autonomic system include the
sympathetic and parasympathetic divisions. In general, these systems function in opposition
to each other. The sympathetic division typically functions in actions requiring quick
responses, often referred to as fight or flight. The sympathetic nervous system is generally
located in the thoracolumbar region of the spine and has norepinephrine (except sweat
glands) as its principal neurotransmitter. The parasympathetic division functions with
actions that do not require immediate action. Some of the primary functions of this
division include salivation, lacrimation, urination, food digestion, and defecation. This
system is located primarily in the craniosacral region of the spine and has acetylcholine as
its principal neurotransmitter.
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Neuromuscular Control

Control of coordinated movements and stability throughout the body requires a
properly functioning nervous system. The CNS activates muscles in an integrated fashion
to collectively work together to produce the desired motion. The amount of practice
required to perform these movements in a properly coordinated fashion should be enough
to make changes in the cortical activity of the CNS.7 The repetition number required to
achieve this is quite variable.7

Kinesthetic Sense and Proprioception

Proprioception is the sensory abilities required for proper neuromuscular control.
Proprioception involves the integration of sensory input concerning static joint position
sense, joint movement (kinesthesia), velocity of movement, and force of muscular
contraction from the skin, muscles, and joints.8, 9

All synovial joints in the body have mechanoreceptors and nociceptors in articular,
muscular, and cutaneous structures. Mechanoreceptors are stimulated by mechanical forces
(e.g., stretching, relaxation, and compression), and they mediate proprioception. These
structures include Pacinian corpuscles, Ruffini endings, the muscle spindle, and Golgi
tendon organ–like endings.10 Table 2.1 provides more discussion on these
mechanoreceptors.
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Mechanoreceptors appear to protect the joint from injury in three primary ways:

1. They avoid movement of the joint in the pathological range. Extremes of joint
motion activate the mechanoreceptors of the ligaments, initiating a spinal reflex with
contraction of muscles antagonizing the movement through a ligamentomuscular
reflex.13

2. They help in balancing the activity between synergistic and antagonistic muscle
forces.

3. They appear to generate an image of body position and movement within the central
nervous system.

Muscle Spindle

Muscle spindles are fusiform in shape and widely scattered in the fleshy bellies of
skeletal muscles. Each spindle consists of 2 to 10 slender striated muscle fibers that are
enclosed within a thin connective tissue capsule and attached at both ends to the
epimysium or ordinary striated muscle. These slender muscle fibers, innervated by gamma
fibers, are known as intrafusal fibers. They are tiny compared with the extrafusal fibers that
produce contractile tension within a muscle.14 Muscle spindles are aligned parallel to the
extrafusal fibers. Smaller intrafusal fibers are known as nuclear chain fibers, while the larger
fibers are designated as nuclear bag fibers. The ends of the nuclear chain fibers are attached
to the polar parts of the longer nuclear bag fibers (figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2 Muscle spindle of skeletal muscle.

 

The neuromuscular spindle is arranged in parallel to the extrafusal or contractile fibers
of the muscle, unlike Golgi tendon organs, which are oriented in series. Therefore, when
the tension on the spindle is relaxed, the afferent input from the annulospiral endings
ceases, and the muscle relaxes.

The muscle spindle has both sensory and motor components. The purpose of the
muscle spindle is to compare the length of the spindle with the length of the muscle that
surrounds the spindle.

When a muscle is stretched, the primary sensory fibers of the muscle spindle (Type Ia
afferent neurons) respond to both changes in muscle length and velocity by transmitting
this activity to the spinal cord in the form of changes in the rate of action potentials.
Additionally, secondary sensory fibers (Type II afferent neurons) respond to muscle length
changes and transmit this signal to the spinal cord. The Ia afferent signals are transmitted
monosynaptically to many alpha motor neurons of the muscle. The activity of the alpha
motoneurons is then transmitted via the efferent axons to the extrafusal muscle fiber, which
generates force and thereby resists the stretch. The Ia afferent signal is also transmitted
polysynaptically through interneurons that inhibit alpha motoneurons of antagonistic
muscles, causing them to relax.

Golgi Tendon Organ

Golgi tendon organs (GTOs) are made up of strands of collagen that are connected at
one end to the muscle fiber and at the other end to the tendon proper (figure 2.3). Each
GTO is innervated by a single afferent Type Ib sensory fiber that branches and terminates
as spiral endings around the collagen strands.
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Figure 2.3 Golgi tendon organ.

 

When the muscle generates force, the sensory terminals are compressed. This stretching
deforms the terminals of the Ib afferent axon. As a result, the Ib axon is depolarized, and it
fires nerve impulses that are disseminated to the spinal cord. The action potential frequency
signals the force being developed by the 10 to 20 motor units within the muscle. This is
representative of whole muscle force.15

The Ib sensory feedback generates spinal reflexes and supraspinal responses that control
muscle contraction. Ib afferent axons synapse with interneurons within the spinal cord that
also project to the cerebellum and cerebral cortex. One of the main spinal reflexes
associated with Ib afferent activity is the autogenic inhibition reflex, which helps regulate
the force of muscle contractions.

Balance

Balance, or what can be referred to as postural control, involves a complex interaction
of integrating sensory input (assessing the body’s position and motion in space) and
properly executing appropriate muscular responses to control this body position with its
own stability limits, as well as within the context of the environment and relative to
gravity.16, 17 Balance requires the proper integration of different body systems (the nervous
system and muscular system) and the interaction between these two systems.17 The nervous
system provides processing of the sensory information of body position and movement in
space. This sensory input comes primarily from the visual, vestibular, and somatosensory
systems. The musculoskeletal system contributions include postural body alignment, joint
integrity, muscle flexibility, muscle performance, and mechanoreceptor sensation. Proper
balance requires the integration of the components of each of these systems in unison.

Proper performance of daily tasks requires appropriate static and dynamic balance, as
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well as the ability to properly react to maintain balance when unexpected external
perturbations are placed on the body. These autonomic postural responses include the
ankle, the hip, and the stepping strategies.18 Each of these strategies properly adjusts the
body’s center of gravity within its own base of support to prevent loss of balance or falling.

Ankle strategy: employed with small perturbations. The muscles around the ankle
are used to provide postural stability in the anteroposterior plane. For example, if you
are standing on a bus that stops quickly, you would have to lean your whole body
forward at the ankles to maintain proper balance.
Hip strategy: employed with larger perturbations. Muscles around the hip and trunk
are recruited. For example, if you are standing on a bus that stops quickly, you might
lean from your trunk to maintain proper balance.
Stepping strategy: employed if the previous two strategies are not sufficient for
maintaining body balance. A step is taken with this strategy. Taking the previous bus
example, you would have to step forward with one foot to avoid losing your balance.

Reflexes

A reflex is a subconscious, programmed unit of behavior where a stimulus from a
receptor automatically leads to a response from an effector. The two primary types of
reflexes are as follows:

Muscle stretch reflex. The muscle stretch reflex is one of the simplest known
reflexes. It is dependent on two neurons and one synapse and influenced by cortical
and subcortical input, and comes from the stimulation of the GTO and muscle
spindle receptors. The quick tap of the reflex hammer on the tendon causes a brief
stretch of the tendon and muscle belly, stimulating the intrafusal fiber (muscle
spindle) and GTO, which cause the extrafusal fiber to contract. When testing these
reflexes, clients should relax and slightly flex the extremity to be tested. The
Jendrassik maneuver can be used to enhance a muscle reflex that is difficult to elicit:

For reflexes in the upper extremity, clients are asked to cross their ankles and
try to isometrically abduct their feet.
For reflexes in the lower extremity, clients are asked to interlock their fingers
on each hand and attempt to isometrically pull them apart.

Pathologic reflexes. A number of primitive reflexes are naturally integrated as we
develop. Pathologic reflexes occur when a disease process or injury results in loss of
the normal suppression by the cerebrum on the segmental level of the brain stem or
the spinal cord, resulting in a release of the primitive reflex.19 The presence of
pathologic reflexes is suggestive of CNS (and therefore upper motor neuron)
impairment, requiring appropriate referral.

For more details on reflex testing, amplitude, and integrity, as well as examination of
the nervous system, see chapter 7 (Orthopedic Screening and Nervous System
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Examination).
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Neurophysiology of Pain

Pain is produced in the brain. This normal experience has many definitions. Pain is
based on perception of threat. Threat is an expression of intention to inflict evil, injury, or
damage. As it pertains to pain, people may have different threats, based on various factors.
For example, in a whiplash study comparing medical doctors’ illness and care-seeking
behaviors for whiplash associated disorders, compared to people without medical training, a
significant difference was observed.20 Both groups sustained similar injuries; however, the
perception of the injury and recovery was seen as a major difference in the ensuing care-
seeking behaviors between the groups. Pain is based on perception of threat, since
perceptions include the individualistic nature of pain.21 Clinicians can easily understand
this inclusion of perception of threat. Clients exposed to provocative medical terminology
proposed to be associated with pain, such as degenerative disc disease, bulging discs, and wear
and tear show heightened levels of fear and anxiety.22 How clients perceive the health of
their tissues (correctly or incorrectly) will determine to what extent their brains will
produce pain to protect.21

Pain Definitions

Pain—An unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or
potential tissue damage, or described in terms of such damage.
Allodynia—Pain due to a stimulus that does not normally provoke pain.
Hyperalgesia—Increased pain from a stimulus that normally provokes pain.
Hypoalgesia—Diminished pain in response to a normally painful stimulus.
Neuropathic pain—Pain caused by a lesion or disease of the somatosensory nervous
system.
Nociception—The neural process of encoding noxious stimuli.
Nociceptive pain—Pain that arises from actual or threatened damage to non-neural
tissue; due to the activation of nociceptors.
Central sensitization—Increased responsiveness of nociceptive neurons in the central
nervous system to their normal or subthreshold afferent input.
Peripheral sensitization—Increased responsiveness and reduced threshold of
nociceptive neurons in the periphery to the stimulation of their receptive fields.

Reprinted from the International Association of Pain Study, 2012, Available: www.iasp-

pain.org/Education/Content.aspx?ItemNumber=169823

 

Pain is a defense mechanism.24 Pain, however, is only one of many output systems that
are designed to defend. During a pain experience, other biological systems engage to
protect the body. These become increasingly visibly as pain persists. For example, during a
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pain experience, motor control, endocrine, immune, language, respiration, posture, energy
expenditure, and gastrointestinal function are all altered to deal with the immediate threat.
Once the threat (e.g., acute injury) is removed, homeostasis is restored. In persistent pain,
these biological defenses become more pronounced. This explains various chronic pain
issues such as trigger points, fatigue, widespread sensitivity, and sensitivity to foods.25, 26

Tissues contain nociceptors and nociceptive fibers. In the event of an injury or disease,
tissues can only tell the brain of danger or nociception. The brain decides to produce pain
or not. For example, if an ankle contained pain fibers and a person sprains their ankle
crossing a busy street, pain may cause the person to fall down or slow down, endangering
their life as speeding traffic heads their way. In this case, pain is not produced by the brain.
The person runs out of the way, and when their life is not in danger, their brain produces
pain.26

Cognitions powerfully affect pain.25, 27, 28 Various cognitions need consideration;
however, two have been heavily implicated in persistent pain states: fear29-32 and
catastrophization.28, 33

In most respects, pain has been divided into acute and chronic pain.

Acute pain. Acute pain, by definition, is of sudden onset and expected to last a short
time. It can usually be linked clearly to a specific event, injury, or illness (e.g., a
muscle strain, severe sunburn, a kidney stone, or pleurisy). People can handle many
types of acute pain on their own with over-the-counter medications or a short course
of stronger analgesics and rest. The acute pain usually subsides when the underlying
cause resolves, such as when a kidney stone or diseased tooth is removed. Acute pain
can also be a recurrent problem, with episodes being interspersed with pain-free
periods, as in the case of dysmenorrhea, migraine, and sickle-cell disease.
Chronic pain. Chronic pain, by contrast, lasts more than several months (variously
defined as 3 to 6 months, but certainly longer than normal healing). Clinically,
chronic pain is more challenging to treat due to its inherent complexity. Although
improvement may be possible, for many clients, cure is unlikely. Chronic pain can
become so debilitating that it affects every aspect of a person’s life—the ability to
work, go to school, perform common tasks, maintain friendships and family
relationships—essentially, it hinders the ability to participate in the fundamental
tasks and pleasures of daily living. Chronic pain can be the result of an underlying
disease or medical condition, In this case, it may continue or recur after the disease
itself has been cured, such as in shingles. It may simply not go away, and flare-ups
may occur against a background of persistent pain, as in many instances of low back
pain or osteoarthritis. It may also worsen as the disease (such as cancer) progresses.

Pain, Nerves, and Conduction

It could be argued that the gate control theory, more commonly referred to as the pain
gate, is the predominant mechanism therapists use for understanding pain and developing
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treatments to modulate a client’s pain experience.34 Since the early 1900s, scientists have
focused their attention on various nerve fibers, ultimately leading to a widely accepted
classification of nerve fibers based on size and speed of conduction: A, B, and C fibers.35, 36

These nerve fibers are also typically categorized as being responsible for things such as pain,
light touch, or pressure.35

Type A fibers are the thickest and fastest conducting, with a diameter of between 1.5
and 20 microns and a speed of conduction that varies from 4 to 120 m/s, which
shows that they have a really fast conduction of impulse. They are myelinated.
Examples of type A fibers are skeletomotor fibers and afferent fibers to the skin.
Type B fibers are medium in size (i.e., they are smaller than type A fibers but larger
than type C) and myelinated. They have a diameter of 1.5 to 3.5 microns. Their
speed of conduction is 3 to 15 m/s, which shows that they are slower than type A
fibers. Examples of type B fibers are preganglionic autonomic efferents.
Type C fibers are the smallest and thinnest. They are nonmyelinated and have a
diameter of 0.1 to 2 microns. Their speed of conduction is 0.5 to 4 m/s, which shows
that they have the slowest conduction. Examples of type C fibers are postganglionic
autonomic efferents and afferent fibers to skin. Many clinicians are taught that C
fibers are pain fibers and are thus responsible, along with A-delta fibers, for
conducting pain.

Based on the specialized activity of nerves, Melzack and Wall developed gate control.34

According to gate control, information is sent to the dorsal horn of the spinal cord, and
ultimately to the brain, from various nerve fibers, including thin nociceptive fibers as well
as larger diameter fibers dealing with touch, pressure, and vibration. Along the way, the
information can be modulated by various interactions, including inhibition by the
substantia gelatinosa. Many physical treatments, such as large amplitude passive range of
motion, transcutaneous electrical neuromuscular stimulation (TENS), massage, or electrical
stimulation, are thought to control pain in part by activating low-threshold, large-diameter,
non-nociceptive sensory nerve fibers dealing with touch, pressure, and vibration, which
inhibit nociception by closing the gate to nociception at the spinal cord level. Anecdotally,
this explains why people rub an injury site or even walk it off, stimulating nerve fibers that
in essence override the pain signals.

Although the gate control theory explains many observations regarding pain and
modulation, it has various shortcomings, shown by the new, updated research in regard to
pain.27, 37, 38 Gate control cannot account for pain in phantom limb clients or pain in
quadriplegics, nor can it account for the complex immune and inflammatory processes that
have now been shown to be key components in pain. Furthermore, the pain gate does not
take into consideration emotions or descending inhibitory pathways of the brain. Ron
Melzack, one of the original authors of the pain gate, has urged clinicians to recognize the
shortcomings of the pain gate and embrace the current, more updated view of pain, the
brain, and the neuromatrix.37-40
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Input and Processing Mechanisms in Pain

In an injury or degenerative process, nociceptive fibers send repeated messages to the
dorsal horn of the spinal cord. In the spinal cord, repeated stimulation at constant strength
of dorsal root afferents (including nociceptive C fibers) can elicit a progressive increase in
the number of action potentials generated by motoneurons and interneurons (IN).41, 42

This process, referred to as action potential wind-up, is the consequence of a cumulative
membrane depolarization resulting from the temporal summation of slow synaptic
potentials. Simply stated, with persistent input from the periphery, changes to the spinal
cord second-order neurons, and ultimately brain pathways, leads to a heightened
sensitization. With an immediate acute injury, A-delta fibers will send nociception to the
spinal cord with the intent to pass the nociceptive message to the brain for action. For
example, during a knee injury (medial aspect of the knee), the sensory afferent input will be
received into the dorsal horn of the spinal cord (L3) from the affected side (i.e., right side).
The nociception from the A-delta fibers chemically activates AMPA receptors (α-amino-3-
hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptor) on the second-order neurons via
glutamate.43, 44 Second-order neurons will then relay messages from the spinal cord to the
brain.

The nociception is passed on to the brain for interpretation and action. In this acute
stage, the pain, although intense, will not usually last. Some of this is due to inhibition via
the endogenous mechanisms of the brain, spinal cord, and descending pathways.
Descending pathways, usually from the periaqueductal gray (PAG) area produce serotonin,
endorphins, opioids, and enkephalins, which inhibit the nociception and ultimately the
pain experience.45 If stimulation of the medial knee persists, then nociceptive fibers will
continue firing (in this case, the longer-lasting C fibers).

From the same innervated area on the medial aspect of the knee, A-beta fibers
constantly send nociception to the spinal cord for interpretation in the form of light touch.
On a daily basis, due to light touch stimulation, this nociception is also passed to the spinal
cord, via the L3 dorsal horn, to inform the brain of the light touch. In this case, however,
the nociception is blocked at spinal cord level, partly due to actions of the IN. These IN
form a connection between other neurons. IN are neither motor nor sensory. In the central
nervous system, the term IN is used for small, locally projecting neurons, in contrast to
larger projection neurons with long-distance connections. Central nervous system IN are
typically inhibitory, and they use the neurotransmitter gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)
or glycine. However, excitatory interneurons using glutamate also exist, as do interneurons
releasing neuromodulators like acetylcholine. Following input from A-beta fibers, the
interneuron may block the message with a release of GABA. The message ends, and the
sensation of light touch from the pants is not registered cortically,46 so the injured person is
not aware of the light touch stimulation around the knee.

With persistent nociception via C fibers, permanent neuroplastic changes are likely to
occur. After constant barrage from the C fibers, the IN may die due to high levels of amino
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acids.46-49 The end result is a decreased ability to modulate nociception and, ultimately, a
pain experience.43, 44, 46, 50

Pain, Neuromatrix, and the Brain

The neuromatrix theory was introduced in 1996 by pain scientist Ron Melzack.40 At
the heart of the neuromatrix approach is the brain and, more precisely, an understanding
that pain is 100% produced by the brain when it perceives danger and determines that
action is required.27 Traditional pain models such as the pain gate have focused on a rather
peripheral view of pain. It seems rather elementary now that the brain must be involved in
processing pain. To understand the brain’s processing of this nociceptive information and
ultimately a pain experience, we need to dispel the belief that a specific pain area exists
within the brain, such that when you hit your thumb with a hammer, this area will activate
so that you will experience pain.38 This notion of a single pain area notion was dispelled by
observations of clients following cerebral lobotomy and even cerebral hemispherectomy.51,

52 Multiple studies involving functional brain scanning have now shown that during a
painful experience, many different brain areas are active; these areas have now been more
comprehensively described.27, 38, 53, 54 The pain neuromatrix is thus best defined as a
collection of brain areas activated during a pain experience.25 Pain is therefore quite
complex, and it involves various areas.

For years, scientists were aware that certain areas of the brain (i.e., anterior cingulate
cortex, thalamus, and sensory cortex) were activated during a pain experience. The
neuromatrix theory, however, conceptualized that these activated neuronal areas
communicate with each other as a network as a means to protect (hence, the names pain
neuromatrix and pain neural signature or map). The neuromatrix allows us to update our
view of pain, based on this definition of pain by Moseley: “Pain is a multiple system
output, activated by an individual’s specific pain neuromatrix. The pain neuromatrix is
activated when the body tissues are in danger and action is required.”27

Biological Effects of Pain

Persistent pain, biologically, represents a threat response.26, 55 The threat response,
often assigned to the sympathetic nervous system, is the fight or flight response. The stress
response during an immediate threat, however, is significantly more complex, and it
involves other bodily systems. During an acute stress response such as acute pain or injury,
the body reacts with various systems:

Sympathetic nervous system (SNS): Adrenaline, closely associated with the SNS, is
a centrally acting neurotransmitter and a hormone that affects just about all body
tissues, but it is best known for regulating heart rate, blood vessel and air passage
diameters, and metabolic shifts.55 The action varies, depending on the tissues and
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adrenergic receptors; for example, high levels of adrenaline cause smooth muscle
relaxation in the airways but cause contraction of the smooth muscle that lines most
arterioles. In response to perceived threat, heart rate increases rapidly to pump blood
through the body to areas needing blood and oxygen. Adrenaline causes
hypervigilance.56

Muscles: In an immediate threat response, large muscles able to evade the threat or
face the threat are needed. Big, strong leg muscles activate to run away. Arm muscles
activate to protect. Smaller muscles are not needed, such as postural muscles or even
stabilizing muscles.57-59 Deactivating these muscles for the immediate threat seems
like a good strategy. They should be switched back on when the threat has been
removed.
Language: When startled, expressions include loud, short, sharp, and abrasive
words.60

Breathing: With an acute threat, breathing becomes faster and shallower.
Gastrointestinal (GI) system: Digestion of food is slowed down and even put on
hold, allowing for all possible energy and blood flow to be allocated to the
immediate, much-needed systems.
Other: Other responses to stress include blocking desire to reproduce, pain,
motivation, and memory.

Once the acute pain experience is dealt with, the stress response dissipates and
homeostasis allows the systems to normalize and prepare for the next stress response.55 This
process occurs daily as people are faced with differing stressors. The system, however, is
designed to elevate and then calm down; it should not continue to run at elevated levels for
prolonged periods. In chronic pain, the stress response is protracted. The stress response is
primarily executed by adrenaline initially, followed by cortisol changes in the body.

Adrenaline is a fast-acting neurotransmitter that is likely very effective in the immediate
stress response, which should last no longer than several minutes. Cortisol is a more potent
and longer-lasting chemical, similar in effect to adrenaline, that is produced to deal with
longer-lasting threats.55 Cortisol is a glucocorticoid steroid hormone produced by the
adrenal gland, and is more formally known as hydrocortisone.55 Its primary function is to
increase blood sugar, suppress the immune system, and aid in metabolism of fat, protein,
and carbohydrate.61, 62 The release of cortisol from the adrenal gland is controlled by the
hypothalamus. The secretion of corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) by the
hypothalamus triggers anterior pituitary secretion of adrenocorticotropic hormone
(ACTH). ACTH is carried by the cells to the vascular cortex, where it triggers blood
secretion.26, 63, 64

Cortisol prevents the release of substances in the body that cause inflammation. This is
why cortisol is used to treat conditions resulting from overactivity of the B-cell-mediated
antibody response, such as inflammatory and rheumatoid diseases and allergies. Cortisol
levels are affected by changes in ACTH, depression, psychological stress, and physiological
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stressors such as illness, surgery, fear, injury, and pain. Cortisol works along with adrenaline
to create short-term memories. Long-term exposure to cortisol damages hippocampus cells,
limiting learning and altering memory.65 Cortisol dysregulation increases blood pressure
and shuts down the reproductive system, and is associated with weight gain, appetite
changes, and obesity.

A more significant effect of cortisol change is its effect on the immune system,
specifically pro-inflammatory cytokines. Cytokines are immune molecules that significantly
affect tissue healing.66 During infections, trauma, or injury, cytokines such as interleukin 6
(IL-6) increase 1,000-fold, thus allowing for more ion channels specific to cytokines to
open up, potentially resulting in increased sensitivity. This is the process that is seen to
occur during a bout of the flu. A major stimulus for the production of cytokines is cortisol.
With increased cytokines, there is the further possibility of increased inflammatory
processes all over the body, including keeping tissues inflamed.

It is now believed that the complex biological and physiological processes in the
nervous system, brain, endocrine system, and immune systems are an integral part of the
pain experience. This is often included under the term neuroscience. With a prolonged stress
response, various long-lasting changes occur:

Sympathetic Nervous System (SNS)

Adrenal fatigue67

Increased nerve sensitization68

Increased sensitization of the GI system69-71

Development and maintenance of trigger points72

Muscle or Motor System

Postural changes73

Ischemic and fatigued muscles57

Delays in stabilizing muscle contraction74-76

Endocrine System

Fatigue
Depression
Memory changes
Weight gain77

Sleep disturbance

Brain and Central and Peripheral Nervous Systems

Central sensitization41, 78

Hyperalgesia
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Allodynia

Immune System

Widespread pain, body part recognition, and inflammation79-81

Reproductive System

Lower sex drive and infertility82

Respiration

Muscle imbalances
Decreased blood flow and oxygenation of tissues
Increased pain

Pain is more than just nociception. It involves integrated biological and physiological
processes connected with the nervous system, brain, endocrine, immune system, and more.
These changes in turn result in various clinical presentations commonly associated with
chronic pain.
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Conclusion

The human nervous system is quite complex. The primary structural divisions of the
nervous system include the central (brain and spinal cord) and peripheral nervous systems.
Involvement of the CNS results in pathological reflexes and hyperreflexia, while
involvement of the PNS results in hyporeflexia. Neuromuscular control is a complex
interaction of muscle spindles and Golgi tendon organs. Neurophysiology of pain, also
complex in comprehension, has several distinct components with alternative theories on
pain processing. Pain is produced in the brain. Pain is complex and involves more than just
nociception. Understanding of the mechanisms of the nervous system and pain
neurophysiology can assist clinicians in providing the most beneficial examination and
subsequent intervention for their clients.
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Chapter 3
Tissue Injury and Healing

Mark F. Reinking, PT, PhD, SCS, ATC
Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS

The human body contains four primary tissue types: connective, epithelial, muscular,
and nervous. All organs and organ systems are composed of varying combinations of these
tissues, and normal organ and system function is contingent on a healthy state of cells
within the four primary tissues. Tissue injury is a direct consequence of injury to cells
within the tissue, and it can be caused by many factors, including chemical, mechanical,
nutritional, pathogenic, thermal, and radioactive. This chapter focuses on
neuromusculoskeletal tissue injury, including calcified and noncalcified connective tissues,
muscle, and peripheral nerves. Injury to brain, spinal cord, and epithelial tissues is outside
of the scope of this chapter.

Injuries to the noncalcified connective tissues (tendon, ligament, and cartilage), nerve,
and muscle are considered soft-tissue injuries. These injuries are classified as either
macrotraumatic or microtraumatic.1 Macrotraumatic injuries, also referred to as acute
injuries, involve an imposition of load in excess of tissue tolerance in a single event.
Examples of macrotraumatic injuries are fractures, dislocations, lacerations, ligament
sprains, muscle strains, and contusions.1 A client who has experienced a macrotraumatic
injury can recall the time, place, and mechanism of the injury.

Microtraumatic injuries, also known as chronic or overuse injuries, are the result of a
repetitive overloading of the involved tissue. The forces involved in microtraumatic injuries
do not exceed tissue tolerance in a single event; rather, the cumulative, repetitive nature of
this loading interferes with the body’s normal tissue response and leads to injury. These
injuries include tendinitis, tendinosis, tenosynovitis, bursitis, stress fracture, and synovitis.
Clients cannot identify a specific time or place a microtraumatic injury occurred; they
typically describe it worsening over time.

The mechanical response of tissue to loading can be represented by a stress–strain curve
(figure 3.1). In this graphical representation of tissue tolerance, stress is defined as force
divided by area, and strain as tissue deformation. As stress is applied to a biologic material,
material deformation occurs. Initially, this elastic deformation is temporary. When the load
is removed, the material returns to its original state. However, when the stress reaches the
yield point on the curve, additional stress causes permanent material deformation, or plastic
deformation. The ultimate strength of the material is the maximum stress it can accept
before complete failure. Most biologic tissues are anisotropic, meaning that they respond to
loading differently depending on the type of loading. In this case, the stress–strain curves
are likely to look different when comparing, for example, compressive, torsional, and tensile
loading. The ability of a tissue to tolerate loading depends on several factors, including the
overall health of the tissue, previous tissue injury, age, nutritional status, the magnitude of
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loading, and the time over which the load is applied.
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Figure 3.1 Stress–strain curve of skeletal muscle.

Reprinted, by permission, from J. Loudon, R. Manske, and M. Reiman, 2013, Clinical mechanics and kinesiology
(Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics), 50.
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Tissue Healing

When the tolerance of a tissue to loading is exceeded, tissue injury occurs. The body
has an intrinsic response to the injury that initiates the tissue healing process. This process
is stimulated by damage to blood capillaries within the tissue, releasing plasma and cells
(leukocytes, erythrocytes, and platelets) into the region. The presence of these cells in the
tissue fluid induces a chemical-signaling process that begins the three-phase process of
healing. In most cases of tissue injury, there is progression through the three phases in a
predictable manner, resulting in either tissue regeneration (re-creation of the original tissue)
or tissue repair (formation of a connective tissue scar). The three phases of healing are the
inflammatory phase, the proliferative (or reparative) phase, and the remodeling phase.
While these three phases are described in a chronological order, the reality is that the phases
are overlapping, with one phase beginning as another phase is ending (figure 3.2). The
general duration and characteristics of these phases are summarized in table 3.1.
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Figure 3.2 Chronology of tissue healing.

Reprinted, by permission, from S.K. Hillman, 2012, Core concepts in athletic training and therapy (Champaign, IL:
Human Kinetics), 372.
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Inflammatory Phase

The inflammatory phase is stimulated by the extravasation of blood products into the
tissue fluid. These products serve as chemoattractants in this tissue environment,
stimulating the migration of other cells into the region. Platelets play a critical role in this
phase as they aggregate to form a clot and slow the flow of plasma into the tissue fluid.
Following a brief time of vasoconstriction limiting blood flow, two chemical cascades occur
that cause a rebound vasodilation, bringing necessary healing agents into the injured region.
The complement cascade involves activation of multiple proteins present in blood that
stimulate mast cells and basophils to release histamine, a powerful vasodilator.2 The kinin
cascade results in the conversion of kallikrein, an inactive enzyme, to bradykinin. This is
another powerful chemical agent that facilitates vasodilation and increases capillary
permeability.2 The vasodilation and vessel permeability result in cells such as macrophages
and neutrophils invading the region to remove necrotic tissue and potential infectious
agents. The consequences of the increased blood flow, fluid movement out of local vessels,
and increased cellular activity in the area are the cardinal signs of the inflammatory process,
including swelling, redness, and heat. Pain, another of the cardinal signs of inflammation, is
a result of multiple stimuli including direct tissue injury, increased tissue pressure as a result
of the fluid accumulation, and pain-stimulating chemicals including bradykinins and
histamines.

Growth factors released by the platelets and other cells stimulate the influx of
fibroblasts and vascular endothelial cells. These cells begin the process of reconstructing the
injured vessels and surrounding tissues. This begins the transition from the inflammatory
phase to the proliferative phase. The inflammatory phase is not considered complete until
all the remaining necrotic tissue is removed, but the proliferative phase begins before this
process of debris removal ends. Typically, the acute inflammatory phase lasts from hours to
several days depending on the extent of the tissue damage. However, if adversely affected by
poor tissue health, repeated microdamage, inadequate nutrition, infection, ischemia, or
other factors, this acute process can develop into a persistent, chronic inflammatory state.
Chronic tendinosis (discussed in detail later in this chapter) is a good example of this failed
acute inflammatory reaction.

Given the high popularity of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) among
the lay population, the term inflammation has taken on the connotation of an undesirable
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condition that should be treated pharmacologically. However, the reality is that the process
of inflammation provides the necessary chemical and cellular environment that stimulates
the healing process. For this reason, the use of NSAIDs should be discouraged during the
acute inflammatory phase given the potential for interference with healing.

Proliferative (Reparative) Phase

The chemotactic migration of fibroblasts and endothelial cells into the injured region
marks the initiation of the reparative phase. Microconstruction of new capillary networks,
or angiogenesis, begins in the injured region, facilitating the influx of nutrients to facilitate
healing. The fibroblast cells, stimulated by growth factors in the region, begin the process
of collagen synthesis. Procollagen is synthesized within the fibroblasts and is secreted into
the tissue matrix, where it is assembled into fibrils and collagen fibers. In this phase, both
Type I and Type III collagen are synthesized, but a greater proportion of Type III collagen
is present in fresh wounds. This form of collagen has a lower tensile strength than Type I
collagen, so while this initial wound matrix serves as a scaffolding in the injured tissue
matrix, it is not yet as strong as the original noninjured tissue. The end result of this
fibroblastic process is the development of a collagenaceous scar that has few cells and serves
to stabilize the injured tissue matrix.

This proliferative phase of healing can last from days to weeks, again depending on the
extent of the original tissue injury. Early in the phase, the tissue may continue to appear
swollen and red, since the neovessels being formed tend to leak more than mature vessels
and the concentration of vessels is higher than in normal tissue, creating the reddish
appearance of the healing region. As the phase progresses, there is a normal degradation of
some of the neovessels and maturation of remaining vessels, decreasing the overall perfusion
to the area and the amount of tissue fluid in the region. This is recognized visually by the
wound becoming less red and taking on a more normal tissue appearance.

Remodeling

The final and longest phase of the healing process is the remodeling phase. During this
phase, the scar that was formed in the proliferative phase is either remodeled to a
permanent scar (tissue repair) or converted to the original tissue (tissue regeneration).
Whether a tissue is repaired or regenerated depends on the tissue type. Bone, for example, is
regenerated, whereas muscle is repaired. At the end of the proliferative phase, the tissue is
lacking in tensile strength because it has been primarily repaired with a Type III
collagenaceous scar.2 In the case of tissue repair, the Type III collagen is gradually replaced
with Type I collagen, increasing the strength of the scar. Specialized fibroblasts referred to
as myofibroblasts become activated in this phase to assist in contraction of the wound site;
these cells contain contractile proteins that allow them to pull the margins of the injured
tissues together.

As time passes, the scar tissue is remodeled based on the imposed forces, allowing for
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normalized function of the injured region. However, in some cases excessive scarring and
insufficient remodeling can interfere with function. For example, the condition described as
arthrofibrosis occurs when there is periarticular hypertrophic scarring that significantly
limits joint motion. This can occur as a result of prolonged joint immobility or infection,
and it can also be idiopathic in onset.

In the healing of tendon, ligament, and bone, tissue regeneration occurs during this
final phase. As contrasted with tissue repair, there is not the formation of a permanent scar
as occurs in muscle or skin; instead, the scar matrix is replaced with the original tissue. The
specifics of those processes of healing are described in the following sections on the healing
processes of specific tissues.
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Muscle Injury

The most common types of muscle injury are strain, contusion, and laceration. A
muscle strain is an indirect injury to muscle that is the consequence of excessive
lengthening of a muscle combined with an eccentric contraction of the same muscle. An
active muscle contraction without stretch or a passive stretch without a muscle contraction
is much less likely to induce a muscle strain injury. Muscles that are at risk for strain injury
include the two-joint muscles that are subjected to significant lengthening across both
joints and muscles with a high proportion of Type II fibers.3 The preponderance of
evidence indicates that muscle strain injuries commonly occur at or near the myotendinous
junction.3-7 The crucial role of the myotendinous junction in force transmission from
muscle to tendon may be the primary causative factor in these indirect muscle injuries. To
characterize severity, muscle strains have traditionally been classified into three grades:

Grade I strain involves injury to a small number of muscle fibers and causes localized
pain with minimal to no loss of muscle performance.
Grade II strain is a tear of a greater number of muscle fibers with associated pain,
swelling, diminished muscle performance, primarily linked to pain reproduction with
muscle contraction.
Grade III strain is a complete tear across the muscle, resulting in significant pain,
loss of anatomic continuity of the muscle, and loss of muscle function.3-7

In 2014, Pollock and colleagues8 proposed a new classification system for muscle
injury. Their British Athletic Muscle Injury Classification is based on MRI features of the
injury and the anatomic site of the injury. The authors proposed that the specifics of this
new system will better direct the clinician in prognosis and treatment of the injury. In this
system, muscle injuries are graded from 0 to 4 based on the extent of the MRI signal
changes and then are subclassified as a, b, or c depending on whether the injury is in
myofascial tissue (a), at the muscle-tendon junction (b), or intratendinous (c). A grade 0
injury has a normal MRI in spite of muscle pain. A grade 1 injury is a small tear (<5 cm),
and a grade II injury is a moderate tear between 5 and 15 cm long, or one involving <50%
of the tendon cross-section. A grade III injury is an extensive tear (>15 cm), or one
involving over 50% of the tendon cross-section. A grade IV injury is a complete muscle or
tendon rupture. If this new classification system were widely used, it would provide the
clinician with more information about the location and extent of the muscle–tendon injury
as compared to the three-stage grading system that is commonly employed at present.

Muscle contusions usually result from a direct blow to the involved muscle. A direct
blow to the muscle tissue causes local damage to the muscle with resultant bleeding. The
anterior thigh (quadriceps muscle) and the anterior brachium (biceps brachii) are the most
common sites for a direct blow muscle injury. A potential adverse effect of a deep muscle
contusion is the development of myositis ossificans. This condition is the deposition of
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bone or cartilage within muscle at the site of a muscle contusion. It is most often associated
with contusions involving repeated impact forces to the same muscular region,9 and it is
more common with severe contusions.5, 9 Muscle laceration, although not common in
sport, can occur when there is contact between skin and an environmental hazard (fence,
field debris, bleachers) or sports equipment (skate, stick, helmet). The result is a deep cut or
gash that disrupts the continuity of the muscle architecture.

Muscle healing is a process of repair, not regeneration as in the healing of bone tissue.
Regardless of the mechanism of injury, the healing process occurs in three stages:
destruction, repair, and remodeling.4 In the destruction phase, there is necrosis of the
damaged cells followed by formation of a hematoma in the region of the injury. The second
phase begins with macrophage-mediated removal of the necrotic tissue and fibroblastic
activity producing collagen to begin the formation of a collagen-based scar. In the region of
the disrupted myofibers, undifferentiated satellite cells begin a process of differentiation and
fuse with the damaged ends of the myofibers. The connective tissue scar within the muscle
persists, and the original damaged myofibers are replaced by two fibers that are joined at
the scar.4 In this process of muscle repair, early and excessive stretching of the injured
muscle can cause rerupture at the injury site if the scar is not given time to develop and
mature. For this reason, early stretching of a muscle strain should be avoided for a few days
following injury.5

Although not a muscle injury, cramps are a very painful muscle condition that can
interfere with daily activities and especially sports participation. These involuntary muscle
contractions occur suddenly, and they have been attributed to dehydration, low potassium
or low sodium levels, inadequate carbohydrate intake, or very tight muscles. More recent
evidence suggests that the mechanism of cramping may involve descending central nervous
system influences on Golgi tendon organs and muscle spindles as well as local skeletal
muscle factors such as motor unit recruitment and fatigue.10
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Tendon Injury

Tendons, which function to transfer contractile forces from muscle to bone, normally
consist of tight parallel bundles of primarily Type I collagen fibers organized into fascicles
and subfascicles within the tendon. Tendon injury is very common in sport, and it can be
classified as macrotraumatic or microtraumatic, with the microtraumatic (or overuse)
tendon injury being the more frequent mechanism. Acute macrotraumatic injuries can
include rupture, laceration, or contusion. Tendon ruptures, although an acute event, may
be the consequence of multiple factors including age, inactivity, repeated microtraumatic
injury, prolonged steroid use, or use of fluoroquinolone antibiotics. The spectrum of
microtraumatic tendinopathic conditions range from inflammatory conditions (tendinitis
or paratenonitis) to chronic degenerative conditions (tendinosis). The following terms are
used to describe tendon injuries:

Tendinitis: This traditional view of tendon pathology describes a tendon in which
there is an acute inflammatory response to injury or overuse. This condition is
characterized by the presence of inflammatory cells (macrophages, neutrophils) as
well as hypervascularity, collagen disorganization with fatty infiltration, and
fibroblastic proliferation.11

Tendinosis: This pathological condition of a tendon is characterized by a chronically
degenerative state that is not inflammatory. There is a conspicuous absence of
inflammatory cells with the presence of neovascularity, increased proteoglycan
content, an increase in Type III collagen, and collagen disorganization. In this
chronic state, there is an alteration in the signaling process that differentiates tendon
stem cells (TSC) into tenocytes. In tendinosis, the TSC also differentiate into
adipocytes, chondrocytes, and osteocytes, resulting in the secretion of fat, bone, and
cartilage into the tendinous matrix.12

Tendon rupture: This term describes a complete tendon failure, resulting in
complete loss of function of that muscle–tendon unit.
Tendinopathy: This term describes a painful tendon without identification of the
actual histopathology. It has been recommended as the most appropriate term for
clinicians to use in communication with clients because it implies neither an
inflammatory nor noninflammatory condition.13

Paratenonitis (peritendinitis, tenosynovitis, tenovaginitis): This term refers to a
pathologic condition of the outer layer of the tendon sheath. All tendons are enclosed
in a connective tissue covering called the epitenon, which contains the vascular,
lymphatic, and nerve supplies. In some tendons, the epitenon is surrounded by
another connective tissue covering called the paratenon, which is lined by synovial
cells. Paratenonitis is inflammatory condition of the paratenon. It is the preferred
term to the older terms peritendinitis, tenosynovitis, and tenovaginitis.14 De Quervain’s
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syndrome is one example of paratenonitis. Paratenonitis can occur in concert with
either tendinosis or tendinitis.

Tendon healing is a regenerative process that is described in three stages: inflammatory,
regenerative, and remodeling. The inflammatory stage begins at the time of tendon injury
with the migration of erythrocytes, macrophages, and neutrophils to the site of injury.
Phagocytosis of necrotic materials occurs, and the leukocytes secrete angiogenic and
chemotactic substances that lead to angiogenesis, stimulation of TSC differentiation into
tenocytes, and the initiation of collagen production.

During the regenerative (proliferative) phase, Type III collagen, noncollagenous
proteins, and proteoglycans are synthesized. The collagen fibers are laid down in a random
three-dimensional orientation, forming a scar in the region of tendon injury. Over the
course of several weeks, the synthesis of Type III collagen peaks, then begins to slow as
there is a gradual shift in the production of Type III to Type I collagen. The focus of the
final and longest stage involves the gradual replacement of the Type III scar collagen with
Type I collagen and the orientation of the collagen fibrils along lines of strain within the
tendon. However, tendon strength is not restored to original levels for a period of up to a
full year.15-18

The biology of tendon healing as described is best understood in the case of an acute
tendon injury with a point-in-time injury to a healthy tendon. In the case of chronic
tendon pain as a result of repetitive overuse injury, the process of healing is unlikely to
progress through the three stages in a sequential manner. The consequence of the
incomplete healing of the tendon from repeated microinjury is that the tendon likely
persists in a state of noninflammatory regeneration or remodeling, where the conversion of
Type III to Type I collagen and reorientation of fibers is not completed. Thus, the tendon
remains in a state of hypercellularity and neovascularity. The consequence of this is a
chronically weakened, painful tendon that is more likely to sustain reinjury. 15
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Ligament Injury

Ligaments provide joint stability by attaching one bone to another. Ligaments are
composed of collagen fiber bundles that are organized in a parallel arrangement, very
similar to a tendon. Ligaments can be either intrinsic, a thickening of the joint capsule
(e.g., primary hip ligaments: pubofemoral, iliofemoral, and ischiofemoral), or extrinsic, free
from the joint capsule (e.g., lateral collateral ligament of the knee). The most common
mechanism of a ligament injury is a force causing the associated joint to be moved into an
excessive range of motion (ROM), thereby producing excessive lengthening of the
ligament. Ligament injuries (sprains) are typically classified in the following manner:

Grade I: involves stretching of the ligament but minimal collagen fiber damage to
the ligament. Clinical testing of these injuries reveals little or no increased laxity of
the joint.
Grade II: involves stretching of the ligament and tearing of some of the collagen
fibers. Clinical testing of these injuries reveals increased joint laxity, but a defined end
point (or end-feel).
Grade III: involves maximal stretching of the ligament that results in near or total
ligament disruption. Clinical testing of these injuries reveals excessive joint laxity and
no firm end-feel.

As in tendon healing, ligament healing has three overlapping stages: reaction, repair and
regeneration, and remodeling. The reaction phase occurs in the initial 72 hours post injury,
and is an inflammatory-mediated process. As in tendon injury, this stage involves migration
of erythrocytes, macrophages, and neutrophils to the site of injury. Phagocytosis of necrotic
materials occurs. Through the release of chemotactic substances, additional cells migrate
into the region of injury, including fibroblastic cells.

The repair and regeneration phase is marked by high activity of fibroblastic cells,
producing a scar matrix of Type III collagen and proteoglycans. Again, as in tendon
healing, the initial ligament scar is unorganized tissue that is not yet oriented along the lines
of strain imposed on the tendon. Remodeling occurs as the Type III collagen is converted
to Type I collagen and as fiber orientation is reorganized along lines of strain. In a healing
ligament, the increased collagen content will result in a larger cross-section than that of a
normal ligament. In evidence from animal studies, the tensile strength of the healed
ligament does not approach the original ligament for periods up to a year.19-21
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Bone Injury

The major component of the musculoskeletal system is calcified connective tissue, or
bone. Bone serves supportive and protective functions, establishes the lever system that the
muscular system acts on to create movement, and provides a reservoir of calcium and
phosphorus. Bone is classified as either compact (cortical) or spongy (cancellous), based on
the architecture of the mineralization (see chapter 1, figure 1.2). In cortical bone, the
functional unit is the osteon, which consists of a central canal with blood supply and nerves
that is surrounded by concentric rings, or laminas, of collagen and hydroxyapatite, the
calcium-containing mineral in bone. Cancellous bone is composed of a latticework of
trabeculae that are arranged along lines of stress. Cortical bone is located in the shafts of
long bones, and forms the shell around all bones. Cancellous bone is located within the
epiphyses of long bones and in short, flat, and irregular bones.

Bone injuries include fracture and contusion (bruise). Fracture may be a result of direct
trauma (like a direct blow from an object or another person) or indirect trauma (such as
falling down and twisting the lower leg). Fractures can be either open (compound), where a
portion of the fractured bone punctures the skin, or closed. Fracture classifications include
transverse, oblique, spiral, or comminuted (figure 3.3). An avulsion fracture is another
fracture classification where a piece of bone attached to a tendon or ligament is torn away.
These types of fractures are more common in athletes, particularly younger athletes.
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Figure 3.3 Types of fractures.

 

Obvious concerns exist with a bone fracture. Besides the immediate concern of fracture
stabilization, other concerns associated with fracture include infection, acute compartment
syndrome, associated soft-tissue injury, deep venous thrombosis or pulmonary embolism,
delayed union or nonunion, and malunion.

Infection of the involved area is more likely to occur with open or compound fractures
than with closed fractures due to the break in the skin with open fractures. The clinician
should always be cognizant of infection with open fractures and should monitor for signs of
infection (e.g., increased skin temperature, redness of the associated skin region, pus-related
drainage from the skin, and fever).

Acute compartment syndrome is due to excessive swelling in a muscle compartment
related to bleeding from the fracture. These muscle compartments are surrounded by an
inelastic fascial sheath. This syndrome commonly occurs in the lower leg region and the
flexor compartment of the forearm. This condition causes pain out of proportion to the
fracture, pain when the muscles involved are passively stretched, decreased or lack of pulse
in the area, and paresthesia in the involved area. In some cases, this condition may require
surgical release of the involved fascial sheath.

Occasionally soft tissues in close proximity to the fracture are also injured. These tissues
can be nerves, muscles, ligaments, or vessels. Clinicians must monitor for signs and
symptoms associated with involvement of these tissues with both open and closed fractures.

Deep venous thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolism (PE) may occasionally occur
after a fracture. This is particularly a concern for fractures in the lower extremities. A DVT
is a blood clot in a deep vein. A clot inside a blood vessel is called a thrombosis. DVTs
predominantly occur in the lower extremities and may have no symptoms. The nonspecific
signs of DVT include pain, swelling, redness, warmness, and engorged superficial veins in
the leg. A DVT may go away naturally, but the most serious complication is when a
thrombosis dislodges (embolizes) and travels to the lungs to become a life-threatening PE.
DVT and PE are grouped together with the term venous thromboembolism. Early controlled
movement and active muscle contraction (when warranted) can help prevent DVTs and
PEs.

Delayed union, or malunion, of a fracture can result in persistent pain and disability
that may require surgical correction. Delayed union is a fracture that fails to properly heal
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after an appropriate amount of time for fracture healing. A malunion of a fracture is a
fracture that heals improperly, typically without the correct bony alignment.

Periosteal injury is typically the result of a direct blow to the periosteal region of the
bone. This type of bone injury is relatively uncommon. A specific example of a periosteal
injury is a hip pointer, an injury to the periosteum of the iliac crest caused by a direct blow
to this region. Likewise, a direct impact with a blow that is at subfracture threshold may
cause bleeding within the bone, or a bone contusion (bruise). These contusions can be
subperiosteal, interosseous, or subchondral. More than 80% of anterior cruciate ligament
injuries have an associated bone bruise in the lateral compartment of the knee.22 Some
evidence exists that a bone bruise can be a primary source of pain.23 In the case of
subchondral bruising, bone bruising may lead to articular cartilage degeneration.22

Bone healing is a regenerative process that can be divided into primary healing and
secondary healing. Primary healing occurs following surgical fracture fixation and does not
involve formation of a soft cartilaginous callus. In this case, osteoblasts directly deposit
mineralized tissue in the fracture site. Most fracture healing, however, is a secondary process
that has been described in three phases: inflammatory, reparative, and remodeling.24 In the
inflammatory phase, vasodilation and hyperemia form a local hematoma between the bone
ends, which is a result of the migration of inflammatory mediators into the region,
including histamines and prostaglandins. As in tendon and ligament injury, phagocytic cells
also migrate to the region and initiate the removal of necrotic material. The reparative
phase begins as chemical signaling processes cause stem cells to differentiate into
osteoblasts, chondroblasts, and fibroblasts. The formation of the callus occurs through both
intramembranous and endochondral ossification pathways. Intramembranous ossification
occurs in the outer subperiosteal regions of bone and results in direct bone formation
without a cartilaginous intermediary. Endochondral ossification involves the formation of a
soft cartilaginous callus that is replaced by a bony mineralized callus over time. In the
remodeling phase, the calcified callus is gradually replaced by normal bone tissue through
the action of osteoclasts and osteoblasts.25

The ability of bone to manage imposed loads is affected by the density of the mineral
portion of the bone. Assessment of bone density is accomplished through the use of bone
densitometers that use X-ray or ultrasound energy to estimate the bone mineral density
(BMD). The World Health Organization (WHO) has established a classification system for
BMD that is based on the comparison of a person’s BMD to the average value for a healthy
young woman. Osteoporosis is defined as a BMD that is 2.5 standard deviations or more
below the young adult mean (T-score < −2.5). Low bone mass, or osteopenia, is defined as
a T-score between −1.0 and −2.5. Low bone mass and degradation of the trabecular
microarchitecture (figure 3.4) are major risk factors for fractures of the hip, vertebrae, and
distal forearm. Hip and thoracic spine fractures are the most common of osteoporosis-
related fractures. Hip fractures have the greatest morbidity and mortality and result in
significant loss of function.
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Figure 3.4 Healthy and unhealthy (osteoporosis) bone.
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Articular Cartilage Injury

As mentioned in chapter 1, cartilage is a specialized connective tissue that can be
classified as hyaline (articular), elastic, or fibrous (fibrocartilage). Common to all types of
cartilage is a proteoglycan matrix with embedded cells (chondrocytes) and collagen. In
adults, cartilage is both avascular and aneural, and it relies on diffusion for nutrition and
waste disposal. Articular cartilage is the cartilage covering the articular surfaces of the bones,
forming a synovial joint typically only a few millimeters thick. Articular cartilage functions
to absorb compressive forces and decrease frictional resistance to movement. Damage to the
articular cartilage may include partial- or full-thickness defects. Articular cartilage damage is
a potentially disabling condition because it can affect the joint’s ability to absorb force and
allow for movement. Osteoarthritis (OA) is one consequence of prolonged articular
cartilage degeneration. Hip and knee OA are the two most common forms of OA. The
significant disability and financial burden caused by knee and hip OA are well documented.
In 1995, 15% of the United States population had some form of arthritis, and this
percentage has been estimated to increase to 19% by 2020.26 More than 80% of the
United States population have radiographically evident OA by age 65, and at least half of
these people report symptoms associated with these changes.26

Diagnostic imaging techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
magnetic resonance arthrography (MRA), as well as arthroscopy, have been helpful for
determining the extent of articular cartilage damage in a joint. The International Cartilage
Research Society (ICRS) has developed a classification system for articular cartilage
injury.27 The five grades of injury are described as follows (figure 3.5):

Grade 0: Normal cartilage
Grade 1: Nearly normal cartilage: This cartilage contains soft indentation or surface
lesions only.
Grade 2: Abnormal cartilage: Lesions extend from surface to less than half the
cartilage depth.
Grade 3: Severely abnormal cartilage: Lesions extend to more than 50% of cartilage
depth and may extend into, but not through, the subchondral bone.
Grade 4: Severely abnormal cartilage: Lesions extend through the subchondral bone.
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Figure 3.5 ICRS cartilage injury classification.

Reprinted, by permission, from ICRS Cartilage Injury Evaluation Package, pg. 13. Available:
www.cartilage.org/_files/contentmanagement/ICRS_evaluation.pd. By permission of ICRS.

 

Joint dislocation or subluxation causes a shearing injury to the articular cartilage.
Common sites of chondral and osteochondral injuries are the superior articular surface of
the talus, the femoral condyles, the patella, and the capitellum of the humerus. These
osteochondral injuries may be associated with soft-tissue ligament sprains and muscle
strains.

Osteochondritis dissecans (OCD) is a focal lesion of articular cartilage and subchondral
bone. The etiology is not well understood, but it involves aseptic necrosis of subchondral
bone. Common sites for OCD lesions include the medial femoral condyle, patella, talar
dome, and capitellum of the humerus. The ICRS has also developed a grading system for
OCD lesions (figure 3.6) based on the stability of the fragment assessed arthroscopically
and the continuity with surrounding tissue.27 OCD I is a stable lesion that is soft but has
surface continuity with surrounding tissue. OCD II is also a stable lesion, but it has partial
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discontinuity. OCD III is a fully discontinuous lesion but is still located in place. OCD IV
lesion is a loose fragment within the joint. Surgical treatment is often indicated for OCD,
and the specific procedure performed will be based on the grading of the lesion.
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Figure 3.6 OCD lesion grading.

 

Unlike the other tissues discussed in this chapter, adult articular cartilage has a very low
metabolic rate and does not have a strong healing response to injury. In fact, a significant
healing response to injury does not occur until the defect reaches subchondral bone.28, 29 In
his review of the healing of articular cartilage, O’Driscoll wrote that with articular cartilage
damage, cartilage can be “restored, replaced, relieved, or resected.”29 It is significant that
intrinsic healing of the cartilage is not among those options. A major challenge of articular
cartilage healing is that the healing process replaces hyaline cartilage with fibrocartilage, and
the repaired material does not incorporate well into the original cartilage surface.
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Peripheral Nerve Injury

The nervous system is divided into the central nervous system, including the brain and
spinal cord, and the peripheral nervous system, including the cranial nerves and spinal
nerves. These peripheral nerves include both sensory (afferent) neurons and motor
(efferent) neurons. Peripheral nerves include a bundle of axons, where each axon is
surrounded by a connective tissue sheath, the endoneurium. Individual axons are clustered
together in fascicles and surrounded by another connective tissue sheath, the perineurium.
The fascicles of axons are grouped together to form the nerve, which is surrounded by the
epineurium. Larger-diameter axons are covered with a material secreted by Schwann cells
called myelin, which is composed of proteins, lipids, and water. The presence of myelin
increases the conduction speed along the axon. Small-diameter axons, which remain
unmyelinated, have slower nerve-conduction velocity.

Peripheral nerves can be damaged by direct trauma (contusion or laceration), indirect
trauma by excessive tension or compression, infection, toxic materials, or loss of vascularity.
Neurapraxia is the mildest form of injury to a peripheral nerve. It is caused by contusion or
compression of a nerve, which leads to segmental demyelination. In this case, nerve
conduction is slowed across the region of the axon where myelin has been lost. This
condition is temporary because the axon is not disrupted and the loss of myelin is transient.
Axonotmesis involves disruption of the axon and interruption of the myelin sheath, but the
connective tissue sheaths within the nerve are preserved. Neurotmesis is complete
transection of the nerve with loss of continuity of the nerve sheaths. In both of these
conditions, there is degeneration of the axon distal to the injury site, referred to as
Wallerian degeneration. For motor neurons, this leads to denervation of the target muscle.

In the case of segmental demyelination, nerve healing begins with the mitotic division
of the remaining Schwann cells. These cells envelop the demyelinated regions of the injured
nerve and synthesize myelin to reform the myelin sheath. In the case of axonotmesis or
neurotmesis, if the cell body is intact, axonal sprouting can occur from the ends of the
damaged axon. If the connective tissue sheath is intact, the axon sprout will grow distally
and follow the sheath to the target muscle of neural receptor. Once the axon has
reestablished its distal connection, the remyelination process is initiated. If there is not a
viable sheath (neurotmesis), the axon sprouts will grow without direction, and successful
functional reinnervation does not occur.

Injury to a peripheral motor neuron is classified as a lower motor neuron lesion. Classic
signs are motor weakness, hypotonicity, diminished deep tendon reflexes, and muscle
atrophy. If damage occurs to motor neurons in the brain or spinal cord, the lesion is
described as an upper motor neuron lesion. This is characterized by motor weakness,
hypertonicity, hyperactive deep-tendon reflexes, and abnormal reflexes such as the Babinski
reflex or Hoffmann’s sign.
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Conclusion

Understanding of tissue healing properties is critical to the rehabilitation process.
Failure to appreciate and respect the stages of healing by imposing inappropriate
rehabilitation strategies could result in disruption of healing tissues and unnecessary delays
in healing. As our understanding of the complexities of biologic healing increases, clinicians
will be better able to design rehabilitation programs that impose appropriate forces and
maximize the tissue environment to facilitate normal healing and progressively return the
client to an appropriate level of function.
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Part II
Concepts and Principles of Examination

Part II of this text covers the guiding concepts and principles of the examination
process for the orthopedic client. Chapter 4 addresses evidence-based and evidence-
informed practice guidelines (e.g., diagnostic accuracy, study quality) and provides a
guiding tool for determining the importance of diagnostic accuracy findings. Since there
are extensive special tests and studies examining them, refer to this chapter to understand
the color coding scheme utilized in this text for an ideal versus good versus poor finding.
Therefore, at a quick glance, greater significance can be placed on ideal findings over good
or poor findings. This chapter also describes in detail how to properly help rule out or rule
in the potential presence of pathology and provides the crux of this text, the funnel
approach of the examination process. This funnel approach provides the clinician with a
systematic, evidence-based examination approach that moves from a broad to narrow focus.
Great importance is suggested on the initial components of the examination sequence in
this funnel approach because evidence supports significant shifts in post-test probability
with the described early components listed here.

Other important components include introduction to client examination (also chapter
4), the client interview and observation of the client in the clinic (chapter 5), and triage and
differential diagnosis of potential non-musculoskeletal and other musculoskeletal
pathologies (chapter 6). Chapter 7 details the importance and implementation of a proper
orthopedic (musculoskeletal) screen and a detailed nervous system examination. Other
parts of the funnel approach included in part II are the traditional examination components
of range of motion (chapter 8) and muscle performance (chapter 9), as well as special tests
(chapter 10), palpation (chapter 11), and physical performance measures (chapter 12).
Unlike most other texts, this book highlights gait (chapter 13) and posture (chapter 14) as
vital components of the examination sequence. Although they are not delineated
specifically as among the eight distinct components of the funnel examination approach,
they are included in part II because these discrete examination measures range across the
components of the orthopedic client examination (interview, observation, triage, motion
tests, muscle performance testing, special tests, palpation, and physical performance
measures).
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Chapter 4
Evidence-Based Practice and Client Examination

Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS
Examination of the orthopedic client requires a systematic, evidence-informed

approach. Understanding the current evidence and integrating the diagnostic accuracy into
the examination process affords the clinician the most efficacious use of clinical reasoning
when not only interpreting clinical findings but also determining which examination
procedures to implement. This chapter describes a thoughtful, clear, and regimented
approach to the examination and diagnostic process of the orthopedic client. It illustrates
and describes general information on the funnel approach to examination. (See following
chapters for additional detail on this examination approach.)
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Evidence-Based Practice and Diagnostic Accuracy

Evidence-based practice (EBP) has been defined as “the conscientious and judicious use
of current best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients.”1 Central
to the concept of EBP is the integration of evidence into the diagnoses and management of
clients. Today, there is a strong push toward EBP as the conscientious utilization of the
strongest and most recent evidence purported in the literature. Clinical expertise is also vital
to the practice of EBP, as stated by Sackett and colleagues:

“Good doctors use both individual clinical expertise and the best available external
evidence, and neither alone is enough. Without clinical expertise, practice risks
becoming tyrannised by evidence, for even excellent external evidence may be

inapplicable to or inappropriate for an individual patient. Without current best
evidence, practice risks becoming rapidly out of date, to the detriment of patients.”1

It is possible to have statistical significance without having clinical relevance, to have
both statistical significance and clinical relevance together, to have clinical relevance
without having statistical significance, or to have neither statistical significance nor clinical
relevance. The clinical relevance of research findings is typically not reported in research
findings, and it has been suggested as paramount to clinical practice.2 Current best
evidence is therefore a balance of the best available evidence supported in the literature and
the clinician’s sound clinical reasoning. The practicing clinician must rely on the
interweaving of these tenets to make the most conscientious, sound decisions when
examining and subsequently treating clients.

For these reasons, this text would like the reader to also think in terms of the
terminology of evidence-informed practice (EIP). The purpose of EIP is to make clinical
decisions with the information of best evidence. Decisions cannot always be based on
evidence alone. This is particularly the case when the evidence supporting or refuting
clinical testing is poor. The clinician is referred to the limitations of each component of the
examination, particularly special testing (as discussed in chapter 10). Many of these tests
have less than good ability to assist with differential diagnoses decisions. All components of
the examination, including components not described as standard examination components
(e.g., the client’s goals, the client’s health status), should be used when making clinical
diagnosis and treatment decisions.

Critical Clinical Pearls

When making clinical differential diagnoses decisions, keep the following in mind:

The strengths and weaknesses of the current evidence, as well as other pieces of
information (e.g., the client’s goals), should help the clinician make informed
decisions versus basing the decisions on the evidence alone.
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Each client will have different information affecting their differential diagnosis, such
as health status, motivation for improvement, family environment, and so on.
Each of the above stated variables can have greater influence on the differential
diagnosis of a client than actual evidence-based aspects of the examination (e.g.,
special tests, diagnostic imaging).

 

Diagnostic tests and measures are distinct components of an EBP model of client
examination. A diagnostic test and its results are important tools guiding the clinician to
the appropriate diagnosis by revealing the likelihood of whether or not a client has a
specific disorder.3 Diagnostic research should evaluate the validity of the complete
diagnostic process and study the evidence of the added value of the different tests used.4

Not all components of the examination process are equal in their ability to differentiate the
presence, absence, or severity of a particular disease or condition present in a client. This
likely also depends on the particular pathology. Specific components of the examination
process have a stronger diagnostic ability depending on several variables including, but not
limited to, the prevalence of the disease, the diagnostic accuracy of the examination
component, and the strength of the literature investigating the pathology or examination
component.

Prior to discussion of the diagnostic accuracy of various musculoskeletal tests and
measures, it is necessary to define terminology central to EBP.

Reference standard—The criterion that best defines the condition of interest.3 The
reference standard should have demonstrated validity that justifies its use as a
criterion measurement.5

Reliability—The degree of consistency with which an instrument or rater measures a
particular attribute.6 Measurements can be affected by random error. In determining
the reliability of a measurement, we are determining the proportion of that
measurement that is a true representation and the proportion that is the result of
measurement error.7

Validity—The degree to which a study or test appropriately measures what it intends
to measure.6 Validity attempts to answer the question: Does the test truly measure
what it is designed to measure? A test must be reliable to be valid, but a test does not
have to be valid to be reliable. Tests that are valid should measure the abilities vital to
the sport, occupation, or aspect of activity of daily living.
Sensitivity (SN)—The percentage of people who test positive for a specific disease
among a group of people who have the disease. The true positive rate.
Specificity (SP)—The percentage of people who test negative for a specific disease
among a group of people who do not have the diagnosis or disorder. The true
negative rate.
Positive likelihood ratio (+LR)—The ratio of a positive (+) test result in people with
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the pathology to a positive test result in people without the pathology. A +LR
identifies the strength of a test in determining the presence of a finding, and it is
calculated by the following formula: SN / (1 − SP).
Negative likelihood ratio (−LR)—The ratio of a negative (−) test result in people
with the pathology to a negative test result in people without the pathology. It is
calculated by the following formula: (1 − SN) / SP. The higher the +LR and lower
the −LR, the more the posttest probability is altered. Posttest probability can be
altered to a minimal degree (+LRs of 1-2, or −LRs of 0.5-1), to a small degree (+LRs
of 2-5 and −LRs of 0.2-0.5), to a moderated degree (+LRs of 5-10, −LRs of 0.1-0.2),
and to a significant and almost conclusive degree (+LRs greater than 10, −LRs less
than 0.1).3

Positive predictive value (PPV)—Given a (+) test result, the probability that the
client has the condition. Some researchers and clinicians feel that PPV is better than
SN since it takes into account the amount of false positives (FP). PPV = TP / (TP +
FP), where TP is true positives. Therefore, if the test is (+), the client has X% chance
of having the disorder.
Negative predictive value (NPV)—Given a (−) test result, the probability that the
client does not have the condition. Again, some believe this is better than SP since it
takes into account the number of FNs. Therefore, if the test is (−), the client has X%
chance of not having the disorder.

SN and SP are properties of the measure, while PPV and NPV are properties of
both the test and the population that was tested.
Reading the PPV and NPV from the 2 × 2 contingency table is accurate only if
the proportion of diseased clients in the sample is representative of the
proportion of the diseased people in the population.

Overall accuracy—Proportion of clients who are correctly diagnosed.

Diagnostic accuracy studies compare the results of the test of interest (index test) to the
best available method for determining disease status (reference standard or gold standard).8

Diagnostic components are typically interpreted in terms of SN, SP, +LR, and −LR. Table
4.1 illustrates the manner in which these values are calculated. Tests with high SN will be
positive for most people who actually have the problem and, therefore, have a low rate of
false negatives. When it is important to not miss a positive case (such as in a fracture), a test
with high SN is necessary. This is crucial for screening tests in which positive findings
simply indicate the need for more investigation. Therefore, the most meaningful finding
with a highly SN test is a negative finding, since it assists the clinician to rule out a disorder
with increased confidence. A useful acronym from the Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine
is SnNout, meaning a test with high SN when negative is used to help rule out the
condition. The potential for false positives exists with highly sensitive tests. Again, the
purpose of these tests is to not miss a positive case. These tests are therefore utilized early in
the examination process to screen for the potential of more serious pathology or rule out
other potential pain generators.
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Tests with high SP will be appropriately negative in clients who do not have the
disorder and therefore have a low rate of false positives. Tests with high SP are best for
ruling in a disorder. SpPin is the acronym used for these tests. A highly specific test when
positive is used to help rule in the condition. As previously mentioned, this text will use SN
for sensitivity and SP for specificity.

Critical Clinical Pearls

When looking at variously described index tests in this (or any other) text, the clinician
should consider the following:

Tests with high SN and low SP are meaningful because they are helpful to rule out
(SnNout) or screen out a potential condition (a good screening tool), but they have
the potential for having a high number of false positives (saying a test is positive
when it is actually negative). Further use of tests with high SP is required to confirm
a diagnosis of the condition when using these tests.
Tests with high SP and low SN are meaningful because they are helpful to rule in
(SpPin) or confirm a potential condition (a good diagnostic tool), but they have the
potential for having a high number of false negatives (saying a test is negative when it
is actually positive).
Tests with both high SN and high SP are meaningful because they are helpful to both
rule out (screening tool) and rule in (diagnostic tool) a potential condition.
Screening tools (e.g., Canadian C-Spine Rules for cervical fractures, Ottawa Knee
Rules for knee fractures) are designed to have high SN at the expense of low SP. This
design is to not miss a fracture when it is there (false negative) versus diagnosing a
fracture when it is actually not present (false positive).
Likelihood ratios and use of disease prevalence are very important variables to
consider when looking at index test findings.

 

In diagnostic studies, values that are within the range of the 95% confidence interval
(CI) are considered acceptable. Data presentation is less precise the wider the CI is. The
width of the CI is determined by the level of the confidence desired in the study, the
variability between and within the clients being investigated, and the sample size.
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SN or SP values that qualify as high are usually defined as scores of 95% or greater,
especially in a low prevalence setting (few people with the disease).9 Confidence intervals
that are in the 80th percentile, especially the lower 80s, can limit the ability of that measure
to rule out or rule in the diagnosis.

Likelihood ratios, both positive and negative, are calculated with the combination of
SN and SP. A large +LR can assist the clinician closer to the diagnosis while a small −LR
moves the clinician farther away from the diagnosis. Although most of the medical
literature is supportive of likelihood ratios over isolated SN and SP, some tests or measures
of high SN or SP alone can also provide valuable information. For example, the impressive
high SN value with the Canadian C-Spine Rules10 is extremely helpful to the clinician for
ruling out the risk of a cervical spine fracture. The SP of this rule, on the other hand, is not
clinically useful at all. Therefore, the clinician can feel comfortable in the fact that this rule
will miss very few false negatives. The rule will not likely miss a fracture. On the other
hand, the findings will likely lead the clinician to send clients for a radiograph when they
actually do not have a fracture (false positive). In this particular instance, it is likely that the
clinician (and client) would rather pick up false fractures (false positives) than to miss a
fracture that was actually present (false negative).

Although there are no absolute levels of diagnostic accuracy and quality that
discriminate studies of higher versus lower clinical applicability, this text suggests some
values that the clinician may want to consider when interpreting test findings described.
The clinician is reminded however that high SN (or SP) values with poor −LR (or +LR)
values are a result of a very low SP (or SN). Screening tests, for example, in this text will be
given this consideration. Additionally, the clinician should consider the quality of the
study. This text utilizes the Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (QUADAS)
tool for quality assessment (defined and detailed in the next section of this chapter). The
following list is an attempt to quantify the quality of a test or measure described in this text
based on the author’s previous experience, collaboration with colleagues, and previous
report.11 Colored text is used in the sections of this book that describe findings or test
results having diagnostic accuracy (e.g., SN, SP, +LR, −LR). Therefore, the clinician should
more strongly consider good to ideal study findings than findings from studies of lesser
quality.

Ruling Out

Ideal: SN of 90 or higher and −LR of 0.20 or lower with tight confidence intervals;
QUADAS of ≥10/14
Good: SN of 80 or higher and −LR of 0.50 or lower with tight confidence intervals;
QUADAS of ≥9/14

Ruling In

Ideal: SP of 90 or higher and +LR of 5.0 or greater with tight confidence intervals;
QUADAS of ≥10/14
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Good: SP of 80 or higher, +LR of 4.0 or greater with tight confidence intervals;
QUADAS of ≥9/14

With respect to clinical special tests and measures, the clinician should consider many
variables. While this is not an exhaustive list, and some of these variables relate to the
quality of the study (discussed in the next section), the following are worthy of mention
and consideration:

The clinician should utilize SN tests in the beginning of the examination to rule out
potential pathology.
SP tests, on the other hand, are best utilized later in the examination to rule in or
confirm the pathology.
If a disease process or pathology does not have tests and measures that have high SN
or −LR, the pathology should be considered a diagnosis of exclusion. (It will not be
able to be ruled out early in the examination process.)
If a disease process or pathology does not have tests and measures that have high SP
or +LR, it will be necessary to screen or rule out other potential pain generator
contenders since it is not possible to confirm (or rule in) that particular pathology
diagnosis.
The values of SN, SP, +LR, and −LR must be considered in context: They are simply
measuring the metrics of the actual test or measure, not the quality of the study.
Consider the prevalence and incidence of disease. The Canadian C-Spine Rule
(CCSR) for cervical fracture diagnosis, for example, has high SN but poor SP. It has
been utilized in emergency department settings with a pretest probability suggestion
of 1% to 2%. Therefore, by nature, the prevalence will be very low. That, along with
the high SN and low SP, will result in a significant number of FPs. See chapter 10
(Special Tests) for a more detailed explanation of this.
Consider the clients who were investigated in the study. Are they clients who were
likely to have the disease? Were they a cohort of clients likely to have the disease
(inflating the SN)?
Was the examination or measure investigated on clients both likely to have and likely
not to have the pathology? If so, the measure is more likely to discriminate those who
have and those who do not have the pathology.
Was the test or measure compared to an appropriate gold standard? Surgery is often
such a standard, but not all pathologies (e.g., hamstring injury) require surgery.
Therefore the clinical measure is compared to a gold or reference standard with
imperfection.
Along with this, QUADAS scores, although numerical and linear, are not equal.
Different biases in a study are not equal and can have different effects on study
interpretation.
The entire examination process must be utilized to increase probability (e.g.,
subjective history and upper quarter screen [UQS]).
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The goal of the examination process as a unit is to pare down the differential
diagnosis with the use of both current best evidence and sound clinical reasoning.
The clinical special test or measure does not typically define causality. For example,
impingement testing in both the shoulder and hip can be attributed to the
mechanical abutment of the involved two bones. In the shoulder and hip,
impingement has been attributed to both hypomobility and hypermobility factors.
Therefore, the special test does not precisely determine the exact mechanism (and
therefore the most appropriate intervention) of the bony abutment.
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Study Quality

When searching the evidence for a clinically relevant article on diagnosis, systematic
reviews and meta-analysis are the most authoritative types of reports.12 These types of
article are usually less frequent than individual articles, and they are limited in their
strength by the studies they include. Systematic reviews and meta-analyses are included in
this text when available.

Appraising individual articles is necessary to determine their validity. Simply examining
the results and conclusions is not sufficient. The most crucial step in evaluating an article is
determining if the methods utilized in the study were free of error and bias.13-16 If its
validity is questionable, the article’s results cannot confidently be interpreted.13

Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (QUADAS)13 is a tool for
measuring the methodological quality of diagnostic accuracy studies in systematic reviews.
Inter-rater reliability among separate reviewers has been reported as relatively low, but
QUADAS was still suggested as a useful tool for highlighting the strengths and weaknesses
of existing diagnostic accuracy studies.17, 18 It was suggested that clinicians clearly
understand the tool prior to its implementation. Clear understanding resulted in notable
improvement in reliability among separate reviewers.18

The QUADAS tool13 consists of 14 items, each having a yes, no, or unclear answer
option (see the following sidebar). A yes score indicates sufficient information, with bias
considered unlikely. A no score indicates sufficient information, but with potential bias
from inadequate design or conduct. An unclear score indicates that insufficient information
was provided in the article or the methodology was unclear. The total score is the count of
all of the criteria that scored yes, which receive a value of 1, whereas no and unclear scores
carried a value of 0. The maximum attainable score on the criteria list is 14. Some studies
have used a stratification of scoring as high quality and low risk of bias if the QUADAS
score was 10 or greater, and low quality and high risk of bias if the study score was less than
10 on the QUADAS.19-22

Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies Scores Tool13

Item 1: Was the spectrum of clients representative of those in clinical practice?
Item 2: Were selection criteria clearly described?
Item 3: Is the reference standard likely to classify the target condition correctly?
Item 4: Is the period of time between the reference standard and index test
acceptable?
Item 5: Did the whole sample of clients receive verification using the reference
standard?
Item 6: Did clients receive the same reference standard regardless of the index test
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result?
Item 7: Was the reference standard independent of the index test?
Item 8: Was the execution of the index test described in sufficient detail for
replication?
Item 9: Was the execution of the reference standard described in sufficient detail for
replication?
Item 10: Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of the reference
standard?
Item 11: Was the reference standard interpreted without knowledge of the results of
the index test?
Item 12: Were the same clinical criteria available when test results were interpreted as
would be in clinical practice?
Item 13: Were uninterpretable/intermediate test results reported?
Item 14: Were withdrawals from the study explained?

Adapted from Whiting et al., 2003.13

 

Critical Clinical Pearls

When looking at the diagnostic accuracy of the various examination components, keep
the following in mind:

SN and SP are characteristics of the actual test (e.g., Lachman’s test in the knee). The
population does not affect the results.
Likelihood ratios actually account for those with and without the disease.
Positive and negative predictive values are influenced by the prevalence of disease in
the population that is being tested. If we test in a high prevalence setting, it is more
likely that people who test positive truly have that disease than if the test is performed
in a population with low prevalence and vice versa.
Bias in a study (as measured by QUADAS) affects the interpretation of the reported
diagnostic values.
A study with a lot of bias (low QUADAS) score but investigating a special test found
to be of strong diagnostic value (high +LR and low –LR) should be interpreted with
caution due to study bias. It is unclear if the actual test is a poor test or the study
alone is of poor quality.
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Broad to Narrow or Funnel Examination Focus

The entire diagnostic process entails each component described in this text. This
examination focus or sequence will be referred to as broad to narrow or the funnel approach
as advocated by the author and colleagues.23 The clinician generates a differential diagnosis
for each client based on the history (client interview), observation, triage, motion, muscle
performance, special tests, palpation, and physical performance measures (figure 4.1). Based
on the probability of a particular diagnosis to exist, the findings of each of these
components will make shifts in posttest probability based on their diagnostic accuracy (SN,
SP, likelihood ratios). Utilizing only one component as the gold standard from which the
diagnosis is made is inappropriate clinical practice.
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Figure 4.1 Funnel approach of the examination process.

© Michael Reiman

 

This approach, while comprehensive, is also systematic; it moves from broad to narrow
in its approach from the beginning to the end of the examination process. The intent is to
start the examination process as comprehensively as possible, including all potential
diagnoses. As a result of each systematic step in the examination process, the clinician
should narrow down the differential diagnosis list as far as possible. Additionally, the
broad-to-narrow approach of the examination is in the sense of moving from less to more
isolated examination procedures. For example, in the client interview, the clinician asks
broad, open-ended questions that are likely to include multiple potential diagnoses. As the
examination continues, the examination process becomes more focused. This is particularly
the case after the section for triage or screening and sensitive tests, which is intended to rule
out not only the potential for red flags or nonmusculoskeletal disease processes but also
potential pain generators in other joints, as well as other potential diagnoses common to the
pain-generating joints.

Observation and triage are also intended to be broad in their focus. Medical systems
and neurological screening, in general, assist the clinician in determining the
appropriateness of musculoskeletal examination and subsequent intervention. If screening is
conclusively negative, the clinician determines that it is appropriate to continue with the
rest of the examination process. If screening is not conclusively negative, the clinician is
required to make a clinically sound judgment on the appropriateness of immediate referral
out to the appropriate medical personnel or on whether an attempt at appropriate
intervention will assist in determining the client’s status.

Screening tests and upper and lower quarter screens early on in the examination also
focus the rest of the examination sequence. Once serious pathology has been screened, the
clinician’s focus is on determining the pain-generating structure (pain generator). Screening
the appropriate upper or lower quarter will narrow the region of examination.

The clinician then systematically works through the rest of the sequences of the
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examination process (motion testing, muscle performance testing, special tests, palpation,
and physical performance measures), continuing to screen with increasing focus on validly
differentiating among the few remaining diagnoses. Since these diagnoses are similar to
each other with respect to nature, severity, and irritability, special tests with high SP are
used to minimize confusion with respect to the condition or disorder.24 Once the clinician
has systematically reasoned through the broad-to-narrow-focused examination sequence,
they should be able to reasonably determine the client’s primary impairments (and thus the
treatment-based classification scheme to be used), as well as the most likely pathological
presentation of the client. Greater depth of each particular component of the suggested
examination process is given in the following sections. For particular details of each
component, refer to each respective chapter.

Client Interview

The client interview is likely the initial interaction between the clinician and the client.
The clinician has the opportunity to positively or negatively influence the client. Clients
described the following factors as indicative of a quality office visit: thoroughness in routine
examinations, spending enough time with them, engaging them, and treating them with
courtesy and respect; clinicians did not necessarily interpret these same factors as relevant
indicators of a quality visit.25 Communication and interpersonal skills of the clinician were
also deemed as important variables in determining in the minds of the clients how
successful clinicians were with an office visit.26

Successful communication with the client is dependent on multiple variables including,
but not limited to, eye contact with the client, providing clients with the opportunity to
describe their current condition without interruption, verbal and nonverbal
communication, active listening, time spent with the client, use of facilitative comments,
empathy, clarification of the client’s statements, and summarizing the client’s verbal
presentation. Each of these variables is important for a successful interview of the client.

Since the interview is likely the first point of contact with the client, it should also be
the time when the clinician starts their differential diagnosis of the client. Properly
performing the subjective interview and history of the client allows the clinician to
appropriately narrow the focus of potential diagnoses of the client.27-29 Additionally, the
subjective history can be used to determine 76% to 83% of diagnoses with clients.30, 31

These variables, aspects of clinical reasoning, components of a standard client interview,
and subjective information regarding pain are discussed further in chapter 5.

Outcome measures, more commonly referred to as self-report measures, are assessed in
the interview. At this point in the examination, the clinician should discuss findings of
these outcome measures (if appropriate). Additionally, if clarification is needed with respect
to the self-report measure, the client interview is appropriate for this interpretation. These
self-report measures are the client’s means of subjectively reporting how extensively their
pain or dysfunction is affecting them. While these are very focused for each region of the
body, the common theme among all of them is the subjective reporting by the client
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(typically without involvement from the clinician).
Diagnostic imaging can also be interpreted or discussed prior to the appointment or

with the client during the interview. Details of outcomes and self-report measures and
radiography are presented in chapter 6 (Triage and Differential Diagnosis) due to their
utilization in medical screening.

Observation (Big Picture)

General aspects of observation are discussed in this chapter and referred to throughout
the rest of the text. Specific detail regarding observation of posture (chapter 14) and gait
(chapter 13) are given later in this text. Essentially, in the observation component of the
examination, the clinician is trying to get a broad picture of the client’s objective
presentation. Nonverbal communication, posture, gait, and transfers are all big-picture
assessment components of observation.

Observation of the client requires a systematic approach. Viewing the client from
anterior, posterior, and lateral views ensures detail of observation. Limiting errors in
observation requires some important variables, including observation from more than one
view of the client, multiple observations of the client in the same positions, observation of
the client in different positions (e.g., sitting, standing, gait), and determination of eye
dominance. Observation of clients takes into account not only how they present in the
examination room, but also in the waiting room, their interaction with the secretarial staff
(if possible), how they transfer in and out of a chair, how they walk back to the room, how
they transfer in the examination room, their gait when they leave, and if possible how they
transfer into or out of their vehicle. Viewing the client from more than one view, just like
with radiography, will assist the clinician in more completely understanding the client’s
condition.

Determining Eye Dominance

Most people prefer to use their right eye for viewing. Although the pattern of eye–hand
dominance appears related to athletic proficiency for baseball,32 sighting dominance may
not be perfectly correlated with handedness.33 It has also been suggested that eye
dominance may depend on the hand moving toward the target.33 Regardless, the clinician
should have a consistent, reliable intratester method of observation. Determining eye
dominance has been suggested multiple ways. One simple option may be for the clinician
to make a circle with both hands, focus a stationary object in this circle with both eyes
open, and then close one eye at a time while still staring through the hole at the object. The
eye that is open in the view where the object remains in the circle is the dominant eye.
 

Triage and Sensitive Tests
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At this point in the examination process, once appropriate data have been gathered, the
clinician should determine if it is appropriate to continue with the client’s examination or
whether high suspicion of red flags or significant medical conditions exist that may
contribute to the client’s presentation. Interpretation of diagnostic imaging can also assist
with differential diagnosis and medical screening relative to whether a primary
musculoskeletal component is present in the client’s clinical presentation. Details regarding
primary imaging modalities, their basic characteristics, and diagnostic accuracy relevant to
specific conditions are presented in chapter 6.

Vital sign assessment is a necessity for the clinician examining a client with suspicion of
a musculoskeletal condition. Vital signs have diagnostic accuracy applicability and have
been shown to be strongly associated with adverse outcomes in triage departments.34-36

Mandatory assessment of resting blood pressure has been suggested as part of a
comprehensive assessment of the client with suspicion of upper cervical instability or
cervical artery dysfunction.37, 38 Careful assessment and reassessment of vital signs should
be part of a standard examination and treatment of clients.

Medical screenings include systems review and examination. The client interview
should assist the clinician with determining whether medical screening is necessary.
Chapter 6 covers medical screening appropriate to the musculoskeletal client in detail. The
aim of a screening assessment of the musculoskeletal system (upper and lower quarter
screens) is to be sensitive enough to identify the presence of any significant abnormality and
to be feasible to perform as part of any general examination. Sensitive tests should be
implemented early in the examination as a screening test.39 Clinicians should use tests of
strong screening capability in order to pare down their differential diagnosis of the
presenting case.

Performing screening tests and upper and lower quarter screens early on in the
examination are especially relevant in vague symptom presentation, multiple-joint referred
pain, unexplained atrophy, and unexplained dysfunction connected with gait, balance, or
coordination, as well as when the clinician is less confident in where symptoms are being
generated from (pain generator). Functional screening can have multiple iterations:
Subjective questioning of the client’s functional status, observation of functional tasks, and
observation of performance tasks such as stepping up and down a step (observing for
strength and quality of motion) are some examples.

At this point in the examination, the clinician must make a clinical decision on the
appropriateness of continuing with the examination. The clinician will decide if they
should continue with the examination and treatment, cautiously continue with
examination or treatment while assessing whether a referral to a more appropriate clinician
is necessary, or directly refer the client to a more appropriate clinician.

Motion Tests

Motion testing is comprehensive to include both osteokinematic and arthrokinematic
assessment. Comparisons of active range of motion (AROM), resistive range of motion
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(RROM), and passive range of motion (PROM) assist in determining contractile versus
noncontractile tissue involvement. Furthermore, accessory joint play assessment assists in
delineating joint involvement. Motion testing is covered in greater detail in chapter 8.

Muscle Performance Testing

Muscle performance is inclusive of muscle strength, power, and endurance. Appropriate
suggestions of motor control as a component of this category have also been given and
should be warranted. Muscle performance testing, along with motion testing, can also assist
with delineating contractile versus noncontractile tissue. This type of testing can help
determine the extent of soft-tissue involvement utilizing Cyriax’s testing scheme (e.g.,
strong and painful indicative of minor lesion, weak and painless indicative of complete tear
or neurological lesion).40 Chapter 9 also covers other quantitative (e.g., manual muscle
testing) and qualitative muscle performance assessments. Global movement assessments,
such as a bilateral squat, can serve as screens for the potential of muscle performance,
motion, or intra-articular (also assessed with special tests) dysfunction.

Special Tests

Physical examination testing is commonly interpreted as special tests. Special tests are
extensively published in the literature and various texts. Screening and diagnosis of
pathology are far too commonly based heavily on the findings of these tests. Instead, they
should be used as one component of a more comprehensive examination process. The
approach of this text is to use perspective with regard to these tests. The comprehensive
examination process is far superior to over-reliance on special tests alone. Chapter 10
discusses this category of testing.

Palpation

Another component of the examination process that has suffered from overutilization is
palpation. Palpation, similar to special tests, has great allure for many clinicians, particularly
those wanting to simplify the comprehensive nature of the examination process and those
lacking the necessary amount of time for a comprehensive examination approach. Chapter
11 examines palpation and its strengths and weaknesses.

Physical Performance Measures

Physical performance measures (PPMs) are probably the least consistently employed
component of the examination sequence. It has been traditionally thought that these
measures are most appropriate for only the highest level clients or at the end of a client’s
treatment (just prior to discharge). Appreciate that, just like other components of the
examination sequence, there are levels of PPMs. Depending on the region of the body,
there may be very few (and therefore little stratification) or many (and therefore significant
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stratification) of these measures. Chapter 12 provides greater detail on these measures.
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Integration of Funnel Examination Approach

A systematic approach to using findings (especially those from special tests) reporting
SN and SP is suggested in figure 4.2. The use of tests of high SN and low −LR is suggested
early in the examination (Triage and Sensitive Tests), with red flags first ruled out. Once it
is determined that the client is appropriate for examination or treatment, the clinician
continues through additional examination components (e.g., motion tests, muscle
performance testing, special tests). Particular emphasis is on motion testing and muscle
performance testing to delineate if the client’s actual symptoms are reproduced.
Additionally, special tests (and possibly imaging) of high SP are helpful to rule in pathology
of the determined pain-generating joint(s). Again, caution should be taken when using
special tests for diagnosis. Figure 4.2 shows a systematic approach for integrating diagnostic
accuracy findings of both high SN (early in the examination—triage and screening) and
high SP (later in the examination—special tests—for determination of ruling in pathology).
The suggestions for ideal and good diagnostic accuracy values are again provided here.
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Figure 4.2 Algorithm approach for use of special tests or findings reporting SN and SP. SN
= sensitivity; SP = specificity; +LR = positive likelihood ratio; −LR = negative likelihood

ratio

© Michael Reiman
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The Examination Continuum

One primary purpose of this text is to provide a comprehensive approach to
examination of each section, as well as to describe the diagnostic capability of the
component detailed in each section. Carefully read each component of the examination
sequence, decipher the diagnostic capability of each section, and make evidence-informed
decisions on the value of each section to increase or decrease the posttest probability that a
particular pathology or condition will exist.

A proper examination of a client is a moving target, constantly in motion. In other
words, each visit with the client is partly an examination of their status; each pre- and
postintervention session performed on the client is an examination. The value of
continuous reassessment should be appreciated and respected. Each time the client is seen,
some form of reassessment is necessary in order to appreciate the between-session changes
in clinical presentation, just as the within-session changes should be appreciated pre and
post intervention of a client within a particular session.

The examination of a client should also be recognized as an assessment along a
continuum (figure 4.3). Many examination procedures described, including those in this
text, are on the isolated examination side of the continuum (e.g., ROM, muscle
performance, radiology findings, special tests). Integrated examination would include
measures more applicable to daily tasks, such as sport- and work-related activities (e.g.,
function). These measures might include administering the physical performance measures
section of this text (see chapter 12), as well as simply assessing the client’s quality and big-
picture quantity assessment of their daily tasks, work tasks, and sports tasks.
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Figure 4.3 The examination continuum.

© Michael Reiman

 

While many of these measures are not directly quantifiable in terms of measurement,
their quality and tolerance by the client are distinctly important. In fact, it is quite often
why the client seeks medical care. Therefore, instead of taking an approach of always
proceeding from left to right (from isolated to integrated) on this examination continuum,
recognize that it may be necessary to approach the examination sequence from different
locations on this continuum. For example, for someone with broad, diffuse, and
nonspecific lower extremity pain, assessment of the client’s squatting ability (as with the
lower quarter screen) might assist the clinician with determining a potential joint as the
true pain generator. The examination then can be performed with the broad-to-narrow
approach with that particular joint in mind. This same approach might also work for the
athlete with pain with jumping. Assessment from a global perspective (simply watching the
athlete jump) may key the clinician into areas of focus for the isolated portion of the
examination.

Note that clients likely will move back and forth along this continuum at different
points in their rehabilitation process. For example, a client progressing appropriately along
post knee injury, but who still has pain with jumping, may require a reassessment where
they enter the continuum with a jumping assessment first (toward the integrated side of the
continuum). This will help the clinician determine the potential limitation or pain
generator from which to then focus the isolated examinations, as described previously.
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Basic Principles of the Examination Process

With respect to the examination process, whether it is a systematic approach such as the
broad-to-narrow focus described previously or a less regimented process, the clinician must
appreciate basic tenets of the examination process. A general outline of these components
follows. The clinician should be cognizant of all of these variables when conducting a well-
thought-out, systematic examination on a client. The combined utilization of both sound
clinical judgment (clinical reasoning) and EBP affords the clinician optimal clinical
practice. Greater detail of specific components of the broad-to-narrow examination
procedure is given in the following chapters.

Differential Diagnosis

A primary goal of the exam is to obtain data and rule out or rule in competing
diagnoses.
This goal can be accomplished by selectively provoking the area to implicate it as
involved or uninvolved.

Vital Signs

Essential components of examination include, but are not necessarily limited to, the
following (see chapter 6 for more on triage and differential diagnosis):

Blood pressure
Heart rate
Respiration
Body temperature
Skin temperature and color

Monitor client at rest and during activity to assess circulatory system with and
without stress.

Bilateral Comparison

The clinician must always examine the uninvolved side prior to the involved side.
This will establish a baseline value from which to relate.
With this order, the client will be less apprehensive when the involved side is assessed.

Movement Testing Sequence

Active movements are performed first, then passive movements, then finally resisted
isometric movements. This sequence provides the clinician with an idea of what the
client believes they can do.
Painful movements should be performed last to avoid biasing the rest of the
examination process.
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If painful movements are tested earlier, the pain that was provoked may influence the
rest of the examination. Performing painful movements early in the examination can
cause the involved structure to be painful with other movements that are not typically
painful, which clouds the examination findings.

Overpressure Application

Apply overpressure when end-range active movements are negative.
Gradually apply overpressure with care.
The intent of overpressure is to more conclusively rule out that structure as a
potential pain generator.

Repeat or Sustain Movements if History Indicates

This is particularly important if the client complains that symptoms are altered by
repetitive movements or sustained positions.

Resisted Isometric Movements Performed in a Resting Position

Stress on the inert tissues is minimal in this position. Symptoms produced in these
positions are more likely due to contractile tissue.
If desired or necessary, isometric testing can be implemented in either shortened or
lengthened positions.

Shortened (active insufficiency) and lengthened (passive insufficiency) positions
are also useful for assessing contractile tissue.
Lengthened positions may also be utilized to assess noncontractile structures
that stabilize the related joints in that region.

Passive Movements and Ligamentous Testing

Both the extent of laxity and quality of end-feel of the movement are important.
End-feels are discussed in greater detail in chapter 8 (Range of Motion Assessment).

Ligamentous Testing

Repeat testing with increasing stress.
Start with lighter stress force and increase as per symptoms or response until you are
confident in findings.
As with all forms of testing, use bilateral comparison (noninvolved side tested first)
for understanding of force necessary in each particular client.
Grading of joint instability due to ligamentous dysfunction (sprain) is variable. One
proposed grading scheme is outlined in table 4.2.

Muscle Strain Assessment
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Start with light pressure and gradually increase as tolerated and warranted.
Muscle strains are also graded on a similar scale; see table 4.3.
As with all testing, bilateral comparison is warranted.

Myotome Testing

With myotome testing, contractions must be held for 5 seconds since myotome-
related weakness can take time to develop.
Bilateral comparison is warranted.

Potential Exacerbation of Symptoms From Examination

Warn the client of possible exacerbations in their symptoms due to the examination
process itself.
The client must understand the necessity of provoking their symptoms (i.e.,
producing their concordant pain to assist with determination of the pain-generating
structures) and producing their concordant pain.

Determine Necessity for Referral to a More Appropriate Health Care Provider

This determination is based on all the information gleaned from the examination and
should be based on sound clinical reasoning.
As always (and as discussed in greater detail in chapter 6), refer the client to a more
appropriate health care provider if necessary.

Screening Examination

Integrate a screening examination early in the examination to determine the
appropriateness of the client as a musculoskeletal client.
Refer to chapters 6 (Triage and Differential Diagnosis) and 7 (Orthopedic Screening
and Nervous System Examination) for greater detail regarding this concept.

Examination of Specific Joints

Use an unchanged systematic approach to the examination that varies only slightly to
elaborate certain clues given by the history or by client responses.
Active movements:

Movements are actively performed by the client.
Referred to as physiologic (or osteokinematic), these movements are ones that
the client can obviously perform independently.
Contractile, nervous, and inert tissues are all stressed with active movements.
Active movements may not be performed with fracture, newly repaired soft
tissue, or when active movement is contraindicated.
Contractile tissue includes muscles, tendons, and their attachment to the
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bones.
Nervous tissue includes nerves and associated sheaths.
Inert tissue includes joint capsules, ligaments, bursa, blood vessels, cartilage,
and dura mater.

On active movements, the clinician should note the following:
When and where during each movement the onset of pain occurs
Whether the movement increases the intensity and quality of the pain
The reaction of the client to pain
The amount of observable movement or restriction (quantitative assessment)
The pattern of movement (qualitative assessment)
The quality and synchrony of movement (qualitative assessment)
The movement of associated joints (can be both qualitative and quantitative)
The willingness of the client to move the part
Any limitation present and its nature
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Conclusion

This chapter is intended to provide the clinician with a general background and
framework of the examination process. Further detail in regard to specific components of
the examination are found in the following chapters.
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Chapter 5
Client Interview and Observation

Jonathan Sylvain, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT
Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS

The client interview is the first time in the examination process when there is a direct
one-on-one interaction between the clinician and the client. The history is conceivably the
most important part of the clinical examination, with the physical examination viewed as
complementary and used to confirm hypotheses generated from the history.1 Purposeful
history taking allows the clinician to collect information from clients that can be used as a
guide during the physical examination and aid in the identification of the client’s
concordant sign. The concordant sign is the activity or motion that reproduces the client’s
pain or chief complaint.2 During history taking, clinicians often gather information that
may reveal the client’s concordant sign. In fact, it has been suggested that the subjective
history can be used to determine 74% to 90% of diagnoses with clients.3-6

The clinician must perform several key functions during this part of the examination,
including warmly welcoming the client, alleviating any fear and anxiety they may have with
respect to the examination process, and informing the client what the examination process
entails. For most clients, this will be the first time they have sufficient time to discuss and
interact with a health care provider.7-9 Additionally, clients relate improved satisfaction
with health care providers when the clinician is informative and spends time with them,10,

11 even when the clinician has less experience than their peers.10
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Effective Communication in the Client Interview and History

Eliciting a good history and therefore conducting an organized and fruitful client
interview and history requires several skills, not the least of which are organizational and
communication abilities. Effective communication on the part of the clinician when
interviewing a client requires several skills. The clinician must be able to not only ask
appropriate questions but also listen to the client, ask follow-up questions based on
information the client shares, redirect the line of questioning dependent on this
information, and so on.

During consultation, the client must be considered the most valuable source of
information. Many clinicians take control during the examination process, not allowing the
client to express the reasoning for seeking care. Beckman and colleagues found that in 69%
of visits, physicians interrupted client’s statements and directed questions toward a specific
concern.12 In another study, physicians redirected clients during their opening statement
after a mean of 23.1 seconds. Clients allowed to complete their opening statement required
an average of only 6 seconds longer to state their primary concerns.13 Many clients will not
divulge additional relevant information after being interrupted.

The fact that a client interview can be done more or less effectively is demonstrated by
the fact that essential diagnostic information can be uncovered from the client interview.14-

17 One’s efficiency in communication can be improved through training.16, 18, 19 It is
unlikely that any future technological advances will negate the need and value of
compassionate and empathetic two-way communication between clinician and client. The
published literature also expresses belief in the essential role of communication: “It has long
been recognized that difficulties in the effective delivery of health care can arise from
problems in communication between patient and provider rather than from any failing in
the technical aspects of medical care. Improvements in provider-patient communication
can have beneficial effects on health outcomes.”16 Professional conversation between clients
and clinicians shapes diagnosis, initiates therapy, and establishes a caring relationship.14

The development and improvement of communication and clinical reasoning skills
leads to the clinician “developing an accurate clinical hypothesis, developing an
examination and intervention approach to meet the individual’s cultural, communication,
anatomic, and physiologic needs and abilities, recognizing patient symptoms and signs that
necessitate communication with other health care providers, and participating in the
decision-making process regarding the selection of appropriate diagnostic testing.”20

Despite these facts, many health care providers have poor communication skills and
perform inadequate client interviews. Many times failure to take a sufficient medical history
with proper client communication can lead to mistakes that have clinical and economic
consequences.21-23 In fact, many complaints about health care providers are not about the
medical care provided but in regard to poor or insufficient communication.24 A complex
relationship exists between clients’ opinions of physician communication and physicians’
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malpractice history. Clinicians must learn to adapt and tailor their communication styles to
each individual client due to variations that exist in clients’ intellectual and emotional
needs. Clinicians must also develop an understanding of each individual client’s desired
communication needs.22

Communication in primary care physicians is also a significant variable in malpractice
claims. Physicians without such claims educated patients on what to expect during their
visit, laughed and demonstrated humor, spent more time with patients during routine
visits, and sought and facilitated the expression of the patient’s opinions, values, and
beliefs.21 For a successful and humanistic encounter at an office visit, the clinician needs to
be sure that the client’s key concerns have been directly and specifically solicited and
addressed. To be effective, the clinician must gain an understanding of the client’s
perspective on their illness. The whole client must be evaluated because a plethora of
conditions may present with manifestations similar to musculoskeletal conditions.
Furthermore, client concerns can be wide ranging. Client values, cultures, gender, and
preferences need to be taken into consideration.16

Clinician skill, rapport, and health-related communication behaviors are key elements
of a client interview. Clients are more likely than clinicians to report behaviors
demonstrating thoroughness in routine examinations as essential to a quality office visit,
such as spending enough time with them, engaging them, and treating them with courtesy
and respect.25 The degree to which these activities are successful depends, in large part, on
the communication and interpersonal skills of the clinician.14

Certain observable history-taking behaviors are evident between good and poor
diagnosticians. Furthermore, these behaviors are evident during the first 3 minutes of the
encounter. Behaviors characteristic of good diagnosticians are thoroughness of inquiry
about the chief complaint, asking questions in close proximity within a line of reasoning,
clarifying or verifying information provided by the client, and summarizing the
information at hand. Characteristic behaviors of bad diagnosticians are repeating questions
unnecessarily, changing the topic before completing a line of inquiry, inquiring about
systems, and inquiring about past history.26

A positive working relationship between clinician and client has a positive effect on
treatment outcomes, although further research is needed to determine the strength of the
relationship.27 Poor communication, though, can leave clients with an undefined
understanding of their diagnosis, prognosis, future management plans, and the therapeutic
intent of treatment.28

Communicating with a client is a must in order to set up an effective therapeutic
alliance. The approach taken is important. Physical therapists tend to apply a paternalistic
approach even though clients prefer to share decisions or provide their opinions about
treatment options.29

The communication relationship with the client encompasses many aspects, including
verbal and nonverbal communication, a client-centered interview, the use of empathy,
active listening, facilitation, summarization, clarification, and reflection skills. Each of these
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aspects has specific considerations that the clinician must take into account when engaging
in the therapeutic relationship with the client.

Verbal and Nonverbal Communication

Communication is a vital aspect to an effective client encounter.27, 30, 31 A skilled
communicator will listen not only to what is being said but also to what is left unsaid, since
communication traditionally incorporates verbal and nonverbal behaviors. Communication
is a continuous process that does not stop when verbal communication has.32 It also
involves observing nonverbal body language and noticing any inconsistencies between
verbal and nonverbal messages. Nonverbal communication consists of silence, touch, hand
gestures, posture, eye contact, facial expressions, and both active and passive listening. The
nonverbal component comprises 55% to 97% of communication.33 Clinicians must be
cognizant of nonverbal behaviors. If clients feel they are not being listened to, they may feel
that their pain has not been validated, which can lead to feelings of dissatisfaction with
their care.34 Furthermore, research has shown that expert physical therapists focus on verbal
and nonverbal communication with clients.35

The emotional context of care is especially related to nonverbal communication, and
emotion-related communication skills, including sending and receiving nonverbal messages
and emotional self-awareness, are critical elements of high-quality care.36 Effective
communication increases client satisfaction and health outcomes.27, 30, 37

Verbal behaviors positively associated with health outcomes include empathy,
reassurance and support, various client-centered questioning techniques, encounter length,
history taking, explanations, both dominant and passive physician styles, positive
reinforcement, humor, psychosocial talk, time in health education and information sharing,
friendliness, courtesy, orienting the client during examination, and summarization and
clarification. Nonverbal behaviors positively associated with outcomes included head
nodding, forward lean, direct body orientation, uncrossed legs and arms, arm symmetry,
and less mutual gaze.38

Critical Clinical Pearls

When performing the subjective examination, keep the following in mind:

The client interview is the most important part of the clinical examination, with the
physical exam viewed as complementary and a means of confirming the generated
hypothesis.
Communication, both verbal and nonverbal, is vital to an effective client encounter.
Thorough communication increases client satisfaction and health outcomes.
A clinician’s effectiveness in communication can be improved through training and
deliberate practice.
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Throughout the consultation, the client must be considered the most valuable source
of information.

 

“By the Way” Syndrome

Clients most often arrive at the clinic with a multitude of questions and concerns.
Discussion of each and every issue during a clinical encounter is often a difficult task. Time
constraints and the assumption that clients will begin with their main complaint make it
difficult for clinicians to appropriately identify each client’s whole agenda.39 This may lead
to a relatively new issue known as “by the way” syndrome. It is important for clinicians to
attempt to prioritize each client’s complaints in an effort to prevent or reduce the frequency
of clients waiting to mention issues until the end of their visit. Research has demonstrated
that clients raised new problems at the end of the visit in 21% of the cases,40 and late-
arising concerns were more prevalent when physicians did not seek clients’ primary
concerns during the interview process.13

The syndrome occurred in 39% of observed encounters. Its major content was bio-
psychosocial (39%), psychosocial (36%), or biomedical (25%), whereas physician responses
were mostly biomedical (44%). The physician response was concordant with the client’s
question in 61% of encounters if the content of the question was psychosocial, 21% if bio-
psychosocial, and 78% if biomedical. In 22% of the encounters, clinicians did not give any
answer to the client’s question, particularly if it was of psychosocial content.13 Asking about
the client’s agenda twice or more during the office visit might decrease the appearance of
this syndrome.41 Furthermore, orienting clients to the process of the encounter may inform
them when it’s most helpful to bring forth concerns, thus encouraging clients to present
new problems before the end of the interview.

Clients may comprehend and recall as little as 50% of what health care providers
convey during an encounter.42 Therefore, clinicians must encourage their clients to voice
their concerns or need for clarification at any point during encounters. Use of statements
such as the following can and will facilitate the exposure of each client’s whole agenda: Do
you have any questions so far? How does that sound? What else? What other problems
would you like to discuss today? What else would you like to accomplish today?

Time Spent With Clients

In visits taking longer than 15 minutes, clients have expressed greater satisfaction about
time spent when the clinician discussed test results or findings from the physical
examination.43 Medical providers saved time and reached conclusions faster by asking
open-ended questions and listening to their clients.44, 45 The clinician should be willing to
establish a relationship of active and mutual cooperation with their clients and should make
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time to do so. Clients must be in a position to freely express their opinions, without hurry
or fear. For example, the time spent with clients was found to be the most important
ingredient of migraine therapy.46
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Common Barriers to Effective Communication

As discussed earlier in the chapter, failure to use effective communication skills during a
clinical encounter can lead to ineffective care.21-23 Clinicians should develop an
understanding and an awareness of the numerous types of behaviors that can lead to
deficiencies during client encounters so that they can avoid them. Common barriers to
effective communication include but are not limited to the following:47, 48

Use of medical jargon
Emotional barriers
Lack of attention due to disinterest or distractions
Prejudices and stereotyping
Differences in beliefs
Physical or language barriers (e.g., speech, hearing)
Cultural barriers
Offering advice before the chief complaint is identified
Switching the topic

Clinicians should avoid using medical jargon and overcomplicated or unfamiliar terms
that may confuse and intimidate the client. Instead, they should emphasize clear, concise,
and basic terminology in an effort to appropriately connect with each client. Emotional
barriers can be a challenge to overcome. During communication, clinicians must be aware
of their own and the client’s verbal and nonverbal communication. For example, if the
clinician is in a bad mood, their body language may relay to the client that the information
being conveyed is bad. Clinicians should not display lack of attention or disinterest and
must avoid distractions, since these behaviors will make it difficult for them to develop
rapport and trust. Clinicians must be aware of their own preconceived biases and prejudices
that can be related to race, gender, age, religion, accent, or previous experiences. They
should strive to maintain an open mind to the ideas and opinions of others. Keeping an
open mind does not necessarily mean that you have to specifically agree with someone’s
views, but it does mean that you attempt to develop an understanding. Clinicians must
consider physical and language barriers, including but not limited to hearing and vision
loss, difficulty reading, and anxiety disorders, which can be barriers to communication.

Clinicians should avoid offering advice, interrupting, or switching the topic with clients
before the chief complaint is identified. Often, good listeners are capable of critically
evaluating what is being said prior to fully understanding it and listening to what the client
is really trying to communicate. Misunderstanding can occur at any time during the
communication process. Effective communicators minimize potential misunderstandings
and seek client clarification and participation in the communication process to ensure an
effective exchange.

Clinicians must conduct a thorough subjective examination that is free of bias. This
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will lead to an effective secondary physical evaluation that will aid in the development of a
hypothesis relating to the client’s presentation and the selection of appropriate
interventions for providing optimal client outcomes. Communication skills, which involve
verbal and nonverbal behaviors, can be taught. Effectiveness in communication can be
improved through training. The use of quality communication skills accomplishes the
following:

Aids in more accurately identifying and understanding each client’s chief complaint
Leads to increased client satisfaction with care
Improves treatment adherence
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Qualities of an Effective Interview

Although the introduction sets the tone of the interview, it is often discounted. The
clinician is responsible for orienting the client to the process of the visit. This orientation
helps the client set realistic expectations for the visit. An example of an appropriate
clinician–client introduction is the following:

“Good morning, my name is _____ and I am going to be your physical therapist.
Today we will begin with a discussion of what brings you into the clinic, followed by a

physical examination, then we will discuss the findings, and I will leave time for any
questions.”

Certain components of an interview are paramount for making the client feel
comfortable and allowing them to appreciate that this communication process is focused on
them. The essential components for effective client–clinician communication are detailed
in the following sections.

Setting the Environment

A client-friendly environment that is clean, comfortable, and nonthreatening may help
clients to share important personal and private information during the visit. It is the
clinician’s responsibility to provide an atmosphere that allows for a conducive and
productive visit. Therefore, the visit should be performed in an area with minimal noise or
distractions and appropriate lighting. The area must be adequately stocked with any items
that may be needed.

Open-Ended Questions vs. Closed-Ended Questions

Asking questions is a basic way to gather information during the visit. Clinicians should
begin the communication process with the client with an open-ended question and
continue using them throughout the interview. Open-ended questions are typically
perceived as less threatening, and they allow clients to independently articulate their
thoughts and feelings. Here are some examples of open-ended questions:

“What brings you to physical therapy?”
“What can I help you with?”
“I understand that you are experiencing some pain or stiffness. Can you fill me in
more?”
“I see from the intake form that you wrote down that your chief complaint is _____.
Tell me more about that.”

Although the use of open-ended questions can be time consuming and result in
gathering unnecessary information compared to closed-ended questions, closed-ended
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questions fail to gather specific details critical to clinical decision-making49 because they
typically result in inadequate one-word and incomplete replies that impede the discussion.

Eye Contact

Making and maintaining moderate to high levels of eye contact with clients lets them
know that the clinician is concentrating on the content of the discussion. Maintenance of
eye contact may encourage clients to talk about concerns that they may otherwise keep
concealed. Not maintaining eye contact can indicate disinterest, which can keep clients
from disclosing additional relevant information.33

Note Taking

During clinical visits, clinicians may find it helpful to take notes. Note taking is
essential for reflection, but it should not disrupt the interview process. The clinician should
stay attentive throughout the interaction. With the implementation of electronic medical
records, many clinicians attempt to perform point-of-care charting, which can lead to lack
of attentiveness from clinicians. This can make clients feel as if they are not the centerpieces
of the visit, which may lead to an ineffective visit.

Facilitation

A facilitative comment by the clinician demonstrates active listening. Active listening is
effective in obtaining important clinical information, and it demonstrates that the clinician
cares. Here are some examples of active listening responses:

“Can you expand more on that?”
“What do you mean by that statement?”
“So what I hear you saying is . . . .”
“How long has this been going on?”
“How are things going?”
“Uh huh . . . uh huh,” “Oh,” “All right,” “Okay,” “I see,” or “Hmm . . . .”

Active listening responses appear to serve several functions, including the following:

Indicate the clinician is attending
Give the client permission to continue
Keep the client focused on the story and their chief complaint

There is a difference between listening and passive hearing. Active listening is a
communication technique that allows the clinician to concentrate on and comprehend
what the client is communicating. Facilitation can be verbal and nonverbal. Staying silent is
difficult for many clinicians during the interview process; many interrupt clients at
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inappropriate times, thus missing important clues and possibly silencing the client and
subsequently limiting the information provided.50

Ineffective physicians are likely to interrupt the client after only one or two sentences
were communicated. Typically, sufficient listening required less than 30 seconds. Often the
first minutes were used in rapid dialogue about lab or test results.12

Summarizing, Clarifying, and Reflecting

At the completion of the subjective examination it can be helpful to summarize what
has been learned during the interaction since it demonstrates to clients that they have been
heard. This summary helps to assure that the clinician has developed the correct
understanding of the client’s views of their problem by pulling together major ideas, facts,
and feelings. This also allows the client to incorporate any missed information and clarify
where there was any misunderstanding on behalf of the clinician. It gives the clinician an
additional opportunity to elicit the client’s priorities.

Empathy

Clinicians must remain open minded and must acquire the ability to see things from
each client’s perspective. This will allow them to understand the problem from the client’s
perspective and can aid in validating the client’s chief complaint. Clinicians must avoid, at
all costs, jumping to conclusions and using personal prejudice. All attempts should be made
to put the client at ease. As health care clinicians, we must treat clients with empathy and
integrity in order to teach, challenge them to promote change in their lives, and aid in their
recovery. Here are some ways you can implement empathy within a clinical visit:

Validate: “I can see how you might think or feel that way.”
Challenge: “Have you thought about this angle or perspective?”
Promote: “Well, will you try this for me and see what happens?”
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Standard Client Interview

During the interview it is a good idea to use a standard form to complete or at least
have a standard format of questioning regarding the client’s personal and family history. A
form or checklist ensures that the clinician utilizes a consistent and thorough approach to
cover this information. Prior to the initiation of the interview clients will typically complete
a consent to treat form, a pain diagram (figure 5.1), an appropriate outcome measures
form, or a medical questionnaire. These forms can aid the clinician during the interview
process and subsequent physical examination.
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Figure 5.1 Pain diagram.
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The client interview must be organized and conducted in a complete and thoughtful
manner. The information sought in the interview includes several components (see table
5.1 and chapter 6), and may be ascertained in various sequences, but it must be well
planned and organized. The history is principally for triage, during which red flags should
be identified and yellow flags assessed.1 The physical examination is used to confirm
suspicions from the history.1
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Physical Therapy Subjective Interview Process

As previously stated, the client interview is typically the first visit the clinician has with
the client. This component of the examination can provide the clinician with a significant
amount of information relevant to the probability of the client’s presenting diagnosis.
Therefore, the objectives of the client interview primarily include, but are not limited to,
the following:

Identification of red flags
Classifying the client for treatment or directing clients to the proper health care
provider, thereby minimizing and preventing mortality and morbidity
Hypothesis generation

To perform an effective client interview, clinicians should do the following:

1. Actively listen to each client.
2. Assess verbal and nonverbal communication.

1. Assess tone and delivery of information.
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2. Observe nonverbal body language and notice any inconsistencies between
verbal and nonverbal messages.

3. Notice silence, touch, hand gestures, posture, eye contact, facial expression, and
both active and passive listening.

3. Listen for red flags (for more information, refer to chapter 6).
4. Take the client history.

The client history should be taken in an orderly and systematic sequence. Keep in mind
that this process will vary from client to client and visit to visit. Here is how to take a client
history.

1. Determine the client’s age and gender.
Determining the client’s age and gender can assist in assessing for age-related health

concerns. For example, growth disorders such as Legg-Perthes and Scheuermann’s disease
are seen in adolescents and teenagers,51 whereas degenerative conditions such as
osteoarthritis and osteoporosis are more often visited on an older population. Gender can
also provide some indication as to predisposition. Typically a combination of gender and
age will inform the clinician to particular predispositions. For example, a 60-year-old
woman is more likely to have osteoporosis due to hormonal deficiencies from menopause
than a 20-year-old woman.

2. Determine the client’s activity level.
For each client it is important to ascertain their current and prior employment, leisure

activities, and community activities, and if they are a student. This will assist in
determining the physicality of their daily activities, thus providing information about the
client’s chief complaint that is useful for prognostication purposes. Here are two examples:

Laborer: may be stronger and less likely to suffer from muscle strain, or may be
performing repetitive activities resulting in a muscle strain or injury
Sedentary individual (i.e., weekend warrior, student, or desk worker): may strain
muscles, or may be more susceptible to habitual postural-related strains

3. Determine the mechanism of injury.
Was there any inciting trauma or repetitive activity that led to their chief complaint?

Determining the mechanism of injury will assist in determining the cause of the client’s
symptoms and will elicit a detailed explanation by the client in their own words. It will also
allow the clinician to develop an understanding of the longevity of the chief complaint.

Acute
Symptoms may include sudden and severe pain, swelling, inability to weight
bear, tenderness to palpation, difficulty moving joint through full range of
motion, weakness, or visible defect in soft tissue or bone.
Acute condition: usually present for 1 to 10 days.
It is improper to assume that all acute disorders are irritable.

Subacute/Chronic
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Symptoms may include pain during activity or rest, swelling, tenderness to
palpation, difficulty moving joint through full range of motion, or weakness.
Subacute condition: 10 days to 7 weeks.
Chronic condition: longer than 7 weeks.
It is improper to assume that all chronic disorders are nonirritable.

4. Determine the concordant sign or symptom.
This allows the client to describe their chief complaint and aides the clinician in

determining the activity or movement associated with the pain.2, 52 The clinician should
try to determine the activities, postures, and positions that initiate concordant symptoms.

5. Determine the nature of the condition.
This is an important aspect that will reveal the severity, irritability, and stage of the

client’s chief complaint.2 Determination of the nature of the condition will dictate the
aggressiveness of the clinician during the physical examination and subsequent treatment.

Severity is the identification and description by the client of how their problem has
affected their daily functioning.

Irritability is the stability of the condition, thus describing how quickly a stable
condition degrades to a painful condition. It also allows the clinician insight on whether
the pain is constant, periodic, episodic, or occasional, and whether the client is bothered at
that very moment. Clients are typically classified as either irritable or nonirritable.

Irritable

Clients presenting with but not limited to the following:
Acute trauma/injury
Fractures
Acute arthritis
Acute aggravation of an existing musculoskeletal condition

Subjective clues
Interrupted sleep
High doses and usage of medications
Decreased activity levels
Activity avoidance

Clinicians should not assume that acute disorders are always irritable.

Nonirritable

Clients presenting with but not limited to the following:
Chronic arthritis
Chronic musculoskeletal conditions that are not typically notably aggravated
with daily activities
Hypomobility status post immobilization due to injury, surgery, or fracture

Subjective clues
Report of stiffness
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Intermittent medication use
Variable activity levels
Intermittent periods of activity avoidance

Stage is a description of how the client’s symptoms or impairments have progressed over
time. Thus, have the symptoms become worse, gotten better, or remained the same?
Generally, a decrease in symptoms means the condition is improving, whereas an increase
or unchanged symptoms can raise concerns.

6. Determine the behavior of the symptoms.
Determining the behavior of the symptoms will aid the clinician in understanding how

the symptoms change with time, movement, and activity. The behavior of the symptoms is
a snapshot of how the client’s chief complaint changes. Is the pain associated with rest?
Activity? Certain static postures? Visceral function? Time of day?

Pain with movement that decreases at rest often indicates a musculoskeletal problem.
Morning pain that decreases with movement often indicates chronic inflammation
and edema, such as with osteoarthritis.53

Pain or aching as the day progresses often indicates increased congestion of a joint.
Pain at rest and pain at the beginning of movement often implies acute
inflammation.
Pain that is present at rest and during activity may indicate bone pain, or it may be
systemic in nature.
Intractable pain at night may indicate serious pathology.
Peripheral nerve pain is often reported to increase at night.
Pain or cramping with prolonged walking that is relieved when seated may indicate
lumbar stenosis or vascular issues.54

Facet pain is often relieved by sitting or forward flexion.55, 56

7. Determine the location of the symptoms that bother the client.
The clinician should have the client point to the affected area. This allows them to

attempt to specify the area of symptoms. In certain instances, if the location of symptoms
has changed, it may be useful to have the client point to the site of origin. Also, symptoms
may be localized to one area, indicating a specific tissue or joint, for example, the Fortin
finger test for sacroiliac joint pain.57 They may be dispersed about a general area, which
may indicate a more severe condition or referral of symptoms.

8. Determine where the pain or symptoms were when the client first had the
complaint.

The client will provide specific information about the location of the pain. Some clients
will provide a vague description of the pain, while others may be overly descriptive. As
clinicians, it is important to discover whether the following have occurred:

The pain has moved or remained the same.
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There are trigger points, which can give rise to referral pain.
The pain site or region broadens or moves more distal as lesion worsens, often
referred to as peripheralization.
The pain site becomes smaller or more localized as it improves, often referred to as
centralization.

9. Determine if the client has had the same chief complaint before.
Past treatments and results of these treatments can be helpful with management of the

client’s chief complaint. This information may also indicate to the clinician which
treatments to utilize as well as which to avoid. Also, knowing how long it took to recover
and how the current problem is similar or different can provide valuable insight for
prognosis of recovery.

10. Determine if the client has exhibited or described fainting, dizziness, and
vertigo.

Vertigo and dizziness refer to swaying and spinning sensations. These symptoms can
indicate benign conditions or may suggest severe neurological involvement. Therefore,
further questioning must occur.

11. Determine if the client has experienced any life or economic stresses.
Life or economic stresses may be affecting the client’s condition, recovery, prognosis,

and so on. These could include, but are not limited to, the following:

Divorce
Marital problems
Financial problems
Job insecurity

12. Review and discuss the client’s past and present medical history.
Awareness of the client’s past medical history provides insight to the following:

Chronic or serious systemic illnesses that may influence the course of pathology or
treatments and necessitate referral to the appropriate medical provider
Familial history that may be related to the chief complaint, such as tumors, arthritis,
heart disease, diabetes, and allergies
Medications the client takes regularly or has been receiving for treatment of their
chief complaint. Clients receiving high doses of steroids for long durations are at
increased risk of weakening of soft tissues and osteoporosis. Also, it is important for
clinicians to be aware of medications that were taken prior to therapy because some
symptoms may be masked due to the medications.
Diagnostic testing the client has undergone (e.g., diagnostic imaging, blood work,
electromyography, nerve conduction studies, electrocardiogram)
Past and pertinent surgical history
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Critical Clinical Pearls

Perform the history in an orderly and systematic sequence, but keep in mind that this
process will be different for each client and visit. An effective client interview allows the
clinician to do the following:

Identify red flags that require a referral to an appropriate health care provider,
thereby minimizing and preventing mortality and morbidity
Develop a hypothesis and classify the client for treatment
Determine the mechanism of injury, concordant sign, nature of the condition, and
behavior of the symptoms

 

Red Flag Considerations During the Interview Process

A careful subjective examination can aid in uncovering red flags and can provide the
examiner with vital information regarding the client’s problems. Red flags include the
following:58

History of cancer
Pulsatile abdominal mass
History of unexplained weight loss
History of unremitting night pain
History of fever or chills
Prolonged corticosteroid use
Progressive neurologic deficit
Pathologic changes in bowel and bladder function

Physical therapists should screen for comorbidities, including those considered severe,
regardless of the client’s anatomical region of symptoms.59 Signs and symptoms found in
the client history and clinical examination may tie a disorder to a serious pathology.58 Sizer
and colleagues recommended categorizing red flags based on the nature and severity of the
client’s presentation.58 Furthermore, Grieve outlined three mandatory questions for ruling
out red flags for clients presenting with cervical spine pain:60

Any dizziness (vertigo), blackouts, or drop attacks?
Any history of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) or other inflammatory arthritis, or
treatment by systemic steroid?
Any neurologic symptoms in the arms and legs?

Additional information regarding red flags is presented in chapter 6.
As stated previously, the subjective examination can provide information on disabilities,
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symptoms, symptom behavior, irritability, and exacerbating, provoking, and relieving
factors. The history will also provide information regarding past treatments, and the results
of these treatments can provide information about the management of the client and about
what treatments may need to be avoided. Additionally, the history will allow the clinician
to understand the client’s personality and attitude toward their problems and may divulge
the client’s likelihood to comply with the clinician’s instructions.

Access to client demographic and health history prior to the start of the subjective
examination is helpful in improving the effectiveness and proficiency of the client
interview. In most client settings, a medical record including physician notes and a
completed self-patient health history report form can be accessed and viewed before the
interview. However, clients are often referred to physical therapy from a variety of sources,
and they often present with little diagnostic information. Furthermore, clients may be
referred with a nonmedical diagnosis, or in certain parts of the United States (direct access
states), they may present without a medical evaluation. If this information is not readily
available, contacting the referring physician may be beneficial. If there is limited access to
such information due to the practice setting or due to the client taking advantage of direct
access, clinician–client interview and communication skills become increasingly more vital.
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Client Interviews Relative to Musculoskeletal Pain

Pain is a complex, multidimensional, and extremely individualized experience.61, 62

Traditional understandings of pain were that clients’ reports of pain were the direct result
of physical injury or trauma. Subjective reporting of pain includes characteristics listed in
the following sidebar. Current knowledge of pain has uncovered that physical pathology
does not always dictate client’s pain experiences. Conversely, many clients experience pain
with no physical pathology. For example MRI scans routinely exhibit pathology in
asymptomatic people,63, 64 and clients with complaints of chronic low back pain can often
present with no objective indicators of pathology.65 Therefore, there must be other factors
that contribute to clients’ pain perceptions. Contemporary research has demonstrated that
cognitive, behavioral, psychological, and social factors play a role in clients’ pain
perceptions.66, 67 Increased understanding and awareness will identify clients who require
specific pain education and will allow the clinician to provide appropriate reinforcement to
clients during the visit in regards to their pain.

Subjective Reporting of Pain

Onset
Traumatic or nontraumatic
Immediate or delayed
Sudden or insidious

Location
Local or extensive

Type or quality of pain exhibited
Nerve pain: sharp, bright burning, runs in the distribution of that nerve;
radiation of pain commonly reported
Bone pain: deep, boring, and very localized; limited radiation
Vascular pain: diffuse, aching, and poorly localized; may be referred to other
areas of the body
Muscular, ligamentous, bursal pain: usually hard to localize, often
indistinguishable, dull, aching, often aggravated by injury, can be referred to
other areas

Severity
Pain diagram (figure 5.1)
Visual Analogue Scale (figure 5.2)
Numeric Pain Rating Scale (figure 5.3)

Irritability
Aggravating or alleviating factors
Constant, continuous, or intermittent
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Complicating things further is that pain measures are subjective in nature, and the
manifestations of pain vary from client to client and possibly from visit to visit. Difficulty
in understanding pain arises due to the fact that there are currently no objective measures
for determining the presence and extent of each client’s pain. Therefore, the only way we
know about our client’s pain experience is by how they communicate verbally and
nonverbally. Typically clinicians use pain diagrams (see figure 5.1), visual analogue scales
(figure 5.2), and numeric pain rating scales (figure 5.3) to subjectively ascertain clients’ pain
levels. Verbal pain behaviors may include sighing, moaning, groaning, gasping, crying,
cursing, whimpering, and using words expressing discomfort (e.g., “ouch,” “that hurts”) or
words of protest (e.g., “stop,” “that’s enough,” “no more”). Nonverbal pain behaviors may
consist of facial responses, such as a grimace, frown, wince, eyes closed, eyes wide open with
eyebrows raised, looking away in the opposite direction of pain, grin or smile, mouth wide
open, or clenched teeth, and body movement, such as bracing of the affected area during
movement or rest, limping, restlessness, constant or intermittent shifting of position,
massaging the affected area, pacing, withdrawing, clenched fists, rigidity, shaking, or
repetitive movement. Assessment of pain behaviors must occur throughout the clinical visit,
during movement, and with the client at rest.
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Figure 5.2 Visual Analogue Scale.
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Figure 5.3 Numeric Pain Rating Scale.

 

Musculoskeletal pain affects between 13.5% and 47% of the general population. Risk
factors for musculoskeletal pain include age, gender, smoking, low education, low physical
activity, poor social interaction, low family income, depression, anxiety, and sleep disorders,
as well as performing manual work and being a recent immigrant, non-Caucasian, and
widowed, separated, or divorced.68

Musculoskeletal conditions are prevalent, and their influence is extensive. These
conditions are a diverse group of disorders with regard to pathophysiology, but they are
linked anatomically and by their association with pain and impaired physical function.
They encompass a spectrum of conditions, including inflammatory diseases such as
rheumatoid arthritis or gout, age-related conditions such as osteoporosis and osteoarthritis,
common conditions of unclear etiology such as back pain and fibromyalgia, and those
related to activity or injuries such as occupational musculoskeletal disorders, sports injuries,
or the consequences of falls and major trauma.69

Musculoskeletal conditions are the most common cause of severe long-term pain and
physical disability, affecting hundreds of millions of people around the world. They
significantly affect the psychosocial status of affected people as well as their families and
careers. At any one time, 30% of American adults are affected by joint pain, swelling, or
limitation of movement.70 The prevalence of many of these conditions increases markedly
with age, and many are affected by lifestyle factors, such as obesity and lack of physical
activity. The increasing number of older people and the changes in lifestyle throughout the
world mean that the burden on people and society will increase dramatically.71

Rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis, and low back pain are important causes of disability-
adjusted life years in both the developed and developing world.72

The client interview is vital for developing an understanding of our client’s pain. The
clinician should attempt to identify the clients’ idiosyncratic beliefs, address those beliefs
that are inaccurate and potentially maladaptive, and match treatments to clients’
biomedical and psychosocial differences.73
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Outcome Measurements

Outcome or self-report measures are common methods of having the client assess their
pain and function. These measures involve careful evaluation of instrument reliability,
responsiveness, and validity. Much work has been dedicated toward the development of
these tools. Dedicated self-report functional measures have been created for nearly all body
regions or conditions. These measures can be region specific (hip joint), condition specific
(osteoarthritis), dimension specific (pain), generic (health profile), or individualized to the
client.74

Indeed, self-report measures are valuable in defining the client’s perspective of their
change, but they have been shown to differ substantially from physical performance
measures that involve quantification of output, and they are dramatically influenced by
changes in pain.75-82 A reduction in pain after total joint arthroplasty has been associated
with clients’ self-reported improvements in their functional ability, even though their time
to complete performance tasks had doubled.81 In other words, these clients’ perception of
their functional ability was inflated in instances of decreased pain.

The relationship between self-reports of pain level and function has frequently been
investigated in clients with low back pain (LBP), demonstrating low to moderate levels of
association between self-report measures of LBP and physical performance measures
(PPMs).77, 83 Clients systematically and significantly overestimate LBP at preferred and
fastest speeds of movement with sit-to-stand tasks. There was also a trend toward
underestimating expected pain at slow speeds of movement with the sit-to-stand tasks. An
additional concern of self-report measures is that these measures do not always differentiate
between whether a specific task is not done or can’t be done, and why.84 Clearly, self-report
measures are important, but they should be utilized cautiously. They serve as only one
component of the assessment of function.

One commonly used supplemental scale to generic and condition-specific measures is
the Patient-Specific Functional Scale (PSFS).85 The PSFS asks the client to list three
activities that are difficult for them to perform as a result of their current condition. The
client rates each of these activities on a scale of 0 to 10, with 0 being unable to perform the
activity and 10 being able to perform the activity as well as they could prior to the onset of
their symptoms.86 The final PSFS score is the average of the three activity scores. The
intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) test–retest reliability is generally good across
multiple pathological conditions.

A commonly used measure for gauging progress in treatment is the Global Rating of
Change (GROC) Scale. This is an assessment of the client’s self-perceived progress during
the course of their treatment. The GROC scale asks the client to rate their progress from a
previous point in their care to their current condition. The most frequently used version is
a 15-point scale that has points ranging from −7 (a great deal worse) to a +7 (a great deal
better). A more recent version, an 11-point scale with a corresponding minimally clinical
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important difference (MCID) of 2 points, has been suggested.87
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Observation

Observation of the client is constant and can be used to gain information on visible
defects, functional deficits, and abnormalities of alignment. The clinician should observe
each aspect of function while in the presence of the client. Assessment and observation is an
ongoing process that begins during the introduction in the waiting area and continues
throughout the visit and through the completion of the visit. Generally, the observed
deviation should be readily evident. Inspection consists of integumentary inspection,
posture, and body symmetry. Skin inspection can provide clues on past and current injuries
and postural assessment can lead to clues that contribute to the chief complaint. The
clinician must keep in mind that postural asymmetry alone does not necessarily conclude
the presence of impairment. A more detailed discussion of what to look for in each body
region is discussed in the region-specific chapter sections. A general outline of
considerations during the client interview and observation component of the clinical visit is
presented in the following sidebar.

Considerations for the Client Interview

1. Assess general body structures
1. Integumentary inspection

1. Atrophy or hypertrophy
2. Edema or effusion
3. Surgical scars: Are there any scars to indicate recent injury or history of

injury?
4. Bruising
5. Signs of infection

1. General symptoms of infection include fatigue, loss of appetite,
weight loss, fevers, night sweats, chills, ache, and pains.

2. Symptoms of wound infection include fever; warm, red, painful, or
swollen wound; blood or pus coming from the wound; or a foul
odor coming from the wound.

6. Signs of trauma
1. Ecchymosis
2. Abrasions
3. Contusions

2. Postures: Client postures should be assessed in numerous positions such as
sitting, standing, and lying down (refer to chapter 14 for additional detail on
posture).

3. Somatotype
1. Mesomorph
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2. Ectomorph
3. Endomorph

4. Fitness level
2. Congenital anomalies
3. Assessment of body alignment

1. Spine
2. Shoulders (scapula, clavicle)
3. Hip
4. Knee
5. Patella
6. Feet

4. Check for asymmetrical stance.
1. Is the client weight bearing symmetrically through bilateral lower extremities?

Or is there a weight shift in one direction or a combination of directions?
2. Unloading of an extremity is common due to pain or injury.

5. Any obvious deformity?
6. Are bony contours normal and symmetric?
7. Are soft-tissue contours normal and symmetrical?
8. Are limbs positioned equally and symmetrically?
9. Are color and texture of skin normal?

1. Peripheral nerve lesions can cause loss of skin elasticity, shiny skin, hair loss,
skin breakdown, and slow repair of injured skin.

2. Ischemic changes from circulatory problems can cause white, brittle skin, hair
loss, and abnormal nails on hands or feet.

10. Is there crepitus, snapping, or abnormal sound in the joints? Is pain present with
these sounds?

11. Any heat, swelling, or redness in area being observed?
1. Signs of active inflammatory process or possible infection

12. Psychosocial observations
1. What attitude does the client have toward their condition?
2. Is the client willing to move?

13. Gait
1. Observation of each individual client’s gait cycle will begin as clients walk into

the clinic and continue during the walk to the treatment room. Observation
will reveal whether the client is using an assistive device and, if so, what type of
device. Numerous components of gait will be affected by leg length, height,
age, and sex. For example, elderly clients may demonstrate decreased cadence,
shorter stride and step lengths, longer durations of double-limb support
periods, smaller swing-to-support ratios, and a lowered center of gravity from a
flexed position. Refer to chapter 13 for a specific discussion of gait. A general
assessment of gait will include observation of the following:

1. Time variables
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1. Stance time
2. Single-limb time
3. Double-limb support time
4. Swing time
5. Stride time
6. Step time
7. Cadence
8. Speed

2. Distance variables
1. Stride length
2. Step length
3. Width of walking base
4. Degree of toe out

3. Weight acceptance
4. Reciprocal arm swing

2. Types of observable pathologic gait
1. Antalgic
2. Vaulting
3. Lateral limp
4. Ataxia
5. Trendelenburg
6. High stepping
7. Foot drop
8. Gluteus medius gait
9. Gluteus maximus gait
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Clinical Reasoning

Clinicians routinely visit client presentations with signs and symptoms that do not
clearly delineate the specific source of the client’s dysfunction. These render clinical
reasoning and differential diagnosis as critical decision-making tools. Clinical reasoning
provides a bridge between practice and knowledge, and clinically effective care is evidence
based and client centered. Clinical evidence should be used to inform clinical expertise, but
should not replace it. Expertise aids clinicians in deciding whether the evidence applies to
each individual client’s situation and, if it does, how it should be used in directing the
clinical decision. Evidence-based medicine allows clinicians to apply and present the most
efficient interventions for each client.

According to Mattingly and colleagues, a definitive definition of clinical reasoning is
challenging because “there is no one-sentence definition that captures the subtlety of how
therapists think in the midst of practice.”88 Clinical reasoning cannot be reduced to a
definitive definition. However, a proficient definition has been proposed by Jones and
colleagues: Clinical reasoning is “the process in which the clinician, interacting with
significant others (patient, caregivers, health care team members), structures meaning,
goals, and health management strategies based on clinical data, patient choices, and
professional judgment and knowledge.”89

Currently, there are many proposed models of clinical reasoning. Clinical decision-
making models are “routinely viewed along a spectrum; with an assumption of being right
on one end and wrong on the other.”90 Modern medical clinical decision-making models
explore each client’s biological, psychological, and social factors,91-93 including but not
limited to medical comorbidities, illness beliefs, coping strategies, emotional reactions, fear
or depression, employment, and economic concerns. This book focuses on diagnostic
reasoning, specifically looking at hypothetical deductive decision-making, heuristic
decision-making, and a mixed model.

Importance of Clinical Reasoning

The examination process provides the data used in the clinical reasoning process.
During this clinical reasoning process, the clinician develops (in a continuous process)
multiple competing diagnostic hypotheses. Data that are acquired during the examination
process are then used to support or refute the various hypotheses. This process of
hypothesis testing guides the format and content of the ongoing examination process until
the clinician decides that sufficient information has been obtained to make a diagnostic or
management decision.94

Decisions will vary from situation to situation and client to client. Many clinicians have
difficulty finding the right balance between factors that can affect and influence their
decisions.95, 96 Clinicians must provide current best evidence to clients in an unbiased
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manner so that the clients can make independent and informed choices on the direction of
their treatment. They must remember that “evidence does not make decisions, people
do.”95

Research-enhanced clinical reasoning95 consists of three interrelated components:
clinical and physical circumstances, best research evidence, and client’s preferences and
actions. Each component must be taken into equal consideration during the reasoning
process to allow for an efficacious client visit. Consideration of each component will lead to
finding the right treatment for the client, providing it at the right time, and addressing the
specific needs and concerns of each particular client.

Clinical reasoning is vital for many reasons, which include but are not limited to the
traits in figure 5.4. Each of these traits is a separate and comprehensive component of the
clinical reasoning process. Early clinical reasoning models focused on the processes doctors
used to arrive at a medical diagnosis.97, 98 The theories developed within the context of the
biomedical model of health were highly focused on a diagnosis and on the implication of
physical tissue or impairment as the source of problem. These models limited the client’s
interaction in the clinical decision-making process. Over the years, a shift toward medicine
on the body as a whole and a client-centered process of collaboration has occurred.99, 100

Influenced by the biopsychosocial model of health, the shift in the clinical reasoning
process has transitioned from a procedure occurring only in the clinician’s head to one that
includes communication between the clinician and client.92, 93 Clients’ preferences and
actions can be found within the framework of current clinical reasoning models, and each
client must be considered as a whole and not solely from a biomedical standpoint. Clients
are informed consumers who expect to participate in the decision-making process. The age
of paternalistic clinical practice has passed.
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Figure 5.4 Important traits of diagnostic clinical reasoning.

 

Routinely, clinicians rely on diagnostic clinical reasoning, which is dependent on two
processes: the analytic method (hypothetico-deductive reasoning) and the nonanalytic
method (pattern recognition). Novice clinicians typically use a hypothetico-deductive
reasoning process, compared to more experienced clinicians, who tend to use a
combination. Ultimately, the integration of both reasoning processes allows for efficient
and accurate clinical decision-making.101 Most true models are mixed, which eliminates the
weaknesses of single models.

Hypothetico-deductive reasoning requires the development of a hypothesis during the
clinical evaluation and an acceptance or rejection of the hypothesis during the clinical
examination. It is considered a bottom-up approach since it goes from general to specific.
Hypothetico-deductive reasoning is very detailed, easy for novice clinicians, and repeatable.
But it is slow and arduous, and it assumes each assessment is equally beneficial. However,
not all diagnoses are definable, most clinical tests are poor, and diagnosis does not dictate
treatment. Hypothetico-deductive reasoning does allow for a pathognomonic diagnosis, an
on-the-spot decision based on a sign or symptom that is extremely characteristic of a
disease.90

Heuristic clinical reasoning, or pattern recognition, is considered a top-down approach
in which clinicians lump useful findings into coherent groups. It is fast, and it allows
experience to assist in decision making, but is also mistake prone and riddled with bias.
Pattern recognition should not be interpreted as higher levels of cognition but as a
necessary building block in the development of each clinician’s clinical reasoning skills.

Research demonstrates that expert clinicians frequently use pattern recognition for
clients who present with common dysfunctions and hypothetico-deductive reasoning for
complex dysfunctions. Development of expert clinical reasoning is an ongoing process that
involves working interpretations and repeated hypothesis generation. Deletion and
refinement of clinician-generated interpretations and hypotheses lead to the development of
a network of concepts that allows clinicians to develop an understanding of each client’s
chief complaint.102, 103

Although clinicians at all levels of experience use hypothetico-deductive methods of
reasoning, experts appear to possess a superior organization of knowledge. Experts often
reach a diagnosis based on pure pattern recognition of clinical patterns. With an atypical
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problem, however, the expert, like the novice, appears to rely more on hypothetico-
deductive clinical reasoning. Five categories of hypotheses are proposed for physical
therapists using a hypothetico-deductive method of clinical reasoning: (1) source of the
symptoms or dysfunction, (2) contributing factors, (3) precautions and contraindications to
physical examination and treatment, (4) management, and (5) prognosis.94

On a daily basis, clinicians will visit client presentations that vary from well defined to
multifactorial and will subsequently treat these clients with simple or complex solutions.
During client interaction, components of the clinical examination include (but are not
limited to) observation, subjective history, outcome measures, objective examination, and
special testing. Each assessment has its own ability to alter the probability of a particular
diagnosis.

Expertise in Physical Therapy

Several studies have investigated variables distinguishing master clinicians from novice
clinicians. Some traits found in expert orthopedic clinicians include the following:35

Have well-organized knowledge of clinical patterns
Use metacognition
Consider the client’s understanding, beliefs, and feelings
Engage in reflection (reflection in action, reflection about action)
Help shape a client in developing and evolving understanding of problems
Have the ability to generate a prognosis
Have the ability to control the environment (ability to focus on the client in a busy
environment and to use time efficiently)
Focus on verbal and nonverbal communication with the client
Put equal importance on teaching and hands-on care
Have confidence in predicting effective client outcomes based on knowledge of
pathology and experience with healing

Contrary to the deeply engrained beliefs of today’s society, research supports the notion
that experts in every profession are made, not born. Traditionally, professional expertise has
been based on years of experience. Findings by Resnik and Jensen challenge the basic
assumption that years of experience are required in order to be classified as an expert.104

Their research was guided by the grounded theory method, and they performed a
retrospective analysis of data. Expertise was defined on the basis of collective client
outcomes. Their results revealed that years of experience did not distinguish experts from
novice therapists. They found that experts differed in academic and work experience,
utilization of colleagues, use of reflection, view of primary role, and pattern of delegation to
support staff. “Therapists classified as expert had a patient centered approach to care,
characterized by collaborative clinical reasoning and promotion of patient
empowerment.”104
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Current research demonstrates that the amount and quality of practice are key factors
in the level of expertise people achieve.105, 106 Specifically, deliberate practice is required.
Deliberate practice is “practice that focuses on tasks beyond your current level of
competence and comfort.”107 Ericsson and colleagues have discovered that the amount and
quality of practice are key factors in the level of expertise people achieve. Deliberate practice
entails specific, sustained efforts to do something you can’t do well or do at all. Thus,
working at what you can’t do is what turns you into the expert you are trying to become.

Peak performance reached in the arts and sciences typically occurs in the third and
fourth decades of life.105, 106 Several studies report a consistent relationship between the
quality and amount of deliberate practice required to achieve expertise.108, 109 It is
estimated that 10,000 hours of deliberate practice are required. While deliberate practice is
fundamental for achieving expertise, mentors are also of vital necessity. They can assist in
the following:

Guide the clinician through deliberate practice
Help the clinician to learn how to coach themselves
Engage with metacognition and reflective reasoning
Provide constructive, even painful, feedback
Identify aspects of the clinician’s performance that will need to be improved at their
next skill level

During a clinician’s professional career, there may be many pitfalls along the way that
can deter the development of expertise:

Automaticity; plateauing
Being pushed too fast or too hard by mentors
Minimal to no practice of history taking, communication, and examination skills
Inappropriate feedback or lack of meaningful feedback
Avoidance of engagement in purposeful reflective thinking

Critical Clinical Pearls

The development of clinical expertise requires the following:

Deliberate practice of skills focusing on areas beyond the clinician’s current level of
competence
Effective mentorship and guidance that allows for constructive feedback and assists in
identifying aspects of performance that need improvement
Engagement in purposeful metacognition and reflective reasoning
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Learning From Clinical Reasoning

Learning is the ultimate outcome goal of collaborative clinical reasoning for the
clinician and client. To facilitate learning from clinical experiences, reflection must be
purposeful, planned, attended to and monitored; clinicians should also set time aside that
allows involvement in the processes of metacognition (reflective thinking), discussion with
peers and mentors, and incorporation of feedback.110

Refinement of clinical reasoning skills with purposeful reflection assists clinicians in
identifying each client’s clinical presentation and matching it with the most effective
treatment111 while avoiding diagnostic errors.96 In some instances, it will be necessary for
clinicians to view the client’s clinical presentation from a different angle. Thus, reflection
on action is a critical component during interactions with clients that aids clinicians in
developing an accurate diagnosis, resulting in the most effective treatment approach.
Collaborative clinical reasoning is fueled by each clinician’s knowledge, which is routinely
and continuously refined through practice. In order for clinicians to take appropriate action
with clients, they must reflect on foundational knowledge, examining, observing, and
identifying what is occurring.94, 103

Errors during heuristic clinical reasoning are common, and mistakes are often made.
Clinicians’ cognitive biases can create difficulties during the reasoning process. Developing
an understanding and awareness of these biases is important so that they can be avoided.
Klein describes five noticeable biases that may occur:112

1. The representative heuristic: occurs when the clinician approximates something
unknown to the closest known thing.

2. The availability heuristic: occurs when the clinician is more inclined to find what
they are used to finding or looking for.

3. Confirmatory bias: occurs when the clinician tests until they find confirmation.
4. Illusory correlation: occurs when clinicians create relationships that don’t really exist.
5. Overconfidence: overestimating one’s knowledge base; considered the most

destructive.
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Conclusion

The client interview is the first time in the examination process where one-on-one
interaction between the clinician and client occurs. History taking is reported to be the
most important part of the clinical examination, since essential diagnostic information is
often revealed. Eliciting a good history requires organizational and communication abilities.
Effective communication incorporates verbal and nonverbal behavior. A skilled
communicator will recognize a client’s vital verbal and nonverbal communication.
Clinicians must also develop an understanding of the numerous communication barriers
that can lead to deficiencies in order to avoid them.
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Chapter 6
Triage and Differential Diagnosis

Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS
The color coding for suggestion of good and ideal diagnostic accuracy values reported

in this chapter is without quality scoring (QUADAS), a very important aspect of
determination of the clinical utility of such values. Therefore, it is suggested that the reader
keep this in mind when interpreting such values.
 At the triage and differential diagnosis stage of the examination process, the clinician
has accessed any previous medical records (including diagnostic imaging) available to them,
had the client fill out the appropriate outcome measures, interviewed the client, and taken a
big picture assessment or observation of the client. This is the stage in the examination
process where the clinician determines whether to continue with the examination process.

Triage is the process of determining the priority of clients’ treatments based on the
severity of their condition. The term triage originated in World War I when French doctors
treated the battlefield wounded at the aid stations behind the front. In the original process,
doctors divided wounded soldiers into categories to determine who needed immediate care,
who was likely to die, and who was likely to live regardless of what care they received.1

The typical approach to screening for medical diagnosis is to review by body systems.
This information, a client’s signs and symptoms, and the client’s medical history are
primary components of medical screening and differential diagnosis as defined in the Guide
to Physical Therapist Practice.2 The clinician should be cognizant of identifying symptoms
overlooked during presentation of the client’s chief symptoms.

Screening for nonmusculoskeletal-related pain and dysfunction can often be a complex
undertaking. The clinician should be cognizant of appropriate medical screening for each
region of the body and should implement it as appropriate. The three key factors that
create a need for screening are the following:3

1. Side effects of medications
2. Comorbidities
3. Visceral pain mechanisms

While the process of triage in the setting of the battlefield or emergency department has
a purpose of ranking survivability and treatment options, the process of triage in the
physical therapy examination environment is one of determining whether the clinician will
treat the client, treat and then refer the client to another health care provider, or
immediately refer the client to a more appropriate health care provider. Essentially this is a
process of examining for red flags and signs of serious pathology, determining if the client is
appropriate for physical therapy examination and intervention, and so on. If serious
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pathology has been ruled out and the client is deemed appropriate for physical therapy, the
treating clinician will continue with the examination. In some instances, the clinician may
deem it appropriate to perform the examination and possibly also begin with a treatment to
more clearly elucidate the client’s presentation and appropriateness for treatment.

If the medical diagnosis is delayed, or the treating clinician decides to treat and refer,
then the correct diagnosis is eventually made when the following occur:3

The client does not get better with physical therapy intervention
The client gets better, then worse
Other associated signs and symptoms eventually develop

Numerous examples have been documented of physical therapists using effective
multifactorial screening strategies for referred and direct-access clients, leading to timely
referrals to physicians. The therapist-initiated client referral to a physician led to subsequent
diagnosis of a wide range of conditions and pathological processes.4

To assist the clinician in determining appropriateness of therapeutic examination and
subsequent intervention, this chapter presents the current evidence on diagnostic accuracy
of the various suggested tests and measures. Additionally, this chapter introduces the
concept of classifying clients in treatment-based classification (TBC) according to their
clinical examination findings. The strengths and weaknesses of the TBC are also addressed.
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Triage Screening for Red and Yellow Flags

The term red flags describes signs and symptoms found in the client history and clinical
examination that may tie a disorder to a serious pathology.5 The term yellow flags denotes
adverse prognostic indicators. Other colors of flags are also used in triage screening (table
6.1), but this text focuses only on red and yellow flags due to the complexity of discussion
required for the other flags.
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Red flags denote symptoms or physical findings suggestive of a potentially serious cause
for a client’s symptoms. They indicate the need for prompt and thorough evaluation on the
part of the treating clinician. Additionally, a red flag requires communication with another
health care provider, typically a physician. During examination of each client, clinicians
should account for red flags that are regional to the area being investigated as well as assess
the client as a whole. Commonly described red flags include the following: 3, 5-7

Changes in bowel or bladder function
Changes in muscle tone or range of motion
Changes in skin or skin lesions
Chest pain with exertion
Constant excruciating pain
Constant headache or dizziness
Fatigue or malaise
History of cancer
History of immunosuppression
History of injection drug use (infection)
Increased urination with excessive thirst
Insidious onset of current pain
Nail bed clubbing
Nausea and vomiting
Neurological signs and symptoms
Night sweats
No discernible pattern of symptoms
Pain accompanied by signs or symptoms associated with specific viscera or system
Pain does not fit the expected mechanical pattern
Pain that has not improved with therapy treatment
Pain that has not improved with other conservative treatment
Pain that improves with treatment, but then gets worse again
Pain unchanged by movement or rest
Presence of unusual vital signs
Rebound tenderness
Recent infection (within last 6 wk), especially when followed by neurologic
symptoms (e.g., Guillain-Barré syndrome), joint pain, or back pain
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Recurrent colds or flu
Recurrent history of trauma
Shortness of breath
Symptoms out of proportion of injury
Syncope (temporary loss of consciousness)
Unexplained weight loss (>10% of client’s body weight in 10-21 days)
Unusual menstrual cycle or symptoms

When red flags are noted, clinicians must expeditiously pursue a diagnostic workup.
Individual red flags do not necessarily mean the presence of serious pathology; however, the
presence of multiple red flags should raise clinical suspicion, and it indicates the need for
further investigation. Red flags have not been evaluated comprehensively in any systematic
review. The prevalence of systemic or visceral problems masquerading as a neurological or
musculoskeletal dysfunction is not fully elucidated. The potential for fairly high false
positive rates also exists.8 In fact, the presence of one red flag by itself has little diagnostic
value in the primary care setting.8

Yellow flags signal the potential need for more complex management, intensive
treatment, or earlier specialist referral. Litigation or the involvement of workman’s
compensation programs pertaining to the client’s pain complaint are also often viewed by
the physician as yellow flags. These issues should not, but often do, change the approach to
diagnosis and treatment. When yellow flags are present, clinicians need to be vigilant for
deviations from the normal course of illness.

The clinician should be cognizant of the fact that previous health care providers may
not have appropriately screened the client they are examining. Bishop and colleagues found
that <5% of primary care physicians routinely examined for the presence of red flags during
an initial screen.9 The same study demonstrated that 61% of physical therapists screened
for the presence of red flags. While this is an improvement compared to primary care
physicians, a standard screening process for the presence of red and yellow flags is necessary.

A large majority of the red and yellow flags can be ascertained with the client interview
and general observation. Some of them will require hands-on interpretation on part of the
clinician. Depending on the presentation and triage staging of the client, the clinician is
likely to proceed to physical performance of vital signs and diagnostic imaging findings next
in the examination sequence. In those clients with high suspicion of serious pathology,
appropriate diagnostic imaging will help clinicians determine the appropriateness of
continuing with the examination.

Critical Clinical Pearls

When examining the client, it is important to determine the client’s prognosis and
potential confounding variables, which may include any of the following:

Red flags: signs and symptoms suggestive of serious pathology and very poor
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prognosis in orthopedic clients. In these cases, clients should be referred to
appropriate health care clinician.
Yellow flags: their presence likely suggests poor prognosis, but not serious pathology.
Blue flags: also can affect prognosis because the client may feel unsupported by
employer, which can negatively affect their motivation.
Black flags: may affect client’s prognosis due to limitations with insurance, for
example.
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Diagnostic Imaging

The use of imaging by clinicians other than physicians is becoming more popular with
direct access for physical therapists, increased availability for physical therapists and athletic
trainers, and increased education in its clinical utility for the nonphysician. Previous
literature suggests that physical therapists have been successfully diagnosing and managing
musculoskeletal conditions with direct access and utilization of diagnostic imaging.10

Basic competencies regarding physical therapists and imaging are suggested, including
being able to do the following:11

Understand the radiographic report and terminology used to describe findings
Make appropriate referrals for imaging studies based on physical examination and
history
Explain imaging findings to clients and discuss diagnostic imaging with other
professionals
Recognize precautions and contraindications to treatment and modify plans
accordingly based on either radiographic report or their own evaluation of the images

Common imaging modalities include radiographs, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
computed tomography (CT), and ultrasound (US) imaging. The basics of each are
discussed in the following sections. Various other modalities are utilized to assist the
clinician with differential diagnosis, including various electrodiagnostic studies. The
diagnostic utility of various imaging modalities is listed in table 6.2.
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Radiography

Radiography, typically referred to as X-ray, is the traditional initial means of diagnostic
imaging for assessment of many injuries. Radiography is the electromagnetic radiation of
short wavelengths. The radiograph is considered a shadowgram, since the X-ray passes
through the client’s body to the film and the radiation reaching the film darkens it. A
structure is considered radiodense (relatively white) in the image if it absorbs much of the
radiation passing through the tissue. A good example of this is bone tissue. A radiolucent
structure is relatively black on the image. A good example of this is fat tissue. Radiodensity,
however, is a result of the combined effects of density and thickness.

It is a standard recommendation that at least two images are needed in radiography.
These projections should also be at right angles to each other to aid in improving diagnostic
ability, as well as improving the dimension of visualization. Several different radiographic
views are utilized. An anteroposterior (AP) projection involves the projection of the
radiation from the anterior surface of the body to the film located posterior to the client’s
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body. Lateral and oblique views are named according to which surface of the body is
located closest to the film. For example, in a right lateral projection, the film receiving the
X-ray is located on the right side of the client’s body.

Other forms of radiography include myelography, arthrography, stress radiography, and
videofluoroscopy. Myelography and arthrography both involve the injection of a contrast
medium into the client’s body. The radiodensity of the cerebral spinal fluid is increased
with a myelogram in order to better outline the thecal sac and nerve roots. In an
arthrogram the contrast medium is injected directly into the joint (joint space) to be
examined. An arthrogram provides better visualization of joint soft-tissue structures. Stress
radiography is a radiograph of a particular joint when it is placed at the extreme of its
motion. A common example of this is cervical spine stress radiographs in both flexion and
extension to assess for upper cervical spine instability. Videofluoroscopy provides a real-
time visualization of a joint’s motion and position as it moves. This has been suggested for
midrange joint instability.39 An additional commonly used means for videofluoroscopy is
the placement of intramedullary rods into long appendicular skeleton bones, such as the
tibia and femur.

A basic, systematic approach is suggested when evaluating conventional radiographs,
the ABCS:

Alignment: This includes the contour, shape, and position of the bone relative to
other structures; a fracture or bony exostosis are good examples of alteration in bony
alignment.
Bone density: Abnormalities include altered bone texture and loss of bone density;
altered bone density can be representative of bone sclerosis associated with
osteoarthritis or of decreased density associated with osteoporosis and rheumatoid
arthritis.
Cartilage space: This cannot typically be seen on a radiograph; it is typically
represented by a radiolucent area between two articulating bones.
Soft tissue: Dysfunction, such as muscle wasting, intra-articular swelling, and muscle
displacement can be utilized to suggest the presence of other dysfunction or disease;
improved imaging has provided the clinician with the ability to improve their reading
of the potential for soft-tissue dysfunction.

While this sounds simple in its description, radiologists undergo significant amounts of
rigorous training to demonstrate competence in radiographic interpretation of images.

Although radiography is utilized for the examination of multiple pathologies,
osteoarthritis requires specific mention. Osteoarthritis can affect multiple areas of the body
and multiple joints. Definition of osteoarthritis can be multifactorial and can be variable
depending on the area of the body or joint. The radiographic definition was originally
defined by Kellgren and Lawrence.40 According to these authors, the following radiological
features were considered evidence of osteoarthrosis:40
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The formation of osteophytes on the joint margins or, in the case of the knee joint,
on the tibial spines
Periarticular ossicles, found chiefly in relation to the distal and proximal
interphalangeal joints
Narrowing of joint cartilage associated with sclerosis of subchondral bone
Small pseudocystic areas with sclerotic walls, usually situated in the subchondral bone
Altered shape of the bone ends, particularly in the head of femur

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) does not involve ionizing radiation; it produces
information via the interaction of tissue with radiofrequency waves in a magnetic field. The
image obtained is based on the client’s re-emission of absorbed radiofrequencies while in
the magnetic field.

Magnetic resonance imaging is ideally suited for evaluating the musculoskeletal system.
Since MRI allows for detailed evaluation of both soft and bony tissue without ionizing
radiation, it is replacing computed tomography (CT) as the first-line advanced imaging for
the client with neck pain. It provides excellent contrast between the spinal cord,
intervertebral disks, vertebral bodies, and ligamentous structures and assesses multiple
additional aspects of soft-tissue or osseous abnormalities.

Image contrast may be weighted to demonstrate different anatomical structures or
pathologies. Each tissue returns to its equilibrium state after excitation by the independent
processes of T1 (spin-lattice) and T2 (spin-spin) relaxation.T1 is defined as the relaxation
time for the protons to return to this equilibrium net state. T2 is defined as the spin-spin
relaxation time, or the relaxation time compared with adjacent protons. Gadolinium is the
most common contrast material used in MRI, and it causes significant prolongation of T1
relaxation times. This material is typically used to assess for infection or tumor or to
evaluate postoperative clients. MRI has a reported 92% SP in detecting tumor and
infection.41 Table 6.3 lists the basic differences between tissues as seen on T1- and T2-
weighted images. Understanding these differences makes accurate MRI interpretation
possible.
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With the use of MRI, all clients should be screened for the presence of ferromagnetic
substances since these are affected by MRI. Pacemakers, hearing aids, spinal cord
stimulators, and potentially aneurysm clips and stent materials are common
contraindications to MRI. A common caution for closed MRIs is claustrophobia. Improved
imaging with open MRIs will assist in avoiding this caution.

Computed Tomography

Computed tomography (CT) is similar to radiography in that it uses X-rays to produce
images based on radiodensities. Images displayed by CT are in shades of gray and are in
much greater contrast than those with radiography. Imaging characteristics for CT are the
same as for a radiograph: Cortical bone is viewed as white, muscle is gray, fat is dark, and
air is black. CT is much more similar to image appearance of a radiograph than MRI is.
Thus, images with high density, such as bone, will appear bright as they would on
radiographs. These same images will appear dark on MRI. MRI is limited in its ability to
image cortical bone. MRI clearly displays soft tissue and changes in bone marrow, though,
making it ideal for bone tumors, stress fractures, and avascular necrosis.

Computed tomography is excellent for complex osseous abnormalities, instrumented
clients, and surgical planning.42 With advancing technology, submillimeter cuts can be
obtained rapidly and compiled to create three-dimensional recreations. Computed
tomography myelography combines the detail of CT scanning with the instillation of
intrathecal contrast, allowing accurate measurements of central and foraminal canal
diameters. The possibility of adverse events and poor pain tolerance is a consideration when
determining the use of this imaging modality.

Nuclear Medicine Studies

Nuclear medicine studies have been used as an adjuvant to image lesions that are
suspicious for neoplasm or infection within the osseous structures. Radionuclide studies
reflect the function of a tissue because it interacts with the specific isotope. The emitted
radiation is acquired by a gamma camera and converted into images by the computer’s
software. As such, the radiation emanates from within the client, and is detected by the
imaging device; it is not transmitted through the client from an external source.42

Diagnostic Ultrasound

Ultrasound (US) is becoming increasingly popular among various clinicians for the
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purpose of diagnostic imaging of disease and dysfunction. US creates an image based on
ultrasound waves reflected from tissue or tissue interfaces. Differentiation between tissues is
based on the amount of US reflected. US images, unlike MRI and CT, are typically viewed
in the longitudinal and transverse planes with reference to the viewed structure. The image
therefore represents a plane that is continuous with the US transducer. US compares
favorably in most instances to MRI for soft-tissue diagnosis. In comparison to MRI, it
produces greater resolution, requires shorter imaging time, and is of lower cost. Although
US can compare favorably to MRI, there are some disadvantages worth mentioning. US
has a narrower field of view and limited ability to show intra-articular structures compared
to MRI. It is very operator dependent, and structures deep to the bone are not visualized.

Critical Clinical Pearls

When utilizing diagnostic imaging for client diagnosis, clinicians should consider the
following:

Diagnostic imaging findings suggestive of pathology have been found in several
studies and in several body regions of clients who are asymptomatic and without
pathology.
Many times the client’s clinical presentation does not match their imaging findings.
Therefore, clinicians must treat the client, not the image.
Diagnostic imaging is one component of the suggested multifaceted funnel
examination.
The various diagnostic imaging modalities have strengths and weaknesses for
assessing particular tissue pathology.
The clinician should be aware of these strengths and weaknesses when choosing the
imaging modality.
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Vital Signs

A baseline measurement of vital signs is necessary for measurement of changes over
time and, more importantly, the determination of potential disease. Blood pressure (BP),
respiratory rate (RR), oxygen saturation (SaO2), and pulse rate (PR) are basic physiological
measures of the cardiovascular and pulmonary systems that should be assessed in a physical
therapy examination. Abnormal values at rest will require further assessment prior to
initiating any activity requiring significant physical or psychological stress. Additionally,
assessment of vital signs can be used to determine whether the client is appropriate for
physical therapy at that time or not. Abnormal vital signs may warrant referral to a
physician. Specifically in cases such as diabetes mellitus, elevated BP may be associated with
elevated blood glucose levels. Consideration of previous medical history, and its
relationship with these physiological parameters, is therefore a necessary component of a
thorough examination.

Pulse rate, systolic blood pressure (SBP), RR, SaO2, and the Glasgow Coma Scale
(GCS) have been shown to be significantly associated with cardiac arrest within 72 hours
among 1,025 critically ill clients in an emergency department. All of these vital signs were
also associated with death within 30 days of the cardiac event. These vital signs had high
specificity (SP; 99.3 for cardiac arrest and 97.2 for death), but low sensitivity (SN; 11.5 for
cardiac arrest and 22.7 for death).43 Respiratory rate, SBP, and GCS have shown to be
strongly associated with adverse outcomes in triage departments as well.44 In blunt trauma
clients with or without TBI, elevated admission SBP was associated with worse delayed
outcomes.45 Thus, these vital signs have diagnostic accuracy value and are of great value
when assessing clients for serious pathology.

Assessment of body weight, body mass index (BMI), and height should also be
considered. Body mass index can be misleading in the case of the very muscular (and thus
potentially very fit) person because it is a measure of body weight compared to height.
Therefore, standard guideline definitions of obesity based on BMI should be carefully
considered. Body weight is of particular concern with regard to systemic disease when there
is a loss of >10% of the client’s body weight in 10 to 21 days.3

While the previously mentioned parameters are standardly accepted vital signs, sport
participation or exercise has been suggested as the fifth vital sign.46 Sport participation has
been associated with a 20% to 40% reduction in all-cause mortality compared with
nonparticipation. Clinical studies suggest that playing sports is associated with specific
health benefits. Some sports have relatively high injury risk, although neuromuscular
training programs can prevent various lower extremity injuries. Exercise has also been
suggested as a vital sign, and therefore should be recorded in clients’ electronic medical
records and routine histories.46

Some of the more commonly measured vital signs and their interpretations are listed in
the following sidebar. It must be mentioned that the described normal values are general
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guidelines; some of these have not been universally agreed on.

Vital Signs and Their Interpretation

Pulse
Often considered a direct extension of the function of the heart
Location

Carotid artery: anterior to sternocleidomastoid
Brachial artery: medial aspect of arm between shoulder and elbow
Radial artery: at wrist, lateral to flexor carpi radialis tendon
Ulnar artery: at wrist, between flexor digitorum superficialis and flexor carpi ulnaris
tendons
Femoral artery: femoral triangle; sartorius, adductor longus, and inguinal ligament
borders
Popliteal artery: posterior aspect of knee
Posterior tibial artery: posterior aspect of medial malleolus
Dorsalis pedis artery: between first and second metatarsal bones

Interpretation47

Normal for adults is 60-80 beats/min
Normal for children is 80-100 beats/min
Rapid and weak = shock, bleeding, diabetic coma, or heat exhaustion
Rapid and strong = heatstroke, severe fright
Strong but slow = skull fracture or stroke
No pulse = cardiac arrest or death

Respiration

Adult = 12-18 breaths/min47

Children = 20-25 breaths/min
Shallow = shock
Gasping or labored = cardiac arrest

Blood Pressure
Systolic: occurs when the heart pumps blood
Diastolic: residual pressure when the heart is between beats

15- to 20-year-old males = 115-120/75-80 mmHg
15- to 20-year-old females = 105-110/65-75 mmHg
15- to 20-year-olds may be excessively high if systolic greater than 135 mmHg
15- to 20-year-olds may be excessively low if diastolic is less than 110 mmHg
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Outer ranges of diastolic should not exceed 85 mmHg
Normal adult 90/60 mmHg to 120/80 mmHg47 although higher ranges (up to
140/90) have also been suggested as within normal ranges

Temperature
Normal 97.8 to 99.1 °F (36.6–37.3 °C)
Average 98.6 °F (37 °C)47

Reflex Testing
An involuntary response following a stimulus
Superficial Reflexes
Caused by a sudden irritation to the skin
Deep Tendon Reflexes
Stimulation of structures under the skin such as tendon and bone
Reflex Grading
See chapter 7.
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Differential Diagnosis and Medical Screening Examination

Screening has been defined as a method of detecting disease or body dysfunction before
someone would normally seek medical care. Medical screening tests are often administered
to clients who do not have symptoms, but who may be at high risk for certain adverse
health outcomes.3 Therefore, to more clearly delineate screening of the client with
pathology presenting in the musculoskeletal clinic, the terminology differential diagnosis or
medical disease screening is utilized in this text to represent the screening of
nonmusculoskeletal-related or neurologic-related pathology as a potential pain generator or
contributor to the client’s pain that they are being seen for. This type of screening is used to
ensure that all possible sources of pathology are assessed; this is especially true if there has
been no history of trauma leading to symptoms.

Medical screening covered will include neurological, cardiovascular, pulmonary, intra-
abdominal, urological, gastrointestinal, and other musculoskeletal conditions. Medical
screening is extremely important for the standard examination process of practicing
clinicians. Screening out potential nonmusculoskeletal or other musculoskeletal conditions
of interest can help the clinician focus their examination on determination of more
traditional musculoskeletal pathologies as potential generators of the client’s pain or
dysfunction.

Neurological

Several neurologically related medical conditions exist that the practicing orthopedic
clinician should be cognizant of when performing a screen on clients. Variable clinical
presentations, their diagnostic accuracy, and special considerations of the primary
neurological pathologies that the orthopedic clinician may encounter are presented here.

Cauda Equina Syndrome

A diagnosis of cauda equina syndrome (CES) must result in a medical referral. For
diagnosis of CES, one or more of the following must be present:

Bladder or bowel dysfunction
Reduced sensation in saddle area
Sexual dysfunction
Possible neurological deficit in the lower limb (motor or sensory loss, reflex change)

No single aspect of CES within the literature achieved unanimity or consensus;
however, a majority view indicated that there would be bladder and sensory disturbance.
The most commonly cited pathological structure resulting in CES was identified as the
spinal disc.48 This series shows that saddle sensory deficit has a higher predictive value than
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other clinical features in diagnosing CES. However, because no symptom or sign has an
absolute predictive value in establishing the diagnosis of CES, any client with whom a
reasonable suspicion of CES arises must undergo urgent MRI to exclude this diagnosis.49

Meningococcal Disease

Five symptoms have clinically useful positive likelihood ratios (+LR) for meningococcal
disease:50

Confusion (+LR = 24.2)
Leg pain (+LR = 7.6)
Photophobia (+LR = 6.5)
Rash (+LR = 5.5)
Neck pain or stiffness (+LR = 5.3)

The glass test has been suggested by some for differentiating a meningococcal disease–
related rash from other rashes. Pressing a solid clear glass against the rash will not make the
rash disappear when the rash is due to meningococcal disease. Cold hands and feet had
limited diagnostic value (+LR = 2.3), while headache (+LR = 1.0) and pale color (+LR =
0.3) did not discriminate meningococcal disease in children. The classic red flag symptoms
of neck stiffness, rash, and photophobia are commonly described, but continued
investigation regarding their diagnostic accuracy is suggested. These findings, as well as the
presence of confusion or leg pain in a child with an unexplained acute febrile illness,
suggest the necessity of a detailed assessment to exclude meningococcal disease.50

Headache alone is closely associated with severe systolic blood pressure elevation in
acute ischemic stroke.51 Obviously, with several different types of headaches or headache
intensities, this must be taken in proper context.

Another variable that must be considered is the client’s social environment. For
example, freshmen living in dormitories demonstrated an increased risk of meningitis (odds
ratio of 3.6) compared with other college students.52

Mild Traumatic Brain Injury and Post-Concussion Syndrome

This topic is covered in greater detail in chapter 27 (Emergency Sport Examination),
but some information is highlighted here. The Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) is often utilized
to rate mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI). A score of 13 to 15 (normal) is often
considered mTBI. Commonly described signs and symptoms for mTBI or post-concussion
syndrome of concern for the clinician are a dangerous mechanism onset, headache
(typically most common symptom), nausea or vomiting, sensitivity to light and sounds,
initial loss of consciousness or dazed expression (GCS of 13-15), deficits in short-term
memory, physical evidence of trauma above the clavicles, drug or alcohol intoxication, and
seizures.53-55
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Primary Brain Tumor

Commonly described signs and symptoms for this condition include headache, nausea
or vomiting, ataxia, speech deficits, sensory abnormalities, visual changes, altered mental
status, and seizures.56-58 These are commonly described signs and symptoms for other
serious pathologies, too. Thus, the clinician should use appropriate clinical reasoning when
dealing with clients presenting with such signs or symptoms.

Parkinson’s Disease

Tremor as a sign of Parkinson’s disease (PD) produced a range of +LRs from 1.3 to 1.5.
Clinical features useful in the diagnosis of PD are the following:

History of the combination of symptoms of rigidity and bradykinesia (+LR 4.5, −LR
0.12)
History of loss of balance (+ LR 1.6–6.6, −LR 0.29–0.35)
Symptoms of micrographia (abnormally small, cramped handwriting, or the
progression to continually smaller handwriting) (range of + LR 2.8-5.9, range of −LR
0.30–0.44)
History of shuffling gait (range of +LR 3.3–15, range of −LR 0.32–0.50).
Trouble with certain tasks:

Turning in bed (+ LR 13, −LR 0.56)
Opening jars (+ LR 6.1, −LR 0.26)
Rising from a chair (range of +LR 1.9–5.2, −LR 0.39–0.58)

Useful signs include the glabella tap test (+LR 4.5, −LR 0.13), difficulty walking heel-
to-toe (+LR 2.9, −LR 0.32), and rigidity (range of +LR 0.53–2.8, range of −LR 0.38–1.6).
Therefore, symptoms of tremor, rigidity, bradykinesia, micrographia, shuffling gait, and
difficulty with the tasks of turning in bed, opening jars, and rising from a chair should be
carefully reviewed in all clients with suspected PD.

The glabella tap and heel-to-toe tests may also be assessed.59 The glabella tap test or
reflex involves a tap on the glabella (space between the eyebrows and above the nose).
Normally the client stops blinking after the second or third tap, but clients with PD and
certain kinds of cerebral degeneration continue blinking even after many taps. This is a
traditional test that has demonstrated limited clinical utility. Most recently, it was found to
be of poor clinical utility for PD motor severity.60 The Simpson-Angus Scale (SAS) was
found to be a more valid and reliable measure in evaluating for PD.61 This scale involves 10
assessments: gait, arm dropping, shoulder shaking, elbow rigidity, wrist rigidity, leg
pendulousness, head dropping, tremor, salivation, and the glabella tap.

Myasthenia Gravis
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Clients with myasthenia gravis (MG) traditionally complain of weakness in specific
muscles, double vision, drooping eyelids, and difficulty chewing and swallowing. The
symptoms are typically better after rest and worse with prolonged use of the affected
muscles.62 A history of speech becoming unintelligible during prolonged speaking and the
presence of the peek sign increase the likelihood of MG (+LR 4.5 and +LR 30, respectively).
Their absence does not significantly reduce the likelihood of MG. The identified studies
only assessed one other historical feature and sign each (food remaining in the mouth after
swallowing and quiver eye movements, respectively), and neither of these significantly
changes the likelihood of MG. The ice test is useful when the response is abnormal
(summary +LR 24), and it diminishes the likelihood of MG when the response is normal
(summary −LR 0.16). An abnormal sleep test result is useful in confirming the diagnosis
(+LR 53). The rest and sleep tests make the probability of myasthenia unlikely when results
are normal (−LR 0.52 and −LR 0.01, respectively).62

The ice pack, rest, and sleep tests for MG all have the same (+) response: complete or
almost complete resolution of ptosis or at least a 2 mm increase in palpebral fissure width
immediately after the tests. The ice pack test involves placing a latex glove finger filled with
crushed ice over the more ptotic eyelid for 2 minutes. The rest test involves placing a glove
filled with cotton (placebo) over the more ptotic eyelid while holding the eyes closed for 2
minutes. The sleep test involves leaving the client in a quiet dark room with the eyes closed
for 30 minutes.

Weakness of the orbicularis oculi muscle can be indicated by a (+) peek sign. This sign
involves the complete closure of bilateral eyelids, followed by involuntary separation of the
eyelids within 30 seconds. The sclera begins to then show (i.e., + peek sign). Caution is
suggested with utilization of these tests for diagnostic utility.62, 63

Cervical Myelopathy

In general, the combination of clinical findings (as opposed to a single finding by itself)
is more suggestive of cervical myelopathy (CM). The lack of the presence of at least one
clinical finding helped rule out myelopathy (SN 94, −LR 0.18), while the presence of three
of five (+) findings helped rule in myelopathy (SP 99, +LR 31):64

Gait deviation
(+) Hoffmann’s sign
(+) Inverted supinator sign
(+) Babinski test
Age > 45 years

These clinical findings and CM (in general) are discussed in greater detail in chapter 17
(Cervical Spine).

Cardiovascular
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Due to the high prevalence of cardiovascular disease, the practicing orthopedic clinician
should always be aware of its potential presence. Practicing orthopedic clinicians should be
cognizant of several cardiovascular-related medical conditions when performing a screen on
their client. Variable clinical presentations, their diagnostic accuracy, and special
considerations of the primary cardiovascular pathologies that the orthopedic clinician may
encounter are presented here.

Acute Coronary Syndrome

The clinical value for ruling out acute coronary syndrome in clients with chest pain
currently relies on different prediction instruments.65 In a systematic review investigating
the clinical utility of such instruments, almost all of the current instruments were found to
be investigated in low-biased studies as determined by QUADAS.66 At the time of this
systematic review by Steurer and colleagues, 20 derivation studies had been investigated, 10
of which were validated at least once in 14 validations.65 The time-insensitive predictive
instrument developed by Selker and colleagues67 (utilizing electrocardiography as a
reference standard) found four main risk factors for acute coronary syndrome:

1. Chest pain
2. Shortness of breath
3. Upper abdominal pain or dizziness
4. Age (men > 30 years, women > 40 years)

This predictive instrument demonstrated an SN of 98 or greater, and an SP ranging
from 4 to 34 in five different validation studies.68-72 This rule was deemed the most safe
with a false negative rate of 2% or less in most validations, but it was not very efficient. Out
of 100 clients with acute chest pain but without acute coronary syndrome, an acute
coronary syndrome would be ruled out in only 4 to 34 clients when consistently applying
the rule. This has been suggested to yield small limits on its clinical influence and the
potential for cost savings.65

Another predictive risk score rule has been described:73

Age > 67 years: 1 point
Insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus: 1 point
Chest pain: 1 point
≥2 chest pain episodes in 24 hours: 1 point
Prior cardiorespiratory event: 1 point
≤1 variable present: SN 86, SP 50, +LR 1.7, −LR 0.28

The Marburg Heart Score has also been described as a predictive risk score to assist in
ruling out a cardiorespiratory event:74
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Age and sex (female ≥ 65 years, male ≥ 55 years): 1 point
Known clinical vascular disease: 1 point
Client assumes cardiac origin of pain: 1 point
Pain worse with exercise: 1 point
Pain not reproducible with palpation: 1 point
Low risk = 0-2 points, intermediate risk = 3 points, high risk = 4-5 points
Cutoff value of 3 points: SN 89, SP 64, +LR 2.4, −LR 0.17

Absence of chest wall tenderness on palpation was the only variable for ruling out
myocardial infarction or acute coronary syndrome in a meta-analysis investigating studies
with low prevalence of disease. Absence of chest wall tenderness had a pooled SN of 92 for
acute myocardial infarction and 94 for acute coronary syndrome. Oppressive pain was less
able to rule these conditions out, with a pooled SN of 60 for acute myocardial infarction.
Sweating had the highest pooled +LR 2.9, for acute myocardial infarction.75

Likelihood ratios of chest pain radiation patterns for myocardial infarction are as
follows:76, 77

Into both arms with pain (+LR 9.7, −LR 0.64)
Into right arm with pain (+LR 7.3, −LR 0.62)
Into left arm with pain (+LR 2.2, −LR 0.60)
Right shoulder pain (+LR 2.2, −LR 0.90)

Other likelihood values worth mentioning are the following:76, 77

Vomiting (+LR 3.5, −LR 0.87)
Being an ex-smoker (+LR 2.5, −LR 0.85)
Chest discomfort with indigestion or burning quality (+LR 2.3)
Sex: male (+LR 1.5, −LR 0.24)

Congestive Heart Failure

Many features increased the probability of heart failure, with the best feature for each
category being the presence of the following:78

Past history of heart failure (+LR 5.8)
Symptom of paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnea (+LR 2.6)
Sign of the third heart sound (S3) gallop (+LR 11)
Chest radiograph showing pulmonary venous congestion (+LR 12.0)
Electrocardiogram showing atrial fibrillation (+LR 3.8)

The features that best decreased the probability of heart failure were the lack of the
following:78
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Absence of past history of heart failure (−LR 0.45)
Symptom of dyspnea on exertion (−LR 0.48)
Rales (−LR 0.51)
Chest radiograph showing cardiomegaly (−LR 0.33)
Any electrocardiogram abnormality (−LR 0.64)

For dyspneic adult emergency department clients, a directed history, physical
examination, chest radiograph, and electrocardiography should be performed. If the
suspicion of heart failure remains, obtaining a serum brain natriuretic peptide level may be
helpful, especially for excluding heart failure.78

Deep Venous Thrombosis

The clinical prediction rule for deep venous thrombosis (DVT) is as follows:79

Active cancer (treatment ongoing or within previous 6 months): 1 point
Paralysis, paresis, or recent plaster immobilization of the LE: 1 point
Recently bedridden for 3 days or more, or major surgery within the previous 12
weeks requiring anesthesia: 1 point
Localized tenderness along the distribution of the deep venous system: 1 point
Entire leg swelling: 1 point
Calf swelling at least 3 cm larger than asymptomatic leg (measured 10 cm below tibia
tubercle): 1 point
Pitting edema confined in symptomatic leg: 1 point
Collateral superficial veins (nonvaricose): 1 point
Previous DVT: 1 point
Subtract 2 points if there is an alternative diagnosis at least as likely as a DVT
If score is >3 = high probability of DVT (53%)
If score is 1-2 = moderate probability of DVT (17%)
If score is 0 = low probability of DVT (5%)

These parameters were useful for ruling in DVT:80

Malignancy (+LR 2.7)
Previous DVT (+LR 2.3)
Recent immobilization (+LR 1.98)
Difference in calf diameter (+LR 1.8)
Recent surgery (+LR 1.8)

These parameters were useful in ruling out DVT: 80

Only absence of calf swelling (−LR 0.67)
No difference in calf diameter (−LR 0.57)
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The Wells clinical score was more valuable than the individual characteristics; it
stratified clients into groups with high (+LR 5.2), moderate, and low (−LR 0.25)
probability of DVT. Individual clinical features are of limited value in diagnosing DVT.
Overall assessment of clinical probability by using the Wells score is more useful.80

Peripheral Arterial Disease

For asymptomatic clients, the most useful clinical findings for diagnosing peripheral
arterial disease (PAD) are the presence of claudication (+LR 3.30), femoral bruit (+LR 4.8),
or any pulse abnormality (+LR 3.1). While none of the clinical examination features help to
lower the likelihood of any degree of PAD, the absence of claudication or the presence of
normal pulses decreases the likelihood of moderate to severe disease. When considering
clients who are symptomatic with leg complaints, the most useful clinical findings are the
presence of cool skin (+LR 5.90), the presence of at least one bruit (+LR 5.6), or any
palpable pulse abnormality (+LR 4.7). The absence of any bruits (iliac, femoral, or
popliteal; −LR 0.4) or pulse abnormality (−LR 0.4) reduces the likelihood of PAD.
Combinations of physical examination findings do not increase the likelihood of PAD
beyond that of individual clinical findings.

Clinical examination findings must be used in the context of the pretest probability
because they are not independently sufficient for including or excluding a diagnosis of PAD
with certainty. The PAD screening score using the handheld Doppler has the greatest
diagnostic accuracy.81

Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm

Abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) should be considered as part of a differential
diagnosis in clients who are male, white, over the age of 50 years, have a history of ever
smoking, and have a family history of AAA.82 Screening for AAA with abdominal palpation
is suggested. Screening with the use of US imaging has been suggested for men aged 65 to
79 years, although the cost-effectiveness was not clear.83

Palpation of the abdominal aorta is done with the client in a supine position with the
hips flexed, feet placed flat on table, and abdomen relaxed. The clinician, using their
fingertips, first feels deeply for the aortic pulsation, usually found a few centimeters
superior to the umbilicus and slightly to the left of midline. The clinician then places an
index finger on either side of the pulsating area to confirm that it is the aorta (each systole
should move the two fingers apart) and to measure the aortic width. Palpation of the aorta
is typically easier in thin clients. The normal aorta is less than 2.5 cm in diameter. If the
aorta is larger than this, further investigation with US imaging may be warranted.

Pooled analysis: SN 39 (AAA of 3.0–3.9 cm), 50 (AAA of 4.0–4.9 cm), and 76 (AAA
≥ 5.0 cm), +LR 12, −LR 0.72 (AAA ≥ 3.0 cm), +LR 16, −LR 0.51 (AAA ≥ 4.0 cm).82

SN ranged from 33 to 100; SP ranged from 75 to 100 and was not suggested as a
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screen without US imaging for AAA.84

Confidence in the clinical examination is also a variable to consider for posttest
diagnosis of AAA. An examination that the clinician considered definite for AAA produced
a +LR of 4.8 and one suggestive of AAA had a +LR of 1.4.82

Temporal Arteritis

In a systematic review, the only two historical features that substantially increased the
likelihood of temporal arteritis (TA) among clients referred for biopsy were jaw
claudication (+LR 4.2) and diplopia (+LR 3.4). The absence of any temporal artery
abnormality was the only clinical factor that modestly reduced the likelihood of disease
(−LR 0.53). Predictive physical findings included temporal artery beading (+LR 4.6),
prominence of the temporal artery (+LR 4.3), and tenderness of the artery (+LR 2.6).
Normal erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) values indicated much less likelihood of
disease (−LR for abnormal ESR 0.2). Therefore, a small number of clinical features are
helpful in predicting the likelihood of a positive temporal artery biopsy among clients with
a clinical suspicion of disease; the most useful finding is a normal ESR, which makes TA
unlikely.85

Pulmonary

The only differential diagnosis for pulmonary-related medical conditions discussed with
notable diagnostic accuracy is pulmonary embolism. However, the practicing orthopedic
clinician should always be cognizant of other potential pulmonary-related medical
conditions that may affect the client they are examining.

In a systematic review with meta-analysis, the most useful features (pooled +LR) for
ruling in pulmonary embolisms (PE) were syncope (2.4), shock (4.1), thrombophlebitis
(2.2), current deep venous thrombosis (2.1), leg swelling (2.1), sudden dyspnea (1.8), active
cancer (1.7), recent surgery (1.6), hemoptysis (1.6), and leg pain (1.6). The most useful
features for ruling out (−LR) PE were the absence of sudden dyspnea (0.43), any dyspnea
(0.52), and tachypnea (0.56). Many of the analyses involved pooling results that had
significant heterogeneity, so the authors recommended that these estimates should be used
with caution.86

The clinical prediction rule for PE is as follows:87-89

Age 65 years or over: 1 point
Previous DVT or PE: 3 points
Surgery or fracture within 1 month: 2 points
Active malignant condition: 2 points
Unilateral lower limb pain: 3 points
Hemoptysis: 2 points
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Heart rate 75-94 beats/min: 3 points
Heart rate 95 or more beats/min: 5 points
Pain on deep palpation of lower limb and unilateral edema: 4 points

The clinical pretest probability of PE is as follows:

0-3 points is a low, 9% probability of PE
4-10 points is an intermediate, 28% probability of PE
>11 points is a high, 72% probability of PE

With a population prevalence of 24%, this revised Geneva Score had SN 91, SP 37.90

The Well’s Rule for pulmonary embolism is another such probability score:

Clinically suspected DVT: 3 points
Alternative diagnosis is less likely than PE: 3 points
Tachycardia: 1.5 points
Immobilization (≥3 days) or surgery in previous 4 weeks: 1.5 points
History of DVT or PE: 1.5 point
Hemoptysis: 1 point
Malignancy (with treatment within 6 months) or palliative: 1 point

The clinical probability of PE with the Well’s Rule is as follows:91

Score < 2 points is low risk (probability 15% based on pooled data)
Score 2–6 points is moderate risk (probability 29% based on pooled data)
Score > 6 points is high risk (probability 59% based on pooled data)
A cutoff of <2 points: SN 84 (74-89), SP 58 (52-65), +LR 2.0, −LR 0.27 90

A cutoff of ≤4 points: SN 60 (49-69), SP 80 (75-84), +LR 3.0, −LR 0.590

Intra-Abdominal

Intra-abdominal medically related conditions are a concern to the practicing orthopedic
clinician due to their potential pain referral to the spine and hip. Variable clinical
presentations, their diagnostic accuracy, and special considerations of the primary intra-
abdominal pathologies that the orthopedic clinician may encounter are presented here.

Blunt Intra-Abdominal Injury

The presence of a seat belt sign (contusions and abrasions on the abdomen of a
restrained occupant involved in a motor vehicle crash) (+LR range 5.6-9.9), rebound
tenderness (+LR 6.5) (see test description later in the chapter), hypotension (+LR 5.2),
abdominal distention (+LR 3.8), or guarding (+LR 3.7) suggest an intra-abdominal injury.
The absence of abdominal tenderness to palpation does not rule out an intra-abdominal
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injury (summary −LR 0.61). The presence of intraperitoneal fluid or organ injury on
bedside US assessment is more accurate than any history and physical examination findings
(adjusted summary +LR 30); conversely, a normal US result decreases the chance of injury
detection (−LR 0.26).33 Bedside US has the highest accuracy of all individual findings, but
a normal result does not rule out an intra-abdominal injury. Combinations of clinical
findings may be most useful for determining whether a client requires further evaluation.33

A clinical prediction rule (CPR) has been derived and validated to assist the clinician
with ruling out the presence of an intra-abdominal injury after blunt torso trauma.92 Test
performance of the CPR for any intra-abdominal injury (whether treated acutely or strictly
monitored only) demonstrated an SN of 98 in the derivation phase and 96 in the validation
phase of the CPR. The SP was 26 in the derivation phase and 30 in the validation phase.
+LR and −LR would therefore be 1.4 and 0.13, respectively.

The CPR for any intra-abdominal injury consisted of the following variables: GCS <
14, costal margin tenderness, abdominal tenderness, femur fracture, hematuria level ≥ 25
red blood cells or high power field, hematocrit level < 30%, and abnormal chest radiograph
result (pneumothorax, rib fracture).92 The practicing physical therapist, athletic trainer, or
physician without the ability to determine some of these values should have increased
suspicion with the values they can directly assess (e.g., GCS, tenderness of the abdomen or
costal margin, and femur fracture assessment with clinical exam).

Appendicitis

An analysis of the most common constellation of signs and symptoms in clients with
acute appendicitis consisted of pain and tenderness localized in the right lower quadrant
(100% of clients) that exacerbates with movement (98%), feeling unwell (93%), loss of
appetite (88%), and rebound tenderness in right lower quadrant (74%).7 Such signs and
symptoms developed relatively quickly (in fewer than 12 hours) in 18% of adult clients and
more than half of the clients with a normal body temperature. There did not appear to be
any correlation with age, gender, or duration of symptoms in the majority of the clients.7

No medical history of physical finding can effectively rule out appendicitis; however,
right lower quadrant pain (+LR 7.3–8.5), abdominal rigidity (+LR 3.7), and a psoas sign
(+LR 2.4) (see test description later in the chapter) all make appendicitis more likely,
whereas the absence of right lower quadrant pain (−LR 0–0.3) and the presence of previous
similar pain make the diagnosis less likely (−LR 0.3).93, 94

In children with abdominal pain, fever was the single most useful sign associated with
appendicitis; a fever increases the likelihood of appendicitis (summary +LR 3.4), and
conversely, its absence decreases the chance of appendicitis (summary −LR −0.32). In select
groups of children, in whom the diagnosis of appendicitis is suspected and evaluation
undertaken, rebound tenderness triples the odds of appendicitis (summary +LR 3.0), while
its absence reduces the likelihood (summary −LR 0.28). Midabdominal pain migrating to
the right lower quadrant (+LR range, 1.9–3.1) increases the risk of appendicitis more than
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right lower quadrant pain itself (summary +LR 1.2). A white blood cell count of < 10,000/
μL decreases the likelihood of appendicitis (summary −LR −0.22), as does an absolute
neutrophil count of 6,750/μL or lower (−LR −0.06). Signs and symptoms were found to be
most useful in combination, particularly for identifying children who do not require further
evaluation or intervention.95

In comparison with adults, right lower quadrant abdominal pain, typically identified as
a classic symptom of appendicitis, was a much stronger predictor in adults (+LR 7.3–7.5)
than in children (summary +LR 1.2).93, 95 Fever, anorexia, nausea, and vomiting were all
poor independent predictors of appendicitis in both adults and children. Rebound
tenderness and the psoas sign performed similarly in children and adults.93, 95

Rebound tenderness (Blumberg’s sign) is assessed with palpation at McBurney’s point.
The supine client is asked to relax as the clinician gently and deeply palpates the right lower
quadrant of the abdomen (one-third the distance from the ASIS to the umbilicus). The
clinician quickly releases the pressure from this deep palpation. Increased tenderness with
the release (rebound technique) over McBurney’s point is considered a (+) test for acute
appendicitis.

Diagnostic accuracy for tenderness with palpation of this location is as follows:

SN 100, SP 12, +LR 1.1, −LR 0.0 96

SN 90, SP 59, +LR 2.2, −LR 0.17 97

Diagnostic accuracy for rebound tenderness is as follows:

SN 55, SP 78, +LR 2.5, −LR 0.5896

SN 66, SP 75, +LR 2.6, −LR 0.4597

The psoas sign can be elicited in two different client positions. In the supine position,
the clinician asks the client to lift the right thigh against the clinician’s resistance just
proximal to the knee (see chapter 24 Hip). In the side-lying position, the clinician extends
the client’s top leg at the hip. Increased pain with either maneuver is a (+) sign, and
indicates irritation of the psoas muscle by an inflamed appendix (on the right side only,
obviously).

Several decision rules have been published for the prediction of a diagnosis of acute
appendicitis. The Alvarado model96 is recommended as the most user-friendly and
powerful model for clients presenting to an emergency room with right lower quadrant
abdominal pain.93 The Alvarado clinical decision rule (MANTRELS mnemonic) is as
follows:

Migration (pain migrated from epigastric region to right lower quadrant): 1 point
Anorexia: 1 point
Nausea and vomiting: 1 point
Tenderness in right lower quadrant: 1 point
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Rebound pain: 1 point
Elevation of temperature: 1 point
Leukocytosis: 1 point
Shift to the left (white blood cell count shifts to the left): 1 point

The maximum total score is 10 points. The rule is considered (+) when a score of ≥7
points is achieved: SN 81, SP 74, +LR 3.1, −LR 0.3 with a score of ≥7.96

Acute Cholecystitis

No clinical or laboratory finding had a sufficiently high +LR or low −LR to rule in or
rule out the diagnosis of acute cholecystitis without further testing (e.g., right upper
quadrant US). Possible exceptions were the Murphy sign (+LR 2.8) and right upper
quadrant tenderness (−LR 0.4), though the 95% CIs for both included 1.0. Available data
on diagnostic confirmation rates at laparotomy and test characteristics of relevant
radiological investigations suggest that the diagnostic impression of acute cholecystitis has a
+LR of 25 to 30. Unfortunately, the available literature does not identify the specific
combinations of clinical and laboratory findings that presumably account for this
diagnostic success.98

Murphy’s sign was also found to be a poor screening test (SN 50, −LR 0.5) in another
recent study. While it demonstrated much greater clinical utility as a diagnostic test (SP 98,
+LR 25) there were very large CIs.37 To perform Murphy’s sign, the clinician has the client
lie supine and relax. The clinician places one hand ipsilateral to the posterior inferior costal
margin and the other hand on the same side in the upper subcostal region anteriorly. As the
client draws in a deep breath, the clinician simultaneously palpates the subcostal region
deeply. Pain during inspiration or associated inspiratory arrest is a (+) test.

The physical examination offered limited accuracy when assessing the acute abdomen
for acute cholecystitis.37 It is recommended that clinical gestalt and diagnostic imaging (see
table 6.1) be implemented as part of the examination procedure for acute cholecystitis
because the existing literature does not support any single finding with strong enough
clinical utility to screen or diagnose this pathology.98

Hepatomegaly

An increased liver span or volume is suggested to correlate with various liver diseases.
Being able to readily palpate a liver edge has some diagnostic ability (+LR 2.0). The
probability that the liver edge can be felt below the right costal margin is about 50%.
Clients who should be considered for hepatomegaly are those with known or suspected
liver disorders, malignancy, and congestive heart failure. Liver US is required to confirm
clinical findings.99

The liver should be palpated with the client supine and abdomen relaxed. The clinician
palpates with the fingers of both hands (hand over hand) over the right upper quadrant of
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the abdomen in the midclavicular line. The client is asked to take a deep breath (causing
the liver to descend toward the fingers) as the clinician palpates deeply in a posterior–
superior direction. A (+) test is a readily palpable liver. Diagnostic accuracy of palpation of
hepatomegaly is as follows:

SN 39–42, SP 82–86, +LR 2.2–3.0, −LR 0.68–0.74100

SN 36, SP 83, +LR 2.2, −LR 0.76101

Splenomegaly

The prevalence of palpable splenomegaly in an otherwise healthy student population is
low, approximating 3%;102 12% of normal postpartum women had palpable spleens.103

Conditions suspicious of splenomegaly include suspected or proven viral illness,
malignancy, cirrhosis, suspected portal hypertension, suspected or proven malaria, and
connective tissue disorders associated with splenomegaly.104

The clinical examination for splenomegaly is more SP than SN, and is best used when
ruling in the diagnosis among clients for whom the suspicion is at least 10%. Moreover, the
examination should start with Traube’s space percussion, followed, if dull, by a supine one-
handed palpation. These maneuvers have received more extensive evaluation than other
maneuvers, allowing greater confidence in the findings. Middleton’s maneuver may work as
well.104

Percussion of Traube’s space requires the client to lie on their right side and the
clinician to stand directly behind them. Traube’s space (6th rib superiorly, midaxillary line
laterally, and costal margin anteriorly) is percussed from lateral to medial margins while
client breaths normally. A (+) test is a sound ascertained as uncertain, probably dull, or
definitely dull. The diagnostic accuracy of this test is as follows: +LR 8.2, −LR 0.41 across
three studies.104

Palpation of the spleen is with the client supine and breathing normally; the clinician
stands on the client’s right side. The clinician, using their left hand on the posterior aspect
of the distal rib cage, lifts the client’s rib cage, creating slack in the costal margin region on
the right side. The clinician’s right hand palpates at the costal margin underneath the ribs
to feel the spleen’s descent during inspiration. The whole costal margin is palpated. A (+)
test is the ability to palpate the enlarged spleen. The diagnostic accuracy of this test is as
follows: +LR 2.3, −LR 0.48 across four studies.104

Middleton’s maneuver involves the client supine and breathing normally; the clinician
stands on the side of the client’s left shoulder facing their legs. The clinician curls the
fingertips of both hands under the left costal margin and palpates for the spleen while
instructing the client to take deep breaths. A palpable spleen is a (+) finding. The diagnostic
accuracy of this test is as follows: SN 56, SP 93, +LR 8.0, −LR 0.57 (combination of
palpation and Middleton maneuver results).105

Kidney (Costovertebral Tenderness)
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Tenderness over the costovertebral angle posteriorly on the client has traditionally been
thought of as a clinical examination for kidney pathology, although the diagnostic accuracy
of this maneuver does not appear to have been investigated. To perform this assessment,
the client is sitting (or can also be prone). The clinician stands directly behind and to the
side of the client, placing a flat hand over the 12th rib at the costovertebral angle. The
clinician then raps the back with their hand with a closed fist (using the ulnar border of the
fist). A (+) test is subcostal back or flank and lateral abdomen pain.

Urological

Urological-related pathologies are often overlooked as potential contributors to the pain
of a client who presents to the traditional orthopedic clinic. Variable clinical presentations,
their diagnostic accuracy, and special considerations of the primary urological pathologies
that the orthopedic clinician may encounter are presented here.

Four symptoms and one sign significantly increased the probability of urinary tract
infections (UTI):

Dysuria (painful urination) (summary +LR 1.5)
High frequency of urination (+LR 1.8)
Hematuria (+LR 2.0)
Back pain (+LR 1.6)
Costovertebral angle tenderness (+LR 1.7)

Four symptoms and one sign significantly decreased the probability of UTI:

Absence of dysuria (summary −LR 0.5)
Absence of back pain (−LR 0.8)
History of vaginal discharge (−LR 0.3)
History of vaginal irritation (−LR 0.2)
Vaginal discharge on examination (−LR 0.7)

Of all individual diagnostic signs and symptoms, the two most powerful were history of
vaginal discharge and history of vaginal irritation, which significantly decreased the
likelihood of UTI when present (−LRs 0.3 and 0.2, respectively). The combination of signs
or symptoms were more powerful (+LR 24.6 for the combination of dysuria and frequency
but no vaginal discharge or irritation) than one sign or symptom by itself.

In women who present with one or more symptoms of UTI, the probability of
infection is approximately 50%. Specific combinations of symptoms (e.g., dysuria and
frequency without vaginal discharge or irritation) raise the probability of UTI to more than
90%, effectively ruling in the diagnosis based on history alone.106

Gastrointestinal
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Gastrointestinal contributions to pain in the client presenting to the orthopedic
clinician are another often overlooked source requiring proper medical screening. Variable
clinical presentations, their diagnostic accuracy, and special considerations of the primary
gastrointestinal pathologies that the orthopedic clinician may encounter are presented here.

Upper Gastrointestinal Bleed

Among clients who present with a gastrointestinal hemorrhage, an upper
gastrointestinal bleed (UGIB) is more likely (incidence 63%) than a lower gastrointestinal
bleed (LGIB). Among clients with UGIB, 36% require urgent intervention for severe
bleeding.107 Clients with gastrointestinal bleeding may present with visual evidence of
blood loss such as hematemesis (vomiting of blood), hematochezia (bright red blood in
stool), melena (black, tarry feces associated with UGIB), or coffee-ground emesis
(vomiting). Clients may not always reliably recognize melena as visual evidence of bleeding.
A UGIB source should be considered in all clients with evidence of gastrointestinal blood
loss.107

Demographic and historical features suggestive of UGIB include prior history (+LR
6.2), age < 50 years (+LR 3.5), and cirrhosis (+LR 3.1). Clinical examination features
suggestive of UGIB include report of black stool (melena; +LR 25) and nasogastric lavage
with blood or coffee grounds (+LR 9.6). Clients reporting of melenic stool have a +LR of
5.1 to 5.9.107

Irritable Bowel Syndrome

The community-based prevalence of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) is estimated to be
between 5% and 20% of adults.108 In clients referred to gastroenterologists for further
evaluation, IBS is still likely, with 57% of referred clients diagnosed ultimately with
irritable bowel syndrome.109-111 Lower abdominal discomfort, changes in bowel habit or
the nature of the passed stool, flatulence, passage of gas, or a sensation of incomplete rectal
emptying all prompt consideration of IBS.112 Among individual findings, only the presence
of looser stools at the onset of abdominal discomfort has an +LR > 2.0. Lower abdominal
discomfort has a +LR of 1.3 and a −LR of 0.29. The longer a client experiences symptoms
without an alternative diagnosis, the higher the likelihood of IBS.112

Critical Clinical Pearls

When performing a medical screen in an orthopedic (musculoskeletal) client, clinicians
should consider the following:

Typically, musculoskeletal pain is affected by various joint movements.
Typically, musculoskeletal pain is made worse and better by various components of
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the examination.
Lack of change in symptoms in a standard musculoskeletal (orthopedic) examination
should alert the clinician to the potential presence of a medically related pathology.

 

Other Musculoskeletal Conditions

The majority of this text covers musculoskeletal conditions that are traditionally
encountered by the practicing orthopedic clinician. Clinicians do need to be cognizant of
other more medically related musculoskeletal-type pathologies. Variable clinical
presentations, their diagnostic accuracy, and special considerations of the primary medically
related musculoskeletal pathologies that the orthopedic clinician may encounter are
presented here.

Septic Arthritis

In a recent review of the literature regarding septic arthritis (SA), the strongest
screening variables were a lack of the following: joint pain (SN 85), a history of joint
swelling (SN 78), and fever (SN 57). In fact, these were the only findings that occurred in
more than 50% of clients. Sweats (SN 27) and rigors (SN 19) were of much lower clinical
utility.113

Osteomyelitis in a Client With Diabetes

Commonly assessed clinical measures for the potential presence of osteomyelitis in a
client with diabetes include the presence of a lower extremity ulcer, the area of the ulcer,
and a probe-to-bone test. If a bone is exposed in a lower extremity ulcer, it is strongly
suggestive of osteomyelitis (+LR 9.2), although the absence of bone exposure is not enough
to rule out osteomyelitis (−LR 0.70).

An ulcer area larger than 2 cm2 makes osteomyelitis more likely (+LR 7.2), while an
ulcer area smaller than 2 cm2 decreases the likelihood by about half (−LR 0.48). Summary
results from three studies suggest a positive probe-to-bone test result increases (+LR 6.4),
while a negative test decreases (−LR 0.39) the likelihood of osteomyelitis.

To perform the probe-to-bone test of a foot ulcer, the clinician probes a sterile, blunt
stainless steel probe into the wound, assessing for the presence of a rock-hard, gritty
structure at the wound base in the absence of any intervening soft tissue. A (+) test is the
presence of such a finding. A (−) test result is the inability to probe the base of the wound
to the periosteum or bone.

Upper and Lower Quarter Screens
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Once nonorthopedic (or nonmusculoskeletal) potential sources of pain are ruled out,
the clinician must determine the necessity of an orthopedic screen and detailed examination
of the nervous system. Content of this screen and examination are detailed in chapter 7.
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Treatment-Based Classification

Traditional and medical model labeling have suggested diagnostic labels for different
pathologies. Such medical diagnoses predominantly identify a specific tissue pathology
presumed to be the cause of a client’s pain and dysfunction. This tissue pathology–based
diagnostic labeling follows a pathoanatomic model of disease, where the pain-generating
structure is identified. Many clinicians are taught to direct their classification toward this
model in terms of, for example, signs and symptoms consistent with labral tear. A primary
argument for this approach is that, since physicians use the same approach, clinicians
theoretically enhance communication.114 It has been demonstrated, though, that a specific
criterion for each diagnostic label for various dysfunctions is not uniformly defined.114-116

More recently, the concept of treatment-based classification was adopted out of the
concern that evidence for efficacious treatment of low back pain (LBP) in the 1990s was
elusive.117 Delitto and colleagues argued that the reason for some treatments failing to
demonstrate efficacy in randomized controlled trials was the false assumption that sufferers
of LBP are a homogeneous group.118 The importance of identifying homogeneous
subgroups in randomized, controlled trials has been emphasized to avoid problems with
sample heterogeneity.118-122 The process of developing criteria for the identification of
homogeneous subgroups within the LBP population is classification. Different potential
types of classification schemes might include the following:

Signs and symptoms: LBP classified according to client presentation of specific signs
and symptoms
Pathoanatomical: LBP classified according to pathology of a lumbar structure
Psychological: LBP classified according to psychological criteria
Social: LBP classified according to social criteria

While there are potentially other types of classification schemes than those listed prior,
and while each of those listed has relevance, the literature currently supports the
classification scheme based on signs and symptoms. Using the classification based on a
client’s signs and symptoms, and therefore treating clients accordingly, has been termed
treatment-based classification (TBC). Treatment-based classification is based on the premise
that subgroups of clients with LBP can be identified from key history and clinical
examination findings.118 Delitto and colleagues also hypothesized that each subgroup
would respond favorably to a specific intervention, but only when applied to a matched
subgroup’s clinical presentation. Seven different classification groups were originally
described in TBC for LBP;118 however, recent investigations have collapsed the seven
classification groups to four: manipulation, specific exercise (flexion, extension, and lateral
shift patterns), stabilization, and traction.

The clusters of examination findings and matched interventions used in this TBC
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approach were principally derived from expert opinion, with little evidence support. Proper
classification of clients into the appropriate category has proven reliable.120, 123-126 Fritz
and colleagues 125 and Brennan and others127 both provide support for the use of a TBC
approach to classification and matched intervention for clients with LBP.

The potential limitations of TBC must be addressed, though. In a recent analysis
investigating an algorithmic decision-making model regarding classification, the reliability
of proper classification was only moderate (κ −0.52). Additionally, proper classification of
those with LBP was a concern. Not all clients met criteria for a subgroup (25.2%).128

Therefore, while there are advantages and disadvantages of the various classifications,
the approach taken in this text is to list the various commonly described pathologies
relevant to each region of the body and, at the end of each pathology outlined, list the
TBCs that are most likely to be associated with them. Listing appropriate TBCs is not a
suggestion that the TBC method is the best-evidenced approach for classification of clients.
In fact, as pointed out previously, this has only received literature support for LBP. It is
simply an attempt to help the reader organize their findings from their examination in
order to best determine the client’s primary impairments and best treat their client.
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Conclusion

Properly diagnosing a client presenting to the orthopedic clinician’s clinic requires
triage of the condition, screening for musculoskeletal and nonmusculoskeletal serious
pathology, and differential diagnosis of potential pathologies. At this point in the
examination, the clinician is synthesizing information from the examination to determine if
the client is appropriate for continued examination and intervention or referral to a more
appropriate medical professional. Utilization of diagnostic accuracy best evidence assists in
the determination of proper course of care for the client. Once the client is deemed
appropriate for therapeutic intervention, TBC can be of potential benefit for addressing
determined impairments.
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Chapter 7
Orthopedic Screening and Nervous System

Examination

Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS
Adriaan Louw, PT, PhD, CSMT

Once red flags and nonmusculoskeletal contributions to the pain experience have been
ruled out, the clinician must determine the contributions to the musculoskeletal pain
experience. An efficient way to begin to differentiate the many potential pain referral
sources is through the upper and lower quarter screening examination. The components of
these screens are detailed in this chapter.
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Musculoskeletal Screening

The traditional upper and lower quarter screen consists of testing dermatomes,
myotomes, and deep tendon reflexes and possibly includes a cranial nerve and upper motor
examination. Typically, a screening exam should be composed of tests with high sensitivity
(SN).1 Since the traditional neurological screen includes tests that are primarily specific
(SP) rather than SN,2 a positive test would help implicate pathology rather than rule it out.

The upper and lower quarter screens are intended to screen for other potentially
relevant sources of nociception. These most likely sources are the joints proximal and distal
to the pain location. Referred multijoint pain, vague peripheral pain presentation, uncertainty
regarding pain generation, radiating nature of pain, and unexplained gait, balance,
coordination, atrophy, or weakness are all appropriate reasons for employment of the upper
or lower quarter screens. Additional reasons to use these screens might include the client’s
presenting with an abnormal presentation, suspected psychogenic nociception, and poorly
understood mechanism of onset. It also must be noted that upper and lower quarter screens
(at least the entire screen) are not always necessary. The use of these screens must be
determined by the client presentation. For example, a client presenting with distinct pain
over the acromioclavicular joint and presentation of acromioclavicular joint elevation
compared to the other side without referred or unexplained pain would not require the
entire upper quarter screen.

Overpressure to the area being examined helps rule out the structure as a potential
contribution to the pain experience. When overpressure is applied, it should be done
gradually. Overpressure should be applied only if active and passive ROM of the structure
are pain free.

Potentially complicating the use of neurological screening measures are wide individual
anatomic variations in nerve root innervations and myotome or dermatome descriptions.1, 2

Symptoms associated with radiculopathies of nerve roots have also been reported to be
highly variable and somewhat unpredictable.3 Despite the limitations, it is generally
recommended that reflexes, sensation, and myotomal testing are components of a normal
standard of practice examination when indicated. As with all components of the
examination, each component is encompassed in the entire examination to make a
clinically informed decision regarding the differential diagnosis of the client being seen.

As mentioned, the traditional upper and lower quarter screen consists of testing of
dermatomes (figure 7.1), myotomes, and deep tendon reflexes, and possibly examining
upper motor (upper and lower quarter) and cranial nerves (upper quarter). The details of
these components are listed later in this chapter (see the section Examination of the
Physical Health of the Nervous System).
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Figure 7.1 Upper and lower quarter screen dermatome levels.

 

Upper Quarter Screen (UQS)

Big-picture assessment: general observation for issues that may suggest serious
pathology (e.g., significant asymmetry of posture, lack of involved extremity use,
bruising or discoloration, swelling, and so on)
Consciousness, mental status, communication, and cognitive screen (if necessary)
Cranial nerve examination (if necessary)
Vital signs
Motion examination

Active ROM of cervical spine with or without overpressure: The clinician
should be cautious of a (+) Lhermitte’s sign of cervical flexion causing a feeling
of electrical shock or tingling down the spine. This is thought to signify the
possible presence of spinal cord conditions including multiple sclerosis, tumors,
or other space-occupying lesions.4, 5

Full bilateral shoulder flexion with or without overpressure
Full bilateral shoulder external rotation (placing bilateral hands behind head)
with or without overpressure
Full bilateral shoulder internal rotation (reaching behind their back) with or
without overpressure
Full bilateral elbow or wrist extension with or without overpressure
Full bilateral elbow or wrist flexion with or without overpressure

Myotome examination
Resisted cervical rotation or flexion (C1)
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Resisted cervical extension (C2)
Resisted side bending (C3)
Resisted shoulder shrug (C4)
Resisted shoulder abduction (C5)
Resisted elbow flexion and wrist extension (C6)
Resisted elbow extension and wrist flexion (C7)
Resisted thumb extension or finger adduction (C8)
Resisted finger abduction (T1)

Sensory examination
Reflex testing

Deep tendon reflexes
Superficial reflexes (if necessary)
Pathological reflexes (if necessary)

Examination of coordination, balance, and gait (if necessary)

Lower Quarter Screen (LQS)

Big picture assessment: general observation for issues that may suggest serious
pathology (e.g., significant asymmetry of posture, lack of involved extremity use,
bruising or discoloration, swelling, and so on)
Consciousness, mental status, communication, and cognitive screen (if necessary)
Cranial nerve examination (if necessary)
Vital signs
Motion examination

Active ROM of the spine with or without overpressure
Deep squat
Full bilateral hip ROM with or without overpressure
Full bilateral knee flexion or extension with or without overpressure
Full bilateral ankle ROM with or without overpressure

Myotome examination
Single-leg stance (L5-S1 myotome test)
Toe walking (S1)
Heel walking (L4-L5)
Resisted hip flexion (L1-L3)
Resisted knee extension (L3-L4) or single leg sit to stand
Resisted ankle dorsiflexion (L4-L5)
Resisted great toe extension (L5-S1)

Sensory examination
Reflex testing

Deep tendon reflexes
Superficial reflexes (if necessary)
Pathological reflexes (if necessary)
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Examination of coordination, balance, and gait (if necessary)

The clinician must always be cognizant of anything that can confound test finding. For
example, prior knowledge of lumbar MRI results may introduce bias into the pinprick
sensory testing component of the physical examination for lumbar radiculopathy.6

If the clinician suspects nervous system involvement, they should determine the extent
of nervous system examination necessary. Various components of nervous system
examination are appropriate to the practicing orthopedic clinician. These suggested
components are listed throughout the rest of this chapter.
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Examination of the Physical Health of the Nervous System

Examination of the nervous system, from an orthopedic standpoint, is comprehensive
and variable depending on the client presentation. The clinician should always be cognizant
of the potential contribution of nervous system involvement in their client’s presentation,
especially if there is radiating pain, unexplained pain, or broad, diffuse pain.

General Interview and Observation

As with all orthopedic examinations, the clinician should begin the examination with
introduction to the client. Subjective questioning of mechanism of onset, functional
limitations, general client observation, and symptom location, severity, and irritability
should be implemented. Watching for signs of muscle tone (e.g., hand clawing, muscle
fasciculation), muscle wasting, scars, and abnormal movements (e.g., tremor, other
uncontrolled movements), as well of any assistive devices the client may present with are all
general observations that can assist the clinician during the examination.

Consciousness, Mental Status, Communication, and Cognitive Screen

During the general interview and observation, the clinician can also get an idea of the
client’s mental status. Asking questions relative to person, place, time, and situation can
help the clinician determine if the client is alert and oriented times four (person, place,
time, and situation). As the client answers questions, the clinician can also get an
appreciation of their language capability, including potential for dysphasia, dysarthria, and
dysphonia. Memory can also be assessed with various questioning. The client’s personality,
emotion, and reasoning should also be appreciated during the subjective interview.

Mini Mental State Examination

The Mini Mental State Examination is an abbreviated mental test that assesses multiple
aspects of cognition. The examination requires recall of orientation, recall of registration,
language, and the ability to read, calculate numbers, and perform specific tasks.

Glasgow Coma Scale

The Glasgow Coma Scale is a measure of consciousness. In the orthopedic client, this
examination is more important in injuries from motor vehicle accidents, concussions,
traumatic brain injury, and similar types of injuries. Generally, this scale measures eye,
verbal, and motor responses. A score ≥13/15 indicates a mild traumatic injury consistent
with concussion. For more information on other measures for determining level of
consciousness, potential head injury, and monohemispheric dysfunction, refer to chapter
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15 (Face and Head).

Cranial Nerve Examination

Cranial nerves are 12 pairs of peripheral nerves emerging from the brain (first and
second pair from the cerebrum and the rest from the brain stem; table 7.1). Clinically, the
cranial nerves should be viewed similarly to peripheral nerves in regard to their biological
functions of conduction and the need for space, movement, and adequate blood supply.7

Cranial nerves are especially important in early detection or first contact clinician roles,
such as sports medicine and emergency care. For example, cranial nerve testing is
increasingly recommended for clinicians examining and treating acute whiplash and
concussion clients as a means to screen for any serious brain, brain stem, or vertebral artery
injury.
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Coordination, Balance, and Gait Examination

Balance and postural control are the most practical and applicable means of testing
neuromuscular control, but these domains should be assessed in various means and
environments. Various components of balance and postural control exist, and various tests
can be implemented for assessment.

Anticipatory postural control tests: observation of client catching something, lifting
objects of different weights, and so on. The functional reach test and star excursion
balance test are good examples of this type of testing.
Dynamic balance tests: sitting and standing on unstable surfaces are good examples.
Comparisons can be made between standing on stable and unstable surfaces. The
Romberg test (client standing with bilateral feet together and eyes closed; clinician
monitoring for swaying), more advocated as a static balance test, can also be utilized.
Reactive postural control tests: client’s responses to a push in a static position.
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These pushes can be small or large, anticipated versus unanticipated, and so forth.
Sensory organization tests: comparison of balance on stable or unstable surface with
respect to eyes open or closed.
Vestibular tests: client’s orientation in space relative to vestibular components (e.g.,
inner ear, balance).
Balance during functional activities: assessing the client’s balance and postural
control in various environments and tasks that they may encounter.
Return-to-sport tests: These are quite variable depending on the skill domain
required to be assessed. Speed, agility, anaerobic power, and so on are various skill
domains the clinician may need to assess in clients returning to sport. Various forms
of hop testing are suggested as methods of assessing balance, power, and stability.
Change-of-direction assessments, such as the T-test, are methods of testing speed,
agility, power, and body control that are likely necessary in most sports. Refer to
chapter 12 (Physical Performance Measures) for additional detail.
Gait: For more detail, refer to chapter 13. Additionally, for the more neurologically
oriented client, the clinician should assess for tremors and tone during gait.

It is beyond the scope of this chapter (and text) to describe all neuromuscular control,
muscular performance, or performance tests applicable to various types of clients. For
additional detail with respect to this type of testing, refer to chapters 9, 12, 27, and 28,
each chapter in parts III and IV, and most notably Reiman and Manske.8

Vital Signs

The various vital signs are discussed in detail in chapter 6 (Triage and Differential
Diagnosis). Refer to that chapter for the suggested examinations and their components, as
well as the diagnostic accuracy of all of these measures.

Conduction

From a therapeutic perspective at least, three primary tests are important in regard to
examining the normal functioning of the nervous system:

1. Conduction
2. Movement
3. Palpation

For optimal performance, electrochemical nerve impulses need to travel unhindered
from the tissues to the spinal cord (sensory or afferent) and from the spinal cord to the
muscles and tissues (motor or efferent). This process is referred to as conduction. Traditional
conduction includes sensation testing, motor testing, and reflexes.9, 10

Reflex, myotome, and sensation testing traditionally compose neurological screening.
The diagnostic utility of this type of testing is supported by little evidence. Additionally,
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the majority of these tests are more specific (SP) than they are sensitive (SN) and thus
would serve less well as screening measures.11-20 Further complicating the use of
neurological screening measures are wide individual anatomic variations in nerve root
innervations and myotome and dermatome descriptions;1, 2 symptoms associated with
radiculopathies of nerve roots have also been reported to be highly variable and somewhat
unpredictable.3 Despite the limitations of this type of testing, it is generally recommended
that reflexes, sensation, and myotomal testing be components of a normal standard of
practice examination. As with all components of the examination, each component is
encompassed in the entire examination to make a clinically informed decision regarding the
differential diagnosis of the client being seen.

Myotome or Motor Function Testing

Conduction is the ability of the efferent system to recruit proper and adequate muscle
contraction. Each muscle has specific nerve innervation, and a structured process of
assessing the ability of the client to perform an optimal muscle contraction may be used to
measure whether the nerve conduction is interrupted. Clinicians are encouraged to
memorize and learn the various spinal levels and their respective muscles.

As with sensory testing, the client receives an explanation and demonstration of the
impending test. The targeted muscle or muscle group is steadily recruited to a point of
maximum contraction and slowly released to avoid injury or sudden strain on the tissues, in
effect, following the pattern of a bell-curve buildup, crescendo, and slow release. These
break (all-or-nothing) tests establish the integrity of efferent activity of the nervous system.
Additionally, clinicians can use scales (refer to chapter 9) to grade the strength of the
muscle contraction to further aid in the examination of nerve conduction. Test responses
need to be examined in comparison to the uninvolved side or known scales.

Specific myotome testing is described in table 7.2. Weakness of a specific myotome is
suggestive of that particular nerve root, whereas gross weakness and multisegmental level
weakness are more likely suggestive of myelopathy, neuromuscular disease, or peripheral
nerve injury.

To perform myotome (muscle strength and power) tests, the client should be in the
most comfortable position, but should also be well supported. Important considerations
when performing myotome testing include the following (also refer to chapter 4):

Tests measure strength only. The clinician is not interested at pain at this time,
although isometric contraction may cause pain.
This test is not suggested to give a strength scale value. It is just to indicate weakness.
The clinician should do the following:

Watch their own posture when testing
Get in good position to test effectively
Attempt to break the contraction
Compare side to side
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If unsure, test again

Upper Quarter Myotome Testing

Myotome testing (table 7.2) is an essential component of the upper quarter screen.
Assessing specific myotome levels can alert the clinician to not only the potential for
nervous system involvement but also the potential for other muscle weaknesses that may be
related to either that myotome level or the movement that was performed. Detailed testing
of other muscles performing the same movement, especially if they are of a different
myotome level, can assist with this differential diagnosis.
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Lower Quarter Myotome Testing

As with the upper quarter testing, the general considerations described previously apply.
Myotome levels are assessed as described in table 7.3.
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Sensation Testing

Sensation is tested in various ways. The most commonly described and utilized
methods are light touch and pinprick, while other methods include two-point
discrimination, vibration, and temperature testing. Generally, dermatome patterns of
sensory changes are associated with radiculopathies and multiple level or bilateral patterns
of dermatome changes are associated with myelopathies.4 Sensory testing thus primarily
focuses on testing dermatomes and peripheral nerve innervations fields. Clinicians are
encouraged to learn these sensory fields, memorize them, and help them guide their
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physical examinations and clinical reasoning. Due to the overlapping of the proximal
dermatomal fields, the most distal segments of the sensory field should be tested.9, 10

To perform sensation testing, the clinician should explain the test to the client. The
clinician should ask the client to identify the type of sensation they are experiencing; this
could be numbness, pins and needles, pain, or weakness. The client can be seated or
standing. The clinician should identify any relevant dermatomes or peripheral nerve
innervation fields. It is recommended that clinicians use light touch to measure sensory
changes. They should avoid stroking the skin (with either tissue paper or cotton wool)
because it stimulates hair follicles, which may affect the findings of the test. Light touch is
best performed with a monofilament (i.e., fishing line), dabbing the skin lightly.

Various testing options are available. First, the clinician can ask the client (while their
eyes are open) if a tested area feels similar to another, nonaffected body part (i.e., other leg
or a point more distal or proximal). The monofilament can be moved in order to develop
an outline of the affected area. Next, the clinician asks the client to close their eyes and then
spot-checks the affected area, thus stimulating various nonaffected areas and the affected
area to establish the extent of the sensory loss.

Critical Clinical Pearls

A quick, clinical way to assess sensation may be a combination of the light touch and
superficial pain testing methods. In this case, a paper clip is used to test dermatomal fields.
It is likely more discreet and time-effective than a light touch test followed by a superficial
pain test.
 

Once light touch has been established, clinicians can proceed to examine additional
sensory tests:

Superficial pain. This sensation is often referred to as pinprick. It aims to stimulate A-
delta and C-fibers. The clinician presses a sharp pin onto the client’s skin and asks
the client to report whether the sensation feels sharp or dull or say if they are unsure.
The clinician should analyze this response in comparison to an uninvolved body part
to establish the sensation to be normal or not.
Temperature. If both light touch and superficial pain sensitivity are normal, a
clinician may further test the sensory system using hot and cold sensations. The
clinician fills one test tube with the hottest tap water available and another with the
coldest water possible. They should ensure the test tubes are dry to avoid evaporation.
Then, the clinician applies the test tubes (one at a time) to the affected areas on the
client’s body and asks the client to differentiate between hot and cold.
Proprioception. Proprioception refers to the ability of the client to correctly identify
the spatial orientation of a body part. In these tests, the clinician gently handles the
affected body parts to avoid a lot of pressure, moving them slightly into various
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positions and then asking the client (whose eyes are closed) to identify the position of
the body part. For example, the clinician may move the big toe up and down several
times, and then stop the movement with the toe pushed upward and ask the client,
“Is the toe up or down?”
Advanced sensory testing can follow, including two-point discrimination,
graphesthesia (ability to use sensory input to identify a number or letter drawn onto
the client’s hand while visually occluded), and stereognosis (perceiving and
understanding the form and nature of objects by the sense of touch).
These tests are more indicated in advanced pain states, such as complex regional pain
syndrome and chronic low back pain.

Clinicians should conduct testing sensation in the upper and lower quarters9, 10 as
follows:

Use a paint brush or cotton wool to touch the hair.
Test for pain (sharp) only if necessary.
May use a pinprick (toothpick or paper clip) since it is more definitive (figure 7.2).
Move around the leg, covering the probable affected dermatomes. Map out the area.
(Dermatomes may vary slightly; what is shown in figure 7.1 is used in this text.)
Only the end of the dermatome is especially significant.
The dermatomes overlap proximally, therefore the clinician tests distally.
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Figure 7.2 L3 dermatome testing.

 

Reflex Testing

Reflex testing generally involves deep tendon, superficial, and pathological reflex
testing. Decreased deep tendon reflexes are suggestive of lower motor neuron dysfunction,
most notably of the spinal nerve roots (e.g., radiculopathy), and they are generally
considered part of a standard upper or lower quarter screen. Hyperactive reflexes, on the
other hand, typically suggest upper motor neuron (UMN) dysfunction.

Reflex testing is a combination of afferent and efferent functions of the nervous system.
The term reflex testing traditionally refers to muscle-tendinous reflexes. Reflex testing
provides a quick stretch (with a tap of a hammer or hand) to a tendon or muscle belly,
causing a reflexive contraction of the muscle. Any delay or decreased response to the quick
stretch would indicate a nerve conduction issue. A lot of controversy exists as to what
constitutes a normal versus an abnormal test. Medical literature uses scales of 1, 1+, and so
on, but it has shown a large degree of disagreement among authors.9, 10 Clinicians should
consider a reflex abnormal if it differs from the response from the uninvolved side or other
body parts. Based on the contraction, they should qualify the response as either
hyperreflexive (increased or exaggerated contraction), hyporeflexive (less of a contraction,
more like delay or fatigue), or absent (nonexistent),21 although other scales are
semiquantitatively graded on a scale as described in table 7.4.
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Deep Tendon Reflex Testing

Generally, the cervical nerve roots are screened with testing the biceps, brachialis, and
triceps tendons, while the lumbar nerve roots are screened with testing the patellar and
Achilles tendons (figure 7.3). Some sources also suggest the extensor digitorum brevis,
despite the fact that it is often difficult to elicit. The most commonly described deep
tendon reflexes and their characteristics are detailed in table 7.5.
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Figure 7.3 Reflex testing for (a) biceps, (b) brachioradialis, (c) triceps, (d) patella tendon,
and (e) Achilles tendon.
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Here are some important considerations when performing deep tendon reflex testing:

Repeat several times for accurate assessment.
Hold the reflex hammer loosely, but with a firm grip.
Drop the hammer instead of hitting the area with it.
If you have difficulty finding a reflex, ask the client to grip their fingers and pull in
opposite directions (Jendrassik maneuver).
Muscle should have slight tension.
Make the client concentrate on the contraction.
Positioning the client in prone can assist when assessing the Achilles tendon reflex.22

Determine whether or not you elicit a reflex.
Compare both sides.
By comparing side to side, you can decide what is normal for this client.

Superficial Reflex Testing

Superficial reflexes are motor responses or reflexes elicited by stimulation of the skin.
Unlike deep tendon reflexes (monosynaptic reflexes), these reflexes are polysynaptic. They
are quite different from muscle stretch reflexes in that the sensory signal must not only
reach the spinal cord but also ascend the spinal cord to reach the client’s brain. The motor
limb then has to descend the spinal cord to reach the motor neurons. This can be abolished
by severe lower motor neuron damage or destruction of the sensory pathways from the skin
that is stimulated. However, the utility of superficial reflexes is that they are decreased or
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abolished by conditions that interrupt the pathways between the brain and spinal cord
(such as with spinal cord damage). They are graded simply as present or absent, although
markedly asymmetrical responses should be considered abnormal as well (table 7.6). Only
an absent or reduced superficial reflex has any clinical significance. Clear asymmetry is
almost always pathological.
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Pathological Reflex Testing

While reflexes and myotome and dermatome testing are suggestive of standard practice,
examination for UMN testing is likely not needed for all clients. Additional neurologic
testing beyond standard practice is suggested when the previous portions of the
examination (e.g., interview, observation, and screening) indicate their necessity. Such
indications may include, but are not limited to, subjective reports of bilateral extremity
involvement, trauma (especially to the spine), gait or balance disturbances, and observation
of clonus. Commonly utilized tests for pathological reflex (UMN) testing are listed and
described in table 7.7.
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Movement

Clinicians interested in examining and treating the physical health of the nervous
system require a knowledge of normal nerve movement, or neurodynamics.30 One of the
main roles of the nervous system is electrochemical communication, described previously in
the section on conduction.10 The nervous system needs to perform these complex signaling
processes, while having to deal with movement issues (lengthening, sliding),30, 31 pressure
(tunnels, pinch, surrounding tissues),9, 10, 30 and blood flow changes (increased and
decreased blood flow, blood pressure changes).9, 10, 30

Under normal conditions, nerves move quite well.30-33 Early cadaver studies showed
that the nervous system is extremely well designed for handling movement. From a cervical
spine neutral position to cervical spine flexion, the spinal cord lengthens approximately
10%,34 while from cervical spine extension to cervical spine flexion, the cervical cord
lengthens approximately 20%.35 The spinal canal can lengthen approximately 30% from
spinal extension to spinal flexion.36 The peripheral nervous system must be able to
accommodate increased movement as well, and research has shown that from a position of
wrist and elbow flexion to a position of wrist and elbow extension, the median nerve must
adapt to a nerve bed that is almost 20% longer.37

Neurodynamic tests, therefore, are tests to examine the ability of the client’s nervous
system to accommodate to movement. The tests furthermore examine physiologically
whether the nervous system has adequate blood, as well as the system’s sensitivity and
ability to handle movement and compression and pressure changes. These tests can be
performed actively or passively, although passively ensures end ROM assessment if that is
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necessary.

Active Neurodynamics

In the past, tests were almost always performed as passive; that is, they were led by
clinicians. With increased understanding of pain, nerve sensitivity, and client care, it is
recommended where possible that clients perform the active neurodynamic test before the
passive version. The client can control the amount of pain or sensitivity they able or willing
to go into. If no issues are identified during the active tests, the more elaborate, time-
consuming physical tests, especially upper limb tests, may not be needed. Remember that
the nervous system is very susceptible to anxiety38 and catastrophization.39

Passive Neurodynamics

Passive neurodynamic tests follow the active tests if needed. The clinician should
explain the test to the client and avoid provocative terminology.40 They should be gentle
and should slowly and carefully engage barriers to movement. A good clinician can feel
barriers before a client expresses a symptom (e.g., pain). They should not always look for
pain. Many clients will develop tightness or resistance before pain. Due to the complexities
of pain, clinicians should be careful in analyzing the symptoms.

Neurodynamic tests assess the mechanical movement of the nervous system tissues as
well as their level of sensitivity to mechanical stress or compression.9, 41 A very important
consideration would be how to analyze the finding of a neurodynamic test. If a client
extends their arm out to the side and they develop a pull, ache, or even pain in the wrist,
what causes it? It can be a nerve, likely median, but it can also be from a joint, tendon, or
the skin.10, 30, 31 A helpful way to determine if the nervous system is a likely cause of the
symptoms is structural differentiation. Structural differentiation is the process whereby an
evoked response is altered with the adding or subtracting of a remote body part. The fact
that the nervous system is continuous would imply, for example, that if wrist extension
causes pain and neck side flexion increases or decreases the evoked response, the chance of
it being neurogenic in nature increases. No muscles connect the wrist to the neck; no joint
connects the neck to the wrist.

What is a positive test? Only 20% of clients may actually report their pain during
neurodynamic testing.42 Given the complexities of the nervous system (blood supply,
immune responses, muscle spindles), clients may actually report a variety of muscle
symptoms including tightness, pulling, and stretching or neurological symptoms such as
pins and needles, numbness, or burning. Clinicians may compare left and right and normal
data from research. They should utilize structural differentiation to further enhance
examination and add subjective examination clues.43 The ultimate question as to a positive
test is if the examination finding should be addressed to help increase the client’s function.

Upper Limb Neurodynamic Tests
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The upper limb neurodynamic test (ULNT) neurodynamically tests the brachial plexus;
through having the client perform selective movements, the clinician can differentiate
between the three major nerves supplying the upper extremity:9, 10

Median nerve
Ulnar nerve
Radial nerve

Four neurodynamic tests (passive assessment) are discussed in the upper limb:

ULNT 1 Median nerve dominant using shoulder abduction
ULNT 2a Median nerve dominant using shoulder depression and external rotation
ULNT 2b Radial nerve dominant using shoulder depression and internal rotation
ULNT 3 Ulnar nerve dominant using shoulder abduction and elbow flexion

Unless subjective examination directs otherwise, the clinician may wish to first screen
upper limb neurodynamics with active screens.10 The active neurodynamics allow the
clinician to determine the client’s willingness to move and their level of irritability.

Active neurodynamic screens are a quick client self-assessment that determines the
potential irritability the client may have with neurodynamic testing (figure 7.4a-c). The
tests are active movements as detailed in the actual passive tests that follow.
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Figure 7.4 (a) Active screen for median nerve bias, (b) active screen for radial nerve bias,
and (c) active screen for ulnar nerve bias.
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ULNT 1: Median Nerve Bias
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Figure 7.5

 

  

Client Position

Lying supine, with the side to be assessed close to the edge of the table. If possible, do
not use a pillow.
 

Clinician Position

Standing in stride, facing the client. One hand controlling the client’s shoulder and the
other controlling the hand, including the fingertips and thumb (a).
 

Movement

The clinician places the fist of their arm (the one closest to the client) on the table
above the client’s shoulder to keep it from elevating during abduction. The clinician
abducts the client’s arm to the point of resistance by using their thigh to walk the arm up
into the abduction position (b). With the client’s elbow still flexed, the clinician supinates
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the client’s forearm and extends the wrist and fingers, including the thumb. The clinician
then externally rotates the shoulder. Next, they extend the client’s elbow. By strictly
maintaining the earlier components, the clinician may add neck side bending toward or
away from the tested side. They should take care not to rotate the client’s head—this is
pure side bending. The important part of neurodynamic tests is to maintain load from the
beginning of the test to the completion of the test. Furthermore, clinicians should be sure
to identify and interpret symptoms and symptom changes from one step to another. They
must inquire about any symptoms as they add components of the ULNTs.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is defined by the following criteria:

Reproduction of client’s symptoms
Side-to-side differences (reproduces concordant pain on involved side and
nonconcordant symptoms on noninvolved side)
Affected by a distant component: contralateral neck side bending increases symptoms
or ipsilateral side bending decreases symptoms.

 

Statistics

SN 97 (90-100), SP 22 (12-33), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 10, in a study of 82
clients suspected to have cervical radiculopathy or carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 45 ±
12 years, 41 women, duration of symptoms NR), using a reference standard of
electromyography and nerve conduction study.13

 

Notes

Elbow extension can also be a good comparative sign, but cervical side bending is
typically suggested.
Indications: symptoms in the arm, head, neck, and thoracic spine; any neurological
symptoms that imply impaired nervous tissue.
Biomechanics: Shoulder abduction stresses the C5, C6, and C7 nerve roots.

 

ULNT 2a: Median Nerve (Using Shoulder Depression and External Rotation)
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Figure 7.6

 

 

Client Position

Lying across the table, in a slightly diagonal orientation, with the scapula of the side to
be tested at the edge of the table
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the head of the table
 

Movement
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The clinician holds the client’s right wrist with their right hand and the client’s elbow
with their left hand (a). This position allows minimal hand change, thus allowing a
smoother and better-controlled movement. The clinician’s thigh rests against the client’s
shoulder. Using the thigh, the clinician carefully prevents abduction of the client’s
shoulder. This positioning allows the clinician to closely watch the client’s face for
nonverbal cues. The clinician carefully externally rotates the client’s whole arm, and then
carefully slides their fingers down the client’s fingers and extends the client’s fingers and
wrist (b). They should carefully abduct the client’s arm until they locate symptoms or
resistance. Releasing the shoulder depression will help them differentiate neural tissue
sensitization. If needed, clinicians can add or subtract neck side bending.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is defined by the following criteria:

Reproduction of client’s symptoms.
Side-to-side differences (reproduces concordant pain on involved side and
nonconcordant symptoms on noninvolved side).
Affected by a distant component: Contralateral neck side bending increases
symptoms or ipsilateral side bending decreases symptoms; additionally release of
shoulder depression eliminates symptoms.

 

Statistics

NR
 

ULNT 2b: Radial Nerve
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Figure 7.7

 

 

Client Position

Lying across the table, in a slightly diagonally orientation, with the scapula of the side
to be tested at the edge of the table
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the head of the table
 

Movement
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Clinician holds the client’s right wrist with their right hand and the client’s elbow with
their left hand (a). This position allows minimal hand change, thus allowing for smoother
and better-controlled movement. The clinician’s thigh rests against the client’s shoulder.
Using the thigh, the clinician carefully prevents abduction of the client’s shoulder. This
positioning allows the clinician to closely watch the client’s face for nonverbal cues. By
reaching under the client’s arm, the clinician internally rotates it. This is the key factor of
this test. Inevitably the client’s forearm will go into pronation. The clinician should use
their left hand to keep the client’s elbow from flexing (b). They should carefully abduct the
client’s arm until they locate symptoms or resistance. Taking off the shoulder depression
will help the clinician differentiate neural tissue. Additionally, they can choose neck
movements.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is defined by the following criteria:

Reproduction of client’s symptoms.
Side-to-side differences (reproduces concordant pain on involved side and
nonconcordant symptoms on noninvolved side).
Affected by a distant component: Contralateral neck side bending increases
symptoms or ipsilateral side bending decreases symptoms; additionally release of
shoulder depression eliminates symptoms.

 

Statistics

SN 64 (45-83), SP 30 (17-42), +LR 0.9, −LR 1.2, QUADAS 10, in a study of 82
clients with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 45 ± 12 years, 41 women, mean duration of
symptoms 183 days), and using electrophysiological examination as a reference standard44

 

ULNT 3: Ulnar Nerve
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Figure 7.8

 

 

Client Position

Lying supine, with the side to be assessed close to the edge of the table. If possible, do
not use a pillow.
 

Clinician Position

Stride-standing position
 

Movement
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The clinician places the fist of their arm (the one closest to the client) on the table
above the client’s shoulder to keep it from elevating during abduction. They extend the
client’s wrist and fingers, pronate the client’s forearm, flex the client’s elbow, and externally
rotate the client’s whole upper arm. They should place the client’s elbow against their ASIS
or thigh and then carefully move the client’s arm into abduction. Cervical side bending
away from and toward the side being tested (and symptoms) may add or release neural
load.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is defined by the following criteria:

Reproduction of client’s symptoms.
Side-to-side differences (reproduces concordant pain on involved side and
nonconcordant symptoms on noninvolved side).
Affected by a distant component: Contralateral neck side bending increases
symptoms or ipsilateral side bending decreases symptoms.

 

Notes

Any neurological symptoms arising from the C8 and T1 nerve roots would indicate
using the ULNT 3. Disorders such as golfer’s elbow may also indicate the use of the ULNT
3. Any neurological symptoms provoked by movements above the head may indicate the
use of the test.
 

Lower Limb Neurodynamic Tests

As with upper limb tension testing, clinicians should assess neurodynamic dysfunction
in the lower extremity in a systematic and defined manner, as described previously. The
tests for the lower extremity primarily consist of the straight leg raise (SLR) test and the
femoral nerve test. The slump test is commonly described in this category as well, although
it might also be argued as an overall system neurodynamic assessment. It is suggested that
the slump test is a completely different test than the SLR test.9, 10 The slump test is best
indicated in chronic conditions, suspected canal problems, and functional positions.9, 10

The dura is tightest at T6. Additionally, the C6, L4, and posterior knee have been
described as normal tension points, where the nervous system is normally most tight.9, 10

Therefore, it is normal for clients to feel a stretch or slight burn in this region.
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Slump Test

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 7.9

 

As with all neurodynamic tests, the slump test should be performed gently and
gradually. As with the other neurodynamic techniques, clinicians should conduct testing in
a step-by-step manner and monitor symptoms after each of the following systematic steps:
  

Client Position

Sitting on table with the thighs well supported and the back of their knees against edge
of the table; hands placed behind their back
 

Clinician Position

Sitting on the table or standing next to the client’s affected side
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Movement

The clinician asks the client to slump. They then assess for symptoms by gently placing
their elbow on the thoracic spine (applying no pressure), and then gently putting two
fingers on the client’s head (again, no pressure). The clinician asks the client to gently flex
the cervical spine, and then assesses for any symptoms (a). The clinician asks the client to
actively extend the good leg first until they feel any resistance, and then assesses for any
symptoms. Next, the clinician asks the client to extend the symptomatic side. The clinician
may need to passively extend the client’s knee to full extension in order to rule out
symptoms. They should assess for symptoms and compare to the other side. When the
point of resistance is reached, the clinician should ask the client to gently extend their head
and then notice whether any changes in the leg and back symptoms occur (b). They can
add dorsiflexion to increase tension. The clinician should check signs and symptoms at each
stage of the test. They can also perform the whole test passively for the client to get a better
feel for the resistance. The following order of implementation of movement can help
structural differentiation of symptom provocation:

Spine symptoms are more likely provoked with the following movement sequence:
slump, neck flexion, knee extension.
Leg symptoms are more likely provoked with the following movement sequence:
dorsiflexion, knee extension, slump, neck flexion.

In a normal young person, extension of the knee and dorsiflexion may be decreased by
15° to 20° due to muscle shortening.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is defined by the following criteria:

Reproduction of client’s concordant pain.
Symptoms are different from those on the other side (reproduces concordant pain on
involved side and nonconcordant symptoms on noninvolved side).
Symptoms are affected by a distant component movement (typically it is best to use
head movement as the distant component).

 

Statistics
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SN 83 (NR), SP 55 (NR), +LR 1.8, −LR 0.32, QUADAS 11, in a study of 105
clients with suspicion of discogenic pathology (mean age 42.7 ± 9.8 years, 36 women,
72% of cases’ mean duration was greater than 3 months), using CT or MRI as a
reference standard19

SN 84 (NR), SP 83 (NR), +LR 4.9, −LR 0.19, QUADAS 7, in a study of 75 clients
with clinical suspicion of disc herniation (mean age of 38-40 years in symptom and
control groups, 20 women, symptom duration of less than 12 weeks), using MRI as a
reference standard45

 

Straight Leg Raise (SLR) Test

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 7.10

 

As with all neurodynamic tests, the SLR test should be performed gently and gradually.
As with the other neurodynamic techniques, clinicians should perform testing step by step
and monitor symptoms after each of the following systematic steps:9, 10, 30

  

Client Position

Supine, with bilateral legs relaxed and leg to be assessed close to edge of table
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to client’s leg to be assessed, directly facing client
 

Movement

The clinician should perform the test on the good leg first for the client’s comfort and
understanding of testing. Whether using a pillow or not (not using a pillow is preferred),
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the clinician should be sure to keep the position constant for reassessments. The clinician
comfortably grasps the client’s leg above the malleolus with one hand and places their other
hand above the client’s knee to maintain knee extension. Next, they comfortably raise the
client’s leg straight up. The traditional test has been described with slight hip adduction
and internal rotation (a).9 The clinician feels for any resistance and compares side to side.
They can accomplish further sensitization with foot dorsiflexion and internal rotation.
 

Assessment

A (+) test requires all three of the following criteria to be present:

Reproduction of client’s concordant pain.
Symptoms are different than those on the other side (reproduces concordant pain on
involved side and nonconcordant symptoms on noninvolved side).
Symptoms are affected by a distant component movement (head movement) (b) or
bias with the foot and ankle as suggested by many other sources.

 

Statistics

Pooled analysis: SN 92 (87-95), SP 28 (18-40), +LR 2.9, −LR 0.29 in a systematic
review of 16 studies with surgery as a reference standard.46

Pooled analysis: SN 91 (82-94), SP 26 (16-38), +LR 2.7, −LR 0.35 in a systematic
review of 17 diagnostic studies with surgery only as a reference standard.47

SN 97 (NR), SP 57 (NR), +LR 2.2, −LR 0.05, QUADAS 10, in a study of 274
clients with pain radiating into leg (mean age 46 ± 12 years, 135 women, median
duration of symptoms 19 days), using MRI as a reference standard.48

SN 89 (NR), SP 14 (NR), +LR 1.0, −LR 0.78, QUADAS 7, in a study of 55 clients
with unilateral sciatica (mean age and gender NR), using surgery as a reference
standard.49

SN 98 (NR), SP 44 (NR), +LR 1.8, −LR 0.05, QUADAS 7, in a study of 100 clients
with lumbar disc protrusions (and 36 control clients with LBP and sciatica, but
normal myelogram and no surgery; mean age and gender NR), using surgery as a
reference standard.18

SN 52 (NR), SP 89 (NR) +LR 4.7, −LR 0.54, QUADAS 7, in a study of 75 clients
with clinical suspicion of disc herniation (mean age of 38-40 years in symptom and
control groups, 20 women, symptom duration of less than 12 weeks), using MRI as a
reference standard.45

Agreement between SLR and Slump test (κ = 0.64) in a study of 45 clients with
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unilateral leg pain (mean age 46 ± 11 years, 23 women, mean duration of symptoms
was 5.6 ± 5.7 months).43

Women were 7.5 times more likely and men were 23 times more likely to test (+) for
SLR test when in personal injury program than in workmen’s compensation.50

The SLR test is generally considered an assessment of the L5, S1, and S2 nerve roots
as they are completely stretched at 70° per findings in a cadaver study.51 The
clinician must consider client variability with respect to this finding.

 

Special Considerations

Multiple biases of the SLR test exist for various distal lower extremity nerves:9

Sural nerve: hip flexion, knee extension, ankle dorsiflexion, and foot inversion
Tibial nerve: hip flexion, knee extension, ankle dorsiflexion, foot eversion, and toes
extended
Common peroneal nerve: hip flexion and internal rotation

Lasègue’s test is similar in that the client reports pain below the knee, which increases
with neck flexion and decreases as head returns to neutral. The bowstring test is a variation
of this test. The clinician (after performing a SLR test), keeps the client’s thigh in the same
position and passively flexes the client’s knee 20°, reducing symptoms. The clinician then
applies pressure to the popliteal region with a thumb or finger to re-establish the painful
radicular symptoms. No diagnostic accuracy values have been reported for this test.52

 

Well Leg Raise Test (Crossed Straight Leg Raise)

Essentially, the client and clinician positions and the movement are the same as for the
SLR test, except that raising the noninvolved side elicits symptoms down the involved side.
 

Assessment

A (+) test requires all three of the following criteria to be present:

Reproduction of client’s concordant pain.
Symptoms are different than the other side (reproduces concordant pain on involved
side and nonconcordant symptoms on noninvolved side).
Symptoms are affected by a distant component movement (typically it is best to use
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head movement as the distant component).

 

Statistics

Pooled analysis: SN 28 (22-35), SP 90 (85-94), +LR 2.8, −LR 0.36 in a systematic
review of 16 studies with surgery as a reference standard46

SN 24 (NR), SP 100 (NR), QUADAS 7, in a study of 55 clients using unilateral
sciatica and surgery as a reference standard49

SN 43 (NR), SP 97 (NR), +LR 14.3, −LR 0.59, QUADAS 7, in a study of 100
clients with lumbar disc protrusions (and 36 control clients with LBP and sciatica,
but normal myelogram and no surgery; mean age and gender not reported), using
surgery as a reference standard18

 

Critical Clinical Pearls

When performing neural tension and discogenic symptom tests (e.g., SLR, well leg
SLR, slump), the clinician should keep the following in mind:

Progress slowly with testing, especially if the client has a high degree of symptom
irritability.
Sequentially perform the step-by-step movements.
Maintain each previous position or movement when performing the next movement.
Always perform the examination on the uninvolved side first.

 

Flip Sign (Sitting SLR)

The flip test is a sitting version of the SLR test.
 

Client Position

Sitting on table with legs off to one side, maintaining upright posture
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Clinician Position

Sitting directly to the side of the client
 

Movement

The clinician places the open palm of one hand against the client’s distal thigh,
depressing it against the table, and places the other hand under the heel cord so that the
client’s heel rests in the palm. Next, the clinician gradually extends the affected limb at the
knee.
 

Assessment

With genuine sciatic tension, no resistance or complaints are noted until approximately
45° of knee extension is reached, but continuance of elevation past that point (toward full
knee extension) is attended with an acute reversal of the lumbar lordosis. The client may
have a tendency to fall backward, flipping back onto their arms as the name of the drill
suggests. The most reliable response is not a flip but rather the demonstration of pain on
extension of the knee. The term sitting SLR test is therefore recommended as a more
accurate name.53

 

Statistics

67 clients with sciatica and MRI scans confirming disc protrusion and nerve root
compression were examined.53

33% had no pain.
39% had pain on full extension of knee +/− leaning back with hands in braced
position.
28% had pain and resisted full extension of knee +/− leaning back with hands
in braced position.

SN of supine SLR was 67, compared with SN of 41 of the seated SLR test (P =
0.003) on 71 consecutive clients referred to neurologic surgery clinic, and using MRI
as a reference standard.54

 

Prone Knee-Bend (PKB) Test
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Both versions of the prone knee-bend test measure L1, L2, L3, and L4 tension. As with
all neurodynamic testing, the clinician should be sure that the findings are relevant to the
client’s complaint. Neurodynamic testing of the femoral nerve can be performed with the
following technique:9, 10

 

Client Position

Prone, with head turned to side to be assessed
 

Clinician Position

Standing on side of leg to be assessed, directly facing client
 

Movement

The clinician grasps the client’s leg just above the malleolus and stabilizes their pelvis
with the other hand on the posterior superior iliac spine. The clinician passively flexes the
knee of the leg to be assessed until symptoms are produced. Once symptoms are produced,
sensitizing movements can include ankle plantar flexion or dorsiflexion, or head
movements. Knee flexion restricted between 0° and 90° could test several structures:
femoral nerve, psoas, rectus femoris, the fascia, and so on.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of concordant symptoms on the involved side and not present
on the noninvolved side.
 

Femoral Nerve Tension in Side Lying Test
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Figure 7.11

 

Another version of L1-L4 neurodynamic testing is the femoral nerve tension in side
lying test (also known as the prone knee bending in side lying test). This version may be
preferred as it is difficult to bias with head movement in the previously stated version. The
femoral nerve tension in side lying test involves the following sequence of movements:
 

Client Position

Side lying, with symptomatic side facing the ceiling
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client
 

Movement

The client flexes the bottom leg, holding it at the knee, and slumps the upper body
with neck flexion. The clinician stabilizes the client’s pelvis and flexes the knee of the top
leg to 90°. The clinician gently extends the hip until resistance is felt. While keeping the leg
at the point of discomfort, the clinician asks the client to extend their cervical spine. If
possible, this can be performed passively. Adding cervical spine flexion or extension creates
a very powerful structural differentiation, with extension decreasing and flexion increasing
symptoms in clients with neural tension. Any alteration of thigh or groin symptoms with
neck movements would implicate the nervous system.
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Assessment

A (+) response for these tests should include all of the following:

Reproduction of client’s concordant pain.
Symptoms are different than the other side (reproduces concordant pain on the
involved side and nonconcordant symptoms on the noninvolved side).
Symptoms are affected by a distant component movement (typically it is best to use
head movement as the distant component).

 

Palpation

Palpation has been highlighted in physical medicine, especially regarding its poor inter-
and intrarelater reliability. More precisely, palpation has shown poor reliability in spine
assessments for hypo- and hypermobility. There is better reliability in palpating the area
and provoking pain or not. Nerve palpation has gained increased attention by showing
increased reliability in mechanosensitivity, SN, and SP.43, 55-60

Nerve palpation is important for relearning nerve anatomy and pathways of nerves. It
has been shown to help with diagnosis and could help with treatment (e.g., neural massage
for the more superficial nerves). Nerves change their shape and amount of connective tissue
based on function. Areas with more connective tissue are less sensitive. More sensitive
nerves are found around the large-spanning elbow and knee. Nerves are round compared to
tendons. They slide around and may give typical neurogenic responses. Nerves are sensitive
and vulnerable in tunnels, where they branch off; over hard bony areas, they are fixed.10

The following are suggested sites for nerve palpation.10

Median Nerve

The median nerve is most easily palpated (primarily for symptom reproduction) in the
upper arm. The clinician places the client’s arm in approximately 80° of shoulder
abduction. They then palpate the midline axilla to biceps tendon (figure 7.12). The
clinician can also indirectly palpate the median nerve in the carpal tunnel.
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Figure 7.12 Palpation of the median nerve in the upper arm.

 

Ulnar Nerve

The ulnar nerve can also be palpated in the upper arm. The clinician should palpate the
inferior aspect of the upper extremity, in line with axilla and cubital tunnel, placing the arm
again in slight abduction (figure 7.13). The ulnar nerve can also be palpated in the cubital
tunnel. This nerve can also be more sensitive to touch once it exits the cubital tunnel and
branches. The clinician can also palpate the Guyon canal lateral to the pisiform bone and
medial to the hook of the hamate, assessing for symptom reproduction.
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Figure 7.13 Palpation of the ulnar nerve in upper arm.

 

Radial Nerve

The radial nerve is not easily palpable, but clinicians can palpate at the radial spiral
groove, the arcade of Frohse (supinator arch), the anterior lateral aspect of forearm, and
where the nerve crosses the anatomical snuffbox, assessing for symptom reproduction.

Saphenous Nerve

Clinicians can find the saphenous nerve at the adductor canal (Hunter’s canal),
palpating the medial tibial plateau of the knee (figure 7.14). As with all nerve palpation,
symptom reproduction is the primary finding.
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Figure 7.14 Palpation of saphenous nerve at medial tibial plateau.

 

Lateral Femoral Cutaneous Nerve

The lateral femoral cutaneous nerve is implicated in conditions such as meralgia
paresthetica. Clinicians should palpate it slightly anterior and lateral of the anterior superior
iliac spine of the pelvis, looking for symptom reproduction.

Sciatic Nerve

The sciatic nerve is palpated along the medial one-third of the buttock. Clinicians will
perform an indirect palpation due to the depth of this nerve in the buttock, assessing for
symptom reproduction. For additional detail on palpation of the sciatic nerve, refer to
chapter 19 (Lumbar Spine).

Tibial Nerve

The tibial nerve is palpated in the midline of the posterior knee (popliteal space).
Clinicians can use hip and knee flexion, as well as ankle dorsiflexion and plantar flexion, to
assist with palpation for symptom reproduction (figure 7.15). Additionally, they can
palpate the tibial nerve along the posterior tarsal tunnel (posterior to medial malleolus).
Again, symptom reproduction is primary finding.
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Figure 7.15 Palpation of tibial nerve in the popliteal space.

 

Common Peroneal Nerve: Knee

The common peroneal nerve can be palpated posterior to the superior tibiofibular joint
(figure 7.16). Nerve movement can be felt with ankle movements.
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Figure 7.16 Common peroneal nerve palpation at the superior tibiofemoral joint.

 

Deep Peroneal Nerve

The deep peroneal nerve can be palpated for symptom reproduction just lateral to the
extensor hallucis longus tendon (figure 7.17). Clinicians should palpate at the distal aspect
of this tendon, just prior to the metatarsal phalangeal joint and then just lateral for the
nerve.
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Figure 7.17 Deep peroneal nerve palpation, lateral to the extensor hallucis tendon.

 

Sural Nerve

Clinicians should palpate the sural nerve between the Achilles tendon and lateral ankle.
They should try to palpate just off the Achilles and then move to the lateral calcaneus,
assessing for symptom reproduction.
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Peripheral Nerve Examination

As detailed previously, the examination of the nervous system is comprehensive and
complex. The clinician should be concerned not only with the detail of the nervous system
examination as described prior, but with the peripheral nervous system as well. As
mentioned, the findings of the upper and lower quarter screen may suggest the necessity for
differentially diagnosing myotome versus peripheral nerve involvement. Details of the
peripheral nerves, their segmental levels, origins, and sensory or motor contributions are
presented in table 7.8 (Peripheral Nerves of the Upper Extremity) and table 7.9 (Peripheral
Nerves of the Lower Extremity).

Cervical plexus: C1-4
Brachial plexus: C5-T1
Lumbar plexus: L1-4 (T12)
Sacral plexus: L5-S4
Sacrococcygeal plexus: S5-Co1
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Conclusion

Screening the orthopedic client is necessary when the client has vague multijoint pain,
unexplained signs or symptoms, or uncertainty regarding pain generation. The orthopedic
client screen for both the upper and lower quarter examines not only the joint and
contractile tissue, but also the inert, noncontractile tissues. A major noncontractile tissue
assessed during the upper and lower quarter screen is the nervous system. This chapter
details the upper and lower quarter screens, as well as particularly important aspects of a
more comprehensive neurological system examination.
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Chapter 8
Range of Motion Assessment

Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS
Range of motion (ROM) is an essential assessment for the clinician in terms of

determining impairments that the client may present with. Mobility assessment can be
global in nature (e.g., looking at someone squat down to pick something off the floor) or
isolated in nature (e.g., goniometric measurement of a specific joint motion). The
assessment of ROM therefore can be relatively qualitative or quantitative. For the purposes
of general ROM screening, qualitative may be more appropriate, but for purposes of
documentation and determination of progress with intervention, quantitative is more
appropriate. It must be mentioned though that qualitative assessment is essential as well.
Full ROM performed poorly is not a goal in the rehabilitation setting.

This chapter details components of ROM assessment. For basic aspects of these
concepts and figures detailing them, see chapter 1. The reason for mentioning and detailing
some of these concepts here again is to provide additional context relative to ROM.
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Range of Motion and Flexibility

Joint motion is classically viewed as the amount of joint ROM. Essentially it is a
combination of osteokinematic and arthrokinematic motion. ROM can be active (AROM:
the client performs independently), active-assistive (AAROM: the client requires some
assistance to perform), and passive (PROM: the clinician passively performs the requisite
motion without assistance from the client). Flexibility, on the other hand is determined by
the extent of tissue extensibility of the periarticular and connective tissues that cross the
joint. Several types of tissue can determine a joint’s ability to move: the muscle itself,
tendons, ligaments, connective tissue, bone, adipose tissue, skin, and neural tissue. The
motion available at a joint is typically a combination of joint osteokinematic and
arthrokinematic motion, as well as soft-tissue flexibility. The details of each of these
components are outlined in this chapter.

Joint Motion

Motion in a joint can be considered from two different perspectives. The proximal
segment of the joint can rotate around the relatively fixed distal segment. More commonly,
the distal segment can rotate around the relatively fixed proximal segment. As mentioned in
chapter 1, joint motion is a component of both osteokinematic and arthrokinematic
movement.

Osteokinematics

Osteokinematic motion is also referred to as physiologic motion. These motions occur
as movement of a bone on the other bone in the joint in the anatomical planes of motion
(sagittal, frontal, and transverse). These motions are quantified with ROM measurements
with a goniometer (AROM, AAROM, and PROM), as discussed later in this chapter. The
axis of rotation for osteokinematic motions is oriented perpendicular to the plane in which
the rotation occurs.1

Arthrokinematics

Arthrokinematic motion is commonly described as joint-related mechanical movement
(roll, slide, and spin motion) at the joint level (figure 8.1).2, 3 Roll is when one portion of
the joint surface rolls on the other, like a car tire rolling down the road. An example is the
femoral condyles rolling over the tibia (via the menisci) with knee flexion and extension. As
a bone segment rolls, new equidistant points on the rolling surface come into contact with
new equidistant points on the opposing surface. Spin occurs as an object rotates about a
fixed axis, similar to a top spinning on a tabletop or a car tire spinning when the car is stuck
in the snow and the driver is pressing on the gas pedal, yet the car is not moving. An
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anatomical example of joint spin occurs at the superior radioulnar joint with pronation and
supination. Glide, or slide, is when one articulating surface translates relative to another,
similar to car tires sliding on the ice after the driver has just slammed on the brakes. An
example of gliding is the relative concave tibia gliding along the femoral condyles with knee
flexion and extension. During glide, the same point on the gliding bone comes into contact
with new points on the opposing surface. The gliding accessory component is the basis of
most joint mobilization techniques.
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Figure 8.1 Arthrokinematic motions.

Reprinted, by permission, from J. Loudon, R. Manske, and M. Reiman, 2013, Clinical mechanics and kinesiology
(Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics), 6.

 

This motion is involuntary, and has been described as the joint play available at a joint.
This accessory joint play has been described as involuntary movement present in all
synovial joints.4 Kalteborn describes joint play as short, straight-lined passive bone
movement.2 Essentially, accessory joint play is involuntary articular joint movement
(arthrokinematic movement) necessary for the client to achieve full osteokinematic
movement. For the initial description of osteokinematic and arthrokinematic motion, see
chapter 1.

Joint Mobility of the Spine

Osteokinematic and arthrokinematic motion are traditionally described and considered
for the appendicular skeleton (extremities). Assessment of both of these types of motion is
also important and necessary for the spine. Passive physiological movement of the spine
along the anatomical planes of motion is referred to as passive physiological intervertebral
motion (PPIVM), while joint-related mechanical movement (roll, slide, and spin motions)
at the joint level in the spine is referred to as passive articular (or accessory) intervertebral
motion (PAIVM).

PPIVMs have been rated on a 5-point ordinal scale, with 0 and 1 indicating
hypomobility, normal anchored at 2, and 3 and 4 indicating hypermobility. Pain response
can also be used, although its diagnostic utility is unknown.5

Restricted mobility in the spine with PAIVMs is typically determined subjectively,
which should always be cautioned due to its nature of individual interpretation. Ratings of
mobility limitations along with reproduction of client’s concordant pain have much greater
diagnostic accuracy, especially in the cervical spine.6, 7

The concave–convex theory of arthrokinematic motion was initially described by
MacConaill.8 The construct of this theory is that the joint surface geometry determines the
accessory movement pattern during physiological movement.9 The rule states that when a
concave surface moves on a convex surface, roll and glide occur in the same direction.
When a convex surface moves on a concave surface, roll and glide occur in the opposite
direction. Refer to figure 1.6 for an illustration demonstrating this concept.

Close-Packed Position
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In a close-packed position, the joint surfaces have the following characteristics:

Maximally congruent
Maximally compressed
Joint capsule and ligaments are maximally tense
Maximal stability of a joint
Little to no distraction; therefore, further movement is possible
Intracapsular space and volume are minimal

Loose-Packed Position

The loose-packed position of a joint encompasses all other positions of a joint other
than the close-packed position. Therefore, the resting position of a joint is loose packed.

Resting Position

The resting position of a joint is that in which the joint surfaces have the following
characteristics:

Least joint congruency
Least joint compression
Capsule and ligament are maximally relaxed
Minimal stability of a joint
Maximal distraction, and greatest movement is available
Intracapsular space and volume are maximal

Critical Clinical Pearls

Close-packed, loose-packed, and resting positions are commonly described joint
positions.

Close-packed is the joint position where the joint is the most taut and limited in
movement.
Loose-packed is every other position of the joint besides the close-packed position.
Resting position is the joint position where the joint is the least taut and has the
greatest amount of movement.
Resting position is a position in loose-packed.
Close-packed and resting positions are opposite from each other.

 

End-Feel
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End-feel is defined as the extreme of each passive movement of the joint that transmits
a specific sensation in the clinician’s hands.10, 11 It is a sensation that the clinician feels at
the end of the joint play or PROM. End-feel classification descriptions are as follows:11

Bone to bone—The end-feel of the joint is hard, as when a bone engages another
bone.
Springy block—May suggest internal derangement, but may also represent a
capsular or ligamentous end-feel.
Abrupt check—An unexpected restriction imposed by a muscular spasm.
Soft-tissue approximation—A normal end-feel where the joint can be pushed no
farther secondary to engagement to another body part.
Empty—No end-feel is felt since the movement is too painful and the examiner is
unable to push the joint to its end range.

From these original descriptions, end-feel classifications have been adopted to include
normal and abnormal by several sources, both in written literature12, 13 and anecdotally:

Normal end-feels

Hard (bone to bone)—An abrupt, hard stop to movement when one bone contacts
another bone (e.g., elbow extension: the olecranon contacts the olecranon fossa).
Soft (soft-tissue approximation)—When two body surfaces come together a soft
compression of tissue is felt (e.g., elbow flexion: the forearm and upper arm soft
tissue approximates).
Firm (soft tissue stretch)—A firm or spongy sensation that has some give when a
muscle is stretched (e.g., passive ankle dorsiflexion performed with the knee extended
is stopped due to tension in the gastrocnemius muscle).
Capsular stretch—A hard arrest to movement with some give when the joint capsule
or ligaments are stretched (e.g., stretching leather sensation with passive shoulder
external rotation).

Abnormal (pathological) end-feels

Hard (bone to bone)—An abrupt stop to movement, bone-to-bone contact, or bony
grating sensation; when rough articular surfaces move past one another (e.g., a joint
that contains loose bodies, degenerative joint disease, dislocation, or fracture).
Soft—A boggy sensation that indicates the presence of synovitis or soft-tissue edema
(e.g., an acutely inflamed knee joint with effusion, unable to fully extend).
Firm—A springy sensation or a hard arrest to movement with some give, indicating
muscular, capsular, or ligamentous shortening (e.g., adhesive capsulitis).
Springy block—A rebound is seen or felt with this motion; suggestive of internal
derangement in the joint (e.g., a meniscus tear blocking full joint ROM).
Empty—Any end-feel that cannot be ascertained due to pain; the client requests the
movement be stopped; indicates pathology (e.g., abscess, neoplasm, acute bursitis or
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joint inflammation, fracture).
Spasm—A hard sudden stop to passive movement that is often accompanied by pain
(e.g., indicative of acute or subacute arthritis, severe active lesion, or fracture). If pain
is absent, a spasm end-feel may indicate a lesion of the central nervous system with
resultant increased muscular tone.

Capsular Pattern

A capsular pattern of restriction is a limitation of pain and movement in a joint-specific
range of motion. These characteristic patterns of restriction are based on empirical or
anecdotal findings that have since come under significant scrutiny.14-16 A capsular pattern
suggests that a specific ratio of limited motions means that the capsule is a primary
component of restriction for the client’s ROM. For example, the capsular pattern in the
glenohumeral joint has external rotation as the most limited motion, followed by
abduction, and then internal rotation. Therefore, the greatest percentage of ROM
restriction is with external rotation greater than abduction greater than internal rotation. A
noncapsular pattern of restriction is a limitation in a joint in any pattern other than
capsular. It may indicate the presence of a joint derangement, a restriction of one portion of
the capsule only, or an extra-articular lesion obstructing joint ROM.10

The close-packed, loose-packed, and resting positions for each joint are presented in
their respective chapters. Additionally, the described normal values for ROM, end-feel, and
theoretical capsular patterns for these joints are also presented in the respective tables for
each joint.

Irritability (Reactivity)

Irritability, or reactivity, is a term used to define stability of a present condition. In
other words, irritability represents how quickly a stable condition degenerates in the
presence of pain-causing inputs. Clients who exhibit irritable symptoms may respond
poorly to an aggressive examination and treatment approach. The irritability of the client
will dictate the comprehensiveness of the examination and intervention. Different degrees
of irritability will have different characteristics, and should be treated accordingly. Here are
the degrees of irritability:

High degree: Clients typically have pain before the restriction is determined by the
clinician.
Moderate degree: Clients typically have pain at the restriction determined by the
clinician.
Low reactivity: Clients typically have no pain at the restriction determined by the
clinician.

Joint Mobility
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Full and pain-free ROM suggests normalcy for that movement, although it is
important to remember that normal ROM is not synonymous with normal motion.
Normal motion implies that the control of the ROM is also present. Control of the motion
is a factor of muscle flexibility, joint stability, and central neurophysiologic mechanisms.
Altered ROM (either increased or decreased from normal) can result in the presence of
dysfunction either directly at the site of alteration or in a corresponding area that has to
compensate for this alteration.

Joint hypomobility. A joint that is hypomobile moves less than what is considered
normal for the joint on the other extremity or other side of the spine. Here are the
characteristics of a single hypomobile joint:

Loss of osteokinematic motion at the involved joint
Loss of arthrokinematic or accessory motion at the involved joint
Increased pain at end range
Abnormalities of the surrounding soft tissue (e.g., muscle spasm, guarding)
Restricted mobility of surrounding tissue

These tissue changes have been shown to result in an increase in intra-articular
pressure during movement.17

Joint hypermobility. Hypermobility is a joint that has what is considered increased
motion as compared to the joint on the other extremity or the other side of the spine.
Hypermobility has been defined as a laxity associated with symptoms manifested by
the client’s inability to control the joint during movement, especially at end range.18

Here are the characteristics of a single hypermobile joint:
Increased osteokinematic motion of the involved joint
Increased arthrokinematic or accessory motion at the involved joint
Pain and muscle stiffness produced with prolonged positioning
Pain and muscle stiffness likely relieved somewhat by movement out of the
prolonged positioning
Ligamentous tenderness in the accessible ligaments
Joint predisposed to joint locking

Critical Clinical Pearls

Joint motion consists of osteokinematic and arthrokinematic motion.

Arthrokinematic motion (i.e., roll, glide, and spin of one joint surface on the other) is
required for proper osteokinematic motion.
Dysfunctional arthrokinematic motion (limited) will result in limited osteokinematic
motion.
Dysfunctional arthrokinematic and osteokinematic motion can present as either joint
hypomobility or joint hypermobility.
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A client presenting with either hypomobility or hypermobility may not necessarily have
pathology in that joint. Ideally, the clinician is looking for reproduction of their concordant
pain with assessment of the specific joint.19, 20

The client may have hypo- or hypermobility on both sides of the extremities or spine.
The clinician must always consider the overall tissue mobility when assessing the client’s
mobility status. The client with hypermobility may simply have generalized joint
hypermobility (GJH) versus instability (a pathological condition manifesting as pain due to
excessive joint play). Generalized joint hypermobility is a condition in which most of an
individual’s synovial joints move beyond the normal limits, with the age, gender, and
ethnic background of the client taken into account.21 Because of differing definitions and
case identifications, the prevalence of GJH in published reports varies from 5% to 43% in
adults22, 23 and 2% to 55% in children.24 Generalized joint hypermobility has a higher
incidence in girls than boys25, 26 and in those of African or Asian descent when compared
with their Caucasian counterparts.26, 27 Generalized joint hypermobility is also a recognized
feature of many heritable disorders of connective tissue, such as Ehlers-Danlos syndrome,
osteogenesis imperfecta, and Marfan syndrome.28 Many of these disorders are associated
with symptoms of chronic fatigue and widespread musculoskeletal pain, which may result
from the GJH.28

Generalized joint hypermobility is diagnosed through a set of major and minor criteria
—a combination of symptoms and objective findings—that include arthralgia, back pain,
spondylosis, spondylolysis and spondylolisthesis, joint dislocation or subluxation, soft-tissue
rheumatism, marfanoid habitus, abnormal skin, eye signs, varicose veins, hernia, or uterine
or rectal prolapse.26 Other specific tests and clinical criteria have been developed (table
8.1). These tests are clinically applicable and easy to administer, and they have
demonstrated good to excellent reliability.26, 29, 30
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A simple five-part questionnaire has demonstrated good statistical properties in
diagnosing GJH.39 Overall the questionnaire correctly identified 84% of all cases and
controls. This simple and reproducible questionnaire for detecting GJH could be of
particular use as an adjunct in the clinical assessment of chronic, diffuse pain syndromes
where hypermobility is often missed yet is potentially treatable.39

While dislocations, subluxations, and sprains are commonly reported in people with
GJH,40 reports in the current literature are inconclusive as to whether the risk of lower-
limb joint injury during sport is greater in hypermobile participants compared with their
nonhypermobile peers. Conflicting evidence of the relationship between hypermobility and
joint injuries has been reported among ballet dancers33, 41 and gridiron players.42

Although a couple of systematic reviews have also been unable to definitively determine
any difference in the risk of lower-limb joint injury sustained by hypermobile sporting
participants,43, 44 others have found that GJH was associated with knee joint injury.45, 46

The knee injuries were especially common among players participating in contact sports.
GJH was not associated with ankle injury or overall with lower-limb joint injuries. The
authors did express caution interpreting these results because they may have been obscured
by the differences between studies in methods of measurement and by the inclusion of a
wide range of sports.45, 46

The average age at onset of symptoms for GJH was 6.2 years old.40 The major
presenting complaint was arthralgia in 74%, abnormal gait in 10%, apparent joint
deformity in 10%, and back pain in 6%. Of these children, 12% had “clicky” hips at birth
and 4% had actual congenital dislocatable hip. A history of recurrent joint sprains was seen
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in 20% and actual subluxation or dislocation of joints in 10%. Some experienced
difficulties at school: 40% had experienced problems with handwriting tasks, 41% had
missed significant periods of schooling because of symptoms, and 48% had major
limitations of school-based physical education activities. Outside of school, 67% had
limitations with other physical activities and 43% described a history of easy bruising.
Examination revealed that 94% scored ≥4/9 on the Beighton scale, with knees (92%),
elbows (87%), wrists (82%), hand metacarpophalangeal joints (79%), and ankles (75%)
being most frequently involved.40

The clinician should also be cognizant of non-joint-related symptoms in these clients.
Less than 20% of the same cohort of children had urinary tract infections, as well as speech
and learning difficulties. The degree of relationship between GJH and these other
symptoms is undetermined.40

Clinicians are urged to utilize the different objective measures for GJH as part of their
examination. These objective measures could help the clinician differentiate diagnoses
related to hypermobility and hypomobility of a particular body area.

Flexibility

Flexibility can be defined as the ability to move joints fluidly through complete ranges
of motion without injury.47 While flexibility is probably not regarded as a major parameter
for assessment in human performance, it is integral to dynamic human movement and
pain-free function. Prolonged low-load stretching in animals has been shown to increase
muscle length and hypertrophy,48, 49 as well as permanently lengthen connective tissue.
Similar results have been achieved in human subjects with osteoarthritic hips50 and joint
contractures.51 Evidence of similar effects in healthy shortened muscles has yet to be
obtained.52

Optimal body alignment and proper agonistic–antagonistic muscle relationships have
been advocated by many experts.53-55 Functionally shortened muscles have the capability of
reciprocally inhibiting their antagonistic counterpart.53-55 This can lead to increased
potential for future injury and less-than-optimal function. The terms upper crossed syndrome
and lower crossed syndrome 53 have been used to refer to such imbalances. Specific muscles
have been shown to have a predisposition for tightness (e.g., pectoralis major and minor,
upper trapezius, suboccipital muscles, hip adductors and flexors, and erector spinae) and
thereby to inhibit their antagonistic muscle groups (e.g., lower trapezius, gluteal muscles,
deep neck flexors, and rectus abdominis). The clients display typical postures53 as a result of
muscle imbalance between antagonistic muscle groups. The clinician should assess for these
muscle imbalances by testing both muscle strength and muscle length, but the clinician
should be cognizant of abnormal posture in clients without symptoms. As with all
components of the examination process, determination of pathology requires
comprehensive findings suggestive of such pathology. Isolated findings may simply be
incidental findings and should be supported with other findings in the examination for
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determination of their true relevance in the client’s dysfunction.
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Goniometry

Osteokinematic ROM is measured in degrees of rotation with a measuring device called
a goniometer. Goniometry, then, is the measurement of the available osteokinematic
(physiological) ROM at a joint, whether it is AROM, AAROM, or PROM. Goniometry
may be used to determine both a precise joint position and the total amount of motion
available at that joint. During an examination when AROM deficits or dysfunctions are
confirmed by corresponding PROM deficits, the next step is to quantify those limitations
of motion. This quantitative analysis of motion is completed by the use of a goniometer
and is measured in degrees of motion.

The intent of this section is not to provide a comprehensive summary of the studies
examining reliability and validity of goniometry. The goniometric reliability and validity
are affected by the procedure implemented. Each respective chapter describes the reliability
and validity of goniometric assessment of that particular region of the body. In general, this
assessment method does demonstrate adequate reliability and validity.12 For specific details
on reliability and validity, refer to the chapters in this text on individual regions of the body
and especially to Norkin and White12 for greater detail on these values and specific details
on goniometry.

ROM varies among clients and is influenced by variables such as age, gender, and
generalized joint mobility. Several studies have demonstrated that older adult groups
typically have less ROM of the extremities and the spine than younger adult groups. These
age-related changes are typically joint and motion specific and may affect men and women
differently. Gender does appear to be a variable affecting ROM. Women have been shown
to have more ROM across the age ranges in multiple different joints.56-58

The instrument chosen to assess joint ROM depends on the degree of accuracy
required in the measurement and the time and resources available to the clinician.
Radiographs, motion analysis systems, photographs, electrogoniometer, flexometer, or
plumb line may give objective, valid, and reliable measures of ROM, but they are not
always practical in the clinical setting. The instruments used for clinical measures are
dependent on the motion being measured, and the instrument’s accuracy, availability, cost,
ease of use, and size. The universal goniometer is the instrument most commonly used to
measure joint position and motion in the clinical setting. The majority of measurement
techniques discussed in this book describe the use of this tool. Other commonly clinically
applicable tools include the bubble inclinometer and the cloth tape measure.

Universal goniometers are usually made of plastic or metal, and they typically have a
scale from 0° to 360° (plastic) or from 0° to 180° (metal). The body of the universal
goniometer is the central component, and its center is typically the axis of the goniometer
(which is thus placed over the axis of the joint to be measured). The stationary arm is a
structural part of the body of the goniometer that cannot be moved independently from the
body. It is typically placed over the bone of the joint (or body part of the segment) that is
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not moving with the measurement (e.g., the humerus when measuring elbow flexion). The
moving arm is attached to the center of the goniometer, and is free to move on the body. It
is typically placed over the bone or body part that is moved (either actively or passively) to
measure the joint motion (e.g., the forearm when measuring elbow flexion). The length of
the stationary and moveable arms, as well as the size of the body, depends on the type of
goniometer. For example, smaller goniometers are necessary for measuring toe and finger
ROM. In fact, specific types of goniometers are often necessary for these body parts.

The basic technique of goniometry is dependent on multiple variables, including the
body part, type of goniometer used, position of the client, and so on. The technique
outlined here is general in nature, and it should be modified dependent on the previously
described variables.

1. Select a universal goniometer.
2. Differentiate between the movable and stationary arms.
3. Find the line in the middle of the movable arm and follow it back to the number

scale on the body of the goniometer.
4. Properly align the client accordingly.
5. The axis of the goniometer should be placed appropriately over the axis of the joint

to be assessed with respect to the fact that many joints may make the axis move
slightly.

6. The stationary arm should be aligned over the portion of the joint (or segment) that
is relatively stationary or not moving, with the midline of that arm along the midline
of the segment.

7. The movable arm should be aligned over the portion of the joint (or segment) that
will be moved, with the midline of that arm along the midline of the segment.

8. The client is instructed on the testing method.
1. If it is an AROM measurement, the clinician demonstrates the motion and

then asks the client to perform the same motion.
2. If it is a PROM measurement, the clinician demonstrates the motion and then

guides the client’s body through that motion for the measurement.
9. At the end of the available ROM, the clinician takes the measurement and records it

as appropriate.
10. Repeated measurements of the motion may be necessary in some cases.

Various scales of measurement are utilized in goniometry. The 0° to 180° notation
system or neutral zero method for the extremities utilizes 0° for flexion–extension and
abduction–adduction when the body is in anatomical position. The term hyperextension, for
example, in this system would describe a greater than normal extension ROM. The 180° to
0° notation system defines anatomical position as 180°. A ROM begins at 180° and
proceeds in an arc toward 0°. The 360° notation system also defines anatomical position as
180°.
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Qualitative Assessment of Motion

Motion of a particular body segment or movement can also be assessed qualitatively.
Some of these assessments can also be done quantitatively. For example, motion analysis
systems can assess for both qualitative and quantitative quality of movement, with complex
and expensive testing methods typically reserved for motion analysis labs in universities or
research facilities. Less complex assessments can include assessing the client with daily task
movements or specifically designed motion screen assessments (Functional Movement
Screen, Y-Balance Test, and so on). It is strongly recommended that clinicians utilize such
measures as components of their assessment methods because these integrated movements
are likely the limitations that their clients are encountering. Chapter 12, Physical
Performance Measures, lists some of the more commonly used assessments in this category.
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Conclusion

The assessment of ROM includes both quantitative and qualitative aspects. The more
traditional form is quantitative. Traditional goniometry is an example of a method for
quantitative assessment. Goniometry is a standard method of assessment of ROM that can
be utilized to measure current status, progress, and changes over time. Range of motion in a
joint is measured with goniometry and is generally an osteokinematic assessment, although
normal arthrokinematic motion is necessary for completing full osteokinematic motion.
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Chapter 9
Muscle Performance and Neuromuscular Control

Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS
Descriptions of muscle performance typically include the terms strength, power, and

endurance. Performance by a muscle, depending on its called-on action or requirements,
may include one or all three of these components. This chapter outlines these components
as well as the factors affecting them. It also discusses means of clinically measuring muscle
performance.
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Components of Muscle Performance

The primary components of muscle performance include strength, power, and
endurance. Each of these components of muscle performance has distinct characteristics,
which are outlined in the following sections.

Strength

Strength is the ability of the muscle to exert a maximal force or torque at a specified or
determined velocity. Strength can be measured in terms of force, torque, or work.1

Functional strength relates to the ability of the neuromuscular system to produce, reduce,
or control forces that are either contemplated or imposed during functional activities in a
smooth, coordinated fashion.2, 3 The effect of strength on function depends on both
absolute and relative strength. Absolute strength is the most force a muscle can generate, or
the maximum amount of weight a person can lift once (one-repetition max, or 1RM)
irrespective of body weight. Relative strength is absolute strength divided by the person’s
body weight. Therefore, if a client can bench press 200 lbs (91 kg) and they weigh 150 lbs
(68 kg), their relative strength is 1.33.

Using relative strength is a means of equalizing strength relative to the person’s size.
Larger people typically have much greater absolute strength than smaller people, but their
relative strength may be much more equal. For example, a 300 lb (136 kg) person who
squats 350 lbs (159 kg; relative strength of 1.17) and a 150 lb person who squats 175 lbs
(79 kg; 1.17) will have the same relative strength.

Power

Power is the rate of work, or amount of work per unit time. Muscular power is the
amount of work produced by a muscle per unit time (force × distance / time).2, 3 Therefore,
since velocity is equal to distance over time, power is equal to force × velocity. The rate of
force production is an essential element in the production of power. The greatest power is
produced by exerting the most force in the shortest amount of time. Power can be
improved by either increasing strength or by reducing the amount of time required to
produce force.

To develop optimal levels of speed strength (starting, explosive, and reactive), clients
must train with heavy loads (85–100%) and light loads (30%) at high speeds. In order to
recruit and synchronize as many motor units as possible, clients should lift heavy loads (85–
100% of 1RM) as quickly as they can. Training by lifting relatively light loads of
approximately 30% of maximum weight at high speeds is superior to plyometric training
and traditional weight training (80–90% of 1RM) in developing dynamic athletic
performance.4 A more recent synthesis of the literature demonstrated that lighter loads
(typically <50% 1RM) were most effective for upper body multi-joint athletic power, while
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loads of 45% to 70% 1RM were most effective for lower body multi-joint power.5

Therefore, a foundation of strength is necessary for power development, but higher speed
of the movement with lighter loads is typically shown to be most effective for power
training (especially in the upper extremities).

Power is necessary not only for sport-related activity, but for daily activity as well.
Activities such as tripping and avoiding falling or jumping quickly out of the way of a
vehicle to avoid getting hit are activities that require power. Both speed of movement and
adequate strength are necessary for successfully performing these activities.

Endurance

Endurance refers to the ability to perform low-intensity, repetitive, or sustained
activities over a prolonged period of time without fatigue.6 Endurance can be further
broken down into local muscle endurance and general endurance. General endurance is
often referred to as cardiorespiratory endurance. Local muscle endurance, however, refers to
the ability of a muscle to contract repeatedly against a load (resistance), generate and sustain
tension, and resist fatigue over an extended period of time.6 Activities requiring
cardiorespiratory endurance also require muscular endurance, although tasks requiring
muscular endurance do not always require cardiorespiratory endurance.

Local muscle endurance deficits require the clinician to train the client with high
volume and low intensity to replicate the proper function of these muscles.
Cardiorespiratory endurance can be similarly accomplished with large muscle group
movements. Movements that replicate functional tasks and activities should be of particular
importance to the client with orthopedic dysfunction.

Critical Clinical Pearls

The components of muscular performance are the following:

Strength
Power
Endurance

All of these components have distinct characteristics and should be assessed and trained
accordingly.
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Factors Affecting Muscle Performance

Typically, muscle performance (and hence client function) is dependent on a
combination of strength, power, and endurance. Since each of these components of muscle
performance has unique characteristics, different factors can affect them. These factors
follow. For greater detail on these variables, please refer to chapter 1.

Neural control and adaptation. Muscle strength generally increases when more
motor units are involved in the contraction, the motor units are greater in size, or the
rate of firing is faster. Much of the improvement in strength evidenced in the first
few weeks of resistance training is attributable to neural adaptations such as efficiency
of movement and skill acquisition of learning the movement.
Muscle fiber arrangement. The angle of pennation is the angle created between the
fiber direction and the line of pull. Fusiform and longitudinal muscle fibers, where
the muscle fibers lie parallel to the long axis of the muscle, have little or no angle of
pennation, while other arrangements of muscle fibers demonstrate some degree of
pennation. Muscle fibers can contract to about 60% of their resting length, and the
force is in the same direction as the muscle fiber. Most human muscles have
pennation angles that range from 0° to 30°.7 Only a portion of the force of pennate
muscles goes toward producing motion of a bony lever. The more oblique an angle of
pennation, the less force the muscle fibers are able to exert. Pennation of the muscle
fibers appears to enhance force during high-speed concentric muscle action,
particularly at ROM extremes, but may reduce force capability for eccentric,
isometric, or low-speed muscle actions.7, 8 This potential decrease in force is offset
because pennate muscles usually have larger a physiological cross-sectional area
(PCSA). The PCSA is the sum total cross-sectional area of all muscle fibers within
the muscle. Assuming full activation, the maximal force potential of a muscle is
proportional to the sum of the cross-sectional area of all its fibers.
Muscle length. A muscle can generate the most force at resting length and less force
when in an elongated or a shortened state (refer to the discussion on active and
passive insufficiency later under the item Muscle Length–Tension Relationship on
this list). The shape of the total muscle length–tension curve can vary considerably,
however, between muscles of different structure and function.9 Refer to chapter 1 for
greater detail on muscle length.
Joint angle. Changes in strength throughout the joint ROM affect force capability.
The amount of torque exerted about a given joint varies throughout the joint’s ROM
because of the relationship between force and muscle length, as well as the geometric
arrangement of muscles, tendons, and joint structures. The joint angle is likely
related to the muscle length, length of the lever arm acting on a muscle, and so forth.
All these variables require careful consideration on the part of the clinician when
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planning a treatment or assessment.
Muscle fiber type. The different muscle fiber types (Type I, Type IIa, and Type IIb),
along with their specific primary characteristics, are detailed in chapter 1. Generally,
Type I fibers are predisposed for endurance or duration activities, while Type IIb are
predisposed for explosive, anaerobic activities. Some muscles, such as the rotator cuff,
paraspinals, and gluteus medius require high volume training or endurance due to
their endurance requirements with activities. Exercise prescription therefore should
account for this and should be adapted to address such issues.
Muscle fiber diameter. The amount of force developed in a maximal static action is
independent of the fiber type but is related to the fiber’s cross-sectional diameter.
Since Type I fibers tend to have smaller diameters than Type II fibers, a high
percentage of Type I fibers is believed to be associated with a smaller muscle diameter
and therefore lower force-development capabilities. All else being equal, the force a
muscle can exert is related to its cross-sectional area rather than its volume.10

Muscle force–velocity relationship. The rate of muscle change, whether the muscle
is lengthening or shortening, substantially affects the force a muscle can develop
when it contracts. As the speed of a muscle’s shortening increases, the force it is
capable of producing decreases. During a lengthening (or eccentric) muscle
contraction, the force production differs from a shortening (or concentric)
contraction.11

Muscle length–tension relationship. A muscle’s force-production capability is
related to its length. The relationship between the length of a muscle and its force
capability is referred to as the length–tension curve (see chapter 1). Maximum force is
produced near a muscle’s normal resting length. An example worthy of consideration
for the practicing orthopedic clinician is the use of resistive tubing or bands. These
bands increase in tension (and therefore resistance) the more they are stretched.
Performing an exercise where the muscle is actively insufficient (maximal cross
bridging of actin and myosin and muscle shortening) or passively insufficient (least
amount of actin and myosin cross bridging or maximal muscle lengthening) against
maximal resistance of the tubing is not appropriate exercise prescription and therefore
is not suggested.
Specificity of required activity. Specifically training a muscle or group of muscles to
achieve the wanted goals (e.g., strength, power, endurance, stabilization) is of
paramount importance. It is beyond the scope of this chapter to cover this issue in
detail, and the reader is advised to consult elsewhere.3 General parameters are
discussed here. Training or testing the different parameters of muscle performance
(strength, power, and endurance) requires different program designs (table 9.1).
Strength training typically involves a load of 80% to 100% of the maximum amount
of weight a person can lift in one repetition (1RM), with approximately one to six
repetitions. Power training, as previously mentioned, requires a foundation of
strength. The primary component of power training after strength is established is
velocity of movement. Therefore, since velocity is inversely proportional to the
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amount of load lifted, the load will have to be relatively lighter to accomplish the
necessary velocity. Endurance training can involve many methods (e.g., circuit
training), but the common theme is high repetitions with lighter loads. The relative
work-to-rest ratio for endurance training is the lowest among the three parameters of
muscle performance.
Age. Muscle performance is thought to increase in a client until about 30 years of
age; then, as the client ages, there are noted decreases in muscle performance.12-15

Along with these decreases in muscle performance, there are decreases in muscle size
and a decrease in the number of muscle fibers.
Gender. Gender is a variable to consider that affects muscle performance. Men are
generally stronger than women in absolute strength.16, 17
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Critical Clinical Pearls

Several variables affect muscular performance. Each of these variables can have unique
influence on muscular performance. Clinicians should consider and account for these
variables when assessing and prescribing exercise for their orthopedic clients.
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Clinical Measures of Muscle Performance

Measuring muscle performance can include both objective measurements (quantitative)
and measurements of function or combinations of subjective and objective measures (some
qualitative). Measurement of strength specifically can be accomplished by various means.

Quantitative Assessment

Quantitative measures of muscle performance include anthropometry and different
methods of assessing the strength, power, and endurance capability of a muscle or muscle
group. These include manual muscle testing, handheld dynamometry, and isotonic and
isokinetic testing.

Anthropometry

Anthropometry is the science of measuring the size, weight, and proportions of the
human body. Limb circumference has been used to approximate muscle size. Limb
circumference is generally measured with a tape measure and is often assumed to correlate
with muscle power and strength, with greater circumference and muscle bulk indicating
greater strength. Several studies suggest that limb girth correlation with strength is
misleading. Cooper and colleagues18 evaluated the relationship between thigh
circumference and muscle strength and power as measured by isokinetic dynamometry and
found no correlation between the torques produced at the knee by the knee extensors and
flexors and thigh circumference measures at three levels. In addition, Hortobagyi and
colleagues19 also found that individual differences in muscle strength correlate poorly with
segmental girth measurements.

Manual Muscle Testing

Manual muscle testing (MMT) is used to test the strength of individual muscles or
muscle groups. Muscles with a common action or actions can be tested either as a group or
individually. It can be difficult to isolate muscles individually. Additionally, muscles
typically work in synergistic patterns functionally. Thus muscle group or action testing is
typically described in muscle testing texts.

MMT is performed by applying manual resistance to a limb or body part. This
resistance is typically applied at a point in the limb’s ROM where the muscle being tested is
most efficient. A muscle that is fully shortened (active insufficiency) or fully lengthened
(passive insufficiency) will be weaker than a muscle in mid ROM. There is considerable
difference in the amount of force that various muscles can hold against. The application of
resistance throughout the arc of motion (make, or active resistance, testing) in addition to
resistance applied at only one point in the available ROM (break testing) can help
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determine the true strength of the muscle.20 The client must be positioned to isolate the
muscle to be tested in either situation, and the effect of gravity must be considered with
testing for muscle grade.

Muscle strength is typically graded on a numeric scale of 0 to 5, although various
grading schemes have been described (table 9.2). All the grades above 1 may be scored as
the number alone or with a score of the number with a + or − to delineate slightly stronger
(+) or weaker (−) than the respective number grade. A break test should be used when
testing the strength of muscles with a grade higher than fair (3/5).20 This is performed by
applying pressure to the tested segment, in addition to gravity, to determine the maximal
effort the client can exert. The clinician gradually applies more pressure until the effort by
the client is overcome.20 When a muscle can move a body part only against gravity, its
strength is graded as 3/5. When testing weak muscles with less than 3/5 strength, a position
that minimizes gravity and that generally involves moving the body part in the horizontal
plane is best to use.
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The MMT scale is easy to apply, but it is important to realize that these scores are
relative. A score of 4 does not indicate that a muscle is twice as strong as one with a score of
2. Furthermore, validity of high scores may be limited by the strength of the clinician
performing the test. Additionally, MMT has been shown to be less capable of detecting
strength deficits in stronger muscles than in weaker muscles.21 MMT is the fastest and
most efficient means of assessing muscle strength in the clinical setting, and it provides
information not obtained by other procedures.20

Handheld Dynamometry

Handheld dynamometers can be used to test the strength of individual muscles or
muscle groups. This small device fits in the clinician’s hand and is placed at precise
locations on a client’s limb in an effort to assess the force generated by various muscles or
groups of muscles. Handheld dynamometers are inexpensive, convenient, and lightweight;
they require minimal setup time and training and can be used in a wide variety of
settings.22 Handheld dynamometers overcome some of the limitations of MMT,
particularly the subjectivity and nonlinearity of grading muscle force production. They also
have good to very good reliability. These devices therefore are popular and well accepted in
clinical practice.23-26 However, as with MMT, consistent locations and client positions
must be used for accurate and reliable results.

Isotonic Testing

Isotonic testing involves lifting a fixed mass against gravity. This testing can be
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performed using weight machines or free weights. Many isotonic strength-testing protocols
exist, including the 1RM and the 10RM. A 10RM is the maximum amount of weight the
client can lift and lower 10 times. The 10RM test was first developed by DeLorme and
Wilkins.27 Isotonic testing of all types has been criticized because it is limited by the
sticking point, or the weakest point, in the ROM; therefore, it measures only the maximum
strength at this point.28 The more recent literature calls this type of strength testing
dynamic testing because it involves both a concentric (muscle shortening) and eccentric
(muscle lengthening) contraction.29 A great benefit of this type of testing is that it can
easily be used to replicate a client’s functional requirements. Activities of daily living such as
stepping up onto a step and sitting down in a chair can serve as both assessments and
training modules in the rehabilitation of a client when appropriate.

Isokinetic Testing

Isokinetic strength testing measures force production during fixed-velocity movement
with an accommodating resistance.30, 31 The tests are performed using an electrically
powered device that maintains a chosen velocity of movement while maximizing the
resistance throughout the ROM. Many isokinetic strength-testing devices are available. All
have components for testing movement of different joints, and some are able to assess open
and closed kinetic chain movements. Isokinetic devices can be programmed for velocities
from 1° to 500° per second. There are many advantages to this type of testing, including
the provision of objective data, isolated joint strength assessment, and so on. There are also
several disadvantages to this type of testing, including (but not limited to) the fact that this
type of testing is very expensive and that the machinery requires a lot of space. Isokinetic
testing can provide information about subtle changes in strength that may not be detectable
by MMT.30, 32 For example, such testing revealed that some postsurgical knee arthroscopy
clients had strength deficits of as much as 31% despite testing 5/5 for strength with
MMT.32 An additional limitation of isokinetic testing is that it does not isolate specific
muscles but rather measures combined strength for moving in a single plane such as knee
flexion or extension.

Qualitative Assessment

Qualitative measures of muscle performance primarily include assessment of the client’s
quality of movement. Assessing movement quality in all three planes of movement requires
monitoring for compensations in each plane. Some assessments of qualitative movement
can also be measured quantitatively with complex biomechanical analysis that is not
common in the traditional physical therapy clinic. Other qualitative measures of muscle
performance could include various subjective questionnaires that clients fill out regarding
their functional capabilities. It is beyond the scope of this text to cover complex
biomechanical motion analysis system assessment. Refer to the chapters on specific body
parts and regions for additional details on subjective questionnaires and muscle
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performance assessment.
Some of the more common qualitative assessments of muscle performance for the

practicing clinician include the relationship in movement between the scapula and humerus
(scapulohumeral rhythm), gait dysfunctions (e.g., Trendelenburg gait, gluteus maximus
gait), going into valgus (or medial collapse) with a single-leg squat, and so on.

Muscle Integrity and Damage

Resistance muscle testing can also be utilized to differentially diagnose the type of tissue
involvement in the presenting pathology or dysfunction. Interpretation of resistive
movement can prove a valuable resource in differentiating what type of structural tissue is
involved.33 Pain with a muscle contraction generally indicates an injury to the muscle or a
capsular structure.33 Combining findings from the isometric, passive joint motion, and
joint distraction and compression tests can assist the clinician with determining the type of
tissue at fault (table 9.3). If they can isolate and then apply tension to a structure, clinicians
can then determine the integrity of that structure.33
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Pain with muscle testing may indicate a muscle or joint injury. Pain occurring
consistently with resistance, irrespective of the muscle’s length, likely indicates a muscle
tear. Weakness with muscle testing is also differentiated according to the position of the
muscle. Muscle weakness throughout the ROM is more likely representative of pathological
weakness versus weakness only at certain positions (positional weakness). Strength testing
interpretation according to Cyriax33 is described as follows:

A strong resistance provided on the part of the client that is also painless is indicative
of normal contractile tissue.
A strong resistance provided on the part of the client that is also painful is indicative
of a minor tear of the contractile tissue (grade I injury).
A weak resistance provided on the part of the client that is also painful is indicative of
a major tear of the contractile tissue (grade II injury). Additionally, others suggest
that this representation may also be indicative of a tumor or of minor muscle damage
and inflammation induced by (for example) eccentric exercise.34

A weak resistance (or none, including the inability to move the involved joint)
provided on the part of the client that is also painless is indicative of a complete
rupture (grade III) of neurologic involvement.

Pain that occurs on the release of the contraction (but not during the resistance testing)
is thought to be of articular nature due to the joint glides occurring once the tension is
released. To comprehensively assess muscle integrity, a combination of resistance and
length of the muscle must be assessed. A few considerations are worthy of mention:

Pain that occurs with resistance, along with pain noted when the muscle is maximally
stretched passively, indicates muscle impairment.
Resistance testing of the muscle at a fully lengthened position places it in passive
insufficiency (chapter 1); therefore minimal force is likely required. This position also
tightens the inert components of the muscle (and likely the corresponding region of
the joint) and tests for muscle tears at the tenoperiosteal region of the muscle.
Resistance testing of the muscle at midrange position tests the overall power of the
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muscle. This is the position where the muscle is likely the strongest due to myosin
and actin overlap (chapter 1).
Resistance testing of the muscle at a fully shortened position is used for
determination of the presence of palsies. The muscle is in active sufficiency.
Therefore, the muscle is biomechanically in its weakest position.
Active and passive insufficiency of the muscle being tested must be taken into
consideration. The muscle naturally will be weaker in these positions than in
midrange.

Muscle strain injuries usually involve muscle failure at the junction between the muscle
and the tendon.35, 36 After this, localized bleeding, swelling, redness, and pain typically
result from the inflammatory process. Various grading scales are used to describe muscle
strains. Grade I is often described as a minor strain with minimal muscle tearing, grade II is
a moderate strain, and grade III is a complete tear of the muscle (refer to chapter 3 for
additional detail).
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Conclusion

Muscle performance testing has many components as well as many methods of
assessment. Both qualitative and quantitative assessment methods should be employed by
the clinician ascertaining the client’s function. The particular method of muscle
performance assessment chosen should be individualized based on the particular relevant
aspects of the client being assessed.
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Chapter 10
Special Tests

Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS
This chapter addresses clinical special tests and their applicability in clinical practice. All

of the tests described in this text, for the most part, do not require special equipment and
have been described as being performed on typical clients presenting with suspected
conditions. Refer to chapter 4 (Evidence-Based Practice and Client Examination) for
background information relevant to this chapter (diagnostic accuracy, reference standard,
study quality, and so on). Chapter 4 should be read in detail prior to reading this chapter.

Physical examination testing is commonly interpreted as special tests. Special tests are
extensively published in the literature and various texts. Screening and diagnosis of
pathology is frequently based heavily on interpretation of these testing methods for
determining the origin of the client’s complaints or the pain-generating structure.

Although some of the studies investigating special tests may reflect everyday clinical
practice, the complete diagnostic process encompasses all components discussed in this text.
Tests used for diagnostic purposes cannot be deemed simply good or bad; rather the test
may provide important information for certain clients under certain conditions but not for
others. The majority of special tests are deficient as stand-alone tests for determining the
specific pathology.1-12 Screening and diagnosis of pathology is far too commonly based
heavily on the findings of these tests. Instead, they should be used as simply one
component of a more comprehensive examination process (the entire funnel paradigm).

Diagnostic research should evaluate the validity of the complete diagnostic process and
study the evidence of the added value of the different tests used.13 The entire diagnostic
process entails each component described in this text, not simply special testing alone. One
must remember that evidence does not make decisions, people do. The clinician should rely
on the use of all eight components of the examination process set forth in this text (client
interview, observation, triage or screening, mobility, muscle performance, special tests,
palpation, and physical performance measures) as well as clinical reasoning and the client’s
values and characteristics to make the most informed clinical decision when examining a
client. Relying on only one of the eight (or even a couple of the eight) examination
components is not sensible clinical practice. Additionally, “clinical evidence should be used
to inform but not to replace clinical expertise.”14 Good clinicians use both clinical expertise
and the best available evidence, and neither alone. In fact, the clinician must consider that
even excellent external evidence may be inapplicable to or inappropriate for an individual
client.15
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Critical Clinical Pearls

The clinician should use a comprehensive approach to examination of the orthopedic
client that includes the following:

All eight components of the examination funnel approach
Appropriate clinical reasoning
Both their clinical expertise and the best available current evidence
The client’s values and characteristics

 

Using several, or at least more than one, tests and measures can improve the probability
that a client is correctly diagnosed with a specific condition. A trend is to include a cluster
of tests to more accurately predict a positive or negative result. Clinical prediction rules are
tools used by clinicians to determine the likelihood that a client is presenting with a given
disorder, based on a number of variables that have been shown to have predictive validity in
revealing clients most likely to have specific disorders.16 These clusters and clinical
prediction rules use multiple tests as a group, rather than a single test or multiple tests used
in isolation. This grouping of tests is intended to improve their predictive ability. Using
these clusters of tests as a single entity is advocated for predicting the possibility of a
positive or negative result from clinical testing. But again, even this grouping of tests is one
component of a more comprehensive process, as outlined in this text.
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Examination Procedure

Special test performance, like many components of the examination process, should be
systematic and purposeful. Simply performing special tests for the purpose of conclusive
diagnosis or screening is not advocated. Again, they are one component of a more
comprehensive examination approach.

Preparation. As with all components of the examination process, the client should be
properly prepared for the examination. The clinician must explain the examination
process, including reasons for its use, necessity of relaxation, and potential sensations
that the client may perceive. The area to be examined must be properly exposed and
prepared prior to special test performance. As with all types of testing, the clinician
must first examine the noninvolved (or region closely associated) side (if appropriate)
for several reasons (comparison to normal, understanding of expectations on part of
the client). Observational assessment of the client in general, as well as of the
involved region, should be utilized prior to palpation of the area. Observing the client
in general can give the clinician an appreciation of the client’s current level of
irritability, while observation of the area may also alert the clinician to any observable
features diverging from the normal.
Testing implementation. As with all types of examination testing, the clinician
should have a systematic approach to implementation. Once the client is prepared,
the test should be implemented as described in the literature. Client position,
clinician position, and movement of the test are described in each of the chapters in
parts III and IV. The clinician should pay particular attention to stabilization, hand
placement, movement, and so on to properly perform the testing.
Testing interpretation. Interpretation of the test requires comprehension of a (+)
versus (−) response. A (+) test for each test described in parts III and IV is given after
description of test implementation. In addition to consideration of SN, SP, +LR,
−LR, and QUADAS values, the clinician should consider the other information
described for each test. In particular, the prevalence of the disease, the demographics
of the study population, the reference standards utilized in the study, and whether or
not there were independent and blind comparisons are particular concerns of study
quality and interpretation. For each of the tests described, the confidence intervals
(CIs) are reported for both SN and SP when reported by the authors or calculable by
the data from the study. This allows the reader to appreciate the degree of variability
in the SN and SP findings. Wide CIs suggest caution with interpretation due to their
significant variability.
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Diagnostic Application of Special Tests

As mentioned in chapter 4, highly SN (and low –LR) tests are suggested to be
performed in the triage section of the examination (e.g., early in the examination process)
not only to help rule out the potential for more serious pathology but also to assist with
limiting the competing differential diagnoses. Highly specific (SP) (and high +LR) tests, on
the other hand, should be utilized later in the examination process (advocated after muscle
performance testing and prior to palpation in this text). The ideal and suggested format is a
combination of highly SN (and low –LR) tests early in the exam and highly SP (and high
+LR) tests later in the exam.

An example using the Canadian C-Spine Rule (CCSR)17 is provided to demonstrate a
suggested implementation. In this study of 8,924 alert and stable clients presenting to the
emergency room with blunt trauma to the head or neck, stable vital signs, and a Glasgow
Coma Scale of 15, the CCSR was applied to all 8,924 clients. Figure 10.1 is the final 2 × 2
diagnostic accuracy table once all testing was completed.
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Figure 10.1 2 × 2 contingency table for cervical fracture using CCSR. CCSR = Canadian
C-Spine Rule; TP = true positives; FP = false positives; FN = false negatives; TN = true

negatives; SN = sensitivity; SP = specificity; +LR = positive likelihood ratio; −LR = negative
likelihood ratio; PPV = positive predictive value; NPV = negative predictive value

 

Once the CCSR is completed, the clinician knows only that there are 5,192 total
positive results. At this point in the examination process, it is unclear which are TPs and
which are FPs. With an SN of 100% (due to 0 FN), the clinician can be assured that there
were no missed fractures. Due to the nature of tests with high SN, though, it is possible for
several FPs to exist.

The 5,192 total positive results post CCSR then underwent radiography (a highly SP
test with SP ranging from 93-99 depending on the study). The use of such a highly SP test
after use of a highly SN test (as previously suggested here) resulted in the discrimination of
TP (151) versus FP (5,041). Most of the total positives after the application of the CCSR
were FP, hence the low PPV and overall prevalence of fractures (1.7%) in this study. Again,
the nature of a test with high SN is to capture all potential positives (TP + FP, hence
capturing some that actually do not have a fracture) with the examination and to minimize
the number of FN (in this case, to not miss a fracture).

A very simplistic explanation of using tests with high SN first then highly SP tests later
in the exam is the following example. Suppose there is a piece of land with two fishing
ponds, but only the first pond has fish in it. The two owners want to keep the largest fish in
just the first pond and put the smaller fish in the second pond. They take a net that spans
the width of the first pond and has holes in it that are small enough that no fish will escape.
They stand on both sides of the pond and sweep the length of the pond, essentially
capturing all the pond’s fish in the net (as well as most other moveable contents). They take
these fish and put them in the second pond. They then take a net with holes large enough
to let the smaller fish escape yet capture the large fish and sweep the second pond. This
process captures only the largest fish. The owners then take the largest fish captured with
the second net and place them back in the first pond. In this example the first net is like an
SN test, capturing all potential targets (as well as other targets, or FPs) and minimizing
missing any of them (no FNs). The second net is similar to an SP test, only capturing the
particular target.

As mentioned in chapter 4, PPV and NPV are properties of both the test and the
population being tested (prevalence affects outcome). Reading the PPV and NPV directly
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from a table is accurate only if the proportion of diseased clients in the sample is
representative of the proportion of diseased people in the population. In each chapter in
parts III and IV, the sample of clients investigated for each special test is listed. These tests
are typically performed on a select client cohort, affecting their PPV and NPV. The CCSR
example described earlier is such an example. The clients undergoing testing were a
particular set of clients, not a random sample of clients. The clients in this sample had a
high suspicion of having the pathology in the first place.

As mentioned previously, the CCSR is strongly weighted to SN and poor SP (see figure
10.1). Application of this information can be applied with use of pretest probability and the
use of a Fagan’s nomogram. Assuming a pretest probability of 1% for a fracture, the use of
the CCSR versus the example of subjective reporting of prolonged corticosteroid use
provides significantly different results (figures 10.2 and 10.3). With a +LR of 1.5 and a
−LR of 0, the posttest probability of a fracture existing is only ~1.3% (red arrow), but the
posttest probability of a fracture not existing is 0% (green arrow). Again, the CCSR is
poorly designed for predicting the presence of a fracture, but extremely well designed for
predicting the absence of a fracture. The prolonged corticosteroid use, on the other hand,
provides a different interpretation. With a +LR of 49 and a −LR of 0.8, the posttest
probability of a fracture existing is 33% and the posttest probability of a fracture not
existing is ~1%. The presence of a potential fracture’s existence improved after testing when
prolonged corticosteroid use was used as the testing metric, while the posttest probability of
the absence of a fracture existing significantly improved when the CCSR was utilized.
Again, separate tests must be used in different parts of the exam (SN tests early and SP tests
later to confirm diagnosis).
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Figure 10.2 Fagan’s nomogram calculation posttest probability of fracture based on CCSR.
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Figure 10.3 Fagan’s nomogram calculation posttest probability of fracture based on
prolonged corticosteroid use.

 

Critical Clinical Pearls

Tests of very high SN and a low −LR are useful in situations where the clinician is
screening the client for red flag conditions, such as fractures.
The very low −LR, for example 0 in the case of the CCSR, essentially helps rule out
the potential for missing a fracture due to 0 FNs.
Hence, these tests are intended to cast a broad net that captures all potential target
clients.
Tests with poor SP and +LR are not intended to diagnose such conditions and thus
have many FPs.
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Conclusion

Special tests are suggested as distinct components of a more comprehensive
examination. Clinicians should utilize each of the eight primary components outlined in
this text as individually important components of the exam process that, when combined
with each of the other components, clinical reasoning, and client values and characteristics,
affords them the greatest ability to determine the presence or absence of a particular
dysfunction or pathology. Reliance on any one component of the examination process is
not best evidence practice.
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Chapter 11
Palpation

B. James Massey, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT
Palpation is the use of a clinician’s sense of touch to clarify and quantify specific

parameters of a client’s tissue status through direct physical contact. It is a tool that
physically links the clinician to the client in the context of addressing a complaint. As with
many physical examination techniques, palpation requires procedural skill and an
understanding of related evidence for optimal clinical utility. Though authors of clinical
guidelines and textbooks commonly include palpation for the purposes of diagnosis,
clinicians must respect both the limitations of palpation for diagnostic purposes and the
indications of palpation for impairment qualification. Cyriax writes that palpation should
be used “more to define, than find.”1

Palpation is a prime example of a physical examination component that is strengthened
by the three pillars of evidence-based practice: clinical expertise, scientific evidence, and
client perspective. Clinical experience may provide multiple opportunities for comparison
that allow a clinician to discriminate a perceived sensation when palpating a target structure
as well as improve procedural efficacy over time. Application of the best available evidence
will allow clinicians to identify limitations in their ability to integrate palpation findings
throughout the clinical reasoning process. The client’s perspective is essential to consider
with palpation for the purposes of establishing an appropriate rapport and identifying areas
of need for client education. Appropriate application of technique and interpretation of
findings may aid a clinician throughout the process of determining a working diagnosis,
prognosis, and therapeutic intervention plan.
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Palpation Procedure

Palpation is performed with the clinician’s skilled and purposeful application of
external force to a client’s body tissue during diagnostic and treatment procedures. Several
cognitive and physical processes for the client and the clinician contribute to the manner in
which this act affects the provision of health services. A multitude of variables may affect a
clinician’s ability to appropriately execute the procedure and assess the implications of the
results. To fully appreciate the art and science of palpation, clinicians must critically analyze
the process of palpation as a whole.

Preparation

First, the client is prepared for palpation. A verbal description of the procedure should
be provided to the client to ensure that they are informed of the process and potential
outcomes. An explanation of possible immediate outcomes (e.g., provocation, perceived
pressure sensation) should include instruction that the client convey a description of the
perceived sensation to the clinician. The client’s description should include the parameters
of location, quality, quantity, and relation to primary or secondary complaints. Clinicians
should explain their expectation that clients differentiate between symptoms that are or are
not associated with a specific complaint of interest. This qualification will improve the
clinician’s ability to determine the relevancy of a finding to diagnosis and intervention
planning. Additionally, employing a constructive and collaborative manner, the clinician
should inform the client of the option to discontinue this component of the examination,
should they choose to do so. Provision of this option may provide a sense of control for the
client during a relatively passive procedure, as well as facilitate a caring rapport.

The clinician must assist clients to assume a comfortable position that allows access to
the structures that are targeted for palpation. Prioritizing the client’s comfort may
contribute to satisfaction and rapport, but it is also practical. Positioning a client such that
minimal energy is required to maintain the position promotes relaxation of muscle tissue,
allowing the clinician to observe the quality of tissue deep to the muscle structures. Actively
contracted muscle tissue, whether volitional or nonvolitional, does not allow the tissue
deformation that is necessary to access structures deeper than the contractile tissues. Also, if
a client is positioned such that a tissue structure would not be expected to provoke a
response (symptom or sign) under nonpathologic conditions, the clinician can identify
abnormalities and compare clinical observations to the client’s overall presentation. This
concept is discussed further in the section Palpation Components of the Musculoskeletal
Examination.

The area that is to be palpated should be exposed in a way that allows the clinician to
visually identify anatomical location while respecting the client’s dignity. Visual inspection
during palpation is required to improve accuracy of the procedure, identify abnormalities,
prevent wound contamination, and observe for physical responses to palpation.
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Additionally, in regard to both clinical efficiency and risk management, maintaining visual
contact may help clinicians avoid palpating anatomical structures that are not pertinent to
the examination.

The clinician’s positioning also may affect the procedure and the interpretation of
findings. Clinicians must find a position that allows them to apply the appropriate force to
a targeted area and to perceive findings. They should minimize reach away from their body,
diminishing complexity of a maneuver and gross force production. When applying force to
the client’s tissues, extreme joint positions of the clinician’s upper extremities should be
avoided to improve comfort, safety, and accuracy. Application of excessive force during
palpation may result in a false provocation of an adverse response, while insufficient force
may result in a failure to identify a sign or symptom. Additionally, inappropriate force may
limit a clinician’s ability to perceive variation in physical parameters of a palpated area,
which is discussed further in the following section.

Locating and Defining the Target Structures

The clinician must be able to identify anatomic structures that they palpate for findings
to contribute to the clinical reasoning process. They may utilize a number of strategies for
navigating the body during palpation, including recall of anatomic knowledge, adjusting
location in relation to other known anatomic structures, assessing tissue for an expected
capacity to deform from palpation force, and assessing the shape and size of a suspected
structure. When palpating a structure, the clinician should search for observable boundaries
of a tissue to appreciate size and shape. This may be facilitated by mobilizing the finger in a
direction perpendicular to the perceived or expected orientation of the tissue fibers.

Additionally, a clinician may assess the physical response of a tissue to a particular type
of mechanical loading, thereby identifying a structure from the expected function. For
example, a clinician may provide isometric resistance to identify a specific muscle (based on
the muscle’s action). They may then follow along the muscle to the insertion or origin
tendons and follow along the tendons to the insertion point on bone. The muscle is
identified by an easily observable change in tissue quality with activation, and inert
structures are identified in relation to the muscle tissue. Further navigation of the body may
be made when certain structures are identified in this manner, such as location of the
scaphoid for tenderness testing in comparison to the anatomical snuffbox created by the
thumb’s extensor and abductor tendons.

Application of Force

Following appropriate preparation, the clinician may initiate the palpation
examination. The clinician applies force to a targeted tissue, typically the epidermis, and
that force is transmitted through other body tissues. The differentiation of tissues may be
described as a process of perceiving variations in the relative densities of various tissues. For
manual palpation tests to be valid, a standardized finger pressure needs to be applied.2 After
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this force locally stimulates sensory receptors in the clinician’s fingertips, the sensory input
is transmitted through the peripheral nervous system via axonal potentiation. After passing
through the dorsal column tracts of the spinal cord and the ventroposterior nuclei of the
thalamus, the input is received by the primary sensory cortex. Different regions of the brain
contribute to interpretation of the stimulus and response.

Initially, physical parameters of the force application that may affect the stimulus of
sensory receptors include mass of the clinician’s and client’s (targeted and intermediary)
tissues, velocity of the clinician’s hands, contact area, and direction relative to the
orientation of the tissue structure (subject to the type of mechanical loading imposed by the
force and the type of sensory receptor). Sensory stimuli may be altered for the client by
local sensitization that results from trauma-induced inflammation and innervation of
pathologic and nonpathologic tissues. Local density of the activated sensory receptor has
been proposed to correlate with sensitivity to mechanical stimulus, though there may not
be a similar relationship between pain sensation and local nociceptor density.3 Central
neurologic factors that may affect stimulus interpretation include somatosensory cortex
mapping parameters and central sensitization.

Once force is applied, the clinician observes the response to mechanical stimulus
through visual inspection and subjective report. Findings from visual inspection may
include facial expression, withdrawal of a palpated structure, local or regional muscle
activity, tissue deformation, and skin discoloration. The subjective response may include
verbal description of the perceived sensation or other audible interjection (such as “ouch”),
and often requires clarification by the clinician. The client may require further prompting
to express symptom location, nature, quantity, and relation (in regard to primary or
secondary complaints).

Assessment

A clinician must assess the relationship of observations to variable factors of the
palpation procedure and other examination findings, as well as the relative value of findings
for the episode of care (working diagnosis, prognosis, and therapeutic intervention plan).

Palpation procedure. Determine the significance of a finding, given the relationships
between symptom location and established anatomic pain referral patterns, physical
findings and limitations in the research properties of palpation, the gross quantity of
force elicited and the physical properties of a structure, tissue mass and physical
observations, and subjective reaction and physical parameters of force application (if
the response is a reasonable reaction to the action).
Other examination findings. Given the findings from the preceding examination
components, the clinician must determine the implications of palpation findings on
the working diagnosis or therapeutic intervention plan. Because a clinical hypothesis
(e.g., working diagnosis, expected response to intervention) has been defined prior to
palpation, the clinician must determine if the findings support, refute, or modify the
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clinical hypothesis, or perhaps not affect it. A clinician may improve this skill by
applying principles of clinical expertise, scientific evidence, and client perspective.
Relative value of findings. The clinician must determine the relative value of
palpation findings in regard to diagnosis and therapeutic intervention. The diagnostic
process is described as the generation of a preliminary diagnosis hypothesis,
progressive modification and refinement of the hypothesis, and verification of a
hypothesis and plan for further action.4 The first step, hypothesis generation, should
have been performed prior to palpation. During the process of hypothesis generation,
the clinician has defined a hypothetical framework that is based on demographic
probabilities, recognized a clinical pattern from the subjective examination and
preceding physical examination components, and considered the seriousness of the
suspected health condition. Palpation is typically performed during the second and
third steps of the diagnostic process. During the modification and refinement of a
hypothesis, palpation findings provide grounds to identify the need for further data,
provide context for interpreting subsequent and preceding examination components,
and add or remove other diagnoses. A clinician may incorporate palpation findings
for the confirmation or elimination of a diagnosis when verifying a diagnosis, based
on clinical patterns developed from experience and research literature. Additionally,
the clinician should continue to integrate pertinent findings from palpation during
ongoing assessment throughout the episode of care, noting changes in status in
relation to expected change in status.

Critical Clinical Pearls

When planning palpation for refinement of a diagnostic hypothesis, clinicians should
do the following:

Reflect: Clinicians should isolate the parameters of the information they may gain
from palpation (e.g., severity of guarding, presence or absence of tenderness, severity
of tenderness) and determine how these parameters will affect their working
diagnosis.
Consider innervation and sensory distribution of tissues that have suspected
involvement.
Identify the manner in which other examination findings may affect utility of
palpation findings (e.g., excessive superficial tissue of a client may limit a clinician’s
ability to isolate structures deep to that tissue, and findings may have limitations for
hypothesis modification).
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Palpation Components of the Musculoskeletal Examination

Palpation procedures are performed to obtain data that are pertinent to a client’s
clinical presentation. The physical requirements of a procedure vary based on the type of
data a clinician intends to collect. During the physical examination, clinicians may use
palpation to appreciate provocation of concordant symptoms, temperature, sensation,
edema, tissue quality, muscle activation, and mechanical abnormalities. Because the relative
value of specific data varies among clinical presentations, the clinician should identify the
need for specific palpation components for each client.

Local Tenderness and the Working Diagnosis

Frequently throughout orthopedic literature, local tenderness to palpation is included
as a component of diagnostic criteria for musculoskeletal injuries. Clinical diagnoses are
further discussed in respective chapters on various body regions. Refer to table 11.1 for
examples of musculoskeletal health conditions that have been reported to include focal
tenderness as a criterion of diagnosis.
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Clinicians must be cautious when determining the relationship between symptom
provocation during palpation and a client’s primary or secondary complaints, though the
link is commonly utilized for localization of a lesion related to the client’s primary
complaint. Cyriax suggests that “the least reliable way to diagnose in soft tissue lesions is to
palpate immediately for tenderness in the area outlined by the client.”1 Many factors may
skew the ability of both the client and clinician to appropriately utilize symptomatology
throughout the processes of diagnosis and therapeutic intervention.

Local provocation may be useful for implicating a pain generator when referred pain of
the client’s concordant sign occurs.25 Errors of reasoning may be attributable to the client’s
description of a painful stimulus or the clinician’s interpretation of the client’s reaction to a
stimulus. Often, local discomfort may be mistaken for provocation of symptoms related to
a client’s complaint due to poor communication. Because a client likely lacks
understanding of the clinician’s goal with palpation, the clinician carries the responsibility
of administering an effective examination. If pain is verbalized during palpation, asking the
client, “Is this the same pain that caused you to come for treatment, or is this different?”
may aid in establishing a relationship between symptoms and complaints. Palpation of the
contralateral structure (if applicable) may aid in discriminating between concordant
symptoms and unrelated tenderness. Incorrectly establishing a relationship between a
working diagnosis and a tender area that is unrelated may lead to misdiagnosis and
inappropriate intervention.

In addition, other cognitive factors that may affect one’s response to a perceived
sensation (or anticipated sensation) include fear of pain, fear of movement (kinesophobia),
anxiety of pain, rumination, magnification, sense of helplessness, or misrepresentation due
to secondary gain. Though a client’s reaction to a stimulus may be perceived as
unwarranted or excessive by a clinician, it is important to acknowledge the multitude of
nonmalicious contributors or causes to a reaction. Each clinician must respect their own
scope of practice and clinical expertise when assessing a painful response and must integrate
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findings throughout the clinical reasoning process based on sound logic.
Appropriate interpretation of symptoms during palpation is essential to the provision of

safe and effective health services. To improve the reliability of provocation from the
palpation examination, the clinician may use a score of 0 to 3, with each rating sequentially
corresponding to “no tenderness,” “mild tenderness,” “moderate tenderness,” or “severe
tenderness.”2, 26, 27 This score should be recorded for each anatomical location based on the
client’s response and feedback during the palpation.

Trigger Points

The trigger point is defined as “the presence of discrete focal tenderness located in a
palpable taut band of skeletal muscle, which produces both referred regional pain (zone of
reference) and a local twitch response.”28 Trigger points are classified as active or latent.
Active trigger points are described as those that are associated with local and referred pain
in a specific distribution, whereas latent trigger points are asymptomatic.29 Trigger points
may be related to the negative effects of sustained low-level contractions or dynamic
repetitive contractions.30 Continued activity causes a cascade of oxygen and glucose
depletion, increased anaerobic glycolytic function of oxygen-deprived musculature,
excessive lactic acid production, and stasis of that lactic acid.30 Additionally, peripheral
sensitization may contribute to local tenderness.

The diagnosis of a trigger point is primarily based on findings from palpation;
diagnostic criteria include a palpable band, local and referred tenderness, and a local twitch
response.28, 30 Palpation procedures that have been described for trigger-point
identification include flat, pincer, and deep palpation.31 The process of flat palpation
involves the slow translation of fingertips over a suspected muscle, such that “the skin is
pushed to one side, and the finger is drawn across the muscle fibers.”31 Similarly, snapping
palpation has been described as like the “plucking of a violin. . . used to identify the specific
trigger point.”31 Pincer palpation involves approximating the muscle tissue between the
first and second digits in a “rolling manner while attempting to locate a taut band.”31 Deep
palpation is used for provocation testing of deeper muscle tissues.

Few quality research studies have investigated diagnostic criteria for trigger points.
Authors of literature reviews have generally reported observations of poor reliability for the
diagnosis of trigger points.29, 32 From a review of clinical studies, Lucas and colleagues
reported a higher reliability for subjective criterion (tenderness [κ range, 0.22–1.0] and pain
reproduction κ range [0.57–1.00]), as opposed to objective criterion (taut band κ range,
−0.08–0.75; local twitch response κ range −0.05–0.57).29 Similarly, Myburgh and
colleagues reported that they observed reproducible findings including local tenderness of
the trapezius (κ range, 0.15–0.62), pain referral of the gluteus medius (κ range, 0.298–
0.487), and pain referral of the quadratus lumborum (κ range, 0.36–0.501).32 It is also
notable that only two studies were found to be of sufficient quality.
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Temperature

The clinician should palpate the surface temperature of an anatomical area because
abnormalities may indicate changes in vascular function. This is typically examined by
gently palpating the tissue, typically the epidermis, with the pads of the fingers or dorsum
of the hand to appreciate a gross temperature. This gross finding may be compared with an
expected normal temperature, or with other areas of the client’s body that are not suspected
to contribute to the pathophysiologic process. Greater, or warm, temperatures may indicate
a local or regional inflammatory response, global or local infection, thrombosis, hematoma,
hyperthermia, or increased activity levels. Lesser, or cool, temperatures may indicate
peripheral vascular disease, obstruction or laceration of proximal vascular structures,
hypothermia, hypovolemic shock, and other systemic illness. Though findings of greater or
lesser temperatures than normal may be related to a number of pathophysiologic processes,
considering the context of a client’s complaint may aid causative reasoning.

Many clinical presentations may indicate surface temperature examination, though
certain presentations may increase the relative value of abnormal findings in an orthopedic
clinical setting based on the need to identify serious health conditions. Identification of
surface temperature abnormalities during physical examination should be prioritized in the
context of postoperative management, examination of clients with greater relative risk for
thrombosis, following acute musculoskeletal injury, and examination of clients with
subjective or objective findings that indicate a serious health condition.

Sensation

Testing of sensory function is typically performed during the neurologic screening or
neurologic examination components of a physical examination, though abnormalities of
sensation that are identified during the palpation examination should be noted and further
investigated as appropriate. If not specifically examined during the neurologic examination,
light-touch or deep-pressure sensory impairments may be observed with palpation. If new
sensory impairments become apparent, the clinician must reassess the need for further
neurologic testing.

Edema

If a clinician observes signs and symptoms consistent with edema (e.g., swelling) based
on visual inspection or anthropometric measurements (e.g., circumference measurements,
volumetric displacement), they should palpate the structures to observe the quality of the
tissues. Swelling may be observed locally at an involved structure or at the area surrounding
the structure, or regionally due to disruptions of fluid uptake by the circulatory system.

Graded forces should be applied to the area to observe the quality of the edema. First,
the area should be palpated gently to assess for gross density of the fluid and pain
provocation. Because acute inflammation due to local musculoskeletal injury may sensitize
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the surrounding tissue,33, 34 a clinician may defer further palpation if symptoms are
provoked. The clinician should note whether reports of pain are concordant or
nonconcordant. If tolerated by the client, the clinician may apply a more sustained pressure
(approximately 3-5 s) through the fingers with enough force to deform the tissue. The
edema is considered pitting if an imprint is visually observed after removing the finger and
nonpitting if the form of the tissue immediately returns. If peripheral pitting edema has not
been medically assessed and managed, action should be taken to ensure that the client is
assessed and managed by the appropriate medical provider due to the seriousness of
potential origins or contributors. Peripheral pitting edema may be related to systemic
illness, vascular obstruction (e.g., thrombosis, tumor), infection, or pregnancy.35-37 The
clarification of swelling as peripheral pitting edema or local response to a musculoskeletal
lesion may aid in differentiation of the client’s diagnosis and identification of serious health
conditions.

Tissue Quality

Tissue quality may be described as the state of a client’s tissue, given the expected
physical properties of the tissue in nonpathologic conditions. The tissue’s expected physical
properties vary by tissue type, though a clinician may assess the state as a function of the
relative resistance they encounter with the application of force. Greater resistance to force
may indicate a more dense structure (such as bone), while lesser resistance may indicate less
dense tissues (such as adipose tissue). Abnormalities in the gross quantity of force required
for deformation of the tissue may indicate an altered state for a particular tissue. For
example, one would expect muscle tissue to be more pliable than bone tissue and less
pliable than any superficial adipose tissue. One would also expect muscle tissue to be less
firm than the bone tissue to which it attaches, though more firm than adipose tissue. A
clinician may assess for abnormality by comparing a structure to a noninvolved
contralateral structure (if applicable) or to findings from previous client encounters.

Muscle Activity

The function of a muscle is to move or stabilize the structures to which it attaches. This
is performed by active contraction of the muscle tissue, thereby placing a tensile load on
tissue such that the distance between the attachment sites increases or decreases in a
controlled manner. When activated, the muscle tissue has increased fullness due to the
shortening of contractile units. During palpation, clinicians may observe this gradual
increase in fullness, as well as decreased pliability and increased difficulty with tissue
deformation.

For examination purposes, the clinician locates the target tissue and applies pressure to
the muscle belly with the fingertips or palmer surface of the fingers (pending the size of the
muscle). The clinician may cue the client to perform a volitional contraction by asking
them to activate the muscle or to complete the action of the muscle. If no activation is
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observed, the clinician may attempt facilitation strategies to promote activation. Facilitation
strategies may include gently tapping of the muscle belly with the fingertips, assisting with
motion for the muscle’s action to diminish resistance, providing resistance that opposes the
muscle’s action, or asking the client to simulate a daily activity that will likely result in
activation of the muscle. The clinician should observe for substitution strategies that the
client may rely on to decrease muscular demands.

Though the functions of the muscle to be examined should be based on the client’s
presentation, the clinician may test ability to activate, strength, endurance, power, and
timing of activation during functional activity performance. Inability to regulate force
production may indicate upper motor neuron dysfunction.38 If the clinician suspects a
central neurologic origin of abnormalities, they should refer the client for further
neurologic assessment and management as appropriate. Diminished activation may be a
sign of neurologic dysfunction or muscle function impairments.38 Additionally, researchers
have described the inhibition of a muscle or group of muscles due to a painful stimulus.39-

41

Arthrogenic muscle inhibition (AMI) has been described as “continued reflex inhibition
of musculature surrounding a joint following injury or joint effusion.”40 Muscle
performance impairments related to AMI have been reported to contribute to secondary
impairments that are related to functional compensation strategies.41 Compensation
strategies may cause damage to joint structures by resulting in abnormal joint loading
during activity performance. Rice and McNair described that quadriceps inhibition
following ACL injury “may impair dynamic knee stability, physical function, and quality of
life, increase the risk of re-injury to the knee joint, and contribute to the development and
progression of osteoarthritis (OA).”41 AMI has also been described in regard to shoulder
and neck pain related to scapular muscle inhibition and hip joint effusion related to gluteus
maximus inhibition.39, 40 Clinicians should consider employing palpation for targeted
muscle activation to test for impairments that are reported to be common for specific client
populations.

When palpating muscle tissue, the resting activity level of the structure should be
noted. If the client were positioned such that a targeted muscle is able to be in a relaxed
state, the clinician would expect the muscle tissue to be pliable, but firm. An increase in the
resting activity level of a muscle may be related to a protective response to painful stimuli
(known as guarding), neurologic dysfunction, anxiety or fear, or volitional contraction.
Resting activation may be addressed with verbal cueing to relax and reassure the client,
though the clinician should note the resting activity if no change is observed. Further
examination should be performed to differentiate the factors contributing to abnormal
findings, though the clinician may not be able to determine a specific origin.

Palpation by the clinician, or by the client following proper instruction, may be utilized
as a biofeedback tool for muscle activation when related impairments are identified. The
procedure for palpating the muscle tissue does not differ from that performed during
examination, though immediate feedback is provided for the purpose of training motor
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performance. In the context of orthopedic clinical practice, this technique has been
described as an intervention strategy to address impaired motor function for a variety of
clinical presentations.

Among clients with low back pain (LBP), motor performance impairments of lumbar
paraspinal (multifidus) and abdominal musculature (transversus abdominis) have been
commonly reported in regard to activation quality and quantity.42 Researchers have
included palpation for lumbar multifidus (LM) and transversus abdominis (TrA) activation
as a testing method or during coordination training for purposes of biofeedback.43-45

Though examination and intervention techniques for palpating activation of the LM and
TrA are commonly taught in entry-level programs and utilized in clinical environments,
empirical evidence that investigates the research properties (reliability, validity, efficacy
measures) of such methods is limited, and their utilization is cautioned.

Palpation for Mechanical Abnormalities of a Joint

Palpation for indicators of mechanical dysfunction within a joint is often described as a
component of the orthopedic physical examination. Certain commonly used techniques
vary by professional discipline, though many techniques are universal in the orthopedic
examination. The techniques take many forms, including the following.

Crepitus or Clicks and Pops

Crepitus occurs during joint movement, and is defined as a “crackling or rattling sound
made by a part of the body.”46 The origin of clicking and popping joint sounds has been
the subject of debate in many clinical settings, though explanations are typically mechanical
in nature. Joint noises have been described as a common clinical observation and diagnostic
criterion for a number of musculoskeletal diagnoses, including the following: osteoarthritis
of the knee,47, 48 osteoarthritis of the hip,49 osteoarthritis of the shoulder,50 posterior tibial
tendon dysfunction,51 loose bodies and osteochondral lesions within a joint,11, 52, 53 de
Quervain’s disease,54 rotator cuff tears,55 patellofemoral pain syndrome,56 and
temporomandibular joint dysfunction.57

Specific Response to a Special Test

Many special tests not only require palpation for preparation and positioning but also
utilize palpation findings for administration of the test. This component may vary by the
purpose and body region of the test. Joint instability tests often require palpation of a joint
line or bony landmark to observe or quantify movement, such as tests for upper cervical
ligament stability58, 59 and varus and valgus stress testing of the elbow and knee.60, 61

Palpation may be utilized to aid in assessment of suspected contractile unit disruption, as
with the rent test for rotator cuff tears62 or the biceps crease index and the hook test for
distal biceps tendon tears.63 Palpation may also be used to identify a mechanical
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dysfunction that results with predetermined joint forces, such as with McMurray’s test for
knee meniscus lesions16, 61, 64 and the scaphoid shift test for scaphoid instability.65 Several
tests for sacroiliac joint (SIJ) dysfunction involve palpating for symmetry of bony pelvic
landmarks and changes to symmetry with positional change, though there is a paucity of
diagnostic literature that demonstrates sufficient research properties for clinical
application.60 Many tests for thoracic outlet syndrome involve palpation of the radial pulse
to observe for change; such tests include Adson’s test, the hyperabduction test, and
Wright’s test.60 Palpation for provocation is discussed in the earlier section Provocation of
Concordant Symptoms, though it is notable that many special tests describe focal
tenderness at a specific location as a positive test.
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Abdominal Palpation

During subjective and physical examinations, a clinician who provides health care
services in an orthopedic setting may observe symptoms or signs that are suggestive of a
nonmusculoskeletal origin. There is significant overlap of pain referral patterns among of
the musculoskeletal system (especially the trunk and proximal joints of the extremities) and
the digestive system, cardiopulmonary systems, circulatory system, and urogenital system.
Autonomous health care providers in this setting must utilize the most effective strategies
for identifying findings that are suggestive of nonmusculoskeletal origin, determining a safe
and appropriate plan of action for the client, and facilitating referral for further assessment
as appropriate.

In the Description of Specialty Practice for Orthopedic Physical Therapy, authors report
the distribution of client encounters for board-certified specialists by body region.66 From
this data, one may observe that the majority of clients receive services for complaints that
may overlap in pain referral patterns with other body systems. Encounter distributions, by
body regions that may refer symptoms in similar patterns as the digestive and urogenital
systems, are as follows: cervical spine (15%), thoracic spine (5%), lumbar spine (20%),
pelvic girdle and abdomen (5%), shoulder girdle (15%), and hip (5%). Health care
providers who provide services in orthopedic settings must be able to provide an
appropriate abdominal screening examination to aid in identification of digestive and
urogenital system health conditions.

Following visual inspection for abnormalities (e.g., distention, contour abnormalities),
the clinician should position a stethoscope over the four abdominal quadrants and the
midline to auscultate peristaltic sounds.67 Though the location of an examination
technique varies by location of the organ that is being assessed, the components of the
abdominal examination include palpation (for direct tenderness, rebound tenderness, gross
size abnormalities, and inflammation), percussion, and auscultation of bowel sounds.
Instruction for the abdominal screening examination is limited, since the topic is beyond
the scope of this chapter. Additional detail of technique and diagnostic accuracy is given in
chapter 6 (Triage and Differential Diagnosis).
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Pulse Palpation

Vascular structures may be palpated to assess for pulse or vascular distention. Pulses are
typically palpated in the context of assessment for occlusion, dissection, and cardiovascular
function. Pulse is a function of the force of ejection from the left ventricle to the aorta, as
well as elasticity of vascular structures. Pulse is described as a diagnostic component for
certain clinical presentations, as well as a vital sign to be observed and monitored. Pulses are
typically assessed in regard to presence (present or absent), regularity (regular or irregular),
rate (beats per minute), rhythm, or quality (strong, weak, thready). Certain regular
irregularities are commonly associated with specific clinical presentations and may be
further classified. Body position (relative to gravity) at the time of pulse examination should
be planned and noted.

Peripheral pulse palpation is performed in anatomic locations that are specific to
commonly assessed arteries. Pressure is applied as the minimal force necessary to sense
pulsation. Here are some commonly assessed peripheral pulses:

Common carotid artery: Palpated at the anterior border of the sternocleidomastoid
muscle, lateral to the thyroid, this pulse is typically easy to palpate. When palpating
for the carotid pulse, a clinician should always be cautious to avoid occluding the
vessel or provoking a vasovagal response.
Brachial artery: The clinician palpates the medial aspect of the upper arm, deep to
the biceps brachii muscle, approximately two-thirds of the distance from the axilla to
the elbow. The brachial artery is commonly palpated for infants.
Radial artery: This anatomic location is most commonly used during the vital signs
assessment. The clinician palpates on the anterior surface of the distal lateral forearm,
just medial to the lateral border of the radius.
Femoral artery: Typically palpated with the client in a supine position, the clinician
palpates for this pulse midway from the pubic tubercles and the anterior superior iliac
spine (ASIS), just distal to the inguinal ligament. The femoral pulse is commonly
palpated during clinical examination of the abdomen.
Popliteal artery: The clinician palpates the popliteal space on the posterior aspect of
the knee. This is performed with the client in a position of slight knee flexion.
Posterior tibial artery: The clinician palpates slightly distal and inferior to the
posterior aspect of the tibia’s medial malleolus.
Dorsalis pedis artery: On the dorsal foot, the clinician palpates between the tendon
of the extensor hallucis longus muscle and tendon of the extensor digitorum longus
that extends to the second toe. Though palpation of this pulse is a common
component of clinical examinations involving the lower extremities, an absent pulse
may commonly lead to a false positive for occlusion. Researchers have reported
incidence of an absent pulse on clinical examination from 4% to 12%. Anatomic
studies have been performed to investigate incidence rates of an absent artery, and
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researchers have reported values ranging from 1.5% to 14.2%.68 The clinician should
consider that a client’s absent dorsalis pedis pulse may not be an indicator of
pathology.

When observed in an extremity, an absent or weak pulse may indicate thrombosis (due
to vessel occlusion) or dissection of a vascular structure. Thrombosis and infection are
serious potential complications to surgical interventions; palpation of surface temperature
(of the tissue surrounding the incision) and pulse (pending the type of procedure) should
be standard examination procedures.

Pulse rate may be assessed as a vital sign (rate and rhythm) and monitored for response
to a stimulus (such as exertion, positional change relative to gravity, or drugs). Normative
values of rate are reported as 55 to 100 beats per minute for adults, though they may be
slower for athletes or faster for children and infants.67 Heart rates that are lower than
normative values are considered bradycardias, whereas heart rates higher than normative
values are tachycardias. When monitoring response to a stimulus, a baseline measurement
should be taken at rest. The rate should be compared to the baseline measurement and
assessed for normal response to a known stimulus. For example, a client’s pulse rate follows
a known pattern in response to exercise. Variation from the normal pattern may indicate an
adverse response that is related to cardiopulmonary disease. Abnormal pulse rates could be
observed when examining clients who have a number of health conditions related to the
cardiovascular and pulmonary systems.
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Bony Landmark Palpation

Typically, landmarks are identified with palpation for the purposes of anatomical
navigation and structural assessment. Because the rigidity of bone make it a distinguishable
and unique body tissue, certain known prominences demonstrate excellent clinical utility as
beacons by which to locate or compare other structures of established spatial relation. In
regard to body mapping, this technique is described to facilitate other clinical testing
procedures. Examples of this may include location of the femoral artery in relation to the
pubic tubercles and ASIS to examine femoral pulse, the gluteus medius tendon in relation
to the greater trochanter of the femur and the iliac crest for tenderness testing, or the ASIS
and the patella to measure hip abduction range of motion.

Structural assessment may be performed in many contexts. In regard to symmetry
assessment, clinicians compare relative positions of landmarks with a contralateral
counterpart. Palpation of the spine should be utilized to assess for asymmetry from side to
side as well as assessment of interspinous space between corresponding levels. Side-to-side
asymmetry of the spinous processes from one level to the next may indicate the presence of
a rotational dysfunction.69 Palpation of interspace between corresponding spinous processes
can give an appreciation for the vertical height between corresponding vertebral levels. If
two spinous processes have very little to no space between them, the clinician should
suspect decreased size of the intervertebral disc or increased lumbar lordosis (which would
approximate the spinous processes). Observation and palpation from the side would give an
appreciation for the extent of lumbar lordosis. Localized tenderness over the facet joints
without other root tension signs or neurologic signs may indicate facet joint pain.70

Prior to observing and palpating a client for asymmetry or dysfunction, the clinician
should determine which eye is their dominant eye. In order to assess eye dominance, the
clinician can make a circle with both hands and place and look through the circle at a
nonmoving object (such as a clock on the wall) with both eyes open. From this same point
of view, the clinician then closes one eye at a time and looks through the same circle.
Whichever eye is open when the nonmoving object appears in the circle is the dominant
eye.
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Joint Motion

Palpation for the purpose of clarifying or quantifying joint motion is typically
performed in the context of manual therapy assessment or intervention. Joint motion
palpation techniques are highly controversial. A primary challenge for determining the
value of findings from palpation of joint motion is the significant variation of practice
among clinicians who commonly use such assessment techniques. This controversy
demonstrates the importance of considering the current body of evidence throughout the
provision of client services.

Joint mobility testing is most commonly described as testing for passive accessory
motion or passive physiologic motion. Passive accessory motions are tested by reproducing
the accessory motion of a targeted joint (roll, spin, or glide), and then qualifying and
quantifying this motion. When joint motion is interpreted to be excessive in comparison to
normal expected motion, it is considered a hypermobility. Joint motion that is less than
normal expected motion is considered a hypomobility.

Critical Clinical Pearls

When testing joint mobility, clinicians should do the following:

Ensure security of the stabilized segment (typically the proximal segment) to aid in
limiting osteokinematic motion such that arthrokinematic motion may be isolated
Identify the orientation of the joint’s articular surfaces to plan the direction and
location of force applied to the mobilized segment
Increase contact area with the stabilizing and mobilizing segments to improve the
client’s ability to relax musculature that surrounds the joint of interest
Place the pad of a finger on the joint line to aid in palpation of joint motion

 

Specific to mobility testing of the spine, passive accessory intervertebral motion
(PAIVM) testing is commonly used to describe procedures in which the clinician applies
force on a bony landmark of the vertebra to appreciate the gross amount of motion. Passive
physiologic intervertebral motion (PPIVM) tests are typically performed such that an
osteokinematic motion is reproduced. The clinician palpates a specified anatomic structure,
typically the spinous process, and notes the proportion of motion relative to the adjacent
segments. Research properties for joint mobility testing procedures are discussed further in
the respective body region chapters.
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Conclusion

Robert E. Kravetz writes that “the healing properties of touch, a simple form of client
communication, are often overlooked and underutilized in our everyday practice.”71

Human contact physically links the clinician to their clients, establishing an attentive and
caring rapport. To their clients, the clinician who integrates effective palpation skills into
diagnostic and therapeutic procedures represents the caregiver who is present and focused
on the client’s complaint. Though many clinical presentations include tenderness as a
diagnostic criterion, the utility of palpation spans beyond traditional provocation testing.
Palpation is a tool that may be used to coordinate muscular activation during functional
activity training, appreciate mechanical properties of joint structures, or improve efficacy of
other physical examination components. Touch is a ritual that conveys the focused and
skilled effort of an invested health care provider.
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Chapter 12
Physical Performance Measures

Robert J. Butler, PT, DPT, PhD
Function is measured in a number of different ways, including through the use of

impairment measures, self-report measures, and physical performance measures (PPMs).
Each of these measures has unique contributions and dedicated limitations to the
measurement of function. Physical performance measures, or what have also been termed
performance-based measures or functional testing, attempt to assess the person as a whole
versus their specific components (muscle performance, range of motion) or specific
impairments (decreased joint play, special testing). While many of these local, isolated
measures have demonstrated causal relationships for postinjury assessment, they often
simply test and measure just one parameter of function. The clinician must consider how
impairments, client perceptions, and biopsychosocial measures affect performance on
PPMs. Additional concerns with PPMs are that they have been poorly investigated with
respect to diagnostic accuracy of injury prediction, and their correlation to other measures
of impairment and disability (e.g., muscle performance, joint mobility, and proprioception)
are mostly unclear. The clinical utility of PPMs is traditionally thought to exist as a
measure for return to sport or potential injury prediction, or for those clients with very high
levels of function post injury. Other measures are addressed in their respective areas of this
book. For greater detail on all of the PPMs, refer to the work of Reiman and Manske.1
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Overview of Testing Hierarchy

Physical performance measures have a natural progression associated with requiring the
client’s body to control increasing load and momentum (table 12.1). The entry point from
which these tests should start is with a simple assessment or screening of single body-weight
motor control that examines the constructs of fundamental motor control and balance
competency. Once competency and physiologic symmetry have been established with a
given body-weight task, it is appropriate to then examine competency and symmetry of
higher-level movement constructs that require motor control under higher levels of load,
incorporate momentum, and require maintenance for longer durations of time. The end of
the continuum of testing should incorporate agility, aerobic capacity, and sport-specific
testing to optimize functional return and athlete durability when returning to sport. The
majority of this literature has been focused on performance in the lower extremity; as a
result, this initial section focuses on lower extremity PPM with an additional section in the
end targeted on upper extremity PPM and general core stabilization tests.
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Single Body-Weight Physical Performance Measures

Physical performance measure tests of a single body weight aim to identify competency
of movement with the client’s own body weight alone as resistance. Poor performance on
these tests is often associated with deficient and painful movement on PPMs that require
greater motor control demands. These tests can be divided into two sections: fundamental
motor competency and balance competency. This section covers three fundamental motor
competency measures and two balance measures.

Functional Movement Screen

The Functional Movement Screen (FMS) is a set of seven tests aimed at screening for
movement competency and pain-free motion of a client using their own body weight as
resistance.2, 3 The seven tests of the FMS are the deep squat, hurdle step, in-line lunge,
shoulder mobility, active straight-leg raise, trunk stability push-up, and rotary stability.
Each test is scored from 0 to 3, with 0 being painful and 3 meeting the criteria to
successfully complete the full range of motion of the test without pain. Scores of 1 and 2
suggest some level of nonpainful compensation that does not meet the criteria for
completion of the test, with a score of 1 indicating a greater limitation than a score of a 2.
Five of the FMS tests have a bilateral component and should be scored independently. In
addition to the movement-based tests, three clearing tests examine end-range pain that is
not tested during the FMS: the impingement test, prone press-up, and quadruped flexion
clearing test. When analyzing a client’s FMS, the clinician should understand the number
of painful tests, the number of asymmetries present, the number of scores of 1, and the
composite score (sum of the scores across the seven tests). Additionally, clinicians can
examine each individual test to determine whether the client is ready to progress or if they
need to regress or maybe potentially to lateralize their training in order to attain the
movement competency goals. Current research on the FMS suggests that scores on the
FMS can be reliable between raters and across days.3-5 Poor performance or asymmetry on
the test has been associated with an elevated risk for musculoskeletal injuries in some
populations.6-8

Critical Clinical Pearls

When performing the Functional Movement Screen, clinicians should keep the
following in mind:

Clients should complete the test without warming up.
When identifying the score on the FMS, clinicians should use the checklist to ensure
that all criteria were met to achieve a 3 and mark down which limited part of the
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movement led to a score that was not a 3.
Clinicians should factor in performance on the FMS to the overall exercise
programming (i.e., clients shouldn’t squat with additional weight if their body weight
alone is causing a deficit [i.e., a 1 on the FMS deep squat]) and break down patterns
to identify whether limitations are due to motor control or joint mobility limitations.

 

Selective Functional Movement Assessment

The Selective Functional Movement Assessment (SFMA) is a way to look at basic
motor control competency that may be associated with the limitations in the functional
tasks looked at under the client’s own body weight.1 This movement appraisal can serve as
an intermediary step between functional limitations and isolated range of motion and
muscle testing. The SFMA is utilized to assess movement competency with a more focused
appraisal of spinal motion and with the expectation of identifying similar pain associated
with the client’s primary complaint. The SFMA examines seven basic motor control
patterns: cervical mobility, shoulder mobility, multisegmental flexion, multisegmental
extension, multisegmental rotation, single-leg stance, and deep squat. The movements have
specific standards that need to be met to determine whether the movement is adequate
(functional) or deficient (dysfunctional). During the testing, clinicians should also monitor
pain at the joint of primary concern and note whether any secondary pain is developed.
Scoring of the test has initially been reported to be reliable but dependent on experience in
using the SFMA.9

Lateral Step-Down Test

The lateral step-down (LSD) test assesses frontal plane competency during a unilateral
squat from a standardized height.10 The focus of the test is to examine what secondary
plane deviations and balance strategies are required for completing the maneuver. The LSD
sums the number of compensations that occur in order to complete the lateral step-down
activity. The test is completed off a standard 8 in. (20 cm) step with the hands placed on
the hips. The criteria that are scored are use of arm strategy, trunk lean, pelvic motion in
the secondary planes, medial knee deviation (second toe and medial border of the foot as
landmarks), and ability to perform the test without touching down with the nontested
limb. Fewer than two total errors should occur during the test in order to exhibit
competency of performance. This test serves as a good indicator of potential lower
extremity compensations when a greater level of load is placed on an isolated lower
extremity.11, 12

Single-Leg Stance (SLS) Test
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Single-leg stance test serves as a basic test of a fundamental static balance strategy.13 To
complete the standardized single-leg stance test, a client should stand up straight with their
feet together. The client then lifts one thigh so that it is parallel with the ground and the
knee is bent to 90°. To exhibit fundamental static balance competency, a cutoff point of 10
seconds is expected in order to progress to higher level dynamic balance tasks; however, it
should be of note that the 10 second threshold is below what would be considered normal
for most age groups. Average performance in adult populations is about 30 seconds per
side.13 The client should complete this test while standing independently on each leg.
Insight into fundamental static balance competency can also be accomplished by
completing this test with the client’s eyes closed (eyes closed after the leg is in the air) while
using the same time cutoff point for successful SLS. If a client cannot complete the
fundamental SLS test with eyes open, there is minimal need for further balance testing,
however it can be beneficial to test SLS with eyes closed to understand how removing the
sensory input affects SLS.

Star Excursion Balance Test

The Star Excursion Balance Test (SEBT) protocol was originally developed as a way to
assess dynamic balance across eight independent reach directions (figure 12.1).14

Performance of the test requires the client to maintain unilateral stance while reaching with
the contralateral limb in a variety of directions. A recent review of the literature by Gribble
and colleagues recommended a reduction in number of reach directions from eight to three
(anterior, posteromedial, and posterolateral) to improve the efficiency of the testing
process.15 The standardized SEBT protocol requires the client to keep their hands on their
hips while reaching in the different directions and their heel in contact with the floor.
When the client reaches the furthest distance they can reach, they lightly touch their foot
down. The client practices each reach direction four times before the clinician collects the
three performance trials in order to minimize the learning effect associated with the test.
Performance on the test is measured by calculating normalized reach distances and average
normalized (leg length measured from ASIS to medial malleolus) reach distances
(composite scores), as well as reach asymmetry scores (in cm) for each independent
direction. A derivation of the SEBT is the Y balance test (YBT) developed by Plisky and
colleagues.16 The Y balance test protocol is performed with a standardized test kit to allow
for increased efficiency with set-up. The primary difference between the traditional SEBT
and YBT protocol is that for the YBT protocol, the client does not need to keep their hands
on their hips or their heel on the ground during the test. Performance on SEBT and YBT
has been reported to be reliable across raters and days.14 Poor performance or reach
asymmetry on the SEBT or YBT has been associated with increased risk for musculoskeletal
injury in athletic populations.17-19
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Figure 12.1 Star Excursion Balance Test set-up.

Reprinted, by permission, from M. Reiman and R. Manske, 2009, Functional testing in human performance
(Champaign, IL; Human Kinetics), 109.
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Single Body-Weight Loading

After examining basic movement and balance competency under a single body weight,
the client should be tested under conditions of higher level loading. This incremental
increase in performance demands allows for proper targeting of intervention strategies and
environments that promote improvement of movement abilities under tasks with a greater
demand.

Vertical Jump Testing

The double-leg vertical jump is a test that examines concentric lower extremity
power.20 This test can be used as an indicator to examine overall lower extremity
performance for jumping competency. The double-leg vertical jump can be assessed using a
vertimax testing apparatus or a foot switch device. (The foot switch device measures on and
off for contact time, which can serve as an indirect measure of jump height.) To conduct
the test, the clinician has the client start in a bilateral stance and then jump as high as
possible off of both legs and land while keeping their balance. Countermovement of the
lower extremity and natural upper extremity movement are expected and allowable in order
to maximize the performance on the task. In order to be considered a complete trial, the
client must statically hold the bilateral landing for 2 seconds prior to taking a step. The
bilateral task can serve as a marker for lower extremity function; however, the task should
also be performed unilaterally since unilateral deficits can be masked during bilateral
tasks.21

The single-leg vertical jump (SLVJ) is a test that examines concentric unilateral
power.22 Deficits in tasks of this nature are often observed following injury.20 The SLVJ
should be completed for symmetry and competency before testing higher level demands on
the lower extremity (such as shear forces and momentum). The client’s side-to-side values
for height and flight time should be within 10% before higher-level or multiple direction
landing abilities are examined. Clinicians should also consider total height in examining
basic competency in lower extremity power. Performance on these measures has previously
been established to be reliable, and poor performance has previously been reported as an
indicator for future anterior knee pain.23-25

Single-Leg Anterior Hop

Single-leg anterior hopping (SLAH) can be divided into a number of phases to examine
normative values and establish symmetry comparisons to assess lower extremity function.26

SLAH examines lower extremity power and stability and adds the demand for controlling
anteroposterior force components in addition to the vertical forces tested in the SLVJ. To
clarify the differences in jumping and hopping, a jump is a two-leg movement and a hop is
a jump off of a single leg.26-28 The countermovement and upper extremity movement
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contributions are considered standard and acceptable for the performance of the test.
Similarly, in this protocol it is expected that all landings are held for 2 seconds in order to
be counted.27

SLAH protocol should be completed by utilizing a series of maximal unilateral broad
hops: one-leg hopping to two-leg landing, one-leg hopping to opposite-leg landing, and
one-leg hopping to same-leg landing.27-28 The first iteration of the test that should occur is
the one-foot hop to two-foot landing in order to provide additional stability during the
eccentric landing. Values (distance traveled) for the opposite side hopping should be within
5% of the one- or two-leg hopping values. However, values for the same-side single-leg
broad hop should be between 10% and 15% of the opposite-side single-leg broad hop.
Performance on these tests has been established to be reliable across testing periods and to
provide an indicator of lower extremity function.26, 27

Drop Vertical Jump Test

The drop vertical jump test is utilized to screen for movement deficits with a level of
loading during a jump landing.29 The test is conducted with a standard stool or step that is
31 cm in height and a video camera that is placed perpendicular to the stool to assess the
change in the frontal plane position of the knee from standing to peak medial position. To
conduct the test, the clinician has the client stand on top of the stool with their feet
shoulder-width apart. At this point in time the clinician starts the video recording and asks
the client to drop directly down to the floor and perform a maximal vertical jump with a
similar motion as that of grabbing a basketball rebound. The clinician stops the video and
then tracks and records the change in the horizontal distance of the knee from initial
contact to peak medial motion, as seen in the video. Average motion on this measure is
4.15 cm (95% CI: 3.74–4.55 cm). Research on measures similar to this has suggested it to
be associated with an increased risk of ACL injury in some studies.30 In addition, a number
of studies have examined the ability to modify this mechanical deficit through plyometric
training programs.31

Critical Clinical Pearls

When performing the drop vertical jump test, keep the following in mind:

Make sure your camera positions are perpendicular to the frontal plane of the
performance to minimize perspective error.
If analyzing the sagittal plane as well, keep the focal center of the camera
perpendicular to the landing area.
When addressing deficient areas that can be contributing to deficits on the DVJ,
assess proximal as well as distal factors.
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Single Body-Weight Loading and Momentum

After establishing the performance of the client on tests of elevated load, the clinician
can increase the demands on the task by utilizing tests that include not only elevated load
but also momentum. The control of momentum requires faster timing and control of joint
mechanics, which is integral to the examination of clients in the rehabilitation setting in
order to determine readiness for return to sport.

Triple Hop and Triple Crossover Hop

The next iteration of the single-leg broad-hop protocol involves the triple-hop
sequence.32, 33 The triple-hop sequence is carried out using the triple hop and triple
crossover hop. The guidelines regarding lower extremity countermovement and upper
extremity movement are similar to the single-leg anterior-hop protocol. The triple-hop
protocol consists of how far a client can hop over a total of three consecutive hops (figure
12.2a). The final landing for this series of hops should be held for 2 seconds in order to
assess momentum control of the task. The results of this test should optimally be three
times the single-leg hopping distance of the ipsilateral single-leg broad jump. The triple
crossover hop adds a medial–lateral performance aspect to the test. For the triple crossover
hop, the clinician places a taped line 6 in. (15 cm) wide along the jumping path.
Performance of this test requires the client to jump laterally, then medially, and then one
last time laterally over the line in order to complete the test (figure 12.2b). If the client does
not clear the 6 in. tape or does not hold the final landing, then the trial is not counted.
Performance of this test should be within 10% of the linear triple hop. These measures
have previously been established as being reliable measures that correlate with subjective
measures of function.26, 27, 32, 33
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Figure 12.2 (a) Triple hop and (b) triple crossover hop.

Reprinted, by permission, from M. Reiman and R. Manske, 2009, Functional testing in human performance
(Champaign, IL; Human Kinetics), 155, 156.

 

Six-Meter Hop for Time

The 6 m hop for time is a test of combined power and agility. The test set-up consists
of a 6 m distance marked off (figure 12.3) and requires a stop watch.32 When the clinician
gives the verbal direction to begin the activity, the client jumps on a single leg as fast as
possible to complete the 6 m distance. The clinician starts the timer when giving the verbal
command and stops it when the client crosses the 6 m line. This test is completed
independently for each side, and symmetry of performance should be within 5%. Previous
research on this measure has found it to be a reliable and relevant measure in assessing
unilateral function in athletes.22, 33
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Figure 12.3 Six-meter timed hop.

Reprinted, by permission, from M. Reiman and R. Manske, 2009, Functional testing in human performance
(Champaign, IL; Human Kinetics), 154.
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Agility

Agility is the next level of performance that needs to be examined along the continuum
of client function. Agility assessments need to examine performance in multiple directions
of motion during a relatively short burst of activity.

Pro Agility 5-10-5

The pro agility 5-10-5 test (figure 12.4) examines fundamental agility performance over
a short distance.33 To conduct the test, the clinician should set up three cones in a line, 5
yards (4.6 m) apart. The client starts at the central cone with their body parallel to the line
of cones. When the clinician gives a verbal command, the client runs to the left and then
back past the center cone to the cone on the right, and then returns as fast as possible past
the center cone. The clinician starts the timer when giving the verbal command and stops it
once the client passes the center cone for the final time. Previous research has suggested that
there should not be asymmetries in performance in clients following the test even if the
client exhibits asymmetries on isolated single-leg landing tasks.29
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Figure 12.4 Pro Agility 5-10-5.

Reprinted, by permission, from M. Reiman and R. Manse, 2009, Functional testing in human performance
(Champaign, IL; Human Kinetics), 193.

 

Timed Triangle

The timed triangle is an agility test that incorporates angular cutting (figure 12.5). The
test is completed with a series of six cones (inner and outer set of three cones). The base of
the set of cones is placed 10 yards (~10 m) apart from each other. The top of the triangle
should be placed 26 ft (8 m) perpendicular to the midpoint of the base of the triangle. An
additional set of cones should be placed 1 yard (~1 m) outside each corner cone in order to
create a normalized turning radius for each corner. Additional cones can be placed 1 yard
around the perimeter to control the performance environment. The test starts with the
client standing at the middle of the base of the triangle. Following a verbal command, the
client should run around the triangle three times, staying within the controlled
performance environment. The test should be conducted running in both clockwise and
counterclockwise directions in different trials. The client should complete the direction for
each trial two times, and the clinician should average the trials. Performance in both
directions should be within 10% of each other.
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Figure 12.5 Timed triangle test.

 

Illinois Agility Test

The Illinois Agility Test (figure 12.6) incorporates linear speed along with cutting in a
10 m × 5 m space.34 The clinician should set up four cones at the corner of the space.
Along the midline of the space, the clinician places a series of four cones spaced 3.3 m
apart. The client starts the drill at a bottom left cone facing the testing set-up so that all
cones are in front of and to the right of them. To begin the task, the client runs forward to
the 10 m line, and then turns and runs back to the starting line and rounds the bottom
cone. Next the client weaves in and out of the cones along the midline of the space. When
reaching the last cone, the client turns around and weaves back through the cones. After
finishing this task, the client runs down to the far 10 m line again before returning back to
the starting line. Excellent performance of the test is <15.2 seconds for males and <17.0
seconds for females.1
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Figure 12.6 Illinois agility test.
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Reprinted, by permission, from M. Reiman and R. Manske, 2009, Functional testing in human performance
(Champaign, IL; Human Kinetics), 199.
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Aerobic Capacity

Long-term aerobic capacity is important to examine in all clients due to the correlation
of this construct to client durability. In assessing aerobic capacity, the clinician should test
this construct in multiple durations and with tests that include repeated attempts in order
to examine the fitness capacity of the client.

300-Yard Shuttle Run

The 300-yard (274 m) shuttle run (figure 12.7) provides a linear indicator of anaerobic
endurance.1, 36 The test is set up with two markers 50 yards (45 m) apart from each other.
The client starts at one of the markers and runs to the other one as fast as they can. The
client touches the other marker and then returns to the other marker as fast as possible. The
client covers this distance a total of six times, completing 300 yards. The aim of this test is
to complete it in <60 seconds. Repetitive tests can also be done with 2-minute rest periods
interspersed to examine the effect of exertion on multiple test performance.
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Figure 12.7 300-yard shuttle run.

Reprinted, by permission, from M. Reiman and R. Manske, 2009, Functional testing in human performance
(Champaign, IL; Human Kinetics), 264.

 

Critical Clinical Pearls

When examining performance on the 300-yard shuttle, consider the following:

It can be very helpful to track the splits of each shuttle to examine maintenance or
decrements in time during the whole performance.
It can be helpful to have the client run a flat-out 300-yard sprint on a track to factor
in the stop-and-go cutting effect on the limitations of performance.
Use a heart rate monitor to identify heart rate recovery during the 2-minute rest
period to factor in the general conditioning aspect of the performance.

 

Lower Extremity Functional Test

The lower extremity functional test (LEFT; figure 12.8) is a longer duration test of
agility and aerobic capacity.35, 37 The test is set up using four cones that are placed 30 ft (9
m) apart in the anteroposterior direction and 10 ft (3 m) apart in the mediolateral
direction. The mediolateral cones are set up at the midpoint of the anteroposterior distance.
Performance of the LEFT consists of forward runs, backward runs, side shuffle, carioca,
figure-eight runs, 45° cuts, and 90° cuts completed two times. The clinician records the
total time needed for the client to complete the testing protocol. Clinical recommendations
for performance on the LEFT is <100 seconds for males and <120 seconds for females.38

This measure has been found to be reliable across days.39
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Figure 12.8 Lower extremity functional test.

Reprinted, by permission, from M. Reiman and R. Manske, 2009, Functional testing in human performance
(Champaign, IL; Human Kinetics), 265.

 

Multistage Fitness Test

The multistage fitness test (also known as the 20 m shuttle, the yo-yo, and the beep
test) is a common test that estimates aerobic power and O2max.40, 41 To set up the test,
the clinician places two cones 20 m apart.40 The clinician uses a standard audio track to
monitor the timing of the runs between the two cones. The audio track beeps when the
client is supposed to be in contact with a cone. The distance between beeps becomes
shorter and shorter to require an increase in client speed. Once the client is not present at a
cone for two beeps in a row, the clinician stops the test. The clinician records performance
on the test as the number of levels and number of shuttles that the client completed before
the beep that ended the test. This test can take up to 23 minutes to complete. As a result of
this, the test serves as an indicator of higher-level aerobic capacity. Performance standards
are age and sport specific.42 Performance on the test can also be utilized to provide an
estimate of O2max based on established equations.41
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Upper Extremity

Limited research has been conducted on functional assessment of the upper quarter.
However, a series of progressive tests have been described in order to obtain an
understanding of the limits of performance in the upper quarter as it relates to stability,
motor control, and power. These tests can provide insight as to when limitations begin to
be observed along the continuum of upper quarter function.

Closed Kinetic Chain Upper Extremity Stability Test

The closed kinetic chain upper extremity stability test (CKCUEST; figure 12.9)
examines closed chain upper extremity stability, strength, and endurance. The clinician sets
up the test by placing two pieces of tape 3 ft (1 m) apart from each other in parallel.44 The
client then assumes a push-up position within the boundary created by the tape. The client
then is given 15 seconds to tap their hands as many times as possible from line to line,
reaching across the body with the hand. The clinician records the number of touches
performed to assess performance of this measure. The test can be modified in order to make
comparisons between left and right stabilizing arms. In this case, the client would reach in a
single direction for 15 seconds and then complete the task in the opposite direction.
Performance on this should be in the range of 18 to 28 taps using the bilateral tapping
protocol.44, 45 The test has been found to provide reliable measures in client populations as
well as in uninjured groups.46
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Figure 12.9 Closed kinetic chain upper extremity stability test.
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Upper Quarter Y Balance Test

The upper quarter Y balance test (YBT-UQ) examines end-range stability of the upper
quadrant while maintaining core stability (figure 12.10). The test is completed using the
standard Y balance test kit.47 The client positions their body perpendicular to the front rail
of the test kit and assumes the top of the push-up position, placing the hand on the side of
their body closest to the stance platform on top of the stance platform, with the fingers
together and the thumb next to the starting line. To conduct the test, the clinician has the
client use the hand resting on the front rail to move the reach indicator in the medial (with
respect to the stance limb), inferolateral, and superolateral directions, without resting the
reach hand on the ground. The goals for performance on the test are to have physiologic
symmetry between limbs (<4 cm for medial reach, <6 cm for posteromedial and
posterolateral reach). In addition to symmetry, an average reach across all reach directions
normalized to limb length, measured from C7 to tip of longest finger with the arm
abducted 90°, is calculated and examined for both right and left limbs to examine overall
competency (composite score) on the test. This value should be >85% limb length.22, 45, 47

Overall performance should be considered as being a product of combined shoulder and
core stabilization based on research by Westrick and colleagues.45
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Figure 12.10 Upper quarter Y balance test: (a) starting position YBT-UQ, (b) medial
YBT-UQ reach, (c) inferolateral YBT-UQ reach, and (d) superolateral YBT-UQ reach.
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One-Arm Hop Test

The one-arm hop test is a higher-level test of arm strength and power as well as core
stability. The test is completed by having the client assume the plank position of a one-arm
push-up.48 For this set-up position, the client should have a flat back and place the feet
shoulder-width apart. Directly next to the client’s hand a step (10.2 cm) is placed that
serves as the elevated surface to which the client needs to hop. On hearing the verbal
command to complete the exercise, the client needs to hop up to the elevated surface and
down to the starting position five times. The time it takes to complete the activity is
recorded and scored for both left and right sides. In male collegiate athletes, these values
have been observed to be within the 6-second range, and no differences have been found
between dominant and nondominant sides.48

Seated Shot-Put Throw

The seated shot-put throw (figure 12.11) is a test that isolates upper extremity strength
and power. A 10 lb (4.5 kg) ball is standardized to use.49 To complete the task, the client
should sit with their back against a wall and their knees bent to 90°. The client should then
clutch the ball with both bands and push it forward from the center of their chest. Several
practice trials are allotted to accommodate to the test before completing three performance
trials. The average of the three trials should be used for analysis. Previous work on this test
has correlated performance on the test to bench press power; however, the strength of the
relationship is lowered when accounting for body mass.50
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Figure 12.11 Seated shot-put throw.
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General Core Stabilization

Basic core stabilization is a prerequisite for efficient peripheral movement. Historically
core stabilization has been assessed in a high threshold position to identify the isometric
limitations of the core. Information received from these testing postures can drive effective
training strategies aimed at normalizing core function.

Prone Bridge

The prone bridge or plank (figure 12.12) is a test to examine high threshold isometric
stabilization of the trunk and core musculature.1, 35, 51 In order to complete the task, the
client positions themselves in prone while being propped up on their elbows. When
instructed, the client lifts their pelvis off the ground in a straight line between the ankles
and shoulders. The client should hold this position until they are unable to maintain it due
to fatigue or pain. Normative values for this have been observed to differ between males
(92.9 ± 29.3) and females (51.2 ± 19.9) as well. Performance on the test is affected by the
onset of pain and history of back pain.51
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Figure 12.12 Prone bridge.

 

Endurance of Lateral Flexors

The lateral trunk flexor endurance test or side plank (figure 12.13) is the frontal plane
complement to the prone bridge, and assesses high-threshold isometric stabilization
bilaterally.1, 52, 53 On command, the client lifts their hips up off the surface so that their
pelvis is in line with their feet, knees, and head. The client should hold this test position as
long as possible until unable due to fatigue or pain. The goal of the test is to hold the
position for 30 seconds on each side. The test is scored on a 1 to 5 scale, with a 1
representing the client being unable to lift their hip off the table and scaled to a 5 where the
client is able to hold the position for 20 to 30 seconds. If a client is unable to lift their hips
off the ground in this position, the test is modified to be completed with the knees bent,
which decreases the difficulty of the test.
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Figure 12.13 Lateral trunk flexor endurance test.
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Conclusion

Implementation of PPMs for postinjury assessment should be a criterion-based
progression with consideration for personal and biopsychosocial concerns. The PPM may
be unable to accurately portray the client’s true physiological ability due to psychological or
other nonphysical variables. For example, it was demonstrated that clients with higher fear-
avoidance beliefs were less able to perform more difficult trunk endurance testing post
lumbar microdiscectomy than their colleagues with lower fear-avoidance beliefs.9 In such a
case, simply measuring the PPM would not accurately portray the client’s dysfunction. As
proposed by Reiman and Manske, the examination of a client is along a continuum.54 This
continuum includes impairment-based measures (decreased strength and range of motion),
self-reported outcome measures, and PPMs. The combination of all of these testing
approaches measures the concept of a client’s function. Assessment of a client’s function
should be criterion-based (lower level assessments must be successfully completed prior to
higher levels of assessment).
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Chapter 13
Gait

Janice K. Loudon, PT, PhD, SCS, ATC
Select portions of this chapter are reprinted, by permission, from J. Loudon, R.

Manske, and M. Reiman, 2013, Clinical mechanics and kinesiology (Champaign, IL:
Human Kinetics), chapters 17 and 18.
 Human locomotion is a repeated series of synchronous movements that involves
multiple joint segments of the human body. This movement requires fully functioning
musculoskeletal, neuromuscular, and cardiorespiratory systems. A keen observer can detect
problems with any of the systems based on deviations in a client’s gait. As thus, a gait
assessment should be one component of every orthopedic examination. This chapter
focuses primarily on the musculoskeletal system’s contribution to walking and running gait.
Normal walking and running kinematics and kinetics are discussed first, followed by
common faults found in each locomotion mode. The breakdown of each gait phase will
help the clinician understand and identify gait faults.
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Walking Gait

In general, walking gait is a sequential, semipredictable, and efficient mode of
locomotion.1 The body’s ability to control vertical and horizontal displacement allows for
efficient forward motion. This efficient motor pattern is based on six determinants:

1. Pelvic rotation in the transverse plane: On the swing side, the pelvis moves anteriorly
to advance the limb forward.

2. Lateral pelvic tilt: On the swing side, the pelvis drops approximately 1 in. (2.5 cm).
3. Lateral shift: The body shifts approximately 1 to 2 in. (2.5–5 cm) toward the stance

limb.
4. Knee flexion: The knee flexes up to 45° during preswing.
5. Ankle dorsiflexion: The ankle dorsiflexes during the late phase of midstance as the

body progresses forward.
6. Heel rise: During the last portion of stance, the heel raises during preswing.

A disturbance in any one of these determinants results in gait deviations that can be
grossly observed and in an increase in energy expenditure.2

Walking Gait Sequence

A full gait cycle is the sequential completion of a single limb’s stance phase and swing
phase. Further, it can be described as the period between right initial contact and right
initial contact (or left initial contact and left initial contact), or stride length. Step length is
the distance between right foot contact and left foot contact. The stance (stride) phase is
when the reference foot is on the ground; it is made up of five subphases: initial contact,
loading response, midstance, terminal stance, and preswing. The swing phase is when the
reference foot is off the ground; it includes the initial swing, midswing, and terminal swing.
These phases are taken from the Rancho Los Amigos (RLA) terminology.3 A comparison of
traditional gait sequence terminology with Rancho Los Amigos terminology is included in
figure 13.1. Traditional terminology refers to points in time, whereas the RLA terminology
refers to lengths of time. The next section looks at the individual phases of gait.
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Figure 13.1 Ranch Los Amigos and traditional terminology for the walking gait cycle.

Reprinted, by permission, from J. Loudon, R. Manske, and M. Reiman, 2013, Clinical mechanics and kinesiology
(Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics), 356.

 

With normal walking speed (1 m/s), the stride phase makes up 60% to 62% of the
whole gait cycle. Single support occurs when only one foot is on the ground and occurs
during the middle portion of the stance phase. Double support occurs when both feet are
on the ground and at the beginning and end of the stance. Figure 13.1 displays each phase
of the gait sequence.

Initial contact is defined as the point when the foot contacts the ground. In normal
gait, this contact is made by the heel. However, in gait sequences like those of people with
cerebral palsy, initial contact may be with the mid- or forefoot. Initial contact is the
shortest phase of the stance phase.

Loading response is the phase from initial contact until the contralateral leg leaves the
ground. During loading response, weight is rapidly transferred onto the outstretched limb,
and the limb is decelerating. This along with initial contact is the first period of double-
limb support, since the contralateral limb is on the ground. The initial contact phase and
the loading response phase together make up 10% of the gait cycle.

Midstance is the period when the contralateral extremity lifts off the ground and
continues to a position in which the body has progressed over and ahead of the supporting
extremity. Midstance makes up 20% of the gait cycle and is a period of single-limb
support.

Terminal stance occurs from midstance to a point just before initial contact of the
contralateral extremity. In normal gait, the heel is leaving the ground as progression over
the stance limb continues. The body moves ahead of the limb, and weight is transferred
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onto the forefoot. Terminal stance lasts for 20% of gait cycle, and is the second period of
single-limb support.

Preswing is the final phase of stride and takes place from just after heel-off to toe-off. A
rapid unloading of the limb occurs as weight is transferred to the contralateral limb.
Preswing is the second period of double-limb support and makes up 10% of the gait cycle.
Preswing occurs during loading response on the opposite side.

The swing phase is when the foot is not on the ground. It consists of initial swing,
midswing, and terminal (late) swing. Swing phase is 38% to 40% of the total gait cycle.
These three phases are equally divided with regard to time. Initial swing is the acceleration
phase and is described as the time the foot leaves the ground until maximal knee flexion in
swing. During this phase, the thigh begins to advance as the foot lifts off the floor.
Midswing begins after initial swing and continues until the airborne tibia is in a vertical
position. The thigh continues to advance as the knee begins to extend and the foot clears
the ground. Terminal (late) swing is the deceleration phase. The knee is extending as the
limb prepares to contact the ground.

Walking Gait Kinematics

The kinematics during walking gait are complex.4 Table 13.1 lists the primary joints,
joint positions, external moments, and muscle movement for each phase of the gait cycle.
This section focuses on joint positions. The head, arms, and trunk (sometimes referred to
as HAT) are usually considered in literature as a rigid unit and are not discussed here.
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Subtalar Joint

At initial contact, in normal gait, the contact is made on the lateral side of the heel and
the subtalar joint (STJ) is minimally supinated. From initial contact through loading
response, the STJ pronates. At the midpoint of midstance, the foot begins to resupinate to
get the foot ready for push-off. During terminal stance and preswing, the great toe moves
into maximal extension, creating the windlass effect, a passive lifting of the arch due to the
plantar fascia.

Talocrural Joint

The talocrural joint range of motion is between 5° of plantar flexion and 5° of
dorsiflexion at heel strike. The remainder of the foot slowly lowers to the floor as the gait
cycle progresses. During loading response and early midstance, the talocrural joint is in
relative plantar flexion because the stance leg is in front of the body. As the body progresses
over the fixed foot, the talocrural joint moves into relative dorsiflexion (midstance) until
the heel leaves the ground, readying it for push-off. Maximal dorsiflexion (10° or greater) is
required at terminal stance. If dorsiflexion is lacking, substitutions such as STJ pronation or
early heel rise will occur. During swing, the talocrural joint returns to dorsiflexion to clear
the ground and to get ready for initial contact.

Knee Joint

During initial contact, the tibia is externally rotating due to the distal influence (STJ
supination) and the opposite limb swing. In the sagittal plane, the knee joint remains
relatively straight during this phase. As the STJ pronates and the tibia internally rotates
during loading response and the beginning of midstance, the knee moves into slight flexion
to help with shock absorption. At preswing, the knee passively flexes to 45° as the heel lifts
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off the ground. During initial swing, the knee maximally flexes to 60° to allow the foot to
clear the ground. Knee flexion is one of the determinants of gait and is needed to minimize
vertical translation and conserve energy.

Hip Joint and Pelvis

The hip joint has key motion in all three planes during the gait cycle. In the sagittal
plane, the hip joint is in flexion (25–35°) at initial contact, and then moves into extension
as the body progresses over the fixed foot. The hip reaches maximal extension during
terminal stance (15–25°) and then begins to move back into flexion during preswing
through the swing phase. The pelvis is anteriorly rotated until midstance, where it moves
posterior 8° to 10°.

In the frontal plane, the hip moves in relation to the action of the pelvis. The pelvis is
level at initial contact and the hip is in neutral abduction. During loading response, the
pelvis rises on the stance side (4°) and slightly drops on the swing side. The hip is in
adduction. In the transverse plane, the femur mirrors the action of the tibia. After the foot
contacts the ground, the primary motion is internal rotation until the opposite heel strike.

Walking Gait Kinetics

Human locomotion has been described as a series of controlled falls and catches.3 The
falls are a result of gravitational forces, pulling the body toward the center of the Earth. The
muscles of the lower extremity are responsible for controlling these gravitational forces. In
addition, three rockers (heel, ankle, and metatarsal heads) add to the gravitational control
and momentum conservation during stance. These rockers describe the anatomical pivot
points during crucial phases of the gait cycle. The first rocker is the heel rocker. It occurs
from initial contact to loading response and is the period when the foot is decelerating
towards the ground. During the first rocker, the joints are absorbing impact and the
muscles are working eccentrically. The second rocker, ankle rocker, is defined from foot flat
to midstance and is characterized by the control of the ground reaction force as the foot
remains flat and the tibia translates anterior. The third rocker occurs during terminal stance
and preswing as plantar flexion arrests the tibia and the fulcrum pivots to the metatarsal
heads.

Critical Clinical Pearls

During normal walking gait, three rockers occur that aide in gravitational control and
momentum conservation:

1st rocker: a heel rocker that occurs from initial contact to loading response
2nd rocker: also termed the ankle rocker, occurs from foot flat to midstance
3rd rocker (forefoot rocker): occurs during terminal stance and preswing
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Foot and Ankle

The primary extrinsic muscles working at the STJ during gait are the anterior tibialis
and posterior tibialis. These muscles work eccentrically to decelerate pronation.5 Toward
the end of the stance phase, the foot invertors work concentrically to lock the foot into
supination. The peroneal muscles work eccentrically to fine-tune the supination. The
pretibial muscles (anterior tibialis, extensor digitorum, and extensor hallucis longus) are
active during the first rocker, working eccentrically to control foot slap. As the ground
reaction force (GRF) passes through the heel, an external plantar flexion moment is created.
During the second rocker, the soleus is working eccentrically to control the anterior
displacement of the tibia. This is also a period of force absorption. The third rocker is a
period of acceleration, and the plantar flexors are working concentrically. Deceleration of
the first two rockers must be counterbalanced by the third rocker. The pretibial muscles
work concentrically in swing to hold the foot in dorsiflexion to prevent foot drag.

Knee Joint

At initial contact the muscle activity around the knee is variable.6 The quadriceps and
hamstring co-contract to help stabilize the knee joint. During the loading response, the
GRF creates an external flexion moment, and the quadriceps work eccentrically to absorb
energy and counteract the external moment. Midstance is characterized by minimal to no
muscle activity as the ligaments around the knee and the external extensor moment help to
stabilize the joint. The external moment changes to flexion during terminal stance and the
rectus femoris becomes active to eccentrically control knee flexion. During swing, the knee
motion is passive, so little muscle activity is necessary; the rectus femoris may work to limit
knee flexion.

Hip Joint

During the first rocker, the hip extensors work eccentrically to control hip flexion. As
the hip is extending in second rocker, the gluteal muscles work concentrically to accelerate
the body forward. As swing begins, the hip drives forward into flexion with contraction of
the hip flexors, primarily the iliopsoas muscle. Late in midstance, hip extension is passive
and is limited by the iliofemoral ligament. The hip continues to extend into the third
rocker, where it reaches maximal extension.

The stance side gluteus medius is the primary muscle that controls hip and pelvic
motion. The same muscle group will concentrically raise the pelvis on the swing side to
help with foot clearance during late swing. The adductor magus works on a fixed front limb
to cause internal rotation. Terminal stance is characterized by external rotation of the femur
as the adductor magnus now works eccentrically to stabilize the pelvis.
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Ground Reaction Force

Newton’s third law states that for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.
In terms of gait, the equal and opposite reaction that occurs when the foot is on the ground
is the ground reaction force (GRF). The ground reaction force can be resolved into three
vector forces: vertical, anteroposterior, and medial–lateral forces. Figure 13.2 displays the
vertical GRF. The vertical ground reaction force averages 110% to 140% of the body
weight (BW) with normal walking. The anteroposterior GRF is 20% and the medial–
lateral is 5% BW.
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Figure 13.2 Ground reaction forces: one vertical (RV) and two horizontal (Ra/p; Rm/1).

Reprinted, by permission, from J. Watkins, 2010, Structure and function of the musculoskeletal system, 2nd ed.
(Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics), 302.

 

Center of Pressure

The center of pressure (COP) is the cumulative forces in a given area at an instance in
time. The path of the COP for walking is displayed in figure 13.3. At initial contact of the
heel, the COP is located just lateral to the midheel. It progresses along the lateral midfoot,
which corresponds to the midstance of gait. At terminal stance and heel-off, the COP is
located under the medial forefoot. Center of pressure can be used to determine the amount
of forces distributed on an area, especially when it is excessive. For example, a client with
diabetic peripheral neuropathy may develop sores on the feet and be unaware of the
incidence. The COP pathway would help the clinician determine if the insulting forces can
be minimized with the use of an orthotic or change in footwear.
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Figure 13.3 Center of pressure during the gait cycle.

Reprinted, by permission, from P. Houglum, 2010, Therapeutic exercise for musculoskeletal injuries, 3rd ed.
(Champaign, IL; Human Kinetics), 359.

 

Joint Moments

Moments, or torques, are placed on the joints as a result of the GRF. These external
moments vary depending on the phase of gait. The external moments are counterbalanced
by muscle contraction, which creates an internal moment. Figure 13.4 depicts the external
moments at the foot, knee, and hip at each phase of the stance phase. At initial contact, the
external moment at the ankle is posterior, which is in the plantar flexion direction. If
unopposed by muscle action, the ankle would plantar flex because of the external moment.
However, during this phase of gait, the pretibial muscles are active to control the plantar
flexion external moment so that the foot lowers slowly to the ground. At the knee and hip,
the external moment is anterior to the joint axes. At the knee this creates an external
extension moment and at the hip an external flexion moment. Again, the muscle activity at
these joints will counteract the external moment. The last column in table 13.1 lists the
external moment at the hip, knee, and ankle for the stance phase of gait. An imbalance
between internal and external moments will disrupt the normal gait cycle.
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Figure 13.4 External moments about the hip, knee, and ankle during walking gait.

Reprinted, by permission, from J. Loudon, R. Manske, and M. Reiman, 2013, Clinical mechanics and kinesiology
(Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics), 363.

 

Gait Parameters

In quantifying gait, the clinician can measure both distance and temporal
measurements. The following sections list common gait parameters and average values.

Distance Variables

Step and stride length are routinely measured in a gait analysis, and they are relatively
easy to record.7 Right step length is the longitudinal distance from left to right initial
contact (figure 13.5). Left step length is the distance from right to left initial contact. The
average step length in an adult is 64 to 74 cm.8 Stride length is equivalent to initial contact
to initial contact of the same limb. In adults the average stride length is 1.33 to 1.63 m
(average = 1.41 m), with men on the higher end of the range and women on the lower end
of the range.3 Stride length should equate to the sum of right and left step lengths. This
distance is less in women, in elderly people, and in people with musculoskeletal and
neurological deficiency.9
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Figure 13.5 Distance variables in stride length, step length, and stride width.

Reprinted, by permission, from P. Houglum, 2010, Therapeutic exercise for musculoskeletal injuries, 3rd ed.
(Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics), 353.

 

Step width is the distance between feet. Normally it is 5 to 10 cm (2–4 in.). A wider
step width may be indicative of poor balance. Step angle is the amount of toe-out in the
foot. Normally this angle is 4 to 8° (average = 7°).

Temporal Variables

Temporal variables describe time values such as how fast someone walks. Gait velocity
on average is 1.23 to 1.37 m/s (3 mph; 5 kmph) for adults.10 Gait velocity (speed) = step
length × cadence, in units of distance / time. Step rate or cadence is the number of steps per
time and equates to just less than 2 steps/s or 111 to 117 steps/min. On average, the rate
for women is usually 6 to 9 steps/min higher than for men. Additionally, the time spent in
stance (stance time), swing (swing time), double support, and single support can be
calculated. Reported values for distance and temporal parameters are as follows:

Stride length (m) 1.33 ± 0.09 to 1.63 ± 0.11
Step length (m)     0.70 ± 0.01 to 0.81 ± 0.05
Step width (cm)     0.61 ± 0.22 to 9.0 ± 3.5
Foot angle (°)          5.1 ± 5.7 to 6.8 ± 5.6
Gait speed (m/s)     0.82 to 1.60 ± 0.16
Cadence (steps/min)     100 to 131
Stance time (s)          0.63 ± 0.07 to 0.67 ± 0.04
Swing time (s)          0.39 ± 0.02 to 0.40 ± 0.04

Walking Gait Disturbances and Mechanical Faults

As previously stated, walking gait is a very efficient mode of locomotion. Conservation
of energy is achieved by minimizing the center of gravity displacement in both in the
vertical and horizontal planes. Earlier, six anatomical determinants were identified as being
important for the conservation of energy. In addition, five attributes of gait are important
for maximizing gait efficiency. These attributes are stability in stance, foot clearance in
swing, prepositioning of the foot for initial contact, adequate step length, and energy
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conservation. Deviations in one or more of the attributes are common in pathological or
abnormal gait patterns. An example of a deficiency in stance stability is abnormal foot
position such that weight distribution and balance are poor. A child with cerebral palsy
who has an equinus (plantar flexed club foot) deformity will be unable to bear weight on a
flat foot, compromising the base of support. This is one reason many people with cerebral
palsy use an assistive device. Other deficiencies in the attributes of gait are found in table
13.2.
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Another way to look at the phases of gait so that gait deviations can be described is to
use the functional phases of gait.3 The three phases are labeled weight acceptance, single-
limb support, and swing-limb advance. Weight acceptance includes initial contact and
loading response. The single-limb support includes midstance and terminal stance, when
only one limb is in contact with the ground. Swing-limb advance includes the last phase of
stance, preswing, and the entire swing phase. Table 13.3 breaks down the functional phases
of gait and the possible gait deviations that can occur at the major joints.
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Classic Abnormal Walking Gait Patterns

Many gait abnormalities are identified by the pathological cause of the gait rather than
the joint or muscle impairment.11 Listed here are common abnormal gait patterns.
However, the clinician should understand that generalizing a gait pattern is not ideal.
Descriptive terms such as the ones listed in table 13.3 are preferable.

Antalgic (Painful) Gait

An antalgic gait occurs as a result of pain in one or both lower extremities. The stance
phase of the affected limb will be shorter relative to the opposite side. Because of pain, less
time is spent on the involved side. The shortened stance time is a result of a shorter step
length. Because of this shortened time, the swing phase of the uninvolved side will also be
shorter. In addition, walking velocity and cadence will be decreased.

Arthrogenic Gait

An arthrogenic gait is a result of stiffness in one or more joints of the lower extremity.
This gait is characterized by a forward lean, decreased hip and knee range of motion, and a
relatively longer limb on the stiff side. Gait deviations could include vaulting or
circumduction of the reference limb. The clinician may notice an increase in plantar flexion
on the opposite side to counter the relatively long leg.

Ataxic Gait

An ataxic gait is common in people with cerebellar problems. This gait deviation is a
result of poor balance. The client will walk with a broad base of support and hands held out
to the side to improve stability.

Contracture Gait

In a contracture gait, the client has limited motion at one or more joints of the lower
extremity. If the contracture is at the hip in flexion, the client will present with increased
lumbar lordosis and knee flexion. Besides these compensations, the client may walk with a
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flexed trunk because the hip flexors do not allow a full upright posture. If the contracture is
with knee flexion, the client will present with increased ankle dorsiflexion on the
uninvolved side and early heel rise on the involved side. A plantar flexion contracture at the
ankle will create knee hyperextension and forward bending of the trunk.

Gluteus Maximus Gait

This gait is characterized by weakness in the gluteus maximus, which results in a
backward lurch position to compensate for the lack of control of hip extension. This gait is
sometimes referred to as a myopathic gait.

Gluteus Medius (Trendelenburg) Gait

This gait deviation occurs in the frontal plane, and is characterized by hip abductor
muscle weakness on the stance side. The primary role of the gluteus medius is to stabilize
the pelvis in the frontal plane. When weakness exists in this muscle, excessive hip drop
occurs on the opposite side (swing side). In some cases this occurs bilaterally, and the client
will walk with a wobbling gait. Possible causes of this gait pattern are hip arthritis,
congenital hip dislocation, or coxa vara. Limiting the gluteus medius activation will reduce
the compression across the hip joint, thereby lessening the pain.

Hemiplegic

This gait occurs after a cerebral vascular accident when one side of the body has been
affected by paralysis. This gait pattern is also referred to as a spastic gait. The client will
shuffle on the involved side. Many times the upper extremity is held in a tonic position of
shoulder adduction, elbow flexion, and wrist flexion, and the fingers are held in a grasping
position.

Parkinsonian Gait

As the name implies, this gait is found in people with Parkinson’s disease. The gait is
characterized by reduced stride length and short, rapid shuffling steps with a slightly
increased walking base. In addition, people with this gait pattern will hold their arms out to
the side without swinging. They may demonstrate an increased gait velocity once in stride,
but then are unable to stop suddenly.

Scissors Gait

The scissors gait is characterized by hip adduction and forceful thrusting of the limb
forward with limb advancement. This gait is common in people with spastic paralysis of the
lower extremity. It is also referred to as a diplegic gait.
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Steppage (Drop Foot) Gait

The steppage gait occurs in people with weak dorsiflexors or peripheral neuropathy.
This type of gait is characterized by exaggerated hip and knee flexion in order to lift the
foot high enough to clear it from the ground.
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Running Gait

The running cycle is comparable to the walking cycle in that each consists of a stance
phase and swing phase. However, a couple of major differences are that during the stance
phase of running there is no double support and during the swing phase there is a point
when both feet are off the ground, called double float. Also, the running cycle is quicker,
lasting approximately seven-tenths of a second, whereas the walking cycle takes on the
average 1 second. One further difference is the magnitude of the ground reaction force
which can be as high as 5 × body weight during running compared to 1.5 × body weight
with walking.

Running requires better balance than walking because there is no double support phase,
and the base of support is narrower with running. Running also requires more strength of
the lower extremity to decelerate the greater ground reaction forces. Additionally, if you
look at the range of motions required for walking and running, you will notice that
running requires more motion at the ankle and knee. The knee flexion and ankle
dorsiflexion is required for attenuating impact forces. The narrower base of support creates
more adduction of the limb.

Critical Clinical Pearls

Several differences exist between running gait and walking gait. Some differences found
in running are the following:

A double float phase, where both feet are off the ground
Decreased cycle time (0.7 seconds versus 1 second with walking)
Higher vertical ground reaction force (2-5 × body weight)
Narrower base of support

 

Running Sequence

The running gait sequence includes the stance and swing phases. The stance phase (also
referred to as the support phase) is defined as the period in the gait cycle when the foot is on
the ground, and it takes up 38% to 45% of the total running cycle. Three purposes for the
stance phase are to establish contact with the supporting surface, provide a stable base so
the opposite extremity can move through its swing phase, and advance the body forward
over a fixed foot. The running cycle stance phase consists of foot strike (initial contact),
midsupport (midstance), and take-off. Figure 13.6 displays the running cycle. Table 13.4
breaks down the running mechanics into the different phases and presents the joint
motions and working muscles for each phase.
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Figure 13.6 Running gait cycle.

Reprinted, by permission, from J. Watkins, 2010, Structure and function of the musculoskeletal system, 2nd ed.
(Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics), 30.
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Foot strike, or initial contact, is defined as the point when the foot makes the first
touch with the ground. At this point, the loading forces are controlled eccentrically.
Runners may contact the ground with the heel, the midfoot, or the forefoot. More than
70% of long distance runners use a heel strike running gait.12 Recent conversation has
emphasized the use of minimal to no footwear to promote a midfoot strike.13 A midfoot
strike may help to minimize braking forces and hip and knee joint forces.14 However, to
date, there is no evidence that a midfoot or forefoot strike pattern minimizes injury in the
long distance runner. In fact, forefoot striking has been associated with greater force
through the ankle and Achilles tendon.15

When the foot is flat on the ground, midsupport begins. From initial contact to
midsupport, the body is absorbing the ground reaction forces; this is the braking phase.
The ankle and knee are at their maximum flexion angle, and the subtalar joint is pronating
as the foot adapts to the ground. The lower limb is primarily working eccentrically to break
the forward momentum of the body.

Once the runner’s body moves anterior to the stance leg, the propulsion phase begins
until the foot leaves the ground (take-off). The concentric contraction of the lower limb
muscles along with stored potential energy in the tendons help propel the body forward.
The arms provide some upward lift, promote efficient movement and balance, and help
reduce rotation forces through the body. It is during the stance phase that the greatest risk
of injury arises, since forces are acting on the body and muscles are active to control these
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forces, and joints are being loaded.
The swing phase (sometimes referred to as the recovery phase) is when the foot is off the

ground; it makes up about 55% to 62% of the total running cycle. The purpose of the
swing phase is to return the limb to a position that is ready for foot contact. Additionally,
during this phase, the swinging limb adds momentum to the body, thereby increasing
efficiency. The swing phase includes follow-through (initial swing), forward swing
(midswing), and foot descent (terminal swing). Follow-through is characterized as the end
of backward momentum of the leg, where the knee reaches maximal flexion (60°). The
limb begins to drive forward as forward swing begins. As the limb prepares for foot contact,
foot descent begins. It is during the swing phase that the period of double float, when
neither foot is on the ground, happens. Double float occurs at the beginning and end of the
swing phase.

Running Kinematics

This section describes motion of the lower and upper extremities during running. More
range of motion is required of the shoulder, elbow, hip, knee, ankle, and foot during
running as compared to walking.

Initial Contact to Midsupport

During running, motion at the hip occurs primarily in the sagittal plane. At foot
contact, the hip is flexed to approximately 45° and immediately begins to move toward
extension, reaching around 20° of flexion by midsupport. Hip flexion helps with absorption
of impact forces during this initial ground contact. Motion in the frontal and transverse
planes is much less than what is found in the sagittal plane. The hip adducts relative to the
pelvis at foot contact. Similar to lateral pelvic tilt, this is a shock-absorbing mechanism. The
amount of hip adduction is approximately 6°. Hip motion in the transverse plane during
running is similar to walking gait; the hip is in slight external rotation and then moves into
internal rotation up until midsupport.16

At contact, the knee should be flexed around 20°. Knee flexion continues to
approximately 40° during midsupport. The ankle is dorsiflexed and reaches 20° during
midsupport.

At initial contact, the subtalar joint is inverted (supinated) as the foot hits the ground.
The ankle is dorsiflexed, around 10° for rearfoot strikers; the knee is flexed to 15° to 20°,
and the hip is flexed between 20° and 50°. As the running gait continues, the talus plantar
flexes, adducts, and inverts on the stabilized calcaneus to produce subtalar pronation. An
adducted position of the talus (pronation) increases tibial internal rotation because of the
congruity of the articulations at the talocrural joint.

Midsupport to Take-Off
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From midsupport to toe-off, the hip joint moves from 20° of flexion to 5° of extension.
This change in motion helps to propel the runner’s body forward. From midsupport to toe-
off, the hip progressively abducts and should be in a position of abduction by the time the
foot leaves the ground. The hip then returns to a more neutral position at toe-off.17 During
take-off, the knee extends and then begins to flex again once the foot leaves the ground. By
toe-off, the ankle is plantar flexed to around 25° and the knee extends to 0°. The hip
continues to move to 10° of extension.

Swing Phase

As the limb moves into the swing phase, the hip continues to extend to approximately
20°. At the same time, the pelvis is moving from a position of posterior tilt to anterior tilt.
Inadequate anterior tilt or rotation of the pelvis during late stance phase may cause the
runner to excessively extend the femur; this may increase tensile stresses to the iliofemoral
ligament and anterior joint capsule.18 The hip then changes directions and moves into
flexion as it initiates forward swing. The hip reaches maximal flexion (65°) during this
portion of swing. As the foot readies itself for ground contact, the hip moves from 65° of
flexion to 40° of flexion. The return of the hip into extension helps to reduce the horizontal
velocity of the foot prior to contact and possibly minimize the ground reaction force.18

During swing, the hip abducts (8°) but returns to adduction just prior to foot contact.
Motion at the hip will mirror the motion of the pelvis in this plane, and this combined
motion is thought to help minimize shoulder and head movement.19 Increased femoral
adduction has been linked to various injuries in the knee and hip joints.20 A variation in
hip position has been reported in swing (internally rotated versus neutral), although it
would seem that a neutral hip would be more advantageous than excessive internal rotation.

Peak knee flexion occurs during forward swing, reaching close to 125° in elite runners.
The extreme flexion serves to shorten the lever arm of the limb to improve swing
acceleration. During swing, the ankle moves from a position of plantar flexion to
dorsiflexion as the foot descends to the ground.

The main function of the upper body and arm action is to provide balance and assist
with drive.21 In the transverse plane, the arms and trunk move to oppose the forward drive
of the legs. The arms are held relaxed with the elbow angle at 90° or less. The hands should
remain relaxed. The normal arm action during distance running involves shoulder
extension to pull the elbow straight back; then, as the arm comes forward, the hand will
move slightly across the body. Excessive arm crossover will cause excessive trunk rotation.

Running Kinetics

The forces on the lower extremity with running are measured using vertical ground
reaction forces (VGRF). Running research has shown that the force increases as the
running speed increases, and it is in the range of 2 to 3.5 times body weight.22 In
visualizing the VGRF, as in walking, there appear to be two peaks. Impact peak is not as
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dramatic as with walking, and is dependent on location of foot strike (e.g., rearfoot striker
versus a forefoot striker; figure 13.7). The increase in VGRF that occurs from transitioning
from walking to jogging is a function of the change in center-of-gravity velocity.23 It has
been reported that increasing step or stride rate will decrease joint forces.
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Figure 13.7 Ground reaction force–time curves (vertical and horizontal components) for a
heel striker (solid line) and forefoot striker (dashed line). BW = body weight; VGRF =

vertical ground reaction force; APF = anteroposterior ground reaction force.

Reprinted, by permission, from P.M. McGinnis, 2015, Biomechanics of sport and exercise, 2nd ed. (Champaign, IL:
Human Kinetics), 352.

 

Braking Phase

Braking phase is another way to describe the initial phase of stance during running. The
braking phase occurs from initial contact to foot flat. This phase represents a period of
deceleration. The muscles are working eccentrically to control joint motion and gravity.
The motion of the foot, ankle, and knee is coordinated to absorb the vertical landing forces
on the body. During the initial phase of stance, the body is absorbing the ground reaction
forces. The lower limb is primarily working eccentrically to control the forward momentum
of the body. At the hip, the primary muscles working are the quadriceps, hip extensors, hip
abductors, and hamstrings. The hip joint extensor, the gluteus maximus, generates power
during this phase to pull the body forward by actively extending the hip after swing.24 In
the frontal plane, the gluteus medius is working to control or slow frontal plane lateral
pelvic tilt. The hamstring is active before foot strike and demonstrates continued EMG
activity into the propulsion phase. Its initial activity is responsible for slowing the rapidly
extending knee in preparation for contact.

During the braking phase, the eccentric strength in the calf and quadriceps muscles is
required to control the knee and ankle joints; otherwise the knee and ankle would collapse
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or rotate inward. In fact, the quadriceps and calf muscles are active prior to initial contact,
and most of their activity occurs between initial contact (IC) and midstance (MS) to help
control the braking forces.

Propulsion Phase

Once the runner’s body moves anterior to the stance leg, the propulsion phase begins; it
lasts until the foot leaves the ground. More specifically, the propulsion phase occurs from
flat foot to toe-off. This phase represents a period of powerful concentric contraction.
During the propulsion phase, the ankle and knee motion are the opposite of the motion in
the braking phase.

The concentric contraction of the lower limb muscles, along with stored potential
energy in the tendons, helps to propel the body forward. Here, the ankle, knee, and hip
combine in a triple extension movement to provide propulsion upward and forward.25 The
calf, quadriceps, hamstring, and gluteal activity during the propulsion phase is less than
during the braking phase, because the propulsion energy comes mainly from the recoil of
elastic energy stored during the first half of stance. The gastrocnemius generates the
primary propulsion during the propulsive phase.26 In addition, the hip flexors are
dominant in the propulsion phase. This activity continues through the first half of swing.
This muscle group initially is decelerating hip extension but then becomes the primary
force generation for forward swing. The gluteus medius contracts concentrically to abduct
the hip and provide hip lift.27

The calf, quadriceps, hamstring, and gluteal activity during the propulsion phase is less
than during the braking phase because the propulsion energy comes mainly from the recoil
of elastic energy stored during the first half of stance.

Swing Phase

During the swing phase of running, the hip flexors work concentrically to bring the
swing limb forward to ready it for impact. The gluteus maximus works eccentrically to
control this motion.28 The hip abductors and external rotators are working eccentrically to
control motion in the frontal and transverse planes. The gluteus medius muscles
(abductors) are of primary importance in providing lateral stability. Their contraction prior
to and during the braking phase prevents the hip from dropping down too far to the swing-
leg side. The muscles will be acting eccentrically, or even isometrically, to prevent this
movement.

Running Injuries

Running is a common mode of exercise for millions of people. Unfortunately,
accompanying this activity is a high incidence of injury. According to a systematic review
by Van Gent and colleagues,29 the incidence may be as high as 80%. These injuries are
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commonly due to repetitive tissue loading over many cycles.30 The most common running
injuries are patellofemoral pain syndrome, iliotibial band syndrome, plantar fasciitis, tibial
stress fracture, and Achilles tendinopathy. A summary of common running injuries and
possible contributing factors can be found in table 13.5. Potential causes of running
injuries can be classified as nonmodifiable and modifiable.
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Nonmodifiable Factors

Nonmodifiable factors are related to anatomical structure, age, and sex. Running
involves repetitive impact, and each runner has a limit to the amount of stress their tissue
can tolerate before breakdown. Even a slight biomechanical abnormality could induce
injury.31 Several theories implicate structure and function as causative factors for running
injuries. Differences in foot structure are associated with common overuse injuries.32 Tong
and Kong33 found that the strength of this relationship is low. Theoretically, a flexible foot
allows for more shock absorption than does a rigid foot. However, excessive or prolonged
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pronation has been attributed to faulty alignment (patellofemoral pain syndrome) and
excessive muscle activity (shin splints).34 When the foot is at maximal pronation, the tibia
should be at maximal internal rotation, and the knee should be flexed. This position occurs
during midsupport. Past this point, the knee begins to extend; however, in some runners,
the STJ is still in pronation, and this will cause excessive torsion in the system, especially at
the knee.35, 36 The runner with excessive eversion may also display excessive internal
rotation of the tibia, which can also influence knee and hip mechanics.37 A runner with a
rigid foot is unable to dissipate the ground forces through foot mobility, so this stress is
passed on to the tibia and up the leg. These runners are more prone to stress fractures in the
tibia, lateral ankle sprains, and iliotibial band syndrome.32

Recently, attention has been focused on the hip and pelvis as causative factors for a
variety of common running injuries. The alignment of the femur and tibia is important for
alignment of structures such as the patella. Increased motion of the hip or pelvis in the
frontal and transverse planes has been associated with patellofemoral pain syndrome,27, 38

iliotibial band syndrome,20 and tibial stress fractures.39

Modifiable Factors

Modifiable factors are those factors that can be changed, such as the environment,
technique, or training. Specifically, the research suggests that the biggest predictors of
injury are total volume of running and sudden changes in volume or intensity of running.40

Running terrain can be a factor that contributes to injury. Running surface directly
affects the magnitude of the ground reaction forces. Asphalt and concrete are associated
with higher forces as compared with a grass surface. An advantage of a harder surface is that
better traction occurs between the surface and the runner’s shoe or foot. A trade-off with
grass, dirt, and sand is less force but less traction and more joint range of motion than is
needed in the lower extremity. A person with an unstable ankle may prefer the harder
surface to minimize the chance of injury or reinjury.

One possible cause of many running injuries is overstriding. This is a common fault in
novice runners. Overstriding contributes to excessive braking forces. The correct movement
patterns of the hip, knee, and ankle combined with correct activation and strength of the
major leg muscles will help control braking forces during running, resulting in a more
efficient action using tendon elastic energy and minimizing landing forces. Since running
speed is equal to stride length multiplied by stride frequency, one way to improve running
rate is to increase stride frequency, or cadence. Recommended cadence for long-distance
runners is 160 to 180 steps/min.

Rapid increases in training pace or volume are common training errors. Although it has
not been validated, applying the 10% rule to a running program can be used as a guide.
The runner should not increase pace or volume more than 10% per week. It is also
recommended to increase these factors one at a time. If pace is increased, then mileage
should be restricted for a period of time. Also, the long run for a week should not exceed
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30% of the total weekly running mileage. In addition, adequate rest between training
sessions is important to allow remodeling of the tissues. A rest period of 48 to 72 hours is
recommended between successive training sessions. Cross-training can be used to
supplement this relative rest period.
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Biomechanical Analysis of Walking and Running

Biomechanical analysis of walking or running involves measurement of kinematic or
kinetic data. These measurements require some sort of instrumentation, which may be as
simple as a yard stick or as sophisticated as a three-dimensional motion analysis system.
Measurement techniques are constantly evolving as technology improves. This section
focuses on instrumentation that is commonly used in the clinic.

Kinematic Evaluation

Kinematic evaluation involves observing limb or joint position, displacement, velocity,
and acceleration. These measures will help the clinician decide if the client’s motion falls
within normal limits or if a deviation is present. Identification of gait deviations during
walking or running provides information that may help the clinician determine the cause of
a client’s complaint. Additionally, it will help determine the course of treatment.
Identifying gait deviations is a learned skill and requires a trained eye. When it comes to
running, it is almost impossible to identify faults without visually slowing the motion. A
great way to do this is with some type of video capture system. The current technology
allows us to easily and objectively analyze gait for baseline and progression. Additionally, it
gives the client immediate feedback and can be replayed repeatedly to modify faulty
movement patterns with walking or running.

Basic equipment needed for video gait analysis includes a camera, tripod, motion
capture software, and playback device. The type of movement (walking or running) and the
requirements of the analysis largely determine the camera and analysis system of choice.
Standard video provides 60 samples per second, which are perfectly adequate for walking.
Capturing running will require a digital video capture system that has a higher sampling
rate. For both qualitative and quantitative analysis, however, a consideration often of
greater importance than camera speed is the clarity of the captured images. It is the
camera’s shutter speed that allows user control of the exposure time, or length of time that
the shutter is open when each picture in the video record is taken. The faster the movement
being analyzed, the shorter the duration of the exposure time required to prevent blurring
of the image captured.

For two-dimensional analyses, one camera is adequate. Video observation should be
viewed from the anterior, posterior, and lateral views. Therefore, the camera will need to be
positioned in these three different positions. To prevent angle distortion, the camera should
be placed so it is as close to perpendicular to the plane of the subject as possible. Some sort
of reflective marker placed on the subject is helpful for identification of joint centers.
Typically, these markers are placed on the ASIS, PSIS, greater trochanters, lateral knee, and
lateral malleoli.

For research purposes, a detailed quantitative study of walking or running kinematics
will require six to eight video cameras and a playback unit with higher rates of picture
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capture. The equipment used is much more sophisticated and expensive for running
compared to walking. Much of today’s biomechanical analysis software is capable of
providing graphical outputs displaying kinematic and kinetic quantities of interest within
minutes after a motion has been digitally captured by the cameras.

Once the video is captured, the clinician should develop a standard strategy for
examination. Examples of a walking analysis and running analysis form are included in
figures 13.8 and 13.9. To analyze the gait pattern, several computer software programs are
available (at cost or free) that allow digitization of joint motion. The clinician would freeze-
frame the point of interest from the video clip and then determine joint angles with the
software tools. Angles of interest may include calcaneal eversion in the posterior view,
frontal plane projection angle in the anterior view, and peak knee flexion angle during
midsupport. Ideal angle values are found in table 13.6.
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Figure 13.8 Walking gait analysis form.
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Figure 13.9 Running gait analysis form.
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Gait Mats

Gait mats are systems that provide information on temporal and spatial measures
during walking gait. The mat consists of a long mat or strip of carpet that serves as a
walkway. Embedded within the carpeted mat are foot switches that are triggered to close by
pressure when a subject walks over them. The switches are connected to a computer that
computes temporal and spatial gait parameters such as step length, stride length, and gait
speed.

Accelerometers

An accelerometer is a transducer used for the direct measurement of acceleration. These
devices can be very light and small in size. The accelerometer is attached as rigidly as
possible to the body segment or other object of interest, with electrical output channeled to
a recording device. Three-dimensional accelerometers that incorporate multiple linear
accelerometers are commercially available for monitoring acceleration during nonlinear
movements. Accelerometers may be used to determine the acceleration rate of the limb.
Milner and colleagues used accelerometers to determine tibial shock values.41 These
researchers found that female runners with a history of tibial stress fracture exhibited higher
tibial shock and impact loading as compared to a control group.41

Kinetic Evaluation

Measurement of forces and muscle activity (kinetics) are more difficult to obtain than
kinematic variables; therefore, force and muscle activity are not frequently measured in the
clinic. Tools for measuring kinetic variables in biomechanics include force platforms and
electromyography (EMG).

Force Platform

Force platforms or force plates are instruments that measure the ground reaction force.
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Ground reaction forces are measured as vertical, forward and back, and side to side.
Previous discussions of GRF are found in the kinetic sections for walking and running. The
force plate surface is rectangular. This surface can vary in size, but 40 cm by 60 cm is
common. The plate is placed into the floor so that it is flush with the walking surface. This
placement minimizes a change in gait sequence due to an uneven surface. The force plate
typically houses a strain gauge or piezoelectric set-up. For large quick forces such as those
produced with running, a piezoelectric force plate is required. In a complete biomechanics
lab, the force plate is synchronized with the kinematic video devices so that the video data
can be synchronized with the force data.

EMG

Electromyography measures the electrical activity of a contracting muscle via surface
electrodes placed on the skin over a superficial muscle or via indwelling electrodes that are
implanted within the muscle. In gait, EMG is useful in determining the timing of muscles.
For example, a runner who tends to adduct their limb past the midline during stance may
benefit from biofeedback using an EMG electrode placed on the posterior gluteal muscles.
The runner could then watch the EMG activity of those muscles and elicit gluteal muscle
firing during stance.
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Conclusion

Analysis of walking and running gait requires an understanding of the kinematics and
kinetics that occur during each gait phase. This chapter presents a detailed description of
walking and running gait. Specific ranges of motion and muscle actions are presented for
the lower extremity for both gaits. In addition, musculoskeletal faults are detailed in table
format for easy access.
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Chapter 14
Posture

Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS
Posture of the human body, regardless of the position, can have a significant effect on a

client’s examination and treatment progress. Specific postural deficits can be correlated with
specific pathological dysfunctions. Clients with an excessive forward head and bilaterally
rounded shoulders have been shown to have higher incidence of upper quarter
dysfunctions, while those with excessive genu valgus in the frontal plane have demonstrated
a higher frequency of lower extremity pathology and dysfunction. However, it should also
be mentioned that abnormal posture is common in people without pathology. Therefore,
the clinician assessing normal posture and hence the potential for postural dysfunction
should be keenly aware of the potential deficiencies with postural assessment. As has been
elucidated throughout this text, landmark palpation and interpretation also have notable
limitations. Refer to chapter 11 (Palpation) as a reminder of the means for minimizing the
potential for error with these assessments.
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Body Type

Prior to assessing the client’s posture, the clinician should perform an assessment of
their body type. The client’s body type can be a significant factor relative to their posture.
The term used to describe a client’s body type is somatotype. Somatotype is a combination
of bone structure, bone density, and musculature. All of these variables are genetically
encoded. Three primary somatotype classifications have been described: endomorph,
mesomorph, and ectomorph (figure 14.1).
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Figure 14.1 Somatotypes.

Reprinted, by permission, from NSCA, 2008, Age- and sex-related differences and their implications for resistance
exercise, Avery D. Faigenbaum. In Essentials of strength training and conditioning, 3rd ed., edited by T.R. Baechle and

R.W. Earl (Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics), 145.

 

The client with an endomorph body type has a heavy or fat body build. These body
types are typically described as more round in appearance and soft. These clients are more
likely to have a large waist and short limbs, and the proximal portion of their arms and legs
will be disproportionately larger than the distal portion of the same limb. Due to this
asymmetrical distribution of body mass, these clients may likely present with postural
dysfunctions of increased lumbar lordosis (to offset the increased abdominal mass),
bilaterally rounded shoulders (due to the proximal trunk and arm body mass), as well as a
general appearance of slouched posture. Mesomorphs have a muscular, athletic body build.
While these clients may have a high body mass index (BMI) similar to endomorphic
clients, their body mass is larger in muscular content and therefore much more favorable
than that of the endomorphic client. Mesomorph clients also likely have strong bones (due
to the positive stress on their bones) and a generally good posture. A client with an
ectomorph body type is one with a very thin build and much less muscle mass than the
client with a mesomorph body type. These clients are suggested to be at future risk for
osteoporosis with aging since they have less progressive positive stress on their skeletal
structure and they tend to have increased kyphotic posture.

When assessing a client’s body type, the clinician should be cognizant of the likelihood
that the client will likely have a combination of two of these body types. Many clients are
not strictly one body type versus the other.

Critical Clinical Pearls

Various body types have different postural characteristics:

Endomorph body type is generally described as a body build that is heavy or stout.
Mesomorph body type is generally described as a body build that is muscular and
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athletic.
Ectomorph body type is generally described as a body build that is skinny or thin.
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Optimal Standing Posture

Posture, whether it is optimal or dysfunctional, can be assessed in any position the
client can assume. Again, it is worthy of mention that optimal or normal posture can be
quite variable for different clients. Posture should always be viewed from two different
viewpoints whenever possible. Since posture is typically most frequently assessed in the
standing position, the two views would be either anterior or posterior for one perspective
and a lateral view for the second one.

Body segments are aligned vertically, and the line of gravity will pass through or run
very close to all joint axes. Slight deviations from the optimal posture are to be expected
because of individual variations in body structure. Traditional assessment of optimal
posture is with plumb line measures. In this instance, a plumb line is dropped from the
ceiling; passing through the external auditory meatus or center of ear, it can be used to
represent the line of gravity. In normal standing posture, the center of mass is directly
anterior to the second sacral vertebra in most instances. At each joint in the body there is an
external moment (due to gravity) acting on that joint, while an internal moment (due to
contractile and noncontractile tissue) acts to resist this external moment. Table 14.1 lists
the major joints of the body, the external moments acting on them, and the internal
moments (passive and active opposing forces) resisting these external moments.
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Therefore, with normal standing posture, muscle activity throughout the body should
be minimal. The farther the line of gravity is away from the center of the joint, the greater
the muscle activity on the antagonistic muscle group will be to oppose the gravitational
moment. The muscles with the greatest electrical activity in normal, quiet stance are soleus
to maintain upright posture, iliopsoas to counteract posterior moment at hip joint, gluteus
medius and tensor fascia latae to control lateral pelvic tilt, and erector spinae muscle group
to counteract anterior moment at the trunk.

Anteroposterior View

The plumb line, when dropped from the ceiling, should bisect the body into equal sides
(left and right) when viewed both anteriorly (figure 14.2) and posteriorly (figure 14.3).
Alignment in this view is as such (from cranial to caudal):

Head and neck straight (no rotation or side bending)
Equal distance between ears and sides of head
Equal distance between eyes
Plumb line bisects the midline of occiput through spinous process of vertebrae and
directly through gluteal cleft
Spine straight without lateral curvature
Equal paraspinal muscle size
Nose, chin, suprasternal notch, sternum, and umbilicus are bisected into equal halves
Equal height of shoulders (dominant shoulder may be lower)
Medial border of scapulae equidistant from spine
Inferior angle of scapulae equal
Rib cage symmetrical
Elbows with equal carrying angles
Iliac crest equal height
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ASIS and PSIS equal height
Greater trochanters equal height
Gluteal folds equal height
Equal hamstring muscle size
Equal distance between knee joints
Patellae facing forward and equal height
Popliteal fossa equal height
Equal calf muscle size
Achilles tendon and calcaneus in neutral alignment
Equal distance between ankle joints and medial malleoli
Longitudinal arch of foot not excessively high or flat
Toes in natural alignment
Feet toed out 5° to 18°
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Figure 14.2 Ideal posture, anterior view. In this and subsequent similar figures, the dashed
line represents a plumb line.
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Figure 14.3 Ideal posture, posterior view.

 

In both the anterior and posterior views, the ears, shoulders, iliac crests, fibular heads,
and lateral malleoli should be level (in the same plane). In throwing athletes, or with people
who are dominant on one arm, it is common for the dominant shoulder to be lower (or
more caudal) than the nondominant arm. This is referred to as the handiness pattern.1

Bilateral arms should be equidistant from the trunk, with an equal carrying angle (5–
15°). Bilateral palms should face toward the body with thumbs facing anterior. The
posterior view should demonstrate bilateral scapulae equidistant from the spine and level to
each other in the superior–inferior direction. The scapulae normally rest 2 to 3 in. (5–8
cm) from the spine and at the level of between the second and seventh thoracic vertebral
levels.

The spinous processes throughout the spine should be in line vertically with each other
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without any noticeable curvature in the frontal plane (scoliosis). Bilateral iliac crests should
be level. The rib cage and trunk should be symmetrical on each side without appearance of
a lateral shift or deviation of the trunk in the frontal plane. Posteriorly, the gluteal fold
should be vertical and the bilateral gluteal masses should be symmetrical. There should be a
slight genu valgus at bilateral knees with the patellae facing directly forward. Posteriorly,
the popliteal creases should be level and horizontal. The feet should be abducted slightly
(5–18°), but remain symmetrical. Posteriorly, the Achilles tendons should be relatively
vertical and symmetrical to each other.

Lateral View

Lateral view assessment of posture must be done from both the right and left sides of
the client. As with the anterior and posterior view assessments, clinicians should start the
assessment by viewing from cranial to caudal. With a lateral view, the plumb line ideally
should line up accordingly (figure 14.4):1

Through the external auditory meatus
Through the odontoid process
Through the bodies (to slightly posterior) of the cervical vertebrae
Through the acromioclavicular joint of the shoulder
Slightly anterior to the thoracic kyphosis
Slightly posterior to the lumbar lordosis
Through the greater trochanter of the femur, slightly posterior to the center of the
hip joint
Slightly anterior to the center of the knee joint and posterior to the patella
Slightly anterior to the lateral malleolus, through the calcaneocuboid joint of the
ankle
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Figure 14.4 Ideal posture, lateral view.
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Other Posture Positions

The orthopedic clinician should consider observing a client’s sitting and lying down
positions and transfer activities as additional postural assessments. This is particularly
important because a static measure of standing posture can be of limited clinical utility
when the client complains of pain or dysfunction when they are performing dynamic tasks.

Sitting posture is of particular importance for the client with an occupation or leisure
activity that mostly involves sitting. As with standing posture, the ideal sitting posture is
characterized by minimal muscle activity. In the ideal posture, the spine is erect, the
shoulders are aligned directly over the hips, the hips are flexed to 90°, and the feet are
completely supported on a stable surface.2 Sitting without proper spine support results in a
significant increase in muscle activity to maintain an upright posture.3

Assessment of sitting posture, as with standing posture, should be done from anterior,
posterior, and lateral views. Some specific considerations for meeting ideal sitting posture at
a computer work station include the following:

Head vertical with computer screen (or primary view at client’s station) at eye level
Shoulders relaxed and level (not rounded)
Elbows at 90°
Wrists in neutral to slight extension and supported
Trunk upright with back support
Hips and knees at 90°
Feet completely supported

A back support in a chair that is too high will promote lumbar flexion, while a support
that is too low will not provide enough stability to the spine. A chair without arm rests or
one that causes the client to support their wrists on their typing surface will promote
shoulder muscle activity to prevent the arms from dangling. A seat of the chair that is too
low will promote overall flexed posture, while a seat that is too high may cause the client’s
feet to be unsupported and increase the pressure on the client’s posterior thighs.

Sitting posture does not significantly increase intradiscal pressure in the spine compared
to standing;4 in fact, at least one study has suggested that intradiscal pressure is less in
sitting than standing.5 Generally speaking, trunk-forward flexion, a rounded trunk when
lifting weight, and trunk flexion with rotation are the most stressful movements to the
intervertebral discs of the spine.5, 6

Some important considerations from these studies include the facts that increased
muscle activity acting on the spine in these sitting or trunk-flexed postures increases
intradiscal pressure and that clients should constantly change position to promote nutrition
to the disc.4, 5

Lying posture is important to assess due to the amount of time a client will spend
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sleeping. It is generally suggested that the clinician assess the client in their normal resting
or sleeping posture. Generally speaking, the client’s spine, head, and pelvis should be in a
relatively normal, neutral position whether they are in a side-lying or supine position.
Obviously, the client may assume multiple adapted positions. The principal factor when
assessing lying posture is to attempt to avoid positions that will place undue stress on the
client’s body (and provoke pain), such as too many pillows in side-lying or supine positions
promoting excessive head side bending (side-lying) or excessive head flexion (supine).
Excessive trunk side bending should also be avoided. Pillow positioning can assist with
these potential poor postures. For the client with complaints of pain due to excessive hip
adduction in side-lying position, the use of pillows between their knees may be an option
for avoiding such positions. Additionally, a pillow under the hips or between the knees
when side lying can improve alignment and relieve stress on the spine.1

Transfer postures should be noted because these activities are often those that clients
complain most of experiencing pain with. For the client with low back pain (for example),
clinicians should observe how they perform sit to stand, supine to sit, getting in and out of
a car, lifting, and so on, since these activities require a lot of trunk motion and muscle
activity. Often teaching the client how to use their legs with sit-to-stand movements and
lifting, and so on can make a significant improvement in their pain and dysfunction.

The clinician should also assess for symmetry of movement with transfer activities.
Symmetry of movement can minimize the muscle activity requirement and, hence, the
demands placed on the person to successfully complete such tasks.
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Abnormal Postures

Posture that is abnormal is quite difficult to quantify due to the variable client
presentations, both with and without pain, dysfunction, or pathology. As with all
components of the comprehensive examination, the clinician is reminded to carefully
ascertain the relevance of perceived abnormal. If the client demonstrates abnormal posture,
the clinician should try to categorize such posture accordingly in order to properly address
the appropriate dysfunction. Categorization of dysfunctional posture previously described
in the literature ranges from simply stating the abnormal position (e.g., forward head) to
describing syndromes (e.g., upper and lower crossed syndrome).

Crossed syndrome is the concept of neuromuscular imbalances between groups of
muscles resulting in poor posture, loss of mobility, and an increase in joint loads.7

According to this theory, certain muscle groups tend to be either tight (tonic muscles) or
weak (phasic muscles). Muscles prone to tightness are generally readily activated with any
movement, creating abnormal movement patterns. Janda describes two crossed syndromes:
lower and upper crossed syndrome.

Lower crossed syndrome (figure 14.5) is characterized by tightness of the
thoracolumbar extensors on the posterior side that crosses with tightness of the iliopsoas
and rectus femoris on the anterior side. Antagonistic muscle weaknesses would include the
deep abdominal muscles anteriorly and the gluteus maximus and medius posteriorly.
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Figure 14.5 Lower and upper crossed syndrome.

Reprinted, by permission, from P. Page, C.C. Frank, and R. Lardner, 2010, Assessment and treatment of muscle
imbalance: The Janda approach (Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics), 52, 53.

 

Upper crossed syndrome is characterized by tightness of the deep neck flexors, upper
trapezius, and levator scapulae on the posterior side crossed with tightness of the pectoralis
major and minor on the anterior side. Corresponding antagonistic muscle group
weaknesses include the deep neck flexors anteriorly and the middle and lower trapezius
posteriorly. This pattern of muscle imbalance between the tight and weak muscles creates
joint dysfunction, specifically at the atlantooccipital joint, C4-5, cervicothoracic junction,
glenohumeral joint, and T4-5.2

Addressing these dysfunctions requires consistent client education, strengthening of the
weak muscle groups, and stretching of the tight muscle groups. Strengthening of the weak
antagonists is particularly beneficial for maintaining the corrected posture.2

General postural dysfunctions related to muscle imbalances are commonly seen by the
orthopedic clinician (table 14.2). Forward head posture with occiput extension is a very
common postural defect. These clients may present with suboccipital muscle tightness and
deep neck flexor weakness (upper crossed syndrome). Clients with this postural dysfunction
are prone to posture-related headaches and cervicogenic headaches. Cervicogenic headaches
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are as a result of upper cervical spine dysfunction that, in some instances, can be related to
postural imbalances.
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A common postural dysfunction that is also present with clients with a forward head
posture is bilaterally rounded and internally rotated shoulders. Tight muscles in these
clients would likely include the latissimus dorsi and pectoral muscles. Tight pectoral
muscles are also common contributors to increased thoracic kyphosis, which is correctable
with verbal and tactile cueing (versus a static dysfunction that is not correctable with these
cues).

Tight hip flexors are common contributors to postural dysfunction of increased lumbar
lordosis and limited hip flexion with such tasks as gait. Weak hip abductors can contribute
to postural dysfunction statically and dynamically (especially with gait, running, and
jumping) to increased genu valgus at the knee. Weak hip external rotators can contribute to
increased femoral internal rotation, a common component of which has been described as
lower extremity medial collapse (increased hip adduction and medial rotation beyond
normal ranges with dynamic tasks).

Pes planus (flat foot posture) is a common postural dysfunction that can either be static
due to structural abnormalities or dynamic due to lack of muscular control either
proximally at the hip or more locally at the foot (posterior tibialis muscle performance
dysfunction, for example).

Different general posture presentations can also be commonly found in clients (figure
14.6). Kypholordotic posture presentation is one of excessive kyphosis in the thoracic spine
and corresponding excessive lordosis in the lumbar spine. A flat back posture is one in
which the lumbar spine has less than normal lordosis or a flattened lumbar spine. Swayback
posture presentation is one of a relatively flattened lumbar spine and a corresponding
posterior sway of the thoracic spine relative to the vertical plumb line.
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Figure 14.6 General posture presentations.

 

Postural dysfunction results from either structural or functional faults. Structural faults
result from either congenital or developmental anomalies, disease, or trauma.1, 8, 9 Such
structural faults include excessive thoracic kyphosis due to Scheuermann’s disease (figure
14.7), scoliosis, and congenital leg length discrepancy. Structural faults often require
bracing, specific exercise prescription, and occasionally surgical correction (if necessary).
Functional faults are those that typically result from poor posture habits.1, 8, 9 Upper and
lower crossed syndromes are common examples of functional faults.

Critical Clinical Pearls

Different postural dysfunctions have different clinical presentations:

With each presentation, a particular muscle group is shortened, while the agonist of
this muscle group is lengthened.
Muscles that are both shortened and lengthened from their normal length are
suggested to be weak.
Clinicians should always assess the muscle strength and performance to determine the
actual muscle performance of a muscle group that is suspected to be either short or
lengthened.
Many clients, both with and without pathology, function just fine with muscles that
are deemed to be shorter or lengthened more than what is normal.
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Figure 14.7 Scheuermann’s disease.

emily tropea/Fairfax Media

 

Scoliosis is a postural dysfunction that involves both the frontal and transverse planes.
It is named for the shape of the presentation of the spine. A C-curve is a single curve and an
S-curve is a double curve. The curve is named for the side of the convexity and the region
where the curve is located (figure 14.8). Figure 14.8b demonstrates a right thoracic
scoliosis, with the convexity (apex) of the curve on the right side in the thoracic spine
region. A right thoracic, left lumbar curve is demonstrated in figure 14.8e.
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Figure 14.8 Forms of scoliosis: (a) normal orientation of the vertebral column, (b) right
thoracic scoliosis, (c) left lumbar scoliosis, (d) right thoracolumbar scoliosis, and (e) bilateral

scoliosis (right thoracic and left lumbar).

Reprinted, by permission, from J. Watkins, 2010, Structure and function of the musculoskeletal system, 2nd ed.
(Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics), 150.

 

In scoliosis the spine will side bend and rotate in contralateral directions. In a right
thoracic spine C-curve, for example, the thoracic spine is left side bent but right rotated.
Since it is right rotated, the rib cage on the right side is prominent posteriorly. This
posterior prominence of the rib cage is called a rib hump. The rib hump may not be seen
readily in a normal upright standing posture, but with trunk forward flexion (Adam’s test)
it can be more clearly seen (figure 14.9). Scoliosis and its assessment are described in greater
detail in chapters 18 (Thoracic Spine) and 29 (Pediatric Examination).
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Figure 14.9 Normal spine versus scoliotic spine in trunk flexion (Adam’s test) positions.
See figure 14.8 for normal versus scoliotic spine in upright positions.

 

Radiographic measurement of scoliosis is described as the Cobb angle. This angle,
developed by orthopedic surgeon John Robert Cobb, was originally utilized to measure
coronal plane deformity on anteroposterior plane radiographs in the classification of
scoliosis. It has subsequently been adapted to classify sagittal plane deformity, especially in
clients with thoracolumbar spine fractures. The Cobb angle is an angle measured
radiographically that is commonly accepted by the Scoliosis Research Society as the gold
standard measurement for scoliosis, although a 2° to 7° measurement error potential does
exist.10 To measure the Cobb angle, do the following (figure 14.10):

1. Locate the most tilted vertebra at the top of the curve and draw a parallel line to the
superior vertebral end plate.

2. Locate the most tilted vertebra at the bottom of the curve and draw a parallel line to
the inferior vertebral end plate.

3. Erect intersecting perpendicular lines from the two parallel lines.
4. The angle formed between the two parallel lines is the Cobb angle.
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Figure 14.10 Cobb angle measurement.

 

For vertebral fractures, the Cobb angle is the angle formed between a line drawn
parallel to the superior end plate of the vertebra one level above the fracture and a line
drawn parallel to the inferior end plate of the vertebra one level below the fracture. The
Cobb angle is the preferred method of measuring posttraumatic kyphosis in a recent meta-
analysis of traumatic spine fracture classification.11
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Dynamic Posture

Traditional examination of posture primarily encapsulates static assessment. While
examination of these postures is important for the orthopedic client, it is worthy of
mention that static postural abnormality does not always equate to pain, dysfunction, or
poor health.12 More dynamic postural dysfunctions have been suggested as more relevant
to pathology.13-17 Therefore, clinicians should examine the client during movements,
particularly those the client encounters in daily and work-related activities. For the athlete,
this would also include movements done during their sporting activities. Of particular
importance in the dynamic postural assessment is observing and examining the client
during movements that reproduce the client’s pain. These movements are also especially
helpful to use as a retest measure to determine whether the therapeutic intervention was
beneficial.
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Palpation Assessment of Thoracic Posture

Beyond observation, postural assessment of the spine, particularly the thoracic spine,
can be assisted with palpation (figure 14.11). This is a general light palpation assessment
method that can be followed up with more detailed joint mobility assessments (as described
in chapter 18, Thoracic Spine) if necessary. The clinician will assess for postural curvature,
symmetry of the rib cage from side to side and cranial to caudal, as well as skin and soft-
tissue mobility. Clinicians should stand directly behind the client and use a relaxed, open-
hand purchase as they slide their hand up and down, as well as side to side along the length
of the spine. Clinicians can also have the client sit in an upright, normal posture position to
assess for differences in the previously mentioned characteristics in the normal position
versus client’s natural position.
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Figure 14.11 Palpation of thoracic posture.
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Conclusion

Body posture is a distinct observation skill that clinicians should always integrate into
their clinical examination of the orthopedic client. Posture examination requires an
understanding of commonly described accepted normal standards. It is important to
appreciate that various postural presentations are present in clients with and without pain,
dysfunction, or pathology. The clinician should be cognizant of such information and be
careful to determine the relevance of the client’s so-called abnormal posture.
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Part III
Examination of the Head and Spine

Part III details examination of the head and spine, covering the face and head (chapter
15), temporomandibular joint (chapter 16), cervical spine (chapter 17), thoracic spine
(chapter 18), lumbar spine (chapter 19), and the sacroiliac joint and pelvic girdle (chapter
20). It highlights the importance of screening for serious pathology, such as consciousness
and head injury (face and head), cervical artery dysfunction and cervical instability (cervical
spine), vertebral compression fractures (thoracic spine), as well as cauda equine syndrome
(lumbar spine). It also provides the latest evidence to afford the clinician the best ability to
properly rule out or rule in these pathologies. It also covers other less serious pathologies in
great detail with the latest supporting evidence.

In part III, the clinician is introduced specifically to the application of the funnel
examination approach. At the end of each chapter in parts III and IV, in a section titled
Common Orthopedic Conditions, each of the eight components of the funnel
examination, as well as the supporting evidence (or lack thereof) for each component, is
described in detail respective to the body part highlighted in that chapter. This section also
provides ICD-9 and ICD-10 coding for each of the pathologies outlined. The listed ICD
codes should be particularly helpful to the clinician with the recent conversion to ICD-10.
At the end of each pathology, suggested treatment-based classifications are available that
will help guide appropriate interventions. Great detailed evidence with a color code scheme
is also provided here so that the clinician, once again, can quickly discern if the evidence
supporting the testing measures is ideal versus good versus less than good.
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Chapter 15
Face and Head

Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS
Examination detail regarding the face and head is typically less extensively described

than are most other areas of the body in musculoskeletal medicine. The region’s close
relationship to the temporomandibular joint (chapter 16) and cervical spine (chapter 17)
often lead to grouping these sections as one entire unit. Although these sections are
described in independent chapters in this text, clinicians should consider the close and
interdependent relationship among these regions.

The face and head, while not commonly encountered pathology for the orthopedic
clinician, is an area worthy of individual consideration. This chapter covers the funnel
approach examination sequence for the face and head, describing current best evidence as
well as clinical suggestions appropriate for this area.
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Clinically Applied Anatomy

The facial skeleton is composed of the mandible (lower jaw), maxilla (upper jaw), nasal
bones, and the palatine, lacrimal, zygomatic, and ethmoid bones. The facial skull has
several cavities for the nose (nasal), eyes (orbital), and mouth (oral; figure 15.1). Several
small openings also allow nerves and blood vessels to penetrate the bony structures of the
skull.
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Figure 15.1 Anatomy of the skull.

 

The 12 cranial nerves are the primary control for the muscles of the face and head.
These nerves, and their function, are listed in chapter 7 (see the section Cranial Nerve
Examination). Assessment of these nerves, and their function, is essential to the client with
a face and head musculoskeletal injury.

The eyelid is the skin protective covering over the external portion of the eye. It
protects the eye from foreign bodies, distributes tears over the surface of the eye, and limits
the amount of light entering the eye. The eye itself is composed of the sclera, cornea, and
iris, as well as the lens and retina (figure 15.2). The sclera is the dense white portion of the
eye. The cornea separates the watery fluid of the anterior chamber of the eye from the
external environment. The iris is a circular, contractile muscular disc that controls the
amount of light entering the eye. It also contains pigmented cells that give the eye its color.
The lens is a crystalline structure directly behind the iris that permits images from various
distances to be focused on the retina. The retina is the primary sensory structure of the eye.
It transforms light impulses into electrical impulses, which are then transmitted to the brain
by the optic nerve and are registered as the object seen.
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Figure 15.2 Anatomy of the eye.

 

The outer ear is composed of cartilage covered with skin. The middle ear (figure 15.3),
composed of the tympanic membrane (eardrum), malleus (hammer), incus (anvil), and
stapes (stirrup), sends vibration to the cochlea when sound is encountered. The cochlea,
part of the inner ear, transmits the sound waves to the vestibulocochlear nerve (cranial
nerve VIII), which then transmits the electrical impulses to the brain for interpretation of
the sound. The other part of the inner ear, the semicircular canals, plays a significant role in
balance maintenance.
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Figure 15.3 Anatomy of the ear.

 

The outer nose is also cartilage covered with skin. The nose is divided into two
chambers by a septum (figure 15.4). These chambers are lined with a mucous membrane
containing hairs that collect debris from inspired air. These air-filled spaces are named for
the facial bones in which they are located:

Maxillary sinuses: the largest of the paranasal sinuses, located under the eyes in the
maxillary bone.
Frontal sinuses: located superior to the eyes in the frontal bone.
Ethmoidal sinuses: formed by several discrete air cells within the ethmoid bone
between the nose and the eyes.
Sphenoidal sinuses: located in the sphenoid bone.
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Figure 15.4 Anatomy of the nose and sinuses.
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Client Interview

The interview is typically the first encounter the clinician will have with the client. As
discussed in chapter 5 (Client Interview and Observation), this component of the
examination can provide the clinician with a significant amount of information relevant to
the probability of the client’s presenting diagnosis. For purposes of this text, the interview is
described relative to each body part or section, but generally includes subjective reports by
the client, as well as findings from their outcome measures. Additionally included in this
section is radiographic imaging. While clinicians should consider avoiding biasing their
examinations by interpreting findings of radiographic imaging prior to seeing clients (in
most cases without concerns for red flags and major medical-related issues), this point in
the examination is most likely where clinicians will encounter radiographic imaging.
Additionally, in some instances, clinicians must interpret radiographic imaging early in the
examination to rule out serious pathology prior to continuing with other components of
the examination sequence.

Subjective

As with all injured clients, the mechanism of injury should be one of the first questions
the clinician asks the client with a face and head injury. A mechanism of direct impact to
the head or indirect impact from a fall should alert the clinician to the possibility of the
potential for traumatic brain injury (TBI). The term mild TBI (MTBI) is now used in place
of concussion in the nomenclature according to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) and the World Health Organization (WHO). Traumatic brain injury is
a clinical diagnosis of neurological dysfunction following head trauma, typically presenting
with acute symptoms of some degree of cognitive impairment. The American Academy of
Neurology (AAN) defines MTBI as a biomechanically induced brain injury resulting in
neurologic dysfunction.1 MTBI results in a constellation of physical, cognitive, emotional,
or sleep-related symptoms and may or may not involve a loss of consciousness (LOC).
Duration of symptoms is highly variable, and symptoms may last from several minutes to
days, weeks, months, or even longer in some cases.2

Clinicians have a greater awareness of potential short- and long-term sequelae of
athletes who suffer brain injuries, such as increased propensity for reinjury, cognitive
slowing, early onset Alzheimer’s, second impact syndrome, and chronic traumatic
encephalopathy.2-8 Greater detail with respect to concussion is given in chapter 27
(Emergency Sport Examination). The clinician should ascertain the client’s level of
alertness. Alertness and orientation to person, place, time, and situation is often described
as normal and “alert and oriented × 4.” The Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS; described later in
this chapter) is a necessary tool for determining the potential for brain injury, especially on
the acutely injured client.

Assuming there are no major considerations for significant potential of brain injury, the
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clinician should determine the location and extent of the client’s pain. Pain drawings, pain
scales, and descriptions of type of pain should all be employed to determine the significance
of the pain presentation.

The client should be questioned as to the potential presence of paresthesia, abnormal
sensation, or lack of sensation. Questions regarding loss of smell, vision, taste, hearing, and
balance issues would alert the clinician to the potential for specific cranial nerve
involvement. Aggravating and alleviating factors should be determined. Is the pain position
dependent? Answers to these types of questions can determine the significance of the
client’s pain presentation, as well as the potential necessity for outside referral and concern
for red flag issues (see chapter 6, Triage and Differential Diagnosis).

Headaches can be a common presentation for the client with face and head pain.
Headaches are quite complex and require a careful questioning and examination.
Headaches without a particular pattern or ones progressively worsening without any form
of relief should always be considered for potential non-musculoskeletal causes until proven
otherwise. See the section Common Orthopedic Conditions of the Face and Head later in
this chapter for more detail on headache presentation.

Dizziness is also a concern. Again, the clinician should always be careful with
questioning and examination of these types of clients. Further detail on dizziness is also
presented in the later section Common Orthopedic Conditions of the Face and Head.

The severity of the client’s injury can be suggested by all of the variables discussed
previously, as well as by ability to solve simple mathematical problems, normal speech,
vision, and the level of the client’s irritability, concentration, and memory. Clients who
present concerns in any of these areas should be further investigated.

Speech problems can be quite complex. Dysarthria is a defect in articulation,
enunciation, or rhythm of speech. It is often characterized by slurring, slowness of speech,
and indistinct speech. Dysphonia is a disorder of vocalization characterized by the abnormal
production of sounds from the larynx. The primary complaint with dysphonia is
hoarseness. Dysphasia is the inability to use and understand spoken and written words as a
result of disorders involving cortical centers of speech in the cerebral hemisphere.

Concerns related to vision, hearing, and smell should also be determined. Each of these
issues could be related to the client’s current condition or they could be preexisting. Careful
subjective questioning should be able to determine this distinction. These potential
dysfunctions should also be considered potentially significant for more serious pathology,
including (but not limited to) cranial nerve dysfunction, Horner’s syndrome, and non-
musculoskeletal red flag concerns.

Critical Clinical Pearls

Differentiation of the most common orthopedic-related speech disorders:

Dysarthria: defect in articulation, enunciation, or rhythm of speech
Dysphonia: abnormal production of sound (e.g., hoarseness)
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Dysphasia: deficiency in the generation of speech and sometimes also in its
comprehension

 

Outcome Measures

Refer to chapters 16 (Temporomandibular Joint) and 17 (Cervical Spine) for
appropriate measures.

Diagnostic Imaging

Severe trauma to the face is a strong indication for radiological investigation. In the
client with maxillofacial trauma, the radiological exploration should answer two major
questions: (1) Do the fractures involve areas that may alter the physiologic function of the
sinuses, mouth, nasal vault, or orbit? (2) Will the fracture result in any cosmetically
detectable abnormality? The goal of the radiological work-up is to define the number and
exact location of the fractures, to determine if there is any depression, elevation, or
distraction of the fracture fragments, and to assess concomitant soft-tissue complications.
Conventional plain radiography and computed tomography (CT) scans are the traditional
diagnostic tools for maxillofacial injuries, with CT being the long-term gold standard.9, 10

Each of these modalities has limitations, as pointed out in the following respective sections.
The role of imaging is to detect fractures, describe their morphology and topography,

and evaluate adjacent soft-tissue damage. CT is the imaging method of choice for an
accurate diagnosis and depiction of the complex anatomic structures of the maxillofacial
region (table 15.1). Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), on the other hand, plays a limited
role, mainly in the assessment of lesions of orbital soft tissues.11 CT and MRI are well-
established imaging modalities for examining the facial nerve as well as the course of the
facial nerve itself. MRI has a superior soft-tissue contrast to CT that enables imaging of the
facial nerve itself. Therefore, the normal facial nerve and pathologic changes of the facial
nerve are readily visualized from the brain stem to the parotid gland.12
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Radiographs

A disadvantage of this imaging modality for maxillofacial injuries is that the
superimposition of images of overlying structures sometimes makes definite radiological
interpretation difficult.9, 13 An additional disadvantage is that real-time visualization is
impracticable without digital technology; thus, only one hard-copy image of two-
dimensional plane films is available for evaluation.14

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MRI is mainly beneficial for soft-tissue and nerve-lesion involvement. Generally, it also
has limited application in facial and head bone pathology.

Computed Tomography

Disadvantages of CT include high cost and high radiation exposure. In addition, with
clients who have metallic implants, there can be blurring of the image due to artifacts
generated by the metal.14

Ultrasonography

Recently, multiple studies have investigated the diagnostic accuracy of ultrasonography
(US) as an imaging modality for maxillofacial injuries. A fair amount of evidence justifies
the use of diagnostic US in maxillofacial fractures, especially fractures involving the nasal
bone, orbital walls, anterior maxillary wall, and zygomatic complex. The SN and SP of US
have been reported to be generally comparable with CT.14
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Review of Systems

Refer to chapter 6 (Triage and Differential Diagnosis) for details on review of systems
relevant to the face and head.
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Observation

To properly observe the face and head, the clinician should view them from the front,
back, and both sides. Particular attention should focus on position and shape of the eyes,
mouth, nose, ears, and teeth. Clinicians should also look for deformity, imbalance or
asymmetry, swelling, atrophy, drooping at rest and with facial expressions (e.g., Bell’s
palsy), and lacerations. They should examine facial bone features for symmetry and
distortion, as well as the general head and face posture. Is the client holding their head and
face in a relatively neutral position? If they are not, where is the asymmetry presenting from
(e.g., cervical spine, facial distortion from injury)? General appearance of facial expression is
often an indicator of the client’s overall feeling. For example, clients in acute distress are not
likely to smile or exhibit a positive facial expression. If the client appears confused, the
clinician should have heightened awareness of the potential for more sinister issues.

When viewing from the front, the clinician should also pay particular attention to the
appearance of the client’s eyes. Eye asymmetry can be a concern for vestibular, cranial
nerve, and other pathological concerns that the clinician should be cognizant of. Eye
tracking, nystagmus, and other movement asymmetries should also be assessed to alert the
clinician of potential serious pathological concerns. Although assumed, it is worthy of
mention that significant asymmetries, discolorations, altered eye activity, impaired
function, pain, and lacerations, bruises, and swelling should be considered significant
concerns for potential referral to a physician until proven otherwise. Pupil size and
symmetry should be assessed. Dilation unilaterally may be the result of a sympathetic nerve
response following blow to the face or head and intracranial hemorrhage, and it should be
taken seriously.19

Asymmetry of other facial features, particularly bony or cartilage structures, may
indicate trauma and the potential for fracture. Missing, cracked, or chipped teeth should
also alert the clinician for the potential of traumatic injury. Discoloration in the area is
another concern. For example, Battle’s sign, shown by blue and purple discoloration of the
skin in the mastoid area (postauricular area), has been suggested to indicate the potential
for temporal bone or basilar skull fracture. Battle’s sign was shown to have a positive
predictive value (PPV) of 66% for intracranial lesions in an emergency service for clients
with a Glasgow Coma Scale of 13 to 15.20 Other clinical signs of basilar skull fracture
include otorrhea (discharge of cerebrospinal fluid from nose or ear) or rhinorrhea (excessive
discharge from nose), hemotympanum (presence of blood in tympanic cavity of middle
ear), laceration of the external auditory canal, and periorbital ecchymosis with tarsal plate
sparing (raccoon eyes). These signs may take several hours to develop.21 Raccoon eyes has
been associated with anterior skull base fractures in more than 70% of cases.22
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Triage and Screening

Triage and screening is a necessary component of the examination process that should
be done prior to continuing with the examination. Ruling out serious pathology is
paramount at this stage. (Refer to chapter 6, Triage and Differential Diagnosis, as well as
chapter 17, Cervical Spine, for cervical spine related red flags.) Pain generation from other
related (or close-proximity) structures also helps the clinician more accurately determine the
necessity of continuing with the other examination components to identify the actual
source of the client’s pain. Additionally, implementing strong screening tests (tests of high
SN and low –LR) at this point in the examination is suggested for narrowing down the
competing diagnoses of the respective body region (predominantly cervical spine, in this
case) when this is applicable.

Ruling Out Serious Face and Head Pathology

If the clinician encounters a client in an acute injury situation, especially with the
possibility of trauma as a mechanism, there are additional triage concerns. Besides those
discussed here, the clinician is reminded of chapter 6 (Triage and Differential Diagnosis),
chapter 17 (Cervical Spine), and the description of observable findings (e.g., Battle’s sign
and raccoon eyes) just previously mentioned.

Glasgow Coma Scale

The Glasgow Coma Scale (table 15.2) is an important tool for assessment regarding the
conscious or unconscious client’s level of consciousness. Decorticate (arms, wrists, and
fingers flexed, upper limbs adducted, and legs extended, internally rotated, and plantar
flexed) and decerebrate (extension, adduction, and hyperpronation of arms, along with
same response in legs as with decorticate) posturing are abnormal responses that require
immediate referral to physician.
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With any client who has sustained facial trauma, a thorough history and comprehensive
physical examination centering on the head and neck region as well as proper radiological
assessment are essential.23 Determination of the necessity for radiographic imaging is an
inexact science, but some observable measures have been investigated that may assist in this
determination.

All of the following signs have ideal ability to help rule in nasal fracture; none were
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helpful for ruling out nasal fracture:24

Epistaxis (SP 98, +LR 14.0)
Presence of inflammation in the area (SP 92, +LR 7.0)
An acute septal injury (SP 100, +LR Inf)

All of the following signs have good ability to help rule in nasal fracture; none were
helpful for ruling out nasal fracture:24

Airway obstruction present (SP 96, +LR 4.8)
Lateral deviation of nose present (SP 96, +LR 4.5)

All of the following signs have less than good ability to help rule in nasal fracture; all
have poor ability to help rule out nasal fracture:24

Irregular nasal dorsum present (SP 92, +LR 3.6)
Nasal wound present (SP 70, +LR 1.5)

Ottawa Subarachnoid Hemorrhage Rule

The majority of the preceding measures, therefore, are unimpressive in their ability to
rule out fractures and are not overwhelmingly helpful for ruling in fractures and intracranial
damage. The Ottawa Subarachnoid Hemorrhage Rule has been investigated for the ability
to rule out the presence of a subarachnoid hemorrhage in a client presenting with acute
headache. This clinical decision rule is a tool the clinician can utilize to rule out the
possibility of a subarachnoid hemorrhage existing in the client older than 15 years who
presents with an acute headache (maximum intensity within 1 hour).25

Investigation for subarachnoid hemorrhage should be undertaken if ≥ 1 of these high-
risk variables is present:

Age ≥ 40 years
Neck pain or stiffness
Witnessed loss of consciousness
Headache onset during exertion: SN 99 (94-100), SP 28 (26-30), +LR 1.4, −LR 0.04
25

Thunderclap headache (instantly peaking pain)
Limited neck flexion on examination: SN 100 (97-100), SP 15 (14-17), +LR 1.2,
−LR 0.0 25

This rule is not for new neurologic deficits, previous aneurysms, subarachnoid
hemorrhage, brain tumors, or history of recurrent headaches (≥ 3 episodes over the course
of ≥ 6 months).
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Canadian Computed Tomography Head Rule

As discussed in chapter 17 (Cervical Spine), determination of whether or not imaging is
necessary and the extent of imaging are not clearly elucidated. The Canadian CT Head
Rule (similar to the Canadian C-Spine Rule discussed in chapter 17) is a decision rule that
attempts to limit false negative findings. The Canadian CT Rule is required only for clients
with minor head injuries with any of the following findings:

High risk (for neurological intervention)

GCS score < 15 at 2 hours after injury
Suspected open or depressed skull fracture
Any sign of basal skull fracture (hemotympanum, raccoon eyes, cerebrospinal fluid
otorrhea or rhinorrhea, Battle’s sign)
Vomiting ≥ 2 episodes
Age ≥ 65 years

Medium risk (for brain injury on CT)

Amnesia before impact > 30 min
Dangerous mechanism (pedestrian struck by motor vehicle, occupant ejected from
motor vehicle, fall from height >3 ft [1 m] or five stairs)
High or medium risk criteria: SN 99-100 for neurosurgical intervention cases and
SN 80-100 for any intracranial injury, SP 39-51 in a systematic review and economic
evaluation.26

High risk criteria: SN 99-100, SP 48-77 for injury requiring neurosurgical
intervention in a systematic review of 19 studies, 4 of which included CCHR high
risk.27

The rule is not applicable if any of the following apply:

Non-trauma causes
GCS < 13
Age < 16 years
Coumadin or bleeding disorder
Obvious open-skull fracture

Regarding pediatric clients, three high-quality clinical decision rules (CDRs) have been
identified: CATCH (Canadian Assessment of Tomography for Childhood Head Injury),
CHALICE (Children’s Head Injury Algorithm for the Prediction of Important Clinical
Events), and PECARN (Pediatric Emergency Care Applied Research Network). Currently
none has been proven superior to the other, and it is suggested that their validity and cost-
effectiveness requires further study.28, 29
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Critical Clinical Pearls

Various clinical decision rules have been described for clients presenting with acute
facial or head trauma:

Glasgow Coma Scale: utilization for the determination of the consciousness level of
the client
Ottawa Subarachnoid Hemorrhage Rule: utilized in clients who present with an
acute headache to rule out potential subarachnoid hemorrhage
Canadian Computed Tomography Head Rule: utilized to determine if radiographic
imaging is necessary in clients with minor head injuries
CATCH, CHALICE, and PECARN: all utilized in pediatric clients with head injury

 

Ruling Out Pain Generation From Other Related Structures

Suspicion of cervical instability or cervical artery dysfunction should be addressed as
discussed in the cervical spine chapter (chapter 17) prior to proceeding with the
examination. The upper quarter screen will determine cervical spine range of motion
(ROM) and the potential for the cervical spine as a pain generator to the client’s complaints
of face and head pain. Additionally, pain generation due to radiculopathy can be reasonably
screened (or ruled out) as described here:

Radiculopathy or discogenic-related pathology: ruled out with a combination of
Spurling’s test and the upper limb neurodynamic test (median nerve bias)
Spurling’s test: SN 93 (77-99), SP 95 (76-100), +LR 19.6, −LR 0.07, QUADAS 930

Median nerve upper limb neurodynamic test: SN 97 (90-100), SP 22 (12-33), +LR
1.3, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 1031

Arm squeeze test (described for cervical nerve root compression): SN 95 (85-99), SP
96 (87-99), +LR 24, −LR 0.05, QUADAS 832

Additionally, as with any joint, clearing active range of motion (AROM) with and
without overpressure is necessary. AROM of all motions as per the upper quarter screen
described in chapter 7 should be implemented. In order to fully clear the cervical spine, full
AROM (with overpressure if pain-free) must be present.
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Motion Tests

Because there are no articular joints for the face and head (besides the craniomandibular
complex, which is covered in chapter 16), no motion assessments (i.e., AROM, passive
range of motion [PROM], accessory motions, flexibility) are required.
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Muscle Performance Testing

Refer to chapters 16 (Temporomandibular Joint) and 17 (Cervical Spine) for
information on muscle performance testing specific to the face and head.
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Special Tests

As mentioned in chapter 10 (Special Tests), in many cases the clinician is overly
dependent on the performance and interpretation of special test findings with respect to
differential diagnosis of the client’s presenting pain. Utilization of special tests for ruling in
(or diagnosing) a particular pathology should occur at this point in the examination
process. It is also hoped that the clinician has a much clearer picture of the client’s
presentation prior to this point in the examination and will therefore depend minimally on
special test findings with respect to diagnosis of the client’s pain.

Index of Special Tests

Vestibular Dysfunction

Dix-Hallpike Test

Monohemispheric Dysfunction: Tumor

Finger Tap Test
Pronator Drift Test
Finger Rolling Test
Forearm Rolling Test
CPR for Unilateral Cerebral Lesions

Examination of the Ear

Weber Test (hearing loss)
Schwabach Test (hearing loss)
Rinne Test

 

Case Studies

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination and complete these
case studies for chapter 15:

Case study 1 discusses a 26-year-old female with insidious onset of headaches.
Case study 2 discusses a 19-year-old male with a facial injury from being hit with a
baseball.
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Abstract Links

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination to access abstract
links on these issues:

Dix-Hallpike test
Finger tap test
Median nerve upper limb tension test
Pronator drift test
Rinne test
Spurling’s test
Weber test

 

Vestibular Dysfunction

 

Dix-Hallpike Test
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Figure 15.5

 

 

Client Position

Typically long sitting with legs extended on table (or sitting with legs off end of table if
necessary)
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind client
 

Movement

The clinician rotates the client’s head approximately 45°(a), and quickly passively
lowers the client to supine with head in rotation and 20° extension (off end of table)
position (b). The clinician observes the client’s eyes for about 45 seconds for nystagmus.
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Assessment

If rotational nystagmus occurs, test is (+) for benign paroxysmal positional vertigo
(BPPV). The fast phase of the nystagmus is toward the affected ear. The fast phase is
defined by the rotation of the top eye, either clockwise or counterclockwise.
 

Statistics

Published estimates of SN ranged from 48 to 88; estimates of SP were lacking.33

SN 79 (65-94), SP 75 (33-100), +LR 3.2, −LR 0.28, in a critical review of literature
for diagnosis of BPPV.33

Side-lying performance of Dix-Hallpike: SN 90 (79-100), SP 75 (33-100), +LR 3.6,
−LR 0.14 33

 

Monohemispheric Dysfunction: Tumor

 

Finger Tap Test
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Figure 15.6

 

 

Client Position

Sitting or standing
 

Clinician Position

Standing, monitoring client
 

Movement

The clinician asks the client to tap the index finger of one hand to the interphalangeal
joint of the thumb on the other hand as many times as possible in 10 seconds. The
clinician makes a side-to-side comparison in repetitions.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a difference of ≥5 repetitions between sides.
 

Statistics

SN 73 (not reported, or NR), SP 88 (NR), +LR 5.9, −LR 0.31, QUADAS 9, in a study
of 170 clients with a suspected abnormality in the nervous system (mean age 54.6 years,
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male–female ratio of 1.5:1, mean duration of symptoms NR) and computed tomography as
a reference standard.34

 

Pronator Drift Test

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 15.7

 

  

Client Position

Sitting or standing
 

Clinician Position

Standing, monitoring client
 

Movement

The client flexes bilateral shoulders to 90° with full elbow extension and supination (a).
The clinician asks the client to close their eyes and maintain that position for up to 2
minutes.
 

Assessment
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A (+) test is a gradual drift of the involved-side forearm into pronation (b).
 

Statistics

SN 92 (NR), SP 90 (NR), +LR 9.2, −LR 0.09, QUADAS 9, in a study of 170 clients
with a suspected abnormality in the nervous system (mean age 54.6 years, male–
female ratio of 1.5:1, mean duration of symptoms NR) and computed tomography as
a reference standard.34

SN 22 (12-36), SP 100 (83-100), +LR Inf, −LR 0.88, QUADAS 8, in a study of 46
clients with a single cerebral hemisphere lesion (age range 21-83 years, 18 women,
mean duration of symptoms NR) and CT as a reference standard.35

 

Finger Rolling Test
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Figure 15.8

 

 

Client Position

Sitting or standing
 

Clinician Position

Standing, monitoring client
 

Movement

The clinician asks the client to roll bilateral fingers around each other in a symmetrical
pattern.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is one finger orbiting around the other, with the involved finger moving less.
 

Statistics

SN 41 (NR), SP 93 (NR), +LR 5.9, −LR 0.63, QUADAS 9, in a study of 170 clients
with a suspected abnormality in the nervous system (mean age 54.6 years, male–
female ratio of 1.5:1, mean duration of symptoms NR) and CT as a reference
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standard.34

SN 33 (21-47), SP 100 (83-100), +LR Inf, −LR 0.77, QUADAS 8, in a study of 46
clients with a single cerebral hemisphere lesion (age range 21-83 years, 18 women,
mean duration of symptoms NR) and CT as a reference standard.35

 

Forearm Rolling Test

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Finger 15.9

 

  

Client Position

Sitting or standing
 

Clinician Position

Standing, monitoring client
 

Movement

The clinician asks the client to roll bilateral forearms around each other in a
symmetrical pattern.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is one forearm orbiting around the other, with the involved arm moving less.
 

Statistics

SN 46 (NR), SP 98 (NR), +LR 18.2, −LR 0.56, QUADAS 9, in a study of 170
clients with a suspected abnormality in the nervous system (mean age 54.6 years,
male–female ratio of 1.5:1, mean duration of symptoms NR) and computed
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tomography as a reference standard.34

SN 24 (14-38), SP 100 (83-100), +LR Inf, −LR 0.76, QUADAS 8, in a study of 46
clients with a single cerebral hemisphere lesion (age range 21-83 years, 18 women,
mean duration of symptoms NR) and CT as a reference standard.35

 

CPR for Unilateral Cerebral Lesions

Combination of three maneuvers:

Pronator drift
Finger tap
Deep tendon reflexes

 

Statistics

(+) = all 3 (+); (−) = >1 (−): SN 75 (NR), SP 98 (NR), +LR 30.2, −LR 0.25
(+) = >1 (+); (−) = all 3 (−): SN 98 (NR), SP 86 (NR), +LR 7.3, −LR 0.03,
QUADAS 9, in a study of 170 clients with a suspected abnormality in the nervous
system (mean age 54.6 years, male–female ratio of 1.5:1, mean duration of symptoms
NR) and computed tomography as a reference standard.34

 

Examination of the Ear

 

Weber Test (Hearing Loss)
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Figure 15.10

 

 

Client Position

Sitting, relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing behind or to the side of client
 

Movement

The clinician places a vibrating tuning fork on the center of the client’s forehead.
 

Assessment

A normal response is the sound being heard in the center without lateralization to
either side. A (+) response for conductive hearing loss is the sound being heard on the side
of conductive loss. A (+) response for sensorimotor loss is the sound being heard better on
the unaffected side.
 

Statistics

+LR 1.6–1.7, −LR 0.70–0.76, making it an inaccurate screening and poor diagnostic
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test for hearing loss36

 

Schwabach Test (Hearing Loss)
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Figure 15.11

 

 

Client Position

Sitting in a relaxed position
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting by the client
 

Movement

The clinician alternately places the vibrating tuning fork against the client’s affected
mastoid process until the client can’t hear a sound (timing the duration) and then against
their own non-affected mastoid process until the clinician can no longer hear a sound
(again timing the duration).
 

Assessment

A (+) test is not hearing the sound for equal amounts of time.
 

Statistics

NR
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Rinne Test
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Figure 15.12

 

 

Client Position

Sitting in a relaxed position
 

Clinician Position

Standing by the client
 

Movement

The clinician places the vibrating tuning fork against the client’s mastoid bone (a). The
clinician times the length of time the client can hear the sound. The clinician then quickly
positions a still-vibrating tine 1 to 2 cm from the auditory canal (b) and asks the client to
again indicate when they can no longer hear the sound. The clinician then compares the
number of seconds the sound was heard by bone conduction and by air conduction.
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Assessment

An air-conducted sound should be heard for twice as long as bone-conducted sound.
 

Statistics

SN 73 (NR)37
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Palpation

Palpation of the face and head (as with all regions of the body) should be systematic. As
with observation, clinicians should pay particular attention to the appearance or palpation
of swelling, asymmetry, and the appearance of discoloration, possibly indicating serious
pathology. Directly facing the client, the clinician should palpate for symmetry and normal
contour of the frontal bone, nasal bone, maxilla, and mandible. To assess for clicking, as
described in chapter 11, the clinician can palpate bilateral temporomandibular joints with
and without the client’s opening their mouth.

If the clinician has experience performing this technique, they can also assess the
temporomandibular joint with the client’s mouth open. Observation and palpation (if
necessary) of the client’s teeth may alert the clinician of the possibility for referral to a
dentist for loose, cracked, or chipped teeth.

Palpation of the client’s sinuses could also be clinically important. The frontal sinuses
are located above the eyebrows on the distal aspect of the frontal bone and the maxillary
sinuses are located just below the eyes. Palpation in this area creating pain or pressure
should be further investigated if significant.

The clinician can palpate the top of the skull and hair for normal appearance and feel,
making note of any asymmetry from side to side, swelling, and so on. Facing the back of
the client’s head, the clinician can palpate the cervical spine as noted in chapter 17, as well
as the external occipital protuberance, mastoid processes, bilateral ears, and posterior skull,
again making note of any asymmetry from side to side and swelling.
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Physical Performance Measures

No specific physical performance measures (PPMs) are available for the face and head.
Refer to chapter 17 (Cervical Spine) for relevant PPMs.
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Common Orthopedic Conditions of the Face and Head

While it is impossible to distinctly describe various pathological presentations of the
face and head, there are evidence-based findings supportive of particular pathologies of this
region of the body. Therefore, the intent of this section of the chapter is to present current
evidence-supported findings suggestive of face and head pathologies. As previously
described in chapter 4 (Evidence-Based Practice and Client Examination), though, not all
examination findings are absolutely supported with clinical evidence, and the clinician
should also rely on clinical experience and input from the client when performing
differential diagnosis of a client’s presentation of pain and dysfunction.

Monohemispheric Dysfunction: Tumor

ICD-9: 191; 225
ICD-10: D33.2 (benign neoplasm of brain, unspecified)

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Complaints of facial drooping, difficulty with blinking, closing the eye, smiling, and
other motor activities of the face
May complain of headache, light-headedness, blurred vision, or lethargy35

II. Observation

Inability to perform simple math calculation has less than good ability to help rule in
(SP 95, +LR 3.4) monohemispheric dysfunction (MD).35

Difficulty with right–left discrimination (SP 100, +LR Inf), reading (SP 100, +LR
Inf), and writing (SP 100, +LR Inf) all have less than good ability to help rule in
MD.35

A visual field defect (SP 95, +LR 4.4), facial weakness (SP 95, +LR 3.4), and
optokinetic nystagmus (SP 100, +LR Inf) all have less than good ability to help rule
in MD.35

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
History is used for triage, during which red flags should be identified and yellow flags
assessed.38

An alert, asymptomatic client without distracting injury or neurological deficit who is
able to complete a functional ROM examination may be safely cleared from cervical
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spine immobilization without radiographic evaluation (SN 98).39

Ruling out traumatic skull fracture:
Battle’s sign: When present, it had a PPV of 66% for intracranial lesions in an
emergency service for clients with a Glasgow Coma Scale of 13-15.20

Raccoon eyes: When present, this was associated with anterior skull base
fractures in more than 70% of cases.22

Canadian CT Head Rule: when (−) among high or medium risk criteria or high risk
criteria alone, this rule has ideal ability to help rule out (SN 99-100) neurosurgical
intervention cases and good to ideal ability to help rule out (SN 80-100) any
intracranial injury.26

Ottawa Subarachnoid Hemorrhage Rule: When (−), this rule has ideal ability to help
rule out (SN 99-100, −LR 0.04) subarachnoid hemorrhage in an acutely appearing
client coming to the emergency room with a headache.25

Canadian C-Spine Rule: This demonstrated better diagnostic accuracy (SN range 90-
100) than either the NEXUS criteria (SN range 83-100)40 or physician clinical
judgment alone (SN 92)41 and, therefore, an improved ability to help rule out an
actual fracture.
Alar ligament testing:

Significant variability in diagnostic accuracy (SN 69-100, −LR 0.29–0.31; SP
72-96, +LR 18-Inf) with improved ability to help rule in versus rule out alar
ligament insufficiency with less complex testing.42

Better ability to help rule in (SP 96-100, +LR 18-Inf) versus rule out (SN 72,
−LR 0.30) alar ligament insufficiency with more complex testing.42

Sharp-Purser test: demonstrates stronger ability to help rule in (SP 96, +LR 17.3)
than rule out (SN 69, −LR 0.32) transverse ligament insufficiency.43

More complex transverse ligament testing is also better able to help rule in (SP 99,
+LR 65) than rule out (SN 65, −LR 0.35) transverse ligament insufficiency.42

Cervical rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 100, +LR 83.3) potential vertebrobasilar
ischemia.44

Combined cervical extension and rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 98, +LR 4.2)
potential upper cervical neurovascular compromise.45

Radiculopathy or discogenic-related pathology: ruled out with a combination of
Spurling’s test and upper limb tension test (median nerve bias).

Spurling’s test: SN 93 (77-99), SP 95 (76-100), +LR 19.6, −LR 0.07,
QUADAS 930

Median nerve upper limb tension test: SN 97 (90-100), SP 22 (12-33), +LR
1.3, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 1031

IV. Motion Tests

Client has limited motion of facial muscles on involved side.
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V. Muscle Performance Testing

Facial weakness described in observation.

VI. Special Tests

Finger tap (SP 88, +LR 5.9), pronator drift (SP 90, +LR 9.2), finger rolling (SP 93,
+LR 5.9), and forearm rolling (SP 98, +LR 18.2) have good ability to help rule in
MD.34

Having pronator drift, finger tap, and deep tendon reflexes all (+) has good ability to
help rule in (SP 98, +LR 30.2) MD.
Having pronator drift, finger tap, and deep tendon reflexes all (−) has good ability to
help rule out (SN 98, −LR 0.03) MD.

VII. Palpation

Client may have decreased sensation and possibly hypersensitivity in facial nerve
innervation region.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

None appropriate

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Referral to physician

Headaches

Headache is a commonly described pathology. The International Headache Society
(IHS)46, 47 has, using the International Headache Classification, grouped headaches into
either primary or secondary headaches.48 Primary headaches include migraines, tension-
type headache (TTH), cluster headache and other trigeminal autonomic cephalalgias, and
other primary headaches (primary stabbing headache, primary cough headache, primary
exertional headache, primary headache associated with sexual activity, hypnic headache,
primary thunderclap headache, hemicrania continua, and new daily persistent headache
[NDPH]). Secondary headaches likely occur in forms that the client has had previously,
but they are now worsening. These headaches are generally more difficult to classify. These
have been classified by the IHS as headaches attributed to any of the following:48

Trauma or injury to the head or neck
Cranial or cervical vascular disorder
Nonvascular intracranial disorder
Substance or its withdrawal
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Infection
Disorder of homoeostasis
Headache or facial pain attributed to disorder of the cranium, neck, eyes, ears, nose,
sinuses, teeth, mouth or other facial or cervical structure
Psychiatric disorder

Migraine Headache

ICD-9: 346.0
ICD-10: G43.109 (migraine with aura); G43.009 (migraine without aura)

Migraine headaches have been further subclassified into migraines without aura,
migraine with aura, childhood periodic syndromes that are commonly precursors of
migraine, retinal migraine, complications of migraine, probable migraine, and episodic
syndromes that may be associated with migraine (recurrent gastrointestinal disturbance,
benign paroxysmal vertigo, and benign paroxysmal torticollis).47

I. Client Interview
Subjective History47, 49, 50

Migraine with an aura is characterized by focal neurological symptoms preceded or
accompanied by a headache. Some clients also experience a premonitory phase hours
or days prior to the headache. Premonitory and resolution symptoms include
hyperactivity, hypoactivity, particular food cravings, depression, and repetitive
yawning.
Migraine without aura headache attacks typically last 4 to 72 hours.47

Migraine without an aura is often aggravated by avoidance of routine physical
activity.47

Migraine with aura typically spreads over ≥5 minutes, and each individual aura
symptom lasts 5 to 60 minutes.47

The presence of photophobia with a headache helps rule in (+LR 5.8) a migraine-
type headache.51

Predictors suggesting migraine headache using the mnemonic POUNDing are
present (Pulsating, duration of 4-72 hOurs, headache is Unilateral, Nausea is
associated with headache, and the headache is Disabling). If four of the five criteria
are met, the +LR for definite or possible migraine is 24 (95% confidence interval
[CI], 1.5–388); if three are met, the +LR is 3.5 (1.3–9.2), and if two or fewer are
met, the +LR is 0.41 (0.32–0.52).51

Migraine is more likely in women 20 to 40 years of age.
Pain is more likely unilateral versus bilateral.

Outcome Measures47, 49, 50
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The Migraine Screen Questionnaire (MS-Q) asks the client five yes or no questions
regarding headaches or migraine episodes without headaches that they may have
experienced in their lifetime:

Do you have frequent or intense headaches?
Do your headaches usually last more than 4 hours?
Do you usually suffer from nausea when you have a headache?
Does light or noise bother you when you have a headache?
Does headache limit any of your physical or intellectual activities?

A cutting point indicating suspicion of migraine was established at ≥4 points,
while a <4 score indicated no suspicion of migraine.52

The MS-Q is better able to help rule in (SP 97, +LR 27.3) than rule out (SN 82,
−LR 0.19) migraine headaches.53

II. Observation47, 49, 50

Migraine with brainstem aura can have dysarthria, vertigo, ataxia, decreased level of
consciousness, or diplopia.47

Migraine aura–triggered seizure: a seizure triggered by migraine with aura.47

Benign paroxysmal torticollis: recurrent episodes of head tilt, perhaps with slight
rotation, that remit spontaneously. Typically occurs in infants and small children,
with onset in the first year.47

Other potential signs: pallor, irritability, malaise, vomiting, or ataxia.
Neurological examination is normal between attacks.47

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
History is used for triage, during which red flags should be identified and yellow flags
assessed.38

An alert, asymptomatic client without distracting injury or neurological deficit who is
able to complete a functional ROM examination may be safely cleared from cervical
spine immobilization without radiographic evaluation (SN 98).39

Ruling out traumatic skull fracture:
Battle’s sign: When present, it had a PPV of 66% for intracranial lesions in an
emergency service for clients with a Glasgow Coma Scale of 13 to 15.20

Raccoon eyes: When present, it was associated with anterior skull base fractures
in more than 70% of cases.22

Canadian CT Head Rule: when (−) among high or medium risk criteria or high risk
criteria alone, it has ideal ability to help rule out (SN 99-100) neurosurgical
intervention cases and good to ideal ability to help rule out (SN 80-100) any
intracranial injury.26
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Ottawa Subarachnoid Hemorrhage Rule: when (−), it has ideal ability to help rule
out (SN 99-100, −LR 0.04) subarachnoid hemorrhage in an acutely appearing client
coming to the emergency room with a headache.25

Canadian C-Spine Rule: demonstrated better diagnostic accuracy (SN range 90-100)
than either the NEXUS criteria (SN range 83-100)40 or physician clinical judgment
alone (SN 92)41 and, therefore, an improved ability to help rule out an actual
fracture.
Alar ligament testing:

Significant variability in diagnostic accuracy (SN 69-100, −LR 0.29–0.31; SP
72-96, +LR 18-Inf) with improved ability to help rule in versus rule out alar
ligament insufficiency with less complex testing.42

Better ability to help rule in (SP 96-100, +LR 18-Inf) versus rule out (SN 72,
−LR 0.30) alar ligament insufficiency with more complex testing.42

Sharp-Purser test: demonstrates stronger ability to help rule in (SP 96, +LR 17.3)
than rule out (SN 69, −LR 0.32) transverse ligament insufficiency.43

More complex transverse ligament testing is also better able to help rule in (SP 99,
+LR 65) than rule out (SN 65, −LR 0.35) transverse ligament insufficiency.42

Cervical rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 100, +LR 83.3) potential vertebrobasilar
ischemia.44

Combined cervical extension and rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 98, +LR 4.2)
potential upper cervical neurovascular compromise.45

Radiculopathy or discogenic-related pathology: ruled out with a combination of
Spurling’s test and upper limb tension test (median nerve bias).

Spurling’s test: SN 93 (77-99), SP 95 (76-100), +LR 19.6, −LR 0.07,
QUADAS 930

Median nerve upper limb tension test: SN 97 (90-100), SP 22 (12-33), +LR
1.3, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 1031

IV. Motion Tests

Typically there are not any particular motion restrictions due to this type of
headache.
Painful or limited restrictions may exist (joint arthropathy found at C0 through C3
levels, with restrictions of C1-C2 being the most common),54-58 although there is no
evidence of these restrictions in migraine HAs.59

A 10° or greater ROM loss with the cervical flexion–rotation test suggests C1-C2
involvement in cervicogenic-related headaches. This test is better at helping to rule in
(SP 100) versus ruling out (SN 86) cervicogenic headache attributable to a C1-C2
dysfunction.58

V. Muscle Performance Testing
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Hemiplegic migraine: migraine with aura including motor weakness47

VI. Special Tests

Typically there are not any particular special tests for this type of headache.
Dizziness and unsteadiness can cause joint reposition errors in cervical spine.60

VII. Palpation

Tenderness can be association with palpation with migraine, but it is less likely due to
this type of headache.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Cranial cervical flexor endurance test (if appropriate)

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Headache
Pain most likely
Exercise and conditioning as a long-term resolution

Tension-Type Headache

ICD-9: 307.81; 339.1
ICD-10: G44.2 (tension-type headache)

Tension-type headache (TTH) is very common, and has a lifetime prevalence of 30%
to 78% in the general population.47 This type of headache, as by its name, has a primary
component of muscle-related tension involvement. This type of headache has been divided
into episodic and chronic subtypes. The exact mechanisms of TTH are unknown.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History47, 49, 50

More likely has bilateral presentation with complaints of pressing or tightening
quality
Pain often described as dull and throbbing, and is likely variable in duration
Does not appear to be gender or age specific
Increased stressful activity a likely predisposing factor
May be associated with elevated blood pressure and increased activity

II. Observation47, 49, 50

Client may appear acutely distressed, with pain posturing and guarded patterns of
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movement.
Forward head and rounded shoulders may be likely present.

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
History is used for triage, during which red flags should be identified and yellow flags
assessed.38

An alert, asymptomatic client without distracting injury or neurological deficit who is
able to complete a functional ROM examination may be safely cleared from cervical
spine immobilization without radiographic evaluation (SN 98).39

Ruling out traumatic skull fracture:
Battle’s sign: When present, it had a PPV of 66% for intracranial lesions in an
emergency service for clients with a Glasgow Coma Scale of 13 to 15.20

Raccoon eyes: When present, it was associated with anterior skull base fractures
in more than 70% of cases.22

Canadian CT Head Rule: When (−) among high or medium risk criteria or high risk
criteria alone, this rule has ideal ability to help rule out (SN 99-100) neurosurgical
intervention cases and good to ideal ability to help rule out (SN 80-100) any
intracranial injury.26

Ottawa Subarachnoid Hemorrhage Rule: When (−), it has ideal ability to help rule
out (SN 99-100, −LR 0.04) subarachnoid hemorrhage in an acutely appearing client
coming to the emergency room with a headache.25

Canadian C-Spine Rule: It demonstrated better diagnostic accuracy (SN range 90-
100) than either the NEXUS criteria (SN range 83-100)40 or physician clinical
judgment alone (SN 92)41 and, therefore, an improved ability to rule out an actual
fracture.
Alar ligament testing:

Significant variability in diagnostic accuracy (SN 69-100, −LR 0.29–0.31; SP
72-96, +LR 18-Inf) with improved ability to help rule in versus rule out alar
ligament insufficiency with less complex testing.42

Better ability to help rule in (SP 96-100, +LR 18-Inf) versus rule out (SN 72,
−LR 0.30) alar ligament insufficiency with more complex testing.42

Sharp-Purser test demonstrates stronger ability to help rule in (SP 96, +LR 17.3)
than rule out (SN 69, −LR 0.32) transverse ligament insufficiency.43

More complex transverse ligament testing is also better able to help rule in (SP 99,
+LR 65) than rule out (SN 65, −LR 0.35) transverse ligament insufficiency.42

Cervical rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 100, +LR 83.3) potential vertebrobasilar
ischemia.44

Combined cervical extension and rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 98, +LR 4.2)
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potential upper cervical neurovascular compromise.45

Radiculopathy and discogenic-related pathology: ruled out with a combination of
Spurling’s test and upper limb tension test (median nerve bias).

Spurling’s test: SN 93 (77-99), SP 95 (76-100), +LR 19.6, −LR 0.07,
QUADAS 930

Median nerve upper limb tension test: SN 97 (90-100), SP 22 (12-33), +LR
1.3, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 1031

IV. Motion Tests

Clients are not likely to have any particular motion restrictions particular to this type
of headache.
A 10° or greater ROM loss with the cervical flexion–rotation test suggests C1-C2
involvement in cervicogenic-related headaches. This test is better at helping to rule in
(SP 100) versus ruling out (SN 86) cervicogenic headache attributable to a C1-C2
dysfunction.58

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients are not likely to have any particular motion restrictions specific to this type of
headache.
If client has forward head and rounded shoulders posture, they likely will have deep
neck flexor and scapula retractor weakness.

VI. Special Tests

Dizziness and unsteadiness can cause joint reposition errors in cervical spine.60

VII. Palpation

Pericranial tenderness is often present.47

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Cranial cervical flexor endurance test (if appropriate)

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Headache
Pain most likely
Exercise and conditioning as a long-term resolution

Trigeminal Autonomic Cephalgia: Cluster Headache
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ICD-9: 339.00; 339.01; 339.02
ICD-10: G44.0 (other headaches)

Trigeminal autonomic cephalgias, especially cluster-type headaches, do not have an
aura. These headaches tend to be more chronic in nature.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History47, 49, 50

Often described as attacks of severe, strictly unilateral pain that is orbital,
supraorbital, temporal, or in any combination of these sites, lasting 15 to 180
minutes and occurring from once every other day to eight times per day.
Several signs or symptoms ipsilateral to the headache may be present:

Nasal congestion
Eyelid edema
Forehead and facial sweating
Sensation of fullness in the ear
Miosis or ptosis

II. Observation47, 49, 50

Observe for signs discussed in the interview section (ptosis, forehead, and facial
sweating)

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
History is used for triage, during which red flags should be identified and yellow flags
assessed.38

An alert, asymptomatic client without distracting injury or neurological deficit who is
able to complete a functional ROM examination may be safely cleared from cervical
spine immobilization without radiographic evaluation (SN 98).39

Ruling out traumatic skull fracture:
Battle’s sign: When present, it had a positive predictive value of 66% for
intracranial lesions in an emergency service for clients with a Glasgow Coma
Scale of 13 to 15.20

Raccoon eyes: When present, it was associated with anterior skull base fractures
in more than 70% of cases.22

Canadian CT Head Rule: When (−) among high or medium risk criteria or high risk
criteria alone, it has ideal ability to help rule out (SN 99-100) neurosurgical
intervention cases and good to ideal ability to help rule out (SN 80-100) any
intracranial injury.26

Ottawa Subarachnoid Hemorrhage Rule: When (−), it has ideal ability to help rule
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out (SN 99-100, −LR 0.04) subarachnoid hemorrhage in an acutely appearing client
coming to the emergency room with a headache.25

Canadian C-Spine Rule: It demonstrated better diagnostic accuracy (SN range 90-
100) than either the NEXUS criteria (SN range 83-100)40 or physician clinical
judgment alone (SN 92)41 and, therefore, an improved ability to rule out an actual
fracture.
Alar ligament testing:

Significant variability in diagnostic accuracy (SN 69-100, −LR 0.29–0.31; SP
72-96, +LR 18-Inf) with improved ability to help rule in versus rule out alar
ligament insufficiency with less complex testing.42

Better ability to help rule in (SP 96-100, +LR 18-Inf) versus rule out (SN 72,
−LR 0.30) alar ligament insufficiency with more complex testing.42

Sharp-Purser test: It demonstrates stronger ability to help rule in (SP 96, +LR 17.3)
than rule out (SN 69, −LR 0.32) transverse ligament insufficiency.43

More complex transverse ligament testing is also better able to help rule in (SP 99,
+LR 65) than rule out (SN 65, −LR 0.35) transverse ligament insufficiency.42

Cervical rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 100, +LR 83.3) potential vertebrobasilar
ischemia.44

Combined cervical extension and rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 98, +LR 4.2)
potential upper cervical neurovascular compromise.45

Radiculopathy and discogenic-related pathology: ruled out with a combination of
Spurling’s test and upper limb tension test (median nerve bias).

Spurling’s test: SN 93 (77-99), SP 95 (76-100), +LR 19.6, −LR 0.07,
QUADAS 930

Median nerve upper limb tension test: SN 97 (90-100), SP 22 (12-33), +LR
1.3, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 1031

IV. Motion Tests

A 10° or greater ROM loss with the cervical flexion–rotation test suggests C1-C2
involvement in cervicogenic-related headaches. This test is better at helping to rule in
(SP 100) versus ruling out (SN 86) cervicogenic headache attributable to a C1-C2
dysfunction.58

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Assess for deep neck flexor and scapula retractor weakness

VI. Special Tests

Dizziness and unsteadiness can cause joint reposition errors in cervical spine.60
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VII. Palpation

Suboccipital and cranial muscles may have secondary tenderness.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Cranial cervical flexor endurance test (if appropriate)

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Headache
Pain most likely
Exercise and conditioning as a long-term resolution

Cervicogenic Headaches or Cervicocranial Syndrome

ICD-9: 339.0 (other headache syndromes); 784.0 (headache)
ICD-10: G44 (other headache syndromes); R51 (headache)

Refer to chapter 17, Cervical Spine.
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Facial and Skull Fractures

ICD-9:
Facial fracture (802)
Skull fracture (800.0; 804.9)

ICD-10:
Facial fracture (S02.92XS)
Skull fracture (S02.1)

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Nasal fractures are either the most or second most (mandible) common bone injury
of the face, and third most frequent of all body fractures.24, 61

40% of facial trauma injuries include fractures of the nasal bone.62

Motor vehicle accidents and interpersonal violence are the main causes of nasal and
general fractures.61

Motorcycle accidents are the most common mechanism for mandibular fractures, as
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well as for the presence of more than one facial bone fracture.63

Motorcycle accidents are also the only significant risk factor for maxillary fractures.63

Fractures of the zygomatic and nasal bones are mainly associated with activities
involving animals (riding and stock farming) and sports.63

Sports with high speed and high impact, especially without facial guard protection,
result in more facial bone fractures than low-speed and low-impact sports.64

Alcohol consumption is often a contributing factor to facial fractures.61

Male–female ratio of nasal fractures is 4:161

Incidence of facial fractures tends to increase with age.63

Prevalence of carotid artery injury in clients with basilar skull trauma is 2%.65

Diagnostic Imaging

Refer to table 15.1 for details regarding particular fractures, imaging, and their
particular diagnostic accuracy values.

II. Observation

All of the following signs have ideal ability to help rule in nasal fracture; none were
helpful for ruling out nasal fracture:24

Epistaxis (SP 98, +LR 14.0)
Presence of inflammation in the area (SP 92, +LR 7.0)
An acute septal injury (SP 100, +LR Inf)

All of the following signs have good ability to help rule in nasal fracture, none were
helpful for ruling out nasal fracture:24

Airway obstruction present (SP 96, +LR 4.8)
Lateral deviation of nose present (SP 96, +LR 4.5)

All of the following signs have a less than good ability to help rule in, and poor ability
to help rule out nasal fracture:24

Irregular nasal dorsum present (SP 92, +LR 3.6)
Nasal wound present (SP 70, +LR 1.5)

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
History is used for triage, during which red flags should be identified and yellow flags
assessed.38

An alert, asymptomatic client without distracting injury or neurological deficit who is
able to complete a functional ROM examination may be safely cleared from cervical
spine immobilization without radiographic evaluation (SN 98).39

Ruling out traumatic skull fracture:
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Battle’s sign: When present, it had a PPV of 66% for intracranial lesions in an
emergency service for clients with a Glasgow Coma Scale of 13 to 15.20

Raccoon eyes: When present, it was associated with anterior skull base fractures
in more than 70% of cases.22

Canadian CT Head Rule: When (−) among high or medium risk criteria or high risk
criteria alone, it has ideal ability to help rule out (SN 99-100) neurosurgical
intervention cases and good to ideal ability to help rule out (SN 80-100) any
intracranial injury.26

Ottawa Subarachnoid Hemorrhage Rule: When (−), it has ideal ability to help rule
out (SN 99-100, −LR 0.04) subarachnoid hemorrhage in an acutely appearing client
coming to the emergency room with a headache.25

Canadian C-Spine Rule: It demonstrated better diagnostic accuracy (SN range 90-
100) than either the NEXUS criteria (SN range 83-100)40 or physician clinical
judgment alone (SN 92)41 and, therefore, an improved ability to help rule out an
actual fracture.
Alar ligament testing:

Significant variability in diagnostic accuracy (SN 69-100, −LR 0.29–0.31; SP
72-96, +LR 18-Inf) with improved ability to help rule in versus rule out alar
ligament insufficiency with less complex testing.42

Better ability to help rule in (SP 96-100, +LR 18-Inf) versus rule out (SN 72,
−LR 0.30) alar ligament insufficiency with more complex testing.42

Sharp-Purser test: It demonstrates stronger ability to help rule in (SP 96, +LR 17.3)
than rule out (SN 69, −LR 0.32) transverse ligament insufficiency.43

More complex transverse ligament testing is also better able to help rule in (SP 99,
+LR 65) than rule out (SN 65, −LR 0.35) transverse ligament insufficiency.42

Cervical rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 100, +LR 83.3) potential vertebrobasilar
ischemia.44

Combined cervical extension and rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 98, +LR 4.2)
potential upper cervical neurovascular compromise.45

Radiculopathy or discogenic-related pathology: ruled out with a combination of
Spurling’s test and upper limb tension test (median nerve bias).

Spurling’s test: SN 93 (77-99), SP 95 (76-100), +LR 19.6, −LR 0.07,
QUADAS 930

Median nerve upper limb tension test: SN 97 (90-100), SP 22 (12-33), +LR
1.3, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 1031

IV. Motion Tests

Any movement relative to the fracture should be suspected to be painful, limited, and
guarded.
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V. Muscle Performance Testing

Any movement or strength assessment relative to the fracture should be suspected to
be painful, limited, and guarded.

VI. Special Tests

For ruling out traumatic fractures, head, and cervical spine injuries, see prior section
Triage and Screening.
Dizziness and unsteadiness can cause joint reposition errors in cervical spine.60

VII. Palpation

It is suspected that the region relative to the fracture will be painful and likely
swollen.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Not appropriate acutely

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain and stabilization most likely
Exercise and conditioning as a long-term resolution

Dizziness

ICD-9: 780.4
ICD-10: H81.9 (unspecified disorder of vestibular system)

Dizziness compromises a variety of symptoms:66

Light-headedness or presyncope. This is a sensation of impending loss of consciousness
due to a momentary decrease in cerebral blood flow. It often occurs when standing
up from supine too quickly.
Disequilibrium. This imbalance or unsteadiness is experienced while standing or
walking. It is caused by various factors including diminished vision, loss of vestibular
function, defects in proprioception, and motor dysfunction from the central or
peripheral nervous system.
Oscillopsia. This is the subjective illusion of visual motion. While vertigo occurs with
the eyes open or closed, oscillopsia only occurs when the eyes are open. Clients with
bilateral loss of vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) frequently experience oscillopsia during
head movements.
Vertigo. The illusion of movements of oneself or the environment is due to an
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imbalance of tonic neural activity in the vestibular-cortical pathway. It is commonly
exacerbated by head movements and accompanied by nausea and vomiting. Clients
usually report rotational vertigo, although they occasionally describe a sensation of
linear displacement or tilt.

Cervicogenic dizziness tends to be a controversial diagnosis because there are no
diagnostic tests to confirm that it is the cause of the dizziness. Cervicogenic dizziness is a
diagnosis that is provided to people who have neck injury or pain as well as dizziness and in
whom other causes of dizziness have been ruled out.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

See prior information for respective complaints per condition.

II. Observation

Ocular tilt reaction (OTR) refers to the trio of head tilt, ocular torsion, and skew
deviation. Skew deviation is in reference to one eye focusing or appearing to be lower
than the other. The head tilt is typically toward the lower eye as well.

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
History is used for triage, during which red flags should be identified and yellow flags
assessed.38

An alert, asymptomatic client without distracting injury or neurological deficit who is
able to complete a functional ROM examination may be safely cleared from cervical
spine immobilization without radiographic evaluation (SN 98).39

Ruling out traumatic skull fracture:
Battle’s sign: When present, it had a positive predictive value of 66% for
intracranial lesions in an emergency service for clients with a Glasgow Coma
Scale of 13 to 15.20

Raccoon eyes: When present, it was associated with anterior skull base fractures
in more than 70% of cases.22

Canadian CT Head Rule: When (−) among high or medium risk criteria or high risk
criteria alone, it has ideal ability to help rule out (SN 99-100) neurosurgical
intervention cases and good to ideal ability to help rule out (SN 80-100) any
intracranial injury.26

Ottawa Subarachnoid Hemorrhage Rule: When (−), it has ideal ability to help rule
out (SN 99-100, −LR 0.04) subarachnoid hemorrhage in an acutely appearing client
coming to the emergency room with a headache.25

Canadian C-Spine Rule: It demonstrated better diagnostic accuracy (SN range 90-
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100) than either the NEXUS criteria (SN range 83-100)40 or physician clinical
judgment alone (SN 92)41 and, therefore, an improved ability to help rule out an
actual fracture.
Alar ligament testing:

Significant variability in diagnostic accuracy (SN 69-100, −LR 0.29–0.31; SP
72-96, +LR 18-Inf) with improved ability to help rule in versus rule out alar
ligament insufficiency with less complex testing.42

Better ability to help rule in (SP 96-100, +LR 18-Inf) versus rule out (SN 72,
−LR 0.30) alar ligament insufficiency with more complex testing.42

Sharp-Purser test demonstrates stronger ability to help rule in (SP 96, +LR 17.3)
than rule out (SN 69, −LR 0.32) transverse ligament insufficiency.43

More complex transverse ligament testing is also better able to help rule in (SP 99,
+LR 65) than rule out (SN 65, −LR 0.35) transverse ligament insufficiency.42

Cervical rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 100, +LR 83.3) potential vertebrobasilar
ischemia.44

Combined cervical extension and rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 98, +LR 4.2)
potential upper cervical neurovascular compromise.45

Radiculopathy or discogenic-related pathology can be ruled out with a combination
of Spurling’s test and upper limb tension test (median nerve bias).

Spurling’s test: SN 93 (77-99), SP 95 (76-100), +LR 19.6, −LR 0.07,
QUADAS 930

Median nerve upper limb tension test: SN 97 (90-100), SP 22 (12-33), +LR
1.3, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 1031

IV. Motion Tests

Cervicogenic dizziness is postulated to have an upper cervical motion restriction. The
clinician should perform a comprehensive motion assessment in cases of such
suspicion.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Suboccipital and cranial muscles may have secondary tenderness.

VI. Special Tests

The Dix-Hallpike maneuver has a less than good ability to help rule out (when
negative; SN 79, −LR 0.28) and help rule in (when positive; SP 75, +LR 3.2)
BPPV.33

Dizziness and unsteadiness can cause joint reposition errors in cervical spine.60

VII. Palpation
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Suboccipital and cranial muscles may have secondary tenderness.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Cranial cervical flexor endurance test (if appropriate)

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain and stabilization most likely
Exercise and conditioning as a long-term resolution

Bell’s Palsy

ICD-9: 351.0
ICD-10: G51.0 (Bell’s palsy)

Bell’s palsy is an acute unilateral facial nerve paresis or paralysis with onset in less than
72 hours that does not have an identifiable cause. It is a rapid unilateral facial nerve paresis
or paralysis, and is the most common diagnosis associated with facial nerve weakness or
paralysis. It leads to the partial or complete inability to voluntarily move facial muscles on
the affected side of the face. Bell’s palsy is more common in pregnant women, people 15 to
45 years of age and those with diabetes, upper respiratory ailments, or compromised
immune systems. Clinicians should assess the client using history and physical examination
to exclude identifiable causes of facial paresis or paralysis in clients presenting with acute-
onset unilateral facial paresis or paralysis. Routine diagnostic imaging and laboratory testing
are not recommended for this diagnosis unless other, more serious pathologies are
suspected.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Complaints of facial drooping, difficulty with blinking, closing the eye, and smiling
May have neurological symptoms of facial paresthesia and tingling
Can complain of headache or neck pain, memory problems, balance problems, and
ipsilateral paresthesia and weakness

II. Observation

Likely to present with facial drooping on involved side and inability to smile or frown
on ipsilateral side
Likely to have difficulty with closing eye on that side (may have complaints of dry
eyes and so forth)

III. Triage and Screening
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All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
History is used for triage, during which red flags should be identified and yellow flags
assessed.38

An alert, asymptomatic client without distracting injury or neurological deficit who is
able to complete a functional ROM examination may be safely cleared from cervical
spine immobilization without radiographic evaluation (SN 98).39

Ruling out traumatic skull fracture:
Battle’s sign: When present, it had a PPV of 66% for intracranial lesions in an
emergency service for clients with a Glasgow Coma Scale of 13 to 15.20

Raccoon eyes: When present, it was associated with anterior skull base fractures
in more than 70% of cases.22

Canadian CT Head Rule: When (−) among high or medium risk criteria or high risk
criteria alone, it has ideal ability to help rule out (SN 99-100) neurosurgical
intervention cases and good to ideal ability to help rule out (SN 80-100) any
intracranial injury.26

Ottawa Subarachnoid Hemorrhage Rule: When (−), it has ideal ability to help rule
out (SN 99-100, −LR 0.04) subarachnoid hemorrhage in an acutely appearing client
coming to the emergency room with a headache.25

Canadian C-Spine Rule: It demonstrated better diagnostic accuracy (SN range 90-
100) than either the NEXUS criteria (SN range 83-100)40 or physician clinical
judgment alone (SN 92)41 and, therefore, an improved ability to help rule out an
actual fracture.
Alar ligament testing:

Significant variability in diagnostic accuracy (SN 69-100, −LR 0.29–0.31; SP
72-96, +LR 18-Inf) with improved ability to help rule in versus rule out alar
ligament insufficiency with less complex testing.42

Better ability to help rule in (SP 96-100, +LR 18-Inf) versus rule out (SN 72,
−LR 0.30) alar ligament insufficiency with more complex testing.42

Sharp-Purser test: It demonstrates stronger ability to help rule in (SP 96, +LR 17.3)
than rule out (SN 69, 0.32) transverse ligament insufficiency.43

More complex transverse ligament testing is also better able to help rule in (SP 99,
+LR 65) than rule out (SN 65, −LR 0.35) transverse ligament insufficiency.42

Cervical rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 100, +LR 83.3) potential vertebrobasilar
ischemia.44

Combined cervical extension and rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 98, +LR 4.2)
potential upper cervical neurovascular compromise.45

Radiculopathy and discogenic-related pathology can be ruled out with a combination
of Spurling’s test and upper limb tension test (median nerve bias).

Spurling’s test: SN 93 (77-99), SP 95 (76-100), +LR 19.6, −LR 0.07,
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QUADAS 930

Median nerve upper limb tension test: SN 97 (90-100), SP 22 (12-33), +LR
1.3, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 1031

IV. Motion Tests

The client has limited motion of facial muscles on involved side.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

The client has limited strength of facial muscles on involved side.
The client may have ipsilateral upper extremity weakness.
The clinician should assess for deep neck flexor and scapula retractor weakness.

VI. Special Tests

There are no particular special tests for this pathology.

VII. Palpation

Clients are likely to complain of decreased sensation and possibly hypersensitivity in
facial nerve innervation region.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Cranial cervical flexor endurance test (if appropriate)

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain most likely initially
Exercise and conditioning long-term
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Conclusion

Examination of the face and head can be a complex undertaking. Integration of best
evidence as described in this chapter, as well as the systematic examination approach, is
suggested to minimize further complicating the differential diagnosis of this region of the
body. A systematic, evidence-based funnel approach suggests to the practicing clinician the
importance of all components of the examination process. Additionally, it suggests that the
clinician focus on ruling out or screening for potential competing pathologies early in the
examination process and attempting to rule in or diagnose particular pathologies later in
the examination process. Utilization of a systematic screening process early in the
examination funnels or narrows down potential competing diagnoses that can then be more
likely ruled in with more SP findings or testing.
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Chapter 16
Temporomandibular Joint

Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS
The temporomandibular system consists of the temporomandibular joint (TMJ) and

the associated neuromuscular system. A temporomandibular disorder (TMD) can result
from a defect of one or both. The prevalence of TMD can be difficult to determine because
many studies utilize different diagnostic qualifications and investigative designs. Prevalence
estimates range from 5% to 60%.1 Symptoms may be unilateral or bilateral and can involve
the face, head, or jaw.2 The collection of conditions affecting the TMJ and masticatory
muscles, the so-called TMD, can be classified according to the Research Diagnostic Criteria
for Temporomandibular Disorders. Of the three subgroups—muscle disorders (group I),
disc displacements (group II), and arthralgia, arthritis, and arthrosis (group III)—the
muscle disorders are most frequently seen in community sample studies; group II and
group III diagnoses are less prevalent.3 Additional detail regarding this classification scheme
is given at the end of the chapter (Common Orthopedic Conditions of the
Temporomandibular Joint).

A TMD is clinically characterized by pain in the temporomandibular region or in the
muscles of mastication, pain radiating behind the eyes, pain in the face, shoulder, neck, or
the back, headaches, ear ache or tinnitus, jaw clicking, locking or deviation, limited jaw
opening, clenching or grinding of the teeth, dizziness, and sensitivity of the teeth lacking
oral disease.4 Symptoms of TMD can often resemble other medical conditions. Orofacial
pain, on the other hand, is commonly described to include chronic headache, neck pain,
TMD, and atypical facial pain, among other related conditions. TMDs rarely have an
isolated cause, and studies have shown that numerous factors are typically involved.
Therefore, the client interview can be complicated by the multidimensional nature of
TMD’s clinical presentation.
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Clinically Applied Anatomy

The craniomandibular complex consists of the cranial articulation at the temporal bone
on each side of the head in front of the ear and the two condyles of the mandible. Each
joint is referred to as the TMJ. The craniomandibular complex allows for functional
movement of the jaw during chewing (mastication), speech, and various facial expressions.
The TMJ is one of the most frequently moved joints in the body, and its design reflects its
variety of functional demands. The function of the TMJs is also closely related to that of
the cervical spine, and it can be influenced by postural adaptations. Posture dysfunctions of
the cervical spine can have a significant influence on the TMJ.

The TMJ includes the temporal bone and mandible. The mandible is essentially
suspended from the temporal bones on either side of the skull by ligaments. The mandible
is a U-shaped bone with condyles on each end (figure 16.1). The body of the mandible is
relatively horizontal; it receives the lower teeth at the alveolar process at the upper margin
of the body. Notable markings on the interior of the body of the mandible are the digastric
fossa, site of the attachment of digastric muscles on the inferoanterior aspect of the anterior
portion of the body, and the mylohyoid line, the area of attachment of the flat mylohyoid
muscle on the interior surface of the body of the mandible.5 The ramus is the more vertical
component of the mandible. At the superior end of the ramus are two projections, the
coronoid process and the mandibular condyle. The coronoid process is the anterior bony
projection that provides attachment for the temporalis and the masseter muscles. The most
superior portion of the coronoid process rests deep in the zygomatic arch, and its anterior
aspect can be palpated posterior to the third molars high in the intraoral cavity. The
mandibular notch is the area between the coronoid process and the mandibular neck. The
mandibular condyle articulates with the disc (figure 16.2) and together with the disc and
the temporal bone forms the TMJ, the unilateral component of the craniomandibular
complex. The TMJ articulation is reinforced (as are all synovial joints) with a joint capsule
and ligamentous support (figure 16.3).
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Figure 16.1 TMJ anatomy.
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Figure 16.2 Anatomy of the TMJ joint.
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Figure 16.3 Ligaments of the TMJ.

 

At the lateral aspect of the temporal bone is the mandibular fossa. The mandibular fossa
receives the mandibular condyle, but only a portion of the fossa is suitable for the loading
and weight bearing required for proper functioning of the TMJ. The most superior bony
portion of the mandibular fossa forms the roof of the TMJ.

The cartilaginous covering of the temporal bone in the TMJ is fibrocartilage rather
than the hyaline cartilage typically associated with synovial joints. Compared with hyaline
cartilage, fibrocartilage allows for increased tolerance of repetitive or high loads as well as
improved ability to repair damage sustained during micro- or macrotrauma. Activities that
contribute to microtrauma of the TMJ include fingernail biting, lip chewing, gum
chewing, tooth grinding (bruxism), and jaw clenching. These activities repetitively load the
joint and over time can produce a sequence of degenerative changes to the joint such as
joint laxity, disc dysfunction, and changes to the articular cartilage.

The articular eminence is the downward-sloping anterior border of the fossa. The
fibrocartilage lining the trabecular bone of the articular eminence is thick, especially at the
middle third of the eminence, and is well suited for repetitive and high-force loading. There
is no bony block on the anterior eminence that might prevent the mandibular condyle from
translating forward off of the eminence. Infrequently, in hypermobile joints, the
mandibular condyle may dislocate anteriorly and lodge anterior to the articular eminence.
This occurs most often with excessive opening of the mouth during yawning.6

Other bones related to the TMJ complex include the styloid process, a thin bony
projection from the tympanic plate that provides attachment for ligaments and muscles.
The zygomatic process is the squamous portion of the temporalis bone that articulates with
the zygomatic bone to form the arch of the cheek bone. The maxillae on each side fuse to
form the hard palate of the mouth and the maxillary arch that receives the upper teeth.

Each TMJ is divided into an upper joint space and a lower joint space by the articular
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disc. Each joint space has a separate joint capsule with its own synovial lining. The lower
joint is formed by the mandibular condyle and the inferior surface of the articular disc.
This joint functions as a ginglymus (or hinge) joint, with the primary movement of
rotation. The articular eminence of the temporal bone and the superior surface of the
articular disc form the upper joint of the temporomandibular complex. The upper joint is
classified as an amphiarthrodial joint or a plane joint; translation between the disc and the
articular eminence is the primary movement available.

The movements available at the TMJ (figure 16.4) are mouth opening (mandibular
depression) and closing (mandibular elevation), mandibular protrusion and retrusion, and
mandibular lateral excursion (or deviation). Mandibular depression and elevation are
sagittal plane movements involving mandibular condyle anterior rotation in the lower joint
and translation in the upper joint. Mandibular protrusion and retrusion involves bilateral
condylar translation in the upper joint; anterior for protrusion and posterior for retrusion.
Lateral excursion involves contralateral condyle protrusion (anterior translation in upper
joint) and ipsilateral condyle spinning.
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Figure 16.4 TMJ movements.
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Client Interview

Pain is often the primary complaint and therefore the reason for the client with TMD
to seek intervention. Since pain is an arbitrary construct, determining a clear relationship
between a client’s pain and the relevant dysfunction that they present with is not always
discernible. In fact, a systematic review found no clear evidence for a relationship between
clinical and MRI diagnoses and findings. Several studies in this systematic review reported a
relationship between clinical pain and an internal derangement diagnosed with MRI, but
the calculated odds ratio (OR) for this relationship was generally low (1.54–2.04). ORs for
the relationship between pain and disc displacement without reduction (4.82) or between
crepitation and disc displacement without reduction (3.71) were higher.7 This is reflective
of the diagnostic accuracy values of the special testing for TMD, which is discussed later in
this chapter. While clinicians should consider avoiding biasing their examinations by
interpreting findings of radiographic imaging prior to seeing clients (in most cases without
concerns for red flags and major medical-related issues), this point in the examination is
most likely where clinicians will encounter radiographic imaging. Additionally, in some
instances, clinicians must interpret radiographic imaging early in the examination to rule
out serious pathology prior to continuing with other components of the examination
sequence.

Subjective

As with all clients presenting for examination, the clinician must clarify if trauma had
any involvement in the client’s clinical presentation. Motor vehicle and other related
accidents have been known to cause TMD. Additionally, trauma due to dental
management, opening the jaw very wide, and eating have also been reported as possible
contributors to TMD.8 Undergoing traditional orthodontic treatment has not been shown
to increase the prevalence of TMD.9 The clinician must also consider the possibility of
previous head and neck trauma contributing to TMD. Mandible condyle fracture10 and, to
a lesser degree, whiplash11, 12 have demonstrated the possibility of contributing to TMD.

Pain present in the TMD client occurs typically with opening and closing the mouth.
Pain with opening the mouth fully is suggested as an extra-articular problem, while pain
associated with biting firm objects is an intra-articular problem.13 Limited opening of the
mouth can be due to anterior disc displacement. If the client has pain with biting or
chewing objects, it should be clarified whether chewing is painful on both sides of the
mouth or just on one side. Chewing on one side of the mouth is often the result of
malocclusion.13 Pain on the side opposite of the side of chewing may concern the clinician
with respect to an intra-articular problem as well. Compression on the chewing side will
likely cause tensile stretch loads on the contralateral side. Additionally, soft-tissue extra-
articular structures must also be considered in this case. Careful palpation and resistive
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testing will assist in this differential diagnosis.14-17 The clinician must also consider the
possibility of issues with the client’s teeth and therefore the necessity for referral to a
dentist.

Regarding pain, as is typical of a comprehensive orthopedic examination, the severity or
intensity, level of irritability, nature, and stage of the client’s pain and presentation must be
clearly delineated. Along with this, the specific location of their concordant versus
discordant pain must be elucidated. Due to the interdependent relationship of orofacial
pain, delineation between other relevant potential pathology (e.g., headaches, cervical spine
pathology, non-musculoskeletal pain) is necessary. Aggravating and easing factors for the
client’s pain should also be asked. Finding a characteristic pain pattern, the location of
pain, and aggravating or easing factors are very helpful for determining not only the
potential for musculoskeletal-related pain versus non-musculoskeletal pain but the potential
pain generator as well. Also, as part of a standard comprehensive examination, inquiry into
the possible presence of paresthesia, abnormal sensation, or lack of sensation must be
determined. Cranial nerve assessment may or may not be a significant component of the
client with orofacial pain.

The client may also complain of clicking, catching, or crepitus with chewing.14-17

Clicking is the result of abnormal motion of the disc and the mandible. Clicking early in
the motion of opening the mouth suggests a more recent condition, and it is more likely
that the disc is not displaced anteriorly very much in front of the mandibular condyle. A
click later in the opening of the mouth suggests a more chronic problem, with the potential
for further anterior disc displacement. With disc displacement (subluxation) or dislocation,
the later the click with opening and the earlier the click with closing, the more suggestive it
is that the disc displacement is further anterior. A click noted with both opening and
closing of the mouth is described as a reciprocal click. It is typically believed that the later
the click happens (further the mouth is opened) with opening and the sooner it happens
(more open the jaw is at the time of the click) with closing, the greater the anterior
displacement of the disc. The late click therefore happens with close to end range of
opening, and the early click happens with the beginning of closing the mouth in this
example.

Sleeping posture and sleeping habits should be discussed with the client during the
interview. Pain with sleeping directly on the painful side may be an indicator of pain with
compression to the joint, while pain with sleeping on the contralateral side may be an
indicator of pain with distraction or tension on the joint. Bruxism, or nonfunctional
grinding and clenching of the teeth, typically occurs during sleep, but may also occur with
early awakening. Typically, symptoms associated with bruxism are severe with awakening;
over time, they can cause damage to the TMJs.18 The client should also be questioned
regarding the combination of symptoms of pain and stiffness present when they awaken. As
with other joints, this may be suggestive of intra-articular damage. In fact, a history of
stiffness on waking with pain on function that disappears as the day goes on suggests
osteoarthritis.13
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Any history of headaches or current complaints must be ascertained. Due to the
classification of orofacial pain including both TMD and various forms of headaches, the
client with one of these conditions very well could present with the other. Additionally, the
International Headache Society Classification Scheme includes TMD as part of its schema.

Stressful life events have been more frequently reported in a group of TMD clients than
in a non-affected control group.19 These clients exclusively presented with muscle-related
symptoms.20 Anxiety,21 depression, somatoform disorders, and personality disorders22 have
been suggested to be more frequent in groups of TMD clients compared to controls. In a
study by Kinney and colleagues,23 40% of TMD clients qualified for at least one
personality disorder, with obsessive compulsive disorder being the most common.

Gender and age are also variables for the clinician to consider for the client with TMD.
Women are more aware of the symptoms and as a result outnumber men in many studies
regarding prevalence of these disorders.24 In another study, persistent TMD was associated
with female gender, older age, psychological distress, widespread body pain, and taking
medication.25

Outcome Measures

Outcome measures for TMD should include relevant outcome measures for related
areas, namely the cervical spine. Refer to chapter 17 for additional detail in this regard.

There is significant discrepancy between authorities over the precise clinical features,
and hence the diagnostic criteria, for TMD.2 The terminology used to describe this
symptom group is quite variable. At least four pain classifications are used for description of
orofacial pain, each with their strengths and weaknesses. The Research Diagnostic Criteria
for Temporomandibular Disorder (RDC/TMD) is a dual-axis system that utilizes physical
examination, as well as a self-report 31-item questionnaire. The strength of this instrument
has been described as its ability to grade and measure both physical and psychological
components of the client’s pain.26 A distinct disadvantage of this tool is that the physical
examination component of it was designed to be performed by specialists, maxillofacial
surgeons. Therefore, its clinical applicability to others is unknown.

Since there is the suggestion of psychiatric diagnosis and TMD,21-23 the clinician may
want to utilize relevant measures as part of their clinical examination and re-examination.
The major Research Diagnostic Criteria for Temporomandibular Disorders Axis II
measures demonstrated psychometric properties suitable for comprehensive assessment and
management of TMD clients. The Depression instrument’s normal versus moderate to
severe cutoff point was good at identifying current-year depression and dysthymia (SN
87%, SP 53%). Nonspecific Physical Symptoms did not have high utility for detecting
psychiatric disorders (SN 86%, SP 31%).27

As with all areas, re-examination of the client should include relevant outcome
measures and assessment of progress. Again, two relevant clinical measures for this include
the Global Rating of Change (GROC) and the Patient-Specific Functional Scale (PSFS).
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Diagnostic Imaging

A suggested reference standard (gold standard) for diagnosis of TMD according to the
RDC/TMD classification scheme is a comprehensive history and examination, as well as
imaging that includes a panoramic radiograph, bilateral TMJ, magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), and bilateral TMJ computed tomography (CT; table 16.1).28 The comprehensive
extent of diagnostic imaging suggested may not be necessary, appropriate, or clinically
available in many instances outside of research studies designed specifically for diagnostic
accuracy of these tools.
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Radiographs

Plain radiographs are often the first choice of imaging modality for TMD. The more
common views include anteroposterior (AP), lateral transcranial, transpharyngeal, and
transorbital. Panoramic radiography is also commonly implemented on a fairly routine
basis, especially by dentists. The AP view is a good image for condylar shape and contour.
The lateral view allows the clinician to also view the position of the condylar heads with the
mouth open and closed, the extent of condylar movement with mouth opening, and the
relationship of the TMJ to the other bony structures of the head and cervical spine.
Panoramic radiography provides information about the teeth and other areas of the
mandible; however, the relationship between the condyle and glenoid fossa is not seen in
this film.

Tomography is a good method for depicting osseous or bony changes with arthrosis in
TMJ. The major disadvantage of tomography is the lack of visualization of the soft tissue of
TMJ, which is also a problem with plain film radiography.

Arthrography involves small amounts of iodinated contrast injected under fluoroscopy.
If the disc is perforated, contrast flows into both the superior and inferior joint recesses.
However, the arthrographic needle can inadvertently puncture the meniscus and cause
iatrogenic filling of both joint spaces.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Magnetic resonance imaging is most frequently used for differentiation of soft-tissue-
structure involvement, including the visualization of disc displacements, but also for the
study of bone mineral density of the condyle. Cytokines play an important role in TMJ
pathology. For example, IL-1beta, which has been associated with TMJ pain, hyperalgesia,
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and anterior bite opening, is mostly absent in the synovial fluid of healthy joints.3

Computed Tomography

As with other areas of the body, CT is advantageous over MRI and is typically superior
to radiography in the imaging of bony structures. CT involves ionizing radiation. It can be
used to diagnose internal derangement issues of the TMJ since the disc has a slightly higher
density than the surrounding muscle and soft tissue.

Ultrasound

Diagnostic US imaging is becoming more popular and favorable for assessment in the
TMJ. As with other areas of the body, US imaging is cheaper than MRI or CT scans.
Again, a potential disadvantage for the use of US in orthopedic assessment is that the
reliability of this imaging modality depends on the operator.

Review of Systems

Refer to chapter 6 (Triage and Differential Diagnosis) for detail on review of systems
relevant to the temporomandibular joint.
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Observation

Observation of the client with craniomandibular dysfunction starts with general overall
posture. Poor posture, such as forward head and bilaterally rounded shoulders (e.g., upper
crossed syndrome), has long been suggested to contribute to TMD. The clinician should
also observe for overall facial appearance. Does the client appear to be in acute distress due
to pain? Head posture out of alignment in any of the three planes of movement should also
be assessed. Specific to the TMJ, does the client’s jaw rest in midline with the rest of their
face?

General appearance of the face (as with the head and face observation) must account for
any asymmetry, scars, discoloration, swelling, and so on. Any observable feature out of the
normal should be investigated in greater detail with subjective questioning, as well as
physical examination. Clenching of the jaw, typically observable with increased temporalis
or masseter muscle activity, should be noted if present. While jaw clenching may provoke
acute muscle tenderness, it has not been proven to be analogous to myogenous TMD.36

Increased muscle activity can be noted in other ways with these clients. Stressful life
events can be frequent in TMD clients.20 These clients will have muscle-related
symptoms,19 and they are therefore likely to present with protective posturing and muscle
guarding that can be observed.

A normal fit of the upper and lower teeth is when the upper teeth are slightly forward
of the lower teeth. Missing teeth or inappropriate pressure on the joints can contribute to
TMD. Malocclusion, a misalignment of teeth or incorrect relation between the teeth of the
two dental arches, has various presentations. It is often referred to as irregular bite,
crossbite, or overbite. Malocclusion may be seen as crooked, crowded, or protruding teeth.
It will often affect the client’s appearance, speech, and ability to eat. Malocclusion is
discussed in detail in the section Common Orthopedic Conditions of the
Temporomandibular Joint at the end of this chapter (also see figure 16.19). Bruxism, or
grinding of upper and lower teeth, is most common during sleep, although a subjective
report can have observable features. Continued grinding of teeth may present as wearing of
the teeth, especially noticeable anteriorly. The correlation between anterior teeth wear and
TMD is not strong, however.36

During the interview the clinician can also observe for the client’s ability to naturally
converse with them. While difficulty with speech is typically a significant concern for
conditions such as dysarthria, dysphasia, and dysphonia, it may also indicate
musculoskeletal dysfunction of the TMJ. Inability or unwillingness to open the mouth fully
may be an indicator of the potential for disc displacement, muscle spasm, and other
musculoskeletal-related conditions. As always, though, limitations in speech must be clearly
differentially diagnosed as musculoskeletal- or non-musculoskeletal related.

Generalized joint hypermobility (GJH) has long been believed to contribute to TMD.
While GJH may contribute to TMD,37 including in children,38 the exact relationship
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between GJH and TMD remains unclear and requires more stringent investigation.39
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Triage and Screening

Triage and screening is a necessary component of the examination process that should
be done prior to continuing with the examination. Ruling out serious pathology is
paramount at this stage of the examination. (Refer to chapter 6, Triage and Differential
Diagnosis, as well as chapter 17, Cervical Spine, for cervical spine related red flags.) Pain
generation from other related (or close-proximity) structures also helps the clinician more
accurately determine the necessity of continuing with the other examination components to
identify the actual source of the client’s pain. Additionally, implementing strong screening
tests (tests of high SN and low –LR) at this point in the examination is suggested for
narrowing down the competing diagnoses of the respective body region (predominantly
cervical spine, in this case) when this is applicable.

The clinician should also address any suspicion of cervical instability or cervical artery
dysfunction, as discussed in the cervical spine chapter (chapter 17), prior to proceeding
with the examination. The upper quarter screen will determine cervical spine ROM and the
potential for the cervical spine as a pain generator to the client’s complaints of shoulder
pain. Additionally, assessment of pain generation due to radiculopathy can be accomplished
primarily with the Spurling’s test and the median nerve upper limb neurodynamic test
(tests of high SN and low –LR):

Spurling’s test: SN 93 (77-99), SP 95 (76-100), +LR 19.6, −LR 0.07, QUADAS 940

Median nerve upper limb neurodynamic test: SN 97 (90-100), SP 22 (12-33), +LR
1.3, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 1041

Additionally, as with any joint, clearing AROM with or without overpressure is
necessary. In order to fully clear the cervical spine, full AROM (with overpressure if pain-
free) must be present. In order to fully clear the temporomandibular joint, full AROM
(with overpressure if pain-free) must be present. Detail in this regard is described in the
following section.

The diagnostic accuracy of SN tests is variable and is mostly limited with respect to
clinical utility. Refer to the sections Special Tests and Common Orthopedic Conditions of
the Temporomandibular Joint later in this chapter for specific details of tests.
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Motion Tests

Measurement of motion at the TMJ is unique due to the nature of the joint. Many of
the measurements are for distance (millimeters of movement). As with all joints, ROM
norm values, end-feel, capsular pattern, and closed- and open-packed positions are listed in
table 16.2. Additionally, refer to figure 16.4 regarding arthrokinematics of the TMJ.
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The potential for both hypo- and hypermobility exist in the TMJ, similar to other
joints with joint capsules. While it has commonly been believed that generalized joint
hypermobility is associated with TMD, it is still not clear whether this association exists.39

Passive and Active ROMs

Goniometry of the TMJ is typically most appropriate with a ruler or measure stick
versus with a goniometer. The clinician should wear a glove when performing these
assessments. Consideration of the type of gloves worn is suggested due to latex allergies and
so on in some clients.

Mandible Depression (Opening of Mouth)

See figure 16.13b for active range of motion (AROM) and figure 16.14 for passive
range of motion (PROM).
 

Client Position

Sitting in upright posture, cervical spine in neutral
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the posterior aspect of the client’s occiput with one hand (if
necessary) and purchases the mandible with the other (positioning it between the thumb
and index finger) (for PROM). The clinician passively pulls the mandible inferiorly until
they perceive a firm end-feel (due to stretching of the joint). They measure the distance
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between the upper and lower central incisor teeth with a ruler. These motions can be
performed actively by the client without assistance from the clinician. Active range of
motion should be performed prior to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move.
Additionally, palpation of the joint can be performed during AROM.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Mandible Protrusion

See figure 16.15 for AROM.
 

Client Position

Sitting in upright posture, cervical spine in neutral
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the posterior aspect of the client’s occiput with one hand (if
necessary) and purchases the mandible with the other (positioning it between the thumb
and index finger) (for PROM). The client may assist the movement by pushing the chin
anteriorly as far as possible until a firm end-feel (due to stretching of the joint) is perceived.
The clinician measures the distance between the upper and lower central incisor teeth with
a ruler. These motions can be performed similarly actively by the client without assistance
from the clinician. Active range of motion should be performed prior to PROM to
determine the client’s willingness to move.
 

Assessment
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Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Mandible Lateral Deviation

See figure 16.16 for AROM.
 

Client Position

Sitting in upright posture, cervical spine in neutral
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the posterior aspect of client’s occiput with one hand (if
necessary) and purchases the mandible with the other (positioning it between the thumb
and index finger) (for PROM) and then moves the mandible to the side until they perceive
a firm end-feel (due to stretching of the joint). The clinician measures the distance between
the most lateral points of the upper and lower cuspid (or first bicuspid) teeth with a ruler.
This motion can be performed similarly actively by the client without assistance from the
clinician. Active range of motion should be performed in the sitting position and done
prior to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Passive Accessories

As with all passive accessory testing, clinicians must take care with respect to client
comfort and potential for reproduction of concordant pain. The clinician should wear a
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glove when performing these assessments. Consideration of the type of gloves worn is
suggested due to latex allergies and so on in some clients.

Inferior (Caudal) Glide

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 16.5

 

  

Client Position

Supine
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting at the client’s head facing the client
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force, and the clinician’s
cranial hand and chest stabilize the client’s cranium as well.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician places their caudal or distal thumb on the superior aspect of the client’s
posterior teeth and their fingers along the client’s lateral mandible. The clinician,
purchasing primarily with their thumb, transmits the distraction force directly caudal or
inferior; force involves low-velocity oscillations or sustained stretch.
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Anterior Glide
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Figure 16.6

 

 

Client Position

Supine
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting at the client’s head facing the client
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force, and the clinician’s
cranial hand and chest stabilize the client’s cranium as well.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician places their caudal or distal thumb on the superior aspect of the client’s
posterior teeth and their fingers along the client’s lateral mandible. The clinician,
purchasing primarily with their thumb, provides a slight initial caudal force prior to a
subsequent anteriorly directed force. Force involves low-velocity oscillations or sustained
stretch.
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.

Medial Glide
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Figure 16.7

 

 

Client Position

Supine
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting at the client’s head facing the client
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force, and the clinician’s
cranial hand and chest stabilize the client’s cranium as well.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician, using their caudal or distal thumb, purchases the superior aspect of the
client’s posterior teeth and their second and third fingers of same hand on the lateral aspect
of client’s mandible, stabilizing the cranium. The clinician imparts distraction inferiorly
followed by medial direction primarily through the second and third fingers extra-orally
(clinician can use finger over finger placement if needed), stabilizing the client’s cranium
with the hand and chest. Force involves low-velocity oscillations or sustained stretch.
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Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Lateral Glide

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 16.8

 

  

Client Position

Supine
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting at the client’s head facing the client
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force, and the clinician’s
cranial hand and chest stabilize the client’s cranium as well.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician, using their caudal or distal thumb, purchases the medial aspect of the
client’s mandible and their second and third fingers of same hand on the lateral aspect of
the client’s mandible, stabilizing the cranium. They impart distraction inferiorly, followed
by a glide in the lateral direction, primarily via their thumb (on medial aspect of condyle),
providing stabilization with their cranial hand. Force involves low-velocity oscillations or
sustained stretch.
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Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.

Medial or Lateral Glide (Extra-Oral)
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Figure 16.9

 

 

Client Position

Supine
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting at the client’s head facing the client
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force, and the clinician’s
cranial hand and chest stabilize the client’s cranium as well.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician purchases the client’s lateral mandible with their thenar eminence,
stabilizing the client’s cranium. The clinician then imparts a medially directed force (or
relative lateral force is applied on contralateral TMJ) with the thenar eminence, continuing
to stabilize the cranium. Force involves low-velocity oscillations or sustained stretch.
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Critical Clinical Pearls

When performing joint play testing for the TMJ, clinicians should keep the following
in mind:

The part of the joint below the disc (inferior joint cavity or caudal disc articulation
with the mandibular condyle) primarily has a rolling motion.
This rolling motion is typically the initial movement of TMJ joint arthrokinematics.
The part of the joint above the disc (superior joint cavity or cranial disc articulation
with the articular eminence) primarily has a gliding motion.
This gliding motion is typically the latter portion of TMJ joint arthrokinematics.
Protrusion and retrusion predominantly involve a gliding motion.

 

Flexibility

Refer to chapter 17 (Cervical Spine) for flexibility assessments appropriate for the
temporomandibular joint.
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Muscle Performance Testing

Muscle performance testing of the craniomandibular complex, as in most regions of the
body, is difficult to clinically isolate. Rather, it is a movement-based examination not
specific to a particular muscle. Hence, a more function-based assessment is used instead of
isolated muscle testing. This importance is ADL appropriate due to the daily tasks of
eating, chewing, talking, and so forth. The following are manual muscle tests of the TMJ.

Mandible Depression (Jaw Opening)

Client Position

Seated with bilateral knees flexed over edge of table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician stabilizes the client’s head with one hand and provides resistance with the
other hand in a superior direction, then attempts to close the client’s jaw.
 

Grading

Functional: Client completes the available ROM and holds against strong resistance.
Weak functional: Client is able to open mouth two or three finger widths and to take
some resistance.
Nonfunctional: Minimal motion occurs.
0: No voluntary mandible depression occurs.

 

Primary Muscles
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Lateral pterygoid
Digastric

 

Secondary Muscles

Mylohyoid and geniohyoid muscles

 

Primary Nerves

Nerve to lateral pterygoid
Nerve to digastric

 

Mandible Elevation (Jaw Closing)

Client Position

Seated with bilateral knees flexed over edge of table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician stabilizes the client’s head with one hand and provides resistance in an
inferior direction with the other hand, and then attempts to open the client’s jaw.
 

Grading

Functional: Client closes jaw tightly.
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Weak functional: Client closes jaw, but clinician can open mouth with less than
maximal resistance.
Nonfunctional: Client closes mouth but tolerates no resistance.
0: Client cannot completely close mouth.

 

Primary Muscles

Masseter
Temporalis
Medial pterygoid

 

Primary Nerves

Masseteric nerve
Nerve to medial pterygoid

 

Mandible Lateral Deviation

Client Position

Seated with bilateral knees flexed over edge of table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician stabilizes the contralateral side of the client’s head with one hand, while
providing resistance in a lateral direction with the other hand to move the client’s jaw
toward the midline.
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Grading

Functional: Client completes available ROM and holds against strong resistance.
Weak functional: Motion is decreased and resistance is minimal.
Nonfunctional: Minimal motion occurs and no resistance is tolerated.
0: No motion occurs.

 

Primary Muscles

Lateral pterygoid
Medial pterygoid

 

Primary Nerves

Nerve to lateral pterygoid
Nerve to medial pterygoid

 

Mandible Protrusion

Client Position

Seated with bilateral knees flexed over edge of table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician stabilizes the back of the client’s head with one hand and provides
resistance with the other hand in a posterior direction horizontally.
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Grading

Functional: The client completes available ROM and holds against strong resistance.
Weak functional: Motion is decreased where there is no discernible gap between
upper and lower teeth; tolerates only slight resistance.
Non-functional: Minimal motion occurs and no resistance is tolerated.
0: No motion occurs.

 

Primary Muscles

Lateral pterygoid
Medial pterygoid

 

Primary Nerves

Nerve to lateral pterygoid
Nerve to medial pterygoid
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Special Tests

As mentioned in chapter 10 (Special Tests), in many cases the clinician is overly
dependent on the performance and interpretation of special test findings with respect to
differential diagnosis of the client’s presenting pain. Utilization of special tests for ruling in
(or helping to diagnose) a particular pathology should occur at this point in the
examination process. It is also hoped that the clinician has a much clearer picture of the
client’s presentation prior to this point in the examination and will therefore depend
minimally on special test findings with respect to diagnosis of the client’s pain.

Clinical special testing for TMD is currently limited. Some of the limitations in the
current literature include the quality of the studies, as well as the subclassification of the
clients. As discussed later in the section Common Orthopedic Conditions of the
Temporomandibular Joint, the classification of TMD suffers from limited diagnostic
accuracy as well. Therefore, due to a lack of clear findings indicating compelling evidence
for or against a diagnosis of TMD with these tests, as well as the low quality of many of the
studies, the data are suggested to be insufficient for supporting or rejecting these tests.42

Clustered testing appears to be of greater benefit than isolated testing.43

Index of Special Tests

Audible Joint Sounds

Crepitation
Joint Sounds With Click
Reciprocal Click

Pain

Pain With Posterolateral TMJ Palpation
Pain in TMJ With Mouth Opening

Mouth Movements

Limited Active Mouth Opening
Limited Passive Mouth Opening
Limited Protrusive Movement
Restricted Lateral Condylar Translation
Deviation of Mouth During Opening
Cluster Testing
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Case Studies

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination and complete these
case studies for chapter 16:

Case study 1 discusses a 49-year-old female with face and jaw pain, especially with
chewing.
Case study 2 discusses a 67-year-old male with jaw pain and grinding of the jaw with
movement.

 

Abstract Links

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination to access abstract
links on these issues:

Crepitation
Joint sounds with clicks
Reciprocal click
Restricted lateral condylar translation

 

Audible Joint Sounds

 

Crepitation
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Figure 16.10

 

 

Client Position

Seated with mouth relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side to be tested
 

Movement
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The clinician places the stethoscope over TMJ and instructs the client to open their
mouth (a), deviate it laterally (b), and bite down (c).
 

Assessment

A (+) test is crepitus sounds noted during the movements.
 

Statistics

Disc displacement with reduction (DD-R): SN 2 (not reported, or NR), SP 91 (NR),
+LR 0.21, −LR 1.08, QUADAS 9, in a study of 273 clients with various
characteristics of TMD (mean age 33.2 years, 221 women, mean duration of
symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard44

DD-R: SN 11 (NR), SP 64 (NR), +LR 0.29, −LR 1.39, QUADAS 7, in a study of
40 clients with TMJ complaints (mean age 32.6 years, 27 women, mean duration of
symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard17

Disc displacement with no reduction: (DD-NR): SN 16 (NR), SP 97 (NR), +LR
5.3, −LR 0.86, QUADAS 9, in a study of 273 clients with various characteristics of
TMD (mean age 33.2 years, 221 women, mean duration of symptoms NR), and
using MRI as a reference standard44

DD-NR: SN 71 (NR), SP 89 (NR), +LR 6.4, −LR 0.33, QUADAS 7, in a study of
40 clients with TMJ complaints (mean age 32.6 years, 27 women, mean duration of
symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard17

Osteoarthritis (OA): SN 45 (NR), SP 86 (NR), +LR 3.2, −LR 0.64, QUADAS 7, in
a study of 200 clients, using arthroscopy as a reference standard45

 

Joint Sounds With Click
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00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 16.11

 

  

Client Position

Seated with mouth relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side to be tested
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Movement

The clinician places the stethoscope over the TMJ and instructs the client to open their
mouth (a), deviate it laterally (b), and bite down (c).
 

Assessment

A (+) test is clicking sounds noted during the movements.
 

Statistics

Palpation of Click

DD-R: SN 46 (35-56), SP 66 (58-73), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.82, QUADAS 12, in a study
of 194 clients with TMD (mean age 55.3 years, 153 women, symptom duration
NR), and using MRI as a reference standard14

DD-NR: SN 49 (40-58), SP 66 (58-73), +LR 1.4, −LR 0.77, QUADAS 12, in a
study of 194 clients with TMD (mean age 55.3 years, 153 women, symptom
duration NR), and using MRI as a reference standard14

Auscultation of Click

DD-R: SN 89 (75-97), SP 20 (7-41), +LR 1.1, −LR 0.53, QUADAS 7, in a study of
40 clients with TMJ complaints (mean age 32.6 years, 27 women, mean duration of
symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard17

DD-NR: SN 29 (10-56), SP 20 (7-41), +LR 0.37, −LR 3.5, QUADAS 7, in a study
of 40 clients with TMJ complaints (mean age 32.6 years, 27 women, mean duration
of symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard17

 

Reciprocal Click
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Figure 16.12

 

 

Client Position

Seated with mouth relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side to be tested
 

Movement

Clinician palpates the client’s lateral TMJs bilaterally as they open their mouth fully (a)
and then close their mouth to normal resting position (b).
 

Assessment
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Clicking noted with both opening and closing of the mouth is a (+) test.
 

Statistics

DD-R: SN 76 (NR), SP 95 (NR), +LR 15.2, −LR 0.25, QUADAS 8, in a study of
70 clients (90 temporomandibular joints) with various related pathology (mean age,
gender, and duration of symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard16

DD-NR: SN 4 (NR), SP 52 (NR), +LR 0.08, −LR 1.85, QUADAS 8, in a study of
70 clients (90 temporomandibular joints) with various related pathology (mean age,
gender, and duration of symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard16

 

Pain

 

Pain With Posterolateral TMJ Palpation
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Figure 16.13

 

 

Client Position

Seated with mouth relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front or to the side of the client next to the TMJ to be tested
 

Movement

The clinician palpates the client’s temporalis and masseter muscles with the client’s
mouth clenched (a) and the submandibular muscles with the mouth open. The clinician
then palpates the client’s TMJ externally (b), both laterally and posteriorly.
 

Assessment
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A (+) test is concordant pain during testing.
 

Statistics

DD-R: SN 100 (91-100), SP 20 (7-41), +LR 1.3, −LR 0, QUADAS 7, in a study of
40 clients with TMJ complaints (mean age 32.6 years, 27 women, mean duration of
symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard17

DD-NR: SN 66 (NR), SP 67 (NR), +LR 2.0, −LR 0.51, QUADAS 8, in a study of
70 clients (90 temporomandibular joints) with various related pathology (mean age,
gender, and duration of symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard16

Effusion
SN 84-85, SP 62-69, +LR 2.3-2.7, −LR 0.24, QUADAS 12, in a study of 194 clients

with TMD (mean age 55.3 years, 153 women, symptom duration NR), and using MRI as
a reference standard14

 

Pain in TMJ With Mouth Opening

Client Position

Seated with mouth relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the side to be tested
 

Movement

The clinician instructs the client to open their mouth as far as they can.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a reduction in full mouth opening.
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Statistics

DD-R: SN 17 (NR), SP 70 (NR), +LR 0.56, −LR 1.19, QUADAS 9, in a study of
273 clients with various characteristics of TMD (mean age 33.2 years, 221 women,
mean duration of symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard44

DD-R: SN 44 (NR), SP 31 (NR), +LR 0.64, −LR 1.81, QUADAS 8, in a study of
70 clients (90 temporomandibular joints) with various related pathology (mean age,
gender, and duration of symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard16

DD-NR: SN 74 (NR), SP 57 (NR), +LR 1.72, −LR 0.46, QUADAS 8, in a study of
70 clients (90 temporomandibular joints with various related pathology), and using
MRI as a reference standard16

DD-NR: SN 59 (NR), SP 88 (NR), +LR 4.9, −LR 0.47, QUADAS 9, in a study of
273 clients with various characteristics of TMD (mean age 33.2 years, 221 women,
mean duration of symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard44

 

Mouth Movements

 

Limited Active Mouth Opening

Client Position

Seated with mouth in resting position
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of client monitoring for movement
 

Movement

The client opens their mouth as far as possible.
 

Assessment
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A (+) test is limited mouth opening.
 

Statistics

DD-R: SN 5 (NR), SP 70 (NR), +LR 0.18, −LR 1.36, QUADAS 9, in a study of
273 clients with various characteristics of TMD (mean age 33.2 years, 221 women,
mean duration of symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard44

DD-NR: SN 43 (NR), SP 84 (NR), +LR 2.6, −LR 0.68, QUADAS 9, in a study of
273 clients with various characteristics of TMD (mean age 33.2 years, 221 women,
mean duration of symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard44

DD-R: SN 11 (NR), SP 59 (NR), +LR 0.26, −LR 1.50, QUADAS 7, in a study of
40 clients with TMJ complaints (mean age 32.6 years, 27 women, mean duration of
symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard17

DD-NR: SN 77 (NR), SP 87 (NR), +LR 6.1, −LR 0.27, QUADAS 7, in a study of
40 clients with TMJ complaints (mean age 32.6 years, 27 women, mean duration of
symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard17

 

Limited Passive Mouth Opening
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Figure 16.14

 

 

Client Position

Seated with mouth in resting position
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of client monitoring for movement
 

Movement

The clinician passively opens the client’s mouth as far as possible.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is limited mouth opening.
 

Statistics

DD-R: SN 29 (NR), SP 29 (NR), +LR 0.41, −LR 2.4, QUADAS 8, in a study of 70
clients (90 temporomandibular joints) with various related pathology (mean age,
gender, and duration of symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard16

DD-NR: SN 76 (NR), SP 69 (NR), +LR 2.5, −LR 0.35, QUADAS 8, in a study of
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70 clients (90 temporomandibular joints) with various related pathology (mean age,
gender, and duration of symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard16

 

Limited Protrusive Movement
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Figure 16.15

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with mouth in resting position
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of client monitoring for movement
 

Movement

The client protrudes their mandible as far as possible.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is limited in full protrusion.
 

Statistics

Adhesions: SN 90 (NR), SP 40 (NR), +LR 1.5, −LR 0.25, QUADAS 7, in a study of
200 clients using arthroscopy as a reference standard45

DD-R: SN 29 (NR), SP 38 (NR), +LR 0.47, −LR 1.87, QUADAS 8, in a study of
70 clients (90 temporomandibular joints) with various related pathology (mean age,
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gender, and duration of symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard16

DD-NR: SN 62 (NR), SP 64 (NR), +LR 1.7, −LR 0.59, QUADAS 8, in a study of
70 clients (90 temporomandibular joints) with various related pathology (mean age,
gender, and duration of symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard16

 

Restricted Lateral Condylar Translation
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Figure 16.16

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with mouth in resting position
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of client monitoring for movement
 

Movement

The client laterally deviates their mandible from one side to the other.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is restricted or reduced movement of one side of mandible compared to the
other.
 

Statistics

DD-R: SN 15 (NR), SP 34 (NR), +LR 0.22, −LR 2.5, QUADAS 8, in a study of 70
clients (90 temporomandibular joints) with various related pathology (mean age,
gender, and duration of symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard16
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DD-R: SN 66 (NR), SP 76 (NR), +LR 2.8, −LR 0.45, QUADAS 8, in a study of 70
clients (90 temporomandibular joints) with various related pathology (mean age,
duration, and symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard16

DD-R: SN 11 (NR), SP 56 (NR), +LR 0.24, −LR 1.59, QUADAS 9, in a study of
273 clients with various characteristics of TMD (mean age 33.2 years, 221 women,
mean duration of symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard44

DD-NR: SN 78 (NR), SP 83 (NR), +LR 4.4, −LR 0.27, QUADAS 9, in a study of
273 clients with various characteristics of TMD (mean age 33.2 years, 221 women,
mean duration of symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard44

DD-NR: SN 69 (NR), SP 81 (NR), +LR 3.6, −LR 0.4, QUADAS 10, in a study of
137 consecutive clients with TMD (mean age 33.0 ± 15.4 years, 124 women, mean
duration of symptoms NR) and 23 volunteers (mean age 19.6 ± 0.5 years, 20
women, and mean duration of symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference
standard46

 

Deviation of Mouth During Opening
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Figure 16.17

 

 

Client Position

Seated with mouth relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side to be tested
 

Movement

The client is instructed to open their mouth as far as it will go. At this position, they are
asked to deviate their mandible laterally in each direction.
 

Assessment

A (+) finding is any deviation from midline during opening or asymmetry in lateral
deviation once the mouth is fully open (limited deviation to one side indicates it has already
deviated some with normal opening).
 

Statistics

DD-R with correction: SN 44 (NR), SP 83 (NR), +LR 2.6, −LR 0.67, QUADAS 8,
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in a study of 70 clients (90 temporomandibular joints) with various related pathology
(mean age, gender, and duration of symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference
standard16

DD-R without correction: SN 18 (NR), SP 41 (NR), +LR 0.30, −LR 2.0, QUADAS
8, in a study of 70 clients (90 temporomandibular joints) with various related
pathology (mean age, gender, and duration of symptoms NR), and using MRI as a
reference standard16

DD-NR with correction: SN 14 (NR), SP 57 (NR), +LR 0.33, −LR 1.5, QUADAS
8, in a study of 70 clients (90 temporomandibular joints) with various related
pathology (mean age, gender, and duration of symptoms NR), and using MRI as a
reference standard16

DD-NR without correction: SN 66 (NR), SP 83 (NR), +LR 3.9, −LR 0.41,
QUADAS 8, in a study of 70 clients (90 temporomandibular joints) with various
related pathology (mean age, gender, and duration of symptoms NR), and using
MRI as a reference standard16

DD-R: SN 92 (NR), SP 31 (NR), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.25, QUADAS 7, in a study of 40
clients with TMJ complaints (mean age 32.6 years, 27 women, mean duration of
symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard17

DD-NR: SN 35 (NR), SP 8 (NR), +LR 0.38, −LR 8.19, QUADAS 7, in a study of
40 clients with TMJ complaints (mean age 32.6 years, 27 women, mean duration of
symptoms NR), and using MRI as a reference standard17

 

Critical Clinical Pearls

When examining limited joint motion at the TMJ, keep the following in mind:

Capsular restriction will likely result in deviation toward the involved side.
Restricted motion that occurs near normal opening (minimal opening limitation) is
more likely a translation arthrokinematic restriction.
Restricted motion that occurs near early opening (very limited opening) is more
likely a rolling arthrokinematic restriction.
Regarding a double click, the later in opening the initial click occurs and the earlier
the second click occurs, the more anteriorly displaced the disc is likely to be.

 

Cluster Testing

Pain in TMJ on palpation, function, and opening, with MRI as a reference standard for
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DD-NR

Pooled analysis: SN 68 (59-76), SP 68 (59-76), +LR 2.1, −LR 0.47, across two
studies (n = 172 clients)43

Cluster (ROM, muscle–joint palpation, and joint sounds) with MRI as a reference
standard for DD-R

Pooled analysis: SN 67 (60-74), SP 79 (74-83), +LR 3.0, −LR 0.42 across two studies
(n = 282 clients)43

Cluster (ROM, muscle–joint palpation, and joint sounds) with MRI as a reference
standard for DD-NR

Pooled analysis: SN 54 (47-61), SP 87 (83-90), +LR 4.1, −LR 0.66, across two
studies (n = 282 clients)43
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Palpation

An association between the extent of tenderness and TMD has been shown (e.g., the
greater the tenderness over the TMJ, the more severe the TMD).47 Additionally, clients
with localized or generalized muscle tenderness had more TMJ clicking than those without
muscle tenderness.47 The client with suspected TMD requires palpation examination of
relevant cervical spine and head and face structures. Refer to chapter 17 (Cervical Spine)
and chapter 15 (Face and Head) for additional detail on relevant structures of palpation.
Specific to the TMJ, gentle and cautious palpation of the muscles of mastication can be
necessary for many clients. These structures should be palpated for tenderness, structure,
and normalcy. The primarily accessible and relevant musculature includes the masseter and
temporalis bilaterally (figure 16.18 and 16.13a).
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Figure 16.18 Masseter and temporalis muscles.

 

The TMJ joint itself should be palpated (see figure 16.13b). The easiest way to palpate
the proximal mandible condyle or joint is posteriorly (this is typically easiest with palpation
with a finger in each of the client’s ears) or just anterior to the ears. The joint should also be
palpated laterally in the same location. With palpation, the clinician can also assess for
potential clicking or popping in the joint, as well as the amount and quality of condylar
movement.
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Physical Performance Measures

No specific physical performance measures (PPMs) are available for the
temporomandibular joint. The reader can refer to chapter 17 (Cervical Spine) for relevant
PPMs for the temporomandibular joint.
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Common Orthopedic Conditions of the Temporomandibular
Joint

While it is impossible to distinctly describe various pathological presentations of the
temporomandibular joint, there are evidence-based findings supportive of particular
pathologies of this region of the body. Therefore, the intent of this section of the chapter is
to present current evidence-supported findings suggestive of temporomandibular
pathologies. As previously described in chapter 4 (Evidence-Based Practice and Client
Examination), though, not all examination findings are absolutely supported with clinical
evidence, and the clinician should also rely on clinical experience and input from the client
when performing differential diagnosis of a client’s presentation of pain and dysfunction.

There is significant discrepancy between authorities over the precise clinical features,
and hence the diagnostic criteria, for TMD.2 The terminology used to describe this
symptom group is quite variable. The American Academy of Orofacial Pain (AAOP)
classification utilizes broad categorization, including myogenous TMD, sometimes called
TMD secondary to myofascial pain and dysfunction, and arthrogenous TMD, that is,
TMD secondary to true articular disease. Myogenous TMD is more common. In its pure
form, it lacks apparent destructive changes of the TMJ on radiograph and can be caused by
multiple etiologies such as bruxism and other dentition-related aspects as well as stress and
anxiety.48

Three other pain classifications are used for the orofacial region: the International
Association for the Study of Pain classification system, the International Headache Society
classification system, and the Research Diagnostic Criteria for Temporomandibular
Disorder (RDC/TMD). The RDC/TMD Axis I diagnostic examination procedure
employs a set of standardized clinical and questionnaire items. This procedure allows for
assignment of TMD clients to any of three diagnostic groups that include eight
subdiagnoses:26

Group I: muscle disorders—(Ia) myofascial pain; (Ib) myofascial pain with limited
opening
Group II: disc displacements—(IIa) disc displacement with reduction; (IIb) disc
displacement without reduction with limited opening; (IIc) disc displacement
without reduction without limited opening
Group III: arthralgia, arthritis, and arthrosis—(IIIa) arthralgia; (IIIb) osteoarthritis;
(IIIc) osteoarthrosis

RDC/TMD nomenclature, especially that of group III, is not universally employed. Of
the three subgroups, it was found that the muscle disorders were most frequently seen in
community sample studies.3

Of particular concern to the practicing clinician is the diagnostic accuracy of this
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classification system. This dual-axis system proved to be finer to other instruments since it
can be used to grade and measure both physical and psychological components.26 However,
revision of the current diagnostic algorithm is warranted due to only the myofascial pain’s
being without differentiation between normal and limited opening (targets set at SN ≥ 70,
SP ≥ 95).28 Of additional concern is the applicability of this tool, which was designed to be
implemented by maxillofacial surgeons. Therefore, its clinical applicability would seem
limited. The 31-item questionnaire is a self-report measure.
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Group I Muscle Disorders: (Ia) Myofascial Pain and (Ib)
Myofascial Pain With Limited Opening

Myogenous Classification (AAOP)

ICD-9: 729.1 (myalgia and myositis, unspecified); 524.60 (temporomandibular joint
disorders, unspecified)
ICD-10: M60.9 (myositis, unspecified); M26.60 (temporomandibular joint
disorders, unspecified)

Diagnostic accuracy of the RDC/TMD Axis I diagnosis (group I):

Group Ia: SN 65, SP 92, +LR 8.1, −LR 0.38, QUADAS 10, in a study of 614 clients
with suspected various TMD (age range 18-70, duration of symptoms ranged from
0-72 months) and RDC/TMD Axis I diagnostic examination procedure utilizing a
set of standardized clinical and questionnaire items26 as a reference standard.28

Group Ib: SN 79, SP 92, +LR 9.9, −LR 0.23, QUADAS 10, in a study of 614 clients
with suspected various TMD (age range 18-70, duration of symptoms ranged from
0-72 months) and RDC/TMD Axis I diagnostic examination procedure utilizing a
set of standardized clinical and questionnaire items26 as a reference standard.28

Combined: SN 87, SP 98, +LR 43.5, −LR 0.13, QUADAS 10, in a study of 614
clients with suspected various TMD (age range 18-70, duration of symptoms ranged
from 0-72 months) and RDC/TMD Axis I diagnostic examination procedure
utilizing a set of standardized clinical and questionnaire items26 as a reference
standard.28

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Pain localized over one or more of the masticatory muscles (usually masseter or
temporalis).
Fatigue with chewing.
May have limited mandibular function secondary to pain.
With myofascial pain, clients may have associated symptoms: tinnitus, vertigo,
toothache, tension-type headaches.
With myofascial pain, clients may have referral of pain.

Outcome Measures

The Research Diagnostic Criteria for Temporomandibular Disorders instruments are
better at ruling out (SN 86-87, −LR 0.25–0.45) than ruling in (SP 31-53)
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biobehavioral presentation.27

Visual Analogue Scale (VAS), Numerical Scale (NS), Behavior Rating Scale (BRS),
and Verbal Scale (VS) have been advocated in TMD clients.2

Global Rating of Change (GROC) and Patient-Specific Functional Scale (PSFS) are
recommended for assessment of intervention.

Diagnostic Imaging

This category of TMD is much less likely to have (+) diagnostic imaging findings.2,

49

Age, gender, and coarse crepitus, but no pain-related variables, were associated with
increased risk of degenerative findings in TMJ tomograms.50

Maximal opening < 40 mm for mandibular depression was associated with a posterior
condyle-to-articular tubercle relation on opening in TMJ tomograms.50

Refer to table 16.1 for various diagnostic accuracies regarding imaging and various
pathologies (too numerous to mention here).

II. Observation

Monitor for upper crossed syndrome and general poor posture.

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Rule out discogenic-related pathology:

Spurling’s test: SN 93, SP 95, +LR 19.6, −LR 0.07, QUADAS 9.40

Median nerve upper limb tension test: SN 97, SP 22, +LR 1.3, −LR 0.12,
QUADAS 10.41

IV. Motion Tests

Sometimes clients will have limited AROM of mouth opening (mandibular
depression) dependent on muscles involved (mandible depressors, protruders,
elevators).
Decreased mandibular ROM is likely with this classification of TMD.49

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Pain in the TMJ during resistive movements provides no benefit for ruling in or
ruling out TMD.15

VI. Special Tests
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Almost all described special tests are relative to DD-R and DD-NR. The clinician
should understand that myogenous pain contribution to TMD can coexist with disc
displacement and should clinically reason the appropriateness of special tests as
described.
Pain in TMJ on palpation, function, and opening, with MRI as a reference standard
for DD-NR, may be appropriate for the myogenous category due to each of the listed
restrictions having a myogenous component. Unfortunately, this cluster of testing has
very limited ability (with pooled analysis) to help rule out (SN 68, −LR 0.47) or rule
in (SP 68, +LR 2.1) TMD.43

VII. Palpation

Involved masticatory muscles are likely tender to palpation (again, most likely are
masseter and temporalis).
Despite traditional descriptions of its clinical utility, palpation of the lateral pterygoid
muscle lacks evidence support, and has been suggested to be discontinued.51

It is nearly impossible to palpate the inferior portion of the lateral pterygoid
anatomically.52

Care must be taken when judging findings of palpation of lateral pterygoid due to
findings of palpation of this structure not reaching acceptable values of SN 80 and SP
77 in the myofascial pain diagnosis.53

Clients with localized or generalized muscle tenderness had more TMJ clicking than
those without muscle tenderness.47

Jaw clenching may provoke acute muscle tenderness, but it has not been proven to be
analogous to myogenous TMD.36

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

See chapter 17 (Cervical Spine).

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain, mobility, exercise, and conditioning are most likely.
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Group II Disc Displacements: (IIa) Disc Displacement With
Reduction, (IIb) Disc Displacement Without Reduction

With Limited Opening, and (IIc) Disc Displacement
Without Reduction Without Limited Opening

Arthrogenous Classification (AAOP)

ICD-9: 524.6 (temporomandibular joint disorders, unspecified)
ICD-10: K07.6 (temporomandibular joint disorders), M26.6 (temporomandibular
joint disorder, unspecified)

Diagnostic accuracy of the RDC/TMD Axis I diagnosis (group II):

SN 3-38, SP 88-99, +LR 0.25–38, −LR 1.1–0.62, QUADAS 10, in a study of 614
clients with suspected various TMD (age range 18-70, duration of symptoms ranged
from 0-72 months) and RDC/TMD Axis I diagnostic examination procedure
utilizing a set of standardized clinical and questionnaire items26 as a reference
standard.28

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Headache, TMJ sounds, and pain in the face or neck.54

More likely to have history of trauma, history of jaw lock, TMD complaints with
activities including seeing dentist, and so on.49, 54

Early morning pain and stiffness likely; often improved with mandibular activity (if
capsular restriction is predominant).49

Pain and fear or apprehension noted with mandible depression, especially with disc
displacement that has history of not reducing pain or causing significant pain.49

Outcome Measures

The Research Diagnostic Criteria for Temporomandibular Disorders instruments are
better at helping to rule out (SN 86-87, −LR 0.25–0.45) than ruling in (SP 31-53)
biobehavioral presentation.27

Visual Analogue Scale (VAS), Numerical Scale (NS), Behavior Rating Scale (BRS),
and Verbal Scale (VS) have been advocated in TMD clients.2

Global Rating of Change (GROC) and Patient-Specific Functional Scale (PSFS) are
recommended for assessment of intervention.

Diagnostic Imaging
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Age, gender, and coarse crepitus, but no pain-related variables, were associated with
increased risk of degenerative findings in TMJ tomograms.50

Maximal opening < 40 mm for mandibular depression was associated with a posterior
condyle-to-articular tubercle relation on opening in TMJ tomograms.50

US (SP 82-91)29, 30 and MRI (SP 100)31 serve better to help rule in than rule out
disc displacement; disc displacement with reduction is slightly more diagnostic than
without reduction.
Refer to table 16.1 for various diagnostic accuracies regarding imaging and various
pathologies (too numerous to mention here).

II. Observation

Look for deviation and deflection with mandible depression and elevation.49, 50, 54, 55

The relationship between GJH and TMD remains unclear.39

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Rule out discogenic-related pathology:

Spurling’s test: SN 93, SP 95, +LR 19.6, −LR 0.07, QUADAS 940

Median nerve upper limb tension test: SN 97, SP 22, +LR 1.3, −LR 0.12,
QUADAS 1041

IV. Motion Tests

Decreased mandibular ROM is present with this classification of TMD.49

Look for limited active mandibular opening, lateral deviation (typically to involved
side most notably), and protrusion (deviation to involved side) with capsular
restriction or disc displacement anteriorly on that side.49

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Pain in the TMJ during resistive movements provides no benefit to rule in or rule out
TMD.15

VI. Special Tests

Deviation (+LR 6.4) and crepitation (+LR 5.9) as single tests and crepitation,
deflection, pain, and limited mouth opening as a cluster of tests are the most valuable
for helping to rule in DD-NR (+LR 6.4), while the test cluster click, deviation, and
pain helps rule out DD-R (−LR 0.09).43

No single test or cluster of tests was conclusive and of significant value for ruling in
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DD-R.43

Pain in TMJ on palpation, function, and opening, with MRI as a reference standard
for DD-NR, may have some limited ability to help rule in (SP 87, +LR 4.1) TMD.43

VII. Palpation

Observe for tenderness of muscles in the jaw or head and sounds on condylar
movement. Women had a higher prevalence of these signs.54

The greater the tenderness over the TMJ, the more severe the TMD.47

Clients with localized or generalized muscle tenderness had more TMJ clicking than
those without muscle tenderness.47

Despite traditional descriptions of its clinical utility, palpation of the lateral pterygoid
muscle lacks evidence support and has been suggested to be discontinued.51

It is nearly impossible to palpate the inferior portion of the lateral pterygoid
anatomically.52

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

See chapter 17 (Cervical Spine).

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain, mobility, exercise, and conditioning are most likely.
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Group III Arthralgia, Arthritis, and Arthrosis: (IIIa)
Arthralgia, (IIIb) Osteoarthritis, and (IIIc) Osteoarthrosis

Arthrogenous Classification (AAOP): Inflammatory Disorders
(Capsulitis/Arthritis)

ICD-9: 524.69 (other specified temporomandibular joint disorders)
ICD-10: M26.69 (other specified disorders of temporomandibular joint)

Diagnostic accuracy of the RDC/TMD Axis I diagnosis (group III):

Group IIIa: SN 53, SP 86, +LR 3.8, −LR 0.55, QUADAS 10, in a study of 614
clients with suspected various TMD (age range 18-70, duration of symptoms ranged
from 0-72 months) and RDC/TMD Axis I diagnostic examination procedure
utilizing a set of standardized clinical and questionnaire items26 as a reference
standard.28

Group IIIb/IIIc: SN 15, SP 98-99, +LR 7.5–15, −LR 0.87, QUADAS 10, in a study
of 614 clients with suspected various TMD (age range 18-70, duration of symptoms
ranged from 0-72 months) and RDC/TMD Axis I diagnostic examination procedure
utilizing a set of standardized clinical and questionnaire items26 as a reference
standard.28

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Pain in TMJ or in front of ear.
Pain exacerbated by jaw function.
May have limited mandibular function secondary to pain.
Early morning pain and stiffness likely; often improved with mandibular activity (if
capsular).49

These conditions are frequent in TMD due to the cyclical nature of TMD. Clients
have chronic pain, learn to adapt, then experience an exacerbation of symptoms.56

Pain can be present in clients with both DD-R and DD-NR, despite the fact that
these conditions are traditionally chronic in nature. The acute pain experienced by
the client is most likely due to capsulitis or synovitis.56

Outcome Measures

The Research Diagnostic Criteria for Temporomandibular Disorders instruments are
better at helping to rule out (SN 86–87%, −LR 0.25–0.45) than ruling in (SP 31–
53%) biobehavioral presentation.27
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Visual Analogue Scale (VAS), Numerical Scale (NS), Behavior Rating Scale (BRS),
and Verbal Scale (VS) have been advocated in TMD clients.2

Global Rating of Change (GROC) and Patient-Specific Functional Scale (PSFS) are
recommended for assessment of intervention.

Diagnostic Imaging

US (SP 74-100) is better able to help rule in than rule out joint effusion.32

MRI (SP 84) is slightly better able to help rule in than rule out bone marrow
changes.34

CBCT (SP 83-90) and MDCT (SP 86-87) are better able to help rule in than rule
out condylar osseous changes.35

Age, gender, and coarse crepitus, but no pain-related variables, were associated with
increased risk of degenerative findings in TMJ tomograms.50

Maximal opening < 40 mm for mandibular depression was associated with a posterior
condyle-to-articular tubercle relation on opening in TMJ tomograms.50

Refer to table 16.1 for additional detail on various diagnostic accuracies regarding
imaging and various pathologies (too numerous to mention here).

II. Observation

Clients may have limited mouth opening or deviation with mouth opening.
Monitor for upper crossed syndrome and general poor posture.
Capsular restriction will have lateral jaw deviation with mandible depression (as
described in the Motion Tests section that follows).

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Rule out discogenic-related pathology:

Spurling’s test: SN 93, SP 95, +LR 19.6, −LR 0.07, QUADAS 940

Median nerve upper limb tension test: SN 97, SP 22, +LR 1.3, −LR 0.12,
QUADAS 1041

IV. Motion Tests

Pain becomes worse with clenching or biting down on involved side.49

Decreased mandibular ROM is present with this classification of TMD.49

Clients have limited active mandibular opening, lateral deviation (typically to
involved side most notably), and protrusion (deviation to involved side) with capsular
restriction on that side.49

Crepitus, grinding, or clicking may be noted, especially with arthrosis or arthritis.49
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V. Muscle Performance Testing

Pain in the TMJ during resistive movements provides no benefit for ruling in or
ruling out TMD.15

VI. Special Tests

Almost all described special tests are relative to DD-R and DD-NR. The clinician
should understand that the contribution of pain from arthralgia, arthrosis, or arthritis
to TMD can coexist with disc displacement and should clinically reason the
appropriateness of special tests as described.
ROM limitation, muscle-joint pain, and joint sounds with MRI reference standard
for DD-NR may be most appropriate for this category. Unfortunately, this cluster of
testing has limited ability (with pooled analysis) to help rule out (SN 68, −LR 0.47)
or rule in (SP 68, +LR 2.1) TMD.43

Pain in TMJ on palpation, function, and opening, with MRI as a reference standard
for DD-NR, may be appropriate for this category. Unfortunately, this cluster of
testing has limited ability (with pooled analysis) to help rule out (SN 54, −LR 0.66)
TMD, with some ability to help rule in (SP 87, +LR 4.1) TMD.43

VII. Palpation

Tenderness to palpation over joint and corresponding musculature can be present.
The greater the tenderness over the TMJ, the more severe the TMD.47

Clients with localized or generalized muscle tenderness had more TMJ clicking than
those without muscle tenderness.47

Despite traditional descriptions of its clinical utility, palpation of the lateral pterygoid
muscle lacks evidence support, and has been suggested to be discontinued.51

It is nearly impossible to palpate the inferior portion of the lateral pterygoid
anatomically.52

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

See chapter 17 (Cervical Spine).

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain, mobility, exercise, and conditioning are most likely.

Differential Diagnosis of Temporomandibular Disorders

In general, the current diagnostic accuracy of the various tests for TMD make it
difficult for clinicians to discriminate the various pathologies.
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Muscle Disorders

Myofascial pain: Clients often have tinnitus, toothache, and tension-type headaches;
pain is often localized to masticatory muscles, but clients may have referral of pain.
Myofascial pain with limited opening: same as preceding list but with limited ability
to open mouth.

Disc Displacements

Disc displacement with reduction
Disc displacement without reduction with limited opening
Disc displacement without reduction without limited opening

All with likely history of trauma, pain, apprehension with opening, especially
those clients without disc reduction
Cluster testing helpful for ruling in disc displacement without reduction
No tests significant for ruling in disc displacement with reduction

Arthralgia, Arthritis, Arthrosis

Arthralgia
Osteoarthritis
Osteoarthrosis

Pain is often exacerbated with jaw function for all categories.
Clients with all conditions are likely to have limited mandibular function and
stiffness, especially in morning.
Typically these conditions are chronic in nature.

 

Bruxism

ICD-9: 327.53 (sleep-related bruxism)
ICD-10: G47.63 (sleep-related bruxism)

Bruxism is clenching of the teeth, causing them to grind during sleep or on early
awakening. Clients are often unaware that they clench and grind their teeth. Bruxism can
occur during both the day and night, although sleep-related bruxism is often the bigger
problem because it is harder to control. The cause of bruxism is not completely agreed on,
but daily stress may be the trigger. Some clients probably clench their teeth and never have
symptoms. Whether or not bruxism causes pain and other problems may involve a
complicated mix of factors: the amount of stress the client is encountering, how long and
tightly they clench their teeth, whether or not their teeth are misaligned, posture, the
client’s ability to relax, diet, and sleeping habits. Symptoms often can include any of the
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following: anxiety; stress or tension; depression; earache; eating disorders; headache; tooth
sensitivity to hot, cold, or sweetness; insomnia; and sore or painful jaw. The client with
bruxism will likely have a combination of these signs and symptoms.

Malocclusion

ICD-9: 524.4 (malocclusion, unspecified)
ICD-10: M26.4 (malocclusion, unspecified)

Malocclusion, a misalignment of teeth or incorrect relation between the teeth of the
two dental arches, is often referred to as irregular bite, crossbite, or overbite. Malocclusion
may be seen as crooked, crowded, or protruding teeth, and it can have profound effects on
speech, eating, and overall sense of well-being due to appearance. The most common types
of malocclusion are the following:

Upper protrusion: The upper front teeth are more anterior than the lower front
teeth. This is commonly referred to as buck teeth. A small lower jaw, pacifier use, and
thumb-sucking have all been postulated as potential contributors to this condition.
Crowded teeth: Too little room for teeth can cause crowding, which can prevent
permanent teeth from coming in properly or at all (impaction).
Overbite: The upper front teeth overlap too far down on the lower front teeth.
Open bite: The upper and lower front teeth do not overlap.
Overjet: The upper front teeth angle out horizontally.
Underbite: The lower front teeth are farther forward than the upper front teeth.
Crossbite: Any or all of the upper front teeth fit into the wrong side of the lower
teeth (medial or lateral horizontal movement from neutral).

A commonly described classification system for malocclusion is normal occlusion, class
I occlusion, class II malocclusion, and class III malocclusion (figure 16.19). Normal
occlusion is the generally accepted normal presentation of upper and lower teeth
relationship. In class I malocclusion, although the upper and lower molars are properly
positioned, the teeth crowd together or have too much space. Crossbites, rotations, and
overlapping can also occur in severe cases. In class II malocclusion, the lower molars fit with
the upper molars, but they are positioned toward the throat, drawing the mandible
posterior (retrognathia). This is commonly referred to as an overbite. In a class III
malocclusion, the lower molars are far forward of the upper molars, creating a jutting jaw
(prognathia) and a crossbite with the upper teeth. This is commonly referred to as an
underbite.
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Figure 16.19 Malocclusion classifications.

 

An association between molar loss and pain, clicking, and progression to locking in
these clients has been suggested, but it does not demonstrate a strong correlation.55
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Conclusion

The TMJ and craniomandibular complex is becoming increasingly more recognized as
a potential pain-generating complex for the client with pain in the upper quarter, neck, face
or head. As with most other body parts, accurately differentially diagnosing the potential
pathologies requires a systematic, evidence-based funnel approach. The vast majority of
special tests for the TMJ demonstrate limited diagnostic accuracy. Therefore, as with all
body regions, clinicians should use the entire examination sequence and all of its
components when examining this body region.
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Chapter 17
Cervical Spine

Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS
Neck pain and corresponding disability is a common dysfunction. Twenty-five percent

of clients receiving outpatient physical therapy have neck pain.1 Neck pain prevalence in
those over the age of 25 years is 20.6%, behind only low back and shoulder pain.2 Neck
pain is second only to low back pain (LBP) in annual workers’ compensation costs in the
United States.3 At any given point in time, 10% to 20% of the general population reports
neck problems,4-7 with 54% of those people having experienced pain within the last 6
months.8 The prevalence of neck pain increases as one ages. Additionally, it is most
common in women around the fifth decade of life.7, 9, 10

As high as 37% of those with neck pain will develop chronic neck pain for at least 6
months.6, 7 Similar to the clients with chronic LBP, the longer these clients are off work,
the less likely they will be to return to previous work levels. Age > 40 years, a long history of
neck pain, bicycling as a regular activity, loss of strength in the hands, worrisome attitude,
poor quality of life, and less vitality have been demonstrated to be predisposing factors for
the development of chronic neck pain.11 Obviously, avoiding progression to chronicity is
key to successful recovery for these clients.
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Clinically Applied Anatomy

The cervical spine allows for more motion than any other region of the spine. Thirty-
seven joints make up the cervical spine. The cervical spine consists of seven vertebrae, and it
has been divided into four anatomical units: the atlas, the axis, the C2-C3 junction, and the
rest of the cervical vertebrae (figure 17.1).12 The third through seventh vertebrae follow a
typical morphology with minor variations. These lower cervical vertebrae are often
described as a functional unit.
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Figure 17.1 Anterior view of cervical spine.

 

The craniovertebral junction is a collective term that refers to the occiput, atlas, axis,
and supporting ligaments. This region of the spine is designed for a large amount of
movement. The lower five cervical vertebrae have load-bearing, stability, and mobility
functions. These vertebrae are common in their characteristic osteology and function. The
vertebral body, as well as its superior and inferior end plates, typically has a greater
transverse diameter than anteroposterior diameter and height.

Due to the presence of the uncinate processes along the posterolateral edges, the
superior surface of the body of a lower cervical vertebra is concave in the frontal plane,
while the superior surfaces slope forward and downward in the sagittal plane. The inferior
surface of the vertebra is concave with an anterior lip that projects anteroinferiorly toward
the anterior superior edge of the vertebra below.13

The transverse processes of the cervical spine have a groove for the spinal nerves exiting
the spinal cord. Two parts of each transverse process have been described, an anterior and
posterior tubercle (figure 17.2). The transverse processes have several muscle attachments,
while the spinous process primarily has ligamentous attachments.
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Figure 17.2 Typical cervical vertebra.

 

The spinous processes extend inferiorly and are typically short and slender. These
spinous processes are bifid at their tip. Their length decreases slightly from C2 to C3,
remains constant from C3 to C5, and significantly lengthens at C7 (figure 17.3).14
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Figure 17.3 Lateral view of cervical spine.

 

Each vertebra has a superior and inferior articular facet that articulates with the vertebra
either above or below. Each articular facet is teardrop shaped with the superior facet facing
superior and posterior, while the inferior facet faces inferior and anterior. The average
horizontal angle of the joint planes of the middle cervical segments is approximately 45°
between the transverse and horizontal planes. Upper cervical levels are closer to 35° and
lower levels approximate 65°, although clinically the joint planes are thought of as passing
at an angle, that if extended, would pass through the client’s nose.

The primary joint articulations in the cervical spine are the atlantooccipital joint,
atlantoaxial joint, intervertebral joints, and the facet joints. The atlantooccipital joint (C0-
1) is primarily involved in cervical nodding motion, while the atlantoaxial (C1-2) joint
functions predominantly with rotation. The facet joints in the cervical spine perform
flexion, extension, side bending, and rotation.
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Client Interview

The interview is typically the first encounter the clinician has with the client. As
previously discussed in chapter 5 (Client Interview and Observation), this component of
the examination can provide the clinician with a significant amount of information relevant
to the probability of the client’s presenting diagnosis. For purposes of this text, the
interview is described relative to each body part or section, but generally includes subjective
reports by the client, as well as findings from their outcome measures. Additionally
included in this section is radiographic imaging. While clinicians should avoid biasing their
examination by interpreting findings of radiographic imaging prior to seeing the client (in
most cases without concerns for red flags and major medical-related issues), this point in
the examination is most likely where clinicians will encounter radiographic imaging.
Additionally, in some instances, clinicians must interpret radiographic imaging early in the
examination to rule out serious pathology prior to continuing with other components of
the examination sequence.

Subjective

As with all regions of the body, the subjective examination for the client with neck pain
should be deliberate and focused. Determining pain location can be very helpful in
differentiating the potential pain generator. Since pain generated at the cervical spine can
produce upper extremity radicular pain, careful differential diagnosis is necessary. Inquiring
as to location of pain, movements that aggravate pain, mechanism of onset, symptom
duration, and relieving factors can help the clinician determine if the presenting upper
extremity pain is due to cervical spine causes or otherwise.

Cervical discogenic pain typically causes pain in a dermatomal pattern. Irritation of the
nerve or nerve root may not necessarily present with a specific dermatomal pattern. An
additional consideration is the possible presentation of Cloward areas. Cloward, using
provocative discography of the cervical discs, demonstrated that disc injuries in the cervical
spine can refer pain to the thoracic spine, especially along the medial scapular border. For
example, it was discovered that the C3-4 disc referred pain to the cervicothoracic junction
and ipsilateral upper trapezius, the C4-5 disc referred to the superior-medial border of the
scapula, the C5-6 disc referred to the midscapular level, and the C6-7 disc referred to the
lower scapular level. All of the these referral zones were to the ipsilateral side of the medial
scapular border.15 More recent findings not only support the findings of Cloward but also
demonstrate the value of pain drawings on the part of the client.16, 17

The pain location can be helpful in determining the pain generator. While the location
of pain presentation for clients with radiculopathy can be variable, clients are most likely to
have pain above the elbow (SP 93) and typically in the cervical spine region.18 Pain isolated
to a specific area of the cervical spine has been more commonly described for clients with
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mechanical neck pain and cervicogenic-related headaches.11

Pain referral from the facet joint is dependent on the level of dysfunction (figure 17.4).
While there are discrepancies among sources, typically pain in the occipital region was
referred from C2-3 and C3, while pain in the upper posterolateral cervical region was
referred from C0-1, C1-2, and C2-3. Pain in the upper posterior cervical region was
referred from C2-3, C3-4, and C3; that in the middle posterior cervical region from C3-4,
C4-5, and C4; and that in the lower posterior cervical region from C4-5, C5-6, C4, and
C5. In addition, pain in the suprascapular region was referred from C4-5, C5-6, and C4;
that in the superior angle of the scapula from C6-7, C6, and C7; and that in the
midscapular region from C7-T1 and C7.19
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Figure 17.4 Main referred pain distributions for the cervical spine.

 

Upper cervical spine pain location has been more common in cervicogenic-related
headaches,20-24 although the clinician should be cognizant of the potential for cervical spine
instability.11 Additionally, concern for arterial damage should be heightened with a
reasonable mechanism and broad, vague pain distribution (figure 17.5).
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Figure 17.5 Typical pain distribution relating to (a) vertebral artery dissection and (b)
internal carotid artery dissection.

 

Specific questions of concern for serious pathology or red flag concerns are listed later
in this chapter (see the section Triage and Screening) as well as in chapter 6. Regarding the
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mechanism of injury, Grieve25 suggests three mandatory questions that, when positive,
should heighten the clinician’s concern for serious pathology:

1. Any dizziness (vertigo), blackouts, or drop attacks?
2. Any history of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) or other inflammatory arthritis or treatment

by systemic steroid?
3. Any neurological symptoms in arms and legs?

Understanding the answers to these particular questions can assist the clinician in
determining the extent of the follow-up examination. In fact, these questions could
determine whether the client can appropriately continue with the examination or needs
referral to another health care provider or further testing. With deliberate questioning the
clinician can also ascertain whether or not the client has sensory or muscle deficits. This
understanding again would assist with prioritization of the continued examination.

The mechanism of onset is of significant importance. As is discussed in the section
Triage and Screening, specific traumatic mechanisms should alert the clinician to the
possibility of the potential for serious pathology, red flags, or the need for additional
diagnostic imaging.26, 27 Questions regarding motor vehicle accidents or high-level trauma
should be detailed to the extent of fully understanding the mechanism. High-grade lesions
to the alar ligament, transverse ligament, and the posterior atlantooccipital membrane were
most common in those clients with a head rotated posture versus facing ahead posture.28

Elongation-induced vertebral artery injuries were also found in head rotated postures versus
nonrotated postures.29 Severe injuries to the transverse ligament and the posterior
atlantooccipital membrane were more common in front than in rear-end collisions.28

If the risk of serious pathology is deemed low and the clinician reasons continuing the
examination is prudent, the severity, irritability, nature, and stage of the client’s pain
should be delineated. Understanding the extent of these variables will help the clinician
determine not only the pain generator but also the extent of disability and seriousness of
the client’s current condition. The severity and irritability of the client’s condition could
determine the acuity of the condition as well as the extent of the condition. Typically, but
not always, more chronic conditions are less severe and irritable. Asking about the client’s
tolerance of daily tasks can be a good determiner of severity and irritability. Notable
increases in pain level with minimal daily activity should alert clinicians to the fact that they
may not be able to complete the full examination in one visit due to a probable high degree
of irritability. A pain level that is consistently high (7/10 or greater) has been suggested to
be a determining factor for classification in the pain control treatment-based classification
category.30

Looking for a collection of similar subjective findings is helpful for the clinician. Clients
with cervical radiculopathy, for example, have described the following: having a loss of
feeling (SP 92), their most bothersome location of symptoms is in the neck (SP 90) and in
the arm above the elbow (SP 93), with greater pain there than in the shoulder or scapula or
below the elbow (SP 83 for both). While the collection of these findings together
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strengthens the case for cervical radiculopathy, none of the subjective history from this
study showed the ability to rule out cervical radiculopathy if they were not present.18

Description of the nature of the pain, as well as aggravating or relieving factors, is
helpful in determining not only the potential pain generator, but also the possibility that
the pain is not mechanical in nature. Pain with Valsalva maneuver, for example, helps rule
in (SP 94, +LR 3.7) the possibility of cervical radiculopathy.18 More seriously, pain that is
constant and unrelieved by rest or positioning has long been suggested as a risk for being
potentially nonmusculoskeletal in nature. Pain of this presentation should be treated as
such until proven otherwise.

Inquiring about specific job and leisure activities that are aggravating and relieving can
be valuable information in determining the client’s clinical presentation. Limited mobility
and concordant pain serve both screening (SN 100) and diagnostic (SP 100) capability for
the client with pain related to mechanical facet joints.31 Unilateral upper cervical region
pain that is accompanied with limited cervical spine rotation at C1-2 is more diagnostic (SP
100) than screening (SN 86),24 while chronic neck pain associated with abnormal cervical
spine motion is characteristic of whiplash-associated disorder (WAD).32 Finally, decreased
cervical rotation is characteristic of cervical radiculopathy18 and is expected in stenosis.

The client’s age can assist in determining the potential pathology or pain generator.
Older age is suggested and has been predictive of certain pathologies, including cervical
stenosis and myelopathy.33 Meanwhile clients with mechanically related neck pain are more
likely to be younger than 50 years of age.11

Headaches (HAs) are a common complaint. The International Headache Society
suggests four primary types of HAs: migraine, tension-type, cluster and other trigeminal
autonomic cephalalgias, and other primary HAs.34 It has been reported that 14% to 18%
of HAs are cervicogenic in nature with upper cervical spine pain presentation. The
orthopedic or sports clinician will very likely encounter clients with cervicogenic-related
HAs. More detail regarding the differentiation between the types of HAs is listed in the
back of the chapter (see the section Common Orthopedic Conditions of the Cervical
Spine) under the diagnosis cervicogenic HA. In short, cervicogenic HAs typically have a
mechanical nature to them but do not have an aura, and they are aggravated by neck
movement and palpation of the upper cervical spine.34

Some other questions of importance to ask the client include their current health status,
any family history that may be relevant to their current condition, their normal job and
leisure activities (even if they are not aggravating or relieving factors), social support, and
their goals for physical therapy. As with examination of all regions of the body, the
subjective examination is a good time to become aware of the potential for psychosocial or
yellow flag issues.

Outcome Measures

Reliable and valid self-report questionnaires are useful in assessing pain, function,
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disability, and psychosocial status in clients with neck pain.35 In fact, consistent evidence
shows that client self-assessment questionnaires may have utility in routine clinical practice
and research by characterizing clients’ clinical presentation and subjective functional effect
of neck pain and course over time.35 The clinician should always be cognizant of the
client’s interpretation of their symptoms, or how pain affects their daily life, as well as the
potential for psychosocial issues that may affect prognosis. Outcome measures are a good
tool for assessing these constructs.

The Neck Disability Index (NDI) is one of the more common outcome measures
utilized for the client with cervical dysfunction. It is available in multiple languages as well.
The NDI contains 10 items: 7 related to activities of daily living, 2 related to pain, and 1
related to concentration. Each item is scored from 0 to 5, and the total score is expressed as
a percentage, with higher scores corresponding to greater disability.36 Despite the fact that
it has been described as a one-dimensional measure, the NDI has demonstrated that it is
strongly correlated (>0.70) to a number of similar indices and is moderately related to both
physical and mental aspects of general health.37 Additionally, the NDI has been shown to
possess adequate SN.38, 39 The minimum detectable change (MDC) for the NDI is around
5/50 for uncomplicated neck pain and up to 10/50 for cervical radiculopathy.37 The
minimal clinical important difference (MCID) for clients with mechanical neck pain is 9.5
points or 19%.40 Others have suggested a MDC of 10.2 and 7.5 on the MCID.41

Therefore, it likely is pathology dependent when interpreting the level of clinically
important change.37

The Patient-Specific Functional Scale (PSFS) has been shown to be a reliable tool for
cervical spine clients. The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) valued for clients with
cervical radiculopathy was 0.82. The MDC in the same population was 2.1 points with an
MCID of 2.0.42 While there are other reported measures for the cervical spine, the NDI
demonstrates the strongest clinical utility. A recent practice guideline gave the NDI a
strong recommendation.11

The Global Rating of Change (GROC) is a favorable scale for demonstration of client
progression with treatment. As with all regions of the body, an 11-point GROC scale with
a corresponding minimal clinically important difference (MCID) of 2 points is suggested.43

Diagnostic Imaging

As with other regions of the body, diagnostic imaging can be very beneficial in
providing detailed information for the clinician regarding assessment of the client (table
17.1). However, as with other areas of the body, this information can be either misleading
or irrelevant. Imaging studies often report findings that might have little to do with neck
pain:44

No evidence exists that the degree of cervical lordosis or kyphosis can accurately
identify cervical muscle spasm or distinguish clients with whiplash-associated disorder
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(WAD) from those without WAD.
No evidence exists that magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) accurately detects specific
trauma-related findings in the cervical spine in the absence of fracture or major
ligamentous disruption.
Degenerative changes observed in MRI are common in asymptomatic subjects and
increase with age. These are not well correlated with neck pain.
The validity of high-intensity signal MRI findings in the upper cervical spine
ligaments to identify acute whiplash injury has not been demonstrated.
No evidence exists that common degenerative changes on cervical spine MRI are the
cause of pain in clients with clinically suspected cervicogenic headache.
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Radiographs

Plain radiography of the cervical spine has certain advantages over more advanced
imaging techniques. Imaging is inexpensive, quick, and easy to perform, and exposes the
client to significantly less radiation than computed tomography (CT) scans. However,
radiographs are insensitive to many disorders of the cervical spine, and these disorders may
require adjuvant advanced imaging confirmation. In clients without a history of trauma,
plain radiographs are often ordered for the workup of neck pain or radicular upper
extremity pain. However, in those with nonspecific neck pain, plain radiographs are
unlikely to be helpful in the diagnosis.53 The history should alert the clinician regarding
when further workup and imaging will be necessary.

Red flags initially described for acute low back pain can be used in the assessment of
clients with neck pain. These red flags include age of onset less than 20 years or greater
than 55 years, constitutional symptoms, history of cancer, immunosuppression, and drug
abuse.54 Evaluation may include laboratory work as well as plain radiographs. Early disease
may be missed, and normal results of radiographs should not preclude further workup.55 In
spite of the high prevalence of a single red flag (80% in those presenting with low back pain
to a family physician), only 1% to 3% of those were of serious pathology.56

Plain radiographs and advanced imaging may also be obtained for clients with chronic
neck pain who have failed a trial of conservative care or for clients with neurologic signs of
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radiculopathy.54 The American College of Radiology has developed a set of criteria for the
appropriate use of imaging in clients with chronic neck pain.57 Plain radiographs may not
need to be obtained if further imaging with either CT or magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) is pursued. In these cases, a plain radiograph is unlikely to add diagnostic value or
alter the management plan.55

Routine anteroposterior (AP) and lateral views may show loss of vertebral disc space
height, facet arthropathy, spondylolisthesis, malalignment, fracture, and congenital osseous
abnormalities. Oblique views are often ordered to evaluate the foramen, but this is highly
dependent on client positioning. The findings are more conclusive with CT and MRI.
Flexion–extension views may be added to evaluate for instability, particularly if a
spondylolisthesis is found on lateral views.55 Greater than 3.5 mm of translational
displacement or 20° of angular motion during these views is significant and suggests
instability.14 Flexion–extension views may be indicated in cases with high suspicion of
instability, such as significant injury, history of prior fusion, rheumatoid arthritis, and
Down syndrome. The open-mouth odontoid view is needed if there is a history of trauma
or in the presence of disorders that affect the atlantooccipital junction.55 Indications for
more advanced imaging include any concern for infection or malignancy, such as
constitutional symptoms, immunocompromise, or history of cancer. Neurologic
impairment on examination should prompt more advanced imaging.54

The CCSR (Canadian C-Spine Rule)26 and National Emergency X-Radiography
Utilization Study (NEXUS)27 are clinical decision rules that the clinician can use to
determine the necessity of radiographs for their client. These rules were designed for
utilization on the acutely injured client. Both in comparison studies and individually, the
CCSR has outperformed the NEXUS (table 17.2). In a recent systematic review, based on
studies with modest methodological quality and one direct comparison, the CCSR was
found to have stronger diagnostic accuracy than the NEXUS criteria.58
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The NEXUS criteria were developed to stratify clients into low- and higher-risk groups
for those with blunt trauma. Clients meeting the following criteria have a low probability of
injury and do not require further imaging:27

No midline cervical tenderness
No altered level of consciousness or intoxication
No abnormal neurologic findings
No painful distracting injuries

Clients meeting all of the NEXUS criteria are classified as low risk and may be cleared
on the basis of history and physical examination alone. Higher-risk clients require imaging
before receiving clearance.27

Alternatively, the Canadian C-Spine Rules may be followed to determine which among
the awake and alert trauma clients require further imaging.26 The Canadian C-Spine Rules
are as follows (for alert [GCS = 15] and stable trauma clients where cervical spine injury is a
concern):26

Step 1: Any high-risk factor that mandates radiography?

Age ≥ 65 years, or
Dangerous mechanism, or
Paresthesia in extremities

Step 2: Any low-risk factor that allows safe assessment of range-of-motion?

Simple rear-end motor vehicle crash, or
Able to sit in the emergency department, or
Able to ambulate, or
Delayed-onset neck pain, or
Absence of midline tenderness

Step 3: Ability to rotate neck 45° to the right and left?

Clients who meet any criteria in step 1 require radiographs.
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Clients not meeting any criteria in step 1 proceed to step 2.
Clients who do not meet criteria in step 2 require radiographs.
Clients who are unable to perform step 3 require radiographs.
Clients who are able to perform all 3 steps and rotate neck 45° to the right and left do
not require radiographs.

In a recent systematic review, the Canadian C-Spine Rule’s SN ranged from 90 to 100
and the SP ranged from 1 to 77. For the NEXUS, SN ranged from 83 to 100 and the SP
ranged from 2 to 46. One study directly compared the accuracy of these two rules using the
same cohort and found that the Canadian C-spine Rule had better accuracy. For both rules,
a negative test was more informative for reducing the probability of a clinically important
cervical spine injury. The Canadian C-Spine Rule demonstrated better diagnostic accuracy
than the NEXUS criteria; specifically, it produced fewer false negatives and hence had an
improved SN and decreased risk of missing an actual fracture.58 The Canadian C-Spine
Rule was found superior to unstructured physician clinical judgment as well. In a study
comparing physician judgment with and without the use of this rule, the SN with the use
of the rule was 100, while the SN without the use of the Canadian C-Spine rule was only
92.59

A recent meta-analysis determined that an alert, asymptomatic client without
distracting injury or neurological deficit who is able to complete a functional ROM
examination may be safely cleared from cervical spine immobilization without radiographic
evaluation (SN 98).60 The clinician is cautioned, though, since an SN of less than 100
requires a few false-negative interpretations (and therefore missing an actual fracture).

In regard to what specific views of radiographs are required, generally AP, lateral, and
open-mouth odontoid views are obtained. A swimmer’s view may be added if the lateral
view fails to adequately visualize the C7-T1 junction. The open-mouth odontoid view
requires the client to be awake and cooperative, which may not be possible in obtunded or
unconscious clients. This view may also be difficult to obtain in the young pediatric
population, and it is not suggested for clients younger than 5 years.61 Pediatric clients are at
an increased risk of higher cervical injuries than adults, and any question of injury to the
upper cervical spine in this client population should be evaluated with a CT scan.62 Flexion
and extension views may also be obtained in alert clients to assess for ligamentous injury,
although it has been advocated that they are inferior to MRI for this purpose.63 Lateral
view radiographs have shown that providing an evaluation of the dynamic lateral instability
of the atlantoaxial joint can be useful for early diagnosis of atlantoaxial lesions in RA.64

A growing body of evidence suggests that CT images should replace all plain
radiographs in the setting of blunt trauma because of the low SN of radiographs for
identifying clinically significant injury.65, 66 Any client with whom adequate views cannot
be obtained should undergo more advanced imaging.66 Modern CT alone has been
suggested sufficient for detecting unstable cervical spine injuries in trauma clients. Adjuvant
imaging is unnecessary when the CT scan is negative for acute injury.48 Less certain is
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whether CT should replace plain radiography as the initial screening test for less injured
clients who are at low risk for cervical spine injury but still require radiographic imaging.49

More recent findings suggest the improved ability to rapidly exclude injury provides further
evidence that CT should replace radiography for the initial evaluation of blunt cervical
spine injury in clients at any risk for injury.66

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Since MRI allows for detailed evaluation of both soft and bony tissue without ionizing
radiation, it is often replacing CT as the first-line advanced imaging for the client with neck
pain. It provides excellent contrast between the spinal cord, intervertebral discs, vertebral
bodies, and ligamentous structures and assesses multiple additional aspects of soft tissue or
osseous abnormalities. Reliability of readings on MRI for cervical spine pathologies such as
radiculopathy is considerable. Interobserver reliability of MRI evaluation in clients with
cervical radiculopathy was substantial for root compression, with or without clinical
information. Agreement on the cause of the compression (i.e., herniated disc or spondylotic
foraminal stenosis) was lower, though.67 Magnetic resonance imaging is suggested for the
confirmation of correlative compressive lesions (disc herniation and spondylosis) in cervical
spine clients who have failed a course of conservative therapy and who may be candidates
for interventional or surgical treatment, with a grade B recommendation.68

MR imaging findings significantly associated with whiplash injuries were occult fracture
(P < 0.01), bone marrow contusion of the vertebral body (P = 0.01), muscle strain (P <
0.01) or tear (P < 0.01), and the presence of perimuscular fluid (P < 0.01). While 10
findings thought to be specific for whiplash trauma were significantly (P < 0.01) more
frequent in clients (507 observations), they were also regularly found in healthy control
subjects (237 observations). MRI at 1.5 T reveals only limited evidence of specific changes
to the cervical spine and the surrounding tissues in clients with acute symptomatic whiplash
injury compared with healthy control subjects.52

Computed Tomography

As mentioned previously, a recent meta-analysis demonstrated that CT alone is capable
of ruling out cervical spine instability in trauma clients.48 To what extent it serves as the
first line of imaging in less traumatically injured clients is apparently still debated.

Computed tomography myelography combines the detail of CT scanning with the
instillation of intrathecal contrast, allowing accurate measurements of central and foraminal
canal diameters. Adverse events associated with myelography are reported to be 4.9% with
a cervical approach and 3.4% with a lumbar approach. Client tolerance is relatively low,
and pain after the procedure is common.71 Although CT myelography is considered the
criterion standard for advanced imaging of the spine, and correlation with surgical findings
in radiculopathy is as high as 90%, the possibility of complications and radiation exposure
to the client lend support to the suggestion that MRI be the considered first-line study for
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ambulatory neck pain clients requiring advanced imaging.55

A grade B recommendation states that CT myelography is suggested for the evaluation
of clients with clinical symptoms or signs that are discordant with MRI findings (e.g.,
foraminal compression that may not be identified on MRI). Computed tomography
myelography is also suggested in clients who have a contraindication to MRI.68

Catheter angiography has been the gold standard for the diagnosis of vertebral artery
injuries (VAIs); however, new 16-slice computed tomography angiography seems to have
sensitivity and specificity close to that of catheter angiography.72 The clinician should, as
always, be cognizant of the imaging modality’s strengths and weaknesses when interpreting
imaging findings.

Nuclear Medicine Studies

In the cervical spine, nuclear medicine studies have been used as an adjuvant to image
lesions that are suspicious for neoplasm or infection within the osseous structures. Single-
photon emission CT (SPECT) is the most common type of nuclear medicine study of the
spine. Although abnormal findings on SPECT scans have shown strong correlation with
MRI findings for pathologies such as cervical spondylosis and facet joint pain, the radiation
exposure and cost should be kept in mind with this procedure.55

Ultrasound

The utility of ultrasound or ultrasonography (US) as a diagnostic tool is significantly
limited in the cervical spine due to its inability to image through bone into the central canal
or intervertebral foramen. Ultrasonography does have the advantage of not using ionizing
radiation, and it may reduce cost. The main disadvantage of US in the cervical spine
compared to other real-time imaging such as fluoroscopy is the inability to reliably assess
for cervical radicular arteries. Assessing these arteries is imperative for avoiding catastrophic
outcomes with epidural steroid injections.

Nerve Root Blocks

Selective nerve root block with specific dosing and technique protocols may be
considered in the evaluation of clients with cervical radiculopathy and compressive lesions
identified at multiple levels on MRI or CT myelography to discern the symptomatic levels.
Selective nerve root block may also be considered to confirm a symptomatic level in clients
with discordant clinical symptoms and MRI or CT myelography findings. All of the above
were grade C recommendation by Bono and colleagues.68

Electromyography

Bono and colleagues found that the evidence was insufficient to make a
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recommendation for or against the use of electromyography for clients in whom the
diagnosis of cervical radiculopathy was unclear after clinical examination and MRI.68

Others

No evidence supports using cervical provocative discography, anesthetic facet, or medial
branch blocks in evaluating neck pain.35 The use of more advanced imaging appears
favorable to these modalities.

Review of Systems

Refer to chapter 6 (Triage and Differential Diagnosis) for details on review of systems
relevant to the cervical spine.
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Observation

Cervical spine posture is often described in radiography reports. These reports describe
the degree, or lack thereof, of lordosis in the client’s neck. While this information is often
used to describe to the client the relevance of their posture to pathology, interpreting these
findings requires caution. As mentioned previously, there is no evidence that the degree of
cervical lordosis or kyphosis can accurately identify cervical muscle spasm or distinguish
clients with WAD from those without WAD.44

Clients with torticollis will adapt a characteristic pattern of postural compensation
regardless of the type or cause of the torticollis. The typical compensated head posture for
the client with torticollis is ipsilateral side bending and contralateral rotation of the head.

As with all regions of the body, side-to-side and front-to-back asymmetry should be
assessed. Upper crossed syndrome is commonly described in clients demonstrating tight
suboccipital and pectoral muscles along with weak deep neck flexor and scapula retractor
muscles, giving the appearance of a forward head and bilaterally rounded shoulders. More
detail on this presentation is given in chapter 14 (Posture).

A side-to-side asymmetry of upper trapezius vertical height should include the
differential diagnosis of handedness and the potential for an elevated or cervical rib.
Typically, handedness will demonstrate increased muscle mass on the ipsilateral side, which
may give the appearance of increased vertical height of the corresponding upper trapezius
muscle, although the dominant shoulder girdle in athletes is commonly lower in
appearance than the nondominant shoulder.

An elevated first rib should correlate with a specific mechanism, as well as the potential
for a (+) cervical rotation lateral flexion test (see chapter 18, Thoracic Spine). Cervical ribs
(a rib coming off of C7 versus T1 and typically without a bony articulation anteriorly to
the manubrium) are rare with the overall prevalence of 0.74%, with a higher rate in women
compared with men (1.09% and 0.42%, respectively). The presence of elongated C7
transverse processes (transverse apophysomegaly) was also noted in these clients, with an
overall prevalence of 2.21%. They were also more common in women (3.43%) than in
men (1.13%).73

Clients with Down syndrome often adopt an abnormal head posture, particularly in
cases of incomitant strabismus (disorder in which the eyes don’t look in exactly the same
direction at the same time), nystagmus (rhythmic, oscillating motions of the eyes), or
both.74, 75 While the specific abnormal posture can vary, the most likely presentation is
leaning the head toward the involved side.75 Other postural deviations that the clinician
should monitor for are those due to vestibular migraine,76 dizzying headache,77

glaucoma,78 and mouth breathing.79 For example, the client with vestibular or dizziness-
related complaints will more likely avoid turning their head, and the mouth-breathing
client is likely to have a forward head posture.
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Triage and Screening

Triage and screening is a necessary component of the examination process that should
be done prior to continuing with the examination. Ruling out serious pathology (refer to
chapter 6, Triage and Differential Diagnosis) and pain generation from other related (or
close-proximity) structures helps the clinician more accurately determine the necessity of
continuing with the other examination components to identify the actual source of the
client’s pain. Additionally, implementing strong screening tests (tests of high SN and low –
LR) at this point in the examination is suggested for narrowing down the competing
diagnoses of the respective body region (thoracic spine and shoulder in this case) when this
is applicable.

Ruling Out Serious Pathology and Red Flags

Signs and symptoms found in the client history and clinical examination may tie a
disorder to a serious pathology.80 Commonly described red flags in the cervical spine are
cervical myelopathy, ischemic stroke, meningitis, mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI),
primary brain tumor, fracture, cervical artery dysfunction (CAD), cervical myelopathy,
inflammatory or systemic disease, complete nerve injuries of the cervical spine and shoulder
region, Pancoast tumor of the superior sulcus of the lung, and inflammatory or systemic
disease. The Pancoast tumor will present with nagging pain in the shoulder and scapular
border, with potential progression into the upper extremity (primarily ulnar nerve
distribution) and nonmusculoskeletal presentation.

Cervical myelopathy is an upper motor neuron disease due to pressure on the spinal cord
(central nervous system). Therefore, clinical presentation for the client with myelopathy
will typically have hyperreflexia, bilateral symptoms, unsteady gait, presence of pathological
reflexes, bowel and bladder disturbances, multisegmental weakness or sensory changes (or
both), and potential muscle wasting of the hand intrinsic muscles, although these
traditional measures are more diagnostic than screening and are currently investigated in
limited strength studies.81

Ischemic stroke often presents with a sudden onset of a severe headache. In fact, a severe
headache itself is closely associated with severe systolic blood pressure elevation in acute
ischemic stroke.82 Additionally, the client may have a history of hypertension, concurrent
elevated blood pressure, trunk and extremity weakness, and altered mental state. Other
potential signs or symptoms could include vertigo, vomiting, and aphasia.82, 83

Meningitis often presents with a headache. Other common symptoms include seizures
and sleepiness. The clinician should monitor for gastrointestinal signs of vomiting and
symptoms of nausea. Other common findings include fever, photophobia, confusion, and a
positive slump test (see chapter 7).84, 85 Confusion (+LR 24), leg pain (+LR 7.6),
photophobia (+LR 6.5), rash (+LR 5.5), and neck pain or stiffness (+LR 5.3) were found to
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be the most clinically useful symptoms of meningococcal disease, while headaches (+LR
1.0) were not discriminatory for the disease.86 Freshmen who lived in dormitories had an
elevated risk of meningococcal disease (odds ratio of 3.6) compared with other college
students.85

Mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) or post-concussion syndrome is still a very complex
entity that is not completely understood. Refer to chapters 15 (Face and Head) and 27
(Emergency Sport Examination) for additional detail on this syndrome. Common
characteristics of this syndrome include the following:87, 88

Dangerous injury mechanism
Headache
Nausea or vomiting
Sensitivity to light and sounds
Loss of consciousness, appearing dazed; an initial Glasgow Coma Scale of 13 to 15
(refer to chapter 7, Orthopedic Screening and Nervous System Examination)
Deficits in short-term memory
Physical evidence of trauma above the clavicles
Drug or alcohol intoxication
Seizures

Commonly described signs or symptoms of a primary brain tumor include headache,
gastrointestinal signs of vomiting and symptoms of nausea, ataxia, speech deficits, sensory
abnormalities, visual changes, altered mental status, and seizures.89-91 Since these are signs
or symptoms characteristic of various other cervical spine–related pathologies, including
previously mentioned red flags, it behooves the clinician to critically discern their presence
and relevance.

While there is considerable concern for the clinician to rule out the potential for red
flags, they must also consider prevalence of such conditions existing. Individual red flags do
not necessarily mean the presence of serious pathology; however, the presence of multiple
red flags should raise clinical suspicion, and indicates the need for further investigation.
Red flags have not been evaluated comprehensively in any systematic review; however, the
incidence of spinal tumors is very low. In the academic and private practice setting, this
reached 0.7% and 0.1%, respectively, of the populations examined92 and for those with
complaints related to low back pain presenting to a family physician,56 suggesting that the
chance of missing serious pathology, especially in the private practice setting, is
exceptionally low. Radiographs do not and should not compensate for an inadequate
assessment as a result of, for example, time constraints.

Clearance of Cervical Spine Injury

The potential for serious cervical spine pathology must be ruled out prior to proceeding
with the examination. The Neck Pain Task Force recommends that people seeking care for
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neck pain should be triaged into four groups:44

Grade I: Neck pain with no signs of major pathology and no or little interference
with daily activities
Grade II: Neck pain with no signs of major pathology, but interference with daily
activities
Grade III: Neck pain with neurologic signs of nerve compression
Grade IV: Neck pain with signs of major pathology

In the emergency room after blunt trauma to the neck, triage should be based on the
NEXUS criteria or (currently more preferably) the Canadian C-spine Rule (see table 17.2).
Those with a high risk of fracture should be further investigated with plain radiographs or
CT scan (refer to previous Radiographs section for detail). In ambulatory primary care,
triage based on history and physical examination alone, including screening for red flags
and conducting neurologic examination for signs of radiculopathy, has been suggested.44

The International Federation of Orthopaedic Manipulative Physical Therapists
(IFOMPT) has produced a consensus document on cervical spine clearance prior to
initiation of manual therapy intervention. As pointed out in this document, clinicians
should consider several variables when attempting to clear the cervical spine for continued
assessment or intervention (figure 17.6).93
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Figure 17.6 Flowchart of clinical reasoning regarding clearance of the cervical spine.

Reprinted, by permission, from A. Rushton et al., 2012, International framework for examination of the cervical
region for potential of cervical arterial dysfunction prior to orthopaedic manual therapy intervention (New Zealand:

International Federation of Orthopaedic Manipulative Physical Therapists).93

 

The subjective history of the client is used to make an informed decision on the
probability of the existence of serious pathology and contraindications to treatment. Red
flags discussed previously and in chapter 6 should alert the clinician to the possibility of
serious pathology. Also, a side-impact collision in a motor vehicle accident (MVA)94 and
one with the client turning their head29 were shown to be more likely to cause vertebral
artery elongation.

As outlined in figure 17.6, the physical examination for cervical spine clearance (if to be
undertaken) must be planned carefully. The clinician must consider the risks of such
testing, specifically if there are any precautions or contraindications. Risk factors for
physical examination testing should also be assessed. A Delphi study identified the
following risk factors being associated with the potential for ligamentous or bony
compromise of the upper cervical spine:95

History of trauma (e.g., whiplash, MVA)
Throat infection
Congenital collagenous compromise (e.g., syndromes such as Down and Ehlers-
Danlos)
Inflammatory arthritides (e.g., rheumatoid arthritis, ankylosing spondylitis)
Recent neck, head, or dental surgery

Risk factors for cervical artery dysfunction (CAD), internal carotid, or vertebrobasilar
arterial pathology that can be assessed during the history are the following:96, 97
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Past history of trauma to the cervical spine or cervical vessels
History of migraine-type headaches (odds ratio 3.6)98

Hypertension
Hyperlipidemia or hypercholesterolemia
Cardiac disease, vascular disease, previous cerebrovascular accident or transient
ischemic attack
Diabetes mellitus
Long-term use of steroids
History of smoking
Recent infection (odds ratio 1.6)98

Anticoagulant therapy
Being immediately postpartum
Absence of plausible mechanical explanation for symptoms
Trivial head or neck trauma (odds ratio 3.8;98 odds ratio 2399)

Additionally, major and minor risk factors have been previously delineated:100-102

Major Risk Factors

Hypertension (BP > 140/90)
Hypercholesterolemia
Hyperlipidemia
Diabetes
Family history of MI, angina, TIA, stroke, PVD
Smoking
BMI > 30
Repeated or recent injury (including repeated manipulations)
Upper cervical instability

Minor Risk Factors

Estrogen-based contraceptive
Hormone replacement therapy
Infection (systemic)
Poor diet
RA or other connective tissue syndrome
Blood-clotting disorder
Fibromuscular dysplasia
Hypermobility
Erectile dysfunction
BMI 25-29

The authors of the IFOMPT framework suggest a risk–benefit strategy when
determining the action to be undertaken with the client with suspicion of potential
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CAD.103 The authors suggest that a high number or severe nature of risk factors have a low
predicted benefit of testing or utilization of manual therapy, and therefore clinicians should
avoid treatment, while a low number or low nature of risk factors suggests that clinicians
should employ treatment or assessment with care and continual monitoring for change and
new symptoms.93, 103

Cervical Stability Testing

Cervical spine stability testing is warranted in any client suspected to have potentially
serious pathology in the cervical spine. Likely mechanisms, similar to the Canadian C-
Spine Rule, include traumatic episodes. If the client complains of signs or symptoms
suggestive of CAD, it is advised that the clinician must implement the Canadian C-Spine
rule followed by cervical stability testing before assessing for CAD. Additional signs and
symptoms suggestive of the need for cervical stability testing include occipital numbness
and tingling, severe limitation in active range of motion (AROM) of the cervical spine in at
least one plane of motion, and signs or symptoms suggestive of cervical myelopathy.

As alluded to previously, the clinician should be cognizant of the fact that clients with
rheumatoid arthritis64, 104 and Down syndrome105, 106 have a higher predilection toward
upper cervical spine instability than most other clients. The clinician should also consider
several other variables including (but not limited to) the mechanism and the extent of the
expected trauma. For example, an abnormal alar ligament was the most commonly injured
ligament or membrane in subjects with WAD.28

Careful monitoring of the client’s presentation throughout the examination is of
paramount importance for the client with the suspicion of CAD or upper cervical
instability. Loss of balance, gait disturbance, guarded posturing, and anxiety are but a few
of the observations that should alert the clinician to the potential for these serious
conditions.

Several tests for cervical stability are described in the literature. Some have stronger
diagnostic accuracy and clinical utility than others. Additionally, some are more technically
difficult to perform. In the following techniques, the more technically difficult tests will be
delineated as such. Decision on which tests to utilize for the client requires sound clinical
reasoning throughout the entire examination process.

Alar Ligament Testing
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Figure 17.7

 

 

Client Position

Sitting in upright posture
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side of the client
 

Movement

The clinician palpates the client’s spinous process (SpP) of C2 with one hand (left as
shown), and then passively side bends the client’s head minimally with the other hand
(right as shown). With side bending to the right, the SpP should immediately kick to the
left—here, the clinician is primarily testing the left alar ligament. They should perform the
opposite procedure for the right side. They can also perform this drill in supine, using their
thumb or finger on the side of the SpP of C2 opposite to the direction the client’s head is
bent in. A variation of this test involves palpation of the C1 transverse process to assess for
movement between C1 and C2.107

 

Assessment

The test is considered (+) if the SpP does not immediately move to the contralateral
side of the side bending motion.
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Statistics

SN 69 to 100, SP 72 to 96, +LR 18-Inf, −LR 0.29–0.31, QUADAS 7, in a study of
122 clients (92 with and 30 without a diagnosis of whiplash-associated disorder, type
2; mean age 20.3 years for controls, 42.6 for symptomatic clients; 78 total were
female; mean duration of symptoms 5.7 years), and using a reference standard of
MRI107

Reliability: 0.69–0.71 (κ)107

 

Note

The diagnostic accuracy values reported previously are for the variation of this test as
reported by Kaale and colleagues.107

 

Alar Ligament Stress Test
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Figure 17.8

 

This is a more technically difficult test.
  

Client Position

Sitting with bilateral upper extremities relaxed at side
 

Clinician Position

Standing close to the client, with their trunk stabilizing the client’s trunk
 

Movement

The clinician places both hands on the same side of the client’s cervicooccipital
junction. With their caudal hand (right as shown), they stabilize the client’s C2 by pressing
their second and third fingers against the lateral aspect of C2, pulling this part backward
(posterior). The test of the ligament is performed by an upward pull into rotation with two
fingers on the cranial hand (left as shown), placing their third finger under the lateral mass
of atlas (C1) and their second finger under the mastoid process. The clinician performs the
test with different angles of cervical rotation to locate the exact test position that gives the
maximal movement between C1 and C2.
 

Assessment

The test of the alar ligaments assesses the quality of rotation between the occiput, atlas,
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and axis. Insufficiency of the ligament gives a hypermobile function in this area. A (+) test
is excessive movement between C1 and C2 and/or reproduction of concordant pain
(myelopathic symptoms).
 

Reliability

Right: (κ) coefficient: 0.71 (0.58–0.83)107

Left: (κ) coefficient: 0.69 (0.57–0.82)107

 

Statistics

Right: SN 69 (56-81), SP 100, +LR Inf, −LR 0.31
Left: SN 72 (60-84), SP 96 (91-100), +LR 18, −LR 0.30, QUADAS 7, in a study of
122 clients (92 with and 30 without a diagnosis of whiplash-associated disorder, type
2; mean age 20.3 years for controls, 42.6 for symptomatic clients; 78 women; mean
duration of symptoms 5.7 years), and using a reference standard of MRI107

 

Notes

The clinician should take care to maintain the client’s head in neutral (avoid side
bending away) by using their trunk.
The clinician should use the pads of their fingers versus their fingertips for client
comfort with this test.
This test requires significant clinician skill to perform.

 

Transverse Ligament Stress Test
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Figure 17.9

 

 

Client Position

Supine with upper extremities relaxed at sides
 

Clinician Position

Sitting at client’s head
 

Movement

The clinician places their deltopectoral groove on the client’s forehead. With the
mobilizing hand (right as shown), the clinician lifts the client’s occiput and C1 together
cranially as they use their other hand (left as shown) to monitor the SpP of C2.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of symptoms (myelopathic type, etc.), and/or if the SpP of
C2 does not lift off the index finger. These symptoms could include soft end-feel, muscle
spasm, dizziness, nausea, nystagmus, a lump sensation in the throat, or paresthesia of the
lip, face, or limb.
 

Statistics
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NR (not reported)
 

Note

The clinician should make sure to not lift their hand or the index finger of the hand
palpating (and therefore assessing) the SP of C2 to avoid the possibility of a false (−) test
result.
 

Modified Sharp-Purser Test

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 17.10

 

Use extreme caution with this test.
  

Client Position

Sitting with neck semiflexed (20–30°), bilateral upper extremities relaxed at their side
 

Clinician Position

Standing up close to the client with their trunk stabilizing the client’s trunk
 

Movement

The clinician places one hand (right as shown) on the client’s forehead, and uses their
other hand (left as shown) to pinch grip the spinous process of C2. Applying posterior
pressure through the client’s forehead (with right hand as shown), the clinician posteriorly
translates the occiput and atlas.
 

Assessment

Firm end-feel is desired for a (−) test result. Reproduction of myelopathic symptoms
during forward flexion, decrease in symptoms during the anterior-to-posterior movement,
or a sliding motion of the head posteriorly in relation to the axis indicates a (+) test for
atlantoaxial instability. Sliding may also be accompanied by a clunk (the approximation of
the dens and posterior region of the anterior ring of the atlas).
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Statistics

SN 69 (50-84), SP 96 (89-99), +LR 17.25, −LR 0.32, (subluxation > 4 mm),
QUADAS 8, in 123 clients with rheumatoid arthritis (gender, age, and duration of
symptoms NR), using a criterion reference of radiographic imaging108

Modified κ (agreement): 0.29–0.67 in a study of 11 children with Down syndrome,
utilizing four clinicians and a reference standard of flexion radiographs (subluxation >
5 mm)109

 

Notes

If (+), the clinician should put a cervical collar on the client and send them to a
physician or the emergency department.
If the client starts in full cervical flexion, the unique feature of this test is that the
stress component is intended to relieve symptoms rather than aggravate them.
It is worthy of mention that all clients in this study had rheumatoid arthritis.

 

Transverse Ligament
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Figure 17.11

 

This is a more technically difficult test that requires significant clinician skill to
perform.
  

Client Position

Sitting with bilateral upper extremities relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing close to the client with their trunk stabilizing the client’s trunk
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s C2 with a frontal grip (caudal hand, left in this case),
pressing their thumb against the frontal part of the left lateral process (not seen), while
pressing their second and third fingers against the right lateral process. This finger grip
must not give the client a feeling of strangling. The clinician performs the test movement
by pressing their thumb against the posterior part of the left lateral mass of the atlas while
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holding their second finger against the lateral mass on the client’s C1 (atlas) on the opposite
side (cranial hand, right in this case). At the same time, the clinician presses these fingers
firmly against the inferior part of the client’s occiput. The flexed fingers (3-5) support the
grip from below. The clinician presses C1 forward (occiput follows the movement of atlas)
and C2 backwards, testing the translation of the dens (axis) in the space from the transverse
ligament to the posterior part of C1. The clinician performs the test from a neutral position
between C1 and C2, and through several steps of increasing flexion.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is excessive translation of the atlas or reproduction of concordant pain
(myelopathic symptoms). The test of the transverse ligament assesses the anterior/posterior
translation of the atlas against the axis.
 

Reliability

(κ) coefficient: 0.69 (0.55–0.83)107

 

Statistics

SN 65 (51-79), SP 99 (96-100), +LR 65, −LR 0.35, QUADAS 7, in a study of 122
clients (92 with and 30 without a diagnosis of whiplash-associated disorder, type 2; mean
age 20.3 years for controls and 42.6 for symptomatic clients; 78 women; mean duration of
symptoms 5.7 years) and using a reference standard of MRI.107

 

Tectorial Membrane
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Figure 17.12

 

This is a more technically difficult test that requires significant clinician skill to
perform.
  

Client Position

Sitting with bilateral upper extremities relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing up close to the client with their trunk stabilizing the client’s trunk
 

Movement

The clinician places the posterior hand (left as shown) that performs the passive test
movement in the client’s suboccipital region. The clinician forms their first and second
fingers into a semicircle and presses them against the lower part of the client’s occiput,
supporting them from below with flexed fingers 3, 4, and 5. C1 is following the anteriorf
and cranial movement of the occiput. The clinician stabilizes the client’s C2 with a frontal
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grip from finger 2 on the anterior hand (left as shown). The test movement goes forward
(anterior), combined with a traction force (posterior hand). The clinician performs this test
with different angles of flexion and degrees of traction.
 

Assessment

A (+) test result is given by an excessive translation between occiput-C1 and C2 and/or
reproduction of concordant pain (myelopathic symptoms). The test of the tectorial
membrane assesses the degree of ventral horizontal translation between the bones in the
atlantooccipital axis (C0-C1-C2).
 

Reliability

(κ) coefficient: 0.93 (0.83–1.03)107

 

Statistics

SN 94 (82-106), SP 99 (97-101), +LR 94, −LR 0.06, QUADAS 7, in a study of 122
clients (92 with and 30 without a diagnosis of whiplash-associated disorder, type 2; mean
age 20.3 years for controls and 42.6 for symptomatic clients; 78 total were female; mean
duration of symptoms 5.7 years), using a reference standard of MRI.107

 

Posterior Atlantooccipital Membrane Test
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Figure 17.13

 

This is a more technically difficult test that requires significant clinician skill to
perform.
  

Client Position

Sitting with bilateral upper extremities relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing up close to the client with their trunk stabilizing the client’s trunk
 

Movement

The clinician places both hands in the client’s suboccipital region. The caudal (right as
shown) hand stabilizes the client’s C1 by a downward pressure with the thumb and fingers
placed on the lateral mass of atlas. The clinician forms a grip with their cranial (left as
shown) hand, directing the fingers downward. The clinician performs this test by pulling
with the cranial hand in the opposite direction of the downward pressure performed by the
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caudal hand. They repeat this pulling repeated several times through different angles of
flexion.
 

Assessment

The test of the posterior atlantooccipital membrane assesses the stability in the posterior
part of the neck between the occiput and atlas. A (+) test is excessive translation and/or
reproduction of concordant pain (myelopathic symptoms).
 

Reliability

(κ) coefficient: 0.97107

 

Statistics

SN 96 (87-104), SP 100, +LR Inf, −LR 0.04, QUADAS 7, in a study of 122 clients
(92 with and 30 without a diagnosis of whiplash-associated disorder, type 2; mean age 20.3
years for controls and 42.6 for symptomatic clients; 78 total were female; mean duration of
symptoms 5.7 years), using a reference standard of MRI.107

 

Test for a Jefferson Fracture
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Figure 17.14

 

 

Client Position

Supine with arms relaxed at sides
 

Clinician Position

Standing at head of table
 

Movement

The clinician palpates both transverse processes (TP) of C1. The mobilizing hand (right
as shown) utilizes a pincer grip on the TP of C1, while the stabilizing hand (left as shown)
blocks the other TP of C1 in a manner most comfortable to the client. While blocking one
side of C1, the clinician compresses the other side.
 

Assessment
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A normal or (−) test results in a hard nonyielding end-feel. Excessive movement or
reproduction of the client’s symptoms suggests the potential for disruption in the ring of
the atlas.
 

Statistics

NR
 

Cervical Artery Dysfunction Testing

Cervical artery dysfunction is a multifactorial disease, requiring a multifactorial
assessment. Testing for CAD represents assessment of both posterior and anterior
circulation in the neck. Vertebrobasilar insufficiency (VBI) testing has been the traditional
testing but accounts only for testing of the vertebrobasilar artery complex (posterior
circulation). More recent terminology utilizes CAD to account for the anterior circulation
(internal carotid) as well.

When this type of testing is performed, the Canadian C-Spine Rules and NEXUS
followed by cervical stability testing should have already been implemented. The potential
correlation between upper cervical instability and CAD does exist. In a recent study,
approximately 0.5% of all trauma clients were reported to have vertebral artery
insufficiency (VAI), and 70% of all traumatic VAIs had an associated cervical spine
fracture. Cervical spine translation injuries and transverse foramen fractures are most
commonly cited as having a significant association with VAIs. The incidence of neurologic
deficits secondary to VAI ranges from 0% to 24%.72

CAD testing is controversial and has been suggested to lack precision in diagnostic
accuracy. Some anecdotal evidence, as well as evidence-based research, suggests that despite
various guidelines advocating specific screening procedures for this type of testing, support
for their ability to accurately identify clients at risk is lacking.60 Additionally, CAD may be
present in clients with subjective reports of vertigo and visual disturbances that are
reproduced with CAD physical examination procedures.110

All of these findings underlie the importance of clinical reasoning during the subjective
examination. In a case study design utilizing manipulative physiotherapists, the therapist’s
hypothesis generation in relation to CAD was mainly based on the subjective examination;
no new pathoanatomic hypotheses were generated in the physical examination. The major
indicators of CAD involvement were dizziness, particularly if associated with other
symptoms (visual disturbances, history of trauma, and headache) and if exacerbated by
cervical spine movements. Therapists demonstrated a lack of confidence in functional
positional testing.111

It is proposed that vascular red flag presentations mimic neuromusculoskeletal
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cervicocranial syndromes. This reasoning presupposes that some clients who have poor
clinical outcomes, or a serious adverse response to treatment, may be those who actually
present with undiagnosed vascular pathology.101 In the most recent systematic review on
this topic, it was not possible to draw firm conclusions about the diagnostic accuracy of
premanipulative tests.112 Despite a thorough screening prior to treatment, there is still an
element of risk. Clinicians should avoid sustained end-of-range rotation and quick-thrust
rotational manipulations until there is a stronger evidence base for clinical practice.113

It is worth mentioning that selected manual therapy intervention techniques have been
investigated for their effect on blood flow to the brain. In healthy adults, the positions of
cervical spine neutral, rotation, rotation distraction (similar to a Cyriax manipulation), C1-
C2 rotation (similar to a Maitland or osteopathic manipulation), and distraction were
investigated. Blood flow to the brain did not appear to be compromised by these positions.
In fact, it was determined that (in healthy adults) positions using end-range neck rotation
and distraction do not appear to be more hazardous to cerebral circulation than more
segmentally localized techniques.114 Therefore, due to the complex nature of CAD, various
testing modalities have been described. Their purpose, evidence, and limitations and
advantages are listed in table 17.3.
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Cervical Rotation Statistics

SN 57 (NR), SP 100 (NR), +LR 83.3, −LR 0.44, QUADAS 9, in a study of 46
clients with vertebrobasilar ischemia and 40 control clients examined during head
rotation using transcranial Doppler ultrasonography as a reference standard.115

Combined Cervical Extension and Rotation Statistics

SN 21 (NR), SP 100 (NR), +LR 6.3, −LR 0.81, QUADAS 6, in 27 asymptomatic
clients (mean age 62 years, 6 women) and 23 students (mean age 21 years, none were
female) with transcranial Doppler measurement of blood flow as a reference
standard.116

SN 9 (NR), SP 98 (NR), +LR 4.2, −LR 0.93, QUADAS 7, in 1,108 clients (mean
age, sex, and duration of symptoms not detailed) examined for potential
neurovascular compromise and using duplex ultrasonography as a reference
standard.117

The clinician should also be cognizant of ruling out the potential for vestibular
dysfunction. One test with lower risk is the dizziness test. This test attempts to differentiate
dizziness due to vestibulocochlear dysfunction versus CAD. The head is passively rotated in
one direction and symptoms are assessed. If dizziness is noted, it is not clear whether these
symptoms are due to vestibulocochlear or CAD. If the head is held stationary, and the
client is asked to actively rotate their body (producing rotation of the head in the same
direction as the first part of this test), and dizziness is again noted, it is suggested that the
dizziness is due to CAD. Vestibulocochlear dysfunction is produced by movement of the
head (positioning of the head), while CAD is produced by the position of the head relative
to the trunk (whether the head is moved on the trunk or vice versa).

A test with implied higher risk is the Dix-Hallpike test for benign paroxysmal positional
vertigo (BPPV). Clients with BPPV report repeated episodes of vertigo with changes in
head position. Physical examination for these clients requires that each of the following
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criteria be fulfilled:118

Vertigo associated with nystagmus is provoked by the Dix-Hallpike test.
There is a latency period between the completion of the Dix-Hallpike test and the
onset of vertigo and nystagmus.
The provoked vertigo and nystagmus increase and then resolve within a time period
of 60 seconds from onset of nystagmus.

The estimated diagnostic accuracy of the Dix-Hallpike test is as follows:

SN 79 (65-94), SP 75 (33-100), +LR 3.2, −LR 0.28 with a criterion reference
diagnosis by neurologists and otolaryngologists across various studies.119

Critical Clinical Pearls

When assessing the potential existence for CAD, keep the following in mind:

A comprehensive, detailed examination is necessary.
CAD testing is ongoing as soon as the clinician first interacts with the client and
incorporates multiple aspects of the funnel examination (e.g., interview, observation,
and screening).
Client involvement in the decision-making process is required and suggested by the
International Federation of Orthopaedic Manipulative Physical Therapists.93

Utilization of the CCSR and NEXUS may be a necessary component, but clinicians
must realize that the diagnostic accuracy of these tools for ruling out cervical spine
fractures is relative for acutely injured clients presenting in the emergency room.
Clinicians should monitor for risk factors associated with the potential for
ligamentous or bony compromise of the upper cervical spine.95

Clinicians should monitor for risk factors for CAD that can be assessed during the
history.96, 97

Clinicians should monitor for other traditionally suggested subjective complaints
(e.g., dysphagia, dysarthria, diplopia, double vision, nausea, numbness) and objective
signs (e.g., ataxia, nystagmus).
Clearance of potential upper cervical instability is necessary prior to CAD testing.
Some of the suggested stability tests of the upper cervical spine are complex. The
clinician should become proficient in these tests before implementing them.
CAD testing is controversial and has been suggested to lack precision in diagnostic
accuracy. Support for testing ability to accurately identify clients at risk has been
suggested to be insufficient.60

Some literature also suggests that many clinicians demonstrate a lack of confidence in
functional positional testing.111

Current best evidence suggests the utilization of the suggested flowchart of clinical
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reasoning regarding clearance of the cervical spine by the International Federation of
Orthopaedic Manipulative Physical Therapists93 as listed earlier in this chapter.

 

Ruling Out Pain Generation From Nonorganic or Psychological-Related
Sources

Nonorganic symptoms and signs have been described in the medical literature dating
back to the early part of the 20th century, and they were initially felt to be an indication of
malingering. As medical research advanced, however, it became apparent that these
symptoms and signs were more closely correlated with psychological distress and abnormal
illness behavior rather than malingering.120 Waddell’s signs have been long-held testing
methods to assess for nonorganic signs contributing to pain (see chapter 19, Lumbar
Spine). Sobel and colleagues120 have developed a standardized set of eight physical
examination signs (some of Waddell’s lumbar spine signs extrapolated to the cervical spine
and three additional signs that they developed). These signs were standardized and proven
reliable.120

1. Tenderness
1. Superficial. Clinician palpates the cervical spine region, comprised of the

posterior aspect of the cervical and upper thoracic spine. A (+) test is if the
client complains of pain with light touch or light pinching of the skin.

2. Nonanatomic. The areas of the cervical, thoracic, lumbar, and brachial regions
are deeply palpated. If the client also had concomitant low back pain, then pain
on deep palpation of the low back was discounted and the region of the arm
was added to the criteria.

2. Simulation: When a simulation test is performed, the client is under the assumption
that the painful area is being tested when, in reality, it is not. A test is considered (+)
if the client reports pain with the physical exam maneuver.

1. Rotation of head, shoulder, and trunk in the sitting position. With the client
sitting on the examination table facing the clinician, the clinician rotates the
client’s trunk to the right and left using the client’s shoulders. The clinician
must take care to observe that the head is rotating in the same plane as the
shoulders.

2. Rotation of the head, shoulder, trunk, and pelvis while standing. Similar to the
sitting test, the clinician rotates the client’s shoulders, trunk, and pelvis to the
right and left as one unit. Care must be taken to observe that the head is
rotating in the same plane as the shoulders, trunk, and pelvis. A (+) test is if the
client complains of neck pain with rotation.

3. Range of motion: To test for cervical rotation, the clinician asks the seated client to
rotate their head as far as possible to the right and then left. A (+) test is when
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rotation is less than 50% of normal in each direction. This test was devised based on
the fact that the majority of cervical rotation occurs in the upper cervical spine, and
the majority of cervical spine lesions are in the mid to lower cervical spine.

4. Regional disturbance: For motor or sensory changes to be classified under this
category, the deficit has to fall out of what is considered normal neuroanatomy. For
example, a client who reports loss of sensation involving half of the body or an entire
upper extremity would be considered to fall into this category as long as multiple
nerve root or peripheral nerve injury has been ruled out. Care must be taken to rule
out multiple nerve root or peripheral nerve injuries before considering that either or
both of the regional disturbance subcategories are positive.

1. Sensory loss. For this test to be considered (+), the client must report diminished
sensation to either light touch or pinprick in a pattern that does not correspond
to a specific dermatome of a nerve root or peripheral nerve. Frequently, clients
will report loss of sensation of the entire upper extremity or below the elbow.

2. Motor loss. On formal manual muscle testing, weakness is detected in a
nonanatomic pattern. The hallmark of this test is giveaway weakness. In
addition, a test would also be considered (+) if, on observation, the client
demonstrates normal muscle strength, but exhibits weakness on formal testing.
For example, the client uses their elbow extensors to get up onto the
examination table but is then noted to have less than antigravity strength on
manual muscle testing of the elbow extensors.

5. Overreaction: In this study, this category was considered (+) if the clinician felt that
the client was overreacting during the examination. Examples of overreaction were
reported to include rubbing the affected area for more than 3 seconds, grimacing due
to pain, and sighing. For the clinician, this is a very subjective category. Therefore,
clinicians must take care not to let their own emotional feelings about the client
interfere with the assessment of whether or not the client is overreacting to the
examination. In addition, the clinician must take into account that there can be a
considerable degree of cultural variation in the response to painful maneuvers.

Ruling Out Pain Generation From Other Related Structures: Thoracic Spine

The thoracic spine can be a pain generator for pain in the cervical spine. Serious
pathology, such as fracture in the thoracic spine, is of primary concern.

Thoracic Spine Fractures

Closed-fist percussion sign: SN 88 (75-95), SP 90 (73-98), +LR 8.8, −LR 0.14,
QUADAS 10121

Supine sign: SN 81 (67-91), SP 93 (83-99), +LR 11.6, −LR 0.20, QUADAS 10121

Additionally, as with any joint, clearing AROM with or without overpressure is
necessary. AROM of all motions as per the lower quarter screen described in chapter 7
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should be implemented. In order to fully clear the thoracic spine, full AROM (with
overpressure if pain-free) must be present.

Sensitive Tests for the Cervical Spine

Radiculopathy and discogenic-related pathology can be ruled out with a combination
of Spurling’s test and the upper limb neurodynamic test (median nerve bias) (tests of high
SN and low –LR):

Spurling’s test: SN 93 (77-99), SP 95 (76-100), +LR 19.6, −LR 0.07, QUADAS 9122

Median nerve upper limb neurodynamic test: SN 97 (90-100), SP 22 (12-33), +LR
1.3, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 1018

Arm squeeze test (described for cervical nerve root compression): SN 95 (85-99), SP
96 (87-99), +LR 24, −LR 0.05, QUADAS 8123

Additionally, as with any joint, clearing AROM with or without overpressure is
necessary. In order to fully clear the cervical spine, full AROM (with overpressure if pain-
free) must be present. Detail in this regard is described in the following section.
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Motion Tests

The cervical spine has a relatively unique complex biomechanical and anatomical
nature. As with all regions of the body in orthopedic medicine, it is necessary to understand
the reliability of motion assessment. The various cervical spine joints, their positions, end-
feel, and ROM norm values are listed in table 17.4.
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Assessment of cervical spine ROM is reliable across various clients and measurement
devices.124-126 The ICC values ranged from 0.45 to 0.79 with the use of a bubble
inclinometer for clients with and without neck pain.127 Client estimates of reduced neck
ROM are not accurate compared to clinician measurement.35

Soft-tissue lesions may affect neck motion as reflected by active range of motion
(AROM). Among clients with WAD, increasing severity of lesions to the alar ligaments was
associated with a decrease in maximal flexion and rotation. A similar pattern was seen for
lesions to the transverse ligament. An abnormally posterior atlantooccipital membrane was
associated with shorter range of left rotation. No significant association was found in
relation to lesions to the tectorial membrane, but very few clients had such lesions. Since
lesions to different structures seem to affect the same movement, AROM alone is not a
sufficient indicator for soft-tissue lesions to specific structures in the upper cervical spine.128

Clients with other pathologies have also been shown to have limitations in ROM. Mean
cervical spine ROM was reduced in clients with cervicogenic headache.129

Elderly clients have been shown to have decreased ROM in all planes compared to their
younger counterparts, for both men and women.130, 131 The elderly group also had a wider
variation of cervical ROM values as compared to the younger group. Women were found
to have greater ROM in all cohort age groups.130

Passive and Active ROMs

Active ROM of the cervical spine can be generally assessed with observation and
previous components of the examination. The clinician can get an idea of the client’s
AROM with the client interview and observation. The client unwilling or unable to move
their head comfortably should be suspected of having limited AROM, and possibly spinal
instability, until proven otherwise.

In the cervical and lumbar spine, it may be particularly beneficial to also perform
combined motions. These are often referred to as quadrant positions. Therefore, if the
single-plane movements were unremarkable for reproduction of the client’s pain, the
clinician may want to also implement these combined motions to further test these regions
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of the spine. Posterior quadrants would involve the motions of extension, side bending, and
rotation to the same side, while anterior quadrants would involve the combined active
motions of flexion, side bending, and rotation to the same side. Additionally, these
measures provide the clinician with a nice big-picture assessment of the client’s functional
status, degree of irritability, and willingness to move.

Cervical Flexion

Client Position

Sitting with arms relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the external auditory meatus, places the
proximal arm either perpendicular or parallel to the table, and aligns the distal arm with the
base of the nose.
 

Movement

The clinician places one hand on the back of the client’s head and the other hand on
the client’s chin. The clinician passively pulls the client’s chin down toward their chest to
end range flexion (normal end-feel is firm). This motion can be performed similarly
actively by the client (without assistance from the clinician). Active range of motion should
be performed prior to passive range of motion (PROM) to determine the client’s
willingness to move.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
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Cervical Extension

Client Position

Sitting with arms relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the client’s external auditory meatus, places the
proximal arm either perpendicular or parallel to the table, and aligns the distal arm with the
base of the nose.
 

Movement

The clinician places one hand on the back of the client’s head and the other hand on
their chin. The clinician passively lifts the client’s chin up away from their chest to end
range extension (normal end-feel is firm). This motion can be performed similarly actively
by the client (without assistance from the clinician). Active range of motion should be
performed prior to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Cervical Rotation

Client Position
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Sitting with arms relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the center of the cranial aspect of the client’s
head and aligns the proximal arm parallel to the bilateral acromion processes and the distal
arm with the tip of the client’s nose.
 

Movement

The clinician places both hands on the sides of the client’s face and passively rotates
their head to the side to be assessed to end range rotation (normal end-feel is firm). This
motion can be performed similarly actively by the client (without assistance from the
clinician). Active range of motion should be performed prior to PROM to determine the
client’s willingness to move.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Cervical Side Bending

Client Position

Sitting with arms relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position
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Standing directly behind the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the spinous process of the client’s C7 and
aligns the proximal arm with the spinous processes of the thoracic spine and the distal arm
with the midline of the head.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the contralateral shoulder with one hand and places the other
hand on top of the client’s head. Stabilizing the shoulder, the clinician passively pulls the
client’s head toward the opposite shoulder to end range side bending (normal end-feel is
firm). This motion can be performed similarly actively by the client (without assistance
from the clinician). Active range of motion should be performed prior to PROM to
determine the client’s willingness to move.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Passive Accessories

Passive accessory (articular) intervertebral motion (PAIVM) is a term commonly used to
describe accessory joint play in the spine, while passive physiological intervertebral motion
(PPIVM) is a term commonly used to describe passive ROM of the spine. Depending on
the method of assessment, these terms (and therefore techniques) sometimes can be
difficult to differentiate. Attempts will be made in the spinal sections to differentiate
between these techniques and terms, but the reader is reminded of this difficulty in
distinction.

Once all joint play assessments are complete, the clinician should be able to discern
which facet joint is restricted (assuming there is facet joint dysfunction). For the C0-C1
joint, restricted posterior gliding of the occipital condyle is found with C0-C1 flexion and
contralateral side bend. Restricted anterior gliding of the condyle is found with extension
and the ipsilateral side bend. Assessment of the C1-C2 joint is predominantly with
rotation, as described. The inability of a facet joint to go down and back (or posterior and
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inferior) in the typical spine would be found with extension, contralateral side glide, and
ipsilateral rotation. The inability of a facet joint to go up and forward would be found with
flexion, ipsilateral side glide, and contralateral rotation.

C0-C1 (Atlantooccipital) Joint: Segmental Mobility Testing

 

C0-C1 Flexion and Extension (PPIVM)
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Figure 17.15

 

 

Client Position

Supine with head at top of table
 

Clinician Position

Standing at head of table facing client
 

Movement

The clinician palpates the transverse processes of C1 with their index fingers if possible.
The clinician flexes and extends the client’s head at the upper cervical spine only. The axis
for this motion is through the ears.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint motion, client response, and end-feel. Reproduction of
concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or end-feel may also suggest
dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced. OA (C0-C1) joint flexion assesses for
the ability of that joint to posteriorly glide. A restriction (lack of joint play or restricted
end-feel) reveals either bilateral or unilateral limited posterior glide.

OA (C0-C1) joint extension assesses for the ability of that joint to anteriorly glide. A
restriction (lack of joint play or restricted end-feel) reveals either bilateral or unilateral
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limited anterior glide.

 

Notes

The amount of movement is small (14–35°) and difficult to assess because the mid-
cervical spine kicks into motion easily.
If restricted motion is noted, a side bending assessment is suggested to determine the
side of involvement.

 

C0-C1 Side Bending (PPIVM)
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Figure 17.16

 

 

Client Position

Supine with head at top of table
 

Clinician Position

Standing at head of table facing client
 

Movement

The clinician palpates the transverse processes of the client’s C1 with their index
fingers. The clinician side bends the head only with the 3rd through 5th fingers of bilateral
hands via the mastoid process. The axis of movement is through the nose—no deflection
should be seen; otherwise movement is taking place in the mid-cervical spine. During the
assessment of right side bending (as shown here), the right transverse process should
become more prominent as the right C0 moves medial, inferior, and anterior (MIA).
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Assessment

Assessment is done for joint motion, client response, and end-feel. Restricted joint
mobility or end-feel and/or reproduction of concordant pain suggest potential dysfunction.

Side bending: The ipsilateral condyle moves MIA and the contralateral condyle
moves lateral, posterior, and superior (LPS). Right side bending example: right side
OA joint moves MIA, left OA joint moves LPS.
Restricted right side bending: Either restricted right MIA or left LPS movement
occurs.
Restricted MIA movement will be noted with ipsilateral side bending and anterior
glide (described previously). In above example, right side bending and anterior glide
restriction would indicate right OA joint anterior glide restricted.
Restricted LPS movement will be noted with contralateral side bending and posterior
glide (described previously). In above example, right side bending and posterior glide
restriction would indicate left OA joint posterior glide restricted.

 

C1-C2 (Atlantoaxial) Joint

 

Active Motion Screen
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Figure 17.17

 

 

Client Position

Sitting in upright posture with neutral spine and scapulae retracted
 

Clinician Position

Monitoring posture and symmetry of movement from side to side
 

Movement

The clinician has the client flex the cervical spine maximally to reduce the contribution
of the lower segments. The clinician asks the client to fully rotate in both directions (right
shown here), and then observes the quality and quantity of the ROM.
 

Assessment

The clinician assesses for ROM, side-to-side asymmetry, and overall limited mobility.
They should assess C1-C2 segmental mobility regardless of whether or not a limitation was
determined.
 

Note

The clinician should make sure that the client maintains cervical flexion.
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Segmental Mobility Testing

 

C1-C2 Rotation: Flexion–Rotation Test (PPIVM)

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 17.18

 

  

Client Position

Supine with head at top of table
 

Clinician Position

Standing at head of table facing client
 

Movement

The clinician fully flexes the client’s head (to help eliminate movement coming from
the lower cervical spine) and then rotates it fully both to the right (as shown) and to the
left, assessing for available motion and end-feel.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint motion, client response, and end-feel.

Loss of ≥10° is considered a positive test for cervicogenic headache: SN 86 (NR), SP
100 (NR), +LR Inf, −LR 0.14, QUADAS 12, in a study of 28 clients with side-
dominant cervicogenic headache (mean age 43.3 years, 20 women, mean duration of
symptoms not reported) matched with 28 asymptomatic clients and using a criterion
reference.24
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SN 91 (NR), SP 90 (NR), +LR 9.1, −LR 0.1, QUADAS 8, in a study of 23
cervicogenic HA, 23 asymptomatic controls, and 12 migraine HA clients (aged 18-66
years, mean duration of symptoms not reported) matched with 28 asymptomatic
clients, using a headache questionnaire and Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) as a
reference for pain.132

 

Note

The full flexion of the cervical spine must be maintained throughout the assessment.
 

Prone C0-C1, C1-C2, C2-3 PAIVM

 
It should be noted that these three prone techniques are distinctly PAIVMs due to the

motion’s being distinctly imparted through accessory joint play.

Statistics133

SN 59, SP 82, +LR 3.3, −LR 0.49, at C0-C1, QUADAS 10
SN 62, SP 87, +LR 4.9, −LR 0.43, at C1-C2
SN 65, SP 78, +LR 2.9, −LR 0.44, at C2-C3

 

Prone C0-C1 PAIVM
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00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 17.19

 

  

Client Position

Prone with arms relaxed at sides of table, head in neutral
 

Clinician Position

Standing at head of table facing client
 

Movement and Direction of Force
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The clinician palpates the suboccipital region, using thumb-over-thumb purchase
contact on the C0-1 joint (a, b). The clinician pushes the paraspinal musculature medially
to avoid compressing through this tissue when performing this assessment. Keeping their
elbows straight and leaning over the client as shown (c), the clinician applies force in the
direction of the client’s orbit (eye). Initially, they should apply light pressure only. If the
client tolerates this well, the clinician should repeat movements and reassess.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Prone C1-C2 PAIVM

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 17.20

 

  

Client Position

Prone with arms relaxed at side of table, head in neutral
 

Clinician Position

Standing at head of table facing client
 

Movement and Direction of Force
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The clinician palpates the facet joint of the client’s C2-3 (right side as shown) (a), using
thumb-over-thumb purchase contact on the joint (b). The clinician rotates the client’s head
to the ipsilateral side (approximately 30°) (right rotation as shown). Keeping their elbows
straight and standing on the opposite side (c), the clinician applies force in the direction of
the client’s mouth. Initially, they apply light pressure. If the client tolerates this well, the
clinician can repeat movements and reassess.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel.

Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or end-
feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Prone C2-C3 PAIVM

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 17.21

 

  

Client Position

Prone with arms relaxed at side of table, head in neutral
 

Clinician Position

Standing at head of table facing client
 

Movement and Direction of Force
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The clinician palpates the facet joint of the client’s C2-3 (right side as shown) (a), using
thumb-over-thumb purchase contact on the joint (b). Keeping their elbows straight and
leaning slightly over the client (c), the clinician applies force in the direction of the table.
Initially, they apply light pressure only. If the client tolerates this well, the clinician should
repeat movements and reassess.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Typical Cervical Spine (C3-C7): Segmental Mobility Testing

 

Extension PAIVM
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Figure 17.22

 

 

Client Position

Supine with head at top of table
 

Clinician Position

Standing at head of table facing client
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician first ensures that the client’s neck is in neutral since clients will often
present in extension when lying supine. The clinician may need to place a towel or firm
surface under the occiput to promote neutral spine posture. The clinician purchase involves
placing the radial border of their index fingers along the lamina of the vertebra to be tested.
The clinician lifts ventrally/anteriorly with both fingers until extension occurs at the desired
segment. The clinician starts their assessment cranially (at C3-C4) and moves caudally from
segment to segment along the cervical spine. Initially, they apply light pressure and
gradually increase the pressure if tolerated to properly assess the movement.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
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Restricted movement with this assessment can be either bilateral or unilateral with
down and back (posterior and inferior, or extension) movement limitation of that
level’s facets.
To determine if the restriction is bilateral or unilateral, the clinician will perform
side-glide assessments.

 

Side-Glide PAIVM
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Figure 17.23

 

 

Client Position

Supine with head at top of table
 

Clinician Position

Standing at head of table facing client
 

Movement and Direction of Force

With the anterior radial aspect of the MCP joint of the index finger (right hand as
shown), the clinician purchases the articular pillar of the segment to be tested. The clinician
will have to move to the side to be assessed and keep their forearms in line with the
direction being assessed, extend the wrist, and gently cup their hands around the client’s
neck (no pressure on ventral/anterior surface of neck). The clinician side glides the segment
to the opposite direction (left as shown), adding a little tilt at the end of the movement.
(This makes it easier to feel what is going on.) In side gliding to the left, the clinician
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checks for movement down and back on the right, and up and forward on the left.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.

The side glide is named for the direction the head moves.
The left side glide is relatively the same as right side bending.
Restricted side-glide movement either involves ipsilateral restricted down and back
(posterior and inferior) movement or contralateral restricted up and forward (anterior
and superior) movement.

 

Rotation PAIVM
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Figure 17.24

 

 

Client Position

Supine with head at top of table
 

Clinician Position

Standing at head of table facing client
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician purchases the posterior portion of the transverse process with the radial
portion of the index finger on the side contralateral to the direction of rotation (left
side/hand as shown). With the other hand (clinician’s right hand as shown), the clinician
supports and stabilizes the client’s head and spine. The clinician rotates the client’s head (to
the right as shown) by side bending their own body. The clinician should use a hand
motion that is similar to sliding a hand around a cylinder.
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Assessment

The clinician assesses for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel, looking for restricted contralateral up and forward (superior and anterior) movement
and ipsilateral down and back movement (posterior and inferior). Restricted joint mobility
or end-feel and/or reproduction of concordant pain suggest potential dysfunction at this
level.
 

Prone Posterior–Anterior (PA) Mobilization (PAIVM)
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Figure 17.25

 

 

Client Position

Prone with arms relaxed at sides of table, head in neutral
 

Clinician Position

Standing at head of table facing client
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician palpates facet joint of respective levels of cervical spine using thumb-over-
thumb purchase contact on the joint (spinous processes for central PAs and facet joints on
each respective side for unilateral PAs). Initially, the clinician applies light pressure only in
the posterior–anterior direction. If the client tolerates this well, the clinician should repeat
the movements and reassess.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play motion/passive accessory motion, client response, and
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end-feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Statistics

SN 88 (76-95), SP 39 (23-58), +LR 1.5, −LR 0.30, at C2-C3
SN 89 (79-96), SP 50 (37-63), +LR 1.8, −LR 0.21, at C5-C6, QUADAS 5 in a
study of 173 clients with neck pain in whom cervical zygapophyseal joint pain was
suspected on clinical examination (median age 42 years; 95 women; duration of
symptoms NR), using a controlled diagnostic block as a reference standard.134

SN 100 (NR), SP 100 (NR), QUADAS 9, in a study of 20 clients with neck pain
(mean age NR; 13 women; duration of symptoms at least 12 months), using a
radiographically controlled diagnostic nerve block as a reference standard.31

 

Critical Clinical Pearls

When performing joint mobility assessment (PPIVM and PAIVM) for cervical and
thoracic spine, keep the following in mind:

Pain during segmental testing is associated with reports of neck pain: SN 82, SP 79,
+LR 3.9, −LR 0.23, QUADAS 9.135

Intertester reliability for this testing is poor136 to good.137

Assessment of pain intertester reliability is better than mobility assessment alone for
both cervical and thoracic spine.137

Isolating appropriate upper cervical spine level of pathology using the concordant
sign was 100% SN and 100% SP in one high-quality study.31

Segmental mobility testing for determination of C1-C2 contribution to cervicogenic
headache is (SN 86, −LR 0,14, SP 100, +LR Inf).24

Joint mobility assessment (PAIVM) of C0-1 (SP 82, +LR 3.3), C1-2 (SP 87, +LR
4.9), and C2-3 (SP 78, +LR 2.9) all had diagnostic capability in one high-quality
study (QUADAS 10).133

 

Palpation Side Glide Test
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Figure 17.26

 

 

Client Position

Sitting, head in neutral
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side and facing the client
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician places one hand on top of the client’s head (left as shown). With the
other hand (right as shown), the clinician purchases the respective levels to be assessed (e.g.,
C2-3, C3-4). The clinician imparts a side bending force as shown and assesses for
availability of motion at the palpated segment.
 

Assessment
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A (+) test is restricted joint play/passive accessory motion, suggesting potential
dysfunction at this level.
 

Statistics

SN 98 (NR), SP 74 (NR), +LR 3.8, −LR 0.03, QUADAS 10, in a study of three clients
with congenitally blocked vertebra (mean age and sex NR), using radiograph as a reference
standard.138

 

Critical Clinical Pearls

The clinician is reminded of the stronger diagnostic accuracy of the prone PA (PAIVM)
examination. This examination is suggested, especially when concordant pain is
reproduced. The sequence of testing in prone is as follows:

Prone C0-C1 PAIVM (SN 59, SP 82, +LR 3.3, −LR 0.49)133

Prone C1-C2 PAIVM (SN 62, SP 87, +LR 4.9, −LR 0.43)133

Prone C2-C3 PAIVM (SN 65, SP 78, +LR 2.9, −LR 0.44)133

Prone posterior–anterior (PA) mobilization (PAIVM) for typical cervical spine (C3-
7)31

 

Flexibility

As detailed in chapter 8, flexibility concerns the motion that a particular joint is capable
of. Assessment of flexibility can assist the clinician in determination of the potential
presence of soft-tissue dysfunction.139 The primary muscles of concern relative to the
cervical spine are listed in tables 17.5 and 17.6.
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Levator Scapulae Assessment
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Figure 17.27

 

 

Client Position

Supine with arms initially at side or resting on their stomach
 

Clinician Position

Sitting at the head of the table
 

Movement

Clinician stabilizes the shoulder girdle with one hand, while supporting the occiput
with the other hand. The clinician then introduces flexion, side bending away, and rotation
toward side to be tested to the resistance barrier (a). In an alternative option, the clinician
places the client’s arm above the head and exerts caudad compression on the elbow with the
same head position (b).
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Assessment

The clinician assesses the muscle length and compares it to the opposite side.
Asymmetry implicates restricted muscle length and excursion.
 

Statistics

There are no known normative or statistical data for this flexibility measure.
 

Upper Trapezius Assessment—Sitting
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Figure 17.28

 

 

Client Position

Upright posture
 

Clinician Position

Standing just behind the side to be tested
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Movement

The clinician side bends the client’s cervical spine (laterally flexed) away and rotates it
toward the side to be tested (a). The clinician then elevates the shoulder girdle on the side
being tested by lifting up on the ipsilateral elbow as shown (b) without allowing trunk
movement.
 

Assessment

If additional ROM is achieved with shoulder girdle elevation, especially with cervical
rotation, tightness in the upper trapezius is implicated.
Asymmetry from side to side also implicates upper trapezius tightness or restriction.
No additional ROM, or improvement in ROM, might suggest cervical spine joint
restriction(s).

 

Statistics

There are no known normative or statistical data for this flexibility measure.
 

Sternocleidomastoid Assessment
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Figure 17.29

 

 

Client Position

Supine with arms at their side or resting comfortably on their stomach
 

Clinician Position

Sitting at the head of the table, directly facing the client
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s shoulder girdle with one hand (left as shown) while
supporting the client’s occiput with the other hand (right as shown). The clinician
introduces cervical spine side bending away from and rotation toward the side to be
assessed.
 

Assessment

Muscle length is assessed and compared to the other side.
 

Statistics

There are no known normative or statistical data for this flexibility measure.
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Suboccipital Muscles Assessment
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Figure 17.30

 

 

Client Position

Supine with arms resting at side or comfortably on their stomach
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting at the head of the table, directly facing the client
 

Movement

The clinician supports the client’s head with one hand and places the other hand on the
client’s forehead (a). The clinician flexes the client’s upper cervical spine (right hand as
shown) (chin tuck) while applying gentle traction (left hand as shown). The clinician
rotates the client’s head 30° to focus the assessment on that side (b).
 

Assessment
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Muscle length is assessed and compared to the opposite side.
 

Statistics

There are no known normative or statistical data for this flexibility measure.
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Muscle Performance Testing

In cervical radiculopathy, manual muscle testing is thought by some to be the most
important component of the examination for localizing the involved nerve root.68, 140, 141

Upper extremity weakness could be caused by cervical radiculopathy, brachial plexopathy,
peripheral nerve entrapment neuropathy (e.g., median neuropathy, radial neuropathy, or
ulnar neuropathy), poor client effort, or pain from a tendinopathy (e.g., shoulder
impingement or lateral epicondylopathy). Manual muscle testing will assist the clinician in
interpretation of whether or not the muscle weakness is myotomal, involving peripheral
nerve root, a single muscle, and so on. Bono and colleagues suggested that the diagnosis of
cervical radiculopathy be considered in clients with atypical findings such as deltoid
weakness, scapular winging, weakness of the intrinsic muscles of the hand, chest or deep
breast pain, and headaches.68

The clinician should also be cognizant of muscle performance impairments presenting
in clients with various pathologies or treatment-based classifications. Coordination,
strength, and endurance deficits of neck and upper quarter muscles (longus colli, middle
trapezius, lower trapezius, and serratus anterior) are common in clients with movement
coordination impairments.11

Capital Extension

Client Position

Prone, arms at their sides, with head off edge of table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician provides resistance over the client’s occiput (superior region) while
placing their other hand beneath the client’s head. The clinician should be prepared to
provide support if the head gives way with resistance. The client is instructed to look at the
wall directly in front of them as clinician provides resistance.
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Grade 5: completes motion against maximum resistance without substituting cervical
extension
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance (The clinician will have to support the
client’s head in their hand to start testing.)

The client position for grades lower than 3 is supine with the head on table. The
clinician sits directly cranial to the client’s head and supports it with both hands under the
occiput. The clinician instructs the client to look back at them.

Grade 2: completes limited ROM without resistance
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Rectus capitis posterior major and minor
Obliquus capitis superior and inferior
Longissimus capitis
Splenius capitis
Spinalis capitis
Upper trapezius

 

Primary Nerves

Suboccipital nerve (C1)
Greater occipital nerve (C2-3)

 

Cervical Extension

Client Position

Prone, arms at their sides, with head off edge of table
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Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician places one hand over the back of the client’s head (superior region) for
resistance and their other hand under the client’s chin, prepared to provide support if the
head gives way with resistance. The clinician instructs the client to push their head into the
clinician’s hand while looking at floor as clinician provides resistance.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximum resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance (The clinician will have to support the
client’s head in their hand to start testing.)

The client position for grades lower than 3 is supine with the head on the table. The
clinician supports the client’s head with both hands under the occiput and instructs the
client to push their head into the clinician’s hands.

Grade 2: completes small ROM pushing into clinician’s hands
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Longissimus cervicis
Semispinalis cervicis
Iliocostalis cervicis
Upper trapezius

 

Secondary Muscles

Levator scapulae
Multifidi
Rotatores cervicis
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Primary Nerves

C2-T5

 

Capital Flexion

Client Position

Supine with head supported on table, arms at side
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician places both hands around the client’s mandible to give resistance in a
cranial and posterior direction. The clinician instructs the client to tuck their chin.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximum resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance
Grade 2: completes partial ROM without resistance
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Rectus capitis anterior and lateralis
Longus capitis
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Secondary Muscles

Stylohyoid
Mylohyoid
Digastric muscle

 

Primary Nerve

C1-3

 

Cervical Flexion

Client Position

Supine with head supported on table, arms at sides
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician places two fingers on the client’s forehead for resistance and the other
hand on the client’s chest for stabilization. The clinician instructs the client to lift their
head from the table, still looking at ceiling.

Grade 5: completes motion against moderate two-finger resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against mild resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance

For grades below 3, the clinician palpates each sternocleidomastoid muscle as the client
rolls their head in each direction.

Grade 2: completes partial motion without resistance
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Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Sternocleidomastoid
Scalenus anterior
Longus colli

 

Secondary Muscles

Scalenus medius
Scalenus posterior
Infrahyoid muscles

 

Primary Nerves

C2-6
Accessory nerve

 

Cervical Rotation

Client Position

Supine with head supported on table, arms at sides
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
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Movement and Assessment

The client’s face is rotated as far as possible to one side. The clinician places one hand
over the side of the head above the client’s ear for grades 5 and 4 and uses it for resistance.
The clinician instructs the client to rotate their head to neutral rotation against the
resistance. Repeat for rotators on the other side.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against moderate resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance

For grades below 3, the client is sitting. The clinician palpates each sternocleidomastoid
and instructs the client to turn their head in each direction.

Grade 2: completes partial motion without resistance
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Sternocleidomastoid
Scalenus anterior

 

Secondary Muscles

Scalenus medius
Scalenus posterior
Trapezius
Rotatores cervicis

 

Primary Nerves

C2-6
Accessory nerve
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Special Tests

As mentioned in chapter 10 (Special Tests), in many cases the clinician is overly
dependent on the performance and interpretation of special test findings with respect to
differential diagnosis of the client’s presenting pain. Utilization of special tests for ruling in
(or helping to diagnose) a particular pathology should occur at this point in the
examination process. It is also hoped that the clinician has a much clearer picture of the
client’s presentation prior to this point in the examination and will therefore depend
minimally on special test findings with respect to diagnosis of the client’s pain.

The pathologies of the cervical spine have various methods of determination for their
presence or absence. As with all regions of the body, special tests are one such component.
Also, as with other regions of the body, these special tests are but one small component of
the examination process. Additionally, respective to the cervical spine, mobility assessments
are distinct components of pathology diagnosis (e.g., joint mobility assessment for
cervicogenic headache and mechanical neck pain). The special tests relative to the cervical
spine are listed and described here.

Index of Special Tests

Cervicogenic Headache

Flexion–Rotation Test (C1-C2)
C0-1, C1-2, C2-3 Joint Mobility Assessment

Cervical Radiculopathy

Shoulder Abduction Test (Bakody’s Sign)
Spurling’s Test
Neck Hyperextension Test (Jackson’s Test)
Cervical Distraction Test
Brachial Plexus Compression Test
Upper Limb Neurodynamic Test, Median Nerve Bias
Cervical Radiculopathy Test Item Cluster
Lhermitte’s Sign (also refer to the musculoskeletal screening section of chapter 7,
Orthopedic Screening and Nervous System Examination)

Cervical Nerve Root Compression

Arm Squeeze Test
Abduction Extension Cervical Nerve Root Stress Test

Cervical Spine Mechanical Neck Pain
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Joint Mobility Assessment (PAIVM; refer to Segmental Mobility Testing under
Motion Tests earlier in the chapter)

First Rib Mobility (refer to chapter 18, Thoracic Spine)

Cervical Rotation Lateral Flexion Test (associated with brachialgia and TOS; refer to
chapter 18, Thoracic Spine)

 

Case Studies

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination and complete these
case studies for chapter 17:

Case study 1 discusses a 48-year-old female who is experiencing head, neck, and
upper shoulder pain after a car accident.
Case study 2 discusses a 46-year-old female nurse who experiences headaches while
changing IV lines.

 

Abstract Links

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination to access abstract
links on these issues:

Alar ligament test
Brachial plexus compression test
C1-C2 rotation—flexion-rotation test
Cervical rotation statistics
Cervicogenic headache
Diagnostic accuracy of the Dix-Hallpike test
Modified sharp purser test
Neck hyperextension text (Jackson test)
Palpation slide glide test
Prone posterior-anterior mobilization
Shoulder abduction test (Brody’s Sign)
Spurling’s test
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Cervicogenic Headache

 

Flexion–Rotation Test (C1-C2)

See the description of the flexion–rotation test (C1-C2) in the prior Motion Tests
section. As mentioned in that section, loss of ≥10° is considered a positive test for
cervicogenic headache: SN 86, SP 100.24

 

C0-1, C1-2, C2-3 Joint Mobility Assessment

The clinician should assess the respective levels as described in the Motion Tests
section. The test was considered (+) for both pain reproduction and restricted mobility.
 

Statistics133

SN 59 (NR), SP 82 (NR), +LR 3.3, −LR 0.49, at C0-C1, QUADAS 10, in a study
of 77 female clients (25 control clients, mean age 22.9 ± 3.5 years; 27 cervicogenic
headache clients, mean age 25.3 ± 3.9 years; and 25 migraine with aura clients, mean
age 22.9 ± 3.5 years; duration of symptoms ranged from 9 months to >10 years),
using an assessment rating on a 0-7 mobility scale and client assessment of pain rating
on a VAS with comparison among groups
SN 62 (NR), SP 87 (NR), +LR 4.9, −LR 0.43, at C1-C2
SN 65 (NR), SP 78 (NR), +LR 2.9, −LR 0.44, at C2-C3

 

Cervical Radiculopathy

 

Shoulder Abduction Test (Bakody’s Sign)
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Figure 17.31

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side or behind the client
 

Movement

The client actively places their involved hand on top of their head.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a reduction of the client’s concordant pain.
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Statistics

SN 43-50, SP 80-100, +LR 2.2, −LR 0.50–0.71 in a literature review of provocative
tests of the cervical spine142

SN 31-42 (NR), SP 100 (NR), +LR Inf, −LR 0.58–0.69, QUADAS 10, in a study of
69 clients with cervical disc disease (median age was 52 years; 16 women; duration of
symptoms NR), using a reference standard of cervical myelography140

SN 17 (0-34), SP 92 (85-99), +LR 2.1, −LR 0.91, QUADAS 10, in a study of 82
clients suspected to have cervical radiculopathy or carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age
45 ± 12 years, 41 women, duration of symptoms NR), using a reference standard of
electromyography and nerve conduction study18

 

Spurling’s Test

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 17.32

 

  

Client Position

Sitting with bilateral arms relaxed at sides
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind client
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s shoulder. The clinician then performs passive side
bending of the client’s cervical spine with 7 kg of overpressure. A common variation of this
test involves side bending and rotation, combined with extension. Overpressure is applied
at end-range.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of concordant pain.
 

Reliability

The version involving side bending, rotation, and extension with overpressure has (κ) of
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0.62.18

 

Statistics

SN 50 (27-73), SP 86 (77-94), +LR 3.5, −LR 0.6, QUADAS 10, in a study of 82
clients suspected to have cervical radiculopathy or carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age
45 ± 12 years; 41 women; duration of symptoms NR), using a reference standard of
electromyography and nerve conduction study.18

SN 50 (27-73), SP 74 (63-85), +LR 1.9, −LR 0.7 for the version involving side
bending, rotation, and extension.18

SN 36-39 (NR), SP 92 (NR), +LR 4.5–4.9, −LR 0.7, QUADAS 10, in a study of 69
clients with cervical disc disease (median age was 52 years; 16 women; duration of
symptoms NR), using a reference standard of cervical myelography.140

SN 93 (77-99), SP 95 (76-100), +LR 19.6, −LR 0.07, QUADAS 9, in a study of 50
clients with neck and arm pain (mean age 42 years; 13 women; mean duration of
symptoms 7.2 months), using a reference standard of surgical or MRI findings on 50
clients with neck and arm pain.122

SN 11(NR), SP 100 (NR), +LR Inf, −LR 0.11, QUADAS 8, in a study of 65 clients
(mean age 53.1 years; 27 women; duration of symptoms NR), using MRI as a
reference standard.143

Whenever cervical radiculopathy is suspected, clinicians should include the following
staged provocative maneuvers in the physical evaluation: extension and side bending first,
followed by the addition of axial compression in cases with an inconclusive effect.144

 

Neck Hyperextension Test (Jackson’s Test)
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Figure 17.33

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with bilateral arms relaxed at sides
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client
 

Movement

The client actively hyperextends the neck. If no symptoms are produced, the clinician
applies overpressure into cervical extension.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of concordant pain into shoulder or arm.
 

Statistics

SN 25 (NR), SP 90 (NR), +LR 2.5, −LR 0.83, QUADAS 8, in a study of 65 clients
(mean age 53.1 years; 27 women; duration of symptoms NR), using MRI as a reference
standard.143
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Cervical Distraction Test
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Figure 17.34

 

 

Client Position

Supine with arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Sitting, directly facing client
 

Movement

The clinician grasps the back of the client’s head (particularly the occipital condyles
bilaterally) with one hand (right as shown) and places the other hand (left as shown) just
below the client’s chin. The clinician applies a traction force with bilateral arms and
reassesses the client’s symptoms.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reduction of concordant pain during distraction.
 

Reliability

(κ) 0.88
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Statistics

SN 44 (21-67), SP 90 (82-98), +LR 4.4, −LR 0.63, QUADAS 10, in a study of 82
clients suspected to have cervical radiculopathy or carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age
45 ± 12 years; 41 women; duration of symptoms NR), using a reference standard of
electromyography and nerve conduction study.18

SN 40 (NR), SP 100 (NR), +LR Inf, −LR 0.40, QUADAS 10, in a study of 69
clients with cervical disc disease (median age was 52 years; 16 women; duration of
symptoms NR), using a reference standard of cervical myelography.140

 

Brachial Plexus Compression Test
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Figure 17.35

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind client
 

Movement

The clinician applies firm compression to the client’s brachial plexus by squeezing the
plexus under the thumb or fingers.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reduction of concordant pain into the shoulder or arm.
 

Statistics

SN 69 (NR), SP 83 (NR), +LR 4.1, −LR 0.4, QUADAS 8, in a study of 65 clients
(mean age 53.1 years; 27 women; duration of symptoms NR) with symptoms suggestive of
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a cervical cord lesion, and using MRI as a reference standard.143

 

Upper Limb Neurodynamic Test: Median Nerve Bias

Refer to chapter 7 (Orthopedic Screening and Nervous System Examination) for more
detail on this test.
 

Critical Clinical Pearls

When performing a neural dynamic assessment (in this example, the upper limb
tension test, or ULTT), it is important to keep the following in mind:

The client who truly has neurodynamic dysfunction could be easily provoked with
these tests. Therefore, it is important to try to ascertain their level of symptom
irritability prior to testing and to take this into account during testing.
This type of testing should be performed sequentially.
Each preceding maneuver must be maintained when performing the next movement
in the sequence (assuming no previous concordant symptoms have already been
reproduced).
More provoking movements are not required once symptoms are reproduced.
Remember the criteria for a (+) test.

 

Cervical Radiculopathy Test Item Cluster

Four criteria: cervical rotation < 60°, (+) Spurling’s test, (+) distraction test, and (+)
upper limb neurodynamic test (median nerve bias).18

2 of 4 (+) tests: SN 39, SP 56, +LR 0.9, −LR 1.1
3 of 4 (+) tests: SN 39, SP 94, +LR 6.1, −LR 0.64
4 of 4 (+) tests: SN 24, SP 99, +LR 30.3, −LR 0.76

 

Lhermitte’s Sign

This test is also thought to signify the possible presence of spinal cord conditions,
including multiple sclerosis, tumors, or other space-occupying lesions,145 and it should be
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considered part of the screening examination.
 

Client Position

Sitting with arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement

The clinician introduces lower cervical flexion.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is production of an electrical-type response or sensation of pins and needles
near the end of motion.
 

Statistics

SN 3 (NR), SP 97 (NR), +LR 1.0, −LR 1.0, QUADAS 8, in a study of 65 clients
(mean age 53.1 years; 27 women; duration of symptoms NR) with symptoms suggestive of
a cervical cord lesion, and using MRI as a reference standard.143

 

Cervical Nerve Root Compression

 

Arm Squeeze Test
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Figure 17.36

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client
 

Movement

The clinician applies a firm squeeze with the hand (right as shown) (simultaneous
thumb and fingers compression, thumb from posterior [triceps muscle] and fingers from
anterior [biceps muscle]) to the middle third of the client’s upper arm with approximately 6
to 8 kg force.
 

Assessment

A test was considered (+) when the VAS pain rating was 3 points higher on pressure at
this location compared with digital pressure on the acromioclavicular joint and anterolateral
subacromial areas of the shoulder.
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Statistics

SN 95 (85-99), SP 96 (87-99), +LR 24, −LR 0.05, QUADAS 8, in a study of 1,567
clients (mean age 57 ± 15 years; 930 women; duration of symptoms NR) with complaints
of shoulder pain and clinical examination of the cervical spine, the shoulder, and the upper
limb; using electromyography (for C5 to T1 roots), X-rays (AP and lateral view), and MRI
of the cervical spine as a reference standard; 350 asymptomatic clients were also assessed
(mean age 55 years, 200 women).123

 

Abduction Extension Cervical Nerve Root Stress Test
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Figure 17.37

 

 

Client Position

Standing with arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client to the side of the arm to be tested
 

Movement

The clinician abducts the client’s shoulder (not exceeding 90°), slightly flexes the elbow,
and asks the client to turn their head away from the side being assessed. The clinician then
applies a moderate posterior to anterior pressure on the posterior humeral head (with left
hand as shown) while simultaneously horizontally abducting the arm 30°. The clinician
holds this position for a few seconds and then asks the client about new or exacerbating
pain or paresthesia along a dermatome.
 

Assessment

A test was considered (+) if the client reported new pain or paresthesia, or exacerbation
of preexisting pain or paresthesia along a dermatome.
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Statistics

SN 79 (NR), SP 98 (NR), +LR 40, −LR 0.21, QUADAS 8, in a study of 24 clients
(mean age 51 ± 13 years; gender and duration of symptoms NR) with cervical
radiculopathy; using MRI of the cervical spine as a reference standard; 65 control group
clients seen for reasons other than cervical radiculopathy were also assessed (mean age 56 ±
16 years; gender and duration of symptoms NR).146

 

Note

This study assessed nerve root tension and compression on cadavers as a correlation in
this study.
 

Critical Clinical Pearls

When examining the client for the potential presence or absence of cervical
radiculopathy, keep the following in mind:

Various cervical spine levels, when involved, will likely have different presentations
(e.g., dermatomal pain and sensory distribution, myotomal level weakness reflecting
the level).
Utilization of tests with the highest diagnostic accuracy is suggested (cervical rotation
< 60°, (+) ULTT (median nerve bias), (+) Spurling’s test, and (+) distraction test).
The arm squeeze test and the abduction extension cervical nerve root stress test are
relatively newly described. Although they demonstrate potentially strong diagnostic
accuracy, they were performed in studies of higher bias.
As with all pathologies, the entire funnel examination should provide the clinician
with findings to support or refute the presence of cervical radiculopathy.
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Palpation

Palpation of the cervical spine requires practice and special attention to detail of the
structure being palpated. Due to the fact that several of the structures are deep, in close
proximity to major vessels anteriorly, and small in size, caution and detail is necessary when
palpating these structures. Reference to more easily palpable landmarks (table 17.7) may
assist the clinician in determination of appropriate spinous level. Additionally,
determination of the exact level of the spine being palpated may have limited clinical
utility.
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Posterior Aspect

The posterior aspect of the cervical spine is most likely what the clinician considers
when performing palpation assessment of this region of the body. This section describes the
bony and soft-tissue structures that the clinician may want to consider regarding palpation
of the posterior cervical spine.

Bony Structures

Inion (external occipital protuberance): The clinician places their fingers on the
medial aspect of the base of the client’s skull, then moves the hands slightly superiorly
into the hairline and feels for a rounded prominence. This structure is sometimes
referred to as the bump of knowledge.
Superior nuchal line: From the inion, the clinician can move their fingers laterally
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and inferiorly diagonally toward the mastoid process. They will then feel the ridge of
the superior nuchal line under their fingers.
Occiput: The clinician places their hands under the base of the client’s head and
allows their fingertips to rest on the most inferior aspect.
Mastoid process: The clinician places their fingers directly under the client’s
earlobes, feeling a rounded prominence on each side under their fingers (figure
17.38).
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Figure 17.38 Palpation of the mastoid process.

 

Transverse process of C1: The clinician should place their fingers just inferior and
posterior to the mastoid process (figure 17.39). Although this structure can be deep,
the clinician should be careful not to press too firmly since it is often tender to
palpation.
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Figure 17.39 Palpation of the transverse process of C1.

 

Spinous process of C2: The clinician places their fingers on the inion and moves
inferiorly into an indentation. As the clinician continues to move inferiorly, the first
rounded prominence that they will feel is the spinous process of C2.
Spinous processes: The clinician places their middle fingers in the upper portion of
the midline of the posterior aspect of the neck. They will feel blunt prominences
under their fingers. They can start counting the spinous processes from C2 caudally.
The normal spine has a natural lordosis. Note that the spinous processes of C3, C4,
and C5 are deeper and closer together, making them difficult to differentiate
individually.
Spinous process of C7: This is normally the longest of all the cervical spinous
processes. It is referred to as the prominens. Sometimes it can be of the same length as
T1. To determine C7, the clinician places one finger on the presumed C7, one over
C6, and a third finger over T1, and then has the client extend their head slightly
(figure 17.40). The C6 vertebra will drop off slightly at the beginning of the
movement, followed by C7 with a slight increase in extension, and T1 will not drop
off at all. T1 is immobilized by the first ribs bilaterally.
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Figure 17.40 Palpation of the spinous process of C7.

 

Articular pillar (facet joints): The clinician moves their fingers laterally
approximately 2 cm from the spinous processes, over the erector spinae until they
find a depression—this is the articular pillar. As the clinician palpates in a caudal
direction, they will be able to differentiate the joint lines of the facet joints because
they feel like a stick of bamboo. If the joints have deteriorated due to osteoarthritis,
they become enlarged and are not as clearly delineated. These facet joints can be
normally tender to palpation.
Transverse processes of cervical spine: The clinician moves their fingers to the most
lateral aspect of the client’s neck, where they will feel a series of blunt prominences.
These are the transverse processes, which are often referred to the as the anterior and
posterior tubercles. These also are often normally tender to palpation.
Spinous processes of thoracic spine: These are longer and more slender than those
of the cervical spine. They are usually prominent enough to palpate in respect to each
other from cranial to caudal. Landmarks from the table can be used as described
previously.
Transverse processes of the thoracic spine: These are slightly lateral to the facet
joints.
Spine of scapula: The clinician can palpate the posterior aspect of the acromion and
follow it medially along the ridge of the spine of the scapula as it tapers and ends at
the level of the spinous process of the 3rd thoracic vertebra.
Medial border of the scapula: The clinician can move superiorly from the medial
aspect of the spine of the scapula until they palpate the superior angle, which is
located at the level of the 2nd thoracic vertebra. The levator scapula is attached here,
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and this area is often tender to palpation. The inferior angle of the scapula is located
at the level of T7.

Soft-Tissue Structures

Trapezius: See chapter 18.
Suboccipital muscles: To palpate this group of muscles, the clinician can place their
fingertips at the base of the occiput while the client is supine. These muscles are very
deep, and the clinician is most likely palpating the fascia and superficial muscles.
These muscles can also often be in spasm and are often very tender to palpation.
Ligamentum nuchae: Its superficial portion has its attachment to the external
occipital protuberance and C7. The clinician can have the client flex their neck
before attempting palpation. This structure is easily palpable directly over the spinous
processes. This ligament continues caudally as the supraspinous and interspinous
ligaments.
Levator scapulae: This is attached to the transverse processes of C1-4 and the
superior medial aspect of the scapula. Tenderness is often noted over its distal
attachment on the superior medial border of the scapula. The clinician can palpate
along the superior medial border of the scapula with the client in the supine or prone
position. The clinician should have the client turn their head in the opposite
direction to increase the tension on the muscle.

Anterior Aspect

The anterior aspect of the cervical spine is less likely what the clinician considers when
performing palpation assessment of this region of the body. This section describes the bony
and soft-tissue structures that the clinician may want to consider regarding palpation of the
anterior cervical spine.

Bony Structures

Hyoid bone: This is located at the anterior aspect of C3-4. It is often used as a
landmark for locating the C3 spinous process. Using their thumb and index finger,
the clinician can surround the most superior aspects of the structure and move it
from side to side. The clinician may have to ask the client to slightly extend their
neck in order to more easily palpate this structure (figure 17.41).
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Figure 17.41 Palpation of the hyoid bone.

 

Thyroid cartilage: This is commonly referred to as the Adam’s apple. It is located at
the anterior aspect of the C4 vertebral body and is partially covered by the thyroid
gland.
First cricoid ring: The clinician can continue to palpate inferiorly until they reach a
slightly softer tissue at the level of the C6 vertebrae. Palpation of this area can often
be naturally unpleasant.
Suprasternal notch: The clinician can stand directly facing client and use their index
finger to locate the triangular notch between the two clavicles.
Sternal angle (angle of Louis): The clinician may continue inferiorly approximately
5 cm until they locate a transverse ridge where the manubrium joins the sternum.
Second rib: If the clinician continues directly laterally from this location, they will
find the attachment of the second rib.
First rib: This structure can be difficult to palpate because it is located behind and
inferior to the clavicle. If the clavicle is elevated, the clinician can move their fingers
posterior and inferior from the middle one-third of the clavicle, where they will locate
the 1st rib just anterior to the trapezius (figure 17.42). It is normally tender to
palpation.
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Figure 17.42 Palpation of the first rib. Posteriorly, the clinician pushes back the superior
fibers of the trapezius muscle.

 

First costal cartilage: The clinician can place their index finger immediately below
the clavicle and in contact with the lateral border of the manubrium. If necessary, the
clinician can ask the client to perform rapid, repeated high costal inspirations to
make it easier to palpate this structure.
Ribs: The second rib is the most superior rib palpable on the anterior part of the
chest. The clinician should locate the second rib as previously described. They can
then proceed inferiorly and count the ribs by placing their fingers in the intercostal
spaces. The 5th rib is located at the xiphisternal junction. The clinician should note
the symmetry of alignment and movement.
There are seven true ribs, three false ribs (ribs 8, 9, and 10), and two floating ribs
(ribs 11 and 12).

Soft-Tissue Structures

Sternocleidomastoid muscle: The clinician can ask the client to side bend the head
toward and rotate away (against slight resistance from the clinician) from the side of
the muscle they are palpating. The clinician then palpates the distal attachments on
the manubrium of the sternum and the medial aspect of the clavicle. They next
follow the muscle superiorly and laterally up to the mastoid process, then move just
medial from here to feel the occipital pulse just distal to the superior nuchal line.
Scalene muscles: Both the anterior and medial scalene attach distally to the 1st rib.
Compression of the subclavian artery and brachial plexus between these structures
can be noted in TOS. The posterior scalene attaches distally to the 2nd rib. The
clinician can place their fingers over the lateral aspect of the client’s neck in the
anterior triangle and ask the client to side bend away to put these muscles on a
stretch. Inhalation can also make these muscles more prominent for palpation.
Lymph node chain: These are present as several nodes throughout neck. They are
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not normally palpable except if enlarged due to disease. The clinician can use their
thumb and finger to surround the SCM for palpation.
Subclavian artery: The clinician may locate the clavicular portion of the SCM by
asking the client to turn the head away. They next place a large digital grip on the
medial one-third of the clavicle on the SCM muscle, and then they will feel the pulse
of this artery.
Carotid pulse: The clinician can locate the SCM and place their index and middle
fingers medial to the midsection of the muscle belly, and then carefully press toward
the transverse processes of the cervical spine. Having the client rotate the head toward
the side being palpating to decrease the tension on the muscles in this area will help
with palpation.
Brachial plexus: This approach is identical to that of the subclavian artery. This
structure can be felt as a full cylindrical cord. To tighten this structure and thus make
it more perceptible, the clinician can ask the subject to perform a contralateral lateral
flexion of the head and place the upper limb of the subject in ER and extension.
Parotid gland: This gland is not normally palpable. If it is enlarged, it can be
palpated in the area of the mandibular angle and anterior to the SCM.
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Physical Performance Measures

The craniocervical flexion test (CCFT) is a clinical test of the anatomical action of the
deep cervical flexor muscles, the longus capitis, and longus colli. The CCFT could be
described as a test of neuromotor control. The features assessed are the activation and
isometric endurance of the deep cervical flexors as well as their interaction with the
superficial cervical flexors during the performance of five progressive stages of increasing
craniocervical flexion range of motion. It is a low-load test performed in the supine position
with the client guided to each stage by feedback from a pressure sensor placed behind the
neck. While the test in the clinical setting provides only an indirect measure of
performance, the construct validity of the CCFT has been verified in a laboratory setting by
direct measurement of deep and superficial flexor muscle activity. Specifically, the client
performs a head nod (craniocervical flexion) in five progressive stages of increasing range.
Feedback to the client is provided by the pressure sensor positioned behind the neck and,
targeted 2 mmHg increases in pressure are made from a baseline of 20 to 30 mmHg.

Clients with neck pain disorders, compared to controls, have an altered neuromotor
control strategy during craniocervical flexion characterized by reduced activity in the deep
cervical flexors and increased activity in the superficial flexors, usually accompanied by
altered movement strategies. These clients also display reduced isometric endurance of the
deep cervical flexor muscles. The muscle impairment identified with the CCFT appears to
be generic to neck pain disorders of various etiologies.147

A similar test for the cervical spine is the deep neck flexor endurance test. The client lies
supine and performs craniocervical flexion. Next, the clinician draws a line across the skin
folds in the neck that are created due to this motion. Additionally, the clinician places their
hand just below the posterior occiput. The client is instructed to hold this position for as
long as possible. The test is terminated if the edges of the lines no longer approximate each
other or if the client’s head touches the clinician’s hand for more than 1 second. Mean
endurance time has been investigated in two separate studies. The mean endurance for
women without neck pain was 14.5 ± 4.3 seconds; for men without neck pain, it was 18.2
± 3.3 seconds.148 Neck flexor muscle endurance test results for the group without neck pain
(mean = 38.95 ± 26.4 s) and the group with neck pain (mean = 24.1 ± 12.8 s) were
significantly different.149

The endurance test of the short neck flexors can be regarded as appropriate instruments
for measuring different aspects of neck muscle function in clients with nonspecific neck
pain.150 Refer to chapter 21 (Shoulder) for additional regionally related physical
performance tests.
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Common Orthopedic Conditions of the Cervical Spine

While it is impossible to distinctly describe various pathological presentations of the
cervical spine, there are evidence-based findings supportive of particular pathologies of this
region of the body. Therefore, the intent of this section of the chapter is to present current
evidence-supported findings suggestive of cervical spine pathologies. As previously
described in chapter 4 (Evidence-Based Practice and Client Examination), though, not all
examination findings are absolutely supported with clinical evidence, and the clinician
should also rely on clinical experience and input from the client when performing
differential diagnosis of a client’s presentation of pain and dysfunction.

Various cervical spine pain causes have been described in the literature including, but
not limited to, osteoarthritis, disc disorders, trauma, myofascial pain syndrome, torticollis,
and whiplash. Clearly defined diagnostic criteria have not been established for these
conditions. As in the case for LBP, a pathoanatomical cause is not discernible in the
majority of clients presenting with complaints of neck pain and neck-related symptoms of
the upper quarter.151

Clarification on specific terminology of similar types of pathologies in the spine is
necessary prior to investigating the examination for each of these pathologies. General
definitions are given here and additional detail is given for each pathology in the sections
that follow. Stenosis is an abnormal narrowing in a blood vessel or other tubular organ or
structure. With respect to the cervical spine, this would include the central canal (where the
spinal cord runs) and the intervertebral foramen bilaterally (where the nerve roots exit the
spine). Spondylosis is degenerative osteoarthritis of the joints between spinal vertebral
levels. Spondylolysis is a defect of the pars interarticularis of a vertebra, and
spondylolisthesis is the anterior displacement or posterior displacement (retrolisthesis) of a
vertebra or the vertebral column in relation to the vertebra below.

Cervical spine degeneration (spondylosis) can involve various forms of stenosis and
(dependent on the location of this stenosis) can have different clinical presentation. Figure
17.43 helps delineate these differences. Degeneration of the spine involving the spinal canal
will result in central canal stenosis and the potential for myelopathy and upper motor
neuron signs, since it involves encroachment on part of the central nervous system (spinal
cord). Lateral foraminal stenosis (due to various reasons including radiculopathy, bone
spurs, etc.) can result in nerve root involvement and the potential for lower motor neuron
signs and symptoms (since it involves encroachment on the peripheral nervous system).
Spinal degeneration can also result in axial cervical pain without true or hard neurological
findings (e.g., reflex changes, abnormal sensation, abnormal myotomes). In such cases, the
client may have a combination of neck and arm pain (radiculitis).
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Figure 17.43 Cervical spine degeneration. UMN = upper motor neuron; LMN = lower
motor neuron; (−) negative.

 

Cervical Spine Spondylosis (Degenerative Disc Disease, Spinal Arthritis)

ICD-9: 721.0 (cervical spondylosis without myelopathy); 721.1 (cervical spondylosis
with myelopathy)
ICD-10: M48 (spinal stenosis); M50 (cervical disc disorders); M50.3 (cervical disc
degeneration)

Spondylosis is a degenerative osteoarthritis of the joints between the center of the spinal
vertebrae and neural foramina. If this condition occurs in the facet joints, it can be
considered facet syndrome. If severe, it may cause pressure on nerve roots with subsequent
sensory or motor disturbances, such as pain, paresthesia, or muscle weakness in the limbs.

When the space between two adjacent vertebrae narrows, compression of a nerve root
emerging from the spinal cord may result in radiculopathy (sensory and motor
disturbances, such as severe pain in the neck, shoulder, arm, back, or leg, accompanied by
muscle weakness). Less commonly, direct pressure on the spinal cord (typically in the
cervical spine) may result in myelopathy, characterized by global weakness, gait
dysfunction, loss of balance, and loss of bowel or bladder control. The client may
experience a phenomenon of tingling or burning (paresthesia) in hands and legs because of
nerve compression and lack of blood flow. If vertebrae of the neck are involved, it is
referred to as cervical spondylosis. Lower back spondylosis is termed lumbar spondylosis.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

The client frequently complains of general, diffuse neck pain, as well as stiffness and
limited ROM.
In more severe cases, the client will complain of radiating pain down one arm (nerve
root impingement) or bilateral arms (in cases of spinal canal impingement), as well as
sensory or motor disturbances (such as pain, paresthesia, or muscle weakness in the
arms).
Looking up overhead (into extension) and turning the head to the involved side are
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commonly painful.
Clients are typically older adults with forward head and poor posture.11, 152

Clients may report radiculopathy or myelopathy-related symptoms.

Outcome Measures

Any relevant clinical outcome measure can be used.
The MDC for the PSFS in cervical radiculopathy clients has been reported to be 2.1
points, with an MCID of 2.0.42

Pain drawing is helpful for determining the distribution of symptoms.153

Diagnostic Imaging

Radiographic findings include joint space narrowing, bone sclerosis, periarticular
cysts, and osteophytes. Refer to chapter 6 for a definition of OA according to
Kellgren and Lawrence.154

II. Observation

Forward head posture is more likely in older clients.152

Reduced cervical flexion and rotation were found with clients demonstrating forward
head posture and thoracic kyphosis.152

II. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
An alert, asymptomatic client without distracting injury or neurological deficit who is
able to complete a functional ROM examination may be safely cleared from cervical
spine immobilization without radiographic evaluation (SN 98).60

Canadian C-Spine Rule: demonstrated better diagnostic accuracy (SN range 90-100)
than either the NEXUS criteria (SN range 83-100)58 or physician clinical judgment
alone (SN 92)59 and, therefore, an improved ability to rule out an actual fracture.
Alar ligament testing:

Significant variability in diagnostic accuracy (SN 69-100, −LR 0.29–0.31; SP
72-96, +LR 18-Inf) with improved ability to rule in versus rule out alar
ligament insufficiency with less complex testing.107

Better ability to rule in (SP 96-100, +LR 18-Inf) versus rule out (SN 72, −LR
0.30) alar ligament insufficiency with more complex testing.107

Sharp-Purser test: demonstrates stronger ability to rule in (SP 96, +LR 17.3) than
rule out (SN 69, −LR 0.32) transverse ligament insufficiency.108

More complex transverse ligament testing is also better able to rule in (SP 99, +LR
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65) than rule out (SN 65, −LR 0.35) transverse ligament insufficiency.107

Cervical rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 100, +LR 83.3) potential vertebrobasilar
ischemia.115

Combined cervical extension and rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 98, +LR 4.2) a
potential upper cervical neurovascular compromise.117

Clinical examinations for myelopathy are mostly SP, and lack SN; the majority of
current studies are of poor to moderate quality.81 The clinician should then be
cautious with interpretation of (+) or (−) clinical examination findings when testing
for myelopathy.

IV. Motion Tests

Assessment of cervical spine ROM is reliable across various clients and measurement
devices.124-126

Decreased cervical rotation (<60°) toward involved side is common for those with
radiculopathy.18

Elderly clients have been shown to have decreased ROM in all planes compared to
their younger counterparts, for both men and women.130, 131 The elderly group also
had a wider variation of cervical ROM values as compared to the younger group.
Women were found to have greater ROM in all cohort age groups.130

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Coordination, strength, and endurance deficits of neck and upper quarter muscles
(longus colli, middle trapezius, lower trapezius, and serratus anterior) are common in
clients with movement coordination impairments.11

Chronic neck pain clients, on average, have lower neck muscle strength compared
with controls.35

VI. Special Tests

Spurling’s test: A (+) test had less than good ability to help rule in (SP 86, +LR 3.5)
cervical radiculopathy in one study18 and a good ability to help rule out (SN 92, −LR
0.07) and rule in (SP 95, +LR 18.6) cervical radiculopathy in another study.122

PA glides: Lack of a mobility restriction or concordant pain with PA glides of the
cervical spine helps rule out (SN 100,31 SN 89134) facet joint involvement.

A detected mobility restriction or concordant pain helps rule in (SP 100) facet
joint involvement.31

Hypomobility and reproduction of concordant pain demonstrates greater
diagnostic accuracy (SN 100, SP 100) than detection of hypomobility alone.31,

134
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VII. Palpation

Localized tenderness over the facet joints without other root tension signs or
neurologic signs may indicate facet joint pain.155

If the muscle (strain) or ligament (sprain) is palpable, it likely will be tender to
palpation.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

The CCFT, deep neck flexor endurance test, and progressive isoinertial lifting
evaluation (if appropriate) can be used.
Clients with chronic neck pain may perform less well on certain functional tests (e.g.,
lifting, reaching).35

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain control (if client is pain dominant), mobility, and exercise and conditioning
may be used.

Cervical Spine Myelopathy

ICD-9: 336.9 (unspecified disease of spinal cord); 721.1 (cervical spondylosis with
myelopathy)
ICD-10: G95; M48 (spinal stenosis); M50 (cervical disc disorder with myelopathy);
M50.3 (cervical disc degeneration)

Myelopathy is a pathology of the spinal cord. When this pathology is due to trauma, it
is referred to as a spinal cord injury. Myelopathy can be due to anything creating pressure or
insult to the spinal cord. In the musculoskeletal client, this is most likely due to the
intervertebral disc, nerve root adhesions or scar tissue, or the surrounding bone, muscle,
cartilage, or tendon. It is characterized by a variable distribution pattern and may involve
clinical findings in the legs initially, with subsequent gait changes, leg weakness, and
spasticity.156, 157 Clinical signs and symptoms are dependent on the level of spinal cord
involvement (cervical, thoracic, or lumbar). These signs and symptoms are also dependent
on the extent of the pathology (anterior, posterior, or lateral portion of the spinal cord).

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

The lack of the presence of at least one clinical finding helped rule out myelopathy
(SN 94, −LR 0.18), while the presence of three out of five (+) findings helped rule in
myelopathy (SP 99, +LR 30.9), QUADAS 8:33

Gait deviation
(+) Hoffmann’s sign
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(+) Inverted supinator sign
(+) Babinski test
Age > 45 years

Signs and symptoms of clinical myelopathy of the cervical spine may include the
following:

Sensory deficits are typically inconsistent and typically occur later on, and
occur more typically in the arms than in the leg.157

Upper motor neuron signs (weakness, increased muscle tone, spasticity,
clumsiness, altered gait due to balance dysfunction).157

Clients may describe bowel or bladder symptoms and sexual dysfunction.
Clumsiness in gait.158, 159

Neck and shoulder stiffness.160, 161

Paresthesia in one or both arms or hands.162

Leg stiffness or weakness preceding bowel and bladder symptoms.157

Spasticity or hyperreflexia.157, 159

The client with cervical myelopathy (CM) may actually present with
hyperreflexia below the affected level and hyporeflexia at the level specifically
involved.156

Uncommon symptoms can include restless legs. Other symptoms that may be
attributed to compression of the vertebral artery may include nausea, dizziness,
and dysphagia.156

Outcome Measures

Subjective pain ratings and pain constancy scores were not helpful for ruling in or
ruling out myelopathy.33

The Japanese Orthopaedic Association Score is effective at measuring changes in a
client’s condition. It measures physical function constructs and sensory
involvement.163, 164

The European Myelopathy Score is a disease-specific, physician-oriented scale that
measures a number of constructs of function.163, 164

II. Observation

Due to decreased intervertebral and spinal canal space with extension and side
bending, the client may be unwilling or hesitant to perform activities involving these
motions.
Since these clients are more likely to be older adults, poor posture may be a common
presentation. Reduced cervical flexion and rotation were found with clients
demonstrating forward head posture and thoracic kyphosis.152

Gait changes may include trembling and cramping of thigh and calf muscles,
difficulty negotiating steps or curbs, as well as difficulty getting into and out of a
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vehicle.158, 159

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
History is used for triage, during which red flags should be identified and yellow flags
assessed.53

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
An alert, asymptomatic client without distracting injury or neurological deficit who is
able to complete a functional ROM examination may be safely cleared from cervical
spine immobilization without radiographic evaluation (SN 98).60

Canadian C-Spine rule: demonstrated better diagnostic accuracy (SN range 90-100)
than either the NEXUS criteria (SN range 83-100)58 or physician clinical judgment
alone (SN 92)59 and, therefore, an improved ability to rule out an actual fracture.
Alar ligament testing:

Significant variability in diagnostic accuracy (SN 69-100, −LR 0.29–0.31; SP
72-96, +LR 18-Inf) with improved ability to rule in versus rule out alar
ligament insufficiency with less complex testing.107

Better ability to rule in (SP 96-100, +LR 18-Inf) versus rule out (SN 72, −LR
0.30) alar ligament insufficiency with more complex testing.107

Sharp-Purser test: demonstrates stronger ability to rule in (SP 96, +LR 17.3) than
rule out (SN 69, −LR 0.32) transverse ligament insufficiency.108

More complex transverse ligament testing is also better able to rule in (SP 99, +LR
65) than rule out (SN 65, −LR 0.35) transverse ligament insufficiency.107

Cervical rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 100, +LR 83.3) potential vertebrobasilar
ischemia.115

Combined cervical extension and rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 98, +LR 4.2)
potential upper cervical neurovascular compromise.117

Clinical examinations for myelopathy are mostly SP and lack SN; the majority of
current studies are of poor to moderate quality.81 The clinician should then be
cautious with interpretation of (+) or (−) clinical examination findings when testing
for myelopathy.
Clients are likely to present with increased reflexes, muscle tone, and potential for
pathological reflexes (e.g., Babinski, clonus, Hoffman’s).165

IV. Motion Tests

Assessment of cervical spine ROM is reliable across various clients and measurement
devices.124-126
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Elderly clients have been shown to have decreased ROM in all planes compared to
their younger counterparts, for both men and women.130, 131 The elderly group also
had a wider variation of cervical ROM values as compared to the younger group.
Women were found to have greater ROM in all cohort age groups.130

Both active and passive ROM are often limited.
ROM limitations in arms were inconsistently found.
Cervical spine extension may produce symptoms down the spine.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Coordination, strength, and endurance deficits of neck and upper quarter muscles
(longus colli, middle trapezius, lower trapezius, and serratus anterior) are common in
clients with movement coordination impairments.11

Chronic neck pain clients, on average, have lower neck muscle strength compared
with controls.35

VI. Special Tests

Overall, myelopathic signs are not highly SN in diagnosing the presence of cervical
myelopathy, since 21% of clients with cervical myelopathy failed to demonstrate any
myelopathic signs.166

No correlation exists between the presence of myelopathic signs and diabetes.
However, those with cord signal changes on MRI were significantly more likely to
demonstrate myelopathic signs.166

Tests such as single leg stance, tandem gait, and balance exercises are often very
difficult for clients with cervical myelopathy.
Hoffman’s reflex: has demonstrated the ability to rule out (SN 94) cervical
myelopathy, although this study was performed on 16 clients without cervical pain or
radiculopathy and with a positive Hoffmann’s reflex.167 Hoffman’s reflex
demonstrated less impressive ability to rule in CM or UMN disorder (SP 84, +LR
3.7) in a poorly designed study of 39 clients with CM and 37 controls.166

Babinski test: demonstrated the strongest diagnostic value of all tests for confirmation
of CM in one well-designed study comparing multiple tests (SP 92, +LR 4.0).168

Inverted supinator sign: has limited ability to rule in (SP 78) or rule out (SN 61) CM
or UMN disorder.168

Clonus: is a very poor screening test, but it has demonstrated better ability to rule in
CM or UMN disorder in two fairly well-designed studies (SP 99, +LR 5.4,
QUADAS 7;33 SP 96, +LR 2.7, QUADAS 11168).
Suprapatellar reflex (a quick striking reflex hammer to the suprapatellar tendon): A
(+) test (hyperreflexive knee extension) helps rule in (SP 97, +LR 6.9) CM or UMN
disorder.33

Achilles tendon reflex (hyperreflexia): A (+) test helps rule in (SP 98, +LR 7.8) CM or
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UMN disorder.33

No improvement in posttest probability was determined after clustering findings
such as clumsiness in hands, gait problems, clonus, the Babinski test, Hoffman’s
reflex, and others.168

VII. Palpation

Stiffness in legs, spasticity, and widespread numbness to palpation may be noted.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

The CCFT, deep neck flexor endurance test, and possibly the progressive isoinertial
lifting evaluation may be used.
Clients with chronic neck pain may perform less well on certain functional tests (e.g.,
lifting, reaching).35

The Tally counter (pushing the button of a tally counter as many times as possible in
10 seconds),169 foot tapping (tapping foot as many times as possible in 10 seconds
with heel on ground and sitting in a chair), and grip and release (repeatedly flexing
and releasing their fingers as fast as possible in sitting)170 tests are suggested for these
clients as an assessment that is objective, quantitative, simple, reliable, and capable of
detecting small functional changes.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain (if client is pain dominant), exercise and conditioning, and possibly mobility or
stability (dependent on clinical presentation) may be used.

Cervical Radiculopathy

ICD-9: 723.4 (brachial neuritis or radiculitis)
ICD-10: G54; M54.1 (radiculopathy)

Radiculopathy is an encompassing term referring to a set of conditions in which one or
more nerves are affected, most significantly at the nerve root. The insult to the nerve occurs
at or near the root of the nerve (nerve root) as the peripheral nerve exits the spinal cord via
the lateral foramina. The affected nerve may be inflamed, compressed, or symptomatic due
to improper blood flow. Common causes of nerve root compression are from part of the
intervertebral disc, nerve root adhesions or scar tissue, or the surrounding bone, muscle,
cartilage, or tendon. Although the insult is at the nerve root, the symptoms are often felt
distal to that point because the entire length distal to the insult location is affected. This
can result in pain (radicular pain), weakness, numbness, or difficulty controlling specific
muscles. Therefore, in the cervical spine, symptoms will often be encountered distally in
the arms. Since this is a nerve root insult, cervical radiculopathy is a lower motor neuron
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dysfunction.
As with examination of all pathologies, a comprehensive examination is suggested. The

combination of history, physical examination, modern imaging techniques, and needle
EMG has been suggested for diagnosing the cause and site of cervical radiculopathy.35

Regarding the clinical examination for nerve root compression and radiculopathy,
consistent evidence suggests that testing is generally stronger for ruling out versus ruling in
the pathology.35

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Clients with cervical radiculopathy do have a loss of feeling (SP 92). Their most
bothersome location of symptoms is in the neck (SP 90) and arm above the elbow
(SP 93), greater than in the shoulder and scapula or below the elbow (SP 83 for
both).18

None of the subjective history showed the ability to rule out cervical radiculopathy.18

Pain with the Valsalva maneuver helps rule in (SP 94, +LR 3.7) the possibility of
cervical radiculopathy.18

Outcome Measures

The MDC for the NDI has been reported to range from 14 percentage points42 up
to 20 percentage points for cervical radiculopathy.37

The MDC for the PSFS in these clients has been reported to be 2.1 points, with an
MCID of 2.0.42

Pain drawing is helpful for determining the distribution of symptoms.153

Diagnostic Imaging

Evidence exists against the use of electrodiagnostic testing in clients with neck pain
without suspected radiculopathy.35

II. Observation

Reduced cervical flexion and rotation were found with clients demonstrating forward
head posture and thoracic kyphosis.152

Clients will often hold their head away from the involved side, avoiding rotation to
that side.171

A client may have decreased arm swing or display guarded posturing of involved arm;
they may cradle the arm or place it behind or on top of their head to reduce the
tension on the nerve root.172

III. Triage and Screening
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All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
History is used for triage, during which red flags should be identified and yellow flags
assessed.53

Radiculopathy typically presents with diminished deep tendon reflexes.
An alert, asymptomatic client without distracting injury or neurological deficit who is
able to complete a functional ROM examination may be safely cleared from cervical
spine immobilization without radiographic evaluation (SN 98).60

Canadian C-Spine Rule: demonstrated better diagnostic accuracy (SN range 90-100)
than either the NEXUS criteria (SN range 83-100)58 or physician clinical judgment
alone (SN 92)59 and, therefore, an improved ability to rule out an actual fracture.
Alar ligament testing:

Significant variability in diagnostic accuracy (SN 69-100, −LR 0.29–0.31; SP
72-96, +LR 18-Inf) with improved ability to rule in versus rule out alar
ligament insufficiency with less complex testing.107

Better ability to rule in (SP 96-100, +LR 18-Inf) versus rule out (SN 72, −LR
0.30) alar ligament insufficiency with more complex testing.107

Sharp-Purser test: demonstrates stronger ability to rule in (SP 96, +LR 17.3) than
rule out (SN 69, −LR 0.32) transverse ligament insufficiency.108

More complex transverse ligament testing is also better able to rule in (SP 99, +LR
65) than rule out (SN 65, −LR 0.35) transverse ligament insufficiency.107

Cervical rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 100, +LR 83.3) potential vertebrobasilar
ischemia.115

Combined cervical extension and rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 98, +LR 4.2) a
potential upper cervical neurovascular compromise.117

Sensitivity to light touch and pinprick are more reproducible than examinations
demonstrating decreased sensation.35

Clinical examinations for myelopathy are mostly SP and lack SN; the majority of
current studies are of poor to moderate quality.81 The clinician should then be
cautious with interpretation of (+) or (−) clinical examination findings when testing
for myelopathy.

IV. Motion Tests

Assessment of cervical spine ROM is reliable across various clients and measurement
devices.124-126

Elderly clients have been shown to have decreased ROM in all planes compared to
their younger counterparts, for both men and women.130, 131 The elderly group also
had a wider variation of cervical ROM values as compared to the younger group.
Women were found to have greater ROM in all cohort age groups.130

Decreased cervical rotation (<60°) toward involved side is common for those with
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radiculopathy.18

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Coordination, strength, and endurance deficits of neck and upper quarter muscles
(longus colli, middle trapezius, lower trapezius, and serratus anterior) are common in
clients with movement coordination impairments.11

Chronic neck pain clients, on average, have lower neck muscle strength compared
with controls.35

Neurological symptoms may lead to pain, motor weakness, or sensory deficits along
the affected nerve root.165

Advanced cervical radiculopathy cases may present with muscle wasting and
fasciculations.165

Manual muscle testing affords greater SP than either reflex or sensory testing, and
single-root-level involvement can be detected clinically 75% to 80% of the time.173

VI. Special Tests

Deep tendon reflexes: Loss of these reflexes is typically thought to be the most
reliable clinical finding for cervical radiculopathy.174

Upper limb tension test median nerve bias: A (−) test has ideal ability to help rule out
(SN 97, −LR 0.12) cervical radiculopathy.18

Spurling’s test: A (+) test had good ability to help rule in (SP 86, +LR 3.5) cervical
radiculopathy in one study,18 and a good ability to help rule out (SN 92, −LR 0.07)
and rule in (SP 95, +LR 18.6) cervical radiculopathy in another study.122

Distraction test: A (+) test has good (SP 90, +LR 4.4)18 and ideal ability to help rule
in (SP 100, +LR Inf) cervical radiculopathy.140

Valsalva test: A (+) test has good ability to help rule in (SP 94, +LR 3.5) cervical
radiculopathy.18

CPR variables include upper limb tension test (median nerve), Spurling’s test,
distraction test, and cervical rotation < 60° to ipsilateral side; posttest probabilities are
as follows: 18

2 (+) tests = 21%
3 (+) tests = 65%
4 (+) tests = 95%

A recent systematic review suggests that, when consistent with the history and other
physical findings, a positive Spurling’s test, traction or neck distraction, and Valsalva
maneuver might be indicative of a cervical radiculopathy, while a negative ULTT
might be used to rule it out. However, the lack of evidence precludes any firm
conclusions regarding their diagnostic value, especially when used in primary care.175

Bakody’s sign or shoulder abduction test: A (+) test for reduction of pain has good
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ability to help rule in (SP 80, +LR 1.9–2.2;140 SP 92, +LR 2.118) cervical
radiculopathy.
Brachial plexus compression test: A (+) test has good ability to help rule in (SP 83,
+LR 4.1) cervical radiculopathy.143

Neck hyperextension test: A (+) test has less than good ability to help rule in (SP 90,
+LR 2.5) cervical radiculopathy.143

Cervical hyperflexion: A (−) test (not reproducing the client’s concordant pain) has
good ability to help rule out (SN 89) cervical radiculopathy.18

Biceps brachii deep tendon reflex: An absent or reduced response with this test was
the single best traditional neurologic test to help rule in (SP 95, +LR 4.8) cervical
radiculopathy.18

Decreased triceps reflex (SP 92, 93) and decreased brachioradialis reflex (SP 94, 95)
have good ability to help rule in radiculopathy, although the +LRs are all <3 for these
tests.18, 176

Abduction extension cervical nerve root test: A (−) test has only fair ability to rule out
(SN 79, −LR 0.21) cervical radiculopathy or cervical nerve root compression, and a
(+) test also has only fair ability to help rule in (SP 98, +LR 40) the condition in a
study of moderate bias (QUADAS 8).146

Arm squeeze test: has only fair ability to help rule out (SN 95, −LR 0.05) cervical
nerve root compression with a (−) test and rule in (SP 96, +LR 24) the condition
with a (+) test (especially as compared to arm pain), although the study was of
moderate bias (QUADAS 8).123

PA glides: Lack of a mobility restriction or concordant pain with PA glides of the
cervical spine helps rule out (SN 100,31 SN 89134) facet joint involvement.

A detected mobility restriction or concordant pain helps rule in (SP 100) facet
joint involvement.31

Hypomobility and reproduction of concordant pain demonstrate greater
diagnostic accuracy (SN 100, SP 100) than detection of hypomobility alone.31,

134

VII. Palpation

Tenderness or pain as noted with the brachial plexus compression test helps rule in
(SP 83, +LR 4.1) more than rule out (SN 69, −LR 0.4) cervical radiculopathy.143

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

The CCFT, deep neck flexor endurance test and progressive isoinertial lifting
evaluation may be used.
Clients with chronic neck pain may perform less well on certain functional tests (e.g.,
lifting, reaching).35
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Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain control and mobility (most likely primary TBCs)
Exercise and conditioning

Differential Diagnosis of Cervical Spine Myelopathy and Cervical Spine
Radiculopathy

Myelopathy will present with upper motor neuron signs, while radiculopathy will
present with lower motor neuron signs.
Myelopathy is more likely to present with lower extremity involvement.
Myelopathy is more likely to present with multiple dermatomal level symptoms or
presentation versus radiculopathy, which is more likely to have a single dermatomal
level.
Myelopathy is more likely to present with bilateral extremity involvement versus the
unilateral level involvement seen with radiculopathy.
Myelopathy is more likely to present with signs and symptoms such as clumsiness in
gait, spasticity, and bowel or bladder symptoms.
Older age is more likely a variable to consider in those clients with myelopathy versus
radiculopathy.
Both pathologies are likely to present with neck stiffness or pain and pain radiating
away from the cervical spine.

 

Cervical Spine Instability/CAD

ICD-9: 728.4 (laxity of a ligament); 443.24 (desiccation of vertebral artery)
ICD-10: M24.2 (disorder of a ligament, unspecified site); 167.0 (dissection of
cerebral arteries, nonruptured); 160.7 (subarachnoid hemorrhage from intracranial
artery, unspecified)

Instability in the cervical spine is a condition of significant concern for the client and
clinician. Signs and symptoms are suggestive of potential ligamentous tear or cervical artery
dysfunction. These conditions most likely result from trauma or significant pathological
sequelae. These clients should be treated with significant caution.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Clients can report signs or symptoms suggestive of instability and CAD: dizziness,
diplopia, drop attacks, dysphagia, dysarthria, diaphoresis, ataxia, numbness (around
the lips), nystagmus, and nausea.
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Clients can report significant or minor mechanism or trauma related to onset of
symptoms.

Outcome Measures

Any appropriate clinical outcome measure can be used; the NDI and PSFS are most
likely.

Diagnostic Imaging

Transcranial Doppler (TCD) may be a useful screening method in clients with VBI
for the detection of large vessel occlusive disease of the intracranial vertebrobasilar
system. Remember that proximal vertebral artery stenoses will be missed by TCD.47

II. Observation

The clinician should be especially cognizant of the client who is unwilling to move
their head independent of their body (i.e., the client that turns their whole body to
look at something versus just turning their head).
Reduced cervical flexion and rotation were found with clients demonstrating forward
head posture and thoracic kyphosis.152

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
History is used for triage, during which red flags should be identified and yellow flags
assessed.53

The potential for cervical spine instability should be examined with the use of tools
such as NEXUS and the Canadian C-Spine Rules, as well as stability testing discussed
in this chapter.
An alert, asymptomatic client without distracting injury or neurological deficit who is
able to complete a functional ROM examination may be safely cleared from cervical
spine immobilization without radiographic evaluation (SN 98).60

Canadian C-Spine Rule: demonstrated better diagnostic accuracy (SN range 90-100)
than either the NEXUS criteria (SN range 83-100)58 or physician clinical judgment
alone (SN 92)59 and, therefore, an improved ability to rule out an actual fracture.
Alar ligament testing:

Significant variability in diagnostic accuracy (SN 69-100, −LR 0.29–0.31; SP
72-96, +LR 18-Inf) with improved ability to rule in versus rule out alar
ligament insufficiency with less complex testing.107

Better ability to rule in (SP 96-100, +LR 18-Inf) versus rule out (SN 72, −LR
0.30) alar ligament insufficiency with more complex testing.107
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Sharp-Purser test: demonstrates stronger ability to rule in (SP 96, +LR 17.3) than
rule out (SN 69, −LR 0.32) transverse ligament insufficiency.108

More complex transverse ligament testing is also better able to rule in (SP 99, +LR
65) than rule out (SN 65, −LR 0.35) transverse ligament insufficiency.107

Cervical rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 100, +LR 83.3) a potential
vertebrobasilar ischemia.115

Combined cervical extension and rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 98, +LR 4.2) a
potential upper cervical neurovascular compromise.117

Clinical examinations for myelopathy are mostly SP and lack SN; the majority of
current studies are of poor to moderate quality.81 The clinician should then be
cautious with interpretation of (+) or (−) clinical examination findings when testing
for myelopathy.

IV. Motion Tests

Assessment of cervical spine ROM is reliable across various clients and measurement
devices.124-126

The client will likely be very guarded and limited in ROM and will occasionally have
complaints of nausea or vomiting, dizziness, and so on.11

Elderly clients have been shown to have decreased ROM in all planes compared to
their younger counterparts, for both men and women.130, 131 The elderly group also
had a wider variation of cervical ROM values as compared to the younger group.
Women were found to have greater ROM in all cohort age groups.130

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Coordination, strength, and endurance deficits of neck and upper quarter muscles
(longus colli, middle trapezius, lower trapezius, and serratus anterior) are common in
clients with movement coordination impairments.11

Chronic neck pain clients, on average, have lower neck muscle strength compared
with controls.35

VI. Special Tests

Both side bending and rotation stress testing result in a measurable increase in length
of the contralateral alar ligament.177

Testing produces a consistent direct effect on the transverse ligament (anterior shear
testing) and the tectorial membrane (distraction testing) that is consistent with their
theorized mechanism for clinical use.178

Sharp-Purser Test: A (+) test has good ability to help rule in (SP 96, +LR 17) cervical
instability.108

Despite the fact that there are various tests for cervical spine stability or CAD, this is
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an area of underwhelming investigation. It is likely that several other well-designed
studies will be required prior to comprehension of the clinical utility of these various
tests.
Refer to the Triage and Screening section of this chapter to more fully elucidate these
tests, their current clinical utility, and overall comprehension of this diagnosis.

VII. Palpation

Careful palpation of the cervical spine with this diagnosis (if palpation is necessary at
all) is suggested.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

These tests are not suggested if this diagnosis is a potential suspicion.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Stability

Whiplash-Associated Disorder (WAD)

ICD-9: 847.0 (sprain of neck)
ICD-10: S13.4 (sprain and strain of cervical spine); S13.4XXA (sprain of ligaments
of spine)

Whiplash-associated disorder (WAD), more commonly termed whiplash, is a broad
term encompassing variable signs and symptoms related to cervical spine dysfunction
caused by or related to distortion of the cervical spine associated with cervical extension and
possibly with other directions of movement. The mechanism of injury is most frequently
associated with motor vehicle accidents (MVA) or high-speed collision contact injuries. A
wide variety of signs and symptoms are associated with whiplash injuries.24, 179-193 The
variability in signs and symptoms led to the use of the term whiplash-associated disorder.
The greatest levels of improvement in pain and disability post injury occur within 3
months, with little if any improvement after this period.192

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Poor prognostic factors for recovery:192

High neck pain intensity
Neurological symptoms
Women 2.7 times as likely to be unrecovered at 3 months
Older age
No seat belt used
Rear impact in MVA
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Reduced cervical ROM
Prior neck pain or headache
Anxiety or depression

Can have complaints of dizziness and unsteadiness.194

Central hypersensitivity.195

Complaints of sensory hypersensitivity.195

Psychological factors can potentially include pain catastrophizing, fear avoidance,
lower pain self-efficacy, and distress.195

Outcome Measures

Numerical pain rating scale.192

Neck Disability Index.192

Any appropriate clinical outcome measure may be used; the NDI and PSFS are most
likely.

Diagnostic Imaging

Fatty infiltration of the cervical extensor musculature was found in female clients
with WAD and not in clients with chronic neck pain or in healthy controls.196

II. Observation

Chronic neck pain due to WAD is associated with abnormal cervical spine motion
and gait patterns.32

The clinician should be especially cognizant of the client who is unwilling to move
their head independent of their body (i.e., the client who turns their whole body to
look at something versus just turning their head). This should alert the clinician to
the possibility of cervical spinal instability or CAD.
Reduced cervical flexion and rotation were found with clients demonstrating forward
head posture and thoracic kyphosis.152

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
History is used for triage, during which red flags should be identified and yellow flags
assessed.53

Due to the high frequency of whiplash in traumatic injury mechanisms, such as
motor vehicle accidents, dives, falls, and sporting injuries, as well as correlation
between head and cervical spine injuries, cervical spine fractures, instability, and
CAD testing should be ruled out when appropriate.
An alert, asymptomatic client without distracting injury or neurological deficit who is
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able to complete a functional ROM examination may be safely cleared from cervical
spine immobilization without radiographic evaluation (SN 98).60

Canadian C-Spine Rule: demonstrated better diagnostic accuracy (SN range 90-100)
than either the NEXUS criteria (SN range 83-100)58 or physician clinical judgment
alone (SN 92)59 and, therefore, an improved ability to rule out an actual fracture.
Alar ligament testing:

Significant variability in diagnostic accuracy (SN 69-100, −LR 0.29–0.31; SP
72-96, +LR 18-Inf) with improved ability to rule in versus rule out alar
ligament insufficiency with less complex testing.107

Better ability to rule in (SP 96-100, +LR 18-Inf) versus rule out (SN 72, −LR
0.30) alar ligament insufficiency with more complex testing.107

Sharp-Purser test: demonstrates stronger ability to rule in (SP 96, +LR 17.3) than
rule out (SN 69, −LR 0.32) transverse ligament insufficiency.108

More complex transverse ligament testing is also better able to rule in (SP 99, +LR
65) than rule out (SN 65, −LR 0.35) transverse ligament insufficiency.107

Cervical rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 100, +LR 83.3) a potential
vertebrobasilar ischemia.115

Combined cervical extension and rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 98, +LR 4.2) a
potential upper cervical neurovascular compromise.117

Clinical examinations for myelopathy are mostly SP and lack SN; the majority of
current studies are of poor to moderate quality.81 The clinician should then be
cautious with interpretation of (+) or (−) clinical examination findings when testing
for myelopathy.
Cold hyperalgesia or cold intolerance and impaired sympathetic vasoconstriction
have been described.197

These clients have demonstrated lower reflex thresholds (spinal cord
hyperexcitability) than healthy subjects.195

These clients have demonstrated slower reaction times than healthy controls.193

IV. Motion Tests

Assessment of cervical spine ROM is reliable across various clients and measurement
devices.124-126

Increased cervical spine translational and rotational motion in women with WAD
was found at levels C3-4, C4-5, and C5-6.198

Chronic neck pain due to WAD is associated with abnormal cervical spine motion.32

These clients have less mobility compared to controls, as well as less volitional
ROM.35

Limited cervical spine ROM is likely and is prognostic for poor recovery.192

Elderly clients have been shown to have decreased ROM in all planes compared to
their younger counterparts, for both men and women.130, 131 The elderly group also
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had a wider variation of cervical ROM values as compared to the younger group.
Women were found to have greater ROM in all cohort age groups.130

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Changes in muscle and motor function have been synthesized to potentially include
loss of movement, altered muscle recruitment patterns, morphological changes in
neck muscles, disturbed eye movement control, loss of balance and joint
repositioning errors, and decreased muscle strength of neck and upper quarter
muscles.195

Coordination, strength, and endurance deficits of neck and upper quarter muscles
(longus colli, middle trapezius, lower trapezius, and serratus anterior) are common in
clients with movement coordination impairments.11

Chronic neck pain clients, on average, have lower neck muscle strength compared
with controls.35

VI. Special Tests

PA glides: A lack of a mobility restriction or concordant pain with PA glides of the
cervical spine helps rule out (SN 100,31 SN 89134) facet joint involvement.

A detected mobility restriction or concordant pain helps rule in (SP 100) facet
joint involvement.31

Hypomobility and reproduction of concordant pain demonstrate greater
diagnostic accuracy than detection of hypomobility alone.31, 134

Dizziness and unsteadiness can cause joint reposition errors in cervical spine.194

VII. Palpation

Muscle guarding, spasm, and tenderness are likely in the upper cervical spine with
chronic WAD and generally in the upper quarter with acute WAD.195

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Several studies have demonstrated deep neck flexor endurance dysfunction,
dysfunction on the CCFT, and other performance measures.
Clients with chronic neck pain may perform less well on certain functional tests (e.g.,
lifting, reaching).35

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain and mobility (if appropriate) can be used for acute WAD; stability may also be
appropriate.
Mobility and pain control are also likely appropriate for chronic WAD.
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Cervicogenic Headaches or Cervicocranial Syndrome

ICD-9: 339.0 (other headache syndromes); 784.0 (headache)
ICD-10: G44 (other headache syndromes); R51 (headache)

Variously described types of headaches exist, and cervicogenic headache is one such
type. This type of headache is typically attributed to mechanical causes. Therefore, the
clinician should be able to reproduce some of the signs and symptoms the client presents
with during a thorough examination. The most frequently described region of the spine
attributable to cervicogenic headaches is the upper cervical spine. Upper cervical spine
arthropathy at the levels of C0 through C3 have been most frequently described in the
literature, with restrictions of C1-C2 being the most common.20-24

I. Client Interview
Subjective History11, 125

Unilateral headache (HA) associated with cervical or suboccipital area symptoms is
aggravated by neck movements or positions.
Headache is produced or aggravated with provocation of the ipsilateral posterior
cervical myofascia and joints.
70% of clients with frequent intermittent HA report cervical symptoms associated
with HA.199

It had been estimated that only 14% to 18% of chronic HAs were cervicogenic in
nature.
Major criteria for cervicogenic HA include the following:200

Signs and symptoms of head pain are precipitated either by neck movement
and sustained awkward head positioning or by external pressure over the upper
cervical or occipital region on the symptomatic side.
Clients may have restriction of ROM in the neck.
Ipsilateral neck, shoulder, or arm pain are of a rather vague nonradicular nature
or, occasionally, arm pain is of a radicular nature.
Head pain features include the following: (1) typically moderate to severe,
nonthrobbing, and nonlancinating pain, usually starting in the neck, (2)
episodes of varying duration, and (3) fluctuating, continuous pain.
Clients are more likely to be female.
Less likely features include nausea, photophobia, phonophobia, dizziness,
ipsilateral blurred vision, difficulty swallowing, and ipsilateral periocular
edema.

Outcome Measures

Any appropriate clinical outcome measure may be used; the NDI and PSFS are most
likely.
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A headache questionnaire has been suggested.201

Diagnostic Imaging

No evidence exists supporting the validity of facet joints or medial branch blocks as
diagnosing cervical facet joint pain as the primary cause of serious neck pain.35

No evidence exists that common degenerative changes on cervical MRI are associated
with pain in clients with supposed cervicogenic headache.35

II. Observation

Forward head posture has been suggested.202

Reduced cervical flexion and rotation were found with clients demonstrating forward
head posture and thoracic kyphosis.152

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
History is used for triage, during which red flags should be identified and yellow flags
assessed.53

An alert, asymptomatic client without distracting injury or neurological deficit who is
able to complete a functional ROM examination may be safely cleared from cervical
spine immobilization without radiographic evaluation (SN 98).60

Canadian C-Spine Rule: demonstrated better diagnostic accuracy (SN range 90-100)
than either the NEXUS criteria (SN range 83-100)58 or physician clinical judgment
alone (SN 92)59 and, therefore, an improved ability to rule out an actual fracture.
Alar ligament testing:

Significant variability in diagnostic accuracy (SN 69-100, −LR 0.29–0.31; SP
72-96, +LR 18-Inf) with improved ability to rule in versus rule out alar
ligament insufficiency with less complex testing.107

Better ability to rule in (SP 96-100, +LR 18-Inf) versus rule out (SN 72, −LR
0.30) alar ligament insufficiency with more complex testing.107

Sharp-Purser test: demonstrates stronger ability to rule in (SP 96, +LR 17.3) than
rule out (SN 69, −LR 0.32) transverse ligament insufficiency.108

More complex transverse ligament testing is also better able to rule in (SP 99, +LR
65) than rule out (SN 65, −LR 0.35) transverse ligament insufficiency.107

Cervical rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 100, +LR 83.3) a potential
vertebrobasilar ischemia.115

Combined cervical extension and rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 98, +LR 4.2) a
potential upper cervical neurovascular compromise.117

Clinical examinations for myelopathy are mostly SP and lack SN; the majority of
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current studies are of poor to moderate quality.81 The clinician should then be
cautious with interpretation of (+) or (−) clinical examination findings when testing
for myelopathy.

IV. Motion Tests

Cervical AROM and segmental mobility have been suggested as useful measures for
classifying clients in this category.11

Painful or limited restrictions (joint arthropathy found at C0 through C3 levels, with
restrictions of C1-C2 being the most common)20-24 may exist for cervicogenic HAs,
but there is no evidence of these restrictions in migraine HAs.133

Limited and painful upper cervical spine mobility with manual examination were
noted.133

A 10° or greater ROM loss with the cervical flexion–rotation test suggests C1-C2
involvement in cervicogenic-related headaches. This test is better at ruling in (SP
100) versus ruling out (SN 86) cervicogenic headaches attributable to a C1-C2
dysfunction.24

Cervical flexion, extension, and rotation ROM were significantly less in these clients
than in clients with migraine HA or tension HA, or in controls.133, 203

Mean cervical spine ROM was reduced in clients with cervicogenic headache.129

Cervicobrachial muscle tightness is common for these clients.133, 202, 204 In fact, this
muscle tightness was significantly higher in cervicogenic HA clients than in clients
with migraine HA or in the control group.133

Elderly clients have been shown to have decreased ROM in all planes compared to
their younger counterparts, for both men and women.130, 131 The elderly group also
had a wider variation of cervical ROM values as compared to the younger group.
Women were found to have greater ROM in all cohort age groups.130

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Coordination, strength, and endurance deficits of neck and upper quarter muscles
(longus colli, middle trapezius, lower trapezius, and serratus anterior) are common in
clients with movement coordination impairments.11

Cervical flexor muscle dysfunction has been identified.133, 147, 202

Chronic neck pain clients, on average, have lower neck muscle strength compared
with controls.35

VI. Special Tests

Accessory motion: Lack of mobility restriction or concordant pain with PA glides of
the cervical spine helps rule out (SN 100,31 SN 89134) facet joint involvement.

A detected mobility restriction or concordant pain helps rule in (SP 100) facet
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joint involvement.31

Hypomobility and reproduction of concordant pain demonstrate greater
diagnostic accuracy (SN 100, SP 100) than detection of hypomobility alone.31,

134

Cervical flexion–rotation test: Not having a loss of ≥10° has good ability to help rule
out (SN 86, −LR 0.14), while having a loss of ≥10° had excellent ability to help rule
in (SP 100, +LR Inf), cervicogenic HAs.24 In an additional study, this test had good
ability to help rule out (SN 91, −LR 0.1) and rule in (SP 90, +LR 9.1) cervicogenic
HA and movement impairment of C1-C2 in these clients.132

Rotation ROM was significantly reduced in the cervicogenic HA group compared to
the migraine and multiple HA form clients.205

VII. Palpation

Headache is often produced or aggravated with provocation of the ipsilateral
posterior cervical myofascia and joints.11

Tenderness is noted in the suboccipital region, although pain pressure threshold
testing was lower in these clients than in clients with migraine and tension HAs.23

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Clients may have substandard performance on the CCFT.11

Clients with chronic neck pain may perform less well on certain functional tests (e.g.,
lifting, reaching).35

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Headache
Pain control or mobility as potential secondary categories

Differential Diagnosis of Most Common Headache Types

Refer to chapter 15 (Face and Head) for this information.
 

Cervical Spine Mechanical Neck Pain

ICD-9: 723.1 (cervicalgia); 847.0 (sprain of neck)
ICD-10: M54.2 (cervicalgia); S13.4 (sprain and strain of cervical spine); S13.4XXA
(sprain of ligaments of spine)

Mechanical neck pain has had various definitions, including “non-specific pain in the
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area of the cervico-thoracic junction that is exacerbated by neck movements”206 and “pain
primarily confined in the area on the posterior aspect of the neck that can be exacerbated
by neck movements or sustained postures.”207 Mechanical neck pain typically has a
characteristic pattern of limited motion and may worsen with active and passive motions
into the directions of restricted movement.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Reported prevalence of pain related to the facet joints has ranged from 36% to 67%
of clients with chronic neck pain.208

The main distribution of referred pain was as follows: Pain in the occipital region was
referred from C2-C3 and C3, while pain in the upper posterolateral cervical region
was referred from C0-C1, C1-C2, and C2-C3. Pain in the upper posterior cervical
region was referred from C2-C3, C3-C4, and C3; that in the middle posterior
cervical region from C3-C4, C4-C5, and C4; and that in the lower posterior cervical
region from C4-C5, C5-C6, C4, and C5. In addition, pain in the suprascapular
region was referred from C4-C5, C5-C6, and C4; that in the superior angle of the
scapula from C6-C7, C6, and C7; and that in the midscapular region from C7-T1
and C7.19

Clients are more likely to be younger (age < 50 years).11

Reported symptoms are isolated to the neck region.11

Symptoms are more than likely acute in nature (duration < 12 weeks).11

Women consistently reported neck pain 83% more often than men.209

Risk factors for mechanical neck pain include the following:210-213

Previous musculoskeletal pain
Low physical capacity
Awkward work postures
Physical or repetitive work
Prior neck pain
Blue collar versus white collar work
Middle age
Additional health complaints
Psychological factors
Passive coping mechanisms

Outcome Measures

The suggested MCID for the NDI is 9.5 (19 percentage points) for clients with
mechanical neck disorders,40 while others have suggested a MDC of 10.2 and MCID
of 7.5.41

The MCID for the numerical pain rating scale is a change in score of 1.3 points or
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higher.40

Any appropriate clinical outcome measure may be used; the NDI and PSFS are most
likely.

Diagnostic Imaging

No evidence exists supporting the validity of facet joints or medial branch blocks as
diagnosing cervical facet joint pain as the primary cause of serious neck pain.35

II. Observation

The client may present with a specific pattern of restriction (e.g., the inability to
perform motions requiring closing of a facet joint that will not close, such as
extension, ipsilateral side bending, and rotation).
Reduced cervical flexion and rotation were found with clients demonstrating forward
head posture and thoracic kyphosis.152

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
History is used for triage, during which red flags should be identified and yellow flags
assessed.53

An alert, asymptomatic client without distracting injury or neurological deficit who is
able to complete a functional ROM examination may be safely cleared from cervical
spine immobilization without radiographic evaluation (SN 98).60

Canadian C-Spine Rule: demonstrated better diagnostic accuracy (SN range 90-100)
than either the NEXUS criteria (SN range 83-100)58 or physician clinical judgment
alone (SN 92)59 and, therefore, an improved ability to rule out an actual fracture.
Alar ligament testing:

Significant variability in diagnostic accuracy (SN 69-100, −LR 0.29–0.31; SP
72-96, +LR 18-Inf) with improved ability to rule in versus rule out alar
ligament insufficiency with less complex testing.107

Better ability to rule in (SP 96-100, +LR 18-Inf) versus rule out (SN 72, −LR
0.30) alar ligament insufficiency with more complex testing.107

Sharp-Purser test: demonstrates stronger ability to rule in (SP 96, +LR 17.3) than
rule out (SN 69, −LR 0.32) transverse ligament insufficiency.108

More complex transverse ligament testing is also better able to rule in (SP 99, +LR
65) than rule out (SN 65, −LR 0.35) transverse ligament insufficiency.107

Cervical rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 100, +LR 83.3) a potential
vertebrobasilar ischemia.115

Combined cervical extension and rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 98, +LR 4.2) a
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potential upper cervical neurovascular compromise.117

Clinical examinations for myelopathy are mostly SP and lack SN; the majority of
current studies are of poor to moderate quality.81 The clinician should then be
cautious with interpretation of (+) or (−) clinical examination findings when testing
for myelopathy.

IV. Motion Tests

Assessment of cervical spine ROM is reliable across various clients and measurement
devices.124-126

PA glides: Lack of a mobility restriction or concordant pain with PA glides of the
cervical spine helps rule out (SN 100,31 SN 89134) facet joint involvement.

A detected mobility restriction or concordant pain helps rule in (SP 100) facet
joint involvement.31

Hypomobility and reproduction of concordant pain demonstrates greater
diagnostic accuracy (SN 100, SP 100) than detection of hypomobility alone.31,

134

Hypomobility and reproduction of concordant pain demonstrates greater
diagnostic accuracy than detection of hypomobility alone in upper cervical
spine.133

SP 82, +LR 3.3, at C0-C1
SP 87, +LR 4.9, at C1-C2
SP 78, +LR 2.9, at C2-C3

Palpation side glide test has ideal ability to help rule out (SN 98, −LR 0.03)
radiographically verified congenitally blocked vertebrae.138

Elderly clients have been shown to have decreased ROM in all planes compared to
their younger counterparts, for both men and women.130, 131 The elderly group also
had a wider variation of cervical ROM values as compared to the younger group.
Women were found to have greater ROM in all cohort age groups.130

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients are likely to have both limited ROM and strength in cervical spine region,
especially deep neck flexor weakness.11

Due to the close relationship of this pathology with cervical sprain and strain
pathology, these clients can also demonstrate coordination, strength, and endurance
deficits of neck and upper quarter muscles (longus colli, middle trapezius, lower
trapezius, serratus anterior).11

Chronic neck pain clients, on average, have lower neck muscle strength compared
with controls.35

VI. Special Tests
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See Motion Tests section.
Pain during segmental testing has moderate ability to rule in (SP 79, +LR 3.9) and
rule out (SN 82, −LR 0.23) facet joint involvement.135

Intertester reliability for this testing is poor136 to good.137

Assessment of pain intertester reliability is better than mobility assessment alone for
both cervical and thoracic spine.137

Isolating appropriate upper cervical spine level of pathology using concordant sign
has good ability to both rule out (SN 100) and rule in (SP 100) facet joint
involvement in one high-quality study.31

Joint mobility assessment (PAIVM) of C0-C1 (SP 82, +LR 3.3), C1-C2 (SP 87, +LR
4.9), and C2-C3 (SP 78, +LR 2.9) all have fair to good ability to rule in facet joint
involvement in one high-quality study (QUADAS 10).133

VII. Palpation

Local tenderness with 30 kPa of pressure helps rule in (SP 95) cervical facet joint
pain, although caution is suggested by the authors.214

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

The endurance test of the short neck flexors and the cervical PILE test can be
regarded as appropriate instruments for measuring different aspects of neck muscle
function in clients with nonspecific neck pain.150

Clients with chronic neck pain may perform less well on certain functional tests (e.g.,
lifting, reaching).35

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Mobility is most likely unless client is pain dominant. Exercise and conditioning may
also be used.

Cervical Spine Sprain or Strain

ICD-9: 847.0 (sprain of neck)
ICD-10: S13.4 (sprain and strain of cervical spine); S13.4XXA (sprain of ligaments
of spine)

Sprains and strains of the cervical spine (as with any sprain and strain) are pain
attributed to ligamentous and muscular or soft-tissue causes, respectively. Unlike cervical
instability and mechanical neck pain, sprains and strains of the cervical spine will not have
corresponding instability or joint dysfunctions. Sprains and strains of the cervical spine,
though, can be commonly associated with other dysfunctions. Therefore, a comprehensive
examination is required to ascertain the exact extent of the client’s dysfunction.
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I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Longstanding neck pain (duration > 12 weeks)11

Likely to report specific mechanism of onset
Pain likely to be motion related and worse with motions that stress the involved
structures

Outcome Measures

Any appropriate clinical outcome measure may be used; the NDI and PSFS are most
likely.11

Diagnostic Imaging

No evidence exists supporting the validity of facet joints or medial branch blocks as
diagnosing cervical facet joint pain as the primary cause of serious neck pain.35

II. Observation

Reduced cervical flexion and rotation were found with clients demonstrating forward
head posture and thoracic kyphosis.152

If acute, the client may hold the head in a position of least stress to the involved
structures.

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
History is used for triage, during which red flags should be identified and yellow flags
assessed.53

An alert, asymptomatic client without distracting injury or neurological deficit who is
able to complete a functional ROM examination may be safely cleared from cervical
spine immobilization without radiographic evaluation (SN 98).60

Canadian C-Spine Rule: demonstrated better diagnostic accuracy (SN range 90-100)
than either the NEXUS criteria (SN range 83-100)58 or physician clinical judgment
alone (SN 92)59 and, therefore, an improved ability to rule out an actual fracture.
Alar ligament testing:

Significant variability in diagnostic accuracy (SN 69-100, −LR 0.29–0.31; SP
72-96, +LR 18-Inf) with improved ability to rule in versus rule out alar
ligament insufficiency with less complex testing.107

Better ability to rule in (SP 96-100, +LR 18-Inf) versus rule out (SN 72, −LR
0.30) alar ligament insufficiency with more complex testing.107
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Sharp-Purser test: demonstrates stronger ability to rule in (SP 96, +LR 17.3) than
rule out (SN 69, −LR 0.32) transverse ligament insufficiency.108

More complex transverse ligament testing is also better able to rule in (SP 99, +LR
65) than rule out (SN 65, −LR 0.35) transverse ligament insufficiency.107

Cervical rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 100, +LR 83.3) a potential
vertebrobasilar ischemia.115

Combined cervical extension and rotation is helpful for ruling in (SP 98, +LR 4.2) a
potential upper cervical neurovascular compromise.117

Clinical examinations for myelopathy are mostly SP and lack SN; the majority of
current studies are of poor to moderate quality.81 The clinician should then be
cautious with interpretation of (+) or (−) clinical examination findings when testing
for myelopathy.

IV. Motion Tests

Assessment of cervical spine ROM is reliable across various clients and measurement
devices.124-126

Muscle–tendon involvement is typically concordant with passive lengthening and
active muscle contraction of the involved muscle groups.215

Flexibility deficits of upper quarter muscles (scalenes, upper trapezius, levator
scapulae, pectoralis minor, and pectoralis major) are common.11

Elderly clients have been shown to have decreased ROM in all planes compared to
their younger counterparts, for both men and women.130, 131 The elderly group also
had a wider variation of cervical ROM values as compared to the younger group.
Women were found to have greater ROM in all cohort age groups.130

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Coordination, strength, and endurance deficits of neck and upper quarter muscles
(longus colli, middle trapezius, lower trapezius, and serratus anterior) are common in
clients with movement coordination impairment.11

Chronic neck pain clients, on average, have lower neck muscle strength compared
with controls.35

VI. Special Tests

PA glides: Lack of a mobility restriction or concordant pain with PA glides of the
cervical spine helps rule out (SN 10031 SN 89134) facet joint involvement.

A detected mobility restriction or concordant pain helps rule in (SP 100) facet
joint involvement.31

Hypomobility and reproduction of concordant pain demonstrates greater
diagnostic accuracy (SN 100, SP 100) than detection of hypomobility alone.31,
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134

Pain during segmental testing has moderate ability to rule in (SP 79, +LR 3.9) and
rule out (SN 82, −LR 0.23) facet joint involvement.135

VII. Palpation

If the ligament (sprain) or muscle (strain) is palpable, it likely will be tender to
palpation.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Clients may have ergonomic inefficiencies with performing repetitive activities.11

The endurance test of the short neck flexors and the cervical PILE test can be
regarded as appropriate instruments for measuring different aspects of neck muscle
function in clients with nonspecific neck pain.150

Clients with chronic neck pain may perform less well on certain functional tests (e.g.,
lifting, reaching).35

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain, mobility, and exercise and conditioning are the most likely, dependent on client
impairments.

Differential Diagnosis of Cervical Spine Mechanical Neck Pain and Cervical
Spine Sprain or Strain

A lack of a mobility restriction or concordant pain with PA glides of the cervical
spine helps rule out (SN 100,31 SN 89134) facet joint involvement (mechanical neck
pain).
Concordant pain with prone PA glides in the upper cervical spine helps rule in facet
joint involvement (mechanical neck pain).
Assessment of pain during PA glides demonstrates stronger diagnostic accuracy than
determination of joint mobility.
Both conditions may have insidious or traumatic onset.
Both conditions are likely to have restricted motion presentation. Muscle strains will
be limited in motions when the involved muscle is elongated.
Muscle soft-tissue (strain) dysfunction is most likely going to be painful when
stretched or elongated and actively contracted or shortened (especially against
resistance), while mechanical dysfunction will be painful with joint play motion
testing of that particular joint.
It is not likely that either condition will have hard neurological findings (e.g., reflex
changes, altered sensation, or myotomal weakness).
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Cervicogenic Dizziness

ICD-9: 780.4 (cervicogenic dizziness)
ICD-10: R42 (cervicogenic dizziness)

Cervicogenic dizziness (CGD) tends to be a controversial diagnosis because there are no
diagnostic tests to confirm that it is the cause of the dizziness. CGD is a diagnosis that is
provided to people who have neck injury or pain as well as dizziness and in whom other
causes of dizziness have been ruled out.216 CGD has been defined as “a non-specific
sensation of altered orientation in space and disequilibrium originating from abnormal
afferent activity from the neck.”216 Clients with CGD typically describe their dizziness as
vertigo, lightheadedness, blurry vision, disequilibrium, or nausea. Several proposed
mechanisms leading to cervicogenic dizziness exist, including mechanical compression of
the vertebral artery system, irritation of the cervical sympathetic nervous system, and
abnormal proprioceptive input from the upper cervical spine.216, 217

Reported suggestions for subjective examination include past medical history,
differentiation of dizziness symptoms (e.g., disequilibrium, lightheadedness, and vague
dizziness), dizziness circumstances (e.g., symptoms usually have a causal symptomatic
relationship to neck position and pain), dizziness intensity (a modified VAS rating of 0-10
out of 10 for current and recent range of pain level), and length of dizziness (typically lasts
from several minutes to hours).217

Suggestions for physical examination include medical screening (e.g., upper cervical
spine stability, CAD, and CNS testing), vestibular system exam (e.g., benign paroxysmal
positional vertigo, vestibulo-ocular reflex, dynamic visual acuity), cervical spine posture,
AROM, accessory motion, and palpation. For cervicogenic dizziness, the authors suggested
the neck torsion nystagmus test, neck torsion smooth pursuit test, cervical spine joint
position error test, and cervical spine manual traction or distraction test.217

Klippel-Feil Syndrome

ICD-9: 756.16 (Klippel-Feil syndrome)
ICD-10: Q76.1 (Klippel-Feil syndrome)

This rare condition is characterized by the congenital fusion of any two of the seven
cervical vertebrae. The syndrome occurs in a heterogeneous group of clients unified only by
the presence of a congenital defect in the formation or segmentation of the cervical spine.
Klippel-Feil syndrome can be identified by shortness of the neck. Those with the syndrome
have a very low hairline and limited ability to move the neck. These clients appear to have
no neck.
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Torticollis

ICD-9: 723.5 (torticollis, unspecified)
ICD-10: M43.6 (torticollis)

Torticollis (commonly referred to as wryneck) is one of a broader category of disorders
that exhibit flexion, extension, or twisting of muscles of the neck beyond their normal
position. In torticollis, the neck tends to twist to one side, causing head tilt to the same side
and tightness of the sternocleidomastoid, but rotation in the opposite direction.
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Conclusion

The cervical spine has a strong, interdependent relationship with the shoulder and
thoracic spine. Thus, these areas should be ruled out. Additionally, face and head as well as
TMJ-related involvement should be considered in the differential diagnosis. As with the
face and head, clients presenting with acute trauma onset of symptoms should be ruled out
for the potential for serious pathological involvement. Using the CCSR, subjective history,
observation of the client, and triage screening mechanisms, the clinician can help rule out
the concerns for serious pathology. Once serious pathology has been ruled out, the clinician
should utilize the systematic, evidence-based approach advocated by this text. As with all
sections of the body, a systematic approach involves ruling out competing diagnoses with
SN tests followed by using SP tests to help rule in potential pathology. However, remember
the importance of the entire examination sequence’s funnel approach and all of its
components, not simply special tests.
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Chapter 18
Thoracic Spine

Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS
Thoracic spine pain (TSP) is experienced across the lifespan by healthy people and is a

common presentation in primary health care clinical practice. However, the
epidemiological characteristics of thoracic spine pain are not well documented compared to
neck and low back pain.1 Thoracic spine pain interfering with school or leisure ranged
from 3.5% to 9.7% for 1-year prevalence. Generally, studies reported a higher prevalence
for TSP in child and adolescent populations, and particularly for females. The 1-month, 6-
month, 1-year, and 25-year incidences were 0% to 0.9%, 10.3%, 3.8% to 35.3%, and
9.8%, respectively. Pain in the thoracic spine was found to be significantly associated with
concurrent musculoskeletal pain, backpack use, posture, lifestyle, growth, and physical,
social, psychological, and environmental factors. Risk factors identified for thoracic spine
pain in adolescents include age (being older) and poorer mental health.1 Prevalence of pain
in the thoracic spine varied with occupational group and time period. One-year prevalence
of pain in the thoracic spine ranged from 3.0% to 55.0%, with most occupational groups
having medians around 30%.2 Other findings suggest the prevalence of thoracic pain to be
15% of the general population and up to 22% of the population in interventional pain
management settings.3
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Clinically Applied Anatomy

The thoracic spine has several unique characteristics. The upper thoracic spine has
characteristics of the typical cervical spine, while the lower thoracic spine has characteristics
of the lumbar spine. The vertebral body in the thoracic spine is larger than those in the
cervical spine, yet smaller than those in the lumbar spine. Transverse processes in the
thoracic spine are true transverse processes like those in the lumbar spine (not anterior and
posterior tubercles as in the cervical spine). Most of the transverse processes in the thoracic
spine articulate with a rib (figure 18.1).
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Figure 18.1 Structures of the thoracic spine.

 

The spinous processes in the thoracic spine are like those in the lumbar spine, with
single projections posteriorly (unlike the bifid spinous processes in the cervical spine). The
spinous processes slope inferiorly and are the longest of any region of the spine. The extent
of inferior slope of these spinous processes is not universally described. Typically, the upper
thoracic spinous processes have a more horizontal orientation, similar to the cervical spine,
and the lower thoracic spinous processes (particularly T11 and T12) are shorter than the
other vertebrae with more posterior projections, similar to the lumbar spine. The first and
last three spinous processes are almost horizontal, while those in the mid-thoracic spine are
steeply inclined.

The facet (zygapophyseal) joints in this region of the spine are plane synovial joints, like
those of the cervical and lumbar spine. The orientation of these joints is approximately 10°
to 20° from the frontal or vertical plane or approximately 70° to 80° from the transverse or
horizontal plane. The frontal plane orientation of the thoracic and cervical spine facets
allows for mobility with rotation and side bending. The more vertical orientation of the
thoracic spine facets limits flexion mobility to an extent.

The typical thoracic vertebra has 12 separate articulations. These include 4
zygapophyseal articulations (a superior and inferior surface on each side of the vertebra), 2
costotransverse articulations, 4 costovertebral articulations, and 2 vertebral body-
intervertebral disc-vertebral body articulations. Anteriorly the typical rib has a
costochondral and a chondral sternal joint. Ribs 8 through 10 are considered false ribs
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because they articulate indirectly with the sternum anteriorly via the costal cartilage of rib 7
(figure 18.2). Ribs 11 and 12 are floating ribs and do not articulate anteriorly.
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Figure 18.2 Anterior and lateral view of rib cage demonstrating true and false ribs.

 

The spinous processes are no longer bifid as they are in the cervical spine. Additionally,
the transverse processes also are true transverse processes; they do not have anterior and
posterior tubercles for the nerve root. The spinous processes, for the most part, project
posteriorly and distally (see figure 18.1). This is particularly the case in the mid-thoracic
spine. The extent that the spinous process projects distally varies depending on the level of
the spine and the individual client.

The thoracic spine articulates with both the cervical and lumbar spine. An additional
unique characteristic of the thoracic spine is that it articulates with the rib cage and
therefore requires interdependent motion between all of these structures. Articulation with
the rib cage limits thoracic spinal mobility. The thoracic spine has the least mobility of all
three sections of the spine. Spinal stability and internal organ protection are primary
functions of the thoracic spine.

Articulation of the thoracic spine with the rib cage encompasses multiple joints and
ligaments. The first rib articulates with the first thoracic vertebra (T1). The 1st, 11th, and
12th ribs articulate fully with their own vertebrae. The typical ribs articulate with the
vertebral body of the same level, as well as with the superior vertebra and the interposed
disc (figure 18.3). Movement of the trunk region requires movement not only of the
thoracic spine, but of the ribs as well. Thoracic spine flexion is correlated with rib superior
glide and anterior roll, while thoracic extension corresponds with rib inferior glide and
posterior roll (figure 18.4). These combined motions allow for rib cage elevation and
depression.
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Figure 18.3 A typical rib articulating with vertebra of the same level, vertebra of the level
above, and the interposed intervertebral disc.
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Figure 18.4 Flexion and extension of the thoracic spine and corresponding rib movement.
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Client Interview

This interview is typically the first encounter the clinician will have with the client. As
previously discussed in chapter 5 (Client Interview and Observation), this component of
the examination can provide the clinician with a significant amount of information relevant
to the probability of the client’s presenting diagnosis. For purposes of this text, the
interview is described relative to each body part or section but generally includes subjective
reports by the client, as well as findings from their outcome measures. Additionally
included in this section is radiographic imaging. While clinicians should avoid biasing their
examination by interpreting findings of radiographic imaging prior to seeing the client (in
most cases without concerns for red flags and major medical-related issues), this point in
the examination is most likely where clinicians will encounter radiographic imaging.
Additionally, in some instances, clinicians must interpret radiographic imaging early in the
examination to rule out serious pathology prior to continuing with other components of
the examination sequence.

The examination process of the thoracic spine begins with the client interview. It allows
the clinician to gather information from the client about the chief complaint, the
mechanism of injury, and the location and irritability of pain associated with the injury.
The clinician uses data gathered from the client interview to generate an initial set of
hypotheses concerning the underlying cause of impairments, functional deficits, and
injured structures. From this, the clinician can generate client-identified problem lists that
can be used to guide and formulate an examination strategy.

Subjective

The subjective interview on a client with thoracic-spine-related pain requires
questioning of cervical and (possibly) lumbar spine, depending on the location of the pain.
As noted in figure 18.5, thoracic-related pain can have a variable presentation that involves
structures other than the thoracic spine. Additionally, the clinician must consider pain in
the rib regions. For example, costochondritis is thought to be a self-limiting condition of
unknown etiology that typically presents with pain around the second to fifth
costochondral joints.4 Rib dysfunction, shingles, and thoracic spine discogenic pathology
have also been reported to present around the ribs.
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Figure 18.5 Facet joint pain distribution.

 

Of initial importance in subjective inquiry (as with any other area of the body) is
determining the potential for the existence of nonmusculoskeletal pain. Visceral pain has
the tendency to be vague and dull in nature and may be accompanied by nausea and
vomiting and similar symptoms (refer to chapter 6, Triage and Differential Diagnosis).
Pain in the thoracic spine and trunk area requires careful differential diagnosis of visceral
structures as pain generators, due in part to their anatomical proximity. The mechanism of
injury will also assist clinicians in determining the potential presence of red flags. A
nonspecific, insidious onset that is progressively worsening and is not relieved should alert
the clinician for the potential of nonmusculoskeletal pain.

The clinician should be cognizant of thoracic-spine-related pathology of typical nature
that is of insidious onset, such as osteoarthritis, scoliosis, Scheuermann’s disease, and
occasionally costochondritis. Costochondritis is typically thought to result from a physical
strain. Tietze syndrome, which is very similar in presentation, can often have an insidious
onset. The pain with costochondritis is typically unilateral and intermittent.5

Serious pathology of a musculoskeletal nature most typically involves vertebral
compression fractures of the thoracic spine. Reported mechanisms of onset for these
fractures include falls, lifting even light objects, bending, jogging, and previous history of
trauma.6, 7 Pain for these clients is typically more intense, but of shorter duration; more
often it occurred suddenly and persisted during the night.8 These clients are typically
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elderly women, and they may not present with any specific mechanism of onset. Previous
literature suggests a two- to threefold increase of risk in American women over 60 years of
age.6 Clients with at least one vertebral fracture have a four- to fivefold increase in the risk
of having additional vertebral fractures, as well as a threefold increase in the risk of hip
fracture.9

Age is also a variable to consider for other thoracic-spine-related pathologies. Posture
abnormalities are quite common in older adults due to osteoporosis and compression
fractures, as described previously. An additional age cohort to consider for poor posture is
teenagers. Teenagers are typically going through large growth spurts. Additionally, other
specific pathologies such as scoliosis and Scheuermann’s disease are noted in this age group.
Scoliosis is present in 2% to 4% of children between 10 and 16 years of age and is more
likely to occur in girls.10, 11

Female clients are also more likely to present with costochondritis5, 12, 13 and thoracic
outlet syndrome.14-20 Costochondritis was also found to be more common in Hispanics.5

Due to the close proximity to the cervical and lumbar spine, the client presenting with
pain in the thoracic spine area should be questioned regarding relevant cervical- or lumbar-
related potential pathologies. For additional detail in this regard, refer to chapters 17
(Cervical Spine) and 19 (Lumbar Spine).

Outcome Measures

Outcome measures in the thoracic spine are likely to include those described in the
cervical and lumbar spines. Generic measures, including the Patient-Specific Functional
Scale and such, would also be appropriate measures for the thoracic spine. This section
describes additional outcome measures that are specific to the thoracic-spine-related
pathology in greater detail.

Outcomes from psychosocial and health-related quality of life (HRQL) studies indicate
that body image is a significant issue for clients with scoliosis and their clinicians. Scoliosis
literature reveals that self-report measures of body image and HRQL share unreliable
correlations with radiographic measures and clinician recommendations for surgery.
However, current body image and HRQL measures do not indicate which aspects of
scoliosis deformity are the most distressing for clients.21

Scoliosis Outcome Measures

Scoliosis Research Society: SRS-22 Questionnaire. The SRS-22 is a modified
version22 of the original questionnaire.23 It is a general questionnaire relative to
scoliosis. The SRS-22 has been shown to be a valid and reliable instrument for
assessing clients with adolescent idiopathic scoliosis that is sensitive to changes
following surgery. Its metric properties were also found to be appropriate for
evaluating adults with spinal deformities.24

Walter Reed Visual Assessment Scale (WRVAS). More specific questionnaires
relative to scoliosis that assess body image include the WRVAS and Spinal
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Appearance Questionnaire (SAQ). The WRVAS scale features seven items addressing
visual aspects of scoliosis: body curve, head pelvis, rib prominence, shoulder level,
flank prominence, scapula rotation, and head rib pelvis.25-27 Each item consists of
five illustrations scaled to indicate worsening deformity with higher scores. This scale
assesses the client’s perception of their deformity without cognitive or emotional
connotations.25 It has been suggested that the WRVAS is a more accurate reflection
of the effect of scoliosis deformity on client body image and HRQL than
radiographic imaging is.21

Trunk Appearance Perception Scale (TAPS). The TAPS is based on simplicity and
ease of completion and scoring. It includes three sets of drawings corresponding to
three views of the torso: posterior view, anterior view, and posterior view with client
bending forward (Adam’s test). It is a reliable instrument with satisfactory
discrimination according to the severity of the deformity.28

Thoracic Outlet Syndrome

Brief Pain Inventory (BPI). The BPI characterizes acute or chronic pain based on
pain severity and interference scores calculated by the arithmetic mean of four
severity and seven interference items, respectively, both reported on a scale from 0 to
10, with higher scores being more unfavorable. Additional BPI assessment areas
include pain location, measured by body diagram, and pain medication usage and
associated relief.
Cervical Brachial Symptom Questionnaire (CBSQ). The CBSQ is the most
specific for neck, arm, and shoulder impairment. It quantifies the extent of symptoms
related to thoracic outlet syndrome (TOS), such as pain, fatigue, swelling,
paresthesia, and numbness, in the upper extremity with certain activities.

Diagnostic Imaging

Imaging of the thoracic spine, with respect to musculoskeletal dysfunction, primarily
involves vertebral fractures and scoliosis (table 18.1). Vertebral fractures can have various
contributing causes such as malignancy, osteoporosis, and trauma. Additional detail
regarding this diagnosis is given at the end of this chapter. Scoliosis is also described at the
end of this chapter, as well as in chapter 14 (Posture).
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Radiographs

Similar to the cervical spine, established guidelines suggest when radiographic imaging
should be implemented for the possibility of a thoracolumbar (TL) spine fracture. The
presence of one or more of these criteria in a client with blunt multitrauma is an indication
for thoracolumbar spine X-ray screening.33

High-Risk Mechanism of Injury

Motor vehicle or motorbike accident at a speed of at least 70 kmph (45 mph)
A fall from 3 m (10 ft)
Ejection from motor vehicle or motorcycle
Any mechanism of injury outside these criteria that could cause TL fracture

Painful Distracting Injury

Painful torso or long-bone injury sufficient to distract client from the pain of TL
injury

New Neurological Signs or Back Pain or Tenderness

Clinical findings suspicious of new vertebral fracture: back pain, back tenderness, a
palpable step in vertebral palpation, midline thoracolumbar bruising, and any
neurological signs consistent with spinal cord injury

Cognitive Impairment

Glasgow Coma Scale < 15
Any abnormal mentation or clinical intoxication

Known Cervical Spine Fracture
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Evidence of new traumatic cervical spine fracture

Weight-bearing entire spine anteroposterior (coronal) and lateral (sagittal) views are
typically utilized for clients with scoliosis to assess the scoliosis curves, as well as the
kyphosis and lordosis curvature. These full-length spine radiographs are standard for
assessment of scoliosis. In clients who are still growing, serial radiographs are suggested at 3-
to 12-month intervals to follow curve progression. The standard method for quantitatively
assessing the scoliosis curvature is measurement of the Cobb angle. Refer to chapter 14
(Posture) for description and detail regarding this measurement.

A consensus recommendation on radiographic parameters that should be used routinely
to assess thoracolumbar fractures should include the Cobb angle, to assess sagittal
alignment; vertebral body translation percentage, to express traumatic anterolisthesis;
anterior vertebral body compression percentage, to assess vertebral body compression, the
sagittal-to-transverse canal diameter ratio, and canal total cross-sectional area (measured or
calculated); and the percent canal occlusion, to assess canal dimensions.34

Vertebral fractures, especially those due to osteoporosis, are suggested to be
underreported. Although more advanced imaging, such as computed tomography (CT),
has demonstrated improved diagnostic capability, radiographic imaging is still considered
the standard by some due to its lower cost and radiation exposure.9

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MRI is typically not utilized for clients with scoliosis, except when it is necessary to
look at the spinal cord. This likely would be in cases where the potential for neurological
pathology may exist (or potentially exist). Indications for MRI in a client with scoliosis
include the following:35

Age < 10 years
Signs of neurologic deterioration
Rapid progression
Foot deformity
Back pain, neck pain, or headache
Radiographic features suggestive of nonosseous lesion: wide spinal canal, thin
pedicles, and wide neural foramina

Computed Tomography

Clinical examination alone cannot detect significant fractures of the thoracolumbar
spine. It should be combined with CT imaging to reduce the risk of missed injury.36 A
review suggested the superior SN of reformatted visceral CT for detecting thoracolumbar
spine injury. Clients undergoing visceral CT could have their thoracolumbar spine
promptly evaluated. However, further prospective evaluation of the CT protocols to
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optimize visualization of both the viscera and the bone was suggested.37 Regarding fractures
specifically, a study suggests that dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) of the spine
done for assessing bone mineral density may detect vertebral fractures in asymptomatic
clients. They suggested that standard radiography remains the reference standard for
diagnosing vertebral fractures in clients with suggestive symptoms.9

Review of Systems

Refer to chapter 6 (Triage and Differential Diagnosis) for detail on review of systems
relevant to the thoracic spine.
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Observation

As with all regions of the body, and most relevant to each region of the spine, a
multiview assessment of the client is necessary for observation. Multiview observation
includes viewing from different positions, as well as with different activities. The thoracic
spine is an area that can present with common postural dysfunctions, including scoliosis
and Scheuermann’s disease (see Posture, chapter 14). Observation of the client with
thoracic-spine-related pain includes general observation of their presentation in the waiting
room, presentation in the clinic, their posture in natural sitting and standing positions, and
their presentation with correction for normal posture. Clients with a forward head, for
example, demonstrated increased thoracic kyphosis and limited cervical rotation and
flexion.38

Clients with upper crossed syndrome (tight pectorals and suboccipital muscles with
weak antagonists) will present with forward head and bilaterally rounded shoulders.
Increased tensile load stresses on the antagonists of these muscle groups (scapula retractors
and deep neck flexors, respectively) as well as on the joints involved can lead to
dysfunctions in the upper cervical spine and cervicothoracic junction, although many
people have this posture without pain or dysfunction.

The clinician can assess the client’s trunk and thoracic posture with general observation
from anterior, posterior, and side views. With the anterior and posterior views, the clinician
is determining if there are any side-to-side, or frontal plane, asymmetries. The side view is
to assess for sagittal plane dysfunction, such as excessive kyphosis.

A more detailed observation can include an open-hand palpation of the client’s thoracic
spine (figure 18.6) assessing for postural curvature, symmetry of the rib cage from side to
side and cranial to caudal, as well as skin and soft-tissue mobility. The clinician can also
have client sit in an upright, normal posture position to assess for differences in the
previously mentioned characteristics in the normal position versus client’s natural position.
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Figure 18.6 Palpation assessment of thoracic posture.

 

The clinician should be especially cognizant of how the client presents with movement,
looking for pain posturing or compensations with transfer activities, gait, and so on. The
client with painful thoracic extension, for example, will likely sit in a slouched or stooped
manner to avoid pain. These clients will also likely have pain with overhead reaching since
thoracic extension and side bending are needed for this activity.39 Pain with rotation of the
thoracic spine (rib cage) will be noted with activities such as reaching for objects in the back
seat of the car and turning over in bed.

Clients with rib dysfunction, or costochondritis, can have pain with normal,
nonlabored breathing that worsens when breathing is labored. Additionally, since gait
requires the trunk to rotate slightly in the transverse plane (see Gait, chapter 13), the more
irritable or involved client may have pain with this activity.

As with examination of other areas of the body, the clinician should be cognizant of
potential correlations to other impairments. For example, subjects with hyperkyphotic
postures demonstrated higher depression scores and less hamstring flexibility than clients
with normal thoracic posture.40
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Triage and Screening

Triage and screening is a necessary component of the examination process that should
be done prior to continuing with the examination. Ruling out serious pathology (refer to
chapter 6, Triage and Differential Diagnosis) and pain generation from other related (or
close-proximity) structures helps the clinician more accurately determine the necessity of
continuing with the other examination components to identify the actual source of the
client’s pain. Additionally, implementing strong screening tests (tests of high SN and low –
LR) at this point in the examination is suggested for narrowing down the competing
diagnoses of the respective body region (cervical and lumbar spine in this case) when this is
applicable.

Ruling Out Serious Pathology: Red Flags

Triage and screening for the thoracic spine should rule out the cervical and lumbar
spines as potential pain generators, as well as the potential for fractures and for other
nonmusculoskeletal contributors to the client’s pain. Since pain in the thoracic spine and
rib cage area has the potential for visceral (and other nonmusculoskeletal) contributors, the
clinician is referred to chapter 6 as well.

Vertebral Compression Fracture

One of the more serious musculoskeletal related pathologies of the thoracic spine is
vertebral compression fractures. While these should always be suspected in cases of trauma
to the thoracic spine, other variables are worthy of consideration (e.g., age, loss of body
height, thoracic localized pain) with the strongest predictors of fracture being sudden
occurrence of pain (odds ratio = 3.3) and height loss >6 cm (odds ratio = 3.1).8 Study
consisted of 410 postmenopausal women with osteoporosis, mean age 74.3 ± 5.5 years, and
used spine radiography as a reference standard.8

Two other separate studies have investigated predictor variables for vertebral
compression fracture.41, 42

Study 1

Female sex
Age > 70 years
Significant trauma
Prolonged use of corticosteroids

SN 88, SP 50, +LR 1.8, −LR 0.24 when 1 of 4 variables present
SN 38, SP 100, +LR 218, −LR 0.62, QUADAS 9 when 3 of 4 variables present
in a study of 1,172 clients with acute LBP (mean age 44 ± 15.1 years, 546
women), reference standard not reported (NR)41
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Study 2

Age > 52 years
No presence of leg pain
Body mass index ≤ 22
Does not exercise regularly
Female gender

SN 95 (83-99), SP 34 (33-34), +LR 1.4, −LR 0.16 when 1 of 5 variables
present
SN 37 (24-51), SP 96 (3.7-14.9), +LR 9.6, −LR 0.65, QUADAS 9 when 4 of
5 variables present in a retrospective study of 38 clients with fracture (mean age
66.9 ± 10.9 years, 34 women) and 1,410 without compression fracture or
wedge deformity, but spinal pain (mean age 54.9 ± 16 years, 827 women),
using a reference standard of standard radiography or CT scan42

Closed-Fist Percussion Sign
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Figure 18.7

 

 

Client Position

Standing or sitting (as shown) facing a mirror so that the clinician can gauge their
reaction
 

Clinician Position

Standing behind the client
 

Movement

Clinician uses a firm, closed-fist percussion along the entire length of the client’s spine.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is when the client complains of a sharp, sudden fracture pain.
 

Statistics

SN 88 (75-95), SP 90 (73-98), +LR 8.8, −LR 0.14, QUADAS 10, in a study of 83
consecutive clients with a suspected symptomatic osteoporotic vertebral compression
fracture (mean age 78.4 years, 75 women, acute onset of back pain of varying duration),
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using MRI as a reference standard43

 

Supine Sign
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Figure 18.8

 

 

Client Position

Lying supine, bilateral arms and legs relaxed with only one pillow under head
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side to observe client’s response
 

Assessment

A (+) test is when the client is unable to lie supine due to severe pain in their spine.
 

Statistics

SN 81 (67-91), SP 93 (83-99), +LR 11.6, −LR 0.20, QUADAS 10, in a study of 83
consecutive clients with a suspected symptomatic osteoporotic vertebral compression
fracture (mean age 78.4 years, 75 women, acute onset of back pain of varying duration),
using MRI as a reference standard43

 

Wall to Occiput Distance

The client stands against a vertical surface, heels and buttocks touching the surface.
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With the client’s head facing forward in Frankfurt plane (head positioned so that the
inferior orbital ridge is in the same horizontal plane with the notch above the tragus of the
ear), the clinician uses a tape measure to quantify the distance between the occiput and the
wall to the closest 0.5 cm, then repeats the drill and takes the average of three
measurements. A study of 280 women referred for assessment of osteoporosis (mean age
54.5 years, 75 women, symptom duration NR), using radiography as a reference standard,
found the following results.44

0 cm distance from wall: SN 100 (95-100), SP 0 (0-3)
4.1–6.0 cm distance from wall: SN 41 (31-52), SP 92 (87-95), +LR 5.1, −LR 0.64
>6.0 cm distance from wall: SN 28 (20-39), SP 96 (92-98), +LR 7, −LR 0.30,
QUADAS 10

 

Kyphosis Angle

The client stands with head facing forward in Frankfurt plane (head positioned so that
the inferior orbital ridge is in the same horizontal plane with the notch above the tragus of
the ear). The clinician positions a handheld digital inclinometer over T12 and zeroes it,
then moves it to T4 and records the angle between the two positions. The clinician repeats
the drill and takes the average of three measures. A study of 280 women referred for
assessment of osteoporosis (mean age 54.5 years, 75 women, symptom duration NR), using
radiography as a reference standard, found the following results.44

0° to 20°: SN 100 (95-100), SP 0 (0-3)
21° to 30°: SN 89 (81-94), SP 23 (18-31), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.5
31° to 40°: SN 67 (57-76), SP 75 (69-81), +LR 2.7, −LR 0.31
>40°: SN 31 (22-41), SP 93 (88-96), +LR 4.4, −LR 0.74, QUADAS 10

 

Critical Clinical Pearls

Clinicians must remember the following when performing the preceding described
ruling-out measures for vertebral compression fracture:

As always, tests and measures such as these are performed when there is suspicion of a
fracture in the first place.
These tests and measures are not necessarily performed as a standard measure for
ruling out the thoracic spine as a potential pain generator when there is little
suspicion of the presence of vertebral compression fracture (in such cases, ROM with
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or without overpressure are suggested).
With the closed-fist percussion test, the clinician should start with lighter pressure.
The clinician may be able to gather from the subjective history whether or not the
supine sign would be positive (e.g., they cannot lie supine at home).

 

Ruling Out Pain Generation From Other Related Structures: Cervical and
Lumbar Spines

The cervical and lumbar spines can be pain generators for the thoracic spine. The upper
quarter screen will determine cervical spine ROM and the potential for the cervical spine as
a pain generator to the client’s complaints of thoracic pain. The lower quarter screen
(described in chapter 7, Orthopedic Screening and Nervous System Examination) will
determine lumbar spine ROM and the potential for the lumbar spine as a pain generator.
Additional considerations for these sections of the spine are presented in the following
sections.

Rule Out Cervical Spine

The upper quarter screen involving ROM with or without overpressure to the cervical
spine will assist the clinician with ruling out the cervical spine. Specifically relevant to the
cervical spine is discogenic-related pathology. To help rule out this pathology, clinicians
can use a combination of Spurling’s test and the upper limb neurodynamic test (median
nerve bias).

Spurling’s test: SN 93 (77-99), SP 95 (76-100), +LR 19.6, −LR 0.07, QUADAS 945

Median nerve upper limb neurodynamic test: SN 97 (90-100), SP 22 (12-33), +LR
1.3, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 1046

Rule Out Lumbar Spine

The lower quarter screen involving ROM with or without overpressure to the lumbar
spine will assist the clinician with ruling out the lumbar spine. The following section lists
suggested special tests the clinician can use to rule out the lumbar spine as a potential pain
generator for the client with presentation of hip pain. The details of each of these tests can
be found in chapter 7. Radiculopathy or discogenic-related pathology is ruled out with a
combination of ROM and special tests assessments.

Repeated Motions (Range of Motion)

Centralization or peripheralization: 5 to 20 reps
SN 92 (NR), SP 64 (NR), +LR 2.6, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 1247
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SN 40 (28-54), SP 94 (73-99), +LR 6.7, QUADAS 1348

Special Tests

Straight leg raise test
SN 97 (NR), SP 57 (NR), +LR 2.2, −LR 0.05, QUADAS 1049

Pooled analysis: SN 92 (87-95), SP 28 (18-40), +LR 2.9, −LR 0.29;50 SN 91
(82-94), SP 26 (16-38), +LR 2.7, −LR 0.35 51

Slump test
SN 83 (NR), SP 55 (NR), +LR 1.8, −LR 0.32, QUADAS 1152

SN 84 (NR), SP 83 (NR), +LR 4.9, −LR 0.19, QUADAS 753

Facet joint dysfunction is ruled out with the seated extension–rotation test. As noted in
chapter 19 (Lumbar Spine), facet joint dysfunction is ruled in with posterior–anterior
spinal joint play assessments eliciting stiffness and concordant pain.

Seated Extension and Rotation

SN 100 (NR), SP 22 (NR), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.0, QUADAS 1154

SN 100 (NR), SP 12 (NR), +LR 1.1, −LR 0.0, QUADAS 1055

Additionally, as with any joint, clearing AROM with or without overpressure is
necessary. AROM of all motions as per the lower quarter screen described in chapter 7
should be implemented. In order to fully clear the lumbar and cervical spines (in this case),
full AROM (with overpressure if pain-free) must be present.

Sensitive Tests: Thoracic Spine

Sensitive tests of the thoracic spine consist of two tests already listed: closed-fist
percussion test and supine sign. See the previous sections for details. Another SN test for
scoliosis includes the following:

Adam’s Forward Bending or Flexion Test

Thoracic curves: SN 92 (85-100), SP 60 (47-74), +LR 2.3, −LR 0.13
Lumbar curves: SN 73 (60-86), SP 68 (57-80), +LR 2.3, −LR 0.40, QUADAS 956

Additionally, as with any joint, clearing AROM with or without overpressure is
necessary. In order to fully clear the thoracic spine, full AROM (with overpressure if pain-
free) must be present. Detail in this regard is described in the following section.
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Motion Tests

Gravina and colleagues demonstrated a strong correlation between radiological and
goniometer evaluation of thoracic kyphosis and lumbar lordosis.57 Therefore, this showed
that measurements of ROM are reliable and also confirmed the clinical utility of
goniometer assessment for the quantification of thoracic kyphosis and lumbar lordosis. The
positions, ROM normal values, and end-feels for the thoracic spine are listed in table 18.2.
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Passive and Active ROMs

Refer to chapter 19 (Lumbar Spine) for specific goniometric ROM measurements of
the lumbar and thoracic spine. The following sections provide general tests of thoracic
spine ROM and mobility that the clinician can additionally use to assess movement and
potential for pain provocation of thoracic spine. Moreover, clinicians can use these
movements to screen for potential thoracic spine contribution to clients’ pain when
assessing cervical and thoracic spines, as well as the shoulder joint.

General Active ROM Testing of the Trunk and Thoracic Spine

 

Extension Active ROM Testing
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Figure 18.9

 

 

Client Position

In long-sitting to produce counter curve locking of the lumbar spine (eliminating
movement from the lumbar spine); grasping opposite elbows in overhead position
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind or to the side of the client to assess movement
 

Movement

The clinician asks the client to bring their elbows posterior without extending at the
shoulders or moving their arms off of the head. Verbal cueing may be required to ensure
this extension movement is performed at the thoracic spine.
 

Assessment
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The clinician assesses for areas of the spine that do not extend or that remain in
kyphosis. They can apply overpressure at end ROM to discern presence (or lack) of
concordant pain.
 

Note

This particular technique is not suggested for the client with shoulder pathology. The
client with shoulder girdle pathology can cross arms across chest, but the clinician should
monitor for excessive shoulder girdle motion/compensation (e.g., shoulder girdle elevation).
 

Flexion Active ROM Testing
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Figure 18.10

 

 

Client Position

Standing
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind or to the side of the client to assess movement
 

Movement

The clinician asks the client to flex their spine one segment at a time from cranial to
caudal as if they were curling around a horizontal round cylinder. Verbal cueing may be
required to help the client perform this properly.
 

Assessment

The clinician monitors for areas of compensation or areas that are skipped during this
movement. Movement should be symmetrical as the client flexes segmentally. The clinician
can apply overpressure at end ROM to discern presence (or lack) of concordant pain.
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Rotation Active ROM Testing
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Figure 18.11

 

 

Client Position

In long-sitting to produce counter curve locking of the lumbar spine (eliminating
movement from the lumbar spine); interlacing hands behind their head
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind or to the side of the client to assess movement
 

Movement

The clinician asks the client to rotate in each direction (right rotation being shown),
leading the movement with their chest versus rotating their shoulders only.
 

Assessment
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The clinician assesses for areas of the spine demonstrating asymmetrical movement,
specifically a lack of a symmetrical or gradually rounded curve of the thoracic spine. They
can apply overpressure at end ROM to discern presence (or lack) of concordant pain.
 

Note

This particular technique is not suggested for the client with shoulder pathology.
Clients with shoulder pathology can cross arms across chest, but the clinician should
monitor for shoulder girdle motion compensation (e.g., scapular protraction/retraction)
versus trunk rotation in these clients.
 

Side Bending Active ROM Testing
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Figure 18.12

 

 

Client Position

In long-sitting with leg of the side to be assessed off the table and the foot on the floor;
interlacing fingers behind their head
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind or to the side of the client to assess movement
 

Movement

The clinician asks the client to perform side bending to the side with the leg on the
floor (right side being shown), leading with their shoulder blade to avoid side bending of
the head.
 

Assessment
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The clinician assesses for areas of asymmetrical movement, such as a lack of
symmetrical curving of the spine. They can apply overpressure at end ROM to discern
presence (or lack) of concordant pain.
 

Note

This particular technique is not suggested for the client with shoulder pathology. The
client with shoulder pathology again can cross arms across chest, but monitor for shoulder
girdle compensation (e.g., scapular depression and elevation).
 

General Passive ROM Testing of the Trunk and Thoracic Spine

 

Flexion Passive ROM Testing
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Figure 18.13

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with legs on floor and hands clasped behind head as shown. Long-sitting can be
utilized if the clinician notices that the client moves excessively.
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side of the client
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the distal thoracic or upper lumbar spine with one hand (right
being shown) placed just distal to the segment of the thoracic spine to be assessed (upper
thoracic being demonstrated) and grasps the client’s arms (covering both the client’s
elbows) with the other hand (left hand in this example). The clinician then passively flexes
the client’s thoracic spine or upper trunk to end range flexion. To assess the middle and
lower thoracic spine in this example, the clinician would move their right hand distal to the
section of the thoracic spine to be assessed.
 

Assessment

The clinician assesses for asymmetrical or abnormal movement and pain provocation.
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Extension Passive ROM Testing
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Figure 18.14

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with legs on floor and hands clasped behind head as shown. Long-sitting can be
utilized if the clinician notices that client moves excessively.
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side of the client
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the distal thoracic or upper lumbar spine with one hand (right
being shown) placed just distal to the segment of the thoracic spine to be assessed (upper
thoracic being demonstrated) and grasps the client’s arms under both elbows with other
hand (left hand being shown). The clinician then passively extends client’s thoracic spine or
upper trunk to end range extension. As with flexion described previously, to assess the
middle and lower thoracic spine in this example, the clinician would move their stabilizing
right hand distal to the section of the thoracic spine to be assessed.
 

Assessment

The clinician assesses for asymmetrical or abnormal movement and pain provocation.
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Side Bending Passive ROM Testing
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Figure 18.15

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with legs on floor and hands clasped behind head as shown. Long-sitting can be
utilized if the clinician notices that the client moves excessively.
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side of the client
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the distal thoracic or upper lumbar spine with one hand and
puts their other arm (left arm being shown) under the client’s elbow closest to them and
then grasps the client’s opposite shoulder with other hand. The clinician then passively side
bends the client’s thoracic spine or upper trunk away from them (right side bending as
shown) to end range side bending. The clinician would then need to go to the client’s other
side (standing on client’s right side) and perform the same movement to be able to assess
side bending in both directions. As described with both flexion and extension previously, to
assess the middle and lower thoracic spine in this example, the clinician would move their
right hand distal to the section of the thoracic spine to be assessed.
 

Assessment
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The clinician assesses for asymmetrical or abnormal movement and pain provocation.
 

Rotation Passive ROM Testing
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Figure 18.16

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with legs on floor and hands clasped behind head as shown. Long-sitting can be
utilized if the clinician notices that the client moves excessively.
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side of the client
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the distal thoracic or upper lumbar spine with one hand
(clinician’s right hand being shown) and places their other arm (left arm being shown)
under the client’s elbow closest to them and (crossing the client’s chest) grasps the client’s
opposite shoulder (right shoulder in this example) with their hand. The clinician then
passively rotates the client’s thoracic spine or upper trunk away or toward them (shown in
this example) to end range rotation. The clinician would then need to perform the
movement in the opposite direction of rotation. As described with flexion, extension, and
side bending previously, to assess the middle and lower thoracic spine in this example, the
clinician would move their right hand distal to the section of the thoracic spine to be
assessed.
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Assessment

The clinician assesses for asymmetrical or abnormal movement and pain provocation.
 

Passive Accessories

Passive accessory motion assessment is essential for determining the potential for joint
play dysfunction in the joints being examined. The following section details distinct
component assessments of passive joint mobility for the thoracic joint.

Passive Accessory (or Articular) Intervertebral Motion (PAIVM)

 

Thoracic Spine Central PA Mobilization

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 18.17

 

  

Client Position

Lying prone with head supported in table opening, or using a towel or mobilization
wedge to maintain cervical spine in neutral
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side of the client
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician places the mobilizing hand on the involved spinout process, making
purchase via the pisiform on ulnar border of their hand. They place their supporting hand
over the mobilizing hand or wrist (figure 18.17). Maintaining full extension of the elbows
on both arms, the clinician moves the spinout process from posterior to anterior, imparting
force from clinician’s body.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
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Notes

The clinician can also use pincer grip purchase with the thumb and index finger to
perform the same mobilization technique (figure 18.18). The clinician purchases the upper
segment involved and mobilizes it in an up and forward direction. They should make sure
their forearm is in the line of the mobilizing force.
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Figure 18.18

 

The clinician can also assess the upper thoracic spine using bilateral pisiform purchase
on the respective transverse processes (figure 18.19). Mobilization force is applied in
posterior–anterior (and likely inferior/caudal) direction, again assessing for joint
play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-feel.
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Figure 18.19

 

 

Unilateral PA Mobilization
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Figure 18.20

 

 

Client Position

Lying prone with head supported in table opening, or using towel or mobilization
wedge to maintain cervical spine in neutral
 

Clinician Position

Standing to side of client
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician can use a pincer grip or thumb side-to-side purchase (as shown in figure
18.20) over the involved transverse process to be mobilized. With extended elbows, the
clinician imparts force and movement through their own body.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
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Note

The clinician can also assess this region by placing purchase hand (right in example) as
described: one finger (3rd digit) on the inferior or caudal transverse process and the other
finger (2nd digit) on the superior or cephalad/cranial transverse process (figure 18.21). The
mobilizing hand (not shown, and left hand in example) would lie flat over this hand with
pisiform contact on 2nd finger and 5th metacarpal-phalangeal joint contact over 3rd finger
(same as would be performed with a bilateral PA mobilization [the ulnar border of
mobilizing hand provides anterior mobilization]). Superior vertebra will rotate to the right
and inferior vertebra will rotate to the left; gapping occurs at the right facet joint of the
assessed segment.
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Figure 18.21
 

 

 

Critical Clinical Pearls

When performing PAIVM, it is important to keep the following in mind:

The clinician should compare segments above and below the area being tested, as well
as the joints on each side.
The clinician is reminded of the low diagnostic accuracy and reliability for
determination of the grading of joint mobility motion.
Pain provocation with mobility testing is the suggested standard for determination of
the potential presence of joint dysfunction.

 

First Rib Mobility

 

Cervical Rotation Lateral Flexion Test (Associated With Brachialgia and
TOS)
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00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 18.22

 

  

Client Position

Sitting with bilateral arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind client
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician rotates the client’s head contralaterally (right in this example) to the rib
being assessed (left first rib in this example). From this rotated position, the clinician
passively side bends the client’s ipsilateral ear (clients left ear in this example) toward their
chest.
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Assessment

A (+) test is a bony restriction blocking lateral flexion.
 

Statistics

SN/SP NR; reliability was (κ) of 1.0 in a study of 23 clients with brachialgia and
thoracic outlet syndrome, with cineradiographic examination as a reference standard.
 

First Rib Spring Test
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Figure 18.23

 

 

Client Position

Supine with bilateral arms and head relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Sitting at the top of the table, directly facing the client’s head
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician passively rotates the client’s head toward the side to be assessed (left in
this example). They place their hand (clinician’s left hand in this example) posterior to the
first rib and then apply a downward force on the first rib in a caudal and ventral direction
toward the client’s opposite hip (right hip in this example).
 

Assessment

A (+) test is if the rib appears hypomobile compared to the contralateral side, or if
concordant pain is reproduced.
 

Statistics
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SN/SP NR, reliability (κ) 0.35, in a study of 61 clients with nonspecific neck pain (age
range 20-71 years, 46 women, mean duration of symptoms NR) and with comparison
among two clinicians, each with more than 25 years of experience.58

 

Flexibility

Refer to chapter 17 (Cervical Spine), chapter 19 (Lumbar Spine), and chapter 21
(Shoulder) for details on flexibility assessments relevant to the thoracic spine.
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Muscle Performance Testing

Refer to chapter 19 (Lumbar Spine) for details on muscle performance testing of the
thoracic spine.
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Special Tests

As mentioned in chapter 10 (Special Tests), in many cases the clinician is overly
dependent on the performance and interpretation of special test findings with respect to
differential diagnosis of the client’s presenting pain. Utilization of special tests for ruling in
(or helping to diagnose) a particular pathology should occur at this point in the
examination process. It is also hoped that the clinician has a much clearer picture of the
client’s presentation prior to this point in the examination and will therefore depend
minimally on special test findings with respect to diagnosis of the client’s pain.

Clinical special tests employed for the thoracic spine are poorly investigated. One of the
more common pathologies in the thoracic spine, thoracic outlet syndrome (TOS), utilizes
clinical special tests with limited diagnostic accuracy. Thoracic outlet syndrome testing is
traditionally based on assessment of pain reproduction and distal arm pulse changes. Since
only 5% to 10% of reported TOS cases are vascular related,59-62 pulse changes as a positive
response may not be appropriate.

Index of Special Tests

Thoracic Compression Fracture

Predictor Variables
Closed-Fist Percussion Sign
Supine Sign
Wall to Occiput Distance
Kyphosis Angle

Scoliosis

Adam’s Forward Bending or Flexion Test

Thoracic Outlet Syndrome

Adson’s Test
Costoclavicular Test
Hyperabduction Test
Wright Test
Roos Test
Supraclavicular Pressure Test

First Rib Restriction

Cervical Rotation Lateral Flexion Test
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First Rib Spring Test

Thoracic Spine General Mobility

Structural versus Flexible Kyphosis Test

Disc Pathology and Neural Tension

Slump Test (refer to chapter 7, Orthopedic Screening and Nervous System
Examination)

 

Case Studies

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination and complete these
case studies for chapter 18:

Case study 1 discusses a 13-year-old female with mid- and upper-thoracic spine pain.
Case study 2 discusses a 73-year-old female with mid-thoracic spine pain.

 

Abstract Links

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination to access abstract
links on these issues:

Adams forward bending/flexion test
Adson’s test
Cervical rotation lateral flexion test
Closed-fist percussion sign
First rib spring test
Kyphosis angle
Roos test
Vertical compression fracture

 

Thoracic Compression Fracture
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Please refer to the Triage and Screening section for details on all of these tests.

Scoliosis

 

Adam’s Forward Bending or Flexion Test
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Figure 18.24

 

 

Client Position

Standing with legs shoulder-width apart, equal weight on both legs, and arms relaxed at
side
 

Clinician Position

Standing either directly in front of or behind the client (as shown)
 

Movement

The client bends slowly forward and reaches their hands toward the floor.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is asymmetry of the trunk, specifically a rib hump on one side.
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Statistics

Thoracic curves: SN 92 (85-100), SP 60 (47-74), +LR 2.3, −LR 0.13, QUADAS 9,
in a study of 105 consecutive clients referred for adolescent idiopathic or congenital
scoliosis (87 girls, mean age 15.5 ± 4.8 years, mean duration symptoms NR), using
the Cobb angle as a reference standard56

Lumbar curves: SN 73 (60-86), SP 68 (57-80), +LR 2.3, −LR 0.40, QUADAS 9, in
a study of 105 consecutive clients referred for adolescent idiopathic or congenital
scoliosis (87 girls, mean age 15.5 ± 4.8 years, mean duration symptoms NR), using
Cobb angle as a reference standard56

SN 87 (NR), SP 93 (NR), +LR, −LR, QUADAS 5 in a study of 2,700 clients from
the island of Samos, Greece (ages 8-16 years, other demographic data NR), using
Cobb angle as a reference standard63

 

Thoracic Outlet Syndrome

 

Adson’s Test

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 18.25

 

  

Client Position

Sitting, bilateral arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client’s arm to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician assesses the client’s pulse for pulse rate and strength. The clinician then
has the client rotate their head to the side to be assessed, tuck the chin, and extend the head
slightly. The clinician externally rotates and extends the client’s arm, while the client
inhales and holds their breath for 10 seconds as the clinician monitors the radial pulse.
 

Assessment

A (+) test occurs with reproduction of symptoms and change in radial pulse. This test is
thought to implicate the scalene muscles as the symptom generator.
 

Statistics
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SN not tested (NT), SP 89 (NR) for vascular changes and paresthesia; 100 for pain,
QUADAS 9, in a study of 53 asymptomatic clients (mean age 29.7 ± 6.4 years, 27
women, mean duration symptoms NR), with symptom reproduction as a reference
standard64

SN 50 (NR), SP NR, QUADAS 5, in a study of 16 clients with nonspecific TOS
(mean age, gender, and duration of symptoms NR), with Doppler duplex imaging as
a reference standard65

SN 79 (NR), SP 76 (NR), +LR 3.3, −LR 0.27, QUADAS 8 (pulse abolition), in a
study of 48 clients (mean age 36 years for 26 women and 43 years for 5 men for
those with TOS, 42 years for 13 women and 39 years for 4 men without TOS,
symptom duration NR), with medical history, clinical examination, or angiography
as a reference standard66

 

Costoclavicular Test
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Figure 18.26

 

 

Client Position

Sitting, bilateral arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client, to the side of the arm to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician palpates the client’s radial pulse at rest. Once a pulse strength and rate
have been determined in resting position, the clinician passively externally rotates and
extends the client’s arm, drawing it down and back. The clinician instructs the client to
inhale and hold their breath for 10 seconds as the clinician assesses pulse strength and rate.
 

Assessment
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Test is (+) with reproduction of symptoms and disappearance of radial pulse. Clients
with symptoms suggestive of TOS while wearing backpacks or a heavy coat should be
assessed with this test. This test is thought to implicate the costoclavicular space as the
symptom generator.
 

Statistics

SN not tested (NT), SP 89 (NR) for vascular changes and paresthesia; 100 for pain,
QUADAS 9, in a study of 53 asymptomatic clients (mean age 29.7 ± 6.4 years, 27 women,
mean duration symptoms NR), with symptom reproduction as a reference standard64

 

Hyperabduction Test
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Figure 18.27

 

 

Client Position

Sitting, bilateral arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client to the side to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician assesses the client’s radial pulse in resting position. The clinician places
the client’s arm to be assessed in full elevation and external rotation, and then holds it there
for 1 minute, monitoring the client’s radial pulse in the hyperabducted position.
 

Assessment
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A test is (+) with reproduction of symptoms and disappearance of radial pulse.
 

Statistics

SN NT, SP 64 (NR) for paresthesia and 79 for pain, QUADAS 9, in a study of 53
asymptomatic clients (mean age 29.7 ± 6.4 years, 27 women, mean duration of
symptoms NR), using symptom reproduction as a reference standard64

SN 52 (NR), SP 90 (NR), +LR 5.2, −LR 0.53, QUADAS 8 (pulse abolition), in a
study of 48 clients (mean age 36 years for 26 women and 43 years for 5 men for
those with TOS, 42 years for 13 women and 39 years for 4 men without TOS,
symptom duration NR), using medical history, clinical examination, or angiography
as a reference standard66

SN 84 (NR), SP 40 (NR), +LR 1.4, −LR 0.4 (symptom reproduction)66

 

Wright Test
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Figure 18.28

 

 

Client Position

Sitting, bilateral arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client to the side to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician assesses the client’s radial pulse in resting position. The clinician turns the
client’s head to the unaffected side and places the arm to be assessed in full elevation and
external rotation. The clinician holds the arm in the hyperabducted position for 1 minute,
monitoring the radial pulse.
 

Assessment
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A test is (+) with reproduction of symptoms and disappearance of radial pulse.
 

Statistics

SN 70 (NR), SP 53 (NR), +LR 1.5, −LR 0.56, QUADAS 8 (pulse abolition), in a
study of 48 clients (mean age 36 years for 26 women and 43 years for 5 men with
TOS, 42 years for 13 women and 39 years for 4 men without TOS, symptom
duration NR), using medical history, clinical examination, or angiography as a
reference standard66

SN 90 (NR), SP 29 (NR), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.34, QUADAS 8 (pulse abolition)66

 

Roos Test
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Figure 18.29

 

 

Client Position

Sitting, bilateral arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing, monitoring client
 

Movement

The clinician instructs the client to abduct both arms to 90°, with elbows bent to 90°,
then to slowly open and close their hands for up to 3 minutes while maintaining this
position.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is if the client’s arms feel heavy, or if client complains of ischemia pain,
paresthesia, or reproduction of other symptoms.
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Statistics

SN 84 (NR), SP 30 (NR), +LR 5.2, −LR 0.53, QUADAS 8, in a study of 48 clients
(mean age 36 years for 26 women and 43 years for 5 men for those with TOS, 42
years for 13 women and 39 years for 4 men without TOS, symptom duration NR),
using medical history, clinical examination, or angiography as a reference standard66

SN 82 (NR), SP 100 (NR), +LR Inf, −LR 0.18, QUADAS 5, in a study of 41 clients
symptomatic for brachial plexus compression (mean age 41 years) and 16 control
clients, using surgery as a reference standard67

 

Supraclavicular Pressure Test
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Figure 18.30

 

 

Client Position

Sitting, bilateral arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly facing client; placing their fingers on the client’s upper trapezius and
their thumbs on the lowest portion of anterior scalene near the first ribs
 

Movement

Clinician squeezes their thumbs and fingers together for 30 seconds.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) with reproduction of symptoms and disappearance of radial pulse.
 

Statistics

SN NT, SP 79 (NR) for vascular changes, 85 for paresthesia, 98 for pain, QUADAS 9,
in a study of 53 asymptomatic clients (mean age 29.7 ± 6.4 years, 27 women, mean
duration symptoms NR), using symptom reproduction as a reference standard64
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Critical Clinical Pearls

When performing TOS testing, keep the following in mind:

The majority of TOS is neurogenic versus vascular.
One of the suggested primary findings of this type of testing is the reduction in pulse,
a vascular finding.
TOS testing is likely to create diffuse symptoms when positive.
The diagnosis of TOS has been suggested anecdotally by some as a diagnosis of
exclusion.

 

First Rib Restriction

Please refer to the Motion Tests (Passive Accessories) section for details on all of these
tests.
 

Thoracic Spine General Mobility

 

Structural Versus Flexible Kyphosis Test
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Figure 18.31

 

 

Client Position

Prone with bilateral hands on forehead
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s head, directly facing client
 

Movement

A belt is placed around the thoracic apex of kyphosis. The client actively lifts the trunk,
or is passively lifted (as shown) into extension.
 

Assessment

Not being able to extend the thoracic spine (either actively or passively) suggests that
the kyphosis is structural.
 

Statistics

NR
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Disc Pathology and Neural Tension

 
Please refer to chapter 7 (Orthopedic Screening and Nervous System Examination) for

the details of the slump test.
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Palpation

Refer to chapter 17 (Cervical Spine) for specific landmarks relevant to the thoracic
spine. Palpate along the thoracic spine and rib cage for postural curvature, symmetry, and
general mobility of the skin and soft tissue. Palpation of the thoracic spine spinous
processes is similar to the process in the cervical and lumbar spine. Palpation of the
transverse processes is similar to the process in the lumbar spine.

Palpation of Rib Angle
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Figure 18.32

 

 

Client Position

Sitting, bilateral arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the client, on the opposite side of the one to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician reaches across the anterior portion of the client’s body and grasps their
posterior shoulder girdle on the side away from them (left as shown). Using this hand (left
as shown), the clinician protracts the client’s shoulder girdle to expose rib angles of rib cage.
The clinician palpates along rib angles from cranial to caudal, feeling for symmetry,
tenderness, and general mobility with breathing. Tenderness and asymmetry may be
indicative of rib dysfunction.
 

Rib Cage Posterior Palpation
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Figure 18.33

 

 

Client Position

Prone
 

Clinical Position

Standing to the side of client
 

Movement

The clinician assesses the symmetry of the paired ribs just lateral to the costochondral
junction. The clinician should also have the client perform repeated normal inspiration and
expiration and should assess for range and quality of movement below their fingertips. The
clinician should make note of any increase or decrease in the intercostal space.
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Physical Performance Measures

Refer to chapters 17 (Cervical Spine) and 19 (Lumbar Spine) for appropriate physical
performance measures.
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Common Orthopedic Conditions of the Thoracic Spine

While it is impossible to distinctly describe various pathological presentations of the
thoracic spine, there are evidence-based findings supportive of particular pathologies of this
region of the body. Therefore, the intent of this section of the chapter is to present current
evidence-supported findings suggestive of thoracic spine pathologies. As previously
described in chapter 4 (Evidence-Based Practice and Client Examination), though, not all
examination findings are absolutely supported with clinical evidence, and the clinician
should also rely on clinical experience and input from the client when performing
differential diagnosis of a client’s presentation of pain and dysfunction.

The thoracic spine likely has the least common prevalence of pathology compared to
the more commonly described pathologies of the cervical and lumbar spine. The clinician
should however be cognizant of the potential for these pathologies in isolation or in
combination with pathologies of the cervical and lumbar spine and shoulder
predominantly.

Vertebral Compression Fracture

ICD-9: 733.13 (pathological fracture of vertebra)
ICD-10: M48.50 (collapsed vertebra)

A vertebral compression fracture is a collapse of a vertebra due to trauma or
pathological decreased bone density of a vertebra. The decreased bone density can be due to
osteoporosis, osteogenesis imperfecta, lytic lesions from tumors, or infection. Otherwise
healthy people can also sustain this type of fracture due to excessive compressive loads on
the spine. The anterior portion of the vertebral body is the most susceptible to this type of
fracture due to the trabecular bone content in this area. These fractures have a characteristic
wedge shape deformity, where there is a greater loss of vertebral body height anteriorly than
posteriorly.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Reported mechanisms of onset include falls, lifting even light objects, bending,
jogging, and previous history of trauma.6, 7

Pain was more intense, but of shorter duration; more often it occurred suddenly and
persisted during the night.8

Reported risk factors: history of fracture, history of osteoporosis, decreased height,
physical activity.6

Reported risk factors for men: cigarette smoking, consumption of alcoholic
beverages, previous history of trauma, tuberculosis, peptic ulcers.6

Reported risk factors for women: late menarche, early menopause, increase in
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age, low consumption of cheese and yogurt, low physical activity.6, 7

Most likely in elderly women and in clients with trauma.
Two- to threefold increased risk in American women over 60 years of age.6

Osteoporosis and vertebral compression fractures are prevalent in men aged 60-74
years; the majority of deformities were present in people without osteoporosis.68

Male osteoporosis is reported to be markedly underdiagnosed.68

Clients with at least one vertebral fracture have a four- to fivefold increase in the risk
of having additional vertebral fractures, as well as a threefold increase in the risk of
hip fracture.9

Outcome Measures

Visual Analogue Scale, Oswestry Disability Index
Any appropriate outcome measure that is clinically relevant

Diagnostic Imaging

Little data support using plain film radiographs to diagnose thoracolumbar spine
fractures, although this has remained the radiologic gold standard by default.69

Most blunt trauma clients require CT to screen for other injuries. This has allowed
the single admitting series of CT scans to also include screening for bony spine
injuries.69

A combination of both clinical examination and CT screening based on mechanism
will likely be required to ensure adequate SN with an acceptable SP for the diagnosis
of clinically significant injuries of the thoracolumbar spine.70

Spinous process fractures one level above the osteoporotic compression fracture are
infrequent (4% of cases), but they do occur.71

CT has good ability to help rule out (SN 81) and rule in (SP 87) moderate vertebral
fracture, but ideal ability to help rule out (SN 96) and rule in (SN 92) severe
vertebral fractures.29

DEXA has good to ideal ability to help rule out (SN 70-98) and an ideal ability to
rule in (SP 98-99) vertebral fracture.30, 31

Scoliosis: Chest radiographs have ideal ability to help rule out (SN 94) thoracic
curves and ideal ability to rule in thoracolumbar (SP 97), lumbar (SP 99), and double
major curves (SP 98).32

II. Observation

Monitor for excessive kyphosis, particularly at 1-2 segments.
See Triage and Screening section that follows.

III. Triage and Screening
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Rule out any potential visceral involvement (see chapter 6).
All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Assessment of thoracolumbar spine deformity, tenderness to palpation, and
neurological deficits does little to rule out (SN 48) thoracolumbar spine fractures.
Positive results on these assessments had good ability to help rule in (SP 85)
thoracolumbar spine fractures.70

Measurement of wall-to-occiput distance: If 0 cm, it has ideal ability to help rule out
(SN 100) vertebral compression fracture, and if between 4.1 and 6.0 cm, it has good
ability to help rule in (SP 93) vertebral compression fracture.44

Kyphosis angle of 21° to 30° between wall and occiput has good ability to help rule
out (SN 89) compression fracture.44

Presence of only one variable has less than good ability to help rule out (SN 88, −LR
0.24) vertebral fracture, while presence of three or four variables has less than good
ability to help rule in (SP 100, +LR 1.8) vertebral fracture.41

Presence of only two variables present has good ability to help rule out (SN 95, −LR
0.16) vertebral fracture, while presence of four or five variables has good ability to
help rule in (SP 96, +LR 9.6) vertebral fracture.42

Closed-fist percussion sign has good ability to help rule out (SN 88, −LR 0.14) and
ideal ability to help rule in (SP 90, +LR 8.8) vertebral fracture.43

Supine sign has good ability to help rule out (SN 81, −LR 0.20) and ideal ability to
help rule in (SP 93, +LR 11.6) vertebral fracture.43

Assessment of thoracolumbar spine deformity, tenderness to palpation, and
neurological deficits does little to rule out (SN 48) thoracolumbar spine fractures.
Positive results on these assessments were helpful for ruling in (SP 85) thoracolumbar
spine fractures.70

IV. Motion Tests

Pain worsened by flexion of spine.8

Moderate decrease in trunk ROM due to pain.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Muscle performance deficits probable due to pain and limitations.

VI. Special Tests

See Triage and Screening section.

VII. Palpation

In adults (mean age 63 years), the peak location for vertebral fractures were at T7-T8
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and T12-L1. In pediatric clients (mean age 7.7 years), the peak location for vertebral
fractures were T6-T7 and L1-L2.72

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Most likely, these are not appropriate at early stages of rehabilitation.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain control (most likely), exercise and conditioning, and possibly mobility may be
appropriate.

Costochondritis

ICD-9: 733.6
ICD-10: M94 (chondrocostal junction syndrome [Tietze])

Costochondritis, also known as chest wall pain, costosternal syndrome, or costosternal
chondrodynia is a benign and often temporary inflammation of the costal cartilage, which
connects each rib to the sternum at the costosternal joint, and is a common cause of chest
pain. Though costochondritis is often self-limited, it can be a recurring condition that can
appear to have few or no signs of onset. Typically, refraining from physical activity will
assist with preventing the onset of an attack. Costochondritis symptoms can be similar to
the chest pain associated with a heart attack. Unexplained chest pain is considered a
medical emergency until potentially life-threatening cardiac issues can be ruled out.
Costochondritis is differentiated from Tietze syndrome by the finding of swelling of the
costal cartilages (Tietze syndrome). The causes of Tietze syndrome are not well understood,
but like costochondritis, the syndrome is thought to result from a physical strain.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Prevalence rate of 30% in those clients complaining of chest pain5

More common in women than men5, 12, 13

More common in Hispanics5

Thought to be self-limiting condition of unknown etiology that typically presents
with pain around the second to fifth costochondral joints4

Symptoms usually resolved by 1 year but can reoccur5

Pain is typically unilateral and often intermittent5

Role of inflammation has been suggested by a raised erythrocyte sedimentation rate
and morning stiffness5

Little evidence suggesting infection etiology4

Outcome Measures
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Patient-Specific Functional Scale73

Any appropriate outcome measure that is relevant

Diagnostic Imaging

Imaging is appropriate for ruling out fracture or stress fracture.

II. Observation

Client may demonstrate pain posturing, avoidance of trunk rotation, and deep
breathing when irritable.5, 13, 73

III. Triage and Screening

Rule out any potential visceral involvement (see chapter 6).
All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Assessment of thoracolumbar spine deformity, tenderness to palpation, and
neurological deficits does little to rule out (SN 48) thoracolumbar spine fractures.
Positive results on these assessments had good ability to help rule in (SP 85)
thoracolumbar spine fractures.70

Measurement of wall-to-occiput distance: If 0 cm, it has ideal ability to help rule out
(SN 100) vertebral compression fracture, and if between 4.1 and 6.0 cm, it has good
ability to help rule in (SP 93) vertebral compression fracture.44

Kyphosis angle of 21° to 30° between wall and occiput has good ability to help rule
out (SN 89) compression fracture.44

Presence of only one variable has less than good ability to help rule out (SN 88, −LR
0.24) vertebral fracture, while presence of three or four variables has less than good
ability to help rule in (SP 100, +LR 1.8) vertebral fracture.41

Presence of only two variables has good ability to help rule out (SN 95, −LR 0.16)
vertebral fracture, while presence of four or five variables has good ability to help rule
in (SP 96, +LR 9.6) vertebral fracture.42

Closed-fist percussion sign has good ability to help rule out (SN 88, −LR 0.14) and
ideal ability to help rule in (SP 90, +LR 8.8) vertebral fracture.43

Supine sign has good ability to help rule out (SN 81, −LR 0.20) and ideal ability to
help rule in (SP 93, +LR 11.6) vertebral fracture.43

Assessment of thoracolumbar spine deformity, tenderness to palpation, and
neurological deficits does little to rule out (SN 48) thoracolumbar spine fractures.
Positive results on these assessments were helpful for ruling in (SP 85) thoracolumbar
spine fractures.70

IV. Motion Tests
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Thoracic spine or rib cage mobility and ROM can be limited and painful.13, 73

Clinicians should assess joint mobility of thoracic spine, first rib mobility,
costovertebral, costosternal, and sternoclavicular joints.13, 74, 75

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Muscle testing of associated thoracic spine and rib cage musculature can be limited
and painful.13, 73

VI. Special Tests

Cervical rotation lateral flexion test has been suggested to examine for influence of
first rib elevation in brachialgia or TOS.15

VII. Palpation

Clinicians should look for associated anterior chest wall tenderness that is localized to
the costochondral junction of one or more ribs without notable swelling, heat, and
erythema, which are indicative of Tietze syndrome.76

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Any appropriate physical performance measure (PPM)

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain control (most likely), exercise and conditioning, and possibly mobility may be
appropriate.

Posture Abnormality

ICD-9: 732.0 (juvenile osteochondrosis of spine)
ICD-10: M42.0 (juvenile osteochondrosis of spine)

Posture abnormality is a broad term for various forms of postural dysfunctions,
including poor posture, scoliosis, and Scheuermann’s disease primarily. Poor posture, often
termed upper crossed syndrome, is a common postural dysfunction where the client
demonstrates a forward head and bilaterally rounded shoulders. Scheuermann’s disease is a
self-limiting skeletal disorder of childhood. It is also known as Scheuermann’s kyphosis,
Calvé disease, and juvenile osteochondrosis of the spine. Scheuermann’s disease describes a
condition where the vertebrae grow unevenly with respect to the sagittal plane. This uneven
growth results in the signature wedging shape of the vertebrae, causing the characteristic
kyphosis. Scoliosis is specifically discussed in a subsequent section.

I. Client Interview
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Subjective History

Most commonly affects teenagers

Outcome Measures

Any appropriate outcome measure

Diagnostic Imaging

Imaging is typically utilized to rule out other pathologies

II. Observation

Forward head posture and thoracic kyphosis are associated with reduced cervical
ROM, specifically general cervical rotation and flexion.38

Excessive lordotic curve in lumbar spine and excessive kyphotic curve in thoracic
spine.
Male clients with this condition often have broad, barrel chests.
Clients have decreased height due to excessive thoracic kyphosis.

III. Triage and Screening

Rule out any potential visceral involvement (see chapter 6).
All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Assessment of thoracolumbar spine deformity, tenderness to palpation, and
neurological deficits does little to rule out (SN 48) thoracolumbar spine fractures.
Positive results on these assessments had good ability to help rule in (SP 85)
thoracolumbar spine fractures.70

Measurement of wall-to-occiput distance: If 0 cm, it has ideal ability to help rule out
(SN 100) vertebral compression fracture, and if between 4.1 and 6.0 cm, it has good
ability to help rule in (SP 93) vertebral compression fracture.44

Kyphosis angle of 21° to 30° between wall and occiput has good ability to help rule
out (SN 89) compression fracture.44

Presence of only one variable has less than good ability to help rule out (SN 88, −LR
0.24) vertebral fracture, while presence of three or four variables has less than good
ability to help rule in (SP 100, +LR 1.8) vertebral fracture.41

Presence of only two variables has good ability to help rule out (SN 95, −LR 0.16)
vertebral fracture, while presence of four or five variables has good ability to help rule
in (SP 96, +LR 9.6) vertebral fracture.42

Closed-fist percussion sign has good ability to help rule out (SN 88, −LR 0.14) and
ideal ability to help rule in (SP 90, +LR 8.8) vertebral fracture.43
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Supine sign has good ability to help rule out (SN 81, −LR 0.20) and ideal ability to
help rule in (SP 93, +LR 11.6) vertebral fracture.43

Assessment of thoracolumbar spine deformity, tenderness to palpation, and
neurological deficits does little to rule out (SN 48) thoracolumbar spine fractures.
Positive results on these assessments were helpful for ruling in (SP 85) thoracolumbar
spine fractures.70

IV. Motion Tests

Thoracic spine restricted mobility, most notably at the apex of the curve in thoracic
spine.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Muscles that are in a shortened position are likely to demonstrate weakness.
Muscles that are in a lengthened position are likely to demonstrate weakness.

VI. Special Tests

No tests are specifically applicable for this pathology.
Tests utilized are to rule out other pathologies described.

VII. Palpation

Muscles that are tonically active (shortened) are likely to be tender to palpation
(cervical suboccipital muscles, pectoral muscles, lower thoracic and lumbar
paraspinals, and hip flexors).

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Any appropriate PPM may be used. Trunk endurance testing may be particularly
worthy of assessment.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Mobility, exercise and conditioning, and pain control (less likely) may be
appropriate.

Scoliosis

ICD-9: 737 (curvature of spine)
ICD-10: M41 (scoliosis)

Scoliosis is an abnormal curvature of the spine, most significantly involving the thoracic
spine, and to a lesser degree, the lumbar spine. The Scoliosis Research Society has defined it
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as a lateral curvature of the spine greater than 10° as measured using the Cobb method on a
standing radiograph.77 Scoliosis is typically classified as either congenital, idiopathic
(subclassified as infantile, juvenile, adolescent, or adult, according to when onset occurred),
or neuromuscular (a secondary symptom of another condition, such as spina bifida,
cerebral palsy, spinal muscular atrophy, or physical trauma). A lesser-known cause of
scoliosis could be a condition called Chiari malformation.

The spine with scoliosis will have side bending in one direction and rotation in the
opposite. The scoliotic spine will have a rib hump on the side opposite of the side bending
or on the same side as the rotation of the vertebrae. The rib hump is due to the posterior
displacement of the rib cage on that side. A single curve (thoracic scoliosis) will give the
spine a C appearance, while a double curve (thoracic and lumbar scoliosis) will give an S
appearance.

Curves in younger clients, as well as double curves, are more likely to progress than
curves in older clients or single curves. Curves less than 30° at bone maturity are unlikely to
progress, whereas curves measuring from 30° to 50° progress an average of 10° to 15° over a
lifetime. Curves greater than 50° at maturity progress steadily at a rate of 1° per year.10 The
prevalence of curves greater than 30° is less than 1%.10

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Present in 2% to 4% of children between 10 and 16 years of age.10, 11

Of adolescents diagnosed with scoliosis, only 10% have curve progression requiring
medical intervention.10

Often present with gradual, insidious onset of pain, if pain is even present. The
scoliosis may be found with screening examination in school and so on.

Outcome Measures

Scoliosis Research Society: SRS-22 questionnaire22, 24, 28

Walter Reed Visual Assessment Scale (WRVAS)21, 25, 28

Trunk Appearance Perception Scale (TAPS)28

Any appropriate outcome measure

II. Observation

Curves as described prior: C curve versus S curve

Diagnostic Imaging

Weight-bearing full-spine anteroposterior, coronal and lateral, and sagittal
radiographs are standard.
Full-length standing spine radiographs are the standard method for evaluating the
severity and progression of the scoliosis.
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In growing clients, serial radiographs are obtained at 3- to 12-month intervals to
follow curve progression. In some instances, MRI investigation is warranted to look
at the spinal cord.
The standard method for assessing the curvature quantitatively is measurement of the
Cobb angle, which is the angle between two lines drawn perpendicular to the upper
end plate of the uppermost vertebra involved and the lower end plate of the lowest
vertebra involved.
Risser grading of 0 to 5 can also be assessed on the ilium. Grading is based on the
degree of bony fusion of the iliac apophysis, from grade 0 (no ossification) to grade 5
(complete bony fusion).
Risk of curve progression:11, 78, 79

Curves of 10° to 19° and Risser stage 2 to 4 (limited growth potential) are low
risk.
Curves of 10° to 19° and Risser stage 0 to 1 (high growth potential) are
moderate risk.
Curves of 20° to 29° and Risser stage 2 to 4 (limited growth potential) are low
or moderate risk.
Curves of 20° to 29° and Risser stage 0 to 1 (high growth potential) are high
risk.
Curves > 29° and Risser stage 2 to 4 (limited growth potential) are high risk.
Curves > 29° and Risser stage 0 to 1 (high growth potential) are very high risk.

III. Triage and Screening

Rule out any potential visceral involvement (see chapter 6).
All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Assessment of thoracolumbar spine deformity, tenderness to palpation, and
neurological deficits does little to rule out (SN 48) thoracolumbar spine fractures.
Positive results on these assessments had good ability to help rule in (SP 85)
thoracolumbar spine fractures.70

Measurement of wall-to-occiput distance: If 0 cm, it has ideal ability to help rule out
(SN 100) vertebral compression fracture, and if between 4.1 and 6.0 cm, it has good
ability to help rule in (SP 93) vertebral compression fracture.44

Kyphosis angle of 21° to 30° between wall and occiput has good ability to help rule
out (SN 89) compression fracture.44

Presence of only one variable has less than good ability to help rule out (SN 88, −LR
0.24) vertebral fracture, while presence of three or four variables has less than good
ability to help rule in (SP 100, +LR 1.8) vertebral fracture.41

Presence of only two variables has good ability to help rule out (SN 95, −LR 0.16)
vertebral fracture, while presence of four or five variables has good ability to help rule
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in (SP 96, +LR 9.6) vertebral fracture.42

Closed-fist percussion sign has good ability to help rule out (SN 88, −LR 0.14) and
ideal ability to help rule in (SP 90, +LR 8.8) vertebral fracture.43

Supine sign has good ability to help rule out (SN 81, −LR 0.20) and ideal ability to
help rule in (SP 93, +LR 11.6) vertebral fracture.43

Assessment of thoracolumbar spine deformity, tenderness to palpation, and
neurological deficits does little to rule out (SN 48) thoracolumbar spine fractures.
Positive results on these assessments were helpful for ruling in (SP 85) thoracolumbar
spine fractures.70

IV. Motion Tests

Client will likely have restricted side bending toward convexity and rotation toward
concavity.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Client will likely have limited trunk muscle performance.

VI. Special Tests

The use of the forward bending test alone in school screening for scoliosis is
insufficient.80

The forward bending test provides some assistance to help rule out scoliosis with an
SN of 88 for a Cobb angle ≥ 20° and an SN of 80 for needing treatment, although
caution is advised when using this tool alone as a screening procedure for scoliosis.81

VII. Palpation

Paraspinal muscles on the concave side will feel taut due to the fact that they are
shortened.
Paraspinal muscles on the convex side will feel taut due to the fact that they are
lengthened.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Any appropriate PPM may be used.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain control (if pain dominant), exercise and conditioning, and mobility may be
appropriate.

Differential Diagnosis of Postural Abnormality Versus Scoliosis
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Scoliosis is a postural abnormality.
Postural abnormality therefore includes various types of abnormalities.
Structural scoliosis is an abnormality in the transverse (spine rotation toward the
convex side prominence) and frontal planes (side bending toward the concave side)
predominantly.
Radiographic imaging will consistently demonstrate a structural spinal abnormality
with structural scoliosis.
Postural abnormality can be a static or dynamic (functional, position dependent, or
temporary) dysfunction.

 

Thoracic Spine Osteoarthritis

ICD-9: 719.49 (pain in unspecified joint); 719.58 (stiffness of unspecified joint)
ICD-10: M25.5 (pain in unspecified joint); M25.6 (stiffness in unspecified joint)

Osteoarthritis of the thoracic region of the spine has characteristics similar to that of the
cervical and lumbar spines. Refer to the cervical and lumbar spine chapters for additional
detail.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

As with other spine osteoarthritis clients, sustained positions, especially weight
bearing, can be particularly painful.

Outcome Measures

Any relevant clinical measure is appropriate.

Diagnostic Imaging

Radiographic findings include joint space narrowing, bone sclerosis, periarticular
cysts, and osteophytes. Refer to chapter 6 for definition of osteoarthritis according to
Kellgren and Lawrence.82

Disc space narrowing and osteophytes are associated with a decreased vertebral
fracture prevalence in postmenopausal women with osteoporosis.83

II. Observation

Due to increased trabecular bone anteriorly and susceptibility to anterior vertebral
collapse and wedging, as well as the fact that intervertebral foramen space is increased
with flexion, these clients likely will have increased thoracic kyphosis.
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III. Triage and Screening

Rule out any potential visceral involvement (see chapter 6).
All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Assessment of thoracolumbar spine deformity, tenderness to palpation, and
neurological deficits does little to rule out (SN 48) thoracolumbar spine fractures.
Positive results on these assessments had good ability to help rule in (SP 85)
thoracolumbar spine fractures.70

Measurement of wall-to-occiput distance: If 0 cm, it has ideal ability to help rule out
(SN 100) vertebral compression fracture, and if between 4.1 to 6.0 cm, it has good
ability to help rule in (SP 93) vertebral compression fracture.44

Kyphosis angle of 21° to 30° between wall and occiput has good ability to help rule
out (SN 89) compression fracture.44

Presence of only one variable has less than good ability to help rule out (SN 88, −LR
0.24) vertebral fracture, while presence of three or four variables has less than good
ability to help rule in (SP 100, +LR 1.8) vertebral fracture.41

Presence of only two variables has good ability to help rule out (SN 95, −LR 0.16)
vertebral fracture, while presence of four or five variables has good ability to help rule
in (SP 96, +LR 9.6) vertebral fracture.42

Closed-fist percussion sign has good ability to help rule out (SN 88, −LR 0.14) and
ideal ability to help rule in (SP 90, +LR 8.8) vertebral fracture.43

Supine sign has good ability to help rule out (SN 81, −LR 0.20) and ideal ability to
help rule in (SP 93, +LR 11.6) vertebral fracture.43

Assessment of thoracolumbar spine deformity, tenderness to palpation, and
neurological deficits does little to rule out (SN 48) thoracolumbar spine fractures.
Positive results on these assessments were helpful for ruling in (SP 85) thoracolumbar
spine fractures.70

IV. Motion Tests

Thoracic and trunk extension are limited and painful.83

Limited joint mobility with PA assessment is likely.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Trunk muscle performance deficits are likely.

VI. Special Tests

No tests are specifically designed for assessment of this pathology; other tests used in
this (and other chapters) will help rule out potential contributing pathology.
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VII. Palpation

Clinicians should look for tenderness over the involved segments, specifically the
involved joints.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Any relevant PPM can be used.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain control (if pain dominant), mobility, and exercise and conditioning may be
appropriate.

Thoracic Outlet Syndrome

ICD-9: 353.0 (brachial plexus lesions)
ICD-10: G54 (brachial plexus disorders)

This syndrome is characterized by a collection of signs and symptoms due to
compression or irritation of the brachial plexus and subclavian vessels. There are three main
types of thoracic outlet syndrome (TOS): neurogenic TOS (produced by compression of
the brachial plexus, accounting for 95% of all TOS cases), arterial TOS (due to
compression of the subclavian artery), and venous TOS (due to compression of the
subclavian vein). Thoracic outlet syndrome is controversial with respect to characteristics,
clinical presentation, and treatment.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History14-20

The majority of cases are clients between the ages of 20 and 50 years; women are
three or four times more likely than men to have the syndrome.
The majority of TOS clients have vague complaints.
The majority of TOS cases are neurogenic; only approximately 5% to 10% of all
TOS cases are due to vascular causes. These vascular complaints, if present, would
include pallor, weakness, and early fatigue in the arms.
Pain and paresthesia in dermatomal distribution of nerve trunks may be present for
neurogenic TOS.
Clients may complain of loss of dexterity, muscle weakness, spasms in neck and
scapular muscles, and feeling of heaviness and fatigue in the arms.
Less than 5% of reported cases have true ischemia or atrophy.
Clients may be intolerant to cold.

Outcome Measures
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Brief Pain Inventory and Cervical Brachial Symptom Questionnaire84

Any questionnaire relevant to client

Diagnostic Imaging

Low SN and SP of diagnostic examinations

II. Observation

Presence of a cervical rib (rib articulating with C7) is rare (0.74%).85

The presence of elongated C7 transverse processes (transverse apophysomegaly) is
also rare (an overall prevalence of 2.21%).85

Client may have posture with forward head and bilaterally rounded shoulders.86

III. Triage and Screening

Rule out any potential visceral involvement (see chapter 6).
All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Assessment of thoracolumbar spine deformity, tenderness to palpation, and
neurological deficits does little to rule out (SN 48) thoracolumbar spine fractures.
Positive results on these assessments had good ability to help rule in (SP 85)
thoracolumbar spine fractures.70

Measurement of wall-to-occiput distance: If 0 cm, it has ideal ability to help rule out
(SN 100) vertebral compression fracture, and if between 4.1 and 6.0 cm, it has good
ability to help rule in (SP 93) vertebral compression fracture.44

Kyphosis angle of 21° to 30° between wall and occiput has good ability to rule out
(SN 89) compression fracture.44

Presence of only one variable has less than good ability to help rule out (SN 88, −LR
0.24) vertebral fracture, while presence of three or four variables has less than good
ability to help rule in (SP 100, +LR 1.8) vertebral fracture.41

Presence of only two variables has good ability to help rule out (SN 95, −LR 0.16)
vertebral fracture, while presence of four or five variables has good ability to help rule
in (SP 96, +LR 9.6) vertebral fracture.42

Closed-fist percussion sign has good ability to help rule out (SN 88, −LR 0.14) and
ideal ability to help rule in (SP 90, +LR 8.8) vertebral fracture.43

Supine sign has good ability to help rule out (SN 81, −LR 0.20) and ideal ability to
help rule in (SP 93, +LR 11.6) vertebral fracture.43

Assessment of thoracolumbar spine deformity, tenderness to palpation, and
neurological deficits does little to rule out (SN 48) thoracolumbar spine fractures.
Positive results on these assessments were helpful for ruling in (SP 85) thoracolumbar
spine fractures.70
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IV. Motion Tests

The potential for restricted cervical spine joint and soft-tissue mobility should be
assessed.
Clients may have restricted mobility of first rib.16, 19

Clients may have restricted flexibility of pectoralis major and minor, scalene muscles,
and trapezius.87

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clinicians should look for weakness of rhomboids and serratus anterior muscles.87

VI. Special Tests

TOS is most effectively diagnosed through diagnosis of exclusion of other more
clinically supported diagnoses.
TOS testing is marginally helpful for diagnosing or screening TOS, especially since
only 5% to 10% of reported TOS cases are vascular related.59-62

The supraclavicular pressure test has less than good ability to rule out (SN 98 when +
test was pain) TOS.64

Adson’s test has a less than good ability to help rule in (SP 89 for vascular changes;
SP 100 for pain) TOS.64

The costoclavicular test is somewhat helpful for ruling in (SP 89 for vascular changes;
SP 100 for pain) TOS.64

The hyperabduction test has limited ability to help rule out or rule in TOS.
Roos test: Diagnostic accuracy is undetermined.

VII. Palpation

Supraclavicular tenderness20

Tender to palpation pectoralis minor86

Tender to palpation scalenes, first rib, potentially cervical facets16-18

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Any relevant physical performance measure can be used.
Clinicians may want to consider closed chain kinetic test, upper extremity Y-balance
test, and any overhead reaching test.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain control (if pain dominant), mobility, exercise and conditioning may be
appropriate.
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Conclusion

The thoracic spine is more stable (and hence, less mobile) than the cervical and lumbar
spines. Despite this natural lack of mobility, joint dysfunction and pathology occur, and
clinicians should be mindful of their presence. Clinical examination of the dysfunctional
thoracic spine requires the clinician to take an effective history, to attempt to screen for
serious medical pathology, and to examine the quality of motion and strength of the trunk
and shoulder complex. This chapter indicates which of those exam tests have optimal SN
and SP to offer clinicians the most evidence-based tests to incorporate into their
examinations.
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Chapter 19
Lumbar Spine

Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS
Low back pain (LBP) is the most prevalent of all musculoskeletal conditions and is one

of the primary reasons people visit their primary care physician. Low back pain affects
nearly everyone at some time in their lives and about 4% to 33% of the population at any
given point.1 Low back pain is the most prevalent musculoskeletal dysfunction for both
athletes (68% of athletes reporting LBP over past 1 year) and nonathletes (50% prevalence
reporting).2 It is the most prevalent form of musculoskeletal pain reported by adults 25
years of age and older.3 In the vast majority of instances, LBP is either mechanical low back
or leg pain (97%) or of the lumbar sprain and strain (70%) variety.4

Although many people experience at least one episode of LBP in their lives, in up to
85% of the clients, no specific pathology is identified.5 Clearly delineating the pain
generator in those clients with LBP can be difficult due to convergence.6 The pain
generator for clients presenting with pain in the low back and pelvis area has been variable.
In fact, in 10% to 33% of these clients, the location of their pain generator was undefined.
Additionally, when the pain generator could be determined in these studies, the prevalence
of pain attributed to discogenic, facet, sacroiliac, and hip joint structures was quite
variable.7-11

Recurrence of LBP is also an issue. Most people who experience activity-limiting LBP
go on to have recurrent episodes. Estimates of recurrence at 1 year range from 24% to
84%.12-14 A meta-analysis confirmed that most improvement in LBP occurs within the
first 6 weeks post onset and that recovery after that time frame is much slower.15 Therefore,
while most LBP will resolve on its own, it frequently reoccurs.
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Clinically Applied Anatomy

The lumbar spine is the largest portion of the spine. This portion of the spine consists
of five lumbar vertebrae that gradually increase in size from lumbar vertebra one (L1) to
lumbar vertebra five (L5). The fifth lumbar vertebra articulates with the sacroiliac joint
(SIJ). The specific anatomical structures of the lumbar spine (figure 19.1)—vertebral
bodies, spinous and transverse processes, and so on—are analogous to those of the cervical
and thoracic spine.
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Figure 19.1 Structures of the lumbar vertebra.

 

Spinous processes project directly posterior and are larger than in any other portion of
the spine. The transverse processes are also larger than those in the thoracic spine. Unlike
the anterior and posterior tubercles in the cervical spine, the transverse processes in the
lumbar spine (like those in the thoracic spine) are true transverse processes. Facet joint
orientation in the lumbar spine favors sagittal plane motion predominantly in this region of
the spine. The facet joint orientation is 90° in the sagittal plane. Due to this facet joint
orientation, rotation in this part of the spine is quite limited (figure 19.2).
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Figure 19.2 Facet joint orientation limiting rotation in the lumbar spine.

 

The lumbar spine articulates cranially with the thoracic spine, caudally with the
sacrum, and distally with the pelvic girdle. Due to the increased size of the vertebral bodies
and intervertebral discs, as well as articulation with the pelvic girdle, this area of the spine is
responsible for accommodating increased loads both from cranial to caudal and caudal to
cranial.

The capsule around the facet joints is thickest posteriorly. It is also reinforced by the
multifidus here. Anteriorly the capsule is absent, replaced by the ligamentum flavum.
Flexion causes the capsule to get taut, while extension causes it to slacken.

The intervertebral disc in the lumbar spine (like that in the thoracic spine) has more
distinct annulus fibrosis and nucleus pulposus. These discs have types 1 and 2 collagen,
predominantly. The outer annulus has both types, but type 1 predominates. Type 1
collagen is in tissues that resist tensile forces. The nucleus also has both types, but type 2 is
the primary type of collagen here. Type 2 collagen is in tissues that resist compressive
forces.

The blood supply to these discs is mostly limited to the outer one-third of the annulus
via small branches of the metaphyseal arteries. The remainder of nutrition to the disc is
delivered through diffusion of material through the end plate (figure 19.3).
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Figure 19.3 Disc nutrition.

 

The clinician should be particularly concerned about the client who is weight-bearing
sensitive. While this could include potentially several different pathologies (e.g., fracture,
stress fracture, and disc pathology), one less commonly described pathology is Schmorl’s
node. While nutritional material can move from the vertebral body to the disc, material can
also potentially move from the disc into the vertebral body. A Schmorl’s node involves
intrusion of the disc material into the end plate and body of the vertebrae.
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Client Interview

The interview is typically the first encounter the clinician will have with the client. As
previously discussed in chapter 5 (Client Interview and Observation), this component of
the examination can provide the clinician with a significant amount of information relevant
to the probability of the client’s presenting diagnosis. For purposes of this text, the
interview is described relative to each body part or section but generally includes subjective
reports by the client, as well as findings from their outcome measures. Additionally
included in this section is radiographic imaging. While clinicians should avoid biasing their
examination by interpreting findings of radiographic imaging prior to seeing the client (in
most cases without concerns for red flags and major medical-related concerns), this point in
the examination is most likely where clinicians will encounter radiographic imaging.
Additionally, in some instances, radiographic imaging is necessary early in the examination
for ruling out serious pathology prior to continuing with other components of the
examination sequence.

Subjective

Subjective questioning for the client with LBP should be deliberate and focused. The
ability to use different types of questions may also assist the client in describing the location
of their pain.16 As previously mentioned, the clinician should be cognizant of LBP coming
from another source.6-11 In light of the fact that only 10% to 15% of causes of LBP can
reliably be attributed to a specific pathoanatomical finding, for the management of
nonspecific LBP, the American College of Physicians (ACP) and the American Pain Society
recommend that clinicians conduct a focused history and physical examination to help
place clients with LBP into one of three broad categories:17

1. Nonspecific low back pain
2. Back pain potentially associated with radiculopathy or spinal stenosis
3. Back pain potentially associated with another specific spinal cause

Pain location for many clients with pain in the low back, pelvic girdle, or SIJ pain can
vary from midline LBP to pain in the buttock, groin, and into the leg. Pain that is midline
in the low back is more suggestive of disc disease.8 Pain located along the paraspinals and
relatively local to this area is more suggestive of facet joint or SIJ dysfunction, but clinicians
cannot rule out discogenic sources of pain.8 Pain referral related to facet joints (like
discogenic and SIJ; see figure 19.4) can radiate into the proximal thigh, groin, or upper
lumbar regions.18-20 Pain that radiates below the client’s knee is suggestive of radiculopathy
or sciatica due to a disc herniation21, 22 and is less suggestive of facet joint dysfunction, SIJ
dysfunction, or stenosis, although these conditions can present this way.9, 20, 23
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Figure 19.4 Potential referred pain pattern distributions for lumbar facet joints (in order of
most to least frequent distribution): (1) lumbar spinal region, (2) gluteal region, (3)

trochanter region, (4) lateral thigh region, (5) posterior thigh region, and (6) groin region.

Adapted from Fukui et al. 1997.

 

The nature and degree of pain are important factors to investigate. Questions defining
the depth and nature of the pain can assist the clinician in locating the pain-generating
structure. Information to carefully consider is whether the pain is improving or not. Careful
differential diagnosis should assist the clinician with determining the presence of red flags
or deleterious consequences related to the client’s LBP. Other questions related to red flag
concerns could be as follows: Have they lost weight unexpectedly? Do they have bowel and
bladder concerns that are new or that coincided with onset of back pain? Is the pain not
relieved by position change or medication? Is their first onset of pain before the age of 20 or
after age 55? Do they have significant other comorbidities? Red flag concerns are also
discussed later in this chapter (see the section Triage and Screening), as well as in chapter 6
(Triage and Differential Diagnosis).

Description of muscle and sensory deficits would be more suggestive of neurological
involvement, thereby most likely including pathologies such as stenosis, radiculopathy, and
potentially instability and spondylolisthesis.24-27 Mechanism of onset is an important
variable to inquire about. If the clinician can identify a specific movement pattern or
mechanism, they are more likely to be able to discern the structure from which the pain is
emanating. For example, muscle strain or ligament strain injuries to the lumbar spine are
frequently associated with a history of specific trauma to the involved area.28

Age is a variable for the clinician to consider. Intervertebral disc disease is more
prevalent in younger clients,29 while facet joint arthropathy, sacroiliac joint dysfunction,
and stenosis are more prevalent as people age.24, 29-32 Additionally, spinal malignancy is
more common in adults over the age of 50.5 Insidious onset of pain in a client under the
age of 20 or over the age of 50 is a long-held concern as a red flag for nonmusculoskeletal
pain.5 Clients under the age of 20 have been thought to infrequently incur LBP, although
with increasing sports participation, use of school backpacks, and so on, the clinician
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should be cognizant of the increased likelihood of LBP in those under the age of 20. An
increase in age is associated with a higher prevalence of LBP.33 The more severe forms of
LBP increase with age, much as the prevalence of LBP does.34 The prevalence of LBP has
been shown to increase past 41 years of age, peak in the sixth decade of life, and then level
off.3

The client’s occupation is an important variable to consider in the interview.
Occupational differences in the prevalence of LBP have been reported.12 Occupations with
a higher physical demand have a higher prevalence of LBP than those with lower physical
demand. Sedentary occupations have a prevalence of 18.3% for those reporting LBP, while
material workers have been reported to have a 39% prevalence of LBP.35

Prevalence of LBP does appear to be related to gender and educational status. Women
tend to have a higher prevalence of LBP than men.36-38 While both sexes should be asked
about the possibility of reproductive organ involvement, inquiring women about the
regularity of their menstrual cycle is important. Lower educational status is associated with
increased prevalence of LBP.33, 39

Clients with specific lumbar dysfunctions have characteristic subjective reports. For
example, clients with spinal instability will have some common characteristics. Some of
these characteristics include40-45 history of trauma, repeated, unprovoked episodes of the
low back feeling unstable, inconsistent symptoms, reports of frequently self-manipulating
their spine, and symptoms aggravated with sustained positions and then relieved with
movement after these sustained positions. In one study, reporting of a feeling of lumbar
collapse with ordinary tasks was specific (SP; SP 88) for lumbar spinal instability.46 Pain
immediately on sitting down and relieved by standing up is specific (SP 100) for lumbar
spinal instability.47

Other pathologies will also have subjective reports specific to that particular pathology.
Not having pain below the buttocks helps rule out stenosis with high sensitivity (SN) (SN
88)24, 31 and sciatica (SN 90).22 No pain with seated position (SP 93)24 and symptoms
being improved when seated are characteristic of stenosis (SP 83;24 SP 8648). Pain with
coughing or sneezing is often attributed to neurological involvement due to increases in
intrathecal pressure.

The client’s pain relationship to activity can also be informative. Pain first thing in the
morning is often attributed to osteoarthritis, especially with movement at this time. Pain
worse in the morning that is aggravated with rest and relieved with repeated motion has
been attributed to mechanical-related lumbar spine pain.49

Risk factors for LBP are worthy of consideration. Current literature does not support a
definitive cause for initial episodes of LBP. Risk factors are multifactorial and population
specific and are only weakly associated with the development of LBP. However,
development of recurrent pain risk factors does include the following:50

History of previous episodes
Excessive mobility in the spine
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Excessive mobility in other joints

Risk factors for the development of chronic LBP include the following:50

Presence of symptoms below the knee
Psychological distress or depression
Fear of pain, movement, and reinjury or low expectations of recovery
Pain of high intensity
A passive coping style

Outcome Measures

Several outcome measures are utilized for the assessment of LBP. Validated self-report
questionnaires, such as the Oswestry Disability Index (ODI) or the Roland-Morris
Disability Questionnaire are useful tools for identifying a client’s baseline status relative to
pain, function, and disability and for monitoring a change in a client’s status throughout
the course of treatment. The ODI has long-standing recognition as an acceptable standard
measure for capturing perceived disability in clients with LBP. Numerous studies have
established its reliability, validity, and responsiveness. Originally described by Fairbank and
colleagues,51 there are also modified versions widely reported in the literature.52, 53 This
index contains 10 items: 8 related to activities of daily living and 2 related to pain. Each
item is scored from 0 to 5, and the total score is expressed as a percentage, with higher
scores corresponding to greater disability. Multiple studies have been undertaken to
determine the error associated with the measure and the minimally important change, with
the most recent international consensus conference determining that the minimally
important change was 10 points (out of 100), or 30% from the baseline score.54

The Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire was originally described by Roland and
Morris.55 It asks clients to gauge whether each of the 24 items is possible to accomplish.
The activities are led by the stem, “Because of my back pain,” thus allowing it to be region
specific. Like the ODI, the Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire has excellent
psychometrics. It is easy to administer and has been shown to be responsive in clinical
trials. A minimally important change of 5 points (out of 24), or 30% from the baseline
score, has been reported.54 Baseline functional impairment (as demonstrated with the
Roland Morris Index and ODI primarily) showed increasing likelihood of poor outcomes
from the highest functional impairment at 3 to 6 months and at 1 year to the lowest
functional impairment at 3 to 6 months and at 1 year.56

The assessment of biopsychosocial factors related to LBP is of particularly increasing
relevance due to strong suggestions that these factors have stronger correlation with LBP,
return to work after LBP, and other LBP-related variables than do biomedical variables.57

In fact, it has been recommended that LBP examination include assessment of psychosocial
risk factors.17 Validated self-report questionnaires, such as the Modified ODI and the
Roland-Morris are suggested as part of appropriate care and assessment. These measures are
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useful for identifying a client’s baseline status relative to pain, function, and disability.
Additionally, they are useful for monitoring a change in the client’s status throughout the
course of treatment.50

Diagnostic Imaging

Spinal imaging has been employed on a routine basis for clients with LBP58-61 despite
evidence-based recommendations for conducting imaging only for those clients who have
severe or progressive neurologic deficits or signs or symptoms that suggest a serious or
specific underlying condition (table 19.1).17 It has even been suggested that in the absence
of such features, radiographic imaging is of limited value and exposes clients to unnecessary
harms.62 Abnormal findings on lumbar spine imaging63-69 in asymptomatic clients and on
lack of correlation with function70-72 also call into question the extent of standard practice
diagnostic imaging. Therefore, routine imaging not only increases the client’s exposure to
radiation but also accelerates lumbar spine degeneration.73 Table 19.2 outlines the
diagnostic accuracy of various imaging modalities for the lumbar spine.
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The use of imaging also has not improved determination of the client’s need for
surgery, or their long-term outcome status. Despite an increase in the number of magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT) scans, the number of clients
deemed as surgical candidates has not changed.87 With respect to outcome status,
psychosocial factors were more strongly predictive of functional disability than imaging
findings were.68 In typical clients with LBP or radiculopathy, MRI does not appear to have
measurable value in terms of planning conservative care. In addition to these previously
described concerns regarding diagnostic imaging is the potential psychological influence of
clients learning of their imaging findings. Modic and colleagues have suggested that MRI
does not appear to have a measurable value in terms of planning conservative care. In fact,
they suggested that sharing imaging findings with clients does not alter outcome; it may be
counterproductive and is associated with a lesser sense of well-being in clients.69, 88 Only
when an imaging finding is concordant with the client’s pain pattern or neurologic deficit
can causation be considered.68

Although there may be an association between degenerative MRI changes and chronic
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LBP, strong recommendation against the routine use of MRI for clients with chronic LBP
is made. Also, since there are no data evaluating the efficacy of the surgical treatment of
degenerative MRI changes, a strong recommendation is made against the surgical treatment
of chronic LBP based solely on degenerative MRI changes.89

Structural variables on both MRI and discography testing at baseline had only weak
association with LBP episodes and no association with disability or future medical care.90,

91 The strongest associations were noted for degenerative disc abnormalities, and associated
LBP was found with Modic changes demonstrating a moderate association with
anterolisthesis in one study.92

Interestingly, the development of serious LBP disability in a cohort of clients with both
structural and psychosocial risk factors was strongly predicted by baseline psychosocial
variables.90 Additionally, depression was found to be a more important predictor of LBP
than MRI.93 It has been suggested that the use of advanced imaging should be reserved for
those considering surgery or with suspicion of systemic disease.30

A final consideration for the acute LBP client is the representation of imaging findings.
Findings on MRI within 12 weeks of serious LBP inception are highly unlikely to represent
any new structural change. Most new changes (loss of disc signal, facet arthrosis, and end
plate signal changes) represent progressive age changes not associated with acute events.
Primary radicular syndromes may have new root compression findings associated with root
irritation.65

The ACP recommendations suggest that clinicians perform diagnostic imaging and
testing for clients with LBP when severe or progressive neurologic deficits are present or
when serious underlying conditions are suspected on the basis of history and physical
examination. Additional recommendations are listed in table 19.1.17

Radiographs

Plain spinal radiography in combination with standard laboratory tests is useful for
identifying pathology but is not advisable for nonspecific neck or low back pain.27

Suspicion of fracture, compression fracture (figure 19.5), and serious pathology warrant
radiographic imaging in most cases.
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Figure 19.5 Plain lateral radiograph of an osteoporotic vertebral compression fracture.

© Michael Reiman

 

Although 45° oblique views have long been regarded as the best projections for the
detection of spondylolysis (figure 19.6), they can be insensitive. Radiography of the pars
interarticularis is difficult because of the oblique orientation of the pars to all three
orthogonal planes. Moreover, fractures are well shown only when the X-ray beam is
tangential to the plane of the fracture. Therefore, a 45° oblique view demonstrates a pars
defect well only if it is perpendicular to the pars.94 In spondylolisthesis, forward
displacement of the vertebra is determined on the lateral view (figure 19.7).
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Figure 19.6 Right oblique radiograph of the lumbosacral spine shows spondylolysis of L5.

© Michael Reiman
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Figure 19.7 Right oblique radiograph demonstrating L5–S1spondylolisthesis (black
arrows) and the wide osseous gap of the L5 pars interarticularis (white arrow).

© Michael Reiman

 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Magnetic resonance imaging is increasingly used as the primary imaging method in
clients with LBP and radiculopathy due to its ability to delineate bone and soft tissue.
Magnetic resonance imaging should be used as the primary investigation for adolescents
with LBP and suspected stress reactions of the lumbar pars interarticularis. Moreover, MRI
is the imaging modality of choice for identifying associated nerve root and spinal canal
(figure 19.8) compression.94
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Figure 19.8 Magnetic resonance imaging demonstrating encroachment of spinal canal by
intervertebral disc.

© Michael Reiman

 

In a systematic review, clear recommendations were given regarding the use of MRI for
LBP. These recommendations stated that there was insufficient evidence to support the
routine use of MRI in clients with chronic LBP. The other recommendation was that
surgical treatment of chronic LBP based exclusively on MRI findings of degenerative
changes was not recommended.89 More recent findings question the accuracy of MRI
findings for some pathologies. Wassenaar and colleagues suggested that a considerable
proportion of clients may be classified incorrectly by MRI for herniated nucleus pulposus
and spinal stenosis.74

Computed Tomography

Computed tomography has long been suggested to delineate fracture and show the
presence of spinal stenosis or tumor. Computed tomography is the best procedure for
clearly visualizing spondylolysis when a pars fracture is present, although it cannot reliably
distinguish between a recent active fracture and a chronic, nonunion of a fracture.94

Multislice CT with multiplanar reformats is the most accurate modality for detecting
the bony defect, and it may also be used for assessment of osseous healing. However, as
with radiographs, it is not sensitive for detection of the early edematous stress response
without a fracture line, and it exposes the client to ionizing radiation. Single-photon
emission computed tomography (SPECT) use has been suggested to be limited by a high
rate of false-positive and false-negative results and by considerable ionizing radiation
exposure.94 Early stress reactions can be detected with SPECT. Single-photon emission
computed tomography nuclear medicine scan also differentiates active spondylolysis from
inactive. It has been suggested that multiple imaging studies may have a role in the
diagnosis of a pars lesion.95
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Radionuclide Imaging: Bone Scan

Bone scan is often advocated for the detection of active bone disease and areas of high
bone turnover. Such bone diseases might include pathologies of cancer and bone stress
fracture.

Review of Systems

Refer to chapter 6 (Triage and Differential Diagnosis) for details on review of systems
relevant to the lumbar spine.
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Observation

Observation for the client with LBP starts with the client in the waiting room.
Observing the client’s sitting and movement posture when they are filling out paperwork
and questionnaires can give the clinician a starting working hypothesis regarding diagnosis.
Pain posturing may be noted with the client sitting (unequal weight distribution) and with
sit-to-stand transfers. A systematic review found that multiple studies suggest that clients in
acute distress, or fear-related behavior, from LBP often have a decreased willingness to
move.96 General client appearance can alert the clinician as to the extent of the pathology.
Pain irritability will likely cause the client to demonstrate pain posturing. Additionally, the
client may appear uncomfortable.

Although a weak correlation between sitting occupations and LBP exists,97 the clinician
should be cognizant of how the client sits, the extent of time they spend sitting during a
day, and their activity while sitting. Clients sensitive to subtle changes in lumbar spine and
pelvis position during sitting will likely try to compensate with pain-relieving positions that
may or may not be helpful to their condition.

Sit-to-stand transfers and squatting and lifting movements should also be assessed.
Despite the fact that the relationship between lifting and LBP has been found to be
equivocal, the clinician should observe lifting movements to monitor for pain reproduction
and compensated movement patterns.98 Having the client demonstrate their normal
movement patterns gives the clinician valuable information regarding what the client will
do throughout the day. They should correct the compensated movement pattern and assess
for changes in pain. Improvement in the client’s pain level with the corrected movement
patterns is not only helpful for the rehabilitation process, but it also educates the client on
the necessity of proper, consistent movement.

Gait pattern should alert the clinician to lumbar pathology. A wide-based gait pattern
presentation has a high positive likelihood ratio (+LR 13) and is therefore suggestive of
spinal stenosis.32 Clients in acute distress due to LBP are also likely to demonstrate an
antalgic, slow, guarded gait pattern.

Observation of the client’s posture should be performed (as with any other body area)
from anterior, posterior, and both side views. Generally, the clinician is observing for
asymmetrical differences from side to side or from anterior to posterior. Specific things to
look for would be the amount of lumbar lordosis in the spine, iliac crest height levels, side-
to-side symmetry of distance between each arm and side of trunk, the frontal, sagittal, and
transverse plane orientation of the entire spine, and so on. As discussed in chapter 14
(Posture), lower crossed syndrome is a common posture presentation for clients with pain
in the mid to low back, pelvis, and hip regions.

Some specific spinal positions the clinician should assess for are the amount of lordosis
in the lumbar spine and the symmetry of the spine alignment in the frontal plane.
Decreased lumbar lordosis, or flattened back posture appearance, can indicate an inflamed
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intervertebral disc, spinal stenosis, and possible facet or sacroiliac joint dysfunction. Flexion
positioning decreases the compression on the posterior elements of the intervertebral disc
and increases the cross-sectional area of the intervertebral foramen by 12%, while extension
increases the posterior disc compression and decreases the intervertebral foramen by 15%.99

Ipsilateral side bending and rotation also significantly decrease the intervertebral
foramen.100 Therefore, acutely inflamed discogenic clients and clients with stenosis
involving the intervertebral foramen may avoid (or have pain with) ipsilateral side bending
and rotation. These clients will occasionally present with a lateral shift (figure 19.9). The
assessment for the presence of a lateral shift is of particular importance in identifying and
appropriately classifying clients with low back pain. The original treatment-based
classification scheme proposed that clients with such a shift should be their own
classification.101 Correction of a lateral shift is generally accepted as a first step in the
treatment process for a client presenting with it. Of concern though is the fact that
detecting a lateral shift with observation has only moderate reliability, even when trained
raters judge stable stimuli.102
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Figure 19.9 Lateral shift of the lumbar spine.

 

Nerve root compression in the foramen was found to be 21.0% in neutral, 15.4% in
flexion, and 33.3% in extension.99 Thus, while the compression on the nerve root is less in
flexion, the tension on the nerve root is increased. Clients with nerve root adhesions and
adverse neural tension (or adverse neurodynamic movement) tend to avoid forward flexion
and demonstrate poor posture. This compensated posture is to avoid increased tension on
the nerve root.

Clients with radiographic instability in the lumbar spine likely will demonstrate an
excessive lordotic posture, which with prolonged positioning can produce pain. These
clients have been suggested to have a lack of neutral spine stability;103, 104 therefore, they
have to posture in increased lordosis (increasing compression on the facet joints) to provide
stability. If these clients demonstrate such a compensated posture statically, this posture will
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likely worsen with dynamic movement due to the increasing demands for stabilization with
movement.103-105 The clinician should make sure to observe for any scars or skin markings
on the client. Previous surgical scars should be examined for potential pain contribution.
Unusual skin markings or skin lesions may indicate the potential of underlying mesodermal
and neural abnormalities.

Critical Clinical Pearls

When performing differential diagnosis of various lumbar spine pathologies, it is
important to utilize observational findings:

Clients presenting with lateral shift of the lumbar spine are likely shifting away from
where they have symptoms. This could be due to various reasons, including

Nerve root compression in the foramen
Muscle spasm, guarding, or protection from pain

Increased lordosis posture may suggest lumbar spine instability (or more
appropriately termed lack of neuromuscular control) and/or tight hip flexors.
A flexed lumbar spine posture may suggest spinal stenosis, especially if present in an
older adult.
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Triage and Screening

Triage and screening is a necessary component of the examination process that should
be done prior to continuing with the examination. Ruling out serious pathology (refer to
chapter 6, Triage and Differential Diagnosis) and pain generation from other related (or
close-proximity) structures helps the clinician more accurately determine the necessity of
continuing with the other examination components to identify the actual source of the
client’s pain. Additionally, implementing strong screening tests (tests of high SN and low –
LR) at this point in the examination is suggested for narrowing down the competing
diagnoses of the respective body region (thoracic spine, sacroiliac joint, and hip in this case)
when this is applicable.

Ruling Out Serious Pathology: Red Flags

As with examining all regions of the body, in the examination, the clinician attempts to
determine if the client is presenting with serious pathology. In the large majority of clients
with LBP, symptoms will be attributed to nonspecific mechanical factors. In fact, in clients
presenting to a primary care provider with LBP, previously undiagnosed serious pathology
prevalence was 0.9%.106 Eighty percent of clients in primary care settings with acute LBP
were found to have at least one red flag.106 Additionally, it is suggested that individual red
flags do not necessarily mean the presence of serious pathology; however, the presence of
multiple red flags should raise the clinical suspicion and indication for further
investigation.106-110 Specific pathological concerns relevant to LBP include cancer,5, 107

spinal infection,111 cauda equina syndrome,5, 112 spinal compression and stress
fractures,106, 108 ankylosing spondylitis,113 and abdominal aortic aneurysm.114 Refer to
chapter 6 for details and diagnostic accuracy on specific red flag concerns relevant to LBP.

Failure to improve with conservative care can also be a sign of a serious medical
condition or misdiagnosis. As a general guideline, failure of a client to demonstrate
improvement in less than 30 days can be interpreted as a red flag.115

Cancer

The subjective history was found to be of stronger diagnostic accuracy than the physical
examination when ruling in or out the presence of cancer. Additionally, the same study
found that cancer could be ruled out (SN 100) if they had the following four factors
present:116

<50 years of age
No previous history of cancer
No unexplained weight loss
Had not failed 1 month of conservative therapy
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The most recent findings also suggest the presence of multiple red flag presence for
ruling in cancer. The single red flag with the highest posttest probability (33%) for
detection of spinal malignancy was history of malignancy.117

Cauda Equina Syndrome

Cauda equina syndrome (CES) is discussed in greater detail in chapter 6. CES is a
medical referral. One or more of the following must be present for the diagnosis of CES:118

Bladder or bowel dysfunction
Reduced sensation in saddle area
Sexual dysfunction
Possible neurological deficit in the lower limb (motor or sensory loss, reflex change)

Bladder and sensory disturbances are believed to be the strongest predictors by some,
especially saddle sensory deficits. Any client suspected of CES must undergo immediate
MRI to exclude this diagnosis.118, 119 Signs and symptoms helpful for ruling out CES
include the following:120-122

History of back pain (SN 94)
Urinary retention (SN 90)
Rapid symptom onset within 24 hours (SN 89)
Sacral sensation loss (SN 85)
Lower extremity weakness or gait loss (SN 84)
Loss of sphincter tone (SN 80)

Spinal Fracture

While serious pathology prevalence is quite low, spinal fracture is pathology of
particular concern for the client presenting with LBP, since it was the most common
serious pathology found.106 In a systematic review of 12 studies, five clinical features were
useful for raising or lowering the probability of vertebral fracture: age > 50 years (SN 79, SP
64, +LR 2.2, −LR 0.34), female gender (SN 47, SP 80, +LR 2.3, −LR 0.67), major trauma
(SN 65, SP 95, +LR 12.8, −LR 0.37), pain or tenderness (SN 60, SP 91, +LR 6.7, −LR
0.44), and a distracting painful injury (SN 41, SP 75, +LR 1.7, −LR 0.78).108

Most recent findings suggest that older age, prolonged corticosteroid use, severe
trauma, and the presence of a contusion or abrasion increased the likelihood of spinal
fracture. The probability (90%) of spinal fracture was higher with multiple red flags.117

The status of a diagnostic prediction rule containing four features (female sex, age > 70
years, significant trauma, and prolonged use of corticosteroids) was moderately associated
with the presence of fracture.106 A study of 1,172 clients presenting to primary care
physician for care of acute LBP (mean age 43.9 ± 15.1 years; 546 women; mean duration
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off work or school prior to consultation 1.5 days) that used radiography as a reference
standard had the following statistics: The presence of 1 positive features: SN 88 (not
reported, or NR), SP 50 (NR); ≥2 positive features: SN 63 (NR), SP 96 (NR); ≥3 positive
features: SN 38 (NR), SP 100 (NR).106

Another clinical prediction rule for compression fracture has also been reported. The
variables included age > 52 years, no presence of leg pain, body mass index < 22, client not
regularly exercising, and female gender.123

≤1 of 5 variables present: SN 97 (89-99), SP 6 (6-7), +LR 1.4, −LR 0.16, QUADAS
8, in 1,448 consecutive clients seen at a spine surgery center (mean age range 55-67
years; 861 women; mean duration of symptoms NR), and using radiography as a
reference standard.
≥4 of 5 variables present: SN 37 (24-51), SP 96 (95-97), +LR 9.6, −LR 0.65 in the
same study.

Additionally, there are clinical examination testing methods to discern the potential
presence of a fracture. These tests are described next.

Vertebral Compression Fracture

 

Closed-Fist Percussion Test
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Figure 19.10

 

 

Client Position

Stands or sits (as shown) facing a mirror so that the clinician can gauge their reaction
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client
 

Movement

The clinician provides firm pressure over each level of the vertebral spine using a firm,
closed-fist percussion.
 

Assessment

A test is considered (+) when the client complains of a sharp, sudden, fracture pain in
the spine.
 

Statistics

SN 88 (75-95), SP 90 (73-98), +LR 8.8, LR −0.14, QUADAS 11, in a study of 83
clients with suspected acute osteoporotic vertebral compression fractures (mean age 78.4
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years; 75 women; all had acute onset of pain of varying duration), and using MRI as a
reference standard.124

 

Supine Sign
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Figure 19.11

 

 

Client Position

Supine, legs extended, and arms relaxed; only one pillow under the head
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement

The clinician monitors and inquires of the client’s response to the position.
 

Assessment

A test is considered (+) when the client complains of a sharp, sudden, fracture pain in
the spine and is unable to lie supine.
 

Statistics

SN 81 (67-91), SP 93 (78-99), +LR 11.6, −LR 0.20, QUADAS 11, in a study of 83
clients with suspected acute osteoporotic vertebral compression fractures (mean age 78.4
years; 75 women; all had acute onset of pain of varying duration), and using MRI as a
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reference standard.124

 
In short, clinicians should consider diagnostic classifications associated with serious

medical conditions or psychosocial factors and should initiate referral to the appropriate
medical practitioner in the following cases: (1) the client’s clinical findings are suggestive of
serious medical or psychological pathology, (2) the reported activity limitations or
impairments of body function and structure are not consistent with those presented in the
diagnosis or classification section of these guidelines, or (3) the client’s symptoms are not
resolving with interventions aimed at normalization of their impairments of body
function.50 A neurological screen should also be performed at this time, especially if the
clinician suspects serious pathology or neurological involvement. Reflexes and myotome-
and dermatome-level testing are recommended. Additionally, if warranted, upper motor
neuron testing would be employed at this point in the examination. Refer again to chapter
7 (Orthopedic Screening and Nervous System Examination) for specific details on these
tests, as well as the performance of the lower quarter screen.

Ruling Out Pain Generation From Nonorganic or Psychological Sources

These cognitive factors may manifest themselves clinically as abnormal illness behavior,
defined by Waddell and colleagues125 as “maladaptive overt illness related behavior which is
out of proportion to the underlying physical disease and more readily attributable to
associated cognitive and affective disturbances.” Waddell and colleagues125 have developed
clinical tools that indicate the presence of abnormal illness behavior by identifying physical
signs or symptom descriptions that are nonorganic in nature. Nonorganic signs and
symptom descriptors (table 19.3) have been identified and recommended for use in the
evaluation of clients with LBP. These signs and symptoms are believed to be more highly
associated with aspects of distress and illness behavior than physical pathology in clients
with chronic LBP. They offer only a psychological yellow flag and not a complete
psychological assessment. These signs and symptoms have demonstrated correlation with
other illness behaviors related to pain.126 While Waddell’s signs and symptoms have
demonstrated clinical utility for determining pain related to nonorganic sources, they
demonstrated poor predictive validity for determining clients who would not return to full-
duty work within 4 weeks of initiating physical therapy in a group of acutely injured
workers.127
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An additional examination procedure that may be of benefit to the clinician trying to
ascertain the presence of nonorganic LBP is the Hoover test. The client is supine with
bilateral legs extended and the clinician is at the client’s feet with their hands under the
client’s heels. The client is asked to lift one leg off the table while keeping the knees
straight. Even if the client is unable to lift the leg, the clinician should feel increased
pressure under the heel of the leg not being lifted due to increased stabilizing effort from
this leg in an attempt to lift the assessed leg.128

Ruling Out Pain Generation From Other Related Structures

The lower quarter screen (chapter 7) is a global assessment of the lower quarter that
determines the potential for other areas of the body to contribute to the client’s pain. If
warranted, additional examination may be part of the screen on an individual basis.
Suggestions of additional testing that may be warranted for ruling out other areas of the
body as potential pain generators are described in the following sections.

Rule Out SIJ Dysfunction
Assistance in ruling out SIJ dysfunction can be accomplished with the use of pain

provocation cluster testing:10 SN 91 (62-98), SP 83 (68-96), +LR 6.97, −LR 0.11,
QUADAS 13

Thigh thrust test: SN 88 (64-97), SP 69 (47-82), +LR 2.80, −LR 0.18, QUADAS
12129

Gaenslen’s test: SN 50-53, SP 71-77, +LR 1.8–2.2, −LR 0.66, QUADAS 12129

Distraction test: SN 60 (36-80), SP 81 (65-91), +LR 3.20, −LR 0.49, QUADAS
12129

Compression test: SN 69 (44-86), SP 69 (51-79), +LR 2.20, −LR 0.46, QUADAS
12129

Sacral thrust test: SN 63 (39-82), SP 75 (58-87), +LR 2.50, −LR 0.50, QUADAS
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12129

Laslett and colleagues assessed the diagnostic utility of the McKenzie method of
mechanical assessment combined with the following sacroiliac tests: distraction, thigh
thrust, Gaenslen, sacral thrust, and compression. The McKenzie assessment consisted of
flexion in standing, extension in standing, right and left side gliding, flexion in lying, and
extension in lying. The movements were repeated in sets of 10, and centralization and
peripheralization were recorded. If it was determined that repeated movements resulted in
centralization, the client was considered to present with pain of discogenic origin. If
discogenic origin of pain was ruled out, the cluster of tests exhibited the following (3 out of
5 required to be positive):

SN 94 (72-99), SP 78 (61-89), +LR 4.29, −LR 0.80, QUADAS 12129

The test with the strongest diagnostic capability of ruling out SIJ-related dysfunction is
the thigh thrust test:

Thigh thrust test: SN 88 (64-97), SP 69 (47-82), +LR 2.80, −LR 0.18, QUADAS
12129

Utilization of thigh thrust test alone is likely most efficient for screening SI
dysfunction

Rule Out Hip Joint

Hip fracture: Ruling out hip fracture with clinical examination is best achieved with
the patellar-pubic percussion test. Pooled analysis: SN 95 (92-97), SP 86 (78-92),
+LR 6.11, −LR 0.07, across 3 studies with 782 clients.130

Hip osteoarthritis: The gold standard clinical diagnosis for hip osteoarthritis (OA) is
that clients with hip pain and hip internal rotation (IR) range of motion (ROM) ≤
15° who experienced pain with IR, had morning stiffness ≤ 60 min., and were ≥50
years old could be identified as having hip OA (SN 86).131

Hip impingement or labral tear and potential intra-articular involvement: Other
hip-related pathologies should also be considered, dependent on client presentation.
Refer to chapter 24 for more detail. It is worth mentioning here, though, the
necessity to rule out the potential for hip impingement (femoroacetabular
impingement) and labral tear. The flexion-adduction-internal rotation (FADDIR)
test has been described for both pathologies. The diagnostic accuracy of this test in a
recent meta-analysis is as follows:

Flexion-Adduction-Internal Rotation (FADDIR) Test

Pooled SN 94 (88-97), SP 8 (2-20), +LR 1.02, −LR 0.48, across four studies with
128 clients (MRA reference standard).130
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Pooled SN 99 (95-100), SP 7 (0-34), +LR 1.06, −LR 0.15, across two studies with
157 clients (arthroscopy reference standard).130

Flexion-Internal Rotation Test

Pooled analysis: SN 96 (82-100), SP 17 (12-54), +LR 1.12, −LR 0.27, across three
studies with 42 clients.130

Additionally, as with all joints, assessment of joint motion assists in ruling out the hip
as a potential pain generator. Pain-free active and passive ROM with overpressure will help
the clinician rule out the hip joint as a potential contributor to the client’s hip pain.

The use of fluoroscopically guided intra-articular hip injection has been suggested to
differentiate pain source in clients with concomitant hip and lumbar spine arthritis. This
technique demonstrated as follows: SN 100, SP 81, +LR 11.1, −LR 0.132

Critical Clinical Pearls

Differential diagnosis of presenting pain from the lumbar spine, pelvis, and hip
complex is complicated by several variables:

Presence of at least one red flag in multiple clients without serious pathology
The convergence of pain generated in one of these areas presenting symptoms in
another area
The interdependent biomechanical relationship between each of these areas

 

Sensitive Tests: Lumbar Spine

Ruling out particular pathologies in the lumbar spine can be complicated. Once
competing pain-generating joints have been ruled out as outlined previously, clinicians
should implement SN tests of the lumbar spine to narrow down the potential diagnoses.
The use of special tests can be of assistance (as well as all other components of the funnel
examination approach). These tests, along with their correlation with pathology, are
presented here. Additionally, the diagnostic accuracy of these tests relative to the pathology
investigated is also presented. Ruling out radiculopathy or discogenic pathology can be
assisted with low-bias studies examining repeated motions, a search for centralization or
peripheralization responses, and straight leg raise and slump testing. To assist in ruling out
facet joint dysfunction, the clinician should integrate the seated extension–rotation testing.
The diagnostic accuracy of each of these tests is listed in the following section.

Radiculopathy or Discogenic-Related Pathology
Centralization and Peripheralization: 5-20 reps
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SN 92 (NR), SP 64 (NR), +LR 2.6, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 12133

SN 40 (28-54), SP 94 (73-99), +LR 6.7, –LR 0.64 QUADAS 13134

Special Tests
Straight Leg Raise Test

SN 97 (NR), SP 57 (NR), +LR 2.2, −LR 0.05, QUADAS 1021

Pooled analysis: SN 92 (87-95), SP 28 (18-40), +LR 2.9, −LR 0.29;135 SN 91 (82-
94), SP 26 (16-38), +LR 2.7, −LR 0.35 136

Slump Test

SN 83 (NR), SP 55 (NR), +LR 1.8, −LR 0.32, QUADAS 11137

SN 84 (NR), SP 83 (NR), +LR 4.9, −LR 0.19, QUADAS 7138

Facet Joint Dysfunction
Ruled out with the seated extension–rotation test
Seated Extension–Rotation

SN 100 (NR), SP 22 (NR), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.0, QUADAS 11139

SN 100 (NR), SP 12 (NR), +LR 1.1, −LR 0.0, QUADAS 1020

Additionally, as with any joint, clearing AROM with or without overpressure is
necessary. In order to fully clear the lumbar spine, full AROM (with overpressure if pain-
free) must be present. Details in this regard are described in the following section.
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Motion Tests

Motion assessment is a very important aspect of the examination for the orthopedic
client. Motion dysfunction can be used to differentiate contractile versus noncontractile
tissue (see chapters 8 and 9). Assessment of end-feel, potential capsular patterns, and ROM
norm values (table 19.4) can give the clinician an appreciation of the potential impairments
for the orthopedic client they are assessing. Active ROM, PROM, and joint play
assessments are necessary to determine not only the presence or absence of joint
dysfunction but also the precise aspects of the motion that are dysfunctional.
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Passive and Active ROMs

Active ROM should be assessed in all planes. If AROM is full and pain-free,
overpressure can be applied at end ROM to assess response. Repeated ROM can be
employed if pain is reproduced with a particular motion in order to assess client response to
repeated motions, directional preference,142 and the potential for centralization or
peripheralization133, 134 of symptoms. Additionally, the clinician should assess for changes
in the lumbar and thoracic curves of the spine, presence of any deviations in motion,
provocation of pain in general, location of such pain, and any compensatory movements.

Clients with excessive trunk AROM, especially with complaints of catching and giving
way, should have suspicion of lumbar spinal instability. This is particularly the case if they
have a high score on Beighton’s generalized ligamentous laxity scale.41-43, 45, 46

There was a high degree of correlation (r = 0.93 overall) in a study comparing
inclinometer measurement with radiographic measures for lumbar flexion and extension.143

Therefore, the following techniques (whether using goniometers or inclinometers) are
reliable measures. Other techniques, such as using tape measures, have also been described.
Range-of-motion testing in the spine can be utilized to determine not only the amount of
motion available, but also the potential that that portion of the spine is a pain generator.
After checking the client’s AROM, the clinician can assess AROM with overpressure and
potentially PROM to determine if there is a reproduction of concordant pain with these
movements.

Lumbar Flexion and Extension

Client Position

Standing on bilateral feet, arms relaxed at side
 
 

Clinician Position
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Standing directly to either side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The fulcrum is over the lateral aspect of the greater trochanter, the proximal arm is
aligned with the lateral midline of the trunk, and the distal arm is aligned with the lateral
midline of the femur, using the lateral epicondyle of knee as a reference.
 

Movement

The client flexes at the trunk (keeping the knees straight) to bend as far forward as they
can go. If no pain is elicited, the clinician can apply overpressure at end range of motion.
Lumbar extension: The client extends backward at the waist (keeping the knees straight) to
extend as far backward as they can go. If no pain is elicited, the clinician can apply
overpressure at end range of motion. The clinician can also assess for change in symptoms
(particularly centralization and peripheralization or a directional preference on part of the
client). These motions can also be assessed passively on the part of the clinician by passively
moving the client in the desired direction.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on. Reproduction of the
client’s concordant pain is a (+) response, implicating the lumbar spine as a potential pain
generator. If no pain is elicited with full AROM and overpressure, it helps eliminate the
lumbar spine as a potential pain generator.
 

Note

Active range of motion should be performed prior to PROM and/or overpressure to
determine the client’s willingness to move.
 

Lumbar Rotation

Client Position
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Sitting on table, feet off the end of the table and arms crossed over chest
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client, on the side to be assessed
 

Goniometer Alignment

The fulcrum is over the center of the cranial aspect of the client’s head, the proximal
arm is parallel to an imaginary line between the ASIS on each side, and the distal arm is
aligned with an imaginary line between the two acromion processes.
 

Movement

The client rotates the trunk (from the waist) to their side as far as they can go. If no
pain is elicited, the clinician can apply overpressure at end range of motion. The clinician
can also assess for change in symptoms (particularly centralization and peripheralization or
a directional preference on part of the client). These motions can also be assessed passively
on the part of the clinician by passively moving the client in the desired direction.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on. Reproduction of the
client’s concordant pain is a (+) response, implicating the lumbar spine as a potential pain
generator. If no pain is elicited with full AROM and overpressure, it helps eliminate the
lumbar spine as a potential pain generator.
 

Note

Active range of motion should be performed prior to PROM and/or overpressure to
determine the client’s willingness to move.
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Lumbar Side Bending

Client Position

Standing on bilateral feet, arms relaxed at side
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client, on the side to be assessed
 

Goniometer Alignment

The fulcrum is over the spinous process of S1, the proximal arm is perpendicular to the
ground, and the distal arm is aligned with the posterior aspect of the spinous process of C7.
 

Movement

The client side bends the trunk (from the waist) to their side as far as they can go. If no
pain is elicited, the clinician can apply overpressure at end range of motion. The clinician
can also assess for any change in symptoms (particularly centralization and peripheralization
or a directional preference on part of the client). These motions can also be assessed
passively on the part of the clinician by passively moving the client in the desired direction.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on. Reproduction of the
client’s concordant pain is a (+) response, implicating the lumbar spine as a potential pain
generator. If no pain is elicited with full AROM and overpressure, it helps eliminate the
lumbar spine as a potential pain generator.
 

Note

Active range of motion should be performed prior to PROM and/or overpressure to
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determine the client’s willingness to move.
 

In the cervical and lumbar spine, it may be particularly beneficial to also perform
combined motions (figure 19.12). These are often referred to as quadrant positions.
Therefore, if the single-plane movements were unremarkable for reproduction of the
client’s pain, the clinician may want to also implement these combined motions to further
test these regions of the spine. Posterior quadrants would involve the motions of extension,
side bending, and rotation to the same side, while anterior quadrants would involve the
combined active motions of flexion, side bending, and rotation to the same side.
Additionally, combined with assessment of the client’s ability to perform a squat, these
measures provide the clinician with a nice big-picture assessment of the client’s functional
status, degree of irritability, willingness to move, and so on.
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Figure 19.12 Combined motion assessment of the trunk: (a) flexion, left side bend, and
rotation, (b) extension, left side bend, and rotation, (c) flexion, right side bend, and

rotation, and (d) extension, right side bend, and rotation.
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Passive Accessories

Passive accessory motion assessment is essential for determining the potential for joint
play dysfunction in the joints being examined. The following section details distinct
component assessments of both PPIVM and PAIVM motion assessments relative to the
lumbar spine.

Passive Physiological Intervertebral Motion (PPIVM)

 

Flexion and Extension
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Figure 19.13

 

 

Client Position

Lying on either side
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of the client, at the level of the lumbar spine
 

Movement

The clinician palpates the interspace between the adjacent spinous processes of the
target motion segment with one finger, while moving the lumbar spine from neutral into
flexion or extension via the client’s uppermost limb (right as shown). The clinician will
start at the L5-S1 level and move cranially to the next segment as movement is detected at
each respective level. For flexion, the clinician will move the client’s hip further into hip
flexion when assessing each respective segment (from caudal to cranial). When assessing
extension, the clinician will move the client’s hip further into hip extension when assessing
each respective level.
 

Assessment

PPIVMs were rated on a 5-point ordinal scale, with 0 and 1 indicating hypomobility,
normal anchored at 2, and 3 and 4 indicating hypermobility. Pain response can also be
utilized, although its diagnostic utility is unknown.45
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Statistics

Flexion PPIVMs

SN 5 (1-22), SP 99 (97-100), +LR 8.7, −LR 0.96, QUADAS 11, in a study of 138
consecutive clients with recurrent or chronic LBP (mean age 40 ± 11.2 years; gender
NR; mean duration of symptoms 8.3 ± 8 years), using flexion–extension radiographs
as a reference standard (to diagnose translation radiographic instability).45

SN 5 (1-36), SP 99 (97-100), +LR 4.1, −LR 0.96, QUADAS 11, in a study of 138
consecutive clients with recurrent or chronic LBP (mean age 40 ± 11.2 years; gender
NR; mean duration of symptoms 8.3 ± 8 years), using flexion–extension radiographs
as a reference standard (to diagnose rotation radiographic instability).45

Extension PPIVMs

SN 16 (6-38), SP 98 (94 -99), +LR 7.1, −LR 0.86, QUADAS 11, in a study of 138
consecutive clients with recurrent or chronic LBP (mean age 40 ± 11.2 years; gender
NR; mean duration 8.3 ± 8 years), using flexion–extension radiographs as a reference
standard (to diagnose translation radiographic instability).45

SN 22 (6-55), SP 97 (94-99), +LR 8.4, −LR 0.80, QUADAS 11, in a study of 138
consecutive clients with recurrent or chronic LBP (mean age 40 ± 11.2 years; gender
not reported; mean duration 8.3 ± 8 years), using flexion–extension radiographs as a
reference standard (to diagnose rotation radiographic instability).45

 

Side Bending
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Figure 19.14

 

 

Client Position

Side lying
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of client at the level of the lumbar spine
 

Movement

The clinician places the client’s bilateral knees resting on the front of their hip and
palpates the interspace between the adjacent spinous processes of the target motion segment
with one finger, while moving the lumbar spine from neutral into side bending by moving
both the client’s legs up toward the ceiling (for top-side side bending) (right side bending as
shown) or down toward the floor (for downside side bending). The clinician will start at
the L5-S1 level and move cranially to the next segment as movement is detected at each
respective level.
 

Assessment

Side bending PPIVMs can be rated on a hypomobile, normal, or hypermobility scale.
Assessment is done for joint motion, client response, and end-feel. Reproduction of
concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or end-feel may also suggest
dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
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Passive Accessory (Articular) Intervertebral Motion (PAIVM)

 

Posterior to Anterior Glides

This is useful for identifying an impaired segment.
 

Client Position

Prone, with bilateral arms and legs relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly over the client
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician directly purchases the vertebra to be assessed. The clinician is directly over
the contact area, elbow extended. Soft-tissue slack is taken up as the clinician performs a
bilateral or central posterior to anterior (PA) glide to end range in order to assess joint
mobility. The clinician assesses each level of the lumbar spine and lower thoracic spine.
Additionally, unilateral assessments are implemented with contact over the ipsilateral facet
joints of both sides respectively and the entire lumbar spine and lower thoracic spine as
detailed previously.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion (hypomobility, normal
mobility, or hypermobility in most studies below), client response, and end-feel.
Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or end-feel
may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.

Statistics
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SN 43 (27-61), SP 95 (77-91), +LR 8.6, −LR 0.6, QUADAS 12, in a study of 49
clients with LBP (33.9 ± 10.9 years; 42% were female; median duration of symptoms
27 days), using flexion–extension radiographs as a reference standard (for the
detection of lack of hypomobility for the diagnosis of radiographic instability).43

SN 46 (30-64), SP 81 (60-92), +LR 2.4, −LR 0.7, QUADAS 12, in a study of 49
clients with LBP (33.9 ± 10.9 years; 42% were female; median duration of symptoms
27 days), using flexion–extension radiographs as a reference standard (for the
detection of hypermobility for the diagnosis of radiographic instability).43

SN 82 (64-92), SP 81 (60-92), +LR 4.3, −LR 0.22 (at least one variable [lack of
hypomobility and lumbar flexion ROM > 53°] present); SN 29 (13-46), SP 98 (91-
100), +LR 12.8, −LR 0.72 (both variables present).43

SN 33 (12-65), SP 88 (83-92), +LR 2.8, −LR 0.8, QUADAS 11, in a study of 138
consecutive clients with recurrent or chronic LBP (mean age 40 ± 11.2 years; gender
NR; mean duration 8.3 ± 8 years), using flexion–extension radiographs as a reference
standard (rotational PA to diagnose radiographic instability).45

SN 29 (14-50), SP 89 (83-93), +LR 2.5, −LR 0.8, QUADAS 11, in a study of 138
consecutive clients with recurrent or chronic LBP (mean age 40 ± 11.2 years; gender
NR; mean duration 8.3 ± 8 years), using flexion–extension radiographs as a reference
standard (transitional PA to diagnose radiographic instability).45

 

Note

There are multiple ways to perform central PA glides (CPAs) and unilateral PA glides
(UPAs).
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 CPAs

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 19.15 Pisiform purchase.
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Figure 19.16 Manipulator dip purchase.
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Figure 19.17 Bilateral facet joint purchase.

 

UPAs
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Figure 19.18 Thumb-over-thumb purchase.
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Figure 19.19 Pisiform purchase.
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Figure 19.20 Bilateral facet purchase with UPA ipsilateral.
 

  

 

Critical Clinical Pearls

The clinician is reminded of the importance of the movement examination in each
respective body part. In the lumbar spine, for example, motion testing has high diagnostic
ability or ruling in assistance with the following tests:

Repeated motion testing for centralization or peripheralization of symptoms (SP 94
(73-99), +LR 6.7)
Posterior-to-anterior (PA) glides for the diagnosis of radiographic instability when
there is a lack of hypomobility (SP 95 (77-91), +LR 8.6)
Posterior-to-anterior (PA) glides for the diagnosis of radiographic instability when at
least one variable (lack of hypomobility and lumbar flexion ROM > 53°) is present
(SP 81 (60-92), +LR 4.3)

 

Flexibility

As detailed in chapter 8, flexibility is the motion that a particular joint is capable of.
Assessment of flexibility can assist the clinician in determining the potential presence of
soft-tissue dysfunction of any of the listed muscles in table 19.5.
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Lumbar Erector Spinae Assessment
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Figure 19.21

 

 

Client Position

Long-sitting on a testing surface, keeping the pelvis as vertical as possible
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side of the client
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Movement

The client is instructed to bend forward at the lumbopelvic region and move the
forehead toward the knees (a). For the second part of the assessment, the clinician should
have the client sit at the end of the table with bilateral knees flexed. The client forward
bends as far as possible, moving the forehead toward the knees without moving the pelvis
(b).
 

Assessment

Posterior tilting of the pelvis (a) is a sign of adaptive shortening of the hamstrings. In
this position, an adult should achieve a distance of 10 cm or less between the forehead and
knees, as well as demonstrate a smooth, even curve of the spine. If the forward bending of
the trunk is greater in the second position than in the first position, this is usually the result
of an increased tilt of the pelvis and adaptive shortening of the hamstrings versus adaptive
shortening of the erector spinae.
 

Statistics

There are no known reliability data for this flexibility measure.144

 

Quadratus Lumborum Assessment I
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Figure 19.22

 

 

Client Position

Lying on the nontest side with the bottom leg bent slightly at the hip and knee for
stability
 

Clinician Position

Standing in front of the client
 

Movement

The clinician should have the client extend the top leg beyond the edge of the table and
allow the top (test) leg to drop toward the floor.
 

Assessment

The clinician should measure the distance from the epicondyle of the medial femoral
condyle of the knee to the floor and compare it to the other side. Shortness and tightness
are present if the ROM is asymmetric. The clinician should also assess for the development
of tension in the quadratus lumborum, as well as for reduced caudad motion of the iliac
crest being assessed.
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Statistics

There are no known normative or reliability data for this flexibility measure.145

 

Quadratus Lumborum Assessment II
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Figure 19.23

 

 

Client Position

Side-lying with the hips and knees flexed at about 45°
 

Clinician Position

Monitoring from behind the client. (Photo shows clinician in front of client so that
view of client position is unobstructed.)
 

Movement

The clinician should ask the client to push up sideways from the table to a point where
the pelvis begins to move. They should monitor the client to avoid trunk flexion or
rotation during the assessment.
 

Assessment

Tightness can be less accurately assessed during lumbar side-bending to the
contralateral side in standing. Normal movement would be smooth, symmetrical curving of
the spine in both directions. Shortness and tightness are present if the ROM is asymmetric.
 

Statistics
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There are no known reliability data for this flexibility measure.144, 145

 

Latissimus Dorsi Assessment
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Figure 19.24

 

 

Client Position

Sitting in a neutral spine position, arms resting at the side
 

Clinician Position

Standing behind the client
 

Movement

The clinician should instruct the client to rotate the trunk to the left (a) and then to the
right. They should note the quantity and quality of the motion through the thoracic and
lumbar spine. The clinician will next instruct the client to flex the upper extremities to 90°,
then fully externally rotate and adduct the client’s shoulders and approximate the
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hypothenar eminences of bilateral upper extremities. The clinician should instruct the
client to rotate the trunk to the left (b) and to the right. Again, they will observe the
quantity and quality of the motion through the thoracic and lumbar spine.
 

Assessment

The clinician will compare the quantity and quality of the client’s motion with the
arms at the side in bilateral directions, as well as with the arms elevated, externally rotated,
and adducted. Comparisons are of side-to-side differences, as well as between arms at the
side and arms when elevated. The motion is markedly reduced in the second position when
the latissimus dorsi muscle is tight because this position increases the tension through this
muscle.
 

Statistics

There are no known reliability data for this flexibility measure.146
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Muscle Performance Testing

Specific movements and strength grading of the trunk muscles are detailed in the
following tests. The clinician should also consider myotomal weakness. This assessment is
typically performed in the lower quarter screen section of the examination. Therefore, at
this point in the examination, the clinician has already performed myotomal assessment,
and is more focused on specific trunk movements and muscle weakness.

Trunk Flexion

Client Position

Supine, arms clasped behind head
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client, stabilizing the client just above the ankle
 

Movement and Assessment

The client flexes the trunk through curl-up ROM until their scapulae clear the table.
 

Grading for Trunk Flexion

Grade 5: completes ROM with hands clasped behind head
Grade 4: completes ROM with arms crossed over chest
Grade 3: completes ROM with arms outstretched, reaching toward toes
Grade 2: depression of rib cage toward pubic symphysis
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles
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Rectus abdominis
Internal oblique
External oblique

 

Secondary Muscles

Psoas major and minor

 

Primary Nerve

Nerve to rectus abdominis (T7-12)

 

Trunk Extension

Client Position

Prone with hands clasped behind head
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The client raises their trunk into end-range extension.

Grade 5: holds position without wavering
Grade 4: may waver or display signs of effort during testing

Thoracic spine strength for grades 5 and 4 is the same, but the position is different. For
assessing thoracic spine extension strength, the starting position is the same as that for
lumbar, except the client is aligned so that the nipple line of the client is at the edge of the
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table.

Grade 3: for the lumbar and thoracic spine is with the client starting for the thoracic
spine, arms at side of body, and extending to end ROM
Grade 2: completes partial ROM from full body on table position
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Iliocostalis thoracis and lumborum
Longissimus thoracis
Spinalis thoracis
Multifidi
Rotatores and interspinales
Quadratus lumborum

 

Secondary Muscles

Gluteus maximus

 

Primary Nerve

T1-L5

 

Trunk Rotation

Client Position

Supine with hands clasped behind head
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Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The client rotates to one side with the upper trunk.

Grade 5: scapula contralateral to direction of rotation; clears the table
Grade 4: scapula contralateral to direction of rotation; clears the table with arms
crossed across chest
Grade 3: scapula contralateral to direction of rotation; clears the table with arms
outstretched, reaching toward toes
Grade 2: client unable to complete motion, but clinician observes depression of rib
cage
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

External oblique (ipsilateral)
Internal oblique (contralateral)

 

Primary Nerve

T7-12

 

Elevation of Pelvis

Client Position

Supine or prone with hip in extension, grasping the table for stabilization
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Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s feet, directly facing them
 

Assessment

The client hikes up the pelvis, bringing the iliac crest toward the ribs as the clinician
attempts to pull their leg down by grasping just above their ankle.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximum resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against very strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance
Grade 2: completes partial motion without resistance
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Quadratus lumborum
External oblique
Internal oblique

 

Secondary Muscles

Iliocostalis lumborum

 

Primary Nerve

Nerve to quadratus lumborum (T12-L)
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Special Tests

As mentioned in chapter 10 (Special Tests), in many cases the clinician is overly
dependent on the performance and interpretation of special test findings with respect to
differential diagnosis of the client’s presenting pain. Utilization of special tests for ruling in
(or helping to diagnose) a particular pathology should occur at this point in the
examination process. It is also hoped that the clinician has a much clearer picture of the
client’s presentation prior to this point in the examination and will therefore depend
minimally on special test findings with respect to diagnosis of the client’s pain.

As with other regions of the body, special testing for the lumbar spine has limitations.
For example, straight leg raise (SLR) testing has undergone significant investigation. Most
of these studies were performed on surgical populations, and therefore their diagnostic
accuracy values are interpretable to only these types of clients. In these studies, the SLR
showed high SN (and variable SP), whereas the cross-legged SLR showed high SP (coupled
with low SN). However, these results were found in populations with a very high
prevalence of disc herniation (mostly above 75%) and likely a severe spectrum of disease
bias, and they cannot be generalized to other populations. The diagnostic performance of
physical examination tests in primary care populations and other general, unselected client
groups is still unclear because evidence from these settings is scarce. Better performance
may be obtained when combinations of tests are evaluated, including information from
both client history and physical examination, but this requires further study.135

Special tests are not the only part of the examination procedure. For example, when
used in isolation, diagnostic performance of most physical tests (scoliosis, paresis or muscle
weakness, muscle wasting, impaired reflexes, and sensory deficits) was poor. Some tests
(forward flexion, hyperextension test, and slump test) performed slightly better, but the
number of studies was small. In the one primary care study, most tests showed higher SP
and lower SN compared to other settings. As mentioned previously when used in isolation,
current evidence indicates poor diagnostic performance of most physical tests used to
identify lumbar disc herniation.135

Index of Special Tests

Lumbar Radiculopathy or Discogenic-Related Symptoms

Centralization and Peripheralization
Extension Loss
Vulnerability in the Neutral Zone

Lumbar Radiculopathy, Discogenic Symptoms, and Neurodynamic Tests

Slump Test
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Straight Leg Raise Test
Well-Leg Raise Test (Cross Straight Leg Raise)
Flip Sign (Sitting SLR)
Femoral Nerve Tension Test
Femoral Nerve Tension in Side Lying Test

Zygapophyseal Joint–Related Pain

Extension–Rotation Test
Posterior-to-Anterior Glides
Passive Physiological Intervertebral Motion

Lumbar Spinal Stenosis

Two-Stage Treadmill Test
Quadrant Test (Extension Biased)

Flexion Dysfunction

Quadrant Test (Flexion Biased)

Spondylolisthesis

One-Legged Hyperextension (Stork) Test
Kemp Test
Palpation for Spinous Process Step-Off

Radiographic Lumbar Spinal Instability

Passive Lumbar Extension Test
Instability Catch Sign
Painful Catch Sign
Apprehension Sign
Shear Test
Prone Instability Test
Passive Physiological Intervertebral Movements (PPIVMs): Extension
Passive Physiological Intervertebral Movements (PPIVMs): Flexion

Neuromuscular Control

Active Hip Abduction Test

Ankylosing Spondylitis

Chest Expansion Test
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Case Studies

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination and complete these
case studies for chapter 19:

Case study 1 discusses a 36-year-old female with lower back and buttock pain.
Case study 2 discusses a 62-year-old female with localized lower back pain.

 

Abstract Links

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination to access abstract
links on these issues:

Active hip abduction test
Chest expansion test
Closed fist percussion test
Extension loss
Extension-rotation test
Femoral nerve tension test
Flexion/Extension
Flip test (sitting SLR)
Kemp test
One-legged hyperextension test (stork test)
Passive lumbar extension test
Posterior to anterior glides
Prone instability test
Quadrant test (extension biased)
Repeated range of motions
Seated extension-rotation
Shear test
Slump test
Straight leg raise test
Two stage treadmill test

 

Lumbar Radiculopathy or Discogenic-Related Symptoms
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Centralization and Peripheralization

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 19.25

 

  

Client Position

Standing with bilateral hands on hips (for loaded assessment). The test can also be
performed in supine for flexion and prone for extension (see figure 19.26) if an unloaded
assessment is preferred.
 

Clinician Position

Monitoring client from the side
 

Movement

The clinician asks the client to perform repeated lumbar spine movements to end
range. The range of repetitions described was 5 to 20 repetitions until a definitive
centralization or peripheralization of symptoms occurred. The motions assessed included
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extension, flexion, and side bending.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is when symptoms centralize or peripheralize with repeated motions. Ideally,
one motion would centralize symptoms and the opposite motion would peripheralize
symptoms.
 

Statistics

SN 92 (NR), SP 64 (NR), +LR 2.6, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 12, in a study of 63 clients
with chronically disabling LBP (mean age 39.6 ± 11.1 years; 22 women; mean
duration of symptoms 15.3 months), using discography as a reference standard133

SN 40 (28-54), SP 94 (73-99), +LR 6.7, −LR 0.63, QUADAS 13, in a study of 107
clients with persistent LBP (mean age 42.5 ± 11.8 years; 44.9% were female; mean
duration of symptoms 165.2 weeks), using discography as a reference standard134

 

Extension Loss
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Figure 19.26

 

 

Client Position

Prone with bilateral hands grasping each side of the table at their head level
 

Clinician Position

Monitoring client from the side
 

Movement

The clinician asks the client to perform a press-up, extending bilateral elbows (and
therefore their lumbar spine) as far as they can go (keeping their pelvis in contact with the
table).
 

Assessment

A (+) test is defined as a moderate or major loss of extension.
 

Statistics

Any two of the variables (centralization of symptoms with repeated motions, persistent
pain between LBP episodes, vulnerable in the neutral zone, and extension loss) resulted in
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diagnostic accuracy of the following:

SN 30 (21-42), SP 95 (78-99), +LR 6.5, −LR 0.77, QUADAS 11, in a study of 107
clients with disabling LBP and high levels of psychological distress (mean age 42.9 ±
11.8 years; 47.7% were female; mean duration of symptoms 170.1 weeks), using
discography as a reference standard139

 

Vulnerability in the Neutral Zone

Client Position

Standing with bilateral arms at side
 
 

Clinician Position

Monitoring client from the side
 

Movement

Client is asked to move into a slightly flexed, slightly extended, or slightly side-bent
position.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is worsening of symptoms at neutral ranges.
 

Statistics

SN 31 (NR), SP 82 (NR), +LR 1.7, −LR 0.84, QUADAS 12, in a study of 63 clients
with chronically disabling LBP (mean age 39.6 ± 11.1 years; 22 women; mean
duration of symptoms of 15.3 months), using discography as a reference standard133

See diagnostic accuracy values listed previously for extension loss as a variable.139
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Lumbar Radiculopathy, Discogenic Symptoms, and Neurodynamic Tests

 
Refer to chapter 7 for descriptions and diagnostic accuracy of these tests:

Slump Test
Straight Leg Raise (SLR) Test
Well-Leg Raise Test (Cross Straight Leg Raise)
Flip Sign (Sitting SLR)
Femoral Nerve Tension Test
Femoral Nerve Tension in Side Lying Test

Zygapophyseal Joint–Related Pain

 

Extension–Rotation Test

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 19.27

 

  

Client Position

Sitting, bilateral distal legs off the edge of the table and feet on the floor if possible
 

Clinician Position

Sitting to the side of the client, blocking their knees
 

Movement

The clinician passively moves the client into full extension and (while maintaining end-
range extension) rotates the client’s trunk to end-range motion in both directions (one at a
time).
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of concordant pain.
 

Statistics

SN 100 (NR), SP 22 (NR), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.0, QUADAS 11, in a study of 107
clients with disabling LBP and high levels of psychological distress (mean age 42.9
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years; 48% female; mean duration of symptoms NR, but mean duration off work was
119 weeks), using discography as a reference standard139

SN 100 (NR), SP 12 (NR), +LR 1.1, −LR 0.0, QUADAS 10, in a study of 167
consecutive clients with chronic LBP and no previous history of lumbar spine
surgery, and using zygapophyseal joint blocks as a reference standard20

 

Posterior-to-Anterior Glides

Refer to the Passive Accessories section under Motion Tests for details on these tests.
 

Passive Physiological Intervertebral Motion

Refer to the Passive Physiological Intervertebral Motion (PPIVM) section under
Motion Tests for details on these tests.
 

Lumbar Spinal Stenosis

 

Two-Stage Treadmill Test

Client Position

Standing on the treadmill in straddle stance until the belt moves
 
 

Clinician Position

Monitoring the client from the side of the treadmill, raising and lowering the treadmill
height
 

Movement

Once the treadmill is started very slowly, the clinician asks the client to walk on the
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treadmill at a comfortable walking pace with the treadmill at a height level to the floor and
a 15° elevation for a maximum of 10 minutes. The client rests for 10 minutes after each
bout.
 

Assessment

The client is queried regarding when symptoms increased above baseline and when (if
they needed) to stop testing. If symptoms worsen with walking on a level treadmill
compared to the elevated treadmill, this is considered a (+) test for stenosis. An earlier onset
of symptoms with level walking, increased total walking time on an inclined treadmill, and
prolonged recovery time after level walking are significantly associated with stenosis.31

Although the distance reached in the treadmill test predicted the grade of stenosis in MRI,
it had a limited diagnostic importance for the level of clinical symptoms in lumbar spinal
stenosis.147

 

Statistics

Longer total walking time during inclined walking: SN 50 (38-63), SP 92 (78-100),
+LR 6.5, −LR 0.54, QUADAS 9, in a study of 45 clients (26 stenotic [mean age 64.6
± 8.7] and 19 nonstenotic [mean age 49.3 ± 14.4]; gender and duration of symptoms
NR), using MRI or CT scan as a reference standard31

Earlier onset of symptoms with level walking: SN 68 (50-86), SP 83 (66-100), +LR
4.1, −LR 0.39, QUADAS 9, in a study of 45 clients (26 stenotic [mean age 64.6 ±
8.7] and 19 nonstenotic [mean age 49.3 ± 14.4]; gender and duration of symptoms
NR), using MRI or CT scan as a reference standard31

Required prolonged recovery after level walking: SN 82 (66-98), SP 68 (48-89), +LR
2.6, −LR 0.26, QUADAS 9, in a study of 45 clients (26 stenotic [mean age 64.6 ±
8.7] and 19 nonstenotic [mean age 49.3 ± 14.4]; gender and duration of symptoms
NR), and using MRI or CT scan as a reference standard31

 

Quadrant Test (Extension Biased)
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Figure 19.28

 

 

Client Position

Standing, arms relaxed at side
 

Clinician Position

Standing behind and to the side of the client on the side for the movement being
performed
 

Movement

The client actively extends, side bends, and rotates the spine to the ipsilateral side,
sliding their hand down the ipsilateral leg. The clinician can guide the client in this motion
and provide overpressure if no pain is reported with their active movement. The client
holds the position for up to 3 seconds if no pain.
 

Assessment
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A (+) test is client reports pain or numbness or tingling in the area of the back or lower
extremities.
 

Statistics

SN 70 (NR), QUADAS 9, in a study of 24 men and 50 women with chronic LBP
(mean age 66.8 ± 12.4 years; duration of symptoms > 6 months), using physician diagnosis
as a reference standard25

 

Flexion Dysfunction

 

Quadrant Test (Flexion Biased)

Client Position

Standing with weight equally distributed on bilateral legs
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side of client, monitoring client response
 

Movement

Client actively flexes, side bends, and rotates the spine to the ipsilateral side, sliding
their hands down the leg on each side, respectively.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of concordant pain.
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Statistics

NR
 

Spondylolisthesis

 

One-Legged Hyperextension (Stork) Test
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Figure 19.29

 

 

Client Position

Standing on bilateral legs, arms across abdomen
 

Clinician Position

Monitoring the client from the side
 

Movement

The clinician asks the client to lift one leg slightly (right as shown) and hold it against
their weight-bearing leg. While maintaining this position, the client hyperextends the
lumbar spine to their end ROM. Some have advocated the use of end ROM rotation as
well.
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Assessment

A reproduction of concordant pain is a (+) response.
 

Statistics

SN 50-55 (32-71), SP 46-58 (18-64), +LR 1.0-1.6, −LR 0.8-1.0, QUADAS 8, in a
study of 71 clients with LBP (age range 10-30 years; gender NR; symptom duration < 6
months), using radiological investigation (including SPECT, MRI, and CT) as a reference
standard148

 

Kemp Test
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Figure 19.30

 

 

Client Position

Standing on bilateral legs, arms across abdomen or chest
 

Clinician Position

Monitoring client from the side
 

Movement

The client is asked to hyperextend and rotate the lumbar spine to their end ROM in
both directions (one direction at a time) as tolerated.
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Assessment

A reproduction of concordant pain is a (+) response.
 

Statistics

A positive prevalence of 74% to 77% in those clients with MRI (reference standard)
and 76% prevalence in those clients without MRI confirmed spondylolisthesis in a study of
200 consecutive clients (56 females; mean age 14.1 ± 1.5 years; mean duration of
symptoms not reported) with LBP149

 

Palpation for Spinous Process Step-Off
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Figure 19.31

 

 

Client Position

Standing in a relaxed position with feet comfortably side by side
 

Clinician Position

Seated and facing the client to the side
 

Movement

The clinician maintains a side view of the client’s lumbar spine. The clinician applies
and maintains firm contact on the lumbosacral spinous processes while sliding the
examining fingertips from the upper lumbar region to the sacrum.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is palpating one spinous process anterior to the levels above and below.
 

Statistics

SN 60 (NR), SP 87 (NR), +LR 4.6, −LR 0.45, QUADAS 8, in a study of 30 clients
with LBP, using radiography as a reference standard150
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Radiographic Lumbar Spinal Instability

 

Passive Lumbar Extension Test

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 19.32

 

  

Client Position

Prone with bilateral legs at the end of the table, bilateral arms relaxed at side
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the end of the table, directly facing the client’s legs
 

Movement

The clinician lifts the client’s bilateral lower extremities (LEs) concurrently to a height
of about 30 cm from the table while maintaining the bilateral knees extended and gently
pulling the legs.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is the client complaining of pain in lumbar region, including LBP, a heavy
feeling in the low back, and feeling as if the low back were coming off, and symptoms
disappearing when the client’s legs were returned to the table.
 

Statistics
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SN 84 (69-94), SP 90 (82-96), +LR 8.8, −LR 0.17, QUADAS 12, in a study of 38
clients positive for lumbar instability (mean age 68.3 ± 12.3 years, 9 women) and 84 clients
negative for lumbar instability (mean age 69.1 ± 10.5 years, 50 women), using radiological
evaluation as a reference standard46

 

Instability Catch Sign

Client Position

Standing with bilateral hands on hips
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing, monitoring client response
 

Movement

The client is instructed to perform trunk flexion as far as possible and then return to an
erect upright position.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is an inability to return to full upright or erect position.
 

Statistics

SN 26 (13-43), SP 86 (79-94), +LR 1.8, −LR 0.86, QUADAS 12, in a study of 38
clients positive for lumbar instability (mean age 68.3 ± 12.3 years, 9 women) and 84 clients
negative for lumbar instability (mean age 69.1 ± 10.5 years, 50 women), using radiological
evaluation as a reference standard46

 

Painful Catch Sign
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Figure 19.33

 

 

Client Position

Supine with bilateral legs extended, bilateral arms relaxed at side
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the side of the table, directly facing the client’s legs
 

Movement

The client is instructed to lift their legs (keeping knees straight) about 30 cm high. The
client is then asked to lower their legs back to the table.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is when the legs fall down instantly during the lowering of the legs back to
the table.
 

Statistics

SN 37 (22-54), SP 73 (62-82), +LR 1.4, −LR 0.87, QUADAS 12, in a study of 38
clients positive for lumbar instability (mean age 68.3 ± 12.3 years, 9 women) and 84 clients
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negative for lumbar instability (mean age 69.1 ± 10.5 years, 50 women), using radiological
evaluation as a reference standard46

 

Apprehension Sign

Clients were asked whether they had felt a sensation of lumbar collapse because of
sudden LBP when they performed ordinary tasks, including bending back and forth or
from side to side and sitting down or standing up.
 

Assessment

A (+) test was when the client affirmed that they had experienced such episodes.
 

Statistic

SN 18 (8-34), SP 88 (79-94), +LR 1.6, −LR 0.93, QUADAS 12, in a study of 38
lumbar instability positive clients (mean age 68.3 ± 12.3 years, 9 women) and 84 lumbar
instability negative clients (mean age 69.1 ± 10.5 years, 50 women), using radiological
evaluation as a reference standard46

 

Shear Test
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Figure 19.34

 

 

Client Position

Standing with weight equally on bilateral legs, bilateral crossed hands over the lower
abdomen
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side of the client. The clinician places one hand over the client’s
bilateral hands and the other hand vertically over the lumbar spine and then palpates the
level to be tested with the index finger.
 

Stabilization

The clinician uses the hand that is placed vertically over the lumbar spine (clinician’s
left hand as shown). While the index finger palpates the interspinous level to be tested, the
rest of the hand provides posterior stability to the levels distal to the interspinous segment
being tested. The test is to be repeated at each lumbar level.
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Mobilization

The clinician provides an anterior-to-posterior force (with right hand as shown) against
the stabilization force provided posteriorly.
 

Assessment

A (+) test occurs when symptoms are provoked; it is not based on the amount of
intersegmental motion detected.41

 

Statistics

Diagnostic accuracy NR
Reliability coefficient (κ) = 0.35 (0.20–0.51)41

 

Prone Instability Test
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Figure 19.35

 

 

Client Position

Prone with legs off the edge of the table and bilateral feet on the floor, grasping onto
the sides of the table as shown
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side of the client. The clinician places the hypothenar region of the
wrist over a specific level spinous process of the lumbar vertebrae.
 

Mobilization

The clinician provides posterior-to-anterior intervertebral (IV) motion testing (PA
glide) at each respective level of the lumbar spine and assesses for reproduction of the
client’s symptoms (a). The client then lifts both legs off the floor (b). Posterior-to-anterior
IV motion testing is reapplied to any segments that were identified as painful.
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Assessment

A (+) test occurs when pain is provoked during the first part of the test (legs on floor)
but disappears when the test is repeated with the legs off the floor.
 

Statistics

SN 61 (NR), SP 57 (NR), +LR 1.4, −LR 0.69, QUADAS 12, in a study of 49 clients
with suspicion of instability (mean age 39.2 ± 11.3 years; 57% were women; median
duration of symptoms 78 days), using flexion–extension radiographs as a reference
standard43

Reliability coefficient (κ) = 0.87 (0.80–0.94);41 (κ) = 0.6943

 

Passive Physiological Intervertebral Movements (PPIVMs): Extension

Refer to the Passive Physiological Intervertebral Motion (PPIVMs) section under
Motion Tests for details on these tests.
 

Passive Physiological Intervertebral Movements (PPIVMs): Flexion

Refer to the Passive Physiological Intervertebral Motion (PPIVMs) section under
Motion Tests for details on these tests.
 

Neuromuscular Control

 

Active Hip Abduction Test

Client Position

Side lying, maintaining frontal plane alignment and keeping legs in alignment with
trunk
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Clinician Position

Standing, observing client in the frontal plane
 

Movement

The client is instructed to perform a single active abduction of the hip, keeping the
knee extended and in line with the trunk.
 

Assessment

The client is asked to rate the difficulty of the task.

0 = no difficulty
5 = unable to perform
Scores summed for both legs

The clinician rates the performance also.

0 = no loss of frontal plane position
1 = minimal loss of frontal plane
2 = moderate loss of frontal plane
3 = severe loss of frontal plane

The worst score from two sides is used.
 

Statistics

Examiner scoring (cutoff score ≥ 2): SN 41 (23-67), SP 85 (68-94), +LR 2.7, −LR
0.70, QUADAS 9, in a study of 43 previously asymptomatic clients prior to a 2-hour
standing protocol designed to induce LBP (mean age 42 years; mean disease duration
18.1 years), using rating of pain (pain developers or nonpain developers) as a
reference standard151

Client self-rated scoring (cutoff score ≥ 4): SN 35 (17-59), SP 92 (76-98), +LR 4.6,
−LR 0.70, QUADAS 9, in a study of 43 previously asymptomatic clients prior to a 2-
hour standing protocol designed to induce LBP (mean age 42 years; mean disease
duration 18.1 years), using rating of pain (pain developers or nonpain developers) as
a reference standard151
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Critical Clinical Pearls

Other related lumbar spine pathologies (e.g., stenosis, facet joint arthropathy) that have
poor tolerance for extension or extension–rotation movement could also have pain with the
following tests advocated for lumbar spine spondylolisthesis:

Stork Test
Kemp Test
Passive Lumbar Extension Test
Prone Instability Test

 

Ankylosing Spondylitis

 

Chest Expansion Test
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Figure 19.36

 

 

Client Position

Standing, arms relaxed at side
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of client, facing them
 

Movement

The clinician uses a cloth tape measure to measure the circumferential distance around
the client’s chest (at nipple line), both at rest and at the end of a deep breath.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a change in the two measurements of <2.5 cm.
 

Statistics

SN 9 (NR), SP 99 (NR), +LR 9, −LR 0.92, QUADAS 7, in a study of 449 clients with
pain or stiffness in their back (mean age 42 years; mean disease duration 18.1 years), using
the New York criteria (definitive radiographic changes in SIJ) as a reference standard113
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Palpation

Assessment of landmarks can be used to guide the clinician with palpation of the
lumbar spine and pelvic girdle. As with observation (and as for all body areas to be
assessed), the clinician should observe the client from the front, back, and each side for
general symmetry, obvious deformities, and so on. Table 19.6 lists some important
landmarks to assist the clinician with palpation.
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Posterior Aspect
Palpation of the posterior aspect of the lumbar spine includes palpation of the bony and

soft-tissue structures. The primary bony and soft-tissue structures available to be palpated
posteriorly are listed here.

Bony Structures

Iliac crest: This is very prominent and easy to palpate. The clinician can extend their
fingers and place their index fingers of each hand at the level of the client’s waist on
each side laterally. The clinician should press medially and inferiorly until they feel a
firm ridge under their index fingers. Following this level around posteriorly
corresponds with the L4-L5 interspace level posteriorly.
Posterior superior iliac spine (PSIS): The clinician can follow the iliac crest around
posteriorly and inferiorly until they reach this structure. It is usually slightly
prominent and slightly inferior to the normal dimple in this region (figure 19.37).
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Figure 19.37 Palpation of the PSIS.

 

Spinous processes: From the PSIS, the clinician can move their fingers in a medial
and superior direction at a 30° angle. They will then be on the L5 spinous process.
They can also use the L4-5 interspace as previously described and count accordingly.
The clinician can locate the L1 by first finding the 12th rib and moving their fingers
medially and down one level. Side-to-side asymmetry of the spinous processes from
one level to the next may indicate the presence of a rotational dysfunction.145

Palpation of the interspace between corresponding spinous processes can give the
clinician an appreciation for the vertical height between corresponding vertebral
levels. If two spinous processes have very little to no space between them, the
clinician should suspect decreased size of the intervertebral disc or increased lumbar
lordosis (which would approximate the spinous processes). Observation and
palpation from the side would give an appreciation for the extent of lumbar lordosis.
Transverse processes: This is typically positioned in a horizontal position (figure
19.38). Typically L3 is the longest and L1 is the shortest. These are typically more
difficult to palpate in the lumbar spine due to the amount of muscle mass in this
area. They are most easily identified in the trough located between the spinalis and
longissimus muscles. The clinician can locate L5 by starting at the PSIS and moving
again in a 30° to 45° angle superiorly and medially.
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Figure 19.38 Palpation of the transverse processes.

 

Zygapophyseal (facet) joints: Between the spinous and transverse processes, the
clinician should palpate the facet joints. They are approximately 2 to 3 cm lateral
from the spinous process. Localized tenderness over the facet joints without other
root tension signs or neurologic signs may indicate facet joint pain.18

Sacroiliac (SI) joint: The joint line is not palpable due to the posterior aspect of the
innominate bone covering it. The PSIS is typically located at the level of S2.
Sacral base: The clinician should start at the PSIS and move their thumbs medially
and anteriorly until they contact the sacral base.
Sacral sulcus: Starting at the PSIS, the clinician can palpate slightly above and
medial to it on the sacrum adjacent to the ilium. The depth of the right side should
be compared to that of the left side. If one side is deeper than the other, sacral torsion
or rotation on the ilium around the horizontal plane may be indicated (as proposed
by osteopathic literature).
Inferior lateral angle (ILA): This is located approximately 1 in. (2.5 cm) lateral and
slightly superior to the sacrococcygeal junction. The clinician should palpate on the
inferior ILAs on both sides to determine relative superior or inferior position. A
difference of 1/4 in. (6 mm) or more may suggest that the sacrum is side bent.
Ischial tuberosity: The clinician should have the client lie on the contralateral side
with their knee slightly flexed. They will palpate with their thumbs at the level of the
client’s gluteal folds until they feel a prominence. The clinician can also perform this
at the level of the gluteal folds with the client in prone position, palpating for height
(superior–inferior) and for depth (anterior–posterior). An anterior iliac rotation (as
proposed by osteopathic literature) moves the ischial tuberosity posterior and vice
versa. An upslip (as proposed by osteopathic literature but demonstrating little
supporting evidence) moves the ischial tuberosity superior and vice versa.
Coccyx: The tip of the coccyx can be found in the gluteal cleft.

Soft-Tissue Structures

Skin and soft tissue: In general, these should be palpated for texture and pliability.
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Normally the skin in the lumbar spine and gluteal area can be pin rolled between the
fingers without difficulty. Tightness or pain produced with this maneuver may
indicate underlying pathology.145

Erector spinae muscles: These are easily palpable just lateral to the spinous processes.
Their lateral border appears to be a groove. They are often tender and in spasm in
clients with acute low back pain. This group consists of spinalis (most medial),
longissimus, and iliocostalis (most lateral) muscles. The clinician should ask the client
to extend their trunk to make these muscles more prominent.
Sacrotuberous ligament: From the ischial tuberosity, the clinician can move their
thumbs in a medial and superior direction until they feel resistance against their
thumbs. This is the sacrotuberous ligament running from the ischial tuberosity to the
sacrum. Hypertrophy, increased firmness, and decreased spring indicate a problem. A
posterior iliac rotation can cause sacrotuberous ligament irritation (as proposed by
osteopathic literature).
Sacrospinous ligament: This is located deep to the sacrotuberous ligament, slightly
more than halfway between the PSIS and the ischial tuberosity and slightly medial.

Side Lying Position
Various-soft tissue structures relative to the lumbar spine and pelvis can be palpated in

the side-lying position. The primary structures are the piriformis and sciatic nerve.
Descriptions of how to palpate these structures in side-lying position are listed here.

Soft-Tissue Structures

Piriformis: This is located between the anterior inferior aspect of the sacrum and the
greater trochanter. This muscle is very deep and difficult to palpate. If the muscle is
in spasm, the clinician can detect a cordlike structure under their fingers as they
palpate the length of the muscle from the lateral border of the middle of the sacrum
to the greater trochanter. It will be deep to the gluteus maximus, at the intersection
of two lines. One line extends from the ASIS to the ischial tuberosity, while the other
runs from the PSIS to the greater trochanter.
Sciatic nerve: The clinician can locate the mid-position between the ischial
tuberosity and the greater trochanter (figure 19.39). They may be able to roll the
nerve under their fingers if they take up the soft tissue slack. This nerve typically exits
under the piriformis muscle, except for in 12% of the population, with whom it
pierces the piriformis muscle and in 0.5% of the population with whom the nerve
runs superficial to the piriformis.
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Figure 19.39 Palpation of the sciatic nerve.

 

Supine Position
Palpation of the anterior aspect of the lumbar spine includes palpation of the bony and

soft-tissue structures. The primary bony and soft-tissue structures available to be palpated
anteriorly are listed here.

Bony Structures

Anterior-aspect anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS): The clinician can start along
the iliac crest and move anteriorly and inferiorly diagonally toward the pubic ramus
until they feel the most prominent protuberance anteriorly. They should use their
thumbs to check for symmetry of location bilaterally (figure 19.40).
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Figure 19.40 Palpation of the ASIS.

 

ASIS and PSIS: A superior or inferior difference indicates possible leg length
discrepancy or innominate rotation.

Medial or lateral difference indicates a possible iliac internal or external
rotation.
Inclination angle of PSIS to ASIS: The clinician should palpate the ASIS and
PSIS together from the side view. It has been suggested that there should be an
8° to 10° angle to the horizontal plane.

Pubic tubercles: The clinician can start with the heel of their hand at the umbilicus.
Applying slightly firm pressure, they gradually slide the heel of their hand inferiorly
until they feel a hard resistance. The clinician should move their finger pads (one
from each hand) on either side of the midline of the client’s body to determine the
relative position of the right and left sides. Another method is to have the client
palpate this structure themselves (with their own thumbs) and the clinician then
palpates the client’s thumbs (or fingers) as shown (figure 19.41).
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Figure 19.41 Palpation of the pubic tubercles.

 

Soft-Tissue Structures

Abdominal muscles: The clinician can make the rectus abdominis more prominent
by asking the client to perform a curl-up. They should palpate along the length of the
muscle from the pubic tubercle to the medial portion of the distal rib cage.
Abdominal aorta: (See chapter 6 for palpation assessment.) This structure continues
the thoracic aorta below the diaphragm. It descends in front and to the left of the
spine before it divides into two terminal branches at the level of the L4-5 disc.
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Physical Performance Measures

Physical performance measures relevant to the lumbar spine can range from lower-level
balance exercises to sit-to-stand tasks and sport-related tasks (jumping, speed, agility tests)
dependent on the needs of the client. The Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire
correlated moderately (Pearson’s product-moment correlation ranging from 0.29–0.41)
with a physical performance test battery (lumbar flexion ROM, a 50-foot [15 m] walk at
fastest speed, a 5-min. walk, 5 repetitions of sit-to-stand, 10 repetitions of trunk flexion,
and loaded reach tasks). For the clients in the study, mean duration of symptoms was
108.12 ± 127.9 months with an average age of 45.6 years (48 women and 35 men). The
loaded reach involved the clients reaching forward while holding a weight of 5% of their
body weight.152

Another common measure in clients with LBP is trunk endurance. College-aged clients
with both pain (P = 0.019) and disability (P = 0.006) differed in trunk endurance from age-
matched colleagues without LBP. These pain and disability clients also scored lower (P =
0.01) than their age-matched colleagues.153

Fear-avoidance beliefs and physical activity levels were closely associated with trunk
endurance testing as well. In a study of 68 clients post single-level microdiscectomy of 4 to
6 weeks, it was demonstrated that high fear-avoidance belief scores, as well as low levels of
physical activity, correlated directly with lower endurance scores for trunk endurance.154

The utilization of physical performance measures for the lumbar spine is becoming
more popularly described in the literature. Some of the more commonly utilized physical
performance measures (as well as the discrete physical parameter they measure) relative to
the lumbar spine are listed in table 19.7.
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Common Orthopedic Conditions of the Lumbar Spine

While it is impossible to distinctly describe various pathological presentations of the
lumbar spine, there are evidence-based findings supportive of particular pathologies of this
region of the body. Therefore, the intent of this section of the chapter is to present current
evidence-supported findings suggestive of lumbar spine pathologies. As previously described
in chapter 4 (Evidence-Based Practice and Client Examination), though, not all
examination findings are absolutely supported with clinical evidence, and the clinician
should also rely on clinical experience and input from the client when performing
differential diagnosis of a client’s presentation of pain and dysfunction.

Clarification on specific terminology of similar types of pathologies in the lumbar spine
is necessary prior to investigating the examination for each of these pathologies. General
definitions are given here and (when necessary) additional detail is given in subsequent
sections for each pathology. Spinal stenosis is an abnormal narrowing in a blood vessel or
other tubular organ or structure. With respect to the lumbar spine, this would include the
central canal (where the spinal cord runs) and the intervertebral foramen bilaterally.
Spondylosis is degenerative osteoarthritis of the joints between spinal vertebral levels.
Spondylolysis is a defect of the pars interarticularis of a vertebra, and spondylolisthesis is the
anterior displacement or posterior displacement (retrolisthesis) of a vertebra or the vertebral
column in relation to the vertebra below.

Lumbar spine degeneration (spondylosis) can involve various forms of stenosis and
(dependent on the location of this stenosis) can have different clinical presentation. Figure
19.42 helps delineate these differences. Degeneration of the spine involving the spinal canal
will result in central canal stenosis and the potential for myelopathy and upper motor
neuron signs. Lateral foraminal stenosis (due to various reasons including radiculopathy
and bone spurs) can result in nerve root involvement and the potential for lower motor
neuron signs and symptoms. Spinal degeneration can also result in axial lumbar pain
without true or hard neurological findings. In such cases the client may have a combination
of low back and leg pain (radiculitis).
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Figure 19.42 Lumbar spine degeneration. UMN = upper motor neuron; LMN = lower
motor neuron; (−) = negative

 

Lumbar Spinal Stenosis

ICD-9: 723.0, 724.0
ICD-10: M48 (spinal stenosis); M54.5 (low back pain)

Lumbar spinal stenosis (LSS) is a medical condition in which the spinal canal narrows
and compresses the spinal cord and nerves at the level of the lumbar vertebra. This is
usually due to the common occurrence of spinal degeneration that occurs with aging. It can
also sometimes be caused by spinal disc herniation, osteoporosis, or a tumor. In the cervical
(neck) and lumbar (low back) region, it can be a congenital condition to varying degrees.
Lumbar spinal stenosis is a result of degenerative, developmental, or congenital disorders.
Neurogenic claudication (ischemia of the lumbosacral nerve roots secondary to
compression from surrounding structures, hypertrophied facets, scar tissue, and discs) is a
common symptom of LSS.

Spinal stenosis may affect the cervical or thoracic region, in which case it is known as
cervical spinal stenosis or thoracic spinal stenosis. In some cases, it may be present in all three
places in the same client. Lumbar spinal stenosis may occur at different localizations in the
spinal canal, sometimes at more than one location at the same time. In central canal
stenosis, nerve roots in the cauda equina may be compressed. Lateral recess stenosis and
foraminal stenosis may cause compression of the nerve roots leaving the spine.

Lumbar spinal stenosis results in LBP as well as pain or abnormal sensations in the legs,
thighs, feet, or buttocks, or loss of bladder and bowel control. Central canal stenosis can
result in upper motor neuron symptoms, while lateral stenosis is more likely to result in
lower motor neuron symptoms.

Lumbar Spine Spondylosis (Degenerative Disc Disease, Spinal Arthritis)

Spondylosis is a degenerative osteoarthritis of the joints between the center of the spinal
vertebrae or neural foramina. If this condition occurs in the facet joints, it can be
considered facet syndrome. If severe, it may cause pressure on nerve roots with subsequent
sensory or motor disturbances, such as pain, paresthesia, or muscle weakness in the limbs.
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Spondylosis can contribute to spinal stenosis.
When the space between two adjacent vertebrae narrows, compression of a nerve root

emerging from the spinal cord may result in radiculopathy (sensory and motor
disturbances, such as severe pain in the neck, shoulder, arm, back, or leg, accompanied by
muscle weakness). Less commonly, direct pressure on the spinal cord (typically in the
cervical spine) may result in myelopathy, characterized by global weakness, gait
dysfunction, loss of balance, and loss of bowel or bladder control. The client may
experience a phenomenon of shocks (paresthesia) in the hands and legs because of nerve
compression and lack of blood flow. If vertebrae of the neck are involved, it is referred to as
cervical spondylosis. Lower back spondylosis is termed lumbar spondylosis.

Clinical differentiation between neurogenic-related and vascular-related claudication
can be difficult to ascertain. The following sidebar on differential diagnosis provides some
clinical information relative to each of these conditions for the purpose of differentially
diagnosing these two similar pathologies.

Differential Diagnosis of Neurogenic and Vascular Claudication
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I. Client Interview

Requires both the presence of a characteristic clinical presentation, including
neurogenic claudication, radicular pain, or both, and radiographic or anatomic
lumbar spinal stenosis (LSS).32

Subjective History25, 26, 155, 156

It is one of the most common degenerative spinal diseases.
It can be complicated by the range of possible clinical presentations.32

Complaints can include low back and leg pain.
The most common symptom associated with LSS is neurogenic claudication, a
variable pain or discomfort with walking or prolonged standing that radiates beyond
the spinal area into one or both buttocks, thighs, lower legs, or feet.32

Neurogenic claudication should be differentiated from vascular claudication (see
Special Tests section).
Muscle weakness
Sensory disturbances
Not being over the age of 65 years helps rule out stenosis (SN 77).24, 30, 31

Not having pain below buttocks helps rule out stenosis (SN 88).24, 31

Not having leg symptoms get worse with walking or get better with sitting helps rule
out stenosis (SN 81).24, 31

Having bilateral buttock or leg pain helps rule in stenosis (SP 92).157

If the client has bilateral leg pain, but it is not relieved by sitting, it helps rule out
stenosis (SN 81).31
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No pain with seated position helps rule in stenosis (SP 93).24

Symptoms being improved when seated helps rule in stenosis (SP 83;24 SP 8648).
Symptoms being improved with bending forward helps rule in stenosis (SP 92).158

If the client’s best posture is not sitting, it helps rule out stenosis (SN 89).31

If the client’s worst posture is not standing or walking, it helps rule out stenosis (SN
89).31

Walking improved with holding onto shopping cart provides limited help with ruling
out (SN 63) or ruling in (SP 67) stenosis.31

Clinical prediction rule (variables) for lumbar spinal stenosis:48

Bilateral symptoms, leg pain > back pain, pain during walking or standing,
pain relief when sitting, and age > 48 years
<1 (+) finding helps to rule out stenosis: SN 96, SP 20, +LR 1.2, −LR 0.19,
QUADAS 8, in a study of 1,448 clients who presented with a primary
complaint of back pain with or without leg pain, and using clinical findings
and imaging as a reference standard
4 out of 5 (+) findings helps to rule in stenosis: SN 6, SP 98, +LR 4.6, −LR
0.95, QUADAS 8 in the same study

Outcome Measures26

The Physical Function Scale has demonstrated construct validity for the
measurement of walking in a lumbar spinal stenosis population.
The Swiss Spinal Stenosis Questionnaire can be used to measure walking capacity.
Oxford Claudication Score
ODI
Other common measures may be clinically applicable, including the FABQ, SF-36,
Roland-Morris, and the Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale.50

Diagnostic Imaging

There is a need for consensus on well-defined, unambiguous radiological criteria to
define lumbar spinal stenosis in order to improve diagnostic accuracy and to
formulate reliable inclusion criteria for clinical studies.71

Radiographic findings include joint space narrowing, bone sclerosis, periarticular
cysts, and osteophytes. Refer to chapter 6 for a definition of osteoarthritis according
to Kellgren and Lawrence.159

Imaging characteristics of spinal stenosis showed moderate to substantial
reliability.160

No superior accuracy for myelography was seen compared with CT or MRI.72

No indication exists that any of the imaging tests has superior accuracy.72

MRI findings failed to show a major clinical relevance when evaluating the walking
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distance, pain level, function, and subjective report of function with lumbar spinal
stenosis; therefore, they should be treated with some caution.70, 147, 161, 162

MRI helps rule out (SN 96) stenosis.76

II. Observation

Clients with more pronounced stenosis tend to have a more severe reduction of
walking ability,163 potentially with a wide-based gait.72

A wide-based gait helps rule in (SP 97, +LR 13) the likelihood of spinal stenosis.24

Clinicians should look for lumbar flexion and decreased lumbar lordosis.31

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Clients may have decreased leg sensation in dermatomal pattern.31

Clients may have diminished pedal pulse.156

62% of clients had abnormal reflexes.25

58% had abnormal vibration sense, while 50% had abnormal pinprick sense.25

Clinicians should rule out other potential symptom contributors, such as diabetes
mellitus and vascular claudication.
The following signs and symptoms helpful for ruling out CES:120-122

History of back pain (SN 94)
Urinary retention (SN 90)
Rapid symptom onset within 24 hours (SN 89)
Sacral sensation loss (SN 85)
Lower extremity weakness or gait loss (SN 84)
Loss of sphincter tone (SN 80)

A diagnostic prediction rule helps rule out (SN 95) a vertebral fracture when ≤1 of 5
variables were present and helps rule in (SP 96) a vertebral fracture when ≥4 of 5
variables were present.123

Another diagnostic prediction rule helps rule out (SN 88) a vertebral fracture when
only 1 of 4 variables were present and helps rule in (SP 96 when ≥ 2 of 4 variables
present and SP 100 when ≥ 3 of 4 variables were present) a vertebral fracture.106

The closed-fist percussion test has good ability to help rule out (SN 88, −LR 0.13)
and ideal ability to help rule in (SP 90, +LR 8.8) vertebral compression fracture.124

The supine sign has good ability to help rule out (SN 81, −LR 0.2) and ideal ability
to help rule in (SP 93, +LR 11.6) vertebral compression fracture.124

IV. Motion Tests

61% of clients had pain with lumbar extension, while 54% had pain with side
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bending.25

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients may have decreased leg strength, especially of extensor hallucis longus.156

64% of clients demonstrated leg weakness.25

VI. Special Tests

Romberg test: A (+) test or abnormal result has good ability to help rule in (SP 91,
+LR 4.2) spinal stenosis.32

Quadrant test: A (−) test has less than good ability to help rule out (SN 70) spinal
stenosis.25

The quadrant test was the strongest predictor of symptom severity.25

Neurogenic claudication should be differentiated from vascular claudication. The
signs and symptoms described previously, the two-staged treadmill test, and walking
uphill or downhill can assist with differential diagnosis. Clients with LSS are more
likely to have more pain or difficulty with walking downhill than uphill (which may
be pain relieving).
Two-stage treadmill test:31

Earlier onset of symptoms with level walking helps rule in stenosis (SP 83, +LR
4.1).
Longer walking time during inclined walking helps rule in stenosis (SP 92, +LR
6.5).
Not requiring a prolonged recovery after level walking helps rule out (SN 82,
−LR 0.26) stenosis.

VII. Palpation

Localized tenderness over the facet joints without other root tension signs or
neurologic signs may indicate facet joint pain.18

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Shuttle walking test (SWT) demonstrated very good test–retest reliability (ICC
0.92)164

The mean SWT was 150 m among 32 clinic clients with lumbar spinal stenosis.164

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Specific exercise direction, pain control (if pain dominant), mobility (if limited
mobility), and exercise and conditioning may be appropriate.
Traction may be applicable if distraction relieves symptoms.
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Sciatica

ICD-9: 724.3
ICD-10: G57; M51.1; M54.3; M54.4 (sciatica)

Sciatica is a set of symptoms including pain that may be caused by general compression
or irritation of one of the spinal nerve roots that gives rise to each sciatic nerve, or by
compression or irritation of one or both sciatic nerves. In addition to pain, the client may
have numbness, muscular weakness, or an abnormal sensation including a tingling or
prickly feeling (paresthesia) and difficulty in moving or controlling the leg. Typically, the
symptoms are unilateral.

Although sciatica is a relatively common form of low back pain and leg pain, the true
meaning of the term is often misunderstood. Sciatica is a set of symptoms rather than a true
diagnosis. Sciatica can be caused by nerve irritation (radiculitis), disc pathology
(radiculopathy), bony impingement of the nerve, spondylolisthesis, spinal stenosis, and
compression from the piriformis muscle primarily.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Presence and distribution of pain.21

Pain drawing in a surgical cohort: SN 46 and SP 84
Sciatic pain in a nonsurgical cohort: SN 99 and SP 6
Pain below the knee in a surgical cohort: SN 90 and SP 15

Sensory symptoms in a nonsurgical cohort: SN 30 and SP 58.21

Not having pain below the knee helps rule out sciatica (SN 90).22

Both centralization of pain and pain when rising from sitting were significantly
associated with discogenic source of pain.49

Possible risk factors for sciatica:165

Male sex
Age 30-50 years
Obesity
Multiple pregnancies
History of back pain
Mental stress
Long-term smoking
Work-related twisting

Outcome Measures

Common outcome measures may be clinically applicable, including the FABQ, SF-
36, Roland-Morris, and the Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale.50
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Diagnostic Imaging

MRI has a less than good ability to rule out (pooled SN 75) and rule in (pooled SP
77)74 lumbar disc pathology and sciatica, while CT also has fair ability to rule out
(SN 77) and rule in (SP 74)75 lumbar disc pathology and sciatica.

II. Observation

Atrophy of calf muscle:21

Nonsurgical clients: SN 29 and SP 97
Surgical clients: SN 38 and SP 50

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
The following signs and symptoms are helpful for ruling out CES:120-122

History of back pain (SN 94)
Urinary retention (SN 90)
Rapid symptom onset within 24 hours (SN 89)
Sacral sensation loss (SN 85)
Lower extremity weakness or gait loss (SN 84)
Loss of sphincter tone (SN 80)

A diagnostic prediction rule helps rule out (SN 95) a vertebral fracture when ≤1 of 5
variables were present and helps rule in (SP 96) a vertebral fracture when ≥4 of 5
variables were present.123

Another diagnostic prediction rule helps rule out (SN 88) a vertebral fracture when
only 1 of 4 variables were present and helps rule in (SP 96 when ≥ 2 of 4 variables
present and SP 100 when ≥ 3 of 4 variables were present) a vertebral fracture.106

The closed-fist percussion test has good ability to help rule out (SN 88, −LR 0.14)
and ideal ability to help rule in (SP 90, +LR 8.8) vertebral compression fracture.124

The supine sign has good ability to help rule out (SN 81, −LR 0.20) and ideal ability
to help rule in (SP 93, +LR 11.6) vertebral compression fracture.124

Depressed reflexes:21

Ankle or knee jerk in a surgical cohort: SN 54 and SP 68
Ankle jerk in nonsurgical clients: SN 48 and SP 89
Ankle jerk in surgical clients: SN 54 and SP 60
Knee jerk in surgical clients: SN 4-14 and SP 65-92

Sensory deficits in surgical clients: SN 28-60 and SP 57-65.21

IV. Motion Tests

Repeated motions to centralize pain helps rule in (SP 100) discogenic source of
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LBP.49

Centralization or peripheralization of radiating pain (using between 5 and 20
repetitions) helps rule in (SP 94, +LR 6.7)134 and rule out (SN 92, −LR 0.12)133 a
discogenic source of LBP.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Paresis:21

Iliopsoas in nonsurgical clients: SN 10 and SP 97
Tibialis anterior in nonsurgical clients: SN 54 and SP 89
Gastrocnemius in nonsurgical clients: SN 13 and SP 100
Gastrocnemius in surgical clients: SN 47 and SP 52
Extensor hallucis longus in surgical clients: SN 62 and SP 50

VI. Special Tests

When used in isolation, current evidence indicates poor diagnostic performance of
most physical tests used to identify lumbar disc herniation. However, most findings
arise from surgical populations and may not apply to primary care or nonselected
populations.135

Straight leg raise test:
In surgical populations, characterized by a high prevalence of disc herniation
(58–98%), the SLR had good ability to help rule out (pooled SN 92, +LR
0.29) radiculopathy or discogenic symptoms with widely varying SP (10-
100).135

It had good (pooled SN 91, −LR 0.35)136 and ideal ability (SN 97, −LR 0.05)
to help rule out radiculopathy and discogenic symptoms.21

The SLR is the only sign consistently reported to be SN for sciatica due to disc
herniation, but it is limited by its low SP.27

Crossed leg, or well leg, raise test: In pooled analysis it had good ability to help rule
in (SP 90) lumbar radiculopathy and discogenic symptoms.135

Slump test: A (−) test helps rule out (SN 83, −LR 0.32) lumbar radiculopathy and
discogenic symptoms.137

A client self-rating of ≥4 on the side-lying active hip abduction test is helpful for
ruling in (SP 92) a neuromuscular control deficit of the trunk musculature or
inability to maintain postural control in the frontal plane and potential for
developing pain.151

A clinician rating of ≥2 on the side-lying active hip abduction test is helpful for ruling
in (SP 85) a neuromuscular control deficit of the trunk musculature or inability to
maintain postural control in the frontal plane and potential for developing pain.151

VII. Palpation
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The piriformis may be tender to palpation.
Clinicians should palpate for muscle spasm and guarding of lumbar spine and pelvic
girdle musculature (particularly paraspinals).
Localized tenderness over the facet joints without other root tension signs or
neurologic signs may indicate facet joint pain involvement.18

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Any appropriate physical performance measure may be used.
Trunk endurance testing has been utilized in clients post lumbar laminectomy and
has been found to correlate strongly with FABQ scores.154

Lumbar radiculopathy physical performance measures may be clinically applicable.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Specific exercise direction, pain control (if pain is dominant), mobility (if limited
mobility), and exercise and conditioning may be appropriate.
Traction may be applicable if not centralizing or if client does not have a directional
preference.

Lumbar Radiculopathy

ICD-9: 724.4 (thoracic or lumbosacral neuritis or radiculitis, unspecified); 729.2
(neuralgia, neuritis, and radiculitis, unspecified)
ICD-10: G54, M54.1 (radiculopathy); M54.5 (low back pain)

Radiculopathy is an encompassing term referring to a set of conditions in which one or
more nerves are affected, most significantly at the nerve root. The insult to the nerve occurs
at or near the root of the nerve (nerve root) as the peripheral nerve exits the spinal cord via
the lateral foramina. The affected nerve may be inflamed, compressed, or symptomatic due
to improper blood flow. Common causes of nerve root compression are from part of the
intervertebral disc, nerve root adhesions or scar tissue, and surrounding bone, muscle,
cartilage, or tendons.

Although the insult is at the nerve root, the symptoms are often felt distal to that point
because the entire length of the nerve distal to the insult location is being affected. This can
result in pain (radicular pain), weakness, numbness, or difficulty controlling specific
muscles. Therefore, in the lumbar spine, symptoms will often be encountered distally in the
legs. Since this is a nerve root insult, lumbar radiculopathy is a lower motor neuron
dysfunction.

Clinical differentiation of lumbar spinal stenosis and radiculopathy due to disc
herniation can also be difficult. The following differential diagnosis provides some clinical
information relative to each of these conditions for the purpose of differentially diagnosing
these two similar pathologies.
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Differential Diagnosis of Lumbar Spinal Stenosis and Radiculopathy Due to
Disc Herniation
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I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Complaints could potentially include radicular pain, weakness, numbness in legs, and
difficulty controlling specific muscles affected by the involved nerve root.
Clients are typically in the 30- to 45-year age range.
Mechanism of injury is most often a component of flexion and rotation.
With increasing age, lumbar disc herniation is more cranially localized. Mean ages of
the clients with disc herniation at L5-S1, L4-5, L3-4, and L2-3 were 44.1 ± 0.5 years,
49.5 ± 0.6 years, 59.5 ± 0.9 years, and 59.6 ± 2.7 years, respectively.166

Outcome Measures

Common outcome measures may be clinically applicable, including the FABQ, SF-
36, Roland-Morris, and the Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale.50

Diagnostic Imaging

MRI has a less than good ability to rule out (pooled SN 75) and rule in (pooled SP
77)74 lumbar disc pathology or sciatica, while CT scan also has fair ability to rule out
(SN 77) and rule in (SP 74)75 lumbar disc pathology or sciatica.
Based on a recent systematic review, lumbar provocation discography may be a useful
tool for evaluating chronic lumbar discogenic pain.167

II. Observation

Atrophy of calf muscle:21

Nonsurgical clients: SN 29 and SP 97
Surgical clients: SN 38 and SP 50
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III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
The following signs and symptoms are helpful for ruling out CES:120-122

History of back pain (SN 94)
Urinary retention (SN 90)
Rapid symptom onset within 24 hours (SN 89)
Sacral sensation loss (SN 85)
Lower extremity weakness or gait loss (SN 84)
Loss of sphincter tone (SN 80)

A diagnostic prediction rule helps rule out (SN 95) a vertebral fracture when ≤1 of 5
variables were present and helps rule in (SP 96) a vertebral fracture when ≥4 of 5
variables were present.123

Another diagnostic prediction rule helps rule out (SN 88) a vertebral fracture when
only 1 of 4 variables were present and helps rule in (SP 96 when ≥ 2 of 4 variables
present and SP 100 when ≥ 3 of 4 variables were present) a vertebral fracture.106

The closed-fist percussion test has good ability to help rule out (SN 88, −LR 0.14)
and ideal ability to help rule in (SP 90, +LR 8.8) vertebral compression fracture.124

The supine sign has good ability to help rule out (SN 81, −LR 0.20) and ideal ability
to help rule in (SP 93, +LR 11.6) vertebral compression fracture.124

Refer to the preceding section Sciatica for additional information.

IV. Motion Tests

Repeated motions to centralize pain helps rule in (SP 100) discogenic source of
LBP.49

Centralization or peripheralization of radiating pain (using between 5 and 20
repetitions) helps rule in (SP 94, +LR 6.7)134 and rule out (SN 92, −LR 0.12)133 a
discogenic source of LBP.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Decreased muscle strength and sensory loss are relatively well correlated in lumbar
radiculopathy clients.27

Refer to the preceding section Sciatica for additional information.

VI. Special Tests

When used in isolation, current evidence indicates poor diagnostic performance of
most physical tests used to identify lumbar disc herniation. However, most findings
arise from surgical populations and may not apply to primary care or nonselected
populations.135
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Straight leg raise test:
In surgical populations characterized by a high prevalence of disc herniation
(58–98%), the SLR had good ability to help rule out (pooled SN 92, +LR
0.29) radiculopathy or discogenic symptoms with widely varying SP (10-
100).135

The test had good (pooled SN 91, −LR 0.35)136 and ideal ability (SN 97, −LR
0.05) to help rule out radiculopathy or discogenic symptoms.21

The SLR is the only sign consistently reported to be SN for sciatica due to disc
herniation, but it is limited by its low SP.27

Crossed straight leg, or well-leg, raise test: In pooled analysis, it had good ability to
help rule in (SP 90) lumbar radiculopathy or discogenic symptoms.135

Slump test: A (−) test helps rule out (SN 83, −LR 0.32) lumbar radiculopathy or
discogenic symptoms.137

A client self-rating of ≥4 on the side-lying active hip abduction test is helpful for
ruling in (SP 92) a neuromuscular control deficit of the trunk musculature or
inability to maintain postural control in the frontal plane and potential for
developing pain.151

A clinician rating of ≥2 on the side-lying active hip abduction test is helpful for ruling
in (SP 85) a neuromuscular control deficit of the trunk musculature or inability to
maintain postural control in the frontal plane and potential for developing pain.151

Refer to the preceding section Sciatica for additional information.

VII. Palpation

Palpate facet joints for tenderness. Localized tenderness over the facet joints without
other root tension signs or neurologic signs may indicate facet joint pain.18

Palpate paraspinal musculature for muscle guarding or spasm.
The piriformis muscle may be tender.
Refer to the preceding section Sciatica for additional information.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

A 10 m course shuttle walk test has been suggested.
In L3 and L4 radiculopathies, unilateral quadriceps weakness was best detected by a
single-leg sit-to-stand test. Clients of similar age with radicular pain caused by L5 or
S1 radiculopathies could perform this test.168

Trunk endurance testing has been utilized in clients post lumbar laminectomy and
has been found to correlate strongly with FABQ scores.154

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Specific exercise direction, pain control (if pain is dominant), mobility (if limited
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mobility), and exercise and conditioning may be appropriate.
Traction may be applicable if distraction relieves symptoms.

Differential Diagnosis of L3 Lumbar Radiculopathy Versus Degenerative
Medial Meniscus Tear

Clients with L3 radiculopathy are more likely to have a potential decrease in patella
tendon reflexes or sensation to medial knee.
Radiculopathy is more likely to respond to centralization or peripheralization with
repeated trunk motions.
Both pathologies could have muscle weakness.
Both pathologies could present from an insidious onset.
Repeated knee motions are more likely to provoke a medial meniscus tear.
Radiculopathy may cause decreased lumbar ROM and a positive SLR and slump
tests.
Radiculopathy may present with alterations in sensation and reflexes.
Degenerative medial meniscus tear more likely to be provoked with weight bearing
knee flexion movements (e.g., stairs, squatting) with trunk in relatively neutral
position.

 

Lumbar Spondylolysis and Spondylolisthesis

ICD-9: 738.4, 756.12 (spondylolysis, spondylolisthesis)
ICD-10: G; M43, M43.1 (spondylolysis, spondylolisthesis); M53.2 (spinal
instabilities); M54.5 (low back pain); Q76.2 (congenital spondylolisthesis)

Spondylolysis and spondylolisthesis are among the various causes of LBP attributed to
instability. Spondylolysis is described as a bony defect, possibly a stress fracture, of one or
both pars interarticularis, and it most commonly occurs in the lower lumbar spine.169

Spondylolisthesis is displacement of a corresponding higher vertebra, often occurring as the
result of a defect in the pars.170 More recently, a consensus definition of spondylolisthesis is
an acquired anterior displacement of one vertebra over the subjacent vertebra, associated
with degenerative changes, without an associated disruption or defect in the vertebral
ring.171 Spondylolysis has been reported as a precipitating factor for this condition, which
can be classified as isthmic, dysplastic, degenerative, traumatic, and pathologic.172-174

Spondylolisthesis can further be graded I to IV to indicate severity. Grade I describes
displacement of 0% to 25%, grade II describes displacement of 26% to 50%, whereas in
grade III the displacement may be up to 75%. Displacement of 75% to 100% is classed as
grade IV.175
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I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Reported prevalence of spondylolysis ranges from approximately 6% to 11.5% in the
general population,176 and approximately 7% to 8% in elite athletes only, although
this percentage is likely grossly underreported.95, 177-178

Nearly 50% of LBP cases in adolescent athletes have been attributed to
spondylolysis.179

Higher incidence of these injuries has been documented in dancers, gymnasts, figure
skaters, weightlifters, and football players,95, 178 although active spondylolysis has
been reported in almost every sport.148

The incidence of spondylolysis in the pediatric population was found to be 8.2% at
an average age of 7.5 years. The incidence of spondylolisthesis was 10.9% at an
average age of 6.5 years, with 75% being isthmic type.180

Repetitive microtrauma leading to spondylolysis has been attributed to specific
movements or activities, particularly hyperextension combined with rotation and
loading.95, 148, 178

If the client has lumbar spine instability, symptoms can include the following:40-46,

181

History of trauma
Repeated, unprovoked episodes of the low back feeling unstable
Inconsistent symptoms
Frequent self-manipulation
Symptoms aggravated with sustained positions and relieved with movement
after these sustained positions
Aberrant motion with trunk flexion–extension
Gower’s sign (full-trunk AROM without difficulty and having to use hands on
their thighs to attain an upright trunk position when returning from full-trunk
flexion)
Excessive trunk AROM
Possible high Beighton ligamentous laxity score (see chapter 8, Range of
Motion Assessment)

Reporting of a feeling of lumbar collapse with ordinary tasks helps rule in (SP 88)
lumbar spinal instability.46

Pain immediately on sitting down that is relieved by standing up helps rule in (SP
100) lumbar spinal instability.47

Age < 37 years old helps rule in (SP 81) radiographic instability.43

Outcome Measures

The Oswestry Disability Index, General Function Score, and Disability Rating Index
have been reported in a recent systematic review.182
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Common outcome measures may be clinically applicable, including the FABQ, SF-
36, Roland-Morris, and the Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale.50

Diagnostic Imaging

Controversy surrounds limitations in computed tomography, single-photon
computed tomography, and magnetic resonance imaging techniques in the accurate
diagnosis of spondylolysis and spondylolisthesis.
MRI is the imaging modality of choice for identifying associated nerve root
compression. Single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) use is limited
by a high rate of false-positive and false-negative results and by considerable ionizing
radiation exposure.94

MRI results suggest a high rate of active spondylolysis in young athletes with low
back pain who test negative for spondylolysis on plain radiography. Magnetic
resonance imaging appears to be useful in the early diagnosis of active
spondylolysis.183

The oblique view radiograph is designed to show a fracture in the region of the pars
interarticularis (Scotty dog collar fracture).
Radiographs and CT have ideal ability to help rule out (SN 98) and rule in (SP 97)
spondylolysis.84

MRI has ideal ability to rule out (SN 100) and good ability to rule in (SP 87)
spondylolysis or spondylolisthesis.83

II. Observation

Excessive lumbar lordosis posture can be commonly present (especially with
instability) as the client compensates for lack of stability.
Clinicians should monitor for observable signs of instability:41, 42

Full-trunk flexion with difficulty recovering to upright posture (Gower’s sign)
Aberrant trunk AROM
Spinal angulation on full-trunk AROM
Creases on abdomen or low back

A high score on the Beighton ligamentous laxity test should increase suspicion of
lumbar spinal instability.41 A Beighton score > 2 was suggested to help rule in (SP
86) radiographically confirmed instability of the lumbar spine.43

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
The following signs and symptoms are helpful for ruling out CES:120-122

History of back pain (SN 94)
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Urinary retention (SN 90)
Rapid symptom onset within 24 hours (SN 89)
Sacral sensation loss (SN 85)
Lower extremity weakness or gait loss (SN 84)
Loss of sphincter tone (SN 80)

A diagnostic prediction rule helps rule out (SN 95) a vertebral fracture when ≤1 of 5
variables were present and helps rule in (SP 96) a vertebral fracture when ≥4 of 5
variables were present.123

Another diagnostic prediction rule helps rule out (SN 88) a vertebral fracture when
only 1 of 4 variables were present and helps rule in (SP 96 when ≥ 2 of 4 variables
present and SP 100 when ≥ 3 of 4 variables were present) a vertebral fracture.106

The closed-fist percussion test has good ability to help rule out (SN 88, −LR 0.14)
and ideal ability to help rule in (SP 90, +LR 8.8) vertebral compression fracture.124

The supine sign has good ability to help rule out (SN 81, −LR 0.20) and ideal ability
to help rule in (SP 93, +LR 11.6) vertebral compression fracture.124

IV. Motion Tests

Clients with instability can demonstrate a catching sensation when returning to
upright posture from trunk-flexed posture.40

Pain with the sit-to-stand test (pain immediately on sitting down and relieved by
standing up) helps rule in (SP 100, +LR Inf) lumbar instability.47

Clients demonstrate Gower’s sign with AROM of trunk.41

Clients have pain during lateral trunk flexion and trunk extension motions.184

Lumbar spine flexion of >53° (SP 86) was more helpful than total lumbar spine
extension of >26° (SP 76) for ruling in radiographically confirmed lumbar spine
instability.43

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Muscle performance deficits should be noted, especially of trunk musculature.185

VI. Special Tests

Passive lumbar extension test: has good ability to rule out (SN 84, −LR 0.17) and
ideal ability to rule in (SP 90, +LR 8.8) radiographic instability. The interesting
finding of this study is the average age of the clients investigated (68- to 69-year-old
men and women; women were more prevalent in client number). Therefore this test
may have more clinical utility for either degenerative spondylolisthesis or stenosis.
Instability catch sign, painful catch sign, and apprehension sign: have limited ability
to help rule in or out instability.46

Single-leg stork (one-legged hyperextension) test: provides little help to rule out (SN
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50-55) or rule in (SP 46-68) spondylolisthesis.148

Kemp test: also provides little help to rule out or rule in spondylolisthesis (74–77%
prevalence of positive findings in those with, but 76% prevalence positive finding in
those without spondylolisthesis).149

Percussion of spinous process: reproduced concordant pain in 58% of those with and
66% of those without MRI confirmed spondylolisthesis. Therefore, this assessment is
of little clinical utility for this diagnosis.149

Prone instability test: Although highly reliable, it has less than good ability to rule out
(SN 61) or rule in (SP 57) radiographic instability.43

Shear test: has been utilized for this diagnosis (unknown diagnostic accuracy).
Lack of hypomobility during PA glides: as long as one variable (lack of hypomobility
or lumbar flexion > 53°) was present, it had good ability to help rule in (SP 81, +LR
4.3) radiographic instability.43

Lack of hypomobility during PA glides is helpful for ruling in (SP 95, +LR 8.6)
radiographic instability.43

Extension PPIVMs have good ability to help rule in (SP 81, +LR 4.3)43 radiographic
instability and ideal ability to help rule in (SP 98, +LR 7.1) translation and (SP 97,
+LR 8.4) rotation radiographic instability.45

Client self-rating of ≥4 on the side-lying active hip abduction test has good ability to
help rule in (SP 92, +LR 4.6) a neuromuscular control deficit of the trunk
musculature or inability to maintain postural control in the frontal plane and
potential for developing pain.151

Clinician rating of ≥2 on the side-lying active hip abduction test has less than good
ability to help rule in (SP 85, +LR 2.7) a neuromuscular control deficit of the trunk
musculature or inability to maintain postural control in the frontal plane and
potential for developing pain.151

VII. Palpation

Clinicians should use palpation of malalignment.41

Clinicians should use palpation of step-off or one vertebra anterior.150, 184

Palpation of spinous process anterior to the other (step-off) helps rule in (SP 87, +LR
4.7) spondylolisthesis.150

Clients may have paravertebral muscle hypertrophy or spasm.184

Clients may have hamstring spasm.184

Localized tenderness over the facet joints without other root tension signs or
neurologic signs may indicate facet joint pain.18

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Physical performance measures are appropriate for client status and required
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functional requirements.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Stability, exercise and conditioning, pain control (if client is pain dominant), and
specific exercise direction may be used.

Lumbar Spine Mechanical-Related Pain

ICD-9: 724.2
ICD-10: G; M54.5 (low back pain); M99 (lumbosacral segmental or somatic
dysfunction); S33.5, S33.7 (sprain of lumbar spine joint and ligament)

Low back pain of a mechanical nature is typically described as back pain related to facet
joint dysfunction, segmental dysfunction, or somatic dysfunction. Mechanical LBP can
often involve strain and sprain pathology.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Clients have absence of pain when rising from sitting for facet joint–related pain.49

Back pain is worse with extension from a flexed position.186

Pain not being relieved by recumbent position helps rule out facet joint–related
pain.187, 188

Pain is worse in morning, aggravated with rest, and relieved with repeated motions.49

Prevalence of low back pain is related to facet-joint dysfunction ranges from 15% to
40% of clients with diagnosis of double facet joint anesthesia.186, 188, 189

Pain can be nonspecific with deep, achy quality, and usually occurs either unilaterally
or bilaterally in the low back.190, 191

Pain radiates across the low back and often into the proximal thigh, groin, and upper
lumbar region.18, 19

No symptoms occur with the Valsalva maneuver.191

This condition is associated with post-traumatic facet synovitis.19

Facet joint arthrosis most commonly affects the L4-L5 level, then L3-L4.192

Facet joint arthrosis most commonly affects men, and the prevalence of this finding
ranges from 57% of those in the 20- to 29-year-old age range to 100% of those over
the age of 60 years.192

Outcome Measures

Any appropriate lumbar spine–related outcome measure (Oswestry Disability Index,
Fear Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire, Global Rating of Change, Patient-Specific
Functional Scale, Roland-Morris, and so on) may be used.
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Diagnostic Imaging

Diagnostic imaging is most likely necessary only in cases of concern for red flags or
pathology warranting physician referral.
Clinicians should use the imaging methods (as appropriate) listed in table 19.2 to
assist with ruling out other pathology.

II. Observation

Clients may have a normal gait pattern.191

Clinicians should observe for compensated movements that clients use to avoid either
a closing pattern (extension and ipsilateral side bending or rotation) or an opening
pattern (flexion and contralateral side bending or rotation).

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
The following signs and symptoms are helpful for ruling out CES:120-122

History of back pain (SN 94)
Urinary retention (SN 90)
Rapid symptom onset within 24 hours (SN 89)
Sacral sensation loss (SN 85)
Lower extremity weakness or gait loss (SN 84)
Loss of sphincter tone (SN 80)

A diagnostic prediction rule helps rule out (SN 95) a vertebral fracture when ≤1 of 5
variables were present and helps rule in (SP 96) a vertebral fracture when ≥4 of 5
variables were present.123

Another diagnostic prediction rule helps rule out (SN 88) a vertebral fracture when
only 1 of 4 variables were present and helps rule in (SP 96 when ≥ 2 of 4 variables
present and SP 100 when ≥ 3 of 4 variables were present) a vertebral fracture.106

The closed-fist percussion test has good ability to help rule out (SN 88, −LR 0.14)
and ideal ability to help rule in (SP 90, +LR 8.8) vertebral compression fracture.124

The supine sign has good ability to help rule out (SN 81, −LR 0.20) and ideal ability
to help rule in (SP 93, +LR 11.6) vertebral compression fracture.124

IV. Motion Tests

Combined motions of trunk hyperextension and extension–rotation increase pain.188

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Pain or limited muscle performance may be present in the surrounding muscles.
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Clinicians should assess myotomes to assist with ruling out more serious pathology.

VI. Special Tests

Extension–rotation test: A (−) test had ideal ability to help rule out (SN 100, −LR 0)
zygapophyseal joint–related pain.20, 139

The following variables in the clinical prediction rule help to rule out or rule in
zygapophyseal joint syndrome using zygapophyseal joint block as a reference
standard:193

Age ≥ 50 years
Symptoms best when walking
Symptoms best when sitting
Onset of pain is paraspinal
(+) lumbar extension–rotation test

≥3 variables present: SN 85, SP 91, +LR 9.7, −LR 0.17
≥2 variables present: SN 100, SP 50, +LR 2.0, −LR 0.0

Client self-rating of ≥4 on the side-lying active hip abduction test is helpful for ruling
in (SP 92) a neuromuscular control deficit of the trunk musculature or inability to
maintain postural control in the frontal plane and potential for developing pain.151

Clinician rating of ≥2 on the side-lying active hip abduction test is helpful for ruling
in (SP 85) a neuromuscular control deficit of the trunk musculature or inability to
maintain postural control in the frontal plane and potential for developing pain.151

VII. Palpation

Localized tenderness over the facet joints without other root tension signs or
neurologic signs may indicate facet joint pain.18

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Any physical performance measure relevant to the physical demands of the client’s
hobbies or occupation may be used.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Mobility (if joint hypomobility is detected)
Stabilization (if joint hypermobility is detected)
Other potential TBCs: pain control (only if client is pain dominant), exercise and
conditioning, specific exercise direction

Differential Diagnosis of Spondylolisthesis and Lumbar Mechanical (Facet
Joint) Pain
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A spondylolisthesis may have a palpable step deformity or depression over the spinous
process, although diagnostic accuracy of this measure is somewhat limited.
The stork test with extension will be positive for a spondylolisthesis and has been
investigated in this pathology. This test likely could also be positive for facet joint
pathology. The diagnostic accuracy for this measure is also limited.
A spondylolisthesis is more common in younger athletes, whereas facet joint pain is
more common in middle-aged to aging adults.
An oblique view X-ray will show fracture of the pars interarticularis and possible
translation of the lamina.

 

Lumbar Spine Strain or Sprain

ICD-9: 724.2
ICD-10: M54.5 (low back pain); S33.5 (sprain and strain of lumbar spine)

Pathology or dysfunction of the lumbar spine involves muscle (strain) or ligament
(sprain) injury of one or more muscles relative to the lumbar spine or associated regions. As
mentioned previously, this dysfunction is often associated with mechanical LBP.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Sprain or strain injury rates were significantly higher in football and gymnastics, and
80% of the injuries occurred in practice, 6% in competition, and 14% during
preseason conditioning.194

Muscle strains occurred with much greater frequency than other types of injuries, and
acute back injuries were much more prevalent (59%) than overuse injuries (12%) or
injuries associated with pre-existing conditions (29%).194

Pain is often described as occurring in a broad area.28, 195, 196

Clients will typically describe a history of trauma to the area.28

Outcome Measures

Any appropriate lumbar spine–related outcome measure (Oswestry Disability Index,
Fear Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire, Global Rating of Change, Patient-Specific
Functional Scale, Roland-Morris, and so on) may be used.

Diagnostic Imaging

Diagnostic imaging is most likely necessary only in cases of concern for red flags or
pathology warranting physician referral.
Clinicians should use the imaging methods (as appropriate) listed in table 19.2 to
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assist with ruling out other pathology.

II. Observation

If pain is acute, the client may display pain posturing and avoidance of positions that
tensile load or stretch the involved soft-tissue structures.
If pain is acute, the client may demonstrate compensation or guarding with activities
of daily living.

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
The following signs and symptoms are helpful for ruling out CES:120-122

History of back pain (SN 94)
Urinary retention (SN 90)
Rapid symptom onset within 24 hours (SN 89)
Sacral sensation loss (SN 85)
Lower extremity weakness or gait loss (SN 84)
Loss of sphincter tone (SN 80)

A diagnostic prediction rule helps rule out (SN 95) a vertebral fracture when ≤1 of 5
variables were present and helps rule in (SP 96) a vertebral fracture when ≥4 of 5
variables were present.123

Another diagnostic prediction rule helps rule out (SN 88) a vertebral fracture when
only 1 of 4 variables were present and helps rule in (SP 96 when ≥ 2 of 4 variables
present and SP 100 when ≥ 3 of 4 variables were present) a vertebral fracture.106

The closed-fist percussion test has good ability to help rule out (SN 88, −LR 0.14)
and ideal ability to help rule in (SP 90, +LR 8.8) vertebral compression fracture.124

The supine sign has good ability to help rule out (SN 81, −LR 0.20) and ideal ability
to help rule in (SP 93, +LR 11.6) vertebral compression fracture.124

IV. Motion Tests

Motion is restricted when muscle (strain) or ligament (sprain) involved is stressed.28

A muscle strain is more likely to be stressed with muscle contraction and/or muscle
stretch versus a ligament sprain, which is more likely to be stressed with any activity
that stresses its integrity (usually any activity that causes it to lengthen).
Clients may have muscle length deficits. These muscle length deficits may or may not
be relevant to their pain and/or dysfunction.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Resistance to muscle involved (strain) or across ligament involved (sprain) will elicit
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pain.

VI. Special Tests

Special testing likely will be (−) unless other pathology coexists.
Extension–rotation test: A (−) test had ideal ability to help rule out (SN 100, −LR 0)
zygapophyseal joint–related pain.20, 139

Refer to the section Lumbar Spine Mechanical-Related Pain
Client self-rating of ≥4 on the side-lying active hip abduction test is helpful for ruling
in (SP 92) a neuromuscular control deficit of the trunk musculature or inability to
maintain postural control in the frontal plane and potential for developing pain.151

Clinician rating of ≥2 on the side-lying active hip abduction test is helpful for ruling
in (SP 85) a neuromuscular control deficit of the trunk musculature or inability to
maintain postural control in the frontal plane and potential for developing pain.151

VII. Palpation

If the muscle (strain) or ligament (strain) is palpable, it likely will be tender to
palpation.
Localized tenderness over the facet joints without other root tension signs or
neurologic signs may indicate facet joint pain.18

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Any physical performance measure relevant to the physical demands of the client’s
hobbies or occupation may be used.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Mobility (if joint hypomobility is detected)
Stabilization (if joint hypermobility is detected)
Other potential TBCs: pain control (only if client is pain dominant), exercise and
conditioning, specific exercise direction

Ankylosing Spondylitis

Refer to chapter 20 (Sacroiliac Joint and Pelvic Girdle).

Differential Diagnosis of Lumbar Spine Instability Versus Noninstability
Pathologies

Instability clients will more likely complain of an unprovoked feeling of the low back
being unstable, history of trauma, and inconsistent symptoms than noninstability
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clients do.
Instability clients will more likely be frequent manipulators of their spine.
Instability clients will more likely be involved in higher-level activities or daily
activities that could provoke their symptoms (e.g., they are more likely involved in
sport activities).
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Conclusion

The lumbar spine can present with multiple complex presentations and various clinical
pathologies that are difficult to differentially diagnose. A systematic, detailed funnel
approach utilizing best clinical evidence, as outlined in this chapter, affords the clinician the
utmost opportunity to most accurately ascertain the client’s impairments and potential
diagnoses and thereby most appropriately treat the client.
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Chapter 20
Sacroiliac Joint and Pelvic Girdle

Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS
Sacroiliac joint (SIJ) dysfunction, more commonly referred to as pelvic girdle pain

(PGP), is one of the most controversial dysfunctions in orthopedic medicine. Part of the
controversy is encompassed in such variables as the actual prevalence of the dysfunction,
the type of joint, the extent of movement at the joint, the diagnostic accuracy of imaging,
and clinical examination of this region of the body. Due to its structure and function, the
SIJ is highly dependent on ligamentous stabilization. Palpation of these ligaments may
reveal potential pathology in cases where the ligament is stressed. The posterior sacroiliac
and sacrotuberous ligaments are of particular vulnerability to such dysfunction. The
sacrotuberous ligament is more vulnerable to sacral flexion (nutation) and innominate
posterior ilial rotation.

The European guidelines for pelvic musculoskeletal pain, excluding gynecological or
urological disorders, define it as follows:

Pelvic girdle pain generally arises in relation to pregnancy, trauma, arthritis, and
osteoarthritis. Pain is experienced between the posterior iliac crest and the gluteal fold,
particularly in the vicinity of the SIJ. The pain may radiate in the posterior thigh and
can also occur in conjunction with, or separately in, the symphysis. The endurance

capacity for standing, walking, and sitting is diminished. The diagnosis of PGP can be
reached after exclusion of lumbar causes. The pain or functional disturbances in

relation to PGP must be reproducible by specific clinical tests.1

Due to the controversial nature of this area, as well as limited evidence and agreement
among experts examining this region, this chapter takes the approach that the diagnosis of
the client with PGP is a diagnosis of exclusion.1, 2
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Clinically Applied Anatomy

The sacrum is a wedge-shaped bone from superior to inferior, as well as posterior to
anterior, held in suspension by ligamentous support with limited joint articulation (figure
20.1). The sacroiliac joint (SIJ) is described as a true diarthrodial-type synovial joint
consisting of matching articular surfaces separated by a joint space (figure 20.2). This joint
space contains synovial fluid, as do all synovial joints, enveloped by a fibrous capsule. The
SIJ, although a synovial joint, is quite different from any other synovial joint due to some
unique characteristics. The articulation between the wedge-shaped sacrum and the bilateral
innominate bones is between macroscopic ridges on each surface. These macroscopic ridges
develop as adaptations to forces exerted on the joint. The SIJ has fibrocartilage in addition
to hyaline cartilage. The articular surfaces of the SIJ are covered with hyaline cartilage. The
iliac cartilage has the appearance of fibrocartilage. Significant variability in the size and
shape of the SIJ has been described.
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Figure 20.1 Anterior aspect of the sacrum.
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Figure 20.2 Anterior aspect of the pelvis showing the sacroiliac joint.

 

The SIJ must support the weight of the upper body as well as tolerate ground reaction
forces with gait. Therefore, the SIJ is supported by multiple ligaments that limit its
mobility and provide stability to the joint (figure 20.3). These ligaments are stressed with
sacral and innominate motions. Additionally, these ligaments provide stability to the entire
pelvic girdle.
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Figure 20.3 Supporting ligaments of the sacroiliac articulations.
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Client Interview

The interview is typically the first encounter the clinician will have with the client. As
previously discussed in chapter 5(Client Interview and Observation), this component of the
examination can provide the clinician with a significant amount of information relevant to
the probability of the client’s presenting diagnosis. For purposes of this text, the interview is
described relative to each body part or section, but the client interview generally includes
subjective reports by the client, as well as findings from their outcome measures.
Additionally included in this section is radiographic imaging. While clinicians should avoid
biasing their examination by interpreting findings of radiographic imaging prior to seeing
the client (in most cases without concerns for red flags and major medically related
concerns), this point in the examination is most likely where clinicians will encounter
radiographic imaging. Additionally, in some instances, radiographic imaging is necessary
early in the examination for ruling out serious pathology prior to continuing with other
components of the examination sequence.

Subjective

In a diagnostic study, Slipman and colleagues found a wide variability of pain referral
patterns for the SIJ. While 94% of the pain was located in the buttock, pain also radiated
to the thigh (48%) and to the lower leg, ankle, and foot (54% of the pain referral).3 SIJ
pain has been described as occurring anywhere from the lumbar paraspinals (from around
L1 distally) to the entire leg.3-5 As mentioned in chapter 19 (Lumbar Spine), convergence
of pain in the low back, pelvis, and hip region makes it difficult to discern the true pain
generator based solely on pain location.6 The reported prevalence of SIJ dysfunction ranges
from 7% to 45% of those with pain in the lumbar spine, pelvis, and hip region.3, 7, 8 More
recently, SIJ pain has been described as “an underappreciated source of mechanical low
back pain, affecting between 15% and 30% of individuals with chronic, nonradicular
pain.”9 It has been suggested that clients with SIJ dysfunction, especially acutely, will
describe their pain location as directly over the posterior superior iliac spine (PSIS) in what
has been described as the Fortin finger test (figure 20.4).4 The point of maximum
discomfort was described within 10 cm caudal and 3 cm lateral to the PSIS in two studies4,

10 and within 3 cm from PSIS in another study.11 The pain referral patterns of the SIJ are
extremely variable, though.
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Figure 20.4 Fortin finger test.

 

Mechanism of pain onset can be variable for the client with SIJ dysfunction. This is
particularly the case since there are multiple types of SIJ dysfunction (sacroiliac joint
dysfunction, symphysiolysis, and pregnancy-related posterior pelvic pain). The most
frequently described mechanism is a combination of axial loading and rotation of the
trunk.9 If the mechanism was due to trauma, the client should be asked if it was a one-time
macrotraumatic episode, or if it is a repetitive microtraumatic mechanism. The latter is
likely suggestive of instability. As with the lumbar spine, other indicators of instability
would include subjective reports of unprovoked episodes of feeling unstable or giving way,
inconsistent symptoms, symptoms aggravated by prolonged positioning, and frequent self-
manipulating.

Clinicians should also ask about aggravating factors. As referenced previously, there are
specific indicators of lumbosacral instability. Clients with SIJ dysfunction due to
hypomobility are generally accepted to have more pain with the larger excursion of
movement of the pelvic girdle. Running would then be more painful than walking, which
would be more painful than standing. Clients with SIJ dysfunction, whether it be from
hypo- or hypermobility, will likely have pain with transitional movements. Such activities
would include turning over in bed and rising from a seated position.12 Clients with
piriformis syndrome are likely to have increased pain when sitting with increased weight on
that buttock (especially with a wallet) and decreased pain with a gait pattern where the hip
is externally rotated.

Specific questions for potential SIJ instability would include questions related to
pregnancy. Such questions might include the following: Is this their first pregnancy? If not,
how many pregnancies have they had, and have they had previous similar episodes of pain
and dysfunction with these pregnancies? Did the pain or dysfunction resolve after child
birth? Have they had previous interventions for the pain or dysfunction? If so, were these
interventions helpful? Pregnancy can result in SIJ pain due to altered posture (increased
lordosis), weight gain, and third-trimester hormone-induced ligamentous relaxation.9
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Prevalence of low back pain (LBP) of 49% to 62% has been reported in pregnant
women.13, 14 Symptoms for the client with pregnancy-related posterior pelvic pain
(PRPPP) are the following:15 stabbing, aching pain between the posterior iliac crests and
gluteal folds, with or without radiation down the leg; pain in symphysis pubis, as well as
from other areas of pelvic girdle, typically increasing in intensity from weight-bearing
activity; and pain in the pubic bone that can sometimes radiate to the pelvic floor and
down the thigh. The peak time frame of symptom exacerbation for the pregnant client is
typically between the 24th and 36th weeks of pregnancy.16 Although questions regarding
these issues should be asked, contraceptive pills, body mass index (BMI), height, and
weight increase during pregnancy do not appear to be risk factors for the development of
PRPPP. Risk factors shown to be correlative of PRPPP are young age, a previous history of
LBP, heavy workload, and a history of previous trauma to the pelvic girdle region.1

The client’s age may be indicative of specific low back and pelvic girdle dysfunctions.
Clients with younger age were more likely to have intervertebral disc disease than pain of
sacroiliac origin.17 Young age was a risk factor for clients with PRPPP.1 Younger age onset
is also predictive of ankylosing spondylitis (AS). An age of onset ≤ 40 years was 100% SN
for AS.18

As with other areas of the body relative to subjective examination, other questions of
importance should include the following: What aggravates or relieves the symptoms? What
is the nature of the pain? What is the intensity of the pain (pain level on a 0-10 scale)? Is
pain noted with sleep? Is the pain significant with job or recreational activities? What
medications is the client taking? Do these medications help with the pain or dysfunction?
What, if any, diagnostic imaging has been done? What were the results of such imaging?
Additionally, questions relative to red flags, or nonmusculoskeletal causes, should be
addressed.

Other potential questions more specific to SIJ pain may include the presence of a leg
length discrepancy and previous surgical fusion. In one study clients with chronic LBP were
significantly more likely to have a leg length discrepancy of ≥5 mm than were the
asymptomatic controls.19 Increased SIJ stress, including degeneration, has been reported
post lumbar spine fusion.20-24

Outcome Measures

Outcome measures are often body-part specific and are suggested to be used in that
manner. Due to the significant overlapping in pain presentation, pain location, and
objective measures between the low back and SIJ, the outcome measures discussed in
chapter 19 (Lumbar Spine) are suggested for SIJ dysfunction when appropriate. The
Oswestry Disability Index (ODI), Fear-Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire (FABQ), Global
Rating of Change (GROC), and the Patient-Specific Functional Scale (PSFS) are some of
the more appropriate measures for clients with SIJ dysfunction. These measures are likely
appropriate for PRPPP as well. The principal measures suggested for PRPPP are the
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Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale and the ODI.1 The principal measures suggested for AS
include the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) for measuring spinal and night pain and the Bath
AS Global score (BASG).25

Diagnostic Imaging

Diagnostic imaging for the SIJ, like other components of the examination process for
this region, has some controversy (table 20.1). As with other areas of the body, namely
closely associated areas of the lumbar spine and hip, abnormal findings on imaging of the
sacroiliac joint have been found in asymptomatic clients. As with these related areas, these
findings call into question the extent of standard practice diagnostic imaging.26
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Radiographs

In stable and alert trauma clients, a thorough clinical examination will detect pelvic
fractures with nearly 100% sensitivity (SN), thus rendering initial radiography
unnecessary.35 Among all of the studies, the variables that were most predictive of a pelvic
fracture included history of trauma, swelling, pain with compression of pelvis, complaints
of instability, neuropathy, pain with hip range of motion (ROM), and pain during a rectal
examination.35

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Currently, MRI is the most sensitive imaging modality available for detection of
sacroiliitis, often enabling detection of axial inflammation long before structural lesions are
observed radiographically, thus facilitating early diagnosis of axial spondylarthritis (SpA).
However, MRI will never capture all facets of SpA, and the expert opinion of a
rheumatologist will remain the crucial step in recognition of this disease.36 The imaging
modality of choice is typically MRI. Bony erosions are more likely conclusively indicative
of SpA over bony edema, since asymptomatic and nonspecific LBP clients can have bony
edema, and these clients are less likely to have bony erosions shown on MRI.37

Computed Tomography
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Computed tomography is generally accepted as the gold standard for already
established bone changes. A limitation of CT scan is the inability to detect inflammation,
which can be a common presentation in those with SIJ dysfunction.

Ultrasound

Ultrasound, as with its use in other areas of the body, is best for detection of soft-tissue
pathology. It is particularly useful for detection of posterior ligamentous pathology.
Ultrasound imaging can also be particularly helpful for pregnant women due to the lack of
radiation.

Review of Systems

Refer to chapter 6 (Triage and Differential Diagnosis) for details on review of systems
relevant to the sacroiliac joint and pelvic girdle.
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Observation

Careful observation of the client’s transfers and gait can be informative to the clinician.
These tasks require optimal function of the lumbar spine, pelvis, and hip complex.
Compensation or pain posturing during these tasks can alert the clinician to dysfunction in
this region. Simple observation of whether or not the client sits with weight equally
distributed on both buttocks could alert the clinician to the possibility of s dysfunctional
side. For example, clients with piriformis syndrome are less likely to fully weight bear on
the involved side.

Clients with a hypomobile SIJ will have observable dysfunction, more so with running
gait than walking gait due to the increased demands on the pelvic girdle.38 Alterations in
stride length and timing can be indicative of mobility or stability dysfunction within the
lumbo-pelvic-hip complex.38 Pain during transitional movements is often a characteristic of
pelvic girdle pain but is not usually characteristic of one particular dysfunction.1

Observation of posture is a necessary component of the examination for the client with
pelvic girdle dysfunction. Deviations in the sagittal, frontal, and transverse planes should be
noted both with static and dynamic postures.

Potentially observable signs of lumbar spine or SIJ instability can include creases
posteriorly or on the abdomen, a step-off sign as with spondylolisthesis, full-trunk active
range of motion (ROM), spinal angulation (lack of a rounded spine) on full-spine ROM,
inability to recover from full-trunk flexion ROM without compensation (such as in
Gower’s sign, where the client puts their hands on their thighs to position the spine in an
upright position), and deviation away from normal plane of movement with spine ROM.
Decreased lumbar lordosis, increased thoracic kyphosis, and cervical hyperextension
postures have been described in clients with AS.39-41 Additionally, these clients have
demonstrated muscle spasm and pain posturing with transitional movements.40, 42

Refer to chapter 19 (Lumbar Spine) for additional detail regarding observation.
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Triage and Screening

Triage and screening is a necessary component of the examination process that should
be done prior to continuing with the examination. Ruling out serious pathology (refer to
chapter 6, Triage and Differential Diagnosis) and pain generation from other related (or
close-proximity) structures helps the clinician more accurately determine the necessity of
continuing with the other examination components to identify the actual source of the
client’s pain. Additionally, implementing strong screening tests (high SN and low –LR) at
this point in the examination is suggested for narrowing down the competing diagnoses of
the respective body region (lumbar spine and hip in this case) when this is applicable.

Ruling Out Serious Pathology: Red Flags

The clinician should be cognizant of red flags relevant to the lumbar spine and hip for
the client with pathology related to the SIJ and pelvic girdle since these areas can refer pain
here. Refer to chapters 19 and 24 for review of the relevant red flags for each of these areas.

Specific recommendations for the pelvic girdle include MRI, anteroposterior pelvis inlet
and outlet, and flamingo radiographic views for ruling out sequestration of bone, bone and
joint infections, and bone tumors. Blood tests and urinalysis are suggested laboratory tests.
A (+) response from a guided local anesthetic injection is suggestive of ruling out
nonmusculoskeletal causes of pelvic pain.16

A noncapsular pattern and gluteal swelling of unknown origin have also been suggested
as red flags for the client with pelvic girdle–related pain.43 The capsular pattern for the hip
joint is flexion, abduction, and internal rotation as the most restricted motions. Gluteal
swelling should be of insidious onset and not induced by trauma, for example.

Some specific red flag concerns for the SIJ and pelvic girdle include sign of the buttock
and pelvic fracture. Sign of the buttock is a clinical assessment indicating a high suspicion of
nonmusculoskeletal pain origin for the client’s pain. The clinical examination is performed
as follows:

With the client lying supine, the clinician passively performs a straight leg raise to the
point of restriction.
The clinician then passively bends the client’s knee, while keeping the thigh in the
same position (same degree of hip flexion).
The clinician then passively performs further hip flexion.
A (+) test is indicated if hip flexion is still restricted or results in the same extent of
pain as found with the knee extended.44

Pelvic fractures are most likely associated with trauma. Signs and symptoms of pelvic
fracture include trauma, pain with pelvic palpation, pubic compression test, swelling, pain
with compression of pelvis, complaints of instability, neuropathy, pain with hip ROM, and
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pain during a rectal examination.35, 45, 46

Vertebral fractures must be ruled out when examining for pelvic girdle pain, especially in
the acutely injured or highly irritable client.

A diagnostic prediction rule helps rule out (SN 95, −LR 0.16) a vertebral fracture
when ≤1 of 5 variables were present and helps rule in (SP 96, +LR 9.6) a vertebral
fracture when ≥4 of 5 variables were present.47

The closed-fist percussion test helps rule out (SN 88, −LR 0.14) and rule in (SP 90,
+LR 8.8) vertebral compression fracture.48

The supine sign helps rule out (SN 81, −LR 0.20) and rule in (SP 93, +LR 11.6)
vertebral compression fracture.48

Refer to chapter 18 for additional details on the preceding tests.

Posterior Pelvic Palpation

Client Position

Prone or sitting with bilateral upper and lower extremities relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing to client’s side
 

Movement

The clinician carefully palpates the client’s bilateral SIJ and sacrum (refer to Palpation
section of this chapter).
 

Assessment

A (+) test is noted when local tenderness occurs with moderately deep palpation.
 

Statistics

SN 98 (not reported, or NR), SP 94 (NR), +LR 16.3, −LR 0.02, QUADAS 7, in a
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study of 66 clients with pelvic fractures (median age was 34 years, 32 women) presenting to
emergency room within 24 hours of injury onset, using reference standard of CT scan45

 

Anteroposterior and Lateral Compression Test

   

Client Position

Supine with bilateral upper and lower extremities relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing at client’s side, directly facing them
 

Movement

00:00 / 00:00
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The clinician applies an anterior-to-posterior compression force and a lateral
compression force to the iliac wings.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of pain during compression.
 

Statistics

SN 98 (NR), SP 24 (NR), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.08, QUADAS 7, in a study of 66 clients
with pelvic fractures presenting to emergency room within 24 hours of injury onset
(median age was 34 years, 32 women), using reference standard of CT scan45

 

Hip Flexion Test

Client Position

Supine with bilateral lower extremities extended
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the client’s side, directly facing them
 

Movement

The client performs an active hip flexion.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of pain during the active movement, or the inability to
perform such movement.
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Statistics

SN 90 (NR), SP 95 (NR), +LR 18, −LR 0.10, QUADAS 9, in a study of 20 clients
with pelvic fracture (mean age 57 years, 9 women, acute duration of symptoms), using a
reference standard of radiologic examination46

 

Pubic Compression Test

Client Position

Supine with bilateral lower extremities extended
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing at client’s side, directly facing them
 

Movement

The clinician applies a downward pressure on the client’s pubic bones.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of pain during compression.
 

Statistics

SN 55 (NR), SP 84 (NR), +LR 3.4, −LR 0.53, QUADAS 9, in a study of 20 clients
with pelvic fracture (mean age 57 years, 9 women, acute duration of symptoms), using a
reference standard of radiologic examination46

 

Passive Hip Motion

Client Position
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Supine with bilateral lower extremities extended
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing at client’s side, directly facing them
 

Movement

The clinician performs passive hip flexion, abduction, adduction, internal, and external
rotation of the client’s hip (refer to chapter 24, Hip).
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of pain during passive movement.
 

Statistics

SN 53 (NR), SP 76 (NR), +LR 2.2, −LR 0.62, QUADAS 7, in a study of 66 clients
with pelvic fractures presenting to emergency room within 24 hours of injury onset
(median age was 34 years, 32 women), using reference standard of CT scan45

 

Ruling Out Pain Generation From Other Related Structures

Sacroiliac joint dysfunction, with its complexity and controversial nature, has often
been suggested as a diagnosis of exclusion. The examination component would thus begin
with a focus primarily, but not exclusively, on ruling out more common diagnoses that
refer pain to this region, eventually focusing on SIJ dysfunction as the only diagnosis left
standing. This process, called diagnosis by exclusion, has been advocated in other difficult-to-
diagnose syndromes.49

Rule Out Lumbar Spine

The following section lists suggested special tests for ruling out the lumbar spine as a
potential pain generator for the client with presentation of hip pain. The details of each of
these tests can be found in chapter 19. Additionally, as with any joint, clearing active range
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of motion (AROM) with or without overpressure is necessary. AROM of all motions as per
the lower quarter screen described in chapter 7 should be implemented. In order to fully
clear the lumbar spine and peripheral joints, full AROM (with overpressure if pain-free)
must be present.

Radiculopathy or Discogenic-Related Pathology

This pathology can be ruled out with a combination of ROM and special tests
assessments.

Repeated Motions (Range of Motion)
Centralization or peripheralization: 5-20 reps

SN 92 (NR), SP 64 (NR), +LR 2.6, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 1250

SN 40 (28-54), SP 94 (73-99), +LR 6.7, −LR 0.64, QUADAS 1351

Special Tests
Straight leg raise test

SN 97 (NR), SP 57 (NR), +LR 2.2, −LR 0.05, QUADAS 1052

Pooled analysis: SN 92 (87-95), SP 28 (18-40), +LR 2.9, −LR 0.29 53

SN 91 (82-94), SP 26 (16-38), +LR 2.7, −LR 0.35 54

Slump test
SN 83 (NR), SP 55 (NR), +LR 1.8, −LR 0.32, QUADAS 1155

SN 84 (NR), SP 83 (NR), +LR 4.9, −LR 0.19, QUADAS 756

Facet Joint Dysfunction

This is ruled out with the seated extension–rotation test. As noted in the lumbar spine
chapter, facet joint dysfunction is ruled in with posterior–anterior spinal joint play
assessments eliciting stiffness and concordant pain.

Seated Extension–Rotation
SN 100 (NR), SP 22 (NR), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.0, QUADAS 1157

SN 100 (NR), SP 12 (NR), +LR 1.1, −LR 0.0, QUADAS 1058

Rule Out Hip Joint

The hip joint should be ruled out as a potential pain generator for the client presenting
with pain in the SIJ and pelvic girdle region. The patellar–pubic percussion test can help
clinicians rule out the potential for hip fracture. When ruling out hip osteoarthritis and
intra-articular pathology, they can also use a combination of age, limitations in ROM,
subjective complaints, and the flexion–adduction internal rotation test.

Hip Fracture

During clinical examination, this is best ruled out with the patellar–pubic percussion
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test.

Patellar–Pubic Percussion Test
Pooled analysis: SN 95 (92-97), SP 86 (78-92), +LR 6.11, −LR 0.07, across
three studies with 782 clients59

Hip Osteoarthritis

The gold standard clinical diagnosis for hip osteoarthritis is as follows: People with hip
pain and hip internal rotation (IR) ROM of ≥15° who experienced pain with IR, had
morning stiffness for ≤60 minutes, and were 50 years old or older could be identified as
having hip osteoarthritis (OA; SN 86).60

Femoroacetabular Impingement, Labral Tear, or Intra-Articular Pathology

Other hip-related pathologies should also be considered, dependent on client
presentation. Refer to chapter 24 for more detail. The potential for hip impingement
(femoroacetabular impingement) or labral tear must also be ruled out. The flexion-
adduction-internal rotation (FADDIR) test has been described for both pathologies. The
diagnostic accuracy of this test in a recent meta-analysis is as follows:

Pooled SN 94 (88-97), SP 8 (2-20), +LR 1.02, −LR 0.48, across four studies with
128 clients (MRA reference standard)59

Pooled SN 99 (95-100), SP 7 (0-34), +LR 1.06, −LR 0.15, across two studies with
157 clients (arthroscopy reference standard)59

Additionally, as with any joint, clearing AROM with or without overpressure is
necessary. AROM of all motions, as per the lower quarter screen described in chapter 7,
should be implemented. In order to fully clear the hip joint and lumbar spine (in this case),
full AROM (with overpressure if pain-free) must be present.

Sensitive Tests: Sacroiliac Joint

Laslett and colleagues assessed the diagnostic utility of the McKenzie method of
mechanical assessment combined with the following sacroiliac tests: distraction, thigh
thrust, Gaenslen’s test, sacral thrust, and compression.2 The McKenzie assessment consisted
of flexion in standing, extension in standing, right and left side gliding, flexion in lying, and
extension in lying. The movements were repeated in sets of 10, and centralization and
peripheralization were recorded. If it was determined that repeated movements resulted in
centralization, the client was considered to present with pain of discogenic origin.

Cluster of tests: If discogenic origin of pain was ruled out, the cluster of tests
exhibited the following (3 out of 5 required to be positive):

SN 94 (72-99), SP 78 (61-89), +LR 4.29, −LR 0.80, QUADAS 12, in a study
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of 48 clients (mean age 42.1 ± 12.3 years, 32 women, mean duration of
symptoms 31.8 ± 38.8 months) with symptomatic SIJ pain, and using
fluoroscopically guided contrast-enhanced SIJ arthrography as a reference
standard2

The test with the strongest diagnostic capability of ruling out SIJ-related dysfunction is
the thigh thrust test:

Thigh Thrust Test
SN 88 (64-97), SP 69 (47-82), +LR 2.80, −LR 0.18, QUADAS 122
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Motion Tests

The motion at the SIJ, while limited, is interdependent on motion at the hip and
lumbar spine joints. Movement at one of these regions affects motions at the others.
Additionally, at the SIJ, sacral flexion (nutation) and sacral extension (contranutation)
stress the sacrotuberous and long dorsal ligaments, respectively (figure 20.5). Nutation of
the sacrum (flexion of the sacrum relative to the ilia) results in the superior aspect of the
sacrum moving anterior (figure 20.6). This motion is generally the result of load bearing
and a functional adaptation to stabilize the pelvic girdle. Counternutation or
contranutation (extension of the sacrum relative to the ilia), on the other hand, results in
the superior aspect of the sacrum moving posterior (figure 20.6).
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Figure 20.5 Stress on the sacrotuberous ligament due to sacral nutation of the long dorsal
ligament due to sacral counternutation.
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Figure 20.6 Nutation and counternutation of the sacrum.

 

It has been suggested that pregnant and postpartum women are likely to have excessive
joint play or arthrokinematics at the SIJ.9, 38, 61-63 On the other hand, limited joint play
should be expected for those clients presenting with spondylarthritis or AS. In those clients
with piriformis syndrome, the combined motions of flexion, adduction, and internal
rotation of the involved hip are suggested to be provocative.64, 65

Motion assessment is a very important aspect of the examination for the orthopedic
client. Motion dysfunction can be used to differentiate contractile versus noncontractile
tissue (chapter 9 and some content in chapter 1). Assessment of end-feel, potential capsular
patterns, and ROM norm values (table 20.2) can give the clinician an appreciation of the
potential impairments for the orthopedic client they are assessing. AROM, PROM, and
joint play assessments are necessary for determining not only the presence or absence of
joint dysfunction but also the precise aspects of the motion that are dysfunctional.
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Passive and Active ROMs

Refer to chapters 19 (Lumbar Spine) and 24 (Hip) for goniometry testing relevant to
the SIJ and pelvic girdle. The SIJ and pelvic girdle do not have independent goniometric
measurement.

Passive Accessories

 

Posterior-Anterior Glide: Sacrum
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Figure 20.7

 

 

Client Position

Prone, legs extended
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s side
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as the stabilizing force.
 

Movement and Direction of Force
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Clinician places hand over hand purchase with purchasing fingers pointing cranially.
Keeping bilateral elbows straight, clinician imparts force directly anterior to assess overall
SIJ mobility. Force directed at the superior part of the sacrum assesses only sacral flexion or
nutation movement; force directed at the inferior part of the sacrum assesses only sacral
extension or counternutation movement.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Anterior Rotation Glide of Innominate

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 20.8

 

  

Client Position

Lying on their side with the top leg (leg to be assessed) (right as shown) resting on a
pillow or bolster, in neutral extension, and parallel to the table
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of the client
 

Stabilization

The client’s body resting on the table serves as the stabilizing force. The clinician
purchases their cranial hand (right as shown) over the client’s anterior superior iliac spine
(ASIS) and anterior iliac crest and their caudal hand (left as shown) over the client’s ischial
tuberosity.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician anteriorly rotates the innominate so that the ASIS moves toward the
anterior femur/thigh in an anterior rotation direction (in a clockwise direction [for right
innominate as shown]).
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Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Posterior Rotation Glide of Innominate
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Figure 20.9

 

 

Client Position

Lying on their side with the side to be assessed on top or facing toward ceiling (left as
shown) and in end available range hip flexion. Client’s knee rests on clinician’s anterior hip.
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of the client
 

Stabilization

The client’s body resting on the table serves as the stabilizing force. The clinician
purchases their cranial hand (left as shown) over the client’s ASIS and anterior iliac crest
and their caudal hand (right as shown) over the ischial tuberosity.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician posteriorly rotates the innominate so that the ASIS moves away from the
anterior femur/thigh, or in the posterior rotation direction (in a counterclockwise direction
[for left innominate as shown]).
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

The anterior and posterior rotation glides of the innominate are a general assessment of
overall joint mobility of the SIJ and pelvic girdle. As with other mobility assessment
techniques, clinicians should employ repeated movements of these techniques to determine
client response. If the client’s symptoms improve with repeated movement, the clinician
should implement that particular movement as a potential intervention as part of the
client’s multimodal treatment approach.

Flexibility

Refer to chapters 19 (Lumbar Spine) and 24 (Hip) for flexibility assessments relevant to
the SIJ.
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Muscle Performance Testing

Refer to chapters 19 (Lumbar Spine) and 24 (Hip) for details on muscle performance
testing for pelvic girdle–related musculature. The client with pelvic girdle dysfunction is
likely to have muscle performance deficits. Resisted hip abduction and rotation are
suggested to be provocative and likely weak for clients with piriformis syndrome.64, 65, 69

Limited strength in the involved regions of the spine, hip, and shoulder is expected in
clients with AS.25 A positive direct correlation between hip muscle adductor weakness and
the severity of pelvic girdle–related pain or dysfunction has been demonstrated.70
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Special Tests

As mentioned in chapter 10 (Special Tests), in many cases the clinician is overly
dependent on the performance and interpretation of special test findings with respect to
differential diagnosis of the client’s presenting pain. Utilization of special tests for ruling in
(or helping to diagnose) a particular pathology should occur at this point in the
examination process. It is also hoped that the clinician has a much clearer picture of the
client’s presentation prior to this point in the examination and will therefore depend
minimally on special test findings with respect to diagnosis of the client’s pain.

Pelvic girdle diagnosis has traditionally relied on various forms of assessment, including
signs and symptoms, as well as special testing. Special testing for the pelvic girdle primarily
includes static anatomical position testing, motion palpation testing, and pain provocation
testing. Static anatomical position testing can include palpation of the sacral sulcus, pubic
symphysis, anterior superior iliac spine, and iliac crests to detect asymmetries from side to
side. A systematic review determined that motion of the SIJ is limited to minute amounts
of rotation and translation, suggesting that clinical methods utilizing position and motion
palpation testing for the diagnosis of SIJ pathology may have limited clinical utility.66 This
same review revealed that multiple studies concluded that clinicians should use caution
when performing these tests during assessment.66

Levangie investigated several anatomic landmark and motion testing assessments of the
pelvic girdle.71 Gillet’s test (+LR 1.2), long-sitting test (+LR 1.1), standing flexion test
(+LR 0.81), standing ASIS asymmetry > 3 mm (+LR 0.94), standing PSIS asymmetry > 3
mm (+LR 1.1), and seated PSIS asymmetry > 3 mm (+LR 0.88) all demonstrated less than
impressive diagnostic capabilities. None of these tests demonstrated the ability to alter
posttest probability of a diagnosis even to a minimal degree.72

Laslett and colleagues2 assessed the diagnostic utility of the McKenzie method of
mechanical assessment combined with the following pain provocation sacroiliac tests:
distraction, thigh thrust, Gaenslen’s test, sacral thrust, and compression. The McKenzie
assessment employed in this study consisted of flexion in standing, extension in standing,
right and left side gliding, flexion in lying, and extension in lying. The movements were
repeated in sets of 10, and centralization and peripheralization were recorded. If it was
determined that repeated movements resulted in centralization, the client was considered to
present with pain of discogenic origin. A hip joint assessment was also employed.73 If
discogenic and hip joint origin of pain were ruled out, the cluster of tests exhibited the
following (3 out of 5 required to be positive):2

Three (+) tests: SN 94 (72-99), SP 78 (61-89), +LR 4.29, −LR 0.80, QUADAS 12,
in a study of 48 clients (mean age 42.1 ± 12.3 years, 32 women, mean duration of
symptoms 31.8 ± 38.8 months) with symptomatic SIJ pain, and using
fluoroscopically guided contrast-enhanced SIJ arthrography as a reference standard
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Two (+) tests: SN 93 (72-99), SP 66 (48-80), +LR 2.7, −LR 0.10
Two (+) tests of distraction, thigh thrust, compression and sacral thrust: SN 88 (64-
97), SP 78 (61-89), +LR 4.0, −LR 0.16

Therefore, diagnostic accuracy for pain provocation testing is clearly stronger than that
of other types of SIJ and pelvic girdle testing. The difficulty with reliance on pain
provocation testing for this region is that it does not necessarily guide treatment or
determine the specific dysfunction. This type of testing merely implicates the SIJ and pelvic
girdle as the potential pain generator. Along these lines, though, SIJ provocation tests
appear morphologically confounded; that is, they may challenge other potential pain-
generating tissues in addition to the purported structure of interest.

The following is recommended for diagnosis of a particular SIJ dysfunction. First,
anterior and posterior innominate rotations are the primary dysfunctions described in the
literature. Biomechanically, an anterior innominate rotation correlates with a sacral
extension motion, while a posterior innominate rotation correlates with a sacral flexion
motion, and vice versa. Sacral dysfunctions are very difficult to diagnose due to limited
motion and limitations in landmark testing. The suggested sequence for SIJ or pelvic girdle
examination of a hypomobile joint is as follows:

Rule out competing diagnoses and pain generators.
Use the cluster of tests from Laslett and colleagues to determine presence of
dysfunction.2

Use the anterior and posterior rotation glide assessment as described previously to
determine the direction of innominate restriction. Treat in the direction of
improving symptoms (e.g., repeated mobilization anteriorly improves symptoms,
treat with repeated anterior innominate mobilizations).

Index of Special Tests

Pain Provocation Testing

Posterior Shear Test (Thigh Thrust)
Gaenslen’s Test
Distraction Test
Compression Test
Sacral Thrust Test

Pelvic Girdle Pain and Pregnancy-Related Posterior Pelvic Pain

Active Straight Leg Raise Test
Stork Test (March Test or Gillet’s Test)
Self-Test P4
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Movement Testing

Standing Stork or March Test
Standing Flexion Test (Standing Forward Bending Test)
Supine Long-Sitting Test
Prone Knee-Bending Test (Deerfield’s Test)

Muscle Dysfunction: Piriformis Syndrome

FAIR Test

 

Case Studies

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination and complete these
case studies for chapter 20:

Case study 1 discusses a 28-year-old male with posterior pelvic girdle and low back
pain.
Case study 2 discusses a 28-year-old female who is pregnant and has low back pain.

 

Abstract Links

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination to access abstract
links on these issues:

Active straight leg raise test
Hip flexion test
Hip osteoarthritis
Patellar-pubic-percussion test
Posterior pelvic palpation
Posterior shear test (thigh thrust)
Repeated motions, centralization or peripheralization
Seated extension-rotation
Slump test
Stork test
Straight leg raise test
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Pain Provocation Testing

 

Posterior Shear Test (Thigh Thrust)

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 20.10

 

  

Client Position

Supine with both legs extended, arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing on the opposite side of leg to be tested, facing the client
 

Movement

The client flexes their hip to 90°, with neutral hip adduction. The clinician places their
hand (right as shown) on the client’s sacrum just medial to the PSIS on the test side (right
as shown). The clinician applies an axial force through the femur at different angles of hip
adduction or abduction and then applies a longitudinal force for up to 30 seconds, adding a
bounce force at the end of the time frame if no pain has been reproduced prior. The
clinician can perform up to five thrusts if no concordant pain is initially reproduced. If the
first side is not painful, the other side should be tested in the same manner prior to
determining the test is (–).
 

Assessment

A (+) test is indicated when the client’s concordant SIJ-related pain is produced.
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Statistics

This test was identified as a clinical test valuable for identifying clients who would likely
benefit from placement into the stabilization treatment classification.74

SN 88 (64-97), SP 69 (82), +LR 2.80, −LR 0.18, QUADAS 12, in a study of 48
clients (mean age 42.1 ± 12.3 years, 32 women, mean duration of symptoms 31.8 ±
38.8 months) with symptomatic SIJ pain, and using fluoroscopically guided contrast-
enhanced SIJ arthrography as a reference standard2

Right side: SN 55 (22-84), SP 70 (51-85), +LR 1.9, −LR 0.62, QUADAS 10; Left
side: SN 45 (18-75), SP 86 (67-95), +LR 3.3, −LR 0.63, in a study of 40 clients with
chronic LBP for >3 months or active sacroiliitis (median age 26 years, 16 women),
and using MRI with and without IV gadolinium as a reference standard75

SN 17 (symphysiolysis), 84 (one-sided sacroiliac syndrome), 90 (pelvic girdle
syndrome), and 93 (double-sided sacroiliac syndrome); SP 98, +LR 46.5, −LR 0.07,
QUADAS 7, in a study of 2,269 pregnant female clients, 535 with pelvic joint pain
(age NR, all in 33 weeks gestation), and using pathology definition as a reference
standard76

SN 62 (NR), SP 72 (NR), +LR 2.2, −LR 0.53, QUADAS 8, in a study of 123
pregnant clients (mean age range 29.6–32.5 years, 36 weeks gestation) with
pregnancy-related pelvic pain, and using Doppler imaging vibration as a reference
standard77

SN 80 (NR), SP 100, +LR Inf, −LR 0.2, QUADAS 9, in a study of 40 clients with
SIJ dysfunction (mean age 36 years, 30 women, mean duration symptoms NR), and
using SIJ injection as a reference standard78

SN 88 (NR), SP 89 (NR), +LR 8.0, −LR 0.13, QUADAS 7, in a study of 23 clients
waiting for disc surgery (mean age 43 years, 14 women), 30 clients seen ≥6 weeks
after disc surgery (mean age 45 years, 18 women), 25 clients with pelvic girdle pain
in pregnancy (mean age 29 years), and 32 clients with pelvic girdle pain postpartum,
and using CT scan as a reference standard for disc clients and pelvic girdle pain
classification as a reference standard for pregnancy-related clients79

 

Critical Clinical Pearls

When performing the thigh thrust test, clinicians should keep the following in mind:

The original description of the test is with the hand on the sacrum.
The hand should be placed medial to the PSIS of the side being assessed.
A gradual, progressive load is applied longitudinally through the femur for up to 30
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seconds (assuming no pain reproduction) prior to thrust application.
Assessment of bilateral sides should be pain-free in order for the test to be considered
negative.
The painful side and the side of test application should not be correlated.

 

Gaenslen’s Test
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Figure 20.11

 

 

Client Position

Supine with both legs extended, arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing at client’s side of the lower extremity to be tested, directly facing client
 

Movement

The clinician brings one of the client’s legs into full hip and knee flexion, while the
client maintains the hip closest to them (right as shown) in an extended position off the
side of the table. The clinician initially applies overpressure to the flexed extremity, then to
both extremities simultaneously if no reproduction of pain occurs. The clinician applies 3
to 5 torsions of overpressure (or stops if pain is reproduced) in order to rule out the
potential for pelvic girdle pathology. If this sequence is not painful, the clinician has the
client move to the other side of the table and performs an alternate leg movement sequence
prior to determining the test is (–).
 

Assessment

A (+) test is noted when pain is reproduced in either SIJ region with performance of the
test.
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Statistics

Right: SN 53 (30-75), SP 71 (53-84), +LR 1.84, −LR 0.66, QUADAS 122

Left: SN 50 (27-73), SP 77 (60-89), +LR 2.21, −LR 0.65, QUADAS 12, in a study
of 48 clients (mean age 42.1 ± 12.3 years, 32 women, mean duration of symptoms
31.8 ± 38.8 months) with symptomatic SIJ pain, and using fluoroscopically guided
contrast-enhanced SIJ arthrography as a reference standard2

 

Distraction Test
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Figure 20.12

 

 

Client Position

Supine with bilateral legs straight, arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing at side of leg to be tested, directly facing client
 

Movement

The clinician applies pressure to the client’s ASIS on both sides (crossing arms over) in
a posterolateral direction. The clinician applies the distraction force for up to 30 seconds,
adding a bounce force at the end of the time frame if no pain has been reproduced prior.
 

Assessment

A (+) is indicated by reproduction of client’s symptoms.
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Statistics

SN 60 (36-80), SP 81 (65-91), +LR 3.20, −LR 0.49, QUADAS 12, in a study of 48
clients (mean age 42.1 ± 12.3 years, 32 women, mean duration of symptoms 31.8 ± 38.8
months) with symptomatic SIJ pain, and using fluoroscopically guided contrast-enhanced
SIJ arthrography as a reference standard2

 

Note

Both distraction and compression test are named according to the description of what is
happening to the anterior SIJ and respective ligamentous structures.
 

Compression Test
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Figure 20.13

 

 

Client Position

Side lying with hip and knees slightly bent
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind client at the level of their hips
 

Movement

The clinician compresses the client’s pelvis, applying pressure over the anterior portion
of the iliac crest and directed at the opposite iliac crest. The clinician applies force for up to
30 seconds, adding a bounce force at the end of the time frame if no pain has been
reproduced prior. If the first side is not painful, the other side should be tested in the same
manner by having the client lie on their other side prior to determining the test is (–).
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Assessment

A test is (+) if symptoms are reproduced.
 

Statistics

SN 69 (44-86), SP 69 (51), +LR 2.20, −LR 0.46, QUADAS 12, in a study of 48 clients
(mean age 42.1 ± 12.3 years, 32 women, mean duration of symptoms 31.8 ± 38.8 months)
with symptomatic SIJ pain, and using fluoroscopically guided contrast-enhanced SIJ
arthrography as a reference standard2

 

Note

Both distraction and compression tests are named according to the description of what
is happening to the anterior SIJ and respective ligamentous structures.
 

Sacral Thrust Test
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Figure 20.14

 

 

Client Position

Prone with bilateral legs extended, arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing, facing the client’s legs
 

Movement

The clinician delivers an anteriorly directed thrust directly over the client’s sacrum. The
clinician applies three to five hard thrusts at the level of the client’s third sacral spinous
level.
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Assessment

A test is (+) if pain is reproduced in the SI region.
 

Statistics

SN 63 (39-82), SP 75 (58-87), +LR 2.50, −LR 0.50, QUADAS 12, in a study of 48
clients (mean age 42.1 ± 12.3 years, 32 women, mean duration of symptoms 31.8 ± 38.8
months) with symptomatic SIJ pain, and using fluoroscopically guided contrast-enhanced
SIJ arthrography as a reference standard2

 

Pelvic Girdle Pain and Pregnancy-Related Posterior Pelvic Pain

 
See the end of the chapter for the definition of posterior pelvic pain in pregnancy.80

The active straight leg raise test and the stork test together have been suggested to measure
the presence of a pelvic ring instability and poor neuromuscular control during loading.

Active Straight Leg Raise Test
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Figure 20.15

 

 

Client Position

Supine with bilateral legs extended and placed 20 cm apart, arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing at client’s side, facing the client
 

Movement

The clinician asks the client, “Try to raise your legs, one after the other, above the
couch for 20 cm without bending the knee.” The client scores the impairment on a 6-point
scale:

0 = not difficult at all
1 = minimally difficult
2 = somewhat difficult
3 = fairly difficult
4 = very difficult
5 = unable to do

The scores of both legs are added, so the summed score ranges from 0 to 10.
An additional comparison for this test can be done if the test was difficult or painful the

first time. The leg-lift process is repeated with a belt, placed securely around the pelvis (as
shown). The client is asked to compare the lift with the belt to the previous one without:
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more difficult, as difficult, or easier?
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if the lift was easier with the belt secured on the pelvis. This test has also
been described with the clinician providing lateral to medial compression on each side of
the pelvic girdle in lieu of a belt.
 

Statistics

SN 87 (NR), SP 94 (NR), +LR 14.5, −LR 0.13, QUADAS 8, in a study of 200
pregnant clients with pelvic girdle pain (mean age 32.7 ± 3.5 years, median
postpartum period of 1.7 years) and 50 female controls (mean age 47.7 ± 8.1 years),
and using disability as measured on the Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale as a
reference standard63

SN 76 (NR) for clients with any difficulty for this test and sacral thrust test; SN 98
(NR) for clients with at least fair difficulty for this test and sacral thrust test in a
study of 178 women with peripartum pelvic pain (mean age 32.7 ± 3.4 years,
postpartum period median was 1.7 years)81

SN 77 (NR), SP 55 (NR), +LR 2.2, −LR 0.42, QUADAS 8, in a study of 123
pregnant clients (mean age range 29.6–32.5 years, 36 weeks gestation) with
pregnancy-related pelvic pain, and using Doppler imaging vibration as a reference
standard77

 

Critical Clinical Pearls

When performing the active straight leg raise test, clinicians should keep the following
in mind:

Using a belt is more likely to provide consistent compression of the pelvis versus
using their hands.
Clinician utilization of hands provided uneven force, and success of this method is
dependent on the size of the clinician and client.
Investigation of diagnostic accuracy of this test is limited to women with peripartum-
related pelvic pain.
Testing interpretation (numerical rating versus ease rating) should be consistently
utilized with repeated testing.
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Stork Test (March Test or Gillet’s Test)
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Figure 20.16

 

 

Client Position

Standing with arms relaxed at side, weight evenly distributed on both feet
 

Clinician Position

Kneeling behind client; placing one thumb (right as shown) under the client’s PSIS on
the same side being tested and the other thumb (left as shown) over the S2 spinous process
 

Movement

The client stands on the contralateral leg only and flexes the ipsilateral (right as shown)
hip and knee to 90°, bringing the knee toward the chest.
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Assessment

If the ipsilateral PSIS fails to move posterior and inferior with respect to S2, it is
considered a (+) test, suggesting hypomobility on that side.
 

Statistics

SN 8 (4-13), SP 93 (85-97), +LR 1.1, −LR 0.99, QUADAS 10, in a study of 144
clients with LBP and 137 clients without LBP (mean age range of 35.2 ± 7.8 years to
35.5 ± 8.5 years, 60% were female, 60% of clients had acute LBP of <3 months), and
measured innominate torsion with a crest level tester as a reference standard71

SN 43 (NR), SP 68 (NR), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.84, QUADAS 10, in a study of 85 clients
with complaints of sacroiliac joint pain (median age 44.5 years, 61 women, duration
of symptoms was variable), and using sacroiliac joint blocks as a reference standard5

 

Self-Test P4
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Figure 20.17

 

 

Client Position

Supine, flexing thigh to be assessed to 90°
 

Clinician Position

Monitoring client from the side
 

Movement

The client applies a self-directed downward force through their own hip, applying force
at the knee and vertically through the femur.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of concordant pain with test.
 

Statistics

SN 90 (NR), SP 92 (NR), +LR 11.3, −LR 0.11, QUADAS 4, in a study of 175 clients
(100 pregnant women with pelvic girdle pain, 25 pregnant women without pain, and 50
nonpregnant women; mean age ranged from 28.2 to 30.5 years of age, mean gestational
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time was 24.6 weeks), using diagnosis of pelvic girdle pain as a reference standard82

 

Movement Testing

 
Remember that this type of testing has poor diagnostic accuracy and reliability. The

findings from these tests are likely inaccurate; therefore, their use should be questioned.

Standing Stork or March Test

See the description of this test earlier in the chapter.
 

Standing Flexion Test (Standing Forward Bending Test)
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Figure 20.18

 

 

Client Position

Standing with arms relaxed at side, weight evenly distributed on both feet
 

Clinician Position

Kneeling behind client
 

Movement

The clinician assesses the relative heights of the client’s bilateral PSIS by palpation. The
client flexes forward as far as possible as the clinician continues to palpate the bilateral PSIS.
 

Assessment

A change in the relative relationship of the PSIS in the fully flexed position is
considered a (+) test. The PSIS that elevates to a greater degree is suggested as the
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hypomobile side of the pelvis.
 

Statistics

SN 17 (12-24), SP 79 (70-87), +LR 0.8, −LR 1.04, QUADAS 10, in a study of 144
clients with LBP and 137 clients without LBP (mean age range of 35.2 ± 7.8 years to 35.5
± 8.5 years, 60% were female, 60% of clients had acute LBP of <3 months), and using
measured innominate torsion with a crest level tester as a reference standard71

 

Note

The sitting flexion test (performed in the same manner, except the client is sitting
throughout the test versus standing) has been suggested to discriminate between ilial
dysfunction (standing flexion test) and sacral (sitting) and has the following statistics: SN 9
(6-14), SP 93 (85-98), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.97, QUADAS 10, in the Levangie study.71

 

Supine Long-Sitting Test
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Figure 20.19

 

 

Client Position

Supine with hips and knees extended
 

Clinician Position

Standing at client’s feet, directly facing client
 

Movement

Clinician grasps each of the client’s ankles, placing their thumbs below the medial
malleoli (a). The clinician makes a visual estimation of leg length, and then assists the client
into a long-sitting position. The clinician then re-examines the relative leg lengths (b).
 

Assessment
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A change in relative position of the medial malleoli is considered a (+) test with the
suggestion that a leg that was longer in supine and is now even with the other leg is
anteriorly rotated (or the leg that was short to start with and now even with the other leg is
posteriorly rotated). This test alone does not determine the involved side.
 

Statistics

SN 44 (36-52), SP 64 (53-74), +LR 1.7, −LR 0.9, QUADAS 10, in a study of 144
clients with LBP and 137 clients without LBP (mean age range of 35.2 ± 7.8 years to 35.5
± 8.5 years, 60% were female, 60% of clients had acute LBP of <3 months), and using
measured innominate torsion with a crest level tester as a reference standard71

 

Note

The clinician must maintain the client’s entire body in midline alignment throughout
the test to avoid false positive and negative results of testing.
 

Prone Knee-Bending Test (Deerfield’s Test)
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Figure 20.20

 

 

Client Position

Prone with bilateral legs straight and feet hanging off the end of the table
 

Clinician Position

Standing at client’s feet, directly facing client
 

Movement

The clinician palpates the bottom of the client’s bilateral heels to assess for relative leg
lengths (a). The clinician passively flexes the client’s knees to approximately 90° (b), and
then again assesses the relative leg lengths in this position.
 

Assessment
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A change in relative lengths occurring between the two positions is considered a (+)
test. The interpretation with respect to the supine long-sitting test has also been suggested
for this test. Again, this test alone would not determine the involved side.
 

Statistics

NR
 

Note

The clinician must maintain the client’s entire body in midline alignment
throughout the test to avoid false positive and negative results of testing.
Specific interpretation of test has been suggested as follows:

Negative: No relative change in lengths occur between the two test positions.
Posterior innominate on the right: Symptoms are on right side, the right leg
appears shorter than the left in prone knee-extended position, and the right leg
appears to be about equal to or longer than the left leg in prone knee-flexed
position.
Posterior innominate on the left: symptoms are on left side, the left leg appears
shorter than the right in prone knee-extended position, and the left leg appears
to be about equal to or longer than the right leg in the prone knee-flexed
position.
Anterior innominate on the right side: Symptoms are on the right side; the
right leg appears to be longer than the left leg in the prone knee-extended
position, and the right leg appears to be about equal to or shorter than the left
leg in the prone knee-flexed position.
Anterior innominate on the left: Symptoms are on the left side, the left leg
appears longer than the right leg in the prone knee-extended position, and the
left leg appears to be about equal to or shorter than the right leg in the prone
knee-flexed position.
The reader is cautioned (with all movement tests as described earlier) regarding
making diagnostic decisions based on movement or palpation tests and based
on the side of symptoms.

 

Muscle Dysfunction: Piriformis Syndrome
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FAIR (Flexion, Adduction, and Internal Rotation) Test
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Figure 20.21

 

 

Client Position

Side lying
 

Clinician Position

Standing behind the client, stabilizing iliac crest
 

Movement

The clinician passively brings the lower extremity into the combined motions of
approximately 90° of hip flexion, maximal adduction, and knee flexion to 9° degrees. The
clinician then applies upward and lateral pressure to the shin of the lower extremity to be
tested (right as shown), passively internally rotating the thigh to 45°, or as near to 45° as
client can tolerate.
 

Assessment

Pain elicited at the intersection of the sciatic nerve and the piriformis is considered a (+)
test.
 

Statistics
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SN 88 (NR), SP 83 (NR), +LR 5.2, −LR of 0.14 in a sample of 918 consecutive clients
(1,014 legs; (age 54-57 years, gender and mean duration symptoms NR) with follow-up on
733 legs and a reference standard of H reflex testing64, 65
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Palpation

Palpation for the diagnosis of pelvic girdle pain has limited clinical utility. Despite these
limitations, palpation has been demonstrated to be useful for extraarticular disorders,83 as
well as for implicating the long dorsal ligament as a contributor to pelvic girdle
pathology.81 Refer to chapter 19 (Lumbar Spine) for palpation of landmarks in the pelvic
girdle, as well as those that follow here.

Prone
Many landmarks for palpation of the SIJ and pelvic girdle are accessible in the prone

position. The following are such landmarks.

Sacral base: The clinician should start at the client’s PSIS and move their thumbs
medially and anteriorly until they contact the sacral base.
Sacral sulcus: Starting at the PSIS, the clinician palpates slightly above (left index
finger as shown) and medial (left 3rd finger as shown) to it on the sacrum adjacent to
the ilium (figure 20.22). They should compare the depth of the right side to that of
the left side. If one side is deeper than the other, sacral torsion or rotation on the
ilium around the horizontal plane may be indicated.
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Figure 20.22 Palpation of the sacral sulcus.

 

The long dorsal ligament can be palpated in the region of the sacral sulcus and just
distal to the PSIS. This ligament was shown to frequently be tender in clients with
peripartum pelvic pain, with a SN of 76.81

Inferior lateral angle (ILA): This is located approximately 1 in. (2.5 cm) lateral and
slightly superior to the sacrococcygeal junction (figure 20.23). The clinician palpates
on the ILAs on both sides to determine relative superior or inferior position. A
difference of 1/4 in. (6 mm) or more has been suggested that the sacrum is side bent.
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Figure 20.23 Palpation of the inferior lateral angle.

 

Ischial tuberosity: The clinician should have the client lie on the contralateral side
with their knee slightly flexed. They will palpate with their thumbs at the level of the
client’s gluteal folds until they feel a prominence. The clinician can also perform this
at the level of the gluteal folds with the client in prone position, palpating for height
(superior–inferior) and for depth (anterior–posterior). An anterior iliac rotation
moves the ischial tuberosity posterior and vice versa. An upslip moves the ischial
tuberosity superior and vice versa.
Coccyx: The tip of the coccyx can be found in the superior gluteal cleft.
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Physical Performance Measures

Please refer to those listed in chapter 19 (Lumbar Spine).
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Common Orthopedic Conditions of the Sacroiliac Joint and
Pelvic Girdle

While it is impossible to distinctly describe various pathological presentations of the
sacroiliac joint, there are evidence-based findings supportive of particular pathologies of this
region of the body. Therefore, the intent of this section of the chapter is to present current
evidence-supported findings suggestive of sacroiliac joint pathologies. As previously
described in chapter 4 (Evidence-Based Practice and Client Examination), though, not all
examination findings are absolutely supported with clinical evidence, and the clinician
should also rely on clinical experience and input from the client when performing
differential diagnosis of a client’s presentation of pain and dysfunction.

As previously mentioned in this chapter, due to the controversial nature of this area, as
well as limited evidence and agreement among experts examining this region, it is suggested
that diagnosis of the client with PGP is a diagnosis of exclusion.1, 2 Clinicians should use
the previously proposed definition of PGP.1 Therefore, more salient points proposed by
this definition are suggested:

A diagnosis of exclusion of lumbar causes (This text also suggests excluding hip joint
potential pain generators.)
Pain arising in relation to pregnancy, trauma, arthritis, or osteoarthritis
Pain located in the vicinity of the SIJ that may radiated into posterior thigh
Decreased endurance capacity for standing, walking, and sitting
Pain or dysfunction should be reproduced with specific clinical tests.

Pain of Sacroiliac Origin

ICD-9: 724.6 (disorders of sacrum)
ICD-10: M33.6 (sprain and strain of sacroiliac joint)

Pain of sacroiliac joint (SIJ) origin can be difficult to differentially diagnose. It is often
suggested that this diagnosis is a diagnosis of exclusion. Pain in this region will often have a
muscular or soft-tissue component due to the extent of this tissue near this joint. The
posterior ligamentous structures are most frequently described as those involved in
pathology of this joint. Documented motion at this joint, although limited, has supported
mechanical dysfunction in this joint.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

10% to 25% of clients with persistent mechanical low back pain below L5 have pain
secondary to sacroiliac joint pathology.84

Commonly described groin pain has little diagnostic value (SP 63). No other
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historical feature examined provided worthwhile diagnostic value.5

SIJ has a variable pain description, including multiple locations. The most prevalent
location is the buttocks (94%). Twenty-six percent of the pain-referral patterns
included foot and ankle pain. Eighteen patterns of pain referral were observed in 50
consecutive clients who satisfied clinical criteria and demonstrated a positive
diagnostic response to a fluoroscopically guided sacroiliac joint injection.3

Prevalence rates for internal disc disruption (IDD), facet joint pain (FJP), and
sacroiliac joint pain (SIJP) have been estimated to be 42%, 31%, and 18%,
respectively.85

Mechanism of injury can be repeated torsional stresses.3, 8

Clients reported aggravated pain with sitting or lying on affected side, riding in the
car, weight bearing on affected side when standing or walking, Valsalva maneuver,
and trunk flexion.8

Clients with SIJ pain exhibit no characteristic feature (such as pain with standing,
walking, sitting, lying down) of diagnostic value,5, 86 although more recently it has
been suggested these clients have reduced endurance capacity for standing, walking,
and sitting.1

The presence or absence of thigh pain possesses a significant correlation with the
source of chronic LBP for varying ages, whereas the presence of hip or girdle pain or
leg pain did not significantly discriminate among IDD, FJP, or SIJP as the etiology
of chronic LBP. Younger age was predictive of intervertebral disc disease regardless of
the presence or absence of thigh pain.17

Pain is typically unilateral, produced or increased on rising from sitting, and rarely at
or above the level of L5.12

It is suggested that clients with SIJ hypomobility have more pain with increased
excursion of the pelvic girdle. Therefore, running is more painful than walking,
walking is more painful than standing, and standing is more painful than sitting.

Outcome Measures

The ODI, FABQ, GROC, and PSFS are recommended when appropriate.

Diagnostic Imaging

In most cases of nonankylosing spondylitis PGP, there is limited value for imaging.1

Local SIJ injections have not been recommended by some.1

Indications are limited for use of radiography due to poor SN in detecting early
stages of degeneration and arthritis of SIJ.1

CT scan is established for bony changes, not inflammation. There is limited clinical
utility for ruling out (SN 58) and ruling in (SP 69) SIJ pathology.30

MRI is helpful for ruling in (SP 100) SIJ pathology.31
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Bone scan is helpful for ruling in (SP 100,28 SP 8929) SIJ pathology.

II. Observation

Clients with sacral flexion lesions are thought to have increased lumbar lordotic
posture, while those with sacral extension lesions are thought to have relatively flat
lumbar spine posture due to the fact that when the sacrum flexes, the lumbar spine
extends, and vice versa.
Since the SIJ is a stress-relieving joint, these clients will likely have pain in weight-
bearing positions (e.g., running worse than walking, walking worse than standing).8

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Sign of the buttock, when suspected, should be ruled out with hip flexion both with
knee extended and flexed as previously described.
Palpation of the posterior pelvis has less than good ability to help rule out (SN 98,
−LR 0.02) and rule in (SP 94, +LR 16.3) pelvic fractures due to study bias.45

Compression test: A (−) compression of the pelvis has less than good ability to help
rule out (SN 98, −LR 0.08) pelvic fractures due to study bias.45

Hip flexion test: A (−) test has good ability to help rule out (SN 90, −LR 0.10) pelvic
fractures and a (+) test has good ability to help rule in (SP 95, +LR 18) pelvic
fractures.46

Spine fractures, when suspected, should be ruled out as described in the section
Ankylosing Spondylitis.

IV. Motion Tests

Limited adduction and flexion may be noted due to the stress on the joint.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clinicians should assess for muscle performance deficits for pelvic girdle musculature,
especially gluteal and small stabilizer musculature.

VI. Special Tests

The following tests were recommended by the European guidelines for diagnosis of
pelvic girdle pain:1

Posterior pelvic pain provocation test (P4/thigh thrust)
Patrick’s (FABER) test
Palpation of the long dorsal SIJ ligament and pubic symphysis
Gaenslen’s test
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Modified Trendelenburg test
3 out of 5 tests (after discogenic origin of symptoms ruled out) when (−) are more
helpful for ruling out (SN 94, −LR 0.80) than when (+) are helpful in ruling in (SP
78, +LR 4.3) SIJ-related dysfunction.
Thigh thrust test: This is the most SN of the provocation tests. A (−) thigh thrust test
helps rule out (SN 88, −LR 0.18;2 SN 80, −LR 0.278) SIJ-related dysfunction and a
(+) test helps rule in (SP 100, +LR Inf;78 SP 70-86, +LR 1.9–3.375) SIJ-related
dysfunction.
The active straight leg raise (ASLR) test is recommended as a functional test of pelvic
girdle stability and motor control, especially in pregnant or postpartum women.1 The
diagnostic accuracy of this test was good to ideal (SN 87 [NR], SP 94 [NR], +LR
14.5, −LR 0.13), but the QUADAS was 8.63

All pelvic girdle movement and palpation asymmetry tests have poor diagnostic
accuracy.

VII. Palpation

No tenderness to palpation of the long dorsal (posterior sacroiliac) ligament helps
rule out pelvic girdle–related pain: overall SN 76, SN 86 when both the ASLR and
thigh thrust tests were (−), SN 98 when only severe pelvic clients were included.81

Tenderness to palpation of the ipsilateral long dorsal SIJ ligament (compared to the
contralateral ligament) is suggestive of a sacral extension or anterior innominate
rotation dysfunction on that side.
Tenderness to palpation of the ipsilateral sacrotuberous ligament (compared to the
contralateral ligament) is suggestive of a sacral flexion or posterior innominate
rotation dysfunction on that side.
Palpation of torsions is strongly suggested to be of limited clinical utility,66 but the
following have been described:

Anterior torsions of the sacrum (left on left, right on right dysfunctions) are
flexion dysfunctions with the sacral sulcus deeper on the contralateral side to
the direction of rotation and the inferior lateral angle of the sacrum
prominently posterior on the side of the direction of rotation. These lesions are
suggested to also correspond with increased lumbar extension posture and
sacral mobility to a PA glide (as compared to posterior torsions).
Posterior torsions of the sacrum (right on left; left on right dysfunctions) are
extension dysfunctions with the sacral sulcus more posterior (or shallow) on the
ipsilateral side to the direction of rotation and the inferior lateral angle of the
sacrum prominently posterior on the side of the direction of rotation. These
lesions are suggested to also correspond with decreased lumbar lordosis, or flat
back type, of lumbar spine posture and lack of sacral mobility to a PA glide (as
compared to anterior torsions).
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VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Any physical performance measure relevant to the physical demands of the client’s
hobbies or occupation may be used.
Refer to chapter 19 (Lumbar Spine) for additional suggestions.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Mobility (if joint hypomobility is detected)
Stabilization (if joint hypermobility is detected)
Other potential TBCs: pain control (only if pain is dominant), exercise and
conditioning, specific exercise direction

Differential Diagnosis of Pain of Sacroiliac Origin and Lumbar Spine Origin

Both conditions are likely to present with pain in lower back or buttock region.
Lumbar spine–related pain due to discogenic origin is more likely to cause radiating
pain that is responsive to repeated movements (centralization or peripheralization).
Reported prevalence of pain of lumbar spine origin is greater than that of sacroiliac
origin.
The thigh thrust test is the most SN test to assist in ruling out potential sacroiliac
origin pain.
Assessment of sacroiliac pain origin should not rely on palpation of landmarks or
movement discrimination tests due to their suggested limited clinical utility.66

Clinicians should use highly SN tests for each respective body section to help rule it
out as a potential pain generator due to the close relationship between these two
areas.
Although both areas can have variable pathologies, the lumbar spine is more likely to
have variable pathological presentation. Refer to chapter 19 (Lumbar Spine) for
greater detail in this regard.

 

Pregnancy-Related Posterior Pelvic Pain (PRPPP)

ICD-9: 724.6 (disorders of sacrum)
ICD-10: M33.6 (sprain and strain of sacroiliac joint)

Posterior pelvic pain in pregnancy has the following definition:80

A history of time- and weight bearing–related pain in the posterior pelvis, deep in the
gluteal area
A pain drawing with well-defined markings of pain in the buttocks distal and lateral
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to the L5-S1 area, with or without radiation to the posterior thigh or knee, but not
into the foot
A (+) posterior pelvic pain provocation (thigh thrust) test
Free movements in the hips and spine and no nerve-root syndrome
Pain when turning in bed

Additionally, Albert and colleagues further classify these clients into subgroups:76

Pelvic girdle syndrome: daily pain in all three pelvic joints, confirmed with positive
pain provoked by the tests from the equivalent joints.
Symphysiolysis: daily pain in the pubic symphysis only, confirmed with positive pain
provoked by the tests from the symphysis. Symphysiolysis does not imply an actual
lysis, but the nomenclature is used by the Danish Health Authorities as a
classification of pregnant women with pelvic pain.
One-sided sacroiliac syndrome: daily pain from one sacroiliac joint, confirmed with
positive pain provoked by the tests from the same joint.
Double-sided sacroiliac syndrome: daily pain from both sacroiliac joints, confirmed
with positive pain provoked by the tests from both joints.
Miscellaneous: daily pain in one or more pelvic joints but with inconsistent objective
findings (e.g., pain history from the pubic symphysis and objective findings from one
sacroiliac joint). This category also included findings indicating inflammatory
rheumatic diseases.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Significant symptoms of pregnancy-related pubic symphysis dysfunction were pubic
bone pain on walking, turning over in bed, climbing stairs, and standing on one leg,
as well as previous damage to back or pelvis. Using a score of 1 for each of the
preceding symptoms, a score of 2 and above was considered diagnostic of symphysis
pubis dysfunction.87

In 75% to 83% of cases, lumbopelvic pain in pregnant women is PRPPP.15

Overall, about 45% of pregnant women and 25% of postpartum women suffer from
PRPPP.15

Symptoms:15 stabbing, aching pain between the posterior iliac crests and gluteal
folds, with or without radiation down the leg; pain in symphysis pubis, as well as
from other areas of pelvic girdle, typically increases in intensity from weight-bearing
activity; pain in the pubic bone that can sometimes radiate to the pelvic floor and
down the thigh.
Peak of symptoms reported to be closer to third trimester between 24th and 36th
weeks of pregnancy.16

Risk factors for development of pain during pregnancy are a history of previous LBP,
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young age, heavy workload, and previous trauma to the pelvis.1

Contraceptive pills, BMI, height, and weight increase during pregnancy are not
suggested as risk factors for pregnancy-related SIJ pain.1

Sick leave due to back pain during pregnancy is a risk factor for postpartum pelvic
girdle pain.88

Outcome Measures

The Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale and ODI are recommended.1

The FABQ, GROC, and PSFS are recommended when appropriate.

Diagnostic Imaging

Scintigraphy, CT, and local SIJ injections are not recommended.1

In most cases of nonankylosing spondylitis PGP, there is limited value for imaging.1

Indications are limited for use of radiography due to poor SN in detecting early
stages of degeneration and arthritis of SIJ.1

MRI is recommended for excluding ankylosing spondylitis and severe traumatic
(postpartum) injuries.1

II. Observation

Pregnant women will demonstrate hyperlordotic posture and bilaterally externally
rotated gait.9, 61

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Sign of the buttock, when suspected, should be ruled out as described in the section
Pain of Sacroiliac Origin.
Pelvic fractures, when suspected, should be ruled out as described in the section Pain
of Sacroiliac Origin.
Spine fractures, when suspected, should be ruled out as described in the section
Ankylosing Spondylitis.

IV. Motion Tests

Pregnant and postpartum pregnant women are likely to have excessive joint play or
arthrokinematics at the SIJ.9, 38, 61-63

V. Muscle Performance Testing

A positive direct correlation between hip muscle adductor weakness and the severity
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of pelvic girdle–related pain or dysfunction has been demonstrated.70

VI. Special Tests

Thigh thrust: A (−) thigh thrust test helps rule out (SN 84-93;76 SN 88, −LR 0.1379)
and a (+) test helps rule in (SP 98, +LR 46.5; SP 89, +LR 8.0) pregnancy-related
pelvic girdle pain, although both studies suffer from bias.
Active straight leg raise: The active straight leg raise (ASLR) test is recommended as a
functional test of pelvic girdle stability and motor control, especially in pregnant or
postpartum women.1

A (−) ASLR test helps rule out (SN 87, −LR 0.13;63 SN 76-98;81 SN 77, −LR
0.4277) and a (+) test helps rule in (SP 94, +LR 14.5)63 pregnancy-related
pelvic girdle pain, although the studies again suffer from bias.
All pelvic girdle movement and palpation asymmetry tests have poor diagnostic
accuracy.

VII. Palpation

Pain to palpation of pubic symphysis >5 seconds after palpation.76

Pubic symphysis is often very painful.82

No tenderness to palpation of the long dorsal (posterior sacroiliac) ligament helps
rule out pelvic girdle–related pain: overall SN 76, SN 86 when both the ASLR and
thigh thrust test were (−); SN 98 when only severe pelvic clients were included.81

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Any physical performance measure relevant to the physical demands of the client’s
hobbies or occupation may be used.
Refer to chapter 19 (Lumbar Spine) for additional suggestions.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Mobility (if joint hypomobility is detected)
Stabilization (if joint hypermobility is detected)
Other potential TBCs: pain control (only if pain is dominant), exercise and
conditioning, specific exercise direction

Differential Diagnosis of Pain of Sacroiliac Origin and Pregnancy-Related
Posterior Pelvic Pain (PRPPP)

Both conditions are pathologies of the SIJ or pelvic girdle.
75% to 83% of cases of lumbopelvic pain in pregnant women are PRPPP.15
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Pain of sacroiliac origin can present in both men and women, although it is more
prevalent in women.
An ASLR test is suggestive of motor control dysfunction, and it has been exclusively
investigated in women (either those who are pregnant or who have a history of
PRPPP). This test is recommended as a functional test of pelvic girdle stability and
motor control, especially in pregnant or postpartum women.1

 

Spondylarthritis and Spondyloarthropathy

ICD-9: 720 (ankylosing spondylitis); 721 (spondylosis); 724.6 (disorders of the
sacrum)
ICD-10: M53.3 (sacrococcygeal disorders, not elsewhere classified)

This broad terminology has been described on the one end as any joint disease of the
vertebral column. Spondyloarthropathy with inflammation is termed spondylarthritis.
Spondylarthritic conditions have been specifically termed seronegative spondyloarthropathies.
They have increased incidence of HLA-B27 and a negative rheumatoid factor. Conditions
such as ankylosing spondylitis, reactive arthritis (Reiter’s syndrome), and psoriatic arthritis
are typical seronegative spondyloarthropathies. Other less commonly included conditions
are Behçet’s disease and Whipple’s disease. These clients may also suffer from extra-articular
manifestations. Such previously described manifestations include, but are not limited to,
low bone mineral density, inflammatory bowel, and atherosclerotic diseases.89, 90

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Nonvertebral symptoms can include asymmetric peripheral arthritis, plantar fasciitis,
costochondritis, and toe interphalangeal joint arthritis.
LBP is the most commonly described symptom. Typically the client’s LBP decreases
with activity.

Outcome Measures

The ODI, FABQ, GROC, and PSFS are recommended when appropriate.
Any relevant measure, when appropriate, is recommended.

Diagnostic Imaging

Radiographic findings include joint space narrowing, bone sclerosis, periarticular
cysts, and osteophytes. Refer to chapter 6 for definition of osteoarthritis according to
Kellgren and Lawrence.91

MRI is helpful for ruling out (SN 90) and ruling in (SP 97) AS.33
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Bone marrow edema is commonly found not only for these clients, but also for those
with nonspecific LBP and for healthy subjects, while erosions are rarely observed in
the latter two groups.37

II. Observation

As with other arthropathies, transitional movements are often painful (e.g., sitting to
standing, turning over).
Stiffness and guarding of movement may be noted when the client first moves from a
static position.

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Sign of the buttock, when suspected, should be ruled out as described in the section
Pain of Sacroiliac Origin.
Spine fractures, when suspected, should be ruled out as described in the section
Ankylosing Spondylitis.
Pelvic fractures, when suspected, should be ruled out as described in the section Pain
of Sacroiliac origin.

IV. Motion Tests

As with other arthropathies, limited joint play (arthrokinematic motion) and ROM
of the pelvic girdle may be found.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Due to significant correlations of gluteal muscle weakness in arthropathies of the
lumbar spine and hip, it is suggested that these may also be present in these clients
(and therefore should be examined for).
In those with suggestion of AS, limited strength in involved regions of the spine, hip,
and shoulder is expected.25

VI. Special Tests

Special testing as described in the section Ankylosing Spondylitis should be employed
to rule out the possibility of that pathology.
Thigh thrust test is suggested as described in the section Pain of Sacroiliac Joint
Origin.
All pelvic girdle movement and palpation asymmetry tests have poor diagnostic
accuracy.
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VII. Palpation

Tenderness directly over SI joint.39

Localized tenderness over the facet joints without other root tension signs or
neurologic signs may indicate facet joint pain.92

No tenderness to palpation of the long dorsal (posterior sacroiliac) ligament helps
rule out pelvic girdle–related pain: overall SN 76, SN 86 when both the active SLR
and thigh thrust test were (−), SN 98 when only severe pelvic clients were included.81

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Any physical performance measure relevant to the physical demands of the client’s
hobbies or occupation may be used.
Refer to chapter 19 (Lumbar Spine) for additional suggestions.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Mobility (if joint hypomobility is detected)
Stabilization (if joint hypermobility is detected)
Other potential TBCs: pain control (only if pain is dominant), exercise and
conditioning, specific exercise direction

Ankylosing Spondylitis

ICD-9: 720 (ankylosing spondylitis)
ICD-10: M08.1 (juvenile ankylosing spondylitis); M45 (ankylosing spondylitis)

Ankylosing spondylitis (AS) is a common inflammatory rheumatic disease that
predominantly affects the sacroiliac joints and spine, leading to structural damage and
functional impairments and a decrease in quality of life. Incidence of ankylosing spondylitis
is between 0.5 and 14 per 100,000 people per year.93 Ankylosing spondylitis almost always
affects SIJ and usually progresses to the thoracic spine. Average onset of symptoms for AS is
25 years old. There is a higher incidence of AS in men. There is a hereditary factor involved
with AS.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History39-42, 75, 93

Prevalence of symptoms are two to three times greater for men than women.
Onset of the syndrome typically occurs in the second or third decade of life.
Symptom onset typically occurs in late adolescence or early adulthood.
If age of onset is not ≤40 years of age, it helps rule out (SN 100) ankylosing
spondylitis.18

If pain is not relieved by lying down, it helps rule out (SN 80) ankylosing
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spondylitis.18

Women may have a slightly earlier onset than men.
Pain typically starts in the sacrum, buttock, or low back; accompanied with morning
stiffness in the same area for a few hours.
Clients have arthritic complaints in hips and low back early in disease; with disease
progression they will describe neck stiffness and difficulty with activities requiring rib
cage expansion (e.g., deep breath).
Clients may complain of fatigue.
Screening questions for ankylosing spondylitis:

Has the discomfort ever gone on for 3 months or more?
Has the back been stiff, especially in the morning?
Did you discover your back discomfort before the age of 40 years old?
Did the problem begin slowly?
Has the problem been improved by exercise?

At least four (+) responses yielded a SN of 95 and a SP of 85 in a study of 138
clients (63 of whom were attending rheumatology clinics for low back pain and 75
healthy controls) with a reference standard of HLA-B27 testing.94

Outcome Measures

VAS to measure spinal and night pain and the BASG are recommended.25

Diagnostic Imaging

MRI helpful for ruling out (SN 90) and ruling in (SP 97) AS.33

The Stoke Ankylosing Spondylitis Spine Score (SASSS) is a useful, valid score that
correlates with clinical outcomes measures, and has identified specific patterns of
radiographic progression in ankylosing spondylitis.95

Men have more severe radiographic changes.96

Radiographic findings include joint space narrowing, bone sclerosis, periarticular
cysts, and osteophytes. Refer to chapter 6 for definition of osteoarthritis (OA)
according to Kellgren and Lawrence.91

II. Observation

Decreased lumbar lordosis and increased kyphotic thoracic spine appearance39-41

Cervical spine hyperextension39

Gluteal muscle atrophy39-41

Muscle spasms and pain posturing or limited mobility with transitioning movements
are likely.40, 42

III. Triage and Screening
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All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
A diagnostic prediction rule helps rule out (SN 95) a vertebral fracture when ≤1 of 5
variables were present and helps rule in (SP 96) a vertebral fracture when ≥4 of 5
variables were present.47

The closed-fist percussion test helps rule out (SN 88) and rule in (SP 90) vertebral
compression fracture.48

The supine sign helps rule out (SN 81) and rule in (SP 93) vertebral compression
fracture.48

Sign of the buttock, when suspected, should be ruled out as described in the section
Pain of Sacroiliac Origin.
Pelvic fractures, when suspected, should be ruled out as described in the section Pain
of Sacroiliac Origin.

IV. Motion Tests

The modified Schober flexion test can be used to measure the increase in the distance
between two skin marks on the first sacral spinous process (S1) and 10 cm above S1
after maximal forward bending.41

Lumbar hypomobility: Clients may have restricted spinal mobility in flexion and
extension of the lumbar spine.41, 42, 95, 96

Presentation can vary from mild stiffness to fused spine.41

Decreased chest expansion occurs with disease progression.41, 42, 95, 96

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Limited strength in involved regions of the spine, hip, and shoulder is expected.25

VI. Special Tests

Chest expansion test helps rule out (SN 91, −LR 0.09) and rule in (SP 99, +LR 91)
ankylosing spondylitis.18

4 out of 5 (+) tests on the SI joint provocation tests (Gaenslen, FABER, Mennell,
thigh thrust, and sacral thrust tests) helps rule in (SP 84-93) AS.75

VII. Palpation

Clients may have tenderness directly over the SI joint.39

Localized tenderness over the facet joints without other root tension signs or
neurologic signs may indicate facet joint pain.92

VIII. Physical Performance Measures
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Any physical performance measure relevant to the physical demands of the client’s
hobbies or occupation may be used.
Refer to chapter 19 (Lumbar Spine) for additional suggestions.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain control (if pain is dominant), exercise and conditioning, and mobility for soft-
tissue restrictions are the most likely to be used.

Piriformis Syndrome

ICD-9: 355.0 (lesion of sciatic nerve); 724.3 (sciatica)
ICD-10: M54.3 (sciatica); M62.9 (disorder of muscle, unspecified)

Piriformis syndrome is a neuromuscular order that occurs when the sciatic nerve is
compressed or otherwise irritated by the piriformis muscle, causing pain, tingling, and
numbness in the buttocks and along the path of the sciatic nerve descending down the
lower thigh and into the leg. Diagnosis is often difficult due to few validated and
standardized diagnostic tests. Piriformis syndrome has been suggested as a diagnosis of
exclusion, as with other SIJ dysfunctions. In fact, it has also been suggested that piriformis
muscle–related pain is a result of other dysfunction as the pain generator. The syndrome
may be due to anatomical variations in the muscle–nerve relationship, or from overuse or
strain. The client can complain of, and present with, pain radiating into the lower
extremity.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Reported prevalence of piriformis syndrome among chronic low back pain clients
varies widely, between 5% and 36%.69, 97, 98

Pain in the gluteal region may radiate into the buttocks and legs.
Pain can be more significant with the hip internally rotated during ADLs (e.g., client
may state less pain with hip externally rotated during gait).
Pain with sitting can be noted, especially if increased weight is on that buttock (e.g.,
wallet in that back pocket).

Outcome Measures

Any appropriate clinical measure can be used; the ODI and FABQ are suggested
when appropriate.

Diagnostic Imaging

Usually none is applicable because this is often a diagnosis of exclusion.
Diagnostic modalities such as CT, MRI, ultrasound, and EMG are mostly useful in
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excluding other conditions.
Magnetic resonance neurography is a medical imaging technique that can show the
presence of irritation of the sciatic nerve.

II. Observation

Sitting on the involved side may be irritable to the client, especially if a wallet is in
the back pocket on that side.

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Sign of the buttock, when suspected, should be ruled out as described in the section
Pain of Sacroiliac Origin.
Pelvic fractures, when suspected, should be ruled out as described in the section Pain
of Sacroiliac Origin.
Spine fractures, when suspected, should be ruled out as described in the section
Ankylosing Spondylitis.

IV. Motion Tests

Combined motions of flexion, adduction, and internal rotation of the involved hip
are suggested to be provocative.64, 65

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Resisted hip abduction and rotation are suggested to be provocative and likely
weak.64, 65, 69

VI. Special Tests

The FAIR test helps rule out (SN 88, −LR 0.14) and rule in (SP 83, +LR 5.2)
piriformis syndrome.65

VII. Palpation

Clients may have tenderness over piriformis or sciatic notch, with or without
neurologic signs.69, 98

Surrounding soft tissue may also be tender, but not as concordant as piriformis
muscle.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Any physical performance measure relevant to the physical demands of the client’s
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hobbies or occupation may be used.
Refer to chapter 19 (Lumbar Spine) for additional suggestions.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Mobility (if joint hypomobility is detected)
Stabilization (if joint hypermobility is detected)
Other potential TBCs: pain control (only if pain is dominant), exercise and
conditioning, specific exercise direction
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Conclusion

The SIJ and pelvic girdle is a limited mobility structure that has an interdependent
relationship with the lumbar spine and hip joint. Thus, those joints should be ruled out
when examining this area. The clinician should be cognizant of the controversial nature of
this area in general. Significant debate relates to the amount of available motion and the
importance of special testing for differential diagnosis. As always, the clinician should
utilize a sequential, evidence-based examination as described in this chapter (and all
chapters of this text). All components of the examination sequence are important to the
differential diagnosis, particularly in areas of the body such as the SIJ and pelvic girdle due
to the controversy. As such, the clinician need not perform an examination that is overly
reliant on clinical special tests.
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Part IV
Examination of the Extremities

In part IV, the clinician is introduced to the funnel examination process as it applies to
the extremities. As in part III, each of the eight components are described in detail
respective to the body part. Additionally, as in part III, the end of each chapter has a
section titled Common Orthopedic Conditions that provides great detail on each of the
eight primary components of the funnel examination and the supporting evidence (or lack
thereof) for each component, as well as ICD-9 and ICD-10 coding (with links) for each of
these pathologies. At the end of each pathology, the text lists suggested treatment-based
classifications for guiding appropriate interventions. Great, detailed evidence, with color-
code scheme, is provided here as well so that the clinician can quickly discern if the
evidence supporting the testing measures is ideal, good, or less than good.
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Chapter 21
Shoulder

Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS
Christopher Fiander, PT, DPT, OCS, CSCS

In the United States, 33.2% of physician office visits for musculoskeletal pain are for
shoulder pain. Men and younger adults (≤52 years old) more often associated their shoulder
pain with previous injury, but there were no racial differences in injury status. Injury-
related shoulder pain was related to work in more than one-fifth (21.3%) of visits.1 The
prevalence of shoulder pain is 7% to 27% for adults, and it is increasing for women and
older people.1, 2 Shoulder pain prevalence in those over the age of 25 years is 20.9%,
second only to low back pain.3 The most frequent cause of shoulder pain is subacromial
impingement syndrome (SAIS); however, no consensus exists for the syndrome’s diagnostic
criteria.4 The physical examination tests used to diagnose SAIS vary widely in clinical trials.
This lack of consensus for diagnosing SAIS is an obstacle to investigating treatment
interventions and arriving at a prognosis for this disorder. Several reasons exist for the lack
of diagnostic consensus, including the multifactorial nature of this disorder along with the
limited and conflicting evidence as to the diagnostic capability of physical tests for SAIS.
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Clinically Applied Anatomy

The shoulder joint, composed of five bones and four different articulations, allows for a
large range of motion (ROM). Part of the reason for increased ROM at the shoulder is that
it is a ball-and-socket joint. Unlike the hip, though, it is not typically a weight-bearing
joint. The depth of the glenoid fossa is not nearly as deep as that of the acetabular fossa in
the hip. Additionally, the synovial capsule in the shoulder is not as taut as that in the hip
joint. The anatomical relationship between the humeral head and glenoid fossa has been
described as similar to the relationship between a golf ball and the golf tee it sits on.

The shoulder is the most proximal link of the upper extremity to the axial skeleton. It
must work in cooperation with the elbow and hand for efficient human function. A
complex joint, the shoulder has three true joints in the glenohumeral (GH; figure 21.1),
acromioclavicular (figure 21.2), and sternoclavicular joints (figure 21.3), and a pseudojoint
in the scapulothoracic joint (figure 21.4). Articulations of this complex include the
humerus, clavicle, scapula, and dorsal surface of the ribs. The shoulder complex is the most
mobile of any joint in the human body. This multiplanar joint has increased ROM and
relative laxity that can lead to multiple injuries.
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Figure 21.1 Glenohumeral joint.
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Figure 21.2 Acromioclavicular joint.
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Figure 21.3 Sternoclavicular joint.
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Figure 21.4 Scapulothoracic joint.

 

This mobility of the shoulder complex allows for the use of the arm in large ranges and
in all planes of movement. The stability of the shoulder complex is provided by multiple
ligaments. The different portions of the capsule itself restrain the humeral head in various
ranges. Due to the complex nature of the multiple articulations in the shoulder complex,
these ligaments are also necessary for providing stabilization (figure 21.5). The
glenohumeral ligaments provide stability at different points in humeral abduction, with the
superior elements restraining external rotation and extension with the humerus in 0° of
abduction, the middle ligaments restraining external rotation and abduction at
approximately 45° of abduction, and the anteroinferior band resisting external rotation at
90° of abduction.5
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Figure 21.5 Glenohumeral capsular ligaments.

 

The glenohumeral ligaments blend into the labrum, the fibrous cartilage on the
periphery of the glenoid surface. The labrum functionally acts as a passive stability
component to the glenohumeral joint by increasing the glenoid depth by 75% vertically
and 50% horizontally. The long head of the biceps is a significant muscle attachment to the
labrum that may offer a dynamic level of stability to the labrum and anterior aspect of the
glenohumeral joint. This also means that the labrum needs to be a stable anchor for the
long head of the biceps.6

Dynamic stability is produced by the force coupling of the rotator cuff and deltoid, as
well as by force couples with the periscapular muscles. The rotator cuff works to maintain
centricity of the humeral head in the glenoid, while the deltoid contracts to produce an
abduction movement (figure 21.6). To achieve full shoulder elevation, the scapula needs to
upwardly rotate. This is done with the force couple produced by the serratus anterior,
upper trapezius, and lower trapezius. Additionally, contraction of the rotator cuff muscles
(figure 21.7) provides a compressive force to the glenohumeral joint and applies tension to
the capsule and ligaments to enhance passive stability as well. The scapular muscles (figure
21.8) also stabilize the scapula against the rib cage.
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Figure 21.6 Shoulder abduction movement.
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Figure 21.7 Rotator cuff muscles.
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Figure 21.8 Scapular muscles.

 

The acromioclavicular (AC) joint forms the roof of the shoulder joint. While the
glenohumeral joint exhibits the most motion in the shoulder girdle, the AC joint and
clavicular motion move normally to contribute to shoulder girdle stability and prevent
impingement during overhead motion. The clavicle must rotate posteriorly and the AC
joint must tip posteriorly, along with the scapular posterior tilt and upward rotation that
occur.7Another consideration in the AC joint is the shape of the acromion. The acromion
is often described as being type I (flat), II (smooth curve), or III acromion (anterior hook).8

The type of acromion a client has may dictate how much subacromial space is available,
and thus may be associated with subacromial impingement. The sternoclavicular (SC) joint
connects the shoulder girdle to the rib cage through the manubrium. The SC joint is a
saddle joint, and it has a stable ligamentous system and inherent bony stability, seemingly
for the important vascular structures in its proximity. The SC joint moves into elevation
and depression, as well as protraction and retraction, all of which are necessary for full
shoulder girdle movement.

The scapulothoracic (ST) joint is a pseudojoint, not a true synovial joint. The ST joint
is considered the articulation of the scapula on the thorax and is controlled proximally by
the various scapular muscles that attach to it and distally by the AC joint. Proper and
efficient motion is thought to be necessary for preventing impingement. This idea is
discussed further later in this chapter.
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Client Interview

This interview is typically the first encounter the clinician has with the client. As
previously discussed in chapter 5, this component of the examination can provide the
clinician with a significant amount of information relevant to the probability of the client’s
presenting diagnosis. For purposes of this text, the interview is described relative to each
body part or section, but it generally includes subjective reports by the client, as well as
findings from their outcome measures. Additionally included in this section is radiographic
imaging. While clinicians should avoid biasing their examination by interpreting findings
of radiographic imaging prior to seeing clients (in most cases without concerns for red flags
and major medical-related issues), this point in the examination is most likely where
clinicians will encounter radiographic imaging. Moreover, in some instances, clinicians
must interpret radiographic imaging early in the examination to rule out serious pathology
prior to continuing on with other components of the examination sequence.

Subjective

Clinicians interview clients for a detailed background regarding the onset and nature of
their concordant pain and chief complaint. They should encourage clients to specify any
areas of pain in the shoulder girdle, along with any associated neck or arm pain. Clinicians
must be able to differentially diagnose shoulder pain from cervical spine dysfunction.
Clinicians should query for hand dominance, location and severity of symptoms, and the
mechanism of injury. Specifically, a history of trauma versus insidious onset of symptoms
may assist the clinician in identifying a traumatic tear versus a degenerative process,
respectively. In a cohort by Wofford and colleagues, approximately one-third of clients
presenting to a primary care office for shoulder pain had injury related to a traumatic
event.1 Additionally, an insidious onset may require the clinician to screen adjacent
anatomical areas for possible sources of referred pain to the shoulder.

Clinicians must recognize prognostic factors that are obtained in the client history. For
example, gradual onset of pain, longer duration of symptoms (>3 months), and higher pain
rating scores are associated with poorer outcomes. The presence of psychosocial stressors
has also been negatively correlated with outcomes.9 Age and the presence of night pain are
associated with the presence of rotator cuff tears.10

A history of trauma in combination with complaints of popping, clicking, or catching
may be associated with a SLAP (superior labrum, anterior to posterior) tear, but this
hypothesis is strengthened further by clinical examination.11 Reports of trauma and
apprehension may be associated with glenohumeral instability. Instability may also be
indicated in a client who reports a history of multiple spontaneous or volitional
subluxations and relocations. Trauma may also cause a rotator cuff tear, most commonly in
men in their mid-50s.12
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The type and nature of pain should always be assessed. Many shoulder pathologies may
have similar pain presentations. For example, biceps tendinopathy clients often complain of
anterior shoulder pain or pain with reaching or lifting, similar to the complaint of clients
with subacromial impingement syndrome.13 Clients with several different pathologies may
complain of a pain with nonspecific location in the shoulder. While clients with both
rotator cuff tear (RCT) and labral injury have been described to have vague shoulder pain,
those with RCT often state that pain is the most common complaint and that it leads to a
reduction in their shoulder strength (pain inhibition) and functional impairment,14

whereas clients with labral tear are more likely to have complaints of clicking, catching,
locking, or popping in the shoulder despite the nonspecific daily activities.15, 16 These
clients are likely unable to perform activities related to high-level sports.16 Clients with
adhesive capsulitis likely have activity limitations along with their nonspecific pain. Activity
limitations include pain during sleep, pain and difficulty with grooming and dressing, and
pain with reaching activities.17

Not all shoulder pain is nonspecific in nature. Clients with AC joint pathologies
typically complain of pain on the top of the shoulder near the AC joint. The distribution of
pain can be into the trapezius or anterior shoulder, but it is typically local to the AC
joint.18 These clients may also report a history of direct trauma to the AC joint or repetitive
activity that overloads the AC joint (e.g., push-ups).18

Subjective history related to scapular dyskinesis is not well defined because the
dyskinesis itself has been found in both symptomatic and asymptomatic people.19

Symptom report for the client with instability may also be variable. These may range from
generalized shoulder pain to reports of multiple dislocations or episodes of joint
instability.20

As in all areas of the body, the clinician should query the client for a description of their
typical function and any repetitive activities that may be contributing to the client’s
symptoms. Clients who utilize their upper extremity for repetitive lifting and reaching
should describe the nature of their employment and any recreational activity that requires
lifting and reaching. If there is no specific mechanism of injury, the clinician needs to
consider systemic areas that can refer pain to the shoulder such as the cardiovascular system,
the lungs, intra-abdominal organs, and diaphragm. Clinicians should also explore any
possible neurological symptoms that may be referred from the cervical spine or indicative of
other central or peripheral nerve lesions. This is discussed further in the Triage and
Screening section of this chapter.

Outcome Measures

As with other areas of the body, several outcome measures have been utilized for
shoulder dysfunction. While some outcome measures are specifically for a particular
pathology or condition, others have a broader focus.

A systematic review investigated the quality and content of the psychometric evidence
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relating to four shoulder disability scales: the Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder, and Hand
(DASH) questionnaire, the Shoulder Pain and Disability Index (SPADI), the American
Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons (ASES) score, and the Simple Shoulder Test (SST). Most
studies suggested that all four questionnaires have excellent reliability (intraclass correlation
coefficient [ICC] ≥ 0.90). The four questionnaires are strongly correlated (r > 0.70) with
each other and with a number of similar indices, and the questionnaires were able to
differentiate between different populations and disability levels. The psychometric
properties of the ASES, DASH, and SPADI were shown to be acceptable for clinical use.
Conversely, some properties of the SST still need be evaluated, particularly the absolute
errors of measurement.21

A more recent critical appraisal of the literature investigated several questionnaires for
their development process, validity, reliability, responsiveness, and clinical application.22

Five common shoulder client-based scores were identified: DASH, Oxford Shoulder Score
(OSS), Shoulder Disability Questionnaire (SDQ-UK), SPADI, and the Shoulder Rating
Questionnaire (SRQ). Based on this critical appraisal, the authors stated that the DASH
received the best ratings for its clinimetric properties, followed by the OSS.22

The ASES, DASH, SPADI, and SST have been studied the most regarding
psychometric properties. The DASH, ASES, or SPADI are currently recommended to be
used prior to and after interventions, particularly for clients with adhesive capsulitis.17

While several outcomes measures have been proposed for shoulder instability, the
Western Ontario Shoulder Instability (WOSI) index has been validated the most in the
literature, and has been correlated with DASH scores.23 The Western Ontario
Osteoarthritis of the Shoulder (WOOS) index has been validated as an outcomes measure
for clients with primary osteoarthritis in the shoulder; it relates to clients’ symptoms,
recreation and work, lifestyle, and emotions.24

As with other areas in orthopedic examination, patient-specific functional scale (PSFS)
is a measure of clients’ specific functional tasks that are measurable and repeatable. The
global rating of change (GROC) is also a measure that can be used for multiple areas in
orthopedic examination to measure clients’ perception of the change in status of their pain
or disability.

Diagnostic Imaging

Diagnostic imaging may be necessary for clients presenting with shoulder pain or
dysfunction. Table 21.1 indicates the sensitivity and specificity of the various imaging
modalities. Sensitivity and specificity values are provided and categorized based on a given
shoulder pathology. The imaging modalities included are radiographs, magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), magnetic resonance arthrography (MRA), computed tomography
arthrography (CTA), and ultrasonography (US).
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Radiographs

A conventional anteroposterior radiograph cannot provide any predictive information
on the clinical status of the client.36 The most common views that are examined for
shoulder radiographs are anteroposterior (AP; figure 21.9a) and axial views (figure 21.9b).
AP views may be done with the client’s humerus prepositioned into either internal or
external rotation to view different aspects of the humeral head, or with the client’s arm
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holding a weight in their hand to assess for gapping of the AC joint (figure 21.9c). The
axillary view allows for visualization of the bony position of the humerus, superior scapula,
and the acromion and distal clavicle as they form the AC joint. Other views are available,
such as the Stryker AP (humerus positioned in 90° of both aB and ER) view, which may
indicate a Hill-Sachs lesion associated with glenohumeral instability.37
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Figure 21.9 Shoulder radiographs: (a) anterior to posterior, (b) axial view, and (c) AP
weight-bearing view of AC joint separation.

© MedPix

 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

In a systematic review, the accuracy for detection of full-thickness tears was found to be
equally diagnostic for MRI compared to MRA (figure 21.10) in some studies, and MRA
was found to be better at identifying partial-thickness tears overall. Other studies found
MRA to perform better than MRI for all outcomes.26 For detection of partial tears,
although the accuracy was low, MRI was more accurate than ultrasound in both studies.26
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Figure 21.10 Supraspinatus tear shown in an MRI (left) and MRA (right).

© MedPix

 

For shoulder impingement syndrome and rotator cuff tears, MRI and US have a
comparable accuracy for detection of full-thickness rotator cuff tears. MRA and US might
be more accurate for the detection of partial-thickness tears than MRI. Given the large
difference in the cost of MR and US, ultrasound may be the most cost-effective diagnostic
method for identification of full-thickness tears in a specialist hospital setting (Evidence
level 3).

Both MRA and CTA are effective methods for the detection of labrum tears. More
recently, multidetector CTA has offered the advantages of thinner slices than with MRA in
a shorter examination time. Still, MRA has the advantage over CTA to directly visualize the
affected structures with a better evaluation of extent and location and to detect associated
capsuloligamentous injuries.38

It has been suggested that SLAP tears (figure 21.11) are often incorrectly diagnosed
based on MRI evaluation, with MRI providing a high level of sensitivity and low level of
specificity. On the basis of the results of this study, conventional MRI is not a suitable test
for accurately evaluating the biceps labral complex for the presence of a SLAP tear.34
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Figure 21.11 MRA: glenoid labrum SLAP tear.

© MedPix

 

Pain relief with intra-articular injection to the AC joint was significantly related to
capsular hypertrophy identified on MRI. The SN in diagnosing a successful injection
(range, 9–82%) was highest for caudal osteophytes (82%) and capsular hypertrophy (73%).
The specificity (range, 51–97%) was highest for subchondral cysts (97%), subchondral
bone marrow edema (95%), and joint effusion (92%). MRI findings have a reasonable SN
and a high SP in predicting relevant short-term pain relief after intra-articular injection.39

Computed Tomography

As has been mentioned in the MRI section, CT is a useful diagnostic modality in
diagnosing labral pathology.38 It is also useful in appreciating details of the bony anatomy,
particularly in examples where trauma may cause a fracture that is not readily seen on
standard radiographs. CT also has the benefit of generating three-dimensional
reconstruction of the shoulder for diagnosis and operative planning.37 CTA also offers
diagnostic capabilities for RCTs, since it has SN of 89 and SP of 98. While MRA had
better SN and SP (100 and 94, respectively), the reported values of CTA suggest that it is
an alternative to MRA.30

Diagnostic Ultrasound

Diagnostic ultrasound (US) has demonstrated strong SN and SP values in screening
and diagnosing RCTs. Diagnostic US may provide less utility in diagnosing other
subacromial disorders such as bursitis and tendinopathy.25, 26 Regarding RCTs, US may be
as effective as MRI in diagnosing any RCTs in cohorts of clients with suspected RCT
pathology who are being evaluated for surgical intervention. Both MRI and US exhibit
lower sensitivity in ruling out partial-thickness tears.40 The effectiveness of US as a
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diagnostic or screening modality may be dependent on the experience of the clinician.37

Review of Systems

Refer to chapter 6 (Triage and Differential Diagnosis) for details on review of systems
relevant to the shoulder.
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Observation

The client with shoulder pain with active ROM will likely have guarded posturing of
the involved shoulder, including limited upper extremity swing during gait. The client may
hold the involved upper extremity in an internally rotated, adducted position, with the
forearm held against the abdomen. The clinician can determine the client’s willingness to
move and use the shoulder early in the examination process when they introduce
themselves to the client. A client with a highly irritated right shoulder is less likely to shake
the clinician’s hand during the introduction than a client with a low or moderately irritated
shoulder.

Forward head, rounded shoulder posture (FHRSP) has been associated with decreased
subacromial space. FHRSP is also associated with increased thoracic kyphosis, altered
scapular muscle activity, and altered mechanics and scapular position in clients with
shoulder pain from impingement and rotator cuff disease. However, asymptomatic clients
with FHRSP also exhibit alterations in muscle activity with increased anterior tilt and
limitations in upward rotation with shoulder elevation, suggesting that the posture is as
much of a cause of altered mechanics as the pain may be.41

Static postural assessment is often implored because components of posture such as
increased kyphosis or FHRSP are thought to be associated with a lack of shoulder elevation.
However, static postural assessment is not consistently indicative of ability to move in
clients with SAIS because clients may be able to move themselves out of the less-than-ideal
postures.42 Similarly, clinicians will commonly query the client for hand dominance. From
an observational standpoint, hand dominance may be associated with a depressed scapula.
This apparent asymmetry may not be indicative of dysfunction.43
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Triage and Screening

Triage and screening is a necessary component of the examination process that should
be done prior to continuing with the examination. As with all specific body part
examinations, at this point the clinician must decide whether or not to continue with the
examination. Specifically, they should determine whether to continue examining the client
or refer them to a physician. Ruling out serious pathology (refer to chapter 6, Triage and
Differential Diagnosis) and pain generation from other related (or close-proximity)
structures helps the clinician more accurately determine the necessity of continuing with
the other examination components to identify the actual source of the client’s pain.
Additionally, implementing strong screening tests (tests of high SN and low –LR) at this
point in the examination is suggested for narrowing down the competing diagnoses of the
respective body region (cervical spine and elbow joint in this case) when this is applicable.

Ruling Out Serious Pathology: Red Flags

Signs, symptoms, and conditions that must be screened relevant to the shoulder include
constant, progressive nonmechanical pain; history of drug abuse, cancer, or HIV; weight
loss of 10% body mass or more in a time period of 10 to 21 days; violent trauma;
widespread neurological signs and symptoms; a soft-tissue mass on clinical examination;
acute coronary syndrome; and the suspected presence of a shoulder fracture.

Several prediction rules are applicable to acute coronary syndrome (see chapter 6 for
greater detail). Twenty of these studies have been derived, while 10 have been validated at
least one time.44 The study with the strongest SN (98) and lowest false negative rate (<2%)
was performed by Selker and colleagues.45 This was a time-insensitive predictive instrument
utilizing electrocardiography as a gold standard. The predictor variables included the
presence of the following:

Chest pain
Shortness of breath
Upper abdominal pain or dizziness
Men > 30 years and women > 40 years of age

All other remaining prediction rules had SN of <95% in follow-up validation studies.44

Tests for fractures and serious pathology from trauma include the olecranon-manubrium
percussion test and bony apprehension test.

Olecranon-Manubrium Percussion Test
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Figure 21.12

 

The olecranon-manubrium percussion test is a useful clinical examination assessment
for shoulder trauma.46

  

Client Position

Sitting with upper extremities crossed and the upper extremity to be assessed supported
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of and facing the client
 

Movement

The clinician places a stethoscope over the manubrium. The clinician then taps the
olecranon of the upper extremity to be assessed (left as shown).
 

Assessment

A normal response or negative test is a crisp sound equal to the sound elicited on the
noninvolved upper extremity. A (+) test is a lack of crisp sound equal to the noninvolved
upper extremity.
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Statistics

SN 84 (76-95), SP 99 (87-100), +LR 84, −LR 0.3, QUADAS 12, in a prospective
study of 96 clients (age, gender and mean duration of symptoms not reported [NR]),
using shoulder trauma with radiography as a reference standard.46

This test provided useful clinical utility for anterior shoulder dislocations, clavicle
fractures, and humerus fractures, but it was not clinically useful for AC joint
abnormalities.
A similar type of testing (using a stethoscope and tuning fork on opposite sides of a
suspected fracture or stress fracture) has been implemented for multiple locations; the
one most appropriately related to the shoulder was the clavicle and humerus.47

 

Bony Apprehension Test
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Figure 21.13

 

  

Client Position

Seated or standing
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client
 

Movement

The clinician grasps the client’s forearm (with the elbow flexed to 90°) to be assessed
with one hand (left as shown) and stabilizes the humerus/elbow and shoulder girdle with
the other hand (right as shown). The clinician abducts and externally rotates the arm to
≤45°.
 

Assessment

A (+) test for anterior instability due to a bony lesion is the client demonstrating or
stating apprehension during the test.
 

Statistics
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SN 94 (NR), SP 84 (NR), +LR 5.9, −LR 0.07, QUADAS 9, in 29 consecutive clients
(average age 24 years, 7 female, mean duration symptoms NR) with symptomatic
shoulder instability, and using arthroscopy as a reference standard.48

Bony lesion: SN 100 (NR), SP 86 (NR), +LR 7.1, −LR 0.0, QUADAS 9, for 8 cases
of bony lesions that were positive and 3 of the soft-tissue lesions. Compared to
preoperative radiographs: SN 50, SP 100, +LR Inf, −LR 0.5.48

This test had a higher SN than plain radiographs for osseous lesions.48

 

Ruling Out Pain Generation From Other Related Structures

As with all joints, screening the joints above and below for potential contribution to
pain generation should be employed. Ruling out the cervical spine is of particular
importance due not only to its close proximity to the shoulder but also to its potential for
referral into the shoulder and entire upper extremity.

Rule Out Cervical Spine

Suspicion of cervical instability or cervical artery dysfunction should be addressed as
discussed in chapter 17 (Cervical Spine) prior to proceeding with the examination. The
upper quarter screen will determine cervical spine ROM and the potential for the cervical
spine as a pain generator to the client’s complaints of shoulder pain. Additionally,
assessment of pain generation due to radiculopathy or discogenic-related pathology can be
ruled out with a combination of Spurling’s test and the upper limb neurodynamic test
(median nerve bias):

Spurling’s test: SN 93 (77-99), SP 95 (76-100), +LR 19.6, −LR 0.07, QUADAS 949

Median nerve upper limb neurodynamic test: SN 97 (90-100), SP 22 (12-33), +LR
1.3, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 1050

Arm squeeze test (described for cervical nerve root compression): SN 95 (85-99), SP
96 (87-99), +LR 24, −LR 0.05, QUADAS 851

As noted in chapter 17 (Cervical Spine), facet joint dysfunction can be ruled in with
reproduction of concordant pain with posterior-anterior spinal joint-play assessment or
facet joint block.

Rule Out Elbow Joint

The elbow joint should be incorporated into the triage as discussed in chapter 22
(Elbow) prior to proceeding with the examination. This is particularly true for clients who
have sustained trauma, such as a fall on an outstretched hand. ROM of the elbow may
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indicate its contribution to pain generation in the upper arm. ROM may also help to rule
out the presence of a fracture as is indicated in the following sensitive tests for the elbow.

Fracture

Elbow extension test
SN 97 (85-100), SP 69 (57-80), +LR 3.1, −LR 0.04, QUADAS 1052

SN 100, SP 100, +LR Inf, −LR 0, QUADAS 1153

Overall active range of motion (AROM)
SN 100 (93-100), SP 97 (88-100), +LR 33, −LR 0, QUADAS 1153

Overall AROM and tenderness to palpation
SN 100 (93-100), SP 67 (53-78), +LR 3, −LR 0, QUADAS 1153

Additionally, as with any joint, clearing AROM with or without overpressure is
necessary. AROM of all motions as per the upper quarter screen described in chapter 7
should be implemented. In order to fully clear the cervical spine, full AROM (with
overpressure if pain-free) must be present.

Sensitive Tests: Shoulder

The shoulder joint is incorporated into any upper quarter triage. Many clinical
examination tests are described for various pathologies of the shoulder girdle. However,
there is a paucity of clinical tests that have strong SN and (–) LR values to help rule out
shoulder pathologies this early in the examination. Appropriate screening clinical exam
findings are described in the following section.

Fracture

The clinician should perform the olecranon-manubrium and bony apprehension tests
as described earlier.

Impingement

Hawkins-Kennedy test
Pooled analysis: SN 74 (57-85), SP 57 (46-67), +LR 1.7, −LR 0.5, in six
studies with 1,029 clients54

Pooled analysis: SN 80 (72-86), SP 56 (45-67), +LR 1.84, −LR 0.35, in seven
studies with 944 clients55

Additionally, as with any joint, clearing AROM with and without overpressure is
necessary. In order to fully clear the shoulder joint, full AROM (with overpressure if pain-
free) must be present. Detail in this regard is described in the following section.
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Motion Tests

Motion at the shoulder is complex due to the multiple joints involved. Glenohumeral
motion in the open kinetic chain involves a convex surface (humeral head) moving on a
relatively stationary concave glenoid. Therefore, the proposed roll and glide will be in
opposite directions except for flexion and extension, which are described as the axis of
rotation spinning the humeral head around a point in the glenoid (figure 21.14).
Abduction, for example, would involve a superior roll and inferior glide of the humeral
head on the glenoid. Based on these mechanics and the shape of the joints that make up the
shoulder girdle, theoretical capsular patterns, closed pack and resting positions have been
described (indicated in table 21.2). Table 21.2 also describes typical ROM values for each
motion and suspected normal end-feels of each motion.
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Figure 21.14 Glenohumeral joint flexion in the sagittal plane.
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While the convex–concave rule and construct provide a theoretical basis with which to
visualize the glenohumeral arthrokinematics, the clinician must recognize that evidence
indicates more variability in arthrokinematics than this construct would suggest. This
variability is seen in both asymptomatic clients and in those with dysfunction.56, 57

Similarly, the theoretical capsular pattern described for the glenohumeral joint does not
have concrete evidence, with no specific pattern evident in clients with capsular
dysfunction. Clinicians may instead observe limitation in all planes of glenohumeral
motion with a capsular dysfunction (such as adhesive capsulitis), with a restriction into one
plane possibly suggesting a dysfunction in only one portion of the capsule (the posterior
capsule restricting internal rotation, for example).58, 59

The clinician is reminded of the relationship of movement between the glenohumeral
and scapulothoracic joints. Scapulohumeral rhythm states that for every 2° of glenohumeral
abduction or flexion, there is a corresponding 1° of upward rotation occurring at the
scapulothoracic joint. Therefore, for every 3° of shoulder elevation, two-thirds of the
motion comes from the humerus and one-third comes from the scapula.

The sternoclavicular joint is a saddle joint where elevation and depression motions
involve a convex medial clavicle moving on a concave sternum (figure 21.15). Therefore,
when assessing medial clavicular inferior glide, the clinician is assessing for sternoclavicular
joint elevation. Protraction and retraction, on the other hand, occur in the transverse plane,
in which the concave medial end of the clavicle glides on the convex sternum.
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Figure 21.15 Arthrokinematics of sternoclavicular elevation.

 

Passive and Active ROMs

Shoulder ROM measurements with a standard goniometer demonstrate good to
excellent reliability (ICC: 0.80–0.99).61 Measures of PROM for external rotation in clients
with adhesive capsulitis has shown excellent reliability (ICC: 0.98–0.99).62

Shoulder Flexion

Client Position

Supine with knees flexed to flatten lumbar spine, arms at side
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the lateral aspect of the greater tubercle, with
the proximal arm aligned parallel to the midaxillary line of the thorax and the distal arm
aligned with the lateral midline of humerus, using the lateral epicondyle for reference.
 

Movement
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The clinician stabilizes the client’s scapula primarily via their weight on the table. The
clinician passively lifts the client’s arm overhead, maintaining the extremity in neutral
abduction or adduction. End ROM of glenohumeral flexion occurs when resistance to
further motion is felt or compensation of trunk movement is noted. The clinician can also
monitor for excessive scapular motion. End-feel is firm due to soft-tissue restraints. This
motion can be performed similarly actively by the client (without assistance from the
clinician). Active range of motion should be performed prior to PROM to determine the
client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Shoulder Extension

Client Position

Prone with head rotated to the other side, arm relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the lateral aspect of the greater tubercle and
aligns the proximal arm parallel to the midaxillary line of the thorax and the distal arm with
the lateral midline of the humerus, using the lateral epicondyle for reference.
 

Movement

The clinician’s proximal hand stabilizes the ipsilateral scapula if necessary. The clinician
passively moves the arm to be assessed to end range extension, with firm end-feel due to
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soft-tissue restraints. The elbow can be bent if necessary. This motion can be performed
similarly actively by the client (without assistance from the clinician). Active range of
motion should be performed prior to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move
and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Shoulder Internal Rotation

Client Position

Supine with arm to be assessed in 90° abduction. The forearm is perpendicular to the
table (elbow 90° flexion) and is in neutral supination or pronation. The full length of the
upper arm is placed on the table, with a pad under it to keep the humerus level with the
acromion.
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the olecranon process and aligns the proximal
arm perpendicular to or parallel with the floor and the distal arm with the midline of the
ulna (ulnar styloid for reference).
 

Movement

The clinician’s proximal hand stabilizes the proximal humerus or distal clavicle. The
clinician, purchasing the client’s wrist, passively moves the arm to be assessed to end range
internal rotation, with firm end-feel due to soft-tissue restraints. The clinician must
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monitor for shoulder girdle elevation. This motion can be performed similarly actively by
the client (without assistance from the clinician). Active range of motion should be
performed prior to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Shoulder External Rotation

Client Position

The client is supine, with the arm to be assessed in 90° abduction. The forearm is
perpendicular to the table (elbow 90° flexion) and in neutral supination or pronation. The
full length of the upper arm is placed on the table with a pad under it to keep the humerus
level with the acromion.
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the olecranon process and aligns the proximal
arm perpendicular to or parallel with the floor and the distal arm with the midline of the
ulna (ulnar styloid for reference).
 

Movement

The clinician’s proximal hand stabilizes the proximal humerus or distal clavicle. The
clinician, purchasing the client’s wrist, passively moves the arm to be assessed to end range
external rotation, with firm end-feel due to soft-tissue restraints. The clinician must
monitor for shoulder girdle elevation. This motion can be performed similarly actively by
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the client (without assistance from the clinician). Active range of motion should be
performed prior to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Shoulder Abduction

Client Position

Supine with arm relaxed at side
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the ipsilateral anterior aspect of the acromion
process and aligns the proximal arm so that it is parallel to the midline of the anterior
aspect of sternum and the distal arm with the anterior midline of humerus (mid elbow as a
reference).
 

Movement

The clinician’s proximal hand stabilizes the trunk when passively assessing the ROM.
The clinician’s other hand grasps the client’s wrist and moves the arm to end range
abduction (normal end-feel is firm owing to soft tissue stretch). This motion can be
performed similarly actively by the client (without assistance from the clinician). Active
range of motion should be performed prior to PROM to determine the client’s willingness
to move and so on.
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Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Passive Accessories

Passive accessories are meant to evaluate the inert structures of the joint being assessed.
The clinician will impart a force to replicate the proposed normal glides of the joints in the
shoulder. Assessment of the client’s response to the glide (i.e., report of concordant pain,
relief of pain) during the glide is considered a significant finding. The clinician should also
attempt to assess the mobility by detecting any obvious hypomobility or hypermobility by
comparing it to that of the asymptomatic side. The following section describes passive
accessory assessment for all components of the shoulder complex.

Glenohumeral Joint Inferior Glide
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Figure 21.16

 

 

Client Position

Supine
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s arm to be tested
 

Stabilization

The clinician uses the hand farthest from the shoulder (right as shown) to hold the arm
against their trunk. The scapula is stabilized by the client’s lying on the plinth.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician purchases the client’s proximal humerus as close to the joint as possible,
with the assessing arm (left as shown) locked at the clinician’s side. They apply assessing
force via their entire body. The clinician uses their assessing hand to glide the proximal
humerus inferior and slightly lateral along the plane of the joint.
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Glenohumeral Joint Anterior Glide
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Figure 21.17

 

 

Client Position

Prone
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the supine client’s arm to be tested
 

Stabilization

The clinician uses the hand farthest from the shoulder (right as shown) to hold their
arm. The scapula is stabilized by the client’s lying on the plinth.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician uses the assessing hand (left as shown) to purchase the proximal humerus
as close to the joint as possible, applying primary force from the web space between the
thumb and index finger. The clinician uses the assessing hand to glide the humerus in a
posterior to anterior–medial direction along the plane of the joint.
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Glenohumeral Joint Posterior Glide
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Figure 21.18

 

  

Client Position

Supine
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the supine client’s arm to be tested
 

Stabilization

The clinician uses the hand farthest from the shoulder (right as shown) to stabilize the
client’s arm between their arm and the side of their body.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician uses the assessing hand (left as shown) to purchase the proximal humerus
such that the primary force is coming from the web space between the thumb and index
finger. The clinician uses the assessing hand to glide the humerus in a posterior to
posterior–lateral direction along the plane of the joint.
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Critical Clinical Pearls

When performing assessment of accessory glides, keep the following in mind:

The clinician may need to accommodate their direction of force based on their
client’s posture. For example, a clinician may have to produce a more posterior–
lateral glide (versus mostly posterior glide) on a client with significantly rounded
shoulders who is lying supine.
In a client with low irritability, the clinician should consider producing glides at the
point of restriction or concordant symptoms.
The clinician is reminded that the concave–convex rule is inconsistent in clinical
scenarios and that consistent assessment and reassessment of the effect of manual
therapy should guide them in the optimal direction of gliding for treatment purposes.

 

Sternoclavicular Joint Posterior Glide
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Figure 21.19

 

 

Client Position

Supine
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client’s arm to be tested
 

Stabilization

The client’s body resting on the table serves as a stabilizing force.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician should use both thumbs to purchase the anterior sternal end of the
clavicle, approximately 3 cm from the medial end. Using thumb-over-thumb purchase, the
clinician glides the clavicle at the purchase site directly posterior and along the plane of the
joint.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
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feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Sternoclavicular Joint Anterior Glide
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Figure 21.20

 

 

Client Position

Supine
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client’s arm to be tested
 

Stabilization

The client’s body resting on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (right as shown) holds the sternum.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician uses the mobilizing hand (left as shown) to purchase around the posterior
surface of the clavicle with their fingers. The clinician uses their fingers to glide the clavicle
anteriorly along plane of the joint.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
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feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Sternoclavicular Joint Superior Glide
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Figure 21.21

 

 

Client Position

Supine
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client’s arm to be tested
 

Stabilization

The client’s body resting on the table serves as a stabilizing force.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

Both thumbs purchase the inferior sternal end of clavicle approximately 3 cm from the
medial (sternal) end. The clinician uses both thumbs (thumb-over-thumb purchase) to
glide the clavicle superior and medial along the plane of the joint.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
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end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Sternoclavicular Joint Inferior Glide
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Figure 21.22

 

 

Client Position

Supine
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client’s arm to be tested
 

Stabilization

The client’s body resting on the table serves as a stabilizing force.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

Both thumbs purchase the superior sternal end of the clavicle approximately 3 cm from
the medial end. The clinician uses both thumbs (thumb-over-thumb purchase) to glide the
clavicle inferior and lateral along the plane of the joint.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
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end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Acromioclavicular Joint Posterior Glide
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Figure 21.23

 

 

Client Position

Supine
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client’s arm to be tested
 

Stabilization

The client’s body resting on the table serves as a stabilizing force.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

Both thumbs purchase the anterior surface of the lateral (acromial) end of the clavicle at
the joint. The clinician uses both thumbs (thumb-over-thumb purchase) to glide the distal
clavicle posteriorly along the plane of the joint.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
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end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Acromioclavicular Joint Anterior Glide
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Figure 21.24

 

 

Client Position

Supine
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client’s arm to be tested
 

Stabilization

The client’s body resting on the table serves as a stabilizing force.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

Both thumbs purchase the posterior surface of the lateral end of the clavicle at the joint.
The clinician uses both thumbs (thumb-over-thumb purchase) to glide the distal clavicle
anteriorly along the plane of the joint.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Restricted joint mobility or end-feel and/or reproduction of concordant pain suggest
potential dysfunction.
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Scapulothoracic Joint Glides
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Figure 21.25

 

 

Client Position

Side lying
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of the client
 

Stabilization, Movement, and Direction of Force

The clinician places one hand (left as shown) over the acromion and uses the other
hand (right as shown) to purchase the inferior border of the scapula. Both hands perform
the glides. The clinician uses both hands to glide the scapula in the direction to be assessed
(described in the following list).

Distraction: Fingertips from both hands purchase the medial border of the scapula
and distract it posteriorly (away) from rib cage.
Medial glide: Both hands glide the scapula toward the spine.
Lateral glide: Both hands glide the scapula away from the spine.
Inferior glide: Both hands glide the scapula inferiorly toward the iliac crest.
Superior glide: Both hands glide the scapula superiorly toward the head.

 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility or
end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Flexibility

Muscle length may be a component of an initial examination in the shoulder or may be
completed at subsequent follow-up visits in managing a client with shoulder pain,
depending on the priority of other impairment findings during the clinical exam.64 Table
21.3 describes common muscles that can contribute to altered mechanics of the shoulder
girdle if flexibility impairments exist. Illustrations and descriptions of the flexibility
assessment are provided as follows.
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Posterior Shoulder Tightness
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Figure 21.26

 

 

Client Position

Side lying with the side to be tested on top and the head and trunk in a neutral position
 

Clinician Position

Standing in front of the client and supporting the testing arm with one hand while
concurrently blocking the lateral border of the scapula
 

Movement

The clinician maintains the client’s testing arm in neutral rotation and brings the arm
to 90° of abduction. While maintaining neutral rotation by supporting the distal humerus,
the clinician passively lowers the testing arm into horizontal adduction. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (right as shown) maintains pressure along the scapular border for the
duration of the test. Of note, some studies describe this assessment performing the same
movement while maintaining the client’s elbow in full extension. Otherwise, the assessment
is performed as described here.
 

Assessment

The clinician measures the angle of horizontal adduction relative to the horizontal
plane. The client’s end range is determined as either the point in the ROM where terminal
horizontal adduction is reached or where the client’s arm starts to internally rotate. The
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posterior shoulder is considered restricted if the client’s arm is unable to drop below a 0°
point relative to the horizontal plane.
 

Statistics

There are no known normative data for this flexibility measure. One study indicates
good intrarater reliability (0.79) in a sample of clients with postoperative ROM
impairments. A clinically significant change in this population was found to be 8°.
 

Pectoralis Major Assessment
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Figure 21.27

 

 

Client Position

Supine with hands clasped behind their head
 

Clinician Position

Standing (or sitting) directly to the side to be assessed
 

Movement

Keeping the cervical spine in neutral, the client is instructed to let the elbows move
toward the table while keeping the lumbar spine flat.
 

Assessment

Using a tape measure, the clinician measures the distance between the olecranon
process of the humerus and the table surface.
 

Statistics

There are no known normative data for this flexibility measure.
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Pectoralis Minor Assessment
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Figure 21.28

 

 

Client Position

Supine with arms resting in anatomical position, with the legs and lumbar spine flat
against the evaluating surface
 

Clinician Position

At the head of the examination table and either sitting or kneeling to visualize the
superior shoulder girdle
 

Movement

The client relaxes their shoulders to a resting position.
 

Assessment

The clinician measures the distance from the posterior aspect of the acromion to the
examination table.
 

Statistics

There are no known normative data for this flexibility measure.
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Triceps Assessment
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Figure 21.29

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the shoulder and elbow at end range flexion, and the forearm in full
supination
 

Clinician Position

Standing alongside or behind the client, depending on the best view of the client’s arm
 

Movement

The clinician flexes the client’s elbow to the end range while maintaining the arm in
shoulder flexion.
 

Assessment

The clinician measures the angle of elbow flexion with a goniometer using the axis at
the lateral epicondyle, with the arms of the goniometer along the humerus proximally and
along the forearm distally.
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Statistics

There are no known normative data for this flexibility measure.
 

Biceps Assessment
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Figure 21.30

 

 

Client Position

Supine and lying close to the edge of the examination table
 

Clinician Position

Siting or kneeling alongside the client
 

Movement

The clinician brings the client’s arm off the table to allow shoulder and elbow
extension, along with forearm pronation.
 

Assessment

The clinician centers a goniometer with the axis of rotation in the glenohumeral joint.
The measurement arm of the goniometer is along the midline of the humeral shaft while
the stable arm of the goniometer is either perpendicular or parallel to the thorax.
 

Statistics

There are no known normative data for this flexibility measure.
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Critical Clinical Pearls

Glenohumeral internal rotation deficit (GIRD) is not described as a flexibility
assessment previously. When assessing for GIRD, keep the following in mind:

This assessment should be a normal part of the motion assessment.
The acromion should be blocked to isolate glenohumeral motion.
GIRD may be a result of soft-tissue restriction, capsular restriction, or both.
The clinician should be sure to assess for the total arc of rotational motion from one
limb to the other, since a client may have an apparent lack of IR but have
compensatory excessive ER and relatively equal total rotation bilaterally.
The clinical finding of GIRD and its relation to pathology or dysfunction is
debatable, with recent studies suggesting that differences in total range of motion in
the shoulder are more correlated with upper extremity dysfunction in overhead
athletes.65

Posterior shoulder tightness may be easier to change than GIRD.63
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Muscle Performance Testing

Appreciating strength throughout the rotator cuff and scapular muscles has been
proposed in clients with shoulder dysfunction. Muscle dysfunction in the rotator cuff may
be implicated through several clinical special tests (the infraspinatus test, for example).
Several special tests have also been suggested for identifying scapular dyskinesis due to
inefficient strength or motor control of the scapular muscles (the scapular assistance test, for
example). All of these tests will be referenced later in this chapter, including descriptions of
their respective diagnostic value.

A review of the EMG studies to delineate muscle strength difference in clients with and
without SAIS suggested that the most significant differences between groups involve an
overactivity of the upper trapezius and decreased activity of the lower trapezius in clients
with SAIS when performing elevation in the scapular plane.66 Handheld dynamometry
(HHD) has been shown to be reliable when using manual muscle testing (MMT) for the
upper, lower, and middle trapezius and serratus anterior. However, concurrent surface
EMG suggested that only the upper and lower trapezius muscle test position truly engaged
the respective muscles for a valid assessment. As such, the supine serratus test and prone
middle trapezius test may lack validity in their assessment.67

Handheld dynamometry and surface EMG have been used in healthy subjects to
exhibit construct validity of traditional MMT positions for assessing RC strength, though
true isolation without synergistic muscle activity was not possible.68 Another study used
EMG to identify optimal testing positions for the RC and recommended the following:
resisting elevation at 90° of elevation, with 45° of external rotation in the scapular plane for
the supraspinatus; resisting external rotation at 0° of humeral elevation, with 45° of internal
rotation.69, 70

Scapular Abduction and Upward Rotation

Client Position

Seated with bilateral knees flexed over the edge of the table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
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Movement and Assessment

The clinician palpates the client’s inferior angle of the scapula between the web spaces
of one hand. The client raises the arm to 130° of flexion. The clinician’s other hand
provides resistance proximal to the elbow.

Grade 5: scapula maintains abducted and rotated position against maximal resistance
just above the elbow
Grade 4: scapular muscles yield against maximal resistance and scapula moves in
direction of adduction and downward resistance
Grade 3: scapula moves through full ROM without winging, but cannot tolerate
resistance
Grade 2: scapula abducts and upwardly rotates, trying to maintain arm above 90°
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Serratus anterior

 

Secondary Muscles

Pectoralis minor

 

Primary Nerve

Long thoracic nerve (C5-7; serratus anterior)

 

Scapular Elevation

Client Position

Seated with bilateral knees flexed over the edge of the table
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Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client
 

Assessment

The client shrugs bilateral shoulders and attempts to maintain their position as the
clinician pushes down on their shoulders.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance
Grade 2: completes full ROM in prone gravity-minimized position
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Trapezius
Levator scapulae

 

Secondary Muscles

Rhomboid major and minor

 

Primary Nerves

Spinal accessory and C3-4 (trapezius)
Dorsal scapular nerve and C3-4 (levator scapulae)
C5 (levator scapulae)
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Scapular Depression and Adduction

Client Position

Prone with arm overhead and externally rotated approximately 145°, with the thumb
pointing to the ceiling
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly beside the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician asks the client to lift their arm to the ceiling and then provides resistance
over the distal humerus with one hand and palpates the middle and lower trapezius with
the other hand.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance
Grade 2: completes full scapular ROM without weight of arm (clinician supporting
client’s arm at elbow)
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Middle and lower trapezius

 

Secondary Muscles

Pectoralis major and minor
Latissimus dorsi
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Primary Nerve

Accessory nerve

 

Shoulder Flexion

Client Position

Sitting with arm at side, elbow flexed and forearm pronated
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly beside the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician asks the client to hold their arm in a position of 90° flexion, then provides
resistance just above the client’s elbow with one hand. The clinician can use the other hand
to stabilize the client’s shoulder.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion to 90° without resistance
Grade 2: completes partial ROM against gravity without resistance
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Anterior deltoid
Coracobrachialis
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Secondary Muscles

Middle deltoid
Pectoralis major

 

Primary Nerves

Axillary nerve (C5-6; deltoid)
Musculocutaneous nerve (C5-7; coracobrachialis)

 

Shoulder Extension

Client Position

Prone, arm at side and internally rotated
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Assessment

The clinician asks the client to keep their elbow straight and raise their arm to the
ceiling. The clinician provides resistance just above the elbow.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance
Grade 2: completes partial ROM against gravity without resistance
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity
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Primary Muscles

Latissimus dorsi
Posterior deltoid
Teres major

 

Secondary Muscles

Triceps brachii
 

Primary Nerves

Subscapular nerve (C5-6; teres major)
Axillary (C5-6; deltoid)
Thoracodorsal nerve (C6-8; latissimus dorsi)

 

Shoulder Abduction

Client Position

Sitting, arm at side with elbow slightly flexed
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician asks the client to hold their arm at 90° shoulder abduction as they resist
just above the elbow with one hand. The clinician can use the other hand to stabilize the
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client’s shoulder.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion to 90° without resistance
Grade 2: completes partial ROM to 90° against gravity without resistance
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Middle deltoid
Supraspinatus

 

Primary Nerves

Axillary (C5-6; deltoid)
Suprascapular (C5-6; supraspinatus)

 

Shoulder Horizontal Abduction

Client Position

Prone, shoulder abducted 90° with elbow flexed and forearm off the edge of the table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician asks the client to lift their elbow up to ceiling as they provide resistance
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just above the elbow.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance

A sitting position is used for grades below 3. The clinician supports the arm to be tested
under the forearm and places the arm in similar position as described previously. The
clinician palpates the posterior deltoid superior to the axilla.

Grade 2: completes full ROM without resistance and with the arm supported
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Posterior deltoid

 

Secondary Muscles

Infraspinatus
Teres minor

 

Primary Nerve

Axillary (C5-6)

 

Shoulder Horizontal Adduction

Client Position

Supine, arm abducted 90° with elbow flexed 90°
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Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician asks the client to pull their arm across their chest while they provide
resistance just proximal to the wrist.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance

A sitting position is used for grades below 3. The clinician supports the arm to be tested
under the forearm and places it in a similar position to the one described previously. The
clinician palpates the pectoralis major just medial to the shoulder joint.

Grade 2: completes full ROM against gravity without resistance and with the arm
supported
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Pectoralis major

 

Secondary Muscles

Anterior deltoid

 

Primary Nerves

Medial pectoral nerve (C6-T1; sternocostal portion)
Lateral pectoral nerve (C5-6; clavicular portion)
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Shoulder External Rotation

Client Position

Prone, head turned to the side to be assessed. Shoulder abducted 90°, with towel under
the humerus and forearm hanging off the edge of the table.
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician asks the client to raise their forearm up and forward toward the ceiling as
they provide resistance with two fingers just proximal to wrist. The clinician uses the other
hand to support the client’s elbow, providing counterpressure at end of ROM.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance

For grades below 3, the client should be prone, with their entire arm off the edge of the
table, maintaining a neutral rotation position. The client is instructed to turn their palm up
and outward.

Grade 2: completes full ROM (e.g., palm faces up) without resistance
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Infraspinatus
Teres minor
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Secondary Muscles

Posterior deltoid

 

Primary Nerves

Axillary nerve (C5-6; teres minor)
Suprascapular nerve (C5-6; infraspinatus)

 

Shoulder Internal Rotation

Client Position

Prone, head turned to the side to be assessed. Shoulder abducted 90°, with a towel
under the humerus and forearm hanging off the edge of the table.
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician asks the client to raise their forearm up and back toward the ceiling as
they provide resistance with two fingers just proximal to the wrist. The clinician uses their
other hand to support the client’s elbow, providing counterpressure at end of ROM.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance

For grades below 3, the client should be prone, with the entire arm off the edge of the
table and in a neutral rotation position. The client is instructed to turn their palm down
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and inward.

Grade 2: completes full ROM (e.g., palm faces down) without resistance
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Subscapularis
Pectoralis major
Latissimus dorsi
Teres major

 

Secondary Muscles

Anterior deltoid

 

Primary Nerves

Subscapularis (C5-6; subscapularis)
Medial and lateral pectoral nerve (C5-T1; pectoralis major)
Thoracodorsal nerve (C6-8; latissimus dorsi)
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Special Tests

As mentioned in chapter 10 (Special Tests), in many cases the clinician is overly
dependent on the performance and interpretation of special test findings with respect to
differential diagnosis of the client’s presenting pain. Utilization of special tests for ruling in
(or helping to diagnose) a particular pathology should occur at this point in the
examination process. It is also hoped that the clinician has a much clearer picture of the
client’s presentation prior to this point in the examination and will therefore depend
minimally on special test findings with espect to diagnosis of the client’s pain.

Clinicians can choose from an extensive selection of special tests that are purported to
assist in diagnosing pathology and dysfunction in the shoulder complex. Despite the
abundance of available special clinical tests, review of the literature reveals significant
limitations in shoulder testing. For example, a variety of tests are described to potentially
diagnose RCT. However, multiple systematic reviews have indicated that rotator cuff
clinical tests have poor accuracy in diagnosing the location and extent of an RCT.55, 71, 72

Several other reviews indicate similar limitations in the diagnostic and screening abilities of
shoulder special tests.4, 55, 70, 71, 73-80

This section discusses the evidence related to special tests of the shoulder complex.
Statistical values indicate those tests with stronger quality in contributing to either helping
to rule in or rule out a diagnosis. In multiple cases, recent evidence has indicated that
combining these tests may be more effective.55 However, even combining tests for a
common dysfunction such as SAIS does not offer definitive information with regard to
pathology. As such, special tests should not be the crux of the examination. Refer to the
Triage and Screening section of this chapter to review concepts in screening for ruling out
areas, such as the cervical spine, that may mimic shoulder dysfunction and pain.

Index of Special Tests

Subacromial Impingement Syndrome (SAIS)

Neer’s Sign
Hawkins-Kennedy Test
Painful Arc
Internal Rotation Resisted Strength Test
Cross-Body Adduction Test
Infraspinatus or External Rotation Resistance Test
Clusters of Tests

Rotator Cuff Tear

Rent Test
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Lateral Jobe Test
Supine Impingement Test
Empty Can Test

Supraspinatus Tear or SAIS

Drop Arm Test
Full Can Test

Supraspinatus and Infraspinatus Tear

External Rotation Lag Sign

Infraspinatus and Teres Minor Tear

Drop Sign
Hornblower’s Sign

Subscapularis Tear

Lift-Off Test
Internal Rotation Lag Sign
Belly Press Test
Bear Hug Test

Rotator Cuff Tear or Posterior Labral Tear

Posterior Impingement Sign

Labral Pathology and Shoulder Instability

Biceps Load I
Crank Test
Biceps Load II
Active Compression Test
Speed’s Test
Anterior Slide Test
Yergason’s Test
Compression Rotation Test
Passive Compression Test
Passive Distraction Test
Cluster Testing for Labral Tears

Posteroinferior Labral Lesion
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Kim Test
Jerk Test

Instability

Surprise Test or Anterior Release Test
Anterior Apprehension Test
Relocation Test
Hyperabduction Test
Sulcus Sign

Biceps Tendinopathy

Biceps Tendon Palpation
Upper Cut Test
Speed’s Test
Clusters

AC Joint Dysfunction

Paxinos Sign
AC Joint Palpation
Cross-Body Adduction Test
AC Resisted Extension Test
Active Compression Test
Cluster Testing

Adhesive Capsulitis

Shoulder Shrug Sign
Coracoid Pain Test

Tests for Scapular Dyskinesis

Scapular Assistance Test
Scapular Dyskinesis Test
Lateral Scapular Slide Test
Scapular Retraction Test
SICK Scapula

Nerve Palsies

Deltoid Extension Lag Sign
Active Elevation Lag Sign
Triangle Sign
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Case Studies

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination and complete these
case studies for chapter 21:

Case study 1 discusses a 23-year-old male baseball pitcher with pain in is his right
anterior shoulder.
Case study 2 discusses a 52-year-old female artist with pain in her right shoulder with
overhead painting.

 

Abstract Links

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination to access abstract
links on these issues:

AC joint palpation
Active compression test
Anterior apprehension test
Anterior slide test

 

Arm squeeze test

Biceps load I
Biceps load II
Biceps tendon palpation
Bony apprehension test
Coracoid pain test
Crank test
Cross body adduction test
Drop arm test
External rotation lag sign
Full can test
Hawkins-Kennedy
Hornblower’s sign
Internal rotation resisted strength test
Kim test
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Lateral Jobe test
Lateral scapular slide test
Lift-off test
Neer’s sign
Olecranon manubrium percussion test
Passive compression test
Passive distraction test
Paxinos sign
Rent test
Scapular assistance test
Scapular dyskinesis test
Scapular retraction test
Shoulder shrug sign
Speeds test
Spurling’s test
Supine impingement test
Surprise test (anterior release test)
Upper cut test
Yergason’s test

Subacromial Impingement Syndrome (SAIS)

 
The single tests of painful arc, external rotation resistance, and Neer’s sign are useful

screening tests for ruling out SAIS. The single tests of painful arc, external rotation
resistance, and empty can are helpful for confirming SAIS. The reliability of all tests was
acceptable for clinical use. Based on reliability and diagnostic accuracy, the single tests of
the painful arc, external rotation resistance, and empty can have the best overall clinical
utility. The cutoff point of ≥3/5 (+) tests can help confirm the diagnosis of SAIS, while
≤2/5 (+) tests help to rule out SAIS.4

Neer impingement sign, Hawkins-Kennedy impingement test, Patte maneuver, and
Jobe supraspinatus test are highly reproducible and therefore reliable to use in clinical
practice to identify clients with subacromial pain with an impingement phenomenon, but
the maneuvers are limited as structural discriminators. All four maneuvers have an almost
perfect agreement (κ coefficients 0.91–1.00), if performed with suggested
standardizations.74

Neer’s Sign
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Figure 21.31

 

 

Client Position

Sitting or standing
 

Clinician Position

Standing alongside the client, stabilizing the scapula in an attempt to block
scapulothoracic movement
 

Movement

The clinician brings the client’s involved arm into passive forward flexion with
glenohumeral internal rotation.70, 74 This is also described as having the client actively
forward flex the involved arm until the point of pain or until end range of motion is
achieved.54

 

Assessment

A test is (+) if pain is reproduced,54 particularly along the anterior or lateral aspect of
the shoulder.70

 

Statistics
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Pooled analysis: SN 78 (68-71), SP 58 (46-67), +LR 1.9, −LR 0.4, in five studies
with 1,127 clients.54

Pooled analysis: SN 72 (60-81), SP 60 (40-77), +LR 1.79, −LR 0.47, in seven studies
with 946 clients.55

SN 89 (NR), SP 30 (NR), +LR 1.02 NR, −LR 0.94 NR, QUADAS 8, in a study of
120 clients presenting to an orthopedic surgeon with shoulder pain (mean age of 52
years; 72 women; mean duration of symptoms NR), using subacromial injection as a
reference standard.81

SN 75 (NR) and SP 30 (NR), QUADAS 7, in 85 clients with shoulder pain (mean
age of 40 years; 27% females; mean duration of symptoms NR), using a reference
standard of bursitis diagnosed on arthroscopy.82

SN 81 (62-100), SP 54 (38-69), +LR 1.76, −LR 0.35, QUADAS 10, in a study of 55
clients (ranging in age from 18-83; 8 women; mean duration of symptoms 49
months), using shoulder pain and surgery as a reference standard. Surgical findings
for SAIS included evidence of supraspinatus degeneration or involvement of the
bursa.4

SN 62 (NR), SP 0 (NR), QUADAS 10, in a study of 34 clients (mean age of 57; 14
women; median duration of symptoms 2 years), using chronic shoulder pain and
diagnostic US as a reference standard.70

SN 60 (47-73), SP 35 (22-48), +LR 0.92,−LR 1.14, QUADAS 13, in a study of 52
clients with acute shoulder pain and inability to abduct shoulder >90° (age range 18-
75 years old; 14 women; < 2 week onset of shoulder pain), using diagnostic US and
response to lidocaine injection as reference standards.78

Reliability has been calculated as (κ) = 1.0 in 33 subjects with shoulder pain in a
primary care clinic, mean age of 32, and duration of symptoms ranging from 2 to 14
weeks.74

 

Hawkins-Kennedy Test
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Figure 21.32

 

 

Client Position

Sitting upright
 

Clinician Position

Standing in front of or to the side of the client
 

Movement

The clinician grasps the client’s elbow with one hand (left as shown) and wrist with the
other hand (right as shown). If the client demonstrates significant shoulder girdle elevation
during test, the clinician stabilizes the client’s shoulder girdle with one hand and grasps the
client’s elbow or proximal forearm with the other hand. The client’s arm is flexed to 90°
with the elbow in flexion. The arm is then internally rotated while maintaining the 90° of
flexion. The internal rotation continues until the client reports provocation of their
concordant pain or until the clinician observes elevation of the scapula.54, 70

 

Assessment

A (+) test is if the client’s pain is reproduced.
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Statistics

Pooled analysis: SN 74 (57-85), SP 57 (46-67), +LR 1.7, −LR 0.5, in six studies with
1,029 clients.54

Pooled analysis: SN 80 (72-86), SP 56 (45-67), +LR 1.84, −LR 0.35, in seven studies
with 944 clients.55

SN 74 (NR), SP 50 (NR), +LR 1.48, −LR NR, QUADAS 10, in a study of 34
clients with chronic shoulder pain (mean age of 57; 14 women; median duration of
symptoms 2 years), using diagnostic US as a reference standard.70

SN 63 (39-86), SP 62 (46-77), +LR 1.63, −LR 0.61, QUADAS 10, in a study of 55
clients with presenting shoulder pain (ranging in age from 18-83; 8 women; mean
duration of symptoms for at least 1 week), using surgery as a reference standard.4

SN 77 (66-88), SP 26 (14-38), +LR 1.0, −LR 0.88, QUADAS 13, in a study of 52
clients with acute shoulder pain and inability to abduct shoulder >90° (age range 18-
75 years old; 14 women; <2-week onset of shoulder pain), using diagnostic US and
response to lidocaine injection as reference standards.78

Reliability has been calculated as (κ) = 0.91 in 33 subjects with shoulder pain in a
primary care clinic, average age of 32, and duration of symptoms ranging from 2 to
14 weeks.74

 

Painful Arc
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Figure 21.33

 

 

Client Position

Sitting or standing upright
 

Clinician Position

Facing the client to monitor for quality of movement or for client reactions that
indicate pain
 

Movement

The client actively abducts the arm while maintaining anatomical position (palm facing
forward).
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if the client reports pain from approximately 60° to 120° but does not
report pain outside of this range of abduction.70

 

Statistics

Pooled analysis: SN 53 (31-74), SP 76 (68-84), +LR 2.3, −LR 0.62, in four studies
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with 756 clients55

SN 29.6 (NR), SP 50 (NR), +LR 0.59, −LR 1.40, QUADAS 10, in a study of 34
clients (mean age of 57; 14 women; median duration of symptoms 2 years), using
chronic shoulder pain and diagnostic US as reference standards70

SN 75 (54-96), SP 67 (52-81), +LR 2.25, −LR 0.38, QUADAS 10, in a study of 55
clients with presenting shoulder pain (age ranging in age from 18-83 years of age; 8
women; pain for at least 1 week), using surgery as a reference standard4

SN 96 (90-100), SP 4 (1-9), +LR 1.0, −LR 1.0, QUADAS 13, in a study of 52
clients with acute shoulder pain and inability to abduct shoulder >90° (age range 18-
75 years old; 14 women; <2-week onset of shoulder pain), using diagnostic US and
response to lidocaine injection as reference standards78

 

Internal Rotation Resisted Strength Test
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Figure 21.34

 

 

Client Position

Sitting or standing upright with arm positioned into 90° of abduction and 80° of ER.
The elbow is maintained in 90° of flexion throughout the test.
 

Clinician Position

Standing behind the client, with one hand stabilizing the humerus or scapula (right as
shown) and the opposite hand placed at the distal end of the forearm (left as shown)
 

Movement

The clinician has the client resist both internal rotation (IR) and external rotation (ER)
in this position.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if there is weakness in IR relative to ER.
 

Statistics

SN 88 (NR), SP 96 (NR), +LR 22, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 8 in a study of 110 clients
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with chronic shoulder pain with average of 16 weeks failed conservative measures including
cortisone injection and physical therapy (mean age NR; 35 females; average duration of
symptoms 10.9 months), using arthroscopic findings as a reference standard83

 

Cross-Body Adduction Test
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Figure 21.35

 

 

Client Position

Sitting or standing upright with the arm in 90° of shoulder flexion with the elbow
slightly bent
 

Clinician Position

Standing in front of the client
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s trunk and shoulder girdle with one hand (left as
shown) and grasps the client’s elbow with the other hand (right as shown). The clinician
moves the client’s arm across their body toward the opposite shoulder while maintaining
the initial amount of flexion.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if it reproduces pain in the anterior or superior shoulder.
 

Statistics
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SN 82 (NR), SP 27.7 (NR), +LR 1.13, −LR 0.64, QUADAS 7, in a study of 120
clients with complaints of shoulder pain (mean age NR; 72 female; mean duration of
symptoms NR), using cortisone injection into the AC joint as a reference standard81

SN 22.5 (NR), SP 82 (NR), +LR 1.25, −LR 0.93, QUADAS 10, in a study of 552
clients with shoulder pain (mean age, gender, and mean duration of symptoms NR),
using arthroscopic findings as a reference standard77

 

Infraspinatus or External Rotation Resistance Test
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Figure 21.36

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the elbows flexed to 90° and the elbows maintained against the body
 

Clinician Position

Standing in front of the client
 

Movement

The client provides resistance into ER while the clinician offers resistance at the distal
forearm.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if the client is unable to maintain the resistance due to either weakness or
pain.
 

Statistics

SN 56 (32-81), SP 87 (77-98), +LR 4.4, −LR 0.50, QUADAS 10, in a study of 55
clients presenting with shoulder pain (mean age 40.6 ± 15.1 years; 8 women; mean
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symptom duration of 33.8 ± 48.9 months), using surgical findings as a reference
standard4

When pain is the finding: SN 34 (NR), SP 100 (NR), +LR Inf, −LR 0.66, QUADAS
10, in a study of 34 clients with chronic shoulder pain (mean age of 57 years; 14
women; median duration of symptoms 2 years), using diagnostic US as a reference
standard
When weakness is the finding: SN 55 (NR), SP 25 (NR), +LR 0.74, −LR 1.870

 

Clusters of Tests

Hawkins-Kennedy, Painful Arc, and Infraspinatus Test

 

Statistics

All three tests (+): SN (NR), SP (NR), +LR 10.56, −LR 0.17, QUADAS 10, in a
study of 552 clients (mean age, gender, and mean duration of symptoms NR), using
bursitis, partial- or full-thickness RCT, and arthroscopic findings as reference
standards77

Two of three tests (+): SN (NR), SP (NR), +LR 5.06, −LR 0.17, QUADAS 1077

 
 

Hawkins-Kennedy, Painful Arc, Neer’s Sign, External Rotation Resistance
Test, and Empty Can Test

 

Statistics

Three of any five tests (+): SN 75 (54-96), SP 74 (61-88), +LR 2.93, −LR 0.34,
QUADAS 10, in a study of 55 clients presenting with shoulder pain (mean age 40.6
± 15.1 years; 8 women; mean symptom duration of 33.8 ± 48.9 months), using
surgical findings as a reference standard4
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Rotator Cuff Tear

 

Rent Test

Client Position

Sitting with bilateral arms relaxed at side. The arm being tested is brought into passive
shoulder extension.
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client; palpating the humeral head immediately anterior to
the acromion while supporting the arm at the olecranon to maintain humeral extension
 

Movement

The clinician moves the humerus into internal and then external rotation. The clinician
palpates for a depression, described as approximately one finger width, after passing over
the greater tuberosity.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if a rent (the depression) is palpable during the passive rotation of the
humerus.
 

Statistics

SN 96 (NR), SP 97 (NR), +LR 32, −LR 0.04, QUADAS 10, in a study with 109
clients with rotator cuff tear (mean age NR; 42 females; mean duration symptoms NR),
using surgery as a reference standard84

 

Lateral Jobe Test
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Figure 21.37

 

  

Client Position

Sitting or standing in an upright position with the arms abducted to 90° and placed in
full glenohumeral internal rotation
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side of or directly behind the client
 

Movement

The clinician applies an inferior force to the distal humerus while the client resists this
motion.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if the client reports pain or exhibits weakness.
 

Statistics

SN 81 (72-88), SP 89 (79-95), +LR 7.36, −LR 0.10, QUADAS 10 in 175 clients with
shoulder pain (mean age NR; 78 females; mean duration symptoms NR) undergoing
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arthroscopy as a reference standard for suspected rotator cuff tear85

 

Supine Impingement Test
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Figure 21.38

 

 

Client Position

Supine with arms resting by their side
 

Clinician Position

Standing right beside the client
 

Movement

Stabilizing the lateral shoulder girdle, the clinician passively moves the client’s arm into
end-range humeral elevation, then externally rotates the humerus and adducts the arm
toward the client’s ear. Once this position is achieved, the clinician internally rotates the
client’s arm.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if the client reports pain with this position.
 

Statistics

SN 97 (NR), SP 9 (NR), +LR 1.07, −LR 0.33, QUADAS 10, in a study with 448
clients (mean age NR; 166 females; mean duration of symptoms NR), using shoulder pain
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and arthrogram for suspected rotator cuff tear as a reference standard10

 

Empty Can Test
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Figure 21.39

 

 

Client Position

Standing or sitting in an upright position with the arms positioned in 90° of elevation
 

Clinician Position

Standing in front of the client, offering resistance at the distal arm
 

Movement

The clinician offers resistance at the distal arm in an attempt to push the arm out of the
elevated position (pushing arm down toward floor as shown), initially with the arms in the
thumb-up position. The client then moves their arm into the scapular plane and full
internal rotation, as if pouring out a can (as shown). The clinician again offers resistance to
the distal forearm.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if pain is reproduced or if there is obvious weakness compared to the initial
thumb-up position.
 

Statistics
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Pooled analysis: SN 69 (54-81), SP 62 (38-81), +LR 1.8, −LR 0.5, in six studies with
695 clients.54

Pain as the (+) finding: SN 52 (NR), SP 33 (NR), +LR 0.78, −LR NR, QUADAS
10, in a study of 34 clients (mean age 57 years; 14 women; mean duration of
symptoms 2 years), using chronic shoulder pain and diagnostic US as reference
standards. Findings on US could include full-thickness or partial-thickness tears.70

Weakness as the (+) finding: SN 52 (NR), SP 67 (NR), +LR 1.56, −LR (NR).70

SN 50 (26-75), SP 87 (77-98), +LR 3.90, −LR 0.57, QUADAS 10, in a study of 55
clients presenting with shoulder pain (age ranging from 18-83 years; 8 women; mean
duration of symptoms NR), using surgery as a reference standard.4

SN 44 (NR), SP 90 (NR), +LR 4.37, −LR 0.62, QUADAS 10, in a study of 552
clients presenting with shoulder pain (mean age, gender, and mean duration of
symptoms NR), using arthroscopy as a reference standard.77

Reliability has been calculated as (κ) = 0.94 in 33 subjects with shoulder pain (mean
age 32 years, gender NR, and mean duration of symptoms ranging from 2 to 14
weeks) in a primary care clinic.74

 

Supraspinatus Tear or SAIS

 

Drop Arm Test
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Figure 21.40

 

 

Client Position

Sitting or standing upright
 

Clinician Position

Standing behind the client using one hand to support the scapula and the opposite
hand to hold the distal arm
 

Movement

The clinician brings the client’s involved arm into passive abduction (a). The clinician
asks the client to maintain the abducted position and then releases the distal end of the arm
(b). They then ask the client to slowly lower the arm back to the side.
 

Assessment
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A test is (+) if the client is unable to control the lowering of the arm.
 

Statistics

Pooled analysis: SN 21 (14-30), SP 92 (86-96), +LR 2.6, −LR 0.86, in five studies
with 1,213 clients54

SN 41 (28-54), SP 83 (73-93), +LR 2.41, −LR 0.71, QUADAS 13, in a study of 52
clients with acute shoulder pain and inability to abduct the shoulder >90° (age range
18-75 years old; 14 women; mean duration of symptoms <2 weeks), using diagnostic
US and response to lidocaine injection as reference standards78

SN 10 (NR), SP 98 (NR), +LR 5.0, −LR 0.92, QUADAS 5, in a study of 400 clients
(age, gender, and mean duration of symptoms NR), using suspected RCT and
surgery as reference standards86

SN 27 (NR), SP 88 (NR), +LR 2.3, −LR 0.83, QUADAS 10, in a study of 552
clients (age, gender, and mean duration of symptoms NR), using suspected RCT and
surgery as reference standards77

 

Full Can Test
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Figure 21.41

 

 

Client Position

Standing with the arms abducted to 90° and their thumbs pointing to the ceiling
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of the client
 

Movement

The clinician applies an inferior force to the distal forearms bilaterally.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if the clinician notes more significant weakness in the symptomatic arm, or
if pain is provoked.
 

Statistics

SN 86 (NR), SP 57 (NR), +LR 2.01, −LR 0.25, QUADAS 8, in a study of 136
clients presenting with shoulder pain (mean age 43 years; 31 women; mean duration
symptoms NR), using MRI and surgery as reference standards87
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SN 80-83, SP 50-53, +LR 1.6–1.78, −LR 0.4–0.32, QUADAS 8, in a study of 149
clients presenting with shoulder pain (mean age 53 years; gender and mean duration
symptoms NR), using MRI and surgery as reference standards88

 

Supraspinatus and Infraspinatus Tear

 

External Rotation Lag Sign
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Figure 21.42

 

  

Client Position

Sitting in an upright position with the arm positioned passively into 20° of abduction
and full ER. The elbow is flexed to 90°.
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client
 

Movement

The clinician initially moves the client’s arm into abduction and external rotation (as
described previously) (a). The clinician continues to support the elbow at the olecranon,
and then releases the support at the wrist (b). The clinician asks the client to maintain this
position of ER.
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Assessment

The test is considered (+) if the client is unable to maintain the ER in the 20° of
abduction, as evidenced by the arm falling into IR.
 

Statistics

SN 42 (NR), SP 90 (NR), +LR 4.20, −LR 0.65, QUADAS 10, in 552 clients (age,
gender, and mean duration of symptoms NR), using an RCT of any severity and
arthroscopy as reference standards77

SN 45 (31-59), SP 91 (83-79), +LR 5.0, −LR 0.6, QUADAS 13, in a study of 52
clients presenting with acute shoulder pain and inability to abduct shoulder >90° (age
range 18-75 years old; 14 women; mean duration of symptoms <2 weeks), using
diagnostic US and response to lidocaine injection as reference standards78

SN 46 (NR), SP 94 (NR), +LR 7.2, −LR 0.60, QUADAS 11, in 37 clients
presenting with chronic shoulder pain (mean age 55.5 years; 21 women; mean
duration of shoulder pain 37.5 months), using diagnostic US as a reference
standard79

 

Infraspinatus and Teres Minor Tear

 

Drop Sign
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Figure 21.43

 

 

Client Position

Sitting in an upright position with the arm positioned passively into 90° of both
abduction and external rotation
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side of the client, supporting the client’s arm at the olecranon and wrist
 

Movement

The clinician initially moves the client’s arm into abduction and external rotation (as
described previously) (a). The clinician continues to support the elbow at the olecranon,
and then releases the support at the wrist (b). The clinician asks the client to maintain the
position of ER in the abducted position.
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Assessment

The test is considered (+) if the client is unable to maintain the external rotation as
evidenced by the arm falling back into IR.
 

Statistics

SN 73 (NR), SP 77, +LR 3.2, −LR 0.3, QUADAS 11, in 37 clients presenting with
chronic shoulder pain (mean age of 55.5 years; 21 women; mean duration of
shoulder pain 37.5 months), using diagnostic US as a reference standard79

SN 45 (31-59), SP 70 (58-82), +LR 1.5, −LR 0.79, QUADAS 13, in a study of 52
clients presenting with acute shoulder pain and inability to abduct shoulder >90° (age
range 18-75 years old; 14 women; mean duration of symptoms <2 weeks), using
diagnostic US and response to lidocaine injection as reference standards78

 

Hornblower’s Sign
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Figure 21.44

 

 

Client Position

Sitting in an upright position with the arm positioned passively into 90° of both ER
and abduction. The elbow is flexed to 90°.
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side of the client, supporting the arm at the olecranon and wrist
initially
 

Movement

The clinician applies resistance at the wrist into IR and asks the client to maintain the
externally rotated position against the resistance (a).
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Assessment

The test is considered (+) if the client fails to maintain the externally rotated and
abducted position against the clinician’s resistance (b).
 

Statistics

SN 100 (NR), SP 93 (NR), +LR 12, −LR 0.05, QUADAS 7, in 54 clients presenting
with suspected RCT (mean age 66 years; 21 women; mean duration of symptoms 5.6
years), using surgery as a reference standard89

 

Subscapularis Tear

 

Lift-Off Test
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Figure 21.45

 

  

Client Position

Sitting or standing upright with the arm positioned into a posterior reach position of
GH extension, adduction, and IR, with the hand resting on their back
 

Clinician Position

Standing behind or to the side of the client to observe the arm
 

Movement

The client is cued to attempt to lift their hand off their back.
 

Assessment
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The test is (+) if the client is unable to bring their hand off their back.
 

Statistics

Pooled SN 42 (19-69), pooled SP 97 (79-100), +LR 16.47, −LR 0.6, in four studies
with 267 clients54

SN 17.6 (NR), SP 100 (NR), +LR (NR), −LR 0.82, QUADAS 11, in a study of 68
clients (mean age 45 years; 19 women; mean duration symptoms NR), using a
diagnosis of RCT and surgery as reference standards90

 

Internal Rotation Lag Test
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Figure 21.46

 

 

Client Position

Sitting in an upright position with the arm positioned passively behind the back into an
internally rotated and extended position
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client, supporting the arm at the elbow and wrist
 

Movement

The clinician releases the wrist and asks the client to maintain the arm in the internally
rotated position.
 

Assessment
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The test is considered (+) if the client fails to maintain the internally rotated position,
as evidenced by the hand falling toward the spine.
 

Statistics

SN 100 (NR), SP 84 (NR), +LR 6.2, −LR 0.0, QUADAS 11, in 37 clients
presenting with shoulder pain (mean age 55.5 years; 21 women; mean duration of
symptoms 37.5 months), using diagnostic US as a reference standard79

SN 31 (18-41), SP 87 (78-96), +LR 2.38, −LR 0.79, QUADAS 13, in a study of 52
clients presenting with acute shoulder pain and inability to abduct shoulder >90° (age
range 18-75 years old; 14 women; mean duration of symptoms <2 weeks), using
diagnostic US and response to lidocaine injection as reference standards78

 

Belly Press Test
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Figure 21.47

 

 

Client Position

Sitting in an upright position with the involved arm placed into 90° of elbow flexion
and with full internal rotation such that their hand is resting on their stomach and their
elbow is pointing straight out to the side
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side of the client
 

Movement

The client is asked to press their hand into their stomach, inducing an internal rotation
force (a).
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Assessment

The test is considered (+) if the client’s shoulder moves into external rotation and/or
extension as evidenced by the elbow drifting posteriorly (b).
 

Statistics

SN 40 (NR), SP 98 (NR), +LR 20, −LR 0.61, QUADAS 11, in a study of 68 clients
presenting with a diagnosis of RCT (mean age 45 years; 19 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), using surgery as a reference standard90

 

Bear Hug Test
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Figure 21.48

 

 

Client Position

Sitting in an upright position with the involved arm reaching across the body so that
the hand is resting on the opposite shoulder. The shoulder is also flexed so that the elbow is
pointing straight out in front of the body.
 

Clinician Position

Standing in front of the client
 

Movement

The clinician attempts to pull the client’s hand off their shoulder.
 

Assessment

The test is (+) if the client is unable to keep their hand on the opposite shoulder.
 

Statistics

SN 60 (NR), SP 92 (NR), +LR 7.2, −LR 0.44, QUADAS 11, in a study of 68 clients
presenting with a suspected RCT (mean age 45 years; 19 women; mean duration of
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symptoms NR), using surgery as a reference standard90

 

Rotator Cuff Tear or Posterior Labral Tear

 

Posterior Impingement Sign
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Figure 21.49

 

 

Client Position

Supine with the shoulder positioned in 90° to 110° of abduction, full external rotation,
and 10° to 15° of horizontal abduction
 

Clinician Position

Immediately to the side of the client, supporting the arm at the elbow and the wrist
into the previously mentioned position
 

Movement

The clinician passively moves the client into the abducted, externally rotated, and
horizontally abducted position.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if the client reports pain in the posterior aspect of the shoulder.
 

Statistics

SN 76 (NR), SP 85 (NR), +LR 5.06, −LR 0.29, QUADAS 7, in a study of 69 clients
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with suspected RCT and with RCT or a posterior labral tear (mean age 22.7; gender and
mean duration of symptoms NR), using surgery as a reference standard91

 

Labral Pathology and Shoulder Instability

 

Biceps Load I
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Figure 21.50

 

 

Client Position

Supine with the arm maintained in 90° of abduction, 90° of elbow flexion, and full
supination
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side of the involved arm, with one hand supporting the client’s elbow
(left as shown) and the opposite hand at the distal forearm (right as shown)
 

Movement

The clinician maintains the abducted and externally rotated position of the client’s arm.
The clinician then asks the client to resist elbow flexion while maintaining the
glenohumeral position.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if pain or apprehension is noted during the resistance.
 

Statistics
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SN 91 (NR), SP 97 (NR), +LR 30.3, −LR 0.09, QUADAS 9, in a study of 75 clients
presenting with suspected labral tear (mean age 25 years; 11 females; mean duration
symptoms NR), using surgery as a reference standard92

 

Crank Test
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Figure 21.51

 

 

Client Position

Supine, placing the arm into 160° of abduction and full external rotation. The elbow is
flexed to 90°.
 

Clinician Position

Standing immediately to the side of the client, supporting the arm at the olecranon (as
shown)
 

Movement

The clinician applies compression at the olecranon directly through the humerus (with
right arm as shown) while repeatedly moving the client’s arm through internal and external
rotation at the shoulder. Compression through the humerus is maintained throughout the
rotational movement.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if the client reports pain or if the clinician hears sounds of clicking,
clunking, or popping.
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Statistics

Pooled analysis: SN 34 (19-53), SP 75 (65-83), +LR 1.36 (0.84–2.21), −LR 0.88
(0.69–1.12) in 282 clients across four studies with a SLAP tear55

SN 40 (NR), SP 73 (NR), +LR 1.48, −LR 0.82, QUADAS 11, in a study of 61
clients presenting with a suspected labral tear (mean age 38 years; 11 women; mean
duration symptoms NR), using arthroscopy as a reference standard93

SN 58 (NR), SP 72 (NR), +LR 2.1, −LR 0.58, QUADAS 9, in a study of 54 clients
presenting with a suspected labral tear (mean age 23 years; 2 females; mean duration
of symptoms NR), using arthroscopy as a reference standard94

SN 46 (NR), SP 56 (NR), +LR 1.1, −LR 0.96, QUADAS 11, in a study with 65
clients presenting with suspected labral tear (mean age 46 years; 20 women; mean
duration of symptoms 12 months), using surgery as a reference standard95

SN 91 (NR), SP 93 (NR), +LR 13.6 and 6.5, −LR 0.1 and 0.22, QUADAS 10, in a
study with 62 clients presenting with failed conservative treatment consisting of
medication and physical therapy for 3 months (mean age 28 years; 22 women; mean
duration of symptoms NR), using arthroscopy as a reference standard96

 

Biceps Load II
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Figure 21.52

 

  

Client Position

Supine with the arm maintained in 120° of abduction and 90° of elbow flexion. The
forearm is in full supination. The shoulder is brought into maximal external rotation.
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side of the involved arm, with one hand supporting the client’s elbow
and the opposite hand at the distal forearm
 

Movement

The clinician maintains the abducted and externally rotated position of the client’s arm.
The clinician then asks the client to resist elbow flexion while maintaining the
glenohumeral position.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if pain is noted during the resistance.
 

Statistics
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SN 30 (NR), SP 78 (NR), +LR 1.36, −LR 0.90, QUADAS 10, in a study of 297
clients, 146 presenting with suspected labral tear (mean age 45 years; 52 women;
mean duration of symptoms NR), using surgery as a reference standard.97

SN 90 (NR), SP 97 (NR), +LR 30.3, −LR 0.11, QUADAS 11, in a study of 127
clients presenting with suspected labral tear (mean age 31 years; 38 females; mean
duration of symptoms NR), using surgery as a reference standard.98 Another
systematic review calculated a slightly lower +LR at 26.3 with regard to this same
study,73 though both +LRs would suggest that this test has some diagnostic benefit
based on this one study.

 

Active Compression Test
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Figure 21.53

 

 

Client Position

Sitting or standing in the upright position. The arm is brought into 90° of shoulder
flexion with elbow extension, full internal rotation and 10° of horizontal adduction.
 

Clinician Position

Standing immediately to the side of the client
 

Movement

The client maintains the starting position of the arm. The clinician has the client resist
at the distal aspect of the arm, maintaining the initial position (a). The clinician then
brings the client’s arm into full external rotation, while maintaining the other components
of the initial position (b). The clinician again offers resistance to the distal arm while the
client maintains the flexed, externally rotated, horizontally adducted position.
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Assessment

A test is (+) for labral pathology if the client reports deep joint pain with resistance
during the internally rotated position of the test. The test is also described as being (+) for
AC joint pathology if the client reports pain on the top of the shoulder.
 

Statistics

Pooled analysis: SN 67 (51-80), SP 37 (22-54), +LR 1.1, −LR 0.89, in six studies
with 782 clients55

SN 63 (NR), SP 50 (NR), +LR 1.25, −LR 0.75, QUADAS 10, in a study of 132
clients with a suspected labral tear (mean age 45 years; 34 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), using surgery as a reference standard99

SN 47 (NR), SP 55 (NR), +LR 1.04, −LR 0.96, QUADAS 11, in a study of 426
clients (mean age 45 years; 174 women; mean duration of symptoms NR), using
surgery as a reference standard100

SN 85 (NR), SP 41 (NR), +LR 1.44, −LR 0.36, QUADAS 10, in a study with 102
clients with a suspected labral tear (mean age of 33 years; 53 overhead athletes and 49
nonathletes who sustained a single-event trauma; gender and mean duration of
symptoms NR), using surgery as a reference standard101

SN 63 (NR), SP 53 (NR), +LR 1.34, −LR 0.70, QUADAS 10, in a study 297
clients, 146 with suspected labral tear (mean age 45 years; 52 women; mean duration
of symptoms NR), using surgery as a reference standard97

 

Speed’s Test
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Figure 21.54

 

 

Client Position

Sitting or standing upright with the arm positioned into shoulder external rotation,
elbow extension, and forearm supination
 

Clinician Position

Standing in front of the client, with one hand (left as shown) supporting the proximal
end of the arm and the opposite hand (right as shown) positioned at the distal forearm
 

Movement

The clinician offers resistance at the distal forearm to simultaneously challenge the
elbow and shoulder flexion position as the client flexes the shoulder through 60° of motion.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if the client’s shoulder pain is reproduced.
 

Statistics

Pooled analysis: SN 20 (5-53), SP 78 (58-90), +LR 0.9 (0.43–1.9), −LR 1.03 (0.86–
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1.23), in four studies with 327 clients55

SN 18 (NR), SP 87 (NR), +LR 1.4, −LR 0.94, QUADAS 11, in a study of 60 clients
with a suspected labral tear (mean age 38 years; 11 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), using surgery as a reference standard93

SN 90 (NR), SP 14 (NR), +LR 1.04, −LR 0.72, QUADAS 10, in a study of 46
clients with suspected labral tear (mean age 64 years; 14 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), using surgery as a reference standard102

SN 32 (NR), SP 66 (NR), +LR 0.94, −LR 1.03, QUADAS 10, in a study of 297
clients, 146 with suspected labral tear (mean age 45 years; 52 women; mean duration
of symptoms NR), using surgery as a reference standard97

 

Anterior Slide Test
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Figure 21.55

 

 

Client Position

Sitting upright with their hand resting on their iliac crest and the forearm in a pronated
position
 

Clinician Position

Standing behind the client with one hand (right as shown) stabilizing proximally over
the scapula and clavicle. The opposite hand (left as shown) is supporting the elbow over the
olecranon.
 

Movement

The clinician produces an anterior force directed through the humerus while the client
resists this movement.
 

Assessment
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A test is (+) if pain or clicking symptoms are reproduced.
 

Statistics

Pooled analysis: SN 17 (3-55), SP 86 (81-89), +LR 1.2, −LR 0.97, in four studies
with 831 clients55

SN 78 (NR), SP 92 (NR), +LR 4.3, −LR 0.24, QUADAS 5, in a study of 226 clients
presenting with suspected labral tear (age ranging from 18-38 years; 73 women; mean
duration of symptoms NR), using arthroscopy as a reference standard103

SN 8 (NR), SP 84 (NR), +LR 0.49, −LR 1.1, QUADAS 11, in a study of 426 clients
presenting with suspected labral tear (mean age 45 years; 174 women; mean duration
of symptoms NR), using arthroscopy as a reference standard100

SN 5 (NR), SP 93 (NR), +LR 0.71, −LR 1.0, QUADAS 9, in a study of 54 clients
presenting with suspected labral tear (mean age 23 years; 2 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), using arthroscopy as a reference standard94

 

Yergason’s Test
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Figure 21.56

 

 

Client Position

Sitting or standing in an upright position, with their arm in 90° of flexion.
 

Clinician Position

Standing beside the client
 

Movement

The client starts with the arm in a fully pronated position. The clinician offers
resistance at the distal forearm while the client attempts to supinate the arm.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if the client reports pain over the origin of the biceps.
 

Statistics

Pooled analysis: SN 12 (7-21), SP 95 (91-98), +LR 2.49, −LR 0.91, in 246 clients
across three studies with a SLAP tear55

SN 13 (NR), SP 94 (NR), +LR 1.9, −LR 0.94, QUADAS 10, in 132 clients
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presenting with suspected labral tear (mean age 45 years; 34 women; mean duration
of symptoms NR), using surgery as a reference standard99

SN 12 (NR), SP 98 (NR), +LR 6, −LR 0.9, QUADAS 9, in a study of 54 clients
presenting with suspected labral tear (mean age 23 years; 2 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), using surgery as a reference standard94

SN 43 (NR), SP 79 (NR), +LR 2.1, −LR 0.72, QUADAS 11, in a study of 50 clients
presenting with suspected labral tear (mean age 50 years; 16 women; mean duration
of symptoms NR), using surgery as a reference standard104

SN 12 (NR), SP 96 (NR), +LR 3.0, −LR 0.92, QUADAS 11, in a study of 60 clients
presenting with suspected labral tear (mean age 38 years; 11 females; mean duration
of symptoms NR), using surgery as a reference standard93

 

Compression Rotation Test
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Figure 21.57

 

 

Client Position

Supine
 

Clinician Position

Standing beside the client with one hand (right as shown) stabilizing the shoulder girdle
and the opposite hand (right as shown) supporting the elbow. The clinician retains the
client’s elbow in flexion and initially places the shoulder in 90° of abduction.
 

Movement

The clinician produces compression of the humerus into the glenoid by loading
through the olecranon/elbow. While maintaining the compression, the clinician moves the
client’s arm passively from external rotation to internal rotation.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if the client’s shoulder pain or clicking is reproduced.
 

Statistics
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Pooled analysis: SN 25 (14-38), SP 78 (73-82), +LR 2.8, −LR 0.87, in 355 clients
across two studies with a SLAP tear55

SN 25 (NR), SP 100, +LR (NR), −LR (NR), QUADAS 9, in a study of 54 clients
presenting with suspected labral tear (mean age 23 years; 2 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), using arthroscopy as a reference standard94

SN 24 (NR), SP 75 (NR), +LR 0.98, −LR 1.0, QUADAS 11, in a study of 426
clients presenting with suspected labral tear (mean age 45 years; 174 women; mean
duration of symptoms NR), using arthroscopy as a reference standard100

SN 61 (NR), SP 54 (NR), +LR 1.33, −LR 0.72, QUADAS 10, in a study of 297
clients, 146 presenting with suspected labral tear (mean age 45 years; 52 women;
mean duration of symptoms NR), using surgery as a reference standard97

 

Passive Compression Test

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 21.58

 

  

Client Position

Side lying with the side to be tested on top. The arm is resting along the client’s side
with the elbow flexed to 90°.
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client with one hand (right as shown) supporting at the
elbow and the second hand (left as shown) stabilizing over the top of the scapula
 

Movement

The clinician compresses through the humerus, passively externally rotates the client’s
arm with 30° of abduction, and extends the shoulder, while maintaining the ER and
compression. This results in passive compression of the superior labrum onto the glenoid.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if the client reports pain or if catching in the shoulder is noted.
 

Statistics
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SN 82 (NR), SP 86 (NR), +LR 5.7, −LR 0.21, QUADAS 9, in a study with 61 clients
presenting with suspected labral tear (mean age 33 years; 4 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR) and 2 months failed conservative care, using surgery as a reference
standard105

 

Passive Distraction Test
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Figure 21.59

 

 

Client Position

Supine
 

Clinician Position

Beside the client on the side to be tested
 

Movement

The clinician passively moves the client’s arm into 150° of abduction, with full elbow
extension and forearm supination (a). The clinician places one hand (right as shown) on
the distal forearm and passively pronates the forearm while the clinician’s opposite hand
(left as shown) holds the distal humerus to prevent any humeral rotation during the
forearm movement (b).
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Assessment

A test is (+) if the client reports pain during the passive pronation component of the
test.
 

Statistics

SN 53 (NR), SP 94 (NR), +LR (8.8), −LR (0.5), QUADAS 8, in a study of 246 clients
presenting with a SLAP tear (mean age 44 years; 86 women; mean duration of symptoms
NR), using surgery as a reference standard106

 

Cluster Testing for Labral Tears

The cluster of tests with the best SN, SP, or both in studies with the least amount of
bias are as follows:

For a type II SLAP tear, a (+) finding on the apprehension test (described in the
Instability Tests section later in this chapter), the compression rotation test, and the
Speed’s test provided SN 25 (NR), SP 92 (NR), +LR 3.13, −LR 0.82.
For any labral tear, a (+) finding on the crank test and the anterior slide test offered
SN 34 (NR), SP 91 (NR), +LR 3.75, −LR 0.73.
For any labral tear, a (+) finding on the apprehension and relocation tests (both
described in the Instability Tests section later in this chapter) offered SN 38 (NR),
SP 93 (NR), +LR 5.43, −LR 0.67.55

 

Posteroinferior Labral Lesion

 

Kim Test
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Figure 21.60

 

 

Client Position

Sitting or standing in an upright position
 

Clinician Position

Standing in front of and to the outside of the client’s arm. The clinician uses one hand
(right as shown) to support at the elbow and the second hand (left as shown) to support at
the humerus.
 

Movement

The clinician passively moves the client’s arm into 90° of abduction. The clinician then
brings the client’s shoulder diagonally across the body. The hand supporting the elbow
(right as shown) provides a compression force throughout the motion, while the opposite
hand (left as shown) simultaneously provides a posterior and inferior glide to the
glenohumeral joint.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) for a posterior labral tear if posterior shoulder pain is reproduced.
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Statistics

SN 80 (NR), SP 94 (NR), +LR 12.6, −LR 0.21, QUADAS 11, in 172 clients with
suspected labral tear (mean age 43 years; 67 women; mean duration of symptoms NR),
using surgery as a reference standard107

 

Jerk Test
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Figure 21.61

 

 

Client Position

Sitting in an upright position
 

Clinician Position

Standing in front of the client and to the outside of the arm being tested. One hand
(left as shown) stabilizes the scapula and the opposite hand (right as shown) supports the
elbow and maintains the client’s arm in 90° of abduction and internal rotation.
 

Movement

The clinician provides compression through the humerus and maintains the
compression while moving the client’s arm through horizontal adduction.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if shoulder pain or clicking is reproduced.
 

Statistics

SN 25 (NR), SP 80 (NR), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.94, QUADAS 9, in a study of 54 clients
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with suspected labral tear (mean age 23 years; 2 women; mean duration of symptoms
NR), using surgery as a reference standard94

SN 73 (NR), SP 98 (NR), +LR 34.7, −LR 0.27, QUADAS 11, in 172 clients with
suspected labral tear (mean age 43 years; 67 women; mean duration of symptoms
NR), using surgery as a reference standard107

 

Instability

 

Surprise Test or Anterior Release Test
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Figure 21.62

 

 

Client Position

Supine
 

Clinician Position

Immediately to the side of the client, supporting the arm being tested at the elbow with
one hand (right as shown), while placing the opposite hand (left as shown) over the anterior
aspect of the humeral head to maintain a posterior force on the anterior aspect of the
shoulder.
 

Movement

The clinician passively moves the client’s arm into 90° of abduction and full external
rotation, while maintaining the posterior force over the anterior joint line of the shoulder.
After achieving this position, the clinician will remove their hand (left as shown) from the
anterior aspect of shoulder without prompting the client.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if the client reports shoulder pain after the posterior force is removed.
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Statistics

Pooled analysis: SN 82 (69-91), SP 86 (72-95), +LR 5.42, −LR 0.25, in 128 clients
across two studies with anterior instability55

SN 92 (NR), SP 84 (NR), +LR 5.6, −LR 0.1, QUADAS 10, in 169 clients with
history of traumatic dislocation (mean age 38 years; 53 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), using MRA as a reference standard20

SN 64 (NR), SP 99 (NR), +LR 58.6, −LR 0.37, QUADAS 10, in 46 clients with
anterior instability (mean age, gender, and mean duration of symptoms NR), using a
combination of clinical examination and radiographs as a reference standard108

 

Anterior Apprehension Test
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Figure 21.63

 

 

Client Position

Supine, with the elbow flexed to 90°
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client while supporting the arm at the elbow and the
distal forearm
 

Movement

The clinician passively moves the client’s arm into 90° of abduction and full external
rotation. If the client is not apprehensive or having concordant pain, the clinician then
applies an anterior force to the posterior proximal humerus, attempting to glide the
humerus anterior.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if the client reports pain or exhibits apprehension about having their arm in
that position.
 

Statistics
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Pooled analysis: SN 66 (53-77), SP 95 (93-98), +LR 17.2, −LR 0.39, in 409 clients
across two studies with anterior instability55

SN 98 (NR), SP 72 (NR), +LR 3.5, −LR 0.02, QUADAS 10, in 169 clients
presenting with history of traumatic dislocation (mean age 38 years; 53 women;
mean duration of symptoms NR), using MRA as a reference standard20

SN 72 (NR), SP 96 (NR), +LR 20.2, −LR 0.29, QUADAS 11, in 363 clients
presenting with a history of traumatic dislocation (mean age 29 years; 166 women;
mean duration of symptoms NR), using surgery as a reference standard109

SN 53 (NR), SP 99 (NR), +LR 53, −LR 0.47, QUADAS 10, in 46 clients presenting
with anterior instability (mean age, gender, and mean duration of symptoms NR),
using a combination of clinical examination and radiographs as a reference
standard108

 

Relocation Test

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 21.64

 

  

Client Position

Supine with the arm prepositioned passively into 90° of abduction and full ER. The
elbow remains flexed at 90°.
 

Clinician Position

Standing immediately to the side of the client
 

Movement

The clinician passively moves the client’s arm into the abducted, externally rotated
position described. The clinician then applies an anterior force to the posterior aspect of the
humeral head. After assessing the client’s response, a posterior force is applied to the
anterior aspect of the humeral head to effectively relocate the glenohumeral joint.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if the client reports pain or apprehension when an anterior force is applied
and then reports relief of symptoms when the posterior relocation force is applied.
 

Statistics
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Pooled analysis: SN 65 (55-73), SP 90 (87-93), +LR 5.5, −LR 0.55, in 509 clients
across three studies with anterior instability55

SN 92 (NR), SP 84 (NR), +LR 4.4, −LR 0.02, QUADAS 10, in 169 clients
presenting with history of traumatic dislocation (mean age 38 years; 53 women;
mean duration of symptoms NR), using MRA as a reference standard20

SN 81 (NR), SP 92 (NR), +LR 10.4, −LR 0.2, QUADAS 11, in 363 clients
presenting with history of traumatic dislocation (mean age 29 years old; 166 women;
mean duration of symptoms NR), using surgery as a reference standard109

SN 46 (NR), SP 54 (NR), +LR 1.0, −LR 0.99, QUADAS 10, in 46 clients
presenting with anterior instability (mean age, gender, and mean duration of
symptoms NR), using a combination of clinical examination and radiographs as a
reference standard108

 

Hyperabduction Test

Client Position

Sitting or standing
 
 

Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client on the side to be tested
 

Movement

The clinician passively moves the client’s arm into abduction while maintaining a stable
scapula with the opposite hand, effectively creating isolated glenohumeral abduction. The
client’s elbow remains in 90° of flexion. Neutral rotation is maintained.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if the client reports or displays apprehension or if the client’s arm is
abducted past 105°.
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Statistics

SN 67, SP 89, +LR 6.06, −LR 0.37 in 169 clients, 60 of whom presented with
instability post trauma (mean age 30 years old; 53 women; mean duration of symptoms
NR), using MRA as a reference standard20

 

Sulcus Sign

Client Position

Sitting or standing upright
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing either behind or immediately to the side of the arm being tested
 

Movement

The clinician holds the distal humerus and stabilizes the trunk with the opposite hand.
The clinician delivers a distraction force to the humerus.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if the clinician denotes the presence of a sulcus at the glenohumeral joint.
 

Statistics

SN 17, SP 93, +LR 2.4, −LR 0.89, QUADAS 10, in 54 throwing athletes with a
history of shoulder pain during throwing (mean age 23 years old; 2 women; average
duration of symptoms NR), using arthroscopic surgery as a reference standard94

 

Critical Clinical Pearls
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When assessing a client for anterior instability, keep the following in mind:

Clients may have neural tension either concurrently with instability or as a
differential diagnosis.
Clinicians should ensure that the client can achieve close to the end range of normal
or excessive ER.
A neurological assessment may be appropriate if the client has instability from
dislocation or subluxation unless the clinician already performed a neurological exam
as part of an upper quarter triage.
A Beighton scale may help suggest generalized laxity that may be contributing to the
client’s shoulder instability.

 

Biceps Tendinopathy

 

Biceps Tendon Palpation
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Figure 21.65

 

 

Client Position

Sitting or lying supine with the arm resting by their side
 

Clinician Position

In front of or to the side of the client
 

Movement

The clinician palpates the origin of the long head of the biceps.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if the palpation reproduces the client’s pain.
 

Statistics

Palpating the biceps tendon has also been suggested for examining clients with SLAP
tears. Pooled analysis related on palpating the biceps for SLAP tear reveals SN 39
(26-52), SP 67 (53-79), +LR 1.06, −LR 0.95, in 114 clients across two studies with a
SLAP tear.55
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SN 53 (NR), SP 54 (NR), +LR 1.13, −LR (NR), QUADAS 12, in 40 of 847 clients
presenting with suspected biceps tendon tear (mean age 59 years; 16 women; mean
duration of symptoms NR), using arthroscopy as a reference standard.110

 

Upper Cut Test
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Figure 21.66

 

 

Client Position

Sitting in an upright position with the arm being tested flexed to 90° at the elbow with
the hand closed in a fist and the forearm supinated
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side of the client with one hand on top of the client’s fist (right as
shown).
 

Movement

The clinician provides resistance downward and asks the client to flex their arm upward
as if producing a boxing uppercut.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if shoulder pain or painful clicking are reproduced.
 

Statistics

SN 73 (NR), SP 78 (NR), +LR 2.10, −LR 0.81, QUADAS 8, in 325 clients presenting
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with shoulder pain (mean age 43.2 years old; 93 women; mean duration of symptoms NR),
using arthroscopy as a reference standard111

 

Speed’s Test

This has been previously described within the section on labral tear tests. Please refer to
that section for details on how to perform this test.

SN 69 (NR), SP 60 (NR), +LR 1.7, −LR 0.5, QUADAS 12, in 58 clients presenting
with long head of the biceps tendinitis (prevalence rate of 61%; mean age of 56 years
old; 45 women; mean duration of symptoms 11.8 months), using a reference
standard of diagnostic US112

SN 50 (NR), SP 67 (NR), +LR 1.51, −LR (NR), QUADAS 12, in 40 of 847 clients
presenting with suspected biceps tendon tear (mean age 59 years; 16 women; mean
duration of symptoms NR), using arthroscopy as a reference standard110

 

Clusters

Gill and clients report that combining a positive Speed’s test and painful palpation of
the long head of the biceps offers SN 68 (NR), SP 49 (NR), +LR 1.31, −LR (NR) in 40 of
847 clients (mean age 59 years; 16 women; mean duration of symptoms NR), using
suspected biceps tendon tear and arthroscopy as reference standards.110

 

AC Joint Pathology

 

Paxinos Sign

Client Position

Sitting with arms relaxed at their side
 
 

Clinician Position
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The clinician stands directly behind client, to the side of the shoulder to be assessed.
The clinician places their hand over the affected shoulder such that the thumb rests under
the posterolateral aspect of the acromion and the index and long fingers of the same or
contralateral hand are placed superior to the mid-part of the ipsilateral clavicle.
 

Movement

The clinician applies pressure to the acromion with the thumb, in an anterosuperior
direction, and inferiorly to the mid-part of the clavicular shaft with the index and long
fingers.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is if pain was reported or increased in the region of the AC joint.
 

Statistics

SN 79 (NR), SP 50 (NR), +LR 1.6, −LR 0.42, QUADAS 13, in a study of 38
consecutive clients (mean age NR; 22 women; mean duration of symptoms NR) with
shoulder pain bounded by the mid-part of the clavicle and the deltoid insertion, and using
≥50% pain relief from AC joint injection as a reference standard32

 

AC Joint Palpation
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Figure 21.67

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with bilateral arms relaxed at sides
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client, facing the shoulder to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician palpates the AC joint.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of concordant pain localized to the AC joint.
 

Statistics

SN 96 (NR), SP 10 (NR), +LR 1.1, −LR 0.40, QUADAS 13, in a study of 38
consecutive clients presenting with shoulder pain bounded by the mid-part of the
clavicle and the deltoid insertion (mean age NR; 22 females; mean duration of
symptoms NR), using ≥50% pain relief from AC joint injection as a reference
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standard32

SN 36 (20-57), SP 73 (65-80), +LR 1.37, −LR 0.87, QUADAS 13, in a study of 188
clients presenting to a primary care physician with an initial onset of shoulder pain
(mean age of 42 years old; 90 women; mean duration of symptoms 7 weeks), using
an injection under fluoroscopy to the AC joint as a reference standard113

 

Cross-Body Adduction Test
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Figure 21.68

 

 

Client Position

Seated with bilateral arms relaxed at their sides
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side or in front of the shoulder to be assessed, facing the client
 

Movement

The clinician places one hand (left as shown) on the client’s trunk to provide stability
and prevent the trunk from rotating. With the other hand (right as shown), the clinician
grasps the client’s elbow. The clinician passively horizontally adducts the client’s arm across
their chest to end range or pain production.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of concordant pain localized to the AC joint.
 

Statistics

SN 77 (NR), SP 79 (NR), +LR 3.6, −LR 0.29, QUADAS 11, in a study of 35 clients
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(mean age 45 years; 14 women; average duration of symptoms NR, but 21 clients
had a traumatic onset reported), using surgery as a reference standard18

SN 64 (43-80), SP 26 (19-35), +LR 0.86, −LR 1.39, QUADAS 13, in a study of 188
clients presenting to a primary care physician with an initial onset of shoulder pain
(average mean age 42 years; 90 women; mean duration of symptoms 7 weeks), using
an injection under fluoroscopy to the AC joint as a reference standard113

 

AC Resisted Extension
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Figure 21.69

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the arm to be assessed in 90° of flexion and internal rotation
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the shoulder to be assessed and facing the client. They
place one hand (left as shown) on the client’s shoulder for stabilization and the other (right
as shown) on the distal elbow of the arm to be assessed.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s trunk and resists the client’s isometric attempt to
horizontally extend (or horizontally abduct) their arm.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of concordant pain localized to the AC joint.
 

Statistics

SN 72 (NR), SP 85 (NR), +LR 4.8, −LR 0.32, QUADAS 11, in a study of 35 clients
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(mean age 45 years; 14 women; mean duration of symptoms NR, but 21 clients had a
traumatic onset reported) diagnosed with AC joint pathology (local tenderness and
significant pain relief with diagnostic injection), using surgery as a reference standard18

 

Active Compression Test

This test has previously been described regarding labral pathology. Please refer to test
description in that section.
 

Assessment

A (+) test with respect to AC joint pathology is reproduction of localized AC joint
concordant pain.
 

Statistics

SN 14 (5-33), SP 92 (86-96), +LR 1.73, −LR 0.94, QUADAS 13, in a study of 188
clients presenting to a primary care physician with an initial onset of shoulder pain (mean
age 42 years; 90 women; mean duration of symptoms 7 weeks), using an injection under
fluoroscopy to the AC joint as a reference standard113

 

Cluster Testing

Cluster testing consists of the cross-body adduction test, the AC resisted extension test,
and the active compression test.
 

Statistics

All 3 tests (+): SN 25 (NR), SP 97 (NR), +LR 8.3, −LR 0.77, QUADAS 11, in a
study of 35 clients diagnosed with AC joint pathology (mean age of 45 years old; 14
women; mean duration of symptoms NR, but 21 clients had a traumatic onset
reported), using surgery as a reference standard18

Any 2 of the 3 tests (+): SN 81 (NR), SP 89 (NR), +LR 7.4, −LR 0.21, QUADAS
11, in a study of 35 clients diagnosed with AC joint pathology (mean age of 45 years
old; 14 women; mean duration of symptoms NR, but 21 clients had a traumatic
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onset reported), using surgery as a reference standard18

Additional cluster testing is comprised of the cross-body adduction test, active
compression test, Hawkins-Kennedy test, and AC joint tenderness to palpation.
 

Statistics

All 4 tests (+): SN 5 (1-24), SP 99 (95-100), +LR 5.70, −LR 0.96, QUADAS 13, in a
study of 188 clients presenting to a primary care physician with an initial onset of
shoulder pain (mean age of 42 years old; 90 women; mean duration of symptoms 7
weeks), using an injection under fluoroscopy to the AC joint as a reference
standard113

At least 3 tests (+): SN 30 (15-52), SP 81 (73-87), +LR 1.57, −LR 0.87, QUADAS
13, in a study of 188 clients presenting to a primary care physician with an initial
onset of shoulder pain (mean age of 42 years old; 90 women; mean duration of
symptoms 7 weeks), using an injection under fluoroscopy to the AC joint as a
reference standard113

 

Adhesive Capsulitis

 

Shoulder Shrug Sign
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Figure 21.70

 

 

Client Position

Upright position
 

Clinician Position

Either in front of or behind the client for a view of the client’s scapula
 

Movement

The client is asked to raise their arm into maximal shoulder flexion.
 

Assessment

The test is (+) if the client allows the shoulder girdle to shrug prior to achieving 90° of
active flexion.
 

Statistics

When related to adhesive capsulitis: SN 90 (NR), SP 50 (NR), +LR 1.9, −LR 0.1,
QUADAS 11
When related to glenohumeral arthritis: SN 91 (NR), SP 57 (NR), +LR 2.1, −LR
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0.17, in 982 clients (mean age 57 years; 267 women; mean duration of symptoms
NR), using radiography and intra-operative findings as reference standards114

 

Coracoid Pain Test
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Figure 21.71

 

 

Client Position

Sitting, arms relaxed at their sides
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client and to the side to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician palpates the coracoid, AC joint, and the anterolateral subacromial region.
The clinician asks the client to rate their pain on a scale of 0 (no pain) to 10 (most severe
pain).
 

Assessment

A (+) test is when the pain with palpation of the coracoid is 3 points or greater above
the score of the other two palpated areas.
 

Statistics
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SN 96 (90-99), SP 89 (86-91), +LR 8.7, −LR 0.04, QUADAS 7, in a study of 85
clients presenting with primary adhesive capsulitis, 465 with rotator cuff tear, 48 with
calcifying tendonitis, 16 with glenohumeral arthritis, 66 with AC arthropathy, and 150
asymptomatic clients (age range 43-64 years, gender and mean duration of symptoms NR),
using comparison to those with the other conditions and to the controls as a reference
standard115

 

Tests for Scapular Dyskinesis

 

Scapular Assistance Test
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Figure 21.72

 

 

Client Position

Sitting, arms relaxed at their sides
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client
 

Movement

The client is asked to elevate their arm in the scapular plane and to rate their pain on a
0-10 scale (0 = no pain, 10 = worst pain). The clinician also observes to see if a painful arc
is present. The client then repeats the elevation while the clinician manually assists the
scapula into upward rotation and posterior tilting.
 

Assessment

The test is (+) if the client reports decreased pain with elevation when the clinician is
providing the assistance.
 

Statistics
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The scapular assistance test has not been assessed for diagnostic value. It has been
studied for reliability in 46 clients presenting for physical therapy for various shoulder
dysfunctions. (κ) coefficient was 0.53 in the scapular plane and 0.62 in the sagittal
plane.116

 

Scapular Dyskinesis Test

Client Position

Upright position
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client to observe the scapula
 

Movement

The client is asked to perform up to five repetitions of shoulder flexion and abduction.
 

Assessment

The test is considered (+) if the clinician notes winging or abnormal movement. This
may be quantified as normal movement, subtle dyskinesis, or obvious dyskinesis.
 

Statistics

Shoulder pain is >3/10, SN 24, SP 71, +LR 0.83, −LR 1.07. When shoulder pain is
>6/10, SN 21, SP 72, +LR 0.75, −LR 1.1, QUADAS 10, with 66 collegiate athlete clients
presenting with shoulder pain (mean age 21 years old; 16 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), using a reference standard of self-reported shoulder pain via the Penn
Shoulder Scale.117

 

Lateral Scapular Slide Test
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Figure 21.73

 

 

Client Position

Sitting, arms relaxed at their sides
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client
 

Movement

The clinician measures from the inferior angle of the scapula to the thoracic spinous
process at the same level. This measurement occurs with the client keeping their shoulder at
0°, 45°, and 90° of abduction. It is performed on both the symptomatic and asymptomatic
sides.
 

Assessment

The test is considered (+) if there is >1 to 1.5 cm of distance difference in scapular
position from one side to the other.
 

Statistics
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When attempting to identify any shoulder dysfunction, Odom and colleagues
calculated the following statistics with a QUADAS 8 in 20 of 46 clients with various
shoulder pathologies (mean age of 30 years, gender and mean duration of symptoms were
NR). Confidence intervals were not reported for the statistical analysis.118

At the 1 cm threshold:

SN 35 (0°), 41 (45°), 43 (90°)
SP 48 (0°), 54 (45°), 56 (90°)
+ LR 0.67 (0°), 0.89 (45°), 0.98 (90°)
−LR 1.35 (0°), 1.09 (45°), 1.02 (90°)

At the 1.5 cm threshold:

SN 28 (0°), 50 (45°), 34 (90°)
SP 53 (0°), 58 (45°), 52 (90°)
+LR 0.60 (0°), 1.19 (45°), 0.71 (90°)
−LR 1.36 (0 °), 0.86 (45 °), 1.27 (90 °)

When attempting to identify shoulder diagnosis, Shadmehr and colleagues calculated
the following statistics with a QUADAS of 7 in 27 of 57 clients with various shoulder
pathologies (mean age of 48 years old, gender and mean duration of symptoms were not
reported). Confidence intervals were not calculated for the statistical analysis.119

At the 1 cm threshold:

SN 93-100 (0°), 90-93 (45°), 86-96 (90°)
SP 8-23 (0°), 4-23 (45°), 4-15 (90°)
+ LR 1.01–1.3 (0°), 0.94–1.21 (45°), 0.90–1.13 (90°)
−LR 0.88–0 (0°), 2.5–0.3 (45°), 3.5–0.27 (90°)

At the 1.5 cm threshold:

SN 90-96 (0°), 83-93 (45°), 80-90 (90°)
SP 12-26 (0°), 15-26 (45°), 4-19 (90°)
+LR 1.02–1.3 (0°), 0.98–1.26 (45°), 0.83–1.11 (90°)
−LR 0.15–0.83 (0°), 0.27–1.13 (45°), 0.52–5.0 (90°)

 

Scapular Retraction Test
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Figure 21.74

 

 

Client Position

Upright position in a natural posture
 

Clinician Position

Standing in front of the client
 

Movement

The clinician asks the client to bring their arm into elevation within the scapular plane.
The clinician then attempts to push the arm inferiorly, asking the client to resist the
movement. Next, the clinician cues the client to correct their scapular position by actively
retracting the scapula. The first step is repeated with the client maintaining the retracted
position.
 

Assessment

The test is (+) if the client’s strength is better in the scapular retracted position versus
the natural resting position.
 

Statistics
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SN 100, SP 33 (NR), +LR 1.49, −LR 0, QUADAS 3, in a study of 20 clients
presenting with shoulder pain (mean age of 43 years, gender and mean duration of
symptoms NR), using a reference standard of clinical or MRI diagnosis of labral injury,
instability, impingement, decreased supraspinatus strength, and scapular dyskinesis on
clinical exam120

 

SICK Scapula

Client Position

Sitting, arms relaxed at their sides
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client
 

Movement

The clinician palpates the coracoid and the contours of the scapula.
 

Assessment

SICK scapula is an acronym for Scapular malposition, Inferior medial border
prominence, Coracoid pain, and dysKinesis of scapula movement. A client exhibiting these
attributes would be considered to have SICK scapula findings.
 

Statistics

SN 41 (NR); SP, +LR, and –LR (NR); QUADAS 11, in 34 clients (mean age 47 years;
2 women; mean duration of symptoms 28 months since time of AC joint grade III
dislocation) when attempting to identify clients with SICK scapula in the presence of a
chronic grade III AC dislocation, using clinical or radiographic examination as a reference
standard121
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Nerve Palsies

 
The following tests have been purported to assess nerve palsies of axillary and spinal

accessory nerves. These tests have been analyzed only in small samples,122, 123 with only
one of the studies reporting SN and SP numbers122 (the triangle sign: SN 100, SP 95).
Generalizability of these tests based on the current literature is limited at this time.

Deltoid Extension Lag Sign
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Figure 21.75

 

 

Client Position

Sitting in an upright position
 

Clinician Position

Standing behind the client, grasping the client’s arm at the wrist
 

Movement

The clinician passively moves the client’s arm into full shoulder extension. The
clinician then asks the client to maintain the arm in an extended position and releases the
client’s wrist.
 

Assessment

The test is (+) for axillary nerve palsy if a lag is noted (client is unable to maintain the
extended position).
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Active Elevation Lag Sign

Client Position

Upright position
 
 

Clinician Position

The clinician stands behind the client and initially moves the client’s arm passively
through shoulder flexion to ensure that full elevation is available. After ensuring that full
elevation is available, the clinician returns the client’s arm to their side. Finally, the
clinician places their hand on the client’s lumbar spine.
 

Movement

The clinician continues to palpate the lumbar spine and asks the client to actively
elevate the arm through as much range of motion as they are able. The clinician defines the
amount of motion by the amount of flexion produced prior to lumbar hyperextension
occurring. The movement is produced on the asymptomatic side three times and then on
the symptomatic side three times.
 

Assessment

The test is (+) for spinal accessory nerve palsy if less shoulder elevation is noted on the
symptomatic side compared to the asymptomatic side.
 

Triangle Sign

Client Position

The client sits in an upright position initially. After shoulder flexion range of motion
has been assessed, the client is positioned in prone with the arms in a flexed position.
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Clinician Position

The clinician stands behind the client when they are in the upright position. When the
client is prone, the clinician stands alongside the client and monitors the lumbar spine.
 

Movement

The clinician initially moves the client’s arm into shoulder flexion to assess if full
shoulder flexion is available. If full flexion is available, the client is asked to lay prone with
the shoulder flexed to end range. The client then attempts to actively flex the arm off the
table.
 

Assessment

The test is (+) for spinal accessory nerve palsy if the client uses lumbar hyperextension
to achieve active arm flexion on the symptomatic side.
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Palpation

The clinician should potentially palpate the entire shoulder complex, cervical spine,
upper thoracic spine, and upper ribs when assessing the shoulder joint, dependent on the
particular client presentation. Refer to chapters 17 (Cervical Spine) and 18 (Thoracic
Spine) to review palpation of these structures.

Anterior Aspect
Bony Structures

Bicipital groove: The clinician holds the client’s arm in mid-position. They will
move their fingers laterally from the coracoid process, past the lesser tuberosity and
into the bicipital groove. It contains the tendon of the long head of the biceps. This
groove is covered by the transverse humeral ligament, which can sometimes be lax
and allow the biceps tendon to sublux. If this occurs, it will generally sublux medially
as the humerus is rotated laterally. The clinician should have the client internally
rotate, and their finger will roll onto the greater tuberosity. This structure is generally
tender if the client has had an anterior dislocation of the shoulder.
Sternoclavicular joint: The clinician palpates laterally to the head of the clavicle into
the depression.
Clavicle: The clinician can move medial to the acromion until a bulge is felt.
Generally the clavicle will sit slightly higher than the acromion. The clinician may
have the client abduct the shoulder in order to feel the clavicle rotate posteriorly. The
clavicle is convex anterior medially and concave anterior laterally.
Coracoid process: A very important structure, the coracoid process is the attachment
of several structures. If the clinician can find the acromioclavicular joint and drop
about 2 cm medial and inferior, they will palpate the coracoid. This structure is
almost always tender to palpation, even without pathology.
Acromioclavicular joint: The clinician can palpate laterally along the clavicle to the
most lateral aspect of the clavicle. They will feel where the clavicle is slightly superior
to the acromion. The area will be tender with sprains of the AC ligament or with
degeneration of the AC joint, which is common in weightlifters. Clients may also get
crepitus from this location if there are any degenerative changes.
Lateral border of the scapula: The clinician can find the inferior medial angle of the
scapula and move superolaterally along scapula. As they move superior and laterally,
they will first palpate the teres major and then the teres minor.

Soft-Tissue Structures

Short head of biceps: This is the proximal attachment to the coracoid process (figure
21.76), while the distal attachment is the conjoined tendon of the biceps brachii.
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Figure 21.76 Palpation of the coracoid process.

 

Long head of biceps: This structure is palpable proximally in the bicipital groove, as
described before.
Supraspinatus: To palpate its insertion, the clinician slightly extends the client’s
shoulder and palpates just the anterior lateral end of the acromion. There they should
have the area of the top of the greater tubercle.
Infraspinatus: The infraspinatus insertion is on the middle of the greater tubercle of
the humerus.
Teres major: This muscle has an origin along the dorsal surface of the lateral border
of the scapula, while its insertion is on the lower portion of the greater tubercle.
Subscapularis: The origin is along the entire costal surface of the scapula except for a
small space near the glenohumeral joint. The insertion is along the lesser tubercle of
the humerus. This can be a difficult structure to palpate. Clinicians may be able to
palpate a portion of the subscapularis muscle belly by bringing the arm into
approximately 45° of abduction and slight external rotation to expose the costal
surface, though this may not be easily palpable on all clients.
Pectoralis major: To palpate, the clinician may begin at the sternal attachment, then
follow along the clavicle to palpate the upper fibers. They can follow these along to
the crest of the greater tubercle of humerus. This muscle creates the anterior wall of
axilla.
Deltoid: The insertion is on the deltoid tuberosity of the humerus. To palpate the
deltoid, the clinician starts on distal third of the clavicle and moves laterally and
inferiorly around its posterior portion.
Sternocleidomastoid muscle: A long thin muscle, the SCM has an insertion at the
mastoid process of the occiput, while its proximal origin has two portions, one
attaching to the clavicle and one attaching to the sternum. The clinician can palpate
along the clavicle until they reach the SC joint. The clinician should have the client
laterally flex the neck toward them while the client rotates it away; this will make the
SCM more easily stand out for palpation.
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Axillary lymph nodes: Normal lymph nodes should not be palpated in a normal
adult. If they are palpable, this could indicate malignancy or infection.

Posterior Aspect
Bony Structures

Lateral border of the scapula: The clinician can find the inferior medial angle of the
scapula and move superolaterally along the scapula. As they move superior and
laterally, they will first palpate the teres major and then the teres minor
Superior angle of scapula: The attachment of the levator scapula is at this location.
The clinician can follow the spine of the scapula as far as it will go medially, then
move their fingers superior to find the superior angle of the scapula. This area is
commonly tender.
Spine of scapula: The clinician may locate the bony prominence three-fourths along
the spine cranially. Superior to the spine of the scapula lies the supraspinous fossa,
where the supraspinatus muscle resides. Inferior to the spine of the scapula is the
infraspinatus fossa, where the infraspinatus muscle lies.
Medial border of scapula: At the superior portion are the attachments of the
rhomboids. The medial border of the scapula should be no more than 3 in. (8 cm)
from midline. If the medial border is greater than approximately 3 in. from midline,
it would be considered abducted. Along the medial border of the scapula, the
clinician may palpate the rhomboid major and minor.
Inferior angle of scapula: This is located at the tip of the inferior portion of the
scapula. If the inferior medial angle of the scapula is elevated away from the thoracic
cage, it is considered to be tipped.

Soft-Tissue Structures

Supraspinatus: For palpation, the clinician can passively flex the shoulder 90°, with
the elbow flexed 90° and some internal rotation of the shoulder. To palpate its
insertion, the clinician can slightly extend the shoulder and palpate just the anterior
lateral end of the acromion; there they should find the area of the top of the greater
tubercle.
Infraspinatus: For palpation, the clinician should have the client either seated or
prone on the table. In prone, the client should grab the edge of the table to maintain
lateral rotation. The clinician can palpate along the spine of the scapula laterally then
move their fingers inferiorly to the infraspinatus fossa.
Teres minor: For palpation, the clinician can follow the lateral angle of the scapula.
The first muscle they will find is the teres major. As they palpate superiorly, the next
muscle they come to will be the teres minor.
Latissimus dorsi: This muscle is very palpable on the posterior lateral aspect of the
trunk.
Rhomboids (major and minor): To palpate the rhomboids, the clinician should
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locate the vertebral border of the scapula. The clinician should place the client’s arm
behind their waist to encourage scapular adduction, and the muscles will contract.
Trapezius muscle: The upper part is a thin sheet running downward from the base
of the skull and then curving downward and forward around the neck to insert on
the clavicle. The second part extends from the ligaments of the neck to the acromion.
It is much thicker and stronger. The middle portion includes fibers that arise from
the 7th cervical vertebra to insert on the spine of the scapula. The lower portion of
the trapezius fibers converge from their origin on the lower thoracic vertebrae and
run superior and lateral to join a short tendon attached to a small tendon, which
attaches to the inferior medial angle of the scapula. The clinician can follow the
trapezius laterally and inferiorly from the external occipital protuberance to the
clavicle. Also, they should follow the lower fibers from the medial aspect of the spine
of the scapula, then move medially and inferiorly to the spinous processes of the
lower thoracic vertebrae. The clinician can follow the middle fibers from the
acromion to the spinous processes of the 7th cervical and upper thoracic vertebrae.
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Physical Performance Measures

Physical performance measures (PPMs) available for the shoulder are often appropriate
for several areas of the upper quadrant, at times encompassing physical performance with
issues that could include the cervical and upper thoracic spine, as well as any of the upper
extremity joints. PPMs for the shoulder and upper quadrant have not been investigated as
extensively as in the lower extremity; as such, there are fewer PPMs to select from. Table
21.4 includes lower-level balance PPMs as well since balance may be a concern for clients
who sustained a shoulder injury due to a fall or for clients who may have a shoulder
dysfunction and a concurrent falls risk.
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The Upper extremity Y balance test (UEYBT) has been correlated with a 2-minute
timed push-up, lateral trunk endurance, and the closed kinetic chain upper extremity
stability test (CKCUEST) in healthy, college-aged subjects. Additionally, there was no
significant difference in measurements during the UEYBT from the dominant to
nondominant arm, which one may expect in a client with shoulder dysfunction.124 The
CKCUEST has similarly been investigated in healthy, college-aged baseball players and has
been found to be a reliable measure of closed chain upper extremity function.125 Both the
UEYBT and the CKCUEST appear to be indicative of upper extremity closed chain
stability as well as of general core and trunk strength and mobility.

The functional impairment test—hand, neck, shoulder, and arm (FIT-HaNSA) has
been compared between clients with and without shoulder dysfunction. It has shown
reliability and has correlated well with the DASH and SPADI, and moderately with
strength and ROM measures at the shoulder.126

The overhead squat is a component of the Functional Movement Screen (previously
discussed in chapter 12). This movement has not been researched in clients with shoulder
pain, but it may have some utility as a PPM in this population due to the shoulder
elevation that is incorporated in the overhead squat.

The flexed arm hang and pull-up test are used to quantify forearm and upper extremity
flexor strength and endurance, though they have not been correlated with specific shoulder
dysfunction. Similarly, the push-up test is used to assess general upper extremity strength
and endurance, but it has not been correlated specifically with various shoulder
dysfunctions.127

The backward overhead medicine ball throw, sidearm medicine ball throw, and seated
shot-put throw have all been suggested as strength and power PPMs of the upper extremity.
The backward overhead medicine ball throw has demonstrated reliability and validity with
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total-body power and vertical jump in both jumping and nonjumping athletes. The
sidearm medicine ball throw has been correlated with isometric trunk rotational torque and
1RM on the bench press. The seated shot-put throw has been moderately correlated with
power on the bench press in college football players.127

The Functional Throwing Performance Index (FTPI) has shown good reliability in
small sample sets of overhead athletes and is a way to quantify proprioception.128

The scapular muscular endurance test has been investigated in clients with postural
neck pain and has shown moderate reliability in this population. An average of 30.1
seconds is considered a clinically significant amount of change.129 This has not been
correlated in clients with isolated shoulder dysfunction, but it may be useful if considering
the regional interdependence of scapulothoracic muscular endurance and shoulder pain.
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Common Orthopedic Conditions of the Shoulder Joint

While it is impossible to distinctly describe various pathological presentations of the
shoulder, there are evidence-based findings supportive of particular pathologies of this
region of the body. Therefore, the intent of this section of the chapter is to present current
evidence-supported findings suggestive of shoulder pathologies. As previously described in
chapter 4 (Evidence-Based Practice and Client Examination), though, not all examination
findings are absolutely supported with clinical evidence, and the clinician should also rely
on clinical experience and input from the client when performing differential diagnosis of a
client’s presentation of pain and dysfunction.

As with other regions of the body, and discussed in chapter 5, diagnostic labels for
specific pathologies, although widely used, are not uniform. Therefore, since selection
criteria for diagnostic conclusion could not uniformly be derived, it has been strongly
suggested that the use of diagnostic labels be abolished.130

Rotator Cuff Tear or Tendinopathy

ICD-9: 726.1 (rotator cuff syndrome of shoulder and allied disorders); 726.9
(enthesopathy of unspecified site); 727.61 (complete rupture of rotator cuff)
ICD-10: M75.1 (rotator cuff syndrome); M75.2 (complete rotator cuff tear or
rupture); M77.9 (enthesopathy, unspecified)

A rotator cuff injury can include any type of irritation or damage to the rotator cuff
muscles or tendons of the shoulder.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Rotator cuff tendinopathy affects 1 in 50 adults and is particularly common in
athletes who throw repetitively and in laborers who have to work with their arms
overhead.131

Pain is the most common complaint, and it leads to a reduction in shoulder strength
(pain inhibition) and functional impairment.14

Onset is often insidious and can be due to falling on an outstretched hand or
repetitive activities.14, 26

Intrinsic degeneration within the rotator cuff is the principal factor in the
pathogenesis of rotator cuff tears.14, 26

Even without a report of pain, a client may have a chronic, degenerative full-
thickness tear.132

Description of a painful arc of motion has less than good ability to help rule in (SP
81, +LR 3.7) an RCT.132
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Outcome Measures

The DASH, ASES, SSI, and SPADI are all considered acceptable for use in clients
with shoulder dysfunction related to rotator cuff tears.21

Diagnostic Imaging

Hooked acromion is often present on radiographs.133, 134

MRA demonstrates better diagnostic accuracy than either US or MRI (see table 21.1)
for both ruling out and ruling in rotator cuff tears.
US demonstrates better assistance for ruling in capability (SP 88-100) than ruling out
(SN 67-95) capability.25-28

II. Observation

The client may present with the arm held across the abdomen if it is highly
irritable.14, 26

Atrophy may be noted in the supraspinatus and infraspinatus fossa of the scapula on
the involved side.132

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
The bony apprehension test demonstrates good diagnostic accuracy to help both rule
out (SN 94, −LR 0.07) and rule in (SP 84, +LR 5.9) shoulder instability due to a
bony lesion.48

The olecranon-manubrium test demonstrates strong diagnostic accuracy to help both
rule out (SN 84, −LR 0.3) and rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder
dislocations, clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.46

IV. Motion Tests132

Clients may be limited in overhead and reaching activities.
They may report stiffness, weakness, or crepitus with attempted ROM.
Clients may have painless lack of AROM when presenting with a full-thickness tear.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Increased pain and weakness with muscle testing of the involved tendon are
predictive of increased tendon thickness and tendinopathy changes on US.135

Pain or weakness may be present in internal rotation, external rotation, and
glenohumeral elevation.132
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Optimal positions for strength testing include resisting elevation at 90° of elevation
with 45° of external rotation in the scapular plane for the supraspinatus and resisting
external rotation at 0° of humeral elevation with 45° of internal rotation.69

VI. Special Tests

Painful arc: has less than good ability to help rule out (SN 71, −LR 0.36) and rule in
(SP 81, +LR 3.7) an RCT.132

Hawkins-Kennedy test: has less than good ability to help rule out (SN 66, −LR 0.5)
and rule in (SP 63, +LR 1.9) tendinopathy.
Hawkins-Kennedy test: has less than good ability to help rule out (SN 76, −LR 0.51)
and rule in (SP 48, +LR 1.5) an RCT in pooled analysis.132

Neer’s test: has less than good ability to help rule out (SN 64-68, −LR 0.60–1.1) and
rule in (SP 30-61, +LR 0.98–1.6) an RCT in pooled analysis.132

Rent test: A (+) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 97, +LR 32) and a (−) test
also has ideal ability to help rule out (SN 96, −LR 0.04) an RCT.71

Lateral Jobe test: A (+) test has good ability to help rule in (SP 89, +LR 7.36) and a
(−) test has good ability to help rule out (SN 81, −LR 0.10) an RCT.85

Supine impingement test: A (+) test has ideal ability to help rule out (SN 97, −LR
0.33) an RCT.10

Empty can test: has less than good ability in pooled analysis to help either rule out or
rule in an RCT. In two separate single studies, it had good ability to help rule in (SP
87-90, +LR 3.9–4.4) an RCT.4, 77

Drop arm test: has poor ability to help rule out (SN 21, −LR 0.86) and less than
good ability to help rule in (SP 92, +LR 2.6) an RCT in pooled analysis54 and fair at
best diagnostic ability in single studies.
Full can test: has less than good ability to help rule out or rule in an RCT.
External rotation lag sign: A (+) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 91-94, +LR
5–7.2)78, 79 full-thickness supraspinatus or infraspinatus tears, while a (+) test has
good ability to help rule in (SP 90, +LR 4.2)77 an RCT of any severity.
Drop sign and hornblower’s signs: have less than good ability to help rule in or rule
out an infraspinatus tear.
Lift-off test: A (+) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 97, +LR 16.5) a
subscapularis tear according to pooled analysis,54 as well as one single study (SP
100).90

Internal rotation lag test: A (+) test has good ability to help rule in (SP 84, +LR 6.2)
and a (−) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SN 100, −LR 0.0) a subscapularis
tear.79

Belly press test: A (+) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 98, +LR 20) a
subscapularis tear.90

Bear hug test: A (+) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 92, +LR 7.2) a
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subscapularis tear.90

VII. Palpation

Palpation tends to elicit well-localized tenderness that is similar in quality and
location to the pain experienced during activity.136

(−) tenderness to palpation of the AC joint helps rule out (SN 96, −LR 0.40) AC
joint pathology.32

(−) tenderness of the supraspinatus helps rule out (SN 92) subacromial
impingement.137

(−) tenderness of the biceps tendon helps rule out (SN 85) subacromial
impingement.137

Increased tenderness to palpation of the involved tendon is predictive of increased
tendon thickness and tendinopathy changes on US.135

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Scapular muscular endurance test
Push-up test if the client can assume the position
Considering the prevalence of RCTs in older people, clinicians may need to assess
clients for a falls risk.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Exercise and conditioning, mobility if client has concurrent stiffness, and pain if
client is highly irritable may be appropriate.

Differential Diagnosis of a Rotator Cuff Tear and C5 Radiculopathy

RC pathology has a higher prevalence in older populations and frequently is
associated with complaints of night pain and weakness in abduction.
Both issues could present from an insidious onset.
RC pathology may present after a fall on the outstretched arm or from overuse with
repeated shoulder motions.
A partial RCT will likely cause pain with resisted external rotation, abduction, or
internal rotation.
Both radiculopathy and a full-thickness tear could present with frank weakness in
abduction and external rotation.
Radiculopathy may cause decreased cervical ROM, a positive ULTT, and pain with
Spurling’s test.
Radiculopathy may present with alterations in sensation and reflexes.
Symptoms related to radiculopathy may be altered with repeated cervical ROM or
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traction.

 

Primary Shoulder Impingement

ICD-9: 726.2 (other affections of shoulder region, not elsewhere classified)
ICD-10: M75.4 (impingement syndrome)

Shoulder impingement syndrome is a clinical syndrome that occurs when the tendons
of the rotator cuff muscles become impinged as they pass through the subacromial space.
Primary impingement is due to lack of mobility in the shoulder joint. Subacromial bursitis
and tendinopathy of the rotator cuff or biceps tendon can also cause symptoms of
impingement.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

This syndrome is often associated with pain during repeated overhead activities.132

Outcome Measures

The ASES, DASH, and SPADI were shown to be acceptable for clinical use.21

The DASH was shown to require a 40% change from the initial score to be
indicative of a substantial clinical benefit (SCB).138

Diagnostic Imaging

Hooked acromion is often present on radiographs.133, 134

MRI is better to help rule out (SN 85) AC joint arthropathy, while radiographs are
better to help rule in (SP 90) AC joint arthropathy.32

US demonstrates overall good diagnostic accuracy for calcifying tendinitis and
subacromial bursitis.25

II. Observation

FHRSP is associated with decreased subacromial space.42

Scapular dyskinesis has been proposed as a dysfunction in clients with impingement
and other shoulder disorders. However, dyskinesis is not associated with any singular
diagnosis including impingement.19

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
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out.
The bony apprehension test demonstrates good diagnostic accuracy to help both rule
out (SN 94, −LR 0.07) and rule in (SP 84, +LR 5.9) shoulder instability due to a
bony lesion.48

The olecranon-manubrium test demonstrates strong diagnostic accuracy to help both
rule out (SN 84, −LR 0.3) and rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder
dislocations, clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.46

IV. Motion Tests

Clients may have posterior capsule mobility restriction.139

Not having a painful arc of motion helps rule out (SN 75, −LR 0.38) shoulder
impingement slightly better than having a painful arc of motion helps to rule it in
(SP 67, +LR 2.3).4

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Weakness may be present in shoulder abduction, rotation, and flexion.140

Increased pain and weakness with muscle testing of the involved tendon are
predictive of increased tendon thickness and tendinopathy changes on US.135

VI. Special Tests

Hawkins-Kennedy test: A (−) test has good ability to help rule out (SN 80, −LR
0.35) but does not help rule in shoulder impingement in pooled analysis,55 as well as
in multiple single studies.
Neer’s sign: Across two meta-analyses and multiple single studies, the only strong
diagnostic ability was a (−) test in one study that had good ability to help rule out
(SN 81, −LR 0.35) SAIS.4

Painful arc: Across one meta-analysis and multiple single studies, the only strong
diagnostic ability was a (−) test in one study that had ideal ability to help rule out
(SN 96, −LR 0.10) SAIS.78

Internal rotation resisted strength and cross-body adduction tests: Have only less than
good ability to help rule in or rule out SAIS.
Infraspinatus or external rotation resistance test: A (+) test has good ability to help
rule in (SP 87, +LR 4.4) SAIS.4 When pain was the finding, this test had ideal ability
to help rule in (SP 100, +LR Inf) SAIS.70

Cluster tests:
Any combination of ≥3 (+) out of 5 tests (painful arc, external rotation
resistance, empty can, Neer’s test, and Hawkins-Kennedy test) has only fair
ability to help rule in (SP 74, +LR 2.9) the diagnosis of SAIS, and <3 (+) out of
5 tests also has only fair ability to help rule out (SN 75, −LR 0.34) SAIS.4
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(+) findings on the Hawkins-Kennedy, painful arc, and infraspinatus tests have
ideal ability to help rule in (+LR 10.56) SAIS.77

The majority of special tests for SAIS (used individually or combined) are limited in
their abilities to diagnose or screen for the syndrome.

VII. Palpation

Increased tenderness to palpation of the involved tendon is predictive of increased
tendon thickness and tendinopathy changes on US.135

(−) tenderness to palpation of the AC joint helps rule out (SN 96, −LR 0.40) AC
joint pathology.32

(−) tenderness of the supraspinatus helps rule out (SN 92) subacromial
impingement.137

(−) tenderness of the biceps tendon helps rule out (SN 85) subacromial
impingement.137

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Scapular muscular endurance test.
Push-up test if the client can assume the position.
Work-, sport-, and activity-specific functions.
The FIT-HaNSA may assist in quantifying activity-specific functions.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Mobility and exercise and conditioning are most likely to be used; pain control may
also be used if client has high irritability.

Shoulder Secondary Impingement

ICD-9: 726.2 (other affections of shoulder region, not elsewhere classified)
ICD-10: M75.4 (impingement syndrome)

Shoulder impingement syndrome is a clinical syndrome that occurs when the tendons
of the rotator cuff muscles become impinged as they pass through the subacromial space.
Secondary impingement in the shoulder is attributed to weakness, laxity of the shoulder,
scapular dysfunction, or the general lack of stability in the glenohumeral joint. The concept
of internal impingement is also thought to be related to issues with laxity and a
microinstability of the glenohumeral joint. Impingement may occur in the intra-articular
space or posteriorly along the glenoid rim.141

I. Client Interview
Subjective History
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Symptoms may occur in the cocking position of throwing (approaching the 90° of
external rotation or 90° of abduction position).142

The client’s chief complaint is often posterior shoulder pain with overhead sports
(baseball, volleyball serving, and tennis).142

Outcome Measures

The ASES, DASH, and SPADI can be used.21

Diagnostic Imaging

Hooked acromion is possibly present on radiographs.133, 134

MRI is better to help rule out (SN 85) AC joint arthropathy, while radiographs are
better to help rule in (SP 90) AC joint arthropathy.32

US demonstrates overall good diagnostic accuracy for calcifying tendinitis and
subacromial bursitis.25

II. Observation

Shoulder impingement is thought to be associated with scapular dyskinesis. However,
dyskinesis is not associated with any specific pathology.19

Lack of muscle efficiency associated with scapular dyskinesis may be more associated
with resting posture than with any pathology.41

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
The bony apprehension test demonstrates good diagnostic accuracy to help both rule
out (SN 94, −LR 0.07) and rule in (SP 84, +LR 5.9) shoulder instability due to a
bony lesion.48

The olecranon-manubrium test demonstrates strong diagnostic accuracy to help both
rule out (SN 84, −LR 0.3) and rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder
dislocations, clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.46

IV. Motion Tests

Clients may have excessive ROM with external rotation.139, 143

Not having a painful arc of motion helps rule out (SN 75, −LR 0.38) shoulder
impingement slightly better than having a painful arc of motion helps to rule it in
(SP 67, +LR 2.3).4

Clients may have GIRD.144
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V. Muscle Performance Testing

Internal rotators may be weak.139, 143

Decreased muscle endurance may occur in shoulder abductors and external rotators,
especially in swimmers.143

Increased pain and weakness with muscle testing of the involved tendon are
predictive of increased tendon thickness and tendinopathy changes on US.135

VI. Special Tests

See tests described previously for primary impingement.
Internal-rotation resisted strength test showed good ability to help rule in (SP 96,
+LR 22) and rule out (SN 88, −LR 0.12) internal impingement (although a
QUADAS of only 8), which is thought to be associated with glenohumeral laxity.83

This test has only been investigated by a single study.

VII. Palpation

Increased tenderness to palpation of the involved tendon is predictive of increased
tendon thickness and tendinopathy changes on US.135

(−) tenderness to palpation of the AC joint helps rule out (SN 96, −LR 0.40) AC
joint pathology.32

(−) tenderness of the supraspinatus helps rule out (SN 92) subacromial
impingement.137

(−) tenderness of the biceps tendon helps rule out (SN 85) subacromial
impingement.137

Tenderness to palpation over the infraspinatus is associated with internal
impingement.142

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Scapular muscular endurance test
Push-up test
CKCUEST for collegiate, overhead athletes
Functional throwing performance index for overhead athletes

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Exercise and conditioning are most likely to be used. Pain control may be used if the
client has acute onset with high pain intensity. Mobility may be a secondary
treatment if GIRD is present.

Labral Tear or Pathology (SLAP or Bankart)
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ICD-9: 840.7 (superior glenoid labrum lesion)
ICD-10: S43.439A (superior glenoid labrum lesion)

The labrum in the shoulder partly functions to deepen the glenoid. The labrum can
tear when the shoulder is subluxed or dislocated, as well as with repetitive microtrauma,
which is common in repeated overhead activity. A superior labrum, anterior to posterior
(SLAP) tear is a tear of the labrum on the superior portion of the labrum from anterior to
posterior. A Bankart tear is a tear of the labrum in the anterior to inferior location of the
labrum.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Four types of SLAP tears (types I-IV) exist: Type I (labral fraying) is associated with
rotator cuff tear. Types II (instability of labral–biceps complex) and IV (bucket
handle tear of labrum extending into biceps tendon) are more symptomatic with
reproduction of mechanism. Types III (bucket handle tear with stable labral–biceps
complex) and IV are associated with traumatic instability. Type II is the most
common.16

Tears are more common in the dominant arm.15, 34

Clinical history may involve a traction injury, direct trauma to the shoulder, or a fall
on an outstretched arm. Frequently, no antecedent injury or activity is reported.15

Clients may have complaints of clicking, catching, locking, or popping in the
shoulder.15, 16

Clients may have nonspecific complaints, but they are unlikely to be able to perform
activities related to high-level sports.16

If an associated anterior dislocation is present, a Hill-Sachs deformity and a Bankart
lesion may occur with a SLAP tear.145

Outcome Measures

The clinician can use the ASES, SPADI, and DASH.
The clinician can use the WOSI if the client’s labral tear is contributing to shoulder
instability.

Diagnostic Imaging

Concurrent shoulder injuries are often present with SLAP tears, including rotator
cuff tears, cystic changes or marrow edema in the humeral head, capsular laxity, and
Hill-Sachs or Bankart lesions.15

MRI (SP 86)34 and CTA (SP 86)30 are both helpful for ruling out SLAP; MRA (SP
95) and CTA (SP 90) are helpful for ruling in SLAP.
MRA (SN 90, SP 100) and CTA (SN 86, SP 95) both demonstrate strong diagnostic
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accuracy for both ruling out and ruling in Bankart lesions.30

II. Observation

The clinician should monitor for apprehension if the labral tear is associated with
shoulder instability.

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
The bony apprehension test demonstrates good diagnostic accuracy to help both rule
out (SN 94, −LR 0.07) and rule in (SP 84, +LR 5.9) shoulder instability due to a
bony lesion.48

The olecranon-manubrium test demonstrates strong diagnostic accuracy to help both
rule out (SN 84, −LR 0.3) and rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder
dislocations, clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.46

IV. Motion Tests

Labral tears are often associated with glenohumeral joint instability or impingement-
like syndromes.15, 16

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Increased pain and weakness with muscle testing of the involved tendon are
predictive of increased tendon thickness and tendinopathy changes on US.135

VI. Special Tests

Biceps load I: A (+) test (SP 97, +LR 30.3) and a (−) test (SN 91, −LR 0.09) have
good ability to help rule in and rule out labral pathology and shoulder instability,
respectively.
Crank test: Across one meta-analysis and multiple single studies, the only strong
diagnostic ability was one study that had a (+) test showing ideal ability to help rule
in (SP 93, +LR 13.6) labral pathology or shoulder instability and a (−) test that also
has ideal ability to help rule out (SN 91, −LR 0.1) labral pathology.73

Biceps load II test: This was initially described as a strong test for helping rule in (SP
97, +LR 30.3) and rule out (SN 90, −LR 0.11) a SLAP tear,98 but a second study
with a larger sample size did not offer similarly strong statistics for this test.97

Active compression test (O’Brien’s test): has shown less than good ability to help rule
in or rule out labral pathology.55, 71, 97

Speed’s test: less than good ability to help rule in or out labral pathology.
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Anterior slide test: Only one study had a (+) test demonstrating good ability to help
rule in (SP 92, +LR 4.3) labral pathology.103

Yergason’s test: Only one study had a (+) test demonstrating ideal ability to help rule
in (SP 95, +LR 2.5) SLAP tear.55

Compression rotation test: less than good ability to help rule in or out labral
pathology.55, 94, 97, 100

In a single study with a small sample size, the passive compression test had good
ability to help rule out (SN 82, −LR 0.21) labral pathology with a (−) test and rule in
(SP 86, +LR 5.7) labral pathology with a (+) test.105

Passive distraction test: less than good ability to help rule in (SP 94, +LR 8.8) or rule
out (QUADAS 8) labral tear.105 This study will need to be replicated to be more
generalizable.106

The jerk and Kim tests, with a (+) test, have good ability to help rule in (SP 98 and
94, +LR 34.7 and 12.6, respectively) posteroinferior instability and posterior labral
tears.107 Nakagawa and colleagues did not find similarly strong numbers for the jerk
test (SN 25, SP 80, +LR 1.3, −LR 0.94).94

While several clusters of findings for labral tears have been advocated, the cluster
consisting of positive findings on both the apprehension and relocation tests offers
the best numbers for helping to rule in a labral tear.55 These tests are traditionally
thought of as tests for glenohumeral instability, and a connection with these tests and
labral pathology likely is related to the labrum’s function in contributing to passive
stability of the glenohumeral joint.

VII. Palpation

Clients may have anterior joint tenderness.
(−) tenderness to palpation of the AC joint helps rule out (SN 96, −LR 0.40) AC
joint pathology.32

(−) tenderness of the supraspinatus helps rule out (SN 92) subacromial
impingement.137

(−) tenderness of the biceps tendon helps rule out (SN 85) subacromial
impingement.137

Increased tenderness to palpation of the involved tendon is predictive of increased
tendon thickness and tendinopathy changes on US.135

Tenderness of the biceps does not offer any diagnostic benefit for labral tears.55

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Scapular muscular endurance test if the client is able to assume the position.
Higher-level athletes may use PPMs such as the YBT or CKCUEST to assess for
closed chain stability. The client would need to be further along in their recovery or
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rehabilitation and should not do these when pain or apprehension are limiting
factors.
Sport- or activity-specific assessments.
Functional throwing performance index for overhead athletes.
The clinician should consider performing a falls risk assessment if the client’s
instability is related to trauma from a fall.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain control and immobility may be used if the case is related to acute trauma;
exercise and conditioning and possibly mobility may be used as a secondary category
if the client presents with post-immobilization stiffness.

Shoulder Instability (With or Without Hill-Sachs or Reverse Hill-Sachs
Lesion)

ICD-9: 831 (dislocation, sprain, and strain of shoulder)
ICD-10: S43 (dislocation, sprain, and strain of joints and ligaments of shoulder
girdle)

Shoulder instability is related to laxity or disruption of the passive elements of the
glenohumeral joint. The capsular ligaments may be lax from congenital laxity, systemic
laxity, or a history of trauma. The ligamentous structures may also be torn from acute
trauma, resulting in subluxation or dislocation.146 Instability may be associated with other
pathology such as labral tears, Bankart lesions (where the capsule avulses from the glenoid),
or Hill-Sachs lesions of the humeral head from traumatic contact with the glenoid rim.
Instability is often classified as TUBS (traumatic, unidirectional, Bankart, surgery) and
AMBRI (atraumatic, multidirectional, bilateral, rehabilitation, inferior capsule shift).147

Other classifications can include the presence or lack of trauma, direction of instability, or
dislocation versus subluxation.148

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

The most predictive client attributes related to shoulder instability are a reported
history of dislocation, a younger age, a sudden onset of symptoms, and a positive
finding on the release test of the shoulder.20

Symptoms may range from generalized shoulder pain to reports of multiple
dislocations or episodes of joint instability.20

After a dislocation is reduced, pain is less likely to be the primary complaint, whereas
clients will often report apprehension and decreased confidence in the use of their
shoulder for normal lifestyle activities.23

Outcome Measures
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Western Ontario Shoulder Instability Index
Simple shoulder test
DASH
SPADI

Diagnostic Imaging

MRA (SN 75, SP 98) and CTA (SN 93, SP 90) both demonstrate strong diagnostic
accuracy for detecting Hill-Sachs lesions.30

MRA (SN 88, SP 91) demonstrates strong diagnostic accuracy for detecting
labroligamentous tears or instability.30

II. Observation

Sulcus signs may be present at the joint line.148

Clients with instability often exhibit decreased scapular upward rotation and
increased scapular internal rotation.149

Assessment of scapular positioning does not correlate with the client’s ability to move
or with a specific pathology.42

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as related joints, should be ruled out.
The bony apprehension test demonstrates good diagnostic accuracy to help both rule
out (SN 94, −LR 0.07) and rule in (SP 84, +LR 5.9) shoulder instability due to a
bony lesion.48

The olecranon-manubrium test demonstrates strong diagnostic accuracy to help both
rule out (SN 84, −LR 0.3) and rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder
dislocations, clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.46

IV. Motion Tests

Clients may have apprehension with active or passive motion during ADLs and in
positions of instability.23, 20, 55

They may have generalized laxity with glenohumeral motion.147

V. Muscle Performance Testing

IR strength deficit is often present in clients with anterior shoulder instability.146

General weakness of glenohumeral IR and ER is present in clients who have
experienced recurrent dislocations.146

Increased pain and weakness with muscle testing of the involved tendon are
predictive of increased tendon thickness and tendinopathy changes on US.135
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VI. Special Tests

Anterior apprehension test: A (+) test had ideal ability to help rule in (SP 95-99, +LR
17.2–53) anterior shoulder instability.55, 108, 109 This test also had good ability to
rule out (SN 98, −LR 0.02) anterior instability in one study.20

Relocation test: A (+) test has good (SP 84, +LR 4.4)20 to ideal (SP 90-92, +LR 5.5–
10.4)55 ability to help rule in anterior shoulder instability and a (−) test has good (SN
81, −LR 0.2)109 to ideal (SN 92, −LR 0.02)20 ability to help rule out anterior
shoulder instability.
Surprise test: A (−) test has good ability to help rule out (SN 82, −LR 0.25) anterior
shoulder instability and a (+) test also has good ability to help rule in (SP 86, +LR
5.4) anterior shoulder instability in pooled analysis.55 In two single studies, a (−) test
had ideal ability to help rule out (SN 92, −LR 0.1)20 anterior instability and a (+) test
had good (SP 84, +LR 5.6)20 to ideal (SP 99, +LR 58.6)108 ability to help rule in
anterior instability.

VII. Palpation

Increased tenderness to palpation of the involved tendon is predictive of increased
tendon thickness and tendinopathy changes on US.135

(−) tenderness to palpation of the AC joint helps rule out (SN 96, −LR 0.40) AC
joint pathology.32

(−) tenderness of the supraspinatus helps rule out (SN 92) subacromial
impingement.137

(−) tenderness of the biceps tendon helps rule out (SN 85) subacromial
impingement.137

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Scapular muscular endurance test if the client is able to assume the position.
Higher-level athletes may use PPMs such as the YBT or CKCUEST to assess for
closed chain stability. The client would need to be further along in their recovery or
rehabilitation and should not do these when pain or apprehension are limiting
factors.
Sport- and activity-specific assessments.
Functional throwing performance index for overhead athletes.
The clinician should consider performing a falls risk assessment if the client’s
instability is related to trauma from a fall.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Immobility and pain control may be used with acute onset.
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Clients presenting with acute, traumatic onset may require referral out because they
could present with a positive olecranon-manubrium compression test or bony
apprehension.
If the client does not require immobilization or pain management, they will likely be
in the exercise and conditioning category.

Shoulder Osteoarthritis

ICD-9: 715.11 (osteoarthrosis, localized, primary, shoulder region)
ICD-10: M19.019 (primary osteoarthritis, unspecified shoulder)

Shoulder osteoarthritis, like osteoarthritis of any synovial joint, involves a degenerative
process of the joint. Articular cartilage breakdown, joint space narrowing, joint swelling,
and pain are common characteristics of this condition.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Clients may have complaints of general shoulder pain, limitations in shoulder
function, and disability.
This condition may be associated with concomitant RC pathology or impingement.
It has a prevalence of 5% to 21% in Western countries.150

Shoulder OA is more common in women and older people.151

Outcome Measures150

ASES
WOOS

Diagnostic Imaging

Radiographic findings include joint space narrowing, bone sclerosis, periarticular
cysts, and osteophytes. Refer to chapter 6 for a definition of osteoarthritis (OA)
according to Kellgren and Lawrence.152

MRI is better to help rule out (SN 85) AC joint arthropathy, while radiographs are
better to help rule in (SP 90) AC joint arthropathy.32

US demonstrates overall good diagnostic accuracy for calcifying tendinitis and
subacromial bursitis.25

II. Observation

Clients may present with a shrug sign during attempted shoulder elevation.114

III. Triage and Screening
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All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as related joints, should be ruled out.
The bony apprehension test demonstrates good diagnostic accuracy to help both rule
out (SN 94, −LR 0.07) and rule in (SP 84, +LR 5.9) shoulder instability due to a
bony lesion.48

The olecranon-manubrium test demonstrates strong diagnostic accuracy to help both
rule out (SN 84, −LR 0.3) and rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder
dislocations, clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.46

IV. Motion Tests

Commonly motion tests are limited in all GH planes of motion in clients who are
surgical candidates for total shoulder arthroplasty (TSA).153

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Increased pain and weakness with muscle testing of the involved tendon are
predictive of increased tendon thickness and tendinopathy changes on US.135

Proprioception on joint repositioning tasks can be altered in clients with GH OA.153

VI. Special Tests

Hawkins-Kennedy test: has good ability to help rule out (SN 80, −LR 0.35) but not
rule in shoulder impingement.55

The absence of the shrug sign during active elevation has ideal ability to help rule out
(SN 91, −LR 0.17) glenohumeral arthritis.114

VII. Palpation

(−) tenderness to palpation of the AC joint helps rule out (SN 96, −LR 0.40) AC
joint pathology.32

(−) tenderness of the supraspinatus helps rule out (SN 92) subacromial
impingement.137

(−) tenderness of the biceps tendon helps rule out (SN 85) subacromial
impingement.137

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Scapular muscular endurance test.
An older client may require PPMs to assess for falls risk.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Mobility or exercise and conditioning may be used. Pain control is possible if client
has highly irritable symptoms.
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Adhesive Capsulitis

ICD-9: 726.0 (adhesive capsulitis of shoulder)
ICD-10: M75.0 (adhesive capsulitis of shoulder)

Adhesive capsulitis, generically referred to as frozen shoulder, is a disorder of the
shoulder joint capsule characterized by multiplanar restriction of ROM in the
glenohumeral joint. It is marked by the presence of multiregional synovitis, creating limited
motion or stiffness and pain in the joint. Primary adhesive capsulitis is generally believed to
be of unknown cause. Secondary adhesive capsulitis is a result of another shoulder
condition leading to limited use, and therefore limited motion and increased pain, of the
shoulder. There are three or four stages of adhesive capsulitis. The three commonly
accepted stages include freezing, frozen, and thawing.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Suggested risk factors for adhesive capsulitis include clients with diabetes mellitus,
thyroid disease, those between 40 and 65 years of age, women, and those with
previous episode of adhesive capsulitis in the contralateral arm.17

Activity limitations:17

Pain during sleep is common.
Pain and difficulty occur with grooming and dressing activities.
Pain with reaching activities occurs, such as behind the back, to shoulder level,
and overhead.

Outcome Measures

The clinician can use the DASH, ASES, or SPADI.17

Diagnostic Imaging

Adhesive capsulitis is primarily diagnosed by history and physical examination;
imaging is most likely useful for ruling out other or underlying pathology.17

II. Observation

Commonly the client will demonstrate decreased arm swing with gait, pain posturing
and compensated motion with reaching tasks, and unwillingness to move arm,
dependent on their level of irritability.17, 135, 137

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as related joints, should be ruled out.
The bony apprehension test demonstrates good diagnostic accuracy to help both rule
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out (SN 94, −LR 0.07) and rule in (SP 84, +LR 5.9) shoulder instability due to a
bony lesion.48

The olecranon-manubrium test demonstrates strong diagnostic accuracy to help both
rule out (SN 84, −LR 0.3) and rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder
dislocations, clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.46

IV. Motion Tests

Loss of ROM in multiple planes, especially external rotation with the arm at client’s
side and in varying degrees of abduction, is common.17

The capsular pattern proposed by Cyriax is inconsistent in clients with adhesive
capsulitis and is limited in identifying capsular dysfunction.17

Glenohumeral joint accessory motion is restricted.17

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Increased pain and weakness with muscle testing of the involved tendon are
predictive of increased tendon thickness and tendinopathy changes on US.135

VI. Special Tests

Coracoid pain test: SN (96) and SP (89) are strong for helping to rule out and rule in
(respectively) adhesive capsulitis, but QUADAS is only 7.115

The absence of the shoulder shrug sign has ideal ability to help rule out (SN 90, −LR
0.1) adhesive capsulitis.114

VII. Palpation

Increased tenderness to palpation of the involved tendon is predictive of increased
tendon thickness and tendinopathy changes on US.135

(−) tenderness to palpation of the AC joint helps rule out (SN 96, −LR 0.40) AC
joint pathology.32

(−) tenderness of the supraspinatus helps rule out (SN 92) subacromial
impingement.137

(−) tenderness of the biceps tendon helps rule out (SN 85) subacromial
impingement.137

Tenderness of the coracoid helps rule out (SN 96) and rule in (SP 89) adhesive
capsulitis,115 although the clinician should consider that 57% of clients with adhesive
capsulitis also had acromioclavicular joint pain on examination due to believed
compensatory movement at this joint.154

VIII. Physical Performance Measures
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No specific PPMs have been correlated to clients with AC. Clinicians are
recommended to use client-reported activities as measures of function. For example,
clinicians could have clients quantify reaching tasks (behind the back, across the
body), self-care, or pain during sleep.17

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Mobility and pain control if client is highly irritable (freezing stage) may be used.
Clinician can progress toward exercise and conditioning as ROM is restored.

Differential Diagnosis of AC Joint Pathology and Labral Pathology

Both issues may result from traumatic injuries including blunt trauma to the
shoulder or a fall on the outstretched hand.
Both may cause anterior and superior shoulder pain.
A labral tear may cause mechanical popping or clicking with glenohumeral
movement.
An AC joint disruption may cause elevation of the distal clavicle.
A labral tear may have concurrent subjective and objective signs of glenohumeral
instability, which may include a positive apprehension test.
AC joint pathology will likely be tender to palpation immediately over the AC joint.
A labral tear may have a positive biceps load I or biceps load II test.
AC joint pathology may have at least two positive findings on the following cluster of
tests: cross-body adduction, AC resisted extension, and active compression.

 

AC Joint Pathology

ICD-9: 840.0 (acromioclavicular [joint or ligament] sprain)
ICD-10: S43.5 (sprain of acromioclavicular joint)

AC joint dysfunction encompasses painful disorders of the AC joint associated with
traumatic sprains and dislocations. Clients could theoretically have osteoarthritic changes
leading to pain at the AC joint. Additionally, AC joint dysfunction and motion
abnormalities may be associated with SAIS.7

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Clients typically complain of pain on the top of the shoulder near the AC joint. The
distribution of pain with AC pathologic lesions can be into the trapezius or anterior
shoulder.18
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Clients may report history of direct trauma to the AC joint or repetitive activity that
overloads the AC joint (e.g., push-ups).18

Outcome Measures

The clinician can use the ASES, DASH, or SPADI.21

Diagnostic Imaging

MRI is better to help rule out (SN 85) AC joint arthropathy, while radiographs are
better to help rule in (SP 90) AC joint arthropathy.32

US demonstrates overall good diagnostic accuracy for calcifying tendinitis and
subacromial bursitis.25

Radiographs may have findings of AC joint osteoarthritis that do not correlate with
AC joint or subacromial pain.155

II. Observation

Varying degrees of superior or posterior displacement of the distal clavicle may be
observed.156

Swelling or deformity of the AC joint may be noted.18

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
The bony apprehension test demonstrates good diagnostic accuracy to help both rule
out (SN 94, −LR 0.07) and rule in (SP 84, +LR 5.9) shoulder instability due to a
bony lesion.48

The olecranon-manubrium test demonstrates strong diagnostic accuracy to help both
rule out (SN 84, −LR 0.3) and rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder
dislocations, clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.46

IV. Motion Tests

Clients with painful shoulder elevation may lack posterior clavicular rotation and
upward rotation of the scapula.7

Scapular dyskinesis has been purported to be a common phenomenon in AC joint
disruption,157 though no one test for scapular dyskinesis is effective in ruling in or
out AC joint dysfunction.19

V. Muscle Performance Testing
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Increased pain and weakness with muscle testing of the involved tendon are
predictive of increased tendon thickness and tendinopathy changes on US.135

VI. Special Tests

AC joint palpation: A (−) test helps rule out (SN 96,−LR 0.40) AC joint pathology in
one well-designed study.32

Paxinos sign,32 cross-body adduction test,18 and active compression test113 had less
than good ability to help rule out or rule in AC joint pathology.
Clustering of multiple tests has good ability to help rule out (SN 81, −LR 0.21) AC
joint pathology when two or more tests (cross-body adduction, AC resisted
extension, and active compression) were (−).18

Clustering of the same group of tests also has good ability to help rule in AC joint
pathology when two or more of these tests (SP 89, +LR 7.4) were (+). Having all
three of these tests (+) has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 97, +LR 8.3) AC joint
pathology.18

VII. Palpation

See description of AC joint palpation in Special Tests.
Increased tenderness to palpation of the involved tendon is predictive of increased
tendon thickness and tendinopathy changes on US.135

(−) tenderness to palpation of the AC joint helps rule out (SN 96, −LR 0.40) AC
joint pathology.32

(−) tenderness of the supraspinatus helps rule out (SN 92) subacromial
impingement.137

(−) tenderness of the biceps tendon helps rule out (SN 85) subacromial
impingement.137

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Push-up test.
Sport-, work-, or activity-specific tests: For example, power tests such as the
backward overhead medicine ball throw may be appropriate for clients who play
sports requiring upper extremity power, whereas the FIT-HaNSA may be appropriate
for a client whose occupation could require repetitive reaching and lifting
movements.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Immobility and pain control may be used if injury is related to acute trauma.
Mobility and exercise and conditioning may be used if no acute pain is present or if
the client is not pain dominant.
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Scapular Dyskinesis

ICD-9: 719.41 (pain in joint, shoulder region)
ICD-10: M25.519 (pain in unspecified shoulder)

Altered scapular motion and position have been termed scapular dyskinesis, indicating
an alteration of normal scapular kinematics. Dyskinesis has been hypothesized to relate to
changes in glenohumeral and acromioclavicular dysfunction. Multiple factors have been
suggested to cause dyskinesis, including (but likely not limited to) thoracic kyphosis,
clavicle fracture, acromioclavicular joint dysfunction, glenohumeral joint internal
derangement, cervical radiculopathy, long thoracic or spinal accessory nerve palsy, soft-
tissue tightness, and scapular muscle dysfunction.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Subjective history related to scapular dyskinesis is not well defined because the
dyskinesis itself has been found in both symptomatic and asymptomatic people.19

Scapular dyskinesis is a clinical manifestation that may be present in other shoulder
dysfunction, such as AC joint dislocation and subacromial impingement syndrome.
For more on subjective history, refer to previously mentioned sections related to these
pathologies.

Outcome Measures

No outcome measures are specific to scapular dyskinesis, but those related to SAIS
and AC joint dislocation may be appropriate.

Diagnostic Imaging

No imaging modalities are used for diagnosing scapular dyskinesis.

II. Observation

The client’s scapula may be observed in upright sitting or standing for static position
or may be palpated during active shoulder girdle movements in these positions.
However, asymmetry in scapular position, statically and dynamically, may be found
in both symptomatic and asymptomatic clients. This asymmetry may suggest the
need to further evaluate scapular muscle strength, but it neither independently
diagnoses nor rules out shoulder dysfunction or pain.19

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
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The bony apprehension test demonstrates good diagnostic accuracy to help both rule
out (SN 94, −LR 0.07) and rule in (SP 84, +LR 5.9) shoulder instability due to a
bony lesion.48

The olecranon-manubrium test demonstrates strong diagnostic accuracy to help both
rule out (SN 84, −LR 0.3) and rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder
dislocations, clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.46

IV. Motion Tests

Scapular kinematic abnormalities have been suggested in clients with shoulder pain.7,

149

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Increased pain and weakness with muscle testing of the involved tendon are
predictive of increased tendon thickness and tendinopathy changes on US.135

VI. Special Tests

No examination test of the scapula was found to be useful in differentially diagnosing
pathologies of the shoulder. Similarly, no special test for scapular dyskinesis has been
shown to be effective in identifying symptomatic versus asymptomatic shoulders.19

When the client presents with shoulder impingement symptoms, the scapular
repositioning test and scapular assistance test are recommended for relating the
client’s symptoms to the position or movement of the scapula.158

VII. Palpation

Increased tenderness to palpation of the involved tendon is predictive of increased
tendon thickness and tendinopathy changes on US.135

(−) tenderness of the supraspinatus helps rule out (SN 92) subacromial
impingement.137

(−) tenderness of the biceps tendon helps rule out (SN 85) subacromial
impingement.137

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Scapular muscular endurance test
Push-up test
CKCUEST

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain control can be used if the client is reporting high, constant levels of pain.
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Exercise and conditioning are highly likely because scapular dyskinesis is thought to
be related to inefficient scapular stabilizer strength or coordination.

Biceps Tendinopathy

ICD-9: 840.8 (sprains and strains of other specified sites of shoulder and upper arm)
ICD-10: S46.119A (strain of muscle, fascia, and tendon of long head of biceps,
unspecified arm, initial encounter)

Biceps tendinopathy can encompass tendinosis, subacromial impingement, or
instability of the long head of the biceps in the bicipital groove.13, 159 Given its attachment
to the labrum, the biceps has also been associated with labral pathology, though clinical
exams that stress the long head of the biceps are not diagnostic of labral tears.112

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Clients may have complaints of anterior shoulder pain or pain with reaching or
lifting, similar to SAIS.13

Clients may have chronic, degenerative tendon pathology versus post-traumatic
pathology leading to instability of the long head in the bicipital groove.13

The clinician should query the client for potential overuse by analyzing recreational
and work activities.159

Outcome Measures

The clinician can use the ASES, SPADI, or DASH.21

Diagnostic Imaging

MR arthrogram provides the ability to help rule in (97-98) or rule out (SN 82-89)
lesions of the long head of the biceps pulley.13

Diagnostic US may have a role in diagnosing biceps tendon pathology.159

II. Observation

FHRSP is associated with decreased subacromial space.42

Scapular dyskinesis has been proposed as a dysfunction in clients with impingement
and other shoulder disorders. However, dyskinesis is not associated with any singular
diagnosis, including impingement.19

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
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out.
The bony apprehension test demonstrates good diagnostic accuracy to help both rule
out (SN 94, −LR 0.07) and rule in (SP 84, +LR 5.9) shoulder instability due to a
bony lesion.48

The olecranon-manubrium test demonstrates strong diagnostic accuracy to help both
rule out (SN 84, −LR 0.3) and rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder
dislocations, clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.46

IV. Motion Tests

Shoulder flexion and the palm-up position of the arm are components of the Speed’s
test and are thought to be associated with activity in the long head of the biceps.55, 76

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Increased pain and weakness with muscle testing of the involved tendon are
predictive of increased tendon thickness and tendinopathy changes on US.135

Both Yergason’s and Speed’s tests are resisted tests that engage the biceps, and they
have been theorized to be useful in diagnosing this pathology. However, the statistics
at this point in time have not proven either to be of strong diagnostic utility.55, 111

VI. Special Tests

The biceps tendon palpation,55, 110 upper cut test,111 and Speed’s test110, 112 have
less than good ability to rule in or out biceps tendinopathy.
Combining Speed’s test with palpation of the biceps offers limited ability to rule out
or in biceps tendon pathology.55

VII. Palpation

Increased tenderness to palpation of the involved tendon is predictive of increased
tendon thickness and tendinopathy changes on US.135

(−) tenderness of the supraspinatus helps rule out (SN 92) subacromial
impingement.137

(−) tenderness of the biceps tendon helps rule out (SN 85) subacromial
impingement.137

Palpation of the biceps tendon can neither rule in nor rule out bicep tendon tears.55,

110

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

No PPMs have been correlated specifically with biceps tendinopathy, but the pull-up
test and flexed arm hang most directly challenge the elbow and shoulder flexors.127
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Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Exercise and conditioning, mobility (if used as part of a concurrent primary SAIS),
and pain control (if client is highly irritable) may be appropriate.
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Conclusion

The shoulder girdle complex is a mobile structure that requires interaction of multiple
joints and coordination of various muscle groups to achieve dynamic stability and allow the
arm to move into functional positions. Clinical examination of the dysfunctional shoulder
requires the clinician to take an effective history, to attempt to screen for serious medical
pathology, and to examine the quality of motion and strength of the shoulder complex.

The clinician has an extensive amount of clinical exam tests that have been described
for the shoulder girdle. This chapter indicates which of those exam tests have optimal
sensitivity and specificity to offer clinicians the most evidence-based tests to incorporate
into their examinations. The clinician should note that performing a fundamental
sequential exam as described in all chapters in this text ends up replicating many of the
better special tests for the shoulder girdle. For example, assessing strength frequently
involves manual resistance in external rotation that is similar to the infraspinatus test.
Similarly, basic PROM examination may replicate Neer’s Anterior Apprehension test and
the supine impingement test. These examples highlight the importance and utility of the
fundamental parts of the clinical examination. As such, the clinician need not perform an
examination that is overly reliant on clinical special tests. Additionally, the clinician does
not need to use all of the clinical special tests described, even if multiple tests are strong
from an evidence-based standpoint, because the client’s history and the early components
of the exam should indicate which tests are a priority in a given case.
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Chapter 22
Elbow and Forearm

Dawn Driesner Kennedy, PT, DPT, OCS, COMT, FAAOMPT
Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS

Focused client history, clinical examination findings, and diagnostic imaging are
important components in differential diagnosis of the elbow joint. Occupational and
repetitive injuries are responsible for the majority of symptoms at the elbow joint, and they
account for a variety of presentations.1, 2 Typically the client is limited with activities of
daily living (ADLs), lifestyle, sports, or work activities due to the chronic nature of
dysfunction and symptoms in the elbow. The cervical spine as a potential pain generator
for symptoms in this area should be ruled out to ensure symptoms are not the result of a
more proximal origin. As with other body regions, limited and sometimes conflicting
information is available for diagnostic values for client history, clinical examination results,
and diagnostic imaging to confirm elbow and forearm pathologies. Lack of a golden
(reference) diagnostic standard creates further difficulty in diagnosing elbow symptoms.3
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Clinically Applied Anatomy

The elbow consists of three joints: The humerus (figure 22.1), radius, and ulna (figure
22.2) articulate with one another. Due to the more distal extension of the trochlea as
compared to the capitulum, in full extension, the elbow has a valgus posture position. The
angle between the humerus and radius and ulna is called the carrying angle (figure 22.3). A
normal carrying angle is approximately 10° to 17°. This angle tends to keep objects away
from the body. This is necessary to keep an object being carried in that arm from hitting
the person’s side; thus a woman’s carrying angle is typically larger than a man’s angle.4, 5
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Figure 22.1 Anterior and posterior bony landmarks of the humerus.
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Figure 22.2 Bony anatomy of the forearm.
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Figure 22.3 Carrying angle.

 

Three primary joint articulations exist at the elbow: the humeroulnar, humeroradial,
and proximal radioulnar joints. (The distal radioulnar joint is an additional joint in the
forearm connecting the radius and ulna, but it has more of an influence on wrist motions.)
A synovial capsule surrounds the three joints and provides restraint to distraction forces in
extension. Valgus and varus stresses at the elbow are primarily stabilized by the bony
congruency, with little contribution from the capsule to resist these forces. At 90° of
flexion, there is maximum instability of the bony alignment, so passive and active stabilizers
are strongest near this range to assist in protection of the elbow.6

The primary motions of the elbow and forearm are flexion and extension, occurring at
the humeroulnar and humeroradial joints, and pronation and supination, occurring at the
humeroradial and proximal and distal radioulnar joints. The interosseous membrane (figure
22.4), along with the two radioulnar joints, connects the radius and ulna, allowing them to
move on each other. The interosseous membrane is a thickened membranous tissue
connecting the radius and ulna between the elbow and wrist. The membrane also transmits
forces between the radius and ulna, as well as provides longitudinal stability of the
forearm.6
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Figure 22.4 Interosseous membrane.

 

The humeroulnar joint is classified as a diarthrodial modified hinge joint. It is formed
by the concave trochlear notch on the ulna moving on the convex trochlea of the humerus.
The unique orientation of this joint, as well as the significant ligamentous support (figure
22.5), provides stabilization to the elbow. The ulnar collateral ligament (UCL), also
referred to as the medial collateral ligament (MCL), has multiple bands and is the ligament
of concern in baseball pitchers. In severe cases, instability of this ligament requires surgical
intervention (Tommy John surgery). The elbow is more susceptible to valgus stress and
torque, and it relies on the stronger UCL, especially the anterior band, to stabilize the
elbow joint (compared to the weaker radial collateral ligament, RCL, or lateral collateral
ligament, LCL). Contracture or tightness of the anterior musculature as a result of
immobilization or neurological conditions can significantly reduce extension of the elbow,
which can be challenging to restore.6-8
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Figure 22.5 Lateral and medial ligaments of the elbow.

 

Another hinge joint in the elbow is the humeroradial joint, which allows the concave
radial head to spin and glide on the convex capitulum. Pronation and supination are the
primary motions that occur at the humeroradial joint, with contributions from the
proximal and distal radioulnar joints (figure 22.6). During pronation, the radial head
moves lateral and anteriorly as it spins at the humeroradial joint, with slight ulnar internal
rotation. Conversely, the radial head moves medially and posteriorly during supination,
with slight ulnar external rotation. A fulcrum is created at the biceps tuberosity on the
radius that allows the radius to rotate over the ulna at the proximal radioulnar joint. The
majority of supination and pronation motion occurs at the elbow joint, with more
movement in the anterior–posterior direction compared to medial–lateral; however, the
distal radioulnar joint accounts for about 17° of motion. The annular ligament, which
surrounds the head of the radius, provides a little lateral stability but allows the rotation of
the radial head. With disruption of the annular ligament, greater motion occurs in the
medial and lateral direction with pronation and supination.9 In closed kinetic chain
movements, more supination and pronation occurs as a result of the ulna moving on a fixed
radius. The humeroradial joint also allows the radial head to glide on the capitulum during
flexion and extension.6
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Figure 22.6 Open-chain pronation and supination.

 

The medial and lateral epicondyles are the common origins for the forearm flexor and
extensor muscles, respectively. It is these muscle groups and origin locations that are
involved in medial and lateral epicondylalgia, and many have dual actions as two joint
muscles (figure 22.7).
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Figure 22.7 Muscles of the elbow and forearm.
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Client Interview

This interview is typically the first encounter the clinician will have with the client. As
previously discussed in chapter 5, this component of the examination can provide the
clinician with a significant amount of information relevant to the probability of the client’s
presenting diagnosis. For purposes of this text, the interview is described relative to each
body part or section but generally includes subjective reports by the client, as well as
findings from their outcome measures. Additionally included in this section is radiographic
imaging. While clinicians should avoid biasing their examination by interpreting findings
of radiographic imaging prior to seeing clients (in most cases without concerns for red flags
and major medical-related issues), this point in the examination is most likely where
clinicians will encounter radiographic imaging. Additionally, in some instances, clinicians
must interpret radiographic imaging early in the examination to rule out serious pathology
prior to continuing with other components of the examination sequence.

Subjective

Detailed history including location and onset of symptoms should be investigated with
clients who have elbow pain or dysfunction. First, clinicians should address traumatic
versus overuse or repetitive onset of symptoms and determine if the onset was associated
with work-related or sport-related activities. Acuity of symptoms is related to different
pathologies than those pathologies with longer symptom duration. Typically with acute
symptom onset, fractures, muscle strains, and ligamentous sprains are more likely to have
occurred. Conversely, chronic issues typically result in soft-tissue dysfunction like
tendinopathies and result in more time out of work or sport.10

The clinician should ask the client to provide details about typical movement patterns
that might have contributed to repetitive stress. Certain injuries are more prevalent to the
upper extremity due to the repetitive nature or forced grip required with some jobs.
Hairdressers, secretaries or keyboardists, assembly line workers, machine operators, and
electricians have a higher propensity for developing upper extremity dysfunction.11, 12

Regarding work-related chronic conditions at the elbow, the client should be asked to
comment on the amount of social support and stress related to work. Elevated perception
of stress at work and poor support along with other psychosocial factors can influence pain
intensity, prolong time out of work, and negatively affect outcomes.13-17 The clinician
should also ask the client if they have experienced similar symptoms before, which can also
negatively affect prognosis.

Specific questions about previous history or current complaints of neck or shoulder
pain will assist clinicians in eliminating other possible differential diagnoses of cervical
radiculopathy or brachial plexopathy. Nerve compression and soft-tissue injuries of a more
distal origin often have symptomology similar to conditions that are more proximally
generated. Further questioning regarding neural symptoms including burning, tingling, and
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numbness in dermatomal distributions can help identify irritation. When these symptoms
are present, and the cervical and shoulder regions have been cleared (active motion with
overpressure is not reproductive of symptoms), then a peripheral nerve entrapment should
be suspected, such as cubital tunnel syndrome.18

Further details about quality of pain, location of symptoms, duration of symptoms, and
irritability (discussed in chapter 5, Client Interview and Observation) will help localize the
source of potential pain generators. Sharp versus dull pain and the presence or absence of
burning pain can help differentiate potential structures (muscle, tendon, bone, and nerve)
as pain generators. Reports of popping, catching, or grinding should also be investigated to
determine if degenerative changes or possible loose body or osteochondritis dissecans might
be present.19 Hand dominance will also provide greater insight to the degree of limitations
on lifestyle and work-related activities, in addition to possible contribution to symptoms.

Potential Causes of Various Elbow Pathologies

Trauma or Repeated Microtrauma

Elbow dislocation
Radial subluxation or dislocation with or without fracture
Fracture: proximal humerus, radial, ulnar, or a combination
Avulsion injury of olecranon
Bony contusion (i.e., olecranon)
Soft-tissue contusion
Muscle strain or tear (most likely distal biceps)

Infectious

Osteomyelitis
Septic arthritis
Inflamed lymph nodes

Neurologic

Cervical radiculopathy
Increased neural tension
Shoulder instability
Thoracic outlet syndrome
Ulnar nerve entrapment
Neurovascular injury

Degenerative

Osteoarthritis
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Osteolysis

Inflammatory

Rheumatoid arthritis
Juvenile rheumatoid arthritis
Bursitis
Systemic lupus erythematosus

Metabolic

Gout
Metabolic bone disease

Vascular

Osteonecrosis or avascular necrosis (osteochondritis dissecans)
Chondrolysis
Sickle cell disease
Neurovascular injury
Thrombosis

Neoplastic

Ulnar
Radial
Proximal humerus

 

Questions regarding the age of the client and mechanism of injury will assist in
diagnosis of more acute pathologies. Open growth plates and increased laxity of
ligamentous structures result in different pediatric and adolescent pathologies, such as radial
head subluxation (typical age less than 3 years) and supracondylar humerus fractures (most
common between 5 and 7 years of age).20 Adults, especially women, are more likely to
sustain work-related repetitive stress resulting in tendinopathies; only in rare occasions do
adults have isolated subluxation or dislocation of the radius.21, 22 Mechanism of injury can
also help isolate anatomical structures that are compromised. Repetitive pitching or playing
overhead racquet sports puts greater strain on the structures at the medial elbow (higher
reports of injury to the ulnar collateral ligament) compared to tennis, which increases
lateral elbow demands.23-25 Regarding elbow fractures, the mechanism can further indicate
which structures are compromised; for example, falling forward on an outstretched arm will
increase radial head fractures compared to falling backward on a flexed elbow, which puts
the olecranon at greater risk. Typically fractures of the elbow occur in a specific pattern
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relating to the direction of fall.26

Addressing symptom progression (that is, whether pain and limitations are getting
better or worse, or staying the same) will provide further information regarding expected
outcome for the client. If a client’s symptoms are improving, there might be a lessening
effect on their daily activities, and the client should be further questioned to determine if
any changes or interventions were required to reduce the level of irritation or if the
symptoms spontaneously improved. Compiling information regarding the client’s
symptoms in a thorough subjective history should provide a working hypothesis for
diagnosis that can be confirmed during the physical examination.

Outcome Measures

A variety of outcome measures exist in both research and clinical practice that can be
used for the elbow and forearm. Both client and physical reports have been used with a
variety of components to assess pain, strength, range of motion (ROM), function, and
psychosocial aspects. A few elbow-specific outcomes are available in addition to regional
questionnaires. Although some evidence supports several of the scales, it might be
advantageous to use a combination, since there are benefits and limitations of using each of
them and the combination creates a more comprehensive assessment approach. The
Disability of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand (DASH); the Quick Disability of the Arm,
Shoulder, and Hand (QuickDASH); and the Oxford Elbow Score (OES) have
demonstrated the greatest efficacy.27

The DASH is a client-reported outcome questionnaire that covers a large body region
and encompasses a variety of symptoms and limitations that affect the entire upper
extremity.27-30 This outcome measure incorporates multiple dimensions and identifies the
more challenging psychosocial factors that contribute to disability; it has been also validated
in several countries.31 Commonly the biggest limitation of the measure is the number of
items and the time needed to complete the scale. Particular items of the full DASH were
looked at in isolation, which led to the decreasing of items to create the QuickDASH. The
QuickDASH is the shortened version of the DASH; it consists of 11 of the original 30
DASH questions and addresses general function.32 Similar to the DASH, the QuickDASH
demonstrates good validity, reliability, and responsiveness to change in functional level, but
it is about one-third the length and is suggested for assessment in clinical practice including
initial assessment and routine follow-ups to indicate functional change.33, 34

Specific to the elbow, the Research Committee of the American Shoulder and Elbow
Surgeons (ASES) developed an elbow assessment form to standardize functional
evaluation.35 By incorporating a self-evaluation of pain and function to be completed by
the client and a physician section, components other than physical findings are assessed to
address disability. The client uses a pain diagram to mark the location of their pain and a
visual analogue scale to quantify its level. Ten activities of daily living are included on the
function subscale, measured on a 4-point scale. If the client had previously undergone
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surgery, a 0- to 10-point satisfaction rating is also reported. Motion, stability, strength, and
physical findings are reported by the clinician. Examples of physical findings are tenderness,
special tests, scars, and crepitus, but currently this comprehensive assessment lacks adequate
measurement qualities. Studies have demonstrated good reliability, validity, and
responsiveness for the original ASES upper extremity scale, and the ASES Elbow Evaluation
has recently been validated for the elbow assessment.36

The Oxford Elbow Score (OES) is the only client-administered rating score specific to
the elbow that has been validated in a high-quality study.37, 38 Originally designed to be
implemented after surgery, the score consists of 12 items that identify symptoms
experienced in the last 4 weeks. Elbow function, pain, and psychosocial factors are also
evaluated, with a separate domain for each factor. In contrast to the DASH and
QuickDASH, the OES is not a disability score, so the best score is 100 and the worst is 0;
it can account for specific limitations to the elbow that regional measures do not capture.39

An additional measure for the elbow joint and for a specific pathology is the Patient-
Rated Tennis Elbow Evaluation (PRTEE). The PRTEE was developed for evaluation of
lateral elbow pain (diagnosis-specific scale tendinopathy). This scale is based on the Patient-
Rated Elbow Evaluation (PREE), and it combines pain and disability equally, each
contributing to half of the total score.40 The functional component includes specific
activities (turning door knobs, lifting a glass, opening a jar) and usual activities (personal,
work, housework, and sporting activities) for a total of 10 items. The pain subscale includes
5 items (pain at rest, best, worst, repeated activities, and carrying bag of groceries).
Additional research of high quality is needed to determine the validity of the scale.41

Other important instruments exist for the elbow including the Visual Analogue Scale of
pain and the handheld dynamometer. Since physical findings are not directly related to
disability in clients with elbow pain, several of the scales incorporate psychosocial items in
an attempt to explain the disparity, reinforcing that function is multifactorial.

Diagnostic Imaging

Depending on the type of pathology, different imaging techniques are recommended
for elbow pathology. They have been affected by technological advancements and changes
in clinical practice similar to physical examination techniques (table 22.1). Imaging
techniques including ultrasound (US), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), magnetic
resonance arthrography (MRA), and radiography (X-rays), have been evaluated for
effectiveness in diagnosis and how cost-effective each technique is for the examination of
bony and soft-tissue disorders.42
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Imaging is another component of the examination that can provide additional
information regarding diagnosis and interventions, but it should be utilized in conjunction
with client history and clinical examination. Difficulty visualizing landmarks due to
complexity of the joints and discrepancy between physical findings and disability further
emphasizes the importance of avoiding diagnosis based only on imaging.

Radiographs

Anteroposterior (AP) and lateral views are the standard views in plain film radiographs,
with comparison made between sides to determine client-specific anatomy variations. AP
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views are performed in full extension compared to lateral views that place the elbow in 90°
of flexion, each view allowing for different visualization of the joint. The client is
positioned in sitting with the elbow and forearm supported on the cassette or table, the
elbow fully extended and supinated for the AP view, and the beam perpendicular to the
center of the joint. As with all extremity joints, comparison between sides is necessary,
especially in pediatric clients and when evaluation can be limited secondary to range-of-
motion limitations of the client.60 Assessment of particular aspects on the AP view includes
the following:

Elbow dislocations and fractures are seen on AP and lateral views.
Determine joint space and presence of osteoarthritis or osteophytes.
If negative: Use conservative care and repeat X-rays in 7 to 10 days.

Lateral radiograph of the elbow is performed with the client in a sitting position with
arm and forearm resting on table or cassette, elbow flexed at 90°, forearm in neutral, and
thumb up.60 The X-ray beam is at a 7° angulation distal to the center of the joint and
allows for assessment of the following:

Anterior humeral line; also listed as anterior humeral line: The line is parallel to
anterior cortex of humerus at the intersection of distal, middle third of capitellum,
and disruption can indicate supracondylar fractures.
Radiocapitellar line; also listed as radiocapitellar line: The axis of the radial head and
neck is extended as the radiocapitellar line at the intersection of the midcapitellum
(figure 22.8).60

Demonstrated displacement of anterior or posterior fat pad, indicating fracture.
Preferred for capitellum, olecranon, and radial fractures.
Elbow dislocations and fractures are seen on AP and lateral views.
Determine joint space and presence of osteoarthritis or osteophytes.
If negative: Use conservative care and repeat X-rays in 7 to 10 days.
Sail sign: The sail sign is a triangular displacement of the anterior fat pad. It is
indicative of intracapsular fracture but is not always present. Not as common as the
sail sign on radiographs is a posterior fat pad sign; similar to the sail sign, its presence
should lead to further fracture work-up (figure 22.9).60 Oblique views can provide
additional information when a fat pad sign is present but AP and lateral images are
negative for fracture.
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Figure 22.8 Lateral radiograph demonstrating anterior humeral and radiocapitellar lines.
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Figure 22.9 Anterior and posterior fat pad sign and secondary subtle radial head fracture.
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Suspicion of fracture to deep intra-articular structures, especially the radial head,
coronoid process, and capitellum, are better visualized on a variation of the lateral view, a
radial head-capitellar view (figure 22.10). The client’s forearm is positioned on the ulnar
side (thumb up) with 90° of elbow flexion identical to the lateral view with a beam at 45°
angle cephalad at radial head.
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Figure 22.10 Radial head (radiocapitellar) view of normal elbow.
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Plain radiographs have a number of limitations, including abilities of the radiology
technician, client’s willingness to move, and range-of-motion limitations due to injuries.
Although no significant difference is present in radiographic evidence for clients with
normal elbows or those with osteoarthritis, a classification system developed by Rettig and
colleagues was successful at predicting postoperative outcomes.61

Magnetic Resonance Imaging and Magnetic Resonance Arthrography

Both MRI and MRA can be used in assessment of elbow pathology. Used clinically in
the subacute setting, MRI has demonstrated benefit with osseous tissue, ligamentous tears,
tendinopathies, and neurovascular conditions. Greater reliability in detecting bone injuries
is found in plain MRI compared to CT, but MRA is superior for intra-articular fragments.
Additionally, plain MRI can contribute to evaluation of epicondylopathy to rule out other
tendon and ligamentous conditions, although typically imaging is not indicated.42

MRA can be used to determine complete versus partial tears of the ulnar collateral
ligament, but evidence is lacking regarding sensitivity (SN) and specificity (SP) because
most participants in studies are not clients with a known condition. MRI (along with US)
can be used to evaluate biceps tendon tears or bursitis and nerve entrapment, but current
research is limited without the ability to determine diagnostic accuracy values due to lack of
a gold standard in evaluation.42 However, MRA is being used more frequently to assess
acute vascular injuries.

For ulnar neuropathy of the elbow, MRA can also be used to rule in and out the
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presence of the condition. A nerve T2 signal demonstrated good SN and SP (83% and
85%, respectively) for the diagnosis of neuropathy. Although the test statistics are positive,
there is limited research to support the use of the costly MRA compared to US, which has
also demonstrated good utility in the diagnosis of ulnar neuropathy with lower cost to the
client. With higher SP, MRA could be used as a follow-up tool after ultrasound.57, 59

Computed Tomography

In both acute and subacute settings, computed tomography (CT) is used to identify
osseous abnormalities, including fractures and location of loose bodies, although CT is
typically not the first type of imaging performed.44 Disruptions of the intra-articular
cartilage of the elbow and osteochondral lesions can be identified with greater accuracy on
CT compared to MRI.42 Caution should be used in interpretation of CT findings in the
elbow joint due to limitation of diagnostic accuracy values and studies comparing MRI,
CT, and US. Most research is limited by the lack of a gold standard; therefore, CT shows
greatest utility when applied after other initial screening techniques (active range of motion
[AROM] or US).44, 45, 47

Ultrasound

High-frequency diagnostic ultrasound (US) of the hand, wrist, and elbow has
significant potential to improve the quality of diagnosis and care provided by
neuromuscular and musculoskeletal specialists. In clients with subjective reports of
weakness, pain, and numbness of the hand, wrist, or elbow, diagnostic ultrasound can be an
adjunct to electrodiagnosis and can help to identify ruptured ligaments and nerve
compression. Clinicians should use a small high-frequency (>10 MHz) transducer, an
instrument with a blunt-pointed tip to enhance sonopalpation of the elbow, for greater
visualization of small anatomical structures and complex bony contours. With the client
sitting and their arm resting on an examination table, clinicians should perform a
standardized examination, which is suggested to include transverse and longitudinal images
posteriorly, medially, laterally, and anteriorly in both flexed and extended positions.62

A range of conditions, including tendon and ligament ruptures, lateral
epicondylopathy, neuropathies, and osteoarthritis, can be assessed with US evaluation.63

Advantages of US include greater cost-effectiveness and convenience, less time spent,
improved spatial resolution, and increased ability to perform dynamic movements to
further stress elbow structures to improve accuracy of diagnosis. Difficulty with
maintaining contact with curvy elbow landmarks and decreased ability to examine the deep
structures due to bone shadowing are some obstacles with US to determine elbow
pathologies.64

Critical Clinical Pearls
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Ultrasound imaging can be utilized to evaluate common elbow pathologies.
Overuse syndromes are most likely to primarily include the following:

Lateral epicondylopathy (tendon pathology of the common lateral forearm
musculature; muscles performing wrist extension; common terminology is tennis
elbow)
Medial epicondylopathy (tendon pathology of the common medial forearm
musculature; muscles performing wrist flexion; common terminology is golfer’s
elbow)
Triceps tendon enthesopathy (tendon pathology of the triceps tendon musculature;
muscle performing elbow extension)

Traumatic pathologies are most likely to include the following:

Partial or total tendon rupture (partial or complete disruption in the continuity of
the tendon)
Ligament rupture (complete disruption in the continuity of the ligament)
Fracture (break in the continuity of the bone)
Dislocation (abnormal separation in the joint of two or more bones articulating joint
surfaces)

Inflammatory disorders are most likely to include the following:

Bursitis (inflammation of a bursa, a small sac of fluid that cushions and lubricates an
area where tissues—including bone, tendon, ligament, muscle, or skin—rub against
one another)
Intra-articular effusion (swelling located within a joint, often causing it to be painful
and have limited motion)

Entrapment neuropathies are most likely to include the following:

Cubital tunnel syndrome (symptoms are a result of compression on the ulnar nerve as
it travels on the medial aspect of the elbow in the cubital tunnel, characterized by
pain and/or paresthesia and ulnar nerve involvement)
Radial tunnel syndrome (symptoms are a result of compression on the radial nerve as
it travels on the lateral aspect of the elbow, characterized by pain and/or paresthesia
and radial nerve involvement)

 

Only studies with small sample sizes have compared MRI and US for evaluation of
epicondylopathy. Regarding SN, US was lower than MRI, but SP was comparable and
could be used initially as a more cost-effective test with MRI follow-up for clients with
normal US findings.65 US (along with MRI) can be used to evaluate biceps tendon tears or
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bursitis and nerve entrapment, but current research is limited for determining diagnostic
accuracy values to establish a gold standard in evaluation.42

Ultrasound has also been used for evaluation of ulnar neuropathy at the elbow with
promising results, although the age, weight, body mass index, and sex of the client and
elbow position can influence the clinician’s ability to visualize the ulnar nerve.66 Using
cross-sectional area (CSA) measurements and the swelling ratio, studies have shown MRI
and US are equally effective in the diagnosis of ulnar neuropathy at the elbow.57, 58, 67, 68

Review of Systems

Refer to chapter 6 (Triage and Differential Diagnosis) for details on review of systems
relevant to the elbow and forearm.
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Observation

Observation of the client with elbow pain is similar to that of other body regions. It
includes general postural assessment (statically and dynamically), gait, transfers, and
potential limitations in strength and mobility during activities of daily living. Clinicians
should observe the client in sitting from both the anteroposterior and lateral vantage points,
noting any asymmetries. Cervical, thoracic, and shoulder positions (i.e., forward head,
rounded shoulders, slumped sitting position; see chapter 14) might indicate a more
proximal origin of symptoms. Additionally, the attitude of the arm in a resting position,
carrying angle, or guarded position against the body can alert the clinician to the potential
for greater structural pathology, to potential fracture or dislocation, and to the severity of
symptoms. Presence of scars, swelling, ecchymosis, contractures, cysts, and atrophy are
associated with different pathologies and are helpful in determining the locations of
possible pain generators.

Dynamic activity for the elbow should also be assessed for the client. During gait, lack
of normalized arm swing might indicate upper extremity pathologies, including the elbow,
since the client might protect their arm to reduce irritation. Willingness to move during the
examination, including transferring to or from a chair, shaking the hand, and writing tasks
or completion of client-reported outcome measures, provides more information regarding
movement and dysfunction during typical daily tasks, prior to a formal motion assessment.
Functional ROM for the elbow during ADLs is 100° of total arc of motion for flexion and
extension and 100° total arc of motion for rotation (supination and pronation).69
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Triage and Screening

Triage and screening is a necessary component of the examination process that should
be done prior to continuing with the examination. Ruling out serious pathology (refer to
chapter 6, Triage and Differential Diagnosis) and pain generation from other related (or
close-proximity) structures helps the clinician more accurately determine the necessity of
continuing with the other examination components to identify the actual source of the
client’s pain. Additionally, implementing strong screening tests (tests of high SN and low –
LR) at this point in the examination is suggested for narrowing down the competing
diagnoses of the respective body regions (cervical spine, shoulder, and wrist in this case)
when this is applicable.

Ruling Out Serious Pathology: Red Flags

The clinician should be cognizant of red flags relevant to other sinister pathology that
would warrant immediate referral and stop the remainder of the examination sequence.
Subjective history and observation of the client will help screen the client. Cervical spine
and shoulder concerns and pathologies should be ruled out for the client with elbow
pathology since these areas can refer pain here. Refer to chapters 17 and 21 for review of
the relevant red flags for each of these areas.

Some specific red flag concerns for the elbow pathology client could include
compartment syndrome and radial head fracture. With compartment syndrome, the
clinician should assess for palpable tenderness and increased tension in the involved
compartment, increased pain with stretching of that compartment, paresthesia, paresis, and
sensory deficits related to that compartment, and the possibility of a diminished pulse
relevant to that compartment. Additional symptoms expressed by the client that should
prompt the clinician to determine the need for additional intervention or referral include
tingling, burning, or numbness, forearm pain and tightness, a history of trauma or surgery,
symptoms unchanged by position or movement, neurological diseases, unexplained weight
loss, history of corticosteroid exposure, or alcohol use (risk factors for avascular necrosis).70,

71

Of key importance with subjective history of trauma or falls is the need to rule out a
fracture. The mechanism for fracture, including a radial head fracture, is likely a fall on an
outstretched hand (FOOSH) injury. The client will likely present with elbow joint
effusion, upper extremity held in a guarded posture, tenderness over the radial head, and
restricted or painful pronation and supination AROM.72

Assessment for the potential of fractures in the upper and lower extremities has been
utilized in previous studies.73-75 Locations particular to the elbow that have been examined
include the humerus, radius, and ulna, and they are commonly are associated with
limitations of active ROM.73 Several tests and examination findings are described here to
rule in or out the presence of a fracture of the elbow region and to establish guidelines
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indicating which clients require referral for radiography.76

Tuning Fork and Stethoscope to Identify Fractures
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Figure 22.11

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with limb supported on their lap
 

Clinician Position

Sitting or standing facing the client
 

Movement

The clinician places a stethoscope on a more proximal aspect of the same bone that is
injured or suspected for fracture. After striking the tuning fork against a rubber pad, the
clinician places the vibrating tuning fork distal to the site of injury. The uninjured limb
should be evaluated first. The clinician should listen for 6 to 8 seconds on each side.
 

Assessment

A (+) test indicated if sounds was diminished or absent from injured limb as compared
to uninjured limb.
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Statistics

SN 83, SP 80, +LR 4.2, −LR 0.21, QUADAS 6, accuracy was 81% in a study of 37
clients (age 7-60 years; 18 females) with various locations and types of upper and
lower extremity fractures less than 7 days old, using a criterion reference of
radiography.73

Placement over swelling area: SN 83, SP 92, +LR 10.4, −LR 0.2, in the same study

 

Olecranon-Manubrium Percussion Test

See figure 21.12 for a photo of this test.
 

Client Position

Sitting with upper extremities crossed and the upper extremity to be assessed supported
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of and facing the client
 

Movement

The clinician places the stethoscope over the manubrium, and then taps the olecranon
of the upper extremity to be assessed. As always, the uninjured or noninvolved limb should
be evaluated first.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a lack of crisp sound equal to that elicited on the noninvolved upper
extremity. A normal response or (−) test is a crisp sound equal to the sound elicited on the
noninvolved upper extremity.
 

Statistics
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SN 84 (76-95), SP 99 (87-100), +LR 84, −LR 0.3, QUADAS 12, in a prospective
study of 96 clients with shoulder trauma, using radiography as a reference standard.75

This test provided useful clinical utility for anterior shoulder dislocations, clavicle
fractures, and humerus fractures, but it was not clinically useful for AC joint
abnormalities.
A similar type of testing (using stethoscope and tuning fork on opposite sides of
suspected fracture or stress fracture) has been implemented for multiple locations;
most appropriately related to the shoulder were the clavicle and humerus.73

 

Bony Apprehension Test

See figure 21.13 for a photo of this test.
 

Client Position

Sitting or standing
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client
 

Movement

The clinician grasps the client’s elbow or proximal forearm (with the elbow flexed at
90°) with one hand and uses their other hand to stabilize the shoulder girdle. The clinician
abducts and externally rotates the client’s arm (maximum of 45°).
 

Assessment

A (+) test for anterior instability due to a bony lesion is the client demonstrating or
stating apprehension during the test.
 

Statistics
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SN 94 (not reported, or NR), SP 84 (NR), +LR 5.9, −LR 0.07, QUADAS 9, in 29
consecutive clients, using symptomatic shoulder instability and arthroscopy as a
reference standard.77

Bony lesion: SN 100 (NR), SP 86 (NR), +LR 7.1, −LR 0.0, QUADAS 9. Eight cases
of bony lesions were positive and three of the soft-tissue lesions. Compared to
preoperative radiographs: SN 50, SP 100, +LR Inf, −LR 0.5.77

Higher SN than plain radiographs for osseous lesions.77

 

Elbow Extension Test
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Figure 22.12

 

 

Client Position

Supine or sitting and elbow fully extended and supported on a pillow
 

Clinician Position

Monitoring client from the side
 

Movement

The client attempts to fully extend their elbow.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is inability to fully extend the elbow, with comparison to unaffected side.
 

Statistics

SN 97 (85-100), SP 69 (57-80), +LR 3.1, −LR 0.04, QUADAS 10, in 114
consecutive clients, age > 14 years old, presenting to an urban emergency department
with acute elbow injury within 24 hours (mean age 37 years; 61 women; mean
duration of symptoms 3.75 hours after injury), using radiography as a reference
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standard78

SN 96 (95-98), SP 48 (45-51), +LR 1.9, −LR 0.06, QUADAS 8, in 2,127
consecutive adults (>15 years old) and children (3-15 years) presenting to five
emergency departments in England with acute elbow injury within 72 hours (960
adults: mean age 38, 49% female; 780 children: mean age 10 years old, 48% female;
mean duration of symptoms NR), using radiography as reference standard76

SN 98 (96-99), SP 48 (44-52), +LR 1.9, −LR 0.06, QUADAS 8, in 958 consecutive
adults (>15 years old) presenting to five emergency departments in England with
acute elbow injury within 72 hours (mean age 38; 49% female; mean duration of
symptoms NR), using radiography as reference standard76

SN 94 (91-97), SP 50 (45-54), +LR 1.9, −LR 0.06, QUADAS 8, in 778 children (3-
15 years) presenting to five emergency departments in England with acute elbow
injury within 72 hours (mean age 10 years old; 48% female; mean duration of
symptoms NR), using radiography as reference standard76

SN 100 (93-100), SN 100 (94-100), +LR Inf, −LR 0, QUADAS 11, in 115
consecutive clients (≥5 years of age) and subgrouped as adult (≥18 years) and children
(<18 years) presenting to four emergency departments with acute elbow injury within
24 hours (mean age 29 years, 43% female; 71 adults: mean age 41 years, 45.5%
female; 42 children: mean age 10.5 years, 41.5% female; mean duration of symptoms
NR), using radiography as a reference standard79

 

Overall AROM

Client Position

Supine or sitting
 
 

Clinician Position

NA
 

Movement

The client attempts to actively flex to at least 90°, extend to full locked position of 0°,
and actively pronate and supinate to full 180°.
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Assessment

A (+) test is inability to flex to at least 90° or fully extend the elbow, with comparison to
the unaffected side.
 

Statistics

SN 100 (93-100), SP 97 (88-100), +LR 33, −LR 0, QUADAS 11, in 115 consecutive
clients (≥5 years of age) and subgrouped as adult (≥18 years) and children (<18 years)
presenting to four emergency departments with acute elbow injury within 24 hours (mean
age 29 years, 43% female; 71 adults: mean age 40.5 years, 45.5% female; 42 children:
mean age 10.5 years, 40.5% female; mean duration of symptoms NR), using radiography
as a reference standard79

 

Overall AROM and Tenderness to Palpation

Client Position

Supine or sitting
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting to the side of the client’s arm to be tested
 

Movement

The clinician palpates the olecranon, medial and lateral epicondyle, and radial head.
The client attempts to actively flex to at least 90°, extend to a full locked position (0°), and
actively pronate and supinate to full (180°).
 

Assessment

A (+) test is positive tenderness in addition to AROM limitations of inability to flex to
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at least 90° or fully extend the elbow, with comparison to unaffected side.
 

Statistics

SN 100 (93-100), SP 67 (53-78), +LR 3.03, −LR 0, QUADAS 11, in 115 consecutive
clients (≥5 years of age) and subgrouped as adults (≥18 years) and children (<18 years)
presenting to four emergency departments with acute elbow injury within 24 hours (mean
age 29 years, 43% female; 71 adults: mean age 40.5 years, 45.5% female; 42 children:
mean age 10.5 years, 40.5% female; mean duration of symptoms NR), using radiography
as a reference standard79

 

Ruling Out Pain Generation From Other Related Structures

As with all joints, screening the joints above and below for potential contribution to
pain generation should be employed. Ruling out the cervical spine is of particular
importance due not only to its close proximity to the shoulder but also to the potential for
referral into the shoulder and entire upper extremity.80 The upper quarter screen is a
structured and traditional way to differentiate potential pain generators and consists of
dermatomes, myotomes, deep tendon reflexes, and possible upper motor neuron
involvement; refer to the upper quarter screen in chapter 7 (Orthopedic Screening and
Nervous System Examination). A systematic approach is recommended for ruling out other
regions. Refer to chapters 17 (Cervical Spine) and 21 (Shoulder) for greater detail regarding
these examination procedures.

Rule Out Cervical Spine

The upper quarter screen will determine cervical spine ROM and the potential for the
cervical spine as a pain generator. Additionally, see chapter 17 (Cervical Spine) for
complete details on assessment of pain generation due to radiculopathy.

Radiculopathy or Discogenic-Related Pathology
This is ruled out with a combination of ROM and special tests, including Spurling’s

test and the upper limb neurodynamic test (median nerve bias).

Spurling’s test: SN 93 (77-99), SP 95 (76-100), +LR 19.6, −LR 0.07, QUADAS 981

Median nerve upper limb neurodynamic test: SN 97 (90-100), SP 22 (12-33), +LR
1.3, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 1082

Arm squeeze test (described for cervical nerve root compression): SN 95 (85-99), SP
96 (87-99), +LR 24, −LR 0.05, QUADAS 883

Facet Joint Dysfunction
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As noted in chapter 17 (Cervical Spine), facet joint dysfunction can be ruled in with
reproduction of concordant pain with a posterior-to-anterior spinal joint-play assessment or
facet joint block.

Rule Out Shoulder and Wrist Joints

The upper quarter screen will determine shoulder and wrist ROM and the potential for
these joints as pain generators to the client’s complaints of elbow pain. Full AROM and the
application of overpressure for each motion at those joints (if pain-free) will help eliminate
those motions and joints as contributors to the client’s symptoms. Additionally, as with any
joint, clearing AROM with or without overpressure is necessary. AROM of all motions as
per the upper quarter screen described in chapter 7 should be implemented. In order to
fully clear the cervical spine, full AROM (with overpressure if pain-free) must be present.

Fracture
The clinician can use the olecranon-manubrium and bony apprehension tests as

described previously.
Impingement
Hawkins-Kennedy test

Pooled analysis: SN 74 (57-85), SP 57 (46-67), +LR 1.7, −LR 0.5, in six studies with
1,029 clients84

Pooled analysis: SN 80 (72-86), SP 56 (45-67), +LR 1.84, −LR 0.35, in seven studies
with 944 clients85

Fracture

Elbow extension and overall AROM test as described previously
Tenderness to palpation: SN 100 (93-100), SP 67 (53-78), +LR 3, −LR 0, QUADAS
1179

Additionally, as with any joint, clearing AROM with or without overpressure is
necessary. In order to fully clear the elbow, full AROM (with overpressure if pain-free)
must be present. Details in this regard are described in the following section.
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Motion Tests

Motion assessment is a very important aspect of the examination for the orthopedic
client. Motion dysfunction can be used to differentiate contractile versus noncontractile
tissue (see chapter 9). Assessment of end-feel, potential capsular patterns, and ROM
normative values can give the clinician an appreciation of the potential impairments for the
orthopedic client they are assessing (table 22.2). Active ROM, PROM, and joint-play
assessments are necessary to determine not only the presence or absence of joint
dysfunction but also the precise aspects of the motion that are dysfunctional.
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Passive and Active ROMs

Based on the potential pathology, the clinician can expect to find differences when
assessing passive and active ROM. For example, clients with primary osteoarthritis will have
initial reduction of flexion and extension at ends of motion that will progress as the disease
process progresses.69 Conversely, clients with trauma who are suspected of fracture might
display limitations early in the ROM, with significant motion restrictions in one or all
directions.76, 78, 79

Research has shown that intratester reliability is higher than intertester reliability both
for AROM and PROM, indicating that the test–retest of motion should be performed by
the same clinician. Higher intertester reliability has been seen with goniometric
measurement when compared to the lower extremity.86, 87 Experienced clinicians have
demonstrated accuracy in estimating elbow range of motion with the human eye and were
as good as those with a goniometer, intrarater reliability ranging from ICC of 0.9 to 0.97.
Interestingly, intertester reliability increased with visual estimate by a highly trained
clinician, interrater reliability of 0.96 for extension and 0.93 for flexion. All ROM should
be rounded off to the nearest 5°, since more than 5° of motion are needed in order to be
considered significant.88

Elbow Flexion

Client Position

Supine with the arm to be assessed lying straight on the table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
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Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the lateral epicondyle of the humerus and
aligns the proximal arm with the lateral midline of the humerus and the distal arm with the
lateral midline of the radius (radial styloid process for reference).
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the humerus to prevent shoulder flexion. The clinician passively
moves the client’s elbow to end range flexion. A normal end-feel is soft (or hard in the case
of a thin person) or firm. This motion can be performed similarly actively by the client
(without assistance from the clinician). Active range of motion should be performed prior
to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Elbow Extension

Client Position

Supine with arm to be assessed lying straight on table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the lateral epicondyle of humerus and aligns
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the proximal arm with the lateral midline of the humerus and the distal arm with the lateral
midline of the radius (radial styloid process for reference).
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the humerus to prevent shoulder flexion. The clinician passively
moves the elbow to end range extension. A normal end-feel is hard. This motion can be
performed similarly actively by the client (without assistance from the clinician). Active
range of motion should be performed prior to PROM to determine the client’s willingness
to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Pronation

Client Position

Sitting with arm at side
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum laterally and proximally to the ulnar styloid process
of wrist and aligns the proximal arm parallel to the anterior midline of the humerus and the
distal arm across the dorsal aspect of the forearm (just proximal to the styloid processes of
the radius and ulna).
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Movement

The clinician flexes the client’s elbow to 90° and supports the forearm in a neutral
position. The clinician passively moves the client’s forearm to end range pronation. A
normal end-feel is typically firm (to occasionally hard because of contact between the radius
and ulna). This motion can be performed similarly actively by the client (without assistance
from the clinician). Active range of motion should be performed prior to PROM to
determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Supination

Client Position

Sitting with arm at side
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum medially and proximally to the client’s ulnar styloid
process, the proximal arm parallel to the anterior midline of the humerus, and the distal
arm across the ventral surface of the forearm where the forearm is the most level. The distal
arm should be parallel to the radial and ulnar styloid processes.
 

Movement

The clinician flexes the client’s elbow to 90° and supports the forearm in a neutral
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position. The clinician passively moves the client’s forearm to end range supination. A
normal end-feel is typically firm (to occasionally hard because of contact between the radius
and ulna). This motion can be performed similarly actively by the client (without assistance
from the clinician). Active range of motion should be performed prior to PROM to
determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Passive Accessories

Passive accessory motion assessment is essential in determination of the potential for
joint-play dysfunction in the joints being examined. The following section details distinct
component assessments of passive joint mobility for the elbow joint.

Humeroulnar Joint Distraction
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Figure 22.13

 

 

Client Position

Supine with arms relaxed at side, elbow resting on clinician’s shoulder with forearm
partially supinated
 

Clinician Position

Sitting at the client’s elbow, facing the client
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as the stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (left as shown) purchases the proximal humerus.
 

Movement and Direction of Force
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The clinician’s assessing hand (right as shown) purchases the proximal ulna, just distal
to the elbow. The clinician uses their assessing hand to distract the ulna distally from the
humerus at a 90° angle from the treatment plane, or an angle of 45° less flexion than the
position of the ulnar shaft.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Critical Clinical Pearls

When performing humeroulnar joint distraction, keep the following in mind:

Rule out any disruption to bony integrity.
Ensure the shoulder joint and scapula are stabilized through your hand on the
proximal humerus and the table.
Watch for muscular guarding of client, which can give false information regarding
the joint assessment.

 

Humeroulnar Joint Medial Glide
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Figure 22.14

 

  

Client Position

Supine with arm relaxed at side
 

Clinician Position

Sitting or standing at the client’s side with the client’s arm braced between their side
and mobilizing arm (left as shown). The clinician maintains the client’s arm in a partially
supinated position as they use their proximal hand (right as shown) to stabilize the medial
distal humerus and their caudal hand (mobilizing hand; left as shown) to purchase the
lateral aspect of the client’s proximal forearm (radius).
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand purchases the distal humerus.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand purchases the proximal radius and ulna, just distal to the
elbow. The clinician uses their assessing hand to glide the proximal ulna in a medial
direction through the radius (assisting with their trunk).
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Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Humeroulnar Joint Lateral Glide
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Figure 22.15

 

 

Client Position

Supine with arm relaxed at side
 

Clinician Position

Sitting or standing at the client’s side with the client’s arm braced between their side
and mobilizing arm (left as shown). The clinician maintains the client’s arm in a partially
supinated position, using their cranial hand (right as shown) to stabilize the lateral distal
humerus and their caudal hand (mobilizing hand; left as shown) to purchase the medial
aspect of the proximal forearm (ulna).
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand purchases the distal humerus. They hold the rest of the client’s arm
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between trunk and assessing arm.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand purchases the proximal ulna from the medial side, just
distal to the elbow. The clinician uses their assessing hand to glide the proximal ulna in a
lateral direction (assisting with their trunk).
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Humeroradial Joint Distraction
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Figure 22.16

 

 

Client Position

Supine with arms relaxed at side, forearm partially supinated and elbow slightly flexed
 

Clinician Position

Sitting or standing (as shown) at the client’s elbow
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (left as shown) purchases the distal humerus.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (right) purchases the distal radius. The clinician uses their
assessing hand to distract the radius distally from the humerus.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
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mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Humeroradial Joint Posterior Glide
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Figure 22.17

 

 

Client Position

Supine with arm relaxed at side, forearm fully supinated
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s elbow
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (left as shown) purchases the distal humerus.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (right as shown) purchases the proximal radius with the
heel of their hand on the anterior surface. The clinician uses their assessing hand to glide
the proximal radius in a posterior direction.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
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feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Humeroradial Joint Anterior Glide
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Figure 22.18

 

 

Client Position

Supine with arm relaxed at side, forearm in neutral with thumb facing up toward
ceiling
 

Clinician Position

Sitting or standing at the client’s elbow
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the distal humerus.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) purchases the proximal radius, with the
heel of their hand on posterior or dorsal surface. The clinician uses their assessing hand to
glide the proximal radius in an anterior direction.
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Proximal Radioulnar Joint Posterior (Dorsal) Glide of Radial Head
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Figure 22.19

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with arm relaxed on table, elbow flexed to 70° and forearm in 35° supination
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s elbow
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (left as shown) purchases the proximal ulna on posterior or dorsal side.
 

Movement and Direction of Force
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The clinician’s assessing hand (right as shown) purchases the proximal radius, with the
heel of their hand purchasing the radial head on the anterior or volar side. The clinician
uses their assessing hand to glide the proximal radius in a posterior or dorsal direction.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Proximal Radioulnar Joint Anterior (Volar) Glide of Radial Head

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 22.20

 

  

Client Position

Sitting with arm relaxed on table; elbow flexed to 70°, forearm in 35° supination
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s elbow
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (left as shown) purchases the proximal ulna on the anterior or volar side.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (right as shown) purchases the proximal radius, with the
heel of their hand purchasing the radial head on the posterior or dorsal side. The clinician
uses their assessing hand to glide the proximal radius in an anterior or volar direction.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
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feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Distal Radioulnar Joint Posterior (Dorsal) Glide of the Radius
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Figure 22.21

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with arm relaxed on table; elbow flexed with 10° supination
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s elbow
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (left as shown) purchases the distal ulna on the posterior or dorsal side.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (right as shown) purchases the distal radius, with the heel
of their hand purchasing the radial head on the anterior or volar side. The clinician uses
their assessing hand to glide the distal radius in a posterior or dorsal direction.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
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feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Distal Radioulnar Joint Anterior (Volar) Glide of the Radius
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Figure 22.22

 

 

Client Position

Supine or sitting with arm resting on table; elbow flexed, 10° supination
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s elbow
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the distal ulna on the anterior or volar side.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician uses their assessing hand (left as shown) to purchase the distal radius, with
the heel of their hand purchasing the radial head on the posterior or dorsal side. The
clinician uses their assessing hand to glide the distal radius in an anterior or volar direction.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
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feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Flexibility

Refer to chapter 7 for relevant upper quarter flexibility assessments. As detailed in
chapter 8, flexibility is the motion a particular joint is capable of. Assessment of flexibility
can assist the clinician in determining the potential presence of soft-tissue dysfunction.
Each individual muscle can be evaluated based on the origin and insertion of the muscle
(table 22.3).
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Muscle Performance Testing

Evaluating the integrity of each muscle can also provide additional information about
the involvement of active structures around the joint and should be performed after
assessment of motion testing.

Elbow Flexion

Client Position

Sitting, arms at side

Forearm in supination to assess biceps
Forearm in pronation to assess brachialis
Forearm midway between supination and pronation to assess brachioradialis

 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician instructs the client to bend their elbow. The clinician provides resistance
just proximal to the wrist with one hand and stabilizes the anterior shoulder with the other
hand.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance

The position for grades below 3 is as follows: The client sits with the arm abducted 90°
and supported by the clinician. The clinician should position the forearm for the respective
muscle group.

Grade 2: completes full ROM
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity
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Primary Muscles

Biceps brachii
Brachialis
Brachioradialis

 

Secondary Muscles

Pronator teres
Flexor carpi radialis and ulnaris
Extensor carpi radialis longus

 

Primary Nerves

Musculocutaneous nerve (C5-6; biceps brachii and brachialis)
Radial nerve (C5-6; brachioradialis)

 

Elbow Extension

Client Position

Prone on table, arm in 90° abduction, elbow flexed and forearm hanging vertically off
edge of table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment
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The clinician asks the client to straighten their elbow. The clinician provides resistance
just proximal to the wrist with one hand and stabilizes the anterior shoulder with the other
hand.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance

The position to assess for grades below 3 is as follows: The client sits with the arm
abducted 90° and supported by the clinician.

Grade 2: completes full ROM in prone gravity minimized position
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Triceps brachii

 

Secondary Muscles

Anconeus

 

Primary Nerve

Radial (C6-8)

 

Forearm Pronation

Client Position

Sitting on table, arm at side with elbow flexed 90° and forearm in supination
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Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician asks the client to pronate their forearm until the palm faces downward.
The clinician provides resistance to the distal forearm or wrist with one hand and supports
the client’s elbow with the other hand.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance

For the following grades, the client should sit with the shoulder flexed between 45° and
90°, the elbow flexed to 90°, and the forearm in neutral. The clinician supports the client’s
elbow.

Grade 2: completes full ROM in position
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Pronator teres
Pronator quadratus

 

Secondary Muscles

Flexor carpi radialis

 

Primary Nerve

Median (C6-8)
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Forearm Supination

Client Position

Sitting on table, arm at side and elbow in 90° flexion, forearm in pronation
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician asks the client to supinate their forearm until the palm faces the ceiling.
The clinician provides resistance to the client’s distal forearm or wrist with one hand and
supports the client’s elbow with their other hand.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance

For the following grades, the client should sit with the shoulder flexed between 45° and
90°, the elbow flexed to 90°, and the forearm in neutral. The clinician supports the client’s
elbow.

Grade 2: completes full ROM in position
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Supinator
Biceps brachii
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Primary Nerve

Radial (C5-7)
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Special Tests

As mentioned in chapter 10 (Special Tests), in many cases the clinician is overly
dependent on the performance and interpretation of special test findings with respect to
differential diagnosis of the client’s presenting pain. Utilization of special tests for ruling in
(or helping to diagnose) a particular pathology should occur at this point in the
examination process. It is also hoped that the clinician has a much clearer picture of the
client’s presentation prior to this point in the examination and will therefore depend
minimally on special test findings with respect to diagnosis of the client’s pain.

Ruling out other potential contributors to the client’s pain is an essential part of the
examination for the elbow joint. Refer to the Triage and Screening section of this chapter
for more information. The following section includes specific special tests with detailed
descriptions for the elbow joint and forearm to help rule in pathologies of this region.
Similar to other body regions, clinicians should remember not to rely on special testing in
isolation but instead to include it in the overall examination sequence.

Index of Special Tests

Alignment

Carrying Angle

Muscle Dysfunction
Lateral Epicondylopathy

Cozen’s Test
Maudsley’s Test

Medial Epicondylopathy

NA

Distal Biceps Tear or Rupture

Biceps Squeeze Test
Hook Test
Passive Forearm Pronation
Biceps Crease Interval (BCI)
Exam Cluster for Complete Tear
Bicipital Aponeurosis Flexion Test

Instability or Ligamentous Laxity
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Medial Elbow or Ulnar Collateral Ligament

Moving Valgus Stress Test
Medial Elbow Instability Test
Valgus Stress Test

Lateral Elbow or Radial Lateral Collateral Ligament

Varus Stress Test

Posterolateral Rotatory Instability

Lateral Pivot Shift Test
Posterolateral Rotatory Drawer Test
Prone Push-Up Test
Chair Push-Up Test
Tabletop Relocation Test

Intra-Articular Pathology
Fracture

Elbow Extension Test (see Triage and Screening section of this chapter)
Elbow Flexion Test
Elbow Pronation Test
Elbow Supination Test

Nerve Entrapment
Cubital Tunnel or Ulnar Neuropathy

Pressure Provocation Test
Elbow Flexion Test for Cubital Tunnel
Tinel’s Sign at the Elbow
Elbow Scratch Collapse Test
Elbow Flexion Test for Neuropathy

Elbow Osteoarthritis

NA

 

Case Studies

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination and complete these
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case studies for chapter 22:

Case study 1 discusses a 19-year-old female water polo player with right elbow pain.
Case study 2 discusses a 50-year-old male accountant and motocross racer with pain
in his right shoulder and elbow when he rides.

 

Abstract Links

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination to access abstract
links on these issues:

Arm squeeze test
Bony apprehension test
Elbow extension test
Hawkins-Kennedy test
Median nerve upper limb tension test
Olecranon-manubrium percussion test
Spurling’s test
Tuning fork

 

Alignment

 

Carrying Angle
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Figure 22.23

 

 

Client Position

Standing with arms facing forward by sides in anatomical position
 

Clinician Position

Standing in front of and facing the client
 

Movement

None
 

Assessment

The clinician measures the elbow angle at the intersection of the bisected humerus and
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bisected axis of the forearm using a goniometer.
 

Statistics

In a study of 1,275 healthy volunteers (mean age 22.9 ± 16 years, 644 women),
elbow angle was measured with a goniometer. In both sexes the carrying angle in the
dominant arm was significantly higher than in the nondominant arm, especially in
age 14 and over. In the right-arm dominant group, the right angle was 11.3 ± 3.7°
and the left angle was 10.6 ± 3.6°. In the left-arm dominant group, the right angle
was 10.7 ± 4.0° and the left was 12.9 ± 4.2°.89

In a study of 20 healthy volunteers (mean age 25 years, 50% women) using
radiography as a reference standard, the mean carrying angle in extension of 11.6 ±
3.2° in men and 16.7 ± 3° in women was measured with a goniometer. With flexion,
the carrying angles progressively decreased.4

In a study of 51 healthy volunteers (mean age 31.7 ± 9 years, 31 women) with
intratester reliability: ICC of 0.97 ± 0.003 (0.96–0.97) for goniometric
measurements and intertester reliability for radiologic measurements: right side, ICC
0.99; left, ICC 0.99. The mean difference in goniometric measurement values when
compared to radiography as a reference standard was −3.0° ± 3.2°.90

 

Muscle Dysfunction: Lateral Epicondylopathy

 

Cozen’s Test
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Figure 22.24

 

 

Client Position

Sitting or standing with elbow flexed at 90°, forearm pronation, hand in a fist, and fist
in radial deviation
 

Clinician Position

Standing facing the client, palpating the lateral epicondyle with their thumb (left as
shown)
 

Movement

The client extends the wrist against resistance applied by the clinician.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of pain along the lateral epicondyle.
 

Statistics

NR91
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Maudsley’s Test
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Figure 22.25

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with elbow flexed at 90°, fingers abducted and extended
 

Clinician Position

Facing the client and stabilizing the wrist
 

Movement

The clinician resists third digit extension.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of pain.
 

Statistics

NR92

 

Muscle Dysfunction: Medial Epicondylopathy
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There are no tests available for this condition.

Muscle Dysfunction: Distal Biceps Tear or Rupture

 

Critical Clinical Pearls

Regarding special tests for distal biceps tear or rupture, remember to do the following:

Rule out instability or fractures of the bony joint structure.
Ensure the client has normal pain-free PROM.
Always examine the noninvolved side prior to the symptomatic side.

 

Biceps Squeeze Test
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Figure 22.26

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the forearm resting in their lap, elbow flexed at 60° to 80° and forearm in
slight pronation
 

Clinician Position

Stands on the client’s affected side and places one hand (right as shown) at the distal
myotendinous junction and the other hand (left as shown) at the belly of the biceps brachii
 

Movement

The clinician squeezes the biceps firmly with both hands.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is lack of forearm supination as the biceps is squeezed.
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Statistics

SN 96 (NR), SP 100 (NR), +LR Inf, −LR 0.04, QUADAS 9, in a study of 25
consecutive Navy corpsmen with presumptive distal biceps tendon ruptures (26 tendons,
one had bilateral symptoms; mean age 42 years; all male; mean duration of symptoms NR),
using arthroscopy as a reference standard (two clients had MRI as reference standard)93

 

Hook Test
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Figure 22.27

 

 

Client Position

Sitting or standing, with full forearm supination
 

Clinician Position

Facing client; for client’s right elbow, clinician uses left index finger as shown.
 

Movement

The clinician uses their index finger from the lateral side to hook the tendon and pull it
forward.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is if the clinician is not able to hook the tendon; there is no cordlike structure
for the clinician to hook.
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Statistics

SN 100 (NR), SP 100 (NR), +LR Inf, −LR Inf, QUADAS 6, for complete tears in a
study of 45 consecutive clients with a known or possible partial or complete avulsion
of the distal biceps tendon (mean age 49; 1 woman; mean duration of symptoms:
31% acute [<10 days], 11% subacute [11-21 days], and 58% chronic [>21 days]),
using arthroscopy or surgery as a reference standard (25 clients had MRIs: 13
complete tears, 12 partial tears). MRI for complete tears: SN 92 (NR), SP 85(NR),
+LR 6.1, −LR 0.09.56

Modified hook test for partial tears: pulling vigorously on biceps tendon after
hooking it with index finger with a positive test of reproduction of pain. This
modified test was performed in 9 out of 12 clients with partial tears; all were
positive.56

SN 81 (NR), SP 100 (NR), +LR Inf, −LR 0.19, QUADAS 7, diagnostic accuracy
94%, in a retrospective review of 17 clients who presented with suspected distal
biceps tendon injury. All had physical maneuvers performed and had intraoperative
data. Age greater than 18 years (mean age 47.2 years; 100% male; mean duration of
symptoms: 9 acute <10 days after injury—mean 4.7 days, 8 chronic >90 days after
injury—mean 165 days), using intraoperative examination as a reference standard.94

SN 81 (NR), SP 100 (NR), +LR Inf, −LR 0.19, QUADAS 10, in a cohort study of
48 clients with suspected distal biceps tendon injuries (mean age 47 years; only 1
woman; mean duration of symptoms 76 days), using intraoperative examination or
MRI as a reference standard.95

 

Passive Forearm Pronation
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Figure 22.28

 

 

Client Position

Sitting or standing, with arm in supination
 

Clinician Position

Facing the client and grasping their forearm
 

Movement

The clinician passively pronates the client’s forearm.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is loss of visible and palpable proximal-to-distal movement of the biceps
muscle belly.
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Statistics

SN 87.5 (NR), SP 100 (NR), +LR Inf, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 7, diagnostic accuracy
94%, in a retrospective review of 17 clients who presented with suspected distal
biceps tendon injury. All had physical maneuvers performed and had intraoperative
data: age greater than 18 years (mean age 47.2 years), 100% male, mean duration of
symptoms: 9 acute <10 days after injury—mean 4.7 days, 8 chronic >90 days after
injury—mean 165 days, using intraoperative examination as a reference standard.94

SN 95 (NR), SP 100 (NR), +LR Inf, −LR 0.05, QUADAS 10, in a cohort study of
48 clients with suspected distal biceps tendon injuries (mean age 47 years; 1 woman;
mean duration of symptoms 76 days), using intra-operative examination or MRI as a
reference standard.95 Movement of muscle belly is dependent on quantity and speed
of movement into pronation.

 

Biceps Crease Interval (BCI)
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Figure 22.29

 

 

Client Position

Sitting or standing
 

Clinician Position

Facing client and grasping client’s wrist
 

Movement
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The clinician flexes the client’s elbow to appreciate the main antecubital flexion crease,
then passively extends and supinates the client’s elbow (a). Using a pen, the clinician traces
the crease in the antecubital fossa and then strokes the distal biceps centrally parallel to the
long axis (line might not be perpendicular to crease line; b). The clinician identifies the
point where the distal biceps curve turns most sharply toward the antecubital fossa as the
cusp of the distal descent, and marks a short transverse line at the cusp (c). The clinician
measures the distance between the biceps cusp and the antecubital crease in centimeters and
repeats the process on the opposite arm.
 

Assessment

A (+) test for complete rupture is >6 cm for BCI. Biceps crease ratio (BCR) is calculated
by BCI of injured side divided by BCI of unaffected side. BCR > 1.2 is a complete rupture.
 

Statistics

SN 92 (NR), SP 100 (NR), +LR Inf, −LR 0.08, QUADAS 5, diagnostic accuracy
93%, in a cohort study of 29 consecutive clients with suspected distal biceps tendon
ruptures with confirmation by surgery or imaging (mean age 47 years; 100% male;
mean duration of symptoms 49 days), using intraoperative examination or MRI as a
reference standard. Reliability of >0.75.96

SN 93 (NR), SP 100 (NR), +LR Inf, −LR 0.07, QUADAS 7, diagnostic accuracy
94%, in a retrospective review of 17 clients who presented with suspected distal
biceps tendon injury. All had physical maneuvers performed and had intraoperative
data: age greater than 18 years (mean age 47.2 years), 100% male, mean duration of
symptoms: 9 acute <10 days after injury—mean 4.7 days, 8 chronic >90 days after
injury—mean 165 days. Intraoperative examination was the reference standard.94

SN 88 (NR), SP 50 (NR), +LR 1.76, −LR 0.24, QUADAS 10, in a cohort study of
48 clients with suspected distal biceps tendon injuries (mean age 47 years; 1 woman;
mean duration of symptoms 76 days), using intraoperative examination or MRI as a
reference standard.95

For BCR: SN 96 (NR), SP 80 (NR), +LR 4.8, −LR 0.08, QUADAS 5, diagnostic
accuracy 93%, in a cohort study of 29 consecutive clients with suspected distal biceps
tendon ruptures with confirmation by surgery or imaging (mean age 47 years; 100%
male; mean duration of symptoms 49 days), using intraoperative examination or
MRI. The BCI was measured on both arms and the BCR was calculated as the
injured arm BCR divided by the uninjured arm BCI.96 Calculations were also
performed combining the BCI and BCR with a positive on either exam to indicate a
complete rupture; values were exactly the same as BCR.96
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Exam Cluster for Complete Tear

The clinician performs the hook test, passive forearm pronation test, and BCI as
described previously.
 

Assessment

A (+) test occurs when all three tests are in agreement (either all [+] or all [–]).
Conflicting results or equivocal findings suggest the need for soft-tissue imaging (MR or
US).
 

Statistics

SN 100 (NR), SP 100 (NR), +LR Inf, −LR 0, QUADAS 10, in a cohort study of 48
clients with suspected distal biceps tendon injuries (mean age 47 years; 1 woman; mean
duration of symptoms 76 days), using intraoperative examination or MRI as a reference
standard.95 The cluster will limit the need for imaging when all exam findings are in
agreement. Follow-up with diagnostic imaging is only needed when conflicting
examination findings are present.
 

Bicipital Aponeurosis Flexion Test
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Figure 22.30

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with arm in forearm supination
 

Clinician Position

Facing client
 

Movement

The clinician palpates the medial, lateral, and central parts of the antecubital fossa. The
client makes a fist and flexes the wrist, then flexes the elbow and does an isometric hold at
75° of flexion. (The clinician can isometrically resist the forearm [with right arm as shown]
as it moves into flexion and perform palpation [with left hand as shown] of the antecubital
fossa.)
 

Assessment

A (+) test is lack of sharp, thin edge of aponeurosis medially.
 

Statistics
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SN 100 (NR), SP 90 (NR), +LR 10, −LR 0, QUADAS 7, diagnostic accuracy 94%, in
a retrospective review of 17 clients who presented with suspected distal biceps tendon
injury. All had physical maneuvers performed and had intraoperative data: age greater than
18 years (mean age 47.2 years), 100% male, mean duration of symptoms: 9 acute <10 days
after injury—mean 4.7 days, 8 chronic >90 days after injury—mean 165 days.
Intraoperative examination was the reference standard.94 This test can be used in triage and
screening for biceps rupture earlier in the examination secondary to higher sensitivity of
test.
 

Instability or Ligamentous Laxity: Medial Elbow or Ulnar Collateral Ligament

 

Moving Valgus Stress Test

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 22.31

 

  

Client Position

Seated with arm abducted to 90°, elbow fully flexed
 

Clinician Position

Standing behind the client, supporting under the elbow and holding onto the wrist
 

Movement

The clinician provides a valgus stress at the client’s elbow (a) until the shoulder reaches
full ER and quickly extends the elbow to 30° (b), while maintaining valgus torque.
 

Assessment
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A (+) test is pain reproduction when the elbow is extended. The highest level of pain
should be between 70° and 120° (shear angle).
 

Statistics

SN 100 (81-100), SP 75 (19-99), +LR 4.0, −LR 0, QUADAS 10, in a cohort study of
21 clients for suspected chronic ulnar collateral ligament (UCL) or medial collateral
ligament (MCL) injuries (mean age 28 years; 2 women; mean duration of symptoms NR),
using MRI and surgical assessment as reference standards97

 

Medial Elbow Instability Test

Client Position

Sitting or standing, with elbow extended
 
 

Clinician Position

Facing client and placing one hand at their elbow
 

Movement

The clinician palpates the client’s ulnar nerve for tenderness or subluxation with flexion
of the elbow. They examine the triceps mechanism for tenderness along the medial border
and subluxation with resisted extension. They perform additional examination of the elbow
for palpable ligamentous laxity.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of pain medially at the joint line or laxity with palpation.
 

Statistics
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SN 19 (4-46), SP 100 (40-100), +LR Inf, −LR 0.08, QUADAS 10, in a cohort study of
21 clients for suspected chronic UCL (MCL) injuries (mean age 28 years; 2 women; mean
duration of symptoms NR), using MRI and surgical assessment as reference standards97

 

Valgus Stress Test
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Figure 22.32

 

 

Client Position

Sitting or standing, with elbow extended
 

Clinician Position

Facing client and placing one hand (left as shown) at their elbow and other hand (right
as shown) at their wrist
 

Movement

The clinician applies an abduction or valgus force while palpating the ulnar or medial
collateral ligament. The clinician applies the test again with the elbow at 20° to 30° of
flexion.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is production of distraction pain medially and compression pain laterally at
the joint line and laxity.
 

Statistics
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SN 65 (38-86), SP 50 (7-93), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.7, QUADAS 10, in a cohort study of 21
clients for suspected chronic UCL (MCL) injuries (mean age 28 years; 2 women; mean
duration of symptoms NR), using MRI and surgical assessment as reference standards.97

This study also examined valgus stress at 30°, 60°, 70°, and 90° of flexion.
 

Instability and Ligamentous Laxity: Lateral Elbow or Radial/Lateral Collateral
Ligament

 

Varus Stress Test
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Figure 22.33

 

 

Client Position

Sitting or standing, with elbow extended
 

Clinician Position

Facing the client and placing one hand (right as shown) at their elbow and other hand
(left as shown) at their wrist
 

Movement

The clinician applies an adduction or varus force while palpating the radial (RCL) or
lateral collateral ligament (LCL). They apply the test again with the elbow at 20° to 30° of
flexion.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is production of distraction pain laterally and compression pain medially at
the joint line and laxity.
 

Statistics
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NR
 

Instability or Ligamentous Laxity: Posterolateral Rotatory Instability

 

Lateral Pivot Shift Test
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Figure 22.34

 

 

Client Position

Supine with arm over head in full shoulder ER and forearm supinated
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s head, with one hand (right as shown) blocking shoulder external
rotation at the lateral elbow and other hand (left as shown) at the proximal wrist
 

Movement

The clinician flexes the client’s elbow while applying a valgus, supinatory, and axial
compressive force (maximal rotator displacement at 40° of flexion).
 

Assessment
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A (+) test is apprehension, when performed in an awake client, and a palpable or visible
clunk or dimple in the skin proximal to the radial head, when performed under anesthesia.
 

Statistics

SN 38 (NR), SP (NR), +LR (NR), −LR (NR), QUADAS 8, in a cohort study of 8
clients for suspected elbow instability (mean age 44 years; 3 women; mean duration
of symptoms 4.5 years), using surgical assessment as a reference. When under
anesthesia, all 8 clients demonstrated a positive pivot shift, compared to only 3 when
awake.98

NR99

 

Posterolateral Rotatory Drawer Test
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Figure 22.35

 

 

Client Position

Sitting, arm resting in lap
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s side and providing stabilization at their humerus with one hand
(right as shown)
 

Movement

The clinician pulls posteriorly on the lateral side of the proximal forearm.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is apprehension or a dimple of skin proximal to the radial head.
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Statistics

NR100

 

Prone Push-Up Test
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Figure 22.36

 

 

Client Position

Prone on their stomach on the floor with elbows flexed at 90°, forearms supinated, and
arms abducted to greater than shoulder width (a)
 

Clinician Position

NA
 

Movement

The client pushes up off the floor, extending the elbows (b).
 

Assessment
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A (+) test is apprehension occurring as the affected elbow is terminally extended from a
flexed position, with voluntary or involuntary guarding. A complete dislocation is also
considered (+).
 

Statistics

SN 88 (NR), SP (NR), +LR (NR), −LR (NR), QUADAS 8, in a cohort study of 8
clients for suspected elbow instability (mean age 44 years; 3 women; mean duration
of symptoms 4.5 years), using surgical assessment as a reference standard98

NR101

 

Chair Push-Up Test
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Figure 22.37

 

 

Client Position

Seated, with elbows flexed to 90°, forearms supinated, and arms abducted to greater
than shoulder width
 

Clinician Position

NA
 

Movement

The client pushes down on the arms of the chair to rise, exclusively using upper
extremity force.
 

Assessment
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A (+) test is reluctance to extend the elbow fully as the client raises the body up from a
chair as a result of apprehension or of complete dislocation.
 

Statistics

SN 87 (NR), SP (NR), +LR (NR), −LR (NR), QUADAS 8, in a cohort study of 8
clients for suspected elbow instability (mean age 44 years; 3 women; mean duration
of symptoms 4.5 years), using surgical assessment as a reference standard.98

SN 100 (NR), SP (NR), +LR (NR), −LR (NR), QUADAS 8, in a cohort study of 8
clients for suspected elbow instability (mean age 44 years; 3 women; mean duration
of symptoms 4.5 years), using surgical assessment as a reference standard. When the
push-up sign and chair sign were combined, SN increased.98

 

Tabletop Relocation Test
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Figure 22.38

 

 

Client Position

Standing in front of the table with the hand of the symptomatic arm (or both arms)
placed over the lateral edge of the table
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the client and applying thumb pressure to the radial head, giving
support and preventing posterior subluxation while the client performs the press-up the
second time. Finally, the clinician removes their supporting thumb from the weight-bearing
partially flexed elbow.
 

Movement

The client is asked to perform a press-up with the elbow pointing laterally (pressure is
pushed down through the hand onto the table as the elbow is allowed to flex, bringing the
chest toward the table). The maneuver is repeated, with the clinician using the thumb over
the radial head to give support or prevent posterior subluxation while the client is
performing the press-up.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is apprehension and pain as the elbow reaches 40° of flexion, or relief of
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pressure with the clinician applying pressure at the radial head. Clients with instability will
report relief of pain and instability during the second press-up. The removal of the
clinician’s supporting thumb from the weight-bearing partially flexed elbow reproduces
pain and apprehension again.
 

Statistics

SN 100 (NR), SP (NR), +LR (NR), −LR (NR), QUADAS 6, in a cohort study of 8
clients for suspected elbow instability (mean age, gender, and mean duration of
symptoms NR), using positive pivot shift test as a reference standard.102

NR98, 101, 103

 

Intra-Articular Pathology

 

Fracture

Tuning fork and stethoscope (see Triage and Screening section)
Olecranon-manubrium percussion test (see Triage and Screening section)
Bony apprehension test (see Triage and Screening section)
Elbow extension test (see Triage and Screening section)
Overall AROM (see Triage and Screening section)
Overall AROM and tenderness to palpation (see Triage and Screening section)

 

Elbow Flexion Test

Client Position

Lying supine
 
 

Clinician Position

NA
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Movement

The client actively flexes the elbow. The clinician compares this movement to that of
the unaffected side.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) when the client is unable to fully flex the elbow compared to the opposite
side.
 

Statistics

SN 64 (50-69), SP 100 (94-100), +LR Inf, −LR 0.36, QUADAS 11, in 115
consecutive clients (≥5 years of age) and subgrouped as adult (≥18 years) and children (<18
years) presenting to four emergency departments with acute elbow injury, <24 hours (mean
age 29 years, 43% female; 71 adults: mean age 40.5 years, 45.5% female; 42 children:
mean age 10.5 years, 41.5% female; mean duration of symptoms NR), using radiography
as a reference standard79

 

Elbow Pronation Test

Client Position

Lying supine
 
 

Clinician Position

NA
 

Movement

The client actively pronates the forearm. The clinician compares this movement to that
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of the unaffected side.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) when the client is unable to fully pronate the arm compared to the opposite
side.
 

Statistics

SN 34 (22-48), SP 100 (94-100), +LR Inf, −LR 0.66, QUADAS 11, in 115
consecutive clients (≥5 years of age) and subgrouped as adult (≥18 years) and children (<18
years) presenting to four emergency departments with acute elbow injury, <24 hours (mean
age 29 years, 43% female; 71 adults: mean age 40.5 years, 45.5% female; 42 children:
mean age 10.5 years, 41.5% female; mean duration of symptoms NR), using radiography
as a reference standard79

 

Elbow Supination Test

Client Position

Lying supine
 
 

Clinician Position

NA
 

Movement

The client actively supinates the forearm. The clinician compares the movement to that
of the unaffected side.
 

Assessment
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A test is (+) if the client is unable to fully supinate the arm compared to the opposite
side.
 

Statistics

SN 43 (30-55), SP 97 (88.5–100), +LR 14.3, −LR 0.58, QUADAS 11, in 115
consecutive clients (≥5 years of age) and subgrouped as adult (≥18 years) and children (<18
years) presenting to four emergency departments with acute elbow injury within 24 hours
(mean age 29 years, 43% female; 71 adults: mean age 40.5 years, 45.5% female; 42
children: mean age 10.5 years, 59.5% male; mean duration of symptoms NR), using
radiography as a reference standard79

 

Nerve Entrapment: Cubital Tunnel and Ulnar Neuropathy

 

Pressure Provocation Test
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Figure 22.39

 

 

Client Position

Sitting
 

Clinician Position

Standing with two fingers over the client’s ulnar nerve proximal to the cubital tunnel
 

Movement

The clinician moves the client’s arm into 20° of flexion and forearm supination and
maintains pressure over the ulnar nerve. The clinician holds this position for 60 seconds.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of symptoms along the ulnar nerve.
 

Statistics

SN 46 (NR), SP 99 (NR), +LR 46, −LR 0.54, QUADAS 6, accuracy 81%, in 169
clients and 109 controls (mean age 52 years; 29 women; mean duration of symptoms
42 months) with 64 clients diagnosed with cubital tunnel by history, using
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examination and positive electrodiagnostic tests as reference standards104

SN 60 (NR), SP (NR), +LR (NR), −LR (NR), QUADAS 12, accuracy 55%, in 192
clients including 55 controls (mean age, gender, and mean duration of symptoms
NR), using sonography or electrodiagnostic tests as a reference standard105

SN 89 (NR), SP 98 (NR), +LR 45, −LR 0.11, QUADAS 7, in 32 clients and 33
controls (mean age of clients 46, mean age of controls 41; gender NR; mean duration
of symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic tests as a reference standard18

 

Elbow Flexion Test for Cubital Tunnel
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Figure 22.40

 

 

Client Position

Sitting in anatomical position
 

Clinician Position

NA
 

Movement

The client fully flexes the elbow and extends the wrist, then holds this position for 3
minutes while describing symptoms.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of symptoms along the ulnar nerve distribution, including
pain, tingling, and numbness.
 

Statistics

SN 75 (NR), SP 99 (NR), +LR 75, −LR 0.25, QUADAS 7, in 32 clients and 33
controls (mean age of clients 46, mean age of controls 41; gender NR; mean duration
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of symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic tests as a reference standard18

SN 93 (NR), SP (NR), +LR NA, −LR NA, QUADAS 7, in 13 clients with cubital
tunnel syndrome (mean age of clients 59 years; 100% males; mean duration of
symptoms NR) as diagnosed, using electrophysiological tests as a reference
standard106

 

Tinel’s Sign at the Elbow
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Figure 22.41

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with elbow flexed at 90°
 

Clinician Position

Supporting client’s elbow and forearm and placing finger just proximal to the medial
cubital tunnel
 

Movement

The clinician taps over the ulnar nerve four to six times.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of symptoms along the ulnar distribution.
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Statistics

SN 54 (NR), SP 99 (NR), +LR 54, −LR 0.46, QUADAS 6, accuracy 84%, in 169
clients and 109 controls (mean age 59 years; 29 females; mean duration of symptoms
42 months) with 64 diagnosed with cubital tunnel based on history, using
examination and positive electrodiagnostic tests as reference standards.104

SN 62 (NR), SP (NR), +LR (NR), −LR (NR), QUADAS 12, accuracy 59% in 192
clients including 55 controls (mean age, gender, and mean duration of symptoms
NR), using sonography or electrodiagnostic tests as a reference standard.105 When
Tinel’s sign was combined with pressure provocation or flexion compression and
nerve tenderness, SN 30 (NR), SP 84 (NR), +LR 1.84, −LR 0.83, QAUDAS 12.105

SN 70 (NR), SP (NR), +LR 35, −LR 0.31, QUADAS 7, in 32 clients and 33
controls (mean age of clients 46, mean age of controls 41; gender and mean duration
of symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic tests as a reference standard.18

Positive in 47 out of 204 asymptomatic clients; no diagnostic values available.107

 

Elbow Scratch Collapse Test
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Figure 22.42

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with elbows flexed to 90°
 

Clinician Position

Sitting or standing in front of the client
 

Movement

The clinician applies internal rotation force as the client resists with bilateral shoulder
external rotation, then scratches or swipes their fingertips over the area of compressed ulnar
nerve and repeats application of internal rotation force as the client resists with bilateral
external rotation.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is weakness (unilaterally in affected area).
 

Statistics

SN 69 (NR), SP 99 (NR), +LR 69, −LR 0.31, QUADAS 6, accuracy 89%, in 169
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clients and 109 controls (mean age 52 years; 29 females; mean duration of symptoms 42
months) with 64 diagnosed with cubital tunnel based on history, using examination and
positive electrodiagnostic tests as reference standards104

 

Elbow Flexion Test for Neuropathy
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Figure 22.43

 

 

Client Position

Sitting
 

Clinician Position

NA
 

Movement
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The client fully flexes the elbows with neutral wrist and shoulder position (a), then
holds for 60 seconds. The client then moves to full flexion of elbows with neutral shoulder
position and full wrist extension (b), and holds this position for 60 seconds. The client then
abducts the shoulders to 90°, places the elbows in full flexion and the wrists in full
extension (c), and holds this position for 90 seconds.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of symptoms (in any of the positions) along the ulnar nerve
distribution. The client does not move to the next position if they have symptoms in the
preceding position.
 

Statistics

NR107

 

Elbow Osteoarthritis

 
No special tests are described for osteoarthritis. As with all comprehensive

examinations, screening out other competing diagnoses is paramount.
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Palpation

Thorough palpation of the affected joint and muscular structure can also help identify
structures that are implicated. Palpation should be performed near the end of the
examination after special tests to increase its utility (refer to chapter 11).

Elbow and Forearm

A complete examination sequence includes a thorough palpation of the area and is
improved with a systematic approach to palpating all aspects of the elbow joint. During
other parts of the sequence, the clinician should note if any of the structures are tender to
the client during motion testing, muscle testing, and special tests. For more information,
refer to chapter 11 (Palpation).

Anterior Aspect
Bony Structures

Coronoid fossa of humerus: This is a small depression where the coronoid process of
the ulna articulates during forearm flexion. It is located superior to the anterior
trochlea and adjacent to the radial fossa of the humerus. This structure is hard to
palpate because it is deep in the cubital fossa.
Coronoid process of ulna: This projection from the upper and anterior aspect of the
ulna is triangular in shape, and it articulates with the coronoid fossa during flexion.
The ulnar collateral ligament attaches to the medial surfaces. The coronoid process is
best felt by resisting the flexor digitorum superficialis and profundus muscles that
attach to this structure. After resisting the muscles, the client should relax. Then the
coronoid process can be felt deep under the muscular structures.

Soft-Tissue Structures

Cubital fossa: Located in the anterior elbow joint, this triangular area is also called
the antecubital fossa. The boundaries are formed medially by the pronator teres and
laterally by the brachioradialis muscle. The proximal or superior boundary is formed
by creating a horizontal line between the medial and lateral epicondyles of the
humerus, resulting in an inferiorly directed apex of the triangle. The floor of the fossa
is formed by the brachialis and supinator muscles and the roof is composed of skin,
fascia, and bicipital aponeurosis. The following are contained within the cubital fossa,
oriented medial to lateral:

Median nerve: This is medial to the brachial artery. It crosses the cubital fossa
deep to the pronator teres.
Brachial artery: This is medial to the distal biceps tendon. It bifurcates into the
radial and ulnar arteries at the apex of the fossa.
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Biceps brachii tendon: When resistance is applied to elbow flexion with
forearm in supination, the distal tendon becomes more exposed. Moving more
proximally, the muscle belly of the biceps can be appreciated.

Medial Aspect
Bony Structures

Medial epicondyle: This is the most prominent projection on the medial aspect of
the elbow. It serves as the attachment of the origin of the forearm flexors and
common flexor tendon. Just proximal to the medial epicondyle is the medial
supracondylar ridge, which can be palpated by moving in a superior direction from
the largest prominence.
Trochlea of humerus: This is the medial projection of the humerus that articulates
with the trochlear notch on the ulna. After identification of the medial epicondyle,
the trochlea can be palpated by moving in a posterolateral direction, just medial to
the olecranon of the ulna. The trochlea can be palpated more easily with the elbow in
a flexed position. Care should be taken to not irritate the ulnar nerve.

Soft-Tissue Structures

Ulnar nerve: This is just posterior to the medial epicondyle and the intermuscular
septum. It is very sensitive to palpation. The ulnar nerve can roll back and forth over
the medial condyle. It is better appreciated with the arm in slight abduction, external
rotation, and flexion between 20° and 70°. SN 31 (NR), SP (NR), +LR (NR), −LR
(NR), QUADAS 12, accuracy 46% in 192 clients including 55 controls (mean age,
gender, and mean symptoms NR), using sonography or electrodiagnostic tests as a
reference for palpation of nerve tenderness in clients diagnosed with cubital tunnel
symptoms.105

Forearm flexor mass: As a unit, it becomes more palpable with resisted wrist flexion
and adduction because it has a common origin off the medial epicondyle. Starting
more proximally and moving distally, the muscles are the pronator teres, flexor carpi
radialis, and palmaris longus.

Posterior Aspect
Bony Structures

Olecranon of ulna: This is the midpoint of the straight line between the medial and
lateral epicondyles when the elbow is extended. With ~30° elbow flexion, the triceps
relaxes and the olecranon comes out of the fossa and moves inferiorly.
Olecranon fossa of humerus: This is exposed with elbow flexion just proximally to
olecranon on either side of the triceps tendon.

Soft-Tissue Structures
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Triceps brachii tendon: This inserts onto the olecranon process of the ulna and to
the posterior wall of the elbow joint capsule. The clinician should resist elbow
extension to increase the ability to palpate the borders of the triceps tendon.
Olecranon bursa: This is only palpable if inflamed or thickened. The olecranon
bursa is not attached to the synovial cavity. With extreme or chronic bursitis,
inflammation of the bursa can be appreciated.

Lateral Aspect
Bony Structures

Lateral epicondyle: This is the most prominent bony landmark laterally, and it
continues proximally as the lateral supracondylar ridge.
Radial head: This is located approximately 2 cm distal to the lateral epicondyle. It is
best appreciated with one thumb on the lateral joint line and the other hand rotating
the client’s forearm into pronation and supination.

Soft-Tissue Structures

Forearm extensor mass: Palpation of the common mass is made easier with the
application of resistance to wrist extension because it has a common origin from the
lateral epicondyle.
Brachioradialis: With the forearm in neutral (midpoint of pronation and
supination), the client is asked to clench the fist and flex the elbow.
Anconeus: This is best palpated behind the radial head on the lateral aspect of the
olecranon. It becomes more prominent when the elbow is extended against
resistance.
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Physical Performance Measures

Unlike the lower extremity, less information is available about physical performance
measures at the elbow. PPMs involving the entire upper extremity and utilizing the elbow
can be used to provide objective data about the client’s abilities, including strength,
anaerobic power, endurance, speed, and fine dexterity. The clinician should start the client
with measures that are appropriate but challenging and progress to more challenging
activities as tolerated. Examples of tests are provided in table 22.4. The modified chair pick-
up test was designed to reproduce symptoms in clients with lateral epicondylosis. Intrarater
and interrater reliability were both high (ICC of 0.9–0.97 and 0.8–0.93, respectively) with
low measurement error (5.8–7.2%). This results in strong negative correlation with peak or
total force and pain with activities in clients with lateral epicondylosis.108
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Common Orthopedic Conditions of the Elbow Joint

While it is impossible to distinctly describe various pathological presentations of the
elbow, there are evidence-based findings supportive of particular pathologies of this region
of the body. Therefore, the intent of this section of the chapter is to present current
evidence-supported findings suggestive of elbow pathologies. As previously described in
chapter 4 (Evidence-Based Practice and Client Examination), not all examination findings
are absolutely supported with clinical evidence, and the clinician should also rely on clinical
experience and input from the client when performing differential diagnosis of a client’s
presentation of pain and dysfunction.

After completion of the examination, the clinician can start generating pathoanatomical
hypotheses for the origin of the client’s signs and symptoms. Some more frequently
encountered orthopedic conditions of the elbow are discussed in the following sections with
details of expected findings of each part of the orthopedic sequence.

Medial and Lateral Epicondylalgia

ICD-9: 726.31 (medial epicondylitis); 726.32 (lateral epicondylitis)
ICD-10: M 77.00 (medial epicondylitis, unspecified elbow); M77.10 (lateral
epicondylitis, unspecified elbow)

Medial and lateral epicondylalgia are two of the most common pathologies at the
elbow. They result from overuse repetitive activities. For lateral epicondylosis, the extensor
carpi radialis brevis (ECRB) is the tendon most commonly involved, and shearing forces
occur on the ECRB secondary to a more proximal origin than the axis for both flexion and
extension movements.108 Clients with lateral epicondylalgia, commonly called tennis elbow,
report irritation on the lateral aspect of their elbow and forearm, which is increased with
repetitive or gripping activities.109

Often medial epicondylalgia is called golfer’s elbow. It results in symptoms similar to
lateral epicondylalgia, only with irritation on the inside of the elbow or forearm. In young
people, a variant of medial epicondylalgia is Little League elbow. This condition is a
traction apophysitis of the medial epicondyle. As is implied by its name, it commonly
occurs in youths who are baseball overhand pitchers. Repetitive valgus stress associated with
pitches such as the curveball stress the growing bone to a greater extent than it can tolerate.
It is generally believed that limited pitch counts and avoiding these types of throws until
the pitcher is older are sound preventive measures.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

These pathologies are most common at the age of 40 to 60 years.108, 110

They affect women more frequently than men.110
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The prevalence of lateral epicondylitis in the general populations is approximately
1.0% to 1.3% in men and 1.1% to 4.0% in women, and that of medial epicondylitis
is nearly 0.3% to 0.6% in men and 0.3% to 1.1% in women.110

Forceful activities, high force combined with high repetition or awkward posture,
and awkward postures are associated with epicondylitis.110

These conditions have a prevalence of up to 7.4% in engineering or labor
occupations.109

Outcome Measures

The DASH and QuickDASH have demonstrated clinical relevance for both medial
and lateral epicondylalgia, although they are both regional measures.
The Patient-Reported Tennis Elbow Evaluation (PRTEE) is a specific outcome
measure for clients who have lateral epicondylalgia.

Diagnostic Imaging

Imaging is not typically needed or performed except to rule out ligamentous
instability.
Ultrasound has been shown to demonstrate good to less than good ability to help rule
in (SP 77–90, +LR 3.2–9.2) and rule out (SN 77–92, −LR 0.09–0.31) lateral
epicondylalgia.51, 52

Ultrasound has been shown to demonstrate good ability to help rule in (SP 95, +LR
11.9) and rule out (SN 92, −LR 0.05) medial epicondylagia.53

II. Observation

Client may have restricted grasping and might avoid shaking hands secondary to
pain.

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Olecranon-manubrium test: demonstrates good ability to help rule out (SN 84, −LR
0.3) and ideal ability to help rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder dislocations,
clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.75

The bony apprehension test: A (−) test has good ability to help rule in (SN 94, −LR
0.07) bony lesion.77

Elbow extension test: A (−) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SN 95-100, −LR 0–
0.06) fracture across three studies.76, 78, 79

Elbow AROM: demonstrates ideal diagnostic accuracy to help both rule out (SN
100, −LR 0) and rule in (SP 97, +LR 33) fracture.79
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Clinicians should rule out cervical spine, shoulder, and neural tension from a more
proximal cause.

IV. Motion Tests

All motion and joint play assessments are recommended.
For lateral epicondylalgia, all motions should be examined, but special attention
should be paid to client response during active wrist extension and passive wrist
flexion. Clients should perform wrist motions both with the elbow flexed and
extended. The client will typically have maximum symptom reproduction with active
wrist extension with the elbow in extension and the forearm pronated secondary to
lengthened position of the lateral forearm extensor mass. Passive wrist flexion will
reproduce pain when the elbow is extended and pronated.
Conversely, active wrist flexion and passive wrist extension are more implicated with
medial epicondylalgia, but all motions should be included in the physical
examination. Clients should perform wrist motions both with the elbow flexed and
extended. Maximum symptom reproduction typically occurs with active wrist flexion
with the elbow in extension and the forearm supinated secondary to lengthened
position of the medial forearm flexor mass. Passive wrist extension will reproduce
pain when the elbow is extended and supinated.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Lateral epicondylalgia results in reduced strength and in pain with resisted wrist
extension. Pain is greatest when the elbow is extended and the forearm is pronated.
Pain and reduced strength might be appreciated with resisted wrist flexion and elbow
extended for medial epicondylalgia.

VI. Special Tests

Cozen’s and Maudsley’s tests have limited value because no diagnostic values are
available.

VII. Palpation

Palpation tends to elicit well-localized tenderness that is similar in quality and
location to the pain experienced during activity.111

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Grip strength
Modified chair pick-up test

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications
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Exercise and conditioning, pain control (if pain dominant), and mobility may be
appropriate.

Distal Biceps Rupture

ICD-9: 841.8 (sprain or strains of other specified sites of elbow and forearm)
ICD-10: S53.499A (sprain of unspecified elbow)

Although 97% of all biceps ruptures occur at the proximal biceps, distal biceps injuries
are typically a result of rapid loading to the arm. Typically the tear occurs at the biceps
insertion to radial tuberosity, and delayed treatment can decrease positive prognosis, with
complications and decreased outcome occurring as soon as 10 days after injury.96 Distal
biceps ruptures are often subcategorized as partial versus complete. If any fibers were
present, then the tear is considered partial. Time needed to acquire imaging or a referral can
negatively affect outcomes, which emphasizes the need for improved physical testing.95

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Distal biceps ruptures are most common at the age of 40 to 60 years.96

The dominant arm is more commonly affected.112

Acute traumatic load, typically eccentric force, results in sharp pain.
Common activities that can result in eccentric force are starting a lawn mower, using
overhead tennis serves, lifting weights overhead, and performing golf follow-
throughs. Trying to control a fall on a flexed and supinated elbow can also cause
great overload of the biceps.
Degenerative tears can result from repetitive microtrauma, bony abnormalities,
impingement, or hypovascularity.113

Outcome Measures

The DASH and QuickDASH have demonstrated clinical relevance for distal biceps
ruptures, although they are both regional measures.

Diagnostic Imaging

US has growing support to increase reliability for diagnosis of partial tears and to
decrease time from evaluation to treatment to improve outcomes. Current research
shows that US demonstrates ideal ability to help rule out (SN 95-97, −LR 0.03–0.07)
and good to less than good ability to help rule in (SP 71-100, +LR 3.28-Inf) distal
biceps pathology.55, 114

MRI has been considered a reference standard for diagnosis of distal biceps injuries,
but it has better utility for detection of complete tears. MRI has ideal ability to help
both rule out (SN 92, −LR 0.08) and rule in (SP 100, +LR Inf) distal biceps
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pathology.54

II. Observation

For acute cases, the client might present with the arm guarded against the side of
their body. Additionally, ecchymosis and swelling might be present, although an
intact biceps aponeurosis might limit ecchymosis.115

Palpable defect might be present and increased with biceps flexion.116

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Olecranon-manubrium test: demonstrates good ability to help both rule out (SN 84,
−LR 0.3) and ideal ability to help rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder
dislocations, clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.75

The bony apprehension test: A (−) test has good ability to help rule in (SN 94, −LR
0.07) bony lesion.77

Elbow extension test: A (−) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SN 95-100, −LR 0–
0.06) fracture across three studies.76, 78, 79

Elbow AROM: demonstrates ideal ability to help both rule out (SN 100, −LR 0) and
rule in (SP 97, +LR 33) fracture.79

Clinicians should rule out cervical spine, shoulder, and neural tension from a more
proximal cause.

IV. Motion Tests

All motion and joint play assessments are recommended, especially those focused on
active elbow flexion. Clinicians should note decreased quality of movement and
concordant pain.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients experience pain with active elbow flexion or supination and with reduced
strength.93, 117

VI. Special Tests

Exam cluster: For complete tear, a cluster of tests including the hook test, passive
forearm pronation, and biceps crease interval, in that order, has demonstrated good
ability to help rule out (SN 100, −LR 0) and rule in (SP 100, +LR NA) distal biceps
injuries when all three tests were in agreement. Research suggests that if all three tests
are in agreement imaging is not indicated, but further investigation by MRI or US is
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advised when conflicting or equivocal findings are present.95

Hook test: A (+) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 100, +LR Inf) and good
ability to help rule out (SN 81,−LR 0.19) suspected distal biceps tendon injuries in
one low-bias study.95

The biceps squeeze test: Both (−) and (+) tests have good ability to rule out or rule in
the condition and demonstrate the greatest single-test abilities to help rule out (SN
96, −LR 0.04) and rule in (SP 100, +LR Inf) distal biceps ruptures.93

Passive forearm pronation: Both (−) and (+) tests have ideal ability to help rule out
(SN 95, −LR 0.05) and rule in (SP 100, +LR Inf) distal biceps ruptures.95

VII. Palpation

Clients may experience tenderness to palpation at biceps muscle belly and distal
insertion into radial tuberosity, with potential for palpable defect in musculature.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Grip strength
Biceps and supination endurance strength testing117

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Protected mobility and pain control (if pain dominant) may be appropriate.

Ulnar Collateral Ligament (UCL) Sprain

ICD-9: 841.1 (ulnar collateral ligament sprain)
ICD-10: S53.449A (ulnar collateral ligament sprain of unspecified elbow)

The UCL is composed of three ligaments: transverse, anterior oblique, and posterior
oblique ligaments. An injury to the UCL can be a progressive degeneration of the tissue due
to repetitive overload or the less common acute rupture. The repetitive trauma overload
injury is most likely due to repetitive throwing, such as pitching. The acute rupture most
likely occurs as a result of a collision in sports like American football or wrestling where the
elbow is in flexion.24

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

History of repetitive sports or work activities
Pain and tenderness on the inside of the elbow, especially during dynamic activities
(throwing)
Throwers: inability to achieve maximal velocity, decreased ball control
Possible numbness and tingling into fourth and fifth digits
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Acute cases: pop, tearing, or pulling sensation at time of injury

Outcome Measures

The DASH and QuickDASH have demonstrated clinical relevance for disorders
related to medial elbow instability, although they are both regional measures.

Diagnostic Imaging

MRI can be used to help visualize soft-tissue structures to help rule in (SP 100, +LR
Inf) ulnar collateral ligament tears.49

CT arthrograms can be used to help rule out (SN 86, −LR 0.15) and rule in (SP 91,
+LR 9.6) ulnar collateral ligament tears.49

US can be used to visualize the soft-tissue structures of the elbow, and the use of
contrast can increase ability to diagnose a small tear.114

II. Observation

The client may have normal appearance unless injury is acute. The client might also
present with arm in a guarded position against the front of their body. Swelling is
also a possibility.

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Olecranon-manubrium test: demonstrates good ability to help rule out (SN 84, −LR
0.3) and ideal ability to help rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder dislocations,
clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.75

The bony apprehension test: A (−) test has good ability to help rule in (SN 94, −LR
0.07) bony lesion.77

Elbow extension test: A (−) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SN 95-100, −LR 0–
0.06) fracture across three studies.76, 78, 79

Elbow AROM: demonstrates ideal ability to help both rule out (SN 100, −LR 0) and
rule in (SP 97, +LR 33) fracture.79

Clinicians should rule out cervical spine, shoulder, and neural tension from a more
proximal cause.

IV. Motion Tests

Range of motion is variable in these clients. For acute injury, clinicians should
anticipate slight restriction of motion with flexion, extension, and pronation, and
greater limitations in supination. In chronic cases, range of motion can be within
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normal.
Accessory glides that stress the medial ligamentous structures of the elbow can display
hypermobility and possibly pain. Acutely injured clients might demonstrate muscular
guarding for these motions.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Normal strength testing will be present in chronic instances, but clients may show
reduced strength as well as associated pain of the forearm flexors and pronators in
more acute situations.

VI. Special Tests

Moving valgus stress test: A (−) test has ideal ability to help rule out (SN 100, +LR
4.0) suspected chronic UCL (MCL) injuries.97

Valgus stress test: The test has less than good ability to help rule out (SN 66, +LR
1.65) and rule in (SP 60, −LR 0.56) UCL (MCL) tears.48

Medial elbow instability test: A (+) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 100, +LR
Inf) suspected chronic UCL (MCL) injuries.97

VII. Palpation

Clients may have tenderness to palpation along the medial elbow joint and
musculature.
Tenderness to palpation: A (−) test has fair ability to help rule out (SN 81-94, −LR
0.2) UCL (MCL) tears.48, 49

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Grip strength
For throwers, performance of athletic tasks and monitoring throwing or pitching
velocity as well as accuracy can be an indicator for injury to the UCL (MCL).

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Acute: pain modulation, modified immobility
Chronic: activity modification, exercise and conditioning

Differential Diagnosis of Medial Epicondylalgia and Chronic Ulnar Collateral
Ligament Sprain

Medial epicondylalgia affects more women than men.
Symptoms of medial epicondylalgia are reproduced with active or resisted wrist
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flexion and pronation and passive wrist extension or supination.
Chronic ulnar collateral ligament sprains commonly have pain-free motions within
normal limits.
Accessory glides of the elbow, especially with valgus force, will demonstrate
hypermobility with a UCL sprain.
The moving valgus stress test can be used to rule out a chronic UCL sprain, and the
medial elbow instability test can be used to rule in a UCL sprain.

 

Radial Head Subluxation or Dislocation

ICD-9: 841.1 (closed dislocation of elbow)
ICD-10: S53.096A (dislocation of unspecified radial head)

The acute subluxation or dislocation of the radial head typically occurs in the lateral
direction; in pediatric clients, this is the most frequently dislocated joint.118 Referred to as
nursemaid’s elbow, the radial head subluxes or dislocates as a result of a sudden pull on the
upper limb with a forceful traction of the hand. If the arm is pronated and the elbow is
extended (similar to the position used when swinging a child by their arms), the arm is
more easily subluxed.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Age < 6, most common under age of 4
Pain occurs after fall or traction event
Child avoids using arm
Minimal swelling

Outcome Measures

The DASH and QuickDASH have demonstrated clinical relevance for all upper
extremity disorders, although both are regional measures. Since this condition is
more common in pediatric clients, utility of this measure might be limited in the
pediatric population.

Diagnostic Imaging

Plain radiography, especially the lateral view, can help rule in a radial head
dislocation. The radiocapitellar line is drawn through the center of the proximal
radius at the intersection with the center of the capitellum. A radial head dislocation
should be suspected if the line does not pass through the capitellum.60

Radiographs should be performed to rule out additional fractures.
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II. Observation

Child with guarded position of arm
Arm pronated and in slight flexion

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Olecranon-manubrium test: demonstrates good ability to help rule out (SN 84, −LR
0.3) and ideal ability to help rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder dislocations,
clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.75

The bony apprehension test: A (−) test has good ability to help rule in (SN 94, −LR
0.07) bony lesion.77

Elbow extension test: A (−) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SN 95-100, −LR 0–
0.06) fracture across three studies.76, 78, 79

Elbow AROM: demonstrates ideal ability to help both rule out (SN 100, −LR 0) and
rule in (SP97, +LR 33) fracture.79

Clinicians should rule out cervical spine, shoulder, and neural tension from a more
proximal cause.

IV. Motion Tests

Clinicians should watch for pain reproduced with extension and pronation of the
elbow, both actively and passively.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients are typically unable to perform testing secondary to pain.

VI. Special Tests

Chair push-up test: A (−) test has less than good ability to help rule out (SN 88-100,
−LR NR) posterolateral instability or dislocation across two studies.98, 102

Tabletop relocation test: A (−) test has less than good ability to help rule out (SN
100, −LR NR) posterolateral instability or dislocation in one study.102

Lateral pivot shift and posterolateral rotator drawer tests might have implications, but
research currently does not provide high values for SN, and SP was not reported.

VII. Palpation

Clients experience tenderness laterally at the radial head.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures
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No physical performance measures are available for radial head subluxation or
dislocation.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Immobility or protection and pain modulation may be appropriate.

Cubital Tunnel Syndrome

ICD-9: 354.2 (lesion of ulnar nerve)
ICD-10: G56.20 (lesion of ulnar nerve, unspecified upper limb)

Symptoms of cubital tunnel syndrome are a result of compression on the ulnar nerve as
it travels on the medial aspect of the elbow in the cubital tunnel, which is formed by the
two heads of the flexor carpi ulnaris muscle, the humeroulnar aponeurosis, and the medial
ligaments of the elbow. The amount of angulation at the elbow, or the carrying angle, can
also predispose the client’s risk for ulnar nerve symptoms; a study of 36 clients with
electrophysiologically confirmed diagnosis of ulnar neuropathy.119

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Medial elbow pain and paresthesia occur distally on the ulnar side of the forearm and
hand.
Sensation loss occurs in the hypothenar region; sensation typically occurs prior to
weakness.
Clients have weakness of ulnar innervated intrinsic hand muscles.
Clients have a history of repetitive elbow flexion or extension or prolonged elbow
flexion.120

Outcome Measures

The DASH and QuickDASH have demonstrated clinical relevance for all upper
extremity disorders, although both are regional measures.

Diagnostic Imaging

Electromyography and nerve conduction velocity are typically used as gold standard,
although a large range of sensitivities exist in the diagnosis of cubital tunnel (37–
86%); thus a better reference standard might exist.58

US can be used to measure ulnar nerve CSA on transverse scans, and swelling ratio
can differentiate normal elbows from clients who have ulnar neuropathy at the
elbow.57, 68, 121

US maximum CSA >10 mm helps both rule out (SN 50, −LR 0.58) and rule in (SP
85, +LR 3.4) ulnar neuropathy at the elbow. US forearm swelling ratio > 2.9 mm
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helps both rule out (SN 42, −LR 0.66) and rule in (SP 87, +LR 3.2) ulnar
neuropathy at the elbow.57, 58

MR evaluation of nerve T2 signal increase helps rule out (SN 83, −LR 0.2) and rule
in (SN 85, +LR 5.5) ulnar neuropathy at the elbow.59

II. Observation

Typically clients have a normal appearing presentation, with no significant
observational findings.

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Olecranon-manubrium test: demonstrates good ability to help rule out (SN 84, −LR
0.3) and ideal ability to help rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder dislocations,
clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.75

The bony apprehension test: A (−) test has good ability to help rule in (SN 94, −LR
0.07) bony lesion.77

Elbow extension test: A (−) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SN 95-100, −LR 0–
0.06) fracture across three studies.76, 78, 79

Elbow AROM: demonstrates strong diagnostic accuracy to both rule out (SN 100,
−LR 0) and rule in (SP97, +LR 33) fracture.79

Clinicians should rule out cervical spine, shoulder, and neural tension from a more
proximal cause. It is especially important to rule out cervical radiculopathy (C7-8),
brachial plexus injury, medial epicondylalgia, and thoracic outlet syndrome.

IV. Motion Tests

Sustained elbow flexion reproduces symptoms.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients have potential for weak intrinsic forearm and hand muscles.

VI. Special Tests

Pressure provocation test: A (+) test has fair ability to help rule in (SP 98-99, +LR 45-
46) cubital tunnel syndrome across two studies with high risk of bias.18, 104

Elbow flexion test for cubital tunnel: A (+) test has less than good ability to help rule
in (SP 99, +LR 74) cubital tunnel syndrome in one study with high risk of bias.18

Tinel’s sign: A (+) test has less than good ability to help rule in (SP 98-99, +LR 35-
54) cubital tunnel syndrome across three studies.18, 104, 105
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Elbow scratch test: A (+) test has less than good ability to help rule in (SP 99, +LR
69) cubital tunnel syndrome.104

VII. Palpation

Clients may experience tenderness at medial elbow (maximum area of symptoms is 1
in. distal to epicondyle).

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Grip strength

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Activity modification, exercise and conditioning, and potentially pain modulation (if
pain dominant) may be appropriate.

Distal Humeral Fractures

ICD-9: 812.41 (closed supracondylar fracture of humerus)
ICD-10: S42.416A (nondisplaced supracondylar fracture)

Acute injury or trauma, including falling on an outstretched arm, impact to elbow, or
twisting injury, can result in fractures of the elbow joint.122 Classification systems have
been created to describe the various types of fracture of the distal humerus, separating the
extra-articular and intra-articular fractures. Further, intra-articular fractures are subdivided
into transcondylar and bicondylar or intercondylar (Muller Classification of Distal
Humerus Fractures). Accounting for 60% of all pediatric elbow fractures, supracondylar
fractures can increase the risk of neurovascular compromise. Involvement of the growth
plate occurs in 20% to 25% of pediatric fractures.60

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

History of acute trauma or fall.
Hearing a pop or crack during time of trauma.
Pain at rest.
Occurs more frequently in pediatric clients.
If neurovascular compromise occurs, clients have loss of nerve function, typically
with median nerve during posterolateral fracture displacement.

Outcome Measures

The DASH and QuickDASH have demonstrated clinical relevance for all upper
extremity disorders, although both are regional measures. Since falls and fractures are
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common in pediatric clients, utility of this measure might be limited in the pediatric
population.

Diagnostic Imaging

Radiographs are typically the first line for determining if a fracture has occurred
following trauma, but newer research has used range of motion to decrease the need
for radiographs in clients who have preservation of elbow range of motion.76, 79, 123

Radiography: Standard views of anteroposterior and lateral images should be taken. A
supracondylar fracture may cause the anterior humeral line to be anterior to the
capitellum (or less than one-third of the capitellum is in front of the line).60

CT is used when comminuted fractures are present to help with 3-D reconstruction
for determining classification and assisting in surgical planning.44, 124, 125

II. Observation

After a fall, the client will present with the arm guarded against their body and a
decreased willingness to move. Swelling, bruising, and decreased willingness to move
are also present after a fracture.
Clients with an open fracture will present with a posterior wound proximal to the
elbow joint.

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Olecranon-manubrium test: demonstrates good ability to help rule out (SN 84, −LR
0.3) and ideal ability to help rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder dislocations,
clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.75

The bony apprehension test: A (−) test has good ability to help rule in (SN 94, −LR
0.07) bony lesion.77

Elbow extension test: A (−) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SN 94.6–100, −LR
0–0.06) fracture across three studies.76, 78, 79

Elbow AROM: demonstrates ideal ability to help both rule out (SN 100, −LR 0) and
rule in (SP 97, +LR 33) fracture.79

Clinicians should rule out cervical spine, shoulder, and neural tension from a more
proximal cause.

IV. Motion Tests

Clients may experience pain with flexion and extension more than in pronation and
supination (depending on regions of fracture), both actively and passively.
Clients may show hesitancy to move.
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V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients are unable to perform testing secondary to pain.

VI. Special Tests

Elbow flexion test: A (+) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 100, +LR Inf) a
fracture in one high-quality study.79

Elbow pronation test: A (+) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 100, +LR Inf) a
fracture in one high-quality study.79

Elbow supination test: A (+) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 97, +LR 14.3) a
fracture in one high-quality study.79

Olecranon-manubrium test and elbow AROM: See Triage and Screening section.

VII. Palpation

Clients may experience tenderness at the elbow joint, typically throughout the entire
joint, but more exquisite tenderness at the proximal joint.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

No physical performance measures are available for distal humeral fractures.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Immobility and pain modulation may be appropriate.

Radial Fractures

ICD-9: 813.00-813.93 (fractures of radius and ulna)
ICD-10: S52.90XA (unspecified closed fracture of forearm)

Acute injury or trauma, including falling on an outstretched arm, impact to elbow, or
twisting injury, can cause fractures of the elbow joint that result in the radial head being
driven into the capitellum. Radial head fractures are the most common elbow fracture in
adults. Fat pad signs can assist with diagnosis. The terrible triad is associated defined as
radial head fracture plus medial collateral ligament tear or dislocation and coronoid process
fracture due to tension and compression forces, respectively, on the joint.60

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Occurs more frequently in adults than children
History of acute trauma or fall
Hearing a pop or crack during time of trauma
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Pain at rest and with movement
Potential for mechanics block if fragment is displaced

Outcome Measures

The DASH and QuickDASH have demonstrated clinical relevance for all upper
extremity disorders, although both are regional measures. Since falls and fractures are
common in pediatric clients, utility of this measure might be limited in the pediatric
population.

Diagnostic Imaging

Radiographs are typically the first line for determining if a fracture has occurred
following trauma, but newer research has used range of motion to decrease the need
for radiographs in clients who have preservation of elbow range of motion.76, 79, 123

Radiography: Standard views of anteroposterior and lateral images should be taken.
The lateral radiographs can indicate a positive fat pad sign or anterior sail sign. If a
fracture is not seen on traditional views, an oblique view or radial head capitellar view
(variation of lateral view) might visualize the radial head fracture better.60

CT is used when comminuted fractures are present to help with 3-D reconstruction
for determining classification and assisting in surgical planning.44, 124, 125

II. Observation

After a fall, the client will present with the arm guarded against their body and with a
decreased willingness to move. Swelling, bruising, and decreased willingness to move
are also present after a fracture.
Clients may have extensor weakness if the radial nerve is involved.

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Olecranon-manubrium test: demonstrates good ability to help rule out (SN 84, −LR
0.3) and ideal ability to help rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder dislocations,
clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.75

The bony apprehension test: A (−) test has good ability to help rule in (SN 94, −LR
0.07) bony lesion.77

Elbow extension test: A (−) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SN 94.6–100, −LR
0–0.06) fracture across three studies.76, 78, 79

Elbow AROM: demonstrates ideal ability to help both rule out (SN 100, −LR 0) and
rule in (SP 97, +LR 33) fracture.79

Clinicians should rule out cervical spine, shoulder, and neural tension from a more
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proximal cause.

IV. Motion Tests

Pain with pronation and supination is greater than that with flexion and extension,
but all movements are painful, both active and passive.
Clients may have possible extensor weakness if the radial nerve is involved.
Clients may show hesitancy to move.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients are unable to perform testing secondary to pain.

VI. Special Tests

Elbow flexion test: A (+) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 100, +LR Inf) a
fracture in one high-quality study.79

Elbow pronation test: A (+) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 100, +LR Inf) a
fracture in one high-quality study.79

Elbow supination test: A (+) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 97, +LR 14.3) a
fracture in one high-quality study.79

The olecranon-manubrium test demonstrates good ability to help rule out (SN 84,
−LR 0.3) and ideal ability to help rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder
dislocations, clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.75

Elbow AROM: demonstrates ideal ability to help both rule out (SN 100, −LR 0) and
rule in (SP97, +LR 33) fracture.79

VII. Palpation

Clients will experience tenderness at the elbow joint, typically throughout the entire
joint, but more exquisite tenderness at the lateral joint.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

No physical performance measures are available for radial fractures.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Immobility and pain modulation may be appropriate.

Olecranon Fractures

ICD-9: 813.00-813.93 (fractures of radius and ulna)
ICD-10: ~ S52.90XA (unspecified closed fracture of forearm)
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Two mechanisms result in fractures to the olecranon. A low-energy fracture results
secondary to sudden concurrent pulling of triceps and brachialis muscles, usually in the
elderly. High-energy fractures occur after a direct trauma to the olecranon process due to a
high-energy force (concurrent comminuted ulnar shaft fracture may be present).60

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Occurs more frequently in adults than in children.
History of acute trauma or direct blow to olecranon or fall onto flexed elbow.
Hearing a pop or crack during time of trauma.
Pain at rest.
With throwers or pitchers, microtrauma can result in fracture over time.

Outcome Measures

The DASH and QuickDASH have demonstrated clinical relevance for all upper
extremity disorders, although both are regional measures. Since falls and fractures are
common in pediatric clients, utility of this measure might be limited in the pediatric
population.

Diagnostic Imaging

Radiographs are typically the first line for determining if a fracture has occurred
following trauma, but newer research has used range of motion to decrease the need
for radiographs in clients who have preservation of elbow range of motion.76, 79, 123

Radiography: Standard views of anteroposterior and lateral images should be taken.
The lateral view best identifies olecranon fractures.60

CT is used when comminuted fractures are present to help with 3-D reconstruction
for determining classification and assisting in surgical planning.124, 125

II. Observation

After a fall, the client will present with the arm guarded against their body and with a
decreased willingness to move. Swelling, bruising, and decreased willingness to move
are also present after a fracture.

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Olecranon-manubrium test: demonstrates good ability to help rule out (SN 84, −LR
0.3) and ideal ability rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder dislocations, clavicle
fractures, and humerus fractures.75
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The bony apprehension test: A (−) test has good ability to help rule in (SN 94, −LR
0.07) bony lesion.77

Elbow extension test: A (−) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SN 95-100, −LR 0–
0.06) fracture across three studies.76, 78, 79

Elbow AROM: demonstrates ideal ability to help both rule out (SN 100, −LR 0) and
rule in (SP 97, +LR 33) fracture.79

Clinicians should rule out cervical spine, shoulder, and neural tension from a more
proximal cause.

IV. Motion Tests

Pain with flexion and extension is greater than that with pronation and supination,
but all movements are painful, both active and passive.
Clients may show hesitancy to move.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients are unable to perform testing secondary to pain.

VI. Special Tests

Elbow flexion test: A (+) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 100, +LR Inf) a
fracture in one high-quality study.79

Elbow pronation test: A (+) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 100, +LR Inf) a
fracture in one high-quality study.79

Elbow supination test: A (+) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 97, +LR 14.3) a
fracture in one high-quality study.79

The olecranon-manubrium test demonstrates good ability to help rule out (SN 84,
−LR 0.3) and ideal ability to help rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder
dislocations, clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.75

Elbow AROM: demonstrates ideal ability to help both rule out (SN 100, −LR 0) and
rule in (SP 97, +LR 33) fracture.79

VII. Palpation

Clients may have tenderness at the elbow joint, typically throughout the entire joint,
but more exquisite tenderness at the posterior joint.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

No physical performance measures are available for olecranon fractures.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications
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Immobility and pain modulation may be appropriate.

Complex Elbow Instability: Fracture or Dislocation

ICD-9: 812.41 (closed supracondylar fracture of humerus); 813.00-813.93 (fractures
of radius and ulna)
ICD-10: S42.416A (nondisplaced supracondylar fracture); ~ S52.90XA (unspecified
closed fracture of forearm)

Acute injury or trauma including fall on an outstretched arm, impact to elbow, or
twisting injury, can result in fractures of the elbow joint.126 Elbow dislocations are fairly
common, and only the shoulder is dislocated more often. Typically dislocations are
described for the direction of radial or ulnar displacement, and complex dislocations have
associated fractures (commonly the radial head and coronoid process) and the potential for
neurovascular injuries.118 The most common direction of dislocation is a combined
posterior dislocation of the ulna and radius. Other possible directions of dislocation include
anterior, lateral, or divergent.

A distal radioulnar dislocation with associated comminuted radial head fracture has
been named the Essex-Lopresti fracture or dislocation; it also tears the interosseous
membrane between the radius and ulna. Often a large amount of force or trauma produces
this type of fracture or dislocation.127 Another type of dislocation has been identified as the
terrible triad, when a posterior elbow dislocation, radial head fracture, and coronoid
fracture occur (possible MCL tear).128 A Monteggia fracture or dislocation involves the
presence of radial head dislocation in combination with an ulnar fracture. Several
classification systems exist for Monteggia and other fractures or dislocations. Often a
Monteggia fracture occurs with a direct blow to the forearm, which was held in a protective
manner.60, 129

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Occurs more frequently in adults than children
History of acute fall on outstretched arm with forced pronation, direct force when
trying to protect self
Hearing a pop or crack during time of trauma
Pain at rest

Outcome Measures

The DASH and QuickDASH have demonstrated clinical relevance for all upper
extremity disorders, although both are regional measures. Since falls and fractures are
common in pediatric clients, utility of this measure might be limited in the pediatric
population.
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Diagnostic Imaging

Radiographs are typically the first line for determining if a fracture has occurred
following trauma, but newer research has used range of motion to decrease the need
for radiographs in clients who have preservation of elbow range of motion.76, 79, 123

Radiography: Standard views of anteroposterior and lateral images should be taken.
Additional views including oblique views can help with diagnosis since radial head
dislocation can be missed on radiographs.60

CT is used when comminuted fractures are present to help with 3-D reconstruction
for determining classification and assisting in surgical planning.124, 125

II. Observation

After a fall, the client will present with the arm guarded against their body and with a
decreased willingness to move. Swelling, bruising, and decreased willingness to move
are also present after a fracture.
The client may have extensor weakness if the radial nerve is involved.

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Olecranon-manubrium test: demonstrates good ability to help rule out (SN 84, −LR
0.3) and ideal ability to help rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder dislocations,
clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.75

The bony apprehension test: A (−) test has good ability to help rule in (SN 94, −LR
0.07) bony lesion.77

Elbow extension test: A (−) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SN 95-100, −LR 0–
0.06) fracture across three studies.76, 78, 79

Elbow AROM: demonstrates ideal ability to help both rule out (SN 100, −LR 0) and
rule in (SP 97, +LR 33) fracture.79

Clinicians should rule out cervical spine, shoulder, and neural tension from a more
proximal cause.

IV. Motion Tests

Clients experience pain with pronation, supination, flexion, and extension; all
movements are painful, both active and passive.
Clients may have possible extensor weakness if the radial nerve is involved.
Clients may show hesitancy to move.

V. Muscle Performance Testing
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Clients are unable to perform testing secondary to pain.

VI. Special Tests

Elbow flexion test: A (+) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 100, +LR Inf) a
fracture in one high-quality study.79

Elbow pronation test: A (+) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 100, +LR Inf) a
fracture in one high-quality study.79

Elbow supination test: A (+) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 97, +LR 14.3) a
fracture in one high-quality study.79

The olecranon-manubrium test demonstrates good ability to help rule out (SN 84,
−LR 0.3) and ideal ability to help rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder
dislocations, clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.75

Elbow AROM: demonstrates ideal ability to help both rule out (SN 100, −LR 0) and
rule in (SP 97, +LR 33) fracture.79

VII. Palpation

Clients may experience tenderness at the elbow joint, typically throughout the entire
joint, but more exquisite tenderness at the area of greatest joint disruption.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

No physical performance measures are available for complex elbow instability.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Immobility and pain modulation may be appropriate.

Elbow Osteoarthritis

ICD-9: 715.12 (osteoarthrosis, localized, primary, upper arm)
ICD-10:M19.029 (primary osteoarthritis, unspecified elbow)

Elbow osteoarthritis (OA) is typically the result of idiopathic primary OA or of stiffness
acquired post-traumatically.130 Elbow OA is more common in men with a history of heavy
upper extremity lifting or manual labor with initial findings at ends of motion, but as the
disease progresses, pain is present throughout the entire range.131 After any trauma to the
elbow, post-traumatic arthritis may develop with pain and the possibility of associated
impingement or nerve entrapment.69 Clients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) can develop
elbow symptoms, complaining of pain throughout the arc of motion, with greater reports
of pain laterally. The presence of RA should be ruled out.

I. Client Interview
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Subjective History

Gradual onset of pain and decreased ROM or function, with possible previous
history of trauma
Complaints of crepitus, grinding, or popping
Character of pain: dull, ache
Possible disruption of sleep
Pain increases with activity and reduces with rest or heat
Occurs more in men than in women131

Age: middle to older age for primary, lower age with RA or previous trauma61

Decreased strength

Outcome Measures

The DASH and QuickDASH have demonstrated clinical relevance for all upper
extremity disorders, although both are regional measures.

Diagnostic Imaging

Radiographic findings include joint space narrowing, bone sclerosis, periarticular
cysts, and osteophytes. Refer to chapter 6 for a definition of OA according to
Kellgren and Lawrence.132

AP, lateral with elbow at 90° flexion, and radiocapitellar radiographs are routinely
performed even though no statically significant differences were present between
normal elbows and those with primary OA.61, 69

Development of classification system predictive of positive postoperative outcome is
as follows:61

Class I: absence of degenerative changes in radiocapitellar joint but positive for
degenerative changes in ulnotrochlear joint with presence of coronoid and
olecranon spurring
Class II: mild joint space narrowing in radiocapitellar joint with marginal
ulnotrochlear arthrosis
Class III: changes present in both classes I and II with radiocapitellar
subluxation

II. Observation

Clients may appear normal, with no significant observational findings. The client has
potential of reduced functional ROM; if pain is dominant, the client might guard
their arm against their body.

III. Triage and Screening
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All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Olecranon-manubrium test: demonstrates good ability to help rule out (SN 84, −LR
0.3) and ideal ability to help rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder dislocations,
clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.75

The bony apprehension test: A (−) test has good ability to help rule in (SN 94, −LR
0.07) bony lesion.77

Elbow extension test: A (−) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SN 95-100, −LR 0–
0.06) fracture across three studies.76, 78, 79

Elbow AROM: demonstrates ideal ability to help both rule out (SN 100, −LR 0) and
rule in (SP 97, +LR 33) fracture.79

Other types of arthritis should be ruled out, including rheumatoid arthritis and
psoriatic arthritis, so a blood test might be indicated.
Rare conditions of Lyme disease and acute infection can also manifest themselves in
this joint and should be considered.133

IV. Motion Tests

Clients might demonstrate reduction in motion in many directions. The location of
symptoms will be influenced by previous trauma or repetitive activities and the
location in the joint that was overstressed as a result of both of those.
Primary limitations and pain will be present with forced flexion and extension of the
elbow; less than 100° of total arc of motion will be possible.61

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients show a slight reduction in strength globally but can display normal strength
within pain-free ROM.

VI. Special Tests

No special tests are described for osteoarthritis. As with all comprehensive
examinations, screening out other competing diagnoses is paramount.

VII. Palpation

Clients may experience possible (nonlocalized) tenderness around the elbow joint.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Grip strength

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications
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Mobility and exercise and conditioning may be appropriate.

Osteochondritis Dissecans

ICD-9: 732.7 (osteochondritis dissecans)
ICD-10: M93.20 (osteochondritis dissecans of unspecified site)

Fragmentation of the articular cartilage of the elbow joint, or osteochondritis dissecans,
can be a result of microtrauma to the elbow joint. Often the trauma creates an ischemic
change or decreased blood flow in the area and compromises the cartilage integrity.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Adolescence
Pain increases with movement, especially extremes of motion
Male–female ratio is 3:1
History of significant trauma in >50%
Poorly localized, possible deep pain
Dominant arm
Popping, clicking
History of racquetball, baseball, gymnastics, or heavy weightlifting

Outcome Measures

The DASH and QuickDASH have demonstrated clinical relevance for all upper
extremity disorders, although both are regional measures.

Diagnostic Imaging

Radiographs are typically the first line for determining if a fracture has occurred
following trauma, but newer research has used range of motion to decrease the need
for radiographs in clients who have preservation of elbow range of motion.76, 79, 123

MRI is used to determine amount and location of cartilage damage and to augment
radiographs.50

II. Observation

If injury is acute, swelling and ecchymosis might be present.
Clients may exhibit signs of distress during active movement and potential catching
during motion.

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
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out.
Olecranon-manubrium test: demonstrates good ability to help rule out (SN 84, −LR
0.3) and ideal ability to help rule in (SP 99, +LR 84) anterior shoulder dislocations,
clavicle fractures, and humerus fractures.75

The bony apprehension test: A (−) test has good ability to help rule in (SN 94, −LR
0.07) bony lesion.77

Elbow extension test: A (−) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SN 94.6–100, −LR
0–0.06) fracture across three studies.76, 78, 79

Elbow AROM: demonstrates ideal ability to help both rule out (SN 100, −LR 0) and
rule in (SP 97, +LR 33) fracture.79

Clinicians should rule out cervical spine, shoulder, and neural tension from a more
proximal cause.

IV. Motion Tests

Clients exhibit decreased motion and pain with end-range extension and flexion.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Testing should be within normal limits.

VI. Special Tests

Active radiocapitellar compression test: The client pronates and supinates their
forearm while flexing and extending the elbow.

VII. Palpation

Typically no specific tenderness occurs secondary to deep palpation; potential for
tenderness at muscular structures secondary to irritation to those structures has
developed.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Grip strength
Functional activity or performance

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Mobility, pain modulation, and exercise and conditioning may be appropriate.
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Conclusion

A structured orthopedic evaluation and examination sequence assists clinicians in
determining the origin of the client’s symptoms and generating both a treatment-based
classification and pathoanatomical diagnosis. The client interview consisting of subjective
findings, outcome measures, results from diagnostic imaging, and observation provides
significant information to the clinician. After the client interview, the clinician should use
the examination to first rule out serious pathology through triage and then use the
remainder of the sequence (motion testing, muscle performance, special tests, palpation,
and physical performance measures) to confirm the involved structures. Synthesis of the
information gathered during the examination provides the clinician with impairments and
treatment interventions for creating a client-centered rehabilitation program.
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Chapter 23
Wrist and Hand

Jonathan Sylvain, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT
Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS
Gary P. Austin, PT, PhD, OCS, FAFS, FAAOMPT

The wrist and hand (WH) complex is composed of many static and dynamic
components. The interplay and intricate balance of these structures allows for incredible
power, dexterity, and precision. Disruption of any of these components significantly affects
each client’s ability to perform activities of daily living and occupational or recreational
tasks. The WH is an extremely active portion of the upper extremity but is tremendously
vulnerable to injury.1, 2 The challenge during the examination of the wrist and hand lies in
accurately revealing the causative component in order to ascertain the most effective
treatment approach. Often times diagnosis is vague and uninformative; therefore, during
each client interaction, including clients with WH-region pain, components of the clinical
examination (including, but not limited to, the subjective history, outcome measures,
diagnostic imaging, objective examination, and special testing) should involve assessments
with their own ability to shift the probability of a particular diagnosis. This chapter
presents an evidence-based approach in the examination of the WH complex.
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Clinically Applied Anatomy

The distal radioulnar joint is in very close proximity to the wrist (see chapter 22 for
greater detail). Some detail is given here due to its relationship with the wrist and hand.
This joint is a pivot joint that unites the distal radius and ulna with the articular disc, or
triangular fibrocartilage complex (TFCC). The TFCC assists in adjoining the radius, and it
is the primary stabilizer of the distal radioulnar joint. The TFCC also transmits an axial
load from the hand to the forearm and cushions weight-bearing forces, and it is an
attachment site for ligaments (figure 23.1).
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Figure 23.1 Articular disc as part of the triangular fibrocartilage complex (TFCC).

 

The wrist is made up of eight carpal bones arranged in two rows, proximal and distal.
The scaphoid, lunate, triquetrum, and pisiform carpal bones make up the proximal row,
while the trapezium, trapezoid, capitate, and hamate carpal bones make up the distal row
(figure 23.2). Collectively, the carpal bones of the proximal row have a convex shape
proximally and concave shape distally. Distally from the carpal bones are the metacarpals
and then the phalanges. The metacarpal bones make up the dorsum (dorsal surface) and
palm (volar surface) of the hand. These bones have little movement on each other. The
phalanges, on the other hand, must have a significant amount of movement in order to
allow the hand to manipulate objects.
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Figure 23.2 Bones of the wrist and hand.

 

Due to several variables (multiple small bones, the presence of several joints, and the
amount of movement necessary for the hand to manipulate objects), proper stability in the
hand requires an intricate working relationship of the multiple muscles used to move the
hand and the ligaments that stabilize the multiple joints (figure 23.3). Proper stability of
the hand is necessary for the muscles to perform their tasks.
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Figure 23.3 Volar (palmar) and dorsal ligaments of the wrist and hand.

 

Several of these carpal bones have characteristics important to the clinician. The
scaphoid bone makes up the floor of the anatomical snuffbox (figure 23.4). The scaphoid is
also the most commonly fractured carpal bone. The commonly described mechanism for
such a fracture is a fall on an outstretched hand (FOOSH) injury. The lunate is also
susceptible to FOOSH injury, with the potential for subluxation or dislocation. The
capitate is the most central and largest of the carpal bones. Distally it articulates with the
third metacarpal bone. It is considered the keystone of the proximal transverse arch of the
hand. The hook of the hamate is attached to the flexor retinaculum.
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Figure 23.4 Anatomical snuffbox.

 

The extensor and flexor retinacula of the wrist prevent bowstringing of the extensor and
flexor tendons, respectively. This allows for mechanical efficiency of wrist and hand
movements. The flexor retinaculum (transverse carpal ligament) is commonly described as a
contributor to the pathology of carpal tunnel syndrome due to its compression of the
median nerve in the carpal tunnel (figure 23.5). Surgical correction of this pathology often
involves partially releasing this retinaculum to decrease the pressure on the median nerve.
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Figure 23.5 Transverse view of the carpal tunnel, showing the median nerve and flexor
tendons.

 

The anatomical structure of the fingers involves a complex interaction of tendons and
ligamentous support. At the level of the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint, the tendon of
the extensor digitorum fans out to cover the posterior aspect of the joint, much like a hood.
A complex tendon covering the posterior (dorsal) aspect of the digits is formed by a
combination of tendons and insertion from the extensor digitorum, extensor indicis, and
the extensor digiti minimi (figure 23.6).
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Figure 23.6 Extensor hood and tendons.

 

The innervation of the hand is complex. As demonstrated in figure 23.7, the three
primary nerves of the arm (ulnar, radial, and median) all provide innervation to the hand.
Understanding the complexity of nerve innervation here can assist the clinician with
differential diagnosis of nerve-related symptoms.
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Figure 23.7 Innervations for the volar and dorsal aspects of the hand.
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Client Interview

This interview is typically the first encounter the clinician has with the client. As
previously discussed in chapter 5 (Client Interview and Observation), this component of
the examination can provide the clinician with a significant amount of information relevant
to the probability of the client’s presenting diagnosis. For purposes of this text, the
interview is described relative to each body part or section but generally includes subjective
reports by the client, as well as findings from their outcome measures. Also included in this
section is radiographic imaging. While clinicians should avoid biasing their examination by
interpreting findings of radiographic imaging prior to seeing clients (in most cases without
concerns for red flags and major medical-related issues), this point in the examination is
most likely where clinicians will encounter radiographic imaging. Additionally, in some
instances, clinicians must interpret radiographic imaging early in the examination to rule
out serious pathology prior to continuing with other components of the examination
sequence.

Subjective

Most injuries of the wrist and hand are obvious, but often it can be difficult to detect
subtle injuries. Therefore, a systematic examination is vital. Furthermore, when examining
the distal upper extremities, the clinician should screen proximal structures to determine if
they are involved in the client’s presentation. The subjective examination will provide
relevant clues beneficial for differential diagnosis and will assist in determining the scope of
the physical examination.

As with all areas of the body, when examining the client with musculoskeletal pain,
early in the examination the clinician must clearly understand the nature of the condition,
the mechanism of injury, if present, and the concordant sign. Details of the nature of the
condition and mechanism of injury can be extremely helpful in determining the potential
pain generator. Falling on an outstretched hand, for example, has been shown to be a
common mechanism for wrist and hand trauma3 resulting in fractures of the distal radius4

and scaphoid bones.5 Also, repetitive microtrauma is particularly common in the wrist and
hand, leading to carpal tunnel and various tenosynovitis pathologies.6-9 The reason for the
repetitive nature of the pain onset must also be determined (e.g., occupation, recreational
activities, hobbies).

The wrist and hand region is a vital component with activities of daily living,
recreational activities, hobbies, and work-related activities. Therefore, the effect of the
client’s pain on their daily function must be determined. The clinician must clearly
understand the specific tasks, whether they are daily, work, or hobby tasks, most commonly
affected by the injury in order to determine the extent of the impairment to the client. For
example, if the greatest disability is with an infrequent activity, it is much less likely to
affect the client’s function than a task that the client is required to do frequently on a daily
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basis, such as typing for an administrative assistant.
Clinicians must inquire about the client’s age and occupation, the location and

longevity of the symptoms, when the symptoms are at their worse and when they are
relieved, the functional tasks that aggravate or relieve the symptoms, previous treatment,
and any diagnostic test or imaging performed as well as what the results were.

The clinician should also be concerned with the presence and location of altered
sensation, such as numbness and tingling. For example, nocturnal paresthesia is considered
a classic symptom of carpal tunnel syndrome. However, its presence in isolation does not
appear to have significant diagnostic accuracy (sensitivity [SN] 77, specificity [SP] 27, +LR
1.1, −LR 0.9).10 The wrist and hand neurovascular system is quite complex and proficient.
Decreased sensation to the touch described by the client should alert the clinician to
potential neurovascular compromise. The presence of altered sensation in the median
nerve, although suggestive of carpal tunnel or median nerve compromise, has been shown
to only minimally assist in the potential to rule in (SP 67, +LR 1.2) such pathology.11

Outcome Measures

Outcome assessment has become important in evaluating the efficacy and effectiveness
of treatment procedures. Commonly used outcome measures specifically utilized for the
wrist and hand are the Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder, and Hand (DASH) questionnaire,
QuickDASH, Patient-Specific Functional Scale (PSFS), Patient-Rated Wrist Evaluation
questionnaire (PRWE), Patient-Rated Wrist/Hand Evaluation questionnaire (PRWHE),
the Brigham and Women’s carpal tunnel questionnaire (CTQ), and the Gartland and
Werley score. These outcome measures for the wrist and hand typically include measures
common to the rest of the upper extremity (namely the DASH and QuickDASH),
common overall measures (such as the PSFS), and those more exclusive to the wrist and
hand (such as PRWE, CTQ, and Gartland and Werley score). The complexity of the wrist
and hand, in several aspects, exceeds that of many other areas of the body. Outcome
measures are such an area. Therefore, greater detail on the respective outcome measures is
given for the wrist and hand measures here than in most of the other chapters.

The DASH12 and QuickDASH13 are measures commonly used with clients presenting
with limitation throughout the upper extremity that assess symptoms and function, as
discussed in chapters 21 (Shoulder) and 22 (Elbow and Forearm). Within the wrist and
hand, the DASH has demonstrated very good validity,13-15 good reliability,13-17 and very
good responsiveness.13-15, 18, 19 Minimal detectable change (MDC) and minimal clinical
important difference (MCID) are 13.716, 20 and 10.0 to 10.83 (SN 82, SP 74)16, 21, 22 The
QuickDASH has demonstrated good validity,13, 17 reliability,13, 17 and responsiveness.13, 23

MDC and MCID are 11.023 and 8.0 to 15.91 (SN 79-80, SP 75-77).22, 24, 25

The PSFS is a generic outcome measure that assesses function. It is completed by the
client. Clients rate their ability to complete up to three activities on an 11-point scale.26

The PSFS has demonstrated good validity (construct and concurrent),27 reliability,27 and
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responsiveness27 in clients with upper extremity musculoskeletal problems. MDC and
MCID have been found to be 3.027 and 1.16 (SN 88, SP 79).27

The CTQ is a diagnosis-specific measure that assesses client’s symptoms and function.
It consists of a 19-item questionnaire in which clients rate the severity of their symptoms
(symptom severity score, known as SSS) and functional status with carpal tunnel
syndrome.28 The CTQ has demonstrated fair validity,14, 28 good reliability14, 28 and
responsiveness.29 MCID in clients post injection in the SSS component of the CTQ is
1.04.30 In postoperative clients, MCID is 0.92 overall, and 1.14 in SSS and 0.74 in FSS.31

The PRWE is a 15-item questionnaire, completed by the client, that rates wrist-related
pain and disability in functional activities and specific tasks.32 The PRWE has
demonstrated fair validity14, 32 and good reliability14, 32 and responsiveness.14, 18 MDC
and MCID have been found to be 12.220 and 14.22 The PRWE was modified to include
the hand and the wrist, becoming the PRWHE.19 The PRWHE is similar to the PRWE. It
is a 15-item questionnaire, completed by the client, that rates wrist- and hand-related pain
and disability in functional activities and specific tasks. The PRWHE has demonstrated
good validity,33 reliability,14, 33 and responsiveness.19 MDC and MCID are currently not
available.

The Gartland and Werley measures function and is region specific to the wrist and
hand. Unlike the previously mentioned measures, the clinician completes scoring after the
client has been examined. This system is based on a demerit point system, which involves
an objective evaluation of wrist function.34 No validity or reliability studies have been
carried out to date. It is one of the few outcome measures that provides an objective
evaluation of outcome, and it is popular among orthopedic surgeons.14

Diagnostic Imaging

Different imaging techniques used for the WH are likely dependent on the pathology.
The specific diagnostic accuracy of the most commonly used imaging modalities for the
WH is listed in table 23.1.
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Routine radiographic imaging can often serve as the primary imaging modality,
especially with fractures. Advanced imaging techniques such as radionuclide bone imaging,
computed tomography (CT), or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) should not be first
choice modalities in clients with distal radius fractures (figure 23.8) or scaphoid fractures
(figure 23.9), and should be used only when conventional radiographs are inconclusive.
Scintigraphy can be helpful for diagnosing occult fractures and for documenting fracture
healing and ligamentous or cartilaginous post-traumatic disorders, as well as for diagnosis
and follow-up of reflex sympathetic dystrophy. A disadvantage of scintigraphy is its poor
localization of pathology. Indications for CT include the confirmation of occult fractures
suspected on the basis of the findings of physical examination and focally hot bone
scintigrams when plain films are normal or inconclusive. In comparison with conventional
radiography, CT is superior for the preoperative evaluation of complex comminuted distal
radius fractures, depicting the distal radial articular surface and size and position of fracture
fragments, as well as for the assessment of fracture healing. Additionally, CT is the imaging
technique of choice for the correct diagnosis of subluxations of the distal radioulnar joint.
MRI is an important diagnostic technique for the evaluation of suspected injuries of soft
tissues related to distal radius fractures, such as to the flexor and extensor tendons or the
median nerve, and for the early diagnosis of necrosis of the scaphoid or lunate (figure
23.10). Other indications include identification of triangular fibrocartilage complex
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perforations (figure 23.11), ruptures of carpal ligaments, and demonstration of contents of
the carpal tunnel.53
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Figure 23.8 Radiograph: distal radius fracture.
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Figure 23.9 Radiograph: scaphoid fracture.
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Figure 23.10 MRI: necrosis of lunate.
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Figure 23.11 MRI: triangular fibrocartilage complex perforations.
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Radiographs

As with imaging of all other areas of the body, radiographs are typically the most readily
available imaging modality to the clinician investigating wrist and hand dysfunction. As
noted previously, radiographs are often the first choice imaging modality with fracture
pathologies of the WH.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MRI diffusion-weighted imaging of peripheral nerves might prove to be the most useful
imaging sequence for the detection of early nerve dysfunction. Electrodiagnostic studies are
likely to remain the pivotal diagnostic examination in clients with suspected carpal tunnel
syndrome (CTS) for the foreseeable future. With advances in both software and hardware,
however, high-resolution MRI imaging of peripheral nerves will become faster, cheaper,
and likely more accurate, possibly paving the way for an expanded role in the diagnosis of
this common syndrome.54

Ultrasound

In sonographically accessible regions, US is the preferred initial imaging modality for
anatomic evaluation of suspected peripheral nervous system lesions. Imaging frequently
detects peripheral nerve pathology and contributes to the differential diagnosis in clients
with mononeuropathies and brachial plexopathies. Ultrasound is more SN than MRI (93%
vs. 67%), and it has equivalent SP (86%) and better identifies multifocal lesions than
MRI.55

Ultrasound (US) is more frequently being utilized for several pathologies, including
carpal tunnel. The clinical value of it is still being determined. Currently, US using cross-
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sectional area of the median nerve is not an acceptable alternative to electrodiagnostic
testing for diagnosis of carpal tunnel syndrome, but it could give complementary results.39,

56 High-frequency diagnostic ultrasound of the hand, wrist, and elbow has significant
potential to improve the quality of diagnosis and care provided by neuromuscular and
musculoskeletal specialists. In clients referred for weakness, pain, and numbness of the
hand, wrist, or elbow, diagnostic ultrasound can be an adjunct to electrodiagnosis and can
help in identifying ruptured tendons and treating conditions such as carpal tunnel
syndrome or trigger finger. Clinicians should use a small high-frequency (>10 MHz)
transducer, an instrument with a blunt-pointed tip to enhance sonopalpation, and a model
of the hand, wrist, and elbow to enhance visualization of small anatomical structures and
complex bony contours. A range of conditions, including tendon and ligament ruptures,
trigger finger, de Quervain tenosynovitis, intersection syndrome, lateral epicondylitis, and
osteoarthritis, can be assessed with US.57

Review of Systems

Refer to chapter 6 (Triage and Differential Diagnosis) for detail on review of systems
relevant to the wrist and hand.
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Observation

A general observable event occurs during the initial contact and introduction with the
client. When greeting the client, the clinician may observe the client’s subsequent refusal or
willingness to move, apprehension, or hand substitution, which can possibly indicate the
significance of pain with such tasks as handshaking and therefore the client’s reluctance to
use the injured hand. Observation of the hand in the resting position can be useful in
identifying hand dysfunction. Clinicians should observe the wrists and hands from both the
anterior and posterior aspects. Loss of normal posturing may be caused by pathology. For
example, a client presenting with a flexed finger may have a disrupted extensor tendon;
conversely, a client with an extended finger may have a disrupted flexor tendon.

Clinicians should also assess hand textures and contours of the skin of bilateral upper
extremities, specifically looking for changes in skin color or ability to sweat, which may
indicate a digital nerve injury; capillary refill insufficiencies, which may indicate
microvascular compromise; two-point discrimination difficulties, which may indicate
neurologic compromise;58 edema, which may be related to soft-tissue injuries or fracture; or
significant atrophy, which may be associated with an upper motor neuron lesion59 or
peripheral nerve, or nerve root, injury. Assessment of edema or significant atrophy typically
will occur during the observation component of the exam. Most often it is useful to obtain
an objective measure to assess for change during subsequent visits. Assessment of swelling
with the use of the figure-eight method or obtaining volumetric measurements has
demonstrated good validity (r = 0.92–0.94) and reliability (ICC = 0.98–0.99).60

Typically the resting position of the hand is slight wrist flexion involving the
metacarpophalangeal, proximal interphalangeal, and distal interphalangeal joints. Clients
presenting with various nerve palsies may display muscle wasting or altered resting positions
of the wrist and hand. Radial nerve palsy results in the inability to extend the wrist; thus the
client may present with flexed wrist posturing. Median nerve palsy results in the inability to
appropriately perform pinching tasks due to weakness in the flexor pollicis longus and
flexor digitorum profundus. During pinching, the client will exhibit pad-to-pad pinching
with the inability to flex the interphalangeal joint.
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Triage and Screening

Triage and screening is a necessary component of the examination process that must be
completed prior to continuing with the examination. As with all specific body part
examinations, at this point the clinician must decide whether or not to continue with the
examination. Specifically, they should determine whether to continue examining the client
or refer them to a physician. Ruling out serious pathology (refer to chapter 6, Triage and
Differential Diagnosis) and pain generation from other related (or close-proximity)
structures assists the clinician with more accurately determining the necessity of continuing
with the other examination components to identify the actual source of the client’s pain.
Additionally, clinicians should implement strong screening tests (tests of high SN and low
–LR) at this point in the examination to narrow down the competing diagnoses of the
respective body region (cervical spine and more proximal upper extremity in this case)
when this is applicable.

The clinician must be aware of disorders affecting the wrist and hand that require the
need for medical intervention, such as fractures or dislocations that occur due to trauma.
Refer to chapters 4 and 6 for additional detail on differential diagnosis.

Ruling Out Serious Pathology: Red Flags

Special testing for potential red flags related to fracture or dislocation of the forearm,
wrist, and hand should utilize the use of a tuning fork, active and passive range of motion
assessments, palpation, and a gripping assessment.

Tuning Fork

Client Position

Supine or sitting with upper extremity relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the side of the upper extremity to be assessed, directly facing the client
 

Movement

The clinician places a stethoscope on the proximal aspect of the respective phalange,
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metacarpal, radius, or ulna. The clinician taps and places the tuning fork on the distal
aspect of the respective phalange, metacarpal, radius, or ulna.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a muffled or absent sound.
 

Statistics

Placement over bony landmark: SN 83, SP 80, +LR 4.2, −LR 0.21, QUADAS 6, in a
study of 37 clients (ages 7-60 years, 18 females) with various locations and types of
fractures, using a criterion reference of radiography61

Placement over swelling area: SN 83, SP 92, +LR 10.4, −LR 0.2, in the same study61

 

Physical Findings for Wrist Fracture Following Acute Trauma

Physical findings found most useful in screening for wrist fracture for clients with acute
wrist trauma are the following:62

Localized tenderness (SN 94)
Pain on active motion (SN 97)
Pain on passive motion (SN 94)
Pain on grip (SN 71)
Pain on supination (SN 68)

A client presenting with any of the preceding findings who has a history of trauma
should be sent for radiographs.

Clinical Prediction Rule for Acute Pediatric Wrist Injuries

A clinical prediction rule was developed to attempt to identify clinical variables that are
most likely to be associated with acute pediatric wrist injuries. Significant variables included
the following:

Reduction in grip strength ≥ 20% compared to contralateral side
Distal radius point tenderness
Statistics: SN 79, SP 63, +LR 2.14, −LR 0.3363
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Ruling Out Pain Generation From Other Related Structures

As with all joints, clinicians should screen the joints above and below the injury for
potential contribution to pain generation. Ruling out the cervical spine is of particular
importance due not only to its close proximity to the shoulder, but its potential for referral
into the shoulder and the entire upper extremity.64 Once red flags have been ruled out, an
efficient way to begin to differentiate the many potential pain referral sources is through the
upper quarter screening examination. The traditional upper quarter screen consists of
testing of dermatomes, myotomes, deep tendon reflexes, and possible upper motor
involvement. A systematic approach to ruling out these other areas is suggested. The key
points of this approach are listed in the following section. Refer to chapters 17 (Cervical
Spine), 21 (Shoulder), and 22 (Elbow and Forearm) for greater detail regarding these
examination procedures.

Rule Out Cervical Spine

The upper quarter screen will determine cervical spine range of motion (ROM) and the
potential for the cervical spine as a pain generator to the client’s complaints of wrist and
hand pain.

Radiculopathy and Discogenic-Related Pathology
These can be ruled out with a combination of Spurling’s compression test and the

upper limb tension test (median nerve bias):

Spurling’s test: SN 93 (77-99), SP 95 (76-100), +LR 19.6, −LR 0.07, QUADAS 965

Median nerve upper limb tension test: SN 97 (85-99), SP 22 (12-33), +LR 1.3, −LR
0.12, QUADAS 1066

Arm squeeze test (described for cervical nerve root compression): SN 95 (85-99), SP
96 (87-99), +LR 24, −LR 0.05, QUADAS 867

Facet Joint Dysfunction
As noted in chapter 17 (Cervical Spine), facet joint dysfunction can be ruled in with

reproduction of concordant pain with posterior–anterior spinal joint play assessment or
facet joint block.

Rule Out Shoulder and Elbow Joints

The upper quarter screen will determine shoulder and elbow ROM and the potential
for these joints as pain generators to the client’s complaints of wrist and hand pain. Full
active range of motion (AROM) and the application of overpressure for each motion at
those joints (if pain-free) will help eliminate those motions and joints as contributors to the
client’s symptoms. Additionally, as with any joint, clearing AROM with or without
overpressure is necessary. AROM of all motions as per the upper quarter screen described in
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chapter 7 should be implemented. In order to fully clear the cervical spine, full AROM
(with overpressure if pain-free) must be present.

Rule Out Shoulder: Impingement

Hawkins-Kennedy test
Pooled analysis: SN 74 (57-85), SP 57 (46-67), +LR 1.7, −LR 0.5, in six
studies with 1,029 clients68

Pooled analysis: SN 80 (72-86), SP 56 (45-67), +LR 1.84, −LR 0.35, in seven
studies with 944 clients69

Rule Out Elbow: Fracture

Elbow extension test
SN 97 (85-100), SP 69 (57-80), +LR 3.1, −LR 0.04, QUADAS 1070

SN 100, SP 100, +LR Inf, −LR 0, QUADAS 1171

Overall active ROM: SN 100 (93-100), SP 97 (88-100), +LR 33, −LR 0, QUADAS
1171

Tenderness to palpation: SN 100 (93-100), SP 67 (53-78), +LR 3, −LR 0, QUADAS
1171

Additionally, as with any joint, clearing AROM with or without overpressure is
necessary. AROM of all motions as per the lower quarter screen described in chapter 7
should be implemented. In order to fully clear the above stated joints, full AROM (with
overpressure if pain-free) must be present. In order to fully clear the wrist and hand, full
AROM (with overpressure if pain-free) must be present. Detail in this regard is described in
the following section.

Critical Clinical Pearls

When performing the subjective examination, keep the following in mind:

The subjective examination provides insight to the possible source of the client’s
symptoms and helps guide the clinician in prioritizing the objective examination.
The clinician should develop a clear understanding of the nature of the condition;
the mechanism of injury, if present; the behavior of the symptoms; and the
concordant sign.
The clinician should screen proximal neuromusculoskeletal structures of the cervical
spine, shoulder, and elbow to determine their involvement in the client’s
presentation.
Outcome measure assessment at the initial evaluation is valuable in evaluating the
effectiveness of selected interventions.
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Motion Tests

Motion assessment is a very important aspect of the examination for the orthopedic
client. Motion dysfunction can be used to differentiate contractile versus noncontractile
tissue (see chapter 9). Assessment of end-feel, potential capsular patterns, and ROM norm
values can give the clinician an appreciation of the potential impairments for the
orthopedic client they are assessing. Active ROM, passive ROM (PROM), and joint-play
assessments are necessary to determine not only the presence or absence of joint
dysfunction, but also the precise aspects of the motion that are dysfunctional. The close-
packed position, resting position, capsular pattern, ROM norms, and end-feel for the joints
of the wrist and hand are displayed in table 23.2.
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Passive and Active Range of Motion

Range of motion (ROM) at the wrist and hand may be limited due to a number of
pathological reasons. Furthermore, the anatomical complexities of the wrist and hand deem
it necessary to view for significant and subtle deviations during objective movement
assessment. ROM measurements at the wrist and hand include active range of motion
(AROM) and passive range of motion (PROM) assessments.

Typically clinicians perform these measurements with the use of a goniometer or
inclinometer, but more often than not, many rely on obtaining visual measurements.
Current literature calls for the use of goniometers and inclinometers in order to make
reliable decisions due to motion restrictions.72These measurements are used to assess for
ROM impairments or restrictions, with the ultimate goal of making clinical decisions with
clients. It is essential that clinical measures be valid and reliable so that they can be used to
discriminate between clients. Values involving goniometric measurement at the WH have
demonstrated good reliability.72-78

ROM measurements taken for the wrist and hand typically occur in single planes of
motion, and they are not representative of normal functional ranges of movement that
occur on a daily basis. However, decreased motion assessed during planar movements has
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been associated with a decline in the client’s perceived function.79 The motions of
pronation and supination are listed in chapter 22 (Elbow and Forearm). Refer to that
chapter for details of these measurements.

Wrist Flexion

Client Position

Sitting with the distal arm off the edge of the table, hand in neutral
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician should place the fulcrum on the lateral aspect of the client’s wrist over the
triquetrum and align the proximal arm with the lateral midline of the ulna using the
olecranon as a reference and the distal arm with the lateral midline of the fifth metacarpal.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s radius and ulna with their proximal hand and grasps
the client’s hand with their distal hand. The clinician then passively moves the hand into
wrist flexion to end range (end-feel is firm). Similarly, the client can perform this motion
actively (without assistance from the clinician). AROM should be performed prior to
PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Extension
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Client Position

Sitting with the distal arm off the edge of the table, hand in neutral
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum on the lateral aspect of the client’s wrist over the
triquetrum and aligns the proximal arm with the lateral midline of the ulna using the
olecranon as a reference and the distal arm with the lateral midline of the fifth metacarpal.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s radius and ulna with their proximal hand and grasps
the client’s hand with their distal hand. The clinician then passively moves the client’s hand
into wrist extension to end range (end-feel is firm). Similarly, the client can perform this
motion actively (without assistance from the clinician). AROM should be performed prior
to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Radial Deviation

Client Position

Sitting with the distal arm supported on table, hand in neutral
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Clinician Position

Standing or sitting directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum on the dorsal aspect of the client’s wrist over the
capitate and aligns the proximal arm with the dorsal midline of the forearm and the distal
arm with the dorsal midline of the third metacarpal.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s radius and ulna with their proximal hand and grasps
the client’s hand with their distal hand. The clinician then passively moves the client’s hand
into radial deviation to end range (end-feel is hard). Similarly, the client can perform this
motion actively (without assistance from the clinician). Active range of motion should be
performed prior to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Ulnar Deviation

Client Position

Sitting with the distal arm supported on table, hand in neutral
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting directly to the side of the client
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Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum on the dorsal aspect of the client’s wrist over the
capitate and aligns the proximal arm with the dorsal midline of the forearm and the distal
arm with the dorsal midline of the third metacarpal.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s radius and ulna with their proximal hand and grasps
the client’s hand with their distal hand. The clinician then passively moves the client’s hand
into ulnar deviation to end range (end-feel is hard). Similarly, the client can perform this
motion actively (without assistance from the clinician). AROM should be performed prior
to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Hand Metacarpophalangeal (MCP) Joint Flexion

Client Position

Sitting with the distal arm supported on table, forearm and hand in neutral
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum on the dorsal aspect of the client’s
metacarpophalangeal joint and aligns the proximal arm with the dorsal midline of the
metacarpal and the distal arm with the dorsal midline of the proximal phalanx.
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Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s metacarpal with their proximal hand and grasps the
client’s dorsal surface of the proximal phalanx with their distal hand. The clinician then
passively moves the finger toward the palm to end range (end-feel is hard). A small finger
goniometer is necessary for this measurement. Similarly, the client can perform this motion
actively (without assistance from the clinician). AROM should be performed prior to
PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

MCP Joint Extension

Client Position

Sitting with the distal arm supported on table, forearm and hand in neutral
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum on the dorsal aspect of the client’s
metacarpophalangeal joint and aligns the proximal arm with the dorsal midline of the
metacarpal and the distal arm with the dorsal midline of the proximal phalanx.
 

Movement
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The clinician stabilizes the client’s metacarpal with their proximal hand and grasps the
client’s dorsal surface of the proximal phalanx with their distal hand. The clinician then
passively moves the finger away from the palm to end range (end-feel is firm). A small
finger goniometer is necessary for this measurement. Similarly, the client can perform this
motion actively (without assistance from the clinician). AROM should be performed prior
to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

MCP Joint Abduction and Adduction

Client Position

Sitting with the distal arm supported on table, forearm pronated and hand in neutral
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum on the dorsal aspect of the client’s
metacarpophalangeal joint and aligns the proximal arm with the dorsal midline of the
metacarpal and the distal arm with the dorsal midline of the proximal phalanx.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s metacarpal with their proximal hand and grasps the
client’s dorsal surface of the proximal phalanx with their distal hand. The clinician then
passively moves the finger away from the midline of the hand to end range (end-feel is
firm). A small finger goniometer is necessary for this measurement. Adduction of this joint
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is recorded as the return from full abduction with same set-up. Similarly, the client can
perform this motion actively (without assistance from the clinician). AROM should be
performed prior to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Proximal Interphalangeal (PIP) and Distal Interphalangeal (DIP) Joint
Flexion

Client Position

Sitting with the distal arm supported on table, forearm and hand in neutral
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum on the dorsal aspect of the PIP joint or DIP joint
and aligns the proximal arm with the dorsal midline of the proximal phalanx (PIP) or the
dorsal midline of the middle phalanx (DIP) and the distal arm with the dorsal midline of
the middle phalanx (PIP) or the dorsal midline of the distal phalanx.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s proximal phalanx (PIP joint) or middle phalanx
(DIP) with their proximal hand and grasps the client’s dorsal surface of the middle phalanx
(PIP) or dorsal surface of the distal phalanx (DIP) with their distal hand. The clinician then
passively moves the finger toward the palm of the hand to end range (end-feel is hard [PIP]
or firm [DIP]). A small finger goniometer is necessary for this measurement. Similarly, the
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client can perform this motion actively without assistance from the clinician. AROM
should be performed prior to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move and so
on.

PIP extension: stabilization and goniometer alignment same as for PIP flexion; end-
feel is firm.
DIP extension: stabilization and goniometer alignment same as for DIP flexion; end-
feel is firm.

 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Thumb Carpometacarpal (CMC) Joint Flexion

Client Position

Sitting with the distal arm supported on table, forearm and hand in neutral
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the palmar aspect of the client’s first CMC
joint and aligns the proximal arm with the ventral midline of the radius using the radial
styloid process as a reference and aligns the distal arm with the ventral midline of the first
metacarpal.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s carpals, radius, and ulna with their proximal hand
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and grasps the dorsal surface of the client’s metacarpal (thumb) with their distal hand. The
clinician then passively moves the thumb toward the ulnar aspect of the hand to end range
(end-feel is soft or firm). A small finger goniometer is necessary for this measurement.
Similarly, the client can perform this motion actively (without assistance from the
clinician). AROM should be performed prior to PROM to determine the client’s
willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Thumb CMC Joint Extension

Client Position

Sitting with the distal arm supported on table, forearm and hand in neutral
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the palmar aspect of the client’s first CMC
joint and aligns the proximal arm with the ventral midline of the radius using the radial
styloid process as a reference and aligns the distal arm with the ventral midline of the first
metacarpal.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s carpals, radius, and ulna with their proximal hand
and grasps the dorsal surface of the client’s metacarpal (thumb) with their distal hand. The
clinician then passively moves the thumb toward the radial aspect of the hand to end range
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(end-feel is firm). A small finger goniometer is necessary for this measurement. Similarly,
the client can perform this motion actively (without assistance from the clinician). AROM
should be performed prior to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move and so
on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Thumb CMC Joint Abduction

Client Position

Sitting with the distal arm supported on table, forearm midway between pronation and
supination and hand in neutral
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the lateral aspect of the radial styloid process,
aligns the proximal arm with the lateral midline of the client’s second metacarpal using the
center of the MCP joint for reference, and aligns the distal arm with the lateral midline of
the first metacarpal using the center of MCP joint for reference.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s carpals and second metacarpal with their proximal
hand and grasps the medial and lateral surface of the client’s metacarpal (thumb) with their
distal hand. The clinician then passively moves the thumb away from the palm of the hand
to end range (end-feel is firm). A small finger goniometer is necessary for this measurement.
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Similarly, the client can perform this motion actively (without assistance from the
clinician). AROM should be performed prior to PROM to determine the client’s
willingness to move and so on.

CMC joint adduction: recorded as the return from full abduction.
CMC joint opposition: The clinician should move the first and fifth metacarpals
toward each other. The distance between the fingers is measured. The normal end-
feel is soft.

 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Thumb MCP Joint Flexion

Client Position

Sitting with the distal arm supported on table, forearm in full supination and hand in
neutral
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the dorsal aspect of the MCP joint and aligns
the proximal arm with the dorsal midline of the metacarpal and the distal arm with the
dorsal midline of the proximal phalanx.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s first metacarpal with their proximal hand and grasps
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the client’s dorsal aspect of proximal phalanx with their distal hand. The clinician then
passively moves the thumb toward the ulnar aspect of the hand to end range (end-feel is
hard). A small finger goniometer is necessary for this measurement. Similarly, the client can
perform this motion actively (without assistance from the clinician). AROM should be
performed prior to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Thumb MCP Joint Extension

Client Position

Sitting with the distal arm supported on table, forearm in full supination and hand in
neutral
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the dorsal aspect of the client’s MCP joint and
aligns the proximal arm with the dorsal midline of the metacarpal and the distal arm with
the dorsal midline of the proximal phalanx.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s first metacarpal with their proximal hand and grasps
the client’s dorsal aspect of the proximal phalanx with their distal hand. The clinician then
passively moves the thumb toward the radial aspect of hand to end range (end-feel is firm).
A small finger goniometer is necessary for this measurement. Similarly, the client can
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perform this motion actively (without assistance from the clinician). AROM should be
performed prior to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Thumb Interphalangeal (IP) Joint Flexion

Client Position

Sitting with the distal arm supported on table, forearm in full supination and hand in
neutral
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the dorsal aspect of the IP joint and aligns the
proximal arm with the dorsal midline of the proximal phalanx and the distal arm with the
dorsal midline of the distal phalanx.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s first proximal phalanx with their proximal hand and
grasps the client’s dorsal aspect of the distal phalanx with their distal hand. The clinician
then passively moves the tip of the thumb toward the ulnar aspect of the hand to end range
(end-feel is firm). A small finger goniometer is necessary for this measurement. Similarly,
the client can perform this motion actively (without assistance from the clinician). AROM
should be performed prior to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move and so
on.
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IP joint extension: moving palmar aspect of distal phalanx toward radial aspect of
hand; end-feel is firm.

 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Passive Accessories

Mobility testing of the wrist and hand has multiple components. Passive accessory
movements can be useful in identifying each client’s concordant sign that relates to the
numerous joints of the wrist and hand. If a concordant sign is identified during
examination, the clinician must determine the effect of the movement during sustained or
oscillatory movements. The clinician should find out if the concordant sign becomes better
or worse, or does not change at all. This information will prove useful when developing a
treatment plan of care. Assessing the relationship of the carpal joints and their relationship
to the client’s symptoms is assessed as normal, hypermobile, or hypomobile. In a group of
clients with similar symptoms, the percent of agreement between two different skilled
clinicians ranged from 60% to 100%.80

Wrist (Radiocarpal and Ulnocarpal) Posterior (Dorsal) Glide
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Figure 23.12

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the wrist in neutral, with the forearm supported on the table and the
thumb facing the ceiling
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting (as shown) at the client’s side to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the distal radius and ulna against the table.
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Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) purchases the proximal row of carpal
bones. The clinician’s assessing hand glides the proximal row of carpal bones in a posterior
(dorsal) direction (away from clinician).
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Notes

This technique can also be performed with the client’s forearm fully supinated and
with the clinician standing and gliding the carpal bones posteriorly (dorsally) toward
the floor.
The midcarpal joint posterior (dorsal) glide can be performed the same way, with the
clinician using the stabilizing hand to purchase the proximal row of carpal bones and
the wrist and the assessing hand to purchase the distal row of carpal bones, and
performing the posterior (dorsal) glide as described.

 

Wrist Anterior (Volar/Palmar) Glide
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Figure 23.13

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the wrist in neutral, with the forearm on the table and the thumb facing
the ceiling
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting (as shown) at the client’s side to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (left as shown) purchases the distal radius and ulna against the table.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (right as shown) purchases the proximal row of carpal
bones. The clinician uses their assessing hand to glide the proximal row of carpal bones in
an anterior (volar/palmar) direction (away from clinician).
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Notes

This technique can also be performed with the client’s forearm fully pronated. The
clinician stands and glides the carpal bones anteriorly (volar/palmar direction) toward
the floor.
The midcarpal joint anterior (volar/palmar) glide can be performed the same way.
The clinician uses the stabilizing hand to purchase the proximal row of carpal bones
and wrist and the assessing hand to purchase the distal row of carpal bones, and then
performs the anterior (volar/palmar) glide as described.

 

Wrist Radial Glide
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Figure 23.14

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the wrist in neutral, with the forearm supported on the table and fully
pronated
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting (as shown) at the client’s side to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (left as shown) purchases the distal radius and ulna against the table.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (right as shown) purchases the proximal row of carpal
bones. The clinician uses the assessing hand to glide the proximal row of carpal bones in a
radial direction (away from clinician).
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Note

The midcarpal joint radial glide can be performed the same way. The clinician uses the
stabilizing hand to purchase the proximal row of carpal bones and the wrist and the
assessing hand to purchase the distal row of carpal bones, then performs the radial glide as
described.
 

Wrist Ulnar Glide
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Figure 23.15

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the wrist in neutral, with the forearm supported on the table and fully
supinated
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting (as shown) at the client’s side to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (left as shown) purchases the distal radius and ulna against the table.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (right as shown) purchases the proximal row of carpal
bones. The clinician uses the assessing hand to glide the proximal row of carpal bones in an
ulnar direction (away from clinician).
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Note

The midcarpal joint ulnar glide can be performed the same way. The clinician uses the
stabilizing hand to purchase the proximal row of carpal bones and the wrist and the
assessing hand to purchase the distal row of carpal bones, then performs the ulnar glide as
described.
 

Specific Carpal Bone Posterior (Dorsal) Glide
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Figure 23.16

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the wrist in neutral, with the forearm supported on the table and fully
supinated
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s side to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the distal radius and ulna against the table.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) purchases the given proximal carpal bone.
The clinician uses the assessing hand to glide the given carpal bone in a posterior (dorsal)
direction (away from clinician and toward the floor).
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Note

Scaphoid posterior glide on radius.
Lunate posterior (dorsal) glide on radius.
Triquetrum posterior (dorsal) glide on disc.
Each carpal bone can be posteriorly (dorsally) glided on the neighboring carpal bone.
Midcarpal joint posterior (dorsal) glide (specific carpals)

Trapezium and trapezoid posterior (dorsal) glide on scaphoid.
Capitate posterior (dorsal) glide on lunate.
Hamate posterior (dorsal) glide on triquetrum.

 

Specific Carpal Bone Anterior (Volar/Palmar) Glide

Client Position

Sitting with the wrist in neutral, with the forearm supported on the table and fully
pronated
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s side to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand purchases the distal radius and ulna against the table.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand purchases the given proximal carpal bone. The clinician
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uses the assessing hand to glide the given carpal bone in an anterior (volar/palmar) direction
(away from clinician and toward floor).
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Note

Scaphoid anterior (volar/palmar) glide on radius.
Lunate anterior (volar/palmar) glide on radius.
Triquetrum anterior (volar/palmar) glide on disc.
Each carpal bone can be anteriorly (volar/palmar direction) glided on the
neighboring carpal bone.
Midcarpal joint anterior (volar/palmar) glide (specific carpals).

Trapezium and trapezoid anterior (volar/palmar) glide on scaphoid
Capitate anterior (volar/palmar) glide on lunate
Hamate anterior (volar/palmar) glide on triquetrum

 

Trapeziometacarpal Joint (Thumb) Posterior (Dorsal) Glide
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Figure 23.17

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the wrist in neutral, with the forearm supported on the table and the
thumb facing the ceiling
 

Clinician Position

Sitting at the client’s side to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (left as shown) purchases the trapezium and wrist against the table.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician uses their assessing hand (right as shown) to purchase the proximal
metacarpal, with their thumb on the anterior (volar/palmar) surface and their index finger
on the posterior (dorsal) surface. The clinician uses the assessing hand to glide the proximal
metacarpal in a posterior (dorsal) direction (away from clinician).
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Trapeziometacarpal Joint (Thumb) Anterior (Volar/Palmar) Glide
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Figure 23.18

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the wrist in neutral, with the forearm supported on the table and the
thumb facing the ceiling
 

Clinician Position

Sitting at the client’s side to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (left as shown) purchases the trapezium and wrist against the table.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician uses their assessing hand (right as shown) to purchase the proximal
metacarpal, with their thumb on the anterior (volar/palmar) surface and their index finger
on the posterior (dorsal) surface. The clinician uses their assessing hand to glide the
proximal metacarpal in an anterior (volar/palmar) direction (toward clinician).
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Trapeziometacarpal Joint (Thumb) Radial Glide
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Figure 23.19

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the wrist in neutral, with the forearm supported on the table and the
thumb facing the ceiling
 

Clinician Position

Sitting at the client’s side to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (left as shown) purchases the trapezium and wrist against the table.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician uses their assessing hand (right as shown) to purchase the proximal
metacarpal, with their thumb on the ulnar surface and their index finger on the radial
surface. The clinician uses their assessing hand to glide the proximal metacarpal in a radial
direction (toward the ceiling).
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Trapeziometacarpal Joint (Thumb) Ulnar Glide
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Figure 23.20

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the wrist in neutral, with the forearm supported on the table and the
thumb facing the ceiling
 

Clinician Position

Sitting at the client’s side to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (left as shown) purchases the trapezium and wrist against the table.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician uses their assessing hand (right as shown) to purchase the proximal
metacarpal, with their thumb on the ulnar surface and their index finger on the radial
surface. The clinician uses their assessing hand to glide the proximal metacarpal in an ulnar
direction (toward the floor).
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Carpometacarpal Joints 2-5 Posterior (Dorsal) Glide
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Figure 23.21

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the wrist in neutral, with the forearm fully pronated
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s side to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the carpal bones and wrist against the table.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician uses their assessing hand (left as shown) to purchase the proximal
metacarpal, with their thumb on the posterior (dorsal) surface and their index finger on the
anterior (volar/palmar) surface. The clinician uses their assessing hand to glide the proximal
metacarpal in a posterior (dorsal) direction (toward the ceiling).
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Carpometacarpal Joints 2-5 Volar/Palmar Glide
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Figure 23.22

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the wrist in neutral, with the forearm fully pronated
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s side to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the carpal bones and wrist against the table.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician uses their assessing hand (left as shown) to purchase the proximal
metacarpal, with their thumb on the posterior (dorsal) surface and their index finger on the
anterior (volar/palmar) surface. The clinician uses their assessing hand to glide the proximal
metacarpal in an anterior (volar/palmar) direction (toward the floor).
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Metacarpophalangeal Joints 1-5 Glides
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Figure 23.23

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the wrist in neutral, with the forearm fully pronated
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s side to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the metacarpal bone and hand.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) purchases the proximal phalanx. The
clinician uses the assessing hand to glide the proximal phalanx in the respective direction.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
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mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Note

Posterior glide (proximal phalanx toward the clinician and ceiling)
Anterior glide (proximal phalanx away from clinician and toward the floor)
Radial glide (proximal phalanx toward the radius)
Ulnar glide (proximal phalanx toward the ulna)

 

Interphalangeal Joints 1-5 Glides
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Figure 23.24

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the wrist in neutral, with the forearm fully pronated
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s side to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the client’s proximal phalanx and hand.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) purchases the distal phalanx. The clinician
uses the assessing hand to glide the distal phalanx in the respective direction.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
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mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Note

Posterior glide (distal phalanx toward the clinician and ceiling)
Anterior glide (distal phalanx away from the clinician and toward the floor)

 

Flexibility

See chapter 21 (Shoulder) for appropriate flexibility assessments.
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Muscle Performance Testing

Manual muscle testing and handheld dynamometric testing are accurate, valid, and
reliable methods for assessing and measuring muscle strength.81-85 Common manual
muscle tests of the wrist and hand are outlined here.

Wrist Flexion

Client Position

Sitting, with forearm supinated and wrist in neutral
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician stabilizes the client’s forearm under the wrist and uses the other hand to
give resistance to the entire palm of the hand as the client attempts to flex the wrist (for the
flexor carpi radialis, force is focused over the radial side of the palm; for the flexor carpi
ulnaris, the force is focused over the ulnar side of the palm).

Grade 5: completes full range with maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes full range with strong resistance
Grade 3: completes full range without resistance
Grade 2: completes only partial range with forearm in neutral supination or
pronation
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Flexor carpi radialis
Flexor carpi ulnaris
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Secondary Muscles

Palmaris longus
Flexor digitorum superficialis
Flexor digitorum profundus
Abductor pollicis longus
Flexor pollicis longus

 

Primary Nerves

Median (C6-7; flexor carpi radialis)
Ulnar (C7-T1; flexor carpi ulnaris)

 

Wrist Extension

Client Position

Sitting, with forearm pronated and wrist in neutral
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician stabilizes the client’s forearm under the wrist and uses their other hand to
give resistance to the entire dorsum of the hand as the client attempts to extend the wrist
(for the extensor carpi radialis longus and brevis, force is focused over the radial side of the
dorsum; for extensor carpi ulnaris, force is focused over the ulnar side of the dorsum).

Grade 5: completes full range with maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes full range with strong resistance
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Grade 3: completes full range without resistance
Grade 2: completes only partial range with forearm in neutral supination or
pronation
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Extensor carpi radialis longus and brevis
Extensor carpi ulnaris

 

Secondary Muscles

Extensor digitorum
Extensor digiti minimi
Extensor indicis

 

Primary Nerve

Radial (C6-8)

 

Finger Metacarpophalangeal (MCP) Flexion

Client Position

Sitting with forearm supinated, wrist in neutral, and MCP extended
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
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Movement and Assessment

The clinician stabilizes the client’s metacarpals proximal to the MCP joint and uses
their other hand to give resistance to the proximal row of phalanges on the volar/palmar
surface. Meanwhile, the client attempts to flex the MCP joint. Fingers may also be tested
separately.

Grade 5: completes full range with strong resistance
Grade 4: completes full range with some resistance
Grade 3: completes full range without resistance
Grade 2: completes only partial range with forearm in neutral supination or
pronation
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Lumbricals
Dorsal interossei
Palmar interossei

 

Secondary Muscles

Flexor digitorum superficialis
Flexor digitorum profundus
Flexor digiti minimi

 

Primary Nerves

Median (C8-T1; lumbricals 1 and 2)
Ulnar (C8-T1; lumbricals 3 and 4)

 

Finger MCP Extension
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Client Position

Sitting with forearm pronated, wrist in neutral, and MCP relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician stabilizes the client’s metacarpals proximal to the MCP joint and uses
their other hand to give resistance to the proximal row of phalanges on the dorsal surface.
Meanwhile, the client attempts to extend the MCP joint. Fingers may also be tested
separately (extensor indicis for index finger, extensor digiti minimi for 5th digit).

Grade 5: completes full range with strong resistance
Grade 4: completes full range with some resistance
Grade 3: completes full range without resistance
Grade 2: completes only partial range with forearm in neutral supination or
pronation
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Extensor digitorum
Extensor indicis
Extensor digiti minimi

 

Primary Nerve

Radial (C7-8)
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Finger Proximal Interphalangeal (PIP) and Distal Interphalangeal (DIP)
Flexion

Client Position

Sitting with forearm supinated, wrist in neutral, and MCP relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician stabilizes all fingers (except the one to be tested) into extension with one
hand and uses their other hand to give resistance to the volar/palmar aspect of the distal
end of the middle phalanx of the finger being tested. Meanwhile, the client attempts to flex
the respective joint.

Grade 5: completes full range with strong resistance
Grade 4: completes full range with some resistance
Grade 3: completes full range without resistance

Forearm is in the mid-position of supination or pronation for all grades below grade 3.

Grade 2: completes only partial range with forearm in neutral supination or
pronation
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Flexor digitorum superficialis
Flexor digitorum profundus
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Primary Nerves

Median (C8-T1; flexor digitorum superficialis and profundus fingers 2 and 3)
Ulnar (C8-T1; flexor digitorum profundus fingers 4 and 5)

 

Finger Abduction

Client Position

Sitting with forearm pronated, wrist in neutral, and MCP relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician stabilizes the client’s wrist with one hand and uses their other hand to
give resistance to the radial and ulnar aspects of the two corresponding fingers. Meanwhile
the client attempts to abduct the two fingers away from each other.

Grades 5 and 4 are subjective.
Grade 3: can abduct any given finger without resistance
Grade 2: completes only partial range of any given finger
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Dorsal interossei
Abductor digiti minimi
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Secondary Muscles

Extensor digitorum
Extensor digiti minimi

 

Primary Nerve

Ulnar (C8-T1)

 

Finger Adduction

Client Position

Sitting with forearm pronated, wrist in neutral, and MCP relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician stabilizes the client’s wrist with one hand and uses their other hand to
give resistance to pull the fingers apart. Meanwhile, the client attempts to adduct the
fingers and keep them in contact with each other.

Grades 5 and 4 are subjective: fingers are very weak with this motion
Grade 3: can adduct any given finger without resistance
Grade 2: completes only partial range of any given finger
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscle
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Palmar interossei

 

Secondary Muscle

Extensor indicis

 

Primary Nerve

Ulnar (C8-T1)

 

Thumb MCP and IP Flexion

Client Position

Sitting with forearm supinated, wrist and thumb in neutral
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician stabilizes the client’s respective proximal bone (1st metacarpal or phalanx)
and uses their other hand to give one-finger resistance to the palmar aspect of distal bone.
Meanwhile, the client attempts to flex the respective joint (MCP or IP).

Grade 5: completes full range with maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes full range with moderate resistance
Grade 3: completes full range without resistance
Grade 2: completes only partial range
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity
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Primary Muscles

Flexor pollicis brevis for MCP flexion
Flexor pollicis longus for IP flexion

 

Primary Nerves

Median (C8-T1; flexor pollicis longus and brevis superficial head)
Ulnar (C8-T1; flexor pollicis brevis deep head)

 

Thumb MCP and IP Extension

Client Position

Sitting with forearm in neutral supination or pronation, wrist in neutral, and thumb in
neutral
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician stabilizes the client’s respective proximal bone (1st metacarpal or phalanx)
and uses their other hand to give one-finger resistance to the dorsal aspect of the distal
bone. Meanwhile, the client attempts to extend the respective joint (MCP or IP).

Grades 5 and 4 are subjective: fingers are very weak with this motion
Grade 3: completes full range some resistance
Grade 2: completes only partial range
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity
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Primary Muscles

Extensor pollicis brevis for MCP extension
Extensor pollicis longus for IP extension

 

Primary Nerve

Radial (C7-8)

 

Thumb Abduction

Client Position

Sitting with forearm supinated, wrist in neutral, and thumb adducted
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician stabilizes the client’s hand and uses their other hand to give resistance
distal to the ulnar aspect of the thumb CMC joint. Meanwhile, the client attempts to
abduct the thumb (lifting it up toward the ceiling or directly off the palm and index
finger).

Grade 5: completes full range with strong resistance
Grade 4: completes full range with moderate resistance
Grade 3: completes full range with some resistance

Forearm in mid supination or pronation for the following grades:
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Grade 2: completes only partial range
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Abductor pollicis longus
Abductor pollicis brevis

 

Secondary Muscles

Palmaris longus
Extensor pollicis brevis
Opponens pollicis

 

Primary Nerves

Median (C8-T1; abductor pollicis brevis)
Ulnar (C7-8; abductor pollicis longus)

 

Thumb Adduction

Client Position

Sitting with forearm pronated, wrist in neutral, and thumb abducted
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
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Movement and Assessment

The clinician stabilizes the client’s hand with one hand and uses the other hand to give
resistance distal to the radial aspect of thumb’s CMC joint. Meanwhile, the client attempts
to adduct the thumb (lifting it up to the palm and index finger).

Grade 5: completes full range with strong resistance
Grade 4: completes full range with moderate resistance
Grade 3: completes full range with some resistance

Forearm in mid supination or pronation for the following grades:

Grade 2: completes only partial range
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscle

Adductor pollicis

 

Secondary Muscle

1st dorsal interosseus

 

Primary Nerve

Ulnar (C8-T1)

 

Opposition (Thumb to Fifth Finger)

Client Position

Sitting with forearm supinated, wrist in neutral, and thumb relaxed
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Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician stabilizes client’s hand while giving resistance distal to the head of the 1st
metacarpal of the thumb and the 5th finger simultaneously. Meanwhile, the client attempts
to touch these two fingers.

Grade 5: completes full range with maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes full range with moderate resistance
Grade 3: completes full range with some resistance
Grade 2: completes only partial range
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Opponens pollicis
Opponens digiti minimi

 

Secondary Muscles

Abductor pollicis brevis
Flexor pollicis brevis

 

Primary Nerves

Median (C8-T1; opponens pollicis)
Ulnar (C8-T1; both muscles)
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Special Tests

As mentioned in chapter 10 (Special Tests), in many cases the clinician is overly
dependent on the performance and interpretation of special test findings with respect to
differential diagnosis of the client’s presenting pain. Utilization of special tests for ruling in
(or helping to diagnose) a particular pathology should occur at this point in the
examination process. It is also hoped that the clinician has a much clearer picture of the
client’s presentation prior to this point in the examination and will therefore depend
minimally on special test findings with respect to diagnosis of the client’s pain.

Specific testing to rule in or out the wrist and hand for various pathologies is listed in
the following section with detailed test descriptions. Remember that special tests are a very
minor component of the overall examination; therefore, depending on findings from
special testing alone is inadequate clinical practice.

Index of Special Tests

Carpal Tunnel Syndrome

Upper Limb Neurodynamic Test (Median Nerve)
Upper Limb Neurodynamic Test (Radial Nerve)
Wainner’s Clinical Prediction Rule for Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
Phalen’s Test
Reverse Phalen’s Test
Modified Phalen’s Test
Tinel’s Sign
Flick Sign
Hand Elevation Test
Tethered Median Nerve Stress Test
Closed-Fist or Lumbrical Provocation Test
Wrist-Ratio Index
Katz Hand Diagram
Median Nerve Digit Score
Thenar Atrophy
Wrist Flexion and Median Nerve Compression
Median Nerve Compression Test
Carpal Compression Test (Durkan’s Test)
Modified Carpal Compression Test
Two-Point Discrimination
Semmes-Weinstein Monofilament Test
Hypoesthesia
Gilliat Tourniquet Test
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Abnormal Vibration
Abductor Pollicis Brevis Weakness
Hems’ Questionnaire for Carpal Tunnel Syndrome

Thumb Instability

Ulnar Collateral Ligament Test (Gamekeeper’s or Skier’s Thumb)

Thumb Tenosynovitis

Finkelstein’s Test

Extensor Carpi Ulnaris (ECU) Tendinosis

Extensor Carpi Ulnaris Synergy Test

Scaphoid Fracture

Scaphoid Compression Test
Anatomical Snuffbox Tenderness
Scaphoid Tubercle Tenderness
Pronation With Ulnar Deviation of the Wrist
Abduction of the Thumb
Radial Deviation of the Wrist
Axial Loading of the Thumb
Flexion of the Wrist
Extension of the Wrist
Power Grip of the Hand
Ulnar Deviation of the Wrist
Pronation of the Forearm
Supination of the Forearm
Thumb-Index Finger Pinch

Wrist Laxity

Garcia-Elias Test
Beighton Method
AROM Method

Wrist Instability

Watson Scaphoid Test (Scaphoid Instability)
Ulnomeniscotriquetral Dorsal Glide or Piano Key Test (TFCC Tear or Triquetral
Instability)
Ballottement Test (Lunotriquetral Ligament Integrity)
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Wrist-Flexion and Finger Extension Test (Scapholunate Pathology)
Dorsal Capitate Displacement Apprehension Test (used to determine stability of the
capitate bone)
Clinical Stress Test (Distal Radius Fracture)
Ulnocarpal Stress Test
Grind Test (TFCC)
Press Test (TFCC)
Supination Lift Test (TFCC)

 

Case Studies

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination and complete these
case studies for chapter 23:

Case study 1 discusses a 22-year-old male hockey player with right wrist pain.
Case study 2 discusses a 47-year-old female secretary with pain in her right and left
wrists and hands.

 

Abstract Links

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination to access abstract
links on these issues:

Anatomical snuffbox tenderness
Clinical stress test (distal radial fracture)
Closed fist test (lumbrical provocation test)
Elbow extension test
Extensor carpi ulnaris (ECU) synergy test
Finkelstein’s test
Flick sign
Garcia-Elias test
Gilliat tourniquet test
Hand elevation test
Hawkins-Kennedy test
Hem’s questionnaire for carpal tunnel syndrome
Katz hand diagram
Modified carpal compression test
Modified Phalen’s test
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Phalen’s test
Press test (TFCC)
Pronation with ulnar deviation of the wrist
Reverse Phalen’s test
Scaphoid compression test
Spurling’s test
Tethered median nerve stress test
Thenar atrophy
Ulnar collateral ligament test
Upper limb tension test (median nerve)
Watson scaphoid test
Wrist flexion and median nerve compression
Wrist-radio index

 

Carpal Tunnel Syndrome

 

Upper Limb Neurodynamic Test (Median Nerve)

Refer to chapter 7 (Orthopedic Screening and Nervous System Examination) for the
performance and diagnostic accuracy of this test.
 

Upper Limb Neurodynamic Test (Radial Nerve)

Refer to chapter 7 (Orthopedic Screening and Nervous System Examination) for the
performance and diagnostic accuracy of this test.
 

Wainner’s Clinical Prediction Rule for Carpal Tunnel Syndrome

Five test variables are used to predict the presence of carpal tunnel syndrome: (1)
moving, shaking, or positioning the wrist or hands improves symptoms, (2) wrist ratio
index > 0.67, (3) Brigham and Women’s Hospital Hand Symptom Severity Scale score >
1.9, (4) diminished sensation in the median sensory field of thumb, or (5) age > 45 years.
 

Assessment
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A (+) test is meeting two or more of the five variables.
 

Statistics

Two variables or greater: SN 98 (14-100), SP 14 (13-23), +LR 1.1, −LR 0.14,
QUADAS 10, in a study of 82 clients with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 45 ±
12 years; 41 women; mean duration of symptoms 183 days), using electrodiagnostic
testing as a reference standard86

Three variables or greater: SN 98 (14-100), SP 54 (40-67), +LR 2.1, −LR 0.04,
QUADAS 1086

Four variables or greater: SN 77 (61-93), SP 83 (73-93), +LR 4.6, −LR 0.28,
QUADAS 1086

All five variables positive: SN 18 (3-31), SP 99 (97-100), +LR 18.3, −LR 0.83,
QUADAS 1086

 

Critical Clinical Pearls

When performing the upper limb tension test for carpal tunnel syndrome, keep the
following in mind:

It is not uncommon for asymptomatic clients to experience limitations or discomfort.
The clinician should perform the examination on the uninvolved side first.
The clinician should perform the movements in a sequential order on both upper
extremities each time the testing procedure is performed.
A positive finding requires the following:

A reproduction of the client’s concordant sign.
Test responses that are altered by the movement of a distant component.
A difference between the uninvolved side and involved side. The differences
may be found in range, resistance during movement, and symptom response.

 

Phalen’s Test
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Figure 23.25

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with arm relaxed and elbows and forearm horizontal
 

Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client
 

Movement

The client relaxes the wrists and allows them to fall into a gravity-assisted wrist flexion,
then holds them there for up to 60 seconds. The clinician questions the client with regard
to symptoms at 15-second intervals during the 60-second period. A variation of this test is
for the client to approximate the dorsum of both hands to introduce bilateral wrist flexion.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction or exacerbation of paresthesias or anesthesia in the cutaneous
distribution of the median nerve in the hand.
 

Statistics
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Overall estimate: SN 68 (not reported, or NR), SP 73 (NR), +LR 2.3, −LR 0.44,
over 31 studies and 3,218 clients with pathology and 1,637 control clients87

SN 77 (61-93), SP 40 (26-53), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.58, QUADAS 10, in a study of 82
clients with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 45 ± 12 years; 41 women; mean
duration of symptoms 183 days), using electrodiagnostic testing as a reference
standard86

SN 75 (62-82), SP 95 (85-100), +LR 15, −LR 0.3, QUADAS 10, in a study of 100
consecutive clients/157 hands all using electrodiagnostic testing as an inclusion
criterion and 50 healthy volunteers/100 hands (age range of all clients 18-73 years;
111 women; duration of symptoms ranged from 2 weeks to 20 years), using hand,
wrist, and forearm problems and surgery as reference standards88

SN 34 (24-43), SP 74 (62-87), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.9, QUADAS 11, in a study of 142
clients with suggestion of carpal tunnel (mean age 46.6 years; 82 women; duration of
symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic testing as a reference standard89

Modification with 2.83 unit Semmes-Weinstein monofilament testing: SN 82 (NR),
SP 86 (NR), +LR 5.9, −LR 0.21, QUADAS 11, in a study of 21 clients (33 hands)
with suggestion of carpal tunnel (mean age 60 years [range 28-85 years]; 18 women;
duration of symptoms 3 weeks to 10 years), using electrodiagnostic testing as a
reference standard90

SN 80 (NR), SP 100 (NR), +LR Inf, −LR 0.20, QUADAS 9, in a study of 37 clients
(66 hands) with carpal tunnel syndrome (ages 27-88 years; 26 women; duration of
symptoms NR) confirmed with electrodiagnostic testing as a reference standard91

SN 61 (53-69), SP 83 (77-89), +LR 3.6, −LR 0.47, QUADAS 8, in a study of 83
clients/90 hands with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 56.9 [range 48-64 years]; 76
women; mean duration of symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic testing as a
reference standard92

 

Reverse Phalen’s Test
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Figure 23.26

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with arm relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician instructs the client to place the wrists of both hands in complete dorsal
extension for 60 seconds.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of numbness and tingling along the distribution of the
median nerves within 60 seconds.
 

Statistics

SN 41 (NR), SP 55 (NR), +LR 0.9, −LR 1.1, QUADAS 10, in a study of 50 clients
with CTS (mean age NR; 43 women; duration of symptoms NR), using nerve
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conduction studies as a reference standard93

SN 42 (36-49), SP 35 (29-42), +LR 0.65, −LR 1.7, QUADAS 9, in a study of 232
clients with CTS (mean age NR [range 20-91 years]; 163 women; duration of
symptoms NR), using the American Academy of Neurology clinical diagnostic
criteria,94 US, and electrodiagnostic studies as reference standards95

SN 55 (NR), SP 96 (NR), +LR 14, −LR 0.5, QUADAS 8, in a study of 179 clients
with CTS (mean age 53 years; 142 women; duration of symptoms NR), using
clinical history, physical examination, and abnormalities of median nerve sensory and
motor conduction velocities as reference standards96

 

Modified Phalen’s Test

Client Position

Sitting with arm relaxed, resting on a pillow or arm holders with the hands floating at
the end
 
 

Clinician Position

Sitting or standing next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician passively flexes the client’s hands up to 90°.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of symptoms along the distribution of the median nerve in
the hand.
 

Statistics

No diagnostic accuracy studies determining SN and SP have been performed to date
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for this clinical test. The test differs from Phalen’s test by having the forearms vertical in a
relaxed position and having the clinician perform the passive wrist flexion.97

 

Tinel’s Sign
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Figure 23.27

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the arm relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician flexes the client’s elbow from 0° to 30° and places the forearm in a
supinated position while supporting the client’s wrist and hand in a neutral position. The
clinician positions a tendon reflex hammer about 6 in. (15 cm) above the wrist and allows
it to fall four to six times over the median nerve located between the tendons of the flexor
carpi radialis and the palmaris longus at the proximal wrist crease.
 

Assessment

A (+) test has been described as either nonpainful tingling sensation radiating distally
along the course of the nerve or discomfort or pain that is related to the client’s condition
occurring at the wrist or radiating distally along the course of the nerve.
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Statistics

These statistics are for nonpainful tingling sensation radiating distally along the course
of the nerve:

Overall estimate: SN 50 (NR), SP 77 (NR), +LR 2.3, −LR 0.44, over 28 studies and
2,640 clients with pathology and 1,614 control clients87

SN 41 (22-59), SP 58 (45-72), +LR 0.98, −LR 1.0, QUADAS 10, in a study of 82
clients with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 45 ± 12 years; 41 women; mean
duration of symptoms 183 days), using electrophysiologic examination as a reference
standard86

SN 64 (53-75), SP 99 (96-100), +LR 64, −LR 0.4, QUADAS 10, in a study of 100
consecutive clients/157 hands all with electrodiagnostic testing as an inclusion
criterion and 50 healthy volunteers/100 hands (age range of all clients 18-73 years;
111 women; duration of symptoms ranged from 2 weeks to 20 years), using hand,
wrist, and forearm problems and surgery as a reference standard88

SN 27 (18-36), SP 91 (62-87), +LR 3.0, −LR 0.8, QUADAS 11, in a study of 142
clients with suggestion of carpal tunnel (mean age 46.6 years; 82 women; duration of
symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic testing as a reference standard89

SN 74 (66-81), SP 91 (86-95), +LR 8.2, −LR 0.29, QUADAS 9, in a study of 83
clients/90 hands with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 56.9 [range 48-64 years]; 76
women; mean duration of symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic testing as a
reference standard92

These statistics are for discomfort or pain at the wrist or radiating distally along the
course of the nerve that is related to the client’s condition:

SN 48 (29-67), SP 67 (54-79), +LR 1.4, −LR 0.78, QUADAS 10, in a study of 82
clients with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 45 ± 12 years; 41 women; mean
duration of symptoms 183 days), using electrophysiologic examination as a reference
standard86

 

Flick Sign
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Figure 23.28

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing, monitoring client
 

Movement

The clinician instructs the client to vigorously shake or flick their hands.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is resolution of symptoms of paresthesia during or following the test.
 

Statistics

Overall estimate: SN 47 (NR), SP 62 (NR), +LR 2.3, −LR 0.44, over four studies
and 5,036 clients with pathology and 3,854 control clients87

SN 37 (27-46), SP 74 (62-87), +LR 1.4, −LR 0.9, QUADAS 11, in a study of 142
clients with suggestion of carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 47 years; 82 women;
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duration of symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic testing as a reference standard89

SN 50 (NR), SP 61 (NR), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.8, QUADAS 10, in a study of 50 clients
with carpal tunnel syndrome symptoms (mean age NR; 43 women; duration of
symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic testing as a reference standard93

SN 90 (80-96), SP 30 (20-42), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.3, QUADAS 13, in a study of 59
clients/75 hands with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 47 years [range 15-82
years]; 43 women; duration of symptoms NR), using clinical and neurophysiological
testing as a reference standard11

 

Hand Elevation Test
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Figure 23.29

 

 

Client Position

Sitting or standing comfortably
 

Clinician Position

Seated or standing at the client’s side
 

Movement

The client actively raises both arms overhead and maintains the position for up to 2
minutes or until symptoms are provoked.
 

Assessment
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A (+) test is provocation of paresthesia or numbness in the median nerve distribution.
 

Statistics

SN 76 (NR), SP 99 (NR), +LR 50.3, −LR 0.25, QUADAS 8, in a study of 118
clients (200 symptomatic hands) with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 55.3 years
[range 44-75 years]; 118 women; mean duration of symptoms greater than 6
months) confirmed with electrodiagnostic testing as a reference standard98

SN 87 (NR), SP 89 (NR), +LR 7.8, −LR 0.15, QUADAS 9, in a study of 83
clients/90 hands with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 57 [range 48-64 years]; 76
women; duration of symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic testing as a reference
standard92

SN 99, SP 91, +LR 11.5, −LR 0.02, QUADAS 7, in a study of 70 clients with carpal
tunnel syndrome (mean age 58 [range 26-87 years]; 51 women; duration of
symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic testing as a reference standard99

SN 88 (81-94), SP 98 (95-100), +LR 44, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 7, in a study of 48
clients (60 hands) with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 56 [range 27-92 years]; 32
women; duration of symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic testing as a reference
standard100

 

Tethered Median Nerve Stress Test
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Figure 23.30

 

 

Client Position

Comfortably positioned, either sitting down or lying supine
 

Clinician Position

Positioned comfortably next to the client
 

Movement

With the client’s forearm in supination, the clinician passively hyperextends the wrist
while passively extending the distal interphalangeal joint of the index finger. This position
is maintained for 15 seconds.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is provocation of pain in the proximal volar aspect of the forearm.
 

Statistics

SN 50 (NR), SP 59 (NR), +LR 1.22, −LR 0.59, QUADAS 11, in a study of 102 clients
with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 53 years; 5 women; duration of symptoms 3-12
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months), using electrodiagnostic testing as a reference standard101

 

Closed-Fist or Lumbrical Provocation Test
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Figure 23.31

 

 

Client Position

Comfortably positioned, either sitting down or lying in supine
 

Clinician Position

Positioned comfortably next to the client
 

Movement

The client moves the fingers into a fully flexed position and maintains a fist for up to
60 seconds or until the onset of symptoms. The clinician holds the client’s wrist.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is the provocation of paresthesia or numbness in the median nerve
distribution.
 

Statistics

Pooled synthesis: SN 48, SP 81, +LR 2.5, −LR 0.64 in a systematic review of two
studies including 159 clients102
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SN 37 (NR), SP 71 (NR), +LR 1.28, −LR 0.89, QUADAS 8, in a study of 96 clients
with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 53 years; 6 women; duration of symptoms 3-
12 months), using electrodiagnostic testing as a reference standard103

 

Wrist-Ratio Index

Client Position

Seated with the arm resting on the table
 
 

Clinician Position

Seated next to the client
 

Measurement

Using a standard sliding caliper, the clinician measures the dorsal-ventral and radial-
ulnar dimensions of the wrist at the level of the distal palmar wrist crease.
 

Assessment

A (+) test occurs if the wrist ratio (D-V/R-U) is ≥ 0.70.
 

Statistics

SN 69 (NR), SP 73 (NR), +LR 2.6, −LR 0.42, QUADAS 10, in a study of 143 clients
(228 hands) clients with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age, number of females, and
duration of symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic testing as a reference standard104

 

Katz Hand Diagram
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Figure 23.32

 

 

Client Position

The client fills out a self-administered hand diagram using a key of numbness, tingling,
and decreased sensation.
 

Assessment

The Katz hand diagram divides clients into the categories of classic, probable, possible,
and unlikely carpal tunnel syndrome.
 

Statistics

Pooled synthesis: SN 75, SP 72, +LR 2.7, −LR 0.35 in a systematic review of six
studies including 293 clients.102

SN 80 (NR), SP 90 (NR), +LR 3.6, −LR 0.1, QUADAS 11, in a study of 63 clients
(83 hands) with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age, gender, and duration of
symptoms NR), using objective clinical criteria including electrodiagnostic testing as
a reference standard105

SN 33-40 (20-52), SP 76-81 (69-87), +LR 1.38–2.11, −LR 0.89–0.74, QUADAS
NR, in a study of 221 workers with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 32 years; 65
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women; duration of symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic testing as a reference
standard106

 

Median Nerve Digit Score

Client Position

The client fills out a self-administered hand diagram using a key of numbness, tingling,
and decreased sensation.
 
 

Assessment

The clinician scores the diagrams according to the number of digits indicated by the
client (thumb, index, and long finger) with shading. Each digit is scored separately as
involved or uninvolved.
 

Statistics

Overall SN 54-58 (40-69), SP 70-76 (62-83), +LR 1.8–2.4, −LR 0.66–0.55,
QUADAS 9, in a study of 221 workers with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 32
years; 65 women; duration of symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic testing as a
reference standard106

Long finger: SN 67 (52-79), SP 65-73 (57-80), +LR 1.9–2.5, −LR 0.45–0.51106

Index finger: SN 54-59 (40-70), SP 67-73 (60-80), +LR 1.6–2.2, −LR 0.69–0.56106

Thumb: SN 31-35 (21-50), SP 77-79 (70-85), +LR 1.4–1.7, −LR 0.89–0.82106

 

Thenar Atrophy

Client Position

Sitting with arms relaxed on the table
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Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client
 

Assessment

The clinician visually inspects the thenar eminence for loss of bulk in the abductor
pollicis brevis muscle. A (+) test is the presence of observable atrophy.
 

Statistics

Pooled synthesis: SN 12, SP 94, +LR 2.0, −LR 0.94, in a systematic review of two
studies including 107 clients102

SN 18 (NR), SP 96 (NR), +LR 4.5, −LR 0.85, QUADAS 9, in a study of 88 clients
diagnosed with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 56 [range 21-85 years]; 55
women; mean duration of symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic testing as a
reference standard107

 

Wrist Flexion and Median Nerve Compression
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Figure 23.33

 

  

Client Position

Sitting with the elbows fully extended, forearm supinated, and wrist flexed to 60°
 

Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician applies even and constant pressure over the median nerve at the carpal
tunnel.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is the reproduction of the client’s symptoms along the median nerve
distribution within either 20 or 30 seconds.
 

Statistics

Pooled synthesis: SN 80, SP 92, +LR 10, −LR 0.22, in a systematic review of three
studies including 190 clients102
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30-second cutoff: SN 86 (80-92), SP 95 (91-99), +LR 17.2, −LR 0.15, QUADAS 9,
in a study of 114 clients/191 hands with CTS (mean age NR; 32% females; mean
duration of symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic testing as a reference standard108

20-second cutoff: SN 82 (76-89), SP 99 (97-100), +LR 82, −LR 0.18, QUADAS 9,
in a study of 114 clients/191 hands (mean age NR; 32% females; mean duration of
symptoms NR) with CTS, using electrodiagnostic testing as a reference standard108

 

Median Nerve Compression Test
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Figure 23.34

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with arms relaxed on the table
 

Clinician Position

Sitting opposite the client, with their thumbs placed directly over the median nerve as it
passes under the flexor retinaculum between the flexor carpi radialis and the palmaris
longus
 

Movement

The clinician applies even and constant pressure with the thumbs for 15 seconds to 2
minutes. Afterward, the clinician removes their thumbs and questions the client on the
relief of symptoms.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is the reproduction of the client’s symptoms (pain, paresthesia, or numbness)
distal to the site of compression along the median nerve distribution.
 

Statistics
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Pooled synthesis: SN 64, SP 83, +LR 3.8, −LR 0.43, in a systematic review of 17
studies including 1,985 clients102

 

Carpal Compression Test (Durkan’s Test)

Client Position

Sitting with arms relaxed on the table
 
 

Clinician Position

Sitting opposite to the client and placing their thumbs directly over the client’s median
nerve
 

Movement

The clinician applies even and constant pressure over the proximal edge of the carpal
ligament (proximal wrist crease) with their thumbs for 30 seconds.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is the reproduction of the client’s symptoms (pain, paresthesia, or numbness)
distal to the site of compression along the median nerve distribution.
 

Statistics

Pooled synthesis: SN 64, SP 83, +LR 3.8, −LR 0.43, in a systematic review of 17
studies including 1,985 clients102

SN 75 (67-82), SP 93 (88-97), +LR 10.7, −LR 0.27, QUADAS 9, in a study of 83
clients/90 hands with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 56.9 [range 48-64 years]; 76
women; mean duration of symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic testing as a
reference standard92

SN 77 (NR), SP 18 (NR), +LR 0.9, −LR 1.29, QUADAS 9, in a study of 88 clients
diagnosed with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 56 [range 21-85 years]; 55
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women; mean duration of symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic testing as a
reference107

 

Modified Carpal Compression Test

Client Position

Sitting with forearms in supination on a table, with wrists in neutral alignment
 
 

Clinician Position

Sitting opposite to the client, with their thumbs placed directly over the palmar aspect
of the carpal tunnel with adjacent thumbs
 

Movement

The clinician applies an oscillatory pressure over the palmar aspect of the carpal tunnel.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of the client’s symptoms in the median nerve distribution of
the volar/palmar aspect within 5 seconds.
 

Statistics

SN 14 (8-24), SP 96 (72-100), +LR 3.5, −LR 0.89, QUADAS 9, in a study of 43
clients/86 hands with the diagnosis of carpal tunnel syndrome (mean female age: 47 years,
mean male age: 52; 32 women; mean duration of symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic
testing as a reference standard109

 

Two-Point Discrimination
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Client Position

Sitting with arms relaxed on the table
 
 

Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician uses a two-point esthesiometer applied to the pulp of the index finger
until the skin just blanches. The client distinguishes between the touch of the prongs
(either one or two). The clinician records, in millimeters, the smallest distance perceived as
two separate points.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is the client’s inability to detect a distance of 6 mm or more.
 

Statistics

Pooled synthesis: SN 24, SP 93, +LR 4.8, −LR 0.80, in a systematic review of six
studies including 381 clients102

 

Semmes-Weinstein Monofilament Test

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed on the table
 
 

Clinician Position
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Sitting next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician applies the monofilament perpendicular to the palmar digital surface of
the digital pulp of digits 1, 2, and 3 on the affected hand. The clinician applies pressure
until the monofilament begins to bend. They repeat this process three times.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is occurs when the client, with their eyes closed, can verbally report which
digit is receiving pressure at 2.83 mg.
 

Statistics

Pooled synthesis: SN 72, SP 62, +LR 1.9, −LR 0.45, in a systematic review of 11
studies including 811 clients102

 

Hypoesthesia

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed on the table
 
 

Clinician Position

Sitting or standing next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician rolls a pinwheel across the client’s hand in the distribution of the median
nerve.
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Assessment

A (+) test is the client’s ability to report a decrease in their capability to detect pain in
the hand along the distribution of the median nerve.
 

Statistics

SN 51 (NR), SP 85 (NR), +LR 3.4, −LR 0.6, QUADAS 10, in a study of 143 clients
(228 hands) with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age, number of females, and duration of
symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic testing as a reference standard104

 

Gilliat Tourniquet Test

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed on the table
 
 

Clinician Position

Sitting or standing next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician places a blood pressure cuff over the client’s arm proximal to the elbow
and inflates it to either a suprasystolic pressure (above the client’s systolic pressure) or an
infrasystolic pressure (70 mmHg) for 60 seconds.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is either the reproduction or exacerbation of paresthesia or numbness in the
client’s thumb or index finger within 60 seconds.
 

Statistics
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Pooled synthesis (suprasystolic): SN 59, SP 61, +LR 1.5, −LR 0.67, in a systematic
review of six studies including 306 clients102

Suprasystolic: SN 67 (53-80), SP 33 (1-91), +LR 1, −LR 1, QUADAS 8, in a study
of 49 clients/52 hands with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 52 years; 40 women;
mean duration of symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic testing as a reference
standard110

Infrasystolic: SN 55 (40-69), SP 100 (29-100), +LR 55, −LR 0.46, QUADAS 8, in a
study of 49 clients/52 hands (mean age 52 years; 40 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR) with carpal tunnel syndrome, using electrodiagnostic testing as a
reference standard110

 

Abnormal Vibration
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Figure 23.35

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed on the table
 

Clinician Position

Sitting or standing next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician will use a tuning fork with 256 cycles per second. The clinician strikes the
tuning fork against a firm object and then places it against the fingertip of each digit on the
client’s hand. They then compare the testing to the contralateral upper extremity.
 

Assessment

A (+) test occurs when the client reports that the perception of the stimulus was altered
and that they could qualify the difference as being lesser, being greater, or similar.
 

Statistics

Pooled synthesis: SN 55, SP 81, +LR 2.9, −LR 0.56, in a systematic review of six
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studies including 343 clients102

 

Abductor Pollicis Brevis Weakness
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Figure 23.36

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed on the table and the thumb positioned in neutral
 

Clinician Position

Sitting or standing next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician instructs the client to move the thumb into abduction as they apply a
force directed toward the palm.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is weakness of thumb abduction.
 

Statistics

Pooled synthesis: SN 29, SP 80, +LR 1.5, −LR 0.89, in a systematic review of two
studies including 107 clients102

SN 37 (NR), SP 73 (NR), +LR 1.4, −LR 0.86, QUADAS 9, in a study of 88 clients
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diagnosed with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 56 [range 21-85 years]; 55
women; mean duration of symptoms NR), using electrodiagnostic testing as a
reference107

 

Hems’ Questionnaire for Carpal Tunnel Syndrome

The questionnaire has two sections. The client completes the first section and the
clinician completes the second section. The questionnaire is scored according to the
following system:

Age: below 60 years (2 points), above 60 years (0 points)
Symptoms: night pain (2 points), paresthesia median nerve distribution (2 points),
relief pain by shaking (2 points), relief pain by splint (1 point),clumsiness (1 point)
Signs: Tinel’s sign (2 points), Phalen’s test (1 point), alteration in sensation in
distribution of median nerve (2 points), wasting of thenar eminence (2 points)
Total: (17 points)

 

Statistics

Score ≥ 6: SN 92 (83-97), SP 61 (36-83), +LR 2.4, −LR 0.13, QUADAS 7, in a
study of 91 clients/52 hands with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 55 years; 108
women; symptom duration ranged from 3 months to more than 1 year), using nerve
conduction studies as a reference standard111

Score ≥ 7: SN 82 (72-90), SP 67 (41-87), +LR 2.5, −LR 0.27, QUADAS 7, in a
study of 91 clients/52 hands with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 55 years; 108
women; symptom duration ranged from 3 months to more than 1 year), using nerve
conduction studies as a reference standard111

Score ≥ 8: SN 70 (58-80), SP 72 (47-90), +LR 2.5, −LR 0.42, QUADAS 7, in a
study of 91 clients/52 hands with carpal tunnel syndrome (mean age 55 years; 108
women; symptom duration ranged from 3 months to more than 1 year), using nerve
conduction studies as a reference standard111

 

Thumb Instability
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Ulnar Collateral Ligament Test (Gamekeeper’s or Skier’s Thumb)
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Figure 23.37

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s hand or fingers with their cranial hand and takes the
client’s thumb into extension with their caudal hand. Maintaining thumb extension, the
clinician applies a valgus stress to the metacarpophalangeal joint of the thumb.
 

Assessment

A (+) test has been described as valgus movement greater than 30°.
 

Statistics

SN 94 (NR), SP (NR), +LR (NR), −LR (NR), QUADAS 8, in a prospective study of
23 clients with acute ulnar collateral ligament injuries (mean age NR; number of women
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NR; mean duration of symptoms 7 days), using surgery as a reference standard112

 

Thumb Tenosynovitis

 

Finkelstein’s Test
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Figure 23.38

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client
 

Movement

The client makes a fist with the thumb placed inside the fingers. The clinician stabilizes
the proximal forearm and deviates the client’s wrist in an ulnar direction.
 

Assessment

A (+) test has been described as pain over the abductor pollicis longus (APL) and
extensor pollicis brevis (EPB) tendons.
 

Statistics

NR
The extensor pollicis brevis test has been performed to determine if a septum was
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present between the EPB and APL. The test consists of two parts: (1) The clinician
resists thumb metacarpophalangeal joint extension and then (2) resists thumb palmar
abduction. A (+) test occurs when the pain produced by part (1) is greater than that
in (2).
SN 81 (NR), SP 50 (NR), +LR 1.62, −LR 0.38, QUADAS 9, in a study of 178
clients with de Quervain’s (mean age 46 years; 138 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), using surgery as a reference standard.113

 

Extensor Carpi Ulnaris Tendinosis

 

Extensor Carpi Ulnaris (ECU) Synergy Test

Client Position

Sitting with arms relaxed with the arm to be assessed on the table with the elbow flexed
at 90°, forearm in full supination, wrist in neutral, and fingers fully extended
 
 

Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client, the clinician grasps the client’s thumb and middle finger with
one hand and palpates the ECU tendon with the other hand.
 

Movement

The client radially abducts the thumb against resistance.
 

Assessment

A (+) test has been described as reproduction of pain along the dorsal aspect of the
wrist.
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Statistics

NR
Part of a clinical algorithm in a prospective study of 55 clients with dorsal-ulnar-sided
wrist pain, using MRI or wrist arthroscopy as a reference standard. Authors suggest
that the ECU synergy test compose part of a clinical algorithm that may help to
differentiate between intra-articular and extra-articular pathology, and it may
minimize the need for wrist MRI and diagnostic arthroscopy.114

 

Scaphoid Fracture

 

Scaphoid Compression Test
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Figure 23.39

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician provides longitudinal pressure through the thumb, producing
compression on the scaphoid.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a reproduction of the client’s pain at the wrist.
 

Statistics

SN 70 (NR), SP 22 (NR), +LR 0.90, −LR 1.4, QUADAS 9, in a prospective study of
99 clients with scaphoid fracture (mean age NR [range 10-74 years]; 44 females with
acute wrist injuries, duration of symptoms NR), using initial X-rays or repeat X-ray
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or bone scan 2 weeks after injury as a reference standard115

SN 100 (94-100), SP 48 (40-60), +LR 1.92, −LR 0, QUADAS 9, in a prospective
study of 215 clients with scaphoid fracture (median age 36 years; 48% women;
duration of symptoms within 24 hours), using initial X-rays or repeat X-ray or bone
scan 2 weeks after injury as a reference standard116

 

Anatomical Snuffbox Tenderness
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Figure 23.40

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician palpates and provides pressure on the anatomical snuffbox.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is pain or tenderness during palpation with pressure.
 

Statistics

SN 90 (80-100), SP 40 (33-47), +LR 2.37, −LR 2.25, QUADAS 8, in a study of 246
clients with a suspected scaphoid injury (mean age, number of females, and mean
duration of symptoms NR), using initial X-rays or repeat X-rays 14 days later as a
reference standard117
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SN 100 (94-100), SP 19 (13-26), +LR 1.23, −LR 0, QUADAS 9, in a prospective
study of 215 clients with scaphoid fracture (median age 36 years; 48% females;
duration of symptoms within 24 hours), using initial X-rays or repeat X-ray or bone
scan 2 weeks after injury as a reference standard116

 

Scaphoid Tubercle Tenderness

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician extends the client’s wrist with one hand and then palpates and provides
pressure to the tuberosity at the proximal wrist with the other hand.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is pain or tenderness during palpation with pressure.
 

Statistics

SN 87 (75-99), SP 57 (50-64), +LR 1.55, −LR 1.51, QUADAS 8, in a study of 246
clients with a suspected scaphoid injury (mean age, number of females, and mean
duration of symptoms NR), using initial X-rays or repeat X-rays 14 days later as a
reference standard117

SN 100 (94-100), SP 30 (23-38), +LR 1.43, −LR 0, QUADAS 9, in a prospective
study of 215 clients with scaphoid fracture (median age 36 years; 48% females;
duration of symptoms within 24 hours), using initial X-rays or repeat X-ray or bone
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scan 2 weeks after injury as a reference standard116

 

Pronation With Ulnar Deviation of the Wrist

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician instructs the client to pronate their wrist to end range, followed by ulnar
deviation.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is described as pain in the anatomical snuffbox.
 

Statistics

NR
Powell and colleagues demonstrated that the test gave a 52% positive predictive value
and a 100% negative predictive value in a prospective study of 73 clients.118

The next 10 tests for scaphoid fracture were examined and performed on 41 clients
after a fall on an outstretched hand. MRI was used as a reference standard. Three
orthopedic surgeons who had 10 years of clinical experience in treating trauma reviewed the
MRIs. The orthopedists were provided the results of the clinical tests prior to interpreting
each MRI. The clinical tests were performed in the following order, which may have had an
effect on pain tolerance; this could have adversely affected the outcomes.119
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Abduction of the Thumb

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician asks the client to actively abduct their thumb.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a reproduction of pain during thumb abduction.
 

Statistics

SN 73 (NR), SP 50 (NR), +LR 1.45, −LR 0.55, QUADAS 11, in a study of 41 clients
with clinically suspected occult scaphoid fractures (median age 29 years; 12 females;
duration of symptoms NR), using MRI as a reference standard119

 

Radial Deviation of the Wrist

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed
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Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician asks the client to actively deviate their wrist radially.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a reproduction of pain during radial deviation.
 

Statistics

SN 68 (NR), SP 33 (NR), +LR 1.03, −LR 0.95, QUADAS 11, in a study of 41 clients
with clinically suspected occult scaphoid fractures (median age 29 years; 12 females;
duration of symptoms NR), using MRI as a reference standard119

 

Axial Loading of the Thumb

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician produces a compressive load through the client’s thumb.
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Assessment

A (+) test is a reproduction of the client’s pain during the compressive loading.
 

Statistics

SN 71 (NR), SP 35 (NR), +LR 1.10, −LR 0.82, QUADAS 11, in a study of 41 clients
with clinically suspected occult scaphoid fractures (median age 29 years; 12 females;
duration of symptoms NR), using MRI as a reference standard119

 

Flexion of the Wrist

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician instructs the client to actively flex their wrist.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a reproduction of the client’s pain during wrist flexion.
 

Statistics

SN 71 (NR), SP 50 (NR), +LR 1.43, −LR 0.57, QUADAS 11, in a study of 41 clients
with clinically suspected occult scaphoid fractures (median age 29 years; 12 females;
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duration of symptoms NR), using MRI as a reference standard119

 

Extension of the Wrist

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician instructs the client to actively extend their wrist.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a reproduction of the client’s pain during wrist extension.
 

Statistics

SN 72 (NR), SP 60 (NR), +LR 1.81, −LR 0.46, QUADAS 11, in a study of 41 clients
with clinically suspected occult scaphoid fractures (median age 29 years; 12 females;
duration of symptoms NR), using MRI as a reference standard119

 

Power Grip of the Hand

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed
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Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician and client set up in a handshake position. The clinician instructs the
client to squeeze their hand.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a reproduction of pain while the client squeezes the clinician’s hand.
 

Statistics

SN 67 (NR), SP 20 (NR), +LR 0.83, −LR 1.67, QUADAS 11, in a study of 41 clients
with clinically suspected occult scaphoid fractures (median age 29 years; 12 females;
duration of symptoms NR), using MRI as a reference standard119

 

Ulnar Deviation of the Wrist

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client
 

Movement
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The clinician instructs the client to actively perform ulnar deviation of their wrist.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a reproduction of the client’s pain during ulnar deviation.
 

Statistics

SN 70 (NR), SP 36 (NR), +LR 1.10, −LR 0.83, QUADAS 11, in a study of 41 clients
with clinically suspected occult scaphoid fractures (median age 29 years; 12 females;
duration of symptoms NR), using MRI as a reference standard119

 

Pronation of the Forearm

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician instructs the client to actively pronate their forearm.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a reproduction of the client’s pain during pronation.
 

Statistics
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SN 79 (NR), SP 58 (NR), +LR 1.90, −LR 0.35, QUADAS 11, in a study of 41 clients
with clinically suspected occult scaphoid fractures (median age 29 years; 12 females;
duration of symptoms NR), using MRI as a reference standard119

 

Supination of the Forearm

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician instructs the client to actively supinate their forearm.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a reproduction of the client’s pain during supination.
 

Statistics

SN 76 (NR), SP 50 (NR), +LR 1.52, −LR 0.48, QUADAS 11, in a study of 41 clients
with clinically suspected occult scaphoid fractures (median age 29 years; 12 females;
duration of symptoms NR), using MRI as a reference standard119

 

Thumb-Index Finger Pinch

Client Position
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Sitting with the arms relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Sitting next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician instructs the client to actively pinch their thumb and index finger
together.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a reproduction of pain while pinching.
 

Statistics

SN 73 (NR), SP 75 (NR), +LR 2.92, −LR 0.36, QUADAS 11, in a study of 41 clients
with clinically suspected occult scaphoid fractures (median age 29 years; 12 females;
duration of symptoms NR), using MRI as a reference standard119

 

Wrist Laxity

 

Garcia-Elias Test

Wrist laxity is evaluated using four clinical tests. Each test is given a score of 1 to 50
points, with a score of 1 point indicating the greatest stiffness and a score of 50 indicating
the highest joint laxity. All four test scores are added together for a range of 4 to 200.
Clients are ranked based on their laxity score. A (+) test is a rank in the top 25% of total
clients. The four clinical tests are the following:

Measurement in millimeters of the shortest perpendicular distance between the
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center of the thumbnail and the forearm when the client was asked to move the
thumb maximally toward the forearm while extending the wrist
Measurement of the angle of the wrist when the client was asked to extend the wrist
maximally
Measurement in millimeters of the shortest perpendicular distance between the
center of the thumbnail and the forearm when the client was asked to move the wrist
in maximal flexion
Measurement of the angle of the wrist when the client was asked to flex the wrist
maximally

 

Statistics

SN 20 (NR), SP 55 (NR), +LR 0.44, −LR 1.46, QUADAS 8, in a study of 50 healthy
premenopausal female clients, using clinical evaluations from two expert surgeons that
resulted in a final score on a Likert scale as a reference standard120

 

Beighton Method

The Beighton method of assessment of generalized ligamentous laxity is described in
detail in chapter 8 (Range of Motion Assessment).
 

AROM Method

A measurement device was created, based on a validated clinical goniometer, to measure
the AROM of the wrist. The forearm and hand were fixed so that the movement was
localized to the wrist, although researchers stated that minor carpal motion could not be
prevented.
 

Statistics

SN 54 (NR), SP 67 (NR), +LR 1.61, −LR 0.69, QUADAS 8, in a study of 50 healthy
premenopausal female clients, using clinical evaluations from two expert surgeons that
resulted in a final score on a Likert scale as a reference standard120

 

Wrist Instability
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Watson Scaphoid Test (Scaphoid Instability)
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Figure 23.41

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the arm slightly pronated
 

Clinician Position

Sitting or standing next to the client. The clinician grasps the client’s wrist from the
radial side with their thumb over the scaphoid tubercle. With the other hand, the clinician
grasps the client’s metacarpals.
 

Movement

The clinician moves the client’s hand from ulnar deviation and slight extension to
radial deviation and slight flexion. The clinician uses their thumb to push the scaphoid out
of its normal alignment when laxity is present. When the thumb is released, a thunk is
heard as the scaphoid returns to its normal alignment.
 

Assessment

A (+) test occurs when there is a subluxation or clunk at the clinician’s thumb and a
reproduction of pain reported by the client.
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Statistics

SN 69 (NR), SP 66 (NR), +LR 2.0, −LR 0.47, QUADAS 12, in a retrospective study
of 50 clients with wrist pain (median age 38 years; 24 women; duration of symptoms of at
least 4 weeks), using arthroscopy as a reference standard121

 

Ulnomeniscotriquetral Dorsal Glide or Piano Key Test (TFCC Tear or
Triquetral Instability)
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Figure 23.42

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Sitting or standing at the client’s side. The clinician places their thumb dorsally over
the client’s ulna and places the proximal interphalangeal joint of their index finger over the
pisotriquetral complex.
 

Movement

The clinician produces a dorsal glide of the pisotriquetral complex by squeezing their
thumb and index finger together.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is described as a reproduction of pain or laxity in the ulnomeniscotriquetral
region.
 

Statistics
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SN 66 (NR), SP 64 (NR), +LR 1.8, −LR 0.5, QUADAS 12, in a retrospective study of
50 clients with wrist pain (median age 38 years; 24 women; duration of symptoms of at
least 4 weeks), using arthroscopy as a reference standard121

 

Ballottement Test (Lunotriquetral Ligament Integrity)
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Figure 23.43

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Sitting or standing next to the client. The clinician grasps the triquetrum with the
thumb and index finger of one hand and uses the other thumb and index finger of the
other hand to grasp the lunate.
 

Movement

The clinician moves the lunate in a palmar and dorsal direction in regard to the
triquetrum.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is laxity, crepitus, or reproduction of the client’s pain during movement.
 

Statistics

SN 64 (NR), SP 44 (NR), +LR 1.14, −LR 0.82, QUADAS 12, in a retrospective study
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of 50 clients with wrist pain (median age 38 years; 24 women; duration of symptoms of at
least 4 weeks), using arthroscopy as a reference standard121

 

Wrist Flexion and Finger Extension Test (Scapholunate Pathology)
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Figure 23.44

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the elbow placed on the table
 

Clinician Position

Sitting or standing next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician places and holds the client’s wrist in flexion and instructs the client to
extend their fingers against resistance.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a reproduction of pain over the scaphoid.
 

Statistics
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NR
Truong and colleagues122 described this test as a component of five clinical exam
tests used in determining scapholunate pathology.

 

Dorsal Capitate Displacement Apprehension Test (Stability of the Capitate
Bone)
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Figure 23.45

 

 

Client Position

Sitting facing the clinician
 

Clinician Position

Sitting or standing next to the client. The clinician uses one hand to hold the client’s
hand in neutral. With the other hand, the clinician places their thumb over the palmar
aspect of the capitate and their fingers on the dorsal surface.
 

Movement

The clinician pushes the capitate posterior and applies a counterpressure with the
fingers on the dorsal surface.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a reproduction of the client’s pain, apprehension, or if half of the proximal
pole of the capitate is displaced past the lunate fossa.
 

Statistics
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NR
Truong and colleagues122 described a similar test, called the capitolunate instability
pattern wrist maneuver, as a component of five clinical exam tests used in
determining scapholunate pathology.

 

Clinical Stress Test (Distal Radius Fracture)
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Figure 23.46

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Sitting or standing next to the client. The clinician grasps the client’s radius with the
forearm in a neutral position.
 

Movement

The clinician fixes the distal ulna between their thumb and index finger and then tries
to force the distal ulna in a dorsal and palmar direction in regard to the radius.
 

Assessment

A (+) test occurs when the ulna is displaced relatively to the contralateral side with the
existence of pain or apprehension.
 

Statistics

NR
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Kim and colleagues123 determined the kappa values for agreement of the results
regarding distal radial ulnar joint instability by comparing CT measurements and the
clinical stress test. Reliability values are as follows: 0.33 for the modified radioulnar
line, 0.56 for the epicenter, and 0.41 for the radioulnar ratio method. A limitation
with this study was that a second clinician did not retest the reliability of the clinical
stress test.

 

Ulnocarpal Stress Test
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Figure 23.47

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the elbow fully flexed, forearm supinated, and wrist in full ulnar deviation
 

Clinician Position

Sitting or standing next to the client, supporting their elbow and grasping the palm of
the hand
 

Movement

The clinician maintains ulnar deviation while moving the wrist in supination and
pronation.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a click and pain along the medial aspect of the wrist within the ulnocarpal
region.
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Statistics

NR
Moriya and colleagues124 evaluated this test on 11 fresh and frozen cadaver
specimens. Investigators released the triangular ligament to simulate instability of the
distal radial ulnar joint.

 

Grind Test (TFCC)

Client Position

Sitting with the arms relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Sitting or standing next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician compresses and rotates the client’s first metacarpal bone and trapezium.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of pain and crepitus due to the test movement.
 

Statistics

NR
 

Press Test (TFCC)
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Figure 23.48

 

 

Client Position

Sitting in a stable chair with both hands and arms on the armrests
 

Clinician Position

Sitting or standing next to the client
 

Movement

The client pushes off the armrests to suspend their body only using the hands.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a reproduction of the wrist pain while the client is pressing up their body
weight.
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Statistics

SN 100, QUADAS 7, in a prospective study of 27 clients with a working diagnosis of
a triangular fibrocartilage complex tear (median age 31 years; 9 women; duration of
symptoms NR), using arthroscopic surgery as a reference standard.125 Due to
methodology of the test design, SP could not be determined.
SN 79, QUADAS 7, in a prospective study of 27 clients with a working diagnosis of
a triangular fibrocartilage complex tear (median age 31 years; 9 females; duration of
symptoms NR), using MRI arthrogram as a reference standard.125 Due to
methodology of the test design, SP could not be determined.

 

Supination Lift Test (TFCC)

Client Position

Sitting with the elbows flexed to 90° and the forearms supinated. The client lays their
hands flat on the undersurface of a heavy stable table or against the clinician’s hands.
 
 

Clinician Position

Sitting or standing next to the client
 

Movement

The client is instructed to lift the table or to push up against the clinician’s hands.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is pain localized to the ulnar side of the wrist or if the client has difficulty
applying the force.
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Statistics

NR
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Palpation

Palpation of the WH will include bony and soft-tissue structures. Soft-tissue and bony
palpation will begin proximally at the elbow at the epicondyles and continue distally into
the structures of the hand. Specific bony structures to be assessed are the epicondyles of the
humerus, the olecranon of the humerus, the shafts of the distal radius and ulna, the radial
head and styloid process of the radius, the carpal and metacarpal bones, and the phalanges.
Soft-tissue palpation should include the musculature, ligamentous, tendinous, and neural
structures of the elbow and forearm, specifically assessing structures identified as areas of
concern from previously exposed subjective and objective findings. Specific palpatory
findings have been shown to be useful in assisting with diagnosis:

The lack of a palpable mass proximal to the metacarpophalangeal joint can be used to
rule out a complete tear of the UCL of the thumb (SN 100).112

Physical findings found most useful in screening for wrist fracture for clients with
acute wrist trauma included localized tenderness (SN 94).62

Tenderness with palpation of the distal radius was found in children following acute
trauma in the absence of obvious deformity: SN 79, SP 63.63

Here are the main anatomical landmarks commonly assessed during palpatory
assessment of the wrist and hand (refer to figures 23.2 and 23.3).

Radial styloid process: This is located on the distal most and lateral portion of the
radius that attaches to the first row of carpal bones. The clinician should palpate the
distal end of the radius, just proximal to the scaphoid.
Ulnar styloid process: This is located on the distal most and dorsal surface of the
ulna. The clinician should palpate the distal end of the ulna.
Anatomical snuffbox: This is bordered medially by the extensor pollicis longus and
laterally by the extensor pollicis brevis and the abductor pollicis longus (see figure
23.4). It can be seen best by having the client actively extend the thumb. The
scaphoid can be palpated inside the snuffbox.
Scaphoid (navicular): This bone represents the floor of the snuffbox. It is the largest
bone of the proximal carpal row. With ulnar deviation, the scaphoid slides out from
under the radial styloid process so that it can become more palpable.
Lunate: This is located just lateral to scaphoid, distal to radius, and directly proximal
to capitate. As the wrist is flexed, the lunate becomes prominent on the dorsal aspect
of the wrist.
Triquetrum: This is located just distal to the ulnar styloid process, in the proximal
row of carpal bones. This carpal bone is difficult to palpate, even with radial wrist
deviation.
Pisiform: The sesamoid bone formed within the flexor carpi ulnaris. It is easily
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moveable with palpation.
Hook of hamate: This is located slightly distal and radial to pisiform. With the
interphalangeal joint of the palpating thumb on the pisiform, the clinician should
point the tip of the thumb into the client’s palm, palpating the hook of the hamate.
It forms the lateral border of the tunnel of Guyon (ulnar nerve and artery of hand
pass through here).
Trapezium: This is located on the radial side of the carpals, and it articulates with
the 1st metacarpal. The clinician should ask the client to flex and extend their
thumb, and then palpate just proximal to scaphoid and just distal to the 1st
metacarpal.
Capitate: This lies between the 3rd metacarpal and the radius. With the wrist in
neutral, a small depression is noted in the area of the capitate. Flexing the wrist causes
the capitate to slide out from under the lunate, creating a fullness (or prominence)
where the depression was located.
Metacarpophalangeal joints: The clinician should move distal from metacarpals to
the knuckles of the hand. Palpating along the side, the clinician can palpate the joint
line.
Flexor carpi ulnaris (FCU): The FCU is most easily palpated just proximal to the
pisiform bone. It is more easily palpated with active wrist flexion or ulnar deviation.
Palmaris longus: See figure 23.49. The clinician can have the client flex their wrist
and touch the tips of their thumb and 5th finger together in opposition. If present (it
is absent in 7–10% of population), it will be prominent with this movement because
it lies anterior to the flexor retinaculum.
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Figure 23.49 Palmaris longus.

 

Radial artery: This is palpable just proximal to the radial styloid and radial to the
flexor carpi radialis.
Ulnar artery: This is palpable just proximal to the pisiform bone and radial to the
FCU.
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Physical Performance Measures

Physical performance measures of the upper extremity are applicable for use in clients
presenting with wrist and hand dysfunction. For more information, refer to chapter 21
(Shoulder). Specifically, the most commonly used measures for the wrist and hand are grip
strength and measures of fine motor control of the wrist and hand. Gross wrist or hand
strength assessments are the following:

Maximum grip strength
Tip pinch strength
Key pinch strength
Tripod pinch strength

Selection and utilization of these tests will be individualistic to each client dependent
on their functional status and goals. As mentioned in previous chapters, selection and
utilization of these measures should move from least challenging to most.

Grip strength is one of the most commonly used physical performance measures. It is
typically used with clients with dysfunction in the wrist and hand. Grip strength is often
considered an index of the power that the hand can exert during activities. Maximum grip
strength has been shown as an important predictor of hand function, and is used to
evaluate change over time following intervention.126 Grip testing is commonly used in
clinical settings to evaluate hand and upper extremity function, level of impairment, and
physical performance.18, 127-130 Grip strength has also been proposed as a possible predictor
of mortality,131 and a loss of grip strength may imply a loss of independence.132

Test–retest reliability of grip strength has demonstrated good reliability in
asymptomatic133-137 and symptomatic clients.129, 130, 135, 138 Furthermore, several studies
have demonstrated the reliability of grip strength testing in children,139 adolescents,140, 141

and adults134-136 Grip strength reference values have been determined for healthy adults of
both genders across a wide age range, and are essential in aiding clinical decisions about the
normality of a client’s status compared to the general population.142-144

Fine motor control, commonly referred to as dexterity, is an important skill that is
required in order to perform activities of daily living and occupational-related tasks, and is
frequently affected in clients presenting with wrist and hand dysfunction. Dexterity is
defined as “fine, voluntary movements used to manipulate small objects during a specific
task.”145 Dexterity assessments provide objective information for clients presenting with
wrist and hand impairments, and they can demonstrate functional recovery after injury or
lack thereof. Dexterity has been described by two related terms: manual dexterity and fine
motor dexterity. Manual dexterity is the ability to coordinate movements and handle objects
skillfully with the hand and fine motor dexterity refers to in-hand skillful manipulations of
a tool or object with the fingers.21, 145 Dexterity performance measures are used to quantify
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abilities by evaluating a client’s speed and quality of movement as the hand controls and
works with objects and tools related to activities of daily living and occupational or
recreational tasks. Numerous dexterity performance measures have been found to be
reliable and valid tools to evaluate a client’s manual and fine motor dexterity.146 Yancosek
and colleagues recommend the use of the box and block test for manual dexterity and the
Purdue peg board for fine motor dexterity. Table 23.3 provides an outline of the most
commonly used dexterity testing performance measures.
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Common Orthopedic Conditions of the Wrist and Hand

While it is impossible to distinctly describe various pathological presentations of the
wrist and hand, there are evidence-based findings supportive of particular pathologies of
this region of the body. Therefore, the intent of this section of the chapter is to present
current evidence-supported findings suggestive of wrist and hand pathologies. As previously
described in chapter 4 (Evidence-Based Practice and Client Examination), though, not all
examination findings are absolutely supported with clinical evidence, and the clinician
should also rely on clinical experience and input from the client when performing
differential diagnosis of a client’s presentation of pain and dysfunction.

The following section discusses and provides an evidence-based examination template
for common orthopedic conditions of the wrist and hand. The section highlights current
evidence for each particular diagnosis including each section of the examination template:
the subjective history, outcome measures, diagnostic imaging, observation, triage, motion
tests, muscle performance testing, special tests, palpation, and physical performance
measures. Finally, potential treatment-based classifications are proposed for each condition.

Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (CTS)

ICD-9: 354.0 (carpal tunnel syndrome)
ICD-10: G56.0 (carpal tunnel syndrome, unspecified upper limb)

The carpal tunnel is bordered volarly by the extensor retinaculum. Carpal tunnel
syndrome is compression of the median nerve in this tunnel, eliciting pain, paresthesia,
numbness, and other associated median nerve symptoms. It is the most common
compressive neuropathy in the upper extremity. The diagnosis of CTS continues to
generate some controversy.159

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

The most bothersome symptoms being pain, numbness, and tingling versus loss of
feeling helps rule in (SP 91, +LR 0.42) carpal tunnel syndrome.86

Not having paresthesia along the median nerve distribution that awakens the client at
night helps rule out (SN 96, −LR 0.04;88 SN 84, −LR 0.5160) and rule in (SP 100,
+LR Inf)88 carpal tunnel syndrome.
Not having paresthesia in the thumb, index, and long finger helps rule out (SN 95,
−LR 0.19) carpal tunnel syndrome.11

Symptom behavior being intermittent and variable, not constant, helps rule in (SP
89, +LR 2.1) carpal tunnel syndrome.86

If hand shaking does not improve symptoms, it helps rule out (SN 81, −LR 0.34)
carpal tunnel syndrome.86
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A variety of factors have been described to lead to CTS: heredity, size of carpal
tunnel, associated local and systemic diseases, and certain habits involving repetitive
or sustained wrist flexion.88, 161

The subjective report of swelling in the region of the carpal tunnel does little to rule
out (SN 49, −LR 1.3) or rule in (SP 32, +LR 0.8) the presence of CTS.162

General risk factors:163

Female gender [odds ratio, or OR = 3.7 (2.6–5.2)]
Middle age (40-60 years old) [OR = 2.2 (0.9–4.9)]
Overweight or obesity [OR = 1.5 (1.1–1.9)]
Diabetes mellitus [OR = 5.3 (1.6–16.8)]
Excessive alcohol abuse [OR = 2.3 (0.7–2.3)]

Occupational risk factors:164

Repetition [OR = 2.7 (1.8–39)]
Chronic wrist flexion [OR = 1.7 (1.0–0.6)]
Powerful grip [OR = 4.4 (1.4–13.6)]
Chronic vibration load [OR = 2.6 (1.7–4.0)]

Outcome Measures

Brigham and Women’s Hospital Hand Symptom Severity Scale > 1.9 helps rule out
carpal tunnel syndrome.86

A possible rating on the Katz hand diagram provided good (SP 98, +LR 38)88 to less
than good (SP 90, +LR 3.6105) ability to help rule in carpal tunnel syndrome.
An unlikely rating on the Katz hand diagram provided some assistance to rule out
(SN 90, −LR 0.1105) carpal tunnel syndrome.
Using the clinical diagnosis of CTS as criterion standard, the Katz hand diagram had
favorable diagnostics to help rule out (SN 90) CTS among a population-based
sample of people with numbness and tingling in the hand.165

The Katz hand diagram also demonstrated that the drawing of an expanded area of
symptoms prior to surgery was correlative with poorer outcomes.166

Diagnostic Imaging

EMG compared to clinical findings provided moderate assistance to help rule out
(SN 91) and rule in (SP 81) CTS.36 EMG is typically the first choice because it has
the highest specificity and sensitivity compared to other imaging modalities.
CT compared to clinical findings provided some assistance to help rule out (SN 68-
97) and rule in (SP 48-87) CTS. However, diagnostic accuracy was dependent on the
location where the modality was utilized.36

MRI compared to clinical findings provided some assistance to help rule out (SN 43-
88) and rule in (SP 40-100) CTS. However, diagnostic accuracy was dependent on
the location where the modality was utilized.36
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US may provide some assistance to help rule out (SN 77-88) and rule in (SP 46-87)
CTS.36-39 However, diagnostic accuracy was dependent on the location where the
modality was utilized. The advantages of US compared to electrodiagnostic testing
are that it takes less time to perform, causes less discomfort to the client, and is less
expensive.
Nerve conduction testing provided some assistance to help rule out (SN 70) and rule
in (SP 82) population-based CTS. However, this study demonstrated a relatively
high level of false-positive test results (18%).165

II. Observation

The client may shake their hands in an attempt to relieve symptoms.
This flick sign, when (+), provides ideal ability to help rule out (SN 90, −LR
0.3) carpal tunnel syndrome, although in only one study.11

Long-standing carpal tunnel syndrome may lead to atrophy of the thenar eminence
musculature.
Thenar atrophy, when present, provides good ability to help rule in (SP 96, +LR 4.5)
carpal tunnel syndrome.107

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as neuromusculoskeletal causes from proximal
joints, should be ruled out.64

A lack of localized tenderness (SN 94), pain on active motion (SN 97), and pain on
passive motion (SN 94) help rule out fracture of the wrist.62

CTS is characterized by motor, sensory, and autonomic nerve impairment resulting
in numbness and tingling in the median nerve distribution of the hand, hypotrophy
of the thenar musculature, dropping of items and decreased sweat function in the
hand, with symptom exacerbation at night and after frequent or repetitive use of the
wrist and hand.167

Abnormal vibration sense: A (−) test has less than good ability to help rule out (SN
87)88 CTS and a (+) test has less than good ability to help rule in (SP 80, +LR 3.1;168

SP 85, +LR 1.4169) carpal tunnel syndrome.
Having reduced sensation to touch in the thumb, index finger, and long fingers has
less than good ability to help rule in (SP 67, +LR 1.2) carpal tunnel syndrome.11

Having the appearance of white fingers in the thumb, index finger, and long fingers
has less than good ability to help rule in (SP 83, +LR 1.4) carpal tunnel syndrome.11

IV. Motion Tests

Client may possibly have limited and painful wrist active and passive ROM.
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V. Muscle Performance Testing

Abductor pollicis brevis weakness has less than good ability to help rule in (SP 80-89,
+LR 1.5–1.7) carpal tunnel syndrome.86, 87

Long-standing carpal tunnel syndrome may lead to weakness of opposition and grip
or pincer strength.161

Grip, key pinch, three-jaw pinch, and tip-pinch weakness or pain provided little help
in ruling in or out carpal tunnel syndrome.88

VI. Special Tests

Clinical prediction rule is as follows:86

2 or more variables present: limited ability to rule in or rule out carpal tunnel
syndrome
All 5 variables present: has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 95, +LR 18.3) carpal
tunnel syndrome
Variables: (1) hand shaking improves symptoms, (2) wrist–ratio index > 0.67,
(3) Brigham and Women’s Hospital Hand Symptom Severity Scale score > 1.9,
(4) diminished sensation in median sensory field of thumb, and (5) age > 45
years

CTS-6 diagnostic clinical criteria for CTS are as follows:170

Numbness and tingling in the median nerve distribution
Nocturnal numbness
Weakness or atrophy of the thenar musculature
Tinel’s sign
Phalen’s test
Loss of two-point discrimination

Phalen’s test: provides less than good ability to help rule in or out carpal tunnel
syndrome in pooled analysis87 and several other studies.86, 89, 92

Phalen’s test: A (+) test has good (SP 86-100, +LR 5.9-Inf)90, 91 to ideal ability (SP
95, +LR 15)88 to help rule in carpal tunnel syndrome.
Phalen’s test: A (−) test had good ability to help rule out (SN 82, −LR 0.21) in one
high-quality study.90

Reverse Phalen’s and modified Phalen’s tests have less than good ability to rule out or
rule in carpal tunnel syndrome.
Tinel’s test provides less than good ability to help rule in or out carpal tunnel
syndrome in pooled analysis87 and two other studies.86, 89

Tinel’s test: A (+) test has good (SP 91, +LR 8.2)92 to ideal ability (SP 99, +LR 64)88

to help rule in carpal tunnel syndrome.
Tinel’s, Phalen’s, reverse Phalen’s, and carpal tunnel compression tests are more SN;
they are SP for the diagnosis of tenosynovitis of the flexor muscles of the hand, rather
than being specific tests for carpal tunnel syndrome and can be used as an indicator
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for medical management of the condition.95

Flick sign: provides less than good ability to rule in or out carpal tunnel syndrome in
pooled analysis87 and two other studies.89, 93

Flick sign: A (−) test had ideal ability to help rule out (SN 90, −LR 0.3) carpal tunnel
syndrome in one high-quality study.11

Hand elevation test: A (−) test had good ability to help rule out (SN 87, −LR 0.15)
and rule in (SP 89, +LR 7.8) carpal tunnel in one high-quality study,92 while other
studies of lesser quality demonstrated less than good ability for ruling in or out carpal
tunnel.
Upper limb tension test (median nerve bias): A (−) test had good ability to help rule
out (SN 92, −LR 0.56) carpal tunnel syndrome in one study,171 but not in another
high-quality study (SN 75, −LR 1.9).86

Upper limb tension test (radial nerve bias), tethered median nerve stress test, closed-
fist or lumbrical provocation test, modified carpal compression, wrist-ratio index,
median nerve digit score, Semmes-Weinstein monofilament test, hypoesthesia, Gilliat
tourniquet test, abnormal vibration, abductor pollicis brevis weakness, and Hems’
questionnaire all provide less than good ability to rule in or out carpal tunnel
syndrome.
Thenar atrophy (SP 96, +LR 4.5),107 carpal compression test (SP 83-93, +LR 3.8–
10.7),87, 92 and two-point discrimination (SP 93, +LR 4.8),87 when (+), all provided
good ability to rule in carpal tunnel syndrome.
Katz hand diagram: See information under prior Outcome Measures section.
Physical examination tests have a low yield for the diagnosis of carpal tunnel in
workplace surveillance and pre-placement screening programs, with only the
Semmes-Weinstein sensory test scoring above SN of 31 (actual value: SN 58).172

Other studies also suggest that physical examination is minimally useful as a
screening mechanism for carpal tunnel in working populations.165, 173

VII. Palpation

The median nerve and corresponding area are likely to be tender to palpation, and
palpation may produce paresthesia.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Grip strength and measures of fine motor control of the wrist and hand may be used.
Selection and utilization of these tests will be individual to each client and dependent
on their functional status and goals.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Neurodynamics, mobility, and exercise and conditioning may be used.
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Differential Diagnosis of Carpal Tunnel Syndrome and Cervical
Radiculopathy (C6-7)

CTS is characterized by paresthesias or pain in the distribution of the median nerve
along the thumb, index, and middle fingers, and along the medial half of the ring
finger on the palmar aspect.
CTS symptoms are often reported as worse at night, causing the client to wake up.
Untreated CTS results in atrophy and weakness within the thenar muscles, resulting
in difficulty with handgrip and opposition of the thumb.
Cervical radiculopathy may be identified by the occurrence of cervical spine pain,
reproduction of UE pain with cervical spine active range of motion, muscle weakness
along a myotomal pattern, reflex impairment or loss, or motor or
sensory disturbances, not within the distribution of median nerve.

C6 radiculopathy is associated with pain along the superior lateral aspect of the
arm into the thumb and index fingers, a diminished biceps and brachioradialis
reflex, and weakness with elbow flexion and wrist extension.
C7 radiculopathy is associated with pain along the dorsal aspect of the arm and
the posterolateral aspect of the forearm into the third digit, a diminished
triceps reflex, and weakness of elbow extension and wrist flexion.

Spurling’s compression test may exacerbate (have positive findings) C6-C7 radicular
pain, but not median nerve entrapment.
Selected special tests may be useful in ruling in or out carpal tunnel syndrome. (See
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome.)
Diagnostic imaging can be a helpful adjunct during differential diagnosis.

 

Triangular Fibrocartilaginous Complex (TFCC) Injury

ICD-9: 842.01 (sprain of carpal [joint] of wrist); 842.09 (other sprains and strains of
wrist)
ICD-10: M24.139 (other articular cartilage disorders, unspecified wrist)

The TFCC is a cartilaginous disc at the distal ulna that is triangular in shape and serves
several important functions: It dissipates compressive loads with ulnar weight bearing,
serves as a connection with the radius, covers the head of the ulna, allows for forearm
rotation, and serves as a stabilizing force in the distal radioulnar joint. A TFCC injury is
caused by acute trauma (type 1), or can be due to degenerative (type 2) changes at the wrist
related to previous injuries, distal radial ulnar joint conditions, or inflammatory
conditions.174, 175

I. Client Interview
Subjective History
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Clients report wrist pain of a mechanical nature (with possible clicking and joint
crepitus), localized swelling, weakness of the wrist or forearm, and instability.176

Clients with the following experiences are at risk for type 1 traumatic TFCC
injuries:176, 177

They have sustained a fall onto an outstretched hand.
They participate in repetitive, forceful twisting or pulling movements with
palmar rotation such as with the use of heavy tools or equipment or when
participating in sports that involve the use of a racket, a bat, or a club (tennis,
baseball, golf) or that involve direct pressure on the hands (gymnastics,
wrestling).

The following clients are at risk for type 2 degenerative TFCC injuries: 176, 177

Clients with a previous history of fracture at the distal radius or ulna, or a
history of a wrist fracture during childhood.
Clients with congenital abnormalities presenting with positive ulnar variance,
in which the ulna is anatomically longer than the radius. Research
demonstrates that in people with neutral variance, the TFCC accepts around
20% of the loading forces, whereas in those with positive variance, loading
forces can exceed 40%.178

Clients of advancing age.
Degenerative TFCC tears were present in 7.6% of wrists by age 30,
18.1% of wrists by age 40, 40% of wrists by age 50, 42.8% of wrists by
age 60, and 53.1% of wrists in clients after 60 years of age.177

Osteoporosis, which is characterized by low bone mass and
microarchitectural deterioration, is a major risk factor for fractures of the
hip, vertebrae, and distal forearm.179

Outcome Measures

The DASH, QuickDASH, PRWHE, and PSFS are appropriate for this client
population. All have demonstrated clinical applicability in clients with upper
extremity dysfunction.

Diagnostic Imaging

The TFCC is not visible on radiographs, but radiographs are helpful for ruling out
possible scaphoid or distal radius fractures, positive ulnar variance, avulsion of the
ulnar styloid, or carpal instability (specifically, volar intercalated segment instability
[VISI deformity]).
X-ray arthrography, with a triple compartment injection, helps rule in (SP 93) a
complete tear of the TFCC and provides little help to rule out (SN 76) the injury.45

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and magnetic resonance arthrography (MRA)
have better capability to help rule in and rule out a TFCC injury and aid in
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ascertaining the location of the tear.
MRA detection of tear:

SN 84, SP 9542

MRI detection of tear:
Pooled results: SN 83, SP 8043

SN 75, SP 8142

SN 100, SP 9044

MRI location of tear:
SP 75, SN 10044

II. Observation

The clinician may observe excessive dorsal prominence of the distal ulna relative to
the adjacent radius and carpal bones.

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as neuromusculoskeletal causes from proximal
joints, should be ruled out.64

No localized tenderness (SN 94), pain on active motion (SN 97), and pain on passive
motion (SN 94) help rule out fracture of the wrist.62

IV. Motion Tests

Clients may demonstrate limitations and pain with forearm pronation or supination
and ulnar deviation of the wrist.176

Clients may have pain with passive accessory assessment during movement of the
carpals against the head of the ulna.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients may have possible difficulty and pain during resisted wrist radial deviation
and thumb extension.

VI. Special Tests

Ulnomeniscotriquetral dorsal glide or piano key test: provides less than good ability
to help rule out (SN 66, −LR 0.5) or rule in (SP 64, +LR 1.8) a TFCC injury.
Press test, supination lift test, and grind test: All should be used with caution due to
poor methodology. They provide less than good ability to either rule in or rule out
TFCC.
Watson scaphoid test (scaphoid instability), ballottement test (lunotriquetral
ligament integrity), wrist-flexion and finger extension test (scapholunate pathology),
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dorsal capitate displacement apprehension test (capitate stability), clinical stress test
(distal radius fracture), and ulnocarpal stress test all provide less than good ability to
rule in or rule out their respective pathologies.

VII. Palpation

The TFCC is best palpated in the soft spot between the ulnar styloid, flexor carpi
ulnaris, volar surface of the ulnar head, and pisiform. A reproduction of pain in this
area may be indicative of a foveal disruption of the TFCC or ulnotriquetral ligament.
This test is termed the ulna fovea sign and has less than good ability to help rule out
(SN 95) and rule in (SP 87) a TFCC injury.180

Peritriquetral tenderness may be noted.181

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Grip strength and measures of fine motor control of the wrist and hand may be used.
Selection and utilization of these tests will be individual to each client, dependent on
their functional status and goals.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Bracing, stabilization, mobility, pain control, and exercise and conditioning may be
used.

De Quervain’s Tenosynovitis

ICD-9: 727.04 (radial styloid tenosynovitis)
ICD-10: M65.4 (radial styloid tenosynovitis [de Quervain])

De Quervain’s tenosynovitis is a stenosing tenosynovitis of the sheath surrounding the
tendons of the extensor pollicis brevis (EPB) and abductor pollicis longus (APL) at the
styloid process of the radius. These muscles are directly next to each other with a common
function of thumb extension.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Risk factors include female gender, age greater than 40, and black race.182

Onset is gradual and is not associated with trauma.183

The symptoms are similar to those with other types of tenosynovitis, which
commonly include pain, swelling, and difficulty moving the involved joint (thumb in
this case).
Clients have difficulty with repetitive gripping, lifting, and twisting motions.
Dorsolateral radial-sided wrist pain may radiate proximally into the forearm with
gripping and thumb extension.
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Pain has been described as a “constant aching, burning, pulling sensation.”184

This condition is common in pregnant or postpartum women.185-188

Outcome Measures

The DASH, QuickDASH, PRWHE, and PSFS are appropriate for this client
population. All have demonstrated clinical applicability in clients with upper
extremity dysfunction.

Diagnostic Imaging

Radiographs may be beneficial for differential diagnosis purposes to assess the
carpometacarpal joint for arthrosis.
Ultrasound was found to be a cost-effective and advantageous method for evaluating
the tendon and surrounding sheaths, assessing for pathologic modifications,189 and
detecting anatomic abnormalities.190

A retrospective review of wrist MR images revealed increased thickness of the EPB,
APL, and peritendinous edema. The findings were found to be reliable and clinically
correlated.191

II. Observation

The clinician should assess the resting position of the wrist and hand, specifically
evaluating the thumb.
The clinician should assess for inflammation at the dorsal lateral aspect of the thumb
or in close proximity to the radial styloid process.

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as neuromusculoskeletal causes from proximal
joints, should be ruled out.64

No localized tenderness (SN 94), pain on active motion (SN 97), and pain on passive
motion (SN 94) help rule out fracture of the wrist.62

IV. Motion Tests

Pain may increase with abduction of the thumb and ulnar deviation of the wrist.183

Increased tensile loads in the APL and EPB during passive stretching may reproduce
concordant pain.183

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Grip testing may be diminished secondary to pain.183

An increased tensile load in the APL and EPB during manual muscle testing may
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reproduce concordant pain.183

VI. Special Tests

Finkelstein test: This is a commonly used test, but to date no diagnostic accuracy
studies have been performed to determine the SN and SP.
Extensor pollicis brevis test: This is used to determine if a septum was present
between the EPB and APL; it provided good ability to help rule out (SN 81, −LR
0.38) de Quervain’s tenosynovitis when test was (−).113

VII. Palpation

Palpation at the radial styloid tends to elicit well-localized tenderness that is similar in
quality and location to the pain experienced during activity.192

The clinician should look for tenderness at the radial styloid process, palpable
thickening of the extensor sheaths of the first dorsal compartment, and crepitus of
the tendons moving within the extensor sheath.193

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Grip strength and measures of fine motor control of the wrist and hand may be used.
Selection and utilization of these tests will be individual to each client, dependent on
their functional status and goals.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Bracing, mobility, pain or inflammation control, and exercise and conditioning may
be used.

Osteoarthritis

ICD-9: 715.14 (osteoarthrosis, localized, primary, hand)
ICD-10: M19.039 (primary osteoarthritis, wrist); M19.049 (primary osteoarthritis,
unspecified hand)

Osteoarthritis (OA), also known as degenerative joint disease, is the degeneration of
articular cartilage and subchondral bone. Osteoarthritis is the most common joint disorder
in the United States.194 It is a group of overlapping and distinct diseases that will affect one
out of three adults over the age of 55.195 Wrist and hand OA will include any of the
multiple joints in bilateral extremities. Symptomatic hand OA is most prevalent in the DIP
joint, followed by the first carpometacarpal, PIP, and MCP joints.196 Ninety-five percent
of degenerative wrist arthritis occurs as periscaphoid area problems, commonly secondary to
trauma.197 Primary OA is a multifactorial, heterogeneous, and complex disease. Secondary
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OA is caused by comorbidities, infection, trauma, and joint laxity.
I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Occurs most often in fifth or seventh decades of life198

Report of pain, aching, and stiffness199

Risk factors for hand OA include the following:196

Age over 40 years
Female gender
Positive family history
History of occupational usage
Obesity
History of finger joint injury

Outcome Measures

A number of validated and reliable outcome measures are available to specifically
assess function in clients with hand OA. These measures include the Health
Assessment Questionnaire (HAQ),200 the Arthritis Hand Function Test (AHFT),201

the Arthritis Impact Measurement Scale 2 (AIMS2),202 the Score for Assessment and
quantification of Chronic Rheumatic Affections of the Hands (SACRAH),203, 204 the
Functional Index for Hand Osteoarthritis (FIHOA),205, 206 the Cochin scale,207, 208

and the Australian/Canadian Osteoarthritis Hand Index (AUSCAN).209

A systematic review of a selection of these measures has been completed with the goal
to provide an overall review of the literature but not to provide a recommendation on
any one measure. The results of the review demonstrated that the AIMS2, HAQ,
AUSCAN, Cochin, and FIHOA performed well and are useful with clients
presenting with hand OA.210

Diagnostic Imaging

Plain radiographs are the initial primary diagnostic imagining tool utilized to assess
for osteoarthritic changes of the wrist and hand that demonstrated high intra-
observer reliability.211, 212 Radiographic findings include joint space narrowing, bone
sclerosis, periarticular cysts, and osteophytes. Refer to chapter 6 for a definition of
OA according to Kellgren and Lawrence.213

Plain radiographs have also demonstrated sensitivity to change over time (1 year).211

Radiographic signs of hand OA, osteophytes, or joint space narrowing are prevalent
in up to 81% of the elderly population.214

MRI can provide some assistance to help rule out or rule in the presence of OA.
Menashe and colleagues35 investigated osteoarthritis in multiple joints (hip, knee,
and hand). The majority of studies were performed on knee osteoarthritis.
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SN 61, SP 82 with variable reference standard
SN 74, SP 76 with histology used as reference standard
SN 61, SP 81 with radiographs used as a reference standard

II. Observation

Heberden’s and Bouchard’s nodes can be clinically assessed by observation with a
high percentage of agreement between assessors.215

Heberden’s nodes are cystic swellings containing gelatinous hyaluronic acid
that appear on the dorsolateral aspects of DIP joints.216, 217

Bouchard’s nodes are cystic swellings containing gelatinous hyaluronic acid
that appear on the dorsolateral aspects of PIP joints.216, 217

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as neuromusculoskeletal causes from proximal
joints, should be ruled out.64

No localized tenderness (SN 94), pain on active motion (SN 97), and pain on passive
motion (SN 94) help rule out fracture of the wrist.62

IV. Motion Tests

Clients may have limited and painful active and passive ROM of the affected joint.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients may have limitation of muscular performance in the region of the affected
joint due to pain.
Clients may have difficulty with gripping and twisting.

VI. Special Tests

Clinical prediction rule for osteoarthritis of the hand,218 hand pain, aching, or
stiffness, and 3 or 4 of the following:

Enlargement of ≥2 joints of 10 selected joints*
Swelling of ≤3 MCP joints
Enlargement of ≥2 DIPs
Deformity of 1 of 10 selected joints*

*2nd and 3rd DIP, 2nd and 3rd PIP, and 1st CMC of each hand
Good ability to help rule in (SP 87, +LR 7.2) and limited ability to help rule
out (SN 94, −LR 0.7) OA of the hand.

VII. Palpation
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Heberden’s and Bouchard’s nodes and joint line tenderness can be clinically assessed
by palpation with a high percentage of agreement between assessors.215

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Grip strength and measures of fine motor control of the wrist and hand may be used.
Selection and utilization of these tests will be individual to each client, dependent on
their functional status and goals.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Mobility, pain or inflammation control, exercise and conditioning, and bracing may
be used.

Rheumatoid Arthritis

ICD-9: 714.0 (rheumatoid arthritis)
ICD-10: M06.9 (rheumatoid arthritis, unspecified); M05.40 (rheumatoid myopathy
with rheumatoid arthritis of unspecified site); M05.449 (rheumatoid myopathy with
rheumatoid arthritis of unspecified hand); M05.439 (rheumatoid myopathy with
rheumatoid arthritis of unspecified wrist)

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a complex disease to diagnose and treat. RA is a chronic
and progressive autoimmune condition that affects the organs and joints, particularly of the
wrist, hands, and feet. It is considered a lifelong disease, although patients can go into
remission. The prevalence range in North America is 0.9 to 1.1 in the general adult
population.219 RA is characterized by persistent synovitis, systemic inflammation,
autoantibodies, and a wide array of multisystem comorbidities. Proper diagnosis and
treatment are required to decrease the progression of joint deformity, which leads to
limitations with daily functional activities. Delayed diagnosis can result in long-term joint
injury.220 Laboratory studies and imaging are useful in confirming the diagnosis and
tracking disease progression, but diagnosis is primarily based on clinical findings.
Researchers have reported that several environmental and genetic factors contribute to
having an increased risk of developing RA, which are listed in the following section.
Currently, there is no treatment to cure RA. Current treatments include physical therapy,
occupational therapy, corticosteroids or nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs),
and biologic or nonbiologic disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs).221 These
treatments are aimed at decreasing pain, maintaining mobility and function, and slowing
down the progression of the disease. Poor prognosis has been correlated to low functional
scores early in the disease progression, lower socioeconomic status, lower education level,
strong family history of the disease, and early involvement of many joints.222

I. Client Interview
Subjective History
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Age of onset between 30 and 50 years of age222

Complaints of pain and stiffness in multiple joints222

Complaints of puffy hands secondary to increased blood flow to affected areas222

Insidious onset of morning stiffness or diffuse aching that lasts 1 hour or longer221

Symptoms may begin after a trigger event, such as a viral illness.222

Environmental risk factors for RA include the following:222,223

Hormonal exposure
Tobacco use
Microbial exposure
Smoking
Consumption of more than 3 cups of decaffeinated coffee per day
Silicate exposure

Genetic risk factors for RA include the following:222, 223

Female gender
Positive family history
Older age
HLA genotype

Outcome Measures

The American College of Rheumatology convened a working group to conduct a
systematic review of the literature to identify RA disease activity measures. The
working group recommended the following activity measures: Clinical Disease
Activity Index, Disease Activity Score with 28-joint counts (erythrocyte
sedimentation rate (ESR) or C-reactive protein (CRP)), Patient Activity Scale (PAS),
PAS-II, routine assessment of patient index data with three measures, and the
Simplified Disease Activity Index.224

These activity measures have been validated and have demonstrated accurate
reflections of disease activity. They are sensitive to change and practical to use in the
clinical settings. They discriminate between low, moderate, and high disease activity
states and discuss remission criteria.224

Diagnostic Imaging

Conventional radiography is the imaging modality of choice. Radiography can detect
bone erosions, joint space narrowing, juxta-articular osteoporosis, cysts, joint
subluxations, malalignment, or ankylosis. However, limitations exist with its use for
early detection of RA due to limitations in detecting soft-tissue changes and the early
stages of bone erosion.225

Conventional radiograph is helpful in monitoring disease progression. Validated
scoring methods assessing radiologic damage are available, including the Larsen
method, the Sharp method, and their modifications.225
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MRI and ultrasound allow for direct visualization of early inflammatory and
destructive joint changes in affected regions. Current evidence evaluating the use of
MRI for the diagnosis and prognosis of early RA is inadequate. Literature
demonstrates that sensitivity and specificity ranged from 20% to 100% and 0% to
100%, depending on MRI criteria used.226

II. Observation

Clients may have symmetric joint swelling.221

Clients may have atrophy of musculature in proximity of involved joints.221

Affected joints will be held in flexion by clients to decrease painful distention of the
joint capsules.221

25% of clients will present with rheumatoid nodules of varying size. The common
location will be the extensor area of the forearm.221

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as neuromusculoskeletal causes from proximal
joints, should be ruled out.64

No localized tenderness (SN 94), pain on active motion (SN 97), and pain on passive
motion (SN 94) help rule out fracture of the wrist.62

IV. Motion Tests

Clients may have limited and painful active and passive ROM of the affected joint.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients may have limitation of muscular performance in the region of the affected
joint due to pain.
Clients may have difficulty with gripping and twisting.

VI. Special Tests

The American College of Rheumatology and European League Against Rheumatism
classification criteria for rheumatoid arthritis are as follows:227

Joint involvement (0–5)
1 medium-to-large joint (0)
2 to 10 medium-to-large joints (1)
1 to 3 small joints (large joints not counted) (2)
4 to 10 small joints (large joints not counted) (3)
More than 10 joints (at least one small joint) (5)

Serology (0-3)
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Negative rheumatoid factor (RF) and negative anticitrullinated protein
antibody (ACPA) (0)
Low positive RF or low positive ACPA (2)
High positive RF or high positive ACPA (3)

Acute-phase reactants (0-1)
Normal CRP and normal ESR (0)
Abnormal CRP or abnormal ESR (1)

Duration of symptoms (0-1)
Less than 6 weeks (0)
6 weeks or more (1)

VII. Palpation

Affected joints may be warm, tender, and boggy to palpation.221

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Grip strength and measures of fine motor control of the wrist and hand may be used.
Selection and utilization of these tests will be individual to each client, dependent on
their functional status and goals.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Mobility, pain or inflammation control, exercise and conditioning, and bracing may
be used.

Differential Diagnosis of Osteoarthritis and Rheumatoid Arthritis

Symptomatic OA of the fingers is most prevalent in the DIP joints and is frequently
associated with Heberden’s nodes. In contrast, RA is most prevalent in MCP and PIP
joints. It is not associated with Heberden’s nodes but with symmetrical joint swelling.
RA age of onset is typically between 30-50 years old compared to OA age of onset,
which occurs after the fifth decade of life.
Palpation of joint enlargement in clients with OA is hard and bony. In contrast, soft,
warm, boggy, and tender joints are typical of RA.
Insidious onset of morning stiffness or diffuse aching that lasts at least 1 hour is
present with RA. Morning stiffness in OA, when present, is usually transient and is
decreased with movement.
Radiographs can assist in distinguishing RA from OA. OA radiographs are
characterized by narrowing of the joint space due to cartilage loss or osteophytes. In
contrast, RA radiographs demonstrate erosions or cysts.
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Colles’ Fracture

ICD-9: 813.41 (closed Colles’ fracture)
ICD-10: S52.539 (Colles’ fracture of unspecified radius)

Fractures of the radius or ulna account for 44% of all hand and forearm fractures.228 A
Colles’ fracture is an extra-articular fracture of the distal radius. The fracture typically
occurs following a fall on an outstretched hand with the wrist extended. The fracture is
usually associated with a dorsal and radial displacement of the distal fragment and
disturbance of the radial-ulnar articulation. Associated injuries, which include an ulnar
styloid fracture, TFCC tear, and scapholunate dissociation, may occur and can lead to
difficulties with differential diagnosis.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

This injury occurs in more women than men (6:1), and increased risk of injury is
correlated with age. There is a bimodal age distribution with an increased risk in
young men and elderly women.4, 229, 230

This injury is typically secondary to a trauma with a fall on an outstretched hand
with the forearm pronated and the wrist extended.
Clients report decreased range of motion of the wrist.
Clients have complaints of dorsal and radial wrist pain.

Outcome Measures

The DASH, QuickDASH, PRWE, PRWHE, and PSFS are appropriate for this
client population. All have demonstrated clinical applicability in clients with upper
extremity dysfunction.
According to one study, the normal course of recovery, with the use of the PRWE, is
for pain and functional limitations to become mild within 3 months.231

Diagnostic Imaging

Plain radiographs, with PA and lateral views, are the initial primary diagnostic
imagining tool utilized to assess for the presence of a Colles’ fracture.232

A CT scan can help assess for intra-articular fractures, the extent of articular surface
depression, and comminution.233

MRI is useful in identifying fractures and concomitant soft-tissue injury.232

II. Observation

Possible increased angulation of the distal radius
Dorsal wrist effusion
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III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as neuromusculoskeletal causes from proximal
joints, should be ruled out.64

No localized tenderness (SN 94), pain on active motion (SN 97), and pain on passive
motion (SN 94) help rule out fracture of the wrist.62

IV. Motion Tests

Clients may have pain with wrist flexion, extension, and ulnar or radial deviation in
AROM and PROM.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients may have pain and difficulty with gripping.

VI. Special Tests

No tests have been currently investigated that are particular to Colles’ fracture. Refer
to other fracture tests to help rule out the possibility of their presence.

VII. Palpation

Clients may have pain or tenderness to palpation at the distal radius.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Grip strength and measures of fine motor control of the wrist and hand may be used.
Selection and utilization of these tests will be individualistic to each client dependent
on their functional status and goals.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Immobilization and pain or inflammation control may be used.

Scaphoid Fracture

ICD-9: 814.01 (closed fracture of navicular [scaphoid] bone of wrist); 814.11 (open
fracture of navicular [scaphoid] bone of wrist)
ICD-10: S62.009A (unspecified fracture of navicular [scaphoid] bone of unspecified
wrist, initial encounter for closed fracture); S62.009B (unspecified fracture of
navicular [scaphoid] bone of unspecified wrist, initial encounter for open fracture)

Fractures of the hand account for 14% to 19% of all hand and forearm fractures228, 234

and 8% are of the carpal bones. The scaphoid carpal bone is located in the anatomical
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snuffbox (ASB) of the hand, and it is the most commonly fractured carpal bone,
accounting for almost 90%.235, 236 These fractures are most commonly the result of the
client falling and reaching out to catch themselves during their fall, commonly referred to
as falling on an outstretched hand, or FOOSH.237 A FOOSH is characterized by forceful
wrist hyperextension and radial deviation. During radial deviation and extension of the
wrist, the scaphoid approximates to the radius, resulting in limiting further motion.

Early and accurate diagnosis is essential due to the poor blood supply of the scaphoid.
The clinician should be cognizant of detecting the potential for these fractures to minimize
insufficient treatment, which would risk future complications, including avascular necrosis,
nonunion, carpal instability, and osteoarthritis.238 On the other hand, overtreatment must
also be avoided due to the increased costs of health care and the potential for the client to
miss days of work due to immobilization or work restrictions.

The majority of scaphoid fractures occur at the transverse waist, but they may also
occur at the proximal pole, distal pole, and tubercle.48, 237 Fracture to the proximal pole
may be manifested by avascular necrosis due to associated injury to the arterial blood
supply.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Typically young males between 10 and 29 years of age are at the highest risk,237, 239

with the median age of injury in men at 25 years old, according to one recent
epidemiologic study.237

Pain is described as a “deep, dull ache” in the radial wrist.5

The most common mechanism of injury is described as a FOOSH. Less common
mechanisms are wrist hyperextension injuries associated with deceleration (such as
against the steering wheel of a car), machinery kickback injuries, falls onto the
dorsum of the hand (i.e., hyperflexion injuries), forced ulnar deviation, direct loading
of the scaphoid, and stress-related fractures in athletes.235, 237, 240

Clients may complain of painful wrist movements, specifically wrist extension,
flexion, and radial deviation.
Clients report pain with gripping activities.5

Outcome Measures

The DASH, QuickDASH, PRWHE, and PSFS are appropriate for this client
population. All have demonstrated clinical applicability in clients with upper
extremity dysfunction.

Diagnostic Imaging

Plain radiographs, with four standard views (posteroanterior [PA], PA ulnar
deviation, lateral and semipronated oblique), are the initial primary diagnostic
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imaging tool utilized to assess scaphoid fracture. However, there is a great deal of
variability in the sensitivities found in the literature (SN 35-86).48, 50, 241-243

Specificity has been found to be as high as (SP 92-95).50, 243

Bone scintigraphy can be used to help rule out (SN 94-100;47 SN 97, −LR 0.0346)
and help rule in (SP 89, +LR 8.8) scaphoid fractures.46 However, a recent review
found that scintigraphy has a high false positive rate (up to 25%) and low specificity
(SP 60-95). Therefore, a positive scan will require further imaging.48

MRI is typically not recommended during the initial evaluation, but it can be helpful
for ruling in (SP 100;49 SP 99, +LR 96;46 SP 8650) and ruling out (SN 100;49 SN
96, −LR 0.0446) scaphoid fractures if the initial plain radiograph is negative. The cost
of MRI is higher; therefore, it is typically not utilized in the acute stage. However, a
recent study demonstrates that MRI may be cost-effective in the overall management
of clients with scaphoid fractures since it may prevent unnecessary cast
immobilization and the use of health care dollars.238

CT scans can be used to help rule out (SN 89-97;51 SN 9452) and rule in (SP 85-
91;51 SP 10052) scaphoid fractures. CT is useful in assessing the morphology of the
fracture and bony architecture of the scaphoid.52

II. Observation

Mild swelling and bruising of the dorsal wrist and fullness of the ASB5

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as neuromusculoskeletal causes from proximal
joints, should be ruled out.64

No localized tenderness (SN 94), pain on active motion (SN 97), and pain on passive
motion (SN 94) help rule out fracture of the wrist.62

IV. Motion Tests

Clients may have limited and painful wrist active and passive ROM, specifically wrist
extension, flexion, and radial deviation.
Range of thumb movement does little to help rule in or out a scaphoid fracture (SN
69, SP 66).116

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients may have pain in the ASB with resisted forearm supination.244

Clients may have pain with gripping.5

VI. Special Tests
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Thumb-index finger pinch (SN 73, SP 75, +LR 2.92, −LR 0.36) and pain during
pronation of the forearm (SN 79, SP 58, +LR 1.90, −LR 0.35) were found to be
more valuable than other physical examination maneuvers in detecting scaphoid bone
injuries, but they provide less than good ability to help rule out or rule in their
existence.119

Scaphoid compression test: A (−) test has less than good ability to help rule out a
scaphoid fracture (SN 70, +LR 0.90;115 SN 100, +LR 1.92116).
A combination of clinical signs (ASB tenderness, scaphoid tubercle tenderness, and
longitudinal compression), used within the first 24 hours of injury, has less than good
ability to help rule in or rule out a scaphoid fracture (SN 100, SP 74).116

VII. Palpation

Negative tenderness to palpation at the ASB (SN 90, −LR 2.25) or scaphoid tubercle
(SN 87, −LR 1.51) has less than good ability to help rule out scaphoid fracture.117

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Grip strength and measures of fine motor control of the wrist and hand may be used.
Selection and utilization of these tests will be individual to each client, dependent on
their functional status and goals.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Immobilization and pain or inflammation control may be used.

Kienböck’s Disease

ICD-9: 732.3 (juvenile osteochondrosis of upper extremity)
ICD-10: M87.9 (osteonecrosis, unspecified)

Kienböck’s disease is an avascular necrosis of the lunate in the proximal carpal row of
wrist. The lunate bone is most frequently involved in dislocations, fracture dislocations,
and perilunate dislocations, accounting for about 10% of all wrist injuries.245, 246 The exact
etiology is unknown, but clients will commonly report trauma, with a FOOSH being the
most common such mechanism. The lunate, similar to the scaphoid, has a limited blood
supply, making avascular necrosis a significant possibility following trauma. Morphologic
variations such as negative ulnar variance,247 abnormal radial inclination, trapezoidal shape
of the lunate, and variations in the vascularity to the lunate may be predisposing factors.248

Clients in the early stage of the disease process rarely seek medical attention; therefore,
the true incidence and natural history of the disease are unknown.249 Progression of the
disease leads to collapse of the lunate, with subsequent carpal destabilization and wrist joint
osteoarthritis. Early diagnosis and treatment are essential to stop the progression and
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minimize complications.
I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Most common in young men aged 18-40.250, 251

Typically unilateral.250

Activity-related dorsal wrist pain may radiate into the forearm.251

Stiffness, tenderness, and swelling are reported.
Reported history of wrist trauma.249

The client’s complaint of symptoms may have begun several months to years
earlier.249

Outcome Measures

Progression of the disease can be monitored clinically by the DASH and the loss of
flexion of the wrist.252

The DASH, QuickDASH, PRWHE, and PSFS are appropriate for this client
population. All have demonstrated clinical applicability in clients with upper
extremity dysfunction.

Diagnostic Imaging

Negative ulnar variance, which can be detected with plain radiographs, has been
associated with Kienböck’s disease.247

Plain radiographs are the primary diagnostic imagining tool utilized for diagnosis and
staging of Kienböck’s disease. The modified Stahl’s classification and Lichtman’s
radiographic classification are the primary staging systems used.
MRI is useful in the earlier stages of the disease, particularly when findings are absent
on plain films. MRI enables for an earlier and more extensive detection of
changes.250, 253

Osteonecrosis of the carpal bones shows correlation of MRI findings with
histological examination of bone biopsies.
Pooled results: accuracy 0.98 (95% confidence interval [CI] 90-100), SN 97,
and SP 100.43

CT is useful for determining the stage and extent of the disease.251, 253

II. Observation

In later stages, dorsal swelling around the location of the lunate may be present due
to synovitis of the radiocarpal joint.251

III. Triage and Screening
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All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as neuromusculoskeletal causes from proximal
joints, should be ruled out.64

No localized tenderness (SN 94), pain on active motion (SN 97), and pain on passive
motion (SN 94) help rule out fracture of the wrist.62

IV. Motion Tests

Clients may have painful and limited wrist flexion and extension.249-251

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients may have weakness and pain with grip assessment.249-251

VI. Special Tests

No tests are particular to Kienböck’s disease.

VII. Palpation

Clients may have localized dorsal wrist pain at the lunate.250

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Grip strength and measures of fine motor control of the wrist and hand may be used.
Selection and utilization of these tests will be individual to each client, dependent on
their functional status and goals.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Immobilization and pain or inflammation control may be used.

Ulnar Collateral Ligament Tear of the Thumb (Gamekeeper’s Thumb or
Skier’s Thumb)

ICD-9: Stener lesion: 719.94 (unspecified disorder of joint, hand)
ICD-10: Stener lesion: M25.9 (joint disorder, unspecified)

Ulnar collateral ligament tear of the thumb is an injury that is described as an
insufficiency of the ulnar collateral ligament (UCL) of the metacarpophalangeal (MCP)
joint of the thumb. The injury is a result of a sudden valgus force placed onto the abducted
MCP joint or due to repetitive abduction strain, and it has been previously described as
gamekeeper’s thumb (a chronic injury) and skier’s thumb (an acute injury).254, 255 Other
underlying pathologies that may cause a UCL tear include rheumatoid arthritis and
generalized ligamentous laxity.
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Injuries to the UCL can be partial or complete tears. Complete tears can further be
divided into displaced and undisplaced. A Stener lesion, a displaced tear, occurs when the
adductor aponeurosis becomes interposed between the ruptured UCL and its site of
insertion at the base of the proximal phalanx. The distal portion of the ligament therefore
retracts and points superficially and proximally. The UCL no longer contacts its area of
insertion and cannot heal. This lesion can also be associated with a gamekeeper’s fracture.
The incidence of a Stener lesion associated with rupture of the UCL has been reported as
high as 45% based on operative findings.256 An untreated UCL tear of the MCP joint may
lead to significant functional limitations and chronic pain due to instability of the joint.257

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Clients will complain of pain and weakness with any activity requiring adduction or
flexion of the thumb’s MCP joint, including prehension grip.258

Clients experience pain, swelling, and stiffness.258, 259

Clients are likely to describe limited ability to abduct and possibly extend the thumb
without pain.258, 260

This injury may also be as the result of nonacute, repetitive tasks stressing the MCP
of the thumb into abduction.258, 260

Clients have subjective report of trauma or repeated strain.259

Outcome Measures

The DASH, QuickDASH, PRWHE, and PSFS are appropriate for this client
population. All have demonstrated clinical applicability in clients with upper
extremity dysfunction.

Diagnostic Imaging

Stress radiographs (radiographs obtained with the thumb in the flexed and extended
positions and with valgus stress at the MCP joint) can help determine the degree of
instability of partial tears of the UCL.257

Arthrography, ultrasound, and MRI have been used to identify complete tears;
however, these tests are not particularly cost-effective and are not 100% accurate.257,

261, 262

II. Observation

Ecchymosis or bruising is commonly seen in the acutely injured client.257-260

III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as neuromusculoskeletal causes from proximal
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joints, should be ruled out.64

No localized tenderness (SN 94), pain on active motion (SN 97), and pain on passive
motion (SN 94) help rule out fracture of the wrist.62

IV. Motion Tests

Accessory testing of the MCP joint of the thumb will be excessive or painful with a
valgus stress.258, 263

Clients may have limited ability to abduct and possibly extend thumb without
pain.258, 260

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Weakness of maximum grip strength and pincer grip257, 259

VI. Special Tests

Stress testing at 30°: The lack of a definite end point on stress testing at 30° flexion is
likely to indicate a complete rupture of the ulnar collateral ligament.263

Ulnar collateral ligament test: A (−) test has less than good ability to help rule out
(SN 94) ulnar collateral ligament injuries.112 This test should be used with caution
due to poor methodology.

VII. Palpation

The lack of a palpable mass proximal to the metacarpophalangeal joint can be used to
help rule out (SN 100) a complete tear of the UCL of the thumb.112

Clients may have tenderness to palpation over the UCL at the MCP of the
thumb.258, 259, 263

In the instance of a Stener lesion, there may also be a palpable mass proximal to the
adductor aponeurosis.259, 264

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Grip strength and measures of fine motor control of the wrist and hand may be used.
Selection and utilization of these tests will be individual to each client, dependent on
their functional status and goals.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Bracing and pain or inflammation control may be used.

Boxer’s Fracture
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ICD-9: 815 (fracture of metacarpal bone)
ICD-10: S62 (fracture at the wrist and hand level)

A boxer’s fracture occurs as a result of axial loading of the 4th or 5th transverse neck of
the metacarpal bone secondary to an indirect force such as striking an object with a closed
fist. Boxer’s fractures represent over half of all metacarpal fractures.265

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

This injury is most likely to be aggression related, such as punching an object with a
closed fist.265, 266

Clients report having had a cracking, snapping, or popping sensation.266

Pain description is most likely isolated to the region of the hand.
Males are nearly 50% more likely to sustain a fracture from a punch mechanism than
females.265

Aggression-related fractures occurred at a median age of 22 (7-51) years old.266

Accident-related fracture occurred at a median age of 34 (2-90) years old.266

Outcome Measures

The DASH, QuickDASH, PRWHE, and PSFS are appropriate for this client
population. All have demonstrated clinical applicability in clients with upper
extremity dysfunction.

Diagnostic Imaging

Standard views of anteroposterior and lateral views are typically sufficient for
diagnosis.267, 268

Sonographic examination has been shown to be an effective diagnostic tool in clients
with fifth metacarpal fractures: SN 97 (84-99), SP 92 (79-98), +LR 14 (4.6–41),
−LR 0.03.269

Aggression-related fractures are typically located in the neck of the metacarpal
bone.266

Accident-related fractures are located approximately equally in the subcapital,
diaphyseal, and basal parts of the metacarpal bone.266

II. Observation

If presenting acutely, the client likely will have swelling, ecchymosis, and guarded
movement of involved upper extremity.265, 268, 270, 271

The client may also present with abrasions or cuts and demonstrable displacement of
the involved metacarpal.265, 268, 270, 271
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III. Triage and Screening

All nonmusculoskeletal causes, as well as neuromusculoskeletal causes from proximal
joints, should be ruled out.64

No localized tenderness (SN 94), pain on active motion (SN 97), and pain on passive
motion (SN 94) help rule out fracture of the wrist.62

IV. Motion Tests

Clients may have limited ROM of MCP and more distal motions; possible wrist
ROM limitation is also likely.265, 271

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients may have limited strength of MCP and more distal joints; possible wrist
weakness is also likely.265, 271

VI. Special Tests

No tests are particular to Boxer’s fracture.

VII. Palpation

Tenderness description is most likely isolated to the region of the hand.265, 268, 271

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Grip strength and measures of fine motor control of the wrist and hand may be used.
Selection and utilization of these tests will be individual to each client, dependent on
their functional status and goals.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Immobilization and pain or inflammation control may be used.

Boutonniere Deformity

ICD-9: 736.21 (Boutonniere deformity)
ICD-10: M20.029 (Boutonniere deformity of unspecified finger)

A boutonniere deformity (BD) is a deformity of one of the digits where the proximal
interphalangeal (PIP) joint is flexed and the distal interphalangeal (DIP) joint is
hyperextended. This occurs due to deformity or disruption of the central slip, a key
component of the extensor mechanism of the PIP joint. Weakening or disruption of the
central slip with compromise of the triangular ligament subjects the lateral bands to migrate
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volar to the axis of rotation of the PIP joint. As the deformity progresses, the now-
dominant flexor superficialis creates constant flexion at the PIP joint. Over time, BDs may
become fixed as the surrounding volar plate and ligaments become contracted.

While this injury is traditionally believed to be the result of jamming the involved
finger, only 5% of clients who jammed their finger and up to 50% of clients with
rheumatoid arthritis were estimated to develop BD.270 The main etiologies described in the
literature are rheumatoid arthritis, mechanical trauma, burns, and infections.

Dorsal avulsion fractures or any fractures involving the base of the middle phalanx are
at high risk for developing BD. Open or closed fractures appear to have the same incidence
of subsequent BD formation.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Clients may describe an acute mechanical trauma, such as jamming the involved
finger.
A history of rheumatoid arthritis, burns, or infections has also been described as
predisposing a factor.

Outcome Measures

The DASH, QuickDASH, PRWHE, and PSFS are appropriate for this client
population. All have demonstrated clinical applicability in clients with upper
extremity dysfunction.

Diagnostic Imaging

Standard radiographs of the hand and digit, including posterior–anterior, oblique,
and lateral views, are typically sufficient. If these are negative and a high suspicion of
fracture or deformity exists, stress views and or fluoroscopic examination may be
warranted.270

II. Observation

The clinician should observe flexion of the PIP and hyperextension of the DIP joint
of the involved digit.
The PIP joint may appear swollen and painful.
The deformity may not appear immediately after injury; several weeks may pass
before the muscle imbalance around the PIP joint occurs.272

III. Triage and Screening

Standard radiographs can be used to rule out fracture. See prior Diagnostic Imaging
section.
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IV. Motion Tests

A loss of active extension of the PIP joint of ≥20°, with the wrist and MCP fully
flexed, is helpful in diagnosing BD.270

Clients will have difficulty with active PIP joint extension but will be able to actively
hold the digit in extension if placed in the position passively.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients will have difficulty with active PIP joint extension.

VI. Special Tests

Haines-Zancolli test:
A test is (−) if passive flexion of the DIP is still possible with the PIP
maintained in extension.
A test is (+) if flexion of the DIP is not possible with PIP in extension.
No diagnostic accuracy studies, determining SN and SP, have been performed
to date for this clinical test.

VII. Palpation

Clients may have possible tenderness to palpation at the affected digit.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Grip strength and measures of fine motor control of the wrist and hand may be used.
Selection and utilization of these tests will be individual to each client, dependent on
their functional status and goals.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Upper extremity orthotics and pain or inflammation control may be used.

Swan-Neck Deformity

ICD-9: 736.22 (swan-neck deformity)
ICD-10: M20.039 (swan-neck deformity of unspecified finger)

Swan-neck deformity (SND) is a deformity of the digits in which the PIP is
hyperextended and the DIP is flexed (figure 23.50). The deformity may start at either the
DIP or PIP. SND has been associated with rheumatologic diseases (rheumatoid arthritis),
neurologic disorders (cerebral palsy), hypermobility syndromes (Ehlers-Danlos syndrome),
and trauma.273 The primary lesion is laxity in the volar plate that allows hyperextension of
the PIP joint. Causes include trauma, generalized ligament laxity, and rheumatoid arthritis.
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Secondary lesions occur due to an imbalance of forces on the PIP joint. Causes include
MCP joint volar subluxation, mallet injury, flexor digitorum superficialis laceration,
rupture, or excision, and intrinsic contracture.
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Figure 23.50 Swan neck deformity.

 

Clients will present with an observable deformity in the affected digit and may report
snapping or locking of the digit. Diagnosis is typically evident from the physical exam.
Physicians may order X-rays to assess the condition of the affected joint surfaces.
Recognition of the underlying clinical diagnosis that is responsible for the SND is vital.
Conservative treatment will include client education, activity modification, and splinting.
Splinting will permit active PIP flexion and limit hyperextension of the joint. In client cases
where balance cannot be restored, surgical intervention may be necessary.

Mallet Finger

ICD-9: 736.1 (mallet finger)
ICD-10: M20.019 (mallet finger of unspecified fingers)

The deformity is produced by disruption of the terminal extensor mechanism at the
distal interphalangeal (DIP) joint (figure 23.51). Mallet finger is a common closed tendon
injury that is seen in athletes; this injury is also common in nonathletes after minor
trauma.274 Injury occurs from forcible flexion of the extended DIP joint, which results in
unopposed flexion from the flexor digitorum profundus.
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Figure 23.51 Mallet finger.

 

Mallet finger has also been referred to as drop, hammer, or baseball finger (although
baseball accounts for only a small percentage of such injuries). Clients will report pain in
the DIP region and display difficulty in extending the injured digit. The 3rd, 4th, and 5th
digits of the dominant hand are the most frequently involved.274 Often times the client will
need radiographs to rule out an avulsion fracture or fracture to the articular surface.274

Nonsurgical management is the standard of care for mallet injuries. Treatment consists
of putting the finger in a mallet splint for 6 to 8 weeks, which allows the tendon to return
to its normal resting length. The involved digit is placed in extension or slight
hyperextension at the DIP joint. Although splint management is simple with minimal
complications, client education with specific attention to detail is vitally necessary to ensure
a successful outcome. Long-term follow-up status post splinting has demonstrated favorable
results,275 and researchers have demonstrated high client satisfaction following splinting
despite the possibility of residual deformity.276

Surgical intervention is recommended when clients present with an open fracture or if
the intra-articular fracture comprises more than 30% of the joint surface.274 An untreated
mallet finger is painful. If left untreated, the digit will eventually develop a swan neck
deformity due to compensatory hyperextension at the proximal interphalangeal joint.274,

277

Flexor Tenosynovitis

ICD-9: 727.0 (synovitis and tenosynovitis)
ICD-10: M65 (synovitis and tenosynovitis)

Tendon sheaths are lined by paratenon and synovium; therefore, the same disease
process affects the tendons as the joints. Symptoms of tenosynovitis may occur before those
of intra-articular disease. The affected sites are the dorsal and volar aspects of the wrist,
because the tendons are covered by synovium as they pass under the flexor and extensor
retinaculum and under the wrist, and the volar aspect of the digits, because the tendons are
covered by synovium in the fibro-osseous canals in the finger. Synovitis of the tendons can
cause pain, dysfunction, and eventual rupture of tendons.
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When the condition causes the respective finger to get stuck in a flexed position, the
condition is called stenosing tenosynovitis, more commonly referred to as trigger finger (figure
23.52). This condition often coexists with tendinitis. Trigger finger results from a
difference in the diameter of the flexor tendon and the retinacular sheath due to thickening
and narrowing of the sheath. Narrowing of the A1 pulley at the metacarpal head occurs
most often due to its location leading to high forces during normal and forceful
gripping.278 Thus abnormalities of the gliding mechanism of the tendon will occur
resulting in inflammation, which causes nodular enlargement of the tendon distal to the
pulley.
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Figure 23.52 Trigger finger.

 

Proposed causes include repetitive finger movements and trauma.279, 280 In certain
circumstances, occupational-related tasks (i.e., extensive gripping or shearing), could be
predisposing factors.281, 282 However, the relationship is questionable, and research displays
that trigger finger is not related to occupation.283, 284 Therefore, clinicians should consider
the cause as multifactorial in nature.

Trigger finger occurs most commonly in clients between 50 and 60 years old and is six
times more likely to occur in women than men.285 The lifetime risk is 2.6% in the general
population286 and increases to 10% in the diabetic population.287 The reason is not
glycemic but is related to the duration of the disease. Trigger finger can concomitantly
occur with carpal tunnel syndrome, de Quervain’s disease, hypothyroidism, rheumatoid
arthritis, renal disease, and amyloidosis.288-291

The client will report initial gradual painless popping, snapping, clicking, locking,
stiffness, or difficulty extending a flexed digit at the DIP or PIP joints, with pain
developing as the condition progresses. Trigger finger most often occurs in the thumb
followed by the third and fourth digits.292 A painful palpable nodule may be found in the
palmar aspect of the hand in the region of the MCP joint. As the disease progresses, the
client may avoid use of the hand due to pain and popping or clicking, resulting in
secondary contractures of the PIP joint.289 There are no objective confirmatory tests.
Imaging tests are generally not done; if completed, they are usually normal. Laboratory tests
may be useful for detecting the presence of related conditions such as diabetes,
hypothyroidism, or rheumatoid arthritis.293

Due to the chronic nature of the symptoms associated with trigger finger, conservative
treatment is often not successful and is often frustrating for clients. However, conservative
management, consisting of client education, activity modification, MCP joint mobilization,
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, splinting, or corticosteroid injection, is typically
recommended prior to surgical intervention.294

The aim of splinting is to reduce tendon excursion through the A1 pulley in order to
allow the inflammation to resolve.278, 295 Splinting consists of wearing a custom-made
splint to hold the MCP joint at 10° to 15° of flexion, with the PIP and DIP joints left free.
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Research has demonstrated that splinting can be effective for certain clients; however, for
those with more severe disease and a longer duration of symptoms, it can yield lower
success rates.295, 296

Corticosteroid injections have been demonstrated to provide a resolution or
improvement of symptoms in up to 93% of clients.297 The shot is injected into the affected
tendon; if symptoms do not resolve or recur, a second injection has been demonstrated to
be half as efficacious as the initial.298

Operative treatment is considered the gold standard of treatment if unsuccessful with
conservative management. Common surgical techniques include an open procedure,
endoscopy, or percutaneous release. Complication can include long-term scar tenderness,
inadequate release, nerve damage, and flexor sheath infection.299

Bennett’s Fracture

ICD-9: 815 (fracture of metacarpal bone)
ICD-10: S62 (fracture at wrist and hand level)

Bennett’s fracture is a fracture of the base of the first metacarpal bone, which extends
into the CMC joint (figure 23.53). This intra-articular fracture is the most common type
of fracture of the first metacarpal. Its prevalence accounts for about one-third of all
fractures of the first metacarpal,300 and it is nearly always accompanied by some degree of
subluxation or frank dislocation of the carpometacarpal joint. On radiographs, the fracture
line runs obliquely and involves the first carpometacarpal joint.301 A Bennett’s fracture
occurs from axial force directed against a partially flexed metacarpal. The injury typically
occurs in young males301, 302 in their dominant hand302 due to a blow on a partially closed
fist, which may occur during a fall or when involved in athletic activities (i.e. boxing,
martial arts).301 Clients will present with complaints of pain, loss of function of the first
carpometacarpal joint, acute edema, tenderness to palpation at the first metacarpal,
decreased AROM, difficulty with grip, and weakness with pincer grip.303
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Figure 23.53 Bennett’s fracture.

 

Treatment of this fracture can be difficult. Prognostic factors include the location and
displacement of the fracture, the extent of impaction at the metacarpal, and the presence or
absence of articular damage to the trapezium. Due to the fracture being unstable, concern
exists that inadequate fixation may lead to long-term consequences, such as osteoarthritis,
weakness of the hand, or decreased function in the first carpometacarpal joint.303, 304

Bennett fractures can be treated conservatively with closed reduction and casting, closed
reduction and percutaneous Kirschner wire fixation, or open reduction and internal
fixation (ORIF). Studies offer conflicting evidence for the best results and most reliable
reduction of the fracture and subluxation302, 305-307

Irrespective of treatment selection for optimal post injury recovery, it is recommended
that a reduction of less than 1 mm of displacement be achieved.308, 309 After
immobilization or surgical intervention, the goal of rehabilitation will be to decrease pain
and edema and increase strength and AROM to restore functional capabilities.

Dupuytren’s Contracture

ICD-9: 728.6 (contracture of palmar fascia)
ICD-10: M72.0 (palmar fascial fibromatosis [Dupuytren])

Dupuytren’s contracture is characterized as a progressive disorder of the palmar fascia
that results in shortening, thickening, and fibrosis of the fascia and aponeurosis (figure
23.54). Dupuytren’s contracture affects the palmar hand, causing progressive, permanent,
and symptomatic flexion contractures of the metacarpals. Incidence is highest in male310-

312 Caucasian clients of northern European descent.310 The average age of onset is 60, with
the incidence increasing with age.312
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Figure 23.54 Dupuytren’s contracture.

 

Risk factors for Dupuytren’s contracture include a history of smoking,313, 314 alcohol
consumption,314, 315 adhesive capsulitis,316 epilepsy,317 diabetes mellitus,314, 318 history of
manual labor,173 hand trauma,319 and genetics.315 However, further research is needed due
to the fact that current evidence is weak in nature.

The physical examination is the mainstay for diagnosis of Dupuytren’s disease. Clients
will present with nodules or thickening of the skin on the volar/palmar aspect of the hand,
skin pitting and dimples, palmar digital contractures of the MCP joint, and bands of
fibrotic tissue.312 Dupuytren’s contracture typically occurs bilaterally and most often in the
fourth and fifth digits.320 The Hueston tabletop test can aid in diagnosis. The client is
instructed to lay their palm flat on a tabletop; if they cannot do so, the test is considered
positive. No diagnostic accuracy studies have been performed to date.

Surgical intervention is the mainstay of treatment for Dupuytren’s contracture. Due to
this fact, the clinician’s main role occurs postoperatively, which includes client education,
splinting, therapeutic exercise, and edema and scar management.
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Conclusion

The wrist and hand are some of the most complex anatomical structures in the body.
They have many static and dynamic components, making them vulnerable to injury. The
interplay and balance of these structures allows for a wide range of daily functional activities
that allow for power, dexterity, and precision. Injury to any of the components of the WH
complex will lead to client difficulties with occupational and recreational tasks. During the
examination of the WH complex, the challenge lies in ascertaining the causative
component. This chapter provides a comprehensive overview of the structural and
biomechanical basis of the WH complex, an evidence-based examination outline, and an
evidence-based discussion of common orthopedic conditions of the wrist and hand.
Clinicians must keep in mind that the components of the clinical examination, including
(but not limited to) the subjective history, outcome measures, diagnostic imaging, objective
examination, and special testing, are assessments with their own ability to shift the
probability of a particular diagnosis.
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Chapter 24
Hip

Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS
Differential diagnosis of the hip joint poses a diagnostic dilemma, particularly given

that pain in the hip region is often difficult to localize to a specific pathological structure.
With the evolution of improved diagnostic imaging and advanced surgical techniques,
examination of the coxofemoral (hip) joint and periarticular structures as a primary pain
source for hip-related pain and dysfunction has received a significant increase in attention.1-

3 Although limited information exists in support of diagnostic utility, emphasis on patient
history, clinical examination findings, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), arthrogram, and
anesthetic intra-articular injection pain response are currently advocated for determining
the presence of intra-articular hip joint pathology.4 Combined use of these examination
processes by health care practitioners has been only marginally effective. Authors have
reported that clients visit, on average, 3.3 health care providers over a period of 21 months
before being correctly diagnosed with a hip labral tear.5 Confounding the diagnostic
process of the hip joint is a lack of consensus regarding the actual examination.6

Additionally confounding variables for the differential diagnosis of hip joint labral tear are
the variability in reported prevalence of acetabular labral tears in clients with hip or groin
pain and the complex interaction among the lumbar spine, pelvis, and hip.7-12 Reports of
the prevalence of labral tear pathology range anywhere from 22% to 55%.13-16 The extent
to which various pathologies in the hip—such as femoroacetabular impingement (FAI),
labral tear, and osteoarthritis—coexist is also not clearly defined.
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Clinically Applied Anatomy

The hip joint is a large synovial joint that attaches the trunk to the lower leg. Like the
shoulder, it is a ball-and-socket joint. Unlike the shoulder, it is a primary weight-bearing
joint. With a convex femoral head articulating with the concave acetabulum, the mechanics
of the hip joint are similar to that of the shoulder. Therefore, the hip does have a fair
amount of mobility. It is also an inherently very stable joint due to its architectural
structure, ligamentous support, and load-bearing function.

The acetabular labrum deepens the acetabulum to increase hip joint stability (figure
24.1). The orientation of the femur and the ligamentous strength also contribute to hip
joint stability. Biomechanical analyses suggest that the labrum is stressed by compressive
loads and extremes of hip joint motion.17-19 Therefore, a tear of the labrum likely alters
physiological functions, such as enhancing joint stability and load distribution.17
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Figure 24.1 Acetabular labrum.

 

The femur is slightly anteverted, slightly anterior to the frontal plane relative to the
shaft of the femur (figure 24.2). The acetabulum is typically slightly anteverted as well.
Therefore, when a client has a limitation or pain with the combined motions of flexion,
adduction and internal rotation, the clinician should be suspicious of a mechanical
impingement due to either a retroverted acetabulum or bony abnormality of the femoral
head.
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Figure 24.2 Angle of torsion: normal, anteversion, and retroversion.

 

Ligamentous support is an important variable for hip stability (figure 24.3). The three
primary ligaments of the hip (iliofemoral, ischiofemoral, and pubofemoral) all have a
primary function of stability for the hip joint. All three ligaments are taut with hip
extension, although some findings suggest that the ischiofemoral ligament tightens during
flexion. Additional motions stressing combinations of these ligaments are primarily hip
abduction and external rotation. Clients with ligamentous laxity likely will have excessive
hip external rotation.20, 21
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Figure 24.3 Primary ligaments around the hip.

 

The loads on the hip joint can be variable.22 Standing exerts 0.3times the client’s body
weight, walking exerts between 1.3 times and 5.8 times body weight, walking up stairs
exerts 3 times body weight, and running exerts over 4.5 times body weight on the hip joint.
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Client Interview

This interview is typically the first encounter the clinician will have with the client. As
previously discussed in chapter 5 (Client Interview and Observation), this component of
the examination can provide the clinician with a significant amount of information relevant
to the probability of the client’s presenting diagnosis. For purposes of this text, the
interview is described relative to each body part or section but generally includes subjective
reports by the client, as well as findings from their outcome measures. Also included in this
section is radiographic imaging. While clinicians should avoid biasing their examinations
by interpreting findings of radiographic imaging prior to seeing clients (in most cases
without concerns for red flags and major medical-related issues), this point in the
examination is most likely where clinicians will encounter radiographic imaging.
Additionally, in some instances, clinicians must interpret radiographic imaging early in the
examination to rule out serious pathology prior to continuing with other components of
the examination sequence.

Subjective

The client should be encouraged to describe in detail the specific location of their
concordant pain. As previously described, differential diagnosis of the lumbar spine, pelvis,
and hip is often difficult. A few variables have been shown to demonstrate a strong
predilection to hip pain. The presence of a limp, groin pain, or limited internal rotation
(IR) of the hip significantly predicted diagnosis of disorder as originating primarily from
hip opposed to the spine. Patients with a limp were 7 times more likely to have hip disorder
than spine disorder, while those with groin pain were 7 times more likely to have hip
disorder alone or hip and spine disorder versus spine disorder alone. Limited IR in a patient
was 14 times more likely to suggest a hip disorder only or hip and spine disorder versus
spine disorder only.23 Additionally complicating the differential diagnosis of the pain
generator in the hip joint region are the multiple potential causes of pain in this area.
Clearly delineating the specific cause requires deliberate questioning. Details about specific
pain location, level of irritability, pain duration, and onset (all information discussed in
chapters 4 through 6) are paramount.

Potential Causes of Various Hip Pathologies

Trauma or Repeated Microtrauma

Hip dislocation
Hip subluxation with or without acetabulum or labral injury
Fracture or stress fracture of acetabulum, femur, or pelvis
Avulsion injury of iliac spine, hip, or pelvic girdle
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Contusion of iliac spine (hip pointer)
Muscle strain (most likely adductors or hamstrings)
Ligament sprain
Loose bodies in joint
Acetabular labral tears
Athletic pubalgia or sports hernia
Femoral or inguinal hernia
Soft-tissue contusion injuries
Myositis ossificans
Tendinitis or tendinopathy
Pubic symphysis dysfunction
Sacroiliac joint dysfunction
Femoroacetabular impingement

Infectious

Osteomyelitis
Hip pyarthrosis
Urinary tract infection
Septic arthritis
Inflamed lymph nodes

Neurologic

Herniated nucleus pulposus
Nerve entrapment

Femoral
Obturator
Piriformis
Lateral femoral cutaneous (meralgia paresthetica)
Genitofemoral
Ilioinguinal

Neurovascular injury

Degenerative

Osteoarthritis
Spine
Femoroacetabular joint
Sacroiliac joint
Pubic symphysis

Osteolysis
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Inflammatory

Rheumatoid arthritis
Juvenile rheumatoid arthritis
Ankylosing spondylitis
Bursitis

Trochanteric or subtrochanteric
Iliopectineal
Ischiogluteal
Iliopsoas

Osteitis pubis
Tendinitis
Pelvic inflammatory disease
Crohn’s disease
Reiter’s syndrome
Systemic lupus erythematosus
Prostatitis
Gynecologic
Epididymitis
Hydrocele
Varicocele
Renal lithiasis
Referred visceral pain
Inflamed lymph nodes
Transient synovitis

Metabolic

Gout
Metabolic bone disease

Vascular

Osteonecrosis or avascular necrosis (e.g., osteochondritis dissecans)
Chondrolysis
Sickle-cell disease
Neurovascular injury
Thrombosis

Neoplastic

Pelvic
Acetabulum
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Femur
Testicular
Gynecologic

 

Some specific questions (besides those listed in chapters 4 through 6) are relevant to the
hip joint. Age of the client will assist with differential diagnosis of hip pain. Pediatric and
adolescent pathologies, such as Legg-Calvé-Perthes (typical age of onset is 3 to 12 years old)
and slipped capital femoral epiphysis (average age of 12.1 years for girls and 14.4 years for
boys), will significantly differ in client age compared to acetabular labral tear (adolescents to
older adults) and hip osteoarthritis, osteoporotic femoral neck fractures, or gluteal
tendinopathy (older adults).

Mechanism of onset can assist with differential diagnosis of hip pathology. Acetabular
labral tears, for example, have four primary mechanisms of onset or contributing factors:
traumatic, dysplasia, femoroacetabular impingement (FAI), and laxity and hypermobility.24

Soft-tissue injuries should be suspected in athletes who while sprinting felt a pop, either
posteriorly (hamstring)25, 26 or in the medial thigh (adductors).27, 28 Careful questioning of
the client can be extremely helpful in determining the potential primary structures
involved.

Groin pain is a common location for multiple hip pathologies (as well as lumbar spine
and pelvic girdle pathologies). Groin and thigh pain were found in 55% and 57% of hip
joint pain clients, respectively. However, pain referral was also seen in the buttock and
lower extremity distal to the knee in 71% and 22%, respectively.29 The most common
locations of pain for clients with labral tear were the central groin and lateral
peritrochanteric area.30 The clinician should therefore systematically differentially diagnose
the commonly reported groin pain presentation. Paresthesia in the anterior groin and thigh
is more suggestive of femoral nerve versus obturator peripheral nerve involvement (medial
thigh) once the lumbar spine is ruled out.

Complaints of clicking, catching, and snapping should include labral tear, intra-
articular pathology, and snapping hip on the differential diagnosis.16, 31-33 Carefully
delineating the source (and relevance) of such symptoms is imperative to properly
diagnosing the client. For example, 91% of ballet dancers reported snapping hip; 60% of
them could volitionally produce this snapping, yet only 7% were not able to continue
dancing due to the snapping.34

Thus, the question of whether the condition is worsening, staying the same, or
improving is relevant, as is the degree to which their current symptoms affect their daily
and recreational activities. Diagnosis such as hip osteoarthritis will likely continue to
progress in terms of pathology, but the client may just limit their daily activities. Younger
clients may report a greater effect on their activities due to unwillingness to limit such
activities. Therefore, as with all other regions of assessment, the clinician should have a
clear understanding of the client’s symptoms, how they affect their functional status, where
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the symptoms are located, aggravating and relieving factors, and so on.

Outcome Measures

Clinicians can use multiple outcome measures. Outcome measures formulated,
implemented in research studies, and utilized in daily clinical practice are multiple for the
hip joint. The specific outcome measure utilized is also sometimes dependent on the hip
pathology. No conclusive evidence supports a single patient-reported outcome measure
questionnaire for the evaluation of patients undergoing hip arthroscopy. Investigation of
the most efficacious hip outcome measure for hip arthroscopy patients suggests that the
Nonarthritic Hip Score (NAHS) was the best-quality questionnaire among it, the Hip
Outcome Score (HOS), and the Modified Harris Hip Score (MHHS).35 The NAHS
demonstrated the highest content validity, while the HOS scored best on agreement,
internal consistency, and responsiveness.35

For the evaluation of treatment goals in patients with hip osteoarthritis, the following
measurement instruments were recommended: Lequesne index, Western Ontario and
McMaster Universities (WOMAC) osteoarthritis index, Hip disability and Osteoarthritis
Outcome Score, Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score, patient-specific complaint
list, Visual Analogue Scale for pain, Intermittent and Constant Osteoarthritis Pain
questionnaire, goniometry, Medical Research Council for strength, and the handheld
dynamometer.36 The fact that multiple measures were recommended underlies the
importance of a comprehensive assessment approach, as discussed in chapter 4 of this text.
Function is a multifactorial variable that requires a comprehensive approach to assessment.

As part of the comprehensive assessment of function, a proposal for the development of
a standardized battery of physical performance outcome measures to complement self-
report measures when capturing the construct of function in patients with hip osteoarthritis
(OA) has been suggested.37 Part of the reasoning for such a proposal is the evidence
questioning the construct validity and longitudinal validity of the WOMAC-PF for
assessing physical function, a previously recommended leading self-report measure for the
assessment of function in these patients. Recommendations for the use of both self-report
measures and physical performance measures of physical function are needed for a more
comprehensive assessment of function in patients with hip OA.37

A recent systematic review investigated utilization of 12 different outcome measures.
They concluded that the Hip dysfunction and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (HOOS)
contains adequate measurement qualities for evaluating patients with hip OA or total hip
replacement (THR). The HOS is the best available questionnaire for evaluating hip
arthroscopy, but the Inguinal Pain Questionnaire, the only identified questionnaire for
evaluating groin disability, does not contain adequate measurement qualities.

The HOOS was recommended for evaluating patients with hip OA undergoing
nonsurgical treatment and surgical interventions such as THR. The HOS is recommended
for evaluating patients undergoing hip arthroscopy. The authors concluded that these
questionnaires should also be evaluated in younger patients (age < 50) with hip or groin
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disability, including surgical and nonsurgical patients.38

A newly developed tool, the 33-item International Hip Outcome Tool (iHOT-33) has
been suggested as a primary outcome measure for acetabular labral tear (ALT) clients due to
its development following large sample sizes and the most rigorous methodology. This
questionnaire uses a visual analogue scale response format designed for computer self-
administration by young, active patients with hip pathology. The iHOT-33 has been
shown to be reliable and highly responsive to clinical change, and it has demonstrated face,
content, and construct validity.39 A short version of the International Hip Outcome Tool
(iHOT-12) has been developed. It has very similar characteristics to the original rigorously
validated 33-item questionnaire, losing very little information despite being only one-third
the length. It is valid, reliable, and responsive to change. It can be used for initial
assessment and postoperative follow-up in routine clinical practice.40

The Copenhagen Hip and Groin Outcome Score (HAGOS) has also been suggested
for the assessment of symptoms, activity limitations, participation restrictions, and quality
of life in physically active, young to middle-aged patients with long-standing hip or groin
pain. The HAGOS consists of six separate subscales assessing pain, symptoms, physical
function in daily living, physical function in sport and recreation, participation in physical
activities, and hip- or groin-related quality of life. It is also valid, reliable, and responsive to
change. This measure is suggested for use in interventions where the client’s perspective and
health-related quality of life are of primary interest.41

The Short Musculoskeletal Function Assessment (SMFA) had good overall
responsiveness in clients with hip fractures and has been recommended for use as one of the
measures to evaluate the outcome after a hip fracture.42

The Children’s Hospital Oakland Hip Evaluation Scale (CHOHES) is a modification
of the Harris Hip Score (HHS). It does appear to be an easy-to-use, valid, and reliable
assessment tool and should be considered for use in the routine clinical evaluation of sickle-
cell disease patients with avascular necrosis (AVN).43

Diagnostic Imaging

Radiographic examination of the hip joint, as of other regions of the body, is dependent
on the type of pathology. Diagnostic imaging, like clinical examination techniques,
continues to be refined. Some types of imaging have been utilized in the same type of
pathology with comparison studies to determine the best diagnostic or screening procedure.
Diagnostic imaging, like each component of the examination for potential hip joint
pathology, provides relevant and valuable information for the clinician in order to make the
best clinical decisions regarding the client’s diagnosis and potential treatments. Not unlike
other portions of the examination of the hip joint, diagnostic imaging requires careful
interpretation on part of the clinician. Several studies have found hip pathological changes
in asymptomatic people.44-47 Therefore, diagnosis made solely on diagnostic imaging
interpretation is not sensible clinical practice.
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While there are many different imaging methods, and sometimes choices of method,
for a particular pathology (table 24.1), the value of diagnostic imaging should be carefully
weighted for some diagnoses, such as developmental hip dysplasia and FAI.48 For imaging
of intra-articular hip pathology, MRI represents the best technique because it enables
clinicians to directly visualize cartilage, it provides superior soft-tissue contrast, and it offers
the prospect of multidimensional imaging. However, opinions differ on the diagnostic
efficacy of MRI and on the question of which MRI technique is most appropriate.49 A
large-field-of-view MRI survey of the pelvis, combined with high-resolution MRI of the
pubic symphysis, is an excellent means of assessing various causes of athletic pubalgia,
providing information about the location of injury, and delineating the severity of
disease.50 Due to the fact that various findings have been discovered in subjects with groin
pain,50-52 such an approach is suggested.
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Groin pain, arising from injuries to the hip and pelvis, accounts for 5% to 6% of
athletic injuries in adults and 10% to 24% of these injuries in children.51 Diagnostic
imaging of clinical value is necessary for differentially diagnosing what has been termed as
“the Bermuda triangle of sports medicine.”53

Radiographs

Anteroposterior (AP) and lateral (axial “frog leg”) views are the standard views utilized
in plain film radiographs. As with all extremity joints, comparison between sides is
necessary. Assessment of particular aspects on the AP view includes the following:
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Hip dislocations and most fractures are often seen on AP and lateral views.
An AP view with the hip internally rotated provides a necessary view of the femoral
neck with those patients in whom femoral neck fractures are suspected but standard
radiographic findings are negative.
Neck-shaft angle: An abnormal head neck offset (or pistol grip deformity) can be seen
on these views.
Alpha angle: The alpha angle is a parameter used to quantify the degree of femoral
deformity that reflects the insufficient anterolateral head-neck offset and femoral
head asphericity.72 Alpha angles greater than 60° have been suggested to be associated
with symptomatic impingement72, 73 (figure 24.4), although other findings have
suggested much higher values to discriminate between subjects with pathology and
controls.74 Cam impingement is associated with a larger than normal alpha angle.
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Figure 24.4 Alpha angle.

 

Crossover sign: A crossover sign on the AP view is where a portion of the anterior
wall of the acetabulum projects farther laterally, or crosses over the posterior wall
(figure 24.5). This sign is associated with pincer-type impingement of the hip. The
three different types of femoroacetabular impingement are depicted in figure 24.6.
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Figure 24.5 Crossover sign of the hip joint. Posterior wall of acetabulum (red line) crosses
over anterior wall of acetabulum (blue line).

© Michael Reiman
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Figure 24.6 Femoroacetabular impingement types.
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Contour of femoral head.
Femoral head and acetabulum orientation: assessment for acetabular dysplasia and
acetabular protrusio (acetabular overcoverage; coxa profunda). Acetabular protrusio is
diagnosed on the AP view demonstrating a center-edge angle (figure 24.7; angle
between red [line from midpoint of femoral head to lateral edge of acetabular rim]
and blue [line from midpoint of femoral head straight vertical] lines) greater than 40°
(figure 24.8) and medialization of the medial wall of the acetabulum (red arrow in
figure 24.9) past the ilioischial line (blue arrow in figure 24.9).
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Figure 24.7 Center-edge angle.

© Michael Reiman
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Figure 24.8 Excessive center-edge angle demonstrating protrusio.
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Figure 24.9 Acetabular protrusio (red arrow pointing to acetabular line) projecting medial
to the ilioischial line (blue arrow). The green arrows show cam deformity.

© Michael Reiman

 

Neck-shaft angle: assessment for coxa vara or coxa valga.
Joint space width and osteophytes for assessment of osteoarthritis.
Bone disease such as bony cysts (suggestive of OA), tumors, Legg-Calvé-Perthes
disease.

Lateral view radiographs are performed with the client’s hip flexed, abducted, and
externally rotated while they are lying supine. This view allows clinicians the capability to
view for any possible pelvic obliquity or slipped capital femoral epiphysis (SCFE). Children
with suggestive groin symptoms should have hip AP and frog-leg lateral radiographs to rule
out SCFE.75

Measures of joint space, the maximum thickness of subchondral sclerosis, and the size
of the largest osteophyte have been utilized to diagnose hip OA with radiographs. Minimal
joint space (i.e., the shortest distance between the femoral head margin and the
acetabulum) was the index most strongly associated with other radiologic features of OA.
Mild to moderate hip OA was defined as ≥2 mm of joint space available, while severe OA
was defined as ≤1.5 mm of minimum joint space on radiographs.76

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Magnetic resonance imaging is increasingly being utilized for the assessment of hip
pathology presence. Both soft tissue (e.g., tendon, labral, and bursal lesions) and osseous
tissue (e.g., stress fractures and osteonecrosis) can reliably be assessed with MRI. Since MRI
is more sensitive to bone marrow edema, it is often used to assess subtle occult fractures and
diagnoses such as sport-related chronic groin pain, osteitis pubis, or bone stress injuries of
the pubis bone.77 Combining arthrography (magnetic resonance arthrography) has recently
been shown to be both more sensitive and specific for the diagnoses of hip pathological
lesions such as labral tears than MRI,57 although less sensitive and specific for diagnosis
such as gluteal tendinopathy.68 Magnetic resonance imaging with arthrogram (MRA) has
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also been used for many of the same types of pathologies that MRI is used for. Abnormal
findings on MRI and MRA for various pathologies should caution the clinician regarding
interpretation of such findings and diagnosis.44, 78

Computed Tomography

Computed tomography scans are traditionally utilized for acetabular wall and femoral
head fractures, as well as the more subtle hip dislocations. The assessment of osseous
abnormalities, such as shape and size of the femoral head (as in a bony exostosis for cam
impingement; figure 24.10) and acetabulum, anteversion, and retroversion measurements
are important uses of CT scan. As with radiographs and MRI or MRA, findings of
abnormalities in asymptomatic clients45 require caution in diagnostic interpretation of CT
findings in the hip joint.
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Figure 24.10 Three-dimensional CT scan demonstrating pistol grip deformity associated
with cam-type impingement in the hip joint.

© Michael Reiman

 

Ultrasound

Ultrasound, or ultrasonography, is an imaging technique that does not involve
radiation. It is typically used for the assessment of tendon pathology in the hip,68 although
it has also been suggested for various other soft-tissue hip and lower extremity
pathologies.79 Ultrasonography has even been suggested for the use of screening for
developmental hip dysplasia,80 although a recent systematic review cautions its use in this
manner due to weak evidential support for the clinical utility of ultrasonography.81

Bone Scan (Scintigraphy)

Bone scans are typically utilized to help diagnosis tumors, necrosis, and stress fractures
of the hip. This is particularly the case with proximal femoral (femoral neck and
intertrochanteric) fractures.

Review of Systems

Refer to chapter 6 (Triage and Differential Diagnosis) for detail on review of systems
relevant to the hip joint.
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Observation

Observation of the client presenting with hip pain should (as with all portions of the
body) include general postural assessment (both statically and dynamically), gait, transfers,
and potential limitations in strength and mobility with daily tasks. Static posture
assessment should be viewed from both the anteroposterior view as well as laterally.
Looking for asymmetry from side to side can alert the clinician to structural abnormalities.
Iliac crest height, greater trochanter height, and anterior and posterior superior iliac spine
levels (as also observed for the lumbar spine and pelvis) can alert the clinician to some
potential structural dysfunctions that may be contributing to the client’s hip pain. Postural
dysfunctions, such as lower crossed syndrome and scoliosis (see chapter 14) can have
significant effects on the hip joint.

While more detail regarding posture is given in chapter 14, some additional things are
worth mentioning here. From all views, the clinician should assess for scars, skin
discoloration, changes in texture, and so on. From both the lateral and posterior views, the
clinician can assess for gluteal atrophy, which is strongly correlated with hip
osteoarthritis.82, 83

Several hip muscles are active during gait. Principal among them are the gluteal
muscles. The gluteus medius (GMed) is a broad, fan-shaped muscle with attachments to
the superior and flared portion of the ilium, as well as distally attaching to the lateral and
superior–posterior aspect of the greater trochanter.84 The GMed has been anatomically
divided into three parts (anterior, middle, and posterior), each performing specific
functions. As an entire muscle, the GMed stabilizes the femur and pelvis during weight-
bearing activities. The greatest GMed activation has been observed during the stance phase
of gait.85, 86 The gravitational torque about the hip during single leg stance is counteracted
by an abduction torque on the stance hip, stabilizing the pelvis relative to the femur.
Additionally, these muscles are required to rotate the pelvis in the same direction as the
advancing contralateral swinging leg.87 Therefore, dysfunction of these muscles (primarily
the gluteus medius and gluteus minimus) is depicted in an excessive contralateral (or non-
weight-bearing swinging) side of the pelvis, or Trendelenburg gait pattern. A compensated
gait pattern would present when the client excessively shifts their upper body mass toward
the involved side to decrease the length of the lever arm acting on the weight-bearing hip
joint and therefore prevent the non-weight-bearing side of the pelvis from dropping. The
clinician should be cognizant of these different compensatory gait patterns for dysfunction
in the hip abductor muscle group when examining hip dysfunction clients. Clients with hip
osteoarthritis88 and slipped capital femoral epiphysis,89 for example, have demonstrated this
type of gait dysfunction. The Trendelenburg test is discussed later in the Special Tests
section regarding specific diagnostic and clinical relevance.

The hip extensor muscles, as a group, produce the greatest torque across the hip joint
compared to any other muscle group.90 This torque is utilized to propel the upper body of
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a person upward and forward from a position of hip flexion.87, 91 Such examples during
gait movements would include standing up out of a chair, climbing a steep hill or incline,
and pushing off into a sprint. If the gluteus maximus is paralyzed, the client’s trunk must
be thrown posterior at heel strike to prevent the trunk from falling forward with the flexion
moment at the hip. The typical orthopedic or sports client with hip dysfunction involving
the gluteus maximus is more likely to present with deficits in stairs, step-ups, and sit-to-
stand maneuvers due to the torque production discussed previously.

Therefore, deficits detected with sit-to-stand and stand-to-sit transfers may be
indicative of dysfunction in the gluteal muscles. Additionally the clinician should be
cognizant of joint changes, such as labral tear, impingement, dysplasia, and osteoarthritis.
Each of these conditions could lead to muscle performance or joint mobility dysfunction
contributing to limitations in these activities.

The client with joint changes may have complaints with some combination of hip joint
positions involving flexion, adduction, or internal rotation.16 Pain may therefore be
detected in the groin region or described as a C-sign pattern (because the client uses their
hand in the shape of the letter C to demonstrate pain location; see figure 24.11), indicative
of potential intra-articular involvement.92 Pain posturing on part of the client may be seen
when sitting in chairs (especially lower level chairs), stepping up with the involved leg,
squatting, and so forth, since these motions will replicate the combinations of these
movements in the hip.
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Figure 24.11 C-sign.

 

Range of motion of the hip can also be observed without formal assessment. In the
supine position, the clinician can assess generally for anterior capsular laxity. The client
lying supine with relaxed legs and demonstrating enough external rotation for the lateral
border of that foot to touch the table likely has laxity of the anterior capsule or excessive
femoral anterior torsion. Alternatively, the client presenting with very little to no external
rotation in this position should heighten the clinician’s concern for limited anterior
capsular mobility or femoral retrotorsion.

Limitations in hip range of motion (ROM) can be assessed with daily activities. Gait on
level surfaces requires only 30° to 44° of hip flexion, while ascending and descending stairs
requires 45° to 66° of hip flexion.93, 94 Sitting in a chair of an average seat height requires
112° of hip flexion. Putting on socks requires 120° of flexion, 20° of abduction, and 20° of
external rotation.95 Clients with FAI cannot squat as deeply as those without FAI.96

Difficulty performing such daily tasks can alert the clinician as to which particular motions
to more closely examine.
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Triage and Screening

Triage and screening is a necessary component of the examination process that should
be done prior to continuing with the examination. As with all specific body part
examinations, at this point the clinician must decide whether or not to continue with the
examination. Specifically, they should determine whether to continue examining the client
or refer them to a physician. Ruling out serious pathology (refer to chapter 6, Triage and
Differential Diagnosis) and pain generation from other related (or close-proximity)
structures helps the clinician more accurately determine the necessity of continuing with
the other examination components to identify the actual source of the client’s pain.
Additionally, implementing strong screening tests (tests of high SN and low –LR) at this
point in the examination is suggested for narrowing down the competing diagnoses of the
respective body regions (lumbar spine, pelvis and knee in this case) when this is applicable.

Ruling Out Serious Pathology: Red Flags

A careful subjective history and observation of the client will help the clinician triage
the client. The clinician must be aware of disorders affecting the abdominal and pelvic
organs that can also refer pain to the hip region, mimicking a musculoskeletal dysfunction.
Previous history of cancer, such as prostate cancer in men or any reproductive cancer or
breast cancer in a woman, is a red flag since these cancers may be associated with metastases
to the hip joint.97

In a study of women with groin pain, multiple sources of pathology were discovered,
further suggesting the need for a detailed screen as part of the clinical examination.98 Other
red flags include a history of trauma, fever, unexplained weight loss, burning with
urination, night pain, and prolonged corticosteroid use.99-101 The clinician should also be
aware of other variables, such as previous history of surgeries to the hip or proximal lower
extremity, previous abdominal or pelvic organ surgery, insidious onset of pain, symptoms
unchanged by position or movement, symptoms related to a woman’s menstrual cycle,
neurological or vascular diseases that the client may have, acute hip pain with fever, malaise,
night sweats, unexplained weight loss, intravenous drug use, night pain unrelieved by
position change, compromised immune system, a history of corticosteroid exposure or
alcohol abuse (risk for avascular necrosis), and previous history of cancer, as mentioned
before. Awareness of these potential red flag concerns can alert the clinician of the need for
medical intervention. Refer to chapter 6 for additional details on differential diagnosis.

During special testing for potential red flags from non-musculoskeletal causes related to
the hip, clinicians should utilize the resisted straight leg raise and the heel strike tests. The
details of these tests are listed here.

Resisted Straight-Leg Raise Test
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Figure 24.12

 

 

Client Position

Sitting and leaning back on the hands or lying supine
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the side of lower extremity to be assessed
 

Movement

The client raises the lower extremity 30 cm off the table. The client resists as the
clinician applies a downward pressure at the distal thigh.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is indicated if pain is reproduced in the lower quadrant, indicating possible
peritoneal inflammation, appendicitis, or inflammation of the iliopsoas muscle. A test is (+)
for labral tear with reproduction of concordant pain or clicking or catching in the anterior
hip, not the lower quadrant of abdomen.
 

Statistics
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Regarding Appendicitis

SN 16 (not reported, or NR), SP 95 (NR), +LR 2.4, −LR 0.90, in a study reporting
summary estimates for the diagnosis of acute appendicitis102

Regarding Intra-Articular Hip Pathology

SN 59 (57-96), SP 32 (9-48), +LR 0.9, −LR 1.3, QUADAS 7, in a study of 50
clients with signs or symptoms suggestive of hip pathology (mean age 60.2 years; 30
women; symptom duration NR), using ≥80% improvement in pain after intra-
articular hip joint injection as a reference standard.103

SN 56 (NR), SP not tested, QUADAS 9, in a study of 51 clients (52 hips). Of these
clients the average age was 35 years, 22 were female, and the symptom duration
ranged from 3 months to 15 years. Symptomatic FAI and radiography (all subjects)
or surgery (43 subjects) were used as a reference standard.104

 

Heel Strike Test105
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Figure 24.13

 

 

Client Position

Supine on the table, arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s feet, directly facing the client
 

Movement

Clinician lifts the lower extremity to be assessed. Keeping the client’s knee straight, the
clinician uses their hand (right as shown) to strike the client’s heel.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is indicated by the production of pain or the reproduction of the client’s
symptoms, specifically deep hip pain.
 

Statistics

NR
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Rule Out Fracture

A particular concern of triage involving the hip joint is the ruling out of a fracture.
Osteoporosis, which is characterized by low bone mass and microarchitectural
deterioration, is a major risk factor for fractures of the hip, vertebrae, and distal forearm.
Hip fracture is the most detrimental fracture, being associated with 20% mortality and
50% permanent loss in function.106 Presence of a hip fracture warrants referral to a
physician. Testing to rule in or rule out the presence of a fracture or stress fracture of the
hip region includes the patellar-pubic percussion test and the fulcrum test. Details of these
tests are listed here.

Stress Fracture Test (Fulcrum Test)
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Figure 24.14

 

 

Client Position

Relaxed sitting position on the end of the table, with bilateral feet over the edge
 

Clinician Position

Sitting at the end of the table, directly the facing client
 

Movement

The clinician places one forearm (left as shown) under the client’s thigh to be tested.
With their other hand (right as shown), the clinician applies a downward pressure to the
proximal knee. This test can be repeated in successively more proximal areas on the femur
assuming the test is negative with testing of previous location.
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Assessment

A test is considered (+) for stress fractures if the client reports pain with the maneuver.
 

Statistics

SN 93 (NR), SP 75 (NR), +LR 3.7, −LR 0.09, QUADAS 5, in a study of 7 clients
with proximal femur stress fractures (mean age 19.8 years; 4 were female; mean
symptom duration NR), using bone scan or radiography as a reference standard.107

SN 88 (NR), SP 13 (NR), +LR 1.0, −LR 0.92, QUADAS 7, in a study of 6 clients
with proximal femur stress fractures (age range 19-23 years; all were female; mean
symptom duration NR), using radiography, bone scan, or MRI as a reference
standard.108

Confirmation of a stress fracture requires a bone scan; therefore, a positive finding
warrants physician referral.

 

Patellar-Pubic Percussion Test

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 24.15

 

  

Client Position

Relaxed supine position with bilateral lower extremities straight
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the side of the lower extremity to be tested, directly facing the client
 

Movement

The clinician places a stethoscope over the pubic tubercle on the ipsilateral side of the
lower extremity being tested (right as shown). The clinician listens through the stethoscope
as they tap the ipsilateral patella. Tapping and placing a tuning fork over the patella can
also be used in place of tapping the patella directly.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a diminished percussion noted on the side of pain indicating a potential
femur fracture.
 

Statistics
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Pooled analysis: SN 95 (92-97), SP 86 (78-92), +LR 6.11, −LR 0.07, across three
studies with 782 clients109

SN 94 (NR), SP 95 (NR), +LR 20.4, −LR 0.06, QUADAS 9, in a study of 41
consecutive clients (mean age, gender, and symptom duration NR) presenting to
emergency department with a history of hip trauma necessitating radiographic
examination, using radiography as a reference standard110

SN 91 (NR), SP 82 (NR), +LR 5.1, −LR 0.11, QUADAS 8, in a study of 100
consecutive clients with suspected femoral neck fracture (mean age 78.6 years; 82
women; mean symptom duration NR), using radiography as a reference standard111

SN 96 (87-99), SP 86 (49-98), +LR 6.7, −LR 0.75, QUADAS 10, in a study of 290
consecutive clients with suspected occult femoral neck fracture (mean age 72 ± 6.8
years; 236 women; mean duration of symptoms NR), using radiography, bone scan,
MRI, or CT as a reference standard112

 

Ruling Out Pain Generation From Other Related Structures

Once red flags are ruled out, an efficient way to begin to differentiate the many
potential pain referral sources is through the lower quarter screening examination. The
traditional lower quarter screen consists of testing of dermatomes, myotomes, deep tendon
reflexes, and possible upper motor involvement. The clinician should differentially diagnose
the potential contribution of the sacroiliac joint or pelvic girdle and lumbar spine as the
primary pain generator for the client’s hip pain. Screening tests for these areas are employed
to limit the extent of the differential diagnosis for pathology contributing to the client’s hip
pain. A systematic approach to ruling out these other areas is suggested. The key points of
this approach are listed here. Refer to chapters 19 (Lumbar Spine) and 20 (Sacroiliac Joint
and Pelvic Girdle) for greater detail regarding these examination procedures.

Rule Out Lumbar Spine

The following section lists suggested special tests for ruling out the lumbar spine as a
potential pain generator for the client with presentation of hip pain. The details of each of
these tests can be found in chapter 19.

Radiculopathy or Discogenic-Related Pathology

This is ruled out with a combination of ROM and special tests assessments.
Repeated Motions (ROM)

Centralization and peripheralization: 5-20 reps
SN 92 (NR), SP 64 (NR), +LR 2.6, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 12113

SN 40 (28-54), SP 94 (73-99), +LR 6.7, −LR 0.63, QUADAS 13114
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Special Tests

Straight leg raise test
SN 97 (NR), SP 57 (NR), +LR 2.2, −LR 0.05, QUADAS 10115

Pooled analysis: SN 92 (87-95), SP 28 (18-40), +LR 2.9, −LR 0.29 116

SN 91 (82-94), SP 26 (16-38), +LR 2.7, −LR 0.35 117

Slump test
SN 83 (NR), SP 55 (NR), +LR 1.8, −LR 0.32, QUADAS 11118

SN 84 (NR), SP 83 (NR), +LR 4.9, −LR 0.19, QUADAS 7119

Facet Joint Dysfunction

This is ruled out with the seated extension–rotation test. As noted in chapter 19
(Lumbar Spine), facet joint dysfunction is ruled in with posterior-to-anterior spinal joint-
play assessments eliciting stiffness and concordant pain.

Seated Extension–Rotation

SN 100 (NR), SP 22 (NR), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.0, QUADAS 11120

SN 100 (NR), SP 12 (NR), +LR 1.1, −LR 0.0, QUADAS 10121

Rule Out SIJ Dysfunction

The following section lists suggested special tests for ruling out the SI joint as a
potential pain generator for the client with presentation of hip pain. The details of each of
these tests can be found in chapter 20.

Pain provocation cluster testing:122 SN 91 (62-98), SP 83 (68-96), +LR 6.97, −LR
0.11, QUADAS 13

Thigh thrust test: SN 88 (64-97), SP 69 (47-82), +LR 2.80, −LR 0.18; QUADAS
12123

Gaenslen’s test: SN 50-53, SP 71-77, +LR 1.8–2.2, −LR 0.66, QUADAS 12123

Distraction test: SN 60 (36-80), SP 81 (65-91), +LR 3.20, −LR 0.49; QUADAS
12123

Compression test: SN 69 (44-86), SP 69 (51-79), +LR 2.20, −LR 0.46; QUADAS
12123

Sacral thrust test: SN 63 (39-82), SP 75 (58-87), +LR 2.50, −LR 0.50; QUADAS
12123

Laslett and colleagues assessed the diagnostic utility of the McKenzie method of
mechanical assessment combined with the following sacroiliac tests: distraction, thigh
thrust, Gaenslen, sacral thrust, and compression. The McKenzie assessment consisted of
flexion in standing, extension in standing, right and left side gliding, flexion in lying, and
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extension in lying. The movements were repeated in sets of 10, and centralization and
peripheralization were recorded. If it was determined that repeated movements resulted in
centralization, the client was considered to present with pain of discogenic origin. If
discogenic origin of pain was ruled out, the cluster of tests exhibited the following (3 out of
5 required to be positive): SN 94 (72-99), SP 78 (61-89), +LR 4.29, −LR 0.80, QUADAS
12.123

The test with the strongest diagnostic capability of ruling out SIJ-related dysfunction is
the thigh thrust test: SN 88 (64-97), SP 69 (47-82), +LR 2.80, −LR 0.18, QUADAS
12.123

Additionally, as with any joint, clearing AROM with or without overpressure is
necessary. AROM of all motions as per the lower quarter screen described in chapter 7
should be implemented. In order to fully clear the lumbar spine and peripheral joints, full
AROM (with overpressure if pain-free) must be present.

Sensitive Tests for the Hip

Ruling out particular pathologies in the hip joint can be complicated. Once competing
pain-generating joints have been ruled out as outlined previously, it is suggested that SN
tests of the hip joint be implemented to narrow down the potential diagnoses. The use of
special tests can be of assistance (as well as all other components of the funnel examination
approach). These tests, along with their correlation with pathology, are presented here.
Additionally, the diagnostic accuracy of these tests relative to the pathology investigated is
also presented.

Ruling out hip osteoarthritis is described. To assist in ruling out hip impingement,
labral tear, or intra-articular pathology, clinicians should implement the flexion-adduction-
internal rotation (FADDIR) and flexion-internal rotation tests.

The gold standard clinical diagnosis for hip osteoarthritis is as follows: Clients with
hip pain and hip internal rotation (IR) range of motion (ROM) ≥ 15° who
experienced pain with IR, had morning stiffness ≤ 60 minutes, and were 50 years old
or older could be identified as having hip OA (SN 86).124

Hip impingement or labral tear and potential intra-articular involvement: FADDIR
test.

Pooled analysis: SN 94 (88-97), SP 8 (2-20), +LR 1.02, −LR 0.48, across four
studies with 128 clients (MRA reference standard)109

Pooled analysis: SN 99 (95-100), SP 7 (0-34), +LR 1.06, −LR 0.15, across two
studies with 157 clients (arthroscopy reference standard)109

Flexion-internal rotation test.
Pooled analysis: SN 96 (82-100), SP 17 (12-54), +LR 1.12, −LR 0.27, across
three studies with 42 clients109

The use of fluoroscopically guided intra-articular hip injection has been suggested to
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differentiate the pain source in clients with concomitant hip and lumbar spine arthritis.
This technique demonstrated an SN 100, SP 81, +LR 11.1, −LR 0.125

Additionally, as with any joint, clearing AROM with or without overpressure is
necessary. In order to fully clear the hip joint, full AROM (with overpressure if pain-free)
must be present. Details in this regard are described in the following section.
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Motion Tests

Motion assessment is a very important aspect of the examination for the orthopedic
client. Motion dysfunction can be used to differentiate contractile versus non-contractile
tissue (see chapter 9). Assessment of end-feel, potential capsular patterns, and ROM norm
values can give the clinician an appreciation of the potential impairments for the
orthopedic client they are assessing (table 24.2). Active range of motion (AROM), passive
range of motion (PROM), and joint-play assessments are necessary to determine not only
the presence or absence of joint dysfunction but also the precise aspects of the motion that
are dysfunctional.
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Passive and Active ROMs

Intrarater reliability of hip ROM was shown to be moderate to excellent (intraclass
correlation coefficient or ICC = 0.50–0.97) in clients with and without hip OA.126-128

Specific hip ROM measures have shown excellent interrater reliability, ranging from ICC
of 0.76 to 0.97.129 When assessing passive and active ROM, the clinician should consider
the potential pathology. Clients with hip FAI and osteoarthritis, for example, have been
shown to have limited hip IR, while clients with FAI and labral tear alone exhibited
reduced motions in hip flexion, internal rotation, and adduction.5, 11, 104, 124, 130-132

Therefore, the clinician can expect to find such limitations when assessing clients suspected
of having these pathologies.

Hip Flexion

Client Position

Supine with the leg to be assessed lying straight on the table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the lateral aspect of the greater trochanter and
aligns the proximal arm with the lateral midline of the trunk and the distal arm with the
lateral midline of the femur, using the lateral epicondyle of the knee as a reference.
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Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s pelvis with their proximal hand and grasps the
client’s distal lower extremity with their distal hand. The clinician then passively raises the
lower extremity until a firm end-feel (due to stretching of hamstrings) is felt. Bending the
knee will allow for increased hip flexion due to putting the hamstrings on slack. The
clinician passively moves the hip to end range flexion (end-feel is soft due to approximation
of the quadriceps muscle group approximating the abdomen). Assessment in this position is
a more accurate measure of hip joint passive ROM. These motions can be performed
similarly actively by the client (without assistance from the clinician). Active range of
motion should be performed prior to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move
and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Hip Extension

Client Position

Prone with the leg to be assessed lying straight on the table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the lateral aspect of the greater trochanter and
aligns the proximal arm with the lateral midline of the trunk and the distal arm with the
lateral midline of the femur, using the lateral epicondyle of the knee as a reference.
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Movement

The clinician’s proximal hand stabilizes the pelvis while the distal hand grasps the lower
extremity to be assessed just above the knee and passively lifts the lower extremity to end
range extension (end-feel is firm due to stretching of the anterior joint capsule and
ligaments). If the knee is flexed, the end-feel is firm due to the tension on the rectus femoris
muscle. These motions can be performed similarly actively by the client (without assistance
from the clinician). Active range of motion should be performed prior to PROM to
determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Hip Internal Rotation

Client Position

Supine with the lower extremity to be assessed at 90° of hip and knee flexion
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the anterior aspect of patella and aligns the
proximal arm perpendicular to the client’s body or parallel to a line bisecting the anterior
superior iliac spine (ASIS) on both sides and the distal arm with the midline of the tibia to
a point midway between the medial and lateral malleoli.
 

Movement
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The clinician’s proximal hand stabilizes the femur and their distal hand grasps the
client’s foot or heel. The clinician passively rotates the lower extremity into end range
internal rotation by pulling the heel laterally while maintaining the femur in neutral
adduction or abduction. The end-feel is firm due to tension in the posterior joint capsule
and external hip rotators. This motion can be performed similarly actively by the client
(without assistance from the clinician). Active range of motion can be performed in same
position but should be performed in the sitting position if there is compensation of hip
adduction/abduction and done prior to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to
move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Hip External Rotation

Client Position

Supine with the lower extremity to be assessed in 90° of hip and knee flexion
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the anterior aspect of patella, aligns the
proximal arm perpendicular to the client’s body or parallel to a line bisecting the ASIS on
both sides, and aligns the distal arm with the midline of the tibia to a point midway
between the medial and lateral malleoli.
 

Movement
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The clinician’s proximal hand stabilizes the femur and their distal hand grasps the
client’s foot or heel. The clinician passively rotates the lower extremity into end range
external rotation by pushing the heel medially while maintaining the femur in neutral
adduction or abduction. The end-feel is firm due to tension in the anterior joint capsule
and the iliofemoral and pubofemoral ligaments. This motion can be performed similarly
actively by the client (without assistance from the clinician). Active range of motion can be
performed in the same position but should be performed in the sitting position if there is
compensation of hip adduction/abduction and done prior to PROM to determine the
client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Hip Abduction

Client Position

Supine with the leg to be assessed lying straight on the table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the ipsilateral ASIS and aligns the proximal
arm along a line bisecting the ASIS on each side and the distal arm along the length of the
ipsilateral femur, using the patella for a reference.
 

Movement

The clinician’s proximal hand stabilizes the pelvis and their distal hand grasps the lower
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extremity to be assessed just above the knee. The clinician passively moves the lower
extremity to end range abduction (end-feel is firm due to tension in the adductor muscle
group, medial joint capsule and ligaments). This motion can be performed similarly
actively by the client (without assistance from the clinician). Active range of motion should
be done prior to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Hip Adduction

Client Position

Supine with the lower extremity to be assessed lying straight on table. The leg not being
assessed is abducted, allowing for end range assessment on the lower extremity being
assessed.
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the ipsilateral ASIS and aligns the proximal
arm along a line bisecting the ASIS on each side and the distal arm along the length of the
ipsilateral femur using the patella for reference.
 

Movement

The clinician’s proximal hand stabilizes the pelvis and their distal hand grasps the lower
extremity to be assessed just above the knee. The clinician passively moves the lower
extremity to end range adduction (end-feel is firm due to tension in the lateral joint
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capsule, IT band, and the gluteus medius muscle). This motion can be performed similarly
actively by the client (without assistance from the clinician). Active range of motion should
be done prior to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Passive Accessories

Passive accessory motion assessment is essential for determining the potential for joint-
play dysfunction in the joints being examined. The following section details distinct
component assessments of passive joint mobility for the hip joint.

Indirect Distraction
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Figure 24.16

 

 

Client Position

Supine with bilateral legs relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s foot, facing the client’s hip
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force, especially with the
lumbar spine side-bent away from the clinician. A belt may be wrapped around the client’s
pelvis and the treatment table to help stabilize the pelvis.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician grabs the client’s leg proximal to the knee (supracondylar ridges of femur)
with both hands. Additionally, the clinician can place the client’s leg between their arm and
trunk as shown for improved purchase and ability to provide force. The clinician places the
hip in the resting position (30° flexion, 30° abduction, and slight external rotation).
Distraction force in caudal direction is imposed through both hands. The clinician can also
lean back and use their entire body to utilize more force during the assessment. The
direction of force is directly inferior and along longitudinal axis from hip joint, imparted
through the clinician’s body leaning back.
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Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Anterior Glide
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Figure 24.17

 

 

Client Position

Prone with bilateral legs relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client’s hip to be assessed. The clinician should
support the client’s leg between their trunk and stabilizing hand.
 

Stabilization

The client’s body resting on the table serves as a stabilizing force. A belt may be
wrapped around the client’s pelvis and the treatment table to help stabilize the pelvis. The
clinician’s stabilizing hand (right as shown) is positioned on the anterior surface of the
distal thigh/knee. This hand controls the position of the femur.
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Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) purchases the posterior surface of the
most proximal portion of the client’s thigh (just below the buttock) with a broad hand
placement (force across the entire hand). The clinician should be careful not to extend the
hip to the close-packed position (end range hip extension, abduction, and internal
rotation). The clinician’s assessing hand glides the femur in an anterior direction.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Posterior Glide I
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Figure 24.18

 

 

Client Position

Supine with bilateral legs relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the side of the client’s hip or leg to be assessed, directly facing the client
 

Stabilization

The client’s body resting on the table serves as a stabilizing force. A belt may be
wrapped around the client’s pelvis and the treatment table to help stabilize the pelvis. The
clinician’s stabilizing hand (right as shown) holds the client’s thigh just proximal to the
knee. The amount of internal or external rotation can be varied to find the position that
most effectively stretches the hip.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) purchases the anterior surface of the
proximal thigh (just distal to the groin). This hand contact should be broad and should
glide the femur in a posterior to posterior inferior direction along the plane of the joint
from a resting position of the hip initially.
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Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Posterior Glide II

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 24.19

 

  

Client Position

Supine with bilateral legs relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the client’s hip to be assessed (a) or on opposite side of hip to be
assessed (b), directly facing the client
 

Stabilization

The client’s body resting on the table serves as a stabilizing force.
 

Movement and Direction of Force
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Both of the clinician’s hands purchase the client’s knee, with the hip in combined
flexion and slight adduction (approximating the joint restricted position as tolerated). The
clinician uses both hands and their body to provide a force longitudinally through the
femur and directed in a posterior and lateral direction. Utilizing the technique standing on
the side opposite of leg to be assessed (b), the clinician can also grab the edge of the table on
the opposite side pelvis (same side of leg to be assessed) with the most cranial hand (right as
shown) for additional stabilization and force generation in cases of very stiff hips.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Critical Clinical Pearls

When performing joint-play assessment, the clinician should keep the following in
mind:

The hip joint is a very large joint that likely will require more force to assess joint
play than most other extremity joints.
As always when assessing joint play in any joint, the clinician should take up the soft
tissue slack and glide the joint in the direction required, assessing for joint mobility,
end-feel, and client response.
The clinician is referred to table 24.2 for resting position, close-packed position, and
end-feel of the hip joint.

 

Flexibility

As detailed in chapter 7, flexibility is the motion that a particular joint is capable of.
Assessment of flexibility can assist the clinician in determining the potential presence of
soft-tissue dysfunction of various soft tissues listed in table 24.3.

Thomas Test: see Special Tests section.
Ober’s Test: see Special Tests section.
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Psoas Assessment I133
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Figure 24.20

 

 

Client Position

Prone with upper trunk relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the leg to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician lifts the client’s leg with the knee flexed while preventing pelvic motion at
the ischial tuberosity until engaging the barrier.
 

Assessment

Normally the knee can be lifted 6 in. (15 cm) off the table. If this distance is less than 6
in., tightness and shortness of the psoas are present. Shortness and tightness are present if
the ROM is asymmetric.
 

Statistics

NR
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Psoas Assessment II133
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Figure 24.21

 

 

Client Position

Supine at the end of the table
 

Clinician Position

Standing or kneeling at the side of the leg to be assessed
 

Movement

The client holds the non-test leg in a flexed position while the clinician passively lowers
the leg to be tested into end-range hip extension. The stationary arm of the goniometer is
lined up parallel with the trunk; the axis is at the middle of the hip joint and the moving
arm runs parallel to the thigh, using the lateral epicondyle of the knee as a reference point.
 

Assessment

If the back of the thigh does not contact the table, psoas shortness is present.133 If a hip
flexion angle of at least 7° below horizontal is not achieved, the iliopsoas is considered
tight.134

 

Statistics
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NR; see Special Tests section for diagnostic accuracy of this test for hip labral tear
pathology.
 

Rectus Femoris Assessment133, 135
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Figure 24.22

 

 

Client Position

Supine with buttocks on the end of the table
 

Clinician Position

Standing or kneeling at the side of the leg to be assessed
 

Movement

The client holds the non-test leg in a flexed position while the clinician passively lowers
the leg to be tested into end-range hip extension. The stationary arm of the goniometer is
parallel to the thigh and femur and lined up with the middle of the hip joint. The clinician
aligns the axis at mid-knee and the moving arm at the lateral malleolus of the ankle as it
runs parallel to the mid-tibia.
 

Assessment

The following are guidelines to use in order to determine which specific structure is at
fault:

Less than 10° to 15° of hip extension indicates a tight iliopsoas. Simultaneous
extension of the knee during this maneuver indicates tightness of the rectus
femoris.133
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Knee flexion: If less than 100° to 105° is available, the rectus femoris is tight.133

With low back and sacrum flat on the table, the posterior thigh touches the table and
the knee flexes approximately 80°.135

Shortness in the tensor fasciae latae is indicated by abduction of the thigh as the hip
extends, by extension of the knee if the thigh is prevented from abducting or is
passively adducted as the hip is extended, or by internal rotation of the thigh.135

 

Statistics

NR
 

Hip Adductor Assessment (Long Versus Short)133
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Figure 24.23

 

 

Client Position

Supine with the leg to be tested close to the edge of the table
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly next to the leg to be assessed
 

Movement

The client’s non-test leg is fully flexed at the hip.
 

Assessment

Maintaining the leg to be assessed in full extension, the clinician passively abducts it
(normal range is 40°). When the full ROM is reached, the clinician passively flexes the knee
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of the test leg and attempts to abduct the leg further.
Goniometric measurement is as with standard hip abduction technique.

Hip abduction: If less than 15° to 20° is available, the short hip adductors are tight.
If the maximum hip abduction range does not increase when the knee is flexed, the
single joint adductors (pectineus, adductor magnus, adductor longus, and adductor
brevis) are shortened.
If the hip abduction range does increase with the knee passively flexed, the double
joint adductors (gracilis, semimembranosus, and semitendinosus) are shortened.

 

Statistics

NR
 

Hamstring Length: Passive Supine 90/90 Position Assessment136
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Figure 24.24

 

 

Client Position

Supine, with hip flexed to 90°
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the leg to be assessed, directly facing the client
 

Movement

The clinician places the contralateral lower extremity on the support surface with knee
fully extended. They extend the client’s knee through full available ROM passively until
firm muscular resistance is felt, while maintaining the hip in 90° of flexion. The clinician
aligns the goniometer (a) with the stationary arm along the femur or the inclinometer (b)
along the mid-shin, with the greater trochanter of the femur as the reference point. The axis
of movement is the lateral epicondyle at the knee, and the moving arm is aligned with the
lateral malleolus.
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Assessment

The clinician should use the angle measured as the score. Youdas and colleagues137 have
assessed hamstring muscle length in both males and females, and have determined
normative data for those in the age range of 20 to 80 years. Results indicate that males have
a popliteal angle ranging from 138.1° to 142.8°, with an average of 141.4°. Women of the
same age have popliteal angles that range from 148.7° to 154.8°, with an average of 152.0°.
These data seem to indicate that women have greater hamstring length at all ages than their
male counterparts.
 

Statistics

NR
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Muscle Performance Testing

Manual muscle testing (MMT) of the hip can implicate soft-tissue dysfunction, muscle
weakness, and so on, but it is also a good reminder that many clients with other pathology
may also have weaknesses demonstrated with MMT. Hip MMT in subjects with and
without OA has shown moderate to excellent reliability.128

Hip Flexion

Client Position

Seated with bilateral knees flexed over the edge of the table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician stabilizes the client’s pelvis with their proximal hand and provides
resistance on the anterior aspect of the distal femur

Grade 5: completes motion against maximum resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance
Grade 2: completes motion in side-lying position without resistance
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Psoas major
Iliacus
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Secondary Muscles

Rectus femoris
Sartorius
Tensor fasciae latae
Pectineus
Adductor longus, brevis, and magnus
Anterior gluteus medius

 

Primary Nerves

L2-4 (psoas)
Femoral nerve (L2-3; iliacus)

 

Hip Extension

Client Position

Prone with the leg to be assessed lying straight on the table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician’s proximal hand stabilizes the pelvis, while their distal hand provides
resistance on the posterior aspect of the distal femur, with lower extremity either straight or
with knee bent (to isolate gluteus maximus).

Grade 5: completes motion against maximum resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance
Grade 2: completes motion in side-lying position without resistance
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Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Gluteus maximus
Hamstring group

Semitendinosus
Semimembranosus
Biceps femoris

 

Secondary Muscles

Adductor magnus
Posterior gluteus medius

 

Primary Nerves

Inferior gluteal nerve (L5-S2; gluteus maximus)
Tibial portion of sciatic nerve (L5-S2; hamstrings)

 

Hip Internal Rotation

Client Position

Sitting with lower extremity to be assessed at 90° of hip and knee flexion, legs off the
end of the table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of the client
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Movement and Assessment

The clinician’s proximal hand stabilizes the femur, and their distal hand provides
resistance on the lateral aspect of the distal lower extremity (just above the lateral
malleolus), trying to externally rotate the client’s lower extremity.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximum resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance
Grade 2: completes motion in supine with legs extended position without resistance
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Anterior gluteus minimus
Anterior gluteus medius
Tensor fasciae latae

 

Secondary Muscles

Semitendinosus
Semimembranosus

 

Primary Nerve

Superior gluteal nerve (L4-S1)

 

Hip External Rotation

Client Position
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Supine with lower extremity to be assessed in 90° of hip and knee flexion
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician’s proximal hand stabilizes the femur, and their distal hand provides
resistance on the medial aspect of the distal lower extremity (just above the medial
malleolus), trying to internally rotate the client’s lower extremity.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximum resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance
Grade 2: completes motion in supine with legs extended position without resistance
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Gluteus maximus
Superior and inferior gemellus
Obturator internus and externus
Quadratus femoris
Piriformis

 

Secondary Muscles

Sartorius
Biceps femoris
Posterior gluteus medius
Psoas major
Adductor longus
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Primary Nerves

Inferior gluteal nerve (L4-S1; gluteus maximus)
Nerve to quadratus femoris (L5-S1; quadratus femoris and inferior gemellus)
Nerve to obturator internus (L5-S1; obturator internus and superior gemellus)
Nerve to piriformis (S1-2; piriformis)
Obturator nerve (L3-4; obturator externus)

 

Hip Abduction

Client Position

Side lying with the lower extremity to be assessed on top of the non-testing lower
extremity
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician’s proximal hand stabilizes the pelvis and their distal hand provides
resistance over the lateral femoral condyle.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximum resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance
Grade 2: completes motion in supine with legs extended position without resistance.
The clinician can hold the leg at the heel just off table to avoid friction with the table.
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity
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Primary Muscles

Gluteus medius
Gluteus minimus

 

Secondary Muscles

Cranial fibers of gluteus maximus
Tensor fasciae latae
Sartorius

 

Primary Nerve

Superior gluteal nerve (L4-S1)
 

Hip Adduction

Client Position

Side lying with the lower extremity to be assessed below the non-testing lower extremity
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician’s proximal hand holds the non-testing lower extremity while their distal
hand provides resistance over the medial femoral condyle.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximum resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance
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Grade 2: completes motion in supine with the legs extended without resistance. The
clinician can hold the leg at the heel just off the table to avoid friction.
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Adductor magnus
Adductor longus
Adductor brevis
Gracilis
Pectineus

 

Secondary Muscles

Obturator externus
Caudal fibers of gluteus maximus

 

Primary Nerves

Obturator nerve (L2-4)
Femoral nerve (L2-3; pectineus)
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Special Tests

As mentioned in chapter 10 (Special Tests), in many cases the clinician is overly
dependent on the performance and interpretation of special test findings with respect to
differential diagnosis of the client’s presenting pain. Utilization of special tests for ruling in
(or helping to diagnose) a particular pathology should occur at this point in the
examination process. It is also hoped that the clinician has a much clearer picture of the
client’s presentation prior to this point in the examination and will therefore depend
minimally on special test findings with respect to diagnosis of the client’s pain.

When examining the hip joint, the clinician should rule out the potential contribution
of the client’s pain coming from related structures, most notably the lumbar spine and SIJ
or pelvic girdle. Refer to the section on triage and screening for this. Specific testing for
ruling in the hip joint’s various pathologies is listed in the following section with test
descriptions. The clinician is cautioned regarding study findings suggesting limitations in
the clinical applicability of many hip special tests.109, 138, 139 Remember that special tests
are a very small component of the overall examination. Reliance of findings on special
testing alone is inadequate clinical practice.

Index of Special Tests

Alignment

Test for True Leg Length
Apparent Leg Length Discrepancy
Craig’s Test (Ryder method)

Muscle Dysfunction
Gluteal Tendinopathy

Trendelenburg’s Sign
Resisted External Derotation Test
Resisted Hip Abduction Test
FABER Test

Piriformis Syndrome

Piriformis Syndrome (FAIR Test)

Sport-Related Chronic Groin Pain

Single Adductor Test
Squeeze Test
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Bilateral Adductor Test

Hamstring Injury

Puranen-Orava Test
Bent Knee Stretch Test
Modified Bent Knee Stretch Test
Taking Off the Shoe Test

Muscle Length Testing

Thomas Test
Ober’s Test: Iliotibial Band

Ligamentous Laxity

Dial Test
Log Roll Test
Long-Axis Femoral Distraction Test
Abduction-Extension-External Rotation Test

Intra-Articular Pathology

Flexion-Adduction Test (detecting pathologic changes)
Hip Scour Test
FABER Test (Patrick’s Test, Figure-Four Test)
Ligamentum Teres Test (detection of torn ligamentum teres)

Hip Osteoarthritis

Trendelenburg’s Sign
FABER Test
Resisted Hip Abduction

Impingement or Labral Tear

Femoral Acetabular Impingement Test (Flexion-Adduction-IR Test, FADDIR Test)
Flexion-IR Test
Flexion-Adduction-Axial Compression Test
Internal Rotation-Flexion-Axial Compression Test

Hip Dysplasia

Passive Hip Abduction Test
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Case Studies

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination and complete these
case studies for chapter 24:

Case study 1 discusses a 27-year-old female with left buttock pain into the posterior
thigh and lateral hip that is worse with walking, standing, ambulating stairs, sitting,
and standing from a chair.
Case study 2 discusses a 24-year-old female with right hip and groin pain that is
worse with running, yoga, and low squatting and sitting.

 

Abstract Links

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination to access abstract
links on these issues:

Craig’s test
FABER’s test
Femoral acetabular impingement test
Flexion-adduction-internal rotation test (FADDIR)
Flexion-IR test
Hip scour test
Internal rotation-flexion-axial compression test
Ligamentum teres test
Log roll test
Ober’s test
Passive hip abduction test
Patellar-pubic percussion test
Piriformis syndrome (FAIR test)
Puranen-Orava test
Repeated motions, centralization and peripheralization
Resisted straight leg raise test
Seated extension-rotation
Sensitive tests for the hip
Single adductor test
Slump test
Straight leg raise test
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Stress fracture test (fulcrum test)
Taking off the shoe test
Test for true leg length
Thomas test
Trendelenburg’s sign

 

Alignment

 

Test for True Leg Length
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Figure 24.25

 

 

Client Position

Supine with bilateral legs extended and arms relaxed. Both legs should be in the same
degree of abduction or adduction and internal or external rotation for reliability. The client
should also be lying straight on the table.
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the side of the leg to be measured
 

Movement

Measurement is taken from the ASIS to the distal medial malleolus on the same side.
 

Assessment

The clinician performs a comparison from side to side. True leg length discrepancy is
further assessed in supine with bilateral knees flexed and feet flat on table. In this position,
the clinician should observe whether the knees are at the same height. If the knee extends
farther (cranial to caudal) on the long side, then shortening is suggested to be due to a
difference in femoral length. If the knee is lower (vertically) on the short side, then the
difference in leg length is suggested to be due to a shortened tibia.
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Statistics

Reliability has been shown to be good to excellent across different studies and statistical
analysis,140-142 although correlation to pathology is tenuous at best.143-146

 

Note

A difference of 1 to 1.5 cm is considered normal, but can still be a cause of symptoms.
 

Apparent Leg Length Discrepancy
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Figure 24.26

 

 

Client Position

Supine with bilateral legs extended and arms relaxed. Both legs should be in the same
degree of abduction or adduction and internal or external rotation for reliability. The client
should also be lying straight on the table.
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the side of the leg to be measured
 

Movement

The clinician takes a measurement from the umbilicus to the medial malleolus on both
sides.
 

Assessment

A difference in measurement signifies a difference of apparent leg length.
 

Statistics

NR
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Note

This test is performed after true leg length discrepancy is ruled out.
 

Craig’s Test
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Figure 24.27

 

 

Client Position

Prone with the knee flexed to 90°
 

Clinician Position

Standing or sitting on the side of the hip to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician palpates the posterior aspect of the greater trochanter of the femur. The
hip is then passively rotated internally and externally until the greater trochanter is parallel
with the examining table or it reaches its most lateral position. The angle is measured with
a goniometer.
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Assessment

The degree of antetorsion can be assessed by measuring the angle of internal/external
rotation at the femur with the stationary arm parallel to the table (horizontally) and the
moving arm of the goniometer along the tibia through the midpoint of the anterior ankle.
The normal range of anterior torsion is 10° to 15° of external rotation. Antetorsion is any
angle greater than the normal range and retrotorsion is any angle below this normal range.
 

Statistics

Reliability: ICC(2,1) = 0.45 (0.10; 0.70)147

This measure also correlated with MRI only moderately. It had wide confidence
intervals (CIs), and its clinical utility is questioned.148

 

Muscle Dysfunction: Gluteal Tendinopathy or Greater Trochanteric Pain
Syndrome (GTPS)

 

Trendelenburg’s Sign
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Figure 24.28

 

 

Client Position

Standing on both lower extremities
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client to observe posture
 

Movement

The client is asked to stand on one lower limb (right as shown). The clinician monitors
for dropping of pelvis.
 

Assessment
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A positive test is indicated if the pelvis on the opposite side (nonstance side) drops (left
pelvis dropping as shown) when the client stands on the affected leg.
 

Statistics

Pooled analysis: SN 61 (46-75), SP 92 (83-97), +LR 6.83, −LR 0.25, across three
studies with 78 subjects109

SN 73 (NR), SP 77 (NR), +LR 3.2, −LR 0.4, QUADAS 10, in a study of 24 clients
with clinical features consistent with GTPS (age range 36-75 years; 24 women; mean
duration of symptoms NR), and MRI as a reference standard149

SN 24 (5-57), SP 94 (53-100), +LR 3.6, −LR 0.82, QUADAS 12, in a study of 40
clients with unilateral hip pain (mean age 54.4 ± 9.5 years; 37 were female; symptom
duration variable: less than 1 year to greater than 5 years), and MRI as a reference
standard150

SN 97 (NR), SP 96 (NR), +LR 24.3, −LR 0.03, QUADAS 10, in a study of 17
clients with refractory GTPS (mean age 68.1 ± 10.8 years; 16 were female; mean
duration of symptoms 13 ± 10.5 months), and MRI or surgery as a reference
standard151

SN 55 (NR), SP 70 (NR), +LR 1.83, −LR 0.82, QUADAS 10, in a study of 20
healthy adults and 20 adults with radiographically documented hip OA (mean age
50.4 to 53.4 years; 10 females in each group; mean symptom duration NR), and
radiography as a reference standard88

 

Resisted External Derotation Test
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Figure 24.29

 

 

Client Position

Supine, hip flexed 90° and in external rotation
 

Clinician Position

Standing just to the side of the client’s leg being tested, slightly decreases external
rotation just enough to relieve pain (if any was present)
 

Movement

The client actively returns the leg to neutral position (placing the leg along the axis of
the bed) against resistance. If the test result is (−), the test is repeated with the client lying
prone, with the hip extended, the knee flexed to 90°.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is spontaneous reproduction of client’s concordant pain.
 

Statistics

SN 88 (NR), SP 97 (NR), +LR 32.6, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 10, in a study of 17 clients
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with refractory GTPS (mean age 68.1 ± 10.8 years; 16 were female; mean duration of
symptoms NR), and a reference standard of MRI151

 

Resisted Hip Abduction Test

See description under hip osteoarthritis.
 

FABER Test

See description under intra-articular pathology.
 

Muscle Dysfunction: Piriformis Syndrome

 

Piriformis Syndrome (FAIR Test)
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Figure 24.30

 

 

Client Position

Side lying on contralateral side with the hip and knee slightly bent for stability. Trunk
is in normal postural alignment.
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client at the level of the hips
 

Movement

The clinician grasps the client’s shin and brings the leg to be tested into a position of
flexion, adduction, and internal rotation (FAIR). Fishman and colleagues (2002) later
described the addition of simultaneous downward pressure at the flexed knee and passive
superolateral movement of the shin.152

 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of client’s concordant pain.
 

Statistics
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SN 88 (NR), SP 83 (NR), +LR 5.2, −LR 0.14, QUADAS 8, in a sample of 918
consecutive clients (1,014 legs) with follow-up on 733 legs (mean age, gender, and
symptom duration NR), and a reference standard of H reflex testing152, 153

 

Muscle Dysfunction: Sport-Related Chronic Groin Pain

 

Single Adductor Test
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Figure 24.31

 

 

Client Position

Supine with bilateral legs extended
 

Clinician Position

Standing at client’s foot to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician passively flexes the leg to be assessed to 30°. The client resists the
clinician’s attempt to abduct the leg to be tested, effectively contracting their adductor
muscles on that side.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of client’s concordant pain.
 

Statistics

SN 30 (NR), SP 91 (NR), +LR 3.3, −LR 0.66, QUADAS 7, in a study of 89 Australian
rules football players with chronic groin pain (mean age and symptom duration NR; all
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were male), and a reference standard of MRI27

 

Squeeze Test
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Figure 24.32

 

 

Client Position

Supine with bilateral hips flexed 45° and knees flexed 90° so that bilateral feet are flat
on table
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s bilateral knees, placing a fist between knees
 

Movement

The client is asked to maximally contract both adductor muscles simultaneously to
squeeze the fist effectively.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of client’s concordant pain.
 

Statistics

SN 43 (NR), SP 91 (NR), +LR 4.8, −LR 0.63, QUADAS 7, in a study of 89 Australian
Rules football players with chronic groin pain (mean age and symptom duration NR; all
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were male), and a reference standard of MRI27

 

Bilateral Adductor Test
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Figure 24.33

 

 

Client Position

Supine with bilateral legs extended
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s bilateral feet, directly facing the client
 

Movement

The clinician passively flexes the client’s leg to be assessed to 30°. The client is asked to
maximally contract both adductor muscles simultaneously, thereby attempting to bring
bilateral legs together.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of client’s concordant pain.
 

Statistics

SN 54 (NR), SP 93 (NR), +LR 7.7, −LR 0.49, QUADAS 7, in a study of 89 Australian
rules football players with chronic groin pain (mean age and symptom duration NR; all
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were male), and a reference standard of MRI27

 

Muscle Dysfunction: Hamstring Injury

 

Puranen-Orava Test
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Figure 24.34

 

 

Client Position

Standing
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s side to be assessed
 

Movement

The client actively stretches the hamstring muscles in the standing position with the hip
flexed at about 90°, the knee fully extended, and the foot on a solid support surface.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of client’s concordant pain.
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Statistics

SN 76 (61-87), SP 82 (68-92), +LR 4.2, −LR 0.29, QUADAS 8, in a study of 46
symptomatic and 46 asymptomatic athletes with a 15-month average duration of
symptoms (mean age 22.8 ± 2.3 years; 12 were females; mean duration of symptoms 15.0 ±
7.2 months), and a reference standard of MRI154

 

Bent Knee Stretch Test
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Figure 24.35

 

 

Client Position

Supine with legs relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s side to be assessed, directly facing the client
 

Movement

The clinician grasps the symptomatic leg behind the heel with one hand (left as shown)
and at the knee with the other hand (right as shown). The clinician maximally flexes the
hip and knee, and then slowly straightens the knee.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of client’s concordant pain.
 

Statistics

SN 84 (71-93), SP 87 (73-95), +LR 6.5, −LR 0.18, QUADAS 8, in a study of 46
symptomatic and 46 asymptomatic athletes with a 15-month average duration of
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symptoms (mean age 22.8 ± 2.3 years; 12 were females; mean duration of symptoms 15.0 ±
7.2 months), and a reference standard of MRI154

 

Modified Bent Knee Stretch Test

Client Position

Supine with legs relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing at client’s side to be assessed, directly facing the client
 

Movement

The clinician grasps the symptomatic leg behind the heel with one hand and at the
knee with the other hand. The clinician maximally flexes the hip and knee, and then rapidly
straightens the knee. This test is similar to prior test, except the movement is rapid.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of client’s concordant pain.
 

Statistics

SN 89 (76-96), SP 91 (79-97), +LR 9.9, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 8, in a study of 46
symptomatic and 46 asymptomatic athletes with a 15-month average duration of
symptoms (mean age 22.8 ± 2.3 years; 12 were females; mean duration of symptoms 15.0 ±
7.2 months), and a reference standard of MRI154

 

Taking Off the Shoe Test
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Figure 24.36

 

 

Client Position

Standing
 

Clinician Position

Standing at client’s side to be assessed
 

Movement

The client is asked to take their affected side shoe off with the help of their other shoe.
The affected leg during this maneuver has approximately 90° of external rotation at the hip
and 20° to 25° of flexion at the knee.
 

Assessment
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A (+) test is reproduction of client’s concordant pain.
 

Statistics

SN 100 (97-100), SP 100 (97-100), +LR 280, −LR 0.0, QUADAS 6, in a study of 140
symptomatic professional soccer players (age range 17-33 years; all were male; duration of
symptoms was between 0 and 42 days from injury), and a reference standard of US155

 

Muscle Length Testing

 

Thomas Test
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Figure 24.37

 

 

Client Position

Supine at end of table, holding the leg not being tested (left as shown) in a flexed
position
 

Clinician Position

Standing or kneeling to the side of the leg to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician passively extends the leg being tested (right as shown).
 

Assessment

The back of the thigh should contact the table. If not, psoas shortness is present. The
goniometer’s stationary arm is lined up parallel with trunk, the axis with the mid-hip joint,
and the moving arm runs parallel with thigh, using a reference point of lateral epicondyle of
knee. For a labral tear, a (+) test is reproduction of painful clicking during testing.
 

Statistics (for labral tear pathology only)
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SN 89 (NR), SP 92 (NR), +LR 11.1, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 10, in a study of 59 clients
with refractory hip pain (35 clients with labral tear; mean age 37 years; 32 were female;
mean duration of symptoms NR), and arthroscopy as a reference standard14

 

Note

The clinician can use the proximal hand to monitor lumbar spine position. The lumbar
spine should maintain contact with table. The client can compensate with increased lumbar
lordosis or anterior pelvic tilt.

To determine which specific structures are at fault: If less than 0° of hip extension is
achieved, this indicates a tight iliopsoas. Simultaneous extension of the knee during
this maneuver indicates tightness of the rectus femoris.
Lumbar extension can alter position of pelvis.156

Modified approach of having the client perform a volitional posterior pelvic tilt
during test to ensure lumbar stability is advocated.134

 

Ober’s Test: Iliotibial band
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Figure 24.38

 

 

Client Position

Side lying with the side to be tested on top. The bottom leg should be bent to allow for
a more stable base to prevent trunk and total body rotation. Alignment should be in the
frontal plane throughout the body, not allowing for rotation or hip flexion compensation.
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly behind the client. Their cranial hand (right as shown) stabilizes the
pelvis to prevent tilting in frontal plane or rotation. Their caudal hand (left as shown)
grasps under the knee.
 

Movement

The clinician maintains the client in frontal plane alignment, not allowing the client to
rotate at the trunk. They stabilize the ipsilateral hip and hold the client’s leg just under the
knee. The client’s knee should be flexed approximately 20° and the hip slightly externally
rotated. The clinician should extend the client’s leg and gradually lower it while
maintaining hip stabilization.
 

Assessment

The clinician can measure the distance from the medial epicondyle of the knee to the
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table for objective measurement. Comparison is made from side to side. Kendall interprets
normal measurement as when the thigh drops to 10° below the horizontal. Anything above
this level is indicative of IT band tightness.
 

Statistics

Restricted and painful finding: SN 41 (26-58), SP 95 (75-100), +LR 8.2, −LR 0.62,
QUADAS 10, in a study of 84 clients including controls, those with osteoarthritis,
and those with GTPS (67% of clients; 41 had GTPS; mean age 53.8 years; 38 were
female; mean duration of symptoms 3-24+ months), and using GTPS definition,
radiographs to rule out hip OA and subsequent US guided local anesthetic injection
as a reference standard157

Reliability
ICC (goniometer) = 0.82–0.92158

(inclinometer) = 0.94159

(inclinometer) = 0.91160

 

Ligamentous Laxity

 

Dial Test
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Figure 24.39

 

 

Client Position

Supine in relaxed position with bilateral lower extremities extended and arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing at side of leg to be tested, facing the client
 

Movement

With the hip in a neutral flexion–extension and abduction–adduction position, the
clinician grasps the client’s leg at the femur and tibia and passively rolls it into full IR. The
leg is released and allowed to ER.
 

Assessment

The clinician should evaluate side-to-side ROM differences and clicking. A (–) dial test
constitutes ER of the lower limb less than 45°, as measured vertically, with a firm endpoint.
Clients with passive ER greater than 45° are considered to have a (+) dial test. This test is
repeated for the contralateral leg, and comparisons are made as to the degree of rotation
and bilateral endpoints. A relationship between the dial test and capsular laxity has been
suggested.21
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Statistics

NR
 

Note

The potential for muscle guarding and possible false-negative results must be
recognized with this test.
 

Log Roll Test
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Figure 24.40

 

 

Client Position

Supine in relaxed position with bilateral legs relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing at side of leg to be tested, facing the client
 

Movement

With the hip in a neutral flexion–extension and abduction–adduction position, the
client’s lower extremity is passively rolled into full IR and ER (as shown).
 

Assessment

The clinician should evaluate side-to-side ROM differences and clicking. A click
reproduced during the test is suggestive of labral tear, while increased ER ROM may
indicate iliofemoral ligament laxity.
 

Statistics

Interrater reliability: ICC = 0.63;161 (κ) = 0.61.162
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The potential for muscle guarding and possible false-negative results must be
recognized with this test.

 

Long-Axis Femoral Distraction Test
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Figure 24.41

 

 

Client Position

Supine, bilateral legs extended with arms relaxed at the sides
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the foot of the table, directly facing the client
 

Movement

The clinician grasps the client’s leg to be distracted just above the medial malleoli with
the hip in 30° flexion, 30° abduction, and 10° to 15° ER. Distraction is provided by
clinician leaning backward while holding the lower extremity.
 

Assessment

A client with capsular laxity may have increased motion and a feeling of apprehension
with this maneuver. Comparatively, a client with hypomobility may have decreased motion
and relief of pain.161

 

Statistics
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NR
The potential for muscle guarding and possible false-negative results must be
recognized with this test.

 

Abduction-Extension-External Rotation Test
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Figure 24.42

 

 

Client Position

Side lying with involved side on top, noninvolved lower extremity flexed at hip and
knee for trunk stabilization
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Clinician Position

Standing behind client at the level of the hips. The clinician grasps the client’s leg to be
tested under the knee with the caudal hand (right as shown). The cranial hand (left as
shown) is placed just posterior to the greater trochanter.
 

Movement

The knee is kept straight, with the hip abducted at 30° and neutral rotation, and
brought from 10° flexion (a) to terminal extension, externally rotating the straight leg while
pushing forward on the greater trochanter (b) to reproduce any complaint of pain or
discomfort.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of concordant pain or increased laxity or ROM compared to
the other side. A (+) test can be associated with microinstability, hyperlaxity, strain of the
iliofemoral ligament, or combined anterior antetorsion and acetabular anteversion
summation.
 

Statistics

NR
This test is comparable to the apprehension test in the shoulder.

 

Critical Clinical Pearls

The clinician is reminded of the limitations in alignment and laxity joint testing:

These tests have extremely limited investigation regarding their diagnostic accuracy.
Discrepancies in leg length, for example, may or may not have clinical relevance, and
findings should be interpreted with this in mind.
Laxity, especially anterior capsular laxity, may be a result of alignment of the hip joint
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(e.g., femoral retrotorsion would increase hip ER ROM and limit hip IR ROM).

 

Intra-Articular Pathology

 

Flexion-Adduction Test (Detecting Pathologic Changes)
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Figure 24.43

 

 

Client Position

Supine with bilateral legs extended, arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing at client’s bilateral feet, directly facing the client
 

Movement

Hip is flexed to 90° and placed in neutral rotation. The hip is then allowed to adduct as
far as possible.
 

Assessment

In the normal population, the knee should adduct to their opposite shoulder (right as
shown). Pathologic changes allow adduction to only the other leg (right as shown) or less.
 

Statistics

NR
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Hip Scour Test

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 24.44

 

  

Client Position

Supine with arms relaxed, positioned close to the edge of the table
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s side to be assessed, directly facing the client
 

Movement

The clinician flexes and adducts (a) the hip until resistance to the movement is detected
or the client’s pelvis begins to lift on the table (assesses inner quadrant). The clinician then
maintains flexion into resistance and moves the hip into abduction and external rotation (b)
(outer quadrant), and then brings the hip through two full arcs of motion. If the client
reports no pain, the clinician then repeats the test while applying long-axis compression
through the femur.
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Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of clicking or catching with concordant pain.
 

Statistics

SN 50 (26-74), SP 29 (12-51), +LR 0.70, −LR 1.72, QUADAS 7, in a study of 50
clients with variable hip pathologies (mean age 62 years; 30 were female; mean
symptom duration NR), and intra-articular hip injection as a reference standard.103

The reliability of the Scour test is good (ICC of 0.87, 0.96, and 0.96) for rating of
hip pain.163

 

FABER Test (Patrick’s Test, Figure-Four Test)
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Figure 24.45

 

 

Client Position

Supine with arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing at client’s side, directly facing the client
 

Movement

The clinician places the client’s heel of the leg to be tested (left as shown) over the
opposite knee (right as shown). They passively externally rotate and abduct the hip joint by
placing pressure over the ipsilateral knee, while stabilizing the contralateral innominate.
 

Assessment

The clinician should look for quantity and quality of motion, as well as for concordant
pain (dependent on pathology) as a (+) test.
 

Statistics

SN 81 (57-96), SP 25 (9-48), +LR 1.1, −LR 0.72, QUADAS 7, in a study of 50
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clients with variable hip pathologies (mean age 60.2 years; 30 were female; mean
duration of symptoms from 3-24+ months), and intra-articular hip injection as a
reference standard103

SN 60 (41-77), SP 18 (7-39), +LR 0.73, −LR 2.2, QUADAS 9, in a study of 105
clients with hip pain (mean age 42 ± 15 years; 24 were female; mean duration of
symptoms 1.9 years), and MRA and intra-articular injection as a reference standard4

SN 42 (NR), SP 75 (NR), +LR 1.7, −LR 0.8, QUADAS 9, in a study of 18 clients
with previous periacetabular osteotomy (17 had labral tear; age range 32-56 years; 16
were female; mean duration of symptoms NR), and MRA as a reference standard164

Greater Trochanteric Pain Syndrome (GTPS)
SN 83 (68-93), SP 90 (68-99), +LR 8.3, −LR 0.19, QUADAS 10, in a study of 84

clients including controls, those with osteoarthritis, and those with GTPS (67% of clients;
41 had GTPS; mean age 53.8 years; 38 were female; mean duration of symptoms 3-24+
months), and using GTPS definition, radiographs to rule out hip OA, and subsequent US
guided local anesthetic injection as a reference standard157

GTPS Versus Hip OA

A (+) restricted and painful (lateral hip pain) FABER test is strongly associated with
GTPS and not hip OA (SN 81, SP 82, +LR 4.5, −LR 0.23).157

Reliability:
(κ) = 0.63 (interrater), % agreement = 84%162

ICC = 0.87 (interrater)163

ICC = 0.93 (intratester)165

ICC for motion assessment = 0.90; (κ) for end-feel = 0.47 (intertester)166

ICC = 0.66 and 0.74 (interrater)167

The MDC for the FABER test for range of motion is 8° difference in motion, while
the MDC for pain is a change of more than 1.6 points of the NPRS.168

 

Ligamentum Teres Test (Detection of Torn Ligamentum Teres)
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00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 24.46

 

  

Client Position

Supine with leg relaxed to start
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly on the side of the client’s leg to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician passively flexes the hip fully, then extends it 30°, leaving the hip at about
70° flexion (knee is flexed 90°). The hip is then abducted fully and then adducted 30°,
typically leaving it at about 30° abduction. The leg is then passively externally (a) and
internally (b) rotated to available end-range.
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Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of concordant pain with either external or internal rotation.
 

Statistics

SN 90 (81-96), SP 85 (75-92), +LR 6.5, −LR 0.11, QUADAS 10, in a study of 75
consecutive clients (mean age 34.2 years; 29 females; mean duration of symptoms all over 3
months), and surgery as a reference standard169

 

Hip Osteoarthritis

 

Trendelenburg’s Sign

See the section on Muscle Dysfunction: Gluteal Tendinopathy or Greater Trochanteric
Pain Syndrome (GTPS).
 

FABER Test

See the section on Intra-Articular Pathology.
 

Resisted Hip Abduction
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Figure 24.47

 

 

Client Position

Supine with leg relaxed to start
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly on the side of the client’s leg to be assessed holding a handheld
dynamometer (if available; not shown here)
 

Movement

The clinician applies a force to the leg with the handheld dynamometer, resisting hip
abduction. A “make” manual muscle test is utilized when assessing for hip osteoarthritis.88

 

Assessment
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Weakness is noted with a test using 30% client body-weight resistance criteria.
 

Statistics

SN 35 (NR), SP 90 (NR), +LR 3.5, −LR 0.72, QUADAS 10, in a study of 20
healthy adults and 20 adults (mean age 50.4–53.4 years; 10 females in each group;
mean duration of symptoms NR), and radiographically documented hip OA88

Gluteal tendinopathy or GTPS assessment (without dynamometer): SN 71 (51-87),
SP 84 (71-93), +LR 5.5, −LR 0.37, across two studies with 79 subjects109

 

Impingement or Labral Tear

 

Femoral Acetabular Impingement Test (Flexion-Adduction-IR Test, FADDIR
Test)

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 24.48

 

  

Client Position

Supine with bilateral legs lying extended and arms relaxed at side
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to leg to be assessed, directly facing the client
 

Movement

The combined motions of flexion (typically about 90°) and adduction to end range are
initially performed as shown. The clinician then maintains adduction with overpressure
while performing IR of the hip with overpressure to that motion as well.
 

Assessment

Reproduction of the client’s concordant groin pain and/or clicking or popping with
concordant pain is suggestive of hip impingement or labral tear. This combined movement
engages the femoral head–neck junction into the anterior superior labrum and acetabular
rim.170 It is suggested that this combined motion causes a mechanical abutment of the
femoral head on the acetabulum and/or shearing force on the labrum.
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Statistics

Pooled analysis: SN 94 (88-97), SP 8 (2-20), +LR 1.02, −LR 0.48, across four studies
with 128 clients (MRA reference standard)109

Pooled analysis: SN 99 (95-100), SP 7 (0-34), +LR 1.06, −LR 0.15, across two
studies with 157 clients (arthroscopy reference standard)109

SN 99 (NR), SP 25 (NR), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.04, QUADAS 9, in a study of 30 clients
with FAI or labral tear (mean age 40.7 years; 13 were female; mean duration of
symptoms > 3 months), using MRA or CT scan as a reference standard171

SN 99 (NR), SP 5 (NR), +LR 1.0, −LR 0.2, QUADAS 8, in a study of 101 clients
with labral tear and concurrent pathology (mean age 37.6 years; 71 were female;
mean duration of symptoms 21.6 months), and MRA and arthroscopy as a reference
standard172

SN 97 (NR), SP 13 (NR), +LR 1.1, −LR 0.23, QUADAS 7, in a study of 23 clients
with labral tear (mean age 40.2 years; 14 were female; mean duration of symptoms
3.5 years), and surgery as a reference standard173

SN 78 (59-89), SP 10 (3-29), +LR 0.9, −LR 2.2, QUADAS 9, in a study of 105
clients with various intra-articular pathology (mean age 42 ± 15 years; 24 were
female; mean duration of symptoms 1.9 years), and MRA or intra-articular injection
as a reference standard4

SN 97 (NR), SP 4 (NR), +LR 1.0, −LR 0.75, QUADAS 10, in a study of 35
adolescent clients with FAI or labral tear (mean age 16 years; 30 were female;
duration of symptoms ranged between 3 months to 3 years), and MRI or MRA as a
reference standard174

SN 59 (NR), SP 75 (NR), +LR 2.4, −LR 0.55, QUADAS 9, in a study of 18 clients
with labral tear (age range 32-56 years; 16 were female; mean duration of symptoms
NR), and MRA as a reference standard164

 

Flexion-IR Test
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Figure 24.49

 

 

Client Position

Supine with bilateral legs lying extended and arms relaxed at side
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to leg to be assessed, directly facing the client
 

Movement

The clinician grasps the client’s ankle and supports the client’s knee if necessary.
Combined motions of flexion to 90° and end range IR (with overpressure) are performed.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of concordant pain and/or clicking with concordant pain. As
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with the impingement test, pain in the groin is indicative of labral degeneration, fraying, or
tearing.
 

Statistics

Pooled analysis: SN 96 (82-100), SP 17 (12-54), +LR 1.12, −LR 0.27, across three
studies with 42 clients109

SN 98 (NR), SP 8 (NR), +LR 1.1, −LR 0.25, QUADAS 11, in a study of 30 clients
with labral tear (mean age 41 years; 13 females; mean duration of symptoms NR),
and MRA as a reference standard175

SN 97 (NR), SP 25 (NR), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.12, QUADAS 11, in a study of 30 clients
with labral tear (mean age 41 years; 13 were female; mean duration of symptoms
NR), and arthroscopy as a reference standard175

SN 94 (NR), SP 13 (NR), +LR 1.1, −LR 0.46, QUADAS 8, in a study of 10 clients
with labral tear (mean age 28.7 years; 7 were female; mean duration of symptoms 2.9
years), and arthroscopy as a reference standard176

SN 94 (NR), SP 17 (NR), +LR 1.1, −LR 0.35, QUADAS 9, in a study of 10 clients
with labral tear (mean age 38.4 years; 5 were female; mean duration of symptoms
NR), and arthroscopy as a reference standard177

 

Flexion-Adduction-Axial Compression Test
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Figure 24.50

 

 

Client Position

Supine with bilateral legs lying extended and arms relaxed at side or resting on the
stomach
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the leg to be assessed, directly facing the client. The clinician clasps
the patellofemoral joint with bilateral hands.
 

Movement

Combined motions of flexion to 90°, IR to end range, and adduction are performed as
shown.
 

Assessment
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The clinician should look for reproduction of the client’s concordant pain with or
without clicking or catching as a (+) test.
 

Statistics

SN 100 (NR), SP not tested, QUADAS 8, in a study of 10 clients with labral tear
(mean age 28.7 years; 7 were female; mean duration of symptoms 2.9 years), and
arthroscopy as a reference standard176

 

Internal Rotation-Flexion-Axial Compression Test
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Figure 24.51

 

 

Client Position

Supine with bilateral legs lying extended and arms relaxed at side or resting on their
stomach
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to leg to be assessed, directly facing the client. Bilateral hands are clasped
over the patellofemoral joint.
 

Movement

The clinician supports the client’s leg as shown. Combined motions of flexion to 90°
and IR to end range with axial compression are performed.
 

Assessment
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Reproduction of pain indicates a (+) test.
 

Statistics

SN 75 (19-99), SP 43 (18-72), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.58, QUADAS 8, in a study of 18
athletic clients with complaints of groin pain (mean age 30.5 ± 8.5 years; 5 were female;
mean duration of symptoms NR), and MRA as a reference standard16

 

Hip Dysplasia

 

Passive Hip Abduction Test

This test is specific to neonates.
 

Client Position

Supine on table
 

Clinician Position

Standing facing the client
 

Movement

The clinician passively flexes the client’s bilateral hips to 90°. The clinician then
passively abducts both hips to end ROM.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is indicated by a restriction in abduction ROM as compared to the opposite
side.
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Statistics

SN 70 (NR), SP 90 (NR), +LR 7.0, −LR 0.33, QUADAS 7, in a study of 1,107
neonates considered to be at risk of hip dysplasia (gender not reported), and
ultrasonography as a reference standard.178

Unilateral limitation of hip abduction was considered to be an important clinical
sign, and its presence in an infant over the age of 4 months makes further
investigation essential.
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Palpation

The clinician should potentially palpate the entire lumbopelvic and hip complex when
assessing the hip joint, dependent on the particular client presentation. Refer to chapters 19
(Lumbar Spine) and 20 (Sacroiliac Joint and Pelvic Girdle) to review palpation of these
structures.

Anterior Aspect
Bony Structures

Iliac crest: This structure is very easy to locate and is prominent for palpation. The
clinician can place their hands along the side of the client at the level of the pelvic
girdle, and then slide bilateral hands up and down until they feel the ridge of the iliac
crest. The clinician can compare side to side to ascertain if the crests are level.
Iliac tubercle: This is the widest portion of the iliac crest.
ASIS: See chapter 19 for a description of performance.
Pubic tubercles: See chapter 19 for a description of performance.
Greater trochanters: The clinician can start on the iliac crest and palpate distally
along the lateral midline until they reach a small plateau. The clinician can put
extended hands to rest on top of the greater trochanters bilaterally to determine the
symmetry of height and so on. They should have the client internally and externally
rotate the thigh to determine the most prominent portion of the trochanter to
determine angle of torsion (figure 24.52).
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Figure 24.52 Palpation of the greater trochanter.

 

Posterior approach to the femoral head: With the client in a prone position, the
clinician can mobilize the hip by rotating it medially to push the femoral head
posteriorly. The head is accessible through the muscular mass of the gluteus maximus
between the greater trochanter and the lateral surface of the iliac bone.
Anterior approach to the femoral head: With the client side lying, the clinician can
stabilize the client’s pelvis with their hip. The clinician can place their proximal hand
on the anteromedial aspect of the hip and grip its anterior aspect, using their finger
and thumb. Their distal hand supports the anteromedial aspect of the thigh as the
clinician slowly brings the limb into extension (stabilizing the pelvis with their hip).
The fingers of their proximal hand will gradually feel the femoral head. The clinician
will be able to feel the pulse of the femoral artery, which is pushed forward by the
femoral head. Palpation of femoral pulse is appropriate for differential diagnosis of
potential lower-extremity vascular compromise.

Soft-Tissue Structures

Inguinal ligament: This structure attaches from the ASIS to the pubic tubercle. It
can be palpated using transverse palpation. An inguinal hernia may be present if a
bulge is found. Typically, it is not tender (perhaps due to peripheral nerve
entrapment).
Femoral triangle: This is located in the area directly distal to the crease of the groin
(figure 24.53). The base of the triangle is formed by the inguinal ligament. The
lateral border is the medial aspect of the sartorius and the medial border is the
adductor longus. The floor is comprised of the iliacus, psoas major, adductor longus,
and pectineus. The femoral vessels are superficial. They consist of (from lateral to
medial) the femoral nerve, artery, and vein. The triangle and its components are most
easily palpable in the FABER position. Swollen lymph nodes can be palpated in the
superior aspect of the triangle. The psoas bursa may also be palpated within the
triangle, but only if it is swollen.
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Figure 24.53 Femoral triangle.

 

Femoral nerve, artery, and vein: The femoral vein and nerve are not easily palpable
normally. The femoral pulse (femoral artery) can most easily be detected at the
midway point between the pubic tubercle and the ASIS. This is a normally strong
pulse. Occlusion of the aorta or the iliac arteries should be a consideration with a
weak pulse.
Sartorius: In the same FABER position, it is most easily palpable at the proximal
anteromedial aspect of the thigh.
Adductor longus: It is palpable at the proximal medial aspect of the thigh inferior to
the pubic symphysis. It can be more easily palpated by having the client resist
adduction.
Pectineus: This is found in the depression just lateral to the adductor longus muscle.
It forms the medial aspect of the floor of Scarpa’s triangle.
Rectus femoris: Its origin is at the anterior inferior iliac spine (AIIS) (just distal to
ASIS) between the tensor fasciae latae (TFL) and the sartorius.
Iliopsoas muscle at the distal aspect: The clinician can place their grip medial to the
proximal course of the sartorius, close to its origin at the ASIS. It is lined medially by
the pectineus muscle. When it is placed under tension (the clinician resists hip flexion
with their distal hand), the clinician can palpate this muscle’s contracting fibers at the
level of the iliopectineal process.

Posterior Aspect
Bony Structures
Please refer to chapter 19 for details on palpation of these structures.

Posterior superior iliac spines (PSIS)
Sacroiliac joint
Ischial tuberosity

Side-Lying Position
Soft-Tissue Structures

Piriformis muscle and sciatic nerve: See chapter 19 for details on performance.
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Gluteus maximus: The client lies prone with the knee flexed. The clinician can resist
hip extension and palpate the mid-posterior buttock. The clinician should remember
the borders: the iliac crest, sacrum, and lateral trochanter or gluteal tuberosity on the
femur.
Gluteus medius: Bony landmarks are the anterior part of the iliac crest and superior
border of the greater trochanter. The clinician should ask the client to abduct the leg
(from side lying) in the frontal plane. Internal rotation will mobilize the anterior
fibers, as well as the gluteus minimus.
Tensor fasciae latae: In side-lying position, the client flexes their hip slightly.
Abduction in this plane will make the TFL more prominent.
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Physical Performance Measures

Physical performance measures of the hip joint are applicable to the lumbar spine or
pelvis and lower extremities. As with PPMs in other areas of the body, selection and
utilization of these tests should go from least to most challenging to the client. Since the
hip is a lower-extremity weight-bearing joint, the parameters of interest to assess with PPMs
could potentially include strength, anaerobic power, endurance, balance, trunk endurance,
speed, agility, and quickness, depending on the pathology, the client’s functional level, and
so on. Examples of potentially appropriate tests are given in table 24.4.
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A systematic review179 supports the use of the single-leg stance, single-leg squat, and
star excursion balance tests (SEBT) for hip pathology clients. Clients with FAI had
decreased mean peak squat depth compared to controls, suggesting that maximal squat
depth is a valid measure of assessment for FAI.96 The SEBT, a purported measure of
balance, range of motion, and muscle performance,180-182 recruited the gluteus medius at
49% of maximal volitional isometric contraction with a medial reach.183 The single-leg
squat also demonstrated a relationship to hip abductor function.184 Dysfunction in any of
these PPMs should alert the clinician to perform measures previously discussed (motion
tests, muscle performance tests, and so on).

Normative and discriminatory values for involved to noninvolved lower extremities on
various hop, speed, and agility tests have been reported.185 Most of these tests are reported
for either normative values or on knee and ankle pathologies. The reliability of these
measures specifically for hip dysfunction has not been established. The sport test has been
advocated to objectively assess a client’s readiness to return to sport following hip
arthroscopy. Rather than measuring isolated movements, it analyzes a client’s coordinated
movement patterns and power of an involved extremity. The sport test includes single-knee
bends, side-to-side lateral movement, diagonal side-to-side movement, and forward box
lunges. Clients must score 17/20 or higher to pass each of the four components of the
test.186 Although the application of this test to those with ALT has not been investigated,
this test could ideally function as an advanced assessment of sport-related ability for those
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clients with ALT since it replicates most components of sporting activity. Again, though, it
is worth noting that a limitation is lack of diagnostic accuracy or ability to predict return to
sport.
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Common Orthopedic Conditions of the Hip Joint

While it is impossible to distinctly describe various pathological presentations of the hip
joint, there are evidence-based findings supportive of particular pathologies of this region of
the body. Therefore, the intent of this section of the chapter is to present current evidence-
supported findings that are suggestive of hip pathologies. As previously described in chapter
4 (Evidence-Based Practice and Client Examination), though, not all examination findings
are absolutely supported with clinical evidence. Clinicians should also rely on clinical
experience and input from the client when performing differential diagnosis of a client’s
presentation of pain and dysfunction.

Hip joint dysfunction and pathology, much like other joint pathology, can have
variable presentations. These pathological presentations can also have similarities in their
presentation. Differentiating among their clinical findings is helpful for the clinician to
determine not only the appropriate clinical intervention but also the necessity of referral to
other potentially more appropriate health care clinicians.

Differential Diagnosis of Pain Related to the Hip Joint and Lumbar Spine

Clients who limp were shown to be 7 times more likely to have a hip disorder than a
spine disorder.
Clients who had groin pain were 7 times more likely to have a hip disorder alone
versus a hip and spine disorder or a spine disorder alone.
Clients with limited hip IR were 14 times more likely to have a hip disorder alone
versus a hip and spine disorder or a spine disorder alone.
Painful joint mobility assessment of the respective body section (hip or lumbar spine)
can assist with implicating that body part as the pain generator, especially if joint
motion is restricted and joint motion or pain improves with repeated joint-mobility
treatment.
Intra-articular hip joint pathology often presents with deep groin pain that is not
palpable.

 

Hip Osteoarthritis

ICD-9: 721.5 (degenerative joint disease; hip arthritis)
ICD-10: M16.0 (hip osteoarthritis)

Hip osteoarthritis is a common type of osteoarthritis (OA). Since the hip is a weight-
bearing joint, OA can cause significant problems. Hip OA is caused by deterioration of
articular cartilage and breakdown of the joint surfaces. According to the American College
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of Rheumatology classification criteria, osteoarthritis of the hip must involve hip pain and
at least two of the following three criteria:

Erythrocyte sedimentation rate < 20 mm per hour
Femoral or acetabular osteophytes seen on radiograph
Joint space narrowing seen on radiograph

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Stiffness first thing in morning for ≤ 60 minutes.187

Gradual, insidious onset of pain.131, 187

Pain that progressively worsens with activity and exercise is common. Pain may be
prolonged after activity as well.
The more common locations of pain reported were in the ischial tuberosity and
anterior thigh.30

Previous hip injury was associated with unilateral hip OA.188

Obesity is associated with hip OA.188-190

There is a negative association between cigarette smoking and OA among men.188,

190

A weak positive association exists between prolonged regular sporting activity and hip
OA.188

Lifting of heavy loads and occupation-related risk factors are present for OA.189, 190

More women than men have OA.190

Older age, previous knee trauma, hand OA, and presence of Heberden’s nodes have
also been described as risk factors.188, 190

Groin and thigh pain were found in 55% and 57% of hip joint–pain clients,
respectively. However, pain referral was also seen in the buttock and lower extremity
distal to the knee in 71% and 22%, respectively.29

Composite of signs and symptoms:
Hip pain and hip IR < 15° and hip flexion ≤ 115° or
Hip IR ≥ 15° and pain with IR and morning stiffness ≤ 60 minutes and age >
50 years
Helps rule out (SN 86, −LR 0.2) and rule in (SP 75, +LR 3.4) hip OA in a
study of 201 clients who experienced hip pain for most days of the prior
month124

Outcome Measures

The WOMAC, Physical Function Subscale, and LEFS have demonstrated clinical
applicability in these clients, although they are highly influenced by client pain
levels.191-194
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Findings caution against the isolated use of self-report assessments of physical
function, since change in the pain level significantly affected change in self-report
measures of physical function.191-193

Diagnostic Imaging

Radiographic findings include joint space narrowing, bone sclerosis, periarticular
cysts, and osteophytes. Refer to chapter 6 for a definition of OA according to
Kellgren and Lawrence.195

Minimal joint space was the index most strongly associated with other radiologic
features of OA.76

Clients meeting the previously discussed clinical signs and symptoms criteria from
Altman and colleagues124 demonstrated hip OA on radiography.
Radiographs help rule out (SN 61, −LR 0.6) and rule in (SP 81, +LR 3.2) hip
osteoarthritis.54

MRI helps rule out (SN 61, −LR 0.6) and rule in (SP 82, +LR 3.4) hip osteoarthritis.

II. Observation

Gluteal atrophy has been observed in clients with hip OA.82, 83

Trendelenburg’s sign is present in clients with gluteal tendinopathy or hip OA;150,

166 therefore, clinicians should observe for compensated or uncompensated gluteus
medius gait pattern.
Soft-tissue and sacrolumbar joint ROM restrictions have been suggested to limit
frontal plane pelvic ROM during normal gait.196

The hip being held in resting position (hip flexion, slight abduction, and external
rotation) generally indicates the presence of hip effusion.

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
The patellar-pubic percussion test helps rule out (pooled SN 95, −LR 0.07) and rule
in (pooled SP 86, +LR 6.1) femoral fracture.109

Prostate cancer in men or any reproductive cancer or breast cancer in a woman is a
red flag since these cancers may be associated with metastases to the lumbar spine or
hip joint.97

Rule out lumbar spine and SIJ or pelvic girdle dysfunction when suspecting hip
pathology.

IV. Motion Tests

All motions and joint-play assessments are recommended, especially IR and flexion
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ROM;131, 150, 187 therefore, posterior and inferior joint-play glides are recommended
due to their correlation with these motions.
Impaired range of joint motion resulted in reduced functional status.197, 198

Having no motions of restricted mobility helped rule out (SN 100) hip OA in a
study of 195 subjects presenting with new episodes of hip pain to various general
practitioners.131

Having two planes of motion that were restricted in movement helped rule in (SP 77,
+LR 2.5) mild to moderate and severe hip OA (SP 69, +LR 2.6).131

Having three planes of motion that were restricted in movement helped rule in (SP
93, +LR 4.7) mild to moderate and severe hip OA (SP 88, +LR 4.5).131

Decreased passive hip IR (SP 86, +LR 3.0), pain with passive hip IR (SP 86, +LR
3.7), and pain with active hip IR (SP 86, +LR 2.2) all helped rule in hip OA or
gluteal tendinopathy in 40 clients with unilateral hip pain.150

The clinical prediction rule for predicting hip OA is as follows:
Self-report of squatting as aggravating factor
Scour test with adduction causing groin or lateral hip pain
Active hip flexion causing lateral hip pain
Passive hip IR ≤ 25°
Active hip extension causing pain:

CPR helps rule out hip OA when ≥1 predictor (SN 95, −LR 0.27) or ≥2
predictors (SN 81, −LR 0.31) are present; helps rule in hip OA when 5
predictors (SP 98, +LR 7.3) or ≥4 predictors (SP 98, +LR 24.3) are
present, or rule in hip OA when ≥3 predictors (SP 86, +LR 5.2) are
present.166

More recent findings suggest that in clients with hip symptoms, hip internal rotation
<24° and flexion <114° were found to be the cutoffs with the highest discriminative
ability to distinguish between clients with and without radiographic features.132

Intrarater reliability is generally moderate to good for clients with hip intra-articular
pathology.126, 127, 199

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Greater muscle strength, aerobic capacity, and standing balance were protective
factors for preventing deterioration of functional status.197, 198

Gluteus medius and maximus weakness and atrophy are correlated with hip
osteoarthritis.82, 83, 200

VI. Special Tests

Trendelenburg test: has poor ability to help rule out (SN 55, −LR 0.8) and rule in
(SP 70, +LR 1.83) hip OA when utilized in a study of 20 healthy adults and 20
adults with radiographically documented hip OA.88
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Resisted hip abduction test: A (+) test has less than good ability to help rule in (SP
90, +LR 3.5) hip OA.88

A (+) restricted and painful (lateral hip pain) FABER test is strongly associated with
GTPS and not OA (SN 81, SP 82, +LR 4.5, −LR 0.23).157

FABER test: A (+) test helps rule in (SP 71, +LR 1.9) hip OA.166

The scour test, although limited on diagnostic investigation, is likely a (+) test in
these clients.

VII. Palpation

Palpation of the anterior hip joint and gluteal muscles is especially appropriate.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures201

6-meter walk test
Timed up and go test
Sit-to-stand test
Self-paced walk tests
Stair climbing
Sock test
Pain and functional status seem to deteriorate slowly.198

The self-paced walk, stair test, timed up and go, and 6-minute walk have been
suggested as more complete measures of physical function for these clients.191-194

Terwee and colleagues identified 26 performance-based tests; many represent
variations on the same theme. The most useful test was unable to be determined
because consensus is lacking on what activities and functional parameters should be
included.202

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Mobility, pain control (if pain dominant), and exercise and conditioning may be
used.

Hip Impingement or Labral Tear

ICD-9: 719.45; 719.95; 718.85
ICD-10: S76 (other specified injury of hip and thigh)

Femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) is a mechanical abutment between the femoral
head and acetabulum, typically in the superior-anterior portion of the acetabulum. FAI
generally has two primary types: cam and pincer impingement. The cam type describes the
femoral head and neck relationship as aspherical, or not perfectly round. This aspherical
shape contributes to abnormal contact between the head and socket. The pincer type
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describes the situation where the socket or acetabulum has too much coverage of the ball or
femoral head. This overcoverage typically results in the labral cartilage being pinched
between the rim of the socket and the anterior femoral head–neck junction. The pincer
form of the impingement is typically secondary to retroversion, a turning back of the socket,
profunda, a socket that is too deep, or protrusio, a situation where the femoral head extends
into the pelvis. Most of the time, the cam and pincer forms exist together, i.e., mixed
impingement. Femoroacetabular impingement is one of the primary causes (along with hip
dysplasia, trauma, and hip joint laxity) of hip labral tear.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

C-sign pain description.92

Groin pain is predominant. Clients may complain of sharp or dull pain, and pain is
likely to be activity related.5

The most common locations of pain were the central groin and lateral
peritrochanteric area.30

Groin pain 96%172 and 100%14 SN to help rule out labral tear.
Anterior groin pain worsens with prolonged periods of standing, sitting, or
walking.203

Inguinal clicking and giving way correlated (r = 0.79) with labral tear.14

Sharp pain, especially with clicking for labral tear, helps to rule out (SN 100, −LR 0)
and rule in (SP 85, +LR 6.7)16 labral tear.
More recently, the most commonly reported locations of pain were the central groin
and the lateral peritrochanteric area. The least common were the ischial tuberosity
and the anterior thigh.30

FAI is more common in those with decreased hip IR204 and increased body mass.74

90% of clients with labral tears had FAI morphology.205

Recent findings suggest increased prevalence of FAI in those participating in sports,
particularly American football,206 hockey,44 and soccer.46

Clients may have pain with squatting.96, 207

Outcome Measures

Hip Outcome Score208

International Hip Outcome Tool39, 40

Diagnostic Imaging

Increased alpha angle in cam-type impingement.204

Alpha angle measurement (with cutoff of 55°) on MRA provides some assistance to
rule in impingement due to excessive alpha angle (SP 70).209
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Magnetic resonance imaging helps rule in hip impingement (SP 79, −LR 0.43).57

Ischial spine projection assessing for retroversion on radiographs helps rule in (SP 91,
+LR 45.5) and rule out (SN 98, −LR 0.09) hip impingement.210

Computed tomography scan for assessment provides much greater ability to rule out
(SN 92-97, −LR 0.03–0.08) and rule in (SP 87-100, +LR 7.5) hip impingement.55

Computed tomography helps rule out (SN 92-97, −LR 0.03–0.08) and rule in (SP
87-100, +LR 7.5) labral tear.55, 56

Magnetic resonance imaging arthrogram is more helpful for ruling out (pooled SN
87, −LR 0.20) labral tear versus MRI (pooled SN 66, −LR 0.34), while MRI is more
helpful for ruling in (pooled SP 79, +LR 3.1) labral tear than MRA (pooled SP 64,
+LR 2.4).57

II. Observation

Clients avoid deep squatting motions, sitting in low chairs, and adduction and IR
combined motions.18 Squatting with the hips internally rotated causes increased pain
versus squatting with legs externally rotated.
Decreased gluteal muscle performance and labral tear15 suggest that functional
limitations may also be found in the propulsion phase of gait, standing up out of a
chair, climbing a steep hill or incline, and pushing off into a sprint.
The hip being held in the resting position (hip flexion, slight abduction, and external
rotation) generally indicates the presence of hip effusion.
During normal gait, clients with FAI have demonstrated less hip abduction, frontal
pelvic ROM, and overall frontal plane ROM.196

37% of athletic clients undergoing hip arthroscopy had generalized ligamentous
laxity,211 which could present with increased external rotation on that hip during
gait, standing, and/or relaxed supine postures.

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
The patellar-pubic percussion test helps rule out (pooled SN 95, −LR 0.07) and rule
in (pooled SP 86, +LR 6.1) femoral fracture.109

Prostate cancer in men or any reproductive cancer or breast cancer in a woman is a
red flag since these cancers may be associated with metastases to the lumbar spine or
hip joint.97

Rule out lumbar spine and SIJ or pelvic girdle dysfunction.
Soft-tissue and sacroiliac and lumbar joint ROM restrictions have been suggested to
limit frontal-plane pelvic ROM during normal gait.196

IV. Motion Tests
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Soft-tissue restrictions are suggested to limit frontal-plane pelvic ROM during
normal gait.196

Clients with FAI and labral tear exhibited reduced motions in hip flexion, internal
rotation, and adduction.5, 11, 104, 130

Using 3-D CT kinematic analysis, hips with FAI had decreased flexion, internal
rotation, and abduction. Internal rotation decreased with increasing flexion and
adduction.212

Internal rotation ROM decreased in clients with FAI.204, 213-216

Intrarater reliability is generally moderate to good for clients with hip intra-articular
pathology.126, 127, 199

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Hip flexor weakness and endurance deficits were noted in clients with FAI.217, 218

Labral tear clients have decreased gluteal muscle performance.15

Gluteus medius and maximus weakness and atrophy are correlated with hip
osteoarthritis.82, 83, 200

VI. Special Tests

Hip impingement and labral tear tests are generally better at ruling out versus ruling
in pathology.109

FADDIR: A (−) test has good ability to help rule out (SN 94-99, −LR 0.15–0.48)
FAI or labral tear across a pooled analysis of six studies.109

Flexion IR: A (−) test has good ability to help rule out (SN 96, −LR 0.27) FAI or
labral tear across a pooled analysis of four studies.109

The FADDIR test position allows for testing the widest zone of the acetabulum and
is not localized to abutment in the anterolateral acetabulum.219

Thomas test: A (−) test is helpful for ruling out (SN 89, −LR 0.12) hip labral tear and
a (+) test is helpful for ruling it in (SP 92, +LR 11.1).14 The greatest tensile strains on
the hip were found on the anterior–superior portion of the capsule or labrum,15

likely the mechanism for a (+) Thomas test.
The scour test, although limited on diagnostic investigation, is likely a (+) test in
these clients.
The flexion-adduction-axial compression and internal rotation-axial compression
tests have poor ability to rule out or in FAI or labral tear.

VII. Palpation

Although pain referral for these clients is typically to the groin and, to a lesser degree,
the buttock and lateral trochanter,220 these areas of the hip are typically not tender to
palpation unless there is also extra-articular involvement.
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Because of recent findings implicating the psoas major as a potential contributor to
ALT pathology,220-222 palpation of this structure for concordant pain is merited.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Clients with FAI are not able to squat as low as those without FAI due to decreased
sagittal pelvic ROM.96

Squat performance improved post-surgically for clients with FAI despite overall
pelvic ROM not improving, suggesting that squat improvement is likely due to
increased knee and ankle angles, as well as increased posterior pelvic tilt during
descent of squat. Therefore, posterior glide mobilizations are important to the
femoral head.207

Clinicians can perform occupation- and sport-specific testing as warranted.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Mobility, pain control (if pain dominant), exercise and conditioning, and possibly
stability may be used.

Differential Diagnosis of Hip FAI or Labral Tear and OA

Pathology related to FAI or labral tear is more likely in younger to middle-aged adults
versus middle-aged to older adults for hip OA.
Pathology related to FAI or labral tear typically has a consistent mechanical-type pain
(locking, clicking, catching) presentation versus hip OA, which can have these
symptoms but also more likely has consistent weight-bearing pain than FAI or labral
tear.
Both FAI or labral tear and hip OA clients have been suggested to have limited hip
flexion and IR.
More advanced hip OA is suggested to have multiplanar ROM restrictions.
Radiographic imaging of joint space narrowing, osteophytes, and subchondral
sclerosis is more likely suggestive of hip OA versus findings of cam and pincer
morphology on FAI client radiographs.
Clients with both pathologies have been suggested to have pain with squatting, as
well as with tests such as the scour and FADDIR.
Some literature suggests that FAI or labral tear pathology is a precursor to hip OA
pathology, although this is yet to be conclusively proven.

 

Femoral Stress Fracture
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ICD-9: 820.0 (femoral neck fracture); 821.0 (fracture of shaft or unspecified part of
femur closed)
ICD-10: S72 (fracture of neck of femur)

A femoral stress fracture is an incomplete fracture of the femur. Typically the highest
prevalence of these stress fractures occurs in the femoral neck or femoral shaft.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History223-229

These fractures are more common in women than in men. Caucasian women are 1.5
to 4 times more likely than African-American women to have a hip fracture after the
age of 40.
Pain is often described as aching or deep hip or groin pain.
Pain location: proximal anterior or lateral hip or groin region.
Pain increases with activity and is often relieved with rest.
Night pain is not uncommon.
A history of osteoporosis is a risk factor for hip fracture.
Hip fracture is the most detrimental fracture, being associated with 20% mortality
and 50% permanent loss in function.

Outcome Measures

Any appropriate hip measure can be used.

Diagnostic Imaging

Bone scan (SN 91, SP 100, +LR Inf, − R Infa),65 radiographs (SN 90-95, SP 68-100,
+LR 2.1-Inf, − R 2.1-In),64 and MRI (SN 100, SP 100)65 have all shown the
capability to rule in and rule out femoral stress fractures.

II. Observation

Clients have decreased weight bearing on the involved leg.224, 225, 227

Antalgic gait with decreased step length was noted.224, 225, 227

Trendelenburg’s sign is present in clients with gluteal tendinopathy or hip OA;150,

166 therefore, clinicians should observe for a compensated or uncompensated gluteus
medius gait pattern.225

The hip being held in a resting position (hip flexion, slight abduction, and external
rotation) generally indicates the presence of hip effusion.

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
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out.
Rule out complete fracture: clients who are not able to bear weight on the involved
leg, leg giving out, pain with active or passive movement, sign of the buttock, and so
on.
Prostate cancer in men or any reproductive cancer or breast cancer in a woman is a
red flag since these cancers may be associated with metastases to the lumbar spine or
hip joint.97

Clinicians should rule out lumbar spine and SIJ or pelvic girdle dysfunction.
Soft-tissue and sacroiliac and lumbar joint ROM restrictions have been suggested to
limit frontal-plane pelvic ROM during normal gait.196

The scour test, although limited on diagnostic investigation, is likely a good test for
ruling out intra-articular involvement.

IV. Motion Tests

Intrarater reliability of hip ROM was shown to be moderate to excellent (ICC =
0.50–0.97) in clients with and without hip OA.126-128 Specific hip ROM measures
have shown excellent interrater reliability, ranging from ICC of 0.76 to 0.97.129

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Hip weakness, especially with abduction, is likely.225

VI. Special Tests

Patellar-pubic percussion test: A (−) test helps rule out (pooled SN 95, −LR 0.07) and
a (+) test helps rule in (pooled SP 86, +LR 6.1) femoral fracture in pooled analysis.109

Fulcrum test: helps rule out (SN 88-93, −LR 0.09–0.92) stress fracture in studies of
high bias.107, 108

Clients will likely have pain with resisted SLR test.

VII. Palpation

Palpation is especially appropriate for the proximal anterior and lateral thigh or groin,
or around a suspected fracture location.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

This type of testing is most likely not appropriate for these clients. Only lower-level
testing is suggested, if this type of testing is appropriate at all, in the acute assessment
of this pathology.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications
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If detected acutely, the clinician will likely refer the client out to a physician
(definitely should in the case of a fracture).
Stability
Mobility, pain control (if pain dominant), and exercise and conditioning

Avascular Necrosis

ICD-9: 733.40 (aseptic necrosis of bone, site unspecified)
ICD-10: M87.9 (osteonecrosis, unspecified)

Avascular necrosis (AVN, also osteonecrosis, bone infarction, aseptic necrosis, and
ischemic bone necrosis) is a disease resulting from cellular death (necrosis) of bone
components due to interruption of the blood supply. The bone tissue therefore dies and the
bone collapses. Avascular necrosis involving the bones of a joint often leads to destruction
of the joint articular surfaces.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Association with various conditions, including corticosteroid use, alcoholism, and
sickle-cell anemia.230

Clients often report groin pain that is exacerbated by weight bearing. The pain may
initially be mild, but it progressively worsens over time and with use. Eventually, the
pain is present at rest and may be present at night.
Groin and thigh pain were found in 55% and 57% of hip joint–pain clients,
respectively. However, pain referral was also seen in the buttock and lower extremity
distal to the knee in 71% and 22%, respectively.29

Outcome Measures

Any appropriate hip outcome measure can be used.

Diagnostic Imaging

Bone scan has some ability to rule out (SN 81)67 avascular necrosis, while MRI is
more helpful for ruling out (SN 9966 and 10067) and ruling in (SP 99, +LR 99)66

avascular necrosis.

II. Observation

Trendelenburg’s sign is present in clients with gluteal tendinopathy or hip OA;150,

166 therefore, clinicians should observe for a compensated or uncompensated gluteus
medius gait pattern.
The hip being held in a resting position (hip flexion, slight abduction, and external
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rotation) generally indicates the presence of hip effusion.

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
The patellar-pubic percussion test helps rule out (pooled SN 95, −LR 0.07) and rule
in (pooled SP 86, +LR 6.1) femoral fracture.109

Prostate cancer in men or any reproductive cancer or breast cancer in a woman is a
red flag since these cancers may be associated with metastases to the lumbar spine or
hip joint.97

Clinicians should rule out lumbar spine and SIJ or pelvic girdle dysfunction.
The scour test, although limited on diagnostic investigation, is likely a good test for
ruling out intra-articular hip joint involvement.
Soft-tissue and sacroiliac and lumbar joint ROM restrictions have been suggested to
limit frontal-plane pelvic ROM during normal gait.196

IV. Motion Tests

Limitations in hip motion are common.
Intrarater reliability is generally moderate to good for clients with hip intra-articular
pathology.126, 127, 199

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Hip muscle weakness is often general.

VI. Special Tests

Extension < 15° is the most helpful limitation in motion to help rule in (SP 92, +LR
2.4) avascular necrosis.
External rotation < 60° (SP 73, +LR 0.48) and pain with internal rotation (SP 86,
+LR 0.93) are less helpful for ruling in avascular necrosis.231

VII. Palpation

Due to the location of the pathology, the clinician should palpate the anterior and
lateral hip.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

None is appropriate for the acutely diagnosed client.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications
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If detected acutely, refer the client out to a physician.
Stability
Mobility, pain control (if pain dominant), exercise and conditioning

Snapping Hip Syndrome

ICD-9: 719.65 (other symptoms referable to joint, pelvic region and thigh)
ICD-10: M76.1 (psoas tendinitis)

In this syndrome, a snapping sensation in the lateral or deep anterior hip is associated
with sudden, sharp pain in the area of the greater trochanter or anterior hip. The snapping
sensation and pain are the result of the iliopsoas tendon subluxing over the greater
trochanter or iliopectineal eminence. Three types of snapping hip syndrome exist: external
(iliotibial band snapping over the greater trochanter), internal (iliopsoas snapping over the
iliopectineal eminence or femoral head), and intra-articular (hip intra-articular involvement
eliciting the snapping sensation).

I. Client Interview

Three types:31, 33, 232-234

External: IT band snapping over greater trochanter
Internal: iliopsoas tendon snapping over iliopectineal eminence or femoral head
Intra-articular: labral tear, loose bodies, and articular cartilage defects

Subjective History

Audible snapping when hip is brought from flexion to extension; or around greater
trochanter with hip flexed, adducted, and rotated.
Common in dancers.34, 235-237

Variable disability, often snapping is not of significance.31, 237

Groin and thigh pain was found in 55% and 57% of hip joint pain clients,
respectively. However, pain referral was also seen in the buttock and lower extremity
distal to the knee in 71% and 22%, respectively.29

Outcome Measures

Any appropriate hip measure can be used.

Diagnostic Imaging

None specific

II. Observation

Clients may have coxa vara.31
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Dancers will often stand with bilateral legs externally rotated.34, 235-237

The hip being held in a resting position (hip flexion, slight abduction, and external
rotation) generally indicates the presence of hip effusion.
Clients may avoid transitional movements or complain of pain with them.

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
The patellar-pubic percussion test helps rule out (pooled SN 95, −LR 0.07) and rule
in (pooled SP 86, +LR 6.1) femoral fracture.109

The scour test, although limited on diagnostic investigation, is likely a good test for
ruling out intra-articular involvement.
Prostate cancer in men or any reproductive cancer or breast cancer in a woman is a
red flag since these cancers may be associated with metastases to the lumbar spine or
hip joint.97

Clinicians should rule out lumbar spine and SIJ or pelvic girdle dysfunction.
Soft-tissue and sacroiliac and lumbar joint ROM restrictions have been suggested to
limit frontal-plane pelvic ROM during normal gait.196

IV. Motion Tests

Clients will often have increased hip abduction, extension, or external rotation
(especially dancers).34, 235-237

Intrarater reliability is generally moderate to good for clients with hip intra-articular
pathology.126, 127, 199

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Weakness of hip abductors, external rotators, and flexors can be common in
dancers.34, 235-237

VI. Special Tests

Tests involving dynamic movement of the hip (e.g., scour, ligamentum teres tear test)
are often (+).
Reproduction of clicking or popping are likely reproduced with many special tests
and ROM movements involving triplanar movement in large amplitude movements.
Differential diagnosis of clicking or popping generation should be determined.

VII. Palpation

The lateral trochanter (external) and anterior hip, especially the psoas major
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(internal), will be tender to palpation.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Appropriate hip measures are dependent on the client’s status and function.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Stability
Pain control (if pain dominant), exercise and conditioning, and possibly mobility

Slipped Capital Femoral Epiphysis

ICD-9: 732.2 (nontraumatic slipped upper femoral epiphysis)
ICD-10: S76 (other specified injury of hip and thigh)

A slipped capital femoral epiphysis (SCFE) is a separation of the femoral head of the
hip joint from the femur at the upper growth plate of the bone. The failure of the
epiphyseal plate occurs as a result of the shear forces applied parallel to the growth plate. It
is actually the neck that comes upward and outward while the head remains in the
acetabulum. A SCFE can be stable or unstable. Adverse complications include avascular
necrosis and chondrolysis (both are rare). The cause is relatively unknown, but it is thought
to be related to growth hormone or endocrine abnormalities.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History238-243

Occurs from age 8 to 17 years; the average age for girls is 12.1 ± 1 years and for boys
is 14.4 ± 1.3 years.
Clients generally report pain in the hip, groin, thigh, or knee; pain is often vague in
nature.
Approximately 15% of those with SCFE will have medial knee pain and distal thigh
pain. Of these, 46% will have initial symptoms of medial knee or distal thigh pain.
Clients with SCFE usually report symptoms to be dull, vague, and intermittent.
Groin and thigh pain were found in 55% and 57% of hip joint–pain clients,
respectively. However, pain referral was also seen in the buttock and lower extremity
distal to the knee in 71% and 22%, respectively.29

95% of clients with SCFE are obese or overweight.
In 60% of cases, the clients are male.
The onset is generally insidious.
Acute onset is usually trauma related.
African-American clients are affected more often than Caucasian.
Clients have vague thigh or knee pain.
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Outcome Measures

Any appropriate hip measure can be used.

Diagnostic Imaging

AP and frog-leg lateral radiographs of the pelvis confirm a diagnosis of SCFE since
the slip is always posterior.

II. Observation

Clients may have Trendelenburg gait, excessive trunk lean to the involved side, or an
antalgic gait pattern.238, 239

Clients may have difficulty bearing weight on the externally rotated leg.243

The hip being held in resting position (hip flexion, slight abduction, and external
rotation) generally indicates the presence of hip effusion.
Quadriceps atrophy is present in some clients.244

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
The patellar-pubic percussion test helps rule out (pooled SN 95, −LR 0.07) and rule
in (pooled SP 86, +LR 6.1) femoral fracture.109

The scour test, although limited on diagnostic investigation, is likely a good test for
ruling out intra-articular involvement.
Prostate cancer in men or any reproductive cancer or breast cancer in a woman is a
red flag since these cancers may be associated with metastases to the lumbar spine or
hip joint.97

Clinicians should rule out lumbar spine and SIJ or pelvic girdle dysfunction.
Soft-tissue and sacroiliac and lumbar joint ROM restrictions have been suggested to
limit frontal-plane pelvic ROM during normal gait.196

IV. Motion Tests

Clients may have limited hip IR or full pain-free range of motion in the lumbar spine
and knee.238, 239

Other findings report limited hip motions in a capsular pattern (IR, abduction, and
flexion).243

Intrarater reliability is generally moderate to good for clients with hip intra-articular
pathology.126, 127, 199

V. Muscle Performance Testing
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Hip abductor weakness is described in these clients.243

VI. Special Tests

Assessing hip IR with hip flexed to 90° is an often employed screening maneuver.245

VII. Palpation

Clients may have generalized tenderness in the anterior and lateral hip.245

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

None is appropriate for the acutely diagnosed client.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

If detected acutely, refer the client out to a physician.
Stability
Mobility, pain control (if pain dominant), and exercise and conditioning

Legg-Calvé-Perthes Disease

ICD-9: 732.1 (juvenile osteochondrosis of hip and pelvis)
ICD-10: M91.1 (juvenile osteochondrosis of head of femur)

This disease is an osteochondritis dissecans of the femoral head. A definitive cause
remains unknown, and onset is typically insidious.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Unilateral in 90% of cases.
4 times more common in boys than girls.
Clients have complaints of vague, aching pain in groin that can radiate to medial
thigh and knee.
Groin and thigh pain were found in 55% and 57% of hip joint–pain clients,
respectively. However, pain referral was also seen in the buttock and lower extremity
distal to the knee in 71% and 22%, respectively.29

Muscle spasm is a common complaint.

Outcome Measures

Any appropriate hip measure can be used.

Diagnostic Imaging
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Conventional radiography was less sensitive in identifying the degree of lateral
subluxation and the extent of the necrosis in the femoral head than MRI.246, 247

MRI may show proximal femoral abnormalities before radiography.247

II. Observation

Clients may have Trendelenburg gait, excessive trunk lean to the involved side, or an
antalgic gait pattern.238, 239

Limp is usually an initial sign; the client may drag the leg slightly, and the leg is often
externally rotated during gait.
Clients may have atrophy of the thigh.
The hip being held in the resting position (hip flexion, slight abduction, and external
rotation) generally indicates the presence of hip effusion.

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
The patellar-pubic percussion test helps rule out (pooled SN 95, −LR 0.07) and rule
in (pooled SP 86, +LR 6.1) femoral fracture.109

The scour test, although limited on diagnostic investigation, is likely a good test for
ruling out intra-articular involvement.
Prostate cancer in men or any reproductive cancer or breast cancer in a woman is a
red flag since these cancers may be associated with metastases to the lumbar spine or
hip joint.97

Clinicians should rule out lumbar spine and SIJ or pelvic girdle dysfunction.
Soft-tissue and sacroiliac and lumbar joint ROM restrictions have been suggested to
limit frontal-plane pelvic ROM during normal gait.196

IV. Motion Tests

Clients usually have limitations in hip abduction and internal rotation ROM.
Intrarater reliability is generally moderate to good for clients with hip intra-articular
pathology.126, 127, 199

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients are likely to have general hip weakness.245

VI. Special Tests

No tests are specifically designated for this pathology.

VII. Palpation
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The anterior hip may be tender to palpation.245

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

None is appropriate for the acutely diagnosed client.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

If detected acutely, refer the client out to a physician.
Stability
Mobility, pain control (if pain dominant), and exercise and conditioning

Adductor Tendinopathy or Sport-Related Chronic Groin Pain

ICD-9: 762.5; 843.9 (sprains and strains of hip and thigh)
ICD-10: S76.2 (injury of adductor muscle and tendon of thigh)

This is a tendinopathy of the adductor muscle group. Sport-related chronic groin pain
itself is a broad terminology potentially encompassing a multifactorial etiology of chronic
groin pain in athletes.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Pubic-related pain is most significant in soccer players248, 249 and in hockey
players.250, 251

Pain occurs predominantly in the groin.77, 248-252

Acutely injured athletes report a distinctive mechanism of injury with immediate
pain and possibly hearing a pop.
Several studies suggest a correlation between FAI and adductor tendinopathy, with
prevalence as high as 94%,253 although recent findings suggest this potential
correlation does not prevent successful rehabilitation with long-term follow-up.254

Outcome Measures

The Inguinal Pain Questionnaire is the only questionnaire investigating groin pain,
but it is in need of further validation.38

Diagnostic Imaging

Pubic edema is noted on MRI,77, 255 although correlation to pathology is unknown.
Magnetic resonance imaging is better at ruling in (SP 88, +LR 4.0) than ruling out
(SN 78) sport-related chronic groin pain.71

II. Observation
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Acutely injured clients will have difficulty with adduction movements (e.g., supine to
sit, getting in and out of car, and so on).
Acutely injured clients may present with swelling or bruising of involved
musculature.
The hip being held in a resting position (hip flexion, slight abduction, and external
rotation) generally indicates the presence of hip effusion.

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Clinicians should rule out urological, gynecological, rheumatologic, oncologic, and
inflammatory sources of groin pain.256

The patellar-pubic percussion test helps rule out (pooled SN 95, −LR 0.07) and rule
in (pooled SP 86, +LR 6.1) femoral fracture.109

The scour test, although limited on diagnostic investigation, is likely a good test for
ruling out intra-articular involvement.
Prostate cancer in men or any reproductive cancer or breast cancer in a woman is a
red flag since these cancers may be associated with metastases to the lumbar spine or
hip joint.97

Clinicians should rule out lumbar spine and SIJ or pelvic girdle dysfunction.
Soft-tissue and sacroiliac and lumbar joint ROM restrictions have been suggested to
limit frontal-plane pelvic ROM during normal gait.196

IV. Motion Tests

Restricted adductor flexibility is moderately associated with groin pain in athletes.250

Limited hip IR and ER,255 as well as total hip ROM, were noted in athletes with
sport-related chronic groin pain.252

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Evidence suggests a correlation between adductor muscle weakness and groin pain in
hockey players250, 251 and soccer players.248, 249

VI. Special Tests

The single adductor (SP 91, +LR 3.3), squeeze test (SP 91, +LR 4.8), and bilateral
adductor (SP 93, +LR 7.7) tests, when (+), all help rule in sport-related chronic groin
pain.27

VII. Palpation
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Tenderness over adductors, especially proximally (and can be on pubis), is significant
in these athletes.27, 257, 258

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Since these clients are most frequently athletes, the specific lower extremity
functional components of the athlete’s sport should be assessed.
Speed and agility and quickness testing are likely most appropriate for most of these
athletes.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Mobility, pain control (if pain dominant), and exercise and conditioning can be used.

Hamstring Strain

ICD-9: 843.9 (sprains and strains of hip and thigh)
ICD-10: S76.3 (injury of muscle and tendons of the posterior muscle group at thigh
level)

A hamstring strain or injury is an excessive stretch or tearing of the muscle fibers of the
hamstring muscles and related tissues. Hamstring strains can occur at one of the attachment
sites or at any point along the length of the muscle. They are classified as first, second, or
third degree depending on the severity.

First degree: excessive stretching or minor tearing of a few muscle fibers. The pain
can often be localized with one finger. Some stiffness and weakness will also be
present. If exercise is attempted, the pain and stiffness may decrease during the
activity but return after, often with much greater intensity.
Second degree: moderate tearing of muscle fibers with pain generally covering a larger
area than the first-degree strain. Stiffness and weakness will be felt, and the painful
area may appear black and blue due to bleeding within the injured muscle.
Significant limping may also occur when walking.
Third degree: a complete tear of the muscle. Widespread bruising will be present.
The clinician may see or feel a balling up of the muscle. Third-degree strains are a
rare occurrence.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

More likely in athletes.25, 26, 259-262

Acutely injured athletes report a distinctive mechanism of injury with immediate
pain and possibly hearing a pop.
Pain is located is the posterior thigh, often close to the buttock.
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Pain gets worse with activity involving resisted hip extension or resisted knee flexion
(such as stairs).
Hamstring injuries (HI) are one of the most common soft-tissue injuries in
athletes.25, 259, 263-267

In athletes, two proposed injury mechanisms include high-speed running and slow-
speed overstretching (as in dancers).25, 262 The role of the hamstrings is to brake knee
extension (up to ~85% of running cycle—elongation stress).268

Injury can also result from falling forward over a fixed foot and therefore from flexion
at the hip with the knee relatively straight. This mechanism is also possible in
waterskiers.269

Clients complain of immediate pain with later presentation of ecchymosis and
potential inflammation.259, 269

Outcome Measures

Any appropriate hip measure can be used.

Diagnostic Imaging

Magnetic resonance imaging and US are considered the criterion reference standards
for diagnosis of hamstring injury,270-272 although both MRI273, 274 and US275

continue to show (+) findings on clients returning to sport and should not be used as
the sole criterion of a client’s ability to return to sport.

II. Observation

Acutely injured clients will likely present with limited weight bearing, decreased
stride length during gait, and possible inflammation.259, 269

The hip being held in a resting position (hip flexion, slight abduction, and external
rotation) generally indicates the presence of hip effusion.

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
The patellar-pubic percussion test helps rule out (pooled SN 95, −LR 0.07) and rule
in (pooled SP 86, +LR 6.1) femoral fracture.109

The scour test, although limited on diagnostic investigation, is likely a good test for
ruling out hip intra-articular involvement.
Prostate cancer in men or any reproductive cancer or breast cancer in a woman is a
red flag since these cancers may be associated with metastases to the lumbar spine or
hip joint.97

Clinicians should rule out lumbar spine and SIJ or pelvic girdle dysfunction.
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Soft-tissue and sacroiliac and lumbar joint ROM restrictions have been suggested to
limit frontal-plane pelvic ROM during normal gait.196

IV. Motion Tests

Clients may have restricted hip flexion and combined hip flexion and knee extension
ROM.28, 269, 276, 277

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients have weakness in hip extension and in combined hip extension and knee
flexion ROM.28, 269, 276, 277

Eccentric hamstring weakness is most significant.278

VI. Special Tests

The Puranen-Orava test, bent knee stretch, and modified bent knee stretch tests
when (−) have less than good ability to help rule out (SN range of 76-89, −LR 0.12–
0.29) and when (+) help rule in (SP range of 82-91, +LR 4.2–9.9) hamstring
injury.154

The taking off the shoe test, active ROM, passive ROM, and resisted ROM tests all
have less than good ability to help rule out (SN range of 55-100, −LR 0.0–0.5) and
rule in (SP 100) hamstring injury due to being performed in a study of high bias.155

57% of rugby players with grade I hamstring strain had adverse neural tension with
the slump test.279

VII. Palpation

Area is likely tender at the location of the tear.26, 276, 280

The more distal the tenderness is to the ischial tuberosity, the longer the return to
sport.280

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Since these clients are most frequently athletes, the specific lower extremity
functional components of the athlete’s sport should be assessed.
Speed and agility and quickness testing are likely most appropriate for most of these
athletes.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain (if pain dominant), mobility, and exercise and conditioning may be used.

Gluteus Medius Tendinopathy and Tear or Greater Trochanteric Pain
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Syndrome

ICD-9: 843.9 (sprains and strains of hip and thigh); GTPS: 726.5 (enthesopathy of
hip region)
ICD-10: S76 (injury of muscle and tendon of hip); GTPS: M70.6 (trochanteric
bursitis)

This involves tendinopathy, dysfunction, or altered muscle control of the gluteus
medius muscle compared to an actual tear of the muscle itself. Greater trochanteric pain
syndrome (GTPS) is defined as a history of lateral hip pain (LHP; 7 cm proximal and
distal, and 3 cm anterior and posterior of the greater trochanter) and experiencing LHP
with one or more of the following:

When lying on the ipsilateral side
During weight-bearing activities
During sitting

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Gluteal tendinopathy most frequently occurs in late-middle-aged women.281

Commonly presents with dull pain in the lateral hip.281

Much of the subjective is similar to that described by clients with hip osteoarthritis:
weakness, pain, functional limitation, and stiffness.
Pain in lateral hip is worse with resisted hip abduction activities.151, 281

GTPS is suggested to be defined as a history of LHP in the absence of difficulty with
putting shoes and socks on.157

Outcome Measures

The WOMAC, Physical Function Subscale, and LEFS have demonstrated clinical
applicability in these clients, although they are highly influenced by client pain
levels.191-194

Diagnostic Imaging

Magnetic resonance imaging and US both appear to have capability to assist with
ruling in and ruling out gluteal tendon tears across multiple studies.68-70

Sclerotic bone reaction on radiography underlies gluteus medius tear in 55% of all
clients with tears and 100% of all clients with large tears.282

Of clients with trochanteric symptoms, 50% had gluteal tendinosis, 0.5% had gluteal
tendon tears, and 29% had thickened IT band. 80% did not have bursitis on US.283

88% of hips with trochanteric symptoms had gluteal tendinopathy.284
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US findings demonstrate tendinopathy and bursal pathology coexist in GTPS.70

II. Observation

Trendelenburg’s sign is present in clients with gluteal tendinopathy or hip OA;150,

166 therefore, clinicians should observe for a compensated or uncompensated gluteus
medius gait pattern.
Atrophy of gluteal muscles is suggestive of gluteal tendon or OA pathology.82, 83

The hip being held in a resting position (hip flexion, slight abduction, and external
rotation) generally indicates the presence of hip effusion.

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
The patellar-pubic percussion test helps rule out (pooled SN 95, −LR 0.07) and rule
in (pooled SP 86, +LR 6.1) femoral fracture.109

Prostate cancer in men or any reproductive cancer or breast cancer in a woman is a
red flag since these cancers may be associated with metastases to the lumbar spine or
hip joint.97

Clinicians should rule out lumbar spine and SIJ or pelvic girdle dysfunction.
Soft-tissue and sacrolumbar joint ROM restrictions have been suggested to limit
frontal-plane pelvic ROM during normal gait.196

IV. Motion Tests

Decreased passive IR (SP 86, +LR 3.0) and pain with passive hip IR (SP 86, +LR
3.7) helps rule in gluteal tendinopathy.150

Passive hip abduction test: A (+) test has good ability to help rule in (SP 93, +LR 8.3)
gluteal tendinopathy.
Intrarater reliability is generally moderate to good for clients with hip intra-articular
pathology.126, 127, 199

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Greater muscle strength, aerobic capacity, and standing balance were protective
factors for preventing deterioration of functional status.197, 198

Clients have gluteus medius and maximus weakness and atrophy.82, 83, 150, 200, 281

Pain with resisted muscle testing of both gluteus medius and minimus helps rule in
(SP 86, +LR 3.3) gluteal tendinopathy.150

VI. Special Tests
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A (+) restricted and painful (lateral hip pain) FABER test is strongly associated with
GTPS and not OA (SN 81, SP 82, +LR 4.5, −LR 0.23).157

FABER test: A (+) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 90, +LR 8.3) GTPS and a
(−) test has good ability to help rule out (SN 83, −LR 0.19) GTPS.157

Trendelenburg’s sign: A (+) test has ideal ability (SP 92, +LR 6.8) in pooled analysis,
and good (SP 94, +LR 3.6) to ideal ability (SP 96, +LR 24.3) in single studies to help
rule in gluteal tendinopathy or GTPS.109

Resisted external derotation test: A (+) test has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 97,
+LR 32.6) and a (−) test has good ability to help rule out (SN 88, −LR 0.12)
GTPS.151

VII. Palpation

Gluteal musculature is most clinically applicable because the area is often focally
tender.281

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Lower-level balance, fundamental movement, and such tests are most clinically
applicable, if any tests at all are appropriate for the specific client.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain (if pain dominant), mobility, exercise and conditioning
Possibly stability

Differential Diagnosis of Hip Osteoarthritis and Greater Trochanteric Pain
Syndrome or Gluteus Medius Tendinopathy

A (+) restricted and painful (lateral hip pain) FABER test is strongly associated with
GTPS and not hip OA.
Hip OA has a characteristic restricted ROM limitation (limited hip flexion and IR)
with a characteristic hard end-feel.
These pathologies, along with their findings, often coexist.
Radiographic findings for hip OA are more significant (e.g., joint space narrowing,
articular cartilage damage, potential osteophytes) than findings for GTPS.
Subjective history of weakness, pain, functional limitations, and stiffness, as well as a
(+) Trendelenburg sign can help rule in both pathologies.

 

Bursitis
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ICD-9: 726.5 (enthesopathy of hip region); 727.3 (other bursitis)
ICD-10: (other specified injuries of hip and thigh)

Bursitis is the swelling and irritation of a bursa. A bursa is a fluid-filled sac that acts as a
cushion between muscles, tendons, and joints. Trochanteric bursitis is inflammation of the
trochanteric bursa, which is situated over the lateral trochanter. The bursa provides
lubrication and cushioning to allow the muscles to flex and extend over the trochanter
without damaging the muscles. It also cushions the tendon before the attachment of the
gluteus medius and minimus muscles. Other common bursae of the hip include the
iliopsoas bursa and iliopectineal bursa. Bursitis, especially as an isolated pathology, must be
questioned due to findings of low prevalence on imaging283 and lack of bursal
inflammation on histology, suggesting there is no etiologic role of bursal inflammation in
the trochanteric pain syndrome.285

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Iliopsoas bursitis
Deep snapping sensation286, 287

Tenderness in the femoral triangle286, 287

Anterior hip pain with activity286, 287

Associated with trauma, overuse, athletic activity, osteoarthritis, and
rheumatoid arthritis286

Trochanteric bursitis
Associated with athletic activity, especially running and overuse286, 288

Can be associated with falls286, 288

Outcome Measures

Any appropriate hip measures are applicable.

Diagnostic Imaging

Of clients with trochanteric symptoms, 50% had gluteal tendinosis, 0.5% had gluteal
tendon tears, and 29% had thickened IT band. 80% did not have bursitis on US.283

88% of hips with trochanteric symptoms had gluteal tendinopathy.284

II. Observation

Clients may have pain with transitional movements, especially those involving hip
flexion to or from extension.227

The hip being held in a resting position (hip flexion, slight abduction, and external
rotation) generally indicates the presence of hip effusion.
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III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
The patellar-pubic percussion test helps rule out (pooled SN 95, −LR 0.07) and rule
in (pooled SP 86, +LR 6.1) femoral fracture.109

Prostate cancer in men or any reproductive cancer or breast cancer in a woman is a
red flag since these cancers may be associated with metastases to the lumbar spine or
hip joint.97

Clinicians should rule out lumbar spine and SIJ or pelvic girdle dysfunction.
Soft-tissue and sacroiliac and lumbar joint ROM restrictions have been suggested to
limit frontal-plane pelvic ROM during normal gait.196

IV. Motion Tests

Intrarater reliability is generally moderate to good for clients with hip intra-articular
pathology.126, 127, 199

Pain is reproduced with hip rotation, abduction, and adduction of hip.286, 289

Clients have limited hip extension.227

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients have pain and weakness with resisted hip flexion (especially iliopsoas), often
with snapping.286

VI. Special Tests

Pain may be elicited with resisted external derotation and FAIR tests (trochanteric
bursitis).151-153, 288

Pain may be elicited with hip impingement or labral tear testing involving flexion,
adduction, or internal rotation movements.216

Clients are likely to have (+) Thomas test for limited iliopsoas flexibility.227, 287

VII. Palpation

Tenderness in femoral triangle (iliopsoas bursitis)286, 287

Tenderness over lateral trochanter (trochanteric bursitis)286, 288

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Appropriate measures depend on the client’s functional level, impairments, and
occupation or hobbies.
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Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain control may be used (if pain dominant); otherwise most likely treatments will be
mobility or exercise and conditioning.

Differential Diagnosis of Age-Related Pathologies

The age of the client can assist with differential diagnosis of various hip pathologies:

Pediatric age (typically aged 3 to 12 years) is more indicative of Legg-Calvé-Perthes
disease.
Adolescent age (typically 12 to 14.5 years) is more indicative of slipped capital
femoral epiphysis.
Adolescent to middle age is more likely indicative of femoroacetabular impingement
or labral tear.
Older adult age is more likely indicative of hip osteoarthritis and/or GTPS.
Some pathologies, like AVN and FAI or labral tear, can exist across multiple age
categories (adolescents through older adult).

 

Piriformis Syndrome

ICD-9: 843.9 (sprains and strains of hip and thigh)
ICD-10: S76 (injury of muscle and tendon of hip)

Piriformis syndrome is often described similarly to other muscle and tendon
dysfunctions (pain with resistance and with muscle elongation). It has also been described
in presentation similarly to sciatica due its close anatomical proximity to the sciatic nerve
and the view that dysfunction in this muscle can produce similar symptoms. Evidence
findings supporting the clinical presentation of piriformis syndrome are described as
follows.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Pain is often described in the gluteal or buttock region, although the client may also
have pain radiating down the involved leg.
Clients may have a history of trauma, including a fall or twisting mechanism.
Clients often have difficulty and pain with walking.
Acute pain is often noted with squatting, bending, and stooping.

Outcome Measures
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Any hip or lumbar spine measure can be applicable.

Diagnostic Imaging

This syndrome typically requires a diagnosis of exclusion.

II. Observation

The client may be reluctant to sit or shift weight onto the involved side.
Clients may present with an antalgic gait pattern.
Clients often have difficulty or pain posturing with squatting, standing up out of
chair, stooping, and lifting activities.
The hip being held in a resting position (hip flexion, slight abduction, and external
rotation) generally indicates the presence of hip effusion.

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
Clinicians should rule out sign of the buttock (see chapter 20, Sacroiliac Joint and
Pelvic Girdle).
The patellar-pubic percussion test helps rule out (pooled SN 95, −LR 0.07) and rule
in (pooled SP 86, +LR 6.1) femoral fracture.109

The scour test, although limited on diagnostic investigation, is likely a good test for
ruling out intra-articular involvement.
Prostate cancer in men or any reproductive cancer or breast cancer in a woman is a
red flag since these cancers may be associated with metastases to the lumbar spine or
hip joint.97

Clinicians should rule out lumbar spine and SIJ or pelvic girdle dysfunction.
Soft-tissue and sacroiliac and lumbar joint ROM restrictions have been suggested to
limit frontal-plane pelvic ROM during normal gait.196

IV. Motion Tests

Pain is often noted with passive internal rotation due to stretch of the piriformis.
It is not common for clients to have accessory motion restrictions unless coexisting
joint dysfunction is also present.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients have weakness in the hip, most notably with external and (to a lesser degree)
internal rotation.
Weakness may be present in gluteal muscles.
Clients have pain with resisted hip external rotation.
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VI. Special Tests

FAIR test: A (−) test has less than good ability to help rule out (SN 88, −LR 0.14)
and a (+) test helps rule in (SP 83, +LR 5.2) piriformis syndrome.152, 153

Clinicians should always be cognizant of the fact that this position is similar to the
FADDIR test for intra-articular hip pathology and should clearly discern where the
client’s pain reproduction is.

VII. Palpation

The area will often be tender to palpation, generally in the involved side buttock, but
more notably over the piriformis.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Depend on the client’s functional level
Hip or lumbar spine assessments as appropriate for client

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain control (if pain dominant), mobility (especially if related to joint dysfunction),
and exercise and conditioning may be used.
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Conclusion

The hip joint has an interdependent mechanical and pain-generation relationship with
the lumbar spine, pelvis, and the knee joint. Differential diagnosis of this joint requires
careful interpretation of the client’s clinical presentation. Integration of best evidence as
suggested here in this chapter, as well as the systematic examination approach, should be
used to minimize further complicating the differential diagnosis of this region of the body.
A systematic, evidence-based funnel approach suggests to the practicing clinician the
importance of using all components of the examination process. Additionally, it suggests
that the clinician focus on ruling out or screening for potential competing pathologies early
in the examination process and attempting to rule in or diagnose particular pathologies
later in the examination process. Utilization of a systematic screening process early in the
examination funnels or narrows down potential competing diagnoses that can then be more
likely ruled in with more SP findings or testing.
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Chapter 25
Knee

David Logerstedt, PT, PhD, MPT, SCS
Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS

A primary goal of diagnosis is to match the client’s clinical presentation with the most
efficacious treatment approach.1 Diagnosis of ligamentous injuries of the tibiofemoral joint
can be made with a reasonable level of certainty with certain clinical findings.2 For meniscal
injuries, only a fair level of certainty can be made; for articular cartilage injuries, certainty is
reduced to a low level.3 In a small percentage of clients, trauma to the thigh and knee may
be something more serious than the commonly occurring injuries.4, 5
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Clinically Applied Anatomy

The knee joint (figure 25.1) is actually comprised of two joints: the tibiofemoral joint
and the patellofemoral joint. The tibiofemoral joint is the largest synovial joint in the body,
connecting the two longest lever arms (femur and tibia). It is a modified hinge joint with
two articulations (medial and lateral compartments), allowing flexion and extension with
accessory rotation. It is a major weight-bearing joint, supporting two to five times body
weight during functional activities. The functional stability of the tibiofemoral joint is
derived from the passive restraint of the ligaments, the active support of muscles, the joint
geometry, and the compressive forces between the tibia and femur.
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Figure 25.1 Knee joint.

 

The patellofemoral joint is comprised of the patella articulating with the trochlear
groove. The patella is a large sesamoid bone embedded in the quadriceps mechanism. The
role of the patella is to increase the torque of the quadriceps muscles by increasing the
distance from the axis of motion. Additionally, it provides bony protection to the distal
joint surfaces of the femoral condyles when the knee is flexed and prevents damaging
compressive forces on the quadriceps tendon with resisted knee extension.

The ligamentous support provides passive stability to the knee joint (figure 25.2). Four
primary ligaments (anterior cruciate ligament [ACL], posterior cruciate ligament [PCL],
medial (tibial) collateral ligament [MCL], and lateral (fibular) collateral ligament [LCL])
provide the primary passive stability to the tibiofemoral joint. The ACL is the primary
restraint to anterior translation of the tibia relative to the femur6 and a major secondary
restraint to internal rotation, particularly when the joint is near full extension.7 The PCL is
the primary restraint to posterior tibial translation, contributing about 90% of the
resistance across the knee flexion arc,8 and is the secondary restraint to external rotation of
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the tibia on the femur.9 The superficial MCL provides 57% of the restraining knee valgus
moment at 5° of knee flexion and 78% of the restraining moment at 25° of knee flexion,
due to decreased contribution from the posterior capsule.10 The LCL is the main structure
responsible for resisting varus moments, particularly in the initial 0° to 30° of knee flexion,
and has a role in limiting external rotation of a flexed knee.10
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Figure 25.2 Ligaments of the tibiofemoral joint.

 

The medial and lateral menisci cover the superior aspect of the tibia (figure 25.3).11

Each meniscus is comprised of fibrocartilage. Although both are wedge shaped, the lateral
meniscus is more circular, whereas the medial meniscus is more crescent shaped. The lateral
meniscus is more mobile than the medial meniscus. The menisci function to distribute
stress across the knee during weight bearing, provide shock absorption, serve as secondary
joint stabilizers, facilitate joint gliding, prevent hyperextension, and protect the joint
margins.11
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Figure 25.3 Menisci of the knee.

 

The loads on the knee joint vary depending on the activity. Using an instrumented
knee implant, average peak resultant forces range from 107% of body weight during
double-leg stance to 346% of body weight during stair descent.12
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Client Interview

This interview is typically the first encounter the clinician will have with the client. As
previously discussed in chapter 5 (Client Interview and Observation), this component of
the examination can provide the clinician with a significant amount of information relevant
to the probability of the client’s presenting diagnosis. For purposes of this text, the
interview is described relative to each body part or section but generally includes subjective
reports by the client, as well as findings from their outcome measures. Also included in this
section is radiographic imaging. While clinicians should avoid biasing their examination by
interpreting findings of radiographic imaging prior to seeing the client (in most cases
without concerns for red flags and major medical-related issues), this point in the
examination is most likely where clinicians will encounter radiographic imaging.
Additionally, in some instances, clinicians must interpret radiographic imaging early in the
examination to rule out serious pathology prior to continuing with other components of
the examination sequence.

The examination process of the knee begins with the client interview. It allows the
clinician to gather information from the client about the chief complaint, the mechanism
of injury, and the location and irritability of pain associated with the injury. The clinician
uses data gathered from the client interview to generate an initial set of hypotheses
concerning the underlying cause of impairments and functional deficits13 and the structures
that are injured.14 From this, the clinician can generate client-identified problem lists that
can be used to guide and formulate an examination strategy.

Subjective

The client should be encouraged to describe in detail the specific location of their
concordant pain. This is especially relevant in the location about the knee. Differential
diagnosis of the knee provides some challenges to the clinician. A primary goal of diagnosis
is to match the client’s clinical presentation with the most efficacious treatment approach,
as well as to determine whether physical therapy management is appropriate.1

Complicating the differential diagnosis of the pain generator in the knee joint region are
the multiple potential causes of pain in this area. Clearly delineating the specific cause
requires deliberate questioning. Gathering details on the specific pain location, level of
irritability, pain duration, and onset (all information discussed in chapter 5) is paramount.

Potential Causes of Knee Pain by Location

Anterior Knee Pain

Patellar subluxation or dislocation
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Patellar apophysitis (Sinding-Larsen-Johansson lesion)
Tibial apophysitis (Osgood-Schlatter lesion)
Patellar tendinitis (jumper’s knee)
Patellofemoral pain syndrome

Medial Knee Pain

Tibial (medial) collateral ligament sprain
Medial meniscal tear
Pes anserine bursitis
Medial plica syndrome
Medial articular cartilage lesion
Slipped capital femoral epiphysis (referred from the hip)

Lateral Knee Pain

Fibular (lateral) collateral ligament sprain
Lateral meniscal tear
Iliotibial band syndrome
Lateral articular cartilage lesion

Posterior Knee Pain

Popliteal cyst (Baker’s cyst)
Posterior cruciate ligament injury
Posterolateral corner injury
Distal hamstring injury
Proximal gastrocnemius injury

Nonspecific Knee and Thigh or Leg Symptoms

Arthrofibrosis
Deep vein thrombosis
Dislocation
Fracture
Neurovascular compromise
Osteoarthritis
Rheumatoid arthritis
Septic arthritis
Referred pain from hip pathology
Peripheral nerve entrapment
Lumbar radiculopathy

Adapted from Calmbach and Hutchens 2003.15
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Some specific questions are relevant to the knee joint. Knowing the age of the client
will assist with differential diagnosis of knee pain. Pediatric and adolescent pathologies,
such as Osgood-Schlatter lesion and Sinding-Larsen-Johansson lesion, will significantly
differ in client age compared to patella tendinopathy (adolescents to older adults).

Mechanism of onset can assist with differential diagnosis of knee pathology. Careful
questioning of the client can be extremely helpful in determining the potential primary
structures involved. Deceleration and acceleration motions with noncontact valgus load at
or near full extension are indicative of an ACL tear.16, 17 A twisting injury may indicate a
ligament or meniscal tear. Acute trauma with hemarthrosis within 2 hours is associated
with intra-articular knee injuries (ACL tear, meniscus tear, or an osteochondral fracture).18-

20

The clinician should therefore systematically differentially diagnose the commonly
reported knee pain presentation. Paresthesia in the medial knee is more suggestive of
saphenous nerve versus femoral peripheral nerve involvement (medial knee) once the
lumbar spine is ruled out. Complaints of clicking, catching, snapping, or locking should
include meniscal tear, intra-articular pathology, and osteochondral injury on the differential
diagnosis.20, 21 Carefully delineating the source (and relevance) of such symptoms is
imperative to properly diagnosing the client. Thus, the question of whether the condition is
worsening, staying the same, or improving is relevant, as is the degree to which the client’s
current symptoms affect their daily and recreational activities. Diagnosis such as knee
osteoarthritis will likely continue to progress in terms of pathology, but the client may just
limit their daily activities. Younger clients may report a greater influence on their activities
due to unwillingness to limit such activities. Therefore, as with all other regions of
assessment, the clinician should have a clear understanding of the client’s symptoms, how
they affect their functional status, where the symptoms are located, aggravating and
relieving factors, and so on.

Outcome Measures

Multiple outcome measures exist for the knee joint that are formulated, implemented
in research studies, and utilized in daily clinical practice. The specific outcome measure
utilized is sometimes dependent on the knee pathology. Investigation of the most
efficacious knee outcome measure for ACL patients suggested that the IKDC 2000
subjective knee form was a more useful questionnaire than the KOOS; however, the KOOS
outperformed the IKDC 2000 for sports and recreation and quality of life subscales.22 For
the evaluation of treatment goals in clients with knee disorders, the following types of
measurement instruments were recommended: validated patient-reported outcome
measure, general health questionnaire, validated activity scale, physical performance
measures, goniometry, and muscle strength testing.2 The fact that multiple measures were
recommended underlies the importance of a comprehensive assessment approach, as
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discussed in chapter 4 of this text. Function is a multifactorial variable that requires a
comprehensive approach to assessment.

Caution against the isolated use of self-report assessments of physical function has been
advocated since change in pain level significantly affected change in self-report measures of
physical function.23, 24 Physical performance measures, along with these self-report
outcome measures, have been advocated as a more accurate measure of a client’s
function.23, 24 As part of the comprehensive assessment of function, it has been suggested
that clinicians develop a standardized battery of physical performance outcome measures to
complement client-reported measures when capturing the construct of function in clients
with knee injuries.25, 26 Performance-based measures are important indicators of knee
function after knee surgery,27 and they capture different aspects of overall knee
performance and function from physical impairments25 and client-reported outcomes.28-30

Both self-report measures and physical performance measures of physical function are
needed for a more comprehensive assessment of function in clients with knee pathology.

Diagnostic Imaging

The knee is one of the most frequently injured joints in the body.31 Radiographic
examination of the knee is highly dependent on the type of pathology. Diagnostic imaging
continues to be improved and refined. The use of diagnostic imaging can provide key
information detailing soft tissue, articular surface, and bone injury and morphology,
enhancing the clinician’s ability to make informed clinical decisions. It can greatly help the
clinician detect knee disorders and direct targeted treatment interventions. Diagnostic
imaging requires appropriate interpretation; clinical decision making based solely on
diagnostic imaging is not advised. Studies have found knee abnormalities in asymptomatic
clients.32-34 Therefore, it is recommended that clinical signs and symptoms match the
findings from diagnostic imaging to provide clinicians with the best treatment options and
with a more accurate prognosis.19, 34, 35 Table 25.1 presents the diagnostic accuracy of
different imaging modalities for specific conditions of the knee joint.
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Radiographs

Plain film radiography is typically the first imaging step in the evaluation of knee
disorders. Supine anteroposterior (AP) and cross-table lateral projections of the knee and
patella, and the tangential projection (sunrise or Merchant methods) are recommended
routine views for plain film radiography. Additionally, a posteroanterior axial view of the
intercondylar fossa may be included. Limb-to-limb comparisons should be made. Standing
series may be obtained in nontraumatic injuries and can best evaluate joint space and
alignment.

The use of plain radiographs can reveal fractures, osteochondral lesions, bony
malalignment and abnormalities, joint effusion, and joint space narrowing. Particular
aspects of AP and lateral views include the following:

Fractures of the distal femur and proximal tibia are likely visualized on AP and lateral
views. Acute knee injuries should be assessed using the Ottawa Knee Rules.43

Alignment of long axes of the femur and tibia, such as genu varum and genu valgum,
can be seen.
Kellgren-Lawrence grading is the accepted standard for radiographic osteoarthritis
(OA) diagnosis (figure 25.4).44

Grade 0: No radiographic features of OA
Grade 1: Doubtful joint space narrowing, possible osteophyte formation
Grade 2: Possible joint space narrowing, defined osteophytes
Grade 3: Definite joint space narrowing, multiple osteophytes, possible bony
malalignment
Grade 4: Large osteophyte formation, marked joint space narrowing, bony
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malalignment, bone sclerosis
Marrow fat can be released into the joint if a fracture has extended into the joint,
resulting in a lipohemarthrosis. It is best viewed from a lateral radiograph.
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Figure 25.4 Radiography of osteoarthritic knee.

Courtesy of David Logerstedt

 

Tangential projection provides an axial view of the patellofemoral joint space and the
articular cartilage of the patella and femur. Particular aspects of tangential views include the
following:

Patella disorders (fracture, subtle patella instability)
Sulcus angle (figure 25.5): angle between the lines drawn from the highest points of
the femoral condyles to the deepest point of the trochlear groove (142.4° ± 6.9° is
considered normal)45

Patella axis (figure 25.6): angle between the midline axial section of the patella and
the line drawn parallel to the posterior femoral condyles45

Lateral patellofemoral length (figure 25.7): distance between the most lateral part of
the patella and the line drawn parallel to the lateral side of the femur condyle45

Lateral patellofemoral angle (figure 25.8): angle between the line parallel to the tip of
the anterior condyles and the lateral patellar facet45
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Figure 25.5 Sulcus angle.
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Figure 25.6 Patella axis.
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Figure 25.7 Lateral patellofemoral length.
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Figure 25.8 Lateral patellofemoral angle.

 

Ottawa Knee Rules

A knee radiograph is required only for acute knee-injury clients with one or more of
these findings related to age, tenderness, or function: 43

Age 55 years or older
Tenderness at head of fibula
Isolated tenderness of patella
Inability to flex to 90°
Inability to bear weight both immediately and in the emergency department (four
steps)

The presence of one or more of these findings would have identified the 68 fractures in
the study population with a sensitivity (SN) of 100 (95% confidence interval [CI], 95-100)
and a specificity (SP) of 54 (51-57). Application of the rule would have led to a 28%
relative reduction in the use of radiography from 68.6% to 49.4% in the study population.

Additional studies have supported the use of this rule. Prospective validation has shown
the Ottawa Knee Rules to be 100% SN for identifying fractures of the knee and to have the
potential to allow physicians to reduce the use of radiography in clients with acute knee
injuries.46 Additionally, a systematic review of six studies involving 4,249 adult clients
determined a pooled SN of 98.5, −LR of 0.05, and a pooled SP of 49.47

Pittsburg Decision Rule

This decision rule states that a knee radiograph is required only for an acute fall or
blunt trauma and with clients who have either the inability to ambulate or an age younger
than 12 or older than 50 years.48 This decision rule has been validated with good results,
SN ranging from 77 to 100, and SP ranging from 57 to 79.48-50 A study also suggested that
it had better pooled SP (51) than the Ottawa Knee Rules (27) when compared directly.51

Magnetic Resonance Imaging
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Clinical examination by well-trained clinicians may be as accurate as magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) in regard to the diagnosis of ligamentous and meniscal lesions
(figure 25.9) of the knee joint.19, 35, 52 For articular cartilage pathology, clinical
examination is frequently inconclusive because clients present with nonspecific symptoms
of joint pain or swelling that may not develop until late in the course of the disease.53, 54

MRI may be reserved for clients with persistent symptoms of pain and swelling that may
indicate occult cartilage or meniscal pathology.35 Limited diagnostic accuracy of MRI
accuracy has been undertaken with respect to articular cartilage degeneration or arthritic
changes in the knee joint. Extensive variability regarding diagnostic accuracy has been
shown currently.37 There is evidence in some MRI protocols that MRI is a relatively valid,
SN, SP, accurate, and reliable clinical tool for identifying articular cartilage degeneration.
Unfortunately, due to the heterogeneity of MRI sequences, it is not possible to make
definitive conclusions regarding its global clinical utility for guiding diagnosis and
treatment strategies.37
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Figure 25.9 MRI of knee with meniscal tear.

© MedPix

 

Computed Tomography

Computed tomography (CT) can be helpful in the diagnosis of subtle fractures
following knee trauma when radiographs are negative. CT arthrography has the most
accuracy for evaluating cartilage thickness.55 It is more reliable for delineating focal
cartilage lesions56 and visualizing subchondral bone sclerosis and osteophyte formation.55,

57

Review of Systems

Refer to chapter 6 (Triage and Differential Diagnosis) for detail on review of systems
relevant to the knee.
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Observation

Observation of the client presenting with knee pain should (as with all portions of the
body) include general postural assessment (static and dynamic), gait, transfers, and
potential limitations in strength and mobility with daily tasks. Static posture assessment
should be viewed from both the anteroposterior and lateral views. Looking for asymmetry
from side to side can alert the clinician to structural abnormalities. Iliac crest height, greater
trochanter height, anterior and posterior superior iliac spine levels (as also observed for the
lumbar spine and pelvis), leg length discrepancy, genu valgus and varus, and knee flexion
can alert the clinician to some potential structural dysfunctions that may be contributing to
the client’s knee pain.

While more detail regarding posture is given in chapter 14, some additional things are
worth mentioning here. From all views, the clinician should assess for scars, skin
discoloration, changes in texture, and so on. From both the lateral and anterior views, the
clinician can assess for quadriceps atrophy, which is strongly correlated with quadriceps
weakness.58

After a knee injury, clients typically demonstrate an antalgic gait pattern. A knee
stiffening strategy (decreased knee flexion with increased co-contraction of the quadriceps
and hamstrings muscles) during stance phase of gait can be seen after an ACL injury.59 In
those with dynamic knee instability or pain, a reduced knee extension moment and stance
time on the injured limb may develop. Changes in hip excursion may also be present after
ACL injury.60 Many clients with medial knee OA exhibit an increase in external knee
adduction moment, which predicts the presence,61 severity,62 and rate of progression of the
disease.63 Similarly to other knee disorders, clients with knee OA ambulate with knee
stiffening strategy.

Limitations in knee range of motion (ROM) can influence activities of daily living.
Stance phase of gait on level surfaces requires 20° of knee flexion, while swing phase
requires 70° of knee flexion.64 Ascending and descending stairs require 80° to 110° of knee
flexion, respectively. Sitting in or rising from a chair requires 85° of knee flexion, while
donning a sock or tying a shoelace requires 120° of knee flexion. Difficulty performing such
daily tasks can alert the clinician as to which particular motions to more closely examine.
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Triage and Screening

Triage and screening is a necessary component of the examination process that must be
completed prior to continuing with the examination. As with all specific body part
examinations, at this point the clinician must decide whether or not to continue with the
examination. Specifically, they should determine whether to continue examining the client
or refer them to a physician. Ruling out serious pathology (refer to chapter 6, Triage and
Differential Diagnosis) and pain generation from other related (or close-proximity)
structures assists the clinician with more accurately determining the necessity of continuing
with the other examination components to identify the actual source of the client’s pain.
Additionally, clinicians should implement strong screening tests (tests of high SN and low
–LR) at this point in the examination to narrow down the competing diagnoses of the
respective body region(s) (lumbar spine, pelvis, and hip in this case) when this is applicable.

Ruling Out Serious Pathology: Red Flags

Clinicians must be able to recognize clients with serious pathology and refer them to
the appropriate health care professional.65 Red flag findings can be indicators of serious
pathology. Red flag concerns for the knee and distal lower extremity include fractures,
peripheral arterial disease, deep venous thrombosis, compartment syndrome, septic
arthritis, and cellulitis. Fractures have been well investigated with respect to the knee. The
Ottawa Knee Rules,43 as previously described, should be implemented in any case with
suspicion of fracture. Once red flag concerns are alleviated, the clinician should rule out
pain referral from another region of the body as listed in the following section.

Rule Out Fracture

The report of any knee trauma should alert the clinician to the possibility of fracture.
Properly identifying when to obtain radiographs can eliminate unnecessary radiographs and
can be cost-effective.47

Ottawa Knee Rules for screening or diagnosing knee fracture
Pooled analysis: SN 99 (93-100), SP 49 (43-51), +LR 1.9, −LR 0.02, across six
studies with 4,249 adult clients (radiography reference standard)47

SN 100 (96-100), SP 52 (49-55), +LR 2.1, −LR 0.01 for identifying fractures
of the knee and allowing physicians to reduce the use of radiography in clients
with acute knee injuries46

Pittsburg Decision Rule
Pooled analysis: SN 86 (57-96), SP 51 (44-59), +LR 1.8, −LR 0.27, across 90
injured clients (radiography reference standard)51
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Ruling Out Pain Generation From Other Related Structures

Once red flags are ruled out, an efficient way to begin to differentiate the many
potential pain referral sources is through the lower quarter screening examination. The
traditional lower quarter screen consists of testing of dermatomes, myotomes, deep tendon
reflexes, and possible upper motor involvement. The clinician should differentially diagnose
the potential contribution of the sacroiliac joint or pelvic girdle, lumbar spine, and hip as
the primary pain generator for the client’s knee pain. Screening tests for these areas are
employed to limit the extent of the differential diagnosis for pathology contributing to the
client’s knee pain. A systematic approach to ruling out these other areas is suggested. The
key points of this approach are listed here. Refer to chapters 19 (Lumbar Spine) and 20
(Sacroiliac Joint and Pelvic Girdle) for greater detail regarding these examination
procedures.

Rule Out Lumbar Spine

The following section lists suggested special tests for ruling out the lumbar spine as a
potential pain generator for the client with presentation of knee pain. The details of each of
these tests can be found in chapter 19.

Radiculopathy or Discogenic-Related Pathology

This is ruled out with a combination of ROM and special tests assessments.
Repeated Motions (ROM)

Centralization and peripheralization: 5-20 reps
SN 92 (not reported, or NR), SP 64 (NR), +LR 2.6, −LR 0.12, QUADAS
1266

SN 40 (28-54), SP 94 (73-99), +LR 6.7 , −LR 0.64, QUADAS 1367

Special Tests

Straight leg raise test
SN 97 (NR), SP 57 (NR), +LR 2.3, −LR 0.05, QUADAS 1068

Pooled analysis: SN 92 (87-95), SP 28 (18-40), +LR 2.9, −LR 0.29 69

Slump test
SN 83 (NR), SP 55 (NR), +LR 1.8, −LR 0.32, QUADAS 1170

Facet Joint Dysfunction

This is ruled out with the seated extension–rotation test. As noted in the lumbar spine
chapter, facet joint dysfunction is ruled in with posterior-to-anterior spinal joint-play
assessments eliciting stiffness and concordant pain.
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Seated extension–rotation: SN 100 (NR), SP 22 (NR), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.0, QUADAS
1171

Rule Out SI Joint Dysfunction

Sacroiliac joint (SIJ) dysfunction is ruled out with pain provocation cluster testing and
the thigh thrust test.

Pain provocation cluster testing:72 SN 91 (62-98), SP 83 (68-96), +LR 6.97, −LR
0.11, QUADAS 13
Thigh thrust test: SN 88 (64-97), SP 69 (47-82), +LR 2.80, −LR 0.18; QUADAS
1273

Rule Out Hip Joint Dysfunction

Hip ROM limitations should be ruled out in all planes (see chapter 24). Intra-articular
hip joint involvement is ruled out with the flexion-adduction-internal rotation (FADDIR)
test:

Pooled SN 94 (88-97), SP 8 (2-20), +LR 1.02, −LR 0.48, across four studies with
128 clients (MRA reference standard)74

Pooled SN 99 (95-100), SP 7 (0-34), +LR 1.06, −LR 0.15, across two studies with
157 clients (arthroscopy reference standard)74

As with any joint, clearing AROM with or without overpressure is necessary. AROM of
all motions as per the lower quarter screen described in chapter 7 should be implemented.
In order to fully clear the hip joint, full AROM (with overpressure if pain-free) must be
present.

Additionally, as with any joint, clearing AROM with or without overpressure is
necessary. In order to fully clear the knee joint, full AROM (with overpressure if pain-free)
must be present. Detail in this regard is described in the following section.
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Motion Tests

Motion assessment is a very important aspect of the examination for the orthopedic
client. Motion dysfunction can be used to differentiate contractile versus non-contractile
tissue (see chapter 9). Assessment of end-feel, potential capsular patterns, and ROM norm
values can give the clinician an appreciation of the potential impairments for the
orthopedic client they are assessing (table 25.2). Active ROM, PROM, and joint-play
assessments are necessary to determine not only the presence or absence of joint
dysfunction but also the precise aspects of the motion that are dysfunctional.
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Loss of range of motion after a knee injury is a common impairment, but it can be
devastating to the functional recovery of the client. Active motion testing of the knee can
indicate a client’s ability and willingness to perform the motion, the amount of range of
motion available, and muscle function. Passive motion testing provides the clinician with
information regarding joint end-feel and irritability of the joint.

Passive and Active ROMs

Intrarater reliability of knee passive ROM was shown to be good to excellent (intraclass
correlation coefficient or ICC = 0.85–0.99) and interrater reliability of knee passive ROM
was moderate to excellent (ICC = 0.62–0.99).75 Intrarater reliability of knee active knee
extension was good (ICC2,1 = 0.85) and knee active flexion was excellent (ICC2,1 = 0.95).76

When assessing passive and active ROM, the clinician should consider the potential
pathology. Clients with ACL injury or reconstruction, meniscus or articular cartilage
surgery, and knee osteoarthritis, for example, have limited knee extension and flexion,77, 78

while clients with patellofemoral pain syndrome and patella tendinopathy infrequently
exhibit reduced ROM. Therefore, the clinician can expect to find such impairments when
assessing clients suspected of having these pathologies.

Knee Flexion

Client Position

Supine with the leg to be assessed lying straight on the table
 
 

Clinician Position
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Seated directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The fulcrum is centered over the lateral epicondyle, the proximal arm is aligned with
the midline of the femur (greater trochanter as a reference), and the distal arm is aligned
with the midline of the fibula (using the lateral malleolus and fibular head for reference).
 

Movement

The clinician passively flexes the client’s hip to 90° and stabilizes the thigh with their
proximal hand and passively flexes the heel toward the buttock to end range flexion
(normal end-feel is soft in most clients due to soft tissue approximation). This motion can
be performed similarly actively by the client (without assistance from the clinician). Active
range of motion should be performed prior to PROM to determine the client’s willingness
to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Knee Extension

Client Position

Supine with heel of the leg to be assessed placed on a bolster
 
 

Clinician Position

Seated directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment
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The fulcrum is centered over the lateral epicondyle, the proximal arm is aligned with
the midline of the femur (greater trochanter as a reference), and the distal arm is aligned
with the midline of the fibula (using the lateral malleolus and fibular head for reference).
 

Movement

The clinician passively extends the client’s knee to end range extension (normal end-feel
is firm). This motion can be performed similarly actively by the client (without assistance
from the clinician). Active range of motion should be performed prior to PROM to
determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

The clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Passive Accessories

Passive accessory motion is the movement that occurs between one articulating joint
surface relative to another. These motions are also referred to as joint arthrokinematics.
Passive accessory motion assessment is essential for determining the potential for joint-play
dysfunction in the joints being examined. The following section details distinct component
assessments of passive joint mobility for the knee and patellofemoral joint.

Little to no reliability or validity testing for passive accessory motion for the knee or
patellofemoral joints has been published. A few unpublished dissertations have reported
poor to fair reliability of passive accessory motion testing in the knee.79-81

Tibiofemoral Joint Distraction
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Figure 25.10

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the leg to be assessed hanging over the edge of the table, with the knee bent
to approximately 25°
 

Clinician Position

Sitting, directly facing the client’s knee to be assessed.
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

With both hands, the clinician purchases the proximal tibia on the medial and lateral
sides. They can also perform the assessment with the client in supine and the femur
stabilized under a solid towel roll or small bolster. The clinician uses both hands to
simultaneously distract the tibia distally in a direction parallel to the long axis of the tibia.
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Tibiofemoral Joint Posterior Glide
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Figure 25.11

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the leg to be assessed hanging over the edge of the table, and the knee bent
approximately 25°
 

Clinician Position

Sitting, directly facing the client’s knee to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The client’s body resting on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the distal femur and holds it against the table.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) purchases the proximal tibia on the
anterior surface (primary purchase with web space of hand). Assessment can also be
performed with the client in supine and the femur stabilized under a solid towel roll or
small bolster. The clinician uses their assessing hand to glide the tibia in a posterior
direction.
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Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Tibiofemoral Joint Anterior Glide
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Figure 25.12

 

 

Client Position

Sitting with the leg to be assessed hanging over the edge of the table and the knee bent
approximately 25°
 

Clinician Position

Sitting, directly facing the client’s knee to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The client’s body resting on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the distal femur and holds it against the table.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) purchases the proximal tibia on the
posterior surface (primary purchase with fingers). Assessment can also be performed with
the client in supine and the femur stabilized under a solid towel roll or small bolster. The
clinician uses their assessing hand to glide the tibia in an anterior direction.
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Tibiofemoral Joint Medial Glide
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Figure 25.13

 

 

Client Position

Supine on a table
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the side of client’s leg to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The client’s body resting on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The client’s knee is
flexed approximately 25°. The clinician’s stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the
distal femur from the medial side.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) is parallel to the stabilizing hand. This
hand purchases the lateral proximal aspect of the tibia primarily with the web space. The
clinician uses their assessing hand to glide the proximal tibia in a medial direction.
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Tibiofemoral Joint Lateral Glide
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Figure 25.14

 

 

Client Position

Supine on a table
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the side of the client’s leg to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The client’s body resting on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The client’s knee is
flexed approximately 25°. The clinician’s stabilizing hand (left hand as shown) purchases
the distal femur from the lateral side.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (right as shown) is parallel to the stabilizing hand. This
hand purchases the medial proximal aspect of the tibia primarily with the web space. The
clinician uses their assessing hand to glide the proximal tibia in a lateral direction.
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/accessory motion, client response, and end-feel.
Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint mobility
or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Patellofemoral Joint Superior Glide
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Figure 25.15

 

 

Client Position

Supine on a table
 

Clinician Position

Sitting at the side of the client’s leg to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The client’s body resting on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The client’s knee is
flexed approximately 5° to 10°. The clinician’s stabilizing hand (left as shown) purchases
the distal femur.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (right as shown) is placed along the tibia. It purchases the
distal patella with the web space between the thumb and index finger (broad, comfortable
purchase). The clinician uses their assessing hand to glide the patella along the plane of the
joint in a superior direction.
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Patellofemoral Joint Inferior Glide
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Figure 25.16

 

 

Client Position

Supine on a table
 

Clinician Position

Sitting at the side of their client’s leg to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The client’s body resting on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The client’s knee is
flexed approximately 5° to 10°. The clinician’s stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases
the proximal tibia.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) is placed along femur. It purchases the
proximal patella with the web space between the thumb and index finger (broad,
comfortable purchase). The clinician uses their assessing hand to glide the patella along the
plane of the joint in an inferior direction.
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Patellofemoral Joint Medial Glide
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Figure 25.17

 

 

Client Position

Supine on a table
 

Clinician Position

Sitting at the side of the client’s leg to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The client’s body resting on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The client’s knee is
flexed approximately 5° to 10°.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician purchases bilateral thumbs (or the heel of one hand) on the lateral border
of the patella (broad, comfortable purchase) (as shown). The clinician uses bilateral thumbs
(or the heel of one hand) to glide the patella in a medial direction.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
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feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Patellofemoral Joint Lateral Glide
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Figure 25.18

 

 

Client Position

Supine on a table
 

Clinician Position

Sitting at the side of the client’s leg to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The client’s body resting on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The client’s knee is
flexed approximately 5° to 10°.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician purchases bilateral thumbs (or the heel of one hand) on the medial border
of the patella (broad, comfortable purchase) (as shown). The clinician uses bilateral thumbs
(or the heel of one hand) to glide the patella in a lateral direction.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
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feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Patellofemoral Joint Medial Tilt
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Figure 25.19

 

 

Client Position

Supine on a table
 

Clinician Position

Sitting at the side of the client’s leg to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The client’s body resting on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The client’s knee is
flexed approximately 5° to 10°.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician purchases bilateral thumbs on the lateral border of the patella, just under
the inferior lateral edge (broad, comfortable purchase) (as shown). The clinician uses
bilateral thumbs to lift the lateral border of the patella in an anterior direction (tilting the
medial border posteriorly into the trochlear groove).
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Patellofemoral Joint Lateral Tilt

This is not commonly a necessary assessment due to patella lateral tilt orientation. If it
is necessary to assess, the purchase would be on the medial border of the patella, and the
patella would be tilted laterally.
 

Flexibility

Refer to chapter 24 (Hip) for flexibility assessments appropriate for the knee.
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Muscle Performance Testing

The diagnostic accuracy of manual muscle testing for knee extension is limited as a
screening tool for strength impairments.82 Muscle imbalances and asymmetries are
modifiable risk factors that can contribute to injury or reinjury in the knee. Athletes are
more likely to sustain more lower-extremity injuries if knee flexor and hip extensor strength
asymmetries are present.83, 84 Athletes with eccentric hamstring strength asymmetries were
at greater risk of sustaining a hamstring muscle injury than those without asymmetries.85

Athletes in field sports had an increased risk with ankle strength imbalances,86 and had an
increased risk of trauma with low hamstring-to-quadriceps ratio and increased risk of
overuse with high hamstring-to-quadriceps ratio.87 Asymmetries in the lower extremity
exist after injury88 and can persist for years.89

Knee Flexion

Client Position

Prone, leg straight and foot off end of table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The client is instructed to flex the knee to less than 90° as the clinician resists just
proximal to ankle. The clinician can place their other hand over the hamstring tendons.
With the leg in internal rotation, the clinician can assess the medial hamstrings. With the
leg in external rotation, they can assess the lateral hamstrings.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance

The position to assess for grade 2 is side lying with the non-testing leg on table and the
leg to be assessed straight and supported by the clinician.
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Grade 2: completes full ROM in side-lying gravity-minimized position

For the following grades, the client is in a prone position, as with grades 5, 4, and 3:

Grade 1: tendons become prominent without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Hamstrings
Biceps femoris
Semitendinosus
Semimembranosus

 

Secondary Muscles

Sartorius
Gracilis
Gastrocnemius
Popliteus
Plantaris

 

Primary Nerves

Common peroneal nerve (sciatic; L5-S2; biceps femoris)
Tibial (sciatic; L5-S2; all 3 muscles)

 

Knee Extension

Client Position

Sitting, with a towel under the distal thigh and tibia hanging vertically off the edge of
the table
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Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The client is instructed to extend their knee as the clinician resists on the dorsum of the
distal tibia, just proximal to the ankle. Slightly flexing the knee is suggested to avoid
locking the knee out.

Grade 5: completes motion against maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes motion against strong resistance
Grade 3: completes motion without resistance

The position to assess for grades below 3 is side lying with the non-testing leg on the
table and the leg to be assessed held in about 90° flexion and supported by the clinician.

Grade 2: completes full ROM in prone gravity-minimized position
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Quadriceps femoris
Rectus femoris
Vastus medialis longus and oblique
Vastus lateralis
Vastus intermedius

 

Primary Nerve

Femoral nerve (L2-4; entire quadriceps femoris)
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Special Tests

As mentioned in chapter 10 (Special Tests), in many cases the clinician is overly
dependent on the performance and interpretation of special test findings with respect to
differential diagnosis of the client’s presenting pain. Utilization of special tests for ruling in
(or helping to diagnose) a particular pathology should occur at this point in the
examination process. It is also hoped that the clinician has a much clearer picture of the
client’s presentation prior to this point in the examination and will therefore depend
minimally on special test findings with respect to diagnosis of the client’s pain.

A significant number of pathologies and special tests are relevant to the knee. The knee
has also had a fair amount of investigation undertaken regarding the diagnostic accuracy of
the special tests for each relevant pathology. As with each of the other chapters in parts III
and IV of this text, the reader is advised to look at systematic reviews and meta-analysis
(when available). The tests with the strongest diagnostic accuracy and clinical applicability
are highlighted as appropriate.

Index of Special Tests

Fracture of Knee

Ottawa Knee Rules (see Diagnostic Imaging section for full description)

Meniscal Tear

Composite Physical Examination
McMurray’s Test
Thessaly Test
Ege’s Test
Apley’s Test
Joint Line Tenderness
Steinmann Sign I
Steinmann Sign II
Axial Pivot-Shift Test
Dynamic Knee Test
Medial-Lateral Grind Test
Bounce Home Test
Squat or Duck Waddle Test
Forced Flexion
Effusion
Payr Sign
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Anterior Cruciate Ligament Tear and Anterior Rotary Instability

Composite Physical Examination
Lachman’s Test
Anterior Drawer Test
Pivot Shift Test
Anterior Drawer in External Rotation (ACL and Anterior-Medial Instability)
Anterior Drawer in Internal Rotation (ACL and Anterior-Lateral Instability)
Active Lachman’s Test

Posterior Cruciate Ligament Tear and Posterior Rotary Instability

Composite Physical Examination
Posterior Drawer Test

Lateral Collateral Ligament Tear

Posterior Sag Sign (Godfrey’s Test)
Quadriceps Active Drawer
Reverse Pivot-Shift Test (posterolateral instability tear)
Reverse Lachman’s Test (Trillet’s Test)

Medial Collateral Ligament Tear

Valgus Stress Test at 30° Knee Flexion
Varus Stress Test
Composite Physical Examination

Patellofemoral Pain Syndrome

Q-Angle Measurement
Patellar Tilt Test
Patellar Apprehension Test
Pain With Squatting
Pain With Stair Climbing
Pain With Kneeling
Resisted Knee Extension
Compression Test
Waldron’s Test Phase 1
Waldron’s Test Phase 2
Clarke’s Sign or Patellar Grind Test
Lateral Pull Test
Eccentric Step-Down Test
Palpation for Tendinopathy
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Plica Syndrome

Composite Physical Examination

Proximal Tibiofibular Joint Instability

Fibular Head Translation Test
Radulescu Sign

Knee Effusion

Modified Stroke Test
Ballottement Test
Self-Noticed Swelling
Cluster of Test Findings

Knee Osteoarthritis

Composite Examination for Osteoarthritis

Osteochondral Lesion

Composite Examination for Loose Bodies
Composite Examination for Chondral Fracture

 

Case Studies

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination and complete these
case studies for chapter 25:

Case study 1 discusses a 48-year-old male with complaints of catching and pain in his
right medial knee.
Case study 2 discusses a 16-year-old female who injured her knee while playing
soccer.

 

Abstract Links

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination to access abstract
links on these issues:
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Anterior cruciate ligament tear, composite physical exam
Apley’s test
Bounce-home test
Dynamic knee test
Ege’s test
Forced flexion
Knee effusion
Lachman test
McMurray’s test
Medial-lateral grind test
Meniscal tear, composite physical exam
Pain provocation cluster testing
Patellar tendinopathy
Patellofemoral pain syndrome
Payr sign
Pivot shift test
Posterior cruciate ligament tear, composite physical exam
Posterior drawer test
Proximal tibiofibular joint instability
Repeated motions, centralization and peripheralization
Slump test
Steinmann sign I
Straight leg raise test
Thessaly test

 

Meniscal Tear

 

Composite Physical Examination

Multiple studies have included different clusters of findings to establish a composite
physical exam:

Pooled analysis: SN 86 (79-92), SP 72 (61-83), +LR 3.1, −LR 0.19, in a study of 274
clients with medial meniscus injuries across five studies, using arthroscopy and MRI
as reference standards18

Pooled analysis: SN 88 (77-99), SP 92 (89-95), +LR 11, −LR 0.13, in a study of 274
clients with lateral meniscus injuries across five studies, using arthroscopy and MRI as
reference standards18
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SN 87 (NR), SP 68 (NR), +LR 2.7, −LR 0.19, QUADAS 10, in a study of medial
meniscal tears in 50 clients with differential diagnosis of meniscal tear (mean age 22
years; 13 women; mean duration of symptoms NR), using joint-line tenderness and
McMurray, Steinmann, and modified Apley’s tests as the physical exam and MRI as a
reference standard35

SN 75 (NR), SP 95 (NR), +LR 15, −LR 0.26, QUADAS 10, in a study of lateral
meniscal tears in 50 clients with differential diagnosis of meniscal tear (mean age 22
years, 13 women, mean duration of symptoms NR) using joint-line tenderness, and
McMurray, Steinmann, and modified Apley’s tests as the physical exam and MRI as a
reference standard35

SN 87 (NR), SP 93 (NR), +LR 12.4, −LR 0.14, QUADAS 9, in a study of 290
clients with medial meniscus injuries (mean age 38 years; 97 women; mean duration
of symptoms NR), using arthroscopy as a reference standard90

SN 81 (NR), SP 93 (NR), +LR 11.6, −LR 0.10, QUADAS 9, in a study of 290
clients with lateral meniscus injuries (mean age 38 years; 97 women; mean duration
of symptoms NR), using arthroscopy as a reference standard90

SN 87 (NR), SP 93 (NR), +LR 12.4, −LR 0.14, QUADAS 9, in a study of 195
clients with intra-articular lesions (medial meniscus injuries; mean age 36 years; 73
women; mean duration of symptoms NR), using arthroscopy as a reference
standard91

SN 81 (NR), SP 93 (NR), +LR 11.6, −LR 0.2, QUADAS 9, in a study of 195 clients
with intra-articular lesions (lateral meniscus injuries; mean age 36 years; 73 women;
mean duration of symptoms NR), using arthroscopy as a reference standard91

 

McMurray’s Test
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Figure 25.20

 

 

Client Position

Supine on a table
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Clinician Position

Standing directly next to the limb being tested. The clinician grasps the ankle of the
tested limb with their distal hand (right as shown) and places their proximal hand (right as
shown) on the lateral aspect of the distal femur (as shown) or on anterior aspect of the
tested knee. The thumb of the proximal hand can be placed over the lateral joint line and
the middle finger is placed over the medial joint line if purchase is on the anterior knee and
clinician can adequately control the knee with this purchase.
 

Movement

To assess the integrity of the medial meniscus, the clinician maximally flexes and
externally rotates the tested knee, and slowly extends the knee. To assess the integrity of the
lateral meniscus, the clinician maximally flexes and internally rotates the tested knee, and
slowly extends the knee. A varus or valgus stress may be applied during the McMurray test.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is indicated if a palpable or audible thud or click is appreciated. Isolated re-
creation of pain constitutes a (+) test.
 

Statistics

Pooled analysis: SN 75 (71-79), SP 67 (64-69), +LR 2.3, −LR 0.37, across six studies
with QUADAS score > 10 with 931 clients92

Pooled analysis: SN 55 (50-60), SP 77 (62-87), +LR 2.4, −LR 0.58, across four
studies with 1,232 clients93

SN 50 (38-62), SP 77 (57-90), +LR 2, −LR 0.6, QUADAS 8, in a study of medial
meniscal tears in 109 clients with differential diagnosis of meniscal tear (mean age 39
± 12; 29 women; mean duration of symptoms NR), and arthroscopy as a reference
standard94

SN 21 (9-43), SP 94 (85-98), +LR 3, −LR 0.8, QUADAS 8, in a study of lateral
meniscal tears in 109 clients with differential diagnosis of meniscal tear (mean age 39
± 12; 29 women; mean duration of symptoms NR), and arthroscopy as a reference
standard94

SN 28 (NR), SP 92 (NR), +LR 3.5, −LR 0.8, QUADAS 11, in a study of 63 clients
with knee injury (mean age, gender, and mean duration of symptoms NR), and MRI
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as a reference standard95

SN 50 (NR), SP 78 (NR), +LR 2.3, −LR 0.6, QUADAS 11, in a study of 32 clients
with medial meniscus tear (mean age 27 years; 2 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), and arthroscopy as a reference standard96

SN 79 (NR), SP 40 (NR), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.5, QUADAS 10, for meniscal tears in a
study of 80 clients with an ACL injury (mean age 26.6; 4 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), and arthroscopy as the reference standard97

SN 16 (NR), SP 98 (NR), +LR 8, −LR 0.9, QUADAS 10, in a study of medial
meniscal tears in 104 clients with differential diagnosis of meniscal tear (mean age,
gender, and mean duration of symptoms NR), and arthroscopy as a reference
standard98

 

Note

Many authors suggest the described rotation biases as described above are not particular
to either the medial or lateral meniscus as both are potentially being stressed.
 

Thessaly Test

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 25.21

 

  

Client Position

Standing on the tested lower extremity with the tested knee flexed to 5° and then 20°
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of the client as shown to permit the client to use the
clinician’s hands as upper extremity support
 

Movement

The client is asked to internally and externally rotate their knee and body three times
(rotate their body).
 

Assessment
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A (+) test is indicated if discomfort or a sense of locking or catching in the knee over
the medial or lateral joint line occurs.
 

Statistics

SN 41 (30-54), SP 68 (47-84), +LR 1, −LR 0.9, QUADAS 8, for Thessaly test at 5°
in a study of medial meniscal tears in 109 clients with differential diagnosis of
meniscal tear (mean age 39 ± 12; 29 women; mean duration of symptoms NR), and
arthroscopy as a reference standard94

SN 66 (NR), SP 96 (NR), +LR 16, −LR 0.35, QUADAS 9, for Thessaly test at 5° in
a study of medial meniscal tears in 213 clients with a knee injury with an initial
diagnosis of meniscal tear (mean age 29.4 years; 56 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), and MRI as a reference standard99

SN 59 (47-71), SP 67 (45-83), +LR 2, −LR 0.6, QUADAS 8, for Thessaly test at 20°
in a study of medial meniscal tears in 109 clients with differential diagnosis of
meniscal tear (mean age 39 ± 12; 29 women; mean duration of symptoms NR), and
arthroscopy as a reference standard94

SN 89 (NR), SP 97 (NR), +LR 29, −LR 0.11, QUADAS 9, for Thessaly test at 20°
in a study of medial meniscal tears in a study of medial meniscal tears in 213 clients
with a knee injury with an initial diagnosis of meniscal tear (mean age 29.4 years; 56
women; mean duration of symptoms NR), and MRI as a reference standard99

SN 16 (6-38), SP 89 (78-94), +LR 1, −LR 0.9, QUADAS 8, for Thessaly test at 5° in
a study of lateral meniscal tears in 109 clients with differential diagnosis of meniscal
tear (mean age 39 ± 12; 29 women; mean duration of symptoms NR), and
arthroscopy as a reference standard94

SN 81 (NR), SP 91 (NR), +LR 9, −LR 0.21, QUADAS 9, for Thessaly test at 5° in a
study of lateral meniscal tears in 213 clients with a knee injury with an initial
diagnosis of meniscal tear (mean age 29.4 years; 56 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), and MRI as a reference standard99

SN 31 (15-54), SP 95 (87-98), +LR 6, −LR 0.7, QUADAS 8 for Thessaly test at 20°
in a study of lateral meniscal tears in 109 clients with differential diagnosis of
meniscal tear (mean age 39 ± 12; 29 women; mean duration of symptoms NR), and
arthroscopy as a reference standard94

SN 92 (NR), SP 96 (NR), +LR 23, −LR 0.08, QUADAS 9, for Thessaly test at 20°
in a study of lateral meniscal tears in 213 clients with a knee injury with an initial
diagnosis of meniscal tear (mean age 29.4 years; 56 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), and MRI as a reference standard99
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Ege’s test
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Figure 25.22

 

 

Client Position

Standing with bilateral knees in full extension and feet 30 to 40 cm apart
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Clinician Position

Standing in front of the client
 

Movement

For detecting a medial meniscus, the client maximally externally rotates both lower
extremities and then squats (a) and returns to full erect standing slowly. For detecting a
lateral meniscus, the client maximally internally rotates both lower extremities and then
squats (b) and returns to full erect standing slowly.
 

Assessment

A pain or a click on the corresponding joint line is considered a (+) test.
 

Statistics

SN 67 (NR), SP 81 (NR), +LR 3.5, −LR 0.4, QUADAS 11, for detecting medial
meniscal tears in a study of 150 clients with meniscal tears (mean age 35.7 years; 40
women; mean duration of symptoms NR), and arthroscopy as a reference standard100

SN 64 (NR), SP 90 (NR), +LR 6.4, −LR 0.4, QUADAS 11, for detecting lateral
meniscal tears in a study of 150 clients with meniscal tears (mean age 35.7 years; 40
women; mean duration of symptoms NR), and arthroscopy as a reference standard100

 

Apley’s Test
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Figure 25.23

 

 

Client Position

Prone on a table
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly next to the limb being tested. The clinician grasps the ankle of the
tested limb and flexes the knee to 90°.
 

Movement

With the client’s knee flexed to 90°, the clinician distracts and rotates the tibia. The
clinician then compresses and rotates the tibia.
 

Assessment
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Worsening pain with distraction and rotation is considered a (+) test for a soft-tissue
sprain. Worsening pain with compression and rotation is considered a (+) test for meniscal
tear.
 

Statistics

SN 41 (NR), SP 93 (NR), +LR 5.9, −LR 0.6, QUADAS 9, in a study of 213 clients
with medial meniscus tear (mean age 29.4 years; 56 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), and MRI as a reference standard99

SN 81 (NR), SP 56 (NR), +LR 1.8, −LR 0.3, QUADAS 11, in a study of 32 clients
with medial meniscus tear (mean age 27 years; 2 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), and arthroscopy as a reference standard96

SN 41 (NR), SP 86 (NR), +LR 2.9, −LR 0.7, QUADAS 9, in a study of 213 clients
with lateral meniscus tear (mean age 29.4 years; 56 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), and MRI as a reference standard99

SN 13 (NR), SP 90 (NR), +LR 1.3, −LR 1.0, QUADAS 10, in a study of 156 clients
with meniscus tear (mean age 23 years; 73 women; mean duration of symptoms NR),
and arthroscopy as a reference standard101

SN 16 (NR), SP 80 (NR), +LR 0.8, −LR 1.1, QUADAS 10, in a study of 161 clients
with meniscus tear (mean age 33 years; 55 women; mean duration of symptoms NR),
and arthroscopy as a reference standard102

 

Joint Line Tenderness
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Figure 25.24

 

 

Client Position

Supine on a table
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the testing leg
 

Movement

The clinician palpates the medial and lateral joint lines of the knee.
 

Assessment

The presence of tenderness along the medial or lateral joint line of the knee indicates a
(+) finding.
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Statistics

Pooled analysis: SN 76 (73-80), SP 77 (64-87), +LR 3.3, −LR 0.31, across four
studies with 1,354 subjects93

SN 83 (71-90), SP 76 (55-86), +LR 3, −LR 0.2, QUADAS 8, in a study of medial
meniscal tears in 109 clients with differential diagnosis of meniscal tear (mean age 39
± 12 years; 29 women; mean duration of symptoms NR), and arthroscopy as a
reference standard94

SN 68 (46-85), SP 97 (89-99), +LR 22, −LR 0.3, QUADAS 8, in a study of lateral
meniscal tears in 109 clients with differential diagnosis of meniscal tear (mean age 39
± 12 years; 29 women; mean duration of symptoms NR), and arthroscopy as a
reference standard94

 

Steinmann Sign I

Client Position

Supine on a table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the testing leg
 

Movement

The clinician grasps the heel of the tested limb with their distal hand and places their
contralateral hand (proximal) on the anterior aspect of the tested knee. The thumb of the
proximal hand is placed over the lateral joint line and the middle finger is placed over the
medial joint line. The clinician flexes the knee and hip to varying degrees and then
internally and externally rotates the tibia without flexing or extending the knee.
 

Assessment
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Joint-line pain is considered a (+) test for meniscal tear.
 

Statistics

SN 29 (NR), SP 100 (NR), +LR Inf, −LR 0.7, QUADAS 11, in a study of 63 clients
with knee injury (mean age, sex, and mean duration of symptoms NR), and MRI as a
reference standard95

SN 66 (NR), SP 83 (NR), +LR 3.9, −LR 0.4, QUADAS 11, in a study of 32 clients
with medial meniscus tear (mean age 27 years; 2 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), and arthroscopy as a reference standard96

SN 86 (NR), SP 88 (NR), +LR 7.2, −LR 0.2, QUADAS 9, in a study of 68 clients
with meniscal tear (mean age, sex, and mean duration of symptoms NR), and
arthroscopy as a reference standard103

 

Steinmann Sign II

Client Position

Supine on a table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the testing leg
 

Movement

The clinician grasps the heel of the tested limb with their distal hand and places their
contralateral hand (proximal) on the anterior aspect of the tested knee. The thumb of the
proximal hand is placed over the lateral joint line and the middle finger is placed over the
medial joint line. The clinician flexes the knee and hip to varying degrees.
 

Assessment
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Joint-line pain that moves in posterior direction during knee flexion is considered a (+)
test for meniscal tear.
 

Statistics

NR
 

Axial Pivot-Shift Test

Client Position

Supine with bilateral legs and arms relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client on the side of the leg to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician applies a valgus and internal rotational torque at the proximal tibia. The
clinician applies an axial load through the foot while flexing the knee to 30° to 45° of knee
flexion. The combined valgus, internal rotation, and axial load is continually applied while
the knee is extended to the starting position.
 

Assessment

Joint-line pain or click felt by the clinician indicates a (+) test for meniscal tear.
 

Statistics

SN 71 (NR), SP 83 (NR), +LR 4.2, −LR 0.4, QUADAS 10, study of 156 clients with
meniscus tear (mean age 23 years; 73 women; mean duration of symptoms NR), and
arthroscopy as a reference standard101
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Dynamic Knee Test

Client Position

Supine on a table, with the knee flexed to 90° and the hip abducted to 60°, flexed to
45°, and externally rotated
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the testing leg, palpating the lateral joint line
 

Movement

The clinician adducts the hip while the knee maintains 90° flexion.
 

Assessment

Sharp pain at end range of hip adduction or an increase in pain at the lateral joint line
is considered a (+) test for lateral meniscus injury.
 

Statistics

SN 85 (NR), SP 90 (NR), +LR 8.5, −LR 0.2, QUADAS 9, in a study of 421 (knees)
clients with lateral meniscus tear (mean age, sex, mean duration of symptoms NR), and
arthroscopy as a reference standard104

 

Medial-Lateral Grind Test

Client Position

Supine on a table
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Clinician Position

Standing next to the testing leg
 

Movement

The clinician grasps the heel of the tested limb with their distal hand and places their
contralateral hand (proximal) on the anterior aspect of the tested knee. The thumb of the
proximal hand is placed over the lateral joint line and the middle finger is placed over the
medial joint line. The clinician applies a valgus torque to the knee as the knee is flexed to
45°. The clinician applies a varus torque to the knee as the knee is extended. The combined
motion is circumduction of the knee.
 

Assessment

A grinding sensation felt by the clinician indicates a (+) test for a meniscus tear.
 

Statistics

SN 70 (NR), SP 67 (NR), +LR 2.1, −LR 0.45, QUADAS 9, in a study of 93 clients
(100 knees) with meniscal tear (mean age 31 years; 24 women; mean duration of symptoms
NR), and arthroscopy as a reference standard105

 

Bounce-Home Test

Client Position

Supine on a table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the end of the testing leg
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Movement

The clinician extends the test knee to end-range extension.
 

Assessment

A mechanical block that limits full knee extension or pain at extension end-range
indicates (+) test for a meniscus tear.
 

Statistics

SN 47 (NR), SP 67 (NR), +LR 1.4, −LR 0.8, QUADAS 10, study of 156 clients
with meniscus tear (mean age 23 years; 73 women; mean duration of symptoms NR),
and arthroscopy as a reference standard101

SN 38 (NR), SP 67 (NR), +LR 1.2, −LR 0.9, QUADAS 9, in a study of 200 clients
with meniscus tear (mean age, sex, and mean duration of symptoms NR), and
arthroscopy as a reference standard106

SN 44 (NR), SP 85 (NR), +LR 2.9, −LR 0.7, QUADAS 10, in a study of 161 clients
with meniscus tear (mean age 33 years; 55 women; mean duration of symptoms NR),
and arthroscopy as a reference standard102

 

Squat or Duck Waddle Test

Client Position

Standing
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing in front of the client
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Movement

The client squats; if no pain is reproduced, the client walks like a duck.
 

Assessment

A mechanical block that limits full knee flexion or pain at flexion end-range indicates
(+) test for a meniscus tear.
 

Statistics

SN 55 (NR), SP 67 (NR), +LR 1.7, −LR 0.7, QUADAS 9, in a study of 200 clients
with meniscus tear (mean age, sex, and mean duration of symptoms NR), and
arthroscopy as a reference standard106

SN 68 (NR), SP 60 (NR), +LR 1.7, −LR 0.5, QUADAS 11, in a study of 100 clients
with knee injury (mean age 27.9 years; 5 women; mean duration of symptoms NR),
and MRI as a reference standard95

 

Forced Flexion

Client Position

Supine on a table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the end of the testing leg
 

Movement

The clinician flexes the test knee to end-range extension.
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Assessment

A mechanical block that limits full knee flexion or pain at flexion end-range indicates
(+) test for a meniscus tear.
 

Statistics

SN 44 (NR), SP 57 (NR), +LR 1.0, −LR 1.0, QUADAS 9, in a study of 200 clients
with meniscus tear (mean age, sex, and duration of symptoms NR), and arthroscopy
as a reference standard106

SN 50 (NR), SP 68 (NR), +LR 1.6, −LR 0.7, QUADAS 10, in a study of 161 clients
with meniscus tear (mean age 33 years; 55 women; mean duration of symptoms NR),
and arthroscopy as a reference standard102

SN 77 (NR), SP 41 (NR), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.6, QUADAS 11, in a study of 134 clients
with meniscus tear (mean age 40.2 ± 12.2 years; 70 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), and MRI as a reference standard107

 

Effusion

Client Position

Supine on a table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician measures the amount of swelling about the knee.
 

Assessment
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More swelling present on the test knee compared to the contralateral knee indicates (+)
test for a meniscus tear.
 

Statistics

SN 53 (NR), SP 54 (NR), +LR 1.2, −LR 0.9, QUADAS 9, in a study of 200 clients
with meniscus tear (mean age, sex, and duration of symptoms NR), and arthroscopy as a
reference standard106

 

Payr Sign

Client Position

Seated on a table with the foot of the test leg on the contralateral knee, forming a
figure-four position
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the client’s test leg
 

Movement

The clinician pushes the affected knee downward toward the floor.
 

Assessment

Pain over the medial joint line indicates a (+) test for a posterior horn tear of the medial
meniscus.
 

Statistics

SN 54 (NR), SP 44 (NR), +LR 1.0, −LR 1.1, QUADAS 11, in a study of 64 clients
with meniscus tear (mean 38.5 years; 22 women; mean duration of symptoms NR), and
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arthroscopy as a reference standard108

 

Critical Clinical Pearls

When performing tests to assess the integrity of a ligament, a positive test is indicated
from the following:

Increase in excursion compared to the contralateral knee
Abnormal end-feel compared to the contralateral knee
Pain in the ligament when force is applied

 

Anterior Cruciate Ligament Tear

 

Composite Physical Examination

SN 62 (NR), SP 75 (NR), +LR 2.5, −LR 0.5, QUADAS 12, in a study of 118 clients
with acute knee injury (mean age, sex, and duration of symptoms NR), using
Lachman’s test and the anterior drawer test as the physical exam for ACL tear and
examination under anesthesia as a reference standard for an ACL tear. The diagnostic
accuracy of composite physical exam is limited due to the sample size and injury
rate.109

SN 100 (75-100), SP 99 (94-100), +LR 100, −LR 0, QUADAS 10, in 100 clients
with ACL tears (mean age, sex, and mean duration of symptoms NR), using
Lachman’s test, the anterior drawer test, and the pivot shift test as the physical exam
for ACL tear and MRI as the reference standard.110

SN 100 (NR), SP 100 (NR), +LR Inf, −LR Inf, QUADAS 10, in a study of 50
clients with differential diagnosis of ACL tear (mean age 22 years; 13 women; mean
duration of symptoms NR), using Lachman’s test, the anterior drawer test, and the
pivot shift test as the physical exam and MRI as the reference standard.35

SN 81 (NR), SP 91 (NR), +LR 9, −LR 0.2, QUADAS 11, in a study of 32 children
and adolescents (mean age 12.6 ± 2.1 years; 18 women; mean duration of symptoms
NR), using a clinical examination and MRI as a reference standard.111

SN 18 (0-36), SP 98 (96-100) , +LR 9.8, −LR 0.8, QUADAS 11, in a study of 134
clients with an acute knee injury (mean age 40.2 ± 12.2; 60 women; mean duration
of symptoms NR), using a history of effusion, popping, and episodes of giving way
and MRI as the reference standard.112
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SN 19 (0-38), SP 99 (98-100), +LR 19.9, −LR 0.8, QUADAS 11, in a study of 134
clients with an acute knee injury (mean age 40.2 ± 12.2; 60 women; mean duration
of symptoms NR), using an anterior drawer test and a history of effusion, popping,
and episodes of giving way and MRI as the reference standard.112

 

Lachman’s Test

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 25.25

 

  

Client Position

Supine on a table with the involved knee in 20° to 30° knee flexion
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly next to the limb being tested
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the femur with one hand (left as shown) and places the other
hand (right as shown) on the posteromedial aspect of the proximal tibia with the thumb
placed over the anteromedial aspect of the proximal tibia. A force is applied anteriorly to
displace the tibia.
 

Assessment

Increased anterior tibial excursion relative to the femur with a soft end-feel compared to
the contralateral knee indicates a (+) test.
 

Statistics
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Pooled SN 85 (83-87), SP 94 (92-95), +LR 10.2, −LR 0.2, in a meta-analysis of
1,729 clients with both acute and chronic ACL tears113

Pooled SN 94 (91-96), SP 97 (93-99), +LR 9.4, −LR 0.1, in a meta-analysis of 377
clients with acute ACL tears113

Pooled SN 95 (91-97), SP 90 (87-94), +LR 7.1, −LR 0.2, in a meta-analysis of 375
clients with chronic ACL tears113

Pooled SN 87 (76-98), SP 93 (89-96), +LR 12.4, −LR 0.14, in a study of 274 clients
with knee injuries and arthroscopy for ACL tears and MRI as reference standards18

 

Anterior Drawer Test
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Figure 25.26

 

 

Client Position

Supine hook lying with knee flexed 90° and foot on table
 

Clinician Position

Sitting on client’s foot to stabilize leg
 

Movement

The clinician places bilateral hands on the posterior aspect of the tibia and their thumbs
on each respective joint line. The clinician translates the proximal tibia anteriorly and
assesses motion.
 

Assessment
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Increased anterior tibial excursion relative to the femur with a soft end-feel compared to
the contralateral knee indicates a (+) test.
 

Statistics

Pooled SN 55 (52-58), SP 92 (90-94), +LR 7.3, −LR 0.5, in a meta-analysis of 1,420
clients with both acute and chronic ACL tears113

Pooled SN 49 (43-55), SP 58 (39-76), +LR 1.4, −LR 0.7, in a meta-analysis of 77
clients with acute ACL tears113

Pooled SN 92 (88-95), SP 91 (87-94), +LR 8.9, −LR 0.1, in a meta-analysis of 375
clients with chronic ACL tears113

Pooled SN 48 (38-59), SP 87 (83-91), +LR 3.7, −LR 0.6, in a study of 274 clients
with knee injuries and arthroscopy for ACL tears and MRI as a reference standards18

 

Pivot Shift Test

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 25.27

 

  

Client Position

Supine with bilateral legs and arms relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client on the side of the leg to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician flexes the knee to 20° to 30° of flexion and places torque on the tibia
while rotating it internally (with right hand as shown). At the same time, the clinician
applies a valgus stress with the heel of the hand (left as shown) behind the proximal fibula
and flexes the knee. The clinician then returns the leg to the starting position with
continued valgus stress.
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Assessment

A (+) test is an anterior subluxation of the lateral tibial plateau with flexion that reduces
with bringing the leg back to the starting position.
 

Statistics

Pooled SN 24 (21-27), SP 98 (96-99), +LR 8.5, −LR 0.9, in a meta-analysis of 1,073
clients with both acute and chronic ACL tears113

Pooled SN 32 (25-38), SP 100 (98-100), +LR Inf, −LR 0.68, in a meta-analysis of 27
clients with acute ACL tears113

Pooled SN 40 (29-52), SP 97 (95-99), +LR 7.7, −LR 0.8, in a meta-analysis of 395
clients with chronic ACL tears113

Pooled SN 61 (40-82), SP 97 (93-99), +LR 20.3, −LR 0.4, in a study of 274 clients
with knee injuries and arthroscopy for ACL tears and MRI as reference standards18

SN 56 (NR), SP 92 (NR), +LR 7.0, −LR 0.47, QUADAS 9, in a study of 300 clients
with partial ACL tears (mean age 29.5 ± 11.3 years; 141 women; mean duration of
injury range from 6.5 months to 19 months), and a side-to-side difference of anterior
tibial displacement from 4 to 9 mm with stress radiographs as a reference standard114

SN 88 (NR), SP 96 (NR), +LR 22, −LR 0.13, QUADAS 9, in a study of 300 clients
with complete ACL tears (mean age 29.5 ± 11.3 years; 141 women; mean duration of
injury range from 6.5 months to 19 months), and a side-to-side difference of anterior
tibial displacement from 4 to 9 mm with stress radiographs as a reference standard114

SN 82 (NR), SP 87 (NR), +LR 6.3 , −LR 0.21, in a study of 171 clients with acute
complete ACL tears (mean age 30.2 ± 11.0 years; 64 women; mean time from injury
to surgery 21.5 weeks), and arthroscopy as a reference standard41

 

Anterior Drawer in External Rotation (ACL and anterior-medial instability)
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Figure 25.28

 

 

Client Position

Supine hook lying with knee flexed 90°, tibia externally rotated 15°, and foot on table
 

Clinician Position

Sitting on client’s foot to stabilize leg
 

Movement

The clinician places bilateral hands on the posterior aspect of tibia and their thumbs on
each respective joint line. The clinician translates the proximal tibia anteriorly and assesses
motion.
 

Assessment
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Increased anterior tibial excursion relative to the femur with a soft end-feel compared to
the contralateral knee indicates a (+) test.
 

Statistics

NR
 

Anterior Drawer in Internal Rotation (ACL and Anterior-Lateral Instability)
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Figure 25.29

 

 

Client Position

Supine hook lying with knee flexed 90°, tibia internally rotated 30°, and foot on table
 

Clinician Position

Sitting on client’s foot to stabilize leg
 

Movement

The clinician places bilateral hands on the posterior aspect of tibia and their thumbs on
each respective joint line. The clinician translates the proximal tibia anteriorly and assesses
motion.
 

Assessment
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Increased anterior tibial excursion relative to the femur with a soft end-feel compared to
the contralateral knee indicates a (+) test.
 

Statistics

NR
 

Active Lachman’s Test
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Figure 25.30

 

 

Client Position

Supine with a bolster behind the affected knee (30–40° knee flexion)
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the client
 

Movement

The client actively extends the leg and returns the leg to the starting position.
 

Assessment

An anterior glide of the proximal tibia indicates a (+) test.
 

Statistics

NR
 

Posterior Cruciate Ligament Tear

1888



 

Composite Physical Examination

Pooled SN 81 (63-98), SP 95 (81-100), +LR 16.2, −LR 0.2, in a study of 274 clients
with knee injuries, using arthroscopy and MRI as a reference standards18

 

Composite Physical Examination

Reverse Lachman’s test, reverse Lachman’s endpoint, reverse pivot shift, posterior
drawer, posterior sagittal sign, external rotation recurvatum, quadriceps active drawer,
and dynamic posterior shift test
Pooled SN 90 (84-94) , SP 99 (96-100) , +LR 90 , −LR 0.10, QUADAS 9, in a
study of 18 clients (mean age, sex, and mean duration of symptoms NR), with
chronic PCL tears and arthroscopy as a reference standard115

 

Posterior Drawer Test
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Figure 25.31

 

 

Client Position

Supine hook lying with knee flexed 90° and foot on table
 

Clinician Position

Sitting on client’s foot to stabilize leg
 

Movement

The clinician places bilateral hands on the anterior surface of tibia and their thumbs on
each respective joint line. The clinician translates the proximal tibia posteriorly and assesses
motion. Internal and external rotation of foot can also be utilized for directional
assessment.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is increased posterior tibial translation: Grade I+ (0-5 mm), grade II+ (6-10
mm), grade III+ (11+ mm).
 

Statistics

1890



SN 90 (NR), SP 99 (NR), +LR 90, −LR 0.1, QUADAS 9, in a study of 18 clients
(mean age, sex, and mean duration of symptoms NR), with chronic PCL tears and
arthroscopy as a reference standard115

 

Posterior Sag Sign (Godfrey’s Test)
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Figure 25.32

 

 

Client Position

Supine with hip and knee flexed 90°
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to side of leg to be tested
 

Movement

The clinician supports the leg at the ankle and heel, suspending it in the air.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is posterior sagging of the tibia secondary to gravitational pull.
 

Statistics

SN 79 (54-94), SP 100 (95-100), +LR 88.4, −LR 0.28, QUADAS 9, in a study of 18
clients (mean age, sex, and mean duration of symptoms NR), with chronic PCL tears and
arthroscopy as a reference standard115
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Quadriceps Active Drawer
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Figure 25.33

 

 

Client Position

Supine hook lying with knee flexed 90° and foot on table
 

Clinician Position

Standing at client’s feet, directly facing them
 

Movement

The clinician supports the client’s thigh and proximal tibia (medial-lateral without
anterior-posterior stabilization of tibia). While stabilizing the foot, they ensure that the
client’s thigh is relaxed. The clinician asks the client to slide the foot gently down the table.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is anterior tibial displacement due to quadriceps contraction.
 

Statistics

SN 53 (29-76), SP 96 (88-100), +LR 12.0, −LR 0.50, QUADAS 9, in a study of 18
clients (mean age, sex, and duration of symptoms NR), with chronic PCL tears and
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arthroscopy as a reference standard115

 

Reverse Pivot-Shift Test (Posterolateral Instability Tear)
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Figure 25.34

 

 

Client Position

Supine with knee flexed to 70° to 80°. External rotation is applied to the lower leg with
distal hand (left as shown).
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the leg to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician lets the weight of the leg straighten the knee. A slight axial load is then
applied through the leg with distal hand (left as shown) and a valgus stress is applied at the
knee with proximal hand (right as shown). As the knee approaches 20° of flexion, the
clinician feels and observes for the lateral tibial plateau moving anteriorly with a jerk-like
movement from a position of posterior subluxation and external rotation to a position of
reduction and neutral rotation.
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Assessment

A (+) test is the change to the reduction and neutral rotation position.
 

Statistics

Reverse pivot shift: SN 26 (12-49), SP 95 (85-98), +LR 4.9, −LR 0.78, QUADAS 9,
in a study of 18 clients (mean age, sex, and mean duration of symptoms NR), with
chronic PCL tears and arthroscopy as a reference standard115

Dynamic pivot shift: SN 58 (36-77), SP 95 (85-98), +LR 10.8, −LR 0.45, QUADAS
9, in a study of 18 clients (mean age, sex, and mean duration of symptoms NR), with
chronic PCL tears and arthroscopy as a reference standard115

 

Reverse Lachman’s Test (Trillet’s Test)
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Figure 25.35

 

 

Client Position

Supine with knee flexed 20° to 30°
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of leg to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the distal femur with one hand (right as shown) and grasps the
posterior proximal tibia with the other (left as shown). The clinician applies an anterior
tibial force followed by a posterior tibial force to the proximal tibia with the distal hand
(left as shown).
 

Assessment

A (+) test is an increased posterior tibial translation or absent endpoint in the posterior
direction.
 

Statistics
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SN 63 (41-81), SP 89 (79-95), +LR 5.6, −LR 0.43, QUADAS 9, in a study of 18
clients (mean age, sex, and mean duration of symptoms NR), with chronic PCL tears and
arthroscopy as a reference standard115

 

Medial Collateral Ligament Tear

 

Valgus Stress Test at 30° Knee Flexion
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Figure 25.36

 

 

Client Position

Supine on a table with the testing limb over the edge of the table and the knee flexed to
30°
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the testing leg and facing toward the client’s feet
 

Movement

The clinician grasps the ankle of the test limb with the outside hand (right as shown).
The clinician places their outer thigh against the thigh of the test limb. The contralateral
hand of the clinician (left as shown) is over the medial joint line of the test limb. A valgus
force is applied by abducting the ankle with the thigh stabilized.
 

Assessment

Pain at the MCL or increased excursion between the femur and tibia are suggestive of
MCL disruption.
 

Statistics

1900



SN 78 (64-92), SP 67 (57-76), +LR 2.3, −LR 0.3, QUADAS 11, for pain in a study
of 134 clients (mean age 40.2 ± 12.2 years; 60 women; 36 days [9-81]), with acute
traumatic knee injury and MRI as a reference standard116

SN 91 (81-100), SP 49 (39-59), +LR 1.8, −LR 0.2, QUADAS 11, for laxity in a
study of 134 clients with acute traumatic knee injury (mean age 40.2 ± 12.2 years; 60
women; 36 days [9-81]), and MRI as a reference standard116

 

Lateral Collateral Ligament Tear

 

Varus Stress Test
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Figure 25.37

 

 

Client Position

Supine on a table with the testing limb over the edge of the table and the knee flexed to
30°
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the testing leg and facing the client’s feet
 

Movement

The clinician grasps the ankle of the testing limb with their outside hand (right as
shown). The clinician places their outer thigh against the thigh of the testing limb. The
contralateral hand of the clinician (left as shown) is over the lateral joint line of the testing
limb. A varus force is applied by adducting the ankle with the thigh stabilized.
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Assessment

Pain at the LCL or increased excursion between the femur and tibia is suggestive of
LCL disruption.
 

Statistics

NR
 

Composite Physical Examination

Clinical examination in combination with ACL, PCL, and LM lesions.

SN 100 (NR), SP 20 (NR), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.0, QUADAS 12, in a study of 118
clients with acute knee injury (mean age, sex, and mean duration of symptoms NR)
and examination under anesthesia as a reference standard. The diagnostic accuracy of
composite physical exam is limited due to the sample size and injury rate.109

 

Patellofemoral Pain Syndrome

 

Q-Angle Measurement
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Figure 25.38

 

 

Client Position

Supine with test knee in full extension
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the testing leg
 

Movement

The fulcrum of the large goniometer is placed over the mid-patella. The stationary arm
is aligned along the anterior thigh toward the anterior superior iliac spine of the pelvis. The
moving arm is aligned along the anterior shank over the tibial tubercle.
 

Assessment

An angle greater than 10° for men and greater than 15° for women is considered a (+)
test.
 

Statistics

SN 76 (NR), SP 63 (NR), +LR 2.1, −LR 0.4, QUADAS 11, in a study of 29 clients
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with PFPS (mean age, sex, and mean duration of symptoms NR), and 17 healthy controls
as a reference standard117

 

Patellar Tilt Test
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Figure 25.39

 

 

Client Position

Supine on a table with knees extended and relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Sitting next to the test knee
 

Movement

The clinician tilts the lateral aspect of the patella using the thumbs (lifting lateral
border of patella anterior out of the groove) and index fingers (pushing medial portion of
patella posteriorly into the groove).
 

Assessment

The patella moving out of the trochlear groove and subluxing laterally indicates (+) test
of patellofemoral joint instability.
 

Statistics

SN 19 (13-22), SP 83 (68-93), +LR 1.1, −LR 0.9, QUADAS 8, in a study of 59
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clients with PFPS (mean age, sex, and mean duration of symptoms NR), and 23
healthy controls as a reference standard118

SN 43 (31-55), SP 92 (75-98), +LR 5.4, −LR 0.6, QUADAS 10, in a study of 61
clients with PFPS (mean age, sex, and mean duration of symptoms NR), and 25
healthy controls as a reference standard119

 

Patellar Apprehension Test
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Figure 25.40

 

 

Client Position

Supine with the test knee flexed to 30°
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the testing leg
 

Movement

With one hand (right as shown), the clinician places a maximal lateral glide to the
patella. With the other hand (left as shown), the clinician grasps the ankle and slowly flexes
the knee and hip from full extension, or from 90° flexion (as shown), to 30° flexion with a
sustained lateral glide to the patella.
 

Assessment

Reproduction of the client’s pain or apprehension presented by the client is considered
a (+) test.
 

Statistics
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Pooled SN 15 (9-24), SP 89 (77-95), +LR 1.3, −LR 1.0 in a meta-analysis of 92
clients with PFPS (mean age, sex, and mean duration of symptoms NR), and 53
healthy controls as a reference standard120

SN 32 (NR), SP 86 (NR), +LR 2.3, −LR 0.8, QUADAS 11, in a study of 31 clients
with PFPS (mean age 31.0 ± 15.2; 9 women; mean duration of symptoms [pain]
45.1 ± 55.2 months), and 28 healthy controls as a reference standard121

SN 7 (NR), SP 92 (NR), +LR 0.9, −LR 1.0, QUADAS 10, in a study of 61 clients
with PFPS (mean age, sex, and mean duration of symptoms NR), and 25 healthy
controls as a reference standard119

 

Pain With Squatting

Movement

The client performs a squatting motion that feels normal to them.
 
 

Assessment

Reports of pain by the client or reproduction of pain during test activities indicates (+)
test for patellofemoral pain syndrome.
 

Statistics

SN 91 (NR), SP 50 (NR), +LR 1.8, −LR 0.2, QUADAS 10, in a study of 52 clients
with PFPS (mean age 49.3 ± 13.5 years; 17 women; mean duration of symptoms
[pain] 34.3 ± 55.6 months), and physician’s diagnosis as a reference standard122

SN 94 (NR), SP 46 (NR), +LR 1.7, −LR 0.1, QUADAS 11, in a study of 29 clients
with PFPS (mean age, sex, and mean duration of symptoms NR), and 17 healthy
controls as a reference standard117

 

Pain With Stair Climbing

Movement
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The client climbs stair in their normal way.
 
 

Assessment

Reports of pain by the client or reproduction of pain during test activities indicates (+)
test for patellofemoral pain syndrome.
 

Statistics

SN 75 (NR), SP 43 (NR), +LR 1.3 (1.0–1.9), −LR 0.6 (0.03–1.1), QUADAS 10, in
a study of 52 clients with PFPS (mean age 49.3 ± 13.5 years; 17 women; mean
duration of symptoms [pain] 34.3 ± 55.6 months), and physician’s diagnosis as a
reference standard122

SN 94 (NR), SP 45 (NR), +LR 1.7, −LR 0.1, QUADAS 11, in a study of 29 clients
with PFPS (mean age, sex, and mean duration of symptoms NR), and 17 healthy
controls as a reference standard117

 

Pain With Kneeling

Movement

The client kneels as they normally would.
 
 

Assessment

Reports of pain by the client or reproduction of pain during test activities indicates (+)
test for patellofemoral pain syndrome.
 

Statistics

SN 84 (NR), SP 50 (NR), +LR 1.7, −LR 0.3, QUADAS 10, in a study of 52 clients
with PFPS (mean age 49.3 ± 13.5 years; 17 women; mean duration of symptoms [pain]
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34.3 ± 55.6 months), and physician’s diagnosis as a reference standard122

 

Resisted Knee Extension
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Figure 25.41

 

 

Client Position

Seated on the end of a table with feet off the ground and knees in a flexed position
 

Clinician Position

Next to the client’s test leg
 

Movement

The client extends the knee while the clinician resists knee extension.
 

Assessment

Reproduction of pain during test activities indicates (+) test for patellofemoral pain
syndrome.
 

Statistics
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SN 39 (NR), SP 82 (NR), +LR 2.2, −LR 0.8, QUADAS 10, in a study of 52 clients
with PFPS (mean age 49.3 ± 13.5 years; 17 women; mean duration of symptoms
[pain] 34.3 ± 55.6 months), and physician’s diagnosis as a reference standard122

SN 21 (NR), SP 95 (NR), +LR 4.2, −LR 0.8, QUADAS 9, in a study of 20 clients
with patellofemoral pain (mean age 41 ± 12 years; 6 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), and a healthy group as a reference standard123

 

Compression Test
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Figure 25.42

 

 

Client Position

Long-sitting on a table
 

Clinician Position

Next to the client’s test leg
 

Movement

The clinician pushes the patella directly into the femoral trochlea.
 

Assessment

A reproduction of the client’s pain is considered a (+) test.
 

Statistics

SN 83 (66-92), SP 18 (6-41), +LR 1.0, −LR 1.0, QUADAS 11, in a study of 29
clients with PFPS (mean age, sex, and mean duration of symptoms NR), and 17
healthy controls as a reference standard117

SN 68 (NR), SP 54 (NR), +LR 1.5, −LR 0.6, QUADAS 10, in a study of 52 clients
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with PFPS (mean age 49.3 ± 13.5 years; 17 women; mean duration of symptoms
[pain] 34.3 ± 55.6 months), and physician’s diagnosis as a reference standard122

 

Waldron’s Test Phase 1 (Supine)

Client Position

Supine with test knee in full extension
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the test leg
 

Movement

The clinician compresses the patella against the femur with one hand while passively
flexing the knee with the other hand.
 

Assessment

Crepitus and reproduction of pain is considered a (+) test.
 

Statistics

SN 45 (28-64), SP 68 (48-83), +LR 1.4, −LR 0.8, QUADAS 11, in a study of 31
clients with PFPS (mean age 31.0 ± 15.2; 9 women; mean duration of symptoms [pain]
45.1 ± 55.2 months) and 28 healthy controls as a reference standard121

 

Waldron’s Test Phase 2 (Standing)

Client Position
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Standing
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the client
 

Movement

The client slowly performs a full squat while the clinician gently compresses the patella
against the femur.
 

Assessment

Crepitus and reproduction of pain is considered a (+) test.
 

Statistics

SN 23 (10-42), SP 79 (59-91), +LR 1.1, −LR 1.0, QUADAS 11, in a study of 31
clients with PFPS (mean age 31.0 ± 15.2; 9 women; mean duration of symptoms [pain]
45.1 ± 55.2 months), and 28 healthy controls as a reference standard121

 

Clarke’s Sign or Patellar Grind Test
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Figure 25.43

 

 

Client Position

Supine with the test knee in slight flexion
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the testing leg with one hand on the superior aspect of the patella
 

Movement

The clinician glides the patella inferiorly (as with an inferior patella glide mobility
assessment) and the client contracts the quadriceps muscles.
 

Assessment

Reproduction of the client’s pain is considered a (+) test.
 

Statistics

SN 48 (31-67), SP 75 (55-89), +LR 1.9, −LR 0.7, QUADAS 11, in a study of 31
clients with PFPS (mean age 31.0 ± 15.2; 9 women; mean duration of symptoms [pain]
45.1 ± 55.2 months), and 28 healthy controls as a reference standard121
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Lateral Pull Test

Client Position

Supine with test knee in full extension
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the client, stabilizing the lower extremity in neutral rotation
 

Movement

The client performs an isometric quadriceps muscle contraction. The clinician observes
the movement of the patella with and without slight pressure to the superior aspect of the
patella.
 

Assessment

The patella tracking more laterally than superiorly is considered a (+) test.
 

Statistics

SN 25 (NR), SP 100 (NR), +LR 249, −LR 0.8, QUADAS 10, in a study of 61 clients
with PFPS (mean age, sex, and mean duration of symptoms NR), and 25 healthy controls
as a reference standard119

 

Eccentric Step-Down Test
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Figure 25.44

 

 

Client Position

Hands on hips, standing on an elevated platform
 

Clinician Position

Standing in front of and facing the client
 

Movement

The client steps down anteriorly with one leg from the platform as slowly and with as
much control as possible.
 

Assessment
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Reproduction of pain is considered a (+) test.
 

Statistics

SN 42 (NR), SP 82 (NR), +LR 2.3, −LR 0.7, QUADAS 11, in a study of 31 clients
with PFPS (mean age 31.0 ± 15.2; 9 women; mean duration of symptoms [pain] 45.1 ±
55.2 months), and 28 healthy controls as a reference standard121

 

Patellar Tendinopathy

 

Palpation for Tendinopathy
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Figure 25.45

 

 

Client Position

Supine with test knee in full extension
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician anteriorly tilts the inferior pole of the patella and then palpates the
inferior pole of the patella.
 

Assessment
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Reproduction of pain is considered a (+) test.
 

Statistics

SN 56 (NR), SP 47 (NR), +LR 1.0, −LR 0.9, QUADAS 12, in a study of 163 clients
with patella tendinopathy (mean age 16.4 ± 1.0 years; 83 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), and ultrasonography as a reference standard124

 

Plica Syndrome

 
Plica syndrome has several tests used to assess the findings; however, the diagnostic

accuracy of these tests has not been investigated.

Composite Physical Examination

Performance of the physical examination is not described.
 

Statistics

SN 70 (NR), SP 99 (NR), +LR 70, −LR 0.3, QUADAS 9, in a study of 195 clients
with intra-articular lesions (mean age 36 years; 73 women; mean duration of symptoms
NR), and arthroscopy as a reference standard91

 

Proximal Tibiofibular Joint Instability

 

Fibular Head Translation Test

Client Position

Supine on a table
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Clinician Position

Standing next to the client with one hand on the fibular head and the other on the
proximal tibia
 

Movement

The clinician anteriorly and posteriorly translates the fibular head.
 

Assessment

Reproduction of the client’s pain or apprehension presented by the client is considered
a (+) test.
 

Statistics

NR125

 

Radulescu Sign

Client Position

Prone on a table with knee flexed at 90°
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the client with one hand on the posterior thigh and the other on the
distal tibia
 

Movement

The clinician internally rotates the tibia.
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Assessment

Reproduction of the client’s pain, fibular subluxation, or apprehension presented by the
client is considered a (+) test.
 

Statistics

NR126

 

Knee Effusion

 

Modified Stroke Test
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Figure 25.46

 

 

Client Position

Supine on a table
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the client
 

Movement

The clinician begins by stroking any fluid proximally at the medial tibiofemoral joint
line multiple times (a). If the fluid does not immediately return, the clinician then strokes
distally along the distal lateral thigh (b) and observes for any return of fluid at the medial
sulcus.
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Assessment

The test is graded:

No wave was produced with the downward stroke (0)
Small wave of fluid returns at the medial sulcus with the downward stroke (trace)
Larger return wave of fluid was produced at the medial knee (1+)
Swelling returns without the downward stroke (2+)
Inability to move the effusion out of the medial sulcus (3+)

 

Statistics

NR127

 

Ballottement Test
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Figure 25.47

 

 

Client Position

Long-sitting on a table
 

Clinician Position

Standing next to the client with one hand superior to the patella and the other hand
inferior to the patella
 

Movement

The clinician approximates the hands toward the patella. Then the clinician pushes the
patella directly into the femoral trochlea and observes the return of the patella to the start
position.
 

Assessment

The sense of the patella floating back to the start position is indicative of a (+) test.
 

Statistics

SN 83 (71-94), SP 49 (39-59), +LR 1.6, −LR 0.3, QUADAS 13, in a study of 134
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clients with traumatic knee complaints (mean age 40.2 ± 12.2 years; 60 women; mean
duration of symptoms 36 days [9-81]), and MRI as a reference standard128

 

Self-Noticed Swelling

Assessment

The client reports knee swelling.
 
 

Statistics

SN 80 (68-92), SP 45 (35-59), +LR 1.5, −LR 0.4, QUADAS 13, in a study of 134
clients with traumatic knee complaints (mean age 40.2 ± 12.2 years; 60 women; mean
duration of symptoms 36 days), and MRI as a reference standard128

 

Cluster of Test Findings

Ballottement test, self-noticed swelling
 

Statistics

SN 67 (52-81), SP 82 (73-90), +LR 3.6, −LR 0.4, QUADAS 13, in a study of 134
clients with traumatic knee complaints (mean age 40.2 ± 12.2 years; 60 women; mean
duration of symptoms 36 days), and MRI as a reference standard128

 

Knee Osteoarthritis

 

Composite Examination for Osteoarthritis

Performance of the physical examination is not described.
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Statistics

SN 94 (NR), SP 94 (NR), +LR 15.7, −LR 0.06, QUADAS 9, in a study of 195
clients with intra-articular lesions (mean age 36 years; 73 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), and arthroscopy as a reference standard91

SN 94 (NR), SP 100 (NR), +LR Inf, −LR 0.06, QUADAS 9, in a study of 290
clients with intra-articular lesions (mean age 38 years; 97 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), and arthroscopy as a reference standard90

 

Osteochondral Lesion

 

Composite Examination for Loose Bodies

Performance of the physical examination is not described.
 

Statistics

SN 67 (NR), SP 98 (NR), +LR 33.5, −LR 0.3, QUADAS 9, in a study of 195 clients
with intra-articular lesions (mean age 36 years; 73 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), and arthroscopy as a reference standard91

SN 65 (NR), SP 99 (NR), +LR 65, −LR 0.4, QUADAS 9, in a study of 290 clients
with intra-articular lesions (mean age 38 years; 97 women; mean duration of
symptoms NR), and arthroscopy as a reference standard90

 

Composite Examination for Chondral Fracture

Performance of the physical examination is not described.
 

Statistics

SN 14 (NR), SP 99 (NR), +LR 14, −LR 0.9, QUADAS 9, in a study of 195 clients
(mean age 36 years; 73 women; mean duration of symptoms NR), with intra-
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articular lesions and arthroscopy as a reference standard91

SN 15 (NR), SP 98 (NR), +LR 7.5, −LR 0.9, QUADAS 9, in a study of 290 clients
(mean age 38 years; 97 women; mean duration of symptoms NR), with intra-
articular lesions and arthroscopy as a reference standard90
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Palpation

The clinician should potentially palpate the knee, as well as the hip complex and lower
leg, when assessing the knee joint, dependent on the particular client’s presentation. The
clinician is referred to the hip and lower leg chapters to review palpation of these structures.

Anterior Aspect
Bony Structures (see figure 25.48)

Patella: This is the prominent sesamoid bone on the anterior aspect of the knee.
Tibial tubercle: This large prominence of bone is directly below the tibial plateaus.
Tibial plateaus: These are the smooth bony surfaces of the proximal tibia condyles.
The clinician can place their fingers in the indentation medial and lateral to the
patella ligament. The edge of the plateau is palpable.
Femoral condyles: These are two large bony projections of the distal femur, lined
with articular cartilage. With the knee flexed, the condyles are palpable directly
medial and lateral to the patella.
Trochlear groove: This concave surface on the femur articulates with the
retropatellar surface.
Gerdy’s tubercle: This is a small tubercle of the anterolateral aspect of the proximal
tibia.
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Figure 25.48 (a) Anterior knee; (b) anterior knee with knee flexed.

 

Soft-Tissue Structures

Quadriceps tendon: This is the tendon that attaches the distal quadriceps to the
superior aspect of the patella.
Patella ligament and tendon: This ligament attaches the inferior pole of the patella
to the tibial tubercle.
Pes anserine tendon: This conjoined tendon of the sartorius, gracilis, and
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semitendinosus attaches to the anteromedial aspect of the proximal tibia at the
inferior portion of the medial tibial plateau.
Medial and lateral patella retinaculum: These are extensions of the aponeuroses of
the quadriceps muscles. They attach the medial and lateral borders of the patella to
the distal femur and proximal tibia.
Infrapatellar fat pad: This is a cylindrical piece of fat situated retro to the patella
ligament. It is palpable with the knee fully extended as the patella ligament pushes
portions of the fat pad medial and lateral to the ligament.

Medial Aspect
Bony Structures

Medial epicondyle: This is a large bony protrusion located on the medial aspect of
the distal end of the femur.
Adductor tubercle: This is a small protrusion at the summit of the medial condyle
that affords attachment of the adductor magnus tendon. It can be best palpated by
moving a hand distally over the adductor muscles until a ridge is felt just proximal to
the medial epicondyle.

Soft-Tissue Structures

Medial collateral ligament: This ligament attaches from the medial epicondyle of
the femur to the medial condyle and shaft of the tibia. The deep fibers have direct
attachment to the medial meniscus. Palpating along the medial joint line, the MCL
becomes apparent as the joint line disappears under the ligament.
Medial joint line: The medial joint line is the space between the medial femoral
condyle and the medial tibial plateau. It is best appreciated with the knee flexed.
Gracilis tendon: This tendon passes posterior to the medial femoral condyle,
coursing around the medial tibial condyle, forming a conjoined tendon with the
sartorius and semitendinosus muscles (pes anserinus), and attaching to the
anteromedial aspect of the proximal tibia.
Sartorius tendon: This tendon courses anteriorly and medially across the anterior
aspect of the femur, forming a conjoined tendon with the gracilis and semitendinosus
muscles (pes anserinus), and attaching to the anteromedial aspect of the proximal
tibia.

Lateral Aspect
Bony Structures

Lateral epicondyle: This is a bony protrusion located on the lateral aspect of the
distal end of the femur, sometimes obscured by the iliotibial band.
Fibular head: This is the proximal end of the fibula, just distal to the lateral tibial
plateau, providing attachment for the biceps femoris muscle, lateral collateral
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ligament, and other soft-tissue structures.

Soft-Tissue Structures

Lateral collateral ligament: The ligament attaches the lateral femur condyle to the
fibular head. It is best palpated with the knee flexed to 90° and the hip externally
rotated.
Iliotibial band: This thick fibrous band of connective tissue attaches distally at
Gerdy’s tubercle on the proximal aspect of the anterolateral tibia.
Lateral joint line: The lateral joint line is the space between the lateral femoral
condyle and the lateral tibial plateau. It is best appreciated with the knee flexed.
Common peroneal nerve: This nerve descends along the lateral aspect of the
popliteal fossa and winds around the head of the fibula, where it is palpable.

Posterior Aspect
Bony Structures

No bony structures are prominent for palpation here.

Soft-Tissue Structures (see figure 25.49)

Biceps femoris tendon: The distal tendon is a conjoined tendon of the long and
short heads of the biceps femoris that attaches to the lateral aspect of the head of the
fibula and to a small portion to the lateral tibial condyle.
Semimembranosus tendon: The distal tendon primarily attaches to the
posteromedial aspect of the medial tibial condyle.
Semitendinosus tendon: The distal tendon courses along the medial aspect of the
popliteal fossa and around the medial tibial condyle, forming a conjoined tendon
with the gracilis and sartorius (pes anserinus), and attaching to the anteromedial
aspect of the proximal tibia.
Popliteal fossa: This is a shallow depression on the posterior aspect of the knee,
bordered superiorly and medially by the semitendinosus and semimembranosus
muscles, superiorly and laterally by the biceps femoris muscle, inferiorly and medially
by the medial head of the gastrocnemius muscle, and inferiorly and laterally by the
lateral head of the gastrocnemius muscle. It contains the popliteal artery, popliteal
vein, and the posterior tibial nerve.
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Figure 25.49 Posterior knee.
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Physical Performance Measures

It was found that collectively the walk test, the timed up and go test, and the 6-minute
walk test yielded two factors consistent with the health concepts of pain and function. The
application of these tests may provide clinicians and clinical researchers with more distinct
impressions of pain and function that complement information from self-report
measures.23, 24, 129 Table 25.3 provides suggestions of physical performance measures for
lower-level and higher-level clients.
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Critical Clinical Pearls

When administering potential physical performance measurements for the higher-level
client, the client should have the following:

Trace to no joint effusion
Full, passive ROM
Injured knee’s quadriceps strength greater than 80% compared to the contralateral
knee’s quadriceps strength
Ability to ambulate with normal gait pattern and run with normal gait pattern for
higher-level tests
Ability to hop in place on the injured limb without joint pain
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Common Orthopedic Conditions of the Knee

While it is impossible to distinctly describe various pathological presentations of the
knee, there are evidence-based findings supportive of particular pathologies of this region of
the body. Therefore, the intent of this section of the chapter is to present current evidence-
supported findings suggestive of knee pathologies. As previously described in chapter 4
(Evidence-Based Practice and Client Examination), though, not all examination findings
are absolutely supported with clinical evidence, and the clinician should also rely on clinical
experience and input from the client when performing differential diagnosis of a client’s
presentation of pain and dysfunction.

The knee is one of the most frequently injured joints in physically active people.130-132

Injuries of the knee can be the result of repetitive microtrauma from overuse, an acute
traumatic event, or a combination of acute or chronic injury. Overuse injuries to the knee,
such as patellofemoral pain and patella tendinopathy, typically occur as a result of
microtrauma, abnormal joint alignment, or poor training strategies or techniques that do
not allow adequate healing to take place.133 Many of these injuries, such as intra-articular
fractures, ligamentous ruptures, and meniscal and articular cartilage injuries,134 are
traumatic in nature and occur during sports involving jumping, cutting, and pivoting.135

Traumatic knee injuries place people at high risk for the development of post-traumatic
osteoarthritis (PTOA). PTOA is a major contributor to the prevalence of knee OA because
people with a previous knee injury have an over 50% lifetime risk of developing
symptomatic knee OA.136 These injuries can lead to short-term disability and long-term
morbidity, resulting in impaired function and reduced quality of life.

ACL Injury

ICD-9: 844.2 (sprain of cruciate ligament of knee)
ICD-10: S83.5 (sprain and strain involving anterior cruciate ligament of knee)

Injury to the ACL is most likely traumatic and related to sports activity. The
mechanism is frequently a plant and cut or twisting type of activity. There is frequently
significant swelling, pain, and limited ROM immediately after surgery. Since the ACL is a
major stabilizer of the knee, the client may have complaints of instability in their knee.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Decelerating or accelerating with noncontact dynamic valgus load near full
extension17

Feeling or hearing a pop at the time of injury18

Swelling in the knee within 2 hours after the injury18
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History of knee giving way or buckling137, 138

Outcome Measures

Knee Outcome Survey-Activities of Daily Living Scale (KOS-ADLS)139

International Knee Documentation Committee 2000 (IKDC 2000) subjective knee
form140, 141

Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS)142

Lysholm Knee Scale143

Sports Activity Level137

Marx Activity Level Scale144

Tegner Activity Level Scale145

Shortened version of Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia-11 (TSK-11)146, 147

ACL-Return to Sports After Injury (ACL-RSI)148, 149

Diagnostic Imaging

MRI is helpful for ruling out (pooled SN 87-94) and ruling in (pooled SP 94-95)
ACL injury.39, 40

II. Observation

Quadriceps atrophy58, 150

Client ambulates with stiff knee gait with flexed knee.151

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
If necessary, the Ottawa Knee Rules can help to rule out (SN 100) fractures of the
knee.43

A classification system can determine which active clients with an ACL tear will likely
return to high functioning levels without surgery for a short period of time (i.e., to
finish a sports season or work opportunity). Clients must meet all the following
criteria to be classified as a potential coper:138, 152

Number of giving-way episodes of the knee ≤ 1
Single-leg 6 m timed hop symmetry index ≥ 80%
KOS-ADLS ≥ 80%
GRS ≥ 60%

IV. Motion Tests

Loss of full knee ROM after ACL injury influences knee ROM loss after surgery.153-
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155

25% of clients had greater than 5° differences in passive knee extension 4 weeks after
ACL reconstruction.78

Clinicians should look for patella mobility.154, 156

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Quadriceps and hamstrings muscle strength deficits are present after ACL injury.29,

157-162 One year after ACL injury, greater limb-to-limb asymmetries in quadriceps
muscles are reported, whereas symmetry in hamstrings muscles is restored.162

Preoperative quadriceps strength predicts knee function after ACL reconstruction.158,

163-165

VI. Special Tests

Composite physical examination: has better ability to help rule in (range SP 75-100,
range +LR 2.5-Inf) than to help rule out (range SN 18-100, range −LR 0.8–0.0)
ACL injury across multiple high-quality studies.35, 109-112

Lachman’s test: has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 94, +LR 10.2) and good ability to
help rule out (SN 85, −LR 0.2) both acute and chronic injuries.113, 166

Lachman’s test: has ideal ability to help rule out (SN 94, −LR 0.1) and rule in (SP
97, +LR 9.4) acute injuries.113

Lachman’s test: has ideal ability to help rule out (SN 95, −LR 0.2) and rule in (SP
90, +LR 12.4) chronic injuries.113

The pivot shift test is the best test to help rule in (SP 98 , +LR 8.5) ACL injury, but
it has poor ability to help rule out (SN 24, −LR 0.9) ACL injury.113

Pivot shift test: in pooled analyses has ideal ability to help rule in (SP 97-100, +LR
7.7-Inf) acute and chronic injuries.18, 113

Pivot shift test: In two separate studies it shows good ability to help rule out (SN 82-
88, −LR 0.21–0.13) and good to ideal ability to help rule in (SP 87-96, +LR 6.3–22)
complete chronic injuries.41, 114

Anterior drawer test: has a poor ability to help rule out (SN 49, −LR 0.88) or rule in
(SP 58, +LR 1.17) acute injuries.113

Anterior drawer test: has ideal ability to help rule out (SN 92, −LR 0.1) and rule in
(SP 91, +LR 8.9) chronic injuries.113

Anterior drawer test: has poor ability to help rule out (SN 55, −LR 0.5) but ideal
ability to rule in (SP 92, +LR 7.3) combined acute and chronic injuries.113

Composite physical examination: only helps rule in (SP 98, +LR 33.5) the potential
for an osteochondral lesion to exist.91

VII. Palpation
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Tibial plateau to evaluate possible associated fracture
Joint line to evaluate possible associated meniscus injury
MCL and LCL to evaluate possible associated concomitant ligament injury

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Single-leg hops can predict self-reported knee function after ACL injury and
reconstruction. A cutoff score greater than 88% on the single-hop for distance after
ACL injury can be used to identify with high probability that the client will have
normal knee function 1 year later.167 Single-leg hop tests conducted 6 months after
ACL reconstruction can predict the likelihood of successful and unsuccessful
outcome 1 year after ACL reconstruction. Clients demonstrating less than the 88%
cutoff score on the 6 m timed hop test at 6 months may benefit from targeted
training to improve limb symmetry in an attempt to normalize function. Clients with
minimal side-to-side differences on the crossover hop test at 6 months will possibly
have good knee function at 1 year if they continue with their current training
regimen. Preoperative single-leg hop tests are not able to predict postoperative
outcomes.168

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Acute: immobilization and pain control (most likely)
Post-operative: pain control and mobility
Rehabilitation: mobility and exercise and conditioning during the majority of the
time (whether postoperatively or nonoperatively)
Stability when managed nonoperatively

PCL Injury

ICD-9: 844.2 (sprain of cruciate ligament of knee)
ICD-10: S83.5 (sprain and strain involving posterior cruciate ligament of knee)

Injury to the PCL, similar to the ACL, is most likely traumatic and related to sports
activity. The mechanism is frequently directly landing on the proximal tibia of a flexed
knee with the foot in plantar flexion or sudden forceful knee hyperextension. There is
frequently significant swelling, pain, and limited ROM immediately after surgery. While
the PCL is a significant stabilizer of the knee, clients may have complaints of instability in
their knee similar to an ACL injury. PCL injuries are less frequent than ACL injuries.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Typically, clients report a fall on a flexed knee with the foot in plantar flexion.
In an automobile accident, clients may report that the proximal tibia hit the
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dashboard (posterior directed force on the proximal tibia).
Abrasions or ecchymosis may be present on the anterior aspect of the proximal tibia.
Clients may complain of localized posterior pain in the knee with kneeling or
decelerating.

Outcome Measures

Knee Outcome Survey-Activities of Daily Living Scale (KOS-ADLS)139

International Knee Documentation Committee 2000 (IKDC 2000) subjective knee
form140, 141

Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS)142

Lysholm Knee Scale143

Sports Activity Level137

Marx Activity Level Scale144

Tegner Activity Level Scale145

Diagnostic Imaging

The literature reporting on diagnostic imaging for PCL tears is limited.169

II. Observation

The clinician should look for abrasions or ecchymosis on the anterior aspect of the
proximal tibia in an acute setting.

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
If necessary, the Ottawa Knee Rules can help to rule out (SN 100) fractures of the
knee.43

IV. Motion Tests

ROM in the involved knee may be restricted due to effusion. Long-term outcomes
have noted no differences between the PCL injured knee and the uninvolved knee.170

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Inconsistent findings for quadriceps muscle strength deficits after PCL injury have
been reported.171 Hamstring muscle weakness has been reported 6 months after PCL
injury.172

VI. Special Tests
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Composite clinical examination: has good ability to help rule out (pooled SN 81-90,
−LR 0.2–0.1) and good to ideal ability to help rule in (pooled SP 95-99, +LR 16-90)
PCL injuries.18, 115

Posterior drawer test: has good ability to help rule in (SP 99, +LR 90) and rule out
(SN 90, +LR 0.1) chronic injuries.115

Posterior sag sign (SP 100, +LR 88), quadriceps active drawer (SP 96, +LR 12),
reverse pivot shift (SP 95, +LR 4.9), dynamic posterior shift (SP 95, +LR 10.8), and
the reverse Lachman’s (SP 89, +LR 5.6) tests all have good ability to help rule in PCL
injuries.115

Composite physical examination: only helps rule in (SP 98, +LR 33.5) the potential
for an osteochondral lesion to exist.91

VII. Palpation

Tibial plateau to evaluate possible associated fracture
Joint line to evaluate possible associated meniscus injury
MCL and LCL to evaluate possible associated concomitant ligament injury
Posterolateral corner of the knee to evaluate possible associated posterolateral
involvement

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Physical performance measures that are easily reproducible can be used to assess
clients with activity limitations and participation restrictions associated with PCL
injuries. Single-leg hops may assess functional recovery, rehabilitation progress, and
readiness to return to sport.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Acute: immobilization and pain control (most likely)
Postoperative: pain control and mobility
Rehabilitation: mobility and exercise and conditioning during the majority of the
time (whether postoperatively or nonoperatively)
Stability when managed nonoperatively

Patellofemoral Pain Syndrome

ICD-9: 719.46 (pain in joint, lower leg)
ICD-10: M22.2 (patellofemoral disorders)

Patellofemoral pain syndrome (PFPS) is a broad term for various pathologies of the
patellofemoral joint. This syndrome encompasses pathologies attributed to excessive
movement of the patella, excessive compression of the patella in the femoral groove, as well
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as various other potential pathologies. The clinician is advised to perform a comprehensive
examination to determine the pathological process attributed to the client’s pain.

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Clients report an insidious onset of poorly defined pain localized to the anterior
aspect of the knee. The onset of symptoms can be slowly or acutely developed with a
worsening of pain with prolonged sitting, squatting, ascending or descending stairs,
or running, especially with hills.173

Outcome Measures

Lower Extremity Functional Scale (LEFS)174

KOS-ADLS
Anterior Knee Pain Scale (AKPS)
IKDC 2000
PFPS severity scale (PSS)175

II. Observation

Q-angle in standing and supine
Leg length
Patellar tracking
Patella alta

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
If necessary, the Ottawa Knee Rules can help rule out (SN 100) fractures of the
knee.43

IV. Motion Tests

Joint mobility of the patella is necessary in order to permit full and pain-free
tibiofemoral range of motion. Clients with hypomobility of the patella may have
difficulty with activities that require full knee ROM, whereas hypermobility of the
patella may be an indication of ligamentous laxity or instability of the patella. Several
motion tests are appropriate for determining joint play mobility:

Passive gliding patella
Patellar translation superiorly–inferiorly
Patellar translation medially–laterally
Patella inferior pole test
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V. Muscle Performance Testing

Resisted isometric quadriceps contraction
Vastus medialis coordination test

VI. Special Tests

Patellar tilt test: has poor ability to help rule out PFPS (SN 19, −LR 0.9;118 SN 43,
−LR 0.6);119 however, it has ideal ability to help rule in the syndrome (SP 92, +LR
5.4) in studies with low bias for PFPS.119

Patellar apprehension test: has poor ability to help rule out PFPS in studies of low
bias (SN 32, −LR 0.8;121 SN 7, −LR 1.0119) and in pooled analyses (SN 15, −LR
1.0).120 It has poor to fair ability to help rule in PFPS in studies of low bias (SN 86,
+LR 2.3;121 SN 92, +LR 0.9119) and in pooled analyses (SP 89, +LR 1.3).120

Compression test: has poor ability to help rule out (SN 83, −LR 1.0;117 SN 68, −LR
0.6122) and rule in PFPS (SP 18, +LR 1.0117 SP 54, +LR 1.5122) in studies of low
bias.
Clarke sign: has poor ability to help rule out PFPS (SN 48, −LR 0.7) and rule in (SP
75, +LR 1.9) in one study with low bias.121

Waldron’s test (phase 1 and phase 2): has poor ability to help rule out (SN 45, −LR
0.8; SN 23, −LR 1.0) and rule in PFPS (SP 68, +LR 1.4; SP 79, +LR 1.1) in one
study with low bias.121

Pain with squatting (SN 91-94, −LR 0.2–0.1)117, 122 and pain with stair climbing
(SN 94, −LR 0.1)122 have ideal ability to help rule out PFPS, while pain with
kneeling (SN 84, −LR 0.3)122 has good ability to help rule out PFPS.
Resisted knee extension: has good ability to help rule in (SP 95, +LR 4.2) PFPS.123

Composite physical examination: only helps rule in (SP 98, +LR 33.5) the potential
for an osteochondral lesion to exist.91

VII. Palpation

Medial facet
Lateral facet
Inferior pole of the patella
Superior pole of the patella

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Activities and tasks, such as kneeling, prolonged sitting, squatting, and stair
climbing176 can exacerbate pain symptoms in clients with PFPS. Pain during
squatting and stair climbing are associated with an increase in patellofemoral joint
reaction force. Several functional tests have been used to assess reliability and changes
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in pain; however, the validity of these tests has not been determined.
Bilateral squat
Eccentric step test or step-down
Anteromedial lunge
Single-leg press
Balance and reach

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain control
Exercise (strengthening, neuromuscular control) and conditioning
Mobility and flexibility

Meniscus Tear

ICD-9: 836.0 (tear of medial cartilage or meniscus of knee); 836.2 (other tear of
cartilage or meniscus of knee)
ICD-10: S83.2 (tear of meniscus); M23.2 (derangement of meniscus due to old tear
or injury)

The menisci are cartilage structures between the femur and tibia serving stabilizing and
compressive-loading functions in the knee. The mechanism of meniscal tear is similar to
the ACL injury (plant and cut or rotational twisting with the foot on the ground). The
client may also complain of symptoms similar to the ACL injury (locking and catching),
although much less frequent symptoms of the knee giving out are noted for meniscal tears
compared to ACL injury.

Differential Diagnosis of a Meniscus Tear

Delayed effusion compared to cruciate ligament tears (more immediate effucsion)
Reported catching or locking of the knee similar to cruciate ligament tear but less
frequent and lack of distinct instability complaints as with a cruciate ligament tear
Catching sensation with meniscal tear is more distinct and deep in joint compared to
PFPS catching
Pain with

Forced hyperextension
Maximum flexion
McMurray’s test or similar movements (both weight-bearing and nonweight-
bearing)

Discomfort or sense of catching or locking over either joint line during any Thessaly
test position
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I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Feeling tearing sensation or hearing a pop at the time of injury, accompanied by
severe pain18

Swelling in the knee delayed (6-24 hours) after the injury18

Knee pain with twisting maneuver in full weight bearing11, 18

History of catching or locking of the knee177

Outcome Measures

Knee Outcome Survey-Activities of Daily Living Scale (KOS-ADLS)139

International Knee Documentation Committee 2000 (IKDC 2000) subjective knee
form140, 141

Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS)142, 178

Lysholm Knee Scale179

Sports Activity Level137

Marx Activity Level Scale144

Tegner Activity Level Scale179

Diagnostic Imaging

MRI is more helpful for ruling out (pooled SN 91-93) than ruling in (pooled SP 81-
88) medial meniscus tear.39, 40

MRI is less helpful for ruling out (pooled SN 76-79) than ruling in (pooled SP 93-
95) lateral meniscus tear.39, 40

II. Observation

Quadriceps atrophy58, 150

Client ambulates with stiff knee gait with flexed knee.151

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
If necessary, the Ottawa Knee Rules can help rule out (SN 100) fractures of the
knee.43

IV. Motion Tests

Pain with hyperextension of the knee can help rule in (SP 86.3) a meniscal tear.
Pain with forced knee flexion has low SN (47.7) and SP (58.8) for a meniscal tear.
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V. Muscle Performance Testing

Quadriceps strength deficits have been reported to persist up to 4 years after
arthroscopic partial meniscetomy.180

VI. Special Tests

Pooled analysis of clustered testing: has good ability to help rule out medial (SN 86,
−LR 0.19) and lateral (SN 88, −LR 0.13) meniscal tears, with ideal ability to help
rule in (SP 92, +LR 11) lateral meniscal tears.18

McMurray’s test: has shown only fair ability to help rule in (SP 67-77, +LR 2.4) and
rule out (SN 55-75, −LR 0.58–0.37) meniscal tears in pooled analysis.92, 93

In low-bias single studies, McMurray’s test is poor at helping rule out and poor (SP
40, +LR 1.3),97 good (SP 92, +LR 3.5),95 and ideal (SP 98, +LR 8)98 at helping rule
in meniscal tear.
McMurray’s test: has low to moderate ability to help rule out (SN 75, −LR 0.70)
meniscal tear in studies of low bias92 and pooled analysis (SN 55, −LR 0.6),93 as well
as to help rule in (SP 67, +LR 3.6)92 meniscal tear in studies of low bias and in
pooled analysis (SP 77, +LR 2.4).
Thessaly’s test: has poor (SN 66, −LR 0.35) to good ability (SN 81-92, +LR 0.21–
0.08)99 when performed at different degrees of knee flexion in a single low-bias study
to help rule out meniscal tear, and a good ability to help rule in (SP 91-97, +LR 9-
29) meniscal tear.99

Thessaly’s test: has good ability to help rule in (SP 91-97, +LR 9-29) various types of
meniscal tears.99

Ege’s test: has good (SP 81, +LR 3.5; medial meniscus) to ideal (SP 90, +LR 6.4;
lateral meniscus) ability to help rule in meniscal tear.100

Apley’s test: has poor ability to help rule out meniscal tear (SN 61, −LR 0.6) in
studies of low bias92 and pooled analysis (SN 22, −LR 1.0),93 as well as to help rule
in meniscal tear (SP 64, +LR 1.9) in studies of low bias92 and in pooled analysis (SP
88, +LR 1.0).93

Apley’s test: in separate isolated studies, demonstrated good ability to help rule out
(SN 81, −LR 0.3)96 and rule in (SP 93, +LR 5.9)99 meniscal tear.
Steinman sign I: has poor to good (SN 86, −LR 0.2)103 ability to help rule out and
good (SP 83-88, +LR 3.9–7.2)96 to ideal (SP 100 , +LR Inf)95 ability to help rule in
meniscal tear.
Dynamic knee test: has good ability to help rule in (SP 90, +LR 8.5) meniscal tear.104

Axial pivot-shift test: has good ability to help rule in (SP 83, +LR 4.2) meniscal
tear.101

Joint line tenderness, Payr’s sign, presence of joint effusion, forced knee flexion, squat
test, bounce-home test, Steinmann sign II, and medial–lateral grind tests: have poor
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ability to help rule in or rule out meniscal tears in low-bias studies.
Composite score: consisting of McMurray’s test, pain with knee hyperextension,
history of mechanical symptoms, joint line tenderness, and pain with forced knee
flexion. Positive findings on all five tests had ideal ability to help rule in (SP 99, +LR
11.45) meniscal tears. Positive findings on three or more tests had good ability to
help rule in (SP 90, +LR 3.15) meniscal tears.177

Composite physical examination: only helps rule in (SP 98, +LR 33.5) the potential
for an osteochondral lesion to exist.91

VII. Palpation

Joint line tenderness has some moderate ability to help rule out meniscal tear in
studies of low bias (SN 61, −LR 0.72)92 and in pooled analysis (SN 76, −LR 0.3),93

as well as to help rule in meniscal tear in studies of low bias (SP 77, +LR 4.1)92 and
in pooled analysis (SP 77, +LR 3.3).

VII. Physical Performance Measures

Physical performance measures that are easily reproducible can be used to assess
clients with activity limitations and participation restrictions associated with meniscal
injuries.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Acute: immobilization and pain control (most likely)
Postoperative: pain control and mobility
Rehabilitation: mobility and exercise and conditioning during the majority of the
time (whether postoperative or nonoperative)

MCL or LCL Tear

ICD-9: 844.0 (sprain of lateral collateral ligament of knee)
ICD-10: S83.429A (sprain of lateral collateral ligament of unspecified knee)

Injuries to the MCL are typically the result of contact to the lateral knee and occur
most frequently in collision and contact sports.2 LCL injuries are the least common of knee
ligament injuries and usually occur as part of more extensive injuries involving the
posterolateral corner of the knee.181

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

For MCL tears, clients typically report a direct hit to the lateral aspect of the knee
while in a weight-bearing position,182 resulting in a sudden application of a valgus
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torque to the knee.183 Noncontact valgus external rotation can occur in alpine
skiing184 or in other types of cutting or pivoting sports.
Pain is worse in partial tears compared to complete tears.185

Outcome Measures

Knee Outcome Survey-Activities of Daily Living Scale (KOS-ADLS)139

International Knee Documentation Committee 2000 (IKDC 2000) subjective knee
form140, 141

Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS)142

Lysholm Knee Scale143

Sports Activity Level137

Marx Activity Level Scale144

Tegner Activity Level Scale145

II. Observation

More than three-fourths of clients with complete ruptures can ambulate without
support.185

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
If necessary, the Ottawa Knee Rules can help rule out (SN 100) fractures of the
knee.43

IV. Motion Tests

With incomplete tears of the MCL, end-range knee extension and flexion may be
limited due to pain.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

The long-term outcomes for isolated complete tears of the MCL were much worse
than for incomplete tears, with a higher rate of medial instability, muscle weakness,
and poor functional outcomes.186

VI. Special Tests

Valgus stress test performed at 30° of knee flexion: This test is performed to isolate
the integrity of the MCL. Limited diagnostic accuracy on valgus stress testing is
available. SN 86-86 has been reported in two studies, but methodological flaws limit
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their findings.187 More recent work reported good ability of assessing laxity with
valgus stress at 30° to help rule out an MCL injury (SN 91, −LR 0.2), but poor
ability to help rule in an MCL injury (SP 49, +LR 1.8).116 Additionally, pain with
valgus stress test at 30° has moderate to fair ability to help rule out (SN 78, −LR 0.3)
and rule in (SP 67, +LR 2.3) an MCL injury.116

Varus stress testing for LCL injury does not have reported diagnostic accuracy.
Composite physical examination: only helps rule in (SP 98, +LR 33.5) the potential
for an osteochondral lesion to exist.91

VII. Palpation

Tenderness with palpation of the medial femoral epicondyle, joint line, or proximal
tibia should be noted.188

Palpatory provocation of MCL reproduces familiar pain.2

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Since these clients are most frequently athletes, the specific lower extremity
functional components of the athlete’s sport should be assessed.
Speed, agility, and quickness testing is likely most appropriate for most of these
athletes.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Acute: immobilization and pain control (most likely)
Postoperative: pain control and mobility
Rehabilitation: mobility and exercise and conditioning for the majority of the time
(whether postoperatively or nonoperatively)
Stability when managed nonoperatively

Patellar Tendinopathy

ICD-9: 726.9 (enthesopathy of unspecified site)
ICD-10: M77.9 (enthesopathy, unspecified)

Patellar tendinopathy is a broad term encompassing tendinitis, tendinosis, and
peritendinitis. Several authors have suggested the term patellar tendinopathy as a clinical
condition that encompasses all overuse conditions involving the patellar tendon from the
proximal attachment on the inferior pole of the patella to the distal attachment on the tibial
tubercle.189-192

I. Client Interview
Subjective History
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Clients complain of anteriorly well-localized pain, typically at the proximal
attachment of the patella ligament to the inferior pole of the patella exacerbated by
physical activity or prolonged knee flexion.189 Pain may be present at the initiation of
or throughout activities, affecting performance.

Outcome Measures

Victorian Institute of Sport Assessment-patellar tendinopathy (VISA-P)193, 194

II. Observation

Increased body mass index may be a risk factor for patellar tendinopathy.195

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
If necessary, the Ottawa Knee Rules can help rule out (SN 100) fractures of the knee,
as determined in a study of 1,047 adults with acute knee injuries.43

IV. Motion Tests

Decreased quadriceps and hamstrings flexibility may be associated with patellar
tendinopathy.195

Limited ankle dorsiflexion (<36.5°) increases the risk of developing patellar
tendinopathy within 1 year.196

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Quadriceps strength deficits may increase the risk for patellar tendinopathy.195

VI. Special Tests

Palpation for tendinopathy: has poor ability to help rule in or rule out the
pathology.124

Performing single-legged squat on a decline has been suggested as a special test or
functional test for patellar tendinopathy;197 however, the validity of this test has not
be established.

VII. Palpation

Palpation tends to elicit well-localized tenderness that is similar in quality and
location to the pain experienced during activity.198
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VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Vertical jumping performance may be higher in athletes with patella
tendinopathy.195

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain control
Exercise (strengthening, neuromuscular control) and conditioning
Mobility and flexibility

Differential Diagnosis of PFPS and Patella Tendinopathy

Although palpation diagnostic accuracy is limited in both cases, the client with PFPS
is more likely to have pain on the medial or lateral patella facets versus the client with
patella tendinopathy (more likely to have tenderness on patella tendon, inferior
patella pole, or tendon insertion into tibial tubercle).
Both conditions are likely to have relatively insidious onset of poorly localized pain
on the anterior aspect of the knee, pain with squatting, and pain with resisted knee
extension.
PFPS is more likely to have pain with prolonged sitting than is tendinopathy.
Special testing, in general, is of poor diagnostic ability to differentiate these
conditions.
The client with patella tendinopathy is more likely to have pain with isometric
contraction at full knee extension with initial contraction, but pain will likely
improve with repetition.
The client with PFPS is more likely to have pain with isometric contraction in knee
flexion at or greater than 30° knee flexion (where the patella contacts the trochlear
groove).

 

Knee Osteoarthritis

ICD-9: 715.16 (osteoarthrosis, localized, primary, lower leg)
ICD-10: M17.10 (unilateral primary osteoarthritis, unspecified knee)

Osteoarthritis (OA) of the knee is characterized by degeneration of the articular
cartilage, morphologic changes to the subchondral bone, and damage to the surrounding
soft tissue.199 These structural changes lead to joint pain, muscle weakness, reduced range
of motion, and joint instability.200, 201 As a result, most people with symptomatic knee OA
report difficulty with walking, stair climbing, rising from a car, or carrying heavy loads.202
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I. Client Interview
Subjective History

More likely in a client over the age of 50 years old.203, 204

Women over the age of 65 are twice as likely to have knee OA than men over the
same age.205

Female gender,206, 207 previous knee trauma,207 and older age207 were strong risk
factors for knee OA.
Body mass index is positively associated with knee OA.206, 207

Clients may have diffuse tenderness and morning stiffness for <30 minutes.208

Clients may complain of clicking and catching in knee, especially with activity.208

Mechanism of onset is typically insidious, unless client has a previous history of
trauma.208

Criteria for classification of osteoarthritis of the knee:203

Age > 50 years
Knee crepitus
Palpable bony enlargement
Bony tenderness to palpation
Morning stiffness that improves in less than 30 minutes
No palpable warmth of the synovium

If the client does not have three of these variables, this helps rule out (SN
95, −LR 0.07) the likelihood of knee OA.
>3 variables present in a client is less impressive for helping rule in (SP
69, +LR 3.1) knee OA.

Outcome Measures

The WOMAC, Physical Function subscale, and LEFS have demonstrated clinical
applicability in these clients, although they are highly influenced by client pain
levels.23, 24, 209, 210

Findings caution against the isolated use of self-report assessments of physical
function since change in pain level significantly affected change in self-report
measures of physical function.23, 24, 209

Diagnostic Imaging

Bone marrow lesions on MRI for clients with osteoarthritis have been associated with
pre-existing and future cartilage loss.211

Radiographic findings include joint space narrowing, bone sclerosis, periarticular
cysts, and osteophytes. Refer to chapter 6 for definition of OA according to Kellgren
and Lawrence.212

MRI is less helpful for ruling out (SN 83) than ruling in (SP 94) articular cartilage
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damage.38

II. Observation

Clients may ambulate with antalgic gait and have loss of ROM and general joint
effusion.3, 204

The knee may have a redness in appearance.204

III. Triage and Screening

All non-musculoskeletal causes, as well as causes from related joints, should be ruled
out.
If necessary, the Ottawa Knee Rules can help rule out (SN 100) fractures of the
knee.43

IV. Motion Tests

Clients have loss of ROM, typically in a capsular pattern.204, 213

Clients have limited joint mobility, especially with anterior and posterior glides of the
tibiofemoral joint.3, 208, 213

Clicking or catching may be noted with passive joint mobility testing.208

Impaired range of joint motion resulted in reduced functional status.214, 215

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Greater muscle strength, aerobic capacity, and standing balance were protective
factors for preventing deterioration of functional status.214, 215

VI. Special Tests

Diagnosis of knee OA is based predominantly on history, physical examination, and
diagnostic imaging.213

Composite physical examination: helps rule out (SN 94, −LR 0.06) and rule in (SP
94, +LR 15.7) OA.91

Composite physical examination: only helps rule in (SP 98, +LR 33.5) the potential
for an osteochondral lesion to exist.91

The clinician will want to rule out potential for meniscal or ligamentous tears
associated with knee OA.

VII. Palpation

Clients may have palpable bony enlargement, bony tenderness to palpation, and no
palpable warmth of the synovium.203
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Clients may have diffuse tenderness around knee.3, 208

The knee may be warm to palpation.204

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Pain and functional status seem to deteriorate slowly.215

Self-paced walk, stair test, timed up-and-go, and the 6 min walk have been suggested
as more complete measures of physical function for these clients.23, 24, 209, 210

Terwee and colleagues identified 26 performance-based tests; many represent
variations on the same theme. The most useful test was unable to be determined
because consensus is lacking on what activities and functional parameters should be
included.216

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Mobility for pain and limited motion, pain control, and exercise and conditioning
may be used.
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Conclusion

The knee joint has an interdependent mechanical and pain-generation relationship with
the entire lower extremity and trunk. Differential diagnosis of this joint requires careful
interpretation of the client’s clinical presentation. Clinicians should integrate best evidence
as suggested in this chapter as well as the systematic examination approach to minimize
further complicating the differential diagnosis of this region of the body. A systematic,
evidence-based funnel approach suggests to the practicing clinician the importance of all
components of the examination process. Additionally, it suggests that the clinician focus on
ruling out or screening for potential competing pathologies early in the examination process
and attempting to rule in or diagnose particular pathologies later in the examination
process. Utilization of a systematic screening process early in the examination funnels or
narrows down potential competing diagnoses that can then be more likely ruled in with
more SP findings or testing.
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Chapter 26
Lower Leg, Ankle, and Foot

Shefali Christopher, PT, DPT, SCS, LAT, ATC
Michael P. Reiman, PT, DPT, OCS, SCS, ATC, FAAOMPT, CSCS

The lower leg, ankle, and foot are the most distal joints in the body and are important
to evaluate because they can influence the knee, hip, and other proximal structures, and
vice versa. The foot and ankle have the unique function of being both stable and flexible to
assist with function. The functions of the foot and ankle include adapting to uneven
terrain, absorbing ground reaction force, providing a stable base of support, and being rigid
enough for push-off. The lower leg, foot, and ankle are defined in this chapter as the tibia,
fibula, talus, calcaneus, cuneiforms, cuboid, navicular, metatarsals, phalanges, and their
joint articulations.

A systematic, evidence-based funnel approach suggests to the practicing clinician the
importance of all components of the examination process. This chapter provides
information on client interview, observation, triage and screening, motion tests, muscle
performance tests, special tests, palpation, and physical performance tests as well as
common orthopedic conditions specific to the lower leg, foot, and ankle. With the help of
this funnel, clinicians can collect pertinent information that will help them put their clients
in an appropriate treatment-based classification group and address impairments.
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Clinically Applied Anatomy

The lower leg, ankle, and foot involve a complex relationship of multiple bones and
joints. This complexity is further compounded by the fact that the entire lower leg is a
continuation, functionally, of the pelvic girdle, hip, and knee (figure 26.1). Movements at
the proximal and distal lower extremities have been suggested to contribute to dysfunction
at the other area. Pain and osteoarthritis at the knee and foot have been linked to problems
with foot structure.1, 2
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Figure 26.1 Relationship of pelvic girdle and distal lower extremity.

 

The lower leg consists of two primary bones, the tibia and fibula. The tibia is the
second largest bone and is a weight-bearing bone. The fibula is used mostly in stability and
muscle attachments. These two bones articulate proximally at the proximal tibiofibular
joint and distally at the distal tibiofibular joints. Distally these bones are connected via the
dense syndesmotic tissue between them, and are called the syndesmotic joint. The stability
of the syndesmosis is provided by the fibula, since it sits in the anterior and posterior tibial
processes.3 The anteroinferior tibiofibular ligament, the posteroinferior tibiofibular
ligament, the inferior transverse ligament, the interosseous ligament, and the deep portion
of the deltoid ligament add to the stability of the joint.3 There is limited movement at both
of these joints; however, the fibula moves during gait to accommodate the talus.

The ankle joint consists of three primary joints (figure 26.2). The joint traditionally
thought of as the ankle joint is the talocrural joint. This joint is an articulation of the distal
tibia (concave) and the superior portion of the talus (convex). This is a uniaxial synovial
hinge joint whose primary motions are plantarflexion and dorsiflexion. The joint is
surrounded by the strong deltoid ligament medially and the weaker lateral ligaments
(anterior talofibular ligaments [ATFL], posterior talofibular ligaments [PTFL] and
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calcaneofibular ligament [CFL]; figure 26.3) on the lateral portion of the ankle. The
anterior talofibular ligament requires the lowest maximal load to produce failure to the
lateral ligaments, although it has the highest strain to failure of the group.4 The joint
congruency also provides stability to the joint. The two primary reasons medial ankle
sprains are infrequent are the strength of the deltoid ligament as well as how the fibula
extends farther than the tibia distally. The ankle joint sustains the greatest load per surface
area of any joint in the body.5
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Figure 26.2 Distal tibiofibular, talocrural, and subtalar joints.
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Figure 26.3 Lateral and medial ligaments of the foot and ankle.

 

The subtalar joint is a diarthrodial joint consisting of the calcaneus and talus. This joint
produces the triplanar motions of pronation and supination (figure 26.4). Open kinetic
chain pronation at the subtalar joint consists of calcaneal eversion in the frontal plane,
abduction in the transverse plane, and dorsiflexion in the sagittal plane. Open kinetic chain
supination at the subtalar joint consists of calcaneal inversion in the frontal plane,
adduction in the transverse plane, and plantarflexion in the sagittal plane. Closed chain
pronation at the subtalar joint consists of calcaneal eversion, talar plantarflexion and
adduction, and tibial internal rotation. Closed chain supination at the subtalar joint
consists of calcaneal inversion, talar dorsiflexion and abduction, and tibial external rotation.
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Figure 26.4 Motions of the subtalar joint: neutral, pronation, and supination.

 

The ankle and foot region includes multiple bones, joint articulations, and complex
movements. The foot (figure 26.5) is typically functionally divided into the rearfoot,
midfoot, and forefoot. The rearfoot consists of the subtalar joint, the midfoot is made up of
the tarsal bones (navicular, cuboid, and the three cuneiforms), and the forefoot consists of
the five metatarsals and their phalanges. The commonly described first ray is the first
metatarsal, which articulates with the first cuneiform. The fifth ray is the fifth metatarsal.
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Figure 26.5 Bones of the foot and ankle.

 

The primary function of the rearfoot is to convert the torque of the lower limb,
influence the functioning of the foot and forefoot, as well as convert transverse rotation of
the lower extremity to sagittal, frontal, and transverse plane movements. The midfoot
transfers motion from the rearfoot to the forefoot and provides stability as the forefoot
manipulates terrain, even or uneven.6 The long bones of the foot are the metatarsals. Their
articulations are in the forefoot. These joints are the tarsometatarsal and
metatarsophalangeal joints.

The arches of the foot consist of the medial longitudinal arch, the lateral longitudinal
arch, and the transverse arch (figure 26.6). The medial longitudinal arch’s apex is the
navicular, and its height is often measured to determine pathology locally and globally. The
lateral longitudinal arch is on the lateral side, with the apex being the cuboid. The
transverse arch runs transversely.
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Figure 26.6 Medial, lateral, and transverse arches of the foot.

 

Critical Clinical Pearls

The medial longitudinal arch is important for the following reasons:

A high or low arch may indicate pathology, such as with plantar fasciitis.
Arch is elevated during terminal stance to enable windlass mechanism.
Measurement of arch height using navicular height, navicular position test, or arch
ratio can provide the clinician with objective information that can help with
evaluation and treatment of a variety of pathologies.
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Client Interview

This interview is typically the first encounter the clinician will have with the client. As
previously discussed in chapter 5, this component of the examination can provide the
clinician with a significant amount of information relevant to the probability of the client’s
presenting diagnosis. For purposes of this text, the interview is described relative to each
body part or section, but it generally includes subjective reports by the client, as well as
findings from their outcome measures. Also included in this section is radiographic
imaging. While clinicians should avoid biasing their examination by interpreting findings
of radiographic imaging prior to seeing the client (in most cases without concerns for red
flags and major medical-related issues), this point in the examination is most likely where
clinicians will encounter radiographic imaging. Additionally, in some instances, clinicians
must interpret radiographic imaging early in the examination to rule out serious pathology
prior to continuing with other components of the examination sequence.

Subjective

The subjective history should be initiated with broad, open-ended questions that help
the clinician gather pertinent information. The client should be encouraged to describe the
concordant pain with a history of where the pain started and what the mechanism of injury
was. As stated in chapter 5, the clinician should ask questions that encourage the client to
provide information about whether the concordant pain has gotten progressively better or
worse, which activities and times of day influence the pain (worse and better), as well as
what kind of pain the client is experiencing (e.g., dull, achy, sharp, stabbing). When
looking at the lower leg, ankle, or foot, clinicians should include questions regarding
pertinent past medical history such as diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis, gout, osteoarthritis,
past pregnancies, and menstrual cycle, as well as musculoskeletal impairments and
problems, especially those pertaining to trunk, hip, and knee injuries.1 At times childhood
pathologies, such as clubfoot, may contribute to current impairments and thus must not be
missed during subjective history review.

When looking at the foot and ankle, the clinician should learn about the client’s
footwear preference because wearing poor footwear may significantly contribute to the
client’s pain and development of impairment.7, 8, 9 Further questioning should include
shoe type for daily use and whether the client wears inserts or any other orthotics or brace.
The age of and amount of mileage on the shoes and the orthotics may be pertinent because
many patients wear their orthotics and shoes too long. This results in breakdown of the
supportive capabilities, which is individualized depending on the forces put through it as
well as materials used. The footwear assessment form (figure 26.7) could also be a helpful
tool in collecting this information.10 Questions about the client’s occupation may be
pertinent if they stand for long periods of time, as well as what shoes they wear to work and
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what kind of surface they stand on at work.6
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Figure 26.7 Comprehensive footwear assessment tool.
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Reprinted from C.J. Barton, D. Bonanno, and H.B. Menz, 2009, “Development and evaluation of a tool for the
assessment of footwear characteristics,” Journal of Foot Ankle Research 23: 2:10. doi: 10.1186/1757-1146-2-10

 

For the athletic population, other considerations include history of weight loss or
weight gain, what athletic activities they perform and the shoe they perform them in, how
long they have been performing the athletic activity and on what surface, what their
workouts typically consist of (distance vs. speed), if they participate in any dynamic warm-
up before or static stretching after, as well as whether they are training for any race in the
near future. Understanding the client’s goal for coming to physical therapy is of utmost
importance, since it could be an area of motivation or lack of compliance with the
prescribed home exercise program.6
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Outcome Measures

A variety of outcome measures are used for the lower leg, foot, and ankle. This section
lists some available outcome measures and the pathologies that they have been utilized for.

The Foot and Ankle Ability Measure (FAAM) is the only outcome measure validated in
a physical therapy setting for plantar fasciitis clients. It consists of a 21-item activity of daily
living (ADL) subscale and an 8-item sports subscale. The test–retest reliability was 0.89 and
0.87 for the ADL and sports subscales, respectively. The minimally clinically important
difference for the FAAM was 8 points for the ADL subscale and 9 points for the sports
subscale.11

The Foot and Ankle Disability Index (FADI) assesses activities of daily living, and the
FADI Sport assesses sport-related tasks that are more difficult. Hale and Hertel12 tested the
reliability and sensitivity of the FADI and FADI Sport in young adults with chronic ankle
instability (CAI) and concluded that the FADI and FADI Sport tools were reliable in
detecting the functional limitations of subjects with CAI (intraclass correlation coefficient
[ICC] after 1 week was 0.89 and 0.84). The tools were sensitive to differences between
healthy subjects and subjects with CAI as well as to improvements after rehabilitation of
subjects. After 4 weeks of rehabilitation, they saw significant score increase, showing the
responsiveness of the scale.

The Foot Function Index (FFI) has 23 items that measure pain, disability, and activity
restriction. The score is based on a visual analogue scale.13, 14 It is a validated and reliable
instrument for people with rheumatoid arthritis and has been seen to be sensitive to
change.13, 15 The FFI was also a reliable tool for measuring outcomes of foot and ankle
surgery. Landorf and Radford16 reported that the minimal important difference for the FFI
for pain was an improvement of 12 points and for disability was an improvement of 7
points. Minimal detectable difference of the total score was 7.

The Ankle Osteoarthritis Scale was modified from the FFI and was seen to be a valid
and reliable tool for measuring symptoms and disability in patients with ankle osteoarthritis
(OA).17

Despite the fact that the Lower Extremity Functional Scale (LEFS) is not foot specific,
it is often used in practice due to its reliability, validity, and 90% confidence interval of
minimal detectable change.18, 19 It is comprised of 20 items and is scored on a 0 to 4 scale,
with 0 being unable to perform and 4 being not difficult.

Diagnostic Imaging

An accurate diagnosis is important because it initiates a treatment plan that will get a
person back to 100% function or back to playing sport. Correct use of imaging modalities
may be critical to this process. Table 26.1 highlights the diagnostic accuracy of several
imaging modalities for different foot and ankle pathologies.
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Radiographs

Sesamoiditis, spiral fibular fractures (figure 26.8), turf toe, stress fractures (initially
shows no injury but pain and symptoms; figure 26.9), Lisfranc fracture (figure 26.10), or
midfoot injuries and ankle sprains (if indicated by the Ottawa Ankle Rules) are some
common foot and ankle pathologies where radiographs are used.28
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Figure 26.8 Spiral fibular fractures, occurring at the level of the syndesmosis. There may be
an associated injury to the deltoid-medial malleolus complex.
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Figure 26.9 Radiographs of the right foot that show focal periosteal reaction and callous
formation about the right third metatarsal diaphysis, helping to show the exact location of

this stress fracture.
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Figure 26.10 Oblique radiograph of the left foot shows a fracture of the base of the 2nd
metatarsal and dislocation of bases of the 3rd to 5th metatarsals at the tarsometatarsal joints

consistent with fracture or dislocation at the Lisfranc joint.
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Ottawa Ankle Rules: The Ottawa Ankle Rules (OAR; figure 26.11) were
prospectively derived (N = 750 patients), refined, and validated (N = 1,485). They
incorporate simple historical and physical findings that are well defined to determine
if clients require radiography of their ankle or foot following a traumatic injury.29

Radiographs are required only if the client has pain near the malleolus and one or
more of the following:29

Bone tenderness along the distal 6 cm of the posterior edge of the tibia or tip of
the medial malleolus
Bone tenderness along the distal 6 cm of the posterior edge of the fibula or tip
of the lateral malleolus
Inability to bear weight for four steps, both immediately after the injury and in
the emergency department
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Figure 26.11 Landmarks for Ottawa Ankle and Foot Rules.

 

Ottawa Foot Rules: Radiographs are required only if the client has pain in the
midfoot and one or more of the following:29

Bone tenderness at the base of the fifth metatarsal
Bone tenderness at the navicular bone
Inability to bear weight for four steps, both immediately after the injury and in
the emergency department

An intervention study30 demonstrated a 27% relative reduction in radiography rates in
the intervention hospital versus a 2% increase at the control hospital. For foot injuries, the
difference was a 14% relative reduction at the intervention hospital versus a 13% increase
at the control hospital. The study also found that clients spent approximately 36 minutes
less time in the emergency department without radiography and had similar levels of
patient satisfaction. Most importantly, there were no missed fractures using the rule, and
similar radiography rates remained at the intervention hospital 12 months after the study
concluded.

Bachmann and colleagues31 did a systematic review on the accuracy of the OAR and
concluded the pooled negative likelihood ratios (−LRs) for the ankle and midfoot were 0.08
and 0.08, respectively. The pooled sensitivity (SN) was 99.6 to 96.4 (combined
assessment), whereas the specificity (SP) was 26.3 (combined assessment). For children, the
pooled −LR was 0.07. The pooled SN was 99.6 when the rule was applied within 48 hours
of injury and SN was 96.4 when combining studies that included both foot and ankle.

Dowling and colleagues32 performed a meta-analysis looking at the accuracy of the
OAR for excluding fractures of the ankle and midfoot in children. The study concluded
that in children older than 5 years presenting with ankle and midfoot injuries, the OAR
was a reliable tool. The pooled SN was 98.5 with the pool estimate of X-ray reduction at
24.8%.

The Bernese Ankle Rules were developed to improve SP of the Ottawa Ankle Rules in
identifying fracture after midfoot trauma or low energy malleolar trauma. The exam is three
steps: indirect pressure 10 cm proximal to the fibular tip, direct medial malleolar stress, and
simultaneous compression of midfoot and hindfoot.33 The study was done in 354 patients
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who presented to the ER with the chief complaint of acute varus stress with the foot
extended. The SN was 100 and SP was 91, using radiographs as the reference standard.34

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is often used as a standard procedure for evaluating
and diagnosing morphologic changes in the ankle. Both ultrasound (US) and MRI were
equally sensitive in detecting the presence (or absence) of the muscle, tendon, and ligament
ankle injury, whereas US was less specific than MRI in detecting grade 3 or complete tear
injury.35 Thickening of the plantar fascia insertion more than 5 mm either on US or MRI
is suggestive of plantar fasciopathy.36 If a client complains of pain, instability, crepitus,
catching, or locking with little to no improvement after 4 to 6 weeks of nonsurgical
treatment for ankle sprain, an MRI is recommended for further diagnosing the presence of
osteochondral lesions.37

Computed Tomography

For tendon dislocation, entrapment, rupture or injury, and bone chip intercalation, Yu
and colleagues38 found an accuracy of 98.4 (SN 88.8, SP 98.1; 27 patients: 24 men and 8
women [5 subjects were lost to follow up in the study] with an average age of 43 years and
surgery as the reference standard) when using computed tomography (CT). Singh and
colleagues39 reported high diagnostic accuracy of using SPECT-CT for ankle and foot
pathology when a definitive clinical diagnosis could not be reached with exam and
radiography. They reported SN 95.5, SP 83, +LR 5.59, and −LR 0.06 (50 patients: 35
women and 15 men; average age 51.6 years). Guggenberger and colleagues23 compared
MRI to CT when looking at distinct traumatic bone marrow lesions of the ankle joint and
concluded that images constructed from CT had high SN and excellent negative predictive
value but moderate SP and low positive predictive value.

Ultrasound

Ultrasound is superior to MRI for diagnosis of plantar fibroma because small low-signal
lesions on MRI are similar to the normal plantar fascia signal. Ultrasound demonstrates low
echogenicity compared with the echogenic plantar fascia.36

Review of Systems

Refer to chapter 6 (Triage and Differential Diagnosis) for details on review of systems
relevant to the ankle and foot.
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Observation

Observation of the lower leg, foot, and ankle (LLFA) should include both weight-
bearing (WB) and non-weight-bearing (NWB) positions. With both positions, the clinician
should observe the client in their normal stance or posture without correction to ascertain
their most typical presentation. In the WB position, the clinician should observe for LLFA
posture statically and during gait due to the relationship between static foot posture and
mobility.40 Gait assessment is one of the most important parts of the LLFA exam, and it
can often give the clinician a sense of the client’s functional ability in WB.41 Clients may
have an altered heel toe progression to decrease weight bearing or painful dorsiflexion and
may adopt different compensations either in the foot or up the kinetic chain.42 More
information on gait assessment can be found in chapter 13.

The clinician should observe shoulder and pelvic height, spinal curvature, pelvic
rotation, femoral anteversion or retroversion (refer to chapter 14), amount of knee flexion
or extension, degree of valgus and varus of the knee and tibia, foot position, and navicular
drop in standing (refer to Special Tests section for methodology).42 Other things that are
important to observe are the following: subtalar pronation; tibial torsion; distal tibiofemoral
joint; rearfoot to leg orientation; forefoot to rearfoot orientation; degrees of pronation and
supination, both weight-bearing and non-weight-bearing; foot deviations such as pes
planus, pes cavus, talipes equinus or talipes equinovarus, and hallux valgus; degree of toe
out; forefoot equinus; talar bulge; condition of nails and toes; edema, bruising, or swelling;
calluses; vasomotor or circulatory changes; shoes and shoe wear; and skin health (dryness,
sweating, or perfusion).1

Observing the foot and ankle mechanics during functional tasks such as walking, stair
climbing, and performing a single-leg squat and step-down can provide valuable
information for the clinician. Plantar load distribution during these functional tasks is an
important observational measurement as increased pain has been seen to correlate with
increased plantar loading.1 These functional tests can also be used to evaluate balance and
proprioception.43, 44

Here are some common deformities, deviations, and injuries to the LLFA. For common
observation tests and measures, refer to the Special Tests section.

Hammer toe: flexion contracture of the plantar surface of the proximal
interphalangeal (PIP) with a mild associated contracture of the metatarsophalangeal
(MTP) joint (figure 26.12).6
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Figure 26.12 Hammer toe.

 

Mallet toe: flexion deformity of the distal interphalangeal joint with plantar
contracture.6

Claw toe: hyperextension of the MTP joints and flexion of the PIP and distal
interphalangeal (DIP) joints (figure 26.13). This is a more advance contracture of the
intrinsic muscles and capsules, which can be associated with pes cavus, muscle
pathology to lumbricales or interosseous muscles, or neurologic pathology.6
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Figure 26.13 Claw toe.

 

Bunion: Hallux valgus formed by the first metatarsal bone and the proximal phalanx
of the hallux.265

Bunionette (tailor’s bunion): painful prominence on the lateral aspect of the fifth
metatarsal head due to bony enlargement of the head itself; increased intermetatarsal
angle; bowing of the fifth metatarsal; or posttraumatic, iatrogenic, or inflammatory
arthropathy; or due to extrinsic factors such as footwear or working position.
Depending on the symptoms, the client could conservatively treat this deformity;
however, if that fails, surgical treatment should be performed.45

Pes planus: flat footedness, can be flexible or rigid.
Helbing’s sign: a curving inward of the Achilles tendon that happens most often
with flat footedness.
Pes cavus: foot has a high arch, which results in limited weight bearing on the
plantar aspect of the foot and, in turn, pressure placed on the heel and metatarsal
heads.46

Pump bump: Haglund’s deformity (figure 26.14) is the bony enlargement on the
back of the heel, which can develop bursitis.
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Figure 26.14 Haglund’s deformity.

 

Equinus deformity (talipes equinus): limited dorsiflexion (lack of 10°); may be due
to contracture of gastrocnemius or soleus muscle groups or due to trauma,
inflammatory disease, or spasticity structural bone deformities. Clients with this
deformity may have symptoms of medial arch pain, posterior leg pain, plantar heel
pain, talonavicular pain, lateral ankle sprains, or metatarsalgia.47

Clubfoot: includes a wide range of deformities, most of which involve the heel
(figure 26.15). Talipes equinovarus is the most common. Two categories are present:
flexible or resistant form. The flexible form can be treated conservatively with
orthotics and footwear modifications. The resistant form requires surgery due to the
presence of stiffness.6 (Refer to chapter 29, Pediatric Examination, for more detail on
clubfoot.)
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Figure 26.15 Clubfoot.

 

Hindfoot varus (subtalar varus): most common abnormality. Inversion of the
calcaneus when subtalar joint is neutral.
Hindfoot valgus: eversion of the calcaneus when subtalar joint is neutral.6

Forefoot valgus: when the plane of the metatarsal head is in an everted or valgus
position. All of the metatarsal heads may be everted, or the first metatarsal head may
be plantar flexed while the second to fifth lie in the correct plane.6

Forefoot varus: inversion of the forefoot on the rearfoot when the subtalar joint is
neutral.48 Garbalosa and colleagues found a mean of 8° of forefoot varus in studies of
120 healthy subjects, showing that a certain amount of varus may be characteristic of
a healthy population.49

Metatarsus adductus (hooked forefoot): adduction of the five metatarsals at the
tarsometatarsal joints, in the transverse plane.
Morton’s metatarsalgia (interdigital neuroma): Entrapment of the interdigital nerve
occurs as the nerve passes on the plantar aspect of the transverse intermetatarsal
ligament where it is vulnerable to a traction injury and compression during repetitive
toe-rise or toe-off phase in running. The third interdigital nerve is most commonly
involved and can be found between the third and fourth metatarsal heads. Clients
will often report forefoot burning, cramping, numbness in the toes of the involved
interspace, and tingling; they may also report proximal radiation into the foot.
Diagnosis can be made through physical exam; however, ultrasound and MRI can aid
this. With footwear modifications, orthosis, injections, sclerosing and steroids, this
can be treated nonoperatively; however, if these methods fail, conservative treatment
nerve decompression or a neurectomy may surgically help symptoms.50

Hallux rigidus: Decreased dorsiflexion of the first MTP joint and pain and swelling
in the posterior aspect of the joint51 are usually due to osteochondritis dissecans
(OCD) or localized articular disorder in adolescents and generalized degenerative
arthritis in adults.6

Morton’s foot: This short first metatarsal with long second metatarsal leads to
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increased loading of second metatarsal head and callus formation.
Tarsal coalition: This is a connection of two bones of the mid- or rearfoot, either a
fibrous, cartilaginous, or bony connection (figure 26.16). Plane radiographs assist
with diagnosing it, since it is difficult to diagnose such malformations during the
physical exam.6 Clients may complain of vague pain with insidious onset in the
rearfoot or midfoot or of frequent ankle sprains.52
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Figure 26.16 Tarsal coalition.

© MedPix

 

Os trigonum: This separation of the secondary center of the lateral tubercle from the
remainder of the posterior talus (figure 26.17) is due to either repeated microtrauma
during development or a fracture that has not united. The client will report pain
during passive plantarflexion between the Achilles tendon and the lateral malleolus.53
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Figure 26.17 Os trigonum.
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Triage and Screening

Triage and screening is a necessary component of the examination process to complete
prior to continuing with the examination. Ruling out serious pathology (refer to chapter 6,
Triage and Differential Diagnosis) and pain generation from other related (or close-
proximity) structures assists the clinician in more accurately determining the necessity of
continuing with the other examination components to identify the actual source of the
client’s pain. Additionally, clinicians should implement strong screening tests (tests of high
SN and low –LR) at this point in the examination to narrow down the competing
diagnoses of the respective body region (lower leg, ankle, or foot in this case) when this is
applicable.

Ruling Out Serious Pathology: Red Flags

At this point, the clinician must decide whether or not to continue with the
examination. The clinician should determine whether to continue examining the client or
to potentially refer them to a physician at this stage of the examination procedure. A careful
subjective history and observation of the client will help the clinician with the triage
process.

Tests for fractures and stress fractures include the following:

Ottawa Ankle Rules: for screening or diagnosing the ankle fracture
Pooled SN 96.4–99.6 (combined assessment), pooled SP 26.3 (combined
assessment); −LR 0.08
For children, pooled −LR was 0.07. The pooled SN 99.6 < 48 hours post
injury was SN 96.4 when combining studies that included both the foot and
ankle.

Bernese Ankle Rules: indirect malleolar stress test
SN 100, SP 91, using radiographs as the reference standard34

Tuning Fork
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Figure 26.18

 

 

Client Position

Supine with the lower extremities relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the side of the lower extremity to be assessed, directly the facing client
 

Movement

The clinician places a stethoscope on the fibular head. The clinician taps and places the
tuning fork on the lateral malleolus.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a diminished or absent sound.
 

Statistics

Placement over bony landmark: SN 83, SP 80, +LR 4.2, −LR 0.21, QUADAS 6, in a
study of 37 clients (19 men, 18 women) with various locations and types of fractures,
using a reference standard of radiography54
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Placement (stethoscope) over swelling area: SN 83, SP 92, +LR 10.4, −LR 0.2, in the
same study54

SN 75, SP 67, +LR 2.3, −LR 0.3, QUADAS 9, in a study of 52 clients with a history
and physical examination suggestive of tibial stress fracture, using bone scan as a
reference standard55

 

Plantar Percussion Test

Client Position

Sitting or supine with foot in dorsiflexion
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the side of the lower extremity to be assessed, directly facing the client
 

Movement

The client extends the toes to full range of motion. The clinician taps the region
plantar/volar surface between the 2nd and 3rd metatarsal heads.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of neurological findings, such as tingling.
 

Statistics

SN 62, QUADAS 7, in a study of 116 feet (76 treated operatively for Morton’s
neuroma and 40 feet with different pathologies; mean age 51 ± 12 years; 60 women; mean
duration of symptoms not reported [NR]), using MRI as a reference standard56

 

Foot Squeeze Test (Morton’s Test)
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Client Position

Sitting or supine
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the side of the lower extremity to be assessed, directly facing the client
 

Movement

The clinician applies a squeeze to the metatarsal heads from lateral to medial toward the
midline.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if the client’s symptoms are reproduced.
 

Statistics

SN 88, QUADAS 7, in a study of 116 feet (76 treated operatively for Morton’s
neuroma and 40 feet with different pathologies; mean age 51 ± 12 years; 60 women; mean
duration of symptoms NR), using MRI as a reference standard56

 

Web Space Tenderness

Client Position

Sitting or supine
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the side of the lower extremity to be assessed, directly facing the client
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Movement

The clinician applies a force between the 2nd and 3rd metatarsals using the tip or side
of their thumb.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if the client’s symptoms are reproduced.
 

Statistics

SN 95, QUADAS 7, in a study of 116 feet (76 treated operatively for Morton’s
neuroma and 40 feet with different pathologies; mean age 51 ± 12 years; 60 women; mean
duration of symptoms NR), using MRI as a reference standard56

 

Ruling Out Pain Generation From Other Related Structures

Once red flags are ruled out, an efficient way to begin to differentiate the many
potential pain referral sources is through the lower quarter screening examination. The
traditional lower quarter screen consists of testing dermatomes, myotomes, deep tendon
reflexes, and possible upper motor involvement. The clinician should differentially diagnose
the potential contribution of the sacroiliac joint and pelvic girdle, lumbar spine, hip and
knee (whichever are relevant) as the primary pain generator for the client’s pain in the lower
leg, ankle, or foot. Screening tests for these areas are employed to limit the extent of the
differential diagnosis for pathology contributing to the client’s pain. A systematic approach
to ruling out these other areas is suggested. The key points of this approach are listed here.
Refer to chapters 19 (Lumbar Spine) and 20 (Sacroiliac Joint and Pelvic Girdle) for greater
detail regarding these examination procedures.

Rule Out the Lumbar Spine

The following section lists suggested special tests for ruling out the lumbar spine as a
potential pain generator for the client with presentation of pain in the lower leg, ankle, or
foot. The details of each of these tests can be found in chapter 19.

Radiculopathy or Discogenic-Related Pathology
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This is ruled out with a combination of range of motion (ROM) and special tests
assessments.

Repeated Motions (ROM)

Centralization and peripheralization: 5-20 reps
SN 92 (NR), SP 64 (NR), +LR 2.6, −LR 0.12 , QUADAS 1257

SN 40 (28-54), SP 94 (73-99), +LR 6.7, −LR 0.64, QUADAS 1358

Special Tests

Straight leg raise test
SN 97 (NR), SP 57 (NR), +LR 2.3, −LR 0.05, QUADAS 1059

Pooled analysis: SN 92 (87-95), SP 28 (18-40), +LR 2.9, −LR 0.29 60

Slump test
SN 83 (NR), SP 55 (NR), +LR 1.8, −LR 0.32, QUADAS 1161

Facet Joint Dysfunction

This is ruled out with the seated extension–rotation test. As noted in the lumbar spine
chapter, facet joint dysfunction is ruled in with posterior-to-anterior spinal joint-play
assessments eliciting stiffness and concordant pain.

Seated extension–rotation: SN 100 (NR), SP 22 (NR), +LR 1.3, −LR 0.0, QUADAS
1162

Rule Out SI Joint Dysfunction

The following section lists suggested special tests to utilize for the purpose of ruling out
the sacroiliac joint (SIJ) as a potential pain generator for the client with presentation of
lower leg, ankle, and foot pain. The details of each of these tests can be found in chapter
20.

Pain provocation cluster testing:63 SN 91 (62-98), SP 83 (68-96), +LR 6.97, −LR
0.11, QUADAS 13
Thigh thrust test: SN 88 (64-97), SP 69 (47-82), +LR 2.80, −LR 0.18, QUADAS
1264

Rule Out Hip Joint Dysfunction

Hip ROM limitations should be ruled out in all planes (see chapter 24). Intra-articular
hip joint involvement is ruled out with the flexion-adduction-internal rotation (FADDIR)
test:
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Pooled SN 94 (88-97), SP 8 (2-20), +LR 1.02, −LR 0.48, across four studies with
128 clients (MRA reference standard)65

Pooled SN 99 (95-100), SP 7 (0-34), +LR 1.06, −LR 0.15, across two studies with
157 clients (arthroscopy reference standard)65

Additionally, as with any joint, clearing AROM with or without overpressure is
necessary. AROM of all motions as per the lower quarter screen described in chapter 7
should be implemented. In order to fully clear the lumbar spine, SI joint, or hip joint, full
AROM (with overpressure if pain-free) must be present.

Sensitive Tests: Knee

The following section lists suggested special tests for ruling out the knee joint as a
potential pain generator for the client with presentation of lower leg, ankle, and foot pain.
The details of each of these tests can be found in chapter 25.

Ottawa Knee Rules for screening or diagnosing knee fracture
Pooled analysis: SN 99 (93-100), SP 49 (43-51), +LR 1.9, −LR 0.02, across six
studies with 4,249 adult clients (radiography reference standard)66

SN 100 (96-100), SP 52 (49-55), +LR 2.1, −LR 0.01 for identifying fractures
of the knee and allowing clinicians to reduce the use of radiography in clients
with acute knee injuries67

Deep Venous Thrombosis

See chapter 6 (Triage and Differential Diagnosis) for details on deep venous
thrombosis.

Additionally, as with any joint, clearing AROM with or without overpressure is
necessary. In order to fully clear the lower leg, ankle, and foot, full AROM (with
overpressure if pain-free) must be present. Details in this regard are described in the
following section.
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Motion Tests

Motion assessment is a very important aspect of the examination for the orthopedic
client. Motion dysfunction can be used to differentiate contractile versus non-contractile
tissue (see chapter 9). Assessment of end-feel, potential capsular patterns, and ROM norm
values can give the clinician an appreciation of the potential impairments for the
orthopedic client they are assessing. Active ROM, PROM, and joint-play assessments are
necessary to determine not only the presence or absence of joint dysfunction but also the
precise aspects of the motion that are dysfunctional. Table 26.2 identifies the close-packed
and resting capsular positions, as well as ROM and end-feel for the lower leg, ankle, and
foot.
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Passive and Active ROMs

Passive accessory motion assessment is essential in determining the potential for joint-
play dysfunction in the joints being examined. The following section details individual
component assessments of passive joint mobility for the lower leg, foot, and ankle joints.

Ample evidence supports the intrarater reliability of dorsiflexion range of motion
measurements (reported intraclass correlation coefficient [ICC] for active assessment varies
from 0.64 to 0.92; ICC for passive assessment varies from 0.74 to 0.98). Some evidence
supports interrater reliability with reported ICC varying from 0.29 to 0.81.68

Critical Clinical Pearls

When performing PROM of the midtarsal joints (talonavicular, calcaneocuboid joints),
keep the following in mind:
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The longitudinal axis is 15° from the transverse plane in the sagittal plane and 9°
from the sagittal plane in the transverse plane.
Motion along the longitudinal axis is rotational inversion and eversion.
The oblique axis is 52° from the transverse plane in the sagittal plane and 57° from
the sagittal plane in the transverse plane.
Motion along the oblique axis is forefoot dorsiflexion and abduction, forefoot
plantarflexion and adduction.

 

Talocrural Dorsiflexion

Client Position

Sitting with the distal leg off the edge of the table, foot in neutral inversion or eversion
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the lateral aspect of the lateral malleolus and
aligns the proximal arm with the lateral midline of the fibula and the distal arm parallel to
the lateral aspect of the fifth metatarsal.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s distal tibia with their proximal hand and grasps the
client’s foot with their distal hand. The clinician then passively moves the client’s foot into
dorsiflexion to end range (end-feel is firm due to tension in the posterior capsule and
Achilles tendon). This motion can be performed similarly actively by the client (without
assistance from the clinician). Active range of motion should be performed prior to PROM
to determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
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Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Talocrural Plantarflexion

Client Position

Sitting with the distal leg off the edge of the table, foot in neutral inversion or eversion
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the lateral aspect of the lateral malleolus and
aligns the proximal arm with the lateral midline of the fibula and the distal arm parallel to
the lateral aspect of the fifth metatarsal.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s distal tibia with their proximal hand and grasps the
client’s foot with their distal hand. The clinician then passively moves the client’s foot into
plantarflexion to end range (end-feel is firm due to tension of anterior capsule and anterior
musculature and ligaments). This motion can be performed similarly actively by the client
(without assistance from the clinician). Active range of motion should be performed prior
to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
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Tarsal Joint Inversion

Client Position

Sitting with the distal leg off the edge of the table, foot in neutral inversion or eversion
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the anterior aspect of the client’s ankle midway
between the medial and lateral malleoli and aligns the proximal arm with the midline of the
anterior leg and tibial tuberosity and the distal arm with the second metatarsal of the foot.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s distal leg with one hand to prevent lower leg internal
and external rotation. With the other hand, the clinician passively moves the client’s foot
into plantarflexion and adduction, and turns the sole of the foot into supination, producing
eversion to end range (end-feel is firm due to tension in the joint capsule and ligamentous
structures). This motion can be performed similarly actively by the client (without
assistance from the clinician). Active range of motion should be performed prior to PROM
to determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Tarsal Joint Eversion
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Client Position

Sitting with the distal leg off the edge of the table, foot in neutral inversion or eversion
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the anterior aspect of the client’s ankle midway
between the medial and lateral malleoli and aligns the proximal arm with the midline of the
anterior leg and tibial tuberosity and the distal arm with the second metatarsal of the foot.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s distal leg with one hand to prevent lower-leg internal
and external rotation. With the other hand, the clinician passively moves the foot into
dorsiflexion and abduction, and turns the lateral side of the foot into pronation, producing
eversion to end range (end-feel may be hard due to contact of calcaneus and sinus tarsi or it
may be firm due to tension in the joint capsule and deltoid ligament). This motion can be
performed similarly actively by the client (without assistance from the clinician). Active
range of motion should be performed prior to PROM to determine the client’s willingness
to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Subtalar Joint (Rearfoot) Inversion

Client Position
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Prone on table, hip and knee in neutral and foot off the edge of the table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the posterior aspect of the client’s ankle
midway between the medial and lateral malleoli and aligns the proximal arm with the
midline of posterior lower leg and the distal arm with the midline of the posterior
calcaneus.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the distal tibia and fibula with one hand. With the other hand,
the clinician moves the client’s calcaneus into adduction and rotates it into supination,
producing inversion to end range (end-feel is firm due to the tension of the lateral joint
capsule and ligaments). This motion can be performed similarly actively by the client
(without assistance from the clinician). Active range of motion should be performed prior
to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Subtalar Joint (Rearfoot) Eversion

Client Position

Prone on table, with the hip and knee in neutral and the foot off the edge of the table
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Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the posterior aspect of the client’s ankle
midway between medial and lateral malleoli and aligns the proximal arm with the midline
of the posterior lower leg and the distal arm with the midline of the posterior calcaneus.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s distal tibia and fibula with one hand. With the other
hand, the clinician moves the client’s calcaneus into abduction and rotates it into
pronation, producing inversion to end range (end-feel is hard due to contact between
calcaneus and sinus tarsi, or may be firm due to the tension of the deltoid ligament). This
motion can be performed similarly actively by the client (without assistance from the
clinician). Active range of motion should be performed prior to PROM to determine the
client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Metatarsophalangeal Joint Flexion

Client Position

Supine or sitting, with the foot in neutral dorsiflexion or plantarflexion and inversion
or eversion
 
 

Clinician Position
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Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the dorsal/anterior aspect of the MTP joint
and aligns the proximal arm with the medial midline of the first metatarsal and the distal
arm with the medial midline of the proximal phalanx of the first toe. If a toe goniometer is
not available, the clinician can use a small goniometer with the medial side of the MTP
joint as the fulcrum.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the first metatarsal with one hand, while the other hand
passively moves the big toe into flexion (or downward, avoiding interphalangeal flexion) to
end range (end-feel is firm due to tension in the dorsal/anterior joint capsule and
ligaments). This motion can be performed similarly actively by the client (without
assistance from the clinician). Active range of motion should be performed prior to PROM
to determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Metatarsophalangeal Joint Extension

Client Position

Supine or sitting, with the foot in neutral dorsiflexion or plantarflexion and inversion
or eversion
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
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Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the dorsal/anterior aspect of MTP joint and
aligns the proximal arm with the medial midline of the first metatarsal and the distal arm
with the medial midline of the proximal phalanx of the first toe. If a toe goniometer is not
available, the clinician can use a small goniometer with the medial side of the MTP joint as
the fulcrum.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the first metatarsal with one hand, while the other hand
passively moves the big toe into extension (or upward, avoiding interphalangeal extension)
to end range (end-feel is firm due to tension in the plantar/posterior joint capsule and
muscles). This motion can be performed similarly actively by the client (without assistance
from the clinician). Active range of motion should be performed prior to PROM to
determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Metatarsophalangeal Joint Abduction

Client Position

Supine or sitting, with the foot in neutral dorsiflexion or plantarflexion and inversion
or eversion
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
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Goniometer Alignment

The clinician positions the fulcrum over the dorsal/anterior aspect of the MTP joint
and aligns the proximal arm with the dorsal/ anterior midline of the metatarsal and the
distal arm with the dorsal/ anterior midline of the proximal phalanx.
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the first metatarsal with one hand and uses the other hand to
passively move the client’s phalanx laterally away from midline (into abduction) to end
range (end-feel is firm due to tension of the joint capsule and collateral ligaments). This
motion can be performed similarly actively by the client (without assistance from the
clinician). Active range of motion should be performed prior to PROM to determine the
client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Interphalangeal Joint Motions

A finger or toe goniometer is required for these measurements.
 

Client Position

Supine or sitting, with the foot in neutral dorsiflexion or plantarflexion and inversion
or eversion
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Goniometer Alignment
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The clinician positions the fulcrum over the dorsal/anterior aspect of the joint to be
assessed and aligns the proximal arm over the dorsal/anterior aspect of the bone proximal to
joint and the distal arm over the dorsal/anterior aspect of the bone distal to the joint.
 

Movement

The clinician’s proximal hand stabilizes the client’s foot proximally to the joint while
the other hand moves the bone distal to the joint into flexion to end range (end-feel is firm
due to tension in the capsule and soft tissues). This motion can be performed similarly
actively by the client (without assistance from the clinician). Active range of motion should
be performed prior to PROM to determine the client’s willingness to move and so on.
 

Assessment

Clinician assesses for amount of ROM, end-feel, quality of the movement, client
response, potential difference between AROM and PROM, and so on.
 

Passive Accessories

Passive accessory motion assessment is essential for determining the potential for joint-
play dysfunction in the joints being examined. The following section details distinct
component assessments of passive joint mobility for the lower leg, ankle, and foot.

Proximal Tibiofibular Joint Posterior Glide
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Figure 26.19

 

 

Client Position

Supine on table with the knee slightly flexed for comfort
 

Clinician Position

Standing facing the client at the client’s side to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the medial proximal tibia (anteriorly).
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The heel of the clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) purchases the anterior surface
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of the fibular head. With their assessing hand, the clinician glides the fibula in a posterior
direction along the plane of the joint.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Proximal Tibiofibular Joint Anterior Glide
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Figure 26.20

 

 

Client Position

Prone on the table with the knee slightly flexed for comfort
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s side to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (left as shown) purchases the medial proximal tibia (posteriorly).
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The heel of the clinician’s assessing hand (right as shown) purchases the posterior
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surface of the fibular head. The clinician uses their assessing hand to glide the fibula in an
anterior direction along the plane of the joint.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Distal Tibiofibular Joint Posterior Glide
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Figure 26.21

 

 

Client Position

Supine on the table, with the knee to be assessed slightly flexed for comfort (if desired)
and the opposite knee bent to assist the clinician’s position
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s ankle to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the medial distal portion of tibia (anteriorly).
 

Movement and Direction of Force
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The heel of the clinician’s assessing hand (right as shown) purchases the anterior surface
of the distal fibula. Using their assessing hand, the clinician glides the fibula in a posterior
direction along the plane of the joint.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Distal Tibiofibular Anterior Glide
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Figure 26.22

 

 

Client Position

Prone on table
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s ankle to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (left as shown) purchases the medial distal portion of tibia (posteriorly).
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The heel of the clinician’s assessing hand (right as shown) purchases the posterior
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surface of the distal fibula. Using their assessing hand, the clinician glides the fibula in an
anterior direction along the plane of the joint.
 

Distal Tibiofibular Superior Glide
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Figure 26.23

 

 

Client Position

Supine on table, with the opposite knee bent if desired
 

Clinician Position

Sitting at the distal end of the client’s ankle to be assessed, directly facing client
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the distal portion of the tibia (inferiorly).
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The heel of the clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) purchases the inferior surface
of the distal fibula. Using their assessing hand, the clinician glides the fibula in a superior
direction along the plane of the joint.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
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feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Talocrural Joint Distraction
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Figure 26.24

 

 

Client Position

Supine on the table
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s ankle to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. With one hand
(right as shown), the clinician purchases the joint anteriorly over the talus and with the
other hand (left as shown), the clinician purchases it posteriorly (directly proximal to
posterior calcaneus).
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Movement and Direction of Force

Keeping their arms in line with the long axis of lower leg, the clinician leans away from
the joint, distracting the talus distally. The clinician performs direct distraction of the talus
(inferior direction) from the distal tibia and fibula.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Talocrural Joint Posterior Glide

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 26.25

 

  

Client Position

Supine on the table
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s ankle to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (left as shown) purchases the posterior portion of the distal tibia and fibula.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (right as shown) purchases the proximal talus anteriorly
in the web space between the thumb and index finger. Using their assessing hand, the
clinician glides the talus in a posterior direction along the plane of the joint.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
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feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Talocrural Joint Anterior Glide
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Figure 26.26

 

 

Client Position

Prone on the table, with the distal tibia and fibula off the table to assist the clinician’s
position
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s ankle to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the anterior portion of the distal tibia and
fibula.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) purchases the proximal talus posteriorly in
the web space between the thumb and index finger. Using their assessing hand, the
clinician glides the talus in an anterior direction along the plane of the joint.
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Subtalar Joint Distraction
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Figure 26.27

 

 

Client Position

Prone on the table, with the distal tibia and fibula off the table to assist the clinician’s
position
 

Clinician Position

Sitting at the distal end of the client’s ankle to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (left as shown) purchases the talus anteriorly with the web space of the
hand.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (right as shown) purchases the calcaneus on the posterior
surface with the ulnar border of the hand. The clinician uses their stabilizing hand to
maintain the position of the talus while using their assessing hand to glide the calcaneus
distally (inferior direction).
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Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Subtalar Joint Lateral Glide (Calcaneus Varus Tilt)
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Figure 26.28

 

 

Client Position

Side lying on the table, with the medial surface of the leg facing the ceiling and the
opposite knee bent to assist with the clinician’s position
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s ankle to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the talus with the web space of the hand and a
combination of the thumb and index finger.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) purchases the calcaneus on the superior-
medial surface with the heel of the hand. The clinician uses their stabilizing hand to
maintain the position of the talus and their assessing hand to simultaneously glide the
superior portion of the calcaneus laterally and the inferior portion of the calcaneus
medially, gliding the calcaneus in a varus direction.
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Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Subtalar Joint Medial Glide (Calcaneus Valgus Tilt)
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Figure 26.29

 

 

Client Position

Side lying on table, with the lateral surface of the leg facing the ceiling and the opposite
knee bent to assist with clinician’s position. A towel can be used as shown.
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s ankle to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the talus with the web space of the hand and a
combination of the thumb and index finger.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) purchases the calcaneus on the superior-
lateral surface with the heel of the hand. The clinician uses their stabilizing hand to
maintain position of talus and their assessing hand to simultaneously glide the superior
portion of the calcaneus medially and the inferior portion of the calcaneus laterally, gliding
the calcaneus in a valgus direction.
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Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Talonavicular Joint Anterior (Navicular Dorsal) Glide
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Figure 26.30

 

 

Client Position

Prone on the table with the knee flexed to 90°
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s ankle to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (left as shown) purchases the neck of the talus on the anterior surface with
their web space.
 

Movement and Direction of Force
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The clinician’s assessing hand (right as shown) purchases the posterior (plantar) surface
of the navicular bone with their thumb and index finger on the anterior (dorsal) surface.
The clinician uses their stabilizing hand to maintain the position of the talus and their
assessing hand to glide the navicular bone in an anterior (dorsal) direction.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Talonavicular Joint Posterior (Navicular Plantar) Glide
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Figure 26.31

 

 

Client Position

Supine on the table
 

Clinician Position

Sitting at the client’s ankle to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. Additional
stabilization of client’s leg is achieved by placing their leg against the clinician’s trunk. The
clinician’s stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the neck of the talus with their web
space.
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Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) purchases the anterior (dorsal) surface of
the navicular bone with their thumb and index finger on the posterior (plantar) surface.
The clinician uses their stabilizing hand to maintain the position of the talus and their
assessing hand to glide the navicular bone in a posterior (plantar) direction.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Calcaneocuboid Joint Anterior (Cuboid Dorsal) Glide
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Figure 26.32

 

 

Client Position

Prone on table with knee flexed to 90°
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s ankle to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. Additional
stabilization of the client’s leg is achieved by placing their leg against the clinician’s trunk.
The clinician’s stabilizing hand (right) purchases the calcaneus with their web space.
 

Movement and Direction of Force
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The clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) purchases the posterior (plantar) surface
of the cuboid bone with their thumb and index finger on the anterior (dorsal) surface. The
clinician uses their stabilizing hand to maintain the position of the calcaneus and their
assessing hand to glide the cuboid in an anterior (dorsal) direction.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Calcaneocuboid Joint Posterior (Cuboid Plantar) Glide
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Figure 26.33

 

 

Client Position

Supine on the table
 

Clinician Position

Sitting at the client’s ankle to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. Additional
stabilization of the client’s leg is achieved by placing their leg against the clinician’s trunk.
The clinician’s stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the calcaneus.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s thumb of the assessing hand purchases the anterior (dorsal) aspect of the
cuboid, and the index finger purchases the posterior (plantar) surface of the cuboid. The
clinician uses their stabilizing hand to maintain the position of the calcaneus and their
assessing hand to glide the cuboid in a posterior (plantar) direction.
 

Assessment
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Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Tarsometatarsal Joint Anterior (Dorsal) Glide
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Figure 26.34

 

© Michael Reiman

 

Client Position

Supine on the table with the ankle to be assessed in the clinician’s lap
 

Clinician Position

Sitting with the client’s ankle in their lap
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. Additional
stabilization of the client’s leg is achieved by placing their leg against the clinician’s trunk or
lap. The clinician’s stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the respective tarsal bone,
with their thumb on the dorsum and their index finger on the posterior (plantar) aspect.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) purchases the metatarsal with their thumb
on the anterior (dorsal) aspect and their index finger on the posterior (plantar) aspect of the
metatarsal. The clinician uses their stabilizing hand to maintain the tarsal bone in position
and their assessing hand to glide the first metatarsal in an anterior (dorsal) direction on the
first cuneiform, the second metatarsal anterior (dorsal) on the second cuneiform, the third
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metatarsal in an anterior (dorsal) direction on the cuboid, and the fourth and fifth
metatarsals in an anterior (dorsal) direction on the cuboid.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Tarsometatarsal Joint Posterior (Plantar) Glide
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Figure 26.35

 

© Michael Reiman

 

Client Position

Supine on the table, with the ankle to be assessed in the clinician’s lap
 

Clinician Position

Sitting with the client’s ankle to be assessed in their lap
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. Additional
stabilization of the client’s leg is achieved by placing their leg against clinician’s trunk and
lap. The clinician’s stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the respective tarsal bone
with their thumb on the dorsum and their index finger on the posterior (plantar) aspect.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) purchases the metatarsal with their thumb
on the anterior (dorsal) aspect and their index finger on the posterior (plantar) aspect of the
metatarsal. The clinician uses their stabilizing hand to maintain the tarsal bone in position
and their assessing hand to glide the first metatarsal in a posterior (plantar) direction on the
first cuneiform, the second metatarsal posterior (plantar) on the second cuneiform, the
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third metatarsal in a posterior (plantar) direction on the cuboid, and the fourth and fifth
metatarsals in a posterior (plantar) direction on the cuboid.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Metatarsophalangeal Joint Anterior (Dorsal) Glide
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Figure 26.36

 

 

Client Position

Supine on the table with the ankle to be assessed in the clinician’s lap
 

Clinician Position

Sitting on the table with the client’s ankle in their lap
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. Additional
stabilization of the client’s leg is achieved by placing it against the clinician’s trunk and lap.
The clinician’s stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the respective metatarsal with
their thumb on the dorsum and their index finger on the posterior (plantar) aspect.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) purchases the proximal phalanx with their
thumb on the anterior (dorsal) aspect and their index finger on the posterior (plantar)
aspect of the metatarsal. The clinician uses their stabilizing hand to maintain the metatarsal
bone in position and their assessing hand to glide the phalanx in an anterior (dorsal)
direction on the respective metatarsal.
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Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Metatarsophalangeal Joint Posterior (Plantar) Glide
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Figure 26.37

 

 

Client Position

Supine on the table with their ankle to be assessed in the clinician’s lap
 

Clinician Position

Sitting on the table with the client’s ankle in their lap
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. Additional
stabilization of the client’s leg is achieved by placing it against the clinician’s trunk and lap.
The clinician’s stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the respective metatarsal with
their thumb on the dorsum and their index finger on the posterior (plantar) aspect.
 

Movement and Direction of Force

The clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) purchases the proximal phalanx with their
thumb on the anterior (dorsal) aspect and their index finger on the posterior (plantar)
aspect of the metatarsal. The clinician uses their stabilizing hand to maintain the metatarsal
bone in position and their assessing hand to glide the phalanx in a posterior (plantar)
direction on the respective metatarsal.
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Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Metatarsophalangeal Joint Medial Glide
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Figure 26.38

 

 

Client Position

Supine on the table
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the side of the client’s ankle to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (right as shown) purchases the respective metatarsal with their thumb on
the lateral and their index finger on the medial aspect.
 

Movement and Direction of Force
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The clinician’s assessing hand (left as shown) purchases the proximal phalanx with their
thumb on the lateral aspect and their index finger on the medial aspect of the metatarsal.
The clinician uses their stabilizing hand to maintain the metatarsal bone in position and
their assessing hand (thumb) to glide the phalanx in a medial direction on the respective
metatarsal.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Metatarsophalangeal Joint Lateral Glide
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Figure 26.39

 

 

Client Position

Supine on the table
 

Clinician Position

Standing in front of the foot to be assessed
 

Stabilization

The rest of the client’s body on the table serves as a stabilizing force. The clinician’s
stabilizing hand (left as shown) purchases the respective metatarsal with their thumb on the
medial and their index finger on the lateral aspect.
 

Movement and Direction of Force
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The clinician’s assessing hand (right as shown) purchases the proximal phalanx with
their thumb on the medial aspect and their index finger on the lateral aspect of the
metatarsal. The clinician uses their stabilizing hand to maintains the metatarsal bone in
position and their assessing hand (thumb) to glide the phalanx in a lateral direction on the
respective metatarsal.
 

Assessment

Assessment is done for joint play/passive accessory motion, client response, and end-
feel. Reproduction of concordant pain suggests potential dysfunction. Impaired joint
mobility or end-feel may also suggest dysfunction if concordant pain is also reproduced.
 

Interphalangeal Joint Glides

All glides, including distraction, are performed as per metatarsal-phalangeal joint
assessments, with the exception of those performed at each interphalangeal joint.
 

Flexibility

As detailed in chapter 8, flexibility is the motion that a particular joint is capable of.
Assessment of flexibility can assist the clinician in determining the potential presence of
soft-tissue dysfunction.69 A review of the anatomy can be found in table 26.3.
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Gastrocnemius Assessment
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Figure 26.40

 

 

Client Position

Supine with hip and knee extended
 

Clinician Position

Sitting, facing client
 

Movement

The clinician maintains the knee in full extension and passively dorsiflexes the client’s
ankle.
 

Assessment

The clinician aligns the goniometer’s stationary arm in line with the head of the fibula,
placing the axis at the lateral malleolus and the moving arm parallel to the fifth metatarsal.
Maintaining the joint in subtalar neutral, the clinician passively dorsiflexes the client’s ankle
to end range and measures the amount of range of motion.
 

Statistics
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There are no known normative data for this flexibility measure. However, Piva and
colleagues found an ICC of 0.92 in their study.70 Wang and colleagues71 examined lower
extremity flexibility in long distance runners and found that intratester reliability of
gastrocnemius measurements for 10 subjects, in supine, was 0.98 for both the dominant
and nondominant lower extremities.
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Muscle Performance Testing

Muscle performance testing helps the clinician identify strength impairments that may
be causing or contributing to a client’s injury. Strength impairments can be easily addressed
to help the client and prevent further injury or reinjury to the lower leg, ankle, and foot.
Ankle sprains are a common injury in sports and can often lead to chronic ankle instability.
When looking at the isokinetic strength, concentric and eccentric, of ankle everters and
invertors, clients with ankle instability were found to have dynamic strength imbalance
when compared to the control that may lead to recurrent injury.72 The calf-raise test
assesses the properties of the calf muscle-tendon unit through repetitive concentric–
eccentric muscle action of the plantar flexors in unipedal stance. No consistent evaluation
purpose, test parameters, outcome measurements, normative values, or reliability and
validity values are currently documented for the calf-raise test. Clinicians can rely only on
level 5 evidence until universally accepted standardization of the calf-raise test is achieved
and used to determine normative values in healthy people and in clients with pathology. 73

Ankle Plantarflexion

Client Position

Standing, holding onto a solid surface with no more than two fingers used for balance
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment266

The client performs as many heel raises under control as they can.

Grade 5: 25 complete heel raises
Grade 4: 2-24 complete heel raises (at a consistent rate of one rise every 2 seconds,
correct form)
Grade 3: 1 complete heel raise correctly
Grade 2: Unable to lift the heel from the floor in standing, completes plantarflexion
in non-weight bearing against clinician resistance at metatarsal heads
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Grade 1: prone; muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: prone; no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Gastrocnemius
Soleus

 

Secondary Muscles

Posterior tibialis
Peroneus longus and brevis
Plantaris
Flexor digitorum longus
Flexor hallucis longus

 

Primary Nerve

Tibial nerve (S1-2)

 

Foot Dorsiflexion and Inversion

Client Position

Sitting with leg off the edge of table, ankle in neutral
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
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Movement and Assessment

The clinician’s proximal hand stabilizes just above the client’s malleoli while the other
hand gives resistance to the dorsum and medial border of foot as the client attempts to
dorsiflex and invert the foot.

Grade 5: completes full range with maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes full range with strong resistance
Grade 3: completes full range without resistance
Grade 2: completes only partial range
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Anterior tibialis

 

Secondary Muscles

Extensor digitorum longus
Extensor hallucis longus
Peroneus tertius

 

Primary Nerve

Deep peroneal nerve (L4-S1)

 

Foot Inversion

Client Position

Sitting with leg off edge of table, ankle in neutral
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Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician’s proximal hand stabilizes just above the malleoli while the other hand
gives resistance to the dorsum and medial border of the foot as the client attempts to invert
the foot.

Grade 5: completes full range with maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes full range with strong resistance
Grade 3: completes full range without resistance
Grade 2: completes only partial range
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscle

Posterior tibialis

 

Secondary Muscles

Anterior tibialis
Flexor digitorum longus
Flexor hallucis longus
Soleus
Extensor hallucis longus

 

Primary Nerve

Tibial nerve (L4-S1)
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Foot Eversion With Plantarflexion

Client Position

Sitting with leg off edge of table, ankle in neutral
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician’s proximal hand stabilizes just above the client’s malleoli while the other
hand gives resistance to the dorsum and lateral border of foot as the client attempts to evert
the foot.

Grade 5: completes full range with maximal resistance
Grade 4: completes full range with strong resistance
Grade 3: completes full range without resistance
Grade 2: completes only partial range
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Peroneus longus (with plantarflexion)
Peroneus brevis (with plantarflexion)
Extensor digitorum longus (with dorsiflexion)
Peroneus tertius (with dorsiflexion)

 

Secondary Muscle
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Gastrocnemius

 

Primary Nerve

Superficial peroneal nerve (L5-S1)
 

Hallux and Toe MP, PIP, and DIP Flexion

Client Position

Supine with ankle in neutral
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the client on the side to be assessed
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician uses one hand to stabilize above the joint to be assessed; the other hand
provides proximal resistance.

Grade 5: completes full range with strong resistance
Grade 4: completes full range with mild to moderate resistance
Grade 3: completes full range without resistance
Grade 2: completes only partial range
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Lumbricales
Flexor hallucis longus (IP of hallux)
Flexor digitorum brevis (PIP of toes)
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Flexor digitorum longus (DIP of toes)

 

Primary Nerves

Tibial nerve; medial and lateral plantar nerve (L5-S2)

 

Hallux and Toe MP and IP Extension

Client Position

Supine with ankle in neutral
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of client
 

Movement and Assessment

The clinician uses one hand to stabilize the metatarsals and the thumb of the other
hand to give resistance over the dorsal surface of the proximal phalanges of the toes.

Grades 5 and 4: extends toes against resistance full range with variable resistance
Grades 3 and 2: complete range without resistance
Grade 1: muscle activity without movement
Grade 0: no muscle activity

 

Primary Muscles

Extensor digitorum longus
Extensor digitorum brevis
Extensor hallucis longus
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Primary Nerve

Deep peroneal nerve (L5-S1)
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Special Tests

As mentioned in chapter 10 (Special Tests), in many cases the clinician is overly
dependent on the performance and interpretation of special test findings with respect to
differential diagnosis of the client’s presenting pain. Utilization of special tests for ruling in
(or helping to diagnose) a particular pathology should occur at this point in the
examination process. The clinician have a much clearer picture of the client’s presentation
prior to this point in the examination and will therefore depend minimally on special test
findings with respect to diagnosis of the client’s pain.

When examining the lower leg, ankle, and foot it is important to rule out the potential
contribution of the client’s pain originating from related structures such as the lumbar
spine, hip, SIJ or pelvic girdle, and knee. The triage and screening section of this chapter
provides more information on this. Specific tests to rule in lower leg, ankle, and foot
pathologies are listed in this section with descriptions. Remember that the special tests are a
very small component of the overall examination and reliance of findings on special testing
alone is inadequate clinical practice.

Index of Special Tests

Common Observation Tests and Measures

Edema: Figure 8 Test
Subtalar Joint Neutral (open chain)
Subtalar Joint Neutral (closed chain)
Tibial Torsion
Navicular Drop
Navicular Height
Navicular Position Test (NPT) or Modified Feiss Line
Arch Ratio

 

Rearfoot Orientation (standing)

Talar Bulge
Forefoot-to-Rearfoot Alignment
Big Toe Extension

Mobility Impairments

First Ray Mobility
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Muscle Dysfunction
Posterior Tibial Tendon Dysfunction

Posterior Tibial Edema Sign

Medial Tibial Stress Syndrome (MTSS)

Shin Palpation Test
Shin Edema Test

Achilles Tendinopathy

Palpation for Tenderness Test
Arc Sign
Royal London Hospital Test
Single-Leg Heel Raise Test
Hop Test

Achilles Tendon Rupture

Thompson Test or Calf Squeeze Test
Matles Test
Palpation of Gap in Achilles Tendon
Copeland Test

Tissue Length

Windlass Test

Ligamentous Laxity or Instability
Ankle Lateral Ligament Integrity

Anterior Drawer Test
Talar Tilt (Varus) Stress Test (lateral ligaments)
Medial Subtalar Glide Test

Ankle Medial Ligament Integrity

Talar Tilt (Valgus) Stress Test (medial ligaments)
Medial Tenderness

Syndesmotic Integrity

Cotton Test
External Rotation and Dorsiflexion External Rotation Test
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Fibular Translation Test
Syndesmotic Squeeze Test
Dorsiflexion Lunge with Compression Test

Ankle Impingement

Forced Dorsiflexion Test
Clinical Prediction Rule of Impingement

Nerve Entrapment

Foot Squeeze Test (Morton’s Test)
Web Space Tenderness
Plantar Percussion Test
Toe Tip Sensation Deficit
Tuning Fork

Tarsal Tunnel Syndrome

Tinel’s Sign
Triple Compression Stress Test (side lying and long sitting)
Dorsiflexion-Eversion Test

Case Studies

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination and complete these
case studies for chapter 26:

Case study 1 discusses a 34-year-old postpartum female whose ankle gave out while
walking down the stairs.
Case study 2 discusses a 25-year-old female with a diagnosis of right medial ankle
pain of 1 month duration.

 

Abstract Links

Go to www.HumanKinetics.com/OrthopedicClinicalExamination to access abstract
links on these issues:

Anterior drawer test
Cotton test
Dorsiflexion-eversion test
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Fibular translation test
Forced dorsiflexion test
Palpation for tenderness test
Plantar percussion test
Posterior tibial edema sign
Shin palpation test
Syndesmosis squeeze test
Thompson test
Tinel’s sign
Toe tip sensation deficit
Triple compression stress test (long sitting)
Windlass test

 

Common Observation Tests and Measures

 

Edema: Figure 8 Test

Client Position

Supine or long sitting
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the leg to be assessed
 

Assessment

The zero point of the spring tape measure is positioned in the groove at the edge of the
lateral malleolus, approximately midway between the prominence of the lateral malleolus
and the tibialis anterior tendon. The tape measure is then drawn medially across the instep,
pulled laterally toward the base of the fifth metatarsal, drawn toward the medial malleolus
and across the Achilles tendon to the lateral malleolus, and finally brought around to meet
the original zero point; 3 measures are taken and averaged.74 (Highest agreement with
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water volumetry, R = 0.96.)75

 

Statistics

NR
 

Normative Values

Difference from side to side is a positive finding (mean 1.77).76

Figure-of-eight-20 method: minimal detectable change for swollen ankle 9.6 mm
without skin marks and 7.3 mm with marks. The differences between affected and
unaffected ankle, average of three measures by three testers for edema was: mild 27.4
mm, moderate 29.1 mm, severe 41.7 mm, whole group 33.8 mm.74

 

Subtalar Joint Neutral (Open Chain)

Client Position

Prone on table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing distal to the leg to be assessed
 

Assessment

The clinician assesses calcaneal position with respect to the tibia to determine amount
of supination or pronation in subtalar neutral.77

 

Statistics

NR
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Normative Values

No normative values: The subtalar joint should line up with the tibia.
A study done by Astrom and Arvidson78 reported that in women, subtalar neutral
(ideal foot) had a mean of 2° of valgus (in relation to the calf).78

 

Subtalar Joint Neutral (Closed Chain)

Client Position

Standing
 
 

Clinician Position

Kneeling behind the leg to be assessed
 

Assessment

The clinician places the client in subtalar neutral (medial and lateral aspects are felt
equally). The clinician then measures the position of the calcaneus with the inclinometer
(ICC 0.95).77

 

Statistics

NR
 

Normative Values

NR
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Tibial Torsion

Client Position

Supine with femur positioned so that a line between the epicondyles is parallel to the
horizontal plane
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the leg to be assessed
 

Assessment

Using a goniometer, the angle formed by a line that bisects the bimalleolar axis relative
to the vertical plane is measured.79

 

Statistics

Inter rater reliability 0.84267

 

Normative Values

External tibial torsion averages 0° to 20° at birth; however, it has been suggested that
>30° may lead to the client’s having clinical symptoms (patella subluxation) and eventually
needing surgery (tibial rotational osteotomy and distal tuberosity transfer).80

 

Navicular Drop

Client Position

Standing shifting from non-weight-bearing to weight-bearing leg. It has also been
described as moving from seated to standing.
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Clinician Position

Kneeling on the medial side of the leg to be assessed
 

Assessment

The clinician palpates the inferior displacement of the navicular tubercle as the client
shifts from non–weight bearing to full weight bearing.42 Piva and colleagues suggested
examining the navicular in subtalar neutral and a relaxed position; a greater difference in
mm between positions would signify greater pronation.70

 

Statistics

Intratester reliability 0.61-0.79 and ICC 0.57268

 

Normative Values

A mean of 5.9 mm (ICC 0.93) is considered normal.70

Abnormal > 10–15 mm.81, 82

 

Navicular Height

Client Position

Standing
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing on the medial side of the leg to be assessed
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Assessment

The client stands in a relaxed position. The clinician palpates the medial most
prominence of the navicular tuberosity and marks the position. Next, the clinician
measures the height of the navicular from the ground.83

 

Statistics

NR
 

Normative Values

Navicular height has been seen to most accurately represent the skeletal alignment of
the medial longitudinal arch when compared to radiology gold standard.83

0.316 normal arch
0.35 high arch
0.275 low arch
ICC: 0.94
Inter tester: 0.8184

 

Navicular Position Test (NPT) or Modified Feiss Line
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Figure 26.41

 

 

Client Position

Standing in an upright position with toes pointing forward and the foot being tested
behind the foot not being tested so that the heel of the non-tested foot and the big toe of
the tested foot are in the same transverse plane. The knee is aligned with a position between
the first and second toes of the foot being tested. The client can hold onto something for
support.
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the medial side of the leg to be assessed
 

Assessment

Markings are made on the medial side of the first metatarsal bone, the navicular
tuberosity, and the Achilles. (The clinician marks the Achilles by marking the apex of the
medial malleolus, then measuring the height from the floor and projecting posteriorly to a
point horizontal to the dorsal/anterior edge of the Achilles tendon.) Measurements are then
taken with the center of the goniometer on the navicular tuberosity, with its arms in line
with the metatarsal and Achilles markings.85

 

Statistics
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ICC of 0.94 and −0.9185

 

Normative Values

Mean NPT was 0.91; 0° represents a neutral foot, negative numbers represent a pes
planus foot, and positive numbers represent a pes cavus foot.85

 

Arch Ratio

Client Position

Standing
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing on the medial side of the leg to be assessed
 

Assessment

The clinician measures the height to the dorsum of the client’s foot from the floor (at
50% of the foot length) and divides it by the client’s truncated foot length (the length of
the foot from the most posterior portion of the calcaneus to the medial joint space of the
first metatarsal phalangeal joint).86

 

Statistics

NR
 

Normative Values

NR
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Rearfoot Orientation (Standing)

Client Position

Standing in non–weight bearing and shifting weight onto single leg to simulate single
limb support during stance phase of gait42

 
 

Clinician Position

Standing behind the leg to be assessed
 

Assessment

Using a goniometer, the clinician measures the acute angle between the line
representing the distal third of the lower leg and the posterior aspect of the rearfoot.42

 

Statistics

NR
 

Normative Values

NR
 

Talar Bulge

Client Position

Standing
 
 

Clinician Position
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Standing on the side of the leg to be assessed
 

Assessment

The talar head protrudes excessively on the medial side of midfoot with the client in
weight bearing.
 

Statistics

NR
 

Normative Values

NR
 

Forefoot-to-Rearfoot Alignment

Client Position

Prone with distal leg off table
 
 

Clinician Position

Distal to the leg being assessed
 

Assessment

Neutral alignment: A line representing the plantar/posterior aspect of metatarsal heads
is perpendicular to the line bisecting the rearfoot.
 

Statistics
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NR
 

Normative Values

Forefoot varus: inversion of the forefoot away from neutral orientation
Forefoot valgus: everted forefoot position42

Forefoot varus 7.8°, forefoot valgus 4.7°42

 

Big Toe Extension

Client Position

Sitting
 
 

Clinician Position

Sitting to the side of the leg being assessed
 

Assessment

The clinician stabilizes the first metatarsal with one hand, while the other hand
passively moves the big toe into extension (or upward, avoiding interphalangeal extension)
to end range (end-feel is firm due to tension in the plantar/posterior joint capsule and
muscles).

Goniometer alignment: The clinician places the fulcrum over the dorsal/anterior aspect
of the MTP joint, and aligns the proximal arm with the medial midline of the first
metatarsal and the distal arm with the medial midline of the proximal phalanx of the first
toe.
 

Statistics

NR
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Normative Values

The ruler method, which is also used to perform this test, showed poor reliability and
validity when compared to a valid and reliable mechanical device.87, 88

 

Mobility Impairments

 

First Ray Mobility
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Figure 26.42

 

 

Client Position

Supine or long sitting, with ankle in neutral and bolster under knee
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the leg to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the client’s second through fifth digits with one hand while
using the other hand to stabilize the first ray, distal to the metatarsophalangeal joint. The
clinician then applies a dorsal/anterior and plantar/posterior force to the first ray to
determine its mobility.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is a reduction of motion into dorsiflexion or plantarflexion. Movement is
usually normal or hypomobile.
 

Statistics
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ICC: 0.05 poor reliability with use of a ruler88

NR; poor agreement with this test

 

Note

This test has also been described as the functional hallux limitus test, where a (+) test is
decreased range of motion available at the first metatarsophalangeal joint while the first ray
is prevented from plantar flexing. The test has SN 72, SP 66.89

 

Muscle Dysfunction: Posterior Tibial Tendon Dysfunction

 

Posterior Tibial Edema Sign

Client Position

Sitting with lower leg off table
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing at medial side of the leg being tested
 

Movement

The clinician observes pitting edema present along the course of the posterior tibial
tendon.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is if edema is present along the course of the posterior tibial tendon with no
associated acute trauma or other areas of edema.
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Statistics

SN 86 (74-91), SP 100 (56-100), +LR Inf, −LR 0.14 (0.7–0.3), QUADAS 7, in a
study of 49 clients (71% women; mean age 69 years) with posterior tibialis tendon
dysfunction, and MRI as a reference standard90

 

Muscle Dysfunction: Medial Tibial Stress Syndrome (MTSS)

 

Shin Palpation Test
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Figure 26.43

 

 

Client Position

Supine with involved leg in hook-lying position.
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side of leg to be tested.
 

Movement

The clinician palpates the distal two-thirds of the posteromedial lower leg, including
the posteromedial border of the tibia and associated musculature. The clinician uses fingers
as shown, with enough pressure to squeeze out a wet sponge.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of concordant pain.
 

Statistics

To determine the future development of MTSS: SN 34 (24-46), SP 90 (86-93), +LR
3.4, −LR 0.8, QUADAS 9, in a study of 384 (age 17-19 years; 96 women; duration of
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symptoms NR) asymptomatic officer cadet clients compared to 693 injuries later reported
by 326 of the officer cadets, and using diagnosis by a physician or physiotherapist as a
reference standard91

 

Shin Edema Test
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Figure 26.44

 

 

Client Position

Supine with involved leg in hook-lying position
 

Clinician Position

Standing to the side of leg to be tested
 

Movement

The clinician uses the finger as shown to apply sustained palpation (5-second hold) of
the distal two-thirds of the medial tibia.
 

Assessment

A (+) test was any signs of pitting edema.
 

Statistics

To determine the future development of MTSS:

SN 92 (62-100), SP 87 (84-91), +LR 7.3, −LR 0.09, QUADAS 9, in a study of 384
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asymptomatic officer cadet clients compared to 693 injuries later reported by 326 of
the officer cadets, and using diagnosis by a physician or physiotherapist as a reference
standard 91

Shin palpation and shin edema test together: SN 87 (84-91), SP 88 (84-91), +LR
7.9, –LR < 0.001 91

 

Muscle Dysfunction: Achilles Tendinopathy

 

Palpation for Tenderness Test
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Figure 26.45

 

 

Client Position

Prone with legs extended and relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s feet
 

Movement

The clinician gently palpates the whole length of the Achilles tendon in a proximal to
distal direction, gently squeezing the tendon between the thumb and the index finger. The
client is asked to state whether palpation tenderness was present or absent.
 

Assessment
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The presence of tenderness during testing is a (+) test.
 

Statistics

Pooled analysis: SN 64 (44-81), SP 81 (65-91), +LR 3.2, −LR 0.48, across two
studies with 45 clients92

SN 58 (39-75), SP 85 (75-91), +LR 3.5, −LR 0.50, QUADAS 8, in a study of 10
clients with Achilles tendinopathy (mean age 28.5 ± 6.8 years; all male athletes;
duration of symptoms NR) and 14 control clients (mean age 27.1 ± 7.4 years), with
US findings and histological findings after surgical exploration as a reference
standard93

SN 84 (68-98), SP 73 (53-92), +LR 4.9, −LR 0.22, QUADAS 10, in a study of 21
clients with and without Achilles tendinopathy (10 clients with tendinopathy: mean
age 48 years; 4 women; duration symptoms NR; Controls: mean age 54 years), and
US as a reference standard94

 

Arc Sign

Client Position

Prone with legs extended and relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s feet
 

Movement

The client is asked to dorsiflex and plantar flex the ankle. In tendinopathy of the main
body of the tendon, the area of swelling evidenced by palpation moves with dorsiflexion
and plantarflexion of the ankle. If no swelling was present, the test is performed selecting an
area in the tendon 3 cm proximal to its calcaneal insertion.
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Assessment

A (+) test is if the area of swelling moved with dorsiflexion and plantarflexion.
 

Statistics

Pooled analysis: SN 42 (23-62), SP 88 (74-96), +LR 3.2, −LR 0.68, across two
studies with 45 clients92

SN 53 (35-70), SP 83 (72-91), +LR 2.0, −LR 0.57, QUADAS 8, in a study of 10
clients with Achilles tendinopathy (mean age 28.5 ± 6.8 years; all male athletes;
duration of symptoms NR) and 14 control clients (mean age 27.1 ± 7.4 years), with
US findings and histological findings after surgical exploration as a reference
standard93

SN 25 (9-44), SP 100 (100-100), +LR Inf, −LR 0.75, QUADAS 10, in a study of 21
clients with and without Achilles tendinopathy (10 clients with tendinopathy: mean
age 48 years, 4 women, and duration symptoms NR; controls: mean age 54 years),
and US as a reference standard94

 

Royal London Hospital Test
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Figure 26.46

 

 

Client Position

Prone with legs extended and relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the client’s feet
 

Movement

Once the clinician has elicited local tenderness by palpating the tendon with the ankle
in neutral position or slightly plantar flexed, the client is asked to actively dorsiflex and
plantarflex the ankle. With the ankle in maximum dorsiflexion and in maximum
plantarflexion, the portion of the tendon originally found to be tender is palpated again.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is no tenderness present on palpation during dorsiflexion of the ankle.
 

Statistics

Pooled analysis: SN 54 (34-73), SP 86 (72-95), +LR 3.8, −LR 0.54, across two
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studies with 45 clients92

SN 54 (35-73), SP 91 (86-95), +LR 6.8, −LR 0.51, QUADAS 8, in a study of 10
clients with Achilles tendinopathy (mean age 28.5 ± 6.8 years; all male athletes;
duration of symptoms NR) and 14 control clients (mean age 27.1 ± 7.4 years), with
US findings and histological findings after surgical exploration as a reference
standard93

SN 51 (33-70), SP 93 (83-100), +LR Inf, −LR 0.51, QUADAS 10, in a study of 21
clients with and without Achilles tendinopathy (10 clients with tendinopathy: mean
age 48 years, 4 women, and duration symptoms NR; controls: mean age 54 years),
and US as a reference standard94

 

Combined Tests (Palpation, Arc Sign, Royal London Test)

SN 59 (47-74), SP 83 (76-89), +LR 3.5, −LR 0.5093

 

Single-Leg Heel Raise Test
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Figure 26.47

 

 

Client Position

Standing on leg to be assessed
 

Clinician Position

Monitoring from the side or in front of client
 

Movement

The client is asked to rise up onto tiptoes of leg to be assessed, and then lower
themselves back down (heel to floor).
 

Assessment
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A (+) test is complaints of pain either on the up or downward movement.
 

Statistics

SN 22 (8-36), SP 93 (82-100), +LR 3.1, −LR 0.19, QUADAS 10, in a study of 21
clients with and without Achilles tendinopathy (10 clients with tendinopathy: mean age 48
years, 4 women, and duration symptoms NR; controls: mean age 54 years), and US as a
reference standard94

 

Hop Test
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Figure 26.48

 

 

Client Position

Standing on one leg
 

Clinician Position

Monitoring from the side, or in front of client
 

Movement

The client is asked to hop forward on one leg over a line marked on the floor.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is complaint of pain in the mid-Achilles tendon during movement.
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Statistics

SN 43 (27-95), SP 87 (74-98), +LR 3.3, −LR 0.66, QUADAS 10, in a study of 21
clients with and without Achilles tendinopathy (10 clients with tendinopathy: mean age 48
years, 4 women, and duration symptoms NR; controls: mean age 54 years), and US as a
reference standard94

 

Muscle Dysfunction: Achilles Tendon Rupture

 

Thompson Test or Calf Squeeze Test

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 26.49

 

  

Client Position

Prone with bilateral legs relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly next to the side of the leg to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician gently squeezes the client’s calf muscles with their hands.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is when the ankle remains still or only minimal plantarflexion occurs.
 

Statistics

SN 96 (93-99), SP 93 (75-99), +LR 13.7, −LR 0.04, QUADAS 7, in a study of 133
clients (mean age 42.5 ± 11.6 years; 25 women; mean duration of symptoms 0-28
days), using surgical repair as a reference standard95
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SN 40, SP NT, QUADAS 796

 

Matles Test
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Figure 26.50

 

 

Client Position

Prone with bilateral legs relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the leg to be assessed
 

Movement

The client flexes their knee to 90°. The position of the ankles and feet are observed
during flexion of the knee.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is when the foot on the affected side falls into neutral or dorsiflexion.
 

Statistics

SN 88 (78-94), SP 85 (66-95), +LR 6.3, −LR 0.14, QUADAS 7, in a study of 133
clients (mean age 42.5 ± 11.6 years; 25 women; duration of symptoms 0-28 days), using
surgical repair as a reference standard95
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Palpation of Gap in Achilles Tendon
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Figure 26.51

 

 

Client Position

Prone with bilateral legs relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the leg to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician gently palpates the course of the Achilles tendon, feeling for a gap in the
continuity of the tendon.
 

Assessment
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A (+) test is the presence of a gap in the tendon.
 

Statistics

SN 73 (65-81), SP 89 (71-97), +LR 6.6, −LR 0.30, QUADAS 7, in a study of 133
clients (mean age 42.5 ± 11.6 years; 25 women; mean duration of symptoms 0-28 days),
using surgical repair as a reference standard95

 

Copeland Test
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Figure 26.52

 

 

Client Position

Prone with legs relaxed and fully extended, feet hanging off table
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the leg to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician places a sphygmomanometer cuff around the middle of the calf and
inflates it to 100 mmHg. The clinician then dorsiflexes the ankle.
 

Assessment
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A (+) test is little or no pressure rise in the sphygmomanometer.
 

Statistics

SN 78 (49-94), SP NR, QUADAS 7, in a study of 133 clients (mean age 42.5 ± 11.6
years; 25 women; duration of symptoms 0-28 days), using surgical repair as a reference
standard95

 

Tissue Length

 

Windlass Test
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Figure 26.53

 

 

Client Position

The test is performed in both non-weight-bearing (a) and weight-bearing (b) positions.
The weight-bearing test is performed with the toes hanging off the edge of a step stool. The
non-weight bearing test is performed sitting with toes hanging off the edge of the table.
 

Clinician Position

Sitting or kneeling directly next to the client’s lower extremity to be assessed
 

Movement

In the non-weight-bearing test, the first toe is maximally dorsiflexed (toe extension)
passively at the MTP joint (allowing the IP joint to flex) to end range, with the ankle
stabilized (a). The weight-bearing test is performed with the toes hanging off the edge of a
step stool. Here, passive dorsiflexion of the first MTP is performed to end range (b).
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Assessment

A (+) test is if concordant pain was reproduced during or at the end of the range of
MTP extension.
 

Statistics

Weight-bearing: SN 33 (NR), SP 99 (NR), +LR 28.7, −LR 0.68, QUADAS 9, in a
study of 22 patients with plantar fasciitis, 23 clients with other types of foot pain,
and 30 clients in a control group (mean age 49.1 ± 15.6 years; 12 women with
plantar fasciitis, 14 women with other foot pain, and 20 women in the control group;
duration of symptoms 88.9 weeks for plantar fasciitis, 232.4 weeks for other foot
pain), using diagnosis determined by orthopedic surgeon based on both history and
physical exam as a reference standard.97

Non-weight-bearing: SN 18, SP 99, +LR 16.2, −LR 0.83.97

The strain on the plantar fascia, tibial nerve, lateral plantar nerve, and medial plantar
nerve when performing the windlass test with full MTP flexion were significant.98

 

Ligamentous Laxity or Instability: Ankle Lateral Ligament Integrity

 

Anterior Drawer Test
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Figure 26.54

 

 

Client Position

Supine or sitting with the ankle prepositioned into slight plantarflexion
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of leg to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician provides anterior glide of the calcaneus and talus on the tibia.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is excessive translation of one ankle in comparison to the other lower
extremity. A dimple or sulcus sign near the anterior talofibular ligament area will likely be
seen. A 4-point scale has been described to grade laxity: 0 = no laxity, 1 = mild laxity, 2 =
moderate laxity, and 3 = gross laxity.99

 

Statistics

SN 58 (29-84), SP 100 (60-100), +LR Inf, −LR 0.42, QUADAS 2, in a study of 20
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clients with injury (12 had suffered an average of 2.24 ankle sprains to their injured
ankle; average age 21.6; 9 women) and 8 asymptomatic clients (average age 21.25; 5
women), using stress fluoroscopy as the reference standard99

At 2.3 mm [SN 74 (58-86), SP 38 (24-56), +LR 1.2, −LR 0.66] and at 3.7 mm [SN
83 (64-93), SP 40 (27-56), +LR 1.4, −LR 0.41] QUADAS 9, in a study of 66 clients
with a history of lateral ankle sprains (average age 22.7 ± 3.6; 31 women in injured
group, 12 men and 8 women in control group; duration of symptoms 5.9 ± 4.5 days
after the injury)], using diagnostic ultrasound as the reference standard100

 

Talar Tilt (Varus) Stress Test (lateral ligaments)
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Figure 26.55

 

 

Client Position

Supine with feet off table or seated at edge of table
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of leg to be assessed
 

Movement

Clinician stabilizes the tibia superiorly while gripping the talocrural joint and calcaneus
on the plantar aspect. The clinician then applies a quick lateral (varus) tilt to the subtalar
joint.
 

Assessment
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A (+) test is gross laxity, diagnostic of joint instability. A scale of 1 to 5 has also been
used to denote laxity where 1 is very hypomobile, 2 is hypomobile, 3 is normal, 4 is
hypermobile, and 5 is very hypermobile.100, 101

 

Statistics

SN 50 (29-84), SP 88 (47-99), +LR 4.0, −LR 0.57, QUADAS 2, in a study of 20
clients, 12 (average age 21.6, 9 women) of whom had suffered an average of 2.24
ankle sprains to their injured ankle and 8 (average age 21.25, 5 women) clients who
were asymptomatic. Stress fluoroscopy was used as the reference standard.99, 102

The combination of pain with palpation of the anterior talofibular ligament, lateral
hematoma, and a positive anterior drawer on examination 5 days after injury: SN
100, SP 75, +LR 4.13, −LR 0.01, QUADAS 10, to identify lateral ligament rupture
in a 160 patients, using arthrography as the reference standard.103

SP 82 (69-90), SN 49 (34-64), +LR 2.65, −LR 0.63, QUADAS 12, in a study of 88
clients (mean age 21; 45 were women), using the self-reported functional
questionnaire as the reference standard (Cumberland ankle instability tool).101

 

Medial Subtalar Glide Test
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Figure 26.56

 

 

Client Position

Supine with ankle being assessed off the table
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of leg to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the talus in subtalar neutral superiorly while gripping the
calcaneus at the plantar/posterior aspect of the foot. The clinician then applies a medial
glide of the calcaneus on the fixed talus.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is gross laxity, diagnostic of subtalar joint instability (after lateral ankle
sprain).
 

Statistics

SN 58 (29-84), SP 88 (47-99), +LR 4.7, −LR 0.48, QUADAS 2, in a study of 20
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clients, 12 (average age 21.6; 9 women) of whom had suffered average of 2.24 lateral ankle
sprains to their injured ankle and 8 (average age 21.25; 5 women) clients who were
asymptomatic. Stress fluoroscopy was used as the reference standard.99, 102

 

Ligamentous Laxity or Instability: Ankle Medial Ligament Integrity

 

Talar Tilt (Valgus) Stress Test (medial ligaments)
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Figure 26.57

 

 

Client Position

Sitting or supine
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly facing the leg to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician grasps the ankle of the client at the malleoli, stabilizing the tibia
superiorly. The clinician then applies a quick medial (valgus) tilt to the subtalar joint.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is excessive laxity when compared to the noninjured extremity.
 

Statistics

NR
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Medial Tenderness
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Figure 26.58

 

 

Client Position

Sitting or supine
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly to the side of the leg to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician places pressure around the deltoid ligament.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is pain during pressure placement.
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Statistics

SN 57 (NR), SP 59 (NR), +LR 1.4, −LR 0.72, QUADAS 8 in a study of 55 clients (26
tender medially and 29 non tender medially; mean age 42; 29 women), using ankle
fractures (Weber Blateral malleolar fractures with normal medial clear space over) and stress
radiograph as a reference standard104

 

Ligamentous Laxity or Instability: Syndesmotic Integrity

 

Cotton Test
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Figure 26.59

 

 

Client Position

Supine
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of leg to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician stabilizes the tibia with one hand and applies a lateral force to the ankle
with the other hand. Occasionally dorsiflexion is added to increase the sensitivity of the
test. Stabilization of the tibia is important to correctly perform the test.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is lateral translation of the ankle.
 

Statistics

SN 25, SP NR102, 105
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External Rotation and Dorsiflexion External Rotation Test
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Figure 26.60

 

 

Client Position

Supine with the knee flexed to 90°
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly next to foot to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician cradles the ankle in neutral, then externally rotates it. Dorsiflexion is
added for the dorsiflexion external rotation test.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of concordant pain.
 

Statistics

SN 20, SP 85, +LR 1.3, −LR 0.94, QUADAS 8, in a study of 56 clients (mean age
32 ± 13 years; gender NR; mean duration of symptoms 6.6 ± 2.3 days), using MRI as
a reference standard106
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External rotation and dorsiflexion test: SN 71 (55-83), SP 63 (49-75), +LR 1.93,
−LR 0.46, QUADAS 9, in a study of 87 clients with acute ankle injury, 37 with
ankle syndesmosis injury (75% men; average age 24.6 ± 6.5 years; duration of
symptoms 2 weeks), using MRI as a reference standard107

 

Fibular Translation Test
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Figure 26.61

 

 

Client Position

Side lying, leg relaxed, opposite lower extremity knee bent
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of leg to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician applies an anterior to posterior force on the fibula at the level of the
syndesmosis.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of concordant pain and increased translation as compared to
the contralateral side.
 

Statistics

SN 82, SP 88, +LR 6.8, −LR 0.20, QUADAS 9, in a study of 12 clients (3 suspected of
a chronic syndesmotic rupture and 9 healthy volunteers with asymptomatic ankles,
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demographic data NR), using arthroscopy as a reference standard for the 3 clients105

 

Syndesmosis Squeeze Test
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Figure 26.62

 

 

Client Position

Supine or side lying with leg relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly facing the leg to be tested
 

Movement

The clinician applies a manual squeeze, compressing the fibula and tibia (applying the
force at the midpoint of the calf).
 

Assessment
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A (+) test is reproduction of concordant distal pain at (or near) the syndesmosis.
 

Statistics

SN 30, SP 94, +LR 5.0, −LR 0.74, QUADAS 8, in a study of 56 clients with
sprained ankle (mean age 32 ± 13 years; gender NR; duration of symptoms 6.6 ± 2.3
days), and MRI as a reference standard106

SN 26 (15-42), SP 88 (76-94), +LR 2.15, −LR 0.84, QUADAS 9, in a study of 87
clients with acute ankle injury, 37 with ankle syndesmosis injury (mean age 24.6 ±
6.5 years; 25% women; duration of symptoms 2 weeks), and using MRI as a
reference standard108

 

Dorsiflexion Lunge With Compression Test
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Figure 26.63

 

 

Client Position

Ready to do a lunge
 

Clinician Position

Kneeling behind lunge leg
 

Movement

The client performs a lunge forward, moving as far as possible on the injured leg. The
lunge is repeated with manual compression provided by the examiner across the ankle
syndesmosis.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is an increase in the ankle range of motion or decreased pain when
compression is added.
 

Statistics

SN 69 (53-82), SP 41 (28-56), +LR 1.18, −LR 0.74, QUADAS 9, in a study of 87
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clients with acute ankle injury, 37 with ankle syndesmosis injury (mean age 24.6 ± 6.5
years; 25% women; duration of symptoms 2 weeks), using MRI as a reference standard108

 

Ligamentous Laxity or Instability: Ankle Impingement

 

Forced Dorsiflexion Test

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 26.64

 

  

Client Position

Sitting or supine
 

Clinician Position

Seated to the side of the client’s lower extremity to be assessed
 

Movement

Stabilizing the distal aspect of the tibia, the clinician places their thumb on the
anterolateral aspect of the talus near the lateral gutter. Next, the clinician applies pressure,
followed by a forceful dorsiflexion movement.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of concordant pain at the anterolateral aspect of the foot
during forced dorsiflexion.
 

Statistics

SN 95 (81-99), SP 88 (72-96), +LR 8.06, −LR 0.06, QUADAS 8, in a study of 73
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clients with painful giving way without clinical laxity or with persistent pain after a sprain
(mean age 39 years; 27 women; duration of symptoms NR), using arthroscopy as a
reference standard109

 

Clinical Prediction Rule of Impingement110

Anterolateral joint tenderness
Anterolateral ankle joint swelling
Pain with forced dorsiflexion
Pain with single leg squat on affected side
Pain with activities
Absence of ankle instability

 

Assessment

A (+) test for anterior ankle impingement is five out of six of the previously mentioned
symptoms.
 

Statistics

SN 94 (73-99), SP 75 (19-99), +LR 3.8, −LR 0.08, QUADAS 7, in a study of 22
clients (average age 28 years; 7 women; duration of symptoms 3-13 months), with
arthroscopy as the reference standard110

 

Nerve Entrapment

 

Foot Squeeze Test (Morton’s Test)

Client Position

Sitting or supine
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Clinician Position

Standing at the side of the lower extremity to be assessed, directly facing client
 

Movement

The clinician applies a squeeze to the metatarsal heads from lateral to medial toward the
midline.
 

Assessment

A test is (+) if the client’s symptoms are reproduced.
 

Statistics

SN 88, QUADAS 7, in a study of 116 feet (76 treated operatively for Morton’s
neuroma and 40 feet with different pathologies; mean age 51 ± 12 years; 60 were women;
mean duration of symptoms NR), and MRI as a reference standard56

 

Web Space Tenderness

Client Position

Sitting or supine
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the side of the lower extremity to be assessed, directly facing client
 

Movement

The clinician applies a force between the 2nd and 3rd metatarsals using the tip or side
of their thumb.
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Assessment

A (+) test is if the client’s symptoms are reproduced.
 

Statistics

SN 95, QUADAS 7, in a study of 116 feet (76 treated operatively for Morton’s
neuroma and 40 feet with different pathologies; mean age 51 ± 12 years; 60 were women;
mean duration of symptoms NR), and MRI as a reference standard56

 

Plantar Percussion Test

Client Position

Sitting or supine with foot in dorsiflexion
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing at the side of the lower extremity to be assessed, directly facing client
 

Movement

The clinician extends the toes to full range. The clinician taps the region between the
2nd and 3rd metatarsal heads.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of neurological findings, such as tingling.
 

Statistics
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SN 62, QUADAS 7, in a study of 116 feet (76 treated operatively for Morton’s
neuroma and 40 feet with different pathologies; mean age 51 ± 12 years; 60 were women;
mean duration of symptoms NR), and MRI as a reference standard56

 

Toe Tip Sensation Deficit

Client Position

Supine or sitting
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing directly in front of the leg to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician applies light touch sensibility assessment to client’s 2nd and 3rd toes.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is if the client reports paresthesia or anesthesia. Metatarsalgia may cause a
false-positive finding in clients.111

 

Statistics

SN 49 (NR), QUADAS 7, in a study of 116 feet (76 treated operatively for Morton’s
neuroma; 60 women, 10 men; mean age 51; 40 feet with different pathologies), using MRI
as a reference standard56

 

Tuning Fork

Refer to the Triage and Screening section of this chapter for a description of this test.
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Statistics

Placement over bony landmark: SN 83, SP 80, +LR 4.2, −LR 0.21, QUADAS 6, in a
study of 37 clients (19 men, 18 women), with various locations and types of
fractures, using radiography as a reference standard54

Placement (stethoscope) over swelling area: SN 83, SP 92, +LR 10.4, −LR 0.2, in the
same study54

SN 75, SP 67, +LR 2.3, −LR 0.3, QUADAS 9, in a study of 52 clients with a history
and physical examination suggestive of tibial stress fracture, and a reference standard
of a bone scan55

 

Nerve Entrapment: Tarsal Tunnel Syndrome

 

Tinel’s Sign

Client Position

Side lying with lower extremity relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Directly next to the client’s lower extremity to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician applies a tapping force to the posterior-medial aspect of the ankle (just
posterior to the medial malleolus).
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of numbness or tingling during the test.
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Statistics

SN 58, QUADAS 5, in a study of 19 consecutive cases of flexor hallucis longus
stenosing tenosynovitis (age, gender, and duration of symptoms NR), with operative
tenolysis as a reference standard102, 112

 

Triple Compression Stress Test (Side Lying)

Client Position

Side lying with lower extremity relaxed
 
 

Clinician Position

Directly next to the client’s lower extremity to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician applies a tapping force to the posterior-medial aspect of the ankle (just
posterior to the medial malleolus).
 

Assessment

A (+) test is reproduction of numbness or tingling during the test.
 

Statistics

SN 58 (NR), QUADAS 5, in a study of 19 feet with flexor hallucis longus stenosing
tenosynovitis (age, gender, and duration of symptoms NR), with operative tenolysis as a
reference standard102, 112
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Triple Compression Stress Test (Long Sitting)

Client Position

Long sitting
 
 

Clinician Position

Standing beside the client’s lower extremity to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician places the ankle in full planter flexion and the foot in inversion, applying
even, constant digital pressure over the posterior tibial nerve.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is the provocation of client’s concordant symptoms.
 

Statistics

SN 86 (76-92), SP 100 (93-100), +LR Inf, −LR 0.14, QUADAS 8, in a study of 145
feet (80 asymptomatic and 65 symptomatic feet; mean age 37 years; 23 women; duration of
symptoms NR), and basic motor nerve conduction at the tibial nerve as a reference
standard113

 

Dorsiflexion-Eversion Test
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Figure 26.65

 

  

Client Position

Sitting, lower extremities relaxed
 

Clinician Position

Kneeling at the side of the client’s lower extremity to be assessed
 

Movement

The clinician maximally dorsiflexes the ankle, everts the foot, and extends the toes,
maintaining the position for 5 to 10 seconds, while tapping over the region of the tarsal
tunnel to determine if a positive Tinel’s sign is present or if the client complains of local
nerve tenderness.
 

Assessment

A (+) test is local tenderness over the nerve or numbness and pain along the nerve
distribution.
 

Statistics
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SN 81 (NR), SP 99 (NR), +LR 82.7, −LR 0.19, QUADAS 8, in a study of 50 normal
and 37 symptomatic clients (44 feet) with tarsal tunnel syndrome (average age 31 years; 20
women; mean duration of symptoms 4 months), with surgery as a reference standard114
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Palpation

When palpating the lower leg, foot, and ankle complex, the clinician should get some
direction from the information collected up to this point in the exam. The clinician should
use clinical reasoning to determine if other areas need to be assessed based on referred pain,
mechanism of injury, and so on.

Anterior Aspect
Bony Structures

Syndesmosis: The clinician should locate the medial malleolus and palpate laterally.
The anterior talofibular can be palpated between the distal tibia and fibula
immediately proximal to the talus.

Soft-Tissue Structures

Tibialis anterior: This structure is most prominent and medial. It can be more
visible when client dorsiflexes and inverts the foot.
Extensor hallucis: This is located lateral to the tibialis anterior. It is more prominent
when the big toe is extended.
Extensor digitorum: This is prominent when the toes are extended. It is located
lateral to the extensor hallucis.
Dorsalis pedal artery: This is located between the extensor hallucis and the extensor
digitorum tendons.

Lateral Aspect
Bony Structures

Fifth metatarsal: The clinician should start at the MTP of the lateral side. Proximal
to its wide base is the styloid process.
Cuboid: The clinician can palpate proximal to the base of the fifth metatarsal when
palpating along the fifth metatarsal shaft.
Sinus tarsi: The clinician should palpate the depression just anterior to the lateral
malleolus.

Soft-Tissue Structures

ATFL: This is palpable in the sinus tarsi.
CFL: This is palpable from the fibula to the lateral wall of the calcaneus, posterior to
peroneal tubercle.
PTFL: The clinician can palpate the posterior edge of the lateral malleolus to the
posterior aspect of talus.
Peroneus longus and brevis: The clinician can palpate immediately behind the
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lateral malleolus. To palpate them more easily, they can have the client evert and
plantar flex.

Medial Aspect
Bony Structures

First ray and metatarsophalangeal joint: These are palpable at the ball of the foot.
From the joint, the clinician can palpate the medial shaft of the metatarsal bone and
first ray.
First metatarsocuneiform: This is located where the first ray meets the first
cuneiform.
Navicular tubercle: The clinician can move proximally from the cuneiform: The
next large bony prominence is the tubercle.
Head of talus: The medial side of the talar head is immediately proximal to the
navicular.
Sustentaculum tali: The clinician can palpate 1 finger’s breadth from the distal end
of the malleolus toward the bottom of the foot.

Soft-Tissue Structures

Deltoid ligament: This can be palpated from the inferior to medial malleolus.
Post tibialis tendon: This is most palpable when the client inverts and plantar flexes
the foot.
Flexor hallucis longus: This is located deep to other muscles. It is hard to palpate,
although it runs along the posterior aspect of the tibia and grooves.
Flexor digitorum longus: This is found behind the tibialis posterior. It is most
palpable when the client resists toe flexion.

Posterior Aspect

Achilles tendon: The clinician can palpate the lower third of the calf to the
calcaneus.
Retrocalcaneal bursa: This is located between the anterior surface of the Achilles
tendon and the posterior surface of calcaneus.

Plantar Aspect

Sesamoid bones: The clinician should press on the base of the distal end of the first
metatarsal.
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Physical Performance Measures

Physical performance measures related to the lower leg, ankle, and foot can be found in
table 26.4. For detailed information about measures, refer to chapters 24 (Hip), 25 (Knee),
and 12 (Physical Performance Measures).
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Common Orthopedic Conditions of the Lower Leg, Ankle,
and Foot

While it is impossible to distinctly describe various pathological presentations of the
lower leg, ankle, and foot, there are evidence-based findings supportive of particular
pathologies of this region of the body. Therefore, the intent of this section of the chapter is
to present current evidence-supported findings suggestive of lower leg, ankle, and foot
pathologies. As previously described in chapter 4 (Evidence-Based Practice and Client
Examination), though, not all examination findings are absolutely supported with clinical
evidence, and the clinician should also rely on clinical experience and input from the client
when performing differential diagnosis of a client’s presentation of pain and dysfunction.

Lower leg, ankle, and foot pathologies, much like other joint pathology, can have
variable presentations. These pathological presentations can also have similarities in their
presentation. Differentiating among their clinical findings is helpful for the clinician to
determine not only the appropriate clinical intervention but also the necessity of referral to
other potentially more appropriate health care clinicians.

Ankle Sprain

ICD-9: 845.00 (sprain of ankle, unspecified site)
ICD-10: S93.409A (sprain of unspecified ligament of unspecified ankle, initial
encounter)
ICD-10: S96.919A (strain of unspecified muscle and tendon at ankle and foot level,
unspecified foot, initial encounter)

Twenty percent of all athletic injuries consist of trauma to the ankle and foot, where
sprains contribute to 85% of all ankle injuries.115 Without even accounting for the 70% re-
injury rate, 850,000 new sprains are reported in the United States each year.116, 117 No
musculotendinous insertions exist on the talus, and the ankle ligaments provide passive
support to the talocrural joint.118 An acute ankle sprain generally includes clients 72 hours
post injury, and they may present with significant swelling, pain, limited weight bearing,
and gait deviations. Chronic ankle instability (CAI) is the term used for clients with ankle
instability whose impairments are instability, weakness, limited balance, and swelling from
time to time.33

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Incidence of ankle injury and ankle sprain was high in court games and team sports,
such as rugby, soccer, volleyball, handball, and basketball.119

Clients will describe pain in the ankle (especially inferior-laterally), stiffness, and
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some difficulty with walking, depending on the acuteness of the injury.120, 121

The client may describe giving way of joint.120-122

History of previous sprain.33

The Cumberland ankle instability tool can be used to further diagnose severity of
functional ankle instability. ICC 0.96, SN 82.9, SP 74.7 in a study with 236
participants with or without functional ankle instability (no demographic data
reported) with the LEFS as the reference standard.123

Outcome Measures

The foot and ankle ability measure, foot and ankle disability measure, and LEFS have
been seen to be reliable and to show a minimal detectable change (MDC).33

LEFS: When looking at acute ankle sprains, reliability was 0.87, with an MDC of 9.4
over a 1-week interval.124 There was a significant difference between changes in
scores over a 1-week period when comparing those occurring ≥6 days after the ankle
sprain to those within 5 days.

Diagnostic Imaging

MRI has been reliable in helping in detecting tears to the anterior talofibular
ligament and calcaneofibular ligament after acute injury.125-127

MRI and CT can accurately help detect osteochondral lesions of the talus.127, 128

With CAI, the fibula was found to have a more lateral position on CT.129

II. Observation

If a hematoma is present accompanied by local pressure pain at palpation, a positive
anterior drawer test is present, or both, it is most likely that a (partial) lateral ankle
ligament rupture exists.130

The client has pain or antalgic gait, or difficulty with weight bearing.120-122

The client may have ecchymosis and post-traumatic edema, especially an acutely
injured client. 120-122

III. Triage and Screening

Foot and ankle fractures can be helped to be ruled out with Ottawa Ankle Rules
(pooled SN 96.4, −LR 0.08) in clients of all ages;31 for children aged 5 years or older
(pooled SN 98.5, −LR 0.11;32 pooled SN 99, −LR 0.02131).
Foot and ankle stress fractures: Tuning fork (SN 83, −LR 0.21)54 and plantar
percussion test (SN 62)56 have less than good ability to rule out these fractures.
The Ottawa Ankle Rules will dictate if radiographs are warranted.132

The Bernese Ankle Rules have ideal ability to help rule out (SN 100, −LR 0) and rule
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in (SP 91, +LR 11.1) fractures.34

IV. Motion Tests

Depending on the severity and acuteness of the injury, clients are likely to have
limited ROM, especially for inversion.120, 121

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Depending on severity and acuteness of the injury, clients are likely to have limited
muscle performance, especially for inversion or eversion strength.120, 121

VI. Special Tests

Clinicians with limited clinical experience produced more accurate results when
physical examination was performed 5 days after the injury, rather than within 48
hours. The SN and SP of delayed physical examination for the presence or absence of
a lesion of an ankle ligament were found to be 96 and 84, respectively. The
utilization of a delayed physical examination was better at helping ruling out (SN 96)
versus ruling in (SP 84) the presence of a lesion of the ankle ligament.133

Anterior drawer test: A (+) test had poor ability to help rule in (SP 100, +LR Inf) a
lateral ankle sprain in one study of high bias.99

Medial subtalar glide: A (+) test had poor ability to help rule in (SP 88, +LR 4.67) a
lateral ankle sprain in one study of high bias.99

Talar tilt stress test: A (+) test had poor ability to help rule in (SP 88, +LR 4.0) a
lateral ankle sprain in one study of high bias.99

Five days after injury, a (−) anterior drawer test, no lateral hematoma, and no pain
with palpation of the ATFL help rule out (SN 100, −LR 0.01) a lateral ankle
sprain.103

VII. Palpation

Clinicians should look for tenderness to palpation of involved ligaments and
potentially the surrounding bone.120-122

V. Physical Performance Measures

Acutely injured clients may have diminished proprioception and altered weight
bearing,120-122 and therefore may be unable to perform any of these measures early in
rehabilitation.
Clinicians may use single-leg hop tests with diagonal and lateral movements as well as
direction change; moderate evidence shows that exercises such as side hop, 6 m
crossover hop, lateral hopping for distance, figure-eight hop, and hopping course
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help discriminate clients with continued dysfunction due to ankle sprain.33

Clients may have reduced performance on the star excursion balance test.134

Martin and colleagues recommended the grading system for lateral ankle sprains first
described by Malliaropoulos and colleagues.33 This system is shown in table 26.5.
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Potential Treatment-Based Classifications
Acute

Pain or immobility: Client may need external support, lace-up brace, or semirigid
ankle support.135 If pain is severe, immobilization or semirigid bracing may be
used.136

The clinician can recommend cryotherapy and therapeutic exercises.33

Mobility: should restore pain-free ankle and foot mobility.33, 137

Chronic

Strength and conditioning, with a focus on balance and other proprioception
exercises 138-141

Dynamic stability through balance training118

Mobility137, 142

Critical Clinical Pearls

In an inversion ankle sprain, clinicians should also evaluate the following structures:

Superficial and deep fibular nerves may have been tractioned during injury.
The cuboid can sublux or dislocate due to the contraction of the fibularis muscles.
The medial side can incur compression during an inversion sprain.

 

High Ankle Sprain or Syndesmotic Ankle Injury

ICD-9: 845.00 (sprain of ankle, unspecified site)
ICD-10: S93.409A (sprain of unspecified ligament of unspecified ankle, initial
encounter)
ICD -10: S96.919A (strain of unspecified muscle and tendon at ankle and foot level,
unspecified foot, initial encounter)
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One to eighteen percent of all ankle injuries involve the syndesmosis. The incidence of
high ankle sprains has been seen to be 29% in professional American football.143 These
injuries may be differentially diagnosed from lateral ankle sprains due to the external
rotation component involved during trauma.144 These injuries are often hard to diagnose
compared to a medial or lateral ankle sprain, and recovery is lengthy and frustrating for the
client.145

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

The method of injury (MOI) most commonly includes an external rotation moment
at the ankle with the foot in a dorsiflexed and pronated position; however, other
positions have been reported to cause a high ankle sprain. The force causes a
widening of the mortise and rupture of the ligamentous structures that stabilize the
joint.145

Clients who engage in skiing, American football, soccer, and other turf sports (due to
greater risk for cutting) may have these injuries.143, 146

Outcome Measures

Any appropriate foot and ankle measure may be used.

Diagnostic Imaging

The client may need radiographs if triage tests are positive for possible fracture;
radiographs showing >1 mm widening may indicate a need for surgical fixation.145

MRI is the gold standard for this type of injury.147 It has been seen to have similar
sensitivity and specificity as arthroscopy.127, 148-150

II. Observation

Less swelling is present in this condition than with lateral ankle sprain.147 If swelling
is notable, the clinician should do figure-eight measurements.
The client has difficulty with walking and bearing weight.

III. Triage and Screening

Fibular fractures may be present.151, 152

Foot and ankle fractures can be ruled out with the Ottawa Ankle Rules (pooled SN
96.4, −LR 0.08) in clients of all ages;31 for children aged 5 years or older (pooled SN
98.5, −LR 0.11;32 pooled SN 99, −LR 0.02131).
Foot and ankle stress fractures: Tuning fork (SN 83, −LR 0.21)54 and plantar
percussion test (SN 62)56 have less than good ability to rule out these fractures.
The Ottawa Ankle Rules will dictate if radiographs are warranted.132
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The Bernese Ankle Rules have ideal ability to help rule out (SN 100, −LR 0) and rule
in (SP 91, +LR 11.1) fractures.34

IV. Motion Tests

Loss of full plantarflexion147

Pain with active or passive ER of the foot; pain with active or passive forced
dorsiflexion145

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Antalgic gait pattern may be present with heel raised instead of heel-toe pattern.145

VI. Special Tests

Syndesmosis squeeze test: A (+) test has less than good ability to help rule in (SP 94,
+LR 5.0) a high ankle sprain.106

External rotation test: A (+) external rotation test has less than good ability to help
rule in (SP 85, +LR 1.3) a high ankle sprain.106

External rotation test with dorsiflexion: A (+) test has less than good ability to help
rule out (SN 71, −LR 0.46) a high ankle sprain.107

Cotton test: A (+) cotton test has very poor ability to help rule out (SN 25) a high
ankle sprain.105

Fibular translation test: Both a (−) test (SN 82, −LR 0.20) and a (+) test (SP 88, +LR
6.8) have good ability to rule out and rule in, respectively, a high ankle sprain.105

Dorsiflexion lunge with compression test: has poor ability to either rule out or rule in
a high ankle sprain.107

VII. Palpation

The anterior inferior tibiofibular ligament (AITFL) and proximally along the
interosseous membrane will be tender to palpation.145, 153

Isolated syndesmotic ligament injuries are uncommon; therefore, the deltoid
ligament may be affected.151, 152, 154

Pain with palpation of the AITFL and PITFL transverse ligament, interosseous
ligament, interosseous membrane, and deltoid ligament helps rule out (SN 92, −LR
0.28) ankle syndesmosis injury.108

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

A (−) single-leg hop test has good ability to help rule out (SN 90, −LR 0.37)
syndesmotic pathology.107
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Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

For sprain with latent diastasis, the clinician should use immobility.
Phase I: Pain control, edema management, and immobility.145

Phase II: Gait or exercise and conditioning: The clinician should focus on low-level
balance training and strength training.145

Phase III: Exercise and conditioning: The clinician should focus on unilateral balance
and high-level strength.
Phase IV: Return to sport.

Differential Diagnosis of High Ankle Sprain and Ankle Sprain

The method of injury in a high ankle sprain will include external rotation moment at
the ankle with the foot in a dorsiflexed and pronated position.145

Radiographs will show widening of the mortise in a high ankle sprain.
Client with high ankle sprain will have loss of full plantarflexion.147

The fibular translation test can both rule in (SP 88, +LR 6.8) and rule out (SN 82,
−LR 0.20) a high ankle sprain.105

A client with a high ankle sprain will have pain with palpation of AITFL and PITFL,
the transverse ligament or interosseous membrane, and the deltoid ligament.107

 

Achilles Tendon Rupture

ICD-9: 727.67 (nontraumatic rupture of Achilles tendon)
ICD-10: M66.369 (spontaneous rupture of flexor tendons, unspecified lower leg)

The most frequently ruptured tendon in the body is the Achilles tendon.269 The
incidence of rupture has been on the rise since the 1980s with the most rapid increase in
males ages 30-50 years,270 classically the beginner athlete in his fourth decade engaging in
an atypical athletic activity.270 The most common site of rupture is 3 to 6 cm above the
calcaneal insertion due to the poor vascularization. Histologically there is significant
collagen degeneration observed in clients who have had a tear.271, 272 Some risk factors
include oral ingestion and intratendinous injection of steroids, hypercholesterolemia, gout,
rheumatoid arthritis, long term dialysis, and renal transplant.273

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Clients have acute onset.155

This injury is more common in men aged 30 to 50 years.156
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Strenuous physical activity is a common mechanism.157

Clients often describe feeling as if they’d been kicked in posterior ankle, feeling or
hearing a pop, and experiencing inability to continue activity.155

Outcome Measures

The Achilles Tendon Total Rupture Score (ARTS) has high reliability and validity in
clients with a total Achilles tendon rupture.158

Diagnostic Imaging

MRI is helpful for ruling out (SN 91) partial tears and complete Achilles tendon tears
(SN 94) when not shown on imaging.24

No recommendation exists for or against the routine use of MRI, ultrasound
(ultrasonography), and radiograph (roentgenograms, X-rays) to confirm the diagnosis
of acute Achilles tendon rupture.159

II. Observation

The client will likely not be able to continue with weight-bearing activity.155

III. Triage and Screening

Foot and ankle fractures can be ruled out with the Ottawa Ankle Rules (pooled SN
96.4, −LR 0.08) in clients of all ages;31 for children aged 5 years or older (pooled SN
98.5, −LR 0.11;32 pooled SN 99, −LR 0.02131).
Foot and ankle stress fractures: Tuning fork (SN 83, −LR 0.21)54 and plantar
percussion test (SN 62)56 have less than good ability to rule out these fractures.
The Ottawa Ankle Rules will dictate if radiographs are warranted.132

The Bernese Ankle Rules have ideal ability to help rule out (SN 100, −LR 0) and rule
in (SP 91, +LR 11.1) fractures.34

Achilles tendon reflex is weak or absent.155

IV. Motion Tests

Increased passive ankle dorsiflexion159

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients have loss of true gastrocnemius and soleus strength for plantarflexion.155, 159

VI. Special Tests

Thompson test: A (−) test (SN 96, −LR 0.04) and a (+) test (SP 93, +LR 13.7) have
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only fair to good ability to rule out and rule in, respectively, Achilles tendon tear in
one high-bias study.95

Matles test: A (−) test (SN 88, −LR 0.14) and a (+) test (SP 85, +LR 6.3) have only
fair to good ability to rule out and rule in, respectively, Achilles tendon tear.95

Copeland test: A (−) test has less than good ability to help rule out (SN 78) an
Achilles tendon tear.95

Palpable of gap in Achilles tendon: A (+) test has fair to good ability to help rule in
(SP 89, +LR 6.6) an Achilles tendon tear.95

VII. Palpation

Clinicians may be unable to palpate the Achilles tendon or a palpable defect.155, 159

Clients may have a small bulge at the proximal Achilles tendon.155

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Only lower-level testing is suggested if this type of testing is appropriate at all in the
acute assessment of this pathology.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain control
Stabilization exercises
Protection of repair if reconstructed
Mobility or exercise and conditioning when client is ready to return to recreational
activities or sport

Achilles Tendinopathy

ICD-9: 727.06 (tenosynovitis of foot and ankle); 726.71 (Achilles bursitis or
tendinitis)
ICD-10: M65.879 (other synovitis and tenosynovitis, unspecified ankle and foot);
M76.6 (Achilles tendinitis or bursitis)

Achilles tendon dysfunction is a common overuse injury that is often reported by active
people participating in activity at a recreational or competitive level.160 Risk factors that
could lead to this dysfunction include abnormal ankle dorsiflexion, decreased plantarflexion
strength, increased foot pronation, abnormal tendon structure, obesity, hypertension,
hyperlipidemia, and diabetes (moderate evidence). As the client ages, the Achilles tendon
goes through morphological and biomechanical changes, making it weaker and stiffer.161

I. Client Interview
Subjective History
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Achilles tendinitis can occur in any age, while tendinosis is more likely to occur in
those over the age of 35 years.155

Achilles tendinitis is more likely in high-mileage runners and jumpers, ballet dancers,
and sedentary and obese people.119

Achilles tendinitis is of acute onset, and it can be prevalent with activity; it elicits
pain in the heel and causes stiffness.119, 155

Achilles tendinosis is of chronic nature, and pain along the Achilles tendon can be
elicited with loading the tendon. It may or may not have clinical symptoms with
activity, and often does not respond to anti-inflammatory modalities or
medications.119, 155, 162-164

If the client does not report pain located 2 to 6 cm above the insertion of the Achilles
tendon, this has fair ability to rule out (SN 78, −LR 0.30) Achilles tendinopathy; if
the client reports pain in this location, this is fairly helpful for ruling in (SP 77, +LR
3.4) the condition.94

If the client does not report that pain is usually worse during the first few steps in the
morning, this has good ability to rule out (SN 89, −LR 0.19) Achilles
tendinopathy.94

Outcome Measures

The Foot and Ankle Ability Measure or the Victorian Institute of Sport assessment
may be used.161

Diagnostic Imaging

Thicker Achilles tendons were associated more often with chronic symptoms
(tendinosis).165

II. Observation

Nodules may be noted on the Achilles tendon in resistant cases.155, 162-164

III. Triage and Screening

Foot and ankle fractures can be ruled out with the Ottawa Ankle Rules (pooled SN
96.4, −LR 0.08) in clients of all ages;31 for children aged 5 years or older (pooled SN
98.5, −LR 0.11;32 pooled SN 99, −LR 0.02131).
Foot and ankle stress fractures: Tuning fork (SN 83, −LR 0.21)54 and plantar
percussion test (SN 62)56 have less than good ability to rule out these fractures.
The Ottawa Ankle Rules will dictate if radiographs are warranted.132

The Bernese Ankle Rules have ideal ability to help rule out (SN 100, −LR 0) and rule
in (SP 91, +LR 11.1) fractures.34
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IV. Motion Tests

Clients with Achilles tendinitis are more likely to have pain with passive lengthening
(or stretching into dorsiflexion) of the involved tendon than those with tendinosis.

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Clients with Achilles tendinitis will often have pain and weakness with push-off or
plantarflexion type of activities, while those with tendinosis may or may not with
these activities.155, 164

VI. Special Tests

Palpation for tenderness test: A (+) test had less than good ability to help rule in (SP
81, +LR 3.2) or rule out (SN 64, −LR 0.48) Achilles tendinopathy in pooled
analysis92 but had good ability to help rule out (SN 84, −LR 0.22) Achilles
tendinopathy in one high-quality study.94

Royal London Hospital Test: In pooled analysis, this test demonstrated less than
good ability to rule out or rule in Achilles tendinopathy92 but ideal ability to rule in
(SP 93, +LR Inf) Achilles tendinopathy in one high-quality study.94

Arc sign: A (+) test has fair to good ability to rule in (SP 83, +LR 2.0)92 Achilles
tendinopathy in pooled analysis but had ideal ability to rule it in (SP 100, +LR Inf)
in one high-quality study.94

Single-leg heel raise test: A (+) test has fair to good ability to help rule in (SP 93, +LR
3.1) Achilles tendinopathy.94

Hop test: A (+) test has fair to good ability to help rule in (SP 87, +LR 3.3) Achilles
tendinopathy.94

Pain with passive dorsiflexion test: A (+) test has fair to good ability to help rule in
(SP 87, +LR 0.93) Achilles tendinopathy.94

Combined testing (palpation, arc sign, and Royal London test) have fair to good
ability to help rule in (SP 83, +LR 3.5) Achilles tendinopathy.93

VII. Palpation

Tendinitis tends to elicit well-localized tenderness that is similar in quality and
location to the pain experienced during activity.166

In clients with tendinosis, clinicians may notice a painless, palpable nodule on the
Achilles tendon.155, 162-164

Thickness of the Achilles tendon between 2 and 6 cm above the insertion with gently
squeezing the tendon between thumb and index finger helps rule in (SP 90, +LR
9.83) Achilles tendinopathy.94

Palpation of crepitus (“wet leather” sign) of the Achilles tendon between 2 and 6 cm
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above the insertion helps rule in (SP 100, +LR Inf) Achilles tendinopathy.94

Tenderness to palpation of the tendon has fair to good ability to help rule in (SP 85,
+LR 3.5) Achilles tendinopathy,93 and not having tenderness to palpation of the
tendon has good ability to helps rule out (SN 84, −LR 0.22)94 Achilles tendinopathy
to a moderate degree.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Stair descent, unilateral heel raise, single-limb hop movements, and recreational
activity participation are suggested, based on moderate evidence.161

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications161

Exercise and conditioning: eccentric loading exercises (strong evidence)
Pain control: low-level laser, iontophoresis (moderate evidence)
Stretching, foot orthosis night splint (weak evidence)
Mobility: possibly manual therapy and taping (expert opinion)161

Plantar Fasciitis

ICD-9: 728.71 (plantar fascial fibromatosis)
ICD-10: M72.2 (plantar fascial fibromatosis)

Plantar fasciitis accounts for 15% of all adult complaints related to the foot that require
professional help in both athletic and nonathletic populations.167 Risk factors include
decreased ankle dorsiflexion, obesity, and work-related weight bearing.168 Plantar heel pain
may be neural in origin; therefore, ruling out nerve involvement is important.169 Baxter
and Pfeiffer reported that tenderness under the base of the second metatarsal as well as the
insertion of the plantar fascia on the calcaneus would be plantar fasciitis; however, pain at
the bottom at the heel was more indicative of heel pad atrophy and medial foot pain was
more indicative of entrapment of the first branch of the plantar nerve.170

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

People who spend the majority of their workday on their feet and those whose body
mass index is >30 kg/m2 are at increased risk for the development of plantar
fasciitis.172

Pain for this condition appears in the plantar medial heel region. It is most noticeable
with initial steps after a period of inactivity but is also worse following prolonged
weight bearing and is often precipitated by a recent increase in weight-bearing
activity.168

Pain tends to be present with increasing levels of activity (i.e., walking, running), but
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will tend to worsen toward the end of the day.168

Often the client will have had a change in activity level, such as increased distance
with walking or running, or an employment change that requires more time167

standing or walking.168

Localized pain occurs under the anteromedial aspect of the plantar/posterior surface
of the heel, with paresthesias being uncommon.168

In clients with posterior heel pain of neural origin, pain is usually characterized as
burning, sharp, shooting, shocklike, electric, localized, or radiating either proximally
or distally.169

Outcome Measures

Only the Foot and Ankle Ability Measure has been validated in a physical therapy
practice setting for plantar fasciitis.11

Diagnostic Imaging

Imaging studies are typically not necessary for the diagnosis of plantar fasciitis.168

II. Observation

In some cases, the pain is so severe that the client ambulates with an antalgic gait.168

Longitudinal arch angle measure, navicular position test, and big toe extension may
provide further information.

III. Triage and Screening

Foot and ankle fractures can be ruled out with Ottawa Ankle Rules (pooled SN 96.4,
−LR 0.08) in clients of all ages;31 for children aged 5 years or older (pooled SN 98.5,
−LR 0.11l32 pooled SN 99, −LR 0.02131).
Foot and ankle stress fractures: Tuning fork (SN 83, −LR 0.21)54 and plantar
percussion test (SN 62)56 have less than good ability to rule out these fractures.
The Ottawa Ankle Rules will dictate if radiographs are warranted.132

The Bernese Ankle Rules have ideal ability to help rule out (SN 100, −LR 0) and rule
in (SP 91, +LR 11.1) fractures.34

Neurodynamic tests such as the straight leg raise can help rule out neurological
plantar heel pain.169

IV. Motion Tests

Clients may have less than 10° dorsiflexion; the risk of plantar fasciitis increases as the
range of ankle dorsiflexion decreases.171 Reduced ankle dorsiflexion appears to be the
most important risk factor for developing plantar fasciits.172
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V. Muscle Performance Testing

Posterior tibialis weakness may be seen due to excessive pronation.173

The flexor digitorum longus, flexor hallucis longus, peroneus longus, and Achilles
tendon assist with the supination needed with the windlass mechanism and should
therefore be tested.173

Proximal muscle weakness from the gluteus medius, gluteus minimus, tensor fasciae
latae, or quadriceps muscles can contribute to plantar fasciae abnormalities.174

VI. Special Tests

Dorsiflexion-eversion test: A (+) test (SP 99, +LR 82.7) and (−) test (SN 81, −LR
0.19) had less than good ability to rule in and rule out tarsal tunnel syndrome in one
study of medium bias.114

Windlass test: A (+) test helps rule in (SP 99, +LR 28.7) both weight-bearing and (SP
99, +LR 16.2) non-weight-bearing plantar fasciitis.97

Tinel’s sign: has limited ability to help rule out (SN 58) tarsal tunnel syndrome.112

Triple compression stress test in long sitting: A (−) test (SN 86, −LR 0.14) and a (+)
test (SP 100, +LR Inf) have less than good ability to rule out or rule in, respectively,
tarsal tunnel syndrome.113

VII. Palpation

Clients may have pain with palpation of proximal insertion of the plantar fascia.175

Palpation over the abductor hallucis or on the medial calcaneal tuberosity reproduced
symptoms in clients with suspected neurological plantar heel pain.169

The diagnosis of entrapment of the first branch of the lateral plantar nerve should
not be made without the presence of maximal tenderness over the nerve, although the
entire heel and the proximal plantar fascia may also be tender.169

Diagnosis of entrapment of the anterior branch of the medial calcaneal nerve can be
substantiated by the following palpatory findings: maximal tenderness over the
medial anterior part of the heel fat pad and abductor hallucis, distally radiating pain
with pressure on the nerve, and only minimal tenderness over the plantar fascia
origin.169

With medial plantar nerve entrapment, tenderness is typically located over the
plantar aspect of the medial arch around the navicular tuberosity.169

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

None is specific to plantar fasciitis.
Performance measures addressing ankle dorsiflexion ROM (such as bilateral and
single-leg squat, star excursion balance test, and lunge testing), balance and
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proprioception (single-leg balance testing), and progression to jumping and hopping
tests are recommended for clients who use these activities in their ADLs or work or
sport activity.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Pain, activity modification: Low-dye taping improved first-step pain over the short
term (1-week period) when compared to sham intervention; adverse effects in 28%
may affect compliance.176 Clients may have some pain relief from dry needling.177

Mobility
Tissue-specific stretching demonstrated superior pain relief compared to calf
stretching.178

Soft-tissue mobilization may provide short-term pain relief in clients with heel
pain.179

Differential Diagnosis of Plantar Fasciitis and Heel Pain

A client with PF will

report a recent increase in weight-bearing activity;168

report pain with first few steps out of bed in the morning as well as after a period of
inactivity;168

have a positive Windlass test in weight-bearing and non-weight-bearing activities;97

have less than 10° of ankle dorsiflexion;171 and
will not have an ankle fracture per Ottawa Ankle Rules.31

 

Medial Tibial Stress Syndrome

ICD-9: 844.9 (sprain of knee and leg NOS)
ICD-10: S83.90XA (sprain of unspecified site of unspecified knee, initial encounter);
S86.919A (strain of unspecified muscles and tendons at lower leg level, unspecified
leg, initial encounter)

Shin splints can also be defined as MTSS, which is different from stress fractures and
compartment syndrome. MTSS is a bony overload injury where the tibial bone bends, and
strain is caused during weight-bearing activities.180, 181, 182 Tibial osteopenia can result
from microdamage in the bone as bony formation is outpaced by bone reabsorption.183, 184

Before diagnosing MTSS, tibial stress fracture (pain more local) and exertional
compartment syndrome should be excluded.183
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Chronic exertional compartment syndrome is commonly diagnosed by the
measurement of raised intramuscular pressures in the lower limb. The pathophysiology of
the condition is poorly understood, and the criteria used to make the diagnosis are based on
small sample sizes of symptomatic clients. Although all intracompartmental pressure (ICP)
measurement, magnetic resonance imaging, and near-infrared spectroscopy seem to be
useful in confirming the diagnosis of chronic exertional compartment syndrome (CECS),
no standard diagnostic procedure is currently universally accepted.185 In fact, intramuscular
pressure values have also been shown to vary in relation to a number of factors other than
the presence of CECS.186

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Clients may do activities that involve a lot of jumping and running; rhythmic
gymnasts and military personnel are also at risk.183, 187, 188

Pain is exercise related.183

Pain is localized over the distal two-thirds of the posteromedial tibia.189

Symptoms present on starting activity and subside with continued exercise; however,
later on, the pain continues to be present during activity.183 At worst, the pain can be
felt when activity ceases.190

Outcome Measures

Any appropriate outcome measure may be used.

Diagnostic Imaging

MRI is useful in evaluating shin splints, early osseous stress injuries, and overt stress
fracture.191

MRI has SN 79-88, SP 33-100, +LR 1.18, −LR 0.64.192, 193

Bone scintigraphy with MRI is widely used to confirm diagnosis.194

When diagnosis is unclear, bone scan and MRI have approximately the same SN and
SP. CT and SN are lower with a higher SP.183

II. Observation

Mild swelling of tibia may be present.190, 195

Female gender and increased BMI were found to be related to MTSS.189

Level I evidence is used for excessive pronation and female gender; level II evidence is
used for increased internal and external hip ROM, BMI, previous history of MTSS,
and leaner calf girth.183

III. Triage and Screening
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Foot and ankle fractures can be ruled out with the Ottawa Ankle Rules (pooled SN
96.4, −LR 0.08) in clients of all ages;31 for children aged 5 years or older (pooled SN
98.5, −LR 0.11;32 pooled SN 99, −LR 0.02131).
Foot and ankle stress fractures: Tuning fork (SN 83, −LR 0.21)54 and plantar
percussion test (SN 62)56 have less than good ability to rule out these fractures.
The Ottawa Ankle Rules will dictate if radiographs are warranted.132

The Bernese Ankle Rules have ideal ability to help rule out (SN 100, −LR 0) and rule
in (SP 91, +LR 11.1) fractures.34

If compartment syndrome is suspected, the clinician should perform compartment
testing where pressures are read before (at rest), during, and after exercise. A delay of
pressures returning to normal resting state 6 to 30 minutes after exercise has
diagnostic value.196

IV. Motion Tests

Lack of talocrural mobility, decreased ankle dorsiflexion197

V. Muscle Performance Testing

Weak foot intrinsic muscles (pronation, navicular drop), hip weakness

VI. Special Tests

Shin palpation test: A (+) test has fair to good ability to rule in (SP 90, +LR 3.4)
MTSS.91

Shin edema test: A (+) test rules out (SN 92, −LR 0.95) MTSS.91

Utilizing both the shin palpation and shin edema test together rules in (SP 88, +LR
7.9) MTSS.91

VII. Palpation

Clients may have pain along the posteromedial border of the tibia over a length of 5
or more consecutive cm.198

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Only lower level testing is suggested if this type of testing is appropriate at all in the
acute assessment of this pathology.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Mobility (ankle), shoe insert; exercise and conditioning (hip); and improved running
technique197
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Modalities: Iontophoresis, phonophoresis, ice massage, ultrasound, periosteal
pecking, and extracorporeal shockwave therapy are effective (Level 3 to 4 of evidence
—none of the studies were free from some methodological bias).199

Tibialis Posterior Tendon Dysfunction

ICD-9: 726.72 (posterior tibial tendonitis)
ICD-10: M76.829 (posterior tibial tendinitis, unspecified leg)

Dysfunction in the tibialis posterior tendon (TPT) has been described as a loss of
strength in the tendon that occurs either suddenly or over time.200 The muscle eccentrically
contracts at heel strike to resist internal rotation of the tibia and pronation.201 At heel rise,
the TPT locks the bones of the arch and rearfoot, converting the foot into a rigid lever.202

The TPT is the main stabilizer of the medial longitudinal arch.203 TPT dysfunction has
been histopathologically seen to be tendinosis204 from repetitive microtrauma and chronic
microdegenration205 and with degeneration could eventually rupture.206 It can be broken
down into type I, where there is primary tendon inflammation, and type II, tendon
dysfunction and elongation, where the client develops flat foot deformity207 (table 26.6).
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I. Client Interview
Subjective History

Pain occurs in medial ankle on weight bearing, or in the lateral subtalar joint.
The client is >50 years old, obese, and has a history of diabetes, previous foot ankle
surgery or trauma, local steroid injections, or inflammatory diseases (rheumatoid
arthritis).
The client plays basketball, tennis, soccer, or hockey.
This injury is commonly related to running.213

The client has difficulty walking, with diminished endurance for long periods of
time, as well as difficulty with athletic activity. Over time, flattening of the arch and
widening of the foot occur, which may affect footwear and gait.212

Outcome Measures

Any appropriate outcome measure may be used.

Diagnostic Imaging

Radiographs can assess the magnitude of the deformity as well as degenerative
changes (anteroposterior and lateral weight-bearing views of the ankle and
anteroposterior, lateral, and oblique weight-bearing views of the foot are required).212

In cases where inhomogeneity or partial tears of the posterior tibial tendon may not
be evident clinically, MRI is very SN.214

II. Observation

Flat foot deformity.215
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Loss of medial arch height.
Edema of the medial ankle.
Runners with stage I PTTD exhibited significant differences in rear foot pronation
during walking gait, along with normal inversion ankle muscle strength and foot
posture when compared to healthy clients.216

Ipsilateral valgus deformity of the knee.217

III. Triage and Screening

Foot and ankle fractures can be ruled out with the Ottawa Ankle Rules (pooled SN
96.4, −LR 0.08) in clients of all ages;31 for children aged 5 years or older (pooled SN
98.5, −LR 0.11;32 pooled SN 99, −LR 0.02131).
Foot and ankle stress fractures: Tuning fork (SN 83, −LR 0.21)54 and plantar
percussion test (SN 62)56 have less than good ability to rule out these fractures.
The Ottawa Ankle Rules will dictate if radiographs are warranted.132

The Bernese Ankle Rules have ideal ability to help rule out (SN 100, −LR 0) and rule
in (SP 91, +LR 11.1) fractures. 34

IV. Motion Tests

See table 26.6 for different stages and effects on motion.
Clients may have lack of talocrural mobility and decreased ankle dorsiflexion.187

V. Muscle Performance Testing

The peroneus brevis, anterior tibial, and gastrocnemius muscles are weak due to
synergistic contraction with the TPT and these muscles.218

Clients have significant concentric and eccentric ankle invertor strength reductions
for the involved ankle compared to the uninvolved one.218

VI. Special Tests

Posterior tibial edema sign: A (+) test has good ability to rule in (SP 100, +LR Inf)
post-tibial tendon dysfunction.

VII. Palpation

The medial ankle TPT may be tender to palpation.

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Any appropriate physical performance measure may be used.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications
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Pain control and activity modification: conservatively treated despite clinical stage.210

Clinicians should prevent pain and inflammation, promote healing while off loading
and rehabbing TPT itself, and prevent progression of foot deformity.215

Clients may need surgery depending on scope of dysfunction and potential
disability,201 although double upright ankle foot orthosis may be an alternative to
surgery.219

Lisfranc Injury (Midfoot)

ICD-9: 838.03 (closed dislocation of tarsometatarsal joint); 838.13 (open dislocation
of tarsometatarsal joint)
ICD-10-CM: S93.326A (dislocation of tarsometatarsal joint of unspecified foot,
initial encounter)

Injury to the Lisfranc joint is often missed due to the complexity of the anatomy in the
foot and the rarity of the injury.220 It was originally noticed in soldiers who got thrown off
their horses with their feet still stuck in the stirrup. This external rotation with compression
at the Lisfranc joint can lead to Lisfranc injury or dislocation. Currently this has been seen
in automobile accidents and sports injuries, specifically among football players, gymnasts,
and ballet dancers.221

I. Client Interview
Subjective History

The MOI is external rotation force combined with compression due to direct
(dropping something on midfoot) or indirect trauma (midfoot twisting after getting
caught on something).220

Client has difficulty bearing weight.222

Running on the toes and the push-off phase of running are painful.223

Outcome Measures

Any appropriate outcome measure may be used.

Diagnostic Imaging

X-rays: lateral, anteroposterior, and 30° internal oblique projections in weight bearing
should be taken.224

CT is used for more complex injuries where there are multiple fractures or a
dislocation, or when adequate foot position cannot be obtained.225, 226

II. Observation

Minimal swelling over midfoot222
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Difficulty with weight bearing222

Pain, edema, tenderness over the tarsometatarsal joint, and ecchymosis at the
plantar/posterior aspect of the midfoot227-230

Plantar ecchymosis (disruption to soft tissue)231

III. Triage and Screening

Foot and ankle fractures can be ruled out with the Ottawa Ankle Rules (pooled SN
96.4, −LR 0.08) in clients of all ages;31 for children aged 5 years or older (pooled SN
98.5, −LR 0.11;32 pooled SN 99, −LR 0.02131).
Foot and ankle stress fractures: Tuning fork (SN 83, −LR 0.21)54 and plantar
percussion test (SN 62)56 have less than good ability to rule out these fractures.
The Ottawa Ankle Rules will dictate if radiographs are warranted.132

The Bernese Ankle Rules have ideal ability to help rule out (SN 100, −LR 0) and rule
in (SP 91, +LR 11.1) fractures.34

If the clinician suspects a fracture, they should perform immediate imaging because
delayed diagnosis is associated with increased morbidity.224, 231

IV. Motion Tests

Clients have increased pain with passive abduction and pronation of the forefoot.232,

233

V. Muscle Performance Testing

No muscle performance testing is reported particular to this diagnosis.

VI. Special Tests

No special tests are reported particular to this diagnosis.

VII. Palpation

The clinician should palpate the first three metatarsal bases articulating with each of
the cuneiforms and the lateral two metatarsals articulating with the cuboid.224

VIII. Physical Performance Measures

Only lower-level testing is suggested if this type of testing is appropriate at all in the
acute assessment of this pathology.

Potential Treatment-Based Classifications

Immobilization or activity modification: After 6 to 8 weeks of immobilization, the
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clinician can progress to mobility and strength and conditioning.222

If a fracture is present, the client may need surgery.234

Plantar Plate Abnormality

The plantar plate aides with stability and prevents hyperextension of the
metatarsophalangeal joints in the forefoot.235-237 The plantar is made up of fibrocollagen
and Type 1 collagen, and it attaches to the base of the phalanx and the metatarsal. It is
essential for securing the proximal phalanx of the lesser toes. Injury to the ligament can lead
to metatarsalgia, plantar swelling, deformities such as hammer toe, and lesser toe
subluxation.238-240 Significant foot pain can result from degeneration or partial or full tears
in the plantar plate, which can significantly affect gait and foot function.235, 241, 242 These
tears are often missed on initial examination. Ninety-five percent of clients with tears
presented with onset of forefoot pain (SN 93), edema at the second metatarsal head (SN
95.8), and posterior drawer sign (SN 80.6, SP 99.8; 109 feet from clients who underwent
plantar plate repair). Crossover toes (SP 88.9) is a physical sign for ruling out this
diagnosis.243 MRI is often used for diagnosis because it has good diagnostic value (SN 95,
SP 100, +LR 100, −LR 67).240 Depending on the severity of injury, clients may be able to
rest, use ice and anti-inflammatory medications, use orthotics to change pressure
distribution, or change their shoes. If conservative treatment fails, surgery is performed.244

Turf Toe

This condition is usually seen in American football players who play on turf or artificial
surfaces.245 Typically hyperextension of the MTP joint is due to an axial load when the
foot is in fixed equinus position at the ankle and the big toe is in extension at the MTP
joint.246 This hyperextension leads to disruption or attenuation of the capsular ligamentous
complex that is supporting the joint. Depending on the vector of force variations from the
classic hyperextension, injury can occur such as a traumatic hallux valgus or damage to the
medial and plantar medial structures.247-249 The client will first report MTP joint pain
(point tenderness) and swelling. Observation of swelling, ecchymosis, and any
malalignment should be performed. Radiographs are usually taken and may include a
forced dorsiflexion lateral view. Manual muscle testing (MMT) may reveal a weakness in
active flexion, suggesting disruption of the plantar plate of the flexor hallucis brevis. Initial
treatment will include immobility and pain and edema control. Limiting hallux motion as
the client returns to sport with taping or an orthotic (stiff sole with a turf toe plate insert or
custom with a Morton’s extension), along with gentle ROM, is recommended.246 Surgery
may be performed in cases where there is a large capsular avulsion making the MTP
unstable, as well as with diastasis of the bipartite sesamoid, diastasis of sesamoid fracture,
retraction of the sesamoid, traumatic hallux deformity, vertical instability, loose body in
MTP joint, chondral injury in MTP joint, or failed conservative treatment.246, 250
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Hallux Valgus

Stephens251 describes the development of hallux valgus and states that the weakening of
tissues on the medial side of the MTP joint and erosion of the ridge on the metatarsal head
between the sesamoids occur early. The proximal phalanx drifts into valgus and the MT
head drifts into varus. A groove appears on the medial side of the articular cartilage of the
MT head as it atrophies from the lack of normal pressures, which gives rise to the
prominence of bony exostosis. A medial bursa can develop as a result of pressure from
footwear over the prominence. The extensor hallucis longus and flexor hallucis brevis
change direction with the phalanx, and start adducting and making the deformity worse.252

The client subjectively will complain of pain, aesthetic concerns, and inability to wear
certain shoes. Extrinsic factors include low BMI with high heel use among women aged 20
to 64 years, high BMI, and pes planus.253 This condition is more prevalent in women and
the elderly.254 Physical examination would include looking at the forefoot and hindfoot
because tightness in the gastroc-soleus complex can make the pain under the forefoot
worse. The clinician should note range of motion of the MTP joint, and whether there is
pronation. They should examine other toes and the metatarsal heads for calluses and
deformities. Movement of the MT greater than 9 mm in a plantar lateral to dorsomedial
direction indicates hypermobility.255 Weight-bearing radiographs are used to assess the
deformity. Orthoses and accommodative footwear have been seen to help symptoms;
however, there is no evidence to show prevention of progression.256 Hallux valgus has been
seen to significantly affect gait, and it can lead to instability and falls in older people when
walking on uneven terrain.7

Tarsal Tunnel Syndrome

This syndrome involves entrapment of the tibial nerve as it passes through the tunnel
between the flexor retinaculum and medial malleolus. Depending on the severity of the
entrapment, the terminal branches (medial and lateral plantar nerve) may also be involved.6

Causes of the entrapment can range from participation in repetitive or strenuous activities,
such as jogging or running, or trauma, such as sprains, strains, or fractures.257, 258

Subjectively the client may report increased symptoms at night or with prolonged activity
like standing or walking. On observation, this client may have pes planus. On MMT, there
may be some weakness in the abductors and flexors, typically starting with the first
metatarsal. The special tests to diagnose this condition include Tinel’s sign (SN 58), triple
compression test (SP 100, +LR Inf),113 and the dorsiflexion eversion test (SP 99, +LR
82.7).114, 257 This condition is very often misdiagnosed as plantar fasciitis due to its
presentation; polyneuropathy, radiculopathy, deep flexor compartment syndrome, and
Morton’s metatarsalgia are often differential diagnoses.259, 260 This client will benefit from
early intervention to decrease pain and inflammation, followed by strengthening and
exercise and conditioning.
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Fibular or Peroneal Nerve

Superficial: Injury to this nerve is relatively rare. It can be stretched with inversion
sprains (lateral) or can become entrapped as it pierces the deep fascia where it
becomes subcutaneous above the lateral malleolus. With increased activity, clients
will complain of diminished sensation on the posterior aspect of the foot.6

Deep fibular nerve: Injury involves compression to the deep fibular nerve as it travels
beneath the posterior tibialis and the extensor hallucis brevis tendons and above the
first and second cuneiforms, where is it not protected as well as in other places.261

Weakness (extensor digitorum brevis), pain (deep aching in the medial and posterior
aspect of the foot, burning around the nail of the big toe, and pins and needles
around the borders of the 1st and 2nd toes that increases with plantarflexion), and
sensory changes to the foot and ankle are some symptoms present with this
entrapment.261 Conservative management focuses on removing or reducing the
external compression on the nerve,262 whether through a change in footwear or
orthotics, as well as with NSAIDs.261

Sural Nerve

The sural nerve runs between the heads of the gastrocnemius muscle and runs deep and
distally to the lateral side of the leg, from the peroneal tendon sheath to the lateral
tuberosity of the 5th toe. This pathway includes an anatomic fibrous arcade (superficial
sural aponeurosis). The nerve runs superficially in the distal third of the leg. With
entrapment, the client has acute localized tenderness over the nerve itself. Reproduction of
the client’s symptoms occurs with gentle pressure on the nerve, and complaints of chronic
pain in the posterior aspect of the leg get worse with exertion.263 Diminished sensation
with or without paresthesia in the distribution of the nerve as well as the presence of a
tender ganglion usually help to diagnose this condition.264
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Conclusion

The clinician’s goals are to address the impairments and to aim to restore a client’s
function. This chapter provides integration of the best evidence and a systematic
examination approach that will help the clinician accomplish these goals. This systematic,
evidence-based funnel approach stresses the importance of each part of the examination
process. With the lower leg, ankle, and foot, it is important to rule out or screen for
competing pathologies early in the examination process and to rule in or diagnose certain
pathologies later in the process. Because this area is the distal-most joint, pathology may be
the result of compensation.
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Part V
Examination of Special Populations

Part V covers special populations as related to the orthopedic client. While clinicians
who work with athletic, geriatric, and pediatric clients are all likely to benefit from the
detailed, evidence-based examination procedures and sequences provided in the chapters in
parts III and IV, these clients are often unique, and their examinations require special focus.
Each of these three chapters provides the clinician with the best evidence examinations
unique to the clients covered in part V. Special considerations, unique situations, respective
pathologies, and the approaches necessary for examining these special populations are
described in detail for the athletic client requiring an emergency sport examination (chapter
27), the geriatric client (chapter 28), and the pediatric client (chapter 29).
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Chapter 27
Emergency Sport Examination

John DeWitt, PT, DPT, SCS, ATC
Mitch Salsbery, PT, DPT, SCS, CSCS

The majority of sports-related dysfunction encountered in the sports training room and
clinic is of traditional musculoskeletal dysfunction, not of the emergent type. The treating
clinician should also be cognizant of the fact that musculoskeletal dysfunction is likely to be
fairly prevalent and will be more common in athletes than in nonathletes. In fact, in a
prevalence study, athletes reported having the highest pain frequency in the lumbar spine
(68%), cervical spine (55%), knee (44%), thoracic spine (33%), ankle (25%), hip (23%),
shoulder (21%), wrist (8%), and elbow (7%).1 Athletes reported a higher percentage of
pain in almost all body regions when compared to age-matched nonathletes.1 Therefore,
the majority of the sports-trained clinician’s practice will be dealing with traditional
musculoskeletal dysfunction. The sports-trained clinician, though, will have training in and
experience with emergency sport examination and treatment. This chapter details the
specifics of such an examination.
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Sports-Related Concussion

Sports-related mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) or concussion is a common and
challenging injury to diagnose, with a constellation of signs and symptoms that can evolve
over hours or days after a concussive episode. 2 Note that players who sustain severe head
trauma causing a loss of consciousness (LOC) require prompt, on-the-field assessment of
airway, breathing, and circulation, as well as immediate stabilization of the neck with any
equipment near the head (e.g., helmet and shoulder pads) left in place. A comprehensive
examination of suspected cervical spine injury is beyond the scope of this section. Cervical
spine examination is discussed further in this chapter as well as in chapter 17 (Cervical
Spine).

Awareness of mTBI in athletic competition has increased drastically over the past two
decades due to advances in research, clinical practice guideline development, and legislative
changes.3 Despite increased awareness and improvements in assessment and management of
concussion, best practice guidelines still need to be validated as noted in the 4th Consensus
Statement on Concussion in Sport, “While agreement exists pertaining to principal
messages conveyed within this document, the authors acknowledge that the science of
concussion is evolving, and therefore management and return to play decisions remain in
the realm of clinical judgment on an individualized basis.”3

The Centers for Disease Control estimates that more than 170,000 sport- or activity-
related concussions occur every year.4 However, this number only represents people who
were admitted to an emergency department and is mostly likely an underrepresentation of
true incidence. Of this number, American football contributes the highest rates (55,007;
0.47 per 1,000 athlete exposures) followed by girls’ soccer (29,167; 0.36 per 1,000 athlete
exposures).5 Despite an increased awareness in recognition and management, rates of
concussion in sport continue to rise.5 This may be attributed to greater awareness as well as
an increase in sport involvement; nonetheless, it is paramount that sideline health care
providers utilize high-quality examination techniques to enhance efficacious management
of this potentially life-threatening injury.

Health care professionals should be knowledgeable about risk factors for sports-related
concussion. Several studies have identified gender, age, fatigue, concussion history, sport,
history of migraines, and learning disabilities as potential factors.4, 5 Genetic factors,
including carriers of the apolipoprotein E epsilon 4 allele (APoE-4), may also contribute to
greater susceptibility; however, this correlation has yet to be determined in sports-related
concussion.6

When a TBI is suspected during play, it is paramount to first assess vitals and rule out a
cervical spine injury (chapters 6 and 17 detail red flags and screening of the cervical spine).
Each year in American football, an estimated 11,000 neck injuries occur that require
transport to the emergency room.7 Proper recognition and early management is critical for
preventing catastrophic events. Initiation of the emergency response is required for safely
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transporting the athletes to the proper medical facility. Those athletes who have persistent
LOC or alteration of consciousness should be kept in a stable position and rapidly
transported on a backboard by ambulance to an emergency room. It is important to
remember, however, that most athletes will not suffer LOC following a concussion; in this
case, they may be evaluated on the sidelines.2

Sideline evaluation of a suspected concussion should incorporate a battery of tests to
assess cognitive, neuropsychological, and balance abilities. The Sport Concussion
Assessment Tool, 3rd edition (SCAT3) is a multimodal tool recommended by the 4th
International Conference on Concussion to evaluate these parameters (figure 27.1).3 The
SCAT3 includes the Glasgow Coma Scale, Graded Symptom Checklist, Maddocks’
questions, Standardized Assessment of Concussion (SAC), and the Balance Error Scoring
System. While the SCAT3 has not been validated, components of the tool have been
studied individually. The SCAT3 can be used on athletes 13 years and older, while younger
athletes should be tested using the Child SCAT3.
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Figure 27.1 SCAT3 assessment form.
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McCrory P, Meeuwisse W, Aubry M, Cantu RC, Dvorak J, Echemendia R, Engebretsen L, Johnston K, Kutcher
J, Raftery M, Sills A, Benson B, Davis G, Ellenbogen R, Guskeiwicz K, Herring SA, Iverson G, Jordan B, Kissick J,

McCrea M, McIntosh A, Maddocks D, Makdissi M, Purcell L, Putukian M, Schneider K, Tator C, Turner M.
SCAT3. Br J Sports Med 2013; 47(5): 259.

 

Glasgow Coma Scale: neurologic injury rating scale based on client responses. A
score of ≥13/15 indicates a mild traumatic injury consistent with concussion.
Graded Symptoms Checklist: The postconcussive checklist has been validated for
both ongoing cerebral hemodynamic abnormality as well as mild cognitive
impairment.8 Due to the multifactorial nature of concussion, however, it is not
sufficient to provide return-to-play criteria as a stand-alone test.
Maddocks’ questions: Maddocks’ questions were first proposed by David Maddocks
in 1989.9 A follow-up study in 1995 demonstrated acceptable sensitivity (SN)
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compared to age-matched controls.10, 11

Standardized Assessment of Concussion (SAC): First described by McCrea in
1998, the SAC has been validated in the sideline diagnosis of concussion.12 The SAC
has demonstrated 94% sensitivity (SN) and 76% specificity (SP) in diagnosing
concussion when posttesting is 1 point lower than baseline levels.13

Balance Error Scoring System (BESS): The BESS consists of six 20-second balance
tests in various positions and surfaces, and has been validated with other measures of
stability (figure 27.2).14, 15 Stances are performed with the eyes closed, and errors are
defined as opening eyes, lifting hands off hips, lifting forefoot or heel, abducting hip
by more than 30°, failing to return to the test position within 5 seconds, or stepping,
stumbling, or falling out of position. Moderate (0.70) test–retest reliability has been
established as well as sufficient interrater (0.57) and intrarater reliability (0.74).14, 15

The modified BESS is similar to the original test, excluding the foam surface. It is
currently used in the SCAT3 and demonstrates acceptable reliability compared to the
original.16 Enhanced efficiency of the test may be more appropriate for the sideline
evaluation; however, delayed postural testing is warranted to limit effects of fatigue
with outcomes.

 

00:00 / 00:00
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Figure 27.2 BESS balance tests.
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Cognitive testing is an important aspect of both baseline and postinjury assessment to
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diagnose injury. Several testing paradigms exist including ImPACT, which has been shown
to be effective in assessing concussion with an SN of 82% and SP of 89.4% in concussed
high school athletes.17 Giza and colleagues also reported high SN regardless of pencil and
paper or computerized administration (SN 71–88%).14 Addition of computerized
neurocognitive testing increases the SN of diagnosing concussion from 64% to 83%, and
this type of testing is better able to measure neurocognitive deficits in athletes who are
asymptomatic or who denied symptoms following injury.18, 19 ImPACT scores in
correlation with symptom clusters have also been shown to predict protracted recovery in
postconcussive clients.20

Critical Clinical Pearls

Consider the following risk factors of concussion:
Predisposed to concussion

Female gender
History of concussion

Delayed recovery

Age (<18 years old)
Female gender
History of concussion
Learning disability
History of migraines or depression
Prolonged loss of consciousness (>1 min)
Amnesia
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Cervical Spine Injuries

Spinal cord injuries occur approximately 12,000 times per year, 8.2% of which are due
to collision sports.22 High-impact sports, such as American football, rugby, snowboarding,
and ice hockey have been identified as high-risk sports for cervical injuries.23, 24 While rare,
disabling and catastrophic events do result from cervical neck injuries. Approximately 1.10
injuries per 100,000 high school athletes and 4.72 injuries per 100,000 college football
athletes lead to a catastrophic event, including quadriplegia, central cord syndrome, Brown-
Séquard syndrome, and other permanent neurologic conditions.25 Poor tackling technique
and the presence of cervical spinal stenosis may predispose an athlete to spinal cord injury;
these should be addressed prior to participation in sport.23

Airway, breathing, and circulation (ABCs) should be immediately assessed for any
athlete suspected of having a significant cervical spine injury or found unconscious.24

Immediate immobilization should be utilized for an athlete experiencing bilateral
neurologic symptoms or signs of spinal or vascular instability followed by activation of the
emergency response system.23 A secondary neurological examination and fracture
assessment may be performed if no life-threatening conditions are present. Diagnostic
imaging is the gold standard for cervical spine injuries. To date, no validated sideline
assessment exists. Cervical fracture screening is described later in the chapter.

Cervical Cord Neurapraxia

Cervical cord neurapraxia is a less sinister injury, defined as a transient neurological
deficit following cervical spinal cord trauma.27 By definition, clients or athletes with
neurapraxia should return to baseline neurologic levels with no residual symptoms. Typical
symptoms include acute bilateral burning pain, tingling, loss of sensation, and weakness to
complete paralysis. While symptoms vary, resolution typically occurs from several minutes
up to 48 hours.27 A grading system developed by Torg and colleagues27 is based on the
duration of symptoms: grade I (<15 min), grade II (15 min to 24 hrs), and grade III (>24
hrs). The grading system may be helpful for classifying the severity of the injury; however,
its application in on-the-field or sideline evaluation is limited.

Brachial Plexus Injury Stingers

Stingers, also known as burners, are the most frequent cervical spine injury in athletics,
particularly in American football at a rate of 7.7% per year, and have been reported as high
as 65% over the course of one’s career.28, 29 Mechanism of injury typically falls into two
categories: tensile or compressive. Tensile injuries occur when the neck is rapidly flexed to
the contralateral side, which may or may not be accompanied by shoulder depression.
Compressive injuries typically occur from rapid extension and lateral flexion on the
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ipsilateral side, which may involve the nerve root along with the brachial plexus. Poorer
outcomes are associated with extension and compression stingers, which involve increased
rates of prolonged symptoms and a delayed return to activity.30

As with cervical cord neurapraxia, ruling out a spinal cord injury is the first step in an
acute evaluation of the brachial plexus. Presence of significant arm pain, altered mental
status, bilateral symptoms, or cervical neck pain should be ruled out.31 Currently no
validated on-the-field or sideline assessments exist for a brachial plexus injuries, and current
diagnosis is based on mechanism of injury and symptoms presentation.
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Cardiac Disorders

By far the most common cause of sudden death in sport is cardiovascular (CV) injury.
A study evaluating 1,866 sudden deaths in athletes from 1986 to 2006 reported that over
half (56%) were due to CV causes.32 Due to the high incidence of CV in sudden death, it
is essential to recognize signs and symptoms of CV anomalies as well as use appropriate
assessment and management strategies.

Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is the number one cause of cardiovascular death
in athletes.33 This condition is caused by asymmetrical ventricular thickening affecting one
side of the heart and is typically genetic in nature. Athletes suffering from HCM may
report symptoms including dizziness, chest pain, fainting, shortness of breath, and
fatigue.34 Unfortunately, 55% to 80% of athletes are often asymptomatic, contributing to
the difficulty of detection until a catastrophic event occurs. Thus, this condition can be
challenging to detect in a preparticipation evaluation, and it is usually only when reporting
symptoms that athletes are referred to the appropriate medical professional for further
diagnostic testing, such as an echocardiogram.35

The second leading cause of sudden cardiovascular death in athletes is attributed to
coronary artery abnormalities.33 Anomalous origin of the left main coronary artery and the
right coronary artery are the most common manifestations detected.36 While coronary
circulation differs among people, variability greater than 1% of the normal population is
considered abnormal.36 Coronary artery abnormality is exceedingly rare with an incidence
of only 1.2% in the general population, and it is diagnosed more often in children than in
adults (4–15% and 1%, respectively).36 Similar to HCM, many athletes present
asymptomatically; however, syncope, angina, and cardiac arrhythmia may be reported,
warranting a thorough history during preparticipation examinations (PPE). Unlike HCM,
there is no clear genetic or family history link for anomalous coronary arteries.

The importance of screening athletes to mitigate risk of sudden cardiac death is a
widely accepted standard of practice; however, controversy exists regarding
standardization.35, 36 The current debate focuses on whether or not to include mandatory
12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) into the PPE. The International Olympic Committee
(IOC) and European Sports Coalition (ESC) advocate the systematic use of a noninvasive
diagnostics test (i.e., ECG) in screening procedures. This premise is based on a 25-year
Italian study that suggested a significant decrease in CV deaths in athletes when using
ECGs during the preparticipation exam.37 Concerns from an American perspective
questioning the low incidence of disease and rate of false positives of an ECG increasing
health care costs due to unnecessary follow-up testing have raised concerns on the
appropriateness of its systematic use during preparticipation exams.35 Overall, ECG SN has
been reported at 50%; false positive rates of 40% and a 4% to 5% false negative rate limit
the validity of this approach.36 Additionally, with a significantly larger population, the
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already overburdened United States health care system may come to a standstill if
diagnostic testing were mandated for all athletes. Considering epidemiologic, societal, and
economic concerns, the American Heart Association (AHA) does not currently endorse the
systematic use of ECG diagnostic testing within its screening guidelines.34, 37, 38 The AHA
currently recommends screening guidelines that do not include advanced diagnostic testing
as part of a preparticipation physical in the United States.37 Instead, a major focus of the
guidelines used in the United States includes symptom recognition and family history to
identify those athletes at high risk to warrant further diagnostic testing.35

AHA Recommendations for Preparticipation Cardiovascular Screening of
Competitive Athletes34

The risk of serious cardiovascular disease should always be a concern for the practicing
clinician. The AHA suggests clinicians evaluate several elements during preparticipation
screening for competitive athletes. The elements fall into three areas: personal history,
family history, and a physical exam.

When taking the athlete’s personal history, the clinician should ask if the athlete has
experienced any of the following during exercise: chest pain or discomfort, fainting or near
fainting, becoming very out of breath, or fatigued. The clinician should determine if a
medical professional has diagnosed a heart murmur in the past and should check for
elevated systemic blood pressure.

After ascertaining the athlete’s personal history, the clinician should investigate the
athlete’s family history. Questions such as the following are instructive:

Has more than one person in your family died suddenly from heart disease before age
50?
Do any of your close relatives under age 50 have a disability related to heart disease?
Do you know if any family members have structural or electrical cardiac conditions?
Examples could include hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, Marfan syndrome, long-QT
syndrome, and so on.

Finally, a qualified health care clinician should do a physical exam to check for
evidence of a heart murmur or physical attributes of Marfan syndrome. Taking the femoral
pulses to make sure there is no aortic coarctation and taking the athlete’s blood pressure,
preferably in both arms, are also important physical checks. Any one or more positive
findings warrants referral for a cardiovascular evaluation.
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Compartment Syndrome

Compartment syndrome can occur in any closed fascial compartment; however, the
anterior compartment in the lower leg is the most common site of injury.39 The
mechanism may be due to acute trauma or chronic exertion. Acute compartment syndrome
due to a direct blow causes a quick onset of pressure, creating an emergent condition that
necessitates immediate action. More commonly, compartment syndrome will develop as
the result of chronic exertion, creating elevated compartmental pressure in response to
repetitive microtrauma. Elevated pressure causing pain in an enclosed compartment may
cause neurovascular symptoms and is often exacerbated with onset of activity. Incidence
rates have been reported ranging from 27% to 33% to as high as 40% in active people.40, 41

Chronic exertional compartment syndrome (CECS) is second only to medial tibial stress
syndrome as the underlying cause of lower leg pain.40 Anatomic risk factors, including
muscle hypertrophy, chronic fascial thickening, poor tissue compliance, and limited
capillary density, have been suggested.42 Within the military population, female sex,
increasing chronological age, Caucasian race, junior enlisted rank, and Army branch of
service were identified as risk factors for onset.43

Differential diagnosis of bone or musculotendon involvement, nerve entrapment,
vascular occlusion, and infection should be ruled out prior to suspicion for CECS. Pain and
tightness with palpation of soft tissue rather than bony structures, as well as sensory
changes, can be helpful in diagnosing CECS; however, distal pulses are typically normal.43,

44 Definitive diagnosis is typically performed through intracompartmental pressure (ICP)
testing. While ICP testing before and after exercise is considered a gold standard, protocol
variability limits utility for best practice recommendations.45 To date, no valid sideline
examination exists for the diagnosis of CECS. Health care professionals must rely on a
thorough history and symptom presentation to appropriately assess and manage the
syndrome.
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Asthma

Asthma is a common pulmonary condition shown to exist in both endurance and
power athletes. The incidence of asthma in athletes has been shown to be highest in elite
endurance athletes such as swimmers, long-distance runners, and cross-country skiers.46

Studies have demonstrated prevalence rates between 15% and 55% for endurance
athletes.47-52 Cold weather endurance athletes, including cross-country skiers, have
demonstrated the highest rates of asthma.47, 51 Multiple studies have found speed and
power athletes to have asthma rates between approximately 15% and 20%.52, 54, 55

Asthma is defined as a chronic inflammatory disease of the airways that causes a cascade
of symptoms including wheezing, breathlessness, chest tightness, and coughing due to the
inability to inhale and exhale. Airway hyperinflation and airway smooth muscle
constriction may occur at the same time. Asthmatic exacerbations can be brought on by
several factors including cold, allergens, odors, existing viral infection, emotional upset,
changes in barometric pressure, or a combination of multiple factors.56, 57 Failure to act
quickly and appropriately can result in loss of consciousness, severe asthmatic exacerbation,
and ultimately death due to respiratory arrest.

While asthma is a chronic condition occurring on and off the field, several pulmonary
diagnoses regularly occur only on the field of play. Exercise-induced bronchoconstriction
(EIB) is diagnosed when an athlete demonstrates more than a 10% reduction in forced
expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) occurring after a standardized exercise test.
Symptoms are similar to those of asthma but occur exclusively after activity. Exercise-
induced bronchoconstriction commonly presents between 6 and 10 minutes after heavy
exercise and with significant difficulty exhaling.58 If the athlete is having difficulty with
inspiration, exercise-induced vocal cord dysfunction (VCD) may be a more likely
diagnosis.46 It is important to note that EIB and VCD may occur at the same time.
Athletes competing or practicing are more likely to present with EIB versus asthma, since
exercise will serve as the trigger for EIB.

It is imperative to review each athlete’s medical history in order to identify those at risk
for an asthmatic incident. On-field assessment for athletes presenting with difficult
breathing should include evaluation of an open airway, breathing quality, and circulation.
If the athlete is not able to inhale or exhale, the emergency medical system (EMS) should
be activated. Circulation should be assessed by taking the athlete’s pulse and looking for
changes to blue or gray in the lips and nail beds. The athlete’s mental state can be
determined while ABCs are being evaluated. A differential diagnosis list including airway
obstruction, inhaled foreign body, anaphylaxis, vocal cord dysfunction, anxiety or panic,
spontaneous pneumothorax, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and cardiac
failure should be considered when evaluating the athlete.

Once the athlete can be moved safely, they should be transferred to a safe, cool, and
quiet spot for further examination. The athlete should be placed in a seated position to
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allow maximal inhalation and should be supported in the event that they become
unconscious. Simple questions needing short answers can be used to obtain necessary
information. Pertinent questions may include the following:

Was there contact that led to your shortness of breath?
Do you have new pain anywhere?
Has this happened before?

Physical examination of the throat, chest, and lower ribs should be included to rule out
pneumothorax and other orthopedic injuries. Once cleared, diagnosis can be made based
on a cluster of symptoms. As previously mentioned, common signs of respiratory distress
and asthma include coughing, wheezing, shortness of breath, accessory breathing, chest
tightness, confusion, and dizziness. Signs of pending respiratory failure include cyanosis,
confusion, sweating, and poor air movement. Use of a finger pulse oximeter may be
beneficial for monitoring the oxygen perfusion. Values under 95% have been shown to
need medical management.59

Severity of asthma exacerbation can be generalized as mild, moderate, severe, or
respiratory arrest by tracking several factors including pulse, position, ability to talk,
alertness, breathlessness, use of accessory muscles, and wheezing volume (table 27.1). Peak
expiratory flow rate using a peak flow meter can be used to determine response once
treatment has been initiated, but proper use requires knowledge of an athlete’s premorbid
max effort. It is important to understand that all symptoms may not present. For example,
an athlete coming out of a competition will likely have an elevated heart rate and increased
respiratory rate. This should be considered when determining severity of exacerbation.60
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Athletes who have previously been diagnosed with asthma or EIB may carry inhaled
medications they can administer themselves. Medical staff who are consistently present
with the same team should carry an inhaler in the training kit to be used as needed. This
chapter does not go into specific treatments. Once medication is administered, evaluation
of symptoms should continue. Athletes should be continuously monitored for all of the
categories listed in table 27.1. Pulse, respiratory rate, alertness, and general ABCs require no
equipment and are easy to monitor routinely. Signs of respiratory shock should be closely
monitored, especially if EMS is not activated.
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Pneumothorax

Pneumothorax occurs when air from the lung is able to escape into the surrounding
pleural space. The rupture of the lung tissue can occur spontaneously or traumatically.
Predisposing factors of a spontaneous pneumothorax include tall and thin males, smokers,
asthmatics, those with history of pneumothorax, and those diagnosed with Marfan
syndrome, chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder, cystic fibrosis, tuberculosis, or
whooping cough.61, 62 A traumatic pneumothorax may occur when the pleural space is
punctured by an object such as a fractured rib or torn due to a collision. Oxygen delivery is
comprised, which may result in increased respiratory effort and further complications due
to poor delivery to vital organs.63

Assessment should begin with the ABCs. The athlete will likely be breathing hard from
participation, but breathing rate and pulse may not return to normal after cessation of
activity. Breathing quality may be slow, shallow, and diminished. The secondary assessment
should include palpation of the clavicles, sternum, and ribs to identify any deformity, open
wounds, tenderness, or swelling. While symptoms may be similar to asthma, inclusion of
chest pain and dyspnea are consistent with pneumothorax. If a pneumothorax is suspected,
EMS should be activated and vitals monitored until support arrives.

The two most distinct identifiers of a pneumothorax are distended veins in the anterior
cervical region and tracheal deviation. Vein distention occurs secondary to inability of
venous blood to return from the head due to the increased pressure in the chest cavity.
Tracheal deviation to the opposite side also occurs due to increased chest cavity pressure.
This shift can increase pressure on the uninjured lung and heart, which will reduce their
function, potentially leading to failure.64 Additional signs and symptoms include difficulty
breathing, paleness or bluish appearance of skin, dizziness, nausea, and pain in the chest,
thoracic region, or upper extremities.65
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Heat-Related Illness

Heat-related illnesses, including heat cramps, heat exhaustion, and heat stroke, are a
common concern for the health care professional working with athletes.66 A majority of
these injuries occur primarily in sports exposed to higher environmental temperature, with
a majority of heat-related deaths associated with American football, wrestling, and cross
country and track.67 Of these sports, football suffers the highest rate of catastrophic events,
with 35 reported heat-related deaths between 1995 and 2010.67 An epidemiological study
on U.S. high school athletes reported that exertional heat illness occurred at a rate of 1.20
per 100,000 athlete exposures, with heat-related illness occurring at 11.4 times greater rate
with football compared to all other sports combined.68 Of concern, approximately 33.6%
of the time, medical professionals were not on site, emphasizing the importance for
educational and preventive programs.68

Recognizing those at risk for heat-related illness is essential for preventing and reducing
occurrence. Many intrinsic and extrinsic risk factors exist, and specific populations,
including the elderly, children, and those with comorbid conditions, are more prone to
heat-related illnesses.66 Heat cramps associated with muscle cramping commonly occur in
the quadriceps, hamstrings, gastrocnemius, and abdominal muscle groups after prolonged
activity.69 Heat exhaustion presents with continuation of muscle cramping, but also
includes malaise, nausea, vomiting, and dizziness. The more sinister condition of heat
stroke can include any of the previously mentioned symptoms; however, the distinguishable
feature is a change in cognition. Heat stroke is defined by core body temperatures of >40
°C (104 °F) and central nervous system (CNS) dysfunction.66 Oral, axillary, tympanic, and
forehead measurements do not accurately assess core temperature in athletes.70 A recent
clinical recommendation suggests the use of rectal temperature as the most reliable way to
assess core temperature and asserts that sports medicine staff must be prepared and willing
to implement it.71 By far, the quickest and most effective treatment for heatstroke is
immediate removal from the heat, ice-water immersion, and activation of EMS.69

Hyponatremia is also considered a heat-related illness; however, the underlying
mechanism causing symptoms is different than the dehydrated state of the previously
mentioned heat illness. By definition, serum levels of <130 mmol/L constitute
hyponatremia.66 Hyponatremia is caused by excessive ingestion of water over a relatively
long period of time, contributing to a sodium imbalance. The condition can have a similar
presentation to heat stroke; however, it can be distinguished from that condition by a
normal core body temperature.66

Critical Clinical Pearls

Immediate removal from the heat and cold immersion is recommended to prevent
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heat-related illnesses from progressing. Emergency Medical Services should be activated if
the athlete has any of the following:66

Altered mental status
Rectal temperature > 104 °F
Persistent vomiting
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Fractures

The skeletal system’s primary responsibility is protection of soft tissue and organs in the
body. It is responsible for absorbing forces when the soft-tissue structures cannot handle the
magnitude of force imparted on them. Bones can be injured by several forces, including
compressive, tensile, shearing, and torsional forces. Each of these can produce a variety of
fractures. Fractures are classified as open or closed, with open fractures creating an open
wound through the skin and closed remaining below the skin surface. Fractures are also
classified as complete or incomplete. A complete fracture will be either displaced or
nondisplaced, which refers to the position of the two sides of the fracture. A displaced
fracture is often more identifiable due to the malalignment of the fractured ends of the
bone.

Assessment of airway, breathing, and circulation is the first step in the on-field
evaluation when a cervical fracture is suspected. Unconscious athletes should be assumed to
have an unstable cervical spine fracture and should be immobilized immediately. Secondary
assessment of severe bleeding can help direct the caregiver to the injury site if the athlete is
not able to answer questions. More importantly, the presence of severe bleeding should cue
the caregiver to prepare for the potential for the athlete to go into shock.

Once the initial assessment is complete and the athlete is cleared of life-threatening
emergencies, the secondary assessment can begin. A full assessment of the athlete’s body,
starting with the head and moving distally toward the feet, should be completed. The
acronym DOTS (deformity, open injury, tenderness, swelling) is an easy mnemonic to
assist with thorough observation.72 Any suspected fracture should be compared to the
opposite side to assist in diagnosis of injury. Other signs and symptoms of fracture include
pain, fear, and loss of movement. The clinician should remain calm during evaluation,
especially in the presence of a visual deformity or open fracture. A quality examination and
quick treatment will help in protection against and avoidance of further injury.

The physical examination begins with observation for bruising, swelling, and bleeding.
Restrictive equipment should be removed if the fracture site can be adequately stabilized to
avoid putting the athlete at risk for further injury. In the area of the head and neck, the
caregiver should observe and palpate for crepitus, softness, and deformities. Areas that
protrude from the skull and neck, including the zygomatic bone, orbits, spinous processes,
and mandible, should be carefully examined. Palpable tenderness over the cervical spinous
processes should be treated as a potential cervical fracture and immobilized immediately.

In the area of the chest and thoracic spine, the clinician should pay special attention to
palpation and observation of each rib, the spinous processes, the clavicles, and the sternum.
When two or more ribs on the same side are fractured, there exists the potential for
respiratory distress due to flail chest. A fractured rib may protrude inward and pierce the
lungs, causing a hemothorax or pneumothorax, both of which can be life-threatening
emergencies.
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Fractures in the thighs and pelvis are rare but very serious situations. Femur fractures
are typically obvious, with the fractured limb presenting as shortened and externally
rotated. Other findings suggestive of a femur fracture include significant pain and a
palpable strong quadriceps contraction. A femur stress fracture may present with
nonspecific anterior thigh pain that is made during and after activity. Pelvic fractures are
most likely to occur in high-impact sports as well as in skiing and equestrian sports. Due to
the ring-shaped nature of the pelvis and force of injury common with this injury, multiple
fractures may be present. Additional injuries to the abdomen, genitourinary structures, and
neurovascular structures should be screened. Thorough palpation, neurovascular
examination of the proximal and distal structures, and monitoring for signs of shock are
imperative to averting a potentially life-threatening outcome.

If a fracture is suspected in an extremity, distal pulses should be taken to ensure that
local circulation has not been compromised. Sensation in the distal extremity should be
grossly assessed with light touch, pressure, vibration, or temperature changes to ensure that
the neurologic system is grossly intact. Once the athlete has been treated and immobilized,
regular assessments should continue, including taking proximal and distal pulses,
monitoring for signs of shock, and assessing neurological function by monitoring sensation.

American College of Radiology (ACR) and clinical practice rules exist to assist in
determining if imaging is necessary to confirm a fracture once an athlete has been
transferred from the field or play. These rules should not be used to return an athlete to
play, but they can be used in determining how to manage the care of an athlete after a
suspected fracture on the field. The Ottawa Ankle Rules, Ottawa Knee Rules, and
Canadian Cervical Spine Rules aim to reduce the number of radiographs unnecessarily
taken and the waiting time spent in emergency departments. These rules are discussed in
their respective chapters earlier in this book.

Ottawa Ankle Rules

Ankle injuries make up between 6% and 12% of clients seen in emergency rooms.73 Of
these clients, the majority will undergo advanced imaging to rule in or rule out a fracture. It
has been shown that less than 15% of these clients actually have a fracture.74 Stiell and
colleagues75 developed the Ottawa Ankle Rules in 1992 to assist in screening acute ankle
injuries. They have been found to be highly SN (97-100) but modestly SP (30-40).76, 77

The Ottawa Ankle Rules is a highly SN test identifying 97% to 100% of ankle fractures
but also 60% to 70% of clients who do not have a fracture. While this may seem low, it is
an improvement over the 15% of positive radiographs previously reported.74 Clients must
meet one of the following:75

Tenderness on distal 6 cm posterior tibia or malleolus
Tenderness on distal 6 cm posterior fibula or malleolus
Tenderness on base of 5th metatarsal
Tenderness on navicular
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Inability to bear weight for four steps at initial injury and in emergency department
exam

Ottawa Knee Rules

The Ottawa Knee Rules were developed by Stiell and colleagues78 in 1995 to assist in
determining the need for radiographs for clients with knee injuries. Their initial prospective
study found that 69% of all acute knee injuries were referred for radiographs, but only
6.6% of radiographs were positive for fracture.78 Due to these data, a list of simple
objective criteria was developed.79 The Ottawa Knee Rules have demonstrated an SN of 99
to 100 and an SP of 49 to 54.80 These data can be interpreted to state that nearly all clients
who are positive for the Ottawa Knee Rules will be identified, but 45% to 50% of those
imaged will be negative for a knee fracture. Clients must meet one of the following:77

Age 55 years or older
Isolated tenderness of patella (no other bone tenderness around knee)
Tenderness at head of fibula
Inability to flex 90°
Inability to bear weight for four steps at initial injury and in emergency department
exam

Canadian C-Spine Rules

The Canadian Cervical Spine Rules were developed by Stiell and colleagues81 as an
algorithm to determine necessity of cervical spine radiographs. Studies have shown that
only 1% of clients reporting to emergency departments with cervical spine injury and intact
neurological status actually have a cervical fracture.82-84 When radiographs are taken,
approximately 98% are negative for fracture.85-87 The Canadian Cervical Spine Rules have
demonstrated an SN of 90 to 100 and an SP of 0.1 to 77.88 The rules are to be used only
when the client is alert (Glasgow Coma Scale = 15) and stable. The Canadian Cervical
Spine Rules81 are described in detail in chapter 17 (Cervical Spine).

Critical Clinical Pearls

When assessing an athlete for suspected fracture, keep the following in mind:

Remember the DOTS acronym for initial assessment: deformity, open injury,
tenderness, and swelling.
Always stabilize the cervical spine of an athlete who is unconscious or has suspicion of
neck injury. If the suspected fracture is to the cervical spine, ankle, or knee, then the
appropriate fracture rules should be employed to help determine if radiographs are
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appropriate (Canadian C-Spine, Ottawa Ankle, Ottawa Knee).
If the fracture is in the extremity, always check the distal pulse to ensure that blood
flow is not impeded.
Fractures of the thigh and pelvis should always be treated as life-threatening
situations.
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Endocrine Emergencies

Diabetes mellitus (DM) is defined as a group of metabolic disorders demonstrating
altered glycemic levels. The two types of DM, type 1 and type 2, each involve changes in
the body’s glycemic levels outside of normal ranges. Health care professionals must be
aware of signs and symptoms of both hyper- and hypoglycemia, because misdiagnosis and
incorrect treatment of one type could turn a nonemergent, treatable situation into a life-
threatening emergency. Regardless of type, the staff should know the athlete’s history, and
should be prepared to administer treatment as needed. A thorough athlete history prior to
competition will speed the examination and allow treatment to be administered to the
athlete more quickly and accurately. Health care professionals should closely monitor those
athletes known to have blood glucose issues and should ensure that they are appropriately
taking medications and nutrients to sustain glucose levels.

Signs and symptoms of hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia must be known to the health
care staff. The athlete’s ABCs should be monitored immediately on examination.
Specifically, the athlete’s respiratory rate should meet the demands of their effort on the
field for the day. Monitoring circulation will determine if the athlete is tachycardic.
Observation of sweating, demeanor, mood, and reactions should be assessed for clues of
glycemic complication. Questions and simple motor tasks can be included to assess the
athlete’s physical and mental capabilities compared to their typical abilities. If the athlete is
new to the health care staff, a person familiar with the athlete should be included in the
examination.

Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus

While only 5% to 10% of diabetics are diagnosed as type 1, the condition may be
encountered more often in a healthy, fit, and youthful population. Type 1 diabetes mellitus
can be caused by several conditions, the most common as a result an autoimmune
dysfunction at the cellular level that destroys the beta cells found in the pancreas. Loss of
insulin production inhibits the athlete’s ability to regulate the blood glucose levels.89

Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus

The most common type of DM in society today is type 2, in which people demonstrate
hyperglycemia.89 This is caused by reduction in the sensitivity of cells to insulin. The body
continues to produce insulin, but it does not have the same blood glucose regulatory effects
as those without type 2 DM. Type 2 DM is common in the elderly, sedentary, and obese
populations. Athletes with the condition should be closely monitored for signs and
symptoms because they may have other comorbidities present that put them at a higher risk
for emergency situations.89 Reminding athletes to administer insulin regularly can help to
mitigate or prevent life-threatening emergencies.
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Hypoglycemia (blood glucose below 70 mg/dl) is more common than hyperglycemia,
and typically occurs in response to poor dosage of insulin during and after participation in
sport; this is more common in people with type 1 DM.90 Initial symptoms reported by a
hypoglycemic athlete include tachycardia, hunger, headache, abnormal sweating, heart
palpitations, and dizziness.88 More severe symptoms may present, including visual
disturbances, abnormal fatigue, poor motor control, aggressive behavior, seizures, difficulty
processing information, and potentially unconsciousness.89, 90 If symptoms are assessed
properly and efficiently, the athlete may be treated on the sidelines. If the athlete is severely
hypoglycemic and unconscious, the health care staff should active EMS immediately. The
athlete should be kept in a safe location, and ABCs should be monitored regularly.89

Hyperglycemia (blood glucose above 180 mg/dl) may occur in athletes with both types
of DM; however, it is much more common in those with type 2 DM. Symptoms of
hyperglycemia include slowed mental processing, nausea, fatigue, and decreased or slowed
performance. If blood sugar levels are allowed to rise further, the body may begin to use
fatty-acid metabolism as the preferred energy system. This can be identified by increased
fatigue, fruity-scented breath, increased thirst, more frequent urination, and shorter than
appropriate breaths known as Kussmaul respirations.90 Health care staff should look for
this cluster of unusual symptoms to identify the state of the athlete’s blood glucose. The
American Diabetes Association is a good reference for health care staff, athletes, coaches,
and families to enhance their overall knowledge of diabetes identification, intervention,
safety, and exercise.89

Once signs and symptoms have been assessed, the athlete’s blood glucose level should
be monitored by the athlete or health care staff. This should be done using a blood glucose
monitor and testing strips. These should accompany the sports medicine team to every
practice and game. When assessing blood glucose, a lancet is used to puncture the tip of the
finger and a single drop of blood is placed on the testing strip. This is then inserted into the
testing device for analysis. Lancets and all contaminated materials must be placed in a
biohazard bag or sharps container.90
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Conclusion

Serious and catastrophic injuries are an inherent risk accepted by each athlete
participating in sport and their health care team. A thorough understanding of basic
emergency care, risk factors, and each athlete’s history can assist the sports medicine staff
when faced with a crisis. Efficient decision-making based on current guidelines, position
statements, training, and evidence-based tests is paramount for mitigating risk and
preventing further, more serious injury. Development and practice of a step-by-step process
of examination and management should be part of training for any health care professional
providing on-field care.
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Chapter 28
Geriatric Examination

Michael Schmidt, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT
Charles Sheets, PT, OCS, SCS, Dip MDT
Tasala Rufai, PT, DPT, GCS

In 2012, there were 43.1 million people aged 65 and older in the United States,
accounting for 13.7% of the U.S. population, a 21% increase since 2002. The number of
people moving into the 65 and older age group in the next two decades increased by 24%
from 2002 to 2012.1 As the U.S. population continues to age, it is expected that the
number of musculoskeletal impairments will follow the same trend; an increase in
population age is suggestive of an increase in the frequency of musculoskeletal diseases.2 In
the reporting period of 1996 to 1998 until 2004 to 2006, the prevalence of people aged 65
and older who reported a musculoskeletal disease (spine, arthritis and joint pain,
osteoporosis, injuries, other) increased from 21.7% to 23.1%.2 In 2008, the proportion of
people who reported a musculoskeletal condition increased with age: 37.9% (42 million)
and 56.0% (43.3 million) for those 18 to 44 and 45 to 64 respectively, compared to 65.8%
(13 million) of those 65 to 74 and 69.1% (12 million) of those 75 and older.2

From 2002 to 2004 in the United States, medical care expenditures for
musculoskeletal-related diseases and disorders in those 65 and older were approximately
$10,000 per person compared to an average cost of $5,824 for all ages. They also accounted
for $195.2 billion, or 38.2% of total aggregate health care costs, for musculoskeletal
diseases in that same time span.2 Musculoskeletal-related diseases occur more frequently
with increasing age,2 while active lifestyle is a contributor to chronic joint pain and
arthritis. For example, increasing age is a predictor of chronic joint pain and arthritis.3 In
2008, 7 in 10 clients aged 65 and older reported one or both of these conditions. In the
United States, 1 in every 2 clients aged 65 and older is affected by some form of arthritis.2

Osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis are the most common diagnoses requiring total
joint replacements,4 and they are increasing in frequency in aging populations,2 with baby
boomers accounting for more than 50% of those procedures.4 Osteoporosis, which is
discussed in detail later in this chapter, is estimated to affect 19% of clients over the age of
65; in 2004, the medical expenditure for osteoporosis-related fractures was estimated at
$19.1 billion.4 In combination, these factors will create a larger patient population with
higher health care costs and an increased cost of care associated with musculoskeletal
diseases in the future as the population continues to age.2

This chapter highlights the important factors to consider when evaluating the geriatric
client. It includes valuable information on the influence age has as a diagnostic decision
tool and a thorough explanation of the numerous physiological changes that occur
throughout every tissue as a result of aging. The influence age plays on the feeling of pain is
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also highlighted, with special focus on osteoarthritis of the knee and spinal pain. This
chapter also focuses on the diagnosis of osteoporosis and the contribution that various
diagnosis and medications play on the progression of the disease. Finally, it discusses the
examination of balance with use of diverse outcome measures.
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Influence of Age on Diagnosis

In addition to the effect of aging on potential anatomic and physiologic processes, age
itself can be a factor in making orthopedic diagnostic decisions. A relatively simple way to
identify the influence of age is to observe how often age is a contributing factor in common
diagnoses. Table 28.1 provides a review of clinical prediction rules (CPRs) or decision rules
that have been developed for musculoskeletal diagnosis and triage. Age is an important
predictor across a broad spectrum of diagnoses, including screening for fracture,
osteoporosis, and pulmonary embolism, as well as diagnosis of rotator cuff tears, carpal
tunnel syndrome, lumbar spinal stenosis, and cervical myelopathy. The youngest value
identified in these represented decision rules was 40 years old; onset of symptoms after this
time is likely to rule out a diagnosis of ankylosing spondylitis.5 Younger age is also useful in
a decision rule for cervical myelopathy. Age greater than 45 had minimal effect on diagnosis
(+LR 1.2), and younger clients had a moderate decrease in the likelihood of cervical
myelopathy (−LR 0.48).6
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The diagnosis of ankylosing spondylitis was unique in that increased age was associated
with a decreased likelihood of diagnosis. For the majority of the tools, single-age cutoffs
were used, whereby a positive result is an age greater than the cutoff; ages range from 50 to
65. The osteoporosis scales tend to use age in a different manner, identifying the increased
risk with age progression. In two osteoporosis scales, age is graded on an ordinal scale, with
clients in older age groups scoring higher (greater risk) than those in younger groups.11, 14

In another scale, additional points are scored for each additional decade,12 while in a fourth
scale, age is a variable in a simple calculation with weight.13 Inclusion of age in the CPRs
was determined for most of the rules through either regression analysis6 or clinician
decision.17

When specific pathoanatomic diagnoses cannot be made, clinical prediction rules have
also been utilized to classify clients into categories thought to best direct treatment. These
are split almost evenly among those that demonstrate better outcomes for younger clients
(use of joint mobilization and trigger point therapy for tension-type headache [<44.5 years
old],21 response to mobilization with movement for lateral epicondylalgia [<49 years old],22

lumbar stabilization for low back pain [<40 years old], and response to physical therapy for
clients with soft-tissue shoulder disorders [outcome worsened with each decade])23 and
those with better outcomes for older clients (foot orthoses for patellofemoral pain [>25
years old],24 cervical traction and exercise for neck pain [≥55 years old],25 manual therapy
for neck pain [>50 years old],26 lumbar traction for low back pain [>30 years old]).27 While
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the development of these rules provides some support for the influence of age on ability to
classify clients to provide the best outcome, clinicians implementing these prediction rules
should proceed with caution.28 The majority of these rules have been used only to develop
hypotheses; validation testing has frequently yielded disappointing results.29-31 The ability
of age to accurately classify clients for particular treatments remains in question.
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Change in Tissue Properties as a Result of Aging

The entire human body system is affected in some capacity as we age, but increased age
does not necessarily mean a decline in physical function.32 A large degree of variability
exists among the elderly population with respect to physical function compared to any
other age group. For this reason, chronological age is a poor indicator of physical and
cognitive function. Approximately 50% of decreased function in the older adult has been
attributed to pathologic changes rather than normal consequences of aging.33 It is difficult
to fully define the physiological changes that do occur—whether they are from age alone or
from a combination of the interactions of aging, disease, and lifestyle. The most common
reason for declined functional capabilities in the older client is inactivity or immobility.32

This section focuses on all the human body systems and the changes that occur as we age.

Cardiovascular System

An estimated 83.6 million American adults have one or more types of cardiovascular
disease.34 In 2009, the total cost for cardiovascular disease was determined to be $115.0
billion for clients over the age of 65, and it totaled 36.5% of overall costs for
cardiovascular-related health care.34 Cardiovascular disease, coronary heart disease, angina,
stroke, high blood pressure, and heart failure are the most common diseases that affect the
cardiovascular system in the older client. The common cardiovascular system changes that
occur as a result of aging are as follows:42

Decreased

Arterial elasticity
Cardiac output
Cardiac reserve
Response to physical stress

Increased

Blood pressure
Breakdown of cardiac tissue

The geriatric population is prone to heart arrhythmias and demonstrates high rates of
cardiovascular disease. Baseline vital signs including blood pressure and heart rate should be
taken prior to, during, and after therapeutic exercise programs. Cardiac medication should
be taken into consideration when evaluating cardiac-related vital signs.

Vascular Factors
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The most common vascular change that occurs with aging is an increase in overall
blood pressure.34 Blood pressure changes occur due to increased vascular impedance from
increased aortic stiffness, increased peripheral vascular resistance, increased viscosity of the
blood, and decreased elastic properties of the blood vessels.35 These four factors lead to an
increase in early stages of atherosclerosis with plaque buildup along the arterial walls.

Baroreceptor regulation in the blood stream is also affected with age. Baroreceptors
become less sensitive to changes in blood pressure; pathology such as atherosclerosis and
hypertension have also been linked to a decrease in the baroreceptor reflex.36 Decreased
sensitivity of the baroreceptors have been implicated in the increased experience of postural
hypotension in the older client as well.36, 37

Cardiac-Related Factors

Age-associated changes in cardiac tissue include increased thickness of the left ventricle
wall with an accompanying increase in myocyte size and decrease in myocyte number.35, 37,

38 These structural changes prolong the contraction of the heart muscle, decreasing the
velocity and power of contraction, which allows for less blood to be distributed throughout
the body to working tissues.35 The decreased number of myocytes and decreased
autonomic regulation has been hypothesized to account for the high prevalence of
dysrhythmias in the older client.39

Resting heart rate does not change significantly during aging, but the maximal heart
rate capacity does progressively decrease over time. The maximum heart rate is reduced by
almost 33% between 20 and 85 years of age.35 The heart has a decreased ejection fraction
and decreased ability to quickly accelerate the heart during a bout of physical exertion or
stress. Stroke volume does not significantly change over time, which allows for no change
in cardiac output at rest. However, cardiac output has been shown to decrease by as much
as 30% with exercise due to the decreased heart rate that is observed during submaximal
and maximal exercise.35

Reduced physical activity has been shown to exaggerate these age-related changes in
cardiovascular structures. The function of the cardiac system and all body systems can be
affected by a lack of regular physical activity.32, 35 A lack of physical activity can increase
atherosclerotic vascular disease, hypertension, and the likelihood of cardiac disease.34, 35

Pulmonary System

Pulmonary diseases are consistently in the top 10 causes for mortality in the elderly
population.40 Changes in the pulmonary system can be classified into changes in
mechanical properties, flow, volume, gas exchange, and deficiencies in the lung defense
system. The common pulmonary system changes that occur as a result of aging are as
follows:42

Decreased
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Chest wall compliance
Diaphragm, intercostal, and accessory breathing muscle strength
Elastic recoil
Maximal voluntary ventilation
Respiratory gas exchange
Vital capacity

Increased

Residual volume

Chest wall compliance decreases with calcification of the ribs and a loss of elastic tissue
that decreases the expansion of the ribs in the thoracic cavity. A kyphotic posture in the
thoracic spine can reduce the compliance and expansion capacity of the lungs. Significant
decline also occurs in the diaphragm, intercostal, and accessory musculature strength,
which increases the work required for breathing.41

Maximum volume of voluntary ventilation and expiratory flow has been shown to
decrease with aging, leading to the primary complications of obstructive and restrictive lung
diseases.42 A total decline in the lung capacity, vital capacity, and oxygen exchange occurs
as a result of all these physiological changes to the body. Finally, there is decreased cilia
activity and diminished effectiveness of mitochondria activity within the lungs, affecting
the body’s ability to remove inhaled particles.42 This leads to the strikingly high mortality
rates of pneumonia in the geriatric population.43

Consideration of the client’s respiratory rate and perceived exertion levels should be
considered at baseline and during activity. Clients suspicious of having pneumonia may
present with symptoms such as cough, fever, chills, and shortness of breath.44 These clients
should be assessed by a primary care physician as soon as possible due to the high
prevalence of mortality in the elderly population.

Musculoskeletal System

Musculoskeletal changes are of primary concern for the orthopedic clinician. A
multitude of cellular and physiological changes occur to the muscle tissue, bone, and
cartilage as people age. Examination of, and subsequent intervention with, the client must
be undertaken with these changes in mind. The common musculoskeletal system changes
that occur as a result of aging are as follows:42

Muscle

Decreased muscle mass and strength
Decreased recruitment of motor units
Decreased speed of movement

Bone
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Decreased calcium
Decreased density
Decreased strength
Decreased vitamin D

Cartilage

Increased deterioration
Decreased elasticity
Decreased hydration

The geriatric client demonstrates numerous orthopedic-related changes that need to be
taken into account during the examination process. Special attention will need to be made
to the common tissue changes and their relation to function. The decline of the
musculoskeletal system is not entirely irreversible and can be altered with physical activity
and education.

Muscle

Sarcopenia has been defined as the age-related reduction of muscle mass and
strength.42, 45 There is a decrease in active functional units within contractile muscle tissue
and a decrease in the number of fiber types (both Type I slow-twitch and Type II fast-
twitch) with age.46 It is hypothesized that these conditions are due to the lack of vigorous
exercise and reduction of physical activity that commonly occur with aging. Moreover, the
loss of muscle tissue is hypothetically caused by age-related decrease in growth hormones,
insulin-like growth factor, estrogen levels, and testosterone levels.47, 48 As these hormone
levels drop, muscle mass is likely to decrease as well.

Muscle wasting can also occur due to functional nonuse or disuse as a secondary
problem from arthritic or pain changes. Inhibition of muscle contraction due to painful or
arthritic joints can allow for progressive decline in muscle cross-sectional area, strength,49

and reduced overall tissue quality due to fatty infiltration into the muscle.50 These
deleterious effects have been shown to be modifiable with appropriate training.48, 51, 52

The elastic properties of ligaments, tendons, and muscle tissue have all been shown to
decrease over time.42, 53 The variation in elastic properties results in increased rigidity of
the tissue, causing less resistance to lengthening and increased injury risk.

Bone

As we age, there is an imbalance in the regulation of bone production and absorption.
Osteoblast activity diminishes and osteoclast activity remains relatively unchanged, which
increases bone absorption, leading to frail and brittle bones, 42 resulting in a calcium-
related loss of mass and density of the bone structure. A decline in circulating levels of
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active vitamin D3, which is used for absorption of calcium from the intestinal tract,
increases absorption of calcium from the bone to meet the needs of the body.
Postmenopausal women are especially more vulnerable due to a decrease in estrogen levels,
which increases bone reabsorption. The rate of bone loss is about 1% per year for women
starting at age 30 to 35 years and for men at age 50 to 55 years.42 This bone-related change
can predispose the elderly population to osteoporosis, which is highlighted in a later
section.

Changes in the bony structure of the human body can have a profound effect on
postural changes that occur with aging. These changes typically include forward head
posture and rounded shoulders, commonly termed upper crossed syndrome.54 Thoracic
kyphosis, decreased lordosis, and increased hip and knee flexion are also common, resulting
in a flexed, stooped posture. These changes in posture are typically common in clients with
known decreased bone mineral density and osteoporosis.

Cartilage

Hyaline, elastic, and articular cartilage is found to become dehydrated, display
decreased elastic properties, and get thinner in weight-bearing areas as people age.42

Cartilage does not have a blood supply, so destruction of the cartilage is irreparable. The
production of chondroitin sulfate, a compound that is found to give cartilage its
compressive properties, has been shown to be reduced as one ages.55 Reduced chondroitin
sulfate results in decreased ability of the cartilage matrix to attract and retain fluids for
lubrication to the joint.

A compressive load placed on the cartilage squeezes extra fluid out of the cartilage
matrix, causing less fluid and nutrients to enter. For this reason, compressive loads need to
be altered in order for proper lubrication to occur.42 Normal activity allows for alternating
compression and noncompressive forces through the cartilage matrix, allowing for optimal
cartilage health. With inactivity, cartilage can be converted to fibrocartilage, which
increases stiffness and decreases compressive capabilities of the joint.56 The alternation of
compressive and noncompressive forces is highly important in the older client to enhance
overall health of the cartilage and preserve the viability of the joints.

The articular surfaces of synovial joints are covered by hyaline cartilage. Compression in
these joints release chemicals that aid in joint lubrication. As people age, less of these
chemicals are released, affecting the lubrication properties and dispersion of compressive
forces.57 The decrease in lubrication of the joint surface leads to increased degeneration of
the cartilage surface. These changes are irreversible, and a program focused on compressive
and noncompressive forces is required for maintaining cartilage health in the geriatric
population.56

The weight-bearing joint surfaces are common areas of cartilage deterioration.
Symptoms of cartilage deterioration can go unnoticed for a length of time due to the lack
of vascular and neural supply. Erosion of the joint surface can advance before symptoms of
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stiffness, pain, and crepitus occur. The lack of lubrication and increased fibrous outgrowth
within the joint contributes to reduced function and pain leading to osteoarthritis (OA).49

Neuromuscular and Neurosensory System

The nervous system is the driving force behind many of the physiological processes that
occur in the human body. A decline in this system as we age leads to a deterioration in
nearly every body system. As we age, the nervous system is affected through its conduction
velocity, sensory acuity, balance, and hemostatic regulation. The common neuromuscular
and neurosensory system changes that occur as a result of aging are as follows:42

Decreased

Balance
Basal metabolic rate
Blood flow to brain and nerves
Hearing
Nerve conduction velocity
Proprioception
Quantity of nerve fibers
Reaction time
Reflexes
Smell and taste
Sweat glands
Thermoregulation
Visual acuity

Reflex examination will typically be diminished in the older client, and this is a normal
clinical finding. Balance can be affected due to vestibular, proprioceptive, or vision changes.
All of these changes must be evaluated for proper understanding of impairments related to
balance and falls. Temperature changes should be monitored in the geriatric client due to
alterations in thermoregulation properties that occur with aging.

Neuromuscular

Neuronal cells decline in number and efficiency of function with age. The diminished
efficiency of the nervous system decreases the impulsive conduction velocity and cerebral
transmission of information.58 Neurotransmitter release has also been shown to decline
with age, which impairs the efficiency of the system.59 Neural cell number and myelin
sheath thickness are reduced, leading to a decrease in conduction velocity to skeletal
muscle.42 Deep tendon reflexes are reduced due to these neuronal changes.60

Neurosensory
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The neurosensory system is also diminished due to the decline and efficiency of
neuronal cells. The neurosensory system includes the nervous system and five senses
(hearing, taste, smell, vision, and touch). Hearing loss is one of the most common findings
in the older client.61 Speaking in a slow, medium-pitched voice with face-to-face
communication is necessary for the older client to better receive verbal information due to
transmission impairments of high- and lower-frequency-level sounds from the inner ear to
the brain for processing.42 Touch, pressure vibration, temperature acuity, proprioception,
and body awareness,42 as well as vision-related age changes (visual acuity, macular
degeneration, cataracts, diabetic eye disease, glaucoma, dry eye, and low vision),62 are all
variables that must be considered during examination of the geriatric client.

Balance

The entire neurosensory system and the senses are affected with aging, and they play a
pivotal role in balance. Within the inner ear, the otolith organs and semicircular canals
demonstrate degenerative-related changes that affect the vestibular system.42 Declining
function in the vestibular system, vision, and proprioception contribute to balance-related
impairments. Therefore, the geriatric client has an increased risk of falling.63 Objective
testing measures for balance will be touched on at the end of this chapter.

Homeostatic Regulation

Homeostatic regulation within the hypothalamus becomes less sensitive to physiological
feedback with aging. The decreased regulatory capabilities of the hypothalamus have been
correlated to the age-related increase in heat stroke, hypothermia, and age-related deaths
due to a compromised thermoregulation system.42, 64 This can be a serious problem when
considering the older client maintaining regulation of this system during exercise
conditions. The decreased thermoregulation is also accompanied by a slower reactivity of
the autonomic nervous system to altering skin hydration and circulation.64

Other Body Systems

Almost every body system is affected in some capacity as people age. This section
highlights some other systems that can be affected with age but may not be the primary
concern for examination in the orthopedic physical therapy clinic setting. The common
changes that occur in other body systems as a result of aging are as follows:42

Decreased

Gastrointestinal function
Metabolic absorption
Motility in esophagus, stomach, and intestines

Renal
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Structural size and overall function
Hepatic

Excretion and reabsorption capabilities
Urinary

Ability to fully empty the bladder
Integumentary

Healing time of damaged tissue
Tensile strength

A clear understanding of the geriatric client’s medication list is of vital importance.
These body systems can be difficult to examine, so a thorough subjective report is necessary
for complete understanding of all these systems. Due to the complexity of these body
systems, referral to other health care providers may be warranted.

Gastrointestinal

Digestion and absorption of nutrients can become compromised due to a reduction in
blood supply, motility, and absorbing cells within the gastrointestinal tract.42, 65 Reduced
gastric emptying, smell, and taste lead to appetite changes within the elderly population.65

The slow motility of solid material within the colon and a lack of hydration can increase
the occurrence of constipation, which leads to fecal impaction and bowel obstruction. A
thorough subjective interview is necessary to ensure that proper bowel function and
nutritional needs are being met by the geriatric client.

Renal

With age, an overall reduction in kidney size has been identified. This is most
prominent during the later decades of life.66 By the age of 85, the remaining function of
the nephrons may be decreased by as much as 40% compared to their function in youth.42

Treatments to support kidney health such as dialysis may alter baseline physiological
function and should be considered during examination.67

Hepatic

The liver mass and blood perfusion within the liver declines with age.42 Two of the
more serious effects with the aging liver include alterations of protein binding and
prolongation of drug effects within the body. The half-life and elimination of drugs from
the liver have been shown to take 50% to 75% longer in people over the age of 65.68 The
prolongation of drug effects and deficiency in eliminating these drugs should be considered
during examination of clients who are taking medications that could potentially alter
examination findings, such as cardiovascular, diabetic, or pain medication. Communication
with the primary care physician and pharmacist is paramount for proper care of a client
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with multiple medication sources.

Urinary

A loss of urine concentration abilities occurs within the urinary system with aging.
More residual urine within the ureters increases the likelihood of bacterial growth.42

Resulting urinary tract infections, both symptomatic and asymptomatic, are frequent in the
older client.69 The diagnosis of a urinary tract infection can be very difficult to make, and it
is commonly overdiagnosed and overtreated.70 A comprehensive assessment is indicated,
and clients with any suspicion of an infection should be referred immediately.

Integumentary

With age, the dermis of the skin becomes very thin, with a loss of elastic properties to
the tissue and a diminished vascular supply. The loss of tissue support results in fragile and
easily bruised skin and compromises tissue repair.42 The appearance of age-related spots
and increased risk for neoplastic development are common among the geriatric population.
A thorough examination of the integumentary system is necessary to screen for potential
tissue compromise or neoplastic activity.

Critical Clinical Pearls

Here are some reminders about the change in tissue properties that occur as a result of
aging:

Chronological age is a poor indicator of physical and cognitive function.
The most common reason for declined functional capabilities in the older client is
inactivity or immobility.
Every body system is affected in some capacity with increased age.
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Influence of Age on Pain

Aging is commonly assumed to have consistent association with pain, degenerative
changes, and functional decline. For example, one in three people over age 40 can be
expected to develop knee pain over a 12-year period.71 Age has been identified as a major
risk factor for knee OA in nearly all studies, with few exceptions.72 Despite this association,
the relationship between advancing age and pain is far from linear, and a number of clinical
factors play an important role in modifying this relationship between advancing age and the
symptoms described.

A consistent risk factor for development of painful lower extremity arthritis, particularly
in the knees, is obesity.71 The effect of obesity appears to be pronounced when developed
at a young age and sustained into later years.73 This may limit the effect of weight
management as a treatment tool for the obese older client with knee OA, particularly if the
obesity has been long standing. However, clinical studies have identified weight loss as
effective for pain control throughout the age spectrum,74 making observation and
counseling about weight a potentially key aspect of examination for any client with lower
extremity OA.

Excessive weight leading to advanced OA is consistent with one of the two primary
hypotheses of the cause of exercise-related OA, namely wear and tear of the articular
cartilage versus muscle dysfunction.75 Obesity appears to be a stronger predictor of bilateral
OA,76 while previous knee injury is a stronger predictor of unilateral OA.76, 77 Shrier and
colleagues, noting the association of major injuries with high rates of OA, speculated that
because muscles provide stability during movement, some signs of OA may be an attempt
by the body to reduce joint instability due to muscle dysfunction.75 Given the
improvements consistently seen with a variety of exercise programs for clients with painful
OA,78 clients (and clinicians) should be mindful that OA may not necessarily become
progressively degenerated and painful; improved strength and motor control can have
significant effects on a client’s function, pain, and quality of life.

Clinicians should feel particularly confident in providing this information to clients
with spinal pain. The incidence of low back pain is highest in the third decade, and overall
prevalence increases with age until the 60- to 65-year age group and then gradually
declines.79 This result has been found to be similar for all spinal pain, with no increase
from approximately 45 years old into the 60s, with most studies identifying a decline in
reported pain in the oldest group.80 The proposed anatomic bases for these changes are
described previously in this section. The key message for clients and the general public is
that aging need not be seen as a time when pain, particularly pain due to degenerative
processes, must necessarily increase over time.

Critical Clinical Pearls
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Here are some myths of aging and pain:

Increased age does not demonstrate a linear relationship with pain.
Pain associated with degenerative processes does not necessarily increase over time.
Clinical studies have identified weight loss as effective for pain control throughout
the age spectrum.
Spinal-related pain demonstrates increased prevalence from the age of 30-65 and
gradually declines in age >65.
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Physical Requirements for Activities of Daily Living

The ability to complete activities of daily living (ADLs) has been correlated with quality
of life as well as functional status. Oftentimes the physical limitations that affect older
clients go unnoticed until there is a decline in their ability to independently ambulate or
complete ADLs. There are also many implications specific to admission to skilled nursing
facilities or long-term care facilities, eligibility for hospital services or paid home care
services, insurance coverage, as well as mortality. The contributing factors that allow for
one to complete ADLs include muscle strength, joint range of motion (ROM), and
metabolic equivalents (METs).

While it has been documented that strength decreases with increasing age,32 there is
not an absolute standard for the muscle strength requirements for the completion of ADLs.
Absolute and relative strength values have been documented using modified
sphygmomanometers and dynamometers for muscle actions involved with functional
movements, and these may be used as reference values. Measured values that fall outside of
the normal range may be deemed as abnormal, which may correlate to a client’s inability to
complete a functional activity or task. Andrews and colleagues provide reference values for
the normal strength of 10 extremity muscle actions.81 Any value less than two standard
deviations below the mean value is considered to be an impairment or a below-normal force
measure.81 Ultimately, the use of functional tools along with the observation of a client
completing specified tasks may be the most accurate approach for determining how the
presence of strength deficits may limit the client’s ability to complete ADLs.

The American Association of Orthopaedic Surgeons and the American Medical
Association have established normative ROM values for the joints in the body, but studies
have shown that clients with less than normal ROM can preserve the functional ROM
necessary to complete ADLs.82 Aging clients tend to have less joint ROM on average than
their younger counterparts,42 but they are still able to maintain functional ROM,82 which
allows them to continue to function at an independent level.

Complex motions of the joints of the spine and upper and lower extremities are
required for completion of instrumental and basic ADLs. Each activity requires that a joint
or combination of joints move into a singular plane of motion or that joints move into
multiple planes. Variability in joint ROM and required ROM for a specific functional task
persists between clients, regardless of age,82 so normative values should be used only as a
general frame of reference. A ROM measurement that falls short of the normative value
should only be classified as contributing to a client’s functional limitation if it directly alters
the ability to complete an ADL or functional task at an independent level; otherwise, it can
be deemed a decreased joint ROM without functional implications.

For each ADL, there is an associated metabolic cost or equivalent. The ADLs related to
self-care (e.g., bathing, feeding, dressing, toileting, and grooming) are categorized as light
physical activity, requiring fewer than three METs for completion in the average healthy
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client.83 However, with older clients, METs for functional activities have been found to be
different compared to normative criteria. Also, older clients with mobility impairments, a
state which may lend itself to poor efficiency with movement patterns or co-activation of
antagonistic muscle groups, require more METs for completing ADLs.84 Thus, it is
extremely difficult to estimate the METs requirement on an individualized basis for the
older client, but trends suggest that in the presence of mobility impairments, which are
more prevalent in older clients, the metabolic cost and demand for completion of ADLs are
elevated.84
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Osteoporosis

Osteoporosis is a chronic condition of the bone characterized by low bone mass and
structural deterioration of bone tissue with resultant increase in the fragility of bone and
consequently an increase in the bone’s susceptibility to fracture.85 This condition results
when the rate of formation of new bone mass is less than that of the reabsorption of old
bone, leaving the bone structurally weak. The World Health Organization diagnostic
classification of osteoporosis is a bone mineral density (BMD) at or below 2.5 standard
deviations. While bone mineral content peaks in the third or fourth decade of life and
gradually declines as part of normal aging thereafter, the extensive bone loss that
characterizes osteoporosis is not the inevitable fate of the aging client. Many factors
influence the rate of bone mineral loss across the life cycle, including nutrition-, endocrine-,
and exercise-related factors.42

In the United States, an estimated 10 million people are living with osteoporosis, and
another 34 million have low bone mass and are at risk for developing osteoporosis.85 While
osteoporosis affects Caucasians and women at a higher rate than other groups, the
incidences in all racial groups will continue to rise as the population ages. An estimated one
in two Americans over the age of 50 will be diagnosed with, or will be at risk of developing,
osteoporosis of the hip by 2020.86 This statistic does not account for cases of undiagnosed
osteoporosis.86

In completing a comprehensive examination of the aging client, a good history can
reveal risk factors that increase one’s likelihood of developing osteoporosis. Female gender,
menopause, family history of osteoporosis, low body mass with small stature, personal or
family history of fractures, and other diseases that may cause bone loss (e.g., diabetes
mellitus, rheumatoid arthritis) are the more common nonmodifiable risk factors that can
increase the likelihood of developing osteoporosis. Modifiable risk factors include inactive
lifestyle, smoking, alcohol abuse, diet (e.g., low calcium and vitamin D intake; excessive
protein, sodium, and caffeine intake), and medications such as steroids and some
anticonvulsants.85 The following sidebar contains a comprehensive list of conditions,
diseases, and medications that cause or contribute to osteoporosis and osteoporosis-related
fractures.

Conditions, Diseases, and Medications That Cause or Contribute to
Osteoporosis and Fractures

Genetic Factors

Cystic fibrosis
Ehlers-Danlos syndrome
Gaucher’s disease
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Glycogen storage diseases
Hemochromatosis
Homocystinuria
Hypophosphatasia
Idiopathic hypercalciuria
Marfan syndrome
Menkes steely hair syndrome
Osteogenesis imperfect
Porphyria
Riley-Day syndrome

Hypogonadal States

Androgen insensitivity
Anorexia nervosa
Athletic amenorrhea
Hyperprolactinemia
Panhypopituitarism
Premature ovarian failure
Turner’s and Klinefelter’s syndrome

Endocrine Disorders

Acromegaly
Adrenal insufficiency
Cushing’s syndrome
Diabetes mellitus (type 1)
Hyperparathyroidism
Thyrotoxicosis

Gastrointestinal diseases

Celiac disease
Gastrectomy
Inflammatory bowel disease
Malabsorption
Primary biliary cirrhosis

Hematologic Disorders

Hemophilia
Leukemia and lymphomas
Multiple myeloma
Sickle-cell disease
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Systemic mastocytosis
Thalassemia

Rheumatic and Autoimmune Diseases

Ankylosing spondylitis
Lupus
Rheumatoid arthritis

Miscellaneous

Alcoholism
Amyloidosis
Chronic metabolic acidosis
Congestive heart failure
Depression
Emphysema
End-stage renal disease
Epilepsy
Idiopathic scoliosis
Immobilization
Multiple sclerosis
Muscular dystrophy
Post-transplant bone disease
Sarcoidosis

Medications

Anticoagulants (heparin)
Anticonvulsants
Cyclosporine A and Tacrolimus
Cancer chemotherapeutic drugs
Glucocorticoids (and ACTH)
Gonadotropin-releasing hormone agonists
Lithium
Methotrexate
Parenteral nutrition
Thyroxine

Reprinted from Office of the Surgeon General, 2004, Bone health and osteoporosis: A report of the Surgeon General
(Rockville, MD: Office of the Surgeon General). Available: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK45513/

 

Osteoporosis is one of the leading causes of fractures in the United States, particularly
in the elderly population, and it often leads to an increase in both morbidity and mortality.
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Osteoporosis-related fractures, traumatic or nontraumatic, are the most prevalent
musculoskeletal condition that requires hospitalization amongst Medicare enrollees.86

Often referred to as a silent disease, it is not uncommon for osteoporosis to go undiagnosed
until a client experiences a fall with a resultant fracture. Osteoporosis increases the
likelihood of a fracture, and it accounted for nearly 2 million fractures in 2005 alone. An
estimated one in two Caucasian women and one in five Caucasian men will experience an
osteoporosis-related fracture within their lifetime.85 Hip and vertebral fractures are
associated with increased morbidity and mortality.87 The total incidences of osteoporosis-
related fractures by skeletal site include vertebrae (27%), wrist (19%), hip (14%), pelvis
(7%), and other (33%).85 One’s future fracture risk increases 2.5-fold after a fracture, while
vertebral fractures are predictive of future fractures at other sites by 2- to 3-fold.85 In clients
aged 65 years and older in the United States, greater than 90% of hip fractures are the
direct result of a fall.85

A comprehensive examination of the older client should also include measurements and
observation of posture, height, thoracic kyphosis, and decreased spinal extensibility due to
the correlation between vertebral compression fractures and osteoporosis. The presence and
degree of thoracic kyphosis may limit a client’s ability to complete functional tasks that
require bending and reaching. Height measurements may be taken using a stadiometer, and
the presence and degree of kyphosis can be measured using a flexicurve. A crude measure of
the presence or absence of height loss due to osteoporosis-related vertebral compression
fractures is the rib-to-pelvis distance using fingerbreadths. A distance of less than two
fingerbreadths between the inferior margin of the ribs and the superior surface of the pelvis
in the midaxillary line has been suggestive of indicating the presence of a vertebral
compression fracture in clients with osteoporosis.88 For additional detail on vertebral
compression fractures, refer to chapter 18 (Thoracic Spine).
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Examination of Balance

One of the key assessments in the geriatric population is falls risk. One-third of people
65 and older fall each year, with one in five falls causing a serious injury such as head
trauma or fracture.89 Dozens of scales have been developed to address differing aspects of
balance, gait, attention, and cognition in an attempt to assess and predict risk of falling.
While these scales can be used to set baseline balance scores and assess for clinically
meaningful change over time, a more frequent use of these tests is to determine whether the
client’s score lies above or below a certain cutoff point (or range) within the scale that has
been determined to be predictive of falls risk. The majority of these scales are in use for a
variety of populations, including community elderly, nursing home residents, and those
recovering from a variety of neurologic injuries.

Several factors must be considered in choosing the correct measure for a particular
client or setting. Correct interpretation of a client’s results requires an understanding of the
population on which the measure has been tested and validated. Cutoff scores for fall
prediction can vary on the same scale depending on the population. For example, using the
Dynamic Gait Index, cutoff scores (out of a maximum of 24) for increased falls risk were
below 19, 16, and 12 points, for community elderly,90 multiple sclerosis,91 and Parkinson’s
disease,92 respectively. The majority of the measures listed in tables 28.2 and 28.3 have
been tested in populations such as post-CVA or vestibular disorders; the results from those
populations should specifically be applied only to those populations and not to community
elderly in general. The measures presented are included here because data exist to guide
interpretation of scores for falls risk of those most likely to be seen in an outpatient
orthopedic setting: community elderly with no specific comorbidities. References are
provided to assist with guidance on score interpretation for alternate populations.
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Another concern in choosing a measure is understanding the requirements of the test
and the goal of the assessment. For example, the Timed Up and Go, 10-Meter Walk, 5
Times Sit to Stand, and Functional Reach Test can all be administered in less than 1
minute, and may be appropriate for a community screening event or as part of a general
medical screening examination. If more specific information is required, such as details of
gait or cognitive status, tests such as the Functional Gait Assessment or Dual-Task Timed
Up and Go, respectively, may be more appropriate.

A related concern is a concept of ceiling effects, in which a test may not have sufficient
range to identify those who are still at risk of falls. In this case, a large proportion of
community elderly may score at the top of the scale, resulting in an inability to identify
improvements in those scoring at or near the top of the scale at baseline, as well as to
discriminate fallers in this population. As described previously, cutoff points for falls in
community elderly may be higher than in other populations, and in some cases the scale
may not be able to identify a potential faller who presents to a standard outpatient clinic.
Table 28.4 provides a general understanding of the activities involved in common balance
screens; activities at the top of the scale are easier, becoming progressively more difficult as
they reach the bottom. In some cases, a stepped assessment may be useful. For example, if
the goal is to assess a client’s gait, the clinician may start with a measure such as the Tinetti
Performance-Oriented Mobility Assessment, which is a very quick (~3 min) screen that has
known ceiling effects. If the client scores at the top of the scale, the clinician can utilize a
more challenging tool such as the Dynamic Gait Index, on which the client is less likely to
score at the top of the scale, and therefore has more potential to demonstrate
responsiveness, recording changes in balance over time.
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A final caveat lies in the interpretation of the score itself. An ideal measure would have
100% diagnostic accuracy for predicting fallers with a single cutoff point. In this ideal
situation, everyone who falls would score below the determined cutoff point, while all non-
fallers would score above the same cutoff point. In reality, there is often a fair amount of
overlap in scores between the groups of fallers and non-fallers. To better understand the
post-test probability of falling based on a particular score relative to the established cutoff,
clinicians are encouraged to become familiar with the concepts of population prevalence,
diagnostic accuracy, and positive and negative likelihood ratios as discussed in previous
chapters. The precision of the point estimate of the post-test probability of risk of falling is
influenced by the sample size of the study assessing the balance measure. Table 28.2
contains information regarding diagnostic accuracy, sample size, and fall prevalence in the
referenced study. Each of these influences the confidence interval of the post-test
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probability, provided in column 7.
While most of the measures used to assess falls risk involve physical performance

measures where the client’s abilities are directly tested by the clinician (table 28.2), self-
report measures have also been developed (table 28.3). These often address similar
constructs to the physical performance measures. They have been validated in identifying
those at risk of falling, and they may be particularly useful for large population screens.

Given the challenges to diagnostic accuracy with any single falls risk tool, as well as the
structural challenges of screening large populations, a combination of self-report and
physical performance testing may be ideal for most accurately capturing an elderly person’s
risk of falling. The Center for Disease control has created the STEADI program, which
utilizes an algorithm93 involving a client questionnaire, specific clinical questions, and three
physical performance tests to assist with determination of falls risk. Readers are encouraged
to visit the STEADI Tool Kit website94 for more information about this algorithm.

Because measures related to falls are frequently developed, validated, and updated,
clinicians are recommended to utilize dedicated websites such as www.rehabmeasures.org,
www.strokengine.ca, and www.PTNow.org (APTA subscription required to access specific
information about individual measures on www.PTNow.org) to remain abreast of the most
current status of the various available tools. These sites utilize slightly different search
strategies and present slightly different content related to the key properties of each
measure. Information on all of the measures listed in tables 28.2 and 28.3, including
diagnostic accuracy for specific populations, can be found there in greater detail.

Critical Clinical Pearls

Things to consider before choosing a balance-related outcome measure:

Determine if a physical performance or a self-report measure should be utilized.
Understand what population the outcome measure was validated for.
Understand requirements of the test and the goal of the assessment to limit ceiling
effects.
Understand the diagnostic properties of the test.
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Conclusion

The geriatric client examination can be considered fairly complex with the multitude of
comorbidities and age-related changes that can occur throughout life. Proper understanding
of these age-related changes is paramount for optimal examination of a geriatric client.
Understanding of the physiological responses that the body can have on aging and the
effect of medication management on the geriatric client is of most importance. Time
should be taken to thoroughly evaluate a geriatric client due to the multifactorial nature of
orthopedic diagnosis.
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Chapter 29
Pediatric Examination

Dora J. Gosselin, PT, DPT, PCS, C/NDT
Musculoskeletal pain complaints were the reason for 25.7% to 36.1% of primary care

visits for children aged 14.1 As physical therapists expand their roles as practitioners of
health and wellness, clinicians who may not consider themselves pediatric therapists will
likely gain more experience with evaluating, and possibly treating, children with
musculoskeletal pathology.

The goal of this chapter is to provide information about common musculoskeletal
disorders in children and to suggest strategies for examination. While children are not small
adults, many examination techniques used in the adult population are appropriate, some
requiring modifications, in the pediatric population.
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Child’s Musculoskeletal System

Transitioning to the area of pediatric musculoskeletal assessment brings a few particular
challenges. First, children are generally less able to provide specific descriptions of their
injury, their pain (type and exact location), and aggravating and alleviating factors. Second,
the majority of a child’s life occurs in tandem with a maturing and changing
musculoskeletal system. Girls are generally skeletally mature around 15 years of age, while
boys generally complete their skeletal development 2 or 3 years later.2, 3 Growth and
change provide unique considerations in a pediatric client’s examination, prognosis, and
intervention. Clinicians who are consistently working with skeletally immature girls and
boys must be keenly aware of typical multisystem developmental changes through puberty.
Last, but certainly not least, is that reliability of examination can be difficult when a child
does not understand specific directions or is scared to interact with a new face. Clinicians
have a variety of ways to make examination kid-centric. When examination occurs in the
setting of a very upset child or a child who is not interactive, the clinician must closely
assess the validity of findings. Children enjoy showing far more than following. For
example, if the clinician needs to see if a child is able to bear weight on an extremity, the
clinician can ask them to pretend to kick a soccer ball rather than asking them if they can
stand on one leg.

Critical Clinical Pearls

Children are not just small adults.

Their musculoskeletal system is immature and changing.
They may have difficulty accurately identifying precipitating and alleviating factors of
pain and dysfunction.
They are susceptible to unique disorders of the musculoskeletal system.
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Multisystem Pathologies

A subset of pathologies that could primarily present as musculoskeletal may have
multisystem etiologies. This section reviews the most common multisystem pathologies
affecting the pediatric client. It discusses examination of children with juvenile idiopathic
arthritis, muscular dystrophies, and inherited disorders of connective tissue.

Juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis

A variety of rheumatologic diseases may affect the pediatric client. Arthritic conditions
are some of the most common chronic diseases of childhood, afflicting between 6.6 and 15
per 100,000 children.4 The International League of Associations for Rheumatology (ILAR)
describes seven classifications of the most common type of arthritis in children, juvenile
idiopathic arthritis (JIA).5 Consistent within the subtypes of JIA is that the symptoms
present before 16 years of age, persist for longer than six weeks, and are of unknown origin.
The most common subtype of JIA is oligoarthritis, which affects nearly 50% of all children
with JIA.4 Other subtypes include systemic, rheumatoid factor positive polyarthritis,
rheumatoid factor negative polyarthritis, enthesitis-related arthritis, psoriatic arthritis, and
undifferentiated arthritis (table 29.1). Other less common arthritic conditions in children
include juvenile dermatomyositis, juvenile spondyloarthropathies, childhood lupus, and
scleroderma.
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JIA should be considered when children under the age of 16 present with greater than
six weeks of joint pain. Of significance is that the joint pain often does not have an
identifiable cause. Disease presentation is dependent on the type and severity of disease.
Primary clinical findings range from musculoskeletal impairments to visual impairments.
Secondary impairments are common and include decreased joint range of motion (ROM),
osteopenia, and osteoporosis due to chronic steroid use and fatigue. Limitations in activities
of daily living and difficulty with participation are common. Within each of the seven types
of JIA, there are clinical criteria for diagnosis that include the number of joints involved,
which joints are involved, and other systemic manifestations (table 29.2).
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Numerous outcome assessments are available to use with this patient population. Many
address system-level impairments, for example, ROM and strength. Gait assessment,
endurance measures, and pain levels are also important portions of the examination.

Muscular Dystrophy

Neuromuscular diseases include those of the motor neuron, neuromuscular junction,
and muscle. The most common neuromuscular diseases in children are muscular dystrophy
(MD) and spinal muscular atrophy (SMA). In the pediatric setting, clinicians are likely
quite astute at identifying the early signs of MD and SMA; however, in a general outpatient
setting, all clinicians must be able to identify the early signs of these progressive and
devastating diseases. If there is a concern about potential progressive neuromuscular
diseases, the child must be referred back to the physician for further testing.

Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is the most common form of MD, affecting 1
in 3,500 live male births.6 DMD is an X-linked genetic disorder, thereby almost exclusively
affecting only boys. Boys usually receive a diagnosis of DMD by 5 years of age. The loss of
walking usually occurs between 8 and 12 years of age, although this is variable. The life
expectancy of boys with DMD is increasing due to improved medical management, and
many men are living into their mid- to late 20s.7, 8 Respiratory disease is almost always the
cause of death in DMD. Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD) is the second most common
type of MD with an incidence of 1 in 20,000 births. The life expectancy of men with
BMD is into the 40s, and death is most commonly due to dilated cardiomyopathy.9 Both
DMD and BMD are the result of a missing or defective protein, dystrophin, which is
responsible for protecting muscle fibers from injury as muscles contract and relax.

With the exception of cystic fibrosis, SMA is the most common fatal autosomal
recessive disease in childhood.10 SMA occurs when the cells in the anterior horn of the
spinal cord are reduced in number and experience progressive degeneration, resulting in
progressive weakness and loss of function. SMA is categorized into four presentations
according to time of onset and severity. Generally the more severe and earlier identifiable
forms, Types I and II, are diagnosed within the first few months of life. They would rarely
be encountered sans diagnosis in an outpatient setting. Type IV is adult-onset. Type III
generally presents between 5 and 10 years of age and would be much more likely to be
undiagnosed in its earliest stages.
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Clumsiness and delayed gross motor skills are common early indications of
neuromuscular disease in children. A variety of clinical presentations exist that also may
confirm or refute the presence of a neuromuscular disease. Early clinical signs and
symptoms of DMD include, but are not limited to, head lag when the child is pulled to
sitting position, inability to hop and jump, difficulty running, and a positive Gower’s
maneuver (pushing on thighs to assume an upright standing position). Gait is characterized
by an anterior pelvic tilt, lumbar lordosis, excessive frontal plane motion of the trunk
during gait, and an outward foot progression angle. Toe walking may also be present in
some children. Pseudohypertrophy of the gastrocnemius muscle is a common clinical
finding.

Children and parents often report fatigue that is significant compared to age-matched
peers.11 Later signs and symptoms include significant weakness with compensatory
movement patterns, as well as decreasing independence. Respiratory assessment in the clinic
may include rib cage expansion and incentive spirometry. Screening for or assessment of
scoliosis should be frequent.

Many other, less common types of muscular dystrophy exist, as well as other
neuromuscular diseases that present in childhood. As a general rule, when seeing a pediatric
client, if a child is not making progress with intervention or if their gross motor skills are
falling further behind age-matched peers, neuromuscular disease should be ruled out.

Obesity

In the United States, obesity is a leading chronic pediatric disorder. Musculoskeletal
impairments, along with other well-known multisystemic complications, are well
documented in adults who are obese. According to data from the Centers for Disease
Control and prevention (CDC), in 2011 to 2012, 8.4% of 2- to 5-year-olds were obese
compared with 17.7% of 6- to 11-year-olds and 20.5% of 12- to 19-year-olds.12 With the
increasing prevalence of childhood overweightedness and obesity, more focus has been
given to the effects of increased weight on immature body systems. Common
musculoskeletal impairments in children who are obese are malalignment of the lower
extremity,13 slipped capital femoral epiphysis,14 Blount’s disease,13 and increased fracture
risk.15 A 2014 review found that chronic pain and a reduction in physical activity likely
contribute to the cycle of weight gain and increasing disability that obese children
experience.16

Calculation of body mass index (BMI) for children and adolescents and adults is the
same; however, the interpretation of the BMI is different between the two groups. The
BMI of children and adolescents is assessed as a percentile representative of the BMI for
age, which is specific for a child’s age and sex. Children and adolescents are considered to
be underweight if their BMI for age is less than the 5th percentile. Children and
adolescents with BMI for age between the 5th and 85th percentiles are considered to be a
healthy weight. Children and adolescents with a BMI between the 85th and 95th
percentiles are considered overweight, and those with a BMI for age above the 95th
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percentile are obese. Growth charts and a BMI calculator for children and adolescents are
available at the CDC website.

Inherited Connective Tissue Disorders

Common heritable disorders of connective tissue in children include Marfan syndrome
(MS), Ehler-Danlos syndrome (EDS), and osteogenesis imperfecta (OI). While it may be
rare that a clinician working with a mainly adult population encounters a child with one of
these disorders, having knowledge of the clinical features of each is essential. MS is a
disorder that involves abnormalities in fibrillin. Fibrillin is vital for the integrity of
connective tissue. MS affects about 1 in every 5,000 people.17 Common musculoskeletal
findings in MS are extraordinarily long extremities, pes planus, malalignment of the spine
(scoliosis and kyphosis), and deformity of the chest wall.17, 18 While the outward
presentation of the musculoskeletal impairments may be quite evident, other systemic
complications may be life threatening, including common cardiac anomalies: mitral valve
prolapse and increased risk for aortic aneurysm and aortic dissection.

EDS is a disorder of collagen that is as common as MS, affecting 1 in 5,000 people.17 A
combination of impairments in the integumentary system (increased skin extensibility,
tendency to bruise easily, poor wound healing, and hypertrophic scarring) and the
musculoskeletal system (mainly joint hypermobility) may lead a clinician to consider EDS
in the differential diagnosis.17 Refer to chapter 8 (Range of Motion Assessment) for detail
on the Beighton scale for generalized ligamentous laxity.

OI is a less common collagen disorder that affects between 25,000 and 50,000 people
in the United States.19 The deficiency is in the synthesis or structure of Type I collagen.
While many classes of OI are severe and identifiable in utero or at birth, Type I OI, the
most common type, is not associated with deformity or severe medical complications.
People with Type I OI rarely have identified fractures at birth, and may reach nearly
normal height. Clinical findings may include a mild scoliosis due to vertebral fractures as
well as blue sclera. Most fractures in people with this most mild form of OI occur during
childhood and adolescence and decrease after puberty.

With the increasing emphasis on client-centered goals and functional and participation
outcomes, clinicians should consider using a measure of physical function or performance
for children with chronic illnesses. See table 29.3 for common pediatric quality-of-life
assessments.
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Pathologies of the Spine

Pathology in the immature and developing spine has a variety of causes. Nearly all
pathologies fit into one of the following categories: congenital, acquired idiopathic,
acquired positional, or progressive changes. Knowledge of the changes that spinal structures
undergo from the early embryological period through adolescence is critical for
understanding and examining pathologies of the spine in children. During the first weeks
of pregnancy, mesodermal tissue proliferates to form 29 pairs of somites. Somites then
differentiate further, and eventually sclerotomal cells produce early vertebral structures that
will ossify during the fetal period and after birth to create the mature portions of the spine:
the cervical spine, thoracic spine, lumbar spine, sacrum, and coccyx. The spine of a child
born full-term is flexed. Through typical movement experiences and selective and
coordinated recruitment of muscles, the development of cervical and lumbar lordosis
occurs. Growth of the spine occurs through adolescence. A significant increase in growth
occurs in conjunction with puberty. Girls experience this growth between the ages of 8 and
14, whereas boys generally experience it between 11 and 16 years of age.

Kyphosis

Kyphosis is a posterior convexity of a spinal segment. A normal adult value of thoracic
kyphosis is 20° to 40°. Spinal kyphoses can occur in children with a variety of disorders that
are not primarily problems of the musculoskeletal system, for example, in children with a
myelomeningocele. Congenital kyphosis occurs when the structure of the anterior portion
of the thoracic vertebrae is atypical.20 Scheuermann’s disease is the most common kyphosis
in adolescents and typically occurs just before or in tandem with puberty.21

While kyphosis is often the result of a problem on the anterior portion of the vertebrae,
lordosis, an anterior convexity of the spine, can be caused by structural failure or anomaly
of the posterior portion of the vertebrae. As mentioned previously, lordosis of the lumbar
spine is common in children with neuromuscular problems.

A thorough and systematic postural assessment—anterior and posterior and lateral—
must be conducted. Asymmetries should be documented and quantified, when possible.

Spinal cord compression and resultant neurological impairments occur in about 10% of
children with kyphosis. Most children with neurological impairment demonstrate an apex
at the mid or lower thoracic region.20 Examination must include a complete and accurate
upper motor neuron screening.

A definite diagnosis of Scheuermann’s disease is based on radiography. Plain films of
the thoracic spine will demonstrate irregular vertebral end plates, narrowing of the disc
space between the vertebrae, anterior wedging of 5° for three or more consecutive vertebrae,
and a kyphosis of greater than 40° that is uncorrected with active hyperextension. In the
clinic, clinicians can determine whether or not there is any correction in the kyphotic curve
by asking the client to actively extend their spine while in prone.
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Flexibility and strength assessments in most children with kyphosis will demonstrate
tight anterior chest musculature with overlengthened and weak dorsal musculature. Refer
to chapters 18 (Thoracic Spine) and 19 (Lumbar Spine) for greater detail on examination
of Scheuermann’s disease, scoliosis, kyphosis, and lordosis.

Scoliosis

Scoliosis is a multiplanar deformity of the spine and is defined by a curvature of greater
than 10°. Scoliosis can be broadly classified into two groups: idiopathic and nonidiopathic.
The incidence of idiopathic scoliosis is 0.47% to 5.2%.22 Girls are more likely than boys to
have idiopathic scoliosis, and the severity of curves in girls is more than those in boys.22

Nonidiopathic scoliosis includes congenital scoliosis, neuromuscular scoliosis, and
mesenchymal scoliosis. Congenital scoliosis can result from atypical formation or growth of
vertebrae. Neuromuscular scoliosis is a secondary impairment resulting from some type of
neuromuscular disease. The highest rates of neuromuscular scoliosis occur in muscular
dystrophies, myelomeningocele, and cerebral palsy. Mesenchymal scoliosis is the result of
insufficiency of the passive tissue stabilizers of the spine, and occurs as a secondary
impairment of connective tissue disorders like osteogenesis imperfecta and Marfan
syndrome.22

Regardless of the etiology of the child’s scoliosis, examination should begin with a big-
picture observation of asymmetries of the trunk, shoulder, and pelvis. Children with
asymmetry should be referred for a baseline orthopedic evaluation. The gold standard for
quantifying scoliosis is the Cobb method, by which an anterior–posterior or posterior–
anterior coronal plane spinal radiograph is used to quantify the amount of scoliotic
curvature.23 A systematic standing postural examination should be followed by the Adam’s
forward bend test (AFBT). When performing the AFBT, the clinician should instruct the
client to place their feet shoulder-width apart, extend their arms with the hands placed
together, and bend forward slowly. The AFBT is positive if the clinician observes a rib
hump.24 The rib hump forms on the side of the convexity as a result of the rib’s
articulation with the vertebrae. A scoliometer can be used to measure the amount of
asymmetry. The reliability of scoliometric data for outcomes measures is in question,
however. For examination and quantification of baseline asymmetry, a scoliometer may be
a helpful tool.

In addition to the previously mentioned assessments, other more conventional
examinations of posture should be completed in children with scoliosis or with suspected
scoliosis. These measurements should include quantification of asymmetries, including leg-
length measurement.25, 26 As with any pathology of the spine, assessments for changes in
bowel and bladder function as well as sensory and strength testing should be thorough.

Congenital Muscular Torticollis

Congenital muscular torticollis (CMT) is a common postural deformity of the head
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and neck that is identifiable at birth or shortly after birth. The incidence of CMT has been
reported between 0.3% and 1.9%;27 however, recent data have shown it to be as high as
16%28 in some newborns. Some hypothesize that the increase in CMT is due to the
recommendation by the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development’s
1994 Back to Sleep Campaign that all children sleep in supine as a way to try to decrease
the incidence of sudden infant death syndrome.29 Many theories exist about the etiology of
CMT, including intrauterine positioning, birth trauma, and ischemia. CMT is generally
classified as postural CMT, muscular CMT, or CMT related to fibrotic thickening of the
sternocleidomastoid (SCM).27, 29, 30, 31 The SCM has two major portions: the sternal head,
which arises from the manubrium, and the clavicular head, which arises from the medial
one-third of the clavicle. Both portions of the SCM attach to the mastoid process and, via a
think aponeurosis, to the superior nuchal line of the occipital bone. Conditions associated
with CMT include plagiocephaly, changes in the craniofacial structure, brachial plexus
injury, and hip dysplasia.27, 29-31

Recently the American Physical Therapy Association’s Section on Pediatrics published
clinical practice guidelines for the physical therapy management of CMT.31 The guidelines
were developed after an extensive review of literature and survey of current clinical
practices. With regard to examination, specific recommendations are made that include
assessment of the infant’s posture and tolerance in a variety of positions: passive and active
cervical rotation and lateral flexion, passive and active range of motion of the upper and
lower extremities, as well as an assessment of pain or discomfort at rest and during passive
and active movement. There is an increased incidence of hip dysplasia in children with
CMT. (For examination of hip dysplasia in infants, refer to the section Lower Extremity
Pathology.) Furthermore the guidelines recommend that clinicians should observe skin
integrity and skin folds, as well the sternocleidomastoid’s mass, size, and shape.

Plagiocephaly coexists with CMT in up to 90% of children.27 An examination of the
child’s craniofacial features must also be completed. The most common craniofacial
anomalies in children with CMT include posterior position of the ipsilateral ear, posterior
regression of the ipsilateral cheek and forehead, mandibular deviation toward the involved
side, and an ipsilateral eye position that is lower compared to the contralateral side.

The Muscle Function Scale (MFS)32 for torticollis is an ordinal visual scale that
interprets an infant’s righting responses. The MFS is easy and quick to administer. In front
of a mirror, the infant is brought to the horizontal position. The head position is observed
and given a score of 0 to 5 depending on the righting response. The MFS can also be used
with objective measurements of degrees of head righting, and it is a valid tool to measure
muscle function of the lateral neck flexors in infants (figure 29.1).
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Figure 29.1 Muscle Function Scale.
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Critical to the outcome of torticollis are early identification and early intervention. The
most significant gross motor delays occur in children with CMT under the age of 10
months.33 Additionally, the ability for improvement or resolution of anomalies of
craniofacial structures in children with CMT is correlated to early intervention.
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Neural Tube Defects

Genetic, environmental, and nutritional factors, in some combination, are likely the
cause of neural tube defects, which occur as the structures of the spine and cranium develop
during the first month of pregnancy. While it would be impossible for an open NTD to go
unnoticed, some NTDs are more subtle, hidden, or closed. These are less easily identifiable,
and may be identified only if and when a person demonstrates difficulty or changes in their
movement. A combination of changes in function and cutaneous findings may lead a
clinician to consider an NTD as a differential diagnosis. A tethering of the spinal cord due
to the skeletal abnormality may result in upper motor neuron signs, while peripheral nerve
anomalies will result in atypical findings in a lower motor neuron assessment. Cutaneous
findings that are associated with this type of NTD are a subcutaneous lipoma, a hairy
patch, skin discoloration, and a hemangioma. If a clinician suspects an NTD as a cause for
changing or loss of function in a child, they should immediately refer the child to a
physician.
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Upper Extremity Pathology

Neonates begin to use their upper extremities in a purposeful way almost immediately
postnatally when they soothe themselves by sucking on their hands and fingers. Less than
halfway through the first year of life, babies are purposefully reaching to interact with their
environments. When children of any age experience a pathology involving their upper
extremity, the functional consequences can be great. In this section discussion focuses on
examination of three common pathologies: brachial plexus injuries, Little League elbow,
and nursemaid’s elbow.

Brachial Plexus Injury

Brachial plexus injuries (BPI) in children are common during birth. Birth weight
greater than 7.7 lbs (3.5 kg), difficult delivery of the shoulder, breech delivery, prolonged
labor, and maternal diabetes are all risk factors for an obstetric brachial plexus injury
(OBPI). Other injuries of the neck and shoulder may result in BPI; however, examination
would be similar between groups. Therefore, discussion in this section focuses on OBPI.
The literature reports a range of incidences of OBPI between 1 and 4 per 1,000 births.34

BPI are classified into three types, dependent on the root levels that are involved. The most
common injury is to the C5 and C6 roots. Injury to the upper roots is termed Erb’s palsy,
and is characterized by impaired shoulder function with preservation of hand and wrist
flexor function. Klumpke’s palsy involves the lower roots of the brachial plexus, specifically
C7-T1, and is characterized by intact shoulder and elbow function with loss of function
more distal. Injury of the upper and lower roots is called Erb-Klumpke palsy. Dermatomal
sensory loss is also present in some capacity in most BPIs. Importantly, if a child suffers an
avulsion of the T1 root, Horner’s syndrome may occur. While Horner’s syndrome occurs
in less than 10%35 of cases of OBPI, a variety of visual impairments may occur and must
be managed. Most children with OBPI demonstrate some amount of spontaneous recovery
within the first few months of life; however, those with persisting symptoms may have
impairment and possible functional limitation throughout the life span.

As with any physical therapy examination, assessment should commence with a big-
picture assessment to look grossly for symmetry of movements. Assessment of strength is a
critical component of examination of a child with a BPI. In children with BPI, clinicians
should use a variety of assessments, from observation of functional skills to manual muscle
testing and dynamometry, to observe the strength in the involved upper extremity.
Likewise, a combination of functional observation, estimation, and goniometric
measurement can be used to examine the range of motion of the neck, shoulder, elbow,
hand, and wrist of children with BPI. In addition to focusing on the affected upper
extremity, clinicians must also assess the influence that the weakness or paralysis of that
upper extremity has on the child’s overall posture, gross motor skill acquisition, and
symmetry of gross motor skill acquisition.
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The Hospital for Sick Children proposed an Active Movement Scale (AMS)36 for
children with OBPI. The scale was created to identify small but meaningful changes in
active upper extremity motion (table 29.4). The AMS has been found to have nearly perfect
intrarater reliability and excellent interrater reliability.37 The Mallet classification of upper
extremity function uses a 5-point scale (0, no movement to 5, full movement) to score five
upper extremity movements: abduction, external rotation, hand to the nape of the neck,
hand to back, and hand to mouth (figure 29.2). Both the intrarater and interobserver
reliability of the Mallet classification are excellent.37
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Figure 29.2 Mallet classification.

 

The strategy for sensory assessment of the involved extremity will be different
depending on the age of the child being examined. For a younger child, the clinician will
use various forms of touch in different dermatomal areas to see if the child responds. Older
children will be able to more accurately respond validly to typical dermatomal assessment of
light touch sensation.

Little League Elbow

As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the possibility for physeal injuries in
the immature musculoskeletal system presents unique considerations exclusive to children
and adolescents. Little League elbow describes the separation of the medial epicondyle from
the humerus due to the valgus stress that is placed on the epicondyles during the throwing
motion. If throwing is not ceased, Little League elbow can develop into osteochondritis of
the capitellum and possible avascular necrosis of the radial head. Little League elbow likely
results from a combination of skeletal maturity, number of throws, and throwing
mechanics.

The most commonly reported symptom of Little League elbow is pain in the inner
elbow. This pain will be reported as coming on abruptly or increasing over time. In the
clinic, pain can be recreated with the throwing motion.38
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Nursemaid’s Elbow

Nursemaid’s elbow (NE) occurs when there is a subluxation of the radial head. The
cause of NE is usually traction of the distal extremity, often when holding a child’s hand
and pulling them along while walking or lifting them up into the air by one or both hands.
The annular ligament, which helps support the radial head in its articulation with the
capitulum, is not fully developed and strong until the age of 5, so NE generally occurs in
children under the age of 5. The movement of the radial head occurs as the ligament
stretches, but generally does not tear.

A child with NE will likely be under the age of 5. Children will present with a slightly
flexed elbow, held in some pronation. The child will likely want to support their involved
extremity with the contralateral arm. Older children will report pain at the distal wrist.
Reduction of the dislocation is generally completed quite easily and with a dramatic
alleviation of symptoms; however, if the reduction is complete and the pain persists for
more than 30 minutes, children should be seen by a physician for radiography to rule out a
fracture or tear of the annular ligament.39

Critical Clinical Pearls

When examining a child with a complaint of dorsal wrist pain, clinicians should do the
following:

Examine all of the articulations at the elbow and wrist thoroughly.
Consider a fracture of the distal radius, which is the most common fracture in
children.
Rule out nursemaid’s elbow (a subluxation of the radial head).

 

Fractures in the Upper Extremity

A British study found that about one-third of children experience fracture before the
age of 17.40 The most common upper extremity fractures in children occur at the distal
radius and usually result from a fall on an outstretched arm. Other common upper
extremity fractures in children include the distal humerus and proximal ulna and radius as
well as the clavicle. Additionally, the presence of a proximal humeral fracture needs to be
considered in any child with chronic or acute onset of shoulder pain without a mechanism
of injury. As with any fracture, examination should include an assessment of pain and
neurovascular status as well as an assessment of and management of swelling.
Immobilization should be carried out with immediate referral to a physician.
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Lower Extremity Pathology

The musculoskeletal system evolves and changes in utero but also changes dramatically
during childhood and then more slowly toward adolescence. Fetal alignment of the lower
extremity differs from that of an adult in a number of ways. Diverse and frequent
movement experiences with typical muscle recruitment patterns and introduction of forces
to bones must occur for fetal alignment to become typical, mature lower-extremity
alignment (see table 29.5 for a brief overview of skeletal changes in the lower extremity).
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Bipedal gait is important for function and participation in one’s world. Moreover, it is a
symbol of system maturation, more specifically, multisystem integration. Babies are more
often referred to as children once they walk, and parents scramble to document the first
steps that their little one takes. This chapter does not discuss the development of gait
through pregait movement and experiences because it is almost exclusively within the
domain of pediatric physical therapy. However, changes in gait that define immature and
mature gait are important for all clinicians to know.

The mean age for the onset of independent walking (defined as taking a minimum of
five unaided steps) is 13 months.41 Gait in the new walker is characterized by a wide base of
support, excessive trunk movement, and arms held in high guard—all strategies for
inventing stability in an unstable system.42, 43 New walkers also demonstrate high cadence
and do not demonstrate heel strike. In general, the kinematic and kinetic variables of gait
are adultlike by 7 years of age.42 Gait assessment in children can be challenging. Children’s
gait is more variable than adult gait. Clinicians may develop the most accurate gait
assessment by using one of the many readily available devices that has video capabilities.

Hip Dysplasia

Developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH) describes any anomaly of the femoral head,
acetabulum, or articulation between the femoral head and acetabulum. A distinction must
be made between a hip that is dislocated, dislocatable, subluxed, or subluxable. Clinicians
must also be aware that DDH is present at birth and is different from the atypical hip
development that may occur in some diseases, for example, cerebral palsy. DDH occurs in
approximately 1 per 100 live births. In comparison, dislocated hips are present in 1 in
1,000 births. Significant risk factors for DDH include being female, a breech uterine
position, and genetic factors.44

Development of a mature hip joint begins in utero and relies on normal differentiation
of the mesenchymal tissue during the first trimester. The architecture of the joint is
dependent on the relationship of the femoral head and acetabulum of the pelvis in utero, in
infancy, and during upright weight-bearing activities. Early detection of DDH is critical so
that structural alignment between the femoral head and acetabulum can be provided as
early as possible.

Clinical signs and symptoms of DDH are a crucial component of newborn
examination. The Galeazzi sign is assessed with the infant in supine. The clinician flexes the
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hips and knees to 90°. The Galeazzi sign is considered to be positive if the knee on the
dislocated side appears to be lower than the one on the intact side. The Galeazzi sign is not
valid on children with bilateral DDH, and other confirmatory clinical examinations should
accompany it.44

The clinician should assess the symmetry of the gluteal and thigh folds. Although a
finding of asymmetric folds may be a false positive, in the setting of other positive tests, it
may add to body of evidence to support or refute the diagnosis.

Normal hip abduction range in a neonate is between 60° and 80°. There has been some
thought that all infants, despite their age, with less than 60° of hip abduction may have
DDH; however, a recent article has suggested that this measurement is less accurate prior to
8 weeks of age, but after 8 weeks of age a finding of limited hip abduction should warrant
further imaging.45

The Ortolani and Barlow maneuvers are dynamic assessments of hip stability. The
Ortolani test is to detect dislocated hips that can be relocated. It is performed with an
infant in supine and with their contralateral hip stabilized. The clinician flexes the infant’s
hips to 90° and then abducts the thigh while maintaining a finger over the great trochanter.
A clunking sound is a sign of a positive test. The clunk is the result of the femoral head
moving over the posterior rim of the acetabulum and the hip relocating as the femoral head
is brought into approximation with the acetabulum.

The Barlow test differs from the Ortolani because it identifies an unstable hip that
would likely demonstrate a negative Ortolani test. The infant is also in supine for the
Barlow test. During this test the clinician moves the infant’s hip from a position of 90° of
flexion and hip abduction toward hip adduction with a simultaneous posterior direction of
pressure. A positive test occurs if the clinician feels the unstable hip sliding over the
posterior rim of the acetabulum as they provide a compressive force posteriorly.

The aforementioned assessments are appropriate for children under the age of 4
months. While the previously discussed findings should be collaborated by imaging, older
infants and children may have negative tests but abnormal movement. Screening for DDH
in older children should include radiography, not ultrasounds, as well as a gait assessment
in ambulatory children. Gait in children with DDH can be characterized by a number of
atypical findings, including toe walking on the involved side and increased frontal plane
movement of the pelvis and hip.

Other Common Conditions of the Hip

Other common conditions of the hip joint in children are Legg-Calvé-Perthes disease
(LCP), transient synovitis (TS), and slipped capital femoral epiphysis (SCFE). See table
29.6 for a comparison of these conditions.
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LCP is the result of necrosis of the center of the ossification site of the femoral head,
and it usually occurs in children, usually boys, between the ages of 4 and 8. Signs and
symptoms of LCP include limping and intermittent pain in the groin, hip, or knee. Range
of motion will be limited in abduction and internal rotation. Early identification of LCP is
critical for a successful outcome.46

TS must be immediately differentiated from septic arthritis (SA; discussed in the next
section). TS is most common in children under the age of 10 and afflicts boys more often
than girls. Clinical findings include a limp or pain with weight bearing, limited motion,
and joint effusion. Laboratory findings may also be abnormal and will be the deciding
factor in differentiating TS and SA. Because of the common presentation of TS and SA, if
clinicians suspect TS, they must refer the child to a physician to rule out SA.47

SCFE is a common condition of the hip that occurs when the growth plate of the
proximal femoral physis weakens and becomes displaced. SCFE can be acute, acute on
chronic, or chronic. The cause of SCFE is unclear, but it is likely due to both mechanical
and endocrine factors.48 Two-thirds of adolescents with SCFE are obese.14 SCFE can be
unilateral or bilateral. It occurs in boys more than girls and is most likely to present during
the pubertal growth phase. Clinical signs of SCFE include reports groin pain and
anteromedial pain of the thigh and knee, an antalgic gait, and a strong preference for
maintaining the hip in external rotation.

Septic Arthritis

Septic arthritis (SA) is the inflammation of a joint due to a bacterial organism. If SA is
suspected, a child must be immediately referred to a physician because joint destruction can
occur within 48 hours. Most cases of SA occur in children under the age of 3. SA can occur
in the upper extremity, but the vast majority of cases occur in the knee and hip.

While hip aspiration is the gold standard for diagnosing septic arthritis, a variety of
laboratory tests may also lead to a diagnosis of septic arthritis. Clinical examinations may
show symptoms similar to transient synovitis (TS), decreased range of motion, and
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difficulty with weight bearing; however, a clinical prediction rule exists to differentiate
between TS and SA. The clinical prediction rule proposes four predictors for SA: a history
of fever, refusal to bear weight, and two abnormal blood work results (elevated erythrocyte
sedimentation rate and white blood count).49

Critical Clinical Pearls

Hip pain in children can be complicated:

Legg-Calvé-Perthes syndrome, transient synovitis, and slipped capital femoral
epiphysis are more common in boys.
Children with transient synovitis are afebrile.
Children with suspected slipped capital femoral epiphysis need to be seen
immediately by an orthopedic surgeon.

 

Blount’s Disease

Blount’s disease (BD) is a progressive varus deformity of the tibia. The infantile and
adolescent forms of BD are most common. The infantile form occurs in children between
the ages of 2 and 5 years. The adolescent form occurs in older children and is much more
related to obesity. The exact cause of the structural changes is debatable; however, in both
forms, there is clear and persistent degeneration of the medial tibial physis.13

Clinicians must assess the stability of the knee joint as well as the leg length. Because
there may be some possibility of nonsurgical management of the infantile form, early
identification and referral to orthopedics are critical. The later-onset adolescent form
requires extensive surgical intervention to restore alignment.

Osgood-Schlatter Disease

Osgood-Schlatter disease (OS) is a common condition in girls between the ages of 8
and 12 and in boys between the ages of 12 and 15. While the condition is more common
in boys, both groups report pain at the tibial tuberosity.50 The pain is often the result of
repetitive pull of the quadriceps tendon on the skeletally immature tibial tuberosity. The
repetitive trauma may result in apophysitis and avulsion of the tibial tuberosity. The
majority of cases of OS occur in children and adolescents involved in sports.

Children and adolescents, either prepubescent and or in early pubescence, will report a
slow onset of local pain at the tendon’s insertion on the tibial tuberosity. Pain will be
reported as more significant during and after activity. The pain can be reproduced with
resisted knee extension and sometimes with palpation of the tibial tuberosity, which may
appear more prominent.
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Idiopathic Clubfoot

Idiopathic clubfoot (IC), also known as talipes equinovarus, affects 1 in 1,000 babies,
and is twice as common in boys. About half of the cases of IC are bilateral.51 Clubfoot is
associated with many neuromuscular and genetic syndromes; however, this information is
related to idiopathic clubfoot in an otherwise typical baby. The cause of IC is unknown,
but current prevailing theories include some combination of environmental and genetic
factors.51 Several studies have shown that there are many abnormal tissues in the
clubfoot.52

Clubfoot is a multiplanar deformity of the foot and ankle that includes the cavus,
adductus, varus, and equinus components, sometimes referred to with the acronym CAVE.
Most cases of clubfoot are diagnosed in utero via ultrasound; however, when in-utero
diagnosis is not made, early identification and intervention are critical. Clubfoot must be
differentiated from metatarsus adductus, another common deformity of the newborn foot.

Clubfoot examination should begin with an overall assessment of lower extremity
alignment. Palpation of the foot, particularly of the position of the talus, is critical. Because
of the high incidence of clubfoot with other disorders, thorough examination of the
neuromuscular system and all other joints must occur. Gross assessment will reveal small
feet, positioned in equinus and varus. A crease on the medial side of the foot is often
present. The calf muscle is often small.

A variety of classification systems exist for the clubfoot. The most common
classification systems (Ponseti and Smoley, Harold and Walker, Catterall and Diméglio) all
consider the position or the amount of correction of various components of the clubfoot.
The Diméglio classification has been found to be the most reliable method for classifying
clubfoot.53 The Diméglio method uses a scale of 0 to 20 to assess the reducibility of sagittal
plane equinus, frontal plane varus, adduction of the forefoot in the horizontal plane, and
derotation around the talus of the calcaneo-forefoot unit. Each motion is scored on a 4-
point scale, with 4 being the most reducible and 0 being the least reducible. A cumulative
score of all four positions provides a category of severity between grade I (benign) and grade
IV (very severe).54

As mentioned previously, distinguishing clubfoot from metatarsus adductus is
important. Notably, metatarsus adductus does not involve the hindfoot. As such, the
equinus position is not present in metatarsus adductus.

Other Conditions of the Foot and Ankle

Other common conditions of the foot and ankle in children include flat foot,
congenital vertical talus, Kohler syndrome, and Sever’s disease.

Occurrence of flat feet (FF) in children is common, reportedly between 7% and 22%,
and is frequently a reason for referral to physical therapy and orthopedics. The Pediatric
Orthopedic Society of America reports that most cases of FF resolve with age. The
development of the medial arch occurs as children have developmental experiences,
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specifically, a lateral weight shift through the foot between ages 2 and 6.55 Prior to age 6,
the presence of FF may be considered typical.56 Examination should include an assessment
of the flexibility of the calcaneal tendon, medial arch constitution with heel rise, proximal
kinetic chain alignment, and wear patterns on shoes. Because FF may be the result of a
child with weakness attempting to increase their base of support, a strength assessment is
also warranted.

Congenital vertical talus (CVT) occurs in 1 in 10,000 births. Of babies with CVT,
50% of those cases are considered idiopathic.57 CVT will present as a rigid, convex flat foot
due to a variety of anatomical anomalies in the foot. Some of these anomalies include a
vertical talus and dorsal translation of the forefoot that is thought to be due to the failure of
the foot’s intrinsic muscles and resultant overpull of the dorsiflexors.

Kohler syndrome is osteochondrosis of the navicular, which may be caused by avascular
necrosis or mechanical compression. It generally occurs in children between the ages of 2
and 8. Children often describe pain that is localized at the navicular. There may be swelling
and redness on the dorsum of the foot. Due to the presentation, infection may be a
differential diagnosis with this presentation. Pain may or may not influence gait mechanics.

Sever’s disease is essentially due to overuse that results in calcaneal apophysitis. It occurs
in children between 7 and 14 years of age. Children will present with tenderness on the
posterior aspect of the calcaneus. Pain may be reproduced at this site with resisted plantar
flexion.

Fractures in the Lower Extremity

As described earlier in the chapter, fractures in children are rather common; in fact,
nearly half of boys will experience a fracture during their childhood.40 The most common
fracture in the pediatric lower extremity is of the tibia; however, presence of a fracture in
the fibula should be ruled out. Another newer presentation of fractures in the lower
extremity in older children is stress fractures. With the earlier and more intense sporting
activities that many children are participating in, stress fractures are becoming more
common.

While this is rare, anytime a child has a fracture without a clear and reliable
mechanism, child abuse must be ruled out. Most large medical centers have programs in
place to systematically rule out abuse. In a more distant setting, clinicians should defer to a
cautionary reaction and contact their local Department of Social Services immediately
when there is even a remote possibility of child abuse.
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Conclusion

Musculoskeletal injuries in children and adolescents are more common than one might
think. Children are susceptible to musculoskeletal pathologies that are also common in
adults, but the immature musculoskeletal system is vulnerable to a specific set of
pathologies that are exclusive to the immature system. When examining a child with a
complaint or confirmed diagnosis of the musculoskeletal system, therapists can rely on
many examination techniques that they are familiar with in the adult population.
Therapists must appreciate where the child’s musculoskeletal system is along its journey for
maturation and how immaturity has influenced the child’s presentation. Therapists must
also have some familiarity with diagnoses that are exclusive to the pediatric population.

The goal of this chapter is to provide clinicians who are not primarily pediatric
therapists with information about the immature musculoskeletal system, to identify
common musculoskeletal pathologies in children, and to describe physical therapy
examination of children who present with musculoskeletal complaints. When clinicians
encounter a child with a musculoskeletal impairment, they must appreciate how the
impairment affects the child’s function and participation as they would when working with
the adult population.
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